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PREFACE TO VOLUME II
The first edition of Volume I of "Nostrums and Quackery" was
published in the latter months of 1911. It was a book of some 500

In

pages.

less than

a

year the entire edition

was exhausted and

a

second edition was prepared which, while off the press in December,

did not get on to the market until the end of January, 1913. The
second edition of Volume I contained all that was in the first edition
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1912,

with 200 additional pages.

Since the

Journal of

issuance

of the

the American

Second

Edition of Volume I, The

Medical Association

has published, week by

articles on the nostrum evil, quackery and allied matters affecting
public health. As this material accumulated it has been collected

week,
the

according

to

and issued in

matter

subject

educational pamphlets have been distributed

form.

pamphlet

to the medical profession

public at a cost less than that of actual production.

and to the

of publishing

this material

These

in book form

The

long been
evident but economic and other conditions, until now, have made this,
desirability

,

has

if not impossible, at least impracticable.

The present book, Volume II of "Nostrums and Quackery," con
tains practically none of the material appearing in Volume I. To have
Volume I with the present volume would have made an
j combined
expensive and cumbersome book of about 1500 pages. However, the
£
!

j

index

•

to

in the present

book is

this book and to Volume

I

double one, containing references both

a

(second edition).

The present volume contains over 800 pages as compared with 700
! pages in the second edition of Volume I.
These figures, however, fail
I to convey an adequate idea of the amount of material in this book as
compared with that in the previous volume. Volume I, while uniform
|
|

with the present volume in the size of the page, was set in

^measure.

In other words, the type matter on

^occupies only
.^the

present

s^way:
id

the

a

fraction over

21

volume occupies
SCO

pages

in

the

a

a

narrower

given page of Volume

I

square inches while the type matter in

nearly

30

present

been set as it was set in Volume

square inches.
volume would,

Put another

if

the

I, occupy over 1100 pages.

type
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The work done by The Journal of the American Medical Asso
ciation, through its Propaganda Department and Bureau of Investiga
tion, is wholly educational in character- — not punitive. The matter that
appears in this book has been prepared and written in no spirit of
malice and with no object except that of laying before the public
certain facts the knowledge of which is essential to a proper conception
of community health.
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PREFACE

TO

VOLUME

I,

FIRST

EDITION

In the latter months of 1905 the first of a series of articles appeared in
Collier' j, dealing with what was well named the Great American Fraud —
These articles ran for some months
that is, the nostrum evil and quackery.
and, when completed, were reprinted in booklet form by the American Medical
Association.
Tens of thousands of these books have been sold and there is
no question that the wide dissemination of the information contained in the
Great American Fraud series has done much to mitigate the worst evils of the
"patent medicines" and quackery.
How hard these forces of evil have been
hit is indicated by the organized attempt on their part to discredit and bring
into disrepute the American Medical Association by means of speciously named
"leagues," organized by those who are now or have in the past been in the
"patent medicine" business, ostensibly to preserve what has been miscalled
"medical freedom."
A few years before the first of the Collier's articles appeared, the American
Medical Association commenced a campaign against the proprietary evil that
existed within the medical profession. After cleaning to a marked degree this
Augean stable, the Association extended its activities to the investigation of
It should
the more widely spread evil of "patent medicines" and quackery.
be understood that in many cases there is no clear line of demarcation between
what are commonly known as "patent medicines" and the "ethical proprie
taries." As has been shown time and again, it is not unusual for a nostrum
first to be exploited only to the medical profession — as an "ethical proprietary."
After a sufficient number of testimonials have been received from unthinking
physicians the promoters of the nostrum advertise their wares direct to the
public — as a "patent medicine." Again, some nostrum exploiters prefer to
exploit their products exclusively through the medical profession, never adver
tising direct to the laity. On the other hand, there have been a few cases in
which nostrums have first been marketed to the public direct and later have
been advertised either under the same or a different name to physicians.
Many of the articles that have appeared in The Journal of the American
Medical Association during the last few years, dealing with quackery or "patent
medicines," have been reprinted in pamphlet form for distribution to the laity.
As the number of these pamphlets increased, it was thought desirable to bring
all this matter together in one book. The present volume is the result.
Mr.
Adams' "Great American Fraud" articles aimed to cover the whole subject of
quackery and the nostrum evil in as broad and general a way as possible.
From the nature of the case, it was impossible to give very much space to
any one fraud. The present book differs in just this respect from the Collier's
reprint. While but comparatively few concerns are dealt with, they are shown
up with special reference to the details of their fraudulent activity.
By this
means light has been thrown into the innermost recesses — the holy of holies
of quackery. It is believed that a perusal of the cases here presented will so
plainly show the fraud, the greed and the danger that are inseparable from
"patent medicine" exploitation and quackery that the reader must perforce
be protected in no small degree from this widespread
evil.
While most of the matter here given is the result of work done directly by
the American Medical Association, we have not hesitated to take advantage
of the splendid work done by the Post Office Department through the agency
of the fraud order and also of that done by the federal and state officials in
enforcing national and state pure food laws. It is an unfortunate fact that
much of the valuable work done by officials entrusted with the execution of
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VOLUME
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is

a

a

is

it,

the Food and Drugs Act is buried in official documents that never reach those
We make no apology, therefore,
to whom such work is of the greatest value.
for presenting in as popular a form as is consistent with scientific accuracy,
the results of much of this work. In addition to these sources of information
we have quoted freely from the reports that have appeared in the British Med
ical Journal on nostrums and quackery.
For the purpose of classification, this book has been divided into three gen
eral departments; the first deals with quackery, the second with nostrums, while
the third contains miscellaneous
matter that did not seem to belong to either
of the other two divisions.
Actually, there is no clear line between these
divisions. While as a general thing, the preparations classed as nostrums are
such as are sold through the medium of drug stores, yet, in a few cases, they
are sold by the manufacturer — or, more commonly,
the exploiter — direct. On
the other hand, while we have classed under quackery those concerns which
profess to diagnose and treat disease, some of these institutions also list their
medicaments with the wholesale and retail drug firms.
The divisions, therefore,
are purely arbitrary.
Just a word as to the distinction made between proprietary medicines and
"patent medicines." Strictly speaking, practically all nostrums on the market
are proprietary medicines and but very few are true patent medicines. A patent
medicine, in the legal sense of the word, is a medicine whose composition or
method of making, or both, has been patented.
Evidently, therefore, a patent
medicine is not a secret preparation because its composition must appear in
the patent specifications.
Nearly every nostrum, instead of being patented, is
given a fanciful name and that name is registered at Washington; the name
thus becomes the property of the nostrum exploiter for all time.
While the
composition of the preparation, and the curative effects claimed for
may be
changed at the whim of its owner, his proprietorship in the name remains
intact.
As has been said,
not
secret preparation;
true patent medicine
moreover, the product becomes public property at the end of seventeen years.
As the term "patent medicine" has come to have
definite meaning to the
public, this term
used in its colloquial sense throughout the book.
That
to say, all nostrums advertised and sold direct to the public are referred to
as "patent medicines"; those which are advertised directly only to physicians
are spoken of as "proprietaries."

SECOND

EDITION

is

is

a

is

a

is

is

"Nostrums and Quackery" was published by the American Medical Asso
ciation in the belief not only that the information
contained ought to go
to the public but also that the public desired just such -information. The best
evidence that this belief was justified
the necessity of issuing
second edi
tion in less than
year.
larger by about two hundred
The second edition
pages.
Much entirely new matter has been added and
large portion of the
material that appeared in the first edition has been brought down to date.
Quackery does not die easily.
Exposures of the frauds perpetrated by
quacks and nostrum venders do good only to the extent that such exposes
educate the public. When the veil of mystery
torn from the medical faker,
the naked sordidness and inherent worthlessness that remains suffices to make
quackery its own greatest condemnation.
This
the mission on which
"Nostrums and Quackery" goes forth.
a
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ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND DRUG HABIT CURES
"HAINES" GOLDEN TREATMENT"
"Dr. Haines' Golden Treatment" is sold and advertised by the Golden Specific
Ohio. Before lying on the trade package carried with it
a risk of prosecution, the "Golden Treatment" was sold as "Golden Specific."
The preparation is one of the numerous "cures" for the liquor habit which are
Here
supposed to be given secretly, curing the alcoholic in spite of himself.
are some of the claims that have been made :
Company of Cincinnati,

"Golden

Treatment is Odorless
or Food."

and Tasteless — Any Lady

Can

Give

it Secretly

at

home

in Tea, Coffee,

Remedy, the Great Home Treatment For Drunkards."
The sure quick permanent cure for drunkards has been found.
woman despair.
It is Golden Remedy.
It has no odor. It has no taste. Just a little is put in the drunkard's
cup of coffee or tea or in his food.
He will never notice it, he will be cured before he
realizes it, and he will never know why he abandoned the taste for liquor."
"Golden Remedy has cured some of the most violent cases in a day's time."
of cases without the drinker's
a craving for liquor relieved in thousands
knowledge,
and against his will."
"Golden
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"Let

no

"...

Some

typical

advertisements

of "Haines' Golden

Remedy"

(reduced)

of various

dates.

Any one with an elementary knowledge of the treatment of alcoholism knows
cruelly false such claims as these are. Not only is the statement that the
stuff will cure the drunkard "without his knowledge" and "against his will" a
falsehood, but it is also a cowardly falsehood in that it deceives those who in
the very nature of the case will hesitate to raise any protest against the deception.

how

The Golden Specific Company advertises that it will send a "free trial pack
any one who will use it. Those who answer the advertisements are sent
(1) a form letter so prepared as to simulate an individual communication, (2) a
sample of the "Golden Treatment" and (3) a booklet entitled "The National
Curse, Drunkenness."
The letter, the directions on the sample treatment, and
especially the booklet all emphasize the alleged ease with which drunkards can
he cured without their knowledge and against their will.
Says the letter: "We
are sending you a trial package of Golden Treatment
to prove to you

age" to

...

ALCOHOL

10
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DRUG

CURES

how easily and secretly it caii be given
.
.
.
without the drunkard ever sus
pecting that he is being treated at all." And the booklet : "Many drunkards
have been made temperate men who have taken Golden Treatment in their coffee
without their knowledge, and today believe They Quit Drinking of Their Own
Free Will." And elsewhere in the book : "There is no opportunity of the victim
knowing that he is being treated, and therein lies its greatest power for good."
On the envelope containing the sample treatment we read: "This is but a trial
treatment to show how easily and secretly it may be given . . ." The direc
tions accompanying the sample are very brief, but the recipient is told that
"fuller directions and suggestions accompany the full treatment."
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Those who send for the "full treatment" (price $3.00) receive a box containing
forty powders.
The directions accompanying the box are, as was promised on
Moreover there is a marked difference in the
the "trial treatment," much fuller.
attitude of the company toward its victim after it once has received payment for

here Is no opportunity of the Tletlm knowing tint he
and therein lies Its greatest powerfor i

Is/

nore, the drunkard
usually resents tie suggest]
that he should take anything for his weakness.
But J
1
Golden Remedy cannot be defeated by mere refusal, for lt\
loses Itself In his coffee or food and thus often In secret does
J
1 that otherwise mlitht never have been done at i
Hod

alarm.
Never need he know how It was that he wasl
in fact, In many cases, the drinker has believed
> stopped drinking of his own free-will!.

J

j^-'fJo

woman need have the least scruple

about doing good
!■ usually not

(secretly. A drunkard, it must be borne in mind,
[as able to take care of himself as Is a chllul

of clippings from the booklet sent to prospective victims by the Golden
Reproductions
Note the emphasis put on the alleged power of the "Golden
Remedy"
Specific Company.
to cure the liquor habit without the knowledge or cooperation of the patient.

The whole trend of the advertising (until the purchase
its worthless treatment.
pur
is actually made and the money paid) is that of leading the prospective
chaser to believe that the "treatment" is not only efficacious when given without
the knowledge of the patient, but that this is an ideal way to administer it. The
directions that accompany the $3.00 package of powders, however, express, or at
least imply, doubt as to the probability of success unless the patient is anxious
"If necessary to admin
to be cured of his habit and takes the stuff knowingly.
"
ister without the knowledge of the patient . . — commence the directions after
the victim has paid her money; and: "Whenever it is possible to induce the
patient to take the treatment voluntarily with a full knowledge of its qualities
Further, the poor woman, who
and effects, it is always the better way

..."

this "treatment" in the belief that she can reclaim her husband
or brother or father, without his knowledge, is told that "after patient has been
under treatment for two days, give sponge (or towel) baths of warm salt water
every three days for at least two weeks" ! Finally, of course : "if one treatment
does not succeed, get another quick."
has purchased

ALCOHOL

AND

DRUG

CURES

1!

Although the worthlessness of this product is obvious it was believed that
its composition would be of interest, and an analysis of the stuff was made in
the

Association's

laboratory.

The report follows
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LABORATORY

:

REPORT

"Original packages of 'Dr. Haines' Golden Treatment for the Liquor Habit'
(price, $3.00 each), prepared by the Golden Specific Co., Cincinnati, O., were
Each box contained 40
submitted to the Chemical Laboratory for examination.
powders, the average weight of each powder being .75 gm. (11. S grains).
The
material had a light brown color, a celery-like odor and a sharp taste. Under
the microscope a few starch grains resembling those of ipecac were discerned;
wheat starch was present in relatively large amounts.
Qualitative tests demon
strated the presence of capsicum, lactose, starch, a small amount of resin and a
The amount of alkaloid was so small that
very small amount of alkaloid.
Emodin-bearing
positive tests could not be obtained for the ipecac alkaloids.
The quantitative determinations were ash 1.47 per cent. ;
drugs were not present.
moisture (loss at 130°) 4.29 per cent.; lactose 47.5 per cent.; alkaloids 0.0003
per cent.
From the analysis it appears that Dr. Haines' Golden Treatment is
composed essentially of milk sugar, starch, capsicum and a minute amount of
ipecac."— (From The Journal A. M. A., Oct. 27, 1917.)

THE RICHIE MORPHIN

CURE

In his series of articles on "The Great American Fraud" which ran a few
years ago in Collier's, Mr. Samuel Hopkins Adams devoted one chapter to "The
Scavengers." This appropriate title he applied to those who, under the guise
of selling mail-order "cures" for the morphin habit, fostered the slavery of the
drug habit for their own profit by substituting for the morphin addiction an
addiction to their villainous mixtures of opiates. One of the concerns described
by Mr. Adams in this chapter was the Richie Company, Brooklyn, N. Y., of
which he said :
"Surrounded by the best religious influences, in the Presbyterian Building
at 156 Fifth Avenue, New York City, the Rev. W. N. Richie, D.D., holds
forth. Here, in pious words, he invokes the aid of Heaven upon his transac
tions. He has another address, 105 St. James Place, Brooklyn, where he
does the work of Hell. By his catch-word, 'for the sake of humanity,' he has
inveigled a number of well-meaning and otherwise intelligent gentlemen
into supporting his scheme with their names. As high-minded a man as
the late Rev. John Hall was duped, and his picture is now used on the cover
of one of the Richie circulars. Rev. Dr. Burrell, the late Rev. S. S. Baldwin,
Rev. C. A. Stoddard, and the editors of the Independent,
Christian Work
The
and other religious journals appear as endorsers of the Richie 'cure.'
'literature' gotten out by the reverend exploiter reeks of a smug pseudopiety.
He recommends his nostrum as a 'Painless cure for all drug habits.
Only cure endorsed by the secretaries of Foreign Mission Boards, Inter
denominational Committee, etc' He claims that it will cause 'actual destruc
tion of the desire for narcotics.' On his letter-head appear conspicuously
No substitute.'
Mark that 'No
the words 'Supports better than the drug.
This means that in the remedy no drug is substituted for the
substitute.'
one used by the victim. It is a lie. The Rev. Dr. Richie knows it for a lie.
So well does he know it that his employees dare not back it up in theif
After procuring a sample of the output, I wrote, under an
correspondence.
assumed name, saying that it produced the same effect as morphin, and
asking if it contained any of that drug. Here is the reply : 'There would
be no special advantage in our denying or asserting the use of morphin or
'No special use,' indeed! Their sample, on analysis,
opium in the remedy.'
contains 2.12 grains of crystallized morphin per dose.
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"I am invited to cure myself by taking this stuff four times
I lived through the first dose, the second would kill me, or

a day. If
any of my
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readers who is not a morphin fiend.
The ordinary dose is one-eighth of a
grain, heavy dose one-fourth of a grain. But the Richie Company supposes
I can stand more, so they endeavor to foist their concoction on me in place
of my supposed addiction. How does this comport with their 'No substitu
tion' claim?
This and other questions I put in writing to the Rev. Dr.
Richie. He has not answered it. His silence is not surprising. It is the
part of wisdom —or, at least, caution. I'm not certain just how to place this
reverend gentleman.
It may be that he has been fooled into believing in
the 'Richie cure,' and that he is an exemplar of a type of asininity so baneful
and deadly that its possessor ought, for the sake of the public, to be perma
But I think
nently established in an asylum for the dangerously imbecile.
I think he cannot be ignorant of his traffic in ruined lives. This
not.
Nor has the divinity doctor always
alternative implies flat criminality.
eluded the clutch of the law. He has been convicted and fined for practicing
medicine without a license."

The foregoing appeared in Collier's Sept. 22, 1906. On Jan. 5, 1909, June 5,
March 15, 1910, the Richie Company shipped from the state of New
York into the District of Columbia three consignments of its "cure." Samples
from the different consignments were analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry of
reported that the
and the federal chemists
the Department of Agriculture,
product consisted of a water-alcohol solution of morphin sulphate, glycerin,
The first shipment consisted of
pepsin, salicylic acid and undetermined matter.
five bottles which contained morphin sulphate in amounts varying from 14.2
The ten bottles in the
grains to the fluidounce to 9.2 grains to the fluidounce.
second shipment contained this same drug in amounts varying from 12.35 grains
The third shipment of ten bottles also contained
to 721 grains to the fluidounce.
morphin sulphate, varying in amounts from 15.85 to 8.22 grains to the fluidounce.
On March 14, 1911, more than two years after the first shipment was made,
the United States Attorney for the Eastern District of New York, acting on
the report of the Secretary of Agriculture, filed an information against William
N. Richie and Grant N. Richie, who were copartners under the name "Richie
Company." The product was declared misbranded because the bottles and
packages did not bear a statement on the label of the quantity and proportion
of morphin. On March 18, 1911, the two Richies entered a plea of "not guilty"
and three months later filed a demurrer. The court overruled the demurrer and
on April 2, 1913, William N. Richie and Grant N. Richie withdrew their former
The court suspended
plea of "not guilty" and entered a plea of "guilty."
sentence! — [Notice of Judgment No. 2554; issued Oct. 31, 1913.]
1909, and

TESCUM

AND

NICOTOL

"Tescum" and "Nicotol" were two nostrums put out by the H. J. Brown
Medicine Co. of Cleveland, Ohio.
"Tescum" was sold as an alleged cure for drunkenness and "Nicotol" as
an alleged cure for the tobacco habit. They were both worthless humbugs.
According to the Tescum advertisements : H. J. Brown was a drunkard who
finally reached the place where he was drunk practically all the time; a former
friend wrote to Brown's sister, whose home was in Germany, telling of his
condition; the sister "consulted a famous chemist, who gave her a prescription,
a secret formula," and told her that, if she could arrange to put it in Brown's
coffee or tea, "it would destroy the appetite for alcohol in any form" ; the sister
took the first steamer for New York, and immediately began to give him the
remedy unknown to him ; the remedy cured him !

ALCOHOL
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As has been said before, any drug which is sold under the claim that it may
given secretly to a victim of drunkenness and cure him of the habit is sold
under cruelly lying claims. Its exploitation is a heartless and cowardly fraud.
be

Tescum was reported on by the Dairy and Food Division of the Board of
Agriculture of Ohio some time ago which declared that it consisted chiefly of
tartar emetic.
This drug is an irritant poison and may profoundly depress
the heart.
To sell a mixture of this kind without warning as to its dangerous
character is little less than criminal.
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"Nicotol" was described in the advertisements as a "Home Treatment Given
Of course, a cure for the
Secretly that Destroys the Craving for Tobacco."
tobacco habit can no more be produced without the knowledge and cooperation
of the patient than can a cure for the alcohol habit be produced under the same
conditions.
The advertisement continued :
"To break

powders.
becomes

Give

of the tobacco habit, go to your druggist and get a package of Nicotol
him Nicotol secretly in food or drink as directed, and in a short time tobacco

a man

distasteful."

Then there was this sort of bosh served up to the public
"Thousands

of men suffering from fatal
drug Nicotine."

diseases

:

would be in perfect

health today were it

not for the deadly

Several of the Nicotol advertisements
featured a "Dr. Connor, formerly of
Johns Hopkins Hospital" and quoted this hypothetical individual as having had
remarkable success with the use of Nicotol.
The advertising of this concern
became so flagrant that the National Vigilance Committee
of the Associated
Advertising Clubs of the World investigated the matter and in September,
1920 issued a special bulletin giving the results of their investigation.
Accord
ing to their report, the Nicotol "treatment" consists of two kinds of tablets, one
called "Nicotol" and the other "Tokosan."
The chemist who examined these
tablets for the National Vigilance Committee
reported that Nicotol Tablets
substantially nothing more than corn starch, calamus and prob
"contained
ably some charcoal."
And they added "our examination failed to disclose any
markedly active medicinal substance."
The Tokosan Tablets, according to
the same authority, "contained corn starch and cinchona bark (quinin)," and
these were the only constituents the chemists were able to identify. As for Dr.
Connor, the Johns Hopkins Hospital had never heard of him and reported that
he had never been carried on their rolls either at the hospital or medical
school.

VARLEX

COMPOUND

"Varlex Compound," put on the market by the Varlex Manufacturing Com
pany, Kansas City, Mo., is sold under the claim that it can be given secretly
to "cure" the liquor and tobacco habits.
There is no preparation that can be
given secretly to cure alcoholism ; wives and children of inebriates reading

advertisements
of the Varlex type purchase the worthless nostrums, often with
money that can be ill afforded, in the hope of releasing father or husband from
the thraldom of alcoholism.
Those engaged in the business of selling these
alleged cures know full well that there is not one chance in a thousand that the
return of the money spent will be demanded; for, in the nature of the case, the
victims are unwilling to risk the publicity that such a demand would bring.
Varlex Compound is advertised by the "prescription fakes" method. Under
the heading "Home Recipe for the Liquor Habit" the claim is made that a
"well-known physician located in the Middle West, who has treated thousands
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of cases of the liquor habit" gives the following "simple inexpensive prescription
that can be given secretly in coffee, milk, water or in the food."
The alleged
prescription is:
Water
Muriate

Varlex

Pepsin

A
tory.

3
20
1
10

of Ammonia

Compound

package of "Varlex Compound" was submitted
Here is the report of analysis :
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LABORATORY

oz.

grains
pkg.
grains

to the Association's

labora

REPORT

One package of "Varlex Compound for Making a Treatment for the Liquor
and Tobacco Habit," prepared by Varlex Mfg. Co., Kansas City, Mo., was sub
The package contained
mitted to the Chemical Laboratory for examination.
about 48 grains of a brownish-white pow
der, having a slightly sweet taste.
Qualita
'
tive tests demonstrated the presence of milk
sugar (lactose). Alkaloids and metallic sub
stances were not found.
Quantitative de
the Liquor Habit
powder
terminations
indicated that
the
Well Known Physician Wfeo'Haa
consisted
of approximately 97 per cent,
Treated Thousand* of Cases Gives
lactose and 3 per cent, moisture. In other
Out Simple
Recipe
Home
words, it appears to be essentially milk-sugar.
to Be OJven Secretly.

Home

I
I

I

J

Recipe for

A well known physician, located in
the Middle West, who has treated
thousands of cases ol liquor habit, in
a recent interview made the follow,
ing statement : "The cost ol the drug?
used to treat the liquor habit in In*
high priced sanitarium: is very little
Here is a simple, inexpensive
pre
scription
that can be given secretly
coffee,
milk,
water
ur
in
the
in
food
as tubas no taste, color or smell. TV
02. ot wiaes.AdjjO grains of muri
ate of ammonia, a "iniall jnn of Varlcx*CQmpound>and
10 grains' Dt-TJfp*
fin,
555 rmo coffee or food a teathree times a day.
spoonful
Thi»
is perfectly harmless,
prescription
can be filled at any drug store and
will be found very effective in thi ,
treatment of the liquor habit."
]

t

The swindler who sells fake mining stock
to widows and the hold-up man who makes
women and girls his victims rank higher,
morally and ethically, than those who would
sell worthless nostrums to unfortunate
despairingly, at the
who grasp,
women
promise that with the aid of these mixtures
they can free their loved ones from the
slavery of drink. Kansas City, Mo., is the
home of more than one medical humbug
but none is more disreputable than that
exploited by the Varlex Manufacturing Com
pany. — (From The Journal A. M. A., Nov.
6, 1915.)

SOME MISCELLANEOUS
"CURES"
Drink Cure. — According to a report published in the Phar
Journal and Pharmacist, May 9, 1914, "nothing but milk sugar could

Antialkoholin
maceutical

identified in this remedy."
Antidipso. — This alleged cure for the drink habit was sold by a London con
cern and was analyzed by the chemists of the British Medical Association.
The "cure" consisted of two powders, white and colored, respectively. The
white powders were found on analysis to contain about one-fourth potassium
bromid, and three- fourths milk sugar; while the colored powders contained
one-third potassium bromid, and two-thirds milk sugar.
Carney Common Sense Opiate Cure. —This preparation was analyzed by the
Massachusetts State Board of Health, which reported in 1907 that the stuff
was a series of solutions containing various quantities of morpfoin.
Coho Drink Cure. — This preparation, according to the Pharmaceutical Jour
nal and Pharmacist, May 9, 1914, "is said to be a weak alcoholic solution flavored
with essential oils, among which caraway and cinnamon could be recognized
by odor."

be
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Com Powder. — This preparation, sold from London, England, as a cure for
drunkenness, was analyzed by the chemists of the British Medical Association,
who reported
that it consisted of baking soda 90 parts, powdered cinnamon
5 parts, powdered cumin 5 parts.

— This is another "drink cure" that
British Medical Association. It consisted

Dipsocure.

was analyzed

by the chemists

of two powders, brown and
white.
They were identical in composition except for a small amount of
coloring matter, and analysis showed them to contain acetanilid 6 parts,
potassium bromid 35 parts, milk sugar 59 parts.
of the

Elders' Celebrated Tobacco Specific— H. W. Elders of St. Joseph, Mo.,
into the state of Michigan a quantity of a drug preparation having the
name given above and under claims that were in part as follows :
shipped

Smoking, Chewing, Cigarette and Snuff Dipping Habits in three
Certain in its Cure as are Taxes and Death sure to all."
"Oldest, Cheapest, Best. Thousands so testify."
"A positive cure for the 'Tobacco Heart. "
"Contains no injurious drugs or ingredients."
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"Cures

"It

to

five days."

is as

Analysis

the
government chemists
by
that the tablets consisted essentially
of cocain derivatives, strychnin and cinchona
alkaloids.
The cocain, strychnin and cin
chona alkaloids amounted to about %) of 1
per cent. The remainder of the tablets con
sisted of sugar and starch with a small
amount of ginger, the whole being flavored
with artificial oil of wintergreen. As the
tablets were not a specific for the tobacco
habit and as it did contain "injurious drugs
or ingredients," the product was declared
Elders pleaded guilty and was
misbranded.
fined $100 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment
No. 930; issued July 13, 1911.]

showed

Tobacco Habit
Quickly Conquered
. Jdvn* Tobacco

Boon BanU'

All Forms of Tobacco Habit
In 73 to 120 Hours.

Jiteed pomivrly to be a harmle M,
id permanent relief from the *l»v«>ry
of the Tobacco Habit, Easy to take. No
do«.
cminf for Tobacco aftrr the first
Od«to three boxes rufflei«nt (or all ordinary]

Frank's Cure for Inebriety.— The Pharma

ceutical Journal and Pharmacist, May 9,
declared that this "is a white, sweetish
der.
It is stated to consist of 4.9 per
of tartar emetic, and 95 per cent, of

1914,

pow
cent,

milk

sugar."
Harrison's Opium Cure. — This preparation,
according to a report published in 1912 by
the Idaho authorities, contained nearly 20
per cent, of alcohol and 5 per cent, of opium.
Matchette's Indian Tobacco Antidote. —

This preparation, according

Dakota

chemists

(1910)

was

essentially

a

to

the

North

mixture of bitter drugs.

Normyl Treatment— This preparation for alcoholism, alleged to be a dis
covery of a Canadian, was first exploited in the British Isles and later came
to this country.
The chemists of the British Medical Association analyzed it.
and reported that the "full course" consisted of 24 days' medicine, supplied in
24 bottles.
Their analysis showed the stuff to contain 75.5 per cent alcohol,
an alkaloid consisting principally
of strychnin with a little brucin, the amount
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corresponding to about 38 minims of tincture of nux vomica to each bottle.
There was also found a non-alkaloidal bitter principle which, apparently, was
picrotoxin.
In Great Britain the stuff, because of the presence of strychnin,
had to be labeled "Poison" in accordance with the Pharmacy Act.
Orrine. — This alleged cure for the alcohol habit was sold in two forms, one
to be given secretly, and the other to be taken voluntarily.
"Orrine No. 1" has
been analyzed by various state chemists.
The Connecticut report for 1914
declared that the stuff contained over 84 per cent, of milk sugar, 15 per cent,
ammonium chlorid, and % of 1 per cent, gold chlorid.
Plummer's Tobacco Cure. —This, according to the North Dakota Experiment
Station Report for 1910, consisted essentially of pieces of gentian root.
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St. Anne's Morphin -Cure. —This product, according to the state chemists of
Massachusetts (1903) contained 1 grain of morphin and 1.8 grains of caffein to
the fluid ounce.

St James Society Drug Cure. —The

St. James Society of New York City
morphin mixture to morphin habitues, under the guise of a "cure." Its
method was to send its poor dupes a series of bottles labeled 1 to 10, containing
a mixture of morphin and alcohol. The Bureau of Chemistry of the Department
of Agriculture, U. S. Government, declared two of the shipments made by this
concern misbranded under the Food and Drugs Act in that the amount of
morphin and alcohol found in the preparation was different from that stated
on the label. The St. James Society pleaded guilty and was fined $25. — [Notice
of Judgment No. 1291; issued April 4, 1912.]

sold

a

Starnes Drug-Habit Cure. —W. A. Starnes, Atlanta, Ga., shipped a number
of bottles of a preparation supposed to be a cure for the drug habit. Analysis
disclosed the presence of morphin, and as there was no statement to that effect,
the product was declared misbranded. The defendant pleaded guilty and was
fined. — [Notice of Judgment No. 694; issued Dec. 17, 1910.]
Tobacco Redeemer. — One broken package of Tobacco Redeemer, manufac
tured by the Newell Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, was sent to the Chemical
Laboratory for examination. The package contained two boxes.
Qualitative
tests indicated the following :

The larger box contained dark brown tablets bearing the letters "N.N."
These tablets were quite bitter and the taste of licorice was very pronounced.
A small amount of alkaloids was present but did not respond to tests for strych
nin, quinin, caffein, or mydriatic alkaloids.
The tablets probably contain
licorice and a bitter drug such as gentian as constituents. The smaller box
was labeled "Tonic Tablets."
This box, as received, contained five tablets.
These had a red coating easily removed by water, and also a covering of
calcium carbonate, inside of which was a brown mass very bitter in taste. This
inner substance responded to tests for aloes or other emodin-bearing drug and
strychnin. Owing to the limited amount of material other tests were not made. —
(From the Annual Reports of the A. M. A. Chemical Laboratory, 1915.)
Tucker's Drug-Habit Cure. —W. J. Tucker, Atlanta, Ga., shipped a quantity
of a drug product, alleged to be a cure for the drug-habit, to the District of
Columbia. The stuff was analyzed by the Government chemists and found to
contain both alcohol and morphin. As the presence of neither of these sub
stances was stated on the label, the preparation was declared
misbranded.
Tucker pleaded guilty and a fine was imposed. — [Notice of Judgment No. 693;

issued Dec. 17, 1910.]
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Weatnerby's Opium Antidote. — This preparation was reported by the Idaho
chemists in 1912 to contain lVz grains of morphin to each 100 c.c.

state

White Ribbon Remedy. —This alleged cure for alcoholism came in the form
12 to a box, price $1.
The state chemists of Connecticut analyzed
the preparation in 1914, and found it to contain about 95 per cent, milk sugar,
and about 5 per cent, ammonium chlorid.
At this rate it would be necessary
for the patient to take 18 powders, costing $1.50, to obtain an ordinary dose of
ammonium chlorid.
Woods' Tobacco Cure. — The alleged cures for the drink and tobacco habits
sold by Edward J. Woods of New York were dealt with in "Nostrums and
Quackery" (1912). In February, 1921, the Government declared the "tobacco
habit cure" a fraud and denied the use of the U. S. mails to Edward J.
Woods, Inc.
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"Every man who trade* in this market, whether he packet* the profits of the maker,
the purveyor or the advertiser, takes toll of blood. He may not deceive himself here, for
Relentless greed sets
here the patent medicine business Is nakedest most cold-hearted.
the trap and death is partner in the enterprise."— SAMUEL HOPKINS ADAMS.

diseases does the mental

How great

by the experiments of Albert

a

a

To

Mathieu led his

these

patients

"serum," but what actually was
improved,

injections of what

he gave

small quantity of

A remarkable

noted their condition.
the temperature

diminished, the cough,
began to gain

expectoration and night-sweats were mitigated and the patients

the discontinuance of the injections the old symptoms

knows.

Any change either in the treatment

patient

a

pitifully

is

of the patient.

It

individual giving the treatment

likely to result in

a

phthisical patients

returned.

scientifically proved what every physician who treats

Mathieu's experiments

is

With

in weight.

shown

wonderful "serum" for the cure of tuber

salt, and carefully

change was seen; the appetite

itself or in the

temporary improvement

this curious psychologic fact that makes the tuberculous

easy victim of those

who advertise worthless or fraudulent

"consumption cures."

The speciously worded advertisement,
the exaggerated
claims, the testimonials — all conspire to convince the consumptive that here at
the long-hoped-for

branch of quackery.

In

"cure."

Hence the profitableness of this despicable

the following

"consumption cures" are described.

pages

a

last

is

few of the almost innumerable

Many other products of this type were

dealt with in "Nostrums and Quackery"

(1912).

"ADDILINE"

it

a

a

"Addiline" was extensively advertised as
cure for consumption.
The gen
eral type of its newspaper advertisements
consisted
of
"before and after
taking" picture headed "I CURED MYSELF OF TUBERCULOSIS."
Occa
sionally
but still needing
newspaper with the stirrings of better things in
the money from such disreputable sources, ran the advertisement
reading

:

a

"I FREED MYSELF FROM TUBERCULOSIS."

if

It

it

a

The nostrum was sold on the mail-order plan and, like so many others of its
fake guarantee that, so far as the consumptive was con
type, carried with
cerned, was not worth the paper on which
was printed.
was the usual
scheme offering to return the price of the first four weeks' treatment
at the
end of six weeks from the time that the purchase was made the user would
certify that he had used Addiline for twenty-eight consecutive days in accord
ance with the directions and had received no benefit.
Any one familiar with
the attitude of the consumptive
toward new and widely heralded treatments
it
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culosis had been discovered.
solution of common

was strikingly

Mathieu, the French physician.

tuberculosis patients to believe that
they supposed to be this

the psychic factor

a

it does in consumption.

element play so important a part as
is,

In few organic
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knows that ninety-nine out of a hundred would report at the end of the first
six weeks that they had been benefited.
This nostrum was made the subject of an investigation by the National
Vigilance Committee of the Associated Advertising Clubs of the World which
published a special bulletin on the subject in May, 1920.
This organization
reported that the chemists declared :

"It [Addiline] contains a large proportion of kerosene and a smaller pro
portion of turpentine and that is all it contains except a small amount of
aromatic oil."
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The chemists add facetiously that it would make a better furniture polish
than tuberculosis remedy.
The amount of Addiline that was sold by the com
pany for $5.50 would cost about 35 cents if bought 'from a druggist.

THE DUKET

"CONSUMPTION

CURE"

Three or four years ago we began to receive inquiries concerning a "consump
tion cure" exploited by one Peter P. Duket, M.D., in and around Findlay and
Toledo, Ohio. As in all such cases, the advertising matter, circular letters, etc.,
sent out by the promoter were collected with the intention of making a thorough
investigation. It soon became evident, however, that the fake was a minor one
and that its perpetrator was but a small fish in the ocean of quackery. There
were so many other and more dangerous frauds to be shown up that the
Findlay concern was not deemed worth space in The Journal. The data col
lected were filed with such occasional additional matter as came to The Journal
Suddenly, however, the Duket "cure"
office ; otherwise the case was forgotten.
has flared
into prominence: two months ago the newspapers heralded a new
"cure" for consumption emanating from Chicago, professionally fathered by a
medical college of that city and financially backed by a widely-known politician
and banker. The conditions under which this unknown product is now being
exploited are entirely different from those under which it was pushed in Findlay ;
its possibilities
for harm have been enormously increased through its tacit
recognition by presumably responsible persons. The Journal, therefore, makes
no apology for taking up the subject.
It believes that when its readers have
gone over the articles that follow they will wonder what can have led the
Bennett Medical College to lend recognition to a humbug so palpable.
Mr.
Lorimer's connection with this latest medical fiasco may charitably be assumed
to be an altruistic one. But why men of scientific training should allow them
selves to be drawn into a thing of this sort is hard to understand. — (Modified
from The Journal A. M. A., May 24, 1913.)

ARTICLE

I

About the time that Friedmann's press-agents were getting in their finest
and when any news item — no matter how bizarre — regarding a con
sumption cure, made good newspaper "copy", the Chicago newspapers came out
with sensational articles regarding a locally exploited "cure" for the white
Dr. Peter P. Duket of Chicago had produced, we were told, a "serum"
plague.
that would cure tuberculosis.
It is probable that Chicago newspapers would
not have "fallen for" this canard, if it had not been given an artificial news
value by the fact that the "cure" was financed by William Lorimer, who for a
time occupied a seat in the United States senate.
Newspaper notoriety seems to have been assiduously cultivated, and the
"Duket serum" has been given publicity at stated intervals from the time of
the first sensational articles in the early part of March until the present.
The
latest developments are that Mr. Lorimer has asked the governor of each state
work,
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in the Union to send a representative to Chicago to watch the Duket "cure."
Furthermore, he seems to have brought his influence to bear at Washington, for
the papers state that an investigation of the Duket "cure" is to be undertaken
by the United States Public Health Service.
So many inquiries have been received by The Journal
regarding the Duket "serum" that we feel there is an
urgent need of giving physicians such facts as we have
TO* THE SIC*
|
We have postponed publishing such
already at hand.
matter as we have in the hope that we could have com
pleted our investigations of this widely .vaunted treat
ment. If conditions warrant it the result of these investi
gations will appear in due time.
Peter P. Duket was graduated by Hahnemann Medical
College, Chicago, in 1893. He was licensed to practice
in Ohio in 1896 on the presentation
of his diploma,
examinations for licensure not being required in that
state until 1900. His name does not appear in the medi
cal directories for the year 1896, but in 1900 he seems to
have been at Bowling Green, Ohio. His name is again
absent from the directories for 1902, 1904 and 1906, but
appears in the issues of 1908, 1910 and 1912 under the
city of Toledo. In 1902 Duket presented his diploma and
obtained a license to practice in the state of Michigan.
In June, 1911, and again in January, 1912, Duket made
application for license to practice medicine in Colorado.
It was refused.
But he obtained a license to practice
in New Mexico in January,
1912, the license
being
granted on presentation
of diploma.
While in New
Mexico, in 1912, Duket wrote
to the Ohio State Board ask
ing that board to endorse him
The Ohio
to the Texas board.
board "inquired regarding his
moral and professional stand
TUBERCULAR
ing," and as a result of this
inquiry the secretary of the
SANITARIUM
One of Duket's ad Ohio board "was instructed to
vertisements
in
the
In
Toledo papers. This was refuse, the endorsement."
before he opened _ his January,
Duket
was
1913,
"sanitarium" at Findgranted license to practice in
lay, Ohio.
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, GODSEND

COMPANY

Illinois.

PETER P DUKET. M D

In connection with Duket's application to the Colo
rado State Board of Medical Examiners for licensure
in that state, some interesting points were brought
F1NDLAY.OHIO
In the course of Duket's efforts to get a Colo
out.
rado license, he appealed to a prominent Denver poli
tician, who appeared before the board in Duket's be
half. During the course of the hearing, however the
Title page of the booklet
politician himself seems to have become skeptical of
used by Duket in obtaining
Duket's good faith. Duket is said to have claimed victims for his sanitarium
at Findlay, Ohio.
at that time that he was curing tuberculosis with a
"lymph" obtained from goats.
The politician-friend
asked Duket where he kept his goats.
Duket is said to have hesitated and
finally answered that he had one goat that he kept at a certain address in
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Toledo, Ohio. The politician had the chief of police of Denver wire the chief
The Toledo police chief both wired
of police of Toledo to locate the goat.
that
Duket had not at that time and
and wrote that investigation indicated
never had had any goats quartered at the address given.
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duket's findlay sanatorium
In 1910 and 1911 Duket was operating what he called the "Tubercular
Sanitarium Company" at Findlay, Ohio. He was using this concern as head
quarters for the exploitation of his so-called serum. Business apparently being
He
slow, Duket seems to have gone about the country drumming up patients.
issued a somewhat elaborate booklet describing the sanatorium and giving some
When in a town he would
indefinite information regarding his medicament.
send out this booklet to prospective victims with a rubber stamp imprint on
its title-page giving the name of the hotel at which he was staying and the time
that he could be seen.
CLAIMS

MADE FOR DUKET'S CURE

From this booklet we take the following quotations
"The only treatment

septic lymph."
"This antiseptic

lungs."

that is to be considered

lymph

is non-toxic,

is an

:

intravenous

treatment

with

non-irritant and subdues the inflammation

anti

an

of the

"In our treatment we use an antiseptic lymph which is a recent discovery and has been
used by ourselves exclusively."
"There is no other institution in the world that has the same antiseptic lymph."
"It is not made from any product from tubercle bacilli."
The patients are restored
"When given intravenously the action of the germs ceases.
rapidly to their normal weight enabling the system to assist the antiseptic in destroying
the germs and curing the disease."

With the usual assurance of exploiters of "consumption cures," Duket was
not at all modest in the claims made for his "antiseptic lymph." Here is what
he gave as the percentage of "cures" made by his "treatment" :
Patients in the first stage, 90 per cent, of cures.
Patients in the second stage, 75 per cent, of cures.
Patients in the third stage, SO per cent, of cures.
To

a layman who wrote to the

Findlay institution Duket replied

in part

:

"The length of time required to be at the sanitarium or to effect a cure is 10 weeks.
In some cases, of course, it may be longer than that.
"We have made some very remarkable cures and hope that you will not delay in coming."

As this letter was not answered, a few days later another communication
came from Duket, four pages in length, urging the prospective patient to come to
Findlay.
"The treatment is safe, and none but good results follow," the
recipient of the letter was told. This does not seem invariably to have been
A tuberculous subject who had been to the Ohio State Sanatorium
the case.
and returned greatly improved took Duket's treatment.
Each injection was
followed by a rise in temperature and a chill and in a few weeks all the good
that had been accomplished at the state institution was undone.
The poor
fellow died and his brother writes that neither the deceased nor he noticed any
improvement when his brother returned from Duket's sanatorium.
Here then is another alleged cure for tuberculosis being foisted on the public
by a man who has no scientific standing and who has had little or no scientific
training.
Nor is this all. Duket has succeeded in enlisting the help of men
whose motives we need not question and whose influence is greater than his own.
Thus the potentialities for harm are enormously increased. At an early date we
hope to be able to give our readers further details regarding the results of the
"cure" itself. In the meantime, every physician will, in the interest of his tuber
culous patients, do well to give them such facts as we have presented regarding
this latest cure. — (From The Journal A. M. A., May 10, 1913.)
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ARTICLE II
Giving the Results of Some Investigations
Two weeks ago we gave a brief outline of a so-called cure for consumption
exploited by one Peter P. Duket, M.D., and now being financed by ex-Senator
William Lorimer. The reply of Duket and his backers in the newspapers to
the criticisms is that The Journal is making a personal "attack" and that no
matter what Duket's personal shortcomings may be, the essential point is, does
he produce "cures"?
The Journal has made no "attack" on Duket personally;
in fact, every effort has been made to avoid personalities.

To

recapitulate briefly : In 1910 Duket was operating
"sanitarium" at Findlay, Ohio, where he exploited
what he termed an "antiseptic lymph" for the cure of
tuberculosis. At that time he claimed to produce cures
in 90 per cent, of all cases in the "first stage" of con
sumption, in 75 per cent, of cases in the "second stage"
and in SO per cent, of those in the "third stage." Before
that time he was advertising in the Toledo newspapers
his "combination of vitalized and electrified air" as a
"godsend to the sick"— "two trial treatments free."

pirai

THE CURE ESPOUSED

BY A MEDICAL COLLEGE
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The object of the present article is to show what
with his "cure" when in
Ex-Senator Founds St. Rita's
Duket really accomplished
Laboratory for Tuberculosis at
Findlay. Before taking this up in detail, the following
Loyola University 10Test Se
facts should be given to our readers : The only reason
rum Discoverea oy Dr. Duket
that Duket and his cure are now being given any seri
ous consideration is that recently the Bennett Medical
6IVEI
WDBLD
WILL
College of Chicago has assumed to act as his profes
sional sponsor while ex-Senator Lorimer is backing
Incorporated at
Institution
him financially.
Duket seems to have approached the
Springfield, Following Experimedical college at the psychological moment. It was at
Which
a time when the newspapers were full of the Friedmann
"cure" ; when descriptions of serums for tuberculosis
made splendid copy for newspaper "stories"; when the
public imagination was fired with the therapeutic possi
bilities of secret — and therefore awe-inspiring — reme
from
then — whether
dies.
Bennett Medical College,
altruistic or ulterior motives, we are not prepared to
say — seems to have decided to father the Duket "lymph"
"serum"; but capital was
or, as the newspapers have
The opening paragraph
necessary — and straightway forthcoming from Mr.
long article
of
in
Chicago paper heralding
Lorimer. Whether Mr. Lorimer's interest in the Duket
the Duket "cure."
desire to get before the pub
"cure" was prompted by
lic in
more favorable light than that which he achieved
was a sincere desire to give humanity the
his political ventures, or whether
Motives in such
benefit of some of his abundant wealth, need not be discussed.
The facts are a man of little education, of no scientific
case are unessential.
standing and of quackish tendencies has been given certain professional recog
financial standing by the
medical college, and
nition by the sponsorship of
aid of ex-Senator Lorimer.
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a
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a

WHAT

HAS

IT

ACCOMPLISHED?

Duket claims to have "discovered" his "serum" or "lymph" nine years ago.
What has he to show for it? So far as we have been able to discover, the main
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exhibit is a long list of death certificates.
When conducting his "Tubercular
Sanitarium" at Findlay, Ohio, Dulcet issued a prospectus containing a descrip
tion of the "sanitarium" and a farrago of pseudoscientific nonsense about the
"cure."
The booklet also gave what purported to be reports of cases of tuber
culosis in patients who were successfully treated by his "exclusive" method.
Of the fifteen case-reports, in only three were actual names furnished. The
remaining twelve were identified by initials and addresses. Of these twelve, four
were Toledo patients, and it is manifestly impossible to obtain data regarding
individuals who are known only by initials and who live, or did live, in a city
of nearly 200,000 population. This left eight cases of patients, identifiable only
by initials, and living in small towns, whom Duket claimed to have cured with
his "lymph" Inquiries were addressed to physicians in these towns asking for
such information as they could give us regarding the cases. We have received
replies from four of them.
Here it should be said that the three cases described in Duket's booklet in
the full names and addresses were given are those of Henry Buske of
Toledo, Herman Buske of Adrian, Mich., and Bessie Gartz of Toledo. The two
Buskes are brothers and are both living; Miss Gartz, also, is living. These three
seem to be Duket's forlorn hope in his present exploitation.
Miss Gartz admits
that she and the two Buskes were present at a consultation held in Adrian, Mich.,
a little while ago at which a representative
of the Bennett Medical College was
In the reports that follow, it should be noted that Henry
among those present.
Buske seems to have drummed up a good deal of "trade" for Duket at the time
he was in Findlay.
which

PUBLISHED
in

REPORTS —AND THE

FACTS

Now for the reports on those cases, that we have been able to trace, described
the Duket booklet published in March, 1911.

— , Circleville, Ohio. Admitted on Sept. 24,
What the booklet said: "Mrs. B. McC—
Weight 90 pounds. The disease had reached the stage of suppuration, or third stage.
Weight 97 pounds. Feeling good."
Left on Dec. 3, 1910.
1910.

Mrs. B. McC
to
, Circleville, Ohio, although reported
What we found:
have left Duket's "sanitarium" in December, 1910, "feeling good," went back
there in March, 1911. Her daughter states that she "never was any better any
time while under this treatment." .She died July, 1911, of pulmonary tuberculosis.
, Upper Sandusky,
Ohio.
What the booklet said: "Mrs. F. McG
Admitted on
Weight 95*4 pounds.
Oct. 26, 1910.
Weight 105J4 pounds.
Left on Jan. 14, 1911.
The
disease had reached the third stage and well advanced.
The patient is now in good health."

Mrs. F. McG
went to a reputable physician in Upper
What we found:
Sandusky a few weeks after her return —"in good health" — from Duket's "sani
tarium." The physician reports that he "found her in very advanced pulmonary
tuberculosis with some involvement of the digestive tract." This diagnosis was
substantiated by a bacteriologic examination made at the Hygienic Laboratories
then went to another physi
of the Ohio State Board of Health. Mrs. McG
She died a few days
operation,
to
which
she
submitted.
cian, who advised an
her
after her return
physician
who
first
examined
The
operation.
after the
from the Duket place says : "I am satisfied she would have died of tuberculosis
in three months at most from the time I first saw her."
Admitted on Nov. 1, 1910.
, Arlington, Ohio.
What the booklet said: "Mrs. C. L
Left on Jan. 20, 1911. Weight 120*4 pounds. The disease had reached
Weight 110 pounds.
The patient is now feeling well."
the third stage.
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Mrs. C. L
was not benefited by the Duket treatment.
What we found:
Our informant writes : "The lady was up and able to do part of her work before
died of tuber
treatment, which she was never able to thereafter." Mrs. L
culosis in July, 1912.

, McComb. Ohio.
What the booklet said: "Mrs. C. F. K
Admitted on Nov. 12,
Weight 94)4 pounds.
Left on Jan. 22, 1911. Weight 108 pounds. The disease had
reached the third stage.
The patient is now feeling well."
1910.

What we found:
1911, three

months

Mrs. C. F. K
died of pulmonary tuberculosis
after leaving the Duket place, "feeling well."

in

April,
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MORE CURES

These are all the reports we have obtained up to date regarding the cases
described in the Duket booklet. We have, however, been able to obtain reports
of other cases of which Duket — with more shrewdness than frankness — makes
no record in his booklet.
We have signed statements for the matter we are
about to give and also have certified copies of the death certificates of the
To shield the relatives of the unfortunate
individuals whose cases are described.
victims from an unenviable publicity, we give merely the initials of the persons
involved

:
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Mr. S. C
.
First taken sick in 1911. Went to Findlay in the fall, where
Duket said to have prom
he took three treatments, staying about two months.
ised to cure him in three treatments, but the patient returned unimproved. Died

July, 1912.
Mr. A.

K

's mother states that her son first went to the Ohio state sana
tuberculosis,
where he remained under treatment until June, 1910.
torium for
Came home much improved. Later he went to Duket's "sanitarium," where he
The "treatment" cost $210. Duket is quoted to have
received three injections.
said that three treatments would cure him. After giving the treatments Duket
He died
is said to have told the patient he was cured and could go hime.

January, 1913.
Mr. F. J. K

's mother states that her son first heard of Duket in January,
from an acquaintance of Henry Buske. Duket and Buske called to see him
and Duket is said to have promised a cure after three treatments.
Treatments
cost $195. Had the last treatment in March, 1911 ; died two weeks later.
1911,

Mr. W . L
's wife said that her husband heard of Duket through a man
who worked with Henry Buske. Went to Duket's "sanitarium" in June, 1910,
and stayed six weeks. Received four or five injections. Returned home weaker
than before going away. Died November, 1910.

Mr.

's father stated that his son was persuaded to go to Findlay
G. S. C
man who was financing Duket's "sanitarium."
Was told that if he
would take three injections three weeks apart he would be able to return home
cured. Was to pay $25 for each treatment and $15 a week for board. Went to
in July, 1910.
the Duket "sanitarium"
Was given four injections.
Death
occurred in September, 1910. Duket is said to have collected for the fourth
treatment after threatening suit.

by

the

heard of the Duket treatment
Miss W. W
, according to her mother,
through a relative of Henry Buske. Buske sent Duket to call. Duket is said
in four treatments.
to have claimed he could cure Miss W
She went to
Findlay in January, 1911, and had three treatments, paid $25 for each treatment
After six weeks Duket advised her to
and $15 a week in advance for room.
return home, which she did in March, 1911. Fouf weeks later she died. Her
mother states that her daughter "had not coughed or raised sputum" until after
beginning the Duket treatment.
, who is still living, states that she heard of Duket through
Miss M. S. C
Henry Buske and that Duket promised the first treatment would relieve her
cough and that two more treatments would make a definite cure. Duket wanted
to give a fourth treatment, but she would not permit it.
When giving the
second treatment, Duket failed to locate a vein and had to make two incisions.
has four large scars as a result of the "treatment."
Miss C
She states
that she never had any hemorrhages, that the treatment did not modify the
She also states that
cough and that she lost weight while at the "sanitarium."
Duket had only one nurse at any one time at the "sanitarium" and that this
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refused the fourth treat
nurse also had to do the cooking. When Miss C
This was three years
ment, Duket told her she would not live three months.
ago. Miss C
is still living.
Such, then, are the records of some of the Duket cases of which we have
learned.
To give in brief the results of our investigations, the following list
is printed. Unquestionably it could be greatly enlarged if a more extended
search were made but, as it is, it should be sufficient to demonstrate the absolute
worthlessness of the "cure" and the utter unreliability of the man exploiting it.
These cases are not selected.
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PATIENT
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

CONDITION

ADDRESS

Miss M. S. C
Mr. S. C
Mr. A. K
Mr. F. K. K
Mr. W. L
Mr. G. C. S
Miss W. W
Miss B. G
Mrs. E. O'H
Mrs. A. M. E
Mrs. S. E. U
Mr. O. B
Mr. H. B
Mr. H. B
Mrs. B. McC
Mrs. F. McG
Mrs. C. L
Mrs. C. F. K

Toledo,
Toledo,
Toledo,
Toledo,
Toledo,
Toledo,
Toledo,
Toledo,

Alive

Ohio

Dead

Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio
Ohio

Dead
Dead
Dead
Dead
Dead

Alive

Ohio
Findlay, Ohio

Lucas County,
Toledo, Ohio
Toledo, Ohio
Toledo, Ohio

Ohio

Adrian, Mich
Circleville, Ohio

Sandusky,
Arlington, Ohio
McComb, Ohio
Upper

A

SECRET

Dead
Dead
Dead
Dead

Alive
Alive
Dead
Dead
Dead
Dead

Ohio

"CURE"

What is the Duket "cure"? We do not know. The medical profession does
not know. Secrecy is quackery's handmaid. To the public there is something
mysterious in a medical treatment put forward under exaggerated claims and
whose composition no one but the exploiter knows.
In investigating the Duket cure, The Journal's representative was told that
while operating the Findlay concern, Duket bought his drugs from Niles, Mich.,
and that it was thought that he was using a widely advertised "consumption
cure" known as the Hyer-Baldwin preparation. While this product does not
seem to have a fixed composition, it has been said to consist of :
Guaiacol

carbonate

12.5
37.5
50

Salicylic acid
Glycerin

per cent.
per cent.
per cent.

This mixture, according to its exploiters, is to be injected intravenously.
Whether Duket's "cure" is the same as the Hyer-Baldwin "cure" we do not know,
but there is a striking similarity in the claims made for, and the method of
exploiting, the two preparations.
THE ATTEMPT

TO INVOKE

GOVERNMENT

AID

One more point must be referred to before closing. As we said in the previ
ous article, the United States Public Health Service has been called on to make
an investigation of Duket's "cure." Through whose influence this was accom
plished we do not know, although the newspapers of the country ascribe it to
It is an outrageous state of affairs when the machinery of a
Mr. Lorimer.
scientific department of the United States government can be set in motion for
no other purpose than that of advertising a secret nostrum exploited by a man
of no scientific standing and of unsavory professional reputation. Duket's cure
has no more claim to serious consideration on the part of the United States
Public Health Service than had Yonkerman's Tuberculozyne, Hill's Consumption
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Cure, Tuberclecide, Nature's Creation, Lung Germine, Oxidaze, Eckman's Alter
ative or any other of the scores of "consumption cures" with which the country
is flooded.
This much is certain : If the report of the Public Health Service is
an unfavorable one, then it should not only be given the utmost publicity but
should be couched in such terms as to deal a smashing rebuke to those who have
If this is done, con
seen fit to utilize the government as an advertising asset.
sumption-cure fakers may, in the future, hesitate to follow Duket's course.
In the meantime, Duket, by carefully selecting his cases so that the "treat
ment" is given only to those who in the ordinary course of events may be
expected to live for four or five years at least, will have accomplished what he

THE CHICAGO
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notices of the Government's action when the attempt was made to dignify
into motion the machinery of the Public Health Service.

by setting

seeks, and the medical college which is standing sponsor for him will have
obtained much free advertising. And the unhappy consumptive is all this time
paying the bill in blasted hopes — a refinement of cruelty that is a disgrace to a
civilized community. — (From The Journal A. M, A., May 24, 1913.)

ARTICLE

III

A Letter from Bennett Medical College and Comments Thereon
To the Editor: — In an editorial in the May 24 issue of The Journal, page
1646, entitled "The Duket 'Consumption Cure,'" you ask the question:
"What
can have led the Bennett

Medical College to lend recognition to

a

humbug so
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I think this question should be answered, and therefore I am
palpable?"
sending this letter with the hope that you may see fit to publish it in The Journal
so that others that read your article may have our answer.
In the first place, the only scientific journal that has spoken of this remedy,
the investigation of which is now being conducted by some of the members
of our faculty, as a "cure" has been your organ. The evidence submitted to the
faculty of our college by the Hon. William Lorimer was of such a nature as to
lead us to assist him in organizing a scientific laboratory in charge of scientific
men. Briefly it was this :
BULLETIN OF
THE LORIMER FOUNDATION

St Rita's Research Laboratory
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Greatly reduced reproduction
of the first page of a "bulletin" being sent out by the
Bennett Medical College.
While it purports to describe the "Research Laboratory" it really
amounts to an advertisement of the Duket "cure."
This "bulletin" is apparently being sent
to every physician in the United
States and is another example of the "unsought publicity'*
for which the "laboratory board" is famous.

Senator Lorimer stated that nineteen tuberculosis patients had been treated
by this alleged remedy and that fourteen of them had been so benefited that
they had been able to return to their usual occupations, one improved and four
died.
When these cases were investigated by us, we found that his statements
were true, but, of course, did not know whether tuberculosis had been properly
diagnosed in them or not. The object of this investigation is for the purpose of
determining the merits or demerits of these claims, and not one of our laboratory
board has either announced nor as yet endorsed this alleged remedy as a "cure."
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all we have stated frankly that we are getting in a position of scien
tifically determining whether or not it has any merit. It is not being "foisted
One and

as a cure."
a

is

is

It,

problem which we
concerned,
as far as the St. Rita's Laboratory
still at work on. Every scientific man knows that the answer cannot be
given until sufficient time has elapsed so that the patients that are treated may,
remedy
their condition, prove or disprove Dr. Duket's claims that he has
which
valuable in the treatment of tuberculosis. Your journal has devoted
The St. Rita's Laboratory
devoting its energies
space to writing up the man.
scientifically determining the merits of the alleged remedy. If The Journal
of the American Medical Association desires to criticise our scientific methods
the conducting of this investigation, that will be your privilege; but to raise
the question,
as you have, about
our motives or judgment in trying
to prove or disprove the merits of
any remedy, no difference by whom
absolutely unfair.
brought out,
Board
Laboratory
The St. Rita's
His
Duket.
Dr.
investigating
not
Its
on trial.
remedy, however,
no secret to us, and
composition
Dr. Duket has nothing to do with
prepared by
its preparation.
the custodian of our board, and,
of
our investigation proves
the
to
given
value,
will
be
any
medical world. On the other hand,
found to be useless in the
treatment of tuberculosis, the fact
will also be given to the profession.
This laboratory board has not
sought publicity, but on account of
the prominence of Mr. Lorimer
some publicity has been unavoid
is

is

is

is

it

if

is

It

is

it

is

it

if

if

a

I

a

a

if

is

able, but in every case no statement
other than that written above has
been given out by any one con
nected with us.
The daily press
has from time to time published
excerpts from The Journal of the
Some
more "publicity" that we are asked to
American Medical Association con
believe was "not sought."
repro
The article
duced only in part.
taining attacks on Dr. Duket. For
this publicity we certainly cannot
be held responsible.
You may criticize us
you please for trying out
remedy.
You may criticize Senator Lorimer for spending
large amount of money for
this investigation, but
desire to assure you that we and he have no other
object in this matter than to help find something of benefit for the tuberculous
patient.
Let me assure you that we are not "exploiting
cure." During the
last ten weeks over one hundred patients have been treated with this remedy
at the Grace Hospital, Chicago, and
you desire to gain first-hand knowledge,
the door
open to you. Any investigation that will not stand scientific scrutiny
from any scientific source
unworthy, and when several hundred tuberculous
patients have been treated at Grace Hospital during next year and when
record of each one of these cases has been written, and when the records have

a

is

is
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been given one by one to the profession, then your opinion and my opinion as
for the records
to the merits or demerits of this remedy will be unnecessary,
of the cases will tell the story.
As you well know, all medical progress has not been made by the well-known
scientists, and "ages long have told and will yet tell the triumphs wrought)
unending by men and things once held as naught." The Journal should be
helping either completely eliminate it or establish its efficacy. The waters should
not be muddied by attacks while we are just beginning the investigation.
The
Why not wait for the proof?
proof of the pudding is the eating thereof.

of

Some newspaper interviews
Duket in the "laboratory.'*

with Mr. Lorimer, Duket, et al.
Unsought
publicity,
indeed I

Also

some

posed picture?

Let there not be that "refinement of cruelty" which says to the tuberculous
: "There is no hope other than fresh air, fresh eggs and fresh milk for
your malady," but let us add to these efficient agencies a strong hope that some
day some one will find a remedy, and that the one way to prove the virtues of
any remedy is to try and keep trying.
Let us as medical men work out this
patient
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scientifically, carefully and conscientiously and do unto others
would have others do unto us, and not condemn without investigation any
remedy, or unheard, any medical man.
JoHN DlLL RoBERTSON> President.
P. S. : If you desire to publish this article in The Journal I respectfully
request that the entire article be published, and if this cannot be done that no
abstract of it be published.
J. D. R.
great problem
as we

If

this answer is the best that can be given to The Journal's
Medical College to lend recognition
to a humbug so palpable as the Dulcet cure?" we believe most of The Journal's
readers will agree that it is a lame one. Dr. Robertson says that Bennett Medical
College took up the "investigation" of Duket's preparation on Mr. Lorimer's
assertion thit nineteen patients with — alleged — tuberculosis had received the
[Comment:
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question

The
1913.

:

"What

can have led the Bennett

newspaper items here reproduced
They tell their
Notice the date!

in part appeared
own story.

in

Chicago

papers

November

4,

of these patients had been so benefited that they were
able to return to work, that one had "improved" and that four had died.
On
Dr. Robertson's own admission, Bennett Medical College did not know whether
or not any of these nineteen patients ever had tuberculosis.
On such flimsy
evidence — plus the persuasiveness of Mr. Lorimer's money — the college threw its
influence behind this "cure" and gave it a standing it otherwise never could
have had.
Doubtless this action has resulted in giving the college an amount of
publicity that may or may not have been desired; we venture to assert, however,
that the advertising is not such, as will enhance its standing in the scientific
"treatment,"

that fourteen

world.

It took neither a long time nor any great expenditure of energy for The
Journal to find that first, Duket had no professional standing; second, he had
little or no scientific training;
in the

third, even those patients who had been heralded
Duket booklet as "cured cases" were, in many instances, dead ; fourth, a
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number of other patients, whose cases had not been advertised but who had been
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"treated," also were dead. With an expenditure of a tithe of the money that
Mr. Lorimer must have spent, Bennett Medical College could have proved
without the possibility of a doubt the absolute and unqualified worthlessness of
the Duket remedy. If it had done this quietly, unostentatiously, with no publicity
that would have awakened false hopes in the minds of thousands of unfortunate
sufferers from tuberculosis, the college would have done a work, which, while
lending itself less to advertising purposes, would have been of distinct service
to humanity.
The statement that The Journal "has devoted space to writing up the man,"
is false. The fact is that The Journal has carefully avoided any discussion of
Duket as a man, although it has in its possession plenty of material on this
subject.
Whatever has been said about Duket has had reference to his profes
sional status, a point that is not only germane to the subject but indissolubly
wrapped

up in it.

The assertion that the "laboratory board" has not "sought publicity" would
Newspapers have heralded this
funny if the matter were not so serious.
new "cure" and Chicago papers in particular have printed alleged interviews with
Pictures of Duket himself,
Mr. Lorimer, Dr. Duket, Father Green and others.
in various poses, both in and out of the laboratory, have also appeared in
Chicago papers.
Letters have been sent by Mr. Lorimer to the governors of
states urging that representatives
be sent to watch the "cure." In fact, the
publicity, which we are told was "not sought," would have cost a king's ransom
had it appeared as paid advertising matter.
Dr. Robertson says that The Journal should help Bennett Medical College
"prove or disprove the value of this alleged cure." The Journal has done so.
It has presented evidence that makes plain not only the worthlessness of the
alleged "cure" but also its methods of exploitation — and the evidence is so
overwhelming that no intelligent layman, much less a scientifically trained
physician, could fail to accept it.
There is no "refinement of cruelty" in telling the consumptive that fresh air,
good food and skilful care will cure him. But it is damnable cruelty to send
broadcast over the country statements that will lead, and have led, hundreds, if
not thousands, of these unfortunate sufferers to believe that a worthless remedy
holds for them the hope of life. And when a supposedly reputable medical col
lege aids and abets this cruel illusion, it is time that the medical profession
protested, not for its own good name, but in the interest of a cruelly deluded
public. — Ed.] — (Modified from The Journal A. M. A., July 5, 1913.)
be

ARTICLE IV
The Duket Cure "Blows Up"
About a year ago, The Journal gave its readers the results of an investiga
tion of a widely heralded "cure" for consumption put out by one Peter Pj
Duket, M.D. The Journal showed, as will be remembered, that Duket was a
man of no scientific standing and of unsavory professional reputation ; it showed
that in eighteen cases investigated, the past record of Duket's "cure" gave a mor
tality of about 80 per cent.; it showed that the publicity and the professional
recognition then being given Duket's "cure" were utterly unwarranted.
The only answer forthcoming to these criticisms was that The Journal's
articles were an "attack" on Duket personally. Meanwhile, Mr. Lorimer's money
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being freely spent to give added publicity to this worthless "cure." A
mailing-list was compiled — said to contain some 140,000 names — and bulletins
This
were sent out at stated intervals advertising the "cure" far and wide.
went on for some months, and then a news item appeared in the Chicago papers
announcing, unofficially, that the "investigation" of the Duket cure had demon
So far as The
strated its worthlessness. These items appeared Nov. 4, 1913.
learn,
who
received the
however,
has
able
the
140,000
persons
been
to
Journal
bulletins advertising the "cure" have never been sent the final report, showing
was

its worthlessness.

After waiting some weeks, The Journal wrote asking when the public Would
No definite reply was given on
notified of the results of the investigation.
this point, but some time later a copy of the "report" on the "cure" was received
for publication. This "report" was returned with the suggestion that it be given
to the country through the same avenues of publicity that had been used in
It was again asked whether the
cruelly raising the hopes of the consumptives.
facts were going to be given the public. No reply was forthcoming.
In view of this, it becomes the unpleasant duty of The Journal to give what
publicity it can to the essential parts of the report by Duket's backers on the
Duket "cure." The findings are really summed up in the following paragraph,
taken from the report as submitted to The Journal. The capitalization is ours :
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be

"It

may at once be stated that the investigators and authors of this report have finally
the conclusion that there are absolutely no merits in the Duket treatment
of tuberculosis;
that the method is vastly inferior to any of the approved systems
of treating pulmonary tuberculosis and that their observations would indicate that the Duket
TSEATMENT
MAY SOMETIMES LEAD TO ALBUMINURIA."
come to

Summed up, then, every contention made by The Journal regarding the
worthlessness of Duket's "cure" has been proved ! At an expenditure of thou
sands of dollars a self-evident fact has been verified — a fact that The Journal
gave to the medical profession and the public a year earlier!
In discussing the possible composition of Duket's secret "cure," The Journal
admitted its ignorance on this point, but stated that there was evidence which
indicated that Duket was using a widely advertised consumption "cure" known
as the Hyer-Baldwin preparation, consisting of carbonate of guaiacol, salicylic
acid and glycerin.
Here is what the report has to say regarding the composi
tion of the nostrum :

"The chemicals used in the so-called Duket cure for tuberculosis are carbonate of guaiacol,
salicylic acid, bicarbonate of soda, carbonate of potash and a small amount of nitric acid,
all of which are dissolved
in glycerin.
This solution is diluted with distilled water and
sometimes
a trace of tincture of chlorid of iron is added."
[Italics ours. — Ed.]

What does it all mean?
That a self-evident humbug has been seriously
studied and gravely reported to be worthless; that, after exhaustive research
costing thousands of dollars, scientific men solemnly affirm that the moon is
not, and probably never was, made of green cheese !
But the expenditure of money and brains on a quest of this sort, while a
woeful economic waste, could be overlooked if that were the only thing involved.
In reality, this is the smallest part of it. The most expensive element in this
widely advertised piece of miscalled research was paid for, not in money,
but in blasted hopes and shattered
desires of a myriad of unhappy consump
tives.— (Modified from The Journal A. M. A„ April 25, 1914.)

ARTICLE

V

Consumption Cure Is Offered Las Vegas — and Declined
As our
Peter P. Duket is at it again : this time at Las Vegas, New Mexico.
readers remember, Duket first exploited his "cure" for tuberculosis in Findlay,
The Duket
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Failing there, he attempted to establish a similar business in Colorado,
and doubtless would have done so had not the Board of Medical Examiners
of that state protected its citizens against him. Then Duket came to Illinois,
obtained a license and interested Bennett Medical College, and through
William Lorimer, ex-Senator and ex-banker.
The Journal investigated and exposed Duket's "cure" in the early months
of 1913. After spending thousands of dollars of Mr. Lorimer's money, Bennett
Medical College admitted, months later, that scientific investigation of Duket's
its worthlessness. These findings apparently were never
cure demonstrated
given the wide publicity that had been given the Duket cure itself. On April 25,
1914, The Journal gave its readers the findings of the Bennett Medical College

it,

Ohio.

"According to the statement made by the doctor to the directors, he expects to erect a
sanitarium here in which he will treat patients with a specific cure for
two-hundred-room
tuberculosis which he has discovered."

it

a

a

a

a

a

a

Duket was not at all modest in his requests on Las Vegas for, according to
published reports, he suggested that he be given one of the most valuable pieces
of real estate in the city and that the improvements on the lot be deeded to him
with the land.
Duket was
The special meeting called to consider the matter was held.
glowing description of the advantage to Las
present and gave the audience
Vegas of having
sanatorium operated by him for the purpose of giving his
marvelous cure. After Duket had said his little piece one of the Las Vegas
He stated that he had lived in Las Vegas all
physicians asked to be heard.
suitable place for the
his life and appreciated the advantages of that city as
sanatorium and that he was more than willing to do all in his
erection of
He suggested,
power to aid the founding of any worthy institution of this sort.
however, that
well-equipped building in
sanatorium was more than merely
might do the community must
favorable climate. Its success and the good
depend largely on the controlling spirit behind it. At this point, the doctor
proceeded to read the record of Duket and his "cure" from the various issues of
layman told
The Journal of the American Medical Association. After this,
He went on to say that
the meeting that he was one of Duket's alleged cures.
the Duket treatment had done him no good and he told the audience of seven
or eight patients whom he knew Duket had treated without benefit, three of them
in fact being dead. Following these verbal bomb-shells, the chairman did not
even take the trouble to put
motion that had been made, and Dr. Duket and
his "cure" were given no further consideration.
The Las Vegas papers state
that following his failure to sell Las Vegas
"gold brick," he left for Silver
City, N. M., at which place "he will endeavor to interest the people in the sana
torium proposition."
Duket
quoted as .having said when he first reached the city: "The Las
Vegas climate
ideal for the treatment of tuberculosis."
is, but the Las Vegas
evidently an unhealthy one for "consumption cure" fakers. — (Modified
climate
from The Journal A. M. A., Oct. 10, 1914.)
is

is

It

is

a

a

a

a
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a

a

investigators.
news item to the effect
The Las Vegas papers for Sept. 30, 1914, contain
that an open meeting of the citizens was going to be held that evening to con
proposition made by Dr. Peter P. Duket to the Board of Directors of
sider
of Las Vegas. To quote:
the CommercialClub

ECKMAN'S

ALTERATIVE

Eckman's Alterative was exposed in The Journal, April 27, 1912. At that
time an analysis of the preparation made in the Association's laboratory was
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published showing that it consisted, essentially, of alcohol, calcium chlorid and
in
cloves.
The Eckman concern is now running a series of advertisements,
which the impression is given that the medical profession, through The Journal
and other medical publications, has endorsed Eckman's Alterative.
The adver
tisements consist largely of quotations regarding the use of calcium (lime) in
tuberculosis. By inference the reader is led to believe that wherever the use of
calcium in the treatment of tuberculosis has been suggested by physicians,
Nothing, of course, could be further
Eckman's Alterative has been endorsed.
from the truth.
Lime-loss and Tuberculosis
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i'botographic reproduction
of some of the Eckman advertisements.
Because
(reduced)
composition
of the Eckman fraud has been exposed and the fact that it contains lime
is now a matter of public information
.dicium)
the concern tries to capitalize this fact.
The careless reader of Eckman's advertisements might get the idea that The Journal of the
Medical
has
American
Association
endorsed "Eckman's Alterative."
As a matter of fact,

the

it has condemned

it as a cruel and wicked

fraud.

The advertising of Eckman's Alterative has undergone the same change that
has taken place in most medical advertising during the past two or three years.
The "lie direct" has given place to the "lie with circumstance"; the outspoken
falsehood has given place to the indirect falsehood; the definite statement that
Eckman's Alterative will "cure consumption" has given place to inferential
claims that mean the same thing; the word "consumption" has in many instances
been eliminated from the advertising "copy," but other words have been sub
stituted, which to the sufferer from consumption, mean exactly the same.
Actually, the advertisements today are more dangerous than they were when their
very outspoken falsity repelled a certain portion of the thinking public.
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The various articles from this and other medical journals which the Eckman
quote inferentially as references in favor of their nostrum have in fact
That
nothing whatever to do in the remotest way with Eckman's Alterative.
calcium may have some value in the treatment of tuberculosis may be admitted.
There are several drugs that may be given in selected cases of tuberculosis
with some benefit, provided always that they are prescribed in accordance with
the needs of the individual patient and provided further that the patient is
warned at the time that the drugs are merely an incident. And here lies one
The
of the strongest objections to all drugs sold as cures for consumption.
real treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis consists in painstaking and conscien
tious attention to the hygienic and dietetic rules laid down for the individual
case. Every physician who has treated cases of consumption and every visiting
nurse who comes in contact with such cases knows that the hardest task in the
treatment of this disease is to make the patient realize that drugs hold out no
hope for cure but that reliance must be placed on other measures.
The average person believes, unfortunately, that any disease can be cured
by taking something out of a bottle— if only one knows just what to take. On
this fallacy is built up the vast superstructure of fraud in the exploitation of
It is not always pleasant or easy for the
consumption cures and cancer cures.
to so change his method of living as to stand some chance of
consumptive
recovering. It is so easy, comparatively, to buy a bottle of medicine and take
the stuff three or four times a day in the belief that it will cure the disease.
Here lies the great danger in the use of every consumption cure, whether it
is sold as a consumption cure or as a "remedy" for "serious lung trouble," to
put out by the Eckman concern.
quote from one of the later advertisements
In addition to the advertisements appearing in newspapers, the Eckman
Manufacturing Company publishes the full series of advertisements in booklet
form and emphasizes that "these advertisements are appearing in the Philadel
phia North American and other leading newspapers through the United States."
The Philadelphia North American is untrue to its high ideals when it accepts
advertising contracts from the Eckman consumption cure.
Summed up, the case against Eckman's Alterative is this :
1. It is sold as a curative for consumption; it will not cure consumption.
2. It is sold under the claim that it contains no "narcotics or habit-forming
drugs." Alcohol is both narcotic and habit-forming.
3. Its purchase means the use of money that frequently can be ill afforded and
which should go into wholesome food and rational treatment.
is led to rely on a perfectly useless
4. Its use means that the consumptive
nostrum and to neglect the very thing which offers him the only hope.
5. To claim that, because lime is sometimes used in the treatment of tubercu
losis, therefore a preparation containing lime is a cure for consumption, is as
illogical as it is cruel. — (Modified from The Journal A. M. A., Nov. 7, 1914.)
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concern

"The Lie with Circumstance"

It

is an axiom that false and misleading advertisements are the life-blood of
the "patent medicine" business.
Before the public was as well informed on the
"patent medicine" hoax as it now is, bald, blatant lies characterized nostrum
advertising. As the public became more critical and as certain legal restrictions,
state and federal, began to be operative, a change came over the "patent medicine"
advertising "copy." The "lie direct" gave place to the "lie with circumstance,"
and today we find in this class of advertising lying by inference developed to a
fine art. "Eckman's Alterative" is one of the few "consumption cures" that are
sold, not on the mail-order plan, but through drug-stores and, presumably,
because certain druggists are sharing in the blood money wrung from con
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sumptives, this wretched nostrum has had thrown over it a cloak of quasirespectability.
Our readers have been shown how, in advertising this prepara
tion the exploiters have quoted from The Journal on the subject of the use of
calcium in tuberculosis.
The advertisements are so designed that the average
lay reader is likely to get the impression that The Journal has endorsed "Eckman's Alterative."
One of the latest advertisements put out by the concern is
This, too, will convey the
headed in large type, "Dr. Osier on Tuberculosis."
idea that Osier may endorse the use of "Eckman's Alterative."
How this style
of advertisement appeals to decent advertising men is pretty well expressed in
a recent number of Printer's
Ink, a journal devoted to the art of advertising.
To quote in part :
"

'Dr. Osier on Tuberculosis,'
is the headline of an advertisement that probably does
By careful
exactly what Dr. Osier had to say about one phase of pulmonary disease.
wording, the inference is built up that the preparation advertised meets a condition named
by tbe eminent physician
Actually, the
in connection with the treatment of tuberculosis.
advertisement does not set up tbe claim that the patent remedy is a positive cure for tuber
culosis, but its indirect claims are probably more appealing to victims of the Great White
Plague than a bold, direct claim would be.
The continuance of that kind of copy indicates
that the ever-hopeful consumptives send on their dollars.
If there is anything more
cruel and outrageous than consumption*cure
advertising,
the Schoolmaster has yet to hear
of it.
If the bald facts were not before us, it would be hard to believe that any publisher
or advertising man would want to pay for his cigars or his golf privileges with dollars wrung
from that source.
How long, O Lord, how long?"

...

Journal A. M. A., Jan.

8,

is

is

is,

The opinion here expressed we believe to be the attitude of the modern, con
scientious advertiser. If it
the outlook for the public
as bright as the pros
pect for the fraudulent "patent medicine" business
dark. — (Modified from The
1916.)

Attempting to Cripple the Food and Drugs Act
a

By one of its most
The federal Food and Drugs Act was passed in 1906.
drug product may be declared misbranded, "the package
important provisions
.
or label of which shall bear any statement
.
.
which shall be false or
In due time, the interests affected attacked this
misleading in any particular."
portion of the law. A "cancer cure" quack who had been sued by the govern
ment contended that the law did not apply to claims for the curative effects of
The
medicine but only to claims regarding composition and source of origin.
quack argued,
in other words, that when Congress said "false or misleading
really meant "false or misleading in certain particulars."
any particular"
When the case reached the Supreme Court of the United States the quack's con
divided opinion. So badly crippled was the Food
tentions were upheld— in
and Drugs Act by the decision of the Supreme Court that the President sent
might be restored
message to Congress urging an amendment to the law so that
to its previous efficiency.
In this message the President said:
it

a

a

it

in

fear that

if

"I

no remedial legislation be granted at this session the good which has
in regard to these nostrums will be undone, and the people of the
of a powerful safeguard against dangerous fraud."

already been accomplished
country will be deprived

result of this message the Sherley amendment was passed.
drug shall be deemed misbranded
that

amend

:

This

its package or label shall bear or contain any statement, design or device
or therapeutic effect of such article, or any of tbe ingredients or sub
false and fraudulent."

regarding the curative
stances therein, which

is

"...

a

declares

if

As
ment

a

While the amendment did not give to the law the strength that might have
gave the public some measure of protection against those who
given,
— viewed with
Naturally, the amendment was —and
would swindle the sick.
was bound to be only a matter
disfavor by the "patent medicine" fraternity, and
is

it

been

it
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of time before the exploiter of some fraudulent nostrum should attack the validity
of the amendment. This has finally been done. As the original law was attacked
by a "cancer cure" faker so the amendment is now being fought by a "consump
tion cure" promoter.
"Eckman's Alterative," a "consumption cure," was "discovered" by a "horse
doctor." It was examined in the Association's laboratory and a report published
in The Journal. This, in effect, declared the stuff to consist, essentially, of
alcohol and calcium chlorid, flavored with cloves. Later the federal authorities
made a seizure of this nostrum, declaring it misbranded because, among other
"whereas in truth and in fact,
things, it claimed to be a cure for consumption,
said article of drugs would not cure tuberculosis or consumption." The companywas found guilty and a decree of condemnation and forfeiture was entered.
The
concern thereupon carried up the matter on a writ of error and it is now before
the Supreme Court of the United States.
The Eckman concern raises a number of technical points in its attempt to
These are described in a recent
justify the business in which it is engaged.
issue of the Oil, Paint and Drug Reporter. One is said to be based on the fact
that the claim made that Eckman's Alterative will "cure" consumption appeared,
not on the label attached to the bottle, but on the circular around the bottle.
It
is contended that as the contents of this circular did not become known to the
puchaser until the package had been purchased by him and had left the realm
of interstate commerce and entered that of domestic commerce, Congress could
By far the most important
have no control over the wording of the circular.
point raised, however, is that attacking the constitutionality of the Sherley
In its writ of error the company is said to allege that the Pure
amendment.
Food Law is unconstitutional, "in that it undertakes to regulate statements
regarding the curative and therapeutic effect of the articles, which said state
ments are mere opinions which cannot be regulated by an act of Congress."
Continuing further in this strain, the Eckman Company is quoted as saying:
". . . we want to call in question the power of Congress to prevent a person from
making statements or claims concerning the virtue of drugs, whether modest or extravagant,
and we say that an owner, when advertising his drugs, has a right to exploit them and
advance opinions concerning the curative properties thereof, notwithstanding
the fact that
such opinions may be objected to by others, and that he may make claims as to the result
which will follow the use of his drugs which to some may appear unreasonable, because,
in doing so, he is only doing that which the law gives him the right to do."

Moreover, this firm, engaged in selling an alleged cure for consumption,

is

said to declare:
". . . whether or not a person should be prosecuted for an offense or his property
condemned, back of the prosecution or back of the condemnation, must be an offense or crime
denned by law, not merely an offense that is to be determined by the state of public opinion
or of scientific opinion."

The company apparently ignores the fact that the law has already made
lying on the label an offense and that such a law was passed because public
opinion has been aroused to the way in which the poisoners of the public health
have, in the past, plied their wretched trade.
The argument that the curative
properties of drugs are matters of opinion and, therefore, not subject to legisla
tion was splendidly met by Justice Hughes of the United States Supreme Court,
one of the three members of the court who dissented from the opinion that made
*
Said Justice Hughes :
the Sherley amendment necessary.
"Granting the wide domain of opinion and allowing the broadest range to the conflict
of medical views, there still remains a field in which statements as to curative properties
are downright falsehoods and in no sense expressions of judgment."
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This opinion must surely be held by all right-thinking persons who have
given the subject any consideration. — {Modified from The Journal A. M. A., Nov.
20, 1915.)

The Sherley Amendment Is Constitutional

ago The Journal described the attempt on the part of the
of "Eckman's Alterative," to cripple the Food and Drugs Act by
This amendment
the constitutionality of the Sherley Amendment.
declares that a drug product shall be deemed misbranded if false and fraudulent
therapeutic claims are made for it. The Eckman concern, which was charged
with making false and fraudulent curative claims, carried the matter up to the
Supreme Court of the United States attacking the constitutionality of the Sherley
Amendment.
On Jan. 10, 1916, Justice Hughes delivered an opinion for the court,
every member of the Supreme Court having agreed to it. "We find no ground,"
Justice Hughes is reported as stating, "for saying that Congress may not con
by false
demn interstate transportation of swindling preparations accompanied
and fraudulent statements,
as well as lottery tickets." The decision is one
that means much to the health and safety of the public and will have the
approval of all except the "patent medicine" fakers and their
unqualified
satellites.— {Modified from The Journal A. M. A., Jan. 15, 1916.)

A few weeks
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exploiters
attacking

HOFF'S

CONSUMPTION

CURE

Consumption Cure was sold by Maurice C. Schlesinger, who does
The
business under the firm name of Bendinger & Schlesinger, New York.
following claims were made for the stuff, either in or on the package in which
it was sold :
HofFs

Hoff's Cure for Consumption."
positive remedy from the recipe of the author."
"Were the lungs alone affected, Professor HofFs Consumption Cure could be relied on
without the assistance of anything else to rid the system entirely of the consumption germs.
But the kidneys, the stomach, the liver and the entire digestive tract are all weakened by
Consumption, and are most likely to require at least a tonic treatment in order that the
Professor Hoff Consumption Cure may take hold and do its work."
"Prof.

"A

When analyzed by the government
contain

chemists,

this nostrum was

found to

:

Morphin
Cinnamic

Potassium
Araenic

acid

The stuff was declared misbranded, first, in that it was not a "cure" for con
or a "positive remedy" ; second, that the presence of morphin was not
declared; and third, in that it was not true that this drug would rid the system
entirely of the germs of consumption, even if a tonic treatment were applied in
conjunction therewith With the "cure" was a pasteboard box containing another
This was the tonic supposed to be used in con
nostrum labeled "Superlatone."
nection with the "consumption cure." According to the label, Superlatone con
tained iron. Analysis by the government chemists, however, proved this claim
to be false, and Superlatone was, therefore, declared misbranded.
A third bottle came with the consumption cure, this being labeled "Adjunct
Cough Mixture Used in Conjunction with Prof. Hoff's Cure for Consumption."
When analyzed, this cough mixture was found to contain :
sumption

Alcohol

Codein

Chloroform

As the presence of alcohol was not declared on the label, this preparation
was declared misbranded.

also
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Bottle No. 4 that came with the cure was labeled "Concentrated Appolozer's
While analysis demonstrated that this preparation contained nearly
Mixture."
8 (7.88) per cent, of alcohol, the label declared the presence of only 2.5 per cent.
Misbranding was therefore alleged in this case also.
Package No. 5 in the "cure" was labeled "Kodal Tablets." These tablets
were found to contain codein.
Since there was nothing on the label to indicate
the presence of this drug, this preparation, too, was declared
misbranded.
Schlesinger pleaded guilty to the government's charge, and the court imposed
a fine of $25. — [Notice of Judgment No. 1551; issued Aug. 3, 1912.]
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Prof. HoS's Prescription. — A preparation, originally

known as "Hoffs Con
sumption Cure," marketed by Bendiner and Schlesinger, New York. Sold for
the treatment
of consumption, asthma, bronchitis, hay fever and "catarrh."
Government charged that the curative, therapeutic and physiologic effects
claimed for the nostrum were false and fraudulent. No claimant appeared for
the property and the court ordered that the United States marshal should destroy
it. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4268; issued June 13, 1916.]

INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR THE TREATMENT OF
TUBERCULOSIS

Institute for the Treatment of Tuberculosis" was a Chi
in 1908 and conceived and operated by one Orlando E.
founded
cago concern
at
various times, been a grocer, lawyer, newspaper editor,
had,
Miller
Miller.
proprietor of a "rupture cure," president of a "dope" sanatorium and exploiter
The "International

In his "consumption cure" scheme he had one
"sand cure" for dyspepsia.
and vice president of the "institute." The
manager
business
as
Forsythe
B.
W.
Medical
Association investigated the "institute,"
American
of
the
Journal
proved that over 80 per cent, of its victims died under treatment and in gen
of

a

eral turned the search-light on the scheme. The matter appears in "Nostrums
After the expose the public heard nothing more of
Quackery" (1912).
Miller for over two years. Then, in May, 1911, an article appeared in a
New York paper stating that Miller had attempted to introduce his "consump
tion cure" in a hospital of that city. This attempt was defeated, due to the fact
In
that the heads of the hospital board were familiar with Miller's record.

and

CONSUMPTION
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1912, a London magazine published a special article exposing the details
In October, 1914, Miller was sentenced to
of Miller's operations in England.
prison in London after being convicted of having caused the death of a woman
In
by administering a drug while she was a patient in his alleged sanatorium.
1920 Miller was back in America as the "Affirmative Apostle of Intense Indi
viduality !" lecturing on "Applied Psychology."

April,
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LOWER'S

GERMEN

PRESCRIPTION

Marion, Ohio, has the unenviable distinction of being the home of one of the
latest attempts to capitalize the credulity and the hopefulness of the consumptive.
This is Lower's Germen Prescription, prepared by Lower's Pharmacy. The
nostrum is said to be the "discovery" of C. A. Lower, one of the proprietors of
the Lower Pharmacy, who emphasizes the fact in the newspaper advertisements
that he is a "chemist." While as a pharmacist Lower disgraces an honorable
profession, he utilizes the knowledge there learned to avoid technical violation
of the federal Food and Drugs Act in putting out his nostrum.
The "pure food
law" effectually prevents lying on the labels, but unfortunately its operations
do not extend to the newspaper
advertisements.
Lower allows full play to
his mendacity when describing his "consumption cure" in the newspapers.
Of
the many falsehoods told in describing this stuff we quote a few :
"The most
Produced."

Deadly

Foe

to

the

White Plague — Tuberculosis — Science

Great

"Its

record is peifect."
"Germen Prescription is a Permanent
"A Genuine Cure for Tuberculosis."
"Its Record of Cures of Tuberculosis

Cure."

Has

Yet

•

is Higher Than Any

Other

Known Remedy."

These excerpts from newspaper advertisements, which the federal law does
make plain just how far Mr. Lower would go on the labels of his
nostrum were they not subject to the healthy restraint of the federal law. Of
course there are testimonials. The absolute worthlessness of such testimony is
exceeded only by the ease with which it may be obtained, as has been demon
strated time and again. Usually The Journal waits for a year or two before
publishing an article about a fraudulent consumption cure so that it may present
to its readers the death certificates of the individuals whose testimonials have
been used.
As Germen Prescription has been on the market but a compara
tively short time, the inevitable has not yet occurred in those cases of true
tuberculosis in which patients are relying on Lower's fraudulent nostrum for
their recovery.
According to Lower "it takes from IS to 30 large bottles of Germen Prescrip
tion to remove the tuberculosis poison." The "large" bottles cost the unfor'tunate victim $2 each. This probably explains why Mr. Lower can carry fullA sealed original package of Lowers' Germen
page newspaper advertisements.
Prescription was obtained for analytical purposes and subjected to examination
in the Association's laboratory.
The label on the bottle, in addition to declaring
the presence of 5 per cent, alcohol, gives what purports to be the composition
of this nostrum in bastard Latin, thus :
not control,

"Herb
"Herb

Menthae

peperitac.

Marrubium Vulgarae.

"Ex Balsanum Tolutonum.
"Herb Hydrastis Canadensis.
reduced to English
Peppermint.
Horehound.
Extract of Balsam of Tolu.

This formula

Golden

Seal.

Maratinia, Mentholis.
'Ex Virginianna Prunus.
'Ex Capsici Fastiagatum."

'Scillae

would read

:

Squills.
Menthol.

Extract of wild cherry.

Cayenne

pepper.

CURES
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The quantities of the various constituents are not given, of course, except in
The Association's
the case of alcohol, which the Food and Drug Act requires.
laboratory analyzed the preparation and reported :
LARORATORV

REPORT

"Qualitative tests of Lower's Germen Prescription indicated the presence of
capsicum and traces of alkaloids, probably hydrastin and
sugar, menthols,
berberin. Quantitative determinations indicated the presence of 2.93 per cent,
of alcohol by volume, 1.83 gm. of menthol and about 0.01 gm. of alkaloidal
Since the alcoholic content is but 2.93 per cent.
substance in each 100 c.c.
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TUBERCULOSIS
^AND PNEUMONIA^

!

THE TWO GREAT WHITE MESSENGERS OF DEATH
NEGLECTED WINTER COLDS AND COUGHS
Pave The Way For These TWO DEADLY DISEASES

4 Prompt E varyom to Overcoro* Colli Q«fckJyzr===

i

medical oraror has own tbe presseloquent written articles on how to sump out
Tuberculosis—but they fail to give warning regarding the seriousnessof a neglectedcold.
If the public fully realized and consideredthe great number of Tuberculosis casesthat originated
from slight colds, they would be more careful to seek prompt rebel Colds, then a hacking
cough. Bronchitis or Pneumonia, are all the torcrunners ol lung affection Though, often not
consideredsariousat the time, a little later »hcn loss of Resbis noticed,when appetiteand sleep
arc impairer1**henfriends begin to whisper, and the Wise Old Family Doctor SuspicionsTuber
culosis — th;n neglect of a cold causesreal anxiety Hundreds Of death certificates that read,
'Tuberculosis." are but.tbe result of not promptly eradicating the effects of Coughs and Colds.

MANY

ONE OF THf SUREST, QUICKEST WMS OF ERADICATINGCOUGHSANDCOLDSIS TO USE GERMEN
PRESCRIPTION. HUNDREDSOf PEOPLE RIGHT HERE IN MARION KNOW OF ITS SAVING POWER.
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THE LOWER PHARMACY
One

of the many full-page

newspaper

advertisements

(

2

of Lower's "consumption

cure."

Since the
appreciable quantities of the balsam of tolu can not be present.
recognition of small amounts of horehound, squills and wild cherry in complex
mixtures is very difficult no attempt was made to determine the presence of
According to Herder (Arch.
these substances other than by odor and taste.
Pharm., 1906 ccxliv, 120) and to Astolboni (Bull. Chim. Farm., 1904, xliii, 117)
the alkaloids of hydrastis are found only in the rhizome and roots of the plant.
According to this the preparation should not contain any alkaloids from hydrastis

CONSUMPTION
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since the herb of this plant only is claimed to be present.
The traces of alka'oid
found appear to be a mixture of hydrastin and berberin, thus indicating that
the rhizome and roots of hydrastin, rather than the herb, had probably been
employed.
Whether or not such drugs as horehound, balsam of tolu and wild
cherry are present matters little since they are of so little therapeutic value.
It is evident that whatever therapeutic value the preparation may possess is due
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largely to the menthol."

Evidently,
therefore, this peppermint-horehound-cayenne pepper-menthol
mixture has but one drug present in sufficient quantities to have any therapeutic
effect — menthol. It hardly requires medical knowledge to recognize the falsity
of the claim that this mixture will "cure" consumption.
About the only effect
that the continued use of Germen Prescription will have, is that of deranging
the digestion of the person taking it.
The ability of the consumptive to digest
food is a necessity if he would successfully combat the inroads of the bacilli.
Summed up, then, it may be said that Lower's Germen Prescription will shorten
who depends on it for his recovery. The only
the life of every consumptive
beneficiaries of the sale of this worthless and harmful mixture are the Lower
Pharmacy and those newspapers that are willing to advertise it. Of all tainted
dollars few are quite so dirty as those wrung by deceit or ignorance from the
unfortunate but everhopeful consumptive. — (Modified from The Journal A. M.
A., May 2, 1914.)

PULMONOL
"Fifty thousand physicians and all standard text-books endorse every ingre
Yes, and a hundred thousand physicians and standard
dient in Pulmonol."
text-books endorse every ingredient in dishwater; soap is good, grease is good,
water is good, each in its place; but neither physicians nor any one else recom
Neither does any physician nor
mend dishwater as a cure for consumption.
any layman, except he be a fool or a knave, recommend Pulmonol as a cure for
consumption. Pulmonol is put on the market by the Pulmonal Chemical Com
pany, New York City. The Pulmonol Chemical Company seems to be a trade
name assumed by one Arthur Vincent Payne, M.D., who terms himself "medical
director." Of the various claims made for this stuff, these are typical :
"It cleans out the lungs."
"Stops- night sweats."
"Prevents hemorrhages."

"Strengthens
the heart."
"Gives strength to resist disease."
"Cures the most stubborn coughs."

some other men in the consumption-cure business, A. V. Payne is
in his advertising matter, that those taking
enough
to recommend,
shrewd
Pulmonol shall follow the rules laid down by reputable physicians for the treat
ment of tuberculosis; that, in addition to taking his nostrum, they shall live in
the open air as much as possible, eat nourishing food and in other ways follow
Such suggestions, coming
out the approved method of treating the disease.
from "patent medicine" exploiters, are worthless, as every physician .knows.
The one reason, above all others, that causes the consumptive to fly to the
quack is his belief, born of ignorance and the optimism that characterizes the
disease, that the medicine he buys will relieve him of the necessity of following
the strict regimen laid down by his physician.
There is an inborn belief among the laity that there is a specific drug for
every disease — if the medical profession were only wise enough to discover it.
The quack, either inferentially or directly, assures the public that he has found'
It is the universal experience of
the specific ; and the public believes him !
that dietetic and hygienicthose who have had much to do with consumptives
measures are disregarded in direct proportion to the amount of medicine theHerein lies the viciousness of the consumption cure.
A. V.
Sufferer takes.

Like
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Payne may smugly "point with pride" to his "literature," in which he urges those
who buy his nostrum to follow the rules laid down by scientific men in the
treatment of tuberculosis, but such rules will not be followed, once the victim
begins relying on Pulmonol.
SOME

A few of

PULMONOI)
AIDS
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TESTIMONIALS

INVESTIGATED

the testimonials published by the Pulmonol Chemical Company
have been investigated with the usual results.
The testimonial-givers are, as
always, divided into two classes ; those who really
had tuberculosis and those who did not have it. As
we have said many times, it is useless to investigate
fresh testimonials.
Most of them are written in
good faith and not until the cases have progressed
further are the victims undeceived as to the efficacy
of the nostrum.
It is therefore necessary to wait
a year or two before looking into testimonials of
this class. We then find, invariably, that the con
sumptive who had relied on the nostrum is dead.
This is what has been found in the case of Pulmonol
testimonials.
One testimonial published by the Pul
monol concern was featured as an "Extraordinary
"We do not believe that there are many
Case."
cases like it on record," says the booklet, which,
after giving the testimonial, suggests that "The
Committee on Tuberculosis will find this a most in
teresting case for its investigation." It will ! The
■COO*af 1h«Utlar racaWadft
poor woman whose case is described therein has
Hurt _ - - .
lEiMTM J. M.Hi-h It Wa
1IIU * V
do not *»'
■Kicnaioad
Ilalr It
1i.v. tnattberdfcrf-Wflr/e*.**
been dead for some years, and the evidence shows
4,
,
,
from\blb«AV7rJ*f'
that the Pulmonol Company continued to publish
pl,,>r.-ilwrack Taaaa ha*
a* p*r f.r tonor. -"f cam*tHk fTraw Uti
the testimonial not only after the death of the victim,
It a
msrolfaadthannlrra.
UthrMM
o — —-- 1 uafoyho
4. had —
but after that death had been specifically brought to
the attention of A. V. Payne. A nice, ghoulish sort
orbit"hod™--Oou«Mtr
OOl IM
of business !
■t»t UK I
UM< tl ortp'olnoa
onttrotjt
am
nod.whildt
wall.1 ooJoy n.fnOw.
. t"
ntoo*
nad
_
walk
a
Another testimonial, published under the heading,
two
wo tttrr
mlinaroioopod
m.r dm,,
4mr.and-iDt
-tbo nlfat
ntrht
t«nf ••o Thlt hni all
"Unbiased Physician Recommends Pulmonol," was
that purporting to come from a Brooklyn physician,
who is alleged to have recommended Pulmonol to a
PULMONOL (Payne)
tuberculous patient who was so nearly dead "that
For Sale at All
the priest was called in and the last rites were
administered." The man took Pulmonol, says the
RikerDrugStores
booklet, "and is still taking it. He is not entirely
Bnlltti CMtMBi FortWr
Fnrtkol
ehaktabtfaoi
well, but well enough to be one of the happiest men
Mim.iu.
fa, Be r,j
bfonutm BriTr
,1
Not so ; the poor fellow may be
in Brooklyn."
He went the way
he
is
not in Brooklyn.
but
happy,
reproduction
Photographic
consumptives who have reached the last stages
all
of
of a typical Pul
( reduced)
advertise
of the disease.
monol newspaper
ment. The woman whose tes
Here are some other cases : Mrs. F. A. C.
timonial appears in this ad
vertisement
died
of con
testifies that she took seventeen bottles of Pulmonol
sumption months before the
This testimonial ap
"and was greatly benefited."
advertisement appeared!
"Fighting
entitled,
the White
booklet
a
in
pears
The inference, naturally, is that Mrs.
Plague, Consumption, with Pulmonol."
p. a. C.
The
had been cured of consumption by the use of Pulmonol.
was found to be a strong, robust
case was investigated and Mrs. C.
woman whose case had never been diagnosed as tuberculosis, but who just
"knows she had it" because she coughed a great deal ! And on such testimony
as this is this wretched nostrum sold to the consumptive.

re

U
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says that her husband had "lung
booklet Mrs. E. J. S
trouble." "He took six bottles of Pulmonol and it cured him." Here again we
note that no direct statement is made that the man has been cured of tubercu
,
losis; but the inference is there.
Investigation shows that Mr. E. J. S
who is living and well, never had tuberculosis.
Mr. L. E. F
also gives a testimonial that, inferentially, gives the impres
sion that Pulmonol has cured him of consumption. Our investigation, however,
was one of those who really
shows that such is not the case, for poor F
had tuberculosis.
He is now dead.
is alleged to have testified that he was afflicted with tuberculosis
Mr. S
He tried sanatorium treatment, but
and had "consulted the best physicians."
Finally he "bought a bottle of Pulmonol"
in spite of all continued to get worse.
As a result he alleges : "I am now relieved
and "took the medicine as a joke."
of all distressing symptoms and gaining in weight and strength daily— and
This case was investi
attending to business."
gated with some care and the physicians under
whose treatment he claims to have been at the
sanatorium were written to for a history of the
died of tuber
case. We found that Mr. S
culosis some time ago.
A testimonial dated from a village of less than
1,300 population and alleged to have been writ
, urges "every one
ten by a Mrs. A. O. B
consumption"
to take Pulmonol as
suffering with
A physician who lives and prac
she had done.
tices in this village was written to regarding this
case, the full name of the testimonial writer being
He replied that, although he had lived in
given.

In
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two teaspoons ful three
to four times a day
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the place more than ten years, he had never heard

of such a person.
is another individual whose
Mrs. C. D. W
name is given in the testimonial list. On making
did
inquiries, we discovered that Mrs. W
not
is
it.
She
have tuberculosis and still has
says.
physician
Her
taking Pulmonol at present.
"Her health is somewhat better than it was a few
years ago," and he adds : "I do not consider her
improvement

due to Pulmonol."

concern would
Mr. L. S
, the Pulmonol
have the public believe, was cured of tuberculo
sis by the use of its nostrum. We find, on look
The Pulmonol label.
had tuber
ing into the matter, that Mr. S
for
sanatorium
the
state
to
went
he
that
and
culosis some five years ago
he
that
us
writes
physician
.
family
His
better.
much
treatment. He returned
regards this "as an arrested case, produced by sanatorium treatment."
The same old story : the individuals that really suffered from consumption
Every testimonial for a
and relied
on the "consumption cure" are dead.

*

New York.

—
"consumption cure" that we have investigated — and they number hundreds
are
still
individuals
the
in
which
In those cases
brings out the same facts :
living, they either did not have consumption at all, or the arrest of the disease
was due to scientific treatment
and not to the nostrum for which they had
testified.
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WHAT

IS

CURES

PULMONOL?

Pulmonol has been analyzed in the Association's laboratory and, as is the
case wilh most nostrums, has been found to contain drugs that have been used
for years by reputable physicians. And yet the Pulmonol Chemical Company,
has the effrontery to declare that Pulmonol is a prescription perfected by one
who has "given his entire life to a study of tuberculosis and diseases of the
lungs." Essentially, Pulmonol consists of a mixture of benzoate of soda, a
guaiacol compound, with a dash of strychnin, dissolved in a mixture of glycerin
and water.
Here is the report of analysis :
LABORATORY

REPORT
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"Three original bottles of 'Pulmonol' (manufactured by the Pulmonol Chem
ical Company, New York) were received at the Association's laboratory and
subjected to chemical analysis.
The bottles contained a red, aqueous liquid,
having a bitter taste and a faint odor of benzoic acid.
Its specific gravity
was

1.088.

"Qualitatively Pulmonol contained potassium, sodium, benzoate, sulphonate,
glycerin, guaiacol (or cresol), strychnin and coloring matter. The red coloring
matter responded to tests for the dye known as bordeaux. The guaiacol was
present in a combined form and its characteristic odor became apparent only
after boiling with strong sulphuric acid. The strychnin was probably present
as the sulphate, as a very faint trace of sulphate was detected.
"Quantitatively the mixture closely corresponded to the following:
Potassium guaiacol sulphonate
Sodium benzoate
Strychnin
sulphate
Glycerin

5.7
2.1
0.008
11.6
77.7

Water
Difference

2.8

per
per
per
per
per
per

cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.

"Each fluidounce of Pulmonol is equivalent to approximately 29 grains of
potassium guaiacol sulphonate, 10 grains sodium benzoate and
grain strychnin
sulphate."
SUMMARY

It is the universal experience of visiting nurses and others who come in
daily contact with consumptives that just as soon as the victim begins to rely
on a widely advertised "cure," he immediately becomes careless of the safety
of others and relaxes those efforts which are necessary if he hopes to overcome
the disease.
It is but human that such should be the case. The tendency is
to follow the line of least resistance.
If consumption can be cured by taking1
something out of a bottle four times a day, why should the sufferer subject
himself to the minor inconvenience of the more or less strict regimen laid down
Of all mean businesses in the world, there are few, if any,
by the physician?
more
more contemptible,
heartless or more economically vicious, than that car
man
by
ried on
the
w.ho enriches himself at the expense of the life of the
consumptive.
unfortunate
Of all tainted money, none is quite so dirty as the
blood-toll collected by the "consumption cure" faker. — {Modified from The
Journal A. M. A., Nov. 29, 1913.)
Misbranded. — A consignment of Pulmonol was shipped in March, 1914, by
Analysis showed the product to be
the Pulmonol Chemical Co., Brooklyn.
essentially a glycerin-water solution of benzoate of soda, guaiacol sulphonate,
Falsely and fraudulently
and a little strychnin, colored with a coal-tar dye.
Fine, $25. — [Notice of Judgment No.
represented as a cure for consumption.
5535; issued

April

10, 1918.]
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The Journal has received the following letter from Dr. J. H. Holbrook,
physician-in-charge of the Mountain Sanatorium for the treatment of pulmonary
tuberculosis at Hamilton, Ont. :
"We are treating returned tuberculosis soldiers, who are receiving 'litera
ture' from Chas. H. Stevens of 204-206 Worple Road, Wimbledon, London,
S.W., and some of our men are being duped into sending their money to
him for treatment.
"We have tried to warn them that they are wasting their money, but we
have no definite information on the matter and if you can furnish us with

any of the particulars, we would be greatly obliged in the interest of our
patients. We have a booklet giving extracts from the medical evidence given
in the consumption cure libel actions, by Stevens, against the British Medi
information
cal Association, and know that there must be considerable
available."
Profitable quackery dies hard and quackery of the "consumption cure" type is
peculiarly profitable. For years C. H. Stevens has been in that most disrepu
He was shown up by the
table of businesses — exploiting the consumptive.

cWORLD-WAR

AGAINST CONSUMPTION

int "miTMiout cmrrNfrtrn^ coNTftiBinioff-to mt : huiif

Greatly reduced
paper in 1910.

facsimile

of

a portion

of

a large

advertisement

of "Sacco" in

a London

London Truth years ago, and brought suit for libel against that publication—
without obtaining, however, any satisfaction. His nostrum has been exploited
in South Africa, England and the United States.
It was analyzed by tha
chemists for the British Medical Association, and the method of exploitation
This
exposed in the British Medical Association's book, "Secret Remedies."
was in 1908.
After waiting three years, Stevens sued the association. At the
first hearing in 1912, the jury failed to agree; at the second hearing in 1914, the
jury declared that the association's strictures were not libelous but fair com
ment.
Stevens then appealed the case— and again lost.
The analysis made by the British chemists showed the stuff to contain no
active drugs except alcohol, of which there was over 23 per cent., and glycerin,
of which there was less than 2 per cent.
The estimated cost of the ingredients
of a bottle of Stevens
"consumption cure" was 3 cents ; it sold for $1.25.
Stevens published what he termed a "formula" for his nostrum, thus:
"Its formula
prepared

is 80 grains of Umckaloabo
according to British Pharmacopeia

root and 13J4 grains
method."

of Chijitse- to every ounce,
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Making a pretense of frankness by glibly giving meaningless names evolved
from a fertile imagination is a scheme as old and as unscrupulous as quackery
itself. But the unknown may always be counted on to inspire awe and Stevens'
crude deceit still seems to be a financial asset.
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THE

"WONDERFUL

NATIVE

HERB"

HUMBUG

Nor was the "formula" the only piece of theatrical claptrap worked by,
Stevens.
He claimed to have learned of "Umckaloabo" while in South Africa
some years ago where he went because he had consumption.
While in Basuto,->nd he lived in a tent and partook of a decoction of a native root "Umckaloabo"
— given him by a kafir ! Needless to say, it cured him ! The commercial possi
bilities of "Umckaloabo" appealing to Stevens he went to Capetown, Sou.h Africa,
where he put the stuff on the market under the name of "Sacco" — "Stevens
African Consumption Cure, Original" — doing business under the trade name of
"Sacco, Limited."
Capetown was a verdant field for Stevens made a large
amount of money while there, and opened a branch office in London.
At a
time that he was clearing a net profit of $15,000 a year, he got into the courts
and found it expedient to leave Capetown.
'SACCO

BECOMES

"LUNGSAVA' fl

He then went to Johannesburg, where "Sacco" was rechristened "Lungsava,"
and was sold by Stevens under the imposing trade name "South African Institute
of Medicine."
While here he added to his nostrum another unheard-of herb,

Facsimile (slightly enlarged) of an advertisement of "Sacco" that appeared in a Chicago
newspaper in November,
In spite of the fact that Vesta Tilley, King Edward and
1908.
Mark Twain were all said to be greatly impressed with the marvel, "Sacco" failed to get a
foothold in Chicago.

Johannesburg seems to have taken to the nostrum,
which he called "Chijitse."
but after being twice convicted of violating the laws governing medical practice,
Stevens left Sou'.h Africa and went to England, where he located in Wimbledon,
Here he began pushing his stuff under the old name, "Sacco."
a London suburb.
AN

INTENTIONAL

FRAUD

while at Wimbledon,

Stevens was sued by a widow for $50, the
to any patient whom he did not
sum promised by Stevens in his advertisements,
cure of consumption.
The plaintiff s husband relying on Stevens' nostrum, of
course, died. In giving judgment for the payment of $50 to the widow the judge
thus expressed his opinion of Stevens and his "cure":
Tn

1910

"I will now say what I think and what I had abstained from doing before.
I think this is an intentional and well-considered fraud. It is a scandalous

be imoosed upon and led to part with their
money, and to hope that those dear to them would be cured, by those
processes which were nothing but quack remedies, and had not the slightest
value of any kind."

thing that poor people should

In spite of the judge's eminently just characterization of Stevens and his
business, this quack had the effrontery to bring suit against the British Medica]
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Association a year later — in 1911, with results that have already been mentioned.
Stevens, in his appeal to the higher courts, after losing the case, attempted to
make much of what he claimed was the personal nature of the attack on him
One of the judges of the appellate court,
by the British Medical Association.
however, pointed out that a comment may be fair even though it contains a
personal attack, this rule having been clearly stated by Lord Atkinson in the
classic case of "Dakhyl v. Labouchere" (1908, 2 K.B., 329), which was carried
to the House of Lords in 1908, where it was laid down that :

"A personal attack
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fully

stated,

if

may form part of a fair comment
it be warranted by those facts."

upon given facts truth

The "Sacco Co.," London, of the original Capetown Sacco concern went into
liquidation.
Stevens has claimed that a man named Pickering bought the right
to use Sacco from the liquidator, and that he (Stevens) no longer has any
interest in the company of that name. Before leaving the "Sacco" stage of
Stevens' multinamed nostrum it is worth while recalling that in 1908 an attempt
was made to float this humbug in Chicago. Advertisements appeared in Chicago
papers describing the alleged enthusiasm for Sacco exhibited by King Edward,
Vesta Tilley and Mark Twain ! The Chicago venture failed.
THE

UMCKALOABO

CHEMICAL

COMPANY

Stevens lost his case against the British Medical Association,
an item appeared in an Albany, N. Y., paper, regarding the incorporation of the
"Umckaloabo Chemical Company" of New York City, capitalized at a quarter-

Not long after

U. C.

EXTRACT

Greatly reduced facsimile of letterhead used by the Umckaloabo
which attempted to exploit Stevens' nostrum in the United States in
also seems to have fizzled.

million dollars, for the purpose of acquiring
turing a remedy for tuberculosis and other

Chemical
1915.

Company,

This concern

the "secret processes for manufac
diseases, discovered by Charles H.
Stevens of London." The incorporators of this new company were given as
Samuel S. Ryckman, Edward A. Sprong and Irene B. Russell, all of New York
City. This was in October, 1914.
appeared,
asking for the
In September, 1915, newspaper advertisements
names of those who were suffering from tuberculosis, so that "an absolute aid
in curing tuberculosis" that had been introduced in the United States from
London, might be brought to their attention.
There was no name signed to
Sufferers
the advertisements; neither was the name of the preparation given.
were urged to write to Room 3240, Wool worth Building, New York City. Some
who answered the advertising received a typewritten letter from the Umckaloabo
Chemical Co, of 1790 Broadway, New York, which was selling "U. C. Extract."
With it was a testimonial, and a typical nostrum "analyst certificate," the letter
signed by one J. P. Lord of London. This same "analyst" was referred to at
some length at the trial of Stevens v. British Medical Association.
It appears
that Lord was an employee of Stevens : he received $7.50 (30 shillings) a week.
Although Stevens attempted to "play up" the analysis in the tria', he did not,
The following quotations
at the second trial, put the analyst on the stand.
from the evidence will help one to estimate the possible scientific standing of
Analyst Lord. Stevens was being questioned :

.
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Question.— "Is he [J. P. Lord] alive?"
Answer. — "I do not know."
Question. — "Is he not in a Church Army Home and
Answer.. — "I do not know."

A year later— July,
were being

dipsomaniac?"

1916 —the

sent out, together

THE CONSUMPTION
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a

same analysis and the same lone testimonial
a typewritten sheet giving the "History of
the Discovery of Umckaloabo." This
"history" referred to the "attacks" by
CURE
London Truth and the British Medical
Journal, and recorded the fact that, in
refutation, Stevens had sued the Brit
ish Medical Association.
It failed to
record, however, the outcome of the
libel suit, leaving the impression that
Stevens was the victor. The "history"

with

explained further that the president of
the Umckaloabo Company was "Samuel
S. Ryckman, former Member of Par

'—

u ■■—),..>.
km i.-

liament of the Dominion of Canada,"
who had secured the American rights
to "Stevens' discovery," and that "won
derful results have been accomplishedby
reputable
physicians
of New
York City, who are convinced that
Umckaloabo
Extract
has
produced
specific action upon the lungs" !

•

SACCO

"lungsava" become
extract"

'u. c.

:IC..vfHi^~r■:,;^^":'?':■,

Kfcf.,vs:si~_-;

In transporting this humbug across
the Atlantic, still another name has
been given to it.
No longer is it
"Sacco" or "Lungsava";
it is now

"Umckaloabo
Extract,"
or,
more
briefly, "U. C. Extract,"
the two
letters
standing,
respectively,
for
itC^SiffSxt^s^i
/ THE
"Umckaloabo"
and
"Chijitse."
In
ad
MSCOVEBErS £1,000 CtARANTEE.
dition to the "history," Lord's "analy
sis," and the one single testimonial
for the "cure" itself, there were two
CHAS. H. STEVENS,
testimonials for Mr. Ryckman, one
104, WORPLE ROAD, WIMBLEDON,
S.W.
from Adam Brown, postmaster
of
Hamilton, Ontario, and the other from
Photographic facsimile (reduced) of one of
S. D. Biggar, the mayor of Hamilton,
Stevens'
advertisements,
appearing
a
few
years ago in a London paper.
The original
Ontario.
The letters accompanying
measured
about
11
by 5 inches.
inches
the advertising material were signed
Among the names listed in this adverti-ement
of those who had been "cured" by Stevens'
"Samuel S. Rickman"; one of them
nostrum
was one
Miss
Olley,
of whom
referred to analyst Lord as "one of
Stevens raid: "Carried out of Brompton Hos
pital as incurable, now enjoying good health."
the principal analysts of London, Eng
The facts are, Miss Olley died of pulmonary
land." Since 1916 we have received
tuberculosis.
no further
... information
.... ........... ltjS«XIUUlg
regarding the
lilt
exploitation of "U. C. Extract," or of the activities of the Umckaloabo
Co.
Whether the business failed to be the financial success that had been looked for,
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or whether Mr. Ryckman, after further investigation, decided
more reputable line of endeavor, we are unable to say.

to go into some

Now, in 1919, Stevens plies his abominable trade among the tuberculous
victims of the great war. He sends to Canadian soldiers a gaudy covered
booklet containing some of the testimony of his "experts" who testified at the
first trial of his libel suit against the British Medical Association.
It leaves
the impression that Stevens won the suit.
The booklet declares that the British
Medical Association charged Stevens "with being a swindler and a quack who
foisted upon the public a so-called remedy which he knew to be absolutely
worthless."
But it does not tell the consumptives, whose dollars are sought,
that the court held the British Medical Association's charge to be the truth and
a fair comment of fact 1
The ubiquitous "analysis" of Lord — the 30-shilling-a-week "expert" — is also
part of Stevens' present advertising paraphernalia.
Then there is a loose-leaf
booklet of testimonials. The loose-leaf idea seems a good one — commercially.
The Journal has shown repeatedly in cases of testimonials for "consumption
cures" — testimonials which were written in good faith by those who believed
themselves benefited— that where the poor victims really had the disease and
were relying on the nostrum it was only necessary to wait some months or a
year or two before it was possible to obtain the death certificate of the testi
monial givers. In the past this has meant that the quack must "scrap" a lot
of "literature" or lay himself open to the charge of publishing testimonials from
dead men.
The loose-leaf method employed by Stevens will facilitate the
elimination of "dead timber" at a minimum expense.
a quack's

record

That Stevens, after being thoroughly discredited, first in South Africa and
later in England, should now be trying to capitalize the suffering of Canadian
soldiers who have contracted tuberculosis in the service of their country, is
entirely in keeping with the moral standards of the "consumption cure" quack.
The most effective protection of the sick from the wiles of men of the Stevens
type is that of giving the public all the facts possible regarding such concerns.
Here, briefly summarized, are the facts :
1.

In

1904

clearing

Stevens was selling "Sacco" in Capetown, South Africa. When
a year, he got into the courts and found it expedient to leave

$15,000

Capetown.
2.

In

was in Johannesburg, trading as
and selling his stuff as "Lungsava";
the law and left for England.

1906

Stevens

Institu'e of Medicine"
of violating
3.

In

by the

the "South African
was twice convicted

was in London selling his "cure" and in 1910 was declared
guilty of "intentional and well considered fraud," and his
as "nothing but quack remedies."

1907 Stevens

courts to

"cure" denounced

be

4. In 1908 the British Medical Association denounced
Stevens as a quack
and declared his nostrum worthless; and when Stevens sued the association the
courts, in 1914, agreed that the characterization was justified.
5. In 1915 Stevens' "cure" appeared
in the United States under the name of
"U. C. Extract," exploited by the Umckaloabo Chemical Company of New York
City.
This apparently was not a commercial success.

6.
have

Today Stevens is attempting to exploit tuberculous Canadian soldiers who
acquired the disease in the service of their country. — (From The Journal

A. M. A.,

April

5, 1919.)
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STRANDGARD'S

T.

B.

MEDICINE

The resident physician of a Canadian sanatorium devoted exclusively to the
scientific treatment of tuberculosis writes :
"The enclosed leaflet and letter from the Dr. Strandgard's Medicine Co.
of Toronto, Can., is being sent in a plain envelope, marked 'personal' to a
number of returned Canadian officers who are patients in this institution.
If you have any information regarding this 'cure' the Canadian readers
would appreciate its publication in The Journal."
The letter enclosed was on the stationery of the "Dr. Strandgard's Medicine
Co." It was addressed to a man suffering from tuberculosis — a man who had
been stricken with this disease while in the service of his country. The "patent
medicine" concern states in its letter :
"Our T. B. medicine is
.
."
.

a specific
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are suffering

for the complaint of which we have

been

informed

you

This cruel falsehood is followed up by the statement that the stuff is a
"high-class scientific preparation endorsed by physicians" which, previous to
being put on the market, was "used with wonderful success in private practice."
Further :
"Dr. Strandgard
for his medicines."

has been

awarded gold medals at four international

exhibitions

in Europe

was the nature of these exhibitions, we do not know; possibly they
the same sort of international "expositions" that were exposed in The
1
Journal about three years ago whose "gold medals" meant no more than that
the exploiter has paid a specified sum as a guaranty that he would receive an
"award." The letter to the consumptive continues :

Just what

were

"Of course, one bottle will not improve your health owing to the nature of your case,
but after three bottles you will derive considerable benefit and will continue to take it until
you feel you are restored to normal health.
Kindly write us informing us of your permission
to forward three bottles.
We are agreeable to send them on condition that you do not pay
for them unless you are satisfied with the progress you have made. . . ."
Throughout the
This appeal is typical of "consumption cure" humbugs.
entire advertising matter the claim is made by inference that the remedy will
cure consumption. None knows better than the trader in a fake consumption
cure how easy it is to persuade the consumptive during the first few weeks of
any new and mysterious "treatment" that he has been benefited.
Time and again
it has been shown that such concerns run no risk in offering to send limited
amounts of their nostrums to the victims on a basis of "no pay unless satisfied."
THE

ADVERTISING

METHODS

The booklet sent by the Strandgard concern states that the preparation was
originated by one "Chevalier Dr. Jean F. Strandgard, K. V. V. P." Some pros
pective purchasers are obtained by offering a free bottle of the nostrum to any
one who will furnish "fifteen (15) names and addresses of persons genuinely
suffering either from Consumption — Tuberculosis, Asthma, Bronchitis, Catarrh,
Weak Lungs, Pleurisy, Pneumonia, Coughs, Colds, or any disease of the
respiratory organs."
No information is given regarding its composition,
although a pretense is made of doing so by stating that it is :
.
.
from Nature's Garden being made from pure
healing medicinal virtues of rare barks, roots and herbs."

with additions, in the
Medical Association.

1. Reprinted,
the

American

pamphlet,

Essences,

Infusions, Extracts

"Quasi-Medical Institutions," published

and

by
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the fake "consumption Cjure" — and the
usual excuse is offered that this drug is not present "in any larger quantity than
is absolutely necessary" to dissolve one of the alleged constituents. It is to be
taken six times a day in two-dram doses.
The sixteen-ounce bottle thus lasts
about ten and one-half days. This means that the three bottles which they offer
to send without payment in advance would last the victim about one month.
Every physician who has treated consumptives knows that such patients after
taking any nostrum — especially one containing alcohol or bitters — for three or
four weeks under the glamour of the claims common to quackery, insist that
they are "feeling better."

It contains alcohol — also typical of
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TESTIMONIALS— AS

USUAL

The booklet contains several testimonials ; most of them from laymen.
Not
one of the testimonials declares that the stuff has cured a case of pulmonary
tuberculosis or even that it is of value in such cases. Most of them refer to its
alleged use in asthma- and bronchitis.
One is from an alleged sufferer from
spinal tuberculosis who claims to have been benefited, although not cured.
Two
of the testimonials purport to be from medical men — A. H. Paget, M.D., and
P. B. Wood, M.D. — both of whom, the booklet claims, are "Members of the Col
While neither of these physi
lege of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario."
cians' testimonials declare that the stuff is a cure or even a treatment for con
sumption, the evident intent of the booklet is to make the consumptive so
believe.
Whether the giving of these testimonials indicates a failure to recog
nize professional responsibility or a mere lack of common sense, we do not
know; the solution of such questions may safely be left to the organization to
which these men are said to belong.

A fake "consumption

cure" is vicious enough under
any circumstances. Every physician who has treated
consumptives knows how difficult it is to persuade the
sufferer that his chance for recovery rests not on

DR. WHITTINGTON'S

nunan

rm

CONSUMPTION
GOTTAM

tUKl C3XTALOOHOl

CONSUMPTION, COUGHS,
COLDS, BRONCHITIS.
La GRIPPE, and all DE
BILITATED CON
DITIONS from
whatever

■MttH

«W On*t»Act.
Svrtal
No.
WaWi.W.i **4WWOW,b.
DR.

WILLIAM

WHITTINGTON

Dinuba, California
Reduced photographic fac
simile of the label on Whit*
"consumption
tington's
cure."
It obviously vio
lates the federal Food and

medicine but on hygienic and dietetic measures.
It
is a human failing to believe that every disease may
be cured by taking something
out of a bottle, and
the consumptive
is particularly
susceptible
to the
wiles of the "patent medicine" faker. But, if under
normal conditions and exploited to civilian consump
tives the "consumption cure" business
is a cruel
deceit, what shall be said of the concerns which seek
as victims those men who have acquired tuberculo
sis in the service of their country?
The human car
rion that robs the wounded on the field of battle at
least takes his life in his hands in so doing; not so
the "consumption cure" quack who plies his trade on
the invalided soldier. — (From The Journal A. M. A.,
Dec. 15, 1917.)

WHITTINGTON'S

"SPECIFIC"

"Dr. Whittington's Treatment for Consumption" is, according to the label,
"manufactured and sold only by Dr. William Whittington, Dinuba, Cal." Accord
was graduated by the Missouri
ing to our records, Dr. William Whittington
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Medical College of St. Louis, Mo., in 1880 and was licensed to practice in Cali
fornia in 1891. The preparation, which admittedly contains 7.5 per cent, alco
hol, is labeled :
"A Specific for Consumption, Coughs,
Conditions from whatever cause."

Colds,

Bronchitis, La Grippe

and

All

Debilitated

The bottle contains about twelve ounces of a brown, sirupy liquid and sells
for $5.00. In reply to an inquiry sent to Whittington by a supposedly consump
tive layman, there came a letter signed "W. Whittington," reading in part as
follows :

"...
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I

have a treatment that does cure consumption.
The cost of the treatment is
month's treatment.
You can get it one month at a time or more as you like.
If you wish to try it you better take one month's treatment at first to see what it will do
for you. But if you take it for one month I know you will send back for more. For I know
it will do you good. For this is the only treatment that does really cure consumption.
As to how long you will need to take it depends on your condition.
It takes from three to
six months to cure.
If you have not had it long three months may cure you. If you are
— [Capitals ours. — Ed.]
very bad it will take longer
.
.
$20.00

for

each

Requests have come in at different times for information regarding this nos
trum.
A bottle of Whittington's "Specific" was examined in the Association's
laboratory. The condensed report of this analysis follows :

"The liquid had an odor of raspberry and prunes and a!so somewhat vinous
characteristics, with a tannin-like taste. The reaction toward litmus was acid.
The specific gravity at 15.6 C. was 1.0963. The weight of ash from 100 c.c. was
0.73 grams.
Qualitative tests indicated the presence of alcohol, magnesium,
tannin and other vegetable acids, acetate, sugar, glycerin, and traces of cal
cium, potassium and sodium.
Tests for the following yielded negative results :
heavy metals, haloids, sulphates, alkaloids, emodin-bearing drugs, benzoate, cinnamate, salicylate and glycyrrhiza.
From this analysis it appears that 'Dr.
Whittington's Treatment for Consumption' is a flavored syrup, devoid of potent
ingredients other than alcohol."
Selling flavored syrup as a "cure" and "specific" for consumption is a dis
enough business under any circumstances,
but what shall be thought
of a physician who will carry on such a trade? — (From The Journal A. M. A.,

reputable

Dec. 18, 1915.)

COSMETIC

NOSTRUMS

PREPARATIONS

I.

FOR

THE

SKIN

Amarol. — This product is a so-called "complexion beautifier" advertised
under the "prescription fakes" method. It has been exposed by various state
health boards. According to the bulletin, Medical Frauds, issued by the Indi-

Little Home Aids on

How to

Be

Beautiful
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f"it
aad la wpleodMaa a tooth bela-caotbol Ajiply esery nlitSl for a
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month, then onee
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An

advertisement

"answer" recommends
"Cerol,M "Delol," etc.

in

the

form of an Answers to Correspondents
medicine" put out by the Scharff-Cooper

a "patent

department.
Each
concern: "Amarol,"

ana State Board of Health, the stuff is put on the market by the F. W. Scharff
Co., Chicago, and has the following composition:
Epsom
Borax

salt

95 per cent.
S per cent.

is 1 cent but it sells for one-half
estimated value of the ingredients
According to the advertising, Amarol will "make the skin soft and pink,
giving it a satiny glow." The F. W. Scharff Co. operates from the same
Suratt," etc. — (From The
offices as the Cooper Pharmacal Co., "Valeska
Journal A. M. A., Oct. 16, 1915.)

The

dollar.

Anti-Freckle Lotion. —This product, according to the Indiana State Board
of Health, is put on the market by E. B. Gustin, Logansport, Ind. The Indiana
chemists reported that it had essentially the following composition:
Bichlorid of mercury
Alcohol
Water

1.5 per cent.
2
per cent.
96.5

per cent.
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According to the same authority the stuff retails for SO cents, while the
estimated value of the ingredients is 1 cent. — (From The Journal A. M. A.,
Oct. 16, 1919.)

Bradley's (Mrs.) Face Bleach. —The claims made for this stuff, which
emanates from Minneapolis, are that it "removes moth, tan, freckles, pimples,
blackheads, prevents wrinkles, oiliness and aging of the skin."
What else it
does is left to the seeker after beauty to learn by experience.
Its ingredients
were reported by the North Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station to be
Epsom salts (magnesium sulphate) and corrosive sublimate (mercuric chlorid). A more detailed analysis appeared in the Druggists' Circular, March,
1913:

Anhydrous magnesium
chlorid
Mercuric chlorid
Sodium

sulphate
(common salt)
(corrosive
sublimate)

45.7
9.7
23.6

per cent.
per cent.
per cent.
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—(From The Journal A. M. A., Aug.

23, 1913.)

Cerol. —This is another preparation sold on the "prescription fake" method
that puts out Amarol, etc.
by the Scharff-Cooper
concern,
and marketed
According to an advertisement published in the form of an "Answers to Cor
respondents"
department entitled "Little Home Aids on How to be Beautiful
by Madame Maree," Cerol "cleans and clears the skin" and also "acts as a food
Various reports from boards of health assign to Cerol
to the delicate tissues."
the following composition :
Boric acid

Stearic

acid

Perfume

—(From The Journal A. M. A.,
Clearola. — This preparation is said to be put on
Carpenter, Jaffrey, N. H. It is sold as a preparation
skin" and has been reported on by the state chemists
Kansas. They all agree in declaring that Clearola
terious than ordinary sulphur. — (From The Journal A.

Oct. 16, 1915.)

the market by G. W.
which will "whiten the
of Indiana, Ohio and
is nothing more mys
M. A., Oct. 16, 1915.)

Cuticle Acid.— This product, put on the market, apparently, by Richard
Hudnut of New York, is said to "remove dead skin." According to the Kansas
State Board of Health Bulletin for August, 1914, Cuticle Acid is mostly water
with :
Alcohol
Oxalic acid

10 per cent.
2

per cent.

—(From the Journal A. M. A.,

Oct. 16, 1915.)

Charles Flesh Food. — In Brooklyn there is a concern styled Dr. Charles
Flesh Food Company that sells "toilet specialties."
In addition to rouge
and face powders of various tints as well as soaps and toilet creams, the con
cern puts out such preparations as "Foot Relief" for "sore, tired, aching feet"
and "Revivo," claimed to be a "Remedy for Dandruff and All Scalp Diseases."
The "Dr. Charles Co. Tonic Tablets" are put forward by the company as "the
very best preparation for restoring health to the debilitated ; rich blood to the
anemic; relief to women from their specific ills, strength to those tottering
along life's pathway with a burden of liver and kidney troubles, nervous pros
tration, dyspepsia and many wasting diseases that lead to consumption." The
product on which, apparently, they lay more emphasis than any other is "Dr.
Charles Flesh Food," an ointment sold under such claims as :
"Applied

to the skin nourishes by absorption."
builds firm, healthy flesh."
"Acts quickly and surely on a skin that is seamed and wrinkled either by exposure
age, smoothing away furrows of the forehead and lines about the eyes and mouth."

"It

or
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"Undeveloped busts and those shrunken through sickness or nursing may be materially
in size; made full, firm, plump and rounded out into a beautiful contour by the
of this wonderful flesh developer,
it acts alike on the growing girl and uatured

increased
use

WOMAN."

In an advertising booklet the company declares that Dr. Charles
Food has the endorsement of physicians and to prove it declares :

Flesh

"The Therapeutic Record, a leading medical journal, tells in its August, 1908, number
of two lady patients who used it [Dr. Charles Flesh Food] under the advice of their physi
cian. Dr. M. P. Creel."
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The Therapeutic Record is one of those medical journals (Heaven save the
mark !) that are supported by the nostrum interests.
From editorial endorse
ments of a quack "rupture cure" (Stuart's Plas-Tr-Pads) to advertisements
of

IF

CHARLES
FLESH
FOOD
THE
GREAT

Try

BEAUTIFIER
this

preparation
to-day and not* its
wonderful pleasing effects. It has been u5ed
and recommended more than fifty years for
the complexion and to. increase firm, healthy
flesh on the face, neck, arms and develop
ing the bust.
There is absolutely
nothing
like
Dr
Charles Flesh Fopd to remove wrinkles,
crow's feet, pimples,
freckles,
sallowness.
etc., aa one application will prove.
SO cents
a box at all druggists, depart
ment store* or direct.
Send 4 cents, postage,
for a sample box ant!
Illustrated book. "Art of Massage."
Dr. Cbariea' Flash food Co.. Brooklyn.
N.
V

fake ear drums, Duffy's Malt Whiskey and Antikamnia, it is not a far call to
Neither is one surprised to find in the advertising pages of
the "Flesh Food."
Record advertisements
of Stuart's P^as-Tr-Pads and Dr.
the Therapeutic

Flesh Food.
Whatever Dr. Charles Flesh Food

Charles

may lack in therapeutic efficiency it
makes up in color and odor. The preparation is a highly perfumed, pink oint
A box of the stuff was submitted to the Association's laboratory and
ment.
the result of the investigation may be summed up as follows :
Starch
Petrolatum
(vaseline)
Zinc oxid
Impure stearic acid
Perfume, coloring matter.

From the report
than,

if

as good

'.

38.5 per cent.
5.10 per cent.
2.0 per cent.
1.5 per cent.

it is apparent that the alleged "flesh food" is no better
as, an ointment made by mixing five parts of vaseline with
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four parts of starch and adding
is not, in any sense of the word,
flesh," it

will

not develop
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a dab

of zinc oxid.

Dr. Charles Flesh Food

it does not "build firm, healthy
the bust and it does not "nourish by absorption."
a "flesh

food"

;

(.Modified from The Journal A. M. A., Nov. 13, 1915.)
Derma-Royale. — This emanates from the Derma-Royale
Some years ago it was advertised under such claims as:
"Cures Eczema and Tetter."
"Absolutely and permanently
spots and Tan."

removes

Blackheads,

Freckles,

Co. of Cincinnati.

Pimples,

Redness,

Sun
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The present claims, while not so definite, are no more modest. According
to the state chemists of Connecticut, as given in their report for 1914: "This
preparation is a dilute alcohol-glycerin solution with small amounts of cam
phor, myrrh, benzoin and possibly other aromatics in suspension." — (From The
Journal A. M. A., Oct. 16, 1915.)
Derwilio. — This is a nostrum sold for the skin and complexion and put out
by "Mae Edna Wilder, Inc., of Rochester, N. Y.," one of the numerous names
concerns
advertised.
The state
under which the Neal-Adkin mail-order
analyst of Louisiana reported that the preparation consisted of zinc oxid, cal
cium carbonate, starch and salicylic acid in water, the whole thing colored
with carmine and perfumed with odor of rose or rose geranium. — (From The
Journal A. M. A., June 6, 1918.)

f

"Valeska Suratt, Thompson
Co. in exploiting its nostrums,

Bldg..

"Eptol,"

Chicago,"

is a name used

"Eggol," etc.

by

the Cooper

Pharmacol
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Eptol. — "There is little excuse now for the presence of wrinkles. The
results of this formula have indeed proved this to be the case. Every woman
should try this formula, use it freely and then your face will reflect again the
sunshine of youth and every wrinkle will be just a vanishing ripple, nothing
Thus, to the gullible, appeals the Cooper Pharmacal Company of
more !"
Chicago in a fake "Beauty Secrets" department published under the name of
"Miss Valeska Suratt."
The "formula" referred to is Eptol, plus some
glycerin and water. Eptol is a white powder perfumed with rose which sells
for SO cents for a IVi-ounce box. According to the state chemists of Con
necticut, Eptol has essentially the following composition :
Borax
Soap and stearic

acid

37 per cent.
63 per cent.
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— (From The Journal A. M. A., Oct.

16, 1915.)

.

Freckeleater. —This product was shipped in September, 1911, by the FreckelAccording to the label, "Freckeleater" was "not a
eater Co., Dallas, Tex.
cosmetic,
pleasant
but the only known, harmless,
and absolutely sure and
infallible cure for all imperfections of the skin. . . ." Analysis by the
Bureau of Chemistry showed it to consist of a pasty, greaseless vehicle hav
ing the odor of lavender and carrying in suspension
bismuth subnitrate
(approximately 5.5 per cent.) and ammoniated mercury (approximately 4 per
cent.). As the stuff was labeled "harmless," whereas it contained ammoniated
mercury, a caustic poison harmful to the skin, it was declared misbranded.
On Jan. 27, 1913, the company pleaded guilty and was fined $100 and costs. —
[Notice of Judgment No. 2443; issued July 12, 1913.]
Freckelesa. — This was marketed by one John Emmett Barry trading under
the firm name of J. E. Barry & Co., Paris, Texas. The stuff was sold "for the
removal of Freckles, Tan, Sunburn and other Facial blemishes" and bore the
following statements on the trade package :
"The Superior

"As

Skin Food and Massage Cream."
harmless as it is sure."

When analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry the chemists reported that
Freckeless was an ointment consisting largely of petrolatum (vaseline) with
which had been mixed about 10 per cent, of bismuth subnitrate and 12 per cent,
ammoniated mercury. The stuff was declared misbranded because it was not
harmless, containing as it did a "harmful, poisonous and deleterious" sub
stance, ammoniated mercury, which, as is well known, is a caustic poison.
It
was further declared misbranded in that it was not a "skin food" and "did not
contain any ingredient or combination of ingredients capable of acting as a
food for the skin." On Oct. 19, 1914, J. E. Barry pleaded guilty and was fined
$10.— [Notice of Judgment No. 3540; issued April 3, 1915.]
Freezone. — The Edward Wesley Company of Cincinnati put this preparation
on the market as a "simple and easy way to get rid of your corns and cal
louses." The concern declared that "you corn-pestered men and women" may
"wear the shoes that nearly killed you before, because Freezone applied directly
on a tender, aching corn stops soreness at once and soon the corn loosens so it
can be lifted out root and all, without pain." The New York Tribune had this
preparation analyzed and in its "Ad-Visor Department," June 24, 1917, quoted
from their chemist's report as follows : "Freezone is a common type of corn
remover, depending for its activity on the salicylic acid present, the rest being
."
.
.
.
.
common collodion.
.

Frostilla.— Holmes' Fragrant Frostilla
Holmes of Elmira, N. Y. It was analyzed

is a lotion put out by Clay W.
by the chemists of the Connecticut
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stated in their Report for 1914 that
was "essentially a mixture of alcohol, glycerine and gum tragacanth."

Agricultural Experiment Station, who

it

Gloriol Balm. — This
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is one of a large group of nostrums put on the market
by the Blackburn Products Company, a concern run by two men, one of whom
is said to have been in the advertising business and the other in the cigar
The Prescription Products Company and the Lesslie Company are two
trade.
Gloriol Balm is apparother names under which the same men do business.

Another fake Answers to Correspondents department.
The "answers"
"patent medicines"
or toilet articles put out by the Blackburn
Products
Ohio, or by one of its subsidiary concerns.

here recommend
Co., of Dayton,

The advertising is done
ently put out under the name of the Lesslie Company.
largely by the "prescription fake" method, usually under the title "The Doctor's
Advice by Dr. Lewis Baker," although sometimes by means of an "Answers
entitled "How to be Beautiful, Secrets of
to Correspondents" department
Beauty
Ainsworth."
Gloriol Balm is a toilet cream of
by Claire
Health and
It is
the "vanishing" type. It is said to "make the skin smooth and clean."
found listed in Medical Frauds, the bulletin issued by the Indiana State Board
of Health. According to the Indiana chemists it has the following composition :
Stearic

Water

acid, soap and borax

23.7
76.3

per cent.
per cent.

{From The Journal A. M. A., Oct. 16, 1915.)
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Gloriol Glowene. — This preparation is put out by the same concern as
Gloriol Balm and is advertised by the same methods. According to one adver
tisement appearing in a fake "Answers to Correspondents" department :
"Soap is a destroyer of a beautiful skin and I want all my fair readers to discontinue
.
.
Instead use Gloriol Glowene which is really a water massage.

its

According to the state chemists of Indiana, of Kansas and of Michigan,
"Gloriol Glowene" is soft soap! — (From The Journal A. M. A., Oct. 16, 1915.)
Gouraud's Oriental Cream. — As long ago as 1907, Dr. T. Felix Gouraud's
Oriental Cream or Magical Beautifier was analyzed by the state chemists of
New Hampshire, who reported that it consisted of "approximately one-half
ounce of calomel suspended in a short half-pint of water." More recently— in
1912 — it has been analyzed
by the chemists of the Connecticut Agricultural
Experiment Station, whose report is practically identical with that of the New
Hampshire chemists.
Some of the claims made for this simple mixture are :
"Purifies as well as beautifies the skin. No other cosmetic will do it."
"Removes tan, pimples, freckle, moth patches, rash and skin diseases and every blemish
on beauty and defies detection."

An eight-ounce bottle of this preparation costs 98 cents. As the Connecticut
chemists say : "The amount of calomel in a bottle of this substance can be
bought at retail for about 6 cents ; the remaining 92 cents is the charge for a

half-pint of water." — (From The Journal A. M. A., Aug.

23, 1915.)

I.,

Hill's Freckle Lotion. — Fred L. Snow, Providence, R.
a quantity of "Hill's Freckle Lotion" which

chusetts

shipped into Massa
government
officials

statement

:

claimed was misbranded in violation of the Food and Drugs Act. According
to the trade package, the preparation was "absolutely harmless when used
externally according to directions." As the government chemists found that
Hill's Freckle Lotion contained corrosive sublimate (mercuric chlorid) they
Furthermore, the label bore the
naturally declared the stuff misbranded.
"Removes

Moth.

Tan, Freckles,

Pimples,

Ring Worms,

and all

Eruptions of the Skin."

a

This claim was declared to be false and fraudulent and applied knowingly
and in reckless and wanton disregard of its truth or falsity.
Snow at first
pleaded not guilty, but later withdrew the plea and entered
plea of nolo
contendere.
He was fined $20. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4115; issued April
19, 1916.]

Hokara. — This preparation, which
you

are troubled

with

pimples,

blackheads,

skin diseases or blemish now
the time to
yet to be found any form of wound
"There
membrane that Hokara does not help . . ."
is

is

other

cream" type,

acne, barber's itch, blotches, freckles or
get rid of
with Hokara."
or disease affecting the skin or mucous
it

"If

seems to be of the "massage
such claims as
:

has been advertised under

by the manufacturers for chilblains, soft corns, poison
It
recommended
ivy, insect bites, "fever sores," body odors, oily skin, sore lips, sunburn, tired
feet, warts and various other conditions.
According to Prof. Lewis B. Allyn
of the McClure-Westfield Laboratories, the preparation "consists principally of
wool fat and casein."

is

a

a

a

is

Hudson's (Mrs.) Skin and Pore Specific. — This product, which
supposed
to be used in connection with
depilatory, put out by the same concern, was
analyzed in the McClure-Westfield Laboratories, and reported to be principally
"a reddish clay,
bismuth compound probably subnitrate of bismuth, with
fatty base consisting of
saponifiable oil, probably tallow."
a
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Ice Mint.— This, the public was told, was "the real 'Corn Killer.'" The
sufferer from corns was told : "Just a touch of Ice Mint and Oh ! what relief.
Corns and callouses vanish, soreness disappears and you can dance all night
or walk all day and your corns won't hurt a bit." The New York Tribune in
the "Ad- Visor Department" for June 24, 1917, gave the following report of an
analysis of the preparation : "In the Ice Mint we have been unable to find any
really active ingredients. There is some borax present which would act as a
mild alkali and antiseptic and there is also either oil of peppermint or menthol
present, probably the former. A volunteer of the laboratory staff has tried the
Ice Mint for five successive applications and reports no noticeable results
Kingsbery's Freckle Lotion. — "Kingsbery's Freckle Lotion (1st strength)"
is said to be put on the market by F. W. Kingsbery, Randolph, Mass. According
to the Report of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, 1914, the
following claims have been made for this product :
"Will

positively remove freckles, tan, moth patches, etc., from the face, hands and arms
the slightest injury to the most sensitive skin."
"Unequalled for use in ivy and dogwood poison, insect bites and stings, salt rheum,
eczema
and all skin irritations,
stopping the itching immediately
the
and counteracting
poison."
without

a

is

is

it,

Kingsbery's Freckle Lotion was analyzed by the state chemists of Con
who reported that
like "Hill's Freckle Lotion,"
solution of
bichlorid of mercury in water, containing 5.3 parts of the corrosive sublimate to
As the Connecticut officials state this "is an exceedingly
1.000 parts of water.
dangerous remedy to use."
The use of the poisonous salts of mercury, even
externally,
fraught with danger.
There are numerous cases on record of
Taylor quotes
poisoning from the external application of mercurial compounds.
case of two brothers who died from the effects of absorbing corrosive sub
limate through the unbroken skin. Death has followed the absorption of cor
to 1,000 and
to 2,000. — {From The Journal
rosive sublimate in dilutions of
A. M. A., Nov. 20, 1915.)
Kulux Compound. — This product
sold by the Kulux Manufacturing Com.pany, Rochester, N. Y. Kulux Compound has been advertised by the "prescrip
tion fake" method under such claims as the following:
necticut

is

1

1

a

freckles,

tan,

sun

spots,

a

is

if

"Makes the skin transparent and removes all defects such as
roughness and ruddiness."
by magic."
"Blemishes of every kind disappear as
the private prescription of
famous Parisian beauty."
"This

The alleged "prescription" calls for a "1 ounce bottle of Kulux Compound"
to be added to
mixture of water and witch hazel. Kulux Compound
which
has been reported on by several state chemists.
The following, taken from
Medical Frauds, the bulletin issued by the Indiana State Board of Health, may
taken

as

typical

:

be

a

is

per
per
10 per
78 per
5 7

Zinc oxid
Bismuth subcarbonate
Glycerin
Water

cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.

a

4

is

The Indiana chemists state further that although the retail price of Kulux
Compound
SO cents, the value
of the ingredients
cents.- -(From The
Journal A. M. A., Nov. 20, 1915.)
La Sage Complexion Treatment. — Pearl La Sage conducts
mail-order
business from 2120 Michigan Blvd., Chicago. She separates the credulous from
is
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No matter how atrocious your
their cash via the "beauty treatment" route.
complexion, send your money to Pearl La Sage, and you will "have a perfect
Realizing that people's tastes differ, Pearl promises :
complexion in ten days."
"You may have a pink, creamy
any change in the treatment."

or

downy

just

complexion

as

wish — and

you

without

Physicians not infrequently find it impossible to help the complexion of
Realizing that the bad com
women who are suffering from certain diseases.
plexion is but a symptom and not a disease, the doctor naturally believes that
the way to attack such trouble is to remove the cause.
No such limitations
hamper Pearl La Sage (although she admits that a bad complexion is fre
quently the result of bodily ills). Says Pearl:
"In

ten days you can be the subject of wild admiration by all your friends, no matter
your condition of health."
"No matter what the cause, my ten day complexion treatment will give you a perfect
complexion in ten days."
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what

As is usual in such cases, it is probable that Pearl La Sage is really but a
figure-head, the company being organized by three men. There seems to have
been more or less connection between the Pearl La Sage concern and the Delia
Carson "beauty treatment" and Eloise Rae "bust developer," both conducted on
the mail-order plan.
There is, of course, nothing to show that the Pearl La
Sage concern is not the business of Pearl La Sage herself. The usual stock-intrade of the mail-order quack is used to sell this "ten-day" complexion treat
ment: misleading advertisements
in such newspapers
as are willing to take
such material ; booklets, freely illustrated with pictures of Pearl La Sage —
pictures, by the way, which leave the casual observer in doubt as to whether
it is a "complexion treatment" or a "bust developer" that is being sold ; pictures,
also, depicting hypothetical scenes, showing the dire effects of a bad complexion;
and last, but not least, the inevitable follow-up letters.
"sob

stuff"

The booklets of

these mail-order fakers are an interesting study.
In cases
like those of Pearl La Sage, in which the pocketbook rather than the health
is involved, such brochures will be found to furnish a good deal of amusement.
One of the Pearl La Sage booklets contains a double-page picture of a ball
room, showing all the ladies with good complexions dancing, while an unfortu
nate female in the foreground with a much besplotched face is sitting out the
dance alone. On another page is a pen drawing of a court scene, bearing the

A man
legend "The Divorce Courts Tell Their Tale of Complexion Value."
and woman, presumably husband and wife, stand before the judge's bench, the
woman with a bowed head — and, of course, pimply face — the man looking back
toward the rear of the court room at an engaging young female with a clear
Again, a tear-stained, specklefaced wife gazes sadly at a grandfather's
skin.
clock which points to a late hour. She sees, as in a vision, her belated hus
band dancing with a lady whose skin — and much is exhibited — seems to be all
The legend reads : "The Neglected Wife Has Learned
that could be desired.
Bitterly the Value of

a

Perfect

Complexion."

that is referred to in another pamphlet

It is this picture, evidently,

sent out by Pearl, when

she says

:

"Think of the mad tragedies of wives sitting alone at home, watching the clock through
tear-dimmed eyes, when they fear that some woman of a softer skin has coaxed their husbands
from the paths of righteousness."

For fear that the reader may think this picture
La Sage gives the assurance:
"This

who

has

overdrawn, Miss

sister; it is true and you know it and
good
felt the bite of jealousy and desertion knows it."

is not dream-stuff,

every woman

somewhat

I

know

it,

and
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Nor are the men neglected : "Complexion means as much to a man as to a
woman." Thus runs the legend to a pen picture showing a jaunty young fel
low, with effeminate features and the skin of a baby, being gazed at longingly
by several boy-struck girls.
THE TREATMENT
"The price I have asked for my ten-day treatment is $10," but as Pearl
your good will, she offers it to you at the ridiculously low price of $3.
Wait a few weeks and a "follow-up" letter will give you a chance to get the
treatment for $2.
Further hesitation brings the offer down to $1 with a free
copy of Miss La Sage's "Ten Stage Secrets of Beauty" thrown in for good
measure.
Those who send the money for the "New, Different, Scientific Treat
ment" of Pearl La Sage, receive 30 pale pink tablets and the same number of
capsules, containing a coarse white powder. The recipient is warned not to
To change a sallow, pimply skin into a
swallow the tablets nor the capsules.
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wants

complexion in the short space of ten days : Dissolve one tablet in a
quart of warm water and splash the water on your face at night; empty the
contents of a capsule into a quart of cold water and splash your face again
in the morning!
That is all! One point that will tend to give an air of mys
tery to the scheme is the fact that when these pale pink tablets or white
powders are dissolved in water, they produce a handsome carmine liquid. The
report of analysis, which follows, explains this phenomenon :
perfect

LABORATORY

REPORT

The Pearl La Sage Complexion Treatment consists of capsules and tablets
of each of which there are about thirty. The contents of the capsules con
sisted of a coarse, white, odorless powder which had a strongly alkaline taste
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and which incompletely dissolved in water to form a red, alkaline solution.
The contents of 10 capsules weighed 12.7386 gm. or about 20 grains for each
capsule.
The tablets were a pale pink color and ten of them weighed
The tablets were partially soluble in
7.5160 gm. or nearly 12 grains each.
water to form a red solution having a strongly alkaline taste.
Qualitative
tests demonstrated the presence of a borate, a carbonate, sodium and phenolA borate, a carbonate, sodium,
phthalein in the contents of the capsules.
phenolphthalein and powdered talc were found in the tablets.
Other substances
In addition to the "complexion treat
were not present in appreciable amounts.
ment," Pearl La Sage sends with it some of what she calls laxative "pills."
Preliminary tests indicated that they con
These were small, brown tablets.
tained some anthraquinone-bearing drug, probably extract of cascara and a
trace of an alkaloid, probably strychnin.
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SUMMARY

Evidently, therefore, the Pearl La Sage treatment consists essentially of
weak solution of ordinary soda and borax, with a little phenolphthalein as a
coloring agent. And this is the mixture which is sold at an exorbitant price,
under the claim that : "It heals, soothes, cleanses, softens and beautifies the
skin, removing all impurities, pimples, blotches, blackheads, eruptions, sallowness or lack of color, muddy complexion, liver spots and other skin imperfec
tions." When the public can be humbugged as easily as this, is it any wonder
that actresses and others forsake the ill-paid drudgery of hard work for the
"easy money" in quack mail-order schemes? — {Modified from The Journal
A. M. A., April 25, 1914.)
a

Marie Medicis Poudre de Riz. — Analyzed in the McGure-Westfield Labora
tories and reported by Professor Allyn to be composed of talc, zinc oxid and
chalk. No starch detected.
McCorrison's Famous Diamond Lotion No. 1.— According to the Report of
the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station for 1914, Mrs. McCorrison's
Famous Diamond Lotion No. 1 is put on the market by E. K. Guenther of
Waldoboro, Maine, under the following claims :
"Will remove Moth, Tan, Freckles, Pimples, Blackheads, Salt-Rheum,
the various affections of like character."
"It is unlike any other preparation for the skin and complexion."

Eczema

and

all

The Connecticut chemists reported that it was essentially a solution of
bichlorid of mercury in the strength of 28.2 parts of the corrosive sublimate
to 1.000 of water.
The stuff is a dangerous poison. — (From The Journal
A. M. A., Nov. 20, 1915.)
Neal's Olivine. —This was a liquid soap put on the market by the To-Kalon
Manufacturing Company of Syracuse, N. Y. Under the heading "Important
to Physicians and Trained Nurses," the label bore the following claims :

"Neal's Olivine is a thoroughly Antiseptic soap, medicated with chemically pure borax,
in the form of boroglycerine.
It is of exceptional value in producing surgical cleanliness,
unexcelled
for removing dirt, softening and whitening the skin, healing chapped hands,
and eradicating skin blemishes.
"Neal's Olivine will not injure the most delicate skin.
"Unexcelled for the relief of dandruff, falling hair, and shampooing the scalp."

On

a

circular

contains the pure oil of crushed
form of boroglycerine.
is both an antiseptic and germicide."

"Olivine
in

the

"It

that went with the bottle these further claims appeared
olives

combined

with

chemically

pure

:

borax

sample of Neal's Olivine was analyzed in the Bureau of Chemistry and
chemists
reported that it was not made from olive oil, that it contained
the

A
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no boroglycerin,

and that it had neither antiseptic nor germicidal action.
On
March 20, 1914, the To-Kalon Manufacturing Company pleaded guilty to the
charge of misbranding and the court imposed a fine of $20. — [Notice of Judg
ment No. 3522; issued April 3, 1915.]
Neal's Olivfoam. — The To-Kalon Mfg. Co. of New York City put out this
product which the federal chemists declared was a solution of soap, borax and
glycerin in water.
The chemists reported further that the oil from which the
soap was made was not all olive oil, but probably consisted of about equal
parts of olive oil and coconut oil. The stuff was sold under the claim that
"Neal's Olivfoam is a thoroughly Antiseptic Soap." This claim the federal
officials declared was false and misleading because the preparation would have
little, if any, antiseptic action.
It was further declared misbranded in that
the label indicated that the product contained 10 per cent, alcohol, when as a
matter of fact it contained no alcohol. The curative claim : "Olivfoam over
comes the falling out of the hair by supplying nourishment to the hair roots,"
was declared "false and fraudulent and applied knowingly and in reckless and
wanton disregard of its truth or falsity."
The To-Kalon Company pleaded
guilty and was fined $50. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4415; issued Oct. 16, 1916.]

Girls!

Try This on Your Hands!

Wake a Lemon

Beauty Cream

Juice of lemons clears, softens and whitens, the skin.
a wonderful

complexion

Prepare

lotion for a few cents!

i.
"U seems that crery girl and wafitai) ! ble.icli aud remove *uch lileumltc* aj
litre is making lemon lotion,** nay* n freckle.*, tudlovn/si \and tan, and Is
well Known Jruan^t, and Hie rea..on Ike idr.il t,\iin kt>ttencr, swooLhencr
I.. bectiuse at the cost of a small jar "f and hcaulifirr.
l^-rdiniry cold cream they can prepare Lr T'.r '*i t»i«iil Gtt three ounefs of
MP full quarter pint of a creamy In tics farcliar'l whitest but pharmacy or
Wkin softener and complexion beitnli SttUfil paMalaaVifnd two lemons from
fter by aqucciina; jfcpj .inice of two the grocer and make up a quarter
t>esh lemons tfit^TliitllTt matin in g pint of this f racrJnt lemon lotion and
Hirer ounce?*onorchard whitej Cure massage it daily into the fare, neck*
vlioiild be <A»Xin itf fikP V1*
arms and hands. It should naturally
through a'Bnr cloth so no lemon pulp help to * hit en, soften, freshen and
in,
lotion
will
f
the***this
keep reMi huiia out the roses and beauty of any
crts
for mvkittUk..F.rery woman has knov n skirt. It is uiarvrlons to tmootben
-for jears that lemon Juice 't used td roujh, red lianas, — Adftt ...

Orchard White. — This is another of the thousand-and-one toilet prepara
tions whose chief virtue lies in the money-making possibilities they offer their
exploiters. The advertisements of Orchard White emphasize the use of lemon
juice as a "beautifier," the headline displays reading:
Make a Lemon Beauty Cream."
"Girls!
Try This on Your Hands!
Women can make a quarter
"Lemon Juice Softens and Whitens Rough, Red Hands.
Nothing so good I"
pint of wonderful lemon beauty cream for a few cents.
Girls!
Make beauty lotion at home for a few cents.
"Lemon Juice For Freckles.
Try it!"
"Lemons for Complexion.
Juice of two lemons made into creamy lotion can be used to
bleach, whiten and soften the skin."
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advised using the juice of two
Under such headings the advertisements
lemons mixed with "3 ounces of orchard white." Throughout the advertise
ments the words "orchard white" arc not capitalized, the obvious intent being
to lead the public to believe that this "patent medicine" is an official drug.
Analyzed by the state chemists of Louisiana, "Orchard White" was reported
to be nothing more mysterious than a mucilage containing bismuth citrate,
boric acid, alcohol and gum tragacanth. In commenting on this product, Dr.
Dowling said : "Claims in the advertising, in addition to being very much
exaggerated, are also false and misleading. The advertising of this prepara
tion, to my mind, is particularly objectionable for the reason that it exploits a
simple and harmless article — the juice of lemons — in order to lead the unsus
pecting to purchase a product which might prove harmful." — (From The
Journal A. M. A., April 6, 1918.)
Neroxin.— This is another one of the numerous "prescription fake" nos
trums put out by the Cooper Pharmacal Company of Chicago. As has been
mentioned before, the Cooper concern exploits its prbducts in fake "Beauty
Departments" under the name "Valeska Suratt." Here, for instance, is a para
graph from an advertisement put in the form of reading matter and supposed
to be devoted to "Secrets of Remarkable Formulas Revealed by Valeska
Surratt."
will be removed in a few minutes by first washing the face, then sprinkling
"Blackheads
neroxin on the sponge, wet with hot water, and rubbing over the blackheads for a few .
minutes.
Then wash the face again. The neroxin can be procured for fifty cents at any
drug store."
some

According to a' circular issued in January, 1917, by the Ohio Board of Agri
culture, Neroxin "consists of practically equal parts of soap and borax."
Othine. —This is put on the market by a concern calling itself the "Othine
Laboratories, Buffalo," and claiming to be the "proprietors of Mrs. E. C.
White's Famous Prescription, Othine-Double Strength." Othine is sold as a
"remover of freckles," and such claims as the following are to be found among
the advertising:
"Othine

lotions,

"It

"If

complexion
bleaches,
remedies,
is altogether
unlike
the old-fashioned
skin
etc., which irritate the skin beyond endurance."
is absolutely harmless to the most delicate complexion.
.
.
."
it contained a single injurious ingredient I certainly would not put it on my face."

Othine can be purchased at the drug stores — $2 for a 2'/2-ounce jar. Those
who have written to the "Othine Laboratories" for information have received
a series of circular letters signed "Mrs. E. C. White."
In the first letter the
correspondent was told :

"It requires at least a box of Othine to remove freckles. Samples would be too small
to accomplish anything, therefore, I do not send them so please do not write me for samples.
The full treatment of Othine will be sent you in a plain wrapper, charges prepaid on receipt
of $2.00."
Some time later — the $2 not having been sent — another letter came from
the "Othine Laboratories" offering the 2Vsi-ounce jar of Othine for $1.
This
offer also was ignored and in due time a third letter came in which the offer
was made that a 1 -ounce package of Othine would be sent for SO cents! Othine
has been reported on by the state chemists of Connecticut, Indiana and Kan
According to the Connecticut chem
sas. The reports all agree in essentials.
ists, Othine contains 7.7 per cent, bismuth subnitrate and 11.5 per cent,

ammoniated mercury with

a

fatty base.

Ammoniated mercury is

a

powerful
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caustic poison.
Yet the product containing it is sold under the claim that it
is "absolutely harmless to the most delicate complexion." — (From The Journal
A. M. A., Nov. 20, 1915.)
Palmer's

Skin

Whitener. — "Dr. Fred

Palmer's

Skin

Whitener"

was sold

by the Jacobs' Pharmacy Co. of Atlanta, Ga.
The Bureau of Chemistry
reported that the product contained a poisonous and deleterious ingredient,
namely, 7 85 per cent, mercury calculated as ammoniated mercury, mixed with
a fatty base.
It was sold under the claim that it was "absolutely harmless,"
which claim was false and misleading. It was also falsely and fraudulently
claimed to be a remedy for all forms of eczema and skin eruptions. The com
pany was fined $25 and costs.1— [Notice of Judgment No. 4995; issued Jan. 30,
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1918.)

Perry's Moth and Freckle Lotion. — According to the Report of the Con
necticut Agricultural Experiment Station for 1914, this is put on the market
by Brent Good & Co., New York City. According to these chemists, the prepa
ration is another one of the bichlorid of mercury solutions containing in addi
tion a small amount of a lead salt. The Connecticut report, commenting on the
claim in the circular that this "lotion is for the safe and speedy eradication of
moth patches, freckles and tan," says : "No preparation containing 16.5 parts
of corrosive sublimate per 1,000 can be considered a 'safe' remedy even for
external use." — (From The Journal A. M. A., Nov. 27, 1915.)

Artesia Cream. — This preparation was reported by Prof. L. B.
Laboratories to contain ammoniated
mer
the McClure-Westfield
cury in a saponifiable fatty base.
Rose-Kayloin. — This is another one of the preparations put out by the
Blackburn Products Co., Dayton, Ohio. It is advertised in the "Dr. Lewis
Rose-Kayloin, according to the reports of
Baker" fake "health department."
the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station (1915), is "essentially sulphur
and potassium carbonate
(salts of tartar), with small amounts of sodium car
bonate (washing soda) and sulphur compounds."
This stuff is recommended in the Dr. Lewis Baker "Answers to Correspon
dents" for numerous conditions.
For instance :
Rohrer's

Allyn of

"Valentine: — A person afflicted with chronic ulcers, itching skin and constipation, as you
you are usually has frequent attacks of indigestion, causing the poisons of fermented
This is manifested by pimples, ulcers, itching
food to be absorbed into the blood.
etc.
drams; lanolin, 2 oz.
I have had great success prescribing an ointment of rose-kayloin,
Mix and apply to the skin or sores two or three times daily after a thorough cleansing with
say

and

soap

water."

And then this

:

I

"Katlierine Anxious: — You ask for a preparation to remove freckles (and tan).
don't
think well of face creams, but this face wash is most effective if persistently and regularly
used.
It removes tan and freckles by absorption: Potassium Carbonate 3 drams, Sodium
Chloride 2 drams, Rose-Kayloin, 2y2 drams (package), Orange Flower Water 2 oz., Rose
Water 8 oz. Mix and apply two or three times daily as a face wash, permitting it to dry
on the face."

Other conditions in which Rose-Kayloin — in various combinations — is rec
ommended, are "blackheads, pimples, boils, sore spots, and large pores in skin
of the face," also "eczema," "sty on the eyelids," "itching piles," etc. — (Modi

from The Journal A. M. A., Nov. 27, 1915.)
Ruppert's Face Bleach. — "Mme. Ruppert's World Renowned Face Bleach"
put on the market by Mme. A. Ruppert Co., New York City. According to

fied
is

1.

Another consignment

and ordered

April

15,

destroyed

1918.

by

of this product was later seized in transit, declared
the court, according to Notice of Judgment
No.

misbranded
issued

5598,
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the Report of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station for 1914, the
According to the Connecticut
label declares the presence of 6 per cent, alcohol.
chemists the preparation is an alcoholic solution of bichlorid of mercury con
taining 4 parts of the mercury salt to 1,000. It also contains a small amount
of benzoin. This dangerous poison, according to the same authority, "is falsely

"—

(From The Journal A. M. A., Nov. 27, 1915.)
Stillman's Freckle Cream. — This product has been reported on both by
the Indiana State Board of Health in its bulletin, Medical Frauds, and by Dr.
Wiley in his book "1001 Tests." The preparation is put on the market by the
Stillman Freckle Cream Co., Aurora, 111., and advertised under such claims as :
labeled

'harmless.'

tan

or liver spots positively

removed

by

using

Stillman's

Freckle Cream."

According both to Dr. Wiley and to the state chemists of Indiana, this prepa
ration is another one of the ammoniated mercury pastes and as such is a
dangerous caustic poison. — (From The Journal A. M. A., Nov. 27, 1915.)
Tan-a-Zm. — This is said to be put on the market by John A. Brown, Wash
ington, Kan. It is another one of the "Complexion Beautifiers" and, accord
ing to the state chemists of North Dakota, has for its essential ingredient
ammoniated mercury. — (From The Journal A. M. A., Nov. 27, 1915.)
Utopian Medicated Beautifiers. — This "beauty cream" was analyzed in the
McClure-Westfield Laboratories and reported by Prof. L. B. Allyn to contain
ammoniated mercury in a saponifiable base.
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Ttua tin* I u going to help you to obtain your heart's
desirs. X told you in a former letter tmt I bad advanoed ay price
I just bad to do
froa tS. to *10. for ay trinkle and Baauty Treatnent.
so, a« it seamed that the nor* I sold the aort money I lost at the prlos
of f5. I as not an experienced business aoaan, you sue, and t bad aany
things to learn. I forjot that In sailing t»y treatment 1 would bare to
writs so smny thousands of letters and tbat aacb one bad to be written
Vail, the aore letters 1 bad to writs the store ay
by paid assistants.
expenses existed up and *bs» I figured up at tbs end of tbe noncb, 1 found
that 1 bad sold a wonderful lot of Treatments, but ay expenses ten greatsr than »y rscslpts. tall, there *»■ no otbax way to raaedy tb-U but to,
raise tbe prioe.

r^l

Toe risk you run In doing tola or in buying ay treatment,
«0 RIOT AT ALt, as, you sse, I ba»e a MILIIOB DOLLAR BANK backing up ay
reliability, ty guarantes Insures you against loss- A relt*bi* bank
their nana to be used by people who are not
lable^tbeii^

^e*erallo*s

a

a

is

Mail order fakers not infrequently use the names of banks to lend an air of respectability tu
reproduction (greatly reduced) of a typical form-letter
Above
their fraudulent business.
Notice that the letterhead states that the Verlie Gatlin
sent out by the Verlie Gatlin concern.
reference the Hibernia Bank and Trust Company; notice
Company has permission to use as
also the statement in the lower paragraph.

Verlie Gatlin's Wrinkle Remover. — The "Verlie Gatlin Beauty

and

Wrinkle

treatment

a

Denver mail-order concern owned and conducted by one
Biel and his wife have also been engaged in other quackish
schemes such as "obesity cures," "flesh builders," "weak men tablets," "cures
According to the advertisements,
the Verlie Gatlin
etc.
for baldness,"

Treatment" was
Conrad E. Biel.

:
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"Will banish wrinkles and face lines; will restore complexion; will remove superftous hair
from face, hands, arms or neck; will develop the bust and restore fallen or shrunken breasts;
will remove facial blemishes."
Biel appealed to the vanity and cupidity of silly women
"Learn how to regain your lost youthfulness
Beautiful, lovable, envied by all."

in this

and lovely complexion,

\fay:

how to make yourself

y

A

B
I
ft
c
k
b

SAM

My book toflsyou tb* reasonof your p*»* failure*.
My ravel
hod baeoo record .h
«b* Sticky Guma; Worthlrow
•tmrncnt*:PouoctOUlWaaJMia.
or Cuppun Oevlcba,that never bare
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The concern was investigated by the
Restore (he Bloom ol Yoottt
federal authorities with the result that
rVrjd me po money, a* toy Sook of Boatrty
ft fypl&tos bow all tbi* oao b& doae at
TBJ5E.
the Solicitor for the Post Office Depart
born*. Don't rxpfcrimeutwith old uaeW.1mHboda
k'out-r, thai rob you ot-from 50o to tl- *t a',
any
that
a
fraud
ment recommended
order
ttnw- STOP NOW. ar,o wait till ytu km ipy
book' ft will aave lor you ibe b*autv you now
- hwwt,
be issued against Biel and the Verlie
at rwrtarewhat taxi beenlost. You will no
(onecr aaed powdar or eoametkaof any Hod,
Gatlin concern because the scheme was
Xcarn bow to bay* (■fewsmooth akfn aueba*
oftthttyotuv, _
naturehwaoawt
one "for obtaining money through the
MY BOOK TELLS YOU
mails by means of false and fraudulent
Bow to obtain FBEF in t-onowMlopwith aD tbra,
tba •arret ol fUajpvirnt fHiij-frrtuouaFlwta, you
art oTfrwditht. How to ierauvr-SuprrfluoiniHair,
representations and prom
pretenses,
you ftr* afflictM in ttar.tw«y. How to rfcnrelop
The Solicitor's memorandum to
ises."
the Postmaster-General,
after setting
only advertise at odd
time. Writ* to-day av
forth the facts described, continues :
ttmrs. and you to*y not Mo the ad. .leain. ACT
HOW.
the
"The evidence
shows
that
VERUCGATUN.B.iilMt.DENVER.COLO.
treatment so sold consists of a pow
der and a cleansing and emollient
cream and a complexion mask to
A typical Verlie Gatlin advertisment.
be worn during sleep.
The ingre
dients of the powder and creams
are well known and the whole method
one that
generally known and
commonly used for the purposes for which prescribed.
For this treatment
Mr. Biel obtains remittances for five dollars ($5). That the treatment has
not the efficacy pretended
shown by correspondence
had by the inspector
with persons who had used it.
is
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Biel advertised — under the name "Verlie Gatlin" — that he would send free
to all that wrote the "wonderful secret" of the "Verlie Gatlin Treatment." Those
re
who answered
the advertisement
ceived
not the "secret" but a more
in the form of
elaborate advertisement
a booklet.
It contained an alleged his
tory of the "discovery" of the remedy
Free to
by Verlie Gatlin, and was illustrated
To »vory lady
(,«»4f
wi«
to
show
pictures
purporting
with
WritM mo T will
'copymail
»
frM
Verlie's appearance
before and after
of my book* entitW
MT
BOOK
using the "treatment." The booklet and
OP BEAT TV.
It talis you how
other circular matter sent out repre
to prpaerva; nrsented that the Verlie Gatlin treatment
tain or develop
to its fulkn poawas different from all other preparations
»ibiltti«» ttatr
oat
charm at
on the market sold for the same pur
fwe and. form.
*»tix»ty
Ab
uaw
pose and that it was practically infal
"w*y. Rwutts to
five days or ten.
lible, so that any one who purchased it
plain cosubab
and used it without success might obtain
wau hone (notb©d of trea-troent.
that delight* arid
Special
a refund of the purchase price.
• etO&lrbtrS alt.
MY BOOK. Or
emphasis was laid on the claim that the
BEAUTY will
trll you FttEH.
buyer was taking no risk because of
how you can r-move tbe 'Writdtthe guarantee that the money would be
!«. CrpwV IWt,
a ada,
refunded if the "treatment" did not ac
P»mpl«»
A«*»
and tfktal ;blem-i
all that was claimed
for it
complish
within fifteen days.
NO MATTER WHAT YOU TRIED
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main inducement by which this treatment is sold is the refund
The evidence shows that this guarantee is not kept in good
faith. When a communication is received by Biel, in which the writer
alleges that she purchased the treatment and was not satisfied therewith,
it is his practice to advise the writer that her complaint will be given
prompt attention and then fail to make any further reply to the communi
cation unless the purchaser is persistent and writes again. In that event,
it is the practice of Biel to ask the purchaser to state in what particulars
the treatment was unsatisfactory and unless this information is forth
coming he fails to pay further attention to the complaint. Other letters
from the purchaser are met with dilatory communications of the same
nature; and the complaints in the case show that it is not the intention
of Biel to make any refund except in cases where threats are made to
report the matter to the Post Office Department or to take other drastic
action."
"The

guarantee.
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VERLIE AS A FIGURE-HEAD

all the advertising matter, either definitely or inferentially, stated
that Verlie Gatlin was the "discoverer" of the "treatment," and while all of the
circular letters sent out were signed "Verlie Gatlin" and the printed return
victims were addressed to "Miss Verlie Gatlin
envelopes sent to prospective
(Personal)," investigation showed that Verlie Gatlin had practically nothing to
do with the business.
To quote further from the Solicitor's memorandum :
"The evidence shows further that this treatment was not discovered by
Verlie Gatlin and was never used in good faith by her. The whole enter
prise is one of Biel's conception, Verlie Gatlin, who is now Mrs. Virgil E.
Truitt, having no other connection with the company than to lend her
maiden name to its promotion and to permit Biel to use her photographs
in the exploitation of this treatment, under a contract which was entered
into by her and Biel, after she had responded to an advertisement
for a
woman to pose for pictures to be used in advertising. Under this contract
she was to be paid $25 for the use of her photographs and 2 per cent, of
the net profits of the business.
"The photographs used in the advertising matter of the company were
so taken as to make it appear as though Mrs. Truitt were quite homely
before using the treatment and beautiful thereafter, when in fact her
appearance was the same when she posed for each photograph. The intent
with which this scheme was devised is indicated by the fact that Mr. Biel
had Mrs. Truitt use this treatment one night in order that she might
truthfully say that it had been used by her."
The Solicitor's report closes as follows :
"On Oct. 14, 1914, Biel was indicted by the Federal Grand Jury at Den
ver, Colo., on the charge of using the mails in the furtherance of a scheme
to defraud in connection with this business, and is now held under bond
awaiting trial.
at Denver reports that this concern
The postmaster
and party are receiving daily an average of forty letters.
I find that
this is a scheme for obtaining money by means of false and fraudulent
pretenses, representations and promises, in violation of Sections 3929 and
4041 of the Revised Statutes as amended, and therefore recommend that a
fraud order be issued against Verlie Gatlin and Verlie Gatlin Company at
1775 Larimer Street, Denver, Colo."
The fraud order was issued Jan. 2, 1915. — (From The Journal A. M. A.,
Although

Sept. 18, 1915.)

Wrinkle Lotion. —This product, put on the market by Sarah Thompson,
Terre Haute, Ind., is, according to the bulletin, Medical Frauds, of the Indi
ana State Board of Health, sold under the claim that it removes wrinkles.
The same authority declares that it contains the following:
Alum . .
Glycerin
Water .

7 per cent.
29 per cent.
64 per cent.
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The Indiana chemists further state that the stuff sells at SO cents and the
cost of the ingredients is 3 cents. — (From The Journal A. M. A., Nov. 27, 1915.)

Zintone. — This is another of the Cooper Pharmacal Company's
nostrums
that has been advertised as one of several "Remarkable Formulas Revealed
by Valeska Surratt."
Some of the claims that have been made for Zintone are :
"Produces faultless compfexion quickly."

"It

gives the skin a superb pinky whiteness, removes all muddiness and spots in a very
short time."
"In a few weeks your complexion wil! be almost perfect with a bloom and freshness that is
adorable."
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This marvel has been reported on by the state chemists of Indiana, Kansas,
Michigan and Connecticut.
According to the latter, Zintone is a grayish white
powder perfumed with vanillin and having the following composition :
Borax
Stearic acid and soap

23 per cent.
77 per cent.

—(From The Journal A. M. A., Nov.

II.

PREPARATIONS

FOR THE

*

27, 1915.)

HAIR

Adora Hair Dressing. — According to the Bulletin of the Kansas State Board
of Health for August, 1914: "The principal ingredient . . . was found to
be wood alcohol, a dangerous poison.
Wood alcohol is known to have caused
blindness.
The sale in Kansas of preparations containing wood alcohol is
prohibited."
A. D. S. Hair Reviver. — The Report of the Connecticut Agricultural Experi
ment Station for 1914 states that this preparation is strongly alcoholic (27 per
Quinin,
cent.) with a very small amount of solids, most of which is glycerin.
pilocarpin and a salicylate were found in extremely sma'l amounts and cantharidin may also have been present in small quantity.
Allen's (Mrs.) Vita Hair Color
Westfield Laboratories and reported
ammoniacal solution of silver nitrate.

Restorer. —Analyzed in the McClureby Prof. L. B. Allyn to be a dilute

Allen's (Mrs. S. A.) World's Hair Color Restorer. —According to the Report
of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station for 1914, this preparation
"is a glycerin-water solution of lead acetate with considerable free sulphur."
The report adds : "The use of any preparation, even externally, containing
such a dangerous

poison

as lead acetate, must be deprecated."

Am-O-Tone. — This "dry shampoo," according to the Report of the Con
necticut Agricultural Experiment Station for 1915, consists of "about 90 per
cent, crystalline borax, 7 per cent, talc and 3.5 per cent, starch."
Barbo Compound. — This product, analyzed by the state chemists of Con
necticut in 1915, was reported to have the following approximate hypothetical
composition, based on analytical data :
Lead acetate

Sulphur

Glauber's salt
Calcium chlorid
Salt
Water and undetermined

23
23
23
21
3
7

per
per
per
per
per
per

cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.

The Connecticut report on this preparation closes with the statement : "The
who wishes to ruin his hair can hardly adopt a more certain means of
doing so than to use a preparation containing lead acetate."
person
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Beta Canthol. — The Indiana State Board of Health in the fourth edition of
Medical Frauds has this to say about Beta Canthol : "A so-called
hair tonic manufactured by the F. W. Scharff Company, of Chicago, that
contains alcohol, resorcin, menthol, beta-naphthol and quinin. A bottle which
costs 75 cents contains about 7 cents worth of this mixture."
Beta QuinoL — From the same source as that just quoted, we read regarding
"Beta Quinol" : "This preparation is sold by the Cooper Pharmacal Company,
of Chicago, with the same claims that are made by the F. W. Scharff Company
for their product Beta Canthol. They are practically identical in composition
and further comment is therefore unnecessary."
It would not be surprising if Beta Canthol and Beta Quinol come out of the
same bottle, for the F. W. Scharff Company and the Cooper Pharmacal Com
pany do business from the same offices.
Brovene. — The fourth edition of the pamphlet Medical Frauds, published by
the Indiana State Board of Health, has this to say about "Brovene" : "Under
this name, The Brovene Company of Detroit induces some people to pay
seventy-five cents for five cents worth of borax. The claims and composition of
this preparation are almost identical with those of Am-O-Tone."
Brownatone. — This preparation, put out by the Kenton Pharmacal Company,
Covington, Ky., has been reported on by the State Chemists of Ohio, Indiana
and Connecticut.
The Connecticut report, issued in 1916, declares that the
preparation is "a solution of iron and copper chlorids with pyrogallol, having
a strongly acid reaction."
Canthroz. — This preparation is thus described by Dr. Harvey W. Wiley in
"Borax, soap and baking soda. A
his book "1001 Tests," revised edition :
mixture that would dry out the natural oils and probably be injurious if con
tinually used. Price out of all proportion to cost. Composition seems to vary
from time to time."
Capthol. — According to the Indiana State Board of Health in the fourth
edition of its pamphlet Medical Frauds "a seventy-five cent package contains
three cents worth of the following mixture : Borax 43 parts, corn meal 57
parts."
Coconide. — This preparation, sold for shampooing purposes, is, according to
the Indiana State Board of Health — Medical Frauds, fourth edition — "a mix
ture of 83 per cent, borax and 17 per cent, soap."
Cranitonic Scalp Food, Hair Food. — This preparation, put out by the Kells
Co., Newburgh, N. Y., was analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry at Washing
ton. The federal chemists reported that the preparation contained 15 per cent,
alcohol, and was essentially a watery-alcoholic solution of boric acid and
glycerin colored and perfumed.
The Kells Company was charged under the
Food and Drugs Act with making false and fraudulent claims for the prepara
tion by representing that Cranitonic was a cure for dandruff, would stop falling
hair, would prevent gray hair and baldness and would do various other things
which it could not do. The company was fined $50. — [Notice of Judgment No.
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its pamphlet

July 13,
Danderine. — This

3762; issued

1915.]

whose label declared the presence of 9 per cent,
alcohol, was a yellowish-brown liquid with the odor of oil of bay. According
Experiment Station for 1914,
to the Report of the Connecticut Agricultural
"it is a dilute alcohol-glycerin solution containing small amounts of boric acid,
salicylic acid, resorcin, capsicum and possibly cantharidin."
Dander-Off. — The C. Hughel Co., Indianapolis, Ind., were charged with
shipping in interstate commerce a quantity of Dander-Off which was misThe federal chemists reported that the preparation was an alkaline
branded.
product,
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Medical Frauds, fourth edition — that this product, put out by the Jennings Com
pany of Grand Rapids, Mich., consists of 78 parts of soap and 22 parts borax.
Eggol. — This, another preparation put out by F. W. Scharff Company,
Chicago, is reported by the Indiana State Board of Health — Medical Frauds,
fourth edition — to contain 43 parts soap, 36 parts borax and 21 parts salts of
tartar.
Fagret's Hair Tonic. — On Aug. 27, 1910, B. Lucien Brun, who did business
as the L. Fagret Company,
Baltimore, shipped a consignment of Fagret's Hair
Tonic to the District of Columbia. On April I, 1912, the United States Attor
ney for the District of Maryland filed information against Brun, alleging that
the shipment of the consignment of hair tonic was in violation of the Food and
Drugs Act. Some of the claims made on the label were :
"Fagret's Hair Tonic prevents baldness, makes the hair grow."
"It not only keeps the hair from falling out but also from turning gray."
"Prepared only by Mme. L. Fagret Devouges, specialist, hair and scalp."

The government chemists reported finding non-volatile matter, ash, glycerin,
flavors, etc., in one of the samples analyzed, as well as :
Alcohol (by volume)
Alkaloid (probably pilocarpin)
Castor

per cent.
per cent.
8.66 per cent.

55.40
0.05

oil

The preparation was declared misbranded because the label failed to bear a
Brun was fined $5. — [Notice
as to quantity of alcohol it contained.
27,
Sept.
Judgment
issued
No. 1673;
1912.]
of
Goldman's (Mary T.) Gray Hair Color Restorer, No. 1.— This preparation,
according to the Report of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station for
The preparation) of
1914 "is a weak ammoniacal solution of silver nitrate."
due to the
course, does not "restore" the color of the hair but merely dyes
present.
silver nitrate (lunar caustic)
Graham's Orcine. — According to the state chemists of North Dakota —
put out by Graham Bros. &
Special Bulletin, August, 1914 — this preparation
Co., Chicago, and on analysis was found to contain soap and borax.
is

■

it,

statement

4

Hairwand Powder. —This, according to the Report of the Connecticut Agri
cultural Experiment Station for 1914, was found on analysis to consist of
per cent,
"about 44 per cent, common salt, 47 per cent, crystallized borax.
per cent, of water and volatile matters, with small
sodium salicylate and
amounts of resorcin and possibly capsicum."
5

Hay's Hair Health. — Says the Report of the Connecticut Agricultural
simply one of the familiar glycerinExperiment Station for 1915: "This
is
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solution of borax and white arsenic colored with coal-tar dye. It was claimed
to be superior for all forms of dandruff and for all diseased and eczemic
affections of the scalp and to be effective for restoring lifeless hair to good
condition and causing the hair to grow more abundantly. These, and similar
claims, were declared by the government
to be false and fraudulent and
applied knowingly and in reckless and wanton disregard of their truth or
falsity. The C. Hughel Co. was fined $50 and costs.— [Notice of Judgment
No. 4331; issued Aug. 8, 1916.]
Dandru-Cide. — According to the Indiana State Board of Health — Medical
Frauds, fourth edition —this product has been advertised as "The World's
According to the Indiana Board "it is entirely
famous dandruff destroyer."
sal-soda and a one dollar package contains three cents worth."
Dorothy Vernon Shampoo. — The Indiana State Board of Health reports —
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water solutions of lead acetate, with considerable free sulphur. The use of
poison as lead
any preparation, even externa'ly, containing such a dangerous
acetate is unsafe."

La Creole Hair Dressing. — We are told in an advertisement in the Roanoke
(Va.) World-News of Feb. 25, 1918, that "La Creole Hair Dressing Restores
Original Color to Your Gray Hair." Further, we are asked to believe that this
preparation is "No Dye" and does its work because it "Revives Color Glands."
To quote:
"La

revives the natural color glands.
In a short time you will be delighted to
hair (and entire head of hair) turn to the natural lustrous dark color your
Not even a trace of gray will show — but all your hair will be an evenly dark

Creole

see all your gray
hair used to be.

shade."
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.

get

the original

Hair Color Restorer — La Creole."

While in the newspaper advertisements
"La Creole" is still a "hair
restorer," on the trade package it is a "hair dressing." It used to be a "hair
restorer" on the trade package but the manufacturers now blandly announce
that "to comply with the Food and Drugs Act the name was changed from
'restorer' to 'dressing' . . ." Lying on the trade package is, since the Food
and Drugs Act went into effect, likely to prove expensive; lying in newspaper
advertisements is still safe and, therefore, in keeping with the ethics of the
"patent medicine" business.
La Creole was analyzed by the Louisiana chemists
who reported :
"This product consists of a perfumed solution containing lead acetate,
sulphur and glycerin, alcohol and water.
The action of the lead acetate and
sulphur forms a lead sulphid compound which is dark brown thus giving hair a
dark brown color."
From this it will be seen that La Creole, in addition to being advertised
under lying claims, is one of those dangerous lead-containing mixtures whose
use may give rise to symptoms of poisoning. — (From the Journal A. M. A.,
April

6, 1918.)

Exelento Quinine Pomade. — This preparation, which seems to be heavily
advertised in the South, bids apparently for the colored trade.
A typical
advertisement consists of a picture of a negress with long wavy hair accom
panied by the claim :
"Kinky

hair made

to grow

long, soft and silky by using Exelento

Quinine Pomade."

Other claims, made, of course, in newspapers and not in the trade package —
for the latter would subject the manufacturers to prosecution under the Food
and Drugs Act — are :
"Don't be fooled by using some fake preparation which claims to straighten your
Kinky hair cannot be made straight; you are just fooling yourself by using it.
it.
Now this Exelento Quinine Pomade
to have hair before you can straighten
."
.
grower.
You really can't straighten
"Don't let some fake Kink Remover fool you.
until it is nice and long. That's what Exelento Quinine Pomade does, removes
feeds the roots of the hair and makes it grow long, soft and silky."

This
reported

fake was analyzed
preposterous
the following findings :

by the Louisiana

Petrolatum
("Vaseline")
Liquid Paraffin with trace of Oil of Gaultheria

Sulphur

Other

substances, including

trace of qui.nin

is a hair

your hair
dandruff,

state chemists

per
per
129 per
0.098 per
91.84
6.18

hair.

You have

who

cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.

It would seem from these findings that calling this stuff a "Quinine Pomade"
constitutes a definite misbranding under the Food and Drugs Act. Aside from
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this fact, however, it is a sorry commentary on the business ethics of great
of so obvious a humbug.—
newspapers that they will accept the advertisement
(From The Journal A. M. A., April 6, 1918.)
Instantaneous Hair Colorine. —This preparation was analyzed in the
Laboratories, and reported by Prof. L. B. Allyn to consist
McClure-Westfield
essentially of an ammoniacal solution of copper, probably copper sulphate pre
cipitated by ammonium carbonate, and a solution of pyrogallic acid.
Liquid Arvon. —This preparation is put out by the R. L. Watkins Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio, and is a perfumed, brown solution with a green fluorescence.
According to the Report of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station
for 1914, Liquid Arvon "is an extremely dilute alcohol-glycerin solution con
taining salicylic acid, potassium carbonate and possibly resorcin."
Lavona de Composee. — This preparation, put out by Tokalon, Inc., New
York, according to Dr. Harvey W. Wiley — "1001 Tests," revised edition — con
sists essentially of alcohol, 25 per cent., salicylic acid, glycerin and some
saponin-like substance with a suggestion of oil of bay and water. Dr. Wiley
holds as unwarranted the claims that this preparation is "an unrivaled hair
tonic" and that it "contains the most efficacious drug known for stimulating
the activity of the hair growing follicles as well as the pigment-forming cells."
Lavoz Shampoo Powder. — This preparation is thus described by Dr.
Harvey W. Wiley in his book "1001 Tests," revised edition : "Soap and borax.
Gaims that it does not make the hair dry and brittle and should be used once
a week and does not destroy the oil of the scalp, obviously misleading."
Mexican Hair Tonic and Nit Killer. — According to the label, this product
was "the best hair tonic" and would "keep the hair from falling and keep the
scalp free from dandruff." A consignment shipped in October, 1910, by Leo A.
Hogg, trading as the Mexican Roach Food Co., Buffalo, was seized in transit.
When analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry it was found to consist of soap,
borax, delphinine, alcohol (3.5 per cent.) and water.
As the word "Mexican"
was misleading, since the product was not of Mexican origin or manufacture;
as the product contained delphinine, a poisonous substance, and therefore was
not "perfectly harmless" as claimed; as it also contained borax, a mineral sub
stance and hence was not "purely vegetable" as claimed; and as the alcohol
content was incorrectly printed on the label, the nostrum was obviously misbranded.
On May 12, 1914, the court imposed a fine of $10. — [Notice of Judg
ment No. 3407; issued Jan. 11, 1915.]
Monte Christo Rum and Quinin. — The Monte Christo Cosmetic Company of
New York City, which was a trade style used by one Albert Edelstein, shipped
in interstate commerce a product labeled "Monte Christo Rum and Quinin for
the Hair." The claims for the preparation were :
"Cools and invigorates
prevents

dandruff,

imparting

A sample of the product was analyzed
chemists reported the following results :
Ethyl alcohol
Wood

falling out.

the Scalp.
Prevents the hair from
to the hair a delightful
perfume."

alcohol
Quinin (grams per 100 c.c.)

by the Bureau

Removes

of Chemistry,

and

and the

per cent.
18.5
42.0
per cent.
0.28 per cent.

This preparation was declared adulterated in that its purity and strength
were inferior to the professed standard under which it was sold, in that wood
alcohol had been substituted for part of the rum. It was declared misbranded
because the label was false and misleading and likely to deceive the purchaser
into the belief that the product was composed of rum and quinin, when as a
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matter of fact it was composed of rum, quinin and wood alcohol. It was
further declared misbranded in that it bore a serial number that did not belong
to the Monte Christo Cosmetic Company; and in that the label failed to bear a
declaration of the quantity of alcohol the preparation contained. Albert Edelstein was fined $50. — [Notice of Judgment No. 2321; issued May 21, 1913.]
Nathalina. — This preparation was a hair dye put out by a Mexican concern
came in two bottles.
These were examined in the McClure-Westfield
Laboratories and reported to be (1) a solution of lead acetate, or sugar of
lead, in glycerin, and (2) a solution of a sulphid preparation, probably sodium
sulphid, with free sulphur and syrup of glucose, dextrine or some invert sugar.
Parisian Sage Compound. — This preparation, containing 12 per cent, alcohol,
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and

is a lavender-perfumed, yellowish-brown
liquid. According to the Report of
the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station for 1914, it "appears to be an
alcoholic infusion of sage and small amounts of resorcin, capsicum, glycerin
and possibly cantharidin."

Parker's Hair Balsam.— Dr. Harvey W. Wiley in his book "1001 Tests" says
of this preparation, which is put out by the Hiscox Chemical Works: "A solu
tion of lead acetate with suspended sulphur. The lead salt is poisonous."
Phoenix Seminola Hair Restorer. — This product was shipped in January,

1911, by the Fitzpatrick
Drug Co. of Helena, Ark. When analyzed by the
Bureau of Chemistry it was found to be a water-alcohol solution, containing
lead, sulphur, cinchona alkaloid and bay rum.
As the alcohol content was
not declared on the label the product was declared misbranded. On March 14,
1912, the company
pleaded guilty and was fined $50 and costs. — [Notice of
Judgment No. 2716; issued March 5, 1914.]

Plain Yellow Minyol. —This is put out by the Prescription Products Com
pany of Dayton, Ohio. According to the Report of the Connecticut Agricul
tural Experiment Station for 1914, it "is composed of 7725 per cent, common
salt, 2.23 per cent, fatty base and 15.47 per cent, water, with small amounts of
camphor oil, oil of rose and possibly menthol."
Pyroxin. — This preparation, sold by the "prescription fake" method, is
exploited as an eyebrow and eyelash grower, for example :

"Plain Pyroxin applied to thin, straggly eyebrows with finger tips causes them to grow in
thick and beautiful."
"Eyelashes will come in long and curly if Pyroxin is applied to the roots with forefinger
and thumb."

This nostrum has been the subject of reports by the state chemists of North
Dakota, New Hampshire, Indiana, Ohio, Kansas and Michigan.
These reports
agree in exposing Pyroxin as being essentially perfumed vaseline ! According
to the Indiana State Board report, while this stuff sells for $1 a package, the
cost of the ingredients is 2 cents. — (From The Journal A. M. A., Nov. 27, 1915.)
Q-Ban Hair Color Restorer. — This preparation has been advertised (in
newspapers, which are not subject to the limitation prescribed by the federal
Food and Drugs Act) as "not a dye." It was a dye ! It has been also advertised
It was not harmless 1 It has been further
(in newspapers) as "harmless."
claimed (in newspapers) that Q-Ban "will bring back the natural color of your
hair." It would do nothing of the sort ! One case of lead neuritis (nerve inflam
mation) and two cases of dermatitis (inflammation of the skin) of the fore
head, neck and face following the use of "Q-Ban," have been reported to The
Journal. The preparation has been analyzed by the state chemists of Connecticut
who summarized their findings as follows :
"This is a perfumed, alcoholglycerin solution of 1.68 gm. per 100 c.c. of lead acetate, containing 3.08 gm. of
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free sulphur in suspension.
It is simply one of the many familiar lead acetatesulphur preparations, and its use is by no means free from danger." On April
16, 1917, the Commissioner of Health of the city of Cleveland, Ohio, notified
dealers in that city to discontinue the sale of "Q-Ban Hair Color Restorer" on
the grounds that the preparation was misbranded within the meaning of the
Cleveland laws "in that the claims made for this product are false and fraudu
lent, and it is further prohibited because it contains the poison, lead acetate,
and its sale is therefore

a

menace to public health."

Quintone. — This
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preparation, according to the Indiana State Board of
Health —Medical Frauds, fourth edition — consists of sodium thiosulphate 80 per
cent, and borax 20 per cent.
Sodium thiosulphate is better known as the
"hypo" used by photographers.
Quinzoin. — Baking soda, 37 per cent., quassia bark, 60 per cent, and a trace
of quinin constitute the composition of this preparation according to the
Indiana State Board of Health — Medical Frauds, fourth edition.
Scheffler'a Instantaneous Colorine. — This is a two-solution hair dye, the
preparation coming in two 2-ounce bottles labeled respectively "1" and "2."
Prof. Lewis B. Allyn reports that this product has been analyzed in the
McQure-Westfield Laboratories and that the chemists found that bottle No. 1
"consists almost entirely of a solution of pyrogallic acid" while bottle No. 2
contains "a solution of copper ammonium sulphate."
Simplex Hair Coloring. — This hair dye has been examined in the McClureWestfield Laboratories and Prof. Lewis B. Allyn reports that the dollar
package consists of two 2-ounce bottles of liquid labeled "A" and "B," respec
tively. The liquid in bottle "A," according to these chemists, "consists prin
cipally of paraphenylen diamin" while that in bottle "B" was hydrogen peroxid.
The dangerous character of paraphenylen diamin has long been known. A
number of cases of poisoning from the use of hair-dyes containing this drug,
are on record.
Swissco. — This is put on the market by the Swissco Hair Remedy Company
of Cincinnati, Ohio, and the label declares the presence of not over 14 per cent,
alcohol. According to Notice of Judgment No. 3585, issued May 14, 1915, the
federal authorities seized 80 cases, each containing 72 cartons of Swissco, and
charged the concern with misbranding their preparation. The claim had been
"stops falling hair, imparts color to gray or faded
made that this preparation
hair; removes dandruff, relieves scalp diseases and promotes hair growth."
These claims were declared to be false, fraudulent and misleading. A judg
ment of condemnation
and forfeiture was entered and the stuff was released on
According to the state chemists of North Dakota— Special Bulletin,
bond.
July and August, 1915 — this product is a "lead acetate and sulphur preparation
containing a little alcohol and glycerin."
Therox. — According to the Report of the Connecticut Agricultural Experi
ment Station for 1914. this preparation "consists essentially of 93 per- cent,
of borax and 7 per cent, of talc or a similar substance."
Walnut Oil. — Henry A. Mayor, who did business under the name. Mayor
Walnut Oil Co, Kansas City, Mo., shipped a consignment of so-called Walnut
Oil. Some of the claims made on the label were :
"Hair color restorer."
"Nature's own remedy."
"Simplest and best on earth."
"A strictly vegetable remedy."
"The only hair dye on earth made from pure vegetables and oils."
"It will cause hair to become soft, bright and glossy as in youth."
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to nonvolatile

matter

:

Ammonia.

Silver (calculated as silver nitrate).
I'nidentified oil (not walnut oil).

The government declared
strictly vegetable remedy,"

the product misbranded
because it was labeled
which it was not, and further because it was
labeled "walnut oil" when, in fact, it contained no walnut oil. The court ordered
the case dismissed on the payment of the costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 1677 ;
issued Sept. 27, 1912.]
"a
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Walnutta Hair Stain. — According to the report of Prof. L. B. Allyn of the
McClure-Westfield Laboratories, analysis of this product showed it to consist
principally of pyrogallol, a compound of copper, with a small amount of iron.

r

Dandruff Remedy. — This preparation, put on the market by the
Buffalo, N. Y., is thus characterized by Dr.
VV'ildroot Chemical Company,
Harvey W. Wiley in his book "1001 Tests," revised edition: "Contains arsenic,
and some phenolic body, probably resorcin : perfumed and colored. The trace
of alkaloidal material present was too small for identification.
Contains 40
per cent, of alcohol, as declared, and less than 'A of 1 per cent, of non-volatile
matter. Claims that it is an herb compound and a positive remedy for eczema
and dandruff obviously untenable."
Wyeth's Sage and Sulphur Hair Remedy. — This nostrum was analyzed by the
federal chemists and found to contain sulphur, lead acetate, glycerin and cayenne
The government charged that this product was misbranded in that the
pepper.
name "Sage and Sulphur Hair Remedy" was false and misleading because it
indicated to the public that the preparation contained sage and sulphur, harmless
medicinal agents, as its principal and most active ingredients, when, as a matter

Wildroot
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of fact, its principal and most active ingredient was lead acetate, a poisonous
and dangerous substance.
The company pleaded guilty and was fined $50. In
entering its plea of guilty the company declared that it did not consider that
it was guilty but that it was unwilling to fight the case in the courts for the
reason that it considered the questions involved "would be purely academic."
— [Notice of Judgment No. 4486; issued Nov. 13, 1916.]
111.

DEODORANTS,

DEPILATORIES,

ETC.
Deodorant. — "A. D.

A. D. S. Peroxide Talcum Antiseptic and
S. Peroxide
Talcum Antiseptic and Deodorant," another preparation of the American Drug
gists' Syndicate, was sold under such claims as :
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"This powder contains a peroxid."
"The wonderful antiseptic and germicide."

A sample of the product was examined
reported that the preparation "contained

by the Bureau of Chemistry which
no antiseptic properties" and that

analysis "failed to reveal the presence of either peroxids or antiseptics." In
view of these findings the federal officials charged that the stuff was misbranded because of the false and misleading claims made therefor. The com
pany withdrew its first plea of not guilty and entered a plea of guilty and the
court imposed a fine of $25. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4056; issued Feb. 25,
1916.]

Absorbit. — The Indiana State Board of Health — Medical Frauds, fourth
edition, states that a twenty-cent package of Absorbit contains about two cents
worth of the following mixture :
Boric acid
Magnesium

carbonate

18 parts
40 parts

Alum

Calcium

carbonate

10 part*
22 parts

Calocide. — Advertisements of Calocide have described it as a "positive cure
for all foot trouble." According to one advertisement, when Calocide is used :
"All
can

pain disappears instantly
off. Bunions,

be peeled right

This marvelous
chilblain,

and the feet feel simply delightful.
Corns and callouses
aching feet and sweaty, smelling feet get immediate relief "

for "frost bites,
which is also recommended
compound,
burning, aching tender feet" is put on the market by the Medical
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Formula Laboratories of Dayton, Ohio, and Chicago. Various chemists have
The following
analyzed this preparation and their reports agree in essentials.
are results reported by the state chemists of Connecticut :
Common salt, about
Borax, about
Alum, about

per cent.
per cent.
per cent.
Small amount

22.44
37.58
39.35

Tannin

Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, who has also analyzed the preparation, states in his
book "1001 Tests" that Calocide "might be very drawing and drying to the feet,
undesirably so under some conditions." — (From The Journal A. M. A., Oct.
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16,

1915.)

The Cunningham Depilatories.— Most of The Journal's readers remember
its exposure of an impudent mail-order fraud known as "Marjorie Hamilton's
Obesity Cure." This concern was operated by one Walter C. Cunningham.
Later, it seems, Cunningham turned his attention to another line of business.
He started a "mail-order school" for teaching the mail-order business.
His
first series of advertisements
stated:
"With

$100

and an idea,

I

built a business that brought me $650,000

in eighteen months."

Those who answered the advertisement received a series of follow-up letters
from Cunningham written in his most engaging style.
Briefly, the offer was
this:
Send $15 cash and promise to pay an additional $85 at the end of six
months, if "you are entirely satisfied with your profits." For this Cunningham
offers to "furnish you thousands of names of my customers from my books," as
Presumably these names are those of
soon as he receives the initial $15.
victims who have answered the advertisements
of his previous mail-order
frauds.
To show how "easy" the public is, Cunningham describes a case in which
a woman
"started a mail-order business with a beauty cream costing her
Says Cunningham, with
5 cents a jar, which she is now selling for $5 a jar."
more eloquence than accuracy:
" 'There
Fortune.'

"

is a Time and Tide in the Affairs of Men

which

taken at its Ebb

Leads on

to

When selling the Marjorie Hamilton Obesity Cure Cunningham first asked
who were slow nibbling his bait, he would finally sell it for
So in his mail-order school while he first asks $100, payable $15 cash and
$1.
$85 in six months' time, you can get it at a marked reduction, if you wait
The third or fourth follow-up letter says :
long enough.
$15, but to those

"Send only $10 for everything

complete and we will forget

And if you still hold off, he comes down

the balance.

a month

later to

.

.

."

$5.

"Now, if you can make up your mind that you really want to be independent for life
dead earnest, and accept my offer
and get into the mailorder business in deep, determined,
Plans for Swift and Sure Mail Order Suc
<.f a Complete Course of Twenty Money-Getting
plans, including absolutely free a full year's Advice, Ideas.
cess, with all these wonderful
I will
Suggestions and General Business and Advertising Assistance from me personally,
be willing to accept your remittance right now of Five Dollars for it all, and send you the
Combined Mail Order Course and all the wonderful benefits that go with it."

That cupidity and ignorance may be appealed to by the Cunningham adver
A Chicago paper contained in its Sunday
tisements has recently been proved.
issue three classified advertisements all worded alike but emanating from
These advertisements
read :
different addresses.
FREE TO LADIES — The greatest superfluous hair remover
Liberal sample sent
eradicates superfluous hair growths quickly.
Address
beautify your face immediately.

treatment known; positively
prepaid.
Write quickly and
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The three addresses to which the readers were directed
Mrs. Arthur Everett, Providence, Rhode Island.
D. W. McNeal, Chicago, Illinois.
The Home Supply Company, Kokomo, Indiana.

to write were

:

Those who answered these advertisements received letters in imitation type
writing all worded alike except that the name of the product was different.
Mrs. Everett, for instance, referred to her stuff as "Everett's Hair Foe"; D. W.
McNeal had christened it "McNeal's Velvet Skin Depilatory" ; while the Home
One other
Supply Company referred to it as "Our Velvet Skin Depilatory."
The Home Supply Company offers
minor difference was found in the letters.
the stuff for $2.50, McNeal wanted $3, while Mrs. Everett requires $5.
In each case, samples were received — and the samples were all alike. The
depilatory is a pale yellow powder having an odor of hydrogen sulphid. The
instructions are to make a paste of the powder with a small amount of water
The powder was
and apply the paste to the hair that is to be removed.
examined
in the Association's laboratory and found to consist of barium
sulphid and starch.
Commercial barium sulphid is an inexpensive product
and one wonders whether Mr. Cunningham had this particular fake in mind
when he wrote the following, which appears in the booklet, "How to Achieve
Mail-Order Success," sent to those who answer his advertisements:
"Let us suppose for instance just as an illustration, that when you get my Mail Order
Now,
.
.
.
Course you decide to offer a certain preparation desired by millions of women.
My Course
for example, we will assume you have selected the preparation I speak of.
will show you how and where to buy two pounds of this delightful preparation for about
twenty-five cents.
That will give you two pounds of the material ready for use. It takes
two ounces of the preparation to make a complete outfit, or a complete treatment, which
That two ounces you would sell for $5.00 (that is about
would last the customer one month.
the price that these special articles are sold for by mail)." — (From The Journal A. M. A.,
April 19, 1913.)

Depilagiene. — This product, whose full title is "Franco-American
Hygienic
Depilagiene," is one of a large number of toilet preparations put on the market
by the Franco-American Company of Chicago. In a booklet issued by the FrancoAmerican Hygienic Company, we read that "Depilagiene is an objectionable hair
remover," which seems to be the concern's way of saying that it is a remover
of objectionable hair. An original bottle of Depilagiene was submitted to the
Association's laboratory for examination. The report of analysis follows :
"The bottle of Depilagiene contained 18.5 grams of a pink powder having
an odor resembling that of oil of citronella.
Qualitative tests showed the
presence of barium, sulphur, sulphid, sulphate, and small amounts of alumi
num and calcium ; aromatic oils and a red dye were also present.
Essen
tially, the product is a mixture of barium sulphate, barium sulphid, sulphur
and starch.
Quantitative investigation of the active ingredient, barium
sulphid, was made, and disclosed the presence of 22.6 per cent, of this drug.
As commercial barium sulphid contains only about 50 per cent, of the pure
chemical, Depilagiene probably contains approximately 45 per cent, of the
commercial drug."
It will thus be seen that Depilagiene has no claim to originality, as practically
all the chemical "hair removers"
are composed of some form of sulphid.
Naturally, the preparation is likely to cause more or less irritation of the skin,
the amount depending to some extent on the way in which it is used, and to an
Like all chemical
even greater extent on the tolerance of the individual skin.
must make the hair coarse. — (From The
depilatories, the use of Depilagiene
Journal A. M. A., March 8, 1919.)
According
DeUtone. — The depilatory is a gray powder of unpleasant odor.
to the Report of the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station for 1914, it
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"is

a mixture of about 19.35 per cent, barium sulphid, 1.63 per cent, barium
sulphate, 66.29 per cent, starch, 7.85 per cent, water and volatile matter, with
4.88 per cent, undetermined matter."

Delol. —This depilatory, according to the Indiana State
Medical Frauds, fourth edition — contains:
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Barium sulphate
Barium sulphid
Sulphur

14 per cent.
14 per cent.
4 per cent.

Board of Health3 per cent.
17 per cent.
48 per cent.

Calcium carbonate
Zinc oxid
Starch

De Miracle Hair Remover. — In his book "1001 Tests," revised edition, Dr.
Harvey W. Wiley has this to say about De Miracle: "An aqueous solution of
sodium sulphid containing sulphur with a trace of sodium sulphite and per
fumed with bay rum. Very extravagant claims are made for this simple prepartion, which' merely removes the hair superficially."
El Rado. — This depilatory, according to the Indiana State Board of Health—
Medical Frauds, fourth edition — is composed of sodium sulphid, S per cent. :
glycerin, 10 per cent., and water, 85 per cent.
Fluvol Powder. — This "hair remover" has been analyzed by the state chemists
of Connecticut and, according to the Report of the Connecticut Agricultural
Experiment Station, 1914, the following composition
is indicated : Barium
sulphid, 14.69; barium sulphate, 13.91; starch, 24.05; water and volatile matter.
3.17, and

talc, by difference,

44.18.

Hudson's Hindoo Hair Destroyer. — Mrs. Frederica Hudson's Hindoo Hair
Destroyer was analyzed by the McClure-Westfield Laboratories and reported by
Prof. L. B. Allyn to be essentially a paste made from starch, sodium sulphid
and aromatics.
Modene. —The Indiana State Board of Health — Medical Frauds, fourth edi
tion —gives to this depilatory the following composition : Calcium sulphid, 9 per
cent.

;

magnesia,

20 per cent., and talc, 65 per cent.

Mum. — This preparation, put out by the Mum Manufacturing Company,
Philadelphia, was analyzed by the Connecticut chemists in 1914. who reported
that it was essentially zinc oxid, 14.3 per cent, and benzoic acid (possibly
derived from benzoin), 3.3 per cent, and a fatty base. Dr. Harvey W. Wiley
in his book, "1001 Tests," says of it:
"A harmless deodorant consisting of
fat with benzoic acid and zinc oxid. No special claims made. Efficacious in
some cases."

Non-Spi.- — This preparation is put on the market by the Non-Spi Company
("successors to the R. L. Co.") Kansas City, Mo. It is sold as a preventive
of perspiration in the arm pits.
It was analyzed by the chemists of New
Hampshire who reported, in the Quarterly Bulletin of the State Board of
Health, July-October, 1916, that it "consists of a solution of alum, with some
iron in dilute hydrochloric acid." The report further adds : "The statement
'perfectly harmless,' not justified."
O-Do-Cure. — -This deodorant, made by the O-Do-Cure Toilet Company of
Chicago, was examined in the Association's laboratory in 1916. The chemists
as follows :
reported that a solution essentially similar could be compounded
Salicylic
acid
Boric acid
Alcohol
Perfume
Water

1 grain
30 grains
3 fluidrams

sufficient
to

Odor-o-no. — This is sold as the "anti-dress-shield
older claims made for this product were :

make

1 nuidounce

toilet water."

Some of the
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"Keeps the armpits free, dry and natural."
"Eliminates excessive perspiration.
.
.
."

"A

perfect antiseptic and a superior deodorant."
"Guaranteed by the manufacturer to be absolutely
"It restores the skin secretions to normal."

harmless."

has been extensively advertised and evidently has a large sale.
numerous inquiries received, it was thought worth while to analyze
"Odor-o-no" in the Association's laboratory and in December, 1913, an analysis
was made.
The report follows :

Odor-o-no

In view of

LABORATORY

REPORT

"Two original,

sealed bottles of 'Odor-o-no,' manufactured by the Odorono
Cincinnati, Ohio, were purchased by the Chemical Laboratory of the
American Medical Association, from a local supply house, and subjected to a
chemical examination. The bottles contained a rose-scented, red liquid, which
was acid to litmus paper. The specific gravity of the liquid was 1.16. The fol
lowing constituents were demonstrated to be present : aluminum, sodium, chlorid
(traces of sulphate) and a red dye.
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Company,

"The quantitative relations were found to
Aluminum (Al)
Chlorid (CI)
Sodium (Na)
Water and perfume (by difference)

be as
'

follows

:

per
per
0.17 per
82.33 per
3.38

14.12

cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.

"Inasmuch as the solution was acid, the difference between the chlorid found
calculated from the percentage of aluminum and sodium present is
attributed to free hydrochloric acid. Calculation shows 100 c.c. of the solution
to be composed essentially as follows :
and that

Aluminum chlorid (AlCl«,6HaO)
Hydrogen chlorid (HC1)
Sodium chlorid (NaCl)
Water

and aromatics

to

make

38.8
0.86
0.48
100

gm.
gm.
gm

c.c.
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"A third sealed bottle was purchased Nov. 15, 1913, directly from the manu
facturers. Aluminum chlorid was found to be present as the essential con
stituent in this specimen also, and a trace of sulphate was found. For practical
purposes 'Odor-o-no' may be looked on as a 33 per cent, solution of aluminum
chlorid (hydrous)."
Since this analysis was made the formula of the product seems to have been
somewhat modified. The claims, too, are considerably less exaggerated.
Perspi-No.—The Indiana State Board of Health — Medical Frauds, fourth
edition — states that Perspi-No is a simple mixture of the following:
Calcium
carbonate
Boric acid

10 per cent.
20 per cent.

Salicylic acid
Talc

22 per cent.
42 per cent.

Perspiro. — A physician wrote to The Journal:
"A medical friend wrote
prescription for one of his patients for excessive sweating of the feet, the
formula being that of the well-known Thiersche's powder:
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a

R

Salicylic acid
Boric acid

cm.

II

10|

or

gr. xv
3iiss

"The patient discovered he had a 'good thing" and has placed it on the
market under the euphonious name of 'Perspiro.'
He sells with the powder
twelve 1-grain tablets of permanganate
of potash with instructions to soak
the feet each night in hot water in which is dissolved one of the permanganate
tablets.
The salicylic acid in the powder attacks the socks so that they are
soon full of holes."— (From The Journal A. M. A., Dec. 26, 1908.)
Sulfo-Solution. —The Report of the Dairy and Food Commissioner of
Michigan for 1914 states that this depilatory consists of sodium sulphid, 2.S per
cent.; water 97.5 per cent.

X-Bazin. —This depilatory has been analyzed in the McClure-Westfield
Laboratories and Prof. Lewis B. Allyn reports that the sample examined
"showed 23.54 per cent, of sulfid of arsenic (AsjS»)."
Mr. Allyn says that, in
exploiting this product, nothing is said concerning its poisonous nature.

COUGH

MEDICINES,

ETC.

A. D. S. Cod Liver Oil Comp. — This was one of the preparations put out by
the American Druggists' Syndicate, a cooperative concern to which druggists
belong who wish to share in the profits of the manufacture as well as of the
sale of "patent medicines."
The preparation, which admittedly contained 17
per cent, alcohol, was marketed under such claims as :
"A

Sovereign Remedy in Pulmonary
or Consumption of the Lungs."
Tuberculosis
Great Curative
Value of this Preparation
has been demonstrated
by the Most
Eminent Physicians,
who regard it as a powerful strength builder, that gives the system
force to resist the Invasion of Bacilli."

"The

These statements the federal officials charged were false and misleading
"the said article and drug was not a sovereign remedy in pulmonary
tuberculosis or consumption of the lungs, was not a powerful strength builder,
and possessed no properties such as would give the system force to resist the
invasion of bacilli."
The government officials also charged that the statement
that the product was a "Preparation of the Active Principles of Pure Nor
wegian Cod Liver Oil" was false and misleading because the preparation "did
not contain cod liver oil in any appreciable or measurable quantity, and did
not possess the active principles of cod liver oil." The company first pleaded
not guilty but later changed its plea to guilty.
The penalty assessed by the
court against this wealthy corporation for selling an alcoholic nostrum under
the representation that it was a "sovereign remedy" for consumption was $5 —
[Notice of Judgment No. 4033; issued Feb. 4, 1916.]
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because

Remedy. — Edward D. Morgan, who had been treasurer
of the W. H. Baker Co. of Cleveland, Ohio, was charged
with misbranding a product called "Dr. W. H. Baker's Tubercular Remedy."
The stuff contained 11 per cent, alcohol by volume, sugars, potassium iodid,
chlorid, glycerin, licorice, plant extractives, etc. The claim that
ammonium
the product was a remedy and cure for tuberculosis was declared false and
fraudulent, and Morgan was fined $25 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No.

Baker's Tubercular

and general

manager

499S; issued

Jan.

30, 1918.]

Dr. Bell's Pine Tax Honey.— Sold by E. E. Sutherland Medicine Co., Phila
delphia.
Analysis showed it to be an alcohol-water solution, containing
ammonia, glycerin, pine tar, sassafras, red pepper, reducing sugars, a laxative
drug and alkaloids. Falsely and fraudulently advertised. Fine, $100. — [Notice
of Judgment No. 5271; issued Feb. 23, 1918.]
The-Best Cough Remedy— Davies, Rose & Co. (Ltd.), Boston, sold a mix
ture under the name "The-Best
Cough Remedy" which the government
chemists reported was a syrup, smelling and tasting of spearmint, and contain
ing alcohol, chloroform and morphin. The claims made for it were such as to
create in the minds of the purchasers the belief that the stuff was an effective
asthma, influenza, as well as being effective
remedy for incipient consumption,
for the relief of consumptive patients in advanced stages of the disease. These
claims the government charged were false and fraudulent. The company was
fined $50.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4381; issued Sept. 12, 1916.]
Horehound Syrup Compound. — This nostrum was put on the
market by James F. Ballard, St. Louis, Mo.
The trade package contained,
among numerous claims, the following:
Ballard's

"For

Consumption,

"For Coughs. .
ness of Chest, Croup,

.

Coughs and Colds."
Asthma, Dry Hacking Cough,
.
.
.
.
Irritation of Throat. Sore
Spitting of Blood, Influenza, Lung Fever, Whooping Cough &c."
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These claims the federal authorities declared were "false and fraudulent"
and applied "knowingly and in reckless and wanton disregard" of their truth
or falsity.
Ballard was fined $10 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 3971;
issued Oct. 21, 1915.]
Ballard's Wonderful Golden Oil. — Isaac A. Ballard, trading as the Ballard
Golden Oil Co.. Oldtown, Maine, shipped a quantity of this product in March,
1913.
It was exploited for a variety of disorders, including "Coughs, Colds,
Croup, Asthma . . . Diphtheria, Pneumonia, Bronchitis, Colic, Catarrh, Salt
Rheum, Cholera Morbus, Rheumatism, Sciatica
.
.
Neuralgia, Old Sores,
.
Erysipelas, Bruises, Whooping Cough and all Throat and Lung Diseases."
The Bureau of Chemistry analyzed "this great remedy for mankind" and found
it to consist almost entirely of linseed oil (over 96 per cent.) with small
amounts of oil of peppermint and methyl salicylate. The curative claims were
declared false and fraudulent. The defendant entered a plea of nolo contendere
and the court, on July 3, 1915. imposed a fine of $10. — [Notice of Judgment
No. 4124; issued April 19, 1916.]
Barker's Remedy for Catarrh, Coughs, Colds and Rheumatism.— Henry W.
Barker, who traded as the H. W. Barker Medical Co., Sparta, Wis., manufac
tured "H. W. Barker's Remedy for Catarrh, Coughs, Colds and Rheumatism."
This nostrum was sold under claims that would lead the public to believe
that it was effective as a remedy for, and for the prevention of, "catarrh," la
grippe, hay fever, croup, whooping cough, tonsillitis and all catarrhal affections
of the throat, lungs, stomach and mucous membrane and that it would also
prevent consumption
and diseases of the lungs.
The federal chemists reported
that the product was essentially sugar and water with a small amount of
cubebs, potassium
iodid and creosote, having a wintergreen flavor and being
colored pink. The claims made for this mixture were declared to be false and
fraudulent and applied recklessly and wantonly.
Barker was fined $100. —
4401;
issued Oct. 16, 1916.]
[Notice of Judgment No.
Barnes' Croup Grease. — Lard, turpentine and camphor were found to be the
constituents of this nostrum when the Bureau of Chemistry analyzed a speci
shipped in March, 1913.
men from a consignment
As the product was not a
"cure" for membranous croup and for colds, nor a preventive and remedy for
pneumonia and diphtheria, as claimed, it was declared to be misbranded, and
the court, on Nov. 8. 1915, imposed a fine of $1 and costs on the National
Chemical Co.. Caney, Kansas, which had shipped the stuff. — [Notice of Judg
ment No. 4853; issued Sept. 25, 1917.]
Brown's Acacian Balsam. — The Kells Co., Newburgh, N. Y., sold a prepara
tion called "Dr. O. Phelps Brown's Acacian Balsam."
Govsrnment chemists
reported that this product contained 11 per cent, of alcohol and over 16 grams
of acacia to each 100 c.c. In addition, nitrate, licorice, meconic acid, tartrates,
reducing sugar and sodium and potassium compounds were found present.
It
was sold under the claim that it was a remedy for consumption, asthma, all
diseases of the lungs, diphtheria and heart complaints.
These claims were
declared recklessly and wantonly false and fraudulent. The company was fined
$50.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4444; issued Oct. 16, 1916.]
Dr. Bosanko's Cough and Lung Syrup. — Still another "new remedy for the
positive cure of consumption, coughs, colds, etc." As long ago as 1908 the
Kansas State Board of Health showed this remedy to be misbranded, describing
it as "a saccharin solution of expectorant drugs with tar and chloroform."
In
1911 it was analyzed by the chemists of the North Dakota Agricultural Experi
ment Station, who reported that it "appears to be made from an inferior grade
of honey, syrup of tar, chloroform, alcohol and morphin." The analyst noted
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that practically all the morphin was found not in the solution but in the sedi
ment which was deposited on the sides and bottom of the bottle ; yet the mixture
was put up without a "shake" label ! He concludes, "The dead fly found in the
liquid could scarcely merit the 'hearty approval of all physicians and medical
this remedy." — (From
experts' which is claimed in the circular accompanying

The Journal A. M. A., Aug.

23,

1913.)
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Brown's New 'Consumption Remedy. — Shipped in March, 1916. by David H.
Brown, trading as the Magnolia Remedy Co., St. Augustine, Fla. Analysis
showed the product to be a dark brown emulsion, containing essentially creosote,
phosphoric acid, sodium phosphate, Epsom salt, glucose, sugar and a trace of
an alkaloid. Falsely and fraudulently represented as a remedy for consumption,
Fine, $50 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 6143 ;
pneumonia, la grippe, etc.
Aug.
3,
issued
1918.]
Black's Pulmonic Syrup.— W. F. Black and W. H. Martin, who did business
Agency, Nashville, Tenn., put on the market
"Black's Pulmonic Syrup" which was alleged to contain 20 per cent, alcohol
It
and to be "Compounded by W. F. Black, M.D., Birmingham, Alabama."
Government
was sold as "The New Remedy for Tuberculosis and Bronchitis."
chemists reported that it was a water-alcohol solution of ichthyol, glycerin and
Government officials declared, naturally, that the claim that this stuff
sugar.
was an effective remedy for tuberculosis was false and fraudulent and applied
knowingly, recklessly and wantonly. Black was fined $200; Martin, $100, and
the costs assessed on both. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4357 ; issued Sept. 12,
under the name Black Distributing

1916.]

Cough Syrup. — This preparation was sold by William P. Diggs of
Louis,
who did business under the trade name W. P. Diggs & Co.
St.
The
stuff, which had an odor of tar, contained about 60 per cent, of sugar, 7 per
cent, alcohol, 3 per cent, glycerin with tolu and wild cherry present.
The
claims that it was an effective and beneficial remedy in consumption, asthma,
whooping cough, croup and all inflammation of" the lungs were declared wan
tonly and recklessly false and fraudulent. Diggs was fined $10 and costs. —
[Notice of Judgment No. 4489; issued Nov. 13, 1916.]
Coe's Cough Balsam. — The C. G. Clark Co. of New Haven, Conn., shipped a
quantity of this nostrum in interstate commerce.
The product was labeled:
CLasse's

"For

Croup,

Whooping

Cough,

Quinsy,

Asthma

.

.

.

Catarrh

and Consumption."

When analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry the stuff was found to contain,
among other ingredients, 8.7 per cent, of alcohol by volume, 31.2 per cent,
sucrose, together with small amounts of opium, ipecac and licorice. The court
held the stuff was misbranded in that unwarranted claims had been made and
the full percentage of opium had not been declared, as required by law. As no
defense was offered by the manufacturers the court ordered the product
destroyed. — [Notice of Judgment No. 3815; issued Aug. 5, 1915.]
Congreve's Elixir for Consumption. — This nostrum was analyzed by the
chemists of the British Medical Association, who reported the presence of over
28 per cent of alcohol by volume with only 2.6 per cent, of total solids, of which
about 1 per cent, was sugar and 0.5 per cent, resinous constituents, with a little
tannin, coloring matter and extractives. — {Modified from The Journal A. M. A.,
Jan. 17, 1920.)
Cusach's Palatable Extract of Cod Liver Oil.— The Henry S. Wampole Co.
of Baltimore put out this product, the full name of which was "Cusach's Pala
table Preparation of the Extract of Cod Liver Oil with WiU Cherry, Malt and
A consignment shipped in December, 1912, was seized in
Hypophosphites."
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interstate commerce and a specimen analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry. It
was reported to be "a hydro-alcoholic solution of sugars, probably coming from
malt extract, extracts of cod liver oil and wild cherry, and very small amounts
of calcium, sodium, potassium, iron, man
of the citrates and hypophosphites
ganese, quinin and strychnin; it contained 12.0 per cent, by volume of alcohol,
The claims that this
33.2 per cent, of total solids and 0.24 per cent, of ash."
was "the most efficient remedy in the treatment of pulmonary diseases, bron
tonsillitis, nervous debility . . . chlorosis, anemia
."
.
.
.
.
.
chitis
were declared to be false and fraudulent. The court, on June 1, 1915, imposed
a fine of $40— [Notice of Judgment No. 4103; issued April 19, 1916.]
Downs Vegetable Balsamic Elixir. — Henry, Johnson & Lord of Burlington,
Vt., put out this nostrum, which was reported by the federal chemists to be "a
sweetened
solution of opium, ipecac, glycerin, and small amounts of calcium,
potassium, and iron compounds, flavored with anise." The claim that it was
a remedy for consumption was declared false and fraudulent.
The defendant
was fined $50— [Notice of Judgment No. 4210; issued May 19, 1916.]
Eckman's Calcerbs. — This product is put out by the same concern as that
which exploits "Eckman's Alterative" and is advertised for the same conditions.
'"Eckman's Alterative," as some of our readers will remember, was an alleged

allien
a—

i

INVHUUIE

FOR COLDS
If taken in time tfcit Calcium oomutuf Jctfctns the ntk of chronic
lhro*t tc limit trouble. -All .the
rcmedjir and tonic qualities art
corubrntd in thi» Calcium compound
Try thtra to
No harmful drug*.
day.

bo«,

'it

FOR WEAK LUNGS
ur tnroit trimMe* that Ikrtvtn
become chrome. thl» Calcium c
pound will he fottnd'crTective
The
Free1
handie it Conn yet drvned
from
harmful
or
ktbfl
I drug*. Try them today

ar tax.

Typical advertisements

of Eckman's

Calcerbs.

consumption cure which the Association's chemists found to be essentially a
mixture of alcohol, calcium chlorid and cloves, and which was sold under such
claims as :
"A

medicine

made

for the cure

of

tuberculosis.

It

has

cured

tbis

disease

"Cures have been effected . . . where no intelligent care was taken
where money was scarce; good food and good cooking unusual."

again

and

of the patient,

In due time the federal authorities got around to this nostrum, declaring
that the curative claims made for it were false, fraudulent and misleading. The
government charged that, while Eckman's Alterative was sold as a preventive
for pneumonia "in truth and in fact said article of drugs could not be so used"
and that while the manufacturers claimed that it would cure tuberculosis "in
truth and in fact said article of drugs would not cure tuberculosis or consump
contention and condemned the
tion." The courts sustained the government's
product, whereupon the Eckman concern carried the case up to the Supreme
Court of the United States and attacked the constitutionality of the Sherley
Amendment of the Food and Drugs Act. The Sherley Amendment prohibits
false

Fortunately, the United States
and fraudulent therapeutic claims.
In answering the contention of the
Court upheld the lower court.

Supreme
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Eckman concern that Congress had no right to "prevent

persons

statements or claims concerning the virtue of drugs, whether
agant" the Supreme Court said:

from making

modest or extrav

"We find no ground for saying that Congress may not condemn interstate
transportation of swindling preparations designed to cheat credulous sufferers
accompanied by false and fraudulent statements,
and make such preparations,
illicit with respect to interstate commerce, as well as, for example, lottery
tickets."
So much for the "Alterative."
"Calcerbs" are not frankly sold as a "cure
for consumption" ; yet as an appeal to the consumptive "Calcerbs for weak
lungs" is, doubtless, just as alluring and just as potentially dangerous.

"If

taken

in

time

this

calcium

compound

lessens

trouble."
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"All

the remedial

and tonic qualities

are combined

the risk of chronic
in this calcium

throat

or

lung

compound."

The purchaser of Calcerbs learns, from the leaflet that accompanies the
preparation, that it is for the treatment of "Coughs and Colds, Asthmatic,
Catarrhal and Pulmonary Troubles, Weak Lungs, and as a Tonic."
One
page of the leaflet consists of what purport to be "Some Interesting Comments
on Calcium (Lime) Treatment."
The "comments" are quotations from various
medical journals regarding the therapeutic value of calcium salts.
Of course
no comments of an unfavorable character are quoted.
Because of the number of inquiries regarding Calcerbs the Association's
laboratory was asked to analyze this product.
The report follows:
LABORATORY

REPORT

"Three original boxes of 'Calcerbs' were purchased on the open market by
the Chemical Laboratory.
Within the box of tin, sealed by means of adhesive
tape, was a waxed-paper bag. containing forty white-coated tablets.
The
weight of each tablet was 0.83 gm. (12.9 grains).
Test indicated that the
approximately 20 per cent, of calcium chlorid, the hygrotablets contained
scopicity of which explains the use of a tightly protected package in order to
exclude moisture. The tablets were also found to contain calcium carbonate,
an emodin-bearing (laxative) drug such as aloin, with sugar and a flavoring of
cloves.
No iodids, alkaloids or heavy metals were found."
It is not necessary to tell physicians that "Calcerbs" are just as impotent to
cure tuberculosis as is "Eckman's Alterative."
As .The Journal has so many
times said, the fundamental viciousness of "consumption cures" lies not so
much in the valuelessness of their composition as in the fact that their adver
leads sufferers to abandon
or ignore the hygienic and dietetic
tisement
measures which hold the only hope. That some physicians have recommended
calcium salts in pulmonary tuberculosis, based on the unproved supposition
that consumption is due to lime deficiency, is no excuse for a "patent medi
cine" concern putting out calcium chlorid either in liquid or tablet form under
thinly veiled claims that will lead the public to infer that the preparations will
cure consumption. — (From the Journal A. M. A., Aug. 10, 1918.)
Emmons' "Throat and Lung Healer," and "Tissue Builder." — A consignment
of these products was shipped in September, 1912, and another in February,
1913, by the Dr. Emmons Throat and Lung Healer Co., Richmond, Ind.
The
former product was exploited as "The Medical Wonder of the Age . . .
.
.
.
the Great Throat and Lung Remedy." Anal
heals all tissue damage
ysis by the Bureau of Chemistry showed it to be a watery solution containing
over 62 per cent, of alcohol, with glycerin, carbolic acid and a small amount
of iodin.
The "Tissue Builder" was recommended "for any below-par, subnormal, or
rundown condition, as it gives one strength and good, sound, firm flesh . . ."
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Analysis

showed it to be a water-alcohol solution containing calcium hypoand aluminium salts.
The
and sugar, and traces of magnesium
claims made for both products were declared false and fraudulent and the
court, on May 10, 1915, imposed a fine of $100 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment
No. 4107; issued April 19, 1916.]

phosphite
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Father John's Medicine.— Over 4,000 bottles of "Father John's Medicine,"
prepared by Cafleton and Hovey Co., Lowell, Mass., were seized by the federal
authorities on the charge that the product was misbranded. The officials
declared that the claims were likely to induce the public "to believe that said
drug was a cure for consumption, whereas, in truth and in fact, it was not
a cure for consumption." Judgment of condemnation and forfeiture was entered

N»> longer

reproduction

is "Father John's Medicine" sold as a "consumption cure." The photographic
is from the advertisement that appeared in the New York Sun in I90(>.

above

and the court permitted the product to be delivered to Carleton & Hovey Co.
and the execution of a bond
on payment of all the costs of the proceedings
in the sum of $5,000.— [Notice of Judgment No. 3906; issued Sept. 24, 1915.]

The state chemists of Connecticut reported in 1911 that Father John's Medi
was essentially a codliver oil emulsion containing about 37 per cent, of
oil by weight.
Freeman's Balsam of Fir Wafers. — Edgar S. Fossett, who did business
Portland, Maine, manufac
under the name Freeman Pharmacal Company,
tured "Dr. Freeman's Balsam of Fir Wafers" which the government declared
misbranded. Federal chemists reported that the lozenges consisted of siujar
with very small amounts of oil of turpentine and eucalyptus with the possible
cine
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presence of a trace of balsam of fir. They were sold under the claim that they
were an effective remedy for relieving consumption and for stopping the
"raising of blood in consumption" and effective also as a remedy for all
affections of the throat and lungs, bronchitis, asthma, croup, whooping cough,
la grippe, etc.
These therapeutic claims were declared false and fraudulent
and applied knowingly and wantonly.
Furthermore, the fact that the name of
the product would indicate that the article contained an appreciable amount
of balsam of fir (which it did not) further constituted misbranding. Edgar S.
Fossett was fined $40.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4391; issued Sept. 12, 1916.]
Forrest's Juniper Tar. — This preparation was made and sold by the J. Har
rison Whitehurst Co. ("J- H. Whitehurst, M. D. Pharm. D.") which was a
trade name under which Anna Lavina Whitehurst did business in Baltimore.
The preparation admittedly contained 22 per cent, alcohol and the government
chemists found over 55 per cent, of petroleum and oil of tar. The product was
declared misbranded because it was claimed to be a safe, reliable and speedy
remedy for all kinds of throat and lung diseases, for arresting and curing
catarrh, influenza and consumption in its early stages as well as whooping
cough, inflammatory rheumatism and piles. It was also claimed to be a cure
for consumption and obstinate coughs.
These claims were characterized by
government officials as false and fraudulent and applied knowingly, recklessly
and wantonly. Anna Lavina Whitehurst was fined $15. — [Notice of Judgment
No. 4417; issued Oct. 16, 1916.]

"Goff's Cough Syrup" and "Goff's Herb Bitters."— S. B. Goff & Sons Co. of
N. J., were charged with shipping in interstate commerce a quantity
of "Goff's Cough Syrup" and of "Goff's Herb Bitters," both of which were
declared misbranded. The "Cough Syrup" was sold under the claim (made
on the trade package) that it would prevent fatal membranous
croup, pneu
monia and bronchitis ; that it was a powerful restorative for the throat and
lungs and was a remedy for pneumonia, bronchitis, "spitting of blood," whooping
cough, "weak lungs," pleurisy and grippe. The federal chemists reported that
the stuff contained 8 per cent, alcohol, about 55 per cent, sugar, as well as
some vegetable extractives and traces of iron, iodids, antimony and alkaloids.
The government declared that the claims made for this preparation were
false and fraudulent and applied knowingly and in reckless and wanton disre
gard of their truth or falsity. The "Herb Bitters" were sold under the claim
that "Typhoid Fever, La Grippe, Malaria and Appendicitis cannot possibly
exist in the system -when Goff's Herb Bitters are taken regularly according to
directions."
The government chemists reported that the stuff was a wateralcohol solution of aloes, sugar and alkaline carbonate flavored with pepper
mint. The claims quoted above were declared false and fraudulent and applied
knowingly. The company pleaded guilty and was fined $25. — [Notice of Judg
ment No. 4332; issued Aug. 8, 1916.]
Camden,

Gooch's Mexican Syrup of Wild Cherry, Tar, Etc.— This preparation, which
morphin and alcohol, was manufactured by the Cincinnati Drug and
Chemical Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. The government chemists reported that,
in addition to the morphin and alcohol, there were 61.1 per cent, solids of
Glycerin also was found as well as
which more than 58 per cent, was sugar.
Tar and cherry extract
methyl salicylate and benzaldehyd used as flavoring.
This mixture was sold as
were reported to be present in very small amounts.
a "cure" for consumption and a remedy for croup, whooping cough and spitting
of blood. The claims were declared false and fraudulent and applied know
The company was fined $25 and costs.—
ingly, recklessly and wantonly.
4425;
No.
issued
Oct. 16, 1916.]
Judgment
[Notice of
contained

.
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Greene's Syrnp of Tar. —Lester H. Greene Co., Montpelier, Vt., manu
factured and sold a cough syrup, "Greene's Warranted Syrup of Tar." The
Bureau of Chemistry reported that analysis showed the preparation to contain
alcohol, chloroform and heroin with tar and potassium salts present.
It was
sold under the claim that it was an effective remedy for all throat and lung
affections, would break up la grippe and prevent pneumonia.
These claims
were declared false and fraudulent and applied knowingly, recklessly and wan
tonly. The company was fined $50. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4522; issued
Feb. 8, 1917.]
Hiatt's Germicide. — The Hiatt Germicide Company of Richmond, Ind., was
a trade name under which James A. and Williams F. Hiatt did business.
The
company sold "Dr. Hiatt's Germicide" under such claims as :
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"Specific for Croup."

"'Cures Smoker's Sore Throat."
"For Croup, Diphtheria, Quinsy, Sore Throat. Catarrh,
"For the prevention and cure of diphtheria."

Coughs,

Colds."

According to the Bureau of Chemistry, "the product was a syrup containing
sodium benzoate, phenol [carbolic acid] alcohol, a small amount of glycerin,
probably balsam tolu, and flavored with oil of wintergreen ; it contained 6.1 per
cent, of alcohol."
James A. Hiatt and William F. Hiatt were charged with
making false and fraudulent therapeutic claims knowingly and in reckless
and wanton disregard of their truth or falsity.
They were fined $100 and
costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4131; issued April 19, 1915.]

Hill's Syrup of Tar, Cod-Liver Oil Extract and MenthoL— HollanderKoshland Co. (Inc.) of Baltimore was the defendant in this case. The prepara
tion was declared to be "essentially a sweetened hydro-alcoholic solution con
taining small amounts of chloroform, menthol, morphin and tar; ipecac, tolu,
cannabis indica, and wild cherry were indicated; cod-liver oil was absent."
It was declared misbranded because the name indicated that the preparation
contained syrup of tar, cod-liver oil and menthol, harmless medicinal agents,
as its principal and most active ingredients, when its real active ingredients
were chloroform, morphin sulphate, opium and cannabis indica.
The claim
that it was a remedy for "All Diseases of the Throat and Lungs and Asthma"
was declared false and fraudulent.
Defendant was fined $100.— [Notice of
Judgment No. 4171; issued April 21, 1915.]
Hill's Honey and Tar Compound. — Shipped by Laurence E. Cash, who
traded as the New York Drug Concern, New York City. Analysis showed
the product to consist essentially of water, alcohol (7.9 pet cent.), sugars (56
per cent), menthol, thymol, and a small amount of a substance similar to oil
of tar. Falsely and fraudulently advertised. Fine, $25. — [Notice of Judgment
No. 5701; issued May 9, 1918.]
Hilton's Specific No. 3. — This product is said to be prepared by G. W.
Hilton, M.D., Lowell, Mass. Some of the nostrum was shipped in interstate com
merce and the federal authorities charged that the preparation was misbranded
in violation of the Food and Drugs Act. Some of the claims made on the label
for this stuff were :
"Cures colds, the grippe, and absolutely

"Kills

a

cold."

rate

"In

the cold,

prevents

pneumonia,

prevents pneumonia."
grippe, bronchitis,
and

Boston where Hilton's No. 3 is almost universally
from pneumonia more than one-half since 1891."

all

ills that develop

used, it lias

reduced

from

the death

The stuff was analyzed by the government chemists and found to have "no
medicinal properties whatsoever."
No claimant appeared for the property
for condemnation
and forfeiture and it was
and the court entered judgment
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ordered by the court that the product should be sold by the United States
marshal! The moral and ethical problem involved in the sale by the govern
ment of a product of this sort is not discussed in the federal bulletin. — [Notice
of Judgment No. 3043; issued Aug. 3, 1914.]
Dr. Harter's Lung Balm— Sold by the Dr. Harter Medicine Co., Philadel
phia.
Analysis showed the preparation to contain over 60 per cent, sugar.
3.65 per cent, alcohol, chloroform, cinnamic acid and plant extractive material,
with indications of traces of antimony and tartrates. Falsely and fraudulently
Fine, $200.— [Notice of Judgment No. 5188; issued Feb. 21, 1918]
advertised.
Henry's Red Gum Compound. — This preparation was made by Henry L.
McNulty, Norwood, N. Y.
Government chemists reported that, in addition
to large amounts of sugar and glycerin, the preparation also contained alcohol,
chloroform and heroin. It was declared mishranded, first, because it failed
to bear a statement on the label of the carton of the amounts of chloroform,
heroin or alcohol in it; second, because the name was false and misleading in
that it indicated to purchasers that the principal and active ingredient was
red gum, a harmless medicinal agent, when in fact it did not contain red gum
as its principal ingredient, but did contain heroin and chloroform, dangerous
or habit-forming drugs. In addition, the government charged that the thera
peutic claims made to the effect that it would cure all throat and lung diseases,
croup, bronchitis, pneumonia and asthma were recklessly and wantonly false
McNulty was fined $25. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4831 ,
and fraudulent.
issued

Sept. 18, 1917.]

Jackson's Magic Balsam. — According to the label, this product was put out
in each liquid ounce 91.4 per
by P. Van Alstine, Baltimore, and contained
cent, absolute alcohol, 725 grains chloroform and 0.939 grains morphin. A con
signment shipped in March, 1914, was seized in transit and declared to be misbranded in that the labels represented it as a remedy for "old chronic coughs
and all diseases of the throat, kidney complaints and all diseases of the kidneys
.
.
.
.
sore eyes . . . rheumatism . . . catarrh
.
.
and inflamma
tion in any part of the body" whereas such claims were misleading, false and
fraudulent. As no claimant appeared for the shipment the court, on June 4,
1915, ordered
that it should be destroyed
by the United States marshal. —
[Notice of Judgment No. 4134; issued April 19, 1916.]

Jarabe

de

Ambrozoin. — The American Apothecaries Co., Astoria, N'. V.,
a quantity of "Jarabe de Ambrozoin."
The Bureau

shipped during March, 1917,
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of Chemistry reported that analysis showed this product to be composed essen
tially of terpin hydrate, menthol, benzoic acid, ammonium chlorid, sodium
bromid, glycerin, alcohol, sugar and water. It was falsely and fraudulently
represented as a treatment for laryngitis, asthma, whooping cough and tuber

In February, 1919, the company pleaded guilty and was fined $100. —
[Notice of Judgmeni No. 6642; issued March 22, 1920.]
"Japanese Wild Cherry Cough Syrup," and "Japanese Herb Laxative Com
pound." — Shipped by Torata Tanaka, who traded as the Japanese Remedy Co.,
culosis.

of the "Cough Syrup" showed it to consist essentially
solution of plant material and menthol, while that of the
"Laxative Compound" was found to be essentially a dilute water-alcohol solu
tion of plant material bearing emodin.
Both were falsely and fraudulently
Fine, $75 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 5836; issued May
advertised.
St.

Louis.

Analysis
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of a water-alcohol

29, 1918.]

Lafayette Cough Syrup.— Shipped by Lafayette Co., Berlin, N. H. Analysis
75 per cent, sugars, 7.34 per cent, alcohol, ipecac alkaloids, wild cherry,
Falsely and fraudulently advertised. Fine, $25
and a trace of benzoic acid.
and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 5024; issued Jan. 28, 1918.]
showed

Flaxseedine. — In January, 1913, Carr, Owens & Co., Baltimore,
of this nostrum.
When analyzed by the Bureau of
shipped a consignment
Chemistry it was found to be a mucilaginous syrup containing 4.6 per cent, of
alcohol, together with gum and plant extracts, the taste indicating the presence
of flaxseed, molasses and senna. As such a mixture was not an "effectual
remedy for . . . consumption and all throat and lung troubles" and as these
claims were, therefore, false and fraudulent, the court, on March 12, 1915,
declared the product misbranded and imposed a fine of $50. — [Notice of Judg
ment No. 3775; issued July 13, 1915.]
Keller's

and Lung Balsam, —This preparation, alleged to have
by the King Medicine Co., Chicago, 111., was shipped by the
Ritchey Portrait Co. of Chicago to Georgia in violation of the Food and Drugs
Act.
The stuff was declared misbranded because the claims that it would
relieve any ordinary cough or cold as well as any consumptive patient in the
last stages of the. diseases were false and fraudulent.
No claimant appeared
for the property and the court ordered that it should be destroyed. — [Notice of
Judgment No. 4713; issued June 20, 1917.]

Dr. King's

been

Throat

prepared

"Liveon, The 90 Day Consumption Cure" and "Liveon Lung Discs." —
Shipped by George H. Center, Du Quoin, 111. Analysis showed the "90 Day
Consumption Cure" to be a water solution containing sugar, plant material,
emodin, tar and acetic acid. The "Lung Discs" contained essentially emodin,
plant material, tar, starch and sugar. Both were falsely and fraudulently adver
Fine, $50 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 5937; issued May
tised.
23, 1918.]

Lung Genuine. — Shipped by the Lung Germine Co., Jackson, Mich. Anal
ysis showed the preparation to be a water-alcohol solution, containing free
Falsely and fraudulently advertised.' Fine
sulphuric acid and iron sulphate.
5280;
Judgment
issued Feb. 23, 1918.]
No.
$50.— [Notice of
consumption cure, was exposed by the Propaganda depart
t . Lung Germine, a fraudulent
ment of The Journal A. M. A. some years ago. The matter appears in the pamphlet, "Con
sumption Cures," published by the American Medical Association.
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Lung-Vita. —The

seized 16 dozen bottles of "Lung-Vita" that
government
from Tennessee to Wisconsin, charging that the stuff was
misbranded under the Food and Drugs Act. The federal chemists reported that
"Lung-Vita" consisted essentially of a petroleum oil, saponifiable oil and a
solution containing sugar and glycerin, with a small quantity of benzoic acid.
The government authorities claimed that it contained no ingredients or com
bination of ingredients that would cure consumption or asthma or destroy
tubercle bacilli, although these and many other claims were made for it.
The claims were declared false and fraudulent and applied knowingly, reck
lessly and wantonly.
The Nashville Medicine Company, Nashville, Tenn.,
appeared and made claim to the property and consented to a decree of judg
The court ordered the United States
ment of condemnation and forfeiture.
marshal to destroy the product. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4511; issued Feb.
had

been shipped
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Maple Balsam. — The Burks Medicine Co., Chicago, put out this product "For
the Relief of Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness. Croup, Whooping Cough, Bronchitis.
Spitting of Blood, Difficult Breathing and Incipient Consumption." The Bureau
of Chemistry analyzed a specimen that had been shipped in April, 1913, and
reported it to be essentially "a sirup containing 7.22 per cent, alcohol, 59.05
per cent, solids, 56.80 per cent, sugars, 0.116 per cent, ash, 0.36 per cent,
chloroform, and 2.13 per cent, unidentified solids; no true balsam was present ;
The therapeutic claims made for the stuff were declared
morphin was present."
false and fraudulent. On June 30, 1915, the court imposed a fine of $200 and
costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4141; issued April 19, 1916.]
Mathieu's Cough Syrup. — Charles Favreau and Frank Collette trading as
Favreau & Collette, Marlboro, Mass., sold "Mathieu's Cough Syrup," which had
formerly been called "Syrup of Tar and Cod-Liver Oil." The stuff admittedly
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per cent, of alcohol and 2Vi minims of chloroform to the fluid
that the product contained "the active principles of

label declared

tar and cod-liver oil." The federal chemists reported that very little, if any,
tar was present and cod-liver oil was absent. There was a minute quantity
of creosote and some menthol in the stuff. Of the 53.77 per cent, solids present,
more than 50 per cent, was sugar.
It was sold under the claim that it was
an effective remedy for scarlet fever, croup and diphtheria and a cure for
croup.
These claims were declared to be false and fraudulent and made
knowingly, recklessly and wantonly. Collette was fined $25. The case against
Favreau was nolle prossed. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4405; issued Oct.
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Mentho-Laxene. — This is one of the numerous nostrums put out by the
Blackburn Products Co., Dayton, Ohio, which advertises by means of the
"fake prescription" method.
The preparation, which according to the federal

chemists contained 34 per. cent, alcohol together with menthol, ammonium salt,
chlorid, sugar, drug extract and an unidentified alkaloid, was sold under the
claim that it would prevent consumption and la grippe and was an effective
remedy for croup and asthma. These claims were declared false and fraudu
lent and applied knowingly and in reckless and wanton disregard of their
truth or falsity. The company was fined $50 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment
No. 4437; issued Oct. 16, 1916.]
McLean's Tar Wine Lung Balsam.— "Will cure coughs, colds, bronchitis,
consumption, asthma, throat and lung troubles," reads the label; but, according
to state chemists of North Dakota, analysis of "Dr. J. H. McLean's Tar Wine
Lung Balsam" would indicate that it "is nothing but a weak syrup of tar,
containing about 15 per cent, by volume of ethyl alcohol." The examination
is also reported to have shown that "the base of the preparation is not wine,
as the label would lead one to believe."
The report closes : "Thus the
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preparation which 'will
sugar and alcohol." — (from

this
23,
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cure

consumption,'

etc.,

are

The Journal A. M. A., Aug.

1913.)

Miller's Vegetable Expectorant. — This

I.,

is another of the
A. Marsh of Providence, R.
who
traded under the name E. Morgan
Sons.
was sold
would cure whooping cough, bron
under the claim that
chitis, asthma, influenza and croup and would prevent con
Government chemists reported that
contained
sumption.
nearly
per cent, alcohol and 62.38 per cent, solids, of
which 47.77 per cent, was sugar. The curative claims made
for this were declared to be false and fraudulent and made
knowingly, recklessly and wantonly. The court imposed
fine of $20. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4362: issued Sept.

a

6

it

it

&

It

products of Lavinia

a

in

Nature's Creation Co.'s Discovery. — Shipped by the
Nature's Creation Co., Columbus. Ohio. Analysis showed
the product to be
water-alcohol solution containing
organic material, apparently combined as magnesium sul
iodid,
with some cmodin-bearing
phate and potassium
Accompanying the solution was a tab
vegetable matter.
let containing iron, sulphates, aloes, and licorice. Falsely
and fraudulently advertised.1
Fine. $100 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No.

5610;

issued

April

29.

1918.]

a

Dr. Navaun's Mexican Lung Balm, and Kidney Tablets. — Shipped by
Kdward S. and Clifford S. Navaun, trading as the Botanic Drug Co., Detroit.
Analyses showed the "Lung Balsam" to be, essentially,
syrup containing
vegetable extractives and small quantities of chloroform and alcohol, and the
"Kidney Tablets" to contain methylene blue, potassium nitrate, juniper, and
Fine, $50. —
calcium carbonate.
Both were falsely and fraudulently advertised.
29,
5131;
Judgment
A'o.
Jan.
issued
1918.]
[Notice of
a

product
O'Neil's Malt Whiskey. — In October, 1913, several cases of
labeled "O'Neil's Pure Malt Whiskey" were shipped from the state of Illinois
In April, 1914, the United States attorney filed
into the state of Michigan.
libel for the seizure and condemnation of this product charging that the
Some of the
stuff was misbranded in violation of the Food and Drugs Act.
claims that appeared on the labels and circulars around the bottles were
:

a

'Grippe/ Coughs, Colds, Dyspepsia,
remedy in all cases of Consumption,
Trouble, Catarrh and all Bronchial
Affections."
"It restores lost vitality, quiets the nerves, tones up the entire system and retains the
freshness and vigor of youth."
.
"It
in this great work of preventing consumption
.
that O'Neil's Pure Malt
Whiskey
making
great record."
"An invaluable

a

is

is

Bowel

a

These were but some of the absurdly fraudulent claims made for the
nostrum. The government officials contended that the product was misbranded
as analysis revealed that "it was not
medicinal substance or mixture of
substances that could be relied on for the prevention or treatment of tuber
Furthermore, the analysis proved that the stuff was of such comculosis."
The "Nature's Creation" humbug was exposed by the Propaganda department of Thr
1910, and further articles appeared Feb.
Journal A. M. A., March
1911. and March 30,
1912.
reprinted
The matter
Cures," published by the
in the pamphlet, "Consumption
is

American

Medical

Association.

4,

5,

1.
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position

that "it was utterly inefficient of itself for the treatment of, or for the
prevention of, tuberculosis or for the prevention of catarrh."
In September,
1914, no claimant having appeared for the property, the judge ordered the
stuff condemned and forfeited. After the objectionable medicinal claims had
been obliterated from the label and the circulars accompanying
the bottles had
been destroyed, the court authorized "the distribution of the product to a cer
tain charitable institution in Detroit." — [Notice of Judgment No. 3603; issued
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5, 1915.]

Otto's Spruce Gum Balsam and Pine Tar Compound.— This "Valuable Rem
edy for Coughs, Colds, Whooping Cough. Croup, Bronchitis, Asthma . . .
Consumption and Grip" was put out by one John H. Rohsenberger, trading as
the American Pharmacal Co., Evansville, Ind. A specimen taken from a ship
ment in September, 1912, was analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry and found to
chlorid,
be a sirupy preparation of tar, chloroform, sugar, glycerin, ammonium
wild cherry and water. The claims were declared false and fraudulent and the
defendant, on May 10, 1915. was fined $100 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment
So. 4139; issued April 19, 1916.]

Ozomulsion. — This product is one of several nostrums put out by the T. A.
Slocum Company of New York City. Nearly ten years ago Mr. Samuel Hop
kins Adams (Collier's, Jan. 13, 1906) had something to say about the Slocum

793484
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nostrum factory and the man who was at that time proprietor of the concern,
Frank Richardson. To quote from part of Mr. Adams' article :

one A.

"The Slocum Consumption Cure proper consists of a gay-hued sub
stance known as 'Psychine.' Psychine is about 16 per cent, alcohol, and has
a dash of strychnin to give the patient his money's worth.
Its alluring
color is derived from cochineal. It is 'an infallible and unfailing remedy
for consumption.' Ozomulsion is also a sure cure, if the literature is to be
believed.
To cure one's self twice of the same disease savors of reckless
extravagance, but as 'a perfect and permanent cure will be the inevitable
It would not do to charge
consequence,' perhaps it's worth the money.
Dr. T. A. Slocum with fraud, because he is, I suppose, as dead as Lydia E.
Pinkham; but Mr. A. Frank Richardson is very much alive, and
trust
it will be no surprise to him to see here stated that his Ozomulsion makes
claims that it cannot support, that his Psychine is considerably worse, that
his special cure offer is a bit of shameful quackery, and that his whole
Slocum Consumption Cure is a fake and a fraud so ludicrous that its con
tinued existence is a brilliant commentary on human credulousness."
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The nostrum, "Psychine" which, previous to the passage of the Food and
Drugs Act, was labeled "An Infallible Remedy for Consumption" to be later
modified to "Wonderful Remedy for Consumption" and still later to be changed
to "Tonic Appetizer and Aid to Digestion" has, apparently, not occupied much
Ozomulsion, however, has.
space in the public prints during the last few years.
apparently, been kept alive by advertising. In April, 1915, the United States
Attorney for the Southern District of New York, acting on a report by the
Secretary of Agriculture, filed two informations against the T. A. Slocum
of Ozomul
Company, alleging that the concern had shipped two consignments
sion from the state of New York into the state of Tennessee in violation of
the Food and Drugs Act.
The product was declared misbranded in both
informations on the ground that the claims that the product would cure con
sumption, epilepsy, etc., were "false and fraudulent."
The product was declared misbranded further because of the claims made
that Ozomulsion would cure pneumonia and prevent the development of con
sumption "when in truth and in fact, said article was not in whole or in part
composed of, and did not contain, ingredients or medicinal agents effective
for curing pneumonia or for preventing the development of consumption fol
lowing pneumonia, or at any other time."
The analysis made by the federal chemists was summed up in the statement
appears to be an emulsion of cod liver oil and glycerin with the addi
tion of phosphorous compounds of calcium and sodium." The chemists also
call attention to the fact that their tests indicated that the cod liver oil used
in this emulsion "had not been ozonized." This claim about "ozonizing" the
oil used in the nostrum has long been one of the talking points; in fact the
old trade-package declared that Ozomulsion was a combination of ozone, cod
liver oil and other ingredients "ozonized by electricity (Slocum's French
method) for the purpose of replacing by ozone the oxygen consumed by the
system in digesting cod liver oil."
"sample

The T. A. Slocum Company pleaded guilty to the government's charges
and was fined $80.
This can hardly be considered an excessive punishment
for a concern engaged in the business of defrauding the sick in general and
The details of this case will be found in Notice of
consumptives in particular.
Judgment No. 3979, issued Oct. 21, 1915.— (From The Journal A. M. A., Dec.
18, 1915.)
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Piso. — For years this preparation was labeled and sold as "Piso's Cure for
Consumption."
Mr. Adams, in his "Great American Fraud" series, referred
several times to the "cure" and in one article published in Collier's, January,
1906, said:
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"Old analyses give as the contents of Piso*s Cure for Consumption alcohol, chloroform,
In reply to an inquiry as to whether their remedy
opium and cannabis indica (hasheesh).
contains morphin and cannabis indica, the Piso Company replies: 'Since the year 1872 Piso's
Cure has contained no morphin or anything derived from opium.'. The question as to canna
Analysis shows that the 'cure' contains chloroform, alcohol and
bis indica is not answered.
apparently cannabis indica."

reproduction of Piso labels before (on the left) the passage of the federal
Photographic
Food and Drugs Act which prohibits false and fraudulent claims on and in the trade packages,
and (on the right) after the passage of the Act.

Then came the Food and Drugs Act which specifically prohibits false state
in and on the trade packages of "patent medicines."
"Piso's Cure for
Consumption" became "Piso's Cure, a medicine for Coughs, Colds, etc.," and
still later "Piso's Remedy a medicine for Coughs and Colds." Also, follow
ing the advent of that law, came the admission on the label that Piso's con
ments
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tained chloroform and Cannabis indica. In 1910 the federal authorities anal
yzed Piso and reported that the preparation was a syrup containing a resin
resembling Cannabis indica, less than 1 minim of chloroform to the ounce and
was flavored with methyl salicylate and chloroform with indications of oils
of peppermint and bitter almond. The total solids present were 65.32 per
cent, of which sugar constituted 64.89 per cent., or over 99 per cent.

Pneumovita— Edwin H. Moore, Pittsburgh, Pa., sold this stuff as "the
remedy known for Tuberculosis,
(Consumption) and its forerunners —
Bronchitis, Chronic Cough and Diseases of the Throat."
The government
reported that the stuff was a sweetened gum, containing small
chemists
amounts of charcoal and iron phosphate having wintergreen flavor. Of course
the claims made were declared false and fraudulent and applied knowingly and
in reckless and wanton disregard of their truth or falsity.
Edwin H. Moore
was given a fine of 6Vt cents, with costs of $15.07. — [Notice of Judgment No.
4394; issued Sept. 12, 1916.]
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Dr. Pusheck's Cold Push Treatment No. 12.— This nostrum "for all colds,
coughs, bronchitis, catarrh, la grippe,

sore throat, hoarseness

and

irritation"

was
by Charles A. Pusheck of
Chicago. Analysis made by the Bureau of Chemistry showed it to contain 240
grains of acetanilid to the ounce, as well as amounts of quinin, starch, camphor
shipped

in interstate

commerce

in February,

1910,

and undetermined
matter.
The amount and proportion of acetanilid were not
declared on the label, as required by law. On Sept. 28, 1912, the court fined
Pusheck $50 and costs on the charge of misbranding. — [Notice of Judgment
No. 2117; issued April 9, 1913.]

Rawleigh's Golden Cough Syrup and Rawleigh's Ru-Mex-Ol.— A Freeport.
corporation, the W. T. Rawleigh Medical Co., manufactured both these
products.
The "Golden Cough Syrup" admittedly contained
alcohol and
cholorform. The government chemists reported that in addition to these sub
stances there was menthol and guaiacol in small amounts and indications of
It was sold under the claim that it would cure whooping cough
horehound.
and asthma, claims which the authorities declared were recklessly and wan
tonly false and fraudulent. The other product "Ru-Mex-Ol" admittedly con111.,
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tained 26% per cent, alcohol; in other words, it was just one-half the strength
of raw whiskey. The federal chemists found, in addition to the alcohol, some
vegetable matter in which rhubarb was indicated.
The preparation was sold as
remedy"
a "valuable
for "scrofula" and "eczema" for always keeping the
blood pure, for fortifying the system by purifying the blood and thus preventing
tuberculosis.
The government maintained that these claims were recklessly
and wantonly false and fraudulent.
The company was fined $100 and costs. —
4419;
issued Oct. 16, 1916.]
|Aro/iVr- of Judgment No,

"Rogers' Consumptive Cure and Cough Lozenges" and "Rogers' Inhalant."—
These were two products sold by the M. J. Rogers Medical Company of Lewiston, Maine.
According to a government report the former product bore on
the labels such claims as :
"Rogers' Consumptive
."

Cure

am!

Cough

Lozenges.

Are

good

for

Lung

Troubles

of all

kinds.

"For
"Fur

.
Whooping Cough they are a ready relief."
Coughs, new and ot long standing, they are unsurpassed."
"They can he confidently relied upon as an infallible cure for all pulmonary troubles of
every description."
".
warranted to effect entire and permanent cures in every case curable at all.

The latter preparation bore such claims

as :

Rogers' Inhalant Is the Greatest Discovery of Modern Medical Science, for the positive
cure of Catarrh, Asthma. Hay Fever, Rose Cold, Cold in Head, Influenza, Headache, Pneu
monia, Bronchitis, Diphtheria,
Hoarseness, Loss of Voice, Bleeding of the Lungs, Pleurisy,
and all diseases leading to Consumption."

The government
officials filed an information against the M. J. Rogers
Medical Company alleging that these two products, which had been shipped
in interstate commerce, were misbranded because of the false and fraudulent
The government
claims for curative effect that had been made for them.
chemists,
who analyzed both the lozenges and inhalant, reported that the
former "consists of sugar lozenges containing a small amount of gum and a
trace of oil of rosemary" and that the latter was "an alcoholic solution of
The false and fraudulent therapeutic claims
volatile oil, chiefly rosemary."
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only a few of which we have quoted, were declared by the federal
officials to have been applied to the articles "knowingly and in reckless and
wanton disregard of their truth or falsity."
This concern was fined $15. —
[Notice of Judgment No. 3986; issued Oct. 21, 1915.]
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Schenck's Pulmonic Syrup. — A sample of this "seventy-year-old Standard
Remedy for Consumption, Coughs, Colds, Diseases of the Lungs and Respira
tory Organs," was analyzed by the chemists of the Connecticut Agricultural
Experiment Station, who reported : "This remarkable remedy for consumption
is essentially a wintergreen-flavored
mixture of saccharin syrups, 96.4 per
cent, of the solids consisting of sugars.
It is hard to believe that the virtue of
this material rests in the 2.7 per cent, of undetermined solids (possibly vinegar
of squills). It is recognized that a rich and nutritious diet is essential in the
treatment of consumption, and it is true that this substance, with nearly 73 per
cent, of sugar, is highly nutritious, and yet one can scarcely recommend
the purchase of such a preparation at the rate of $2.50 a quart, when molasses
is obtainable at from 50 to 60 cents a gallon." — (From The Journal A. M. A.,
Aug. 23, 1913.)
S. B. Cough & Consumption Remedy. — Shipped by the Blumauer-Frank
Drug Co., Portland, Ore. Analysis showed alcohol, morphin sulphate, chloro
form, tar and sugar. Falsely and fraudulently advertised. Fine. $100.— [Notice
of Judgment No. 5063; issued Jan. 28, 1918.]
Sa-Yo Mint Jujubes. — This product was manufactured by Wallace & Com
pany of New York City. A number of cases having been shipped in interstate
commerce, the federal authorities filed a libel for their seizure and condemna
tion, alleging that the stuff was misbranded under the Food and Drugs Act.
Some of the claims made on the trade packages were:
"An Unfailing Relief for Coughs & Throat Irritations."
"Quickly removes attacks of indigestion."
"Most efficacious in all conditions requiring relief."
"Sa-Yo Mint Jujubes cure coughs and throat irritations."

The federal authorities declared that each and every one of the above
No claimants appeared for the property
claims was false and fraudulent.
and the court ordered the United States marshal to destroy the product. —
[Notice of Judgment No. 3660; issued June 15, 1915.]
Snoop's Twenty Minute Croup Remedy. — Dr. Shoop's Twenty Minute Croup
Remedy was another of the galaxy of nostrums put out by the Dr. Shoop's
The following claims appeared on the trade
Laboratories, Racine, Wis.
package

:

"Dr. Shoop's Twenty Minute Croup Remedy
Minutes."
"It will prevent Croup, if given where there

Will

usually

is fever

and

check

croup

symptoms

in

Twenty

of approaching

Croup."

"Will

usually

check even desperate cases in 20 minutes."

These and similar claims the federal authorities naturally charged were
and fraudulent and applied knowingly and in wanton and reckless dis
regard of their truth or falsity. The federal chemists who analyzed the stuff
reported that the "product is a sirup containing glycerin and a small amount of
salicylic acid." The defendant was fined $100— [Notice of Judgment No. 3985;
false

issued Oct. 21, 1915.]

Smith's (Dr. T. B.) Lung Tonic— In December, 1912, the T. B. Smith Medi
cine Co., Lexington. Ky., shipped a quantity of this product in interstate com
merce. The Bureau of Chemistry, on analysis, found it to be a watery liquid
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containing sugar, oils of cinnamon, wintergreen and peppermint, and a small
amount of vegetable matter. As such a preparation was not "A valuable Rem
Asthma, Croup . . . Pneumonia, and all acute
.
.
.
edy for Consumption
and chronic affections for throat and lungs" as claimed, it was declared misbranded and the court, on April 6, 1915, imposed a fine of $100. — [Notice of
Judgment No. 4105; issued April 19, 1916.]
Asthma and Hay Fever Remedy" and "Sterline's Bronchial
Co., Sidney, Ohio, was a trade name under
which Webster K. Sterline conducted the business of selling his "Asthma and
Hay Fever Remedy" and his "Bronchial Elixir."
The first product was
analyzed by the federal chemists who reported that it was
UA V r£lirp7 a water-alcohol solution containing potassium and sodium
iodids, bromids and acetates, as well as some extractive
matter lrom some laxative plant drug.
was sold under
ASTHMA
the claims that
would cure asthma and hay fever. These
claims the federal authorities declared false and fraudu
lent
made
knowingly,
and
recklessly and wantonly.
"Sterline's Bronchial Elixir" was reported by the gov
ernment chemists to be a solution of morphin, potassium citrate and aromatics
in alcohol and water.
The claims that
would cure bronchitis and was
remedy for all affections of the mucous membrane were declared knowingly,
recklessly and wantonly false and fraudulent. Sterline was fined $75 and costs.
— [Notice of Judgment No. 4478; issued Nov. 13, 1916.]
Sykes' Sure Cure for Catarrh. — Dr. Sykes' Sure Cure Co., Chicago, 111.,
"Sterline's

a

it

it

a

2

a

sold the "Dr. Sykes Sure Cure for Catarrh."
According to the label, the stuff
was originated by Dr. C. R. Sykes, who "took
course of medical studies and
graduated as an M.D. in Bennett Medical College, Chicago, and the rest of
his life was spent in successfully treating catarrh."
The government chemists
reported the results of analyses of two samples, one shipped from Illinois to
California and the other from Illinois to New York. The samples varied but
per cent, alcohol with potassium chlorate,
contained essentially about
chlorid,
of hydrastin and methyl salicylate. The
and
small
amounts
ammonium
claim that the stuff was
cure for consumption,
catarrh and diabetes mellitus
company
and
fraudulent.
The
was fined $100 and costs.—
declared
false
was
13,
4459;
No.
issued
Nov.
Judgment
1916.]
[Notice of
—
Van Wert's Balsam for the Lungs. Morphin, chloroform, ammonium chlorid

a

a

6,

It

a

and alcohol were the medicinal ingredients found in this water-glucose prepara
1912, was analyzed
shipped in December,
consignment
by the
tion when
was
falsely and fraudulently claimed to be
cure for
Bureau of Chemistry.
etc. Further, the amounts of morphin
asthma, whooping cough, consumption,
declared
on the label as required by law.
were
not
present
and chloroform
1915, the court imposed
fine of $10 on Samuel Felt, trading as
On April
the Van Wert Chemical Co., of Watertown, N. Y. — [Notice of Judgment No.
4104: issued April 19, 1916.]

a

it

It

Tuberculoids.— This product was made by the Columbus Pharmacal Co.,
Columbus, Ohio.
was sold under the claim that
was
cure for tubercu
losis, asthma, bronchitis, pneumonia, chronic coughs and catarrh. These claims
the government declared were false and fraudulent and applied knowingly,
recklessly and wantonly. The company also claimed that Tuberculoids con
"recently discovered Anti-Tubercular chemical compound."
The
sisted of
declared this statement to be false and misleading because, as
government
a
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Elixir." — The National Chemical
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of fact, Tuberculoids consisted of "Coated tablets, containing creosote
derivatives, cinnamic acid, bismuth, potassium, a small amount of organic
iodin, traces of sulphate and chlorid, carbonate and starch." The company
was fined $20 and costs.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4361; issued Sept. 12, 1916.]

a matter

Tu-Ber-Ku.— The Dr. A. W. Acker Chemical Co. of Selma, Ala., shipped in
interstate commerce 144 bottles of "Tu-Ber-Ku" which the government declared
The preparation
were misbranded in violation of the Food and Drugs Act.
which admittedly contained 20 per cent, alcohol was sold under such claims as :
"Tuberculosis Can Be Cured.

"It

Tu-Ber-Ku

Triumphs."
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is a Blood Cleanser, a Lung Builder, a Flesh
effective agency for fighting and curing Tuberculosis."
"Has cured Consumption, Catarrh, Lagrippe, Asthma

Maker,

a

Health

Restorer

and an

and severe colds."

These and similar claims were declared by the
government to be false, misleading and fraudulent.
The Dr. Acker Chemical Company filed an answer
to the libel claiming the product and the case was
After due
brought before the court and a jury.

deliberation the jury returned a verdict sustaining
The court ordered the
the government's charges.
Coaqurror
of tb*
destroyed. — [Notice of Judg
nostrum
fraudulent
"White PUgiK"
ment No. 4367; issued Sept. 12, 1916.]
«
Terraline.— The Hillside Chemical Co. of Newburgh, N. Y., was charged with misbranding under
the Food and Drugs Act for shipping in interstate
commerce quantities of "Terraline Plain" and "Ter
"Terraline Plain" was found
raline with Heroin."
while "Terraline with
liquid
petrolatum
simply
to be
Heroin" was a similar drug carrying heroin in
Plain" was declared mis"Terraline
solution.
fir. After Atoatad Co.
branded because of the claims that it was easily
digested and of value as nutriment and, indeed, was
preferable to cod liver oil when, in fact, it was not
digestible, was not preferable to cod liver oil and
Furthermore, the claims made for "Tercontained no nutritive value whatever.
aline Plain" and "Terraline with Heroin" that they were effective remedies for
asthma, la grippe, croup and all diseases of the throat and lungs
consumption,
were declared wantonly false and fraudulent. The Hillside Chemical Company
was fined $25.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4503; issued Feb. 8, 1917.]
Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam. — Cutler Bros. & Co., Boston, sold this prepara
tion under the claim that it was a remedy for consumption and pulmonary
affections of every kind. Government chemists reported that the stuff was a
and
sugar syrup, flavored with spearmint and sassafras and containing alcohol
and
made
fraudulent
false
and
were
declared
The therapeutic claims
opium.
— [Notice of Judg
knowingly, recklessly and wantonly. The firm was fined $100.
ment No. 43S0; issued Sept. 12, 1916.]
—
Warner's White Wine of Tar Syrup. The C. D. Warner Co. of Coldwater,
Mich., manufactured and sold "Dr. Warner's White Wine of Tar Syrup," which
The government officials declared that the
contained opium and alcohol.
preparation was misbranded, first, because the name was false and mislead
ing in that it indicated that the stuff contained tar and a substantial amount
of wine when, as a matter of fact, it contained no tar whatever and but an
insignificant amount of wine. The government further declared that the claims
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that the preparation was an effective

remedy for consumption and all diseases
of the throat and lungs were false and fraudulent and made
knowingly, recklessly and wantonly. The company was fined $50. — [Notice of
Judgment No. 4422; issued Oct. 16, 1916.]
and affections

Wilson's Preparation. — Herman L. Davis traded under the name "General
Agent for Wilson's Remedy, New York," and sold a product called "Wilson's
Preparation." 1 It was sold as an effective remedy for consumption, asthma and
all lung and throat maladies.
Government chemists reported that Wilson's
Preparation was a powder consisting largely of starch, acacia and sugar with
potassium acetate, calcium hypophosphite and quinin. The therapeutic claims
were, naturally, declared false and fraudulent and applied knowingly and in
reckless and wanton disregard of their truth or falsity. Davis was fined $25. —
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[

Notice of Judgment No. 4480; issued Nov.

13, 1916.]

Balsam." — These preparations
St Louis, Mo., into the State of
The federal chemists reported
Balsam" were each "essentially
(probably morphin),
a sirupy solution containing a small amount of alkaloid
chloroform, alcohol, benzoic acid, and a large amount of plant extractives
unidentified." The preparations were declared misbranded because the names
indicated to the purchaser that each of the articles contained, as one of its
essential ingredients, extract or tar of white pine when, in fact, neither article
They were declared further misbranded because
contained these substances.
the labels contained false and fraudulent therapeutic claims to the effect that the
products were effective remedies for consumption and all inflamed conditions
of the lungs. The company was fined $40 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No.

"White Pine Expectorant" and "White Pine
were shipped by the Allan-Pfeiffer Chemical Co.,
Illinois in violation of the Food and Drugs Act.
that "White Pine Expectorant" and "White Pine

4913; issued

Oct. 17, 1917.]

White Beaver's Cough Cream and Wonder Worker. — Shipped by the SpenceMcCord Drug Co., La Crosse, Wis. Analysis of the "Cough Cream" showed it
to contain morphin, chloroform, creosote, ammonium chlorid, and methyl salicyl
ate. Analysis of the "Wonder Worker" showed it to contain over 74 per cent,
of alcohol, also chloroform, morphin, camphor, red pepper, oil of turpentine, and
Fine, $300. — [Notice
Both were falsely and fraudulently advertised.
ammonia.
of Judgment No. 5599; issued April 15, 1918.]
and Lung Balsam. — Max R. Zaegel,

Sheboygan, Wis., who
traded as M. R. Zaegel & Co., shipped in April, 1917, quantities of "Zaegel's
Essence" and "Zaegel's Lung Balsam." The government chemists analyzed the
"Essence" and reported that it consisted essentially of alcohol, water, sugar and
The "Lung
plant extractives, including a laxative substance and a saponin.
Balsam" was also analyzed and reported to consist essentially of alcohol, water,
The
sugar and laxative plant material flavored with oil of peppermint.
rheumatism,
as
a
cure
for
represented
fraudulently
and
"Essence" was falsely
stomach, liver, bowel and kidney complaints, headaches, diseases of women,
Zaegel's

Essence

"The Wilson Consumption Cure" and purported
Edward A. Wilson. Postoffice authorities put the
Wilson Consumption Cure out of business by denying it the use of the mails. The matter
Cures," published by the American Medical
is dealt with in the pamphlet "Consumption
1. This same fraud used to be sold as
of the Rev.
to be a wonderful prescription

Association.
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and nervousness,
as well as a remedy for heart trouble and a preventive of
appendicitis. The "Lung Balsam" was falsely and fraudulently represented as
a cure for coughs, lung and throat troubles and whooping cough and effective,

when used in connection with "Z. M. O.," as a cure for pneumonia and when
used with the "Essence" as a cure for consumption.
In September, 1918, Zaegel
pleaded guilty and was fined $110. — [Notice of Judgment No. 6628; issued March
22, 1920.]

DEAFNESS

CURES

The name of the deafness-cure quack is legion. Some carry an alleged
cure for deafness as a "side-line" for other medical fakes they may be exploit
ing; some sell on the mail-order plan a worthless "course of treatment," while

still

others,

and these probably

are in the majority,

dispose

of, at exorbitant

that are trivial, worthless, and often dangerous.
Many of the
deafness-cure quacks do an international business.
Particularly do
they invade that verdant field for medical fakers, the British Isles. Some of the
most blatant of these have been exposed on the other side by Evan Yellon,

prices, devices
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American

honorary director of the British and Foreign Deaf Association and editor of the
Albion Magazine, a publication issued in the interests of the deaf. Mr. Yellon,
a journalist of the militant type, and a sufferer from deafness, appreciates
the
viciousness of the victimization carried on by the deafness-cure quacks.
While
layman, Mr. Yellon expresses himself with no uncertainty regarding the dan
gers of quackery.
In his book "Surdus in Search of His Hearing," which exposes
a

the various frauds that prey on the deaf across the water, Mr.

Yellon

says

:

"There is the very world of distinction between the qualified specialist and the quack. In
one case you have a man . . . whose special education and training will have required
the sinking of a round sum in capital plus many years of life
.
.
.
On the other hand,
in the quack, we have in the majority of cases a man who docs not possess even a sound
general education, and who very often does not understand the elements of ordinary per
sonal cleanliness.
.
.
.
He is a man moving in the dark, and thus making only blind
shots. . . . He is a man of mysterious methods and secret remedies, and his vogue
today is at once a significant token, and, as I have said, a menace to the community."

These words, while directed against frauds operated in the British Isles, apply
with equal truth and equal force to those in our own country who sell deafness
"cures."

ACTINA
In his series of articles on "The Great American Fraud" that appeared in
Collier's some years ago, Mr. Samuel Hopkins Adams devoted one chapter to
"The Specialist Humbug." In it he thus described the subject of this article :
"Easily first among the mechanical fakes is Actina, made by the New
York and London Electric Association of Kansas City, which also manu
factures 'Magneto-Conservative Garments' (supposed to cure anything from
indigestion to locomotor ataxia) and other bunco devices. Actina itself is
alleged to cure deafness and blindness, also catarrh, nervousness and a few
Its booklet is a weird jum
pathological odds and ends of that sort.
ble of pseudophysiology and bad English. The Actina itself costs ten dollars.
It is a small steel vial with screw stoppers at both ends. One end cures eye
ailments and the other ear troubles. They work simultaneously. I live in
hopes of seeing the Actina concern give a test, applying Blind Mary to one
end and a deaf-mute to the other, and curing both at one stroke of business
for five dollars apiece. The Actina, upon being unpacked from the box in
which it is mailed, comports itself like a decayed onion. It is worth the
ten dollars to get away from the odor. 'Can be used by any one with perfect
safety,' says the advertisement, but I should regard it as extremely unsafe to
offer it to a person with a weak stomach.
Its principal ingredient is oil of
mustard, an active poison, regarding which the United States Pharmacopeia
prints this emphatic warning:
'Great caution should be exercised when
smelling this oil.' So the 'perfectly safe' guarantee is hardly sound. The
Actina contains also oil of sassafras, representing presumably a brave but

...
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attempt to kill the inexpressible odor, and some alkaloid, possibly
atropin. So far as curing any genuine eye or ear disease is concerned, the
sufferer might just as well — and with far more safety —blow red pepper up
his nose, and get his sneeze cheaper than by sniffing at a ten-dollar evil smell.
The whole contrivance costs probably about twenty-five cents to make."
Later the New York and London Electrical Association gave place to the
Actina Appliance Company, but the business went merrily on. The "inventor"
of Actina was one William C. Wilson, yclept "Professor" by the Actina Appliance
A patent was granted to this device in 1886. According to the patent
Company.
specifications, Actina is an "inhaler," and consists essentially of a cylindrical
hopeless

"""""'Stm1*111
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Letter-head

of the Actina Appliance

>IW J (H«> IK)

Company

piece of metal about three inches long, with a small opening at one end and a
Through the center of the cylinder is a piece of
large opening at the other.
perforated metal, around which is some absorbent packing which holds the vilesmelling ingredients — described by Mr. Adams as a mixture of oil of mustard
and oil of sassafras.

In
tery."

Actina was described in American advertisements as a "pocket bat
Furthermore, the public was told that Actina was an "electric battery"

1894

Sectional

view of the Actina from patent specifications.

that would "positively cure" deafness, asthma, bronchitis, hay-fever, neuralgia
and "all forms of diseased eyes." This was nearly twenty years ago and such
evidently ridiculous claims have not been made for the Actina humbug in the
American advertisements for a long time. In England, however, the "magnetic"
and "electric" nonsense has been used as a selling point until recently — if indeed
it is not still used. For instance, this from a booklet issued by "Acoustic Patents,
Limited," London, the European agents for Actina :

"

'Actina' is not a simple inhaler, but a perfect ozone battery.
The instrument
has
embodied in it the usual zinc and copper elements, and the electric action generating the
every
remedies fatal to
form of catarrh is produced by the chemical operation set up
by these elements when one (copper) is in contact with the skin of the hand and the other
(zinc) is inserted into the nostril."
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The exploiters of Actina were orthodox in their quackery — advertisements in
not-too-particular magazines, follow-up letters sent to those who answer the
advertisements, reams of testimonials of the usual type, "press comments" —
also of the usual type — and one or two letters alleged to be from men who are
legally entitled to write M.D. after their names.
Of course, some religious
journals have been found willing to stand sponsor for Actina, for a certain type
of religious journalism has for years been the sheet-anchor to medical char
latanry. , One testimonial purports to come from a physician in a small Missouri
village. It was found, on investigation, that the man in question died in 1911 at
the age of 75. He was graduated in 1857 by a school that has long since gone out
of existence, and later, in 1878, seems to have received a diploma from another
"medical school" which also is extinct.
The price asked for Actina was $10 — at first. Later came an offer to grant
"50 per cent, discount on any goods" sold by the Actina Appliance Company. For
the Actina concern sold, as has been mentioned, other things than the Actina
Hair Brush" — with harddevice.
Some of these were the "Electro-Magnetic
rubber comb thrown in — which we were told "will relieve most cases of nervous
headache and neuralgia"; "Professor Wilson's Magneto-Conservative Office and
Sleeping Caps," which should be worn, said the Actina Appliance Company, when
one is afflicted with paralysis or locomotor ataxia, and "Professor Wilson's
Magneto-Conservative Waist," which brings to bear, so it was said, "a wonderful
force" which prevents "loss of nerve energy."
Then for those suffering from that most distressing of ailments, "cold feet,"
there were recommended
"Professor Wilson's Magneto-Conservative Insoles."
These would prevent the wearer, said the Actina Appliance Company, from being
afflicted with weak lungs, rheumatism and depleted nerve energy, with "all the
concomitants resulting therefrom." Were you ruptured? "Professor" Wilson had
"an Improved Elastic Truss" which he was willing to exchange for $8 in real
money.
From all of which came the impression that it was perfectly useless to
suffer from any of the various ills that flesh is heir to, when the Actina Appli
ance Company had some device that would cure them.
Declared A Fraud
On May 24, 1915, Judge W. H. Lamar, Solicitor for the Post Office Department,
to the Postmaster-General that a fraud order should be issued
recommended
against the Actina Appliance Company of Kansas City, Mo. The Solicitor based
his recommendation on an investigation of the Actina concern made by postal
inspectors. After examining all the evidence in the case, as well as the argu
ment for the Actina Appliance Company and the brief issued by the Actina
McCune, Harding, Brown & Murphy, Judge Lamar
concern's attorneys,
declared :

"I find that this is a scheme for obtaining money through the mails by
means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations and promises, and
therefore recommend that a fraud order be issued against the Actina
Appliance Company at Kansas City, Mo."
The Postmaster issued an order May 29, 1915, and the use of the mails was
denied the Actina Appliance Company. In his memorandum to the PostmasterGeneral the Solicitor gave in detail the facts regarding the methods of the Actina
Appliance Company.
To quote in part from the memorandum :

"Under the above name, William H. Ehlers, Henry J. O'Brien and John R.
Foran are engaged in selling through the mails an appliance called by them
the 'Actina.'
It is a small cylindrical metal vessel with an opening at each
end, one a large opening for application to the eye and the other a small
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opening to be held to the nose for inhalation. Inside is an absorbent material
which lias been soaked in a solution made up according to the following
formula :
Oil of sassafras
Fluid extract of belladonna
German oil of mustard
Hydrobromic
ether
Nitrate of amyl

leaves

2
1
4
1
4

pounds
pound
pounds
pound
ounces"

After quoting

in detail from the "directions" for using the "Actina" the
continues:
"This appliance is sold through the mails *for $10 (to those who buy it
in response to the solicitations of the earlier circular letters) and for $5 (to
those who hesitate long enough to receive follow-up letters making a 50 per
cent, deduction) on the strength of representations
and pretenses contained
and circular matter, carefully worded so as to avoid
in the advertisements
positive assurance of its potency, but nevertheless as effective in leading the
reader to believe that the appliance used as directed will cure all forms of
eye trouble, deafness, catarrh, colds and various affections of the eye, ear,
nose and throat."
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memorandum

A few of the pages taken from a booklet sent to persons who answered the Actina adver
Rupture, cold feet, nervous headache, locomotor ataxia, rheumatism and paralysis
tisements.
arc a few of the ailments for which the Actina Appliance Company sold devices.

Then are quoted some of the claims made fo*r the "Actina" both as a remedy
Some of those relating to deafness
for failing eyesight and also for deafness.
were

:

"Deafness Successfully Treateu : If you have catarrh and are growing Deaf you
It removes the catarrh and catarrhal deposits
should lose no time in investigating 'Actina.'
and loosens up the small bones in the inner ear, making them respond to the vibration of
Send for our free trial offer
sound. A free trial of the 'Actina' is given in every case.
and valuable free book."
"'Actina' can be used with perfect safety by every member of the family for any affliction
of the eye, ear, throat or head."
"Deafness and Catarrh successfully treated by 'Actini*.' "
"Nearly all authorities agree that Deafness, in ninety-eight casts out of one hundred, is
can be freed from the Catarrhal deposits,
the result of Catarrh, and that if the air passages
the hearing, in most cases, would be greatly improved or restored and the head noises, if any.
would cease.
"Please glance through the pamphlet we are enclosing.
Here is an article on Catarrh
by R., C. Bayley,
M.D. — Note that he states that Actina is the most efficient remedy for
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able to find in an extensive practice of over
will be found in the book and circulars

mailed you.

"As Actina has been so successful in the relief of Deafness, Catarrh and Head Noises
we know of no reason why you should not obtain the same results if you will procure an
Actina and use it faithfully according to directions."
The memorandum

the alleged testimonials issued by the
and gives the experience of an inspector who wrote
as a prospective purchaser. The record then continues:

further describes

Actina Appliance Company
lo the company
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"The evidence shows, and it was not denied by the respondent, that the
only ingredient in the composition of the mixture used in preparing the
appliance for use which has any substantial effect is the oil of mustard.
The
oil of sassafras is used to counteract the disagreeable odor of the oil of
mustard. The extract of belladonna leaves does not come in contact with the

Some advertisements, old and new, of the exploiters of Actina.
right-band top comer appeared in a magazine in February,
1894;
sold as an "electric pocket battery."

The advertisement in the
at that time Actina was

mucous membrane of the nose or eye, the eye being closed when the instru
ment is applied.
The ether and nitrate of amyl are extremely volatile and
escape almost as soon as the appliance is opened."
The federal authorities called on prominent eye, ear and nose specialists for
information regarding the probable action of the Actina device. The solicitor
says

:

1

"From their evidence and the other evidence in the case it is clear and
find that the only effect which the fumes from this appliance can have on
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It is the
the nose and eyes is to make the eyes water and the nose run.
result which may be accomplished by any simple irritant and is only tem

porary.
"The evidence shows and I find that this appliance is absolutely worthless
as a curative agent in any of the diseases listed above. So far as diseases of
the ear are concerned the evidence shows conclusively that it could have
no effect because the fumes could not even get into the middle ear, as pre
tended. So far as diseases of the eye, such as cataract, astigmatism, ulcera
tion of the cornea, ulceration of the eyeball, blindness in one eye and nerve
and muscular trouble of the eye are concerned, the use of this appliance
would not only afford no relief, but is calculated to work an incalculable
degree of harm, if not by the irritating effect of the fumes, by resulting in the
postponement of proper treatment for exceedingly serious conditions until, at
least in some cases, too late. The only effect upon affections of the nose
which the appliance could possibly have would be the temporary alleviation
of a stopped-up condition of the nasal passages."
The solicitor further calls attention to the fact that the affections for which
the Actina device was indiscriminately sold arise from different causes and mayrequire for their relief treatment quite different in character and adapted to the
individual conditions present in each case. The postoffice inspector addressed
letters of inquiry to a large number of persons who had purchased the Actina
appliance, the names and addresses being procured from the postoffice records
of Kansas City. These people were asked to give the result of their use of the
Actina appliance.
To quote:
"Out of 242 replies, only twelve contained claims that a cure had been
From the evidence in the case I am
effected by the use of the appliance.
satisfied and find that these twelve persons and the other persons whose
testimonials were put in evidence by the respondent were mistaken as to
the character of the affection from which they were suffering, were led to
believe that a cure had been effected because of the temporary alleviation of
a stopped-up
condition of the nose, or attribute a relief due to natural
"
causes to the use of the 'Actina.'
The only representative
of the Actina Company who appeared before the
federal authorities was John R. Foran, its president, who was questioned as to
the basis for the representations the company made with respect to the Actina.
Foran admitted that he had absolutely no medical education or training and
knew nothing about the properties of drugs and, in fact, could give no basis for
any of the claims made for the device other than testimonial letters and the state
ments of a nonpracticing physician and two alleged chemists of Kansas City to
the effect that the ingredients used in Actina are said to be beneficial in catarrhal
and congested conditions. After considering all the evidence in the case, the
previously referred to, with the result that
Solicitor made the recommendation
the use of the United States mails has been denied the Actina Appliance
Company. — (From the pamphlet, "Deafness Cures," August, 1916.)

COUTANT'S

DEAFNESS

CURE

George E. Coutant, M.D., conducts a "cure for deafness" concern from two
The
addresses in New York City, 1215 Broadway and Station E, Postoffice.
business is conducted on the mail-order plan by methods common to concerns of
this type. Victims are obtained in the usual way —advertisements in such news
papers and other publications as are not above sharing in the profits of quackery.
Coutant went to New York City ten or twelve years ago. Before that time he
had practiced in the towns of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., and Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. After
settling in New York City, Coutant advertised for some time from the same
address as that of "Wood's Cure for Drunkenness" and the "Koskott Laboratory"
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cure for baldness, and it is said that he is identified with both these concerns.
His connection, whatever it may be, with the "cure for baldness" is, naturally
enough, kept from the public; a glance at his picture will show why.
It may be remembered that at the time Ehrlich's salvarsan ("606") was first
introduced in this country, blatant advertisements were inserted in the news
papers all over the United States by a New York concern styling itself as
"
'606' Laboratories."
This business, which advertised "One Dose Cures, All
Symptoms
in Two Days,"
Removed
was owned by one James H. Scott.
Coutant administered the drug and
shared the profits of Scott's quackery.
The New York authorities prosecuted
Scott who, it is said, has discontinued
the business
and the "606 Laborato
ries" are now being conducted under
the name of "Dr. G. N. Bancker."
In
addition to his connection with this
unsavory outfit, Coutant is said to
have been more or less closely iden
tified with the Force of Life Co., which
the federal authorities put out of busi
ness a few years ago, with old Dr.
Hale on Fourteenth Street, New York
City, and with two medical mail-order
concerns, Kotalko, Inc., at 1215 Broad
way and the All Day Cure Co., 534
Sixth Avenue.

ft

ANSWERING

THE ADVERTISEMENT

Those who answer

Coutant's ad
a thirty-two"A Treatise for
Those Troubled with Deafness."
In
it Coutant declares,
as his "positive
belief," that he has discovered "the
general system for
most efficacious
treating catarrhal deafness and head
noises which is obtainable anywhere
in the world."
He attempts to defend
his method of going to the public. No
matter how skilful a physician may be,
says Coutant, he must remain in the
same oblivion as the stupid doctor —
vertisements
are sent
page pamphlet entitled

Coutant is fond of publishing his picture.
Side view and full view, his picture appears
scattered promiscuously throughout his "liter
ature." A glance at the picture here repro
duced may explain why his alleged connec
tion with the Koskott "cure for baldness" is
kept in the background.

to

unless

he advertises

!

"Even if he could accomplish wonders in any branch of therapeutics, he must, according
the old system, plod along depending on the recommendations of patients/'

For a man who does not stick to facts, Coutant's memory is short, for a
few pages farther on in his pamphlet, where he wishes to make an entirely dif
ferent point, he says :
"Most of the good aurists

"It is far from

are

very busy practitioners."

my nature and disposition to boast," confides Coutant; in fact,
had not become a physician I should have been a clergyman. I am inher
.
.
." And, modest violet that he is, he continues :
ently conscientious.

"if

I
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"I

know the only satisfactory method of conquering deafness."
am well learned and experienced in general medical practice."
have successfully
treated
.
.
.
rheumatism, sciatica, lumbago, gout, neurasthenia,
nervousness, loss of vigor, general weakness, catarrh, asthma, hay fever, bronchitis, epilepsy,
piles, female disorders, eye troubles, children's chronic ailments and numerous other ills to
which flesh is heir."
"I truly believe I am the one who is, by far, doing the most good."
"I am fair spirited and courteous,"

"I
"I
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In addition to the booklet, Coutant sends to those
And so on ad nauseanu
who write him the first "letter" of his follow-up series. This is a four-page com
munication, printed in purple ink and in imitation of typewriting, with the name

A typical advertisement

of the "606 Laboratories"

with which Coutant

was connected.

of the person to whom it is addressed filled in to match. It tells of the wonderful
results that may be expected if the patient takes the treatment — for which $10 is
asked. The prospective victim is urged to send the money at the earliest possible
moment, for :

I

"The probability is that if you put off answering this letter and write to me later,
shall
Yet, I ask you to send only ten dol
have raised my fee so that you must pay fifty dollars.
lars with your letter.
Do not put this aside, dear Friend,
it means so much to you."

He would have been nearer the truth had he said : The probability is that if
you put off answering this letter long enough I will lower my price to $3! But
of this, more later.
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If his first letter is ignored, follow-up Letter
is marked "personal" and commences :

117

This

arrives five days later.

2

Correspondent :— The accompanying
"Esteemed
gallery* will interest
'photograph
you,
as well as the other particulars that are herein given.
The notable success of my system
of self treatment at home is upsetting the old notion
.
.
."

And so on. The "photograph gallery" referred to
pictures of those giving them. Nothing is said in
price. If this letter, too, is not answered, in twelve
has a little more of the personal touch although

is

it,

is a list of testimonials with
the second letter about the
days comes Letter 3. This
too,
printed in imitation

DEAFNESS

Take Advantage

oi

Or Ringing Noises in the Head?
This Free Oiler!

^otVufumTmk (isi

>n E,

Photographic

reproduction

original was 12 inches by
dupes pay for them.

9J/a

New York, N.Y.

V.^:

of a Coutant
The size of the
newspaper advertisement.
inches.
Advertisements
of this kind are expensive; Coutant's

typewriting.

"I

would

in

is

:

the date.

is

it

The name of the person to whom
addressed
filled
and
In the body of the letter this paragraph, too, has been put in by
Coutant's girl typists
so

is
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i

Are You Seeking a Cure for

me do

it?"

like to make you, Mr.

the happiest man

in Chicago.

Will

you let
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Letter 3 fails to extract the cash — and, by the way, nothing is said about
the price of the treatment in this letter — Letter 4 may be looked for about three
weeks later. This commences :
"Dtar Friend: — I feel prompted to send you this letter today because I do not believe
that you wrote me originally out of mere curiosity and I am, therefore, romewhat mystified
as to the reason why I do not receive your order for my Home Treatment."

If
Thus

this, too, fails to capture the victim, Letter

5

arrives three weeks later.

:

"Esteemed Friend: — If I were to pin a five-dollar bill to this letter, you would acknowledge
Let me send
it as a nice present, yet it would be no more liberal than what I now propose.
you my Treatment
(as described and specified in my treatise) for half its price — only five
dollars.
i

..."
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Three weeks more elapse and then Coutant's mailing force sends form-letter
No. 6:
"Dear Friend: — . . . From my previous letters you may have learned how deeply
interested I am in you and how anxious 1 am to aid you and even went so far as to
It may
offer to send you a Home Treatment set upon receipt of half the regular fee
be inconvenient
to spare the sum of five dollars in one remittance and as a special favor
to you I am willing to accept one dollar now and allow you to pay the balance ($4.00) when
you receive the Home Treatment Set.
I know you will concede that this is a very liberal
arrangement for you

...

..."

A month later — if the bait is still untouched— comes Letter
In it Coutant surmises that financial reasons may account for
Recipient" not having ordered the treatment.

Hence

of the series.
the "Esteemed

7

:

I want to cure
"Let me now make your mind easy on the financial side of the question.
you and do not intend to let you lose the opportunity of taking my treatment merely because
I make an offer to you now which I am
you are unable to send me ten dollars monthly.
I want you to send me only three dollars
confident you will not delay in accepting.
."
for a month's Treatment.
.
.

If he fails to get the three dollars
This is the last of Coutant's series.
finally asked for, he presumably charges up the postage and advertising matter
to "profit and loss," and removes the name from his mailing list. Coutant's mail
ing system may be summarized as follows :
First letter, initialed GEC/A

Asks

GEC/AX-1.
letter,
initialed
Third
GEC/B
Fourth letter, initialed GEC/C
Fifth letter, initialed GEC/D
Sixth letter, initialed GEC/E
Second

Seventh

letter,

letter,

initialed

initialed

GEC/F
THE

$10.

.Mentions no price.
Mentions no price.

Still

asks $10.

Asks

$5 down

and $5 after cure.
Asks $1 down and $4 when treatment
received.

\sks

is

$3.

"TREATMENT"

Should the patient send in $10 or $5 or $3, as the case may be, for Coutant's
Home Treatment he receives several small boxes containing a salve and pills
of various sizes, shapes and colors. "All my remedies are guaranteed by law,"
says Coutant, a statement that is an unequivocal falsehood. The drugs were
analyzed by the Association's laboratory which reported as follows :
"No. 55." — A circular cardboard box containing thirty-two purple, sugar-coated
tablets.
When analyzed in the laboratory, these tablets were found to consist
largely of resinous matter possessing an odor and taste similar to balsam of
Tolu or Peru and to contain some sugar and starch. The instructions accom
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panying the "treatment" state that one of these tablets should be taken just before
breakfast — presumably to make the victim feel that he is being "treated."
"No. 44, Dr. Coutant's Laxative."— A circular cardboard box containing
ninety-two pink, sugar-coated pills. Chemical analysis showed that they were
evidently the well-known aloin, belladonna and strychnin (A. B. S.) laxative
pills. The sheet-anchor in the quack's armamentarium is a laxative. There is a
tendency for people to overload the alimentary tract too often and unload it too
seldom. The feeling of buoyancy and well-being that follows a good evacuation
of the bowels is well known and, considering the ease by which it may be
accomplished, it is not surprising that the quack takes advantage of it.
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Restored

I Tells

How

Deafness Wasi;

The versatility of the quack is notorious.
Here are parts of two advertisements published
They comprise a testimonial from one
Southern and Northern newspapers, respectively.
Henry Farrar. In the Northern newspapers, Henry Farrar is "a Civil War veteran" (repro
duced on right), whose "bugle" wc are told "led troops to many a victory"; in the Southern
papers, Farrar*s picture is shown (reproduced on left), minus his G. A. R. insignia, and
bugle" has become
his "beloved cornet,"
his "beloved
which instead of leading "troops
to many a victory," has merely "helped in his career."
in

"No. 77." — A circular tin box containing sixty-six brownish-gray, uncoated
tablets. Analysis showed that these bottles contained no active medicaments, but
were apparently nothing but starch and gelatin. The unpleasant glue-like odor
was partly disguised by minute quantities of oil of wintergreen. These tablets,
like No. 55, are to be taken just at meal time — this time at midday and in the
evening. As no drugs could be found in them they are sent, probably, to sustain
the interest!
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a

a

a

is

a

in

is

it

8

is
a

is

:

is

is

a

is

a

is

3

a

is

is

it

a

A

a

it

:

a

is

a

that.

Two weeks after the treatment lias been received another follow-up letter
comes from Coutant telling the victim not to be discouraged at any apparent
failure on the part of the treatment.
"Dear Patient,

...

is

you must maintain calm perseverance
do not look for miracles;
with the gradual benefit which
the purpose of my Method to provide."

it

be content

it

a

is

merely
preliminary one sent for the purpose of breaking
This letter
gently the news that more "Home Treatment" must be purchased.
Again in
two weeks another letter comes printed as usual in imitation of typewriting, and
marked personal has nothing individual about
while
except the date which
it
is
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a

a

it,

"No. 11, For Gargling." — A small rectangular box containing sixty-three bright
yellow, uncoated tablets. Quantitative analysis showed that these tablets were
nothing but sodium chlorid (salt). It would never do to tell the purchaser of a
to use such a simple, inexpensive
and well-known substance as
$10 treatment
table salt.
But compress the salt into tablets, stain them a vivid yellow and
they may be counted on to produce wonderful results. The mental effect pro
duced by brilliant colors in pills and potions is fully realized by the mail-order
medical faker, and every man in this business has his tablets made up in unusual
shapes and gaudy hues.
"No. 63, Nasal Douche Solution."— A small glass vial containing eight large,
was
pink, uncoated tablets. Wrapped around the bottle, but not attached to
gummed label on which was printed "Dr. Coutant's Special Lotion for Use
quart
in the Nasal Douche." The instructions were to put these eight tablets in
bottle of water and fi\\ the bottle up with water, placing the gummed label on
slightly turbid
the bottle after the solution
made. The tablets, which formed
alkaline solution, were found on analysis to consist essentially of sodium bicar
bonate (baking soda) and borax with small quantities of thymol, anise and pos
sibly other essential oils. The pink-colored alkaline liquid made by dissolving
weakly antiseptic.
these tablets in water
A few cents' worth of the compound
alkaline antiseptic solution of the National Formulary would, when diluted, pro
duce
more efficient preparation for
nasal douche. Coutant, in instructing the
purchaser in the use of his "No. 63" solution, says
"Draw the liquid up into the
nose by suction"— recommendation
that not only endangers him who follows
but also demonstrates the ignorance of him who gives it.
brownish
"No. 29, Absorbent Cream Salve'." — circular tin box containing
with some
Analysis indicated that
was petrolatum ("vaseline")
ointment.
turpentine-like substance mixed with it. This
to be rubbed "on the head just
back of the ear."
nickel-plated piece of tubing about
"Dr. Coutant's Kotaliscr." — This
half-inch in diameter, with perforations at each end. It
inches long and
supposed to be used as an inhaler, one end to be placed in the mouth, the other
small roll of felt saturated with
end to go into the nostril. Within the tube
decayed onion. On analysis, the oil
oil having an odor that would shame
The
appeared to be"a mixture of oil of mustard, camphor and resinous matter.
danger of inhaling the pungent fumes of oil of mustard, which
most powerful
irritant,
given — in italics — in
best described by quoting the caution which
"Great caution should be exercised when
the United States Pharmacopeia
smelling this oil." Yet this
put in the hands of the unsuspecting with no word
of warning.
glass nasal douche of the type com
"Dr. Coutant's Nasal Douche." — This
They can be bought at retail for
monly known as the Bermingham douche.
reached the purchaser broken.
cents. In this instance
the cheap outfit for which Coutant asks $10, $5 or $3, according
Such then
to the ease with which his victims give up their money for the promised "lasting
relief without drugs." This heterogeneous collection of pills, salves and gargles
quantities, for 25 cents — and
profit made at
could doubtless be duplicated,
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has been filled in on a typewriter. Says Coutant: "It is possible that as yet you
It is possible,
may not have experienced any notable change in your hearing."
But, continues Coutant :
even probable.
"There is every reason why you should continue under my care. . . . If it is neces
sary to use a second supply, do you not think, dear patient, that the prospective benefit will
.
.
Please let me hear from
more than pay you for your inconvenience and expense
you at once so that I can prepare your new treatment for the next month and send it to you
It is so important."
in time to avoid an interruption.

It doubtless is important — to Coutant! In three weeks' time, if the money
is not sent, the mailing force sends out another form letter:

"I feel a little apprehensive at not receiving your order, fearing that you may be neg
Again, I say, dear Friend, do not lose patience; do not fail to
.
.
.
lectful of yourself
Write me today and
follow my instructions
and take my remedies regularly
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enclose

payment

so

that

Here is the Coutant

I

can

send your

Home Treatment,

treatment

immediately.*'

half the natural

"■mall tin of salve, a cheap glass nasal douche and a piece
like a decayed onion — these comprise "the only satisfactory
The outfit sells for $10, $5 or $3 — according to the ease

size.
Five small boxes of pills, a
of nickel-plated tubing that smetK
method of conquering deafness."

their money.

with

which

the

victims

give

up

With this letter is a bill for $3 for "One Set Medicinal Preparations for a
Second Complete Treatment." More than a month later yet another form letter
comes. This epistle is really pathetic, for every line proclaims the fear that the
chances of getting more money are poor indeed :
"My

candid

personal

opinion

...

is that

you

ought

to

continue

with

my treatment,

using

I say to you truly, upon my professional honor,
little further gentle perseverance
dear Patient, that if you will place your trust in me you will have no reason to regret it
I can only surmise that the matter of cost has been standing in the way and if you
.
.
.
had only made this clear in your usual frank manner, you could have relied upon me to do

a

everything

possible to meet you upon an agreeable convenient

basis."

The "agreeable convenient basis" on which Coutant offers to "meet you"
of offering a second set of his treatment for "only $3." Says he, "I
shall completely forego the remaining $7."
is that
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TESTIMONIALS

Like

other medical mail-order concern, Coutant's trump card is his
Testimonials, as we have shown time and again, are, as scientific
evidence, not worth the paper they are written on. Some of them are positively
fraudulent while many more are written in good faith by persons who have just
commenced "treatment" — the kind of treatment makes no difference — and who,
in the first flush of optimism, believe they are being benefited and write a letter
to that effect. In cases of ailments of a general nature, the testimonial giver
is likely to maintain to the end of the chapter that he was benefited by the
treatment.
Most of us have vague aches and pains at times from which we
recover in due course, whether with treatment, without treatment or in spite of
treatment.
Remembering the inability of the average person to distinguish
between a mere sequence of events and cause and effect, it is easy to understand
how the particular "treatment" that immediately precedes recovery gets the
credit for that recovery.
There are, however, certain diseases that will in time give the lie to the
testimonial. A sufferer from consumption or from cancer may give a testimonial
for some worthless cure, and it is only necessary to wait awhile to be able to
prove by documentary evidence — the death certificate — how valueless the testi
monial is. The same is true, to a large extent, in cases of deafness.
For this
reason, a few of the testimonials published by Coutant were investigated.
Most of the testimonials that he issues at present do not give the address
of the persons alleged to have written them. The Journal's investigation of
mail-order medical concerns has made their owners wary. Two or three years
ago, when we were beginning to collect the Coutant material, he gave the full
name and address of those who had written testimonials for him. After waiting
for more than a year, or a sufficient length of time to permit the first enthusiasm
to wane, some of these testimonials were looked into. First, physicians who lived
in the same town as the testimonial givers were written to and asked to investi
We give here as briefly as possible what
gate the condition of these persons.
The names of the persons (and the towns in which they live) are
was learned.
purposely omitted to shield them from a somewhat unenviable notoriety :
, South Dakota, had given a testimonial.
/. F. C. T
In answer to the
question: "Is Mr. T
in any sense of the word, cured?" a physician in his
home town writes us : "No, as bad as ever."
He adds : "I have been well
for some years. He is very deaf."
acquainted with J. F. C. T
, Wisconsin, was another testimonial giver.
Miss L. S
The physician
who was written to says : "Am well acquainted with Miss S
and she is
just as deaf as ever."
every
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testimonials.

Mrs. M. A. H
, Illinois, has also testified for Coutant.
We learn from
is totally deaf in both ears and has been for
our informant : "Mrs. H
five or six years to my personal knowledge."
, Ohio, furnished another testimonial.
The physician who
Mrs. M. A. B
case
writes : "M. A. B
lives here and is so deaf that
this
investigated
her own people are compelled to write for information from her. Her daughterin-law, with whom she lives, says the treatment did her harm."
to the value of Coutant's "Home
, Oklahoma, testified
Mr. J. M. S
Treatment," but we are told : "He has suffered from deafness for years. He
is not cured in any sense of the word."
, Kansas, had given a testimonial to Coutant, but:
Mr. H. L. W
"He
I have known him for years and at no time has he
very
deaf.
Very>
is deaf.
been able to hear ordinary conversation. In order to make him hear at all, one
must speak very loud and close to his ear."
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to the value of Coutant's
■, South Dakota, also testified
Mr. J. A. R. F
treatment. But Mr. F"has been deaf and is very deaf at the present
time."
These cases are not selected. The names were taken from a letter sent out by
Coutant about two years ago and the answers have been given just in the order
they were received. In no single instance have we found a case in which a deaf
person taking Coutant's treatment has been cured. In the face of this testimony,
received from unquestionable sources, it seemed worth while to find out what the
individuals themselves thought of Coutant's "treatment" which they had taken.
Accordingly, letters were sent to each of the persons just referred to by a woman
living in a small town in the middle West. She explained that she was deaf and
could not afford to waste money on worthless treatments and she urged the
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The State
County

of Texas,

authority,
Tetu,

Before me, tve nnderelgned

?ubllo In

a Sotary

day pareonally

on tHie

after being

Ton Lakey, who
and eayeth:

for

T
1
1

of Angelina.

end

by me

after taking Doctor

deafneee

for five

■y

condition le

It

van before

no

and one

better.

If

for angel in* County,
before no.

appeared

July

(rum

oworn

Couhtant

treatment

half aonths.

I

find that

anything aoree, than

taking the treatment.

Subaorlbed and sworn to before me this Etta Oar

Photographic

timonial Coutant

reproduction
published.

(reduced)

of

an

affidavit

made by

Thomas

Lakcy,

whose tes

persons addressed to tell her frankly and honestly whether or not they could
The replies were most interesting and bore out
recommend Coutant's treatment.
what has been said so many times regarding the scientific worthlessness of
testimonials.
Mr. J. F. C. T
, South Dakota, was the only one of those written to
T
who still persisted in praising Coutant's treatment.
's loyalty is evidently
known to Coutant for of all these old testimonials this seems the only one he
publishes at the present day. Coutant sends out what purports to be a type
, but which, certainly, was never
written copy of a testimonial from Mr. T
written by that gentleman, although it may have been signed by him. In answer
wrote in his own handwriting:
to the woman's inquiry T
"Dear Madam: — Your letter of inquire to hand and in reply Will Say
treatmnt for carrh and deafness from Dr. G. E. Coutant of New York, N. Y.
help Me a hull lot.
yours truley,
,
J. F. C T

that

And
, S.

I
he

took
has

Dak.
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Now imagine the writer of this letter —given verbatim
testimonial which starts in the following language :

literatim — writing

et

a

"I, J. F. C. T
annoyed for several years with that treacherous
f having been
disease known as catarrh and deafness of the head, believing in the honesty and methods
of Dr. George E. Coutant of New York, consented to give his Treatment a trial . . ."
The facts are that Mr. T
admits : (1) That he did not write the testi
monial; (2) that it was "fixed up" by Coutant from letters that T
had
written; (3) that he did not sign it; and (4) that he was surprised when he first
saw it

!
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But if Mr. T —
is unwilling to warn a poor woman, most of the other
testimonial-givers are not. Here is the result of the inquiry :
Miss L. S
, Wisconsin, failed to reply to the letter that was sent.
A.
H
, Illinois, wrote in part :
Mrs. M.

"I received your letter. Am sorry I can't advise you to try Dr. Coutant for he did me
no good and I have corresponded with others that took his treatment and he did them no
good.
I have also doctored a lot. I have been out to Des Moines, Iowa, to Dr. Coffee.
See 'The Great American
Fraud.* — Ed.]
He did me no good but got
[Another quack.
about $80 out of me."
Mrs. M. A. B
, O/tio, did not answer the letter that was sent, but her
He writes in part:

son did.

to your question concerning
this doctor's treatment for deafness, my mother
great faith in his medicine and possibly told him that it did her good, but if conditions
justify me of rendering an opinion, I would say that she had better have kept her money.
can scarcely hear anything and her mind is weakened, whether by taking patent medi
or otherwise, I am unable to say."

In answer
had
now
She
cine

Mr.

J. M. S—

,

"Can hardly

Oklahoma, another who had given

a

testimonial, said

:

give you a favorable statement in regard to Dr. Geo. Coutant's treatment
treatment helped me a little, but would not reach any further.
I took his treat
I wish I could advise you, but I can't."
ment over six months
.

.

.

...

His

Mr. H. L. W
treatment.

Says he

,

Kansas, has also changed his mind regarding Coutant's

:

"Your

letter read and will say don't spend any money on the so-called deafness specialist
cannot cure you but only wants your money.
I have doctored with him for over
two years and it did not do me a bit of good, and further he has let one of my neighbors
believe he could cure him for $10 and after the first month he wanted $10 more so this
fellow calls him a cheat, and I don't think he misses it."

for

he

Mr. J. A. R.

F

,

South Dakota, in answering, writes

:

"In reply to your inquiry in regard to Dr. Coutant's treatment for deafness will say I
treated with him for four months but he did not cure my deafness.
He did me some good
at first, but it was as bad in one week as it was before.
He might do you some good or
he might not.
I could not say he would cure you. I know he did not cure me."

Mr. Thomas Lakcy, Oiuilaska, Tex., was another of those whose testimonials
were investigated.
Mr. Lakey, also, has changed his mind in regard to Coutant"s
treatment and he is willing to do what he can to counteract
such harm as
his testimonial may have done, for he declared, under oath :
The State of Texas
<
County of Angelina
Before me the undersigned authority, a notary public in and for Angelina County, Texas,
on this day personally appeared before me, Tom Lakey, who after being by me duly sworn
and sayeth: After taking Dr. Coutant treatment for deafness for five and one-half
deposes
months, I find that my condition is no better, if anything worse, than it was before taking
the treatment.
Tom Lakey.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 29th day of November, A. D., 1912.
R. V. Welch, Notary Public, Angelina County. State of Texas.
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Could anything show better the absolute worthlessness of the testimonials
used by the mail-order medical concerns? No wonder Coutant no longer pub
lishes the address of his testimonial-givers, except in the few instances of
individuals whose favorable reports he can rely on !
THE

GUARANTEE

DODGE

TEN DOLLARS
Money Refund Guarantee
CERTIFICATE
it

a

hn or her CATARRH, DEAFNESS
for theporra* of treatingOR HEAD NOISES (or twoor all throe),endwhoennnottruth
fully report perfectlyaatiafoctory
cureor result,nhaJlraeetve
fran meA REFUND OF THE 8UH OF TEN DOLLARS (or
twoguinea*in Euliah money),whichamountI will promptly
proridod mdemanded
p**, withoutbeniUtMO,
withinnx month*

E,

r

ShttioB

112Wen Thirtieth Sc. New York City, U. S. A.

YOU REALLY WISH TO BE CURED

DO

Of Catarrh, Deafness or Head-Noises?

?

Have You Other Trouble* ol Which You Would Like to Be Rid
Dttrrmim*pee anU/alien*mp Mtlkvd /mla/aitp; pooait to eotrfeop tkt itmpU
which
thmU*r*<fpov. Matt rtporttrtgutorlytitry Ivu wttkt- Nretr htttiatt to ui mafor tttr* or
tpeoetadvic*whenpanor* ntrdmgif Bt toaoWi» uJUt youin armaw,M (hot a*ep(asroapUp
eli ('•-condition* yuvrmm.
Oh ■k*«ton entire v.ifr.■t*rr*
I.^H«t*r
M i nM«M. gee c«an,(Bi-»4viik
tm*mtmm

DR. GEORGE

E: COUTANT

NEW YORK

aTY.

a*»
**■
U. S. A.
hi

i

of

/

'

t

a

is

is

Photographic
reproduction of the obverse (upper) and reverse (lower) sides of Coutant's
"Money Refund Guarantee Certificate."
mass
buried in
The joker in this "guarantee"
of small type on the reverse side. By the terms of the guarantee, Coutant offers to return
provided the patient will purchase three
(the price of the first month's treatment)
$10
months' treatment at $30.
As the treatment
not worth thirty cents. Coutant is playing a
safe game— for himself.

I

"I Do Hereby Assert that whoever becomes my patient, for the purpose of treating
his or her catarrh, deafness or head noises (or two or all three), and who cannot truthfully
report a perfectly satisfactory cure or result, shall receive from me a refund of the sum of
ten dollars (or two guineas in English
money), which amount
will promptly pay, without
hesitation, provided
is demanded within six months and in accordance with the conditions
mentioned on the other side of this Money Refund Guarantee Certificate."
it
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is

it,

Next to testimonials the "guarantee" scheme is the most popular piece of
claptrap used by quacks.
Coutant uses
and his "Money Refunded Guarantee
an important part of his advertising paraphernalia.
Certificate"
Like all such
perfectly worthless. In large type Coutant says:
"certificates" the thing
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The "joker" lies, of course, in the "conditions mentioned on the other side" of
the certificate. These "conditions" are buried in a mass of inconsequential ver
biage printed in very small type and inordinately long, but the gist of the matter
is that Coutant will "refund ten dollars as specified":

"...

provided
uninterruptedly
that my Method
is followed
months; also provided that I am prepaid ten dollars for each treatment

for
.

at

least

three

.
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This means that Coutant is willing to return ten dollars provided that the
victim shall have sent him at least thirty dollars for a worthless "cure." By the
terms of the "guarantee," Coutant plays to get at least twenty dollars for some
thing that, as a "cure" for deafness, is not worth twenty cents. Yet there is
little doubt that thousands of victims have been led to send in their money in the
belief that Coutant guarantees either to cure them or to refund their money!
For instance, we received a letter from a New York business man, asking us
about Coutant, in the course of which he says :
if

"Dr. Coutant has written to my friend who has been deaf for a number of years, that
of $10 is sent to him (Dr. Coutant) a cure will be assured or the money returned."

a fee

Of course Coutant does not make any such claims ; he is too shrewd to make,
in black and white, a statement which, if not lived up to, could bring him
immediately into the courts on the charge of obtaining money under false pre
tenses or, if lived up to, would land him in bankruptcy. It is characteristic of
the modern quack so to word his advertising matter as to give the greatest
amount of deception with the least amount of legal risk.
SUMMARY

Coutant has been connected with various unsavory concerns.
2. Coutant makes claims that are either positive untruths or gross exaggera
tions.
His advertising reeks with self-laudation.
3. He attempts to give the impression that the price of his "treatment" will
soon be increased when as a matter of fact he makes it a rule to lower the price
the longer the victim remains unconvinced.
4. Although Coutant advertises to produce cures "without drugs," as a matter
of fact he sends several different kinds of drugs to the persons who purchase
1.

his treatment.
5. The treatment

itself is perfectly worthless as a cure for deafness.
have just as little value as his treatment and, as has been
shown, while they may be documentarily genuine they are actually not worth the
paper they are printed on.
7. Coutant's "guarantee" to refund money is merely a piece of advertising
claptrap that requires those who would benefit from it to spend $30 for worthless
treatments on the chance of getting $10 refunded. — (From The Journal A. M. A.,
Jan. 25, 1913.)
6.

His testimonials

EDWARD

E.

GARDNER

Dr. Edward E. Gardner is in the "deafness-cure" business at 38 West ThirtyThird Street, New York City. In his advertisement he calls himself "a celebrated
New York Aurist"; a New York quack would be nearer the truth. Gardner says,
speaking impersonally of himself:
"His diploma is endorsed and he is given the honor to practice medicine not only in
New York State, but by searching tests and thorough examination
is given endorsement
Illinois, Massachusetts, Vermont, and, in
by the State Boards of New York, Pennsylvania,
fact, all the states and territories
in the United States.
He is also allowed to send his
treatment to England,
Scotland, Ireland, France, Germany, Italy, and to all parts of the
Very few doctors have had this distinction bestowed on them.
globe.
This means that
you can rely on his treatment."
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It would be hard to condense into smaller space than the matter just quoted
greater number of direct and inferential falsehoods.
In 1890 Gardner seems
to have been practicing in the states of Illinois and Pennsylvania, but soon there
after is alleged to have been connected with the Copeland Medical Institute at
Fifth Avenue, New York City. About 1900 he and his father-in-law are said to
have opened an office on West Thirty-Fourth Street, New York City, exploiting a
"catarrh cure" under the name of the Norma Medical Association.
Still later,
he moved to his present address where he and his brother, E. A. Gardner — who is
not a physician — conducted business under the style "Drs. Gardner" until official
intervention caused a change in title to "Dr. Gardner." Gardner was a stock
holder in the "Help-to-Hear Company," a cruel swindle, put out of business by
the federal authorities in 1906.
In 1907 Gardner went into bankruptcy with
about $13,000 liabilities and no available assets. The Norwich Pharmacal Com
pany is said to have been one of his largest creditors.
Gardner's methods are typical of the mail-order quack : Letters, a sliding
scale of prices and the other stock-in-trade of the mail-order faker. A letterbroker concern in New York City has advertised over 12,000 of Dr. E. E.
Gardner's "deaf letters" for sale
or rent. Those who write Gardner
ElLANEOf S ADVERnSEWENTS,
are sent a "free trial treatment"
consisting of a small amount of
ointment to put into the nostrils,
some solution to drop in the ear
and some tablets to take inter
nally. The "regular treatment,"
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we are told, costs $5 and lasts one
month.
This price he keeps up
for three or four letters and then
cuts it to $2.60.
Some time later
he writes again, making a "spe
cial rate" of $3 for a month's
"treatment." He guarantees "to
bring
good
results
in
three
months,"
which "at $3 a month
would be $9." He offers to cut
this in two and to send a three
months' treatment
for $4.50 and
1
1
th'S a Kra"d
An advertisement of Gardner in which he de- Sa„yS T"NU°W,
thinl5
scribes himself as "a celebrated New York Aurist." Otter, 1 think one that you ought
to accept."
With this letter he
encloses a slip describing other "cures" that he handles as side-lines.
His
"special rheumatism treatment including medicines" comes at a dollar a month;
constipation he will handle at 50 cents a month; insomnia costs a dollar, as
do also hysteria, indigestion and blackheads.
Taking it all in all, Gardner
seems to fulfil all of the traditions of quackery.
The deaf cannot do better
than avoid him. — (From The Journal A. M. A., Nov. 1, 1913.)
A celebrated New York Aurist has been selected
i demonstrate to deaf people that dcafne** Is a
fdl96a.se and can be cured rapidly and easily In
your own home.
He proposes to prove this fact by sending ta
guy person baring trouble with their ears a trial
treatment of tbto new method absolutely free.
"We adrfse all people who hare trouble with their
ears to immediately address Dr. Edward Hardner Suite 901, No. 40 West 33d at.. Nfw York
its, and they will receive by remra mall, ab
solutely free, a Trial Trtauueat.

"DR.

L.

C.

GRAINS

COMPANY"

Dr. Guy Clifford Powell, the deafness-cure quack of Peoria, 111., was dealt
with at some length by Mr. Adams in "The Great American Fraud" series.
Powell's particular fake was what he called the "Electro-Vibratory Cure for
Deafness," for which he asked $100 in his first letter to prospective victims, but —
sliding swiftly through a series of form letters — finally offered to take $15 if the
quarry seemed in any danger of escaping.
As Mr. Adams said, Powell's Cure
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"isn't worth $100 or $30 or $25 or 25 cents, except as its patent right owned
by the 'discoverer' is an asset in his swindling operations." Powell called him
self an "International Specialist"; if he had said international quack, he would
In due time,
have been correct, for he advertised on both sides of the Atlantic.
Powell went the way of all flesh, but his business was too valuable an asset,
apparently, to let die. It is now being carried on by a concern known as the
"Dr. L. C. Grains Company," and is operated from Chicago instead of Peoria.

"Photographic
reproduction of some of the Dr.
with illustration of Dr. Powell's advertising.

L. C. Grains

Company

advertising.

Com

pare

L.

seems originally to have had a
"Red Clover Extract" and "Curo Grains
After the Powell factory had been moved, bag
Chicago, L. C. Grains had the title "Dr." added

own.

C. Grains

mail-order fakery of his
of Life" were his specialties.
and baggage, from Peoria to
to the concern.
So far as our

small

Photographic
reproduction of some of the old advertising put out by Dr. Guy Clifford
Powell.
It is used practically in its entirety by the Dr. L. C. Grains Co., successors to
of Dr. L. C. Grains Co. advertising.
Compare with illustration
Powell's fakery.

records show, and they are exceedingly complete, L. C. Grains has absolutely
no claim to the title of doctor of medicine.
The advertising matter, booklets,
leaflets and the general paraphernalia issued by the Dr. L. C. Grains Company
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are practically identical with those used by Powell. About the only changes that
have been made are those of substituting the words "Dr. L. C. Grains Company"
for "Dr. Guy Clifford Powell." The "International Specialist" has become the
"International Specialists."
In brief, the Dr. L. C. Grains Company is taking money from the unfortunate
deaf for a worthless "cure." — {From The Journal A. M. A., Nov. 1, 1913.)

LEONARD

EAR

OIL
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"Leonard Ear Oil" is an alleged cure for deafness, sold by one A. O. Leonard
of New York City. The present method of exploiting this nostrum is compara
tively new. A few years ago Leonard was engaged in a mail-order business of
selling his "Invisible Antiseptic Ear Drums." At that time his "Ear Oil" was an
accessory to his "Ear Drum" trade, and constituted the "repeater" part of the
business.
More than four years ago, the Propaganda department collected
Leonard's series of follow-up letters; these were of the usual medical mail-order
The price first
fake type, with the accompanying testimonials, bulletins, etc.

Look for this Sign

in

Drug Store
Windows.

LEONARD
EAR OIL
AGENCY

If your druggist i» noten agent write me, 150
5tb Are., Suite SIB,
New York City, for de
scriptive circular and
of
list
New
York.
Brooklyn and N. J.
druggists
who
are
agencies
for 'Leonard
Ear CHI. NO OIL SOLD

BY ME AT RETAIL.

I

|

I

\

(
t

asked for one of the "Invisible Antiseptic Ear Drums" was $5.00, which included,
also, enough "ear oil" to last one month. Additional "ear oil" came "at $1.00 per
bottle, for the personal use of those who purchase the drums." Before the
follow-up series was complete, the price had been reduced to $2.50. The final
letter contained an offer to send a bottle of Leonard's Ear Oil for $1.00, nothing
being said about the "Invisible Antiseptic Ear Drum." In fact, the last letter of
the series would lead its recipient to infer that the "Ear Oil" was the only thing
necessary to cure deafness.
Like most mail-order quacks Leonard apparently sold the original letters
received from prospective victims, after they had ceased to be commercially valu
able to him. At any rate a company that makes a business of buying and selling
the original letters of "suckers" offered for sale, under "Deaf Letters," more than
nine hundred of A. O. Leonard's vintage of 1907-08, more than five hundred of
1909-10, and more than seven hundred of 1911-12.
During the past year or two, Leonard seems to have been putting the soft
pedal on the "invisible ear drum" part of his business, and playing up his "ear oil"
Moreover, instead of selling the stuff as a mail-order proposition,
fortissimo.
Leonard now does business through drug stores. This tendency on the part of
mail-order quacks to abandon the mail-order method, and conduct their business
through the retail drug trade channels is an indication of the growing apprecia
tion on the part of quacks of the protective power of the post-office fraud order.
Is it also an indication of the low standard of business ethics of certain retail
druggists? Leonard Ear Oil is by no means the only mail-order medical humbug
that has found it safer, and doubtless more profitable, to abandon the mail-order
feature and split the profits with the retail druggist.
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"soft-pedaling" his claims
One wonders whether the postal authorities have, during the past few years,
dropped a hint to Leonard that his methods were likely to bring him into conflict
with the law. This suspicion is strengthened by changes that have taken place in
the character of the Leonard advertising, during the past few years.
In the past
we were dogmatically assured that "Leonard Ear Oil removes the mucus, opens
up the tubes," etc. ; now with more circumspection we are informed that "The
purpose of Leonard Ear Oil is to remove the mucous, open up the tubes," etc.
In 1915 Leonard Ear Oil "restored" hearing, if one were foolish enough to believe
the advertising: now "restored" has given place to "improves." A further com
parison between the older and newer advertising claims will indicate the change
from direct falsehood to inferential misstatement :
ADVERTISING

NEWER

ADVERTISING

". . . the Leonard Glandular Oil, if
applied as directed will cure the diseased or
— [Italics in
catarrhal condition.
original. — Ed.]

—Ed.]

"Rubbing this on the
and back of my ears
thoroughly massaging it
.
catarrhal
condition
original. — Ed.]

"Inserting this in my nostrils and rubbing
on the glands of my throat and back of my
ears night and morning, thoroughly
massag
ing
in,
have overcome the catarrhal
condition.
.
.
." — [Italics in original. —

if

I

glands of my throat
night and morning,
in, I have cured the
," — [Italics in
.

". . . the Leonard Glandular Oil,
ap
plied as directed, will relieve the diseased or
.
catarrhal
condition.
.
." — [Italics ours.

it

..."

Ed.]

"The imported Oil used in this prepara
tion successfully carries the curatives
con
tains,
through pores of the skin to
.
.
the diseased parts and effects
cure." — [Ital
ics ours. — Ed.]

".
.
the Imported
Oils used in this
preparation successfully carry the remedies
contains to the diseased parts and remove
the cause of Deafness and Head Noises." —

.

has

.

Drums,

it

it

a

ANALYTICAL

".

.

it, together with my Invisible Ear
literally thousands of
relieved
cases of Deafness and Head Noises that were
considered hopeless." — [Italics ours. — Ed.]

it,

together with my Invisible Ear
". . .
Drums, has cured literally thousands of cases
of Deafness and Head Noises that were con
sidered hopeless." — [Italics ours. — Ed.]

.

[Italics ours.— Ed.]
REPORT

:

Some months ago the Department of Health of the City of New York pur
chased specimens of Leonard Ear Oil and analyzed it. The chemist reported, in
effect, that the stuff had essentially the following composition
Liquid petrolatum
Ammonium
oleate
Oleic acid
Camphor
Eucalyptol

41.96
8.18
14.40
9.85
11.07
12.00
2.54

(soft soap)

Alcohol
Water

per
per
per
per
per
per
per

cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.

It

a

a

a

is

This would mean that Leonard Ear Oil
to all intents and purposes liquid
petrolatum with camphor, eucalyptol, etc., emulsified by aid of
soft soap pro
duced from ammonia and oleic acid.
Having determined the composition of
Leonard Ear Oil, the Department of Health of the City of New York lodged
complaint against Leonard, who was arrested and arraigned before the Court of
Special Sessions, and adjudged guilty of making false and misleading claims.
On July 14, 1918, Leonard was sentenced to thirty days in jail or to pay
fine of
Of course he didn't go to jail.
$250.00.
The Health Department of New York City went still further in protecting the
public against this humbug.
notified all druggists in New York City that "the
continued sale of Leonard Ear Oil with these false and fraudulent statements
attached, will constitute
violation of Section 116 of the Sanitary Code, and will
a
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subject the druggist so doing to prosecution." Moreover, the Bureau of Public
Health Education of the New York Department of Health gave the facts pub
licity through its Weekly Bulletin and its Monthly Drug Bulletin, and prepared
an exhibit which was placed in a window on a prominent street, exposing the
Leonard fakery. The exhibit consisted of two placards used by the Leonard Ear
Oil concern, with a bottle of the oil itself. Alongside the original bottle were
placed two other bottles, one with material which the chemist's analysis showed
the bottle to contain, and another showing a bottle of the same size containing
water.
Under these bottles appeared the following legends :
Bottle No. 1 — "Leonard's Ear Oil. This preparation costs you $1.00. The Courts of this
City have declared that the claims made as to the medicinal value of the preparation arc
false and misleading.

2 — "This preparation
is, analytically,
the same as 'Leonard's
Ear Oil' and may
at an ordinary drug store for about 20 cents."
No. 3 — "This bottle contains water and is just as good as 'Leonard's Ear Oil' for

Bottle No.

be purchased

Bottle
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deafness.

The cost to you is only the price of the bottle."

This was last summer. Since that time another city — Cleveland, Ohio, which
makes an effective attempt to protect its citizens from fraud in medicine —has
taken action on the Leonard Ear Oil. Under date of November 4, the Commis
sioner of Health of the City of Cleveland issued an order to Cleveland dealers
relative to the sale of the Leonard preparation. This order read as follows :
"Informing retail dealers that Leonard Ear Oil has been examined by this
department and found to be a misbranded product within the meaning of the
laws applying to Cleveland in that the claims made for this product are false
and fraudulent, and its sale is therefore contrary to the best interests of the

public health of this city.
"Dealers in Cleveland are hereby notified to discontinue the sale or offering
for sale of Leonard Ear Oil."
As Leonard has ceased selling his stuff on the mail-order plan, he is no
longer amenable to prosecution by the postoffice authorities. As he doubtless
is careful to avoid making false and fraudulent claims for his product on the
trade package, he can not be prosecuted under the Federal Food and Drugs
Act. There is nothing, however, to prevent him making all the misleading
claims he wishes to, regarding his nostrum, if he confines these claims to cir
cular matter or window displays distributed through drug stores, and newspaper
advertisements. That is, there is nothing to prevent this, unless city or state
health authorities follow the lead of New York City and Geveland. Will they
do it?— {From The Journal A. M. A., Dec. 7, 1918.)

THE MORLEY

EAR-PHONE

The Morley Invisible Ear-Phone is a device put on the market by the
Morley Company of Philadelphia.
Our files show that a New York letterbroker offered for sale or rent more than 17,000 original letters sent to the
Morley concern. The claims for the Morley device are both inferentially and
directly false and misleading. For instance :
"A

miniature

and invisible

phone for the

ear.

Makes low sounds

and whispers

plainly

heard."

"The Morley Phone is the latest and most effective device for the relief of deafness."

"It
"It

.
transmits sound in increased volume to the auditory nerves."
.
.
restores hearing like magic."
"More sensitive to vibration and more powerful as a sound transmitter than
device known."

any other

The latest book sent out by the Morley concern shows that the falsehoods,
in some cases, have been toned down from the direct to the inferential form,
while some of the cruder lies have been eliminated. The same booklet contains
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of alleged testimonials. In each instance the individual writing the
testimonial gives two letters, one said to have been written several years ago
and another said to have been written more recently.
In the 1911 booklet
the later letters are all dated June, 1911; in the 1912 booklet exactly the same
letters are said to have been dated 1912!
In addition to the personal testi
monials, the Morley Company reprints what it calls "extracts from articles in
some of the recent numbers of the leading medical magazines of the United
States and Canada, referring to and commenting upon the Morley Phone."
Some of these alleged extracts are from magazines that are notorious for the
class of advertising they carry and the utterly uncritical standard of their
One, however, is alleged to be taken from the University
editorial pages.
Medical Magazine, the official publication of the medical department of the
University of Pennsylvania.
The facts in this case, so Dr. B. A. Randall of
Philadelphia tells us, are that the Morley Company got one advertisement in
the University Medical Magazine, about fifteen or twenty years ago.
It is
from this, its own advertisement, that the Morley Company quotes, and in its
1913 booklet publishes these quotations from an old advertisement as an
"extract" from an "article" in a "recent" number of the University Medical
Magazine!
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a number

Illustrations of the Morley ear phone reproduced from patent specifications issued to
L. H. Vickers. The upper illustration shows the essential parts of the "phone"; o is the
artificial drum of oiled silk with waxed silk thread, b; c, in the lower illustration, is piece of

flexible tubing used in inserting

the artificial

drum.

Another alleged "extract" is given, said to be from the Canadian Journal of
Medicine and Surgery. A page from the Morley booklet containing the alleged
quotation was sent to the Canadian Journal of Medicine and Surgery, with a
request for information regarding the truth of the matter.
The managing
editor of the Canadian magazine replied :
"Permit us to state emphatically that the paragraph, as submitted to us,
did not appear in this journal and the firm had no right to use it as

such."

What is this Morley Phone? We find, on reference to the patent specifica
tions granted to Laura H. Vickers, "inventor," who assigned the patent to
George M. Vickers, that this "invisible ear phone" is nothing more or less than
the old, well-known Toynbee artificial drum-head.
It consists of a circular
piece of oiled silk about one-quarter inch in diameter, through the center of
which a piece of silk thread has been passed, for the purpose of holding the
oiled silk in position. A small piece of flexible tubing comes with it to aid in
inserting the device in the ear. Five cents would be a liberal estimate of the
cost of the material for a device of this kind.
The Morley Phone sells for
$5, which, it must be admitted,
leaves a considerable margin of profit for
advertising purposes.
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With a spool of silk thread, costing ten cents, and fifteen cents' worth of
oiled silk, anybody old enough to use a pair of scissors could make four hun
dred artificial ear drums that would be just as effective — and just as dangerous
in the hands of the deaf public — as the "Morley Phone" ; total cost, twenty-five
cents ! Toynbee constructed his artificial membrane in 1852, but made it of
rubber.
The Morley concern, fifty years later, puts
out practically the same thing made of oiled silk,
and has the effrontery to say that this is the "latest
and most effective device for the relief of deafness"
and "is entirely different in every particular from
any other ear-drum."
The indications for the use of any artificial ear
drum can be determined only by a competent aurist
after personal examination. In many cases of deaf
ness
the use of such devices without proper medical
Typical advertisement
of
advice, is fraught with danger.
Even in the hands
the Morley concern.
of skilled aurists, the use of the Toynbee artificial
membrane has but a limited application.
The indiscriminate sale of a device
of this sort, especially at exorbitant prices and under false and misleading
claims, is not merely an injury to the purse, but a distinct menace to the
health of the deaf.— (From The Journal A. M. A., Nov. 22, 1913.)
GEORGE

P.

WAY

EAR-DRUM

George P. Way does business from Detroit, Mich. He sells what he calls a
medicated ear-drum which — if we are to believe the advertising matter— is so
wonderful that it enables a man who was so deaf that he could not hear
thunder to hear a clock tick thirty feet away! Way claims to have cured him
self of twenty-five years' deafness by means of his drums.
He asks $5 a pair
for them, but if you are not too anxious you will receive the usual follow-up
letters and before long will be able to purchase not only a pair of ear-drums
but also "a very unique instrument" that Mr. Way has christened "Blowena" —
all for $5. Blowena is a "catarrh cure" which is sold as a side-line to the ear
drum offer.
A study of the advertising matter that he has sent out during the past few
years shows various discrepancies in the statements made at different times.
Jn one of his earlier leaflets Way, who claims to have been an engineer,
declares that before he "discovered" and "invented" his ear-drum he was so
deaf that "it was with difficulty that I could hear the noises of my own
engine." The later leaflet omits the sentence just quoted although the balance
of the matter is practically identical. Why? Was the falsehood too raw, even
In the earlier leaflet he said:
as an asset to quackery?

"I have been granted
— [Italics ours. — Ed.]
More recently,

patents in all

foreign

countries

as

well

as

in the United States. '*

this has been toned down to:

"Patents have been granted

This modification

in foreign

countries

as

well

as

in the United States."

is explainable to those who look into the matter carefully.
it is not true that Way ever was granted patents "in all
foreign countries"; in the second place, the elimination of the personal
pronoun is doubtless due to the fact that the "medicated ear-drum" that Way
sells is not his invention but the invention of Frances M. Way, his wife!
Incidentally, Frances M. Way is the individual referred to in the advertising

In the first place,

matter thus

:
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of all, I have with
.
ear, nose and throat
.
."

''Most important
<»f the

me

CURES

Dr. F. M. Way,

who is a well-known

specialist

Dr. F. M. Way was graduated in 1902 by the Detroit Homeopathic College,
low-grade institution now defunct. It is hardly necessary to say that Dr.
Way is not a "well-known specialist." Way publishes comparatively few testi
monials. Although we have sets of his follow-up letters, covering a period of
some years, there are less than a dozen testimonials all told.
Yet, Mr. Way
claims that he has hundreds on file ! One testimonial that he has featured to
the extent of publishing not only a fulsome letter but a photograph of the
person giving it came from a young woman who, the public was told, "was
so deaf that I was attending a deaf-and-dumb school."
She bought a pair of
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a

The Way Ear-Drum
George P. Way's advertisement.
hut might easily prove a serious injury to the deaf.

never

cured

a

case

of

deafness,

Way's ear-drums, and "now can hear a clock tick in any part of the room."
to who lives in the same town as this young woman.
has never been extremely deaf and her hearing is not
Another testimonial is from a man who declared that before
yet restored.
using the Way Ear-Drum he "did not hear thunder," but with the "medicated
ear-drums" in his ears he can "hear the tick of the clock thirty feet away."
Investigation discloses that the man "is quite deaf" and is at the present time
using an entirely different device.
The Way "medicated ear-drum" itself is a particularly vicious little device.
While there is nothing in the advertising matter sent out by Way to make this
clear, the patent specifications show that the drums are specially designed for
individuals whose tympanic membrane
is ruptured.
It is a
("ear-drum")
rubber contrivance enlarged at each end and with a constricted portion in the
center.
One of the enlarged ends is supposed to be pushed into the middle ear.
for discharging ears ; actually they are about
drums
are recommended
The
the worst things that could be used in such a condition.
The amount of
damage a device of this kind can do in the hands of the unskilled is almost
beyond belief. But it furnishes the exploiters an income which they are willing
to divide with those publications that are not above participating in the profits
of quackery. — (From The Journal A. M. A., Nov. 1, 1913.)

A physician was written
He declares that the girl

THE WILSON

EAR-DRUM

The Wilson Ear-Drum is another of the small rubber contrivances, made
canal (the outer ear passage), of which
It is advertised under the usual claims and

to slip into the external auditory
there are so many on the market.
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is just as worthless as most devices of this sort and just as potent for harm.
One might imagine that plain business judgment would bar claims that every
person who has reached the age of responsibility, whether he is technically
educated or not, would be able to recognize as obviously false. In the world
of quackery, however, no such restrictions seem to hold. As Mr. Adams has so
well remarked:
"Our national quality of commercial shrewdness fails us when
Here, for
we go into the open market to purchase
relief from suffering."
instance, is what is claimed for the Wilson Ear-Drum:

Deaf
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Near

as

one

A

Wilson Ear-Drum advertisement.
"wireless telephones."

People New

.

Whispers

\

These

worthless

j

little

rubber

devices

sound

waves

and

are described

"It

is

"It
"It
"It

is the only device in the world constructed on scientific principles."
is the only device in the world that is made to fit the orifice of the ear."
is the only device in the world that cannot possibly injure the hearing."

tbe

point."

only

device

in

the

world

that

collects

focuses

them

to

These are only a few of the superlative virtues assigned to this trumpery
Elsewhere they are called "wireless telephones for the ears,"
and the claim is made that by their use "every condition of deafness or defec
tive hearing is being helped and cured. . . ." The Wilson Ear-Drum is
sold on the mail-order plan; also they are peddled over the country by their
exploiter. The Wilson Ear-Drum, with "nickel forceps" and "drum inserters"
thrown in, come at $5 a pair. As cures for deafness they are not worth 5 cents.
—(From The Journal A. M. A., Nov. 1, 1913.)

piece of rubber.

EPILEPSY

CURES

"Many of these quack remedies so glowingly set forth in the public prints possess
the power of suppressing the attack for a time, but it it suppression only, not cure, and
the patients are always worse afterward.
If pushed too far, death may intervene from
acute bromld poisoning."

Those who have followed the trend of events in the "patent medicine" world
of remedies sold as cures for epilepsy.

in the number

increase

a great

of the Food and Drugs Act there has been

that since the passage

have noticed

correct to say that the increase

it would be more
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appropriations made for this class of nostrums.
The bromids are powerful drugs and produce

Possibly

has been in the advertising

The reason is not far to seek.
well-marked

physiologic effects.

Taken in quantities that no physician who respected his patient's welfare — or
his own reputation — would dare to prescribe, they produce effects that impress
The purchaser mistakes

the layman with their potency.
sion of the attacks

of epilepsy, produced

a

temporary suppres

by large quantities of bromids, for a

cure.

The presence of this powerful drug does not have to be declared on the

label,

which doubtless

The enormous
was

harm that may

well described

by Dr.

be done by such

W. T. Spratling

Dr. Spratling,

court.

States

for its widespread use under the present

accounts

an authority

indiscriminate use of bromids
testifying before

when

on epilepsy,

Superintendent of the Craig Colony for Epileptics
what

law.

United

a

was for many

at Sonyea,

N. Y.

years

Here is

he said :

"The colony has ascertained through the analysis of nearly thirty of the more widely
advertised patent nostrums for the 'sure cure' of epilepsy that the bromid is the base of
Many of these quack remedies so glowingly set forth in the public prints, possess
them all.
only, not cure, and
the power of suppressing the attack for a time, but it is suppression
If pushed too far, death may intervene from
the patients are always worse afterward.
This happened in the case of a boy 12 years, whom I knew, whose
acute bromid poisoning.
parents gave him too frequent doses of a patent nostrum, the essential ingredient of which
cures, was bromid of potassium.
It is a frequent
as with the bulk of patent epileptic
experience to see patients brutalized by bromid, go months without fits, but with a loss of
mental and physical activity."

It

is evident

should

be

of drugs in "patent medicines" whose presence

that the number

declared on the label should

be increased.

In

fact, properly to safe

guard the public health all constituents in "patent medicines" for which thera
action is claimed, should be declared on the label, both as to kind and

peutic

amount.

At

present there are but eleven drugs and their derivatives,

of whose

Such powerful poisons as arsenic,

strychnin,

presence the public must be told!

prussic acid, carbolic acid and ergot may be used in "patent medicines" in any
that the manufacturer

is entirely in the dark
The same is true of the depressing bromids. It is
regarding their presence.
When this is done,
high time that the list of "declared" drugs be extended.

quantity

the number
increased.

of epilepsy

sees

"cures" will

fit and the public

be

decreased

and the safety

of the public
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TREATMENT

The "Converse Treatment" for epilepsy is sold by the Converse Treatment
Company of Columbus, Ohio. As is the case with most mail-order medical
concerns none of the individuals controlliVig the business seem to be physicians.
The "medical referee" of the company is given as Edgar J. Martin, M.D. In
those free and easy days when "patent medicine" makers could let their
imagination run untrammeled by any considerations for truthfulness this
product was known as the "Converse Cure" and was put out as "the only
positive cure known, adopted and recommended by the leading physicians of
the country." The epileptic was told :
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"From the time of Hippocrates
Institute, this fearful disease has

until
been

the Wonderful Cure discovered
treated by the medical profession

by the Converse
in vain."

The usual warnings against all other "cures for fits," were part of the adver
tising claptrap and competitors' products were condemned under the statement
that they contained "zinc, silver or bromid, all of which but tend to aggravate
the trouble in the long run." In those days the Converse nostrum emanated
from Mount Vernon, Ohio. Later the name of the concern
was changed from the "Converse Treatment Institute" to the
"Converse Treatment Company" and the concern moved from
Mt. Vernon to Columbus, Ohio.
When the company is written to it notifies the prospective
victim that the "treatment" is put up in "packages of six bottles
for $5.00."
In addition there are two side-line nostrums,
"Tonicine Tablets" for "restoring nerve vitality" and "enrich
ing the blood," and "Sanderson's Six-Herbs," a laxative pill.
According to the advertising matter, the Converse Treatment
is "used in hospitals, sanitariums and by leading physicians."
On the interesting question, Who are the leading physicians
that use this nostrum, the Converse Treatment Company is
silent. Some of their circulars give alleged testimonials from
physicians but the names and addresses of these physicians are
not given.
In 1912 The Journal published the result of an
analysis of the Converse Treatment made by Prof. E. F. Ladd,
Pure Food Commissioner of North Dakota.
the aggressive
report showed the essential drugs in the Con
Ladd's
Professor
verse Treatment, as in practically all other treatments for epilepsy, were the
bromids. More recently, in connection with the investigation of a number of
"epilepsy cures," the Association's laboratory has analyzed the "Celebrated
Converse Treatment." The laboratory report follows :
LABORATORY

REPORT

Original bottles of "Converse Treatment," manufactured by the Converse
Treatment Co., Columbus, Ohio, were submitted to the Chemical Laboratory
for examination. Each bottle contained 165 c.c. (5V4 fluidounces) of a brown
liquid, having suspended extractive matter present, and with a strong odor of
cinnamon. The specific gravity of the liquid at 15.6 C. was 1.1426. Qualitative
calcium, sodium, potassium,
the presence of ammonium,
tests demonstrated
From spectro
chlorid and bromid. Saccharine also seemed to be present.
scopic tests, lithium was not present in quantities greater than minute traces.
Essentially each 100 c.c. of the solution contains about 7.3 gm. ammonium
bromid, 5 gm. calcium bromid and 8.7 gm. potassium bromid. Calculating from
the bromid determination, each dose 1 teaspoonful (1 fluidram) contains the
equivalent of 14.5 grains of potassium bromid, or each daily dose (4 teaspoonfuls) corresponds to 58.0 gr. potassium bromid.
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As might have been expected from the investigation of various nostrums
of the same type, the "Converse Treatment" is but one more of the bromid mix
This, too,' in spite of the fact that, in the past, the exploiters of the stuff
tures.
stated that epilepsy cures containing bromids "tend to aggravate the trouble
in the long run." The statement that the Converse Treatment will cure epilepsy
is as false as the other statement that the nostrum is used "by leading physi
cians." The stuff has all the limitations and dangers of a bromid mixture. It
will never cure a case of epilepsy, but, indiscriminately used by those who must
be ignorant of the fact that it contains bromids, may easily result in adding to
of bromism. —
the epileptic victim's already serious condition the dangers
The Journal A. M. A., April

(From
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CRONEY'S

24, 1915.)

"SPECIFIC

FOR

EPILEPSY"

Dr. James T. Croney of Columbus, Ohio, calls himself a "specialist" in
His specialty is of the mail-order variety, and he treats patients he
epilepsy.
for conditions that are self-diagnosed. So far as we have been able
sees,
never
to ascertain from the records, Croney was never grad
He was licensed to practice
uated by a medical college.
in Ohio in 1898, under the law passed in that year, which
non-graduates who had practiced a certain
permitted
number of years to register.
At the time of licensing
he was classified as an eclectic, as he claimed to have
attended the Eclectic Medical College, Cincinnati, for
four months in 1871.
"I have, perhaps, the most positive method ever
devised for the permanent cure of Epilepsy," says Croney.
with all the easy assurance of quackery. "My record
is a patient restored to health in every case where my
Croney obtains
treatment was followed as prescribed."
of small
his "sucker list" by writing to the mayors
towns and also to the local agents of express companies
asking them to furnish the names of sufferers from
He also incloses with
epilepsy in their neighborhood.
his requests a printed slip emphasizing the fact that he
ships his nostrum by express. Having obtained the name,

form-letter prepared so as to resemble a personal
communication is sent to the sufferer offering the usual
The fears of the sufferers are
"free trial treatment."
a

played

on, thus

:

"If you could understand fully the terrible results of neglected
which may
epilepsy — imbecility, or equally fearful complications
inevitably result — you would write to me today — this very moment."
Of
".
speak

the "treatment," Croney says:
.

.

the

key to my success is due to the fact that I have dissected
it at all times."
a remedy that opposes

— and have prepared

epilepsy — so to

And what is this "remedy" that, according to its exploiter, "first removes the
primary cause of epilepsy and then dispels the secondary causes?" Let the
Association's laboratory answer :
LABORATORY

REPORT

One bottle of "Dr. Croney's Specific for Epilepsy," manufactured by J. T.
Croney, Columbus. Ohio, was submitted to the Chemical Laboratory for exami
nation. The bottle contained 980 c.c. (32% fluidounces) of a brown liquid.
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EPILEPSY

GRANT'S

"CURE"

Fred E. Grant sells a mail-order "cure" for epilepsy from Kansas City, Mo.
According to the records, Grant was graduated by the Medical Department of
the University of Michigan in 1877.
Some years ago he seems to have prac
ticed at Ottawa, Kan., moving to Kansas City, Mo., about 1900. The Journal
has received inquiries regarding Grant's nostrum at various times during the
last five or six years, some of them coming from physicians, others from lay
men.
A woman on the Pacific Coast wrote, in part :
"Could you give me an analysis of the medicine used by Dr. Fred E.
Grant for the cure of epilepsy?
I have been giving the medicine
for some time to my daughter. Her general health has become very poor."
A Vermont physician writes that a patient had been taking Grant's nos
trum for two years and says :
"The family feel that she gets more relief from this than from any
bromid mixture. However, it seems to me that it dulls her mind far more
than a necessary dose of bromid should."
physician tells even
The letter that follows from a Providence, R.
more
vivid story:
a

I.,

...

a

a

I

is

it

is

if

It

I

it

it

a

a

a

a

a

"I saw this morning for the first time
girl of thirteen suffering from
epilepsy. For two years she has taken medicine sent to her by Dr. Fred E.
Grant, 520 to 538 Raymond Street, Kansas City, Missouri.
The patient's
mother tells me that two years ago, seeing Dr. Grant's advertisement in
she wrote to him, received a bottle of his medicine
magazine,
free of
person in New Jersey.
charge and
reference to
She wrote to New
Jersey and received
letter saying that the doctor's medicine had cured
the writer's little boy of epilepsy.
Since this time, at $2 per bottle, the
medicine has been procured from Dr. Grant. The patient has been failing
steadily mentally during this time and some weeks ago lay for three weeks
muscle, most of the time unconscious,
and
in a stupor without moving
had to be fed artificially.
The mother wrote to Dr. Grant telling him of
this illness, and the Doctor wrote back that during this acute sickness
would be best to'omit his medicine.
"There was none of his preparation in the house this morning at the
saw an empty bottle and the label on which
says
time of my visit, but
also says that
that the preparation contains no opium or chloral.
the patient after taking the medicine some time becomes sleepy, has puffiness of the eyelids, eruption of the skin, and other strange symptoms to pay
no attention to these signs, to continue the medicine and write to Dr.
Of course, the three weeks' stupor was the result of saturation
Grant.
probably largely composed of bromids.
with the quack's nostrum which
communication from you
would appreciate
not too much trouble
giving the formula."

If

•
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having extractive matter present. The specific gravity of the liquid at 15.6 C.
was 1.1403.
a
trace of alkaloid, alcohol,
Qualitative tests demonstrated
ammonia, sodium, potassium, carbonate, chlorid and bromid. A resin was also
present.
The liquid was distinctly alkaline.
Essentially each 100 ex. of the solution contains approximately 3.0 gm.
Calculating from the
ammonium bromid and 16.1 gm. potassium bromid.
bromid determination, each dose, 2 teaspoonfuls (2 fluidrams) contains the
equivalent of 16.9 grains potassium bromid, or the daily dose (6 teaspoonfuls)
corresponds to S0.7 grains potassium bromid.
Shorn of its mystery and secrecy Croney's "cure" for epilepsy, like every
other nostrum of its type, stands exposed as essentially a mixture of bromids.
Summarized, the investigation shows that Croney's alleged "Specific for
Epilepsy" is not a "specific," is not a cure for epilepsy and is dangerous. —
(From The Journal A. M. A., April 17, 1915.)
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Grant's methods are typical. Advertisements in cheap magazines, especially
those that circulate in rural districts, are the chief means whereby he gets
in touch with his victims. An answer to the advertisement brings the usual
circular letter, together with a batch of testimonials.
An original specimen of Grant's nostrum was submitted to the Association's
laboratory, where it was subjected to analytical tests. The report follows:
LABORATORY

REPORT

bottle of a remedy for epilepsy, manufactured by Dr. Fred E.
Grant, Kansas City, Mo., was submitted to the Chemical Laboratory for exami
nation. The lx>ttle contained 460 c.c. (about 15Vs fluidounces) of a brown
liquid. The specific gravity of the liquid at 15.6 C. was 1.1149. Qualitative
sodium, bromid and
the presence of alcohol, potassium,
tests demonstrated
chlorid.
The essential constituents of each 100 c.c. of the solution are approximately
Calculating from the
15.8 gm. of potassium bromid and 0.9 gm. sodium bromid.
bromid determinations, each teaspoonful (1 fluidram) contains the equivalent
of 10.0 grs. potassium bromid, and each daily dose (7 teaspoonfuls) corresponds
to 70.0 grs. potassium bromid.
The directions on the bottle call for Grant's cure to be given: "Two Teaspoonfuls after Breakfast and the Noon Meal. Three Teaspoonfuls On Retir
ing." This means that the victim is unknowingly taking the equivalent of
seventy grains of potassium bromid daily and yet Grant insists that : "There
is nothing injurious to the system in this medicine." — (From The Journal
A. M. A., Sept. 4, 1915.)
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One original

GUERTIN'S

NERVE

SYRUP

Dr. Guertin's Nerve Syrup is sold by a Cincinnati concern,
or, as it has been termed,
the Kalmus Chemical Company,
the Otto Kalmus Chemical Company.
Each carton of the
nostrum bears a picture of an apparently well-fed but not
otherwise prepossessing individual under which, in autograph
style, is the name "A. L. Guertin, M.D."
Before discussing Guertin's Nerve Syrup it will be profitaide to review an older chapter of Cincinnati quackery. For
some years previous to 1908 one Otto Kalmus of Cincinnati
conducted a medical mail-order fraud known as the Epileptic
Institute. In 1908 the postoffice officials put the concern ont
of business by denying it the use of the mails. After the
issuance of the fraud order an attempt was made to evade
its effects by conducting the business under the name Hamil
ton Dispensary. The fraud order was extended to cover the
new name and a quietus was finally put on the mail-order
business.
Kalmus' scheme was to advertise that he could
cure epilepsy by remedies unknown to- medical science and
termed by him the "Schonka treatment."
The government
proved that his remedies were in fact the bromids with adonis
vernalis, and the federal inspectors were unable to learn of
They did come across some cases in which
any "cures" that had been effected.
the victims had become so seriously affected by the bromids that the "treat
ment" had to be discontinued and the unfortunates confined in state institutions.
Kalmus further claimed that he had connected with his "institute" trained
and skilled specialists including one of the foremost examining specialists in
Investigation disclosed that there had been connected with the
America.
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"institute," at different
Schoenling, H. J. Luecke
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times since its inception, three physicians, E. H.
and A. L. Guertin. Kalmus himself was not a physi
cian and had no medical education. The government report showed that
Schoenling had made no special study of epilepsy, that he had worked most
of the time since his graduation for a "men's specialist" quack, and that he was
not a member of any reputable medical society; it declared, also, that Luecke
was not a specialist in epilepsy, that while he was paid a paltry salary for his
service to the "institute" his regular business was that of a quack whose adver-

Reduced reproduction
for epilepsy.

of part of the carton

of Dr.

Gucrtin's Nerve

Syrup,

sold

as

a

cure

tisements had been excluded from the Cincinnati papers because they related
to the sale of abortifacients and the performing of criminal operations. Before
his connection with the Kalmus concern, Luecke seems to have been employed
by a "men's specialist" outfit, the Bradford Medical Institute, and also to have
bought out another quack concern.
As to A. L. Guertin, the report declared he received $35 a month for his
services to the Epileptic Institute, his professional standing was questionable,
he admitted that he was not a specialist and that he had little or no practice
in Cincinnati and he had been shown previously to have sold a testimonial to a
fraudulent concern and afterward repudiated it. From a report sent in from
Zanesville, Ohio, recently, it appears that one Alfred L. Guertin is connected
with a quack organization calling itself the United Doctors. So much for Otto
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Kalmus' Epileptic Institute and his assistants, Luecke, Guertin, ct al. The
details of this case have been well set forth in "Nostrums and Quackery" (1912).
Dr. Guertin's Nerve Syrup, the subject of the present article, is sold under
such claims as :

"It

stops Fits and Convulsions promptly."
."
.
.
is guaranteed harmless.
.
.
.
.
.
the first few doses have stopped the attacks in the most distressing cases of
.
.
."
Epilepsy.
"It is well named 'The Sunshine for Epileptics.* "
"This excellent Nervine is the result of repeated trials, careful and prolonged experi
ments and years of observation of its effect in the diseases for which it is recommended.
It reflects the best thought of the day."
"There is nothing better in the world for this obscure disease."

".

In addition

to letters and circulars sent to prospective purchasers, the Kal
Chemical Co. also sends out the inevitable booklet without which no
True to type this publication contains,
advertised "cure for fits" is complete.
besides the usual farrago of pseudo-scientific nonsense, horrific pictures of
unfortunate epileptics in various unpleasant contortions. "Dr. Guertin's Nerve
Syrup" was examined in the Association's laboratory. The report follows:
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mus

LABORATORY

REPORT

One original bottle of "Dr. Guertin's Nerve Syrup," manufactured by the
Kalmus Chemical Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, was submitted to the Chemical Labora
tory for examination. The bottle contained 240 c.c. (8 fluidounces) of a brown
syrupy liquid having extractive matter present.
The specific gravity of the
liquid at 15.6 C. was 1.3333. Qualitative tests demonstrated the presence of a
very small amount of an alkaloid, ammonium,
calcium, potassium,
sodium,
strontium, bromid, chlorid and sugar, a trace of invert sugar .was also present.
Essentially each 100 c.c. of the solution contains 2.9 grams ammonium
bromid, 1.5 grains strontium bromid, 0.9 grams calcium bromid, 10.9 grams
potassium bromid, 4.5 grams sodium bromid, with 45.9 grams sugar.
Calculat
ing from the bromid determinations, each dose, 1 to 2 teaspoonfuls (1 to 2
fluid drams) contains the equivalent of 13.9 to 27.8 grains potassium bromid,
and the daily dose (4 to 8 teaspoonfuls) corresponds to 55.6 to 111.2 grains
potassium bromid.
Bromids, of course — although the public is not apprised of the fact. "Harm
less" it is said to be, although it possesses all the potency for harm that resides
Left, as usual, practically in the
in secret mixtures of the bromids. Dosage?
hands of the person who takes it :

"If the doses as given
the quantity.
.
.
."

on the

bottle

do

not

bring

the

attacks

under

control,

increase

And the sufferer, firm in the belief that the preparation is what the exploiters
claim, "a mild and harmless nervine," ignorant of the presence of the bromids,
is dosed into physical and mental inactivity.
Such must be the inevitable result
of the indiscriminate use of "Dr. Guertin's Nerve Syrup" which is not a "safe
and dependable remedy for all nervous diseases" as claimed, but is an unsafe
and unreliable nostrum. — (From The Journal A. M. A., March 27, 1915.)

KLINE'S "NERVE

REMEDY"

Dr. Kline's Epilepsy Cure used to be advertised under the name of Dr. R. H.
Kline of Philadelphia. Now, it is sold by the Dr. R. H. Kline Company, 45-47
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East Twentieth Street, New York — the same address as the Lexington Drug
and Chemical Company, manufacturers of the Waterman "epilepsy cure." On
both the letterhead of the Dr. R. H. Kline Company and the carton in which the
preparation comes, it is stated that the concern has its "laboratories" at Red
Bank, N. J. Red Bank, it will be remembered, is the home
of A. W. Chappell and his employe, H. W. Perkins, M.D.,
of "Dr. Perkins' Favorite Prescription."
It is not surpris
ing, then, that those who write to the Dr. R. H. Kline con
cern should receive a letter signed "H. W. Perkins, M.D."
Originally there seems to have been a Dr. R. H. Kline who
for years quacked it in Philadelphia.
In the advertising
leaflets sent out by the Dr. R. H. Kline Company in 1914,
no mention is made of the fact that Kline is dead, or, in
fact, that he is not still in charge of the concern.
In com
mon with "Dr. M. W. Waterman's Tonic Restorative" and
"Dr. Perkins' Favorite Prescription," "Dr. Kline's Nerve
Remedy" also comes at $2 a bottle.

A bottle of Dr. Kline's Nerve Remedy was obtained and
submitted to the Association's laboratory for examination.
The report follows :
LABORATORY

REPORT

Nerve Remedv."
One original bottle of "Dr. Kline's
manufactured by Dr. R. H. Kline Co., New York, N. Y.,
was submitted to the Chemical Laboratory for examination.
The bottle contained about 350 c.c. ( 1 1 Vs fluidounces) of a
brown liquid, having extractive
matter
present, and with an
9 1UU11IL5,1 iU II uodor of cinnamon. The specific
gravity of the liquid at 1S.6 C.
was 1.1740.
Qualitative tests
demonstrated the presence of
cinchona alkaloids, ammonium,
potassium, sodium, bromid and
chlorid.
Essentially,
each
100
c.c.
of the solution contains ap
proximately
8.7
gm. ammo
respond immediately to the i
nium bromid, 9.2 gm. potas
meht that bis for over 40 .
sium bromid and
8.0
for these
remedy
gm.
standa-d
sodium
Calculating
bromid.
eri'
emiyy?* Boctors°^ref
from the bromid determina
isenses: It
especn
It* beneficial
is not
cure-all.
tions each meal-time dose, one
DniKetet*
effects are immediate.
teaspoonful (1 fluidram), con
To prove its
it.
sell
everywhere
.FiTmV
cheerfully
aend a
virtues,
will
we
wonderful
tains the equivalent of 17.2
Full $2.00 Supply without charge.
grains potassium bromid, and

St. Vitus Dance, Fall

ing Sickness, Fits

daily dose (5 teaspoonfuls) corresponds to 87.0 grains
potassium bromid.
each

KUNE LABORATORIES

CStfS?

A typical advertisement of the Kline Laboratories—
The report on Dr. Kline's
a concern operated by the owner of the Waterman and
Nerve Remedy shows that it is
Perkins "cures.*'
identical with the product put
out under the name of Dr. Waterman's Tonic Restorative. The fractional dif
ferences that appear are not more than would be found in comparing any two
analyses of the same product. — (From The Journal A. M. A., March 6, 1915.)
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CURES

NERVE

TONIC

The Kocnig Medicine Company, Chicago, III., made a preparation called
"Pa"stor Kocnig's Nerve Tonic."
The government declared that the stuff was
misbranded because the curative claims made for it were false and fraudulent
and were applied knowingly for the purpose of defrauding
purchasers.
It was claimed that the preparation was "A
Natural
for Epileptic Fits
Remedy
St. Vitus
Inebriety . . . Spinal and
Dance . . . Dizziness,

...
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Brain

\<\\

*3^iSP*

I I

Weakness."

Other

equally

ridiculous

claims

appeared on the package.
The Koenig Medicine Com
pany appeared as claimant. The court entered judgment
of condemnation and forfeiture and ordered that the prod
uct should be delivered to the claimant after the cost of
the proceedings
had been paid and a bond of $200 exe
cuted, one of the conditions being that the product should
be relabeled under supervision of a government
official. —
[Notice of Judgment No. 4531; issued Feb. 8, 1917.]

MAY'S

FORMULA

VV. H. May, M.D., and his so-called "medical labora
tory," both of New York City, conduct a mail-order "cure"
The nostrum, now called "Dr. May's For
for* epilepsy.
mula" was, a year or so ago, "Dr. May's Epilepticide.
The Wonderful
Nerve Restorer."
Nor is the change in the wording of
the label .the only indication of a
recognition of the futility — not to

that
say dangers — of a mendacity
expresses itself in cold type. A study
of the booklets issued a year or two
ago with those published later shows
various changes, deletions and mod
ifications that are of interest to the
student of the history of quackery.
Moreover, it makes for optimism;
it encourages
the belief that the
public is developing a healthy skep
ticism of the claims of the quack,
for instance :

Special Case
libortton toceri <Boo)t_^L

3 -XoM^t it »i. ) ijcttUt, $9.00
2
UviXawma 17eLC(cdt $1.00

In

1912: "It has been proven that Dr.
H. May's Scientific Discovery Epilep
ticide, The Great Nerve Restorer is the
Most Successful
Remedy for Epilepsy."
[Italics ourr. — Ed.]
In 1914: "It has often been said that
Dr. May's Formula is the Most Successfor Epilepsy." [Italics ours.
fulRemcdy
VV.

$10.00

Skt

ojU**.

(e* $8.00

—Ed.]

In 1915: "It is said that The Dr. May
Formula is The Proper and Most Success
ful Treatment
for Epilepsy
or Fits."
[Italics ours. — Ed.]

In the older booklet May takes
to himself the credit for discover
ing the cause of epilepsy.
Thus :

» thlt fot 1flint t* I

Photographic
reproduction
of a slip
(reduced)
out by W. H. May to prospective victims of
his mail-order epilepsy cure giving the impression
that each case gets individual attention.
sent
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"It

or 'Fits' is directly
has been proved by the researches of Dr. May that Epilepsy
by the presence of a growth, a rupture of a small bloodvessel or an adhesion in the
brain proper or between its membranes.
"Previous to this discovery the causes of this malady were unknown."
caused

And

in another pamphlet

:

"Time and space will not permit of a lengthy description of the elaborate experiments
and investigations which have been carried on in the Dr. May Medical Laboratories by which
Suffice it to say that all modern authorities have accepted Dr.
these facts were obtained.
May's theory, and that the results following his discovery have been of far more reaching
than those obtained by Koch or Pasteur."
importance

These astonishing falsehoods are not to he found in the latest May "litera
Whether their ahsence is due to an awakened conscience or a healthy
dread of that efficient but overworked arm of the Federal service — the Postoffice fraud-order department — must be left to the reader to decide.
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ture."

Reproductions

of the older and later forms of
SCARING

THE

the

May

nostrum.

VICTIMS

"It is not our purpose to worry the unfortunate victims of this dreadful
disease," soliloquizes May in his opening paragraphs, "nor shall we seek to
terrorize them with harrowing details which beset their path unless they have
Far be it from the considerate "Dr." May to frighten
the right treatment."
Yet it is con
those who seek relief from epilepsy via the mail-order route.
ceivable that the following paragraphs, quoted from the same source, might
have at least a slightly disquieting effect on the sufferer:
"The mother falls on the red-hot stove while
into the fire while playing about the hearthstone.

preparing

the daily

meal,

the child

falls
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"The father, while returning from work, falls in the crowded street and his life is crushed
out by the cruel car or the rushing automobile.
These are but a few instances of violent
deaths met by epileptics in New York City during one week."

A

And then this is hardly reassuring:

"If
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than

you Hesitate, you are Lost!
death — the Maniac's Doom."

Often

Delay

means, if not death, a Condition

Worse

The price of the May nostrum is not a fixed quantity.
The amount first asked, and that given on the lahel, is $3
a hottle.
Should an order not be forthcoming May comes
down to $5' for three bottles and offers to throw in for good
measure two boxes of his tablets.
This five-dollar combi
nation is asserted to be "sufficient to relieve and perma
nently cure almost any case of Epilepsy."
If this induce
ment fails to coax the money from the victim the offer
comes to send "Two large full-size Sixteen-Ounce Bottles"
for a mere $3; still later comes the opportunity to purchase
"1 large 16-ounce bottle" for $2.
Having "discovered" the real cause of epilepsy, May
naturally decided that "the old method of treating Epilepsy"
should be discarded. To take its place "a new scientific
treatment of the disease has been perfected by which have
been obtained the most wonderful and marvelous cures."
What is this marvel?
Let the Association's laboratory
answer :
LABORATORY

REPORT

One original bottle of "Dr. May's Formula," manufac
tured by Dr. W. H. May Medical Laboratory, New York,
N. Y., was submitted to the Chemical Laboratory for examination. The bottle
contained a brown liquid, having extractive matter present.
The specific gravity
of the liquid at 15.6 C. was 1.2347. Qualitative tests demonstrated the presence
of alcohol, ammonia, potassium, sodium, bromid, chlorid and sucrose.
Essentially each
100 c.c. of the so
lution contains 4.5
grams
of ammo
nium bromid and
16.0 grams
of so

dium bromid. Cal
culating from the
bromid determina
tions,
daily
each
dose, one teaspoon-

ful

(1

fluidram)

contains the equiv
alent of 15 grains
of potassium bro
concern confines its advertising largely to rural districts.
mid. and each daily
dose (4 teaspoonf uls) corresponds to 60 grains of potassium bromid.
Says May of his nostrum

:

"It is not poisonous; contains no narcotics — no morphin, opium, cocaine or belladonna
such as are ordinarily used in other remedies for Epilepsy, and arc so destructive to health."
What are the facts: It is poisonous; it does contain a narcotic; it is essen
tially just such a mixture as is ordinarily sold as an "epilepsy cure" and it is
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destructive of health. In short, the May epilepsy "cure" is foisted on sufferers
under claims that are either directly or inferentially false and misleading and
when purchased the victim has obtained what is essentially a bromid mixture
having all the dangers — and limitations —of such a mixture. No wonder some
"patent medicine" makers are opposed to the declaration of their formulas !
It would sound the death knell of their business. — (From The Journal A. M. A.,

April

3, 1915.)

MILES'

RESTORATIVE

NERVINE

According to the trade package, "Dr. Miles' Restorative Nervine":
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"Is Recommended for the Following Ailments: Epilepsy, Hysteria and St. Vitus's Dance
Heau
Nervousness,
Sleeplessness, Neuralgia, Nervous Dyspepsia, and Nervous Prostration.
of the Heart due to functional or Nervous Disturbances.
ache. Backache, and Palpitation
This Remedy is also useful as an aid to other treatment for Tobacco and Alcoholic Excess,
the Opium and Morphin Habits."
The "Nervine" is but one of several "patent medicines"
put out by the Miles Medical Co. of Elkhart, Ind. As is
usual in such cases' the advertising of each nostrum is
used as a supplemental means of exploiting the remainder
of the group.
For instance, in the treatment of "Back
ache" we are told that "few remedies have a more bene
ficial effect in this disorder than the Restorative Nervine."
However, if the pain is severe, the sufferer is urged to
take in addition, "Dr. Miles' Anti-Pain Pills" (an acetanilid mixture) and it is further suggested that "Dr. Miles'
Liver Pills" will render the "treatment" still more effec
tive.
In chorea the "Nervine" is recommended, together
with "Dr. Miles' Restorative Tonic" to "enrich the blood"
and "Dr. Miles' Liver Pills" to be taken "as needed."
For drunkenness and delirium tremens "give large doses
of Restorative Nervine" followed by the use of "Dr. Miles'
Liver Pills." Those who desire to overcome the alcohol
habit are urged to take from six to nine teaspoonfuls daily
of the "Restorative Nervine" and the same quantity of
"Restorative Tonic," while for any pain "use Dr. Miles'

Anti-Pain Pills."

Sufferers from epilepsy are told that "few remedies
are more beneficial in the treatment of this disease than
the Restorative Nervine."
Should the patient not improve
as rapidly as expected, the company
urges that the case
should be reported to it and its "specialist will give advice free of charge as to
the best treatment in such exceptional cases."
One is led to believe also that the
morphin habit may be cured by the combined use of the "Restorative Nervine,"
"Restorative Tonic," "Dr. Miles' Liver Pills" and "Dr. Miles' Anti-Pain Pills":
"If not benefited in a month write for advice." For rheumatism purchase a
bottle of "Nervine" to which "add 1 ounce of salicylate of soda" ; should the
case prove obstinate add, in addition, "4 drams wine of colchicum," using of
course, "Dr. Miles' Liver Pills" and the "Anti-Pain Pills."
The public is told that it must not infer —as it might possibly do — that "Dr.
Miles' Restorative Remedies" are "cure-alls"; the company expressly insists
that they are not. "There may be complications in your case that require the
special advice of a skilled physician," if then the results obtained from
"Restorative Nervine" are not satisfactory write to the Miles Medical Company
and, if one is to believe the advertisements,
"reliable advice will be furnished
you by a competent physician."
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Because of the number of inquiries that have been received about Dr.
Miles' Restorative Nervine the preparation was analyzed in the Association's
laboratory. A condensed statement of the analysis follows :
LABORATORY

REPORT

"Dr. Miles' Restorative Nervine. — This preparation

is a brown liquid having
sweetish-saline taste and an odor of a mixture of flavoring oils, among which
the oils of lemon and cloves could be detected.
Qualitative tests demonstrated
the presence of ammonia (combined form), potassium, sodium, a small amount
of calcium, a trace of iron, bromin, a small amount of chlorin and sulphate
ion, also benzoic acid (combined form), sugar and color resembling caramel.
From a consideration of quantitative determinations, which also were made,
the following formula would produce a mixture essentially similar to the
preparation :
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a

Ammonium bromid (NH«Br)
Potassium bromid (KBr)
Sodium bromid
Sodium chlorid
Sodium benzoate
Sugar
Caramel, sufficient to color
Oil of lemon and cloves to flavor
Water to make

1.13
9.87
6.93
0.24
0.85
54.0

100.00

gm.
gm.
gm.
gm.
gm.
gm.

c.c.

"The average single dose for an adult is given as two teaspoonfuls. Assum
ing one teaspoonful to be equivalent to 4 c.c. the total bromid content corre
sponds to 23.4 grains potassium bromid. This dose, given three times a day,
makes the daily dose contain in bromids the equivalent of 70 grains of potas
sium bromid."
From the analysis it appears that "Dr. Miles' Restorative Nervine" is
another one of the numerous bromid mixtures that have become so common
since the passage of the Food and Drugs Act. The bromids, while powerful
drugs, are "not among those that the federal law requires must be declared, both
qualitatively and quantitatively, on the label.
The well marked physiologic
effects of the bromids impress the public with the potency of any 'nostrum that
Every carton of the "Nervine" bears the statement in large
contains them.
letters
"Dr.
hydrate,

:

Miles' Restorative
chloroform,

cocain,

Nervine contains
alpha or beta

heroin,
no alcobol, opium, morphine,
eucaine, cannabis indica or acetanilid."

chloral

It fails to mention that the nostrum docs contain very definite quantities of
the depressing bromids which, when taken in ignorance of their presence, may
dose the sufferer into physical and mental inactivity.
No wonder the "patent
medicine" interests fight formula disclosure. — (From The Journal A. M. A.,
Sept. 9, 1916.)

Misbranded. — A consignment of Dr. Miles' Restorative Nervine was shipped
by Charles Franklin Miles, Andrew H. Beardsley and Albert R. Beardsley,
trading as the Dr. Miles Medical Co., Elkhart, Ind. Analysis showed the
product to consist essentially of a watery solution of sugar, benzoic acid,
calcium, potassium and
arsenic, and bromids and chlorids of ammonium,
Falsely and fraudulently advertised. C. F.
sodium, colored and flavored.
Miles fined $200 and costs and A. R. and A. H. Beardsley each fined $100 and
costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 5891; issued May 14, 1918.]

PEEBLES'

INSTITUTE

OF

HEALTH

Peebles' "epilepsy cure" is put out by the Dr. Peebles' Institute of Health,
Battle Creek, Mich. This company has for its chairman, J. M. Peebles, M.D.,
and for its treasurer and general manager, W. T. Bubo, M.D.
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J. M. Peebles, according to our records, is over 92 years old, and holds a
diploma, received in 1876 — after he was 50 — from the Philadelphia University
of Medicine and Surgery, that was fraudulent when it became extinct in 1880.
Peebles has held forth at Hammonton, N. J.; San Antonio, Tex.; San Diego,
Cal. ; Battle Creek, Mich., and is at present at Los Angeles. In addition to
quacking it in the "epilepsy cure" line, Peebles supplements his income by sell
ing a book, "Vaccination, a Curse and a Menace to Personal Liberty"- — price
One Dollar. W. T. Bobo, M.D., the treasurer and general manager of the
Peebles Institute was, according to our records, graduated in 1899 by the
Marion-Sims College of Medicine, St. Louis. Bobo not only has an interest in
the "epilepsy cure" but also advertises a goiter "cure."
Altogether the per
sonnel of the Peebles Institute is strictly in keeping with its business.

A reproduction (reduced) of an
advertisement of the Peebles Insti
tute. Its treasurer and general man
ager, W. T. Bobo, also advertises a
"goiter cure."

A typical advertisement (reduced)
Bobo in his role of goiter curer.

of

The

Peebles Institute reaches its victims in the usual manner : advertise
in not-too-particular newspapers and magazines. A "free trial treatment"
and a booklet containing much "scare" material forms part of the bait. Pic
tures showing a man followed by a demon (epilepsy) — a victim of the disease
falling from a housetop — the horribly distorted features of an epileptic in an
attack — a madman raving in his cell as a result of epilepsy— thus does the
In common with practically all "epilepsy
Peebles Institute drum up trade.
cures" the Peebles Institute leads the public to believe that it does not use
those drugs commonly prescribed by physicians in such cases. Also in common
with its kind, the concern, of course, uses bromids. It is not very long ago that
the Peebles Institute in circulars sent to prospective victims declared:

ments

"We could have done what many 'fit specialists' do, and _ sent a sedative or broraid
mixture that would have deadened and partly paralyzed the brain and nervous system and
checked the spells while the remedies were being used, but we do not treat our patients in
that way."
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The Peebles Institute no longer makes this statement — directly. It does,
however, still make such claims by inference.
The fact that the concern now
may be due to the government's
successful
language
epilepsy cure in which the stuff was declared misbranded, and the company fined ! A specimen of the Peebles nostrum — price
Five Dollars — was purchased direct from the concern and the preparation
submitted to the Association's laboratory for examination :
uses

more

guarded

prosecution of the Peebles
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LABORATORY

REPORT

The "Peebles Epilepsy Treatment," manufactured by the Peebles Health
Institute, Battle Creek, Mich., was submitted to the Chemical Laboratory for
examination. The treatment consisted of two original bottles, labeled, respec
tively, No. 1 and No. 2.
Peebles Epilepsy Treatment No. 1.— The
bottle of "Peebles' Epilepsy Treatment No.
1" contained 350 c.c. (12 fluidounces) of a
brown liquid with extractive matter present
celery and
and had an odor resembling
valerian.
The liquid seemed to consist
mainly of a hydro-alcoholic solution of
extractives
with flavoring. The specific
gravity at 15.6 C. was 1.1040. The solid
|

residue weighed 29.4 per cent, and the ash
weighed 1.17 per cent. Quantitative deter
mination showed 11.40 per cent, absolute
alcohol by volume.
The dose is 1 teaspoonful at mealtime.

Peebles Epilepsy Treatment No.

Peebles epilepsy cure. Peebles received
his diploma from a low grade medical
school (now extinct) after he was fifty
In addition to being president
years old.
of an "epilepsy-cure" concern, he sells a
book opposing vaccination.

2. — The

bottle of "Peebles Epilepsy Treatment No.
2" contained about 350 c.c. (12 fluidounces)
of a brown liquid, having extractive matter
The spe
present and a valerian-like odor.
cific gravity at 15.6 C. was 1.1061.
Quali
tative tests demonstrated
the presence of
alcohol,
ammonium,
potassium,
sodium
(traces), bromid and chlorid.
Essentially, each 100 c.c. of the solution
bromid
contains 7.3 grams of ammonium
and 17.9 grams of potassium bromid. Calrillat;n_
Hetprminatinti
frnm
trom rl1P
cu'atmg
tne hrnmirl
Dromui aeterminanon,
each dose, one teaspoonful
(1 nuidram),
contains the equivalent of 16.8 grains of
dose (three teaspoonfuls) corresponds to

bromid, and each daily
grains of potassium bromid.
The report shows, as might have been expected, that the Peebles epilepsy
treatment consists, essentially, in giving bromids. — {From The Journal A. M. A.,
Jan. 30, 1915.)

potassium
50.4

TOWNS'

EPILEPSY

TREATMENT

Towns' Epilepsy Treatment is marketed by the Towns' Remedy Company
of Milwaukee, Wis. A few years ago this preparation was known as "Dr.
Towns' Epilepsy Cure" and was sold from Fond du Lac, Wis. Then came
the Food and Drugs Act, which made false statements on the trade package
come high. Towns' "patent medicine" is not and never was a "cure" and the
The
name of the product has been changed to "Towns' Epilepsy Treatment."
Towns concern did not move directly from Fond du Lac to Milwaukee
but was for a time located at Baltimore, Md.
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The method by which the Towns alleged cure is brought to the attention
quackery.
of prospective victims is typical of mail-order
Leaflets and
"follow-up letters" are sent to those who answer the Towns advertisement.
In addition to the usual testimonial, common to the "patent medicine"
fraternity, the Towns' concern sends out "endorsements" of the nostrum from
"authorities."
One of these "endorsements" is said to be "from the highest
authorities known." The "highest authority" referred to is Willard H. Morse,
M.D., F.S.Sc. (Lond.), etc. Morse's name, as most of The Journal readers
know, appears on alleged analytical reports and testimonials for numerous
quackish preparations : consumption cures, epilepsy cures, rheumatism cures,
cures for blindness — these are but a few of the concerns that have in their
advertising armamentarium so-called chemists' certificates and "professional
endorsements" bearing Morse's name. Another alleged endorsement of Towns'
"cure" is an "editorial" entitled "Plain Truth About Proprietary Remedies" from
the American Journal of Health. This publication was one of those journalistic
parasites that fatten on quackery. In a government report published a few
years ago the federal officials made this statement :

"Dr. Towns]
The Towns label in its progress toward comparative truthfulness.
Towns
Cure" first became "Dr. Towns' Epilepsy Treatment" and is now simply
Treatment."

Epilepsy

tpilcpsy

"It appears by satisfactory proof . . . that this American Journal of
Health is not a medical journal of good standing, and that it is simply a
fraudulent publication printed to sell paid advertisements to various medi
cal concerns doing a mail-order business, and to be then used by such
concerns as an endorsement of a medical publication."
Apparently the Towns concern, in common with most medical mail-order
concerns, disposes of its "sucker list" when such lists have no further value.
At any rate it is a matter of government record that a fraudulent "epilepsy
cure" concern of Cincinnati, put out of business by the federal officials some
time ago, declared that it purchased the names of possible victims from Dr.
Towns of Fond du Lac. A bottle of Towns' "patent medicine" was submitted
:
to the Association's laboratory for examination with the following result
LABORATORY

REPORT

One original bottle of "Towns' Epilepsy Treatment," manufactured by the
Towns Remedy Co., Baltimore, Md., was submitted to the Chemical Laboratory
for examination. The bottle contained a brown liquid, having extractive matter
gravity of the
present, and with an odor of cinnamon and valerian. The specific
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liquid at 15.6 C. was 1.2505. Qualitative tests dcmontrated the presence of the
Alcohol, ammonia, potassium, sodium, hromid, chlorid, iodid and
following:
sugar.

Calculating from the bromid and iodid determinations, each dose, (1V4 fluiddrams), approximates the equivalent of 21.3 grains potassium bromid and 0.78
The daily dose (6
grain (about % grain) potassium iodid.
bromid
teaspoon fuls) corresponds to 85.2 grains potassium
Considerable chlorid is also
and 3.12 grains potassium iodid.
present, equivalent to approximately 6 grains sodium chlorid
or 24 grains in the daily dose (6 teain IVi teaspoonfuls,
spoonfuls).
Evidently this "epilepsy cure," in common with other nos
trums of the same kind, depends for its action on the presence
of bromids. And yet it has been sold under the claim that it
will "cure ninety-six in every hundred cases" of epilepsy!
In a card sent out by the Towns Remedy Company, the public
is led to infer that the nostrum has the endorsement
of fed
Whether this is true we do not know. It is a
eral judges.
".V
matter of court record, however, that the federal authorities
prosecuted the Towns concern for making false and mislead
When brought before the
ing claims for the preparation.
federal judge the Towns concern pleaded guilty and was fined.
—(from The Journal A. M. A., Feb. 20, 1915.)

WATERMAN'S

"TONIC

RESTORATIVE"

The Waterman Institute of New York is one of the names
under which Alexander W. Chappcll has advertised "cures" for epilepsy and
Chappcll, Vho is said to be in the real estate business
for the morphin habit.
at Red Bank, N. J., also has operated under the name of the Lexington Drug
and Chemical Company, which put out the Waterman "epi
lepsy cure." He is said to have been the principal owner
of the "Aldine Laboratories" and the "Windsor Laborato
ries," and to have been formerly connected with a concern
known as the "Berlin Remedy Company."
The advertising methods of the Waterman concern are
Whether
in keeping with the character of its products.
advertising its morphin-loaded "dope" for unfortunate drug
has
addicts or its 1>romid-loaded nostrum for epileptics,
prepared in
deluded the public by means of advertisements
"
the form of news items. For years certain newspapers pub
K
in such form as to lead the
lished these advertisements
1'llNIC unwary to believe they were telegraphic dispatches sent
tu:si(iK.\n\
More recently, thanks to
govern
out to the newspapers.
ment ruling on the subject most of the newspapers carrying
have placed
the Waterman advertisements
the tell-tale
letters "Adv." at the end of these items.
not from New York alone that Chappell
Apparently,
Newspaper advertisements
iden
carries on his business.
tical in general appearance and wording with those of the
Waterman Institute "news items" have been published tell
ing of the marvelous results alleged to have been achieved
in the treatment of epilepsy by one Dr. H. W. Perkins of
Perkins apparently acts for Chappell both
Red Bank, N.
under his own name and under the name of the Dr. R. H. Kline Company,
as the Lexington
a nostrum concern having the same address
Drug and
said to be owned or controlled by A. W.
Chemical Company and, like
it
is

a

:<■;
;

it

JL

it,

J.
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Those who sent their money to the Waterman Institute for the "epilepsy cure"
received a bottle of "Dr. M. W. Waterman's Tonic Restorative" ; those who
prefer to get the nostrum through Perkins of Red Bank receive "Prescription
909 — Dr. Perkins' Favorite Prescription," while those who "fall for" the Dr. Kline
product, get a bottle of "Dr. Kline's Nerve Remedy." The price is the same in
any case — $2 a bottle.
A

HOUSE

DIVIDED

year ago there seemed to be an insurrection in the Waterman Insti
For years the letters sent out by the Waterman Institute, whether
in connection with its "morphin cure" or with the "epilepsy cure" have been
signed "Lewis Riley, M.D." But in January, 1914, a letter from the M. W.
Waterman Institute came signed William J. Brady, M.D., in which Brady
begged to inform you that he had "superseded Dr. T. Lewis Riley" and would

About
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IS EPILEPSY CONQUERED?
[ay
Ihe

New Jcrtci Physician
Said to Have
* •
- " .
«
»
•
Many Cure* to Him Credit.

BED BANK, April 26.— Advices from
every .direction fully confirm previous
reports that the remarkable treatment
for epilepsy being administered by Dr.
Perkins of this city 1$ achieving won
derful results. Old and stubborn cases
have been greatly benefited and many
patients claim to have been fully cured.
Persons suffering from epilepsy should
write »t once to Dr. W. H. Perkins, Red
Bank, N. J., tor a supply of the remed. . whloh is beta* distributed

j
\

Dr. W. H. Perkins, of Red Bank, N. J., and the Dr. Waterman Institute of New York
City are two names under which one A. W. Chappell seems to do. or to have done, business.
New York City, is still another name used by the same man.
The Kline Laboratories,
All of the concerns sell "cures" for epilepsy. Perkins and the Waterman Institute have

reached the public by means of advertisements prepared as news items.
Here is one such
The letters "Advl." following the items are a comparatively recent addition.
advertisement.
on
the
next
the
advertisement
page.
See

take personal charge of your case in the future. He hoped to "give your case
greater personal attention" than his predecessor, Dr. Riley, had done. Shortly
after the Brady letter there came one from 112 East Nineteenth Street, New
York City, signed Lewis Riley, M.D. This read, in part:

I have always been your physician, I alone treated all cases of epilepsy
"Remember
Institute,
and nervous diseases, for the Waterman
and no one has my record or tonic
Should you take medicines apparently the same, it would not have the lasting
formulas.
effect."
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Riley further urged his correspondents to address all communications and
make all remittances payable to the "Pure Drug and Chemical Company" of that
city. In another letter Riley wrote, among other things :

"I have been informed that a Dr. Brady is writing to my patients on a letter headed
Institute' stating he has new and original methods, and sends them a sample
"Waterman
Dr. Brady has none of my formulas and any one who has taken
of some kind of medicine.
any of my records from the Lexington Drug and Chemical Company has done so without my
Kindly do not consider me responsible for any deleterious effects that may arise
consent.
He also infers that I have quit
from the use of any remedy that I have not prescribed.
treating epilepsy and nervous diseases and turned my practice over to him.
This is not
physician."
the case and at no time has he ever been employed in my offices as a consulting

J.

D. W,

IS EPILEPSY CONQUERED?
New York Physicians Have Mauy
Cures To. Their Credit.
New York, October 2S-— Advices
from
every direction fully confirm previous
re
ports that the remarkable
treatment for

epilepsy being administered' by the consulting physicians of the Dr.
WatgnussjL..lnstltute? is achieving
wonderful results.
Oid
and stubborn cases have been greatly
bene
fited and many patients claim to have been
entirely cured.
Persons suffering from 'epilepsy should
write at once to Dr. Waterman Institute.
122 Bast Twenty-fifth street,
Hrfcnch 128.
New York, for, a supply of the remedy,
-M«h is being distrtbu
Compare

this advertisement

with

the

one on

preceding

j

page.

in 1900. and in New Jersey in 1914. William J. Brady, Riley's successor,
according to our records,
graduate of New York University Medical Col
1892,
and was licensed to practice in New York in 1894.
lege,
The "Dr. M. W. Waterman's Tonic Restorative" was analyzed in the Associa
tion's laboratory. The report follows
:

a

York
is,

LABORATORY

REPORT

One original bottle of "Dr. Waterman's Restorative," manufactured by
Lexington Drug and Chemical Co., New York, N. Y., was submitted to the
Chemical Laboratory for examination.
The bottle contained about 350 c.c. (11% fluidounces) of
brown liquid,
having extractive matter present and with an odor of cinnamon. The specific
gravity at 15.6 C. was 1.1788. Qualitative tests demonstrated the presence of
cinchona alkaloids, ammonium, potassium, sodium, chlorid and bromid.
a
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Our records fail to show that there is any licensed physician in New York
named Lewis Riley. There is, however, a Thomas Lewis Riley, who was gradu
ated in 1897 by the Bellevue Hospital Medical College, and was licensed in New
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Essentially, each 100 c.c. of the solution contains approximately 8.8 gm.
ammonium bromid, 9.7 gm. potassium bromid and 8.1 gm. sodium bromid. Calcu
lating from the bromid determination, each meal-time dose, one teaspoonful
(1 fluidram), contains the equivalent of 17.6 grains potassium bromid, and each
daily dose (5 teaspoonfuls) corresponds to 88.0 grains of potassium bromid.
The directions on every bottle of "Dr. M. W. Waterman's Tonic Restorative"
give the following dosage for adults :
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"One teaspoonful after

each

meal and two at bedtime, in a wine-glassful

or more of water."

As the chemists' report shows, these five teaspoonfuls of the Waterman
nostrum contain the equivalent of 88 grains of potassium bromid. As in all
"epilepsy cures," the natural tendency of the person taking the Waterman
nostrum is to increase the dose. This explains the testimonials that are written
by those who use such preparations. By increasing the dose of the bromids to a
point far beyond that of safety the epileptic attacks are suppressed at the expense
of permanent injury to, and brutalization of, the patient. To the non-medical
mind, suppression of the attacks passes for a "cure." How much the Waterman
concern, in common with other exploiters of "epilepsy cures," cares for the health
or safety of the person using its nostrum, may be judged by the statement
appearing on the label under "Doses and Directions" :
"Note. — If these doses are not sufficient
."
.
.

to

stop

the

'Fits' and 'Spasms'

increase

the

dose.

In other words, the Waterman Institute would leave the dosage of the nostrum
entirely to the judgment of the user. And the public is not told that the stuff
contains bromids, while it is assured that the preparation is "safe." — (From The
Journal A. M. A., March 6, 1915.)

SOME

BRIEFER PARAGRAPHS

E-Lep-Tine. — This is an epilepsy cure of the usual type. It is put on the
market by the Miller Medicine Company, St. Mary's, Kan. In addition to its
"cure for fits" the Miller Medicine Company also puts out a purgative tablet
"Rellim" — a rather obvious inversion of Miller. E-Lep-Tine has been marketed
under the usual misleading claims, and there is nothing about the advertising
matter to lift this product above the mediocrity of worthlessness common to
epilepsy nostrums. "A large number of so-called 'cures' have been offered to
afflicted persons," says the Miller Medicine Company, "but very few of them
But :
have effected any absolute cures."
"Dr.

Miller has

to

his credit

now more cures than

any practicing

physician."

The references in the advertising matter to the fact that taking E-Lep-Tine
produce drowsiness in the patient and, in certain instances, "cause small
pimples to show on the body" naturally lead one to conclude that the essential
drug in E-Lep-Tine, as might be expected, is some form of the bromids.
The Indiana State Board of Health in the second edition of its bulletin,
Medical Frauds, gives the following information regarding E-Lep-Tine:

will

Sodium
and potassium
Alcohol
Ammonium
valerate.

bromides

6 per cent.
6 per cent.

The Indiana chemists also state that while the price of this nostrum is $1.75,
its value is 10 cents. — (From The Journal A. M. A., June 12, 1915.)
Herbetta Curine. — This nostrum is put on the market by the Herbetta Medi
cine Co., Indianapolis, Ind. According to the advertising matter:
.
.
it is not a nostrum or
"Herbetta Curine is not an old remedy worked over.
It is a scientific combination of four tablets discovered only after prolonged
patent medicine.
and diligent experience and research."
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The company
intended

says

that
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Herbetta Curine

is

not

a

cure-all

;

it

is

merely

:
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"To improve the digestion and assimilation of food."
"To restore tone and vigor to the wornout and exhausted nervous system."
"To restore the natural action of the liver, kidneys and bowels."
"To make rich blood."
"To put health and life into the whole body."
"To restore the sexual organs to their natural functions."

A specimen of Herbetta Curine was received from a correspondent recently.
The package contained three envelopes labeled 1, 2 and 3, respectively, and in
addition a number of red tablets. The following examination is reported by the
Association's laboratory :
Envelope No. 1 : — This contained small, light green tablets. Tests indicated
that these tablets contained a water-soluble phosphate of iron.
Envelope No. 2 : — This contained small gray tablets which were very bitter
and probably consisted essentially, or largely, of some "bitter tonic."
Envelope No. 3 : — This contained small green tablets which responded to tests
for aloes or aloin. These tablets constituted the. laxative agent in the "treat
ment."
Red Tablets : — These had a strong odor of sassafras and tests indicated that
they were essentially strontium and potassium bromid.

Each "treatment" costs $5 and the company offers to issue a "guarantee" to
the effect that after thirteen treatments are taken the victim may have subsequent
treatments for $1.50 each "as long as treatment may be needed." — (From The

Journal A. M. A., June 12, 1915.)
Kosine. — This nostrum, sold by the Kosine Company, Washington, D. C, has
been advertised as "A Reliable Remedy for Epilepsy, St. Vitus Dance and all

The stuff
a diseased condition of the nervous system."
was analyzed by the chemists of the Connecticut State Agricultural Station in
1914 and found to be a watery solution containing approximately 11 grains of
antipyrin, 100 grains of ammonium bromid and 31 grains of sodium bromid —or,
to quote : "The analysis shows that the activity of the remedy depends largely
on bromids, drugs commonly used in the various epilepsy 'cures' on the market.
It is well recognized by competent authorities that the bromids are not a 'cure'
for epilepsy, but simply a palliative or sedative tending to suppress the attacks.
There is no drug treatment known that will cure this disease, which is one of
Furthermore, the long-continued use of
the most intractable diseases to treat.
bromids is not without danger." Although $1.50 is charged for the nostrum the
Connecticut chemists estimate that "the amount of drugs in the 16 oz. bottle of
Kosine would cost at retail about IVz cents."
nervous disorders due to

Lepso. — This nostrum is sometimes advertised under the name of M. Lepso,
Box 226, Milwaukee, Wis., and at other times by the Lepso Company, Island
In addition to advertising in the cheap magazines the
Avenue, Milwaukee.
Lepso Company has obtained the names of victims by purchasing them from
letter brokers. In this connection the following paragraph from a circular letter
sent out by the Lepso Company is interesting :

"A dealer in lists of names informed me that he had some names of people who are
I inquired as
afflicted with Epilepsy for sale and he thought that I could use these names.
that a so-called Epileptic
to how he happened to get his list of names and was informed
So evidently once upon a time you must have
Remedy company had sold them to him.
It was certainly surprising for me to
answered an advertisement of a so-called company.
learn that these companies have no more loyalty or respect for the confidence of their
As for myself, I would never think of
customers than to betray them in this manner.
We keep all letters strictly confidential
selling the names of people who answer our ad.
Well, I got this list of names from this
as any firm ought to have honor enough to do.
'lepso' is a real fit remedy."
dealer because I know that our
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I CURED MYgaveDAUCHTER
t'Wsntf.

Doctors

her tin.

LEPSO, IslandAve.MILWADKBB
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After a cursory analysis of Lepso in 1911 the Association's laboratory
reported :
"Contains bromids equivalent to about 6.8 grams potassium bromid in each
fluidounce."
As the dose recommended was one-half ounce, this was equivalent to giving
3.4 grams (SI grains) of potassium bromid to the dose.
Such a dangerous
ehnpla

mixture may be sold indiscriminately to the public without warning or even
mention of presence of bromids. — (From The Journal A. M. A., June 12, 1915.)
Peeke's Cure. — W. H. Peeke, 4 Cedar Street, New York, advertises and sells
a "cure for fits." Peeke styles himself "Professor" and has the letters "F.D." —
whatever they may mean — after his name. Those who answer Peeke's advertise
ments are sent a free bottle of his "infallible remedy" and a thirty-two-page
pamphlet purporting to discuss epilepsy and its treatment.
Peeke seems to be
particularly bitter against his competitors and especially against those who, he
asserts, have copied his booklet.
"None of these rascally quacks," says Peeke,
"possess intelligence sufficient to correctly compose ten words of a medical
treatise." According to Peeke, the cause of epilepsy is "disharmony of the
action of the double nervous system."
A full-size bottle of the cure is sold
for $3. Peeke claims that his remedy is "absolutely harmless". and that "the
tender babe, the delicate woman, the sturdy vigorous man can alike take it."

A cursory examination of
tory.

The report follows

the nostrum was made in the Association's

labora

:

"The specimen was a brown solution having a salt-like, bitter taste and an
alkaline reaction. Alcohol, alkaloids and iodids were absent. Quantitative tests
indicated the presence of bromin and ammonia equivalent to about 13.7 gm. of
sodium bromid and about 4.1 gm. of ammonium bromid in each 100 c.c. of the
preparation. The residue on drying amounted to about 18.4 gm. in each 100 c.c.
Small amounts of an alkali, probably sodium carbonate and of a bitter substance,
probably gentian, were present."
The analysis shows that Peeke's Remedy, like practically every other "cure
for fits," depends for its action on bromids. Peeke's nostrum does not even have
the saving grace of novelty.
Even the false and misleading claims are old. The
labels on the stuff contain the following statements :
"A

perfectly

"It

can be used with perfect

safe remedy."

"Contains nothing whatever that will

he

injurious

body or mind/1
or oldest sufferer."

to either

safety by the youngest

A preparation of the bromids is not a "perfectly safe remedy" in the hands
of uninstructed laymen, neither in such hands can the preparation "be used with
perfect safety" ; nor is it true that it "contains nothing whatever that will be
injurious to either body or mind." It would seem that the federal authorities
have three counts on which to declare this product misbranded under the Food
and Drugs Act. — (From The Journal A. M. A., Nov. 30, 1912.)
Misbranded. — Parker R. Whitcomb, who traded as "Prof. W. H. Peeke, F. D.,
New York," sold a nostrum which the federal chemists declared was essentially
carbonate in water.
Whitcomb
a solution of sodium bromid and ammonium
claimed that his stuff was a cure for epilepsy and fits. The government declared,
on the contrary, that it was not, and that the claims were false and fraudulent
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and made knowingly and in reckless and wanton disregard of their truth or
falsity. Whitcomb pleaded guilty and was fined $50. — [Notice of Judgment No.
4447; issued Oct. 16, 1916.]
Samaritan Nervine. — Shipped about January, 1913, by the Dr. S. A. Richmond
Nervine Co., St. Joseph, Mo. Analysis showed the preparation to contain nearly
bromid, with indications of atropin.
19 per cent, of potassium
Falsely and
fraudulently represented as a specific for epilepsy, seminal weakness, every form
of kidney disorder, pulmonary affections, rheumatism, gout and heart disease,
and as a cure for scrofula, syphilis, loss of hearing and paralysis. Fine, $45
and costs, imposed Sept. 18, 1917. — [Notice of Judgment No. 6309; issued May
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FEMALE
PINKHAM'S

WEAKNESS
VEGETABLE

CURES

COMPOUND

In his Great American Fraud series, Mr. Samuel Hopkins Adams discussed
the Lydia Pinkham concern in Collier's, Feb. 17, 1906, as follows :
"No little

stress is laid on 'personal advice' by the patent-medicine
may be, according to the statements of the firm, from
their physician or from some special expect. As a matter of fact, it is
almost invariably furnished by a $10-a-week typewriter, following out
one of a number of 'form' letters prepared in bulk for the 'personal-
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companies.

This

The Pinkham
inquiry' dupes. Such is the Lydia E. Pinkham method.
Company writes me that it is entirely innocent of any intent to deceive
people into believing that Lydia E. Pinkham is still alive, and that it has
It is true
published in several cases statements regarding her demise.
that a number of years ago a newspaper forced the Pinkham concern
into a defensive admission of Lydia E. Pinkham's death, but since then
the main purpose of the Pinkham advertising has been to befool the
feminine public into believing that their letters go to a woman — who
died nearly twenty years ago of one of the d^.eases, it is said, which
her remedy claims to cure.

Confide inaVoman

Lydia E. Pinkham died in 1883.
For years after her death, the concern's advertisements
the impression that she was still answering all letters written to her.
Here is a typical
advertisement of this sort; it appeared in 1903, twenty years after Lydia E. Pinkham's death.
gave

"True, the newspaper appeal is always 'Write to Mrs. Pinkham/
this is technically a saving clause, as there is a Mrs. Pinkham,
Widow of the son of Lydia E. Pinkham. What sense of shame she might
and

FEMALE

WEAKNESS

CURES
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to suffer in the perpetration of an obvious and public fraud
is presumably
salved by the large profits of the business.
The great
majority of the gulls who 'write to Mrs. Pinkham' suppose themselves
to be addressing Lydia E. Pinkham, and their letters are not even
answered by the present proprietor of the name, but by a corps of
hurried clerks and typewriters."
be supposed
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Earlier in the series, Mr. Adams had said : "Lydia Pinkham's variety of
drink depends for its popularity chiefly on its alcohol."
Before the Food and Drugs Act Lydia Pinkham's Vegetable Compound used
to be labeled "A Sure Cure for 'Falling of the Womb and all Female Weak
Now, however, one finds the "sure cure" claim eliminated and the enlight
ness."
ening information, "Contains 18 Per Cent, of Alcohol."1
A year or two ago the chemists of the British Medical Association analyzed
this nostrum and reported :
"Analysis showed it to contain 19.3 per cent, by volume of alcohol,
and only 0.6 per cent, of solid substances; the ash was 0.06 per cent.,
and consisted of the constituents usual in vegetable preparations; traces
of tannin and ammonia were present, and a small quantity of reducing
sugar; no alkaloid was present, and no evidence was obtained of any
active principle except ii trace of a bitter substance soluble in ether; the
remainder (0.3 or 0.4 per cent.) was vegetable extractive, possessing no
distinctive characters."

*ed Nervous Mothers
Should Profit by the Experience
of These Two Women

JIuEelo,N Y —" I in th« motherof fourchildren,andtor
nearlythrtyyear*I suffered
fromafemale
trouble
withpains
In h 7backandaide,and• jtrnrralwakaeaa.I hadpromostofthatlimebutdidnotaremto
leuloaxl*tt«Bdaaa»
to try Lfdia K
c r welt Aa a bet reeortI decided
rinkbaali VegetableOwnpoundwhich I had
advertised
In thenawftpapen,
andIn twoweeksnoticed
a markedIrdproTDmenL
1Udmandam
1 continued
nowtree fromrain and ableto do all my house
work.*—Sin. a B. Zwuwiii, 301Weiia Street,
Buffalo,N. T.
Portland,
m mfTcron
Ind —" I hada dlnplarrmrnt
potadly fromIt attime*J couldnotheonmywet
atalL I waaall rundownandw>weakI rouidnot
waanervon*andcouldnot tta
do myhousework,
froma pnesk-Un
downatnietiL I looktreatments
butIberdidnotb-In
andnowI

Every Sick Woman Should Try

TYDIAE. PINKHAM'S

VEGETABLE COMPOUND
As, from this analysis, it appeared that Lydia Pinkham's Vegetable Com
pound might properly have come within the list of those alcoholic medicinal
preparations for the sale of which a special tax is required, the attention of
the Internal Revenue Department was called to the fact.
The Commissioner
of Internal Revenue replied that the preparation would be analyzed in the
Bureau's laboratory and the matter reported on. This was late in 1913. Noth1.

Since this article

changed;

it now contains

appeared the alcohol content of the Pinkham
nostrum
15 per cent, alcohol.
Sec illustrations of labels.

has

been
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ing further was heard from the Commissioner of Internal Revenue and in
June, 1914, the office of the Commissioner was again written to. In reply the
Internal Revenue officials stated that it had had Lydia Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound under consideration and "as such preparation is noiv [Italics ours.
Ed.] compounded and placed on the market, it measures up to the standard
adopted by this office. . . ." This letter was written June 9, 1914.
Pack
ages of Lydia Pinkham's Vegetable Compound purchased soon thereafter bore
a special label on the "bottle and the carton bore a small sticker with the
words, "new form adopted June 12, 1914."
The
special label on the bottle bore in part the fol
lowing significant statements :
BACKACHE
"It

A SYMPTOM

and

Of More Serious [lines* Ap
proaching. Mrs. Ban
tier*! Cue.
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may be found that this medicine has a different taste
appearance from the Compound as formerly
prepared.

This is because it is now improved by certain additions.
"Understand that it contains precisely the same medicinal

wcitMii or dtrinictKnt. II runImc
'loot "crImI ■!To an p,h»(tfc*(h«
rninfnl
rfl.tl >m.mini rrachthr r>oi
',. tht irouM,
K».d abort Ur, Brn
Jtwi,
ht
Mo-"About
a ytar
1
^
h»4crampif »frvmonth
htacUcfct
and tonbackscbr I

and in the same proportions,
and
ingredients as formerly
The change made
consequently retains all its old virtues.
with the aid of forty years' experience is simply that the
medicine is stronger and contains some new herbs possessing
.
.
valuable medicinal properties.
." i Italics ours. — Eo.]

As it is a most unusual thing for nostrum manu
facturers to admit changes in their formula — unless
ha*T«Vegetable \
j ndalid 1
I ompounil
for doing so — the
there are very urgent reasons
.... T7«„,., w.,h
and1»m,rlt#r«Jnl I
assumption is justified that a hint from the Internal
in inptrlfctlltalll
Revenue Department caused the Pinkham concern to
I thall fccnmnwn
yournwdkindto a
ni* intndf.nndyo
add
The pro
more drugs to its alcoholic nostrum.
1 1 mi, nuhlllhlllil If
ihr brn,fil n( pihti iufl<i
prietor of a large pharmaceutical jobbing house in
Mm Anna Brndnr.Si
Chicago reports that since the formula has been
"1 tia.f tirrn lahmi
Diaon.Iowa.—
changed a number of complaints have come in from
Lndia K I'lnkhnm'iVariable Com
poundItr intncnmt anilit tin dom
nr muchgood M, tiatVtroubledm
retail druggists to the effect that the nostrum does
*not "keep" but is "blowing up" on their shelves. —
(From The Journal A. M. A., May 15, 1915.)
Misbranded.— Lydia Pinkham's Vegetable Com
to contain
pound was reported by the government
17.9 per cent, alcohol, and 0.56 grains of solids to
extractive material
each 100 c.c, with vegetable
present.
It was falsely and fraudulently claimed
by the manufacturers to be effective as a remedy for
falling of the womb, leucorrhea, inflammation and
In this more recent ad
be
vertisement,
it will
ulceration of the womb, for curing diseases of women
seen that women are no
and for all female ailments and affections, diseases
longer told to write to
of the bladder, and effective as a cure for dysmenor
"Mrs. Pinkham" but to
the "Lydia E. Pinkham
rhea, uterine tumors, diseases of the ovaries, etc.,
Co."
Medicine
and as a preventive of miscarriage, "when, in truth
company was fined $50.— [Notice of
1 he Pinkham
and in fact, it was not.
30,
Jan.
issued
4997;
No.
1918.]
Judgment

PISO'S

TABLETS

AND

MICAJAH'S

WAFERS

In The Journal for March

26, 1910, there appeared a laboratory report on
Medicated Uterine Wafers," a preparation purporting to be sold only
The original report on Micajah's Wafers stated that the product
to physicians.
l.ad, approximately, the following composition:

"Micajah's

Alum, dried
Borax,

dried
Boric acid
Water of hydration

59.86
15.62
5.67
18.85

per
per
per
per

cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
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Such information as we have on file indicates that Micajah & Co. is prac
tically a trade-name under which William A. Talbott docs business; that Wil
liam A. Talbott is secretary and manager of the Piso Company, and that he
and his sister are said to control the Piso concern.
The Piso Company is well, if
not favorably known by the nostrum it used to advertise as "Piso's Consumption
Cure." The name of this "patent medicine" has been modified first to "Piso's
Cure, A Medicine for Coughs, Colds, etc.," and more recently to "Piso's Remedy,
A Medicine for Coughs and Colds."
Present purchasers of the quondam "consumption cure" find attached to the
cork of the bottle a small envelope containing samples of "Piso's Tablets." Those
who peruse the less-particular newspapers may also read that "Piso's Tablets
are recommended
for women's ailments" and that
as the best local remedy
"two weeks'" treatment and an article 'Causes of Diseases in Women'" will be
"mailed free" to those who write to the Piso Company.
Those who purchase a box of Piso's Tablets learn from the label that the
preparation is "prepared after the prescription of M. C. Talbott, M.D." We fail
to find any record of a physician of this name, although the medical directories
of about thirty years ago refer to a Dr. Micajah C. Talbott, of Warren, Pa.,

REE TO WO MEN-PI 8 O'S TABLETS

are recommended
as the best local remedy
Easy to use, prompt to
for women's ailments.
relieve.
Two writ trtatmtnt.
and an article
"Causes of Diseases in Women" mmiUd Aw

THE PISO COMPANY, BOX E, WARREN,

PA.

who was graduated in 1861 by the University of Buffalo Medical Department.
The practical identity of the manufacturers of Piso's Tablets and Micajah's
Uterine Wafers, suggested the likelihood of tile identity of the "tablets" and
"wafers" themselves and it seemed worth while to analyze both of these products
and compare thcin. This was done and the report of the Association's laboratory
follows :
LABORATORY

REPORT

Original specimens of "Micajah's Medicated Uterine Wafers" and
"Piso's Tablets," respectively, were submitted to the Chemical Laboratory
for examination. The pasteboard box, labeled "Micajah's Medicated
Uterine Wafers," manufactured by Micajah and Co., Warren, Pa., con
tained twenty-five hexagonal
wafers. Piso's Tablets manufactured by
Piso Company, Warren, Pa., consisted of 12 cylindrical tablets in a cylin
drical wooden box.
Both "Micajah's Wafers" and "Piso's Tablets" are white, odorless and
possess an astringent taste. They are soluble in water with difficulty, the
resulting solution being acid to litmus. Hot hydrochloric acid and alkali
hydroxids dissolve the powdered substances, leaving a small amount of
residue.
In both cases lycopodium was identified by microscopic com
parisons.
Both "Micajah's Medicated Uterine Wafers" and "Piso's'
Tablets" responded to the same qualitative tests, affirming the presence
of aluminum, sodium, potassium, borate, sulphate and a trace of fatty
material.
From the difficulty in effecting solution, the alum in both cases
is probably "burnt" alum. The acidity of both samples, respectively, was
practically the same.
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From the chemists' report it will be seen that, as might have been expected,
"Micajah's Uterine Wafers" are essentially identical with "Piso's Tablets." ■ The
"Piso's Tablets" advertising matter is of the type common to such nostrums.
The underlying theme throughout all of it is to the effect that practically every
thing that ails a woman is likely to be due to some form of "womb trouble" and
that the remedy par excellence for "womb trouble" is "Piso's Tablets." — (Modi
fied from The Journal A. M. A., Sept. 25, 1915.)

VIMEDIA
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The Vimedia Company of Kansas City, Mo., seems to be conducted along lines
very similar to those of the Viavi concern described in "Nostrums and Quack
ery" (1912). The Vimtdia Company is said to have been incorporated under
Its president, apparently, is one J. C.
the laws of Missouri in October, 1905.

GOMMNV

Fuller

and its secretary

V. H. Laederich. It is significant that a
("Central Viavi Company" of Kansas City, Mo.)
V. H. Laederich, and for its vice president and

and treasurer,

branch of the Viavi company

used to have for its president,
secretary, J. C. Fuller.
The Vimedia Company does business both by mail and by means of
It uses the most approved "patent medicine" methods in making claims
agents.
for its preparations, viz., by means of testimonials. As with the Viavi concern
Analyses of several
the Vimedia "treatment" comprises a number of products.
of these preparations have been made by J. E. Norman and published in a

(greatly reduced)
of some of the leaflet advertisements of
Photographic
reproductions
"Vimedia" in which testimonials are used to lead the public to believe that the nostrums will
"Neuri
"Paralysis," "Fibroid Tumors," "Womb Displacement,"
cure
such conditions
as
tis," etc.

Special Bulletin issued by the State Agricultural Experiment Station of North
Dakota for July and August, 1915. The report of the North Dakota chemists
as follows :
as given in this Bulletin may be summarized
The price of this product is $8 for twelve tablespoonfuls.
Vimedia Liquid:
It was reported to contain 10 per cent, alcohol and small amounts of hydrastin
and verberin (two alkaloids from golden seal) and also small amounts of sugar,
glycerin and ammonia.
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Vimedia Cerate:
This preparation for external use only was sold at $8 for
Over 95 per cent, of this ointment was reported to consist of a mix
ture of petrolatum (vaseline) and cocoa butter; the remainder, according to the
chemist, consists of "plant tissue, hydrastin and a small amount of starch."
Vimedia Capsules : This preparation, sold for "uterine treatment," consists
of 84 capsules, price $8. The chemists reported that over 86 per cent, of the
contents of each capsule was found to consist of cocoa butter, giving a faint
reaction for what was apparently hydrastin.
The remainder of the contents
was said to consist essentially of plant tissue and starch frlm golden seal.
Vimedia Tablets : These come in packages of 90 tablets, price $1. They
were reported to contain over 11 per cent, of ash and large amounts of starch,
the latter mainly in the form of corn-starch with small .amounts of plant tissue.
The mineral matter was reported to consist of small an ounts of iron, magnesia,
silicates, chlorids and nitrates.
Vimedia Suppositories:
Consists of a box of Ci suppositories, price $8,
and is claimed to be efficacious for rectal treatment.
The North Dakota chem
ists reported that the suppositories were found to contair, cocoa butter and a
small amount of hydrastin.
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6 ounces.

Vimedia Laxative: This sold for SO cents and consisted of 40 pellets. The
chemists reported finding that these laxative pills were sugar coated and con
tained extract of glycerrhiza (licorice) and quinin.

The North Dakota report closes with this commery : "Certainly, rather
extravagant prices considering the ingredients of which the*e preparations are
composed.
An examination of this product calls to mind the Vlavi preparations
which are similar in character; while the circular accompanying the preparations
does not give a thoughtful person much faith in the efficacy of this class of
preparations as a cure-all for the numerous ailments enumerated.
One pays
$33.50 for these six preparations intended as Vimedia Home Treatment, which
would probably last one month and then the order wfc'ild need to be repeated.
The cost of a single item would, in the writer's judgment furnish a profit for
the entire list." — (From "Female IV eakness Cures" pamphlet, 1918.)

WINE

OF

CARDUI

"Wine of Cardui" is an alcoholic nostrum sold as the "Woman's Tonic."
Careful and exhaustive chemical and pharmacologic examinations of this prepa
ration showed that "Wine of Cardui" contained no wine but did contain alcohol
as its active and potent ingredient. The alcohol was present to the extent of
one-fifth (20 per cent.) of the total volume; in other words, it had about twice
In addition, it was found to contain small
the alcoholic strength of champagne.
and insig
amounts of the extractives of blessed thistle (Carduus bencdictus)
nificant amounts of the extractives of black haw (Viburnum prunifolium).
Blessed thistle is a weed that was used as a medicine many years ago but has
long been discarded as worthless. The medicinal value of black haw also is
questionable.
The alleged

It was claimed that many
history of this nostrum is typical.
years ago an Indian squaw made a tea — not a "wine" — from some blessed thistle
and gave it to a girl who was suffering pain at the menstrual period and who
The girl's mother, according to the
was said to have been relieved thereby.
story, asked the squaw for some of the herbs which were given her and among
which she found some seeds. These seeds are said to have been planted and in
later years a decoction of the thistle was put up in bottle form. The method of
making Wine of Cardui in those days seems to have been to soak the weed in
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Wine of Cardui cartons of various dates. Note that the oldest claim, "Nature's Great
Emmenagogue,"
gives place to "Nature's Great Restorative"
and later to the more truthful
admission — required by the federal law — "Contains
and enlightening
20 per cent. Alcohol."
Note, also, the changes from "A Certain Cure For . . ." through "Recommended
For
"
.
."
.
.
.
to merely "For

.

MODIFIED

The

CLAIMS

made for "Wine of Cardui" have undergone those characteristic
from bold, blatant unashamed falsehood to the inferential and lessIn the easy going
easily-attacked circumlocutions and diffuse misstatements.
days the presence of alcohol was not declared and such claims were made in
the trade package as
claims

:

changes

is

a

is

a

Certain Cure for Menstrual Disturbances of Woman."
vegetable extract without intoxicating
qualities and has
proved to be the most astonishing- Tonic for Women known to Medical Science."
"This Medicine will correct all irregularities of the Monthly Periods of women when not
caused by constitutional deformity or that do not require surgical treatment.
It will do no
harmless as water during pregnancy."
more nor less than this. It

"Nature's Great Emmenagogue,
simple
"This pure Wine

do these claims appear — at least in an unmodified form — on the
the claim that Wine of Cardui
Gone
"Nature'sGreat
Past
Emmenagogue"; gone also the "Certain Cure."
the day when this
now
"recommended
for all
nostrum will "correct all irregularities"
Nor
"harmless as water during pregnancy," or
menstrual irregularities."
the old claim
"pure wine without intoxicating qualities." Gone, too,
even
that
was "the most astonishing Tonic for Women known to Medical Science."
is

is

it

is

it

is

;

is

package.

is

No longer

trade

it a
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it,

with cochineal
water for two or three days, draw off the liquid, flavor
color
and then add whisky to it. When the making of the stuff was turned over to
the concern which developed into the present business, alcohol, apparently, took
the place of whisky. Not until 1906 was black haw added to the "formula."
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Today the claims are made by indirection and the supposititious virtues of
"Wine of Cardui" are heralded chiefly via the testimonial route.
Not alto
gether, however. According to the circular around a bottle purchased March,
1918,

we find these statements

:

"Many thousands

of women have found Cardui of great value in relieving pain, regulat
menses, benefiting leucorrhea, preventing miscarriage and helping to make childbirth
easy.
It is a reliable specific, harmless, strengthening tonic medicine for all females at
puberty, maturity, pregnancy and during the change of life."
ing the
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The same circular gives directions for its use

:

"As a General Tonic"
"Periods too Frequent or Profuse"
"Irregular, Painful or Delayed Menstruation"
"Entire Suppression"
"Whites"
Womb"
"Misplaced
"Change of Life and General Debility"
"During Pregnancy"
"Miscarriage and Non-Conception"

"At

puberty."

The dose recommended is one tablespoonful (half an ounce). This means
that the woman or girl who takes Wine of Cardui gets with each dose fortyeight drops of undiluted alcohol or the equivalent of about one hundred drops
of whisky

!

WINE OF

|

WINE OF

WINE OF

CARDUI

C5AMMJI
-r-S-OR-«r—

WOMAN'S

RELIEF

WOMAN'S

WOMAN'S

RELIEF

RELIEF

DIRECTIONS.

nil
QiiitcxitattHjt qualitit
and iP3 855 5^F

Medlclnt It a eurrb
rtgttablt txtrtut. and
has proven to b€
a nUabU

For theCRlKeT cr Cttrj of
female

Wine of Cardui labels of various
most blatant falsehoods.
WINE

In October,

Uiseases,

dates, showing

OF CARDUI

AND

the

change and final

elimination

of the

THE INDIANS

of an Indian school in Arizona asked
1914, the superintendent
on the permissibility of selling "Wine of Cardui or any alleged
The
medicine containing 20 per cent, of alcohol" on the Indian Reservation.
following alleged attempts
question was raised, according to the superintendent,
of an agent for Wine of Cardui to push the trade into Indian channels. The
agent was alleged to have told some of the Indian traders that the merchants
at two points outside the reservation were "selling Wine of Cardui to Indians
like wildfire. They are buying it by the gross." In immediate reply to the
for

a decision
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superintendent's request for a decision the Office of Indian Affairs at Wash
ington replied that the only safe plan was for the trader to decline to handle
medicine containing an appreciable amount of alcohol.
In order, however, to be in a position to pass on the matter specifically, the
Office of Indian Affairs sought information regarding Wine of Cardui from
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue and from the United States Public
Health Service. The Internal Revenue Department advised the commissioner
that it considered Wine of Cardui "unsuitable for use as a beverage," stating
that this opinion was based on an "analysis" made in that office but giving no
information regarding the exhaustiveness of the alleged analysis.
The Public
Health Service, on receipt of the request, took the matter up for thorough inves
tigation and at the same time notified the Commissioner of Indian Affairs that
the American Medical Association had analyzed Wine of Cardui.
As a result
the Commissioner wrote to The Journal, which in turn transmitted to him the
results of the analyses made in the Association's laboratory.
1913 Edition

1912 Edition
TWnstiPAtIon

ArJB *HITK
CtU I*J: ■!" M
it mate
goodIronir

l. R.F. D.No. I. Hartford.
Mich.,wrnri.
■*»*■
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doctor,
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tintedmcar.jint4-tire"
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bedMM* I treelootdrdmeu>much
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~"-urr'r"iliilririi inr.
m.i. hrj i

greatly
Photographic
reproductions,
and 1913 editions, respectively, of an
testimonials.

reduced, of some testimonials published in the 1912
advertising booklet.
Note the changes made in the

In due time the United States Public Health Service sent to the Office of
Indian Affairs an exhaustive report which closed with these two paragraphs :
"These findings, therefore, would indicate that Wine of Cardui "has
no specific action other than that due to its alcoholic content.
"From the appearance, odor, taste and physiological action of Wine
of Cardui, one would be justified in assuming that the mixture could
It may be suggested that almost any preparation
be used as a beverage.
containing alcohol, such, for example, as flavoring extracts, perfumery,
and even certain preparations of shellac or varnish, may become a
beverage when obtained by a person having sufficient craving for alco
hol. A number of such preparations have been misused in this way."
In view of the evidence submitted the Washington authorities notified the
Superintendent of the Indian school in part as follows :
"In connection with the correspondence regarding
of Cardui by the trader on your reservation, you

the sale of Wine
are advised thafl,
after careful consideration of the entire matter, it has been concluded
that this product cannot be lawfully introduced into the Indian country."

Recently the Office of Indian Affairs was asked
was in March, 1915.
March,
1915,
still stood. Under date of June 24, 1918, the
whether its order of
that "the order referred to has not been
replied
Affairs
Indian
Office of

This

revoked."
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SUMMARY

No better summary of the case against Wine of Cardui can be given than
to quote the conclusions reached by various chemists and pharmacologists who,
during 1915-1916, made personal examinations of the product.
A. H. Clark, Professor of Chemistry of the University of Illinois, School of
Pharmacy, said regarding his work :
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"This analysis shows conclusively that Wine of Cardui contains none
of those drugs (except alcohol) which are considered active or potent."
W. D. McAbee, Assistant Chemist of the Indiana State Board of Health,
reported, after he had examined it :
"The analyses indicate that aside from the alcohol, Wine of Cardui
contains no potent ingredient in quantities capable of producing any
physiologic effects."
Dr. A. B. Stevens, Professor of Pharmacy and Secretary of the College of
Pharmacy of the University of Michigan, concluded from his experiments:

"(1) Wine of Cardui does not contain any potent ingredient except
alcohol. (2) Wine of Cardui is not a wine except in name. (3) Wine
of Cardui probably contains extracts from Viburnum prunifolium and
Carduus benedictus.
(4) Alcohol is not necessary as a preservative of
of Wine of Cardui.
the constituents
(S) The presence of 20 per cent,
of alcohol in Wine of Cardui, without medicinally active constituents,
permits its use as an alcoholic beverage."
Dr. Ralph W. Webster, Assistant Professor of Pharmacology and Thera
peutics, Rush Medical College, after his examination, reported :
"The effects observed on myself were identical after taking the Wine
of Cardui and the alcohol ; viz., absolutely no effects other than those
of alcohol."
Dr. A. S. Loevenhart, Professor of Pharmacology and Toxicology of the
University of Wisconsin said, based on his investigations :
"The conclusion reached is that Wine of Cardui produces purely an
alcoholic effect, the other constituents being entirely inert.
It may be
readily used as an intoxicant."
Emerson R. Miller, acting Assistant Professor of Plant Chemistry, and
Chemist of the Pharmaceutical Experiment Station, University of Wisconsin,
reported :
"From the work done I conclude that Wine of Cardui does not con
tain any physiologically active substances, except alcohol, in more than
extremely small amounts, and that the preparation might be used as an
alcoholic beverage."
Dr. A. J. Carlson of the Hull Physiological Laboratory, University of
Chicago, carried out a series of experiments with Wine of Cardui on women,
He summarized his findings as follows:
men and dogs.
"(1) McElree's Wine of Cardui, apart from the alcohol, does not con
tain any emetic principle or substances causing nausea, vomiting or diar
rhea, even when taken in quantities up to two whole bottles in a single
dose.
(2) McElree's Wine of Cardui may be taken by women in suf
ficient quantities to induce marked alcoholic intoxication without pro
ducing any effect on the uterine tonus or on the menstruation. (3) There
is nothing in McElree's Wine of Cardui to prevent its use as an alcoholic
beverage." — (From "Female Weakness Cures" pamphlet, 1918.)
Now Contains Ten Per Cent. Alcohol. — Consider the case of "Wine of
Cardui." This "woman's tonic" which, before the days of the Food and Drugs
Act, was "a Certain Cure" and "Nature's Great Emmenagogue" later admitted
(as per the law's requirements) the presence of alcohol to the extent of 20
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Repeated and exhaustive experiments
per cent.
by some of the best chemists
and pharmacologists in the country conclusively demonstrated
that the alcohol
was the most powerful and active drug in it. The Journal's first extended
article on this product brought the claim from the manufacturers that no more
alcohol was used than was "needed as a solvent and preservative" and the
further declaration that they had "employed leading chemists who have sought
widely for another preservative, but without success."
In the court action that
followed The Journal's exposes the Wine of Cardui concern again emphasized
its inability to diminish the amount of the alcohol. As the company's attorney
said in his opening statement, Wine of Cardui had been submitted to one of
the great chemists in the United States "for the purpose of ascertaining whether
or not any other solvent or preservative could be used rather than alcohol."
This great chemist "found that 20 per cent, of alcohol was the exact amount
that would answer the purposes and that anything substantially beneath that
amount would make the medicine spoil and would no longer act either as
a solvent or as a preservative."
"Wine of Cardui" continued to contain 20
per cent, of alcohol — the irreducible minimum, according to the manufacturers ;
an unnecessarily large amount, according to the medical profession. Then came
national prohibition. Today Wine of Cardui contains 10 per cent, alcohol and
Verily,
its preservative powers have been fortified by the addition of benzoates.
the wonders of science are as nothing to the marvels of legislation! — (Modified
from The Journal A. M. A., Feb. 28, 1920.)

SOME BRIEFER

PARAGRAPHS

Ida M. Ade. — The Kokomo

Medicine Company of Kokomo, Ind.,
"free home treatment for female trouble" under the name of Mrs.
Ida M. Ade. Those who wrote to Mrs. Ade for the treatment got a form letter
printed in imitation handwriting.
Mrs. Ade recommended the recipient of her
letter to order a 30-day "Vitopian Home Treatment," put up by the Kokomo
Medicine Company. By the same mail a stock letter and a small box containing
a few pills and two vaginal suppositories came from the Kokomo
Medicine
Company.
The letter gave the price of the 30-day treatment as $3.50, but stated
that, on Mrs. Ade's urging, they had "decided to allow you the regular wholesale
discount," which would bring the price down to $3.00. The whole scheme was
typical mail-order quackery. — (From The Journal A. M. A., Oct. 4, 1913.)
Alorine Antiseptic Suppository. — Henry E. Currey, who did business under
the trade name Live and Let Live Drug Co. at Baker, Ore., was charged with
shipping this preparation in violation of the federal Food and Drugs Act. The
chemists reported that Alorine Antiseptic Suppository was made
government
of cacao-butter and contained quinin sulphate, boric acid and tannic acid. The
circular around the bottle contained the following claims :
Mrs.

advertised

a

Tumors, Polypus, Profuse and
.
.
.
"A prompt and effectual Relief for Leucorrhea,
Laceration of Cervix, Gonorrhea. Falling of the Womb, and all Female
Difficult Menstruation,
A remedy of great medicinal value; and has been used in hundreds
complaints in General.
Impor
.
.
.
of the most severe cases, producing instant relief, followed by a speedy cure.
Dis
The suppositories are a positive preventive and protection from Venereal
tant.
eases.

.

.

."

The government very naturally declared that these claims were false and
fraudulent and applied knowingly and in reckless and wanton disregard of
their truth or falsity. Currey was fined $50. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4929;
Oct. 17, 1917.]

issued

that she will
Seal. — Mrs. Georgia Palmer of Chicago advertises
prescription" for the relief of women's ailments.
Those who
"free
send
printed
handwriting.
in
imitation
The
"prescription"
letter
a
receive
is
write
prescription
blank
on
a
of
typewriting
George
E.
imitation
in
Flood,
printed
Alpen
a
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M.D., 79 Dearborn Street, Chicago. The "prescription" contains three items:
Water, Flifid Extract of Black Haw and "Alpen Seal." The joker, of course,
lies in the "Alpen Seal," which is a "patent medicine" put on the market by
a concern calling itself the Alpen Chemical Company. Dr. George E. Flood of
79 Dearborn Street may also be found in the nostrum literature as the writer
of a testimonial for a bust developer put out by the Aurum Medicine Company,
also of 79 Dearborn Street. "Alpen Seal" is also advertised by the "prescription
fake" method in those newspapers that are not above sharing the profits of
nostrums of this type. — (From The Journal A. M. A., Oct. 4, 1913.)
"Andrews' Wine of Life I?oot or Female Regulator" and "Andrews' Wine
Life Root Annex Powders." — These imposingly named products were
shipped by Ernest L. Andrews, who traded as the Andrews Manufacturing
Co., Bristol, Tenn.
The "Female Regulator," according to the federal chem
ists' analysis, contained over 14 per cent, alcohol,1 considerable sugar and small
The "Annex Powders" were com
amounts of methyl salicylate and tannin.
posed of almost equal parts of common salt and baking soda with a small
of washing soda.
amount
The "Female Regulator" was represented as a
remedy for all diseases peculiar to the female sex, as a regulator of all derange
ments of the menstrual organs, as a panacea for woman's ills, as a remedy for
sterility and, in fact, as a cure for all diseases from which women suffer, pro
with the "Annex Powders."
These claims
vided it was used in connection
were declared false and fraudulent. Andrews was fined $50 and costs. — [Notice
of Judgment No. 4943; issued Oct. 17, 1917.]
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GOODHEALTH BRINGS HAPPINESS TO ALL

Part of the advertising paraphernalia
"Health Certificate"
(reproduced
on
Company" of San Francisco, which was
Treatment" is a typical piece of medical
the

|

of the Atlanta

Remedy Company.
Compare with
another page) issued by the "Woman's Remedy
operated by the same concern.
The "Free Proof
mail-order flummery.

Company. —The Atlanta Remedy Company of Atlanta, Ga.,
of the W. M. Griffin fakery with headquarters at Fort Wayne,
Dr. Lily M. Norrell was the stoolpigeon in this case. The methods

Atlanta Remedy
was another branch
Ind.

employed were practically identical with those used in the Bertha C. Day con
cern;* the regular system of follow-up letters, "free proof treatment," testi
monials and a 144-page booklet, entitled "Health at Home for Women." This
booklet was said to be "published by the Atlanta Remedy Company, Atlanta, Ga."
Except for the first eight pages, which described Dr. Lily M. Norrell, "Medical
1. Exposed

in "Nostrums and Quackery"

(1912).
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Director, Atlanta Remedy Co.," the book was printed from the same plates as,
and was identical with, the one issued by the "Woman's Remedy Company,"
As in the case
San Francisco, another of Griffin's mail-order medical concerns.
Company
concern,
Remedy
Day
those
who
wrote
to
the
Atlanta
of the Bertha C.
"special
treat
them
a
so-called
for the free trial treatment also had saddled on
For
latter
time
as
the
trial
treatment.
the
ment," which was sent at the same
be
may
The
value
of
this
treatment
the victim was asked to pay $2.00 or $2.50.
did
accept
company
victim
refused
to
it
the
gathered from the fact that if the
not consider it worth while sending the 3 cents postage necessary for its
return. The business belonged in the same class as that of its prototype, the
"Bertha C. Day Company."— (From The Journal A. M. A., Oct. 4, 1913.)
[This concern went out of business about the time the federal authorities
Griffin's other quack mail-order concerns.]
Mrs. F. Beard Company. —The Mrs. F. Beard Company of Dayton, O.,
advertised in the classified columns of the newspapers, thus :
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investigated

Those who sent 25 cents received a batch of advertising of the remedies of
F. Beard Company, and a small wooden box containing some black pills.
The label on the box referred the recipient to a red circular sent in the letter.
This circular urged the woman to "send immediately for Superb Pills No. 3,"
if the sample in the wooden box "does not bring about the monthly flow."
According to the leaflet, "Superb Pills No. 3 are a new departure, being made
triple strength." They were "made expressly for long-standing and aggravated
cases."
If taken each month "ladies will find themselves always regular," thus
"saving them from worry" and pain. And the reader was told that "these pills
should be used every month as a preventive of irregularities."
Five dollars a
box was asked.
In addition to the nostrums, the company also sold various
"rubber goods."— (From The Journal A. M. A., Oct. 4, 1913.)
the

Gerstle's Female Panacea. — This preparation was made by the Gerstle Med
Tenn., and like most' "female panaceas" con
icine Company of Chattanooga,
—
per
tained alcohol 20
cent.
Government chemists analyzed it and found that,
water,
in addition to alcohol and
it contained "1.6 per cent of vegetable extractive
matter, including a trace of alkaloid." The Government declared that, in reckless
and wanton disregard of the truth, it was falsely and fraudulently claimed that
the preparation was effective among other things as a female panacea for irreg
ular, painful, profuse, or suppressed menses, whites, falling of the womb and
The company was
female weakness, "when, in truth and in fact, it was not."
fined $37.50 and costs.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4837; issued Sept. 18, 1917.]

Hager Medical Company.— This concern put out a line of nostrums under
The chief of these
the inclusive title "Hager's Famous Health Remedies."
seems to have been "Oak Balm," which was said to be "prompt, pleasant and
permanent in its cures of all diseases of women," and to be "the most powerful
analgesic (pain killer) remedy hitherto known and used in gynecological prac
tice."
Oak Balm was recommended for practically every ill to which woman
is subject, and the inferential claim was made that the stuff would cure cancer.
Oak Balm was analyzed some time ago by the state chemists of North Dakota,
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who reported that the preparation was suppositories "made up. chiefly of boric
acid, alum, cacao butter." The chemists added that "tannin was not detected,
In addition to Oak Balm, the I lager
therefore no oak constituent was present."
"Vigoroids,
put
have
out
for sexual debility," "Stroseems
to
Medical Company
gal, for cancers, syphilis, ulcers," "Mammary Cell Food, for developing busts,
etc.," "Kremoids, for injection, mouth wash, etc.," "Kidney Tablets, for all
kidney troubles," "Fibroma Unguent, for tumors, ovaritis, etc.," to say nothing
of nostrums for asthma, "catarrh," "weak heart," indigestion, etc.

'

Mrs. A. S. Hon. — Mrs. Hon conducted a medical mail-order business at
South Bend, Ind., advertising and selling various alleged remedies for the
self-treatment of ailments peculiar to women.
Mrs. Hon is of Polish descent
and her husband, who was also interested in the business, was born in Poland
and, although he had been in this country for twenty-five years, is, according
to Mrs. Hon's testimony, practically unable either to read or to write English.
Neither Mrs. Hon nor her husband has the slightest medical knowledge nor
have any of her employees.
The only physician who had anything to do with
even remotely,
the business,
was said to visit the Hon office from time
to time when the nostrums were being compounded.
The preparations were
analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry of the Department of Agriculture at
the time of the investigation by the Post Office Department into this humbug.
"Mrs. Hon's Healing Compound" was found to be a pinkish powder consisting
chiefly of alum with small amounts of boric acid, zinc sulphate, thymol, color
ing matter, etc. "Mrs. Hon's Womb Suppositories" had a fatty base resembling
lard with some cocoa-butter, and contained a considerable quantity of alum
with small amounts of boric acid, zinc sulphate, morphin and coloring matter.
"Mrs. Hon's Invigorator Pills" were black, sugar-coated, elliptical pills of the
iron-quinin-strychnin type.
"Mrs. Hon's Stomach Tablets" were bright red,
tablets containing large amounts of bismuth subgallate and mag
sugar-coated
nesium (calculated as Epsom salts) with small amounts of aloes, red pepper,
"Mrs. Hon's Womb Relief" was a coarsely ground powder of aromatic
etc.
odor which under the microscope showed the presence of cloves, cinnamon,
skullcap and unidentified root and bark. The claims made by Mrs. Hon for
She, of
her nostrums were obviously and patently false and fraudulent.
After
course, submitted a number of testimonials in defense of her business.
considering all the evidence in the case, Judge Lamar, solicitor for the Post
Office Department, declared the business a scheme for obtaining money through
and
the mails by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations
This order was
promises and he recommended that a fraud order be issued.
issued May 23, 1918.— (From The Journal A. M. A., Aug. 17, 1918.)

"La Franco Combination Treatment" and "La Franco Vitaliier No. 200."—
Shipped by Charles E. Luburg, who traded as La Franco Medical Co., Phila
"La Franco Combination Treatment" included "Female Pills No. 2,"
delphia.
"Blood and Emmenagogue Remedy," "Antiseptic Douche Powder," and "Tea
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Analysis showed the "Female Pills No. 2" to consist essentially of
aloes, emodin and green vitriol, with indications of ergotin and a trace of crude
drug.
The "Blood and Emmenagogue Remedy" was essentially iron, quinin,
strychnin, and phosphate.
The "Antiseptic Douche Powder" was essentially
boric acid, borax, alum, carbolic acid and oil of peppermint.
The "Tea Tablets"
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Tablets."

consisted essentially of milk sugar, oil of pennyroyal, iron and manganese oxids,
and probably a small amount of caramel. The "Vitalizer No. 200" consisted
essentially of iron, manganese, zinc, arsenic, phosphate, phosphid, and strychnin.
All were falsely and fraudulently advertised. Fine, $75. — [Notice of Judgment
No. 5820; issued May 29, 1918.]
M.D., of Chicago,
Margaret M. Livingston — Margaret M. Livingston,
advertised in the "personal" columns of newspapers as a "specialist for diseases
of women." Those who wrote for the "free booklet" which she offered to send,
received, in addition to the pamphlet lauding Dr. Livingston and her methods,
some printed slips describing various nostrums she had for sale.
About 1910
Dr. Livingston seems to have been connected with a concern called the Central
Health Institute which sold "For-Me-Ka Oil Vitality Tonic Remedies."
On
Nov. 20, 1912, this woman was arrested and charged with giving information by
mail where an abortion would be performed.
She was found guilty and fined
Early in 1919 Margaret Livingston's advertising booklets were being dis
$150.
tributed from door to door in certain parts of Chicago. These dilated on the
alleged virtues of such nostrums as "Dr. Livingston's Astringent Herb Tablets,"
"Dr. Livingston's Snowdrop Tablets," "Dr. Livingston's Medicinal Tampons,"
etc

Martel's Female Pills. —These were put on the market by Ellis B. Kittson
(French Drug Company) and came in two forms, white and black. The white
pills, according to federal chemists, contained, essentially, aloes, ferrous sulphate
(green vitriol) and some alkaloid, together with indications of ginger. The
The
black pills had virtually the same composition but were differently coated.
government declared that the claims made for these pills that they were a
of the menses and painful menstruation and would
remedy for suppression
impart to the female reproductory organs the proper functional action and
restore the vitality of those organs were false and fraudulent. On July 10, 1917,
Kittson was fined $5. — [Notice of Judgment No. 5712; issued May 9, 1918.]
Martel's Special Female Pills —These were also sold by Ellis B. Kittson
(French Drug Company). The federal chemists reported that analysis showed
them to contain, essentially, aloes, ferrous sulphate (green vitriol) and an uni
dentified alkaloid together with indications of ginger. The circular accompany
ing the pills represented them as a remedy for disturbances of the menstrual
functions and as effective to impart proper functional action to the female repro
ductory organs, and as a remedy for suppressed menstruation, etc., claims which
Kittson was fined $5.00.
the government charged were false and fraudulent.
— [Notice of Judgment No. 5711; issued May 9, 1918.]
Opaline Suppositories — Gabriel R. Summers who did business as Vanderhoof
Co.,
&
South Bend, Ind., and whose advertisements have in the past appeared
as "Mrs. M. Summers," sold among other nostrums "Opaline Suppositories."
Analyzed by the federal chemists these suppositories were reported to be made
The label bore, among
essentially of a mixture of borax, alum and opium.
other statements, these claims
,4Tbe Famous
the Womb
.
.

Home Treatment
. Displacement

:

for
.

all forms
.

.

of Female

Weakness,

Unnatural Growths.

.

including Falling of

.

These claims the government
officials declared to be false and fraudulent
Summers was fined $50 and
and made knowingly, recklessly and wantonly.
costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4407 ; issued Oct. 16, 1916.]
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Orange Blossom Female Suppositories —John A. McGill, Chicago, Illinois,
has for years been selling a nostrum known as "Dr. Jno. A. McGill Orange
Blossom Female Suppositories." Some of the claims that have been made for
this nostrum are:
"A

famous remedy for all, female diseases."
Inflammation,
"The famous Suppository is a Noble Remedy for the following diseases:
Congestion and Falling of the Womb, Anteversion,
Retroversion
and Prolapsus, Dropsy, of
Profuse and Difficult Menstruation,
the Womb, Ulceration, Polypus, Tumors, Leucorrhea,
and Congestion of the Ovaries, Cancers in
Ovarian Tumors, Fibroid Tumors, Inflammation
.
.
."
their Earlier States.

J**""-*-..
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To Druggists.
Nearly -very druggist ham learned by experience the
value of a "MAILING LIST". Send us a list of the women who
live In the vicinity of your plaoe of buslneaa with their correct
addresses, and we will send them attractive and Interesting
literature with your business oard printed upon it. This will
ALL
Increase your business WITHOUT COST TO VOU.
"LIVE" DRUCCISTS DO IT.
OR. J. A. MoCILL », CO, Mo.b...
Cor. 20th St. and Indiana Ave, CHICACO.
Hamoj.

Straorl Humbar,

City.

Slplp.

Two methods used by McGill to obtain a "sucker list":
Letters sent to the wives
village postmasters and letters sent to druggists asking for the names of "married ladies"
who are suffering from "female weakness."

The government chemists reported that analysis of the "Orange Blossom
Female Suppositories" showed that they contained "free boric acid, aluminum
salt, sulphate, potassium salt, sodium salt, starch and petrolatum [vaseline]."
As such a mixture will not cure "Cancers in their Earlier States," "Falling of
the Womb" or the various other conditions claimed by John A. McGill, the
government declared these statements to be false and fraudulent and applied
knowingly and in reckless and wanton disregard of their truth or falsity. McGill
was fined $50 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4360; issued Sept. 12, 1916.]
Phen-ix Chemical Company. — Sold "An-ti-seps — a modern female remedy,"
"Stargrass Compound — Nature's tonic for women," "Phen-ix-ine Nerve Vitalizers" and "Earl's Kidney and Bladder Pills." The concern advertised in the
classified columns of newspapers and by means of display advertisements.
The
claims were absurd. — (From The Journal A. M. A., Oct. 4, 1913.)
Harriet M. Richards. — A name under which the Woman's Mutual Benefit
Company of Joliet, 111, reached its dupes.
"Mrs. Richards" offered to send
her "sister woman" a "fifty-cent box of Balm of Figs Compound" which "will
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not cost her one cent."
Women who wrote for the "free treatment" received
a small cardboard box containing two vaginal suppositories
and a stock letter
urging her to use them. With the letter was the usual "scare" booklet describ
ing the dire effects of the various sexual ailments to which women are subject
and telling of the wonderful cures that "Balm of Figs" had effected in all
A day or two after receiving the "free trial treatment,"
diseases of this sort.
letter
came
and with it a "regular size" box of Balm of Figs
another stock
suppositories,
for which two dollars was asked. This box cost two cents to
mail, and, so far as we know, the company never sent those who refused to
accept it the 2 cents necessary for its return.
The value of the contents is
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evident.

Mrs. Harriet M. Richards, which was the name under which the Woman's Mutual Benefit
Co., Joliet, 111., advertised, assured her victims "your letter will be treated strictly confiden
tial." The photographic reproduction of two bundles of Harriet Richards' letters, that might
be rented by anyone who was willing to pay $5 a thousand, shows how confidentially
letters
are treated.
The company which makes a business of buying and selling letters of this sort
claimed to have for rent more than 140,000 of the Harriet Richards letters.

A cursory examination of Balm of Figs was made in the Association's
laboratory and the results indicated that the nostrum was a mixture of borax,
alum and linseed oil made into a paste. If the recipient did not send the $2.00.
she received at intervals "follow-up" letters of the usual type.
As an addi
tional inducement she was told that if the $2.00 were sent "one of our splendid
fountain syringes" would be sent free. The concern also handled other "patent
medicines," and, as a side-line, "sanitary belts," and "skirt supporters."
While
the Harriet Richards concern professed to keep "all correspondence
of what
ever nature" confidential
and private, as a matter of fact thousands of letters
that had been written to the concern were on sale at letter brokers. — (From
The Journal A. M. A., Oct. 4, 1913.)
"Schade's Specific and Female Regulator." — In January, 1917, Erna D. Schade,
who did business as Herman Schade, Chicago, shipped in interstate commerce,
a quantity of "Schade's Specific and Female Regulator."
In January, 1918,
information in the case was filed against Schade by the federal authorities on
the charge that the product was misbranded.
The government chemists reported
that the preparation was a water-alcohol solution containing chiefly sugar,
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aromatics, essential oils, licorice, and bitter plant extractives.
It contained
12.84 per cent, of alcohol by volume,
but the label declared the presence of
45 per cent, of alcohol.
The government authorities declared that the claims
made for the preparation, to the effect that it was a remedy for retarded, sup
pressed, irregular, painful and imperfect menstruation, miscarriage, leukorrhea,
"palpitation of the heart," ulceration of the womb, sore breasts, etc., and the
further claim that it was a regulator of the "monthly courses," as well as a
In
remedy for hysteria and falling of the womb, were false and fraudulent.
June, 1918, Erna D. Schade pleaded guilty and was fined $100 and costs. —
[Notice of Judgment No. 6422; issued Aug. 20, 1919.]
Sanova Company.— Sanova was said to be a "famous specific" for "female
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weakness" and was put up in the form of vaginal suppositories. Under the
caption "Why Men Desert Their Wives," the Sanova Company urged women

LADIES!

A.* mini/ of )ou do cot care to have jour friends or neighbors know from what you
y b<-aufferiDB,and as you naturally feel aomi;delicacyobotit«»k(rjgyour local drugilat
for a remedy for female weakueaa.»e save you all this etsbarrae-iraent,by aupplylDgyflu
by mall.
Sanoval» put up In teletcopeboiea. Each box con
tains on* uiortb * treatmentwith plain direction* for uae.
The' price i* II 00 per boi or all boiea for ft 00.
IS YOUR HEALTH WORTH ONE DOLLAR? — Doo't
.put It off. Delays are danceroua. Our cemetcrlaaare
/
filled with tbo««who nesl*ct?d tbtlr health Juat a llltla
/
*.o lon(. Sanova haa done mora for -women ■•ifferlng I
£i fimale wraLne** 'baa t.11other r*m»'1Ua|^unihjn»d |

to use their nostrum and thus "command
the happiness and pleasures which
all women are intended to enjoy."
The concern sent out booklets of the
as well as a "Ladies'
"scare" type ; it also sold other "patent medicines"
Syringe." Worked the "free-trial treatment" dodge. — (From The Journal A.
M. A., Oct. 4, 1913.)
Remedy Company —This concern published, in such news
would accept them, advertisements to this effect:

Dr. Southington

papers

as

"Ladies — $1,000 reward.
I positively guarantee my great successful
Safely relieves some of the longest, most obstinate abnormal cases in three

'monthly*

remedy.

to five days."

Those who wrote for information regarding this advertised abortifacient
were sent a stock letter and a booklet telling of the wonderful results of taking

"Dr. Southington's Ergo-Kolo Female Compound for Women Only."
The
price of this "regulating compound" was $1.50 a package, "single strength," but
"for more obstinate cases,"
the "double strength," which was recommended
—
costs $2. Comment is superfluous.
(From The Journal A. M. A., Oct. 4, 1913.)
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Stella- Vitae. — "Star of Life" was put on the market by the Thacher Medi
cine Company, Chattanooga, Tenn., and sold as a cure for "female weakness ;"
of course, it contained alcohol — 20 per cent. The claims made were such as
to create in the minds of the purchasers the belief that it was an effective
remedy for all female weaknesses and diseases; was a cure for leukorrhea and
would correct all irregularities peculiar to women.
The government declared these claims false and
fraudulent and applied knowingly and in reckless
Druggists:
and wanton disregard of their truth or falsity.
OUR BUARANTIt SKU.S
The company was fined $75 and costs. — [Notice
of Judgment No. 4389; issued Sept. 12, 1916.)
Mrs. M. Summers. — Almost every one who has
The Woman's Best Tonic

STELLA-VITAE

looked over cheap magazines and not-too-partic
ular newspapers has seen the "Free to You — My
Sister" advertisements put out under the name of
Your Profit is Sure
Mrs. M. Summers, South Bend, Ind. Mrs. M.
FEW REFUNDS ASKED FOR
Summers was the name under which Vanderhoof
He Full Rstaii Pries
& Co. exploited a mail-order "female-weakness
cure."
Like Mrs. Harriet M. Richards, Mrs.
Summers
offered to send a "free trial" of her
THACHER MEDICINE CO.
"home treatment."
Those who wrote for the
"free treatment" received some "Opaline Suppo
sitories" for vaginal use. After the Food and
Drugs Act ("pure food law") went into effect, the
Vanderhoof concern had to declare the presence of
SpUndKlfcWrliKmp*n Selling
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TRY A HALF GROSS

in its suppositories, each suppository contain
ing 1% grains of this drug.
With the suppositories,
"Mrs. Summers" sent a sample of her "Compound
Antiseptic Powder for Ladies." This antiseptic pow
der was for the "cure," among other things, of "sup
pressed menstruation." From the testimonials regard
ing this powder we take the following, alleged to
have been written by a married woman :
opium

"I had not been
using it two weeks,

I

unwell for four months before commencing
came around all right and have been regular

your treatment, and after
."
.
.
ever since.

Also, Vanderhoof & Co. sold "Vigor of Life." This was said to be a mar
and other
cure for women who have lost the "personal magnetism"
"attractive attributes" that go with a "thoroughly developed and strong nervous
organism."
It was also good, we were told, "for women whose nervous
"Vigor of Life sup
organism peculiar to the sex had never fully developed."
plies that which is" necessary to "make the marital relations harmonious and
Furthermore, this wonderful product "prevents the insidious ap
complete."
proach of failing manhood" — all this for $1 a box.
Incidentally, "Mrs. Summers' Harmless Headache Powder" was declared
In
misbranded
under the federal Food and Drugs Act ("pure food law").
stead of being harmless, the United States authorities declared that it was "in
truth and in fact injurious to health." A plea of guilty was entered and a fine
imposed.— {From The Journal A. M. A., Oct. 4, 1913.)
Via-Vitse Medicine Company. — Sent a "free trial treatment" consisting
of tablets for vaginal use. Used the follow-up system in keeping after its
victim. It was a somewhat paltry piece of quackery. — {From The Journal A.
velous

M. A.,

Oct. 4, 1913.)
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Vital Fire Remedy Company. — This was one of the names under which one
Joseph H. Pilson conducted medical mail-order concerns from New York City
and Jersey City, respectively.
Pilson sold "Compound Pills of Tansy" which,
according to a government report, he represented, in effect, would cause abor
tion in pregnant women.
The government called on Pilson to show cause
why a fraud order should not be issued against his concerns.
In his answer
to the government's charges Pilson declared that he never represented that
his "Compound Pills of Tansy" would cause abortion. The government had in
its possession, however, letters following a test correspondence,
showing that
Pilson was willing to furnish, for a consideration, pills for the purpose of
causing abortion. It was further brought out in the government's case that
in March, 1915, Pilson was convicted and sentenced to six months in the peni
tentiary on an indictment charging him with the fraudulent use of the mails.
An appeal was taken and, nearly three years afterward (February, 1918) the

w

r^i"cr,^2#
IZj^;

/\^
M^jJ-^LM-J
JL
_—,

i

Send 4 cents in
stamps for our

Book on Wo

man andL her troubles, should be
home. Worth many times its cost.
Dept. 5,

in every

VITAL FIRE REMEDY CO.
273 Washington St., Jersey City. N.

J.

judgment of the lower court was affirmed and the conviction sustained.
A
fraud order was issued against the Vital Fire Remedy Company and Pilson's
other concerns, March 29, 1918. — (From "Female Weakness Cures" pamphlet,
1918.)

Watkins' Female Remedy. — This product of the J. R. Watkins Co., Winona,
Minn., was analyzed by the federal chemists who reported that it contained
over 19 per cent, of alcohol and some vegetable extractives with laxative qual
ities.
The statements on the label represented it as a remedy for all female
complaints and diseases of women and as effective in the treatment of suppressed
menstruation, falling of the womb and deranged monthly periods, as well as
effective in the treatment of congestion of the ovaries and womb.
These claims
the federal authorities declared were false and fraudulent.
On Dec. IS, 1916,
the company was fined. — [Notice of Judgment No. 5605; issued April 29, 1918.]
Welch Medicine Co. —This concern

seems to have had for its manager one
Fla., and.Chula, Ga.
was operated from Jacksonville,
as this :
were obtained by means of such advertisements

Frank M. Welch.
Victims

It

"LADIES:

night

and

never

Why worry each month!
worry. Safe, harmless.

Take one of our tablets every
Month's supply for 50 cents."

The Macon (Ga.) Telegraph for June 21, 1918, contained a news item to the
effect that F. M. Welch of Chula had pleaded guilty to a charge of using the
mails to defraud and had been sentenced to serve a year and a day in the
Atlanta federal penitentiary. According to the newspaper report: "Welch oper
ated a mail order business at Chula, Tift County, under the name of Welch
Medicine Company, and the Chula Medicine Company. He had a long list,
designated by him as his 'sucker list,' containing names of women to whom he
sent advertising matter calling attention to 'Ladies' Tablets,' 'Dr. Welch's Cotton
Root Pills,' and 'Dr. Welch's Special Cotton Root Pills.' "—(From "Female
Weakness Cures" pamphlet, 1918.)
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The Woman's Remedy Company. — Dr. Grace Feder Thompson, "Specialist
to Women, Medical Director," was the stool-pigeon in charge of the Woman's
Remedy Company,
San Francisco.
This was another of the W. M. Griffin
quack mail-order concerns. The method of operation seemed to be identical with
that of the Atlanta Remedy Company, described elsewhere, and the booklet it
sent out was, with the exception of the first few pages, printed from the same
The booklet in this case was entitled "Woman's Home Health Book,"
plates.
said to be published by the Woman's Remedy Company, San Francisco, Cali
fornia. The Woman's Remedy Company sent to those who wrote for the "free
trial treatment" a "full and complete course," for which $3.00 was asked. Those
who did not swallow this bait received a series of follow-up letters, each one
If these,
more insistent than its predecessor, urging that the money be sent.
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FREE PROOF TREATMENT,

ADVICE.

AND BOOK
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Cbjs Certificate,

ADVlCfi.

f«r 121)

C©SE]p>i.&ryB

a»

F<r^£&3C'il>(

ih theanplitatifiiMankenclosed,
nill entitle
KREE FRvxiF TREATMENT, MEDICAL
in Ihelc*letsentherewith. It isdistinctly
or any oilier lime,tor the I rcJiment«od

Witncwihc nftruturvotour MedicalDirector.

I'ontpare iliis so-called Health Certificate with that issued by the Atlanta Remedy Com
pany (reproduced on another page).
The two concerns were owned by the same man.

too, were unanswered,
the concern came down in price, but did not send the
necessary for the return of the $3.00 treatment. — (From Pamphlet of
October, 1913.)
[This concern was discontinued about the time the federal authorities
investigated
Griffin's medical mail-order concerns.]

3 cents

Wrightsman's Sovereign Balm of Life. — D. B. Senger & Co. of Franklin
Grove, 111., was the name under which Ray W. and Frank H. Senger did busi
ness selling "Dr. Wrightsman's Sovereign Balm of Life." The federal chemists
reported that in addition to over 8 per cent, alcohol, the preparation contained
drug extractive carrying a faint trace of alkaloids, tannin, a resin (bearberry
indicated) and glycerin. It was claimed that the stuff would cure displacements
of the uterus, morning sickness in pregnancy, varicose veins and suppressed or
profuse menstruation, as well as prevent miscarriage and lessen the shock of
childbirth. These claims were, of course, declared false and fraudulent. The
two Sengers were fined $25 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4438; issued
Oct. 16, 1916.]

NOSTRUMS FOR KIDNEY
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DISEASE

AND

Nostrums for kidney disease and diabetes are grouped together,

not because

there is any essential relation between diabetes and kidney disease, but because
quack makes no distinction between the two conditions and recom

the average

mends his nostrum indiscriminately

In kidney

disease it is usually found that the kidney structure has undergone

destructive changes

of

a degree

depending

has been in progress.

on the severity

of time

and length

place

it is

obvious that nothing can replace

the structures that have been destroyed

any

more than giving a pill to

who has lost his arm will make

a new

arm

Its ravages

may

the disease

This

grow.
be

checked

does not mean that kidney disease
in many

if properly

to give the patient

necessary
have

patient's

cases

to be given with

have taken

is incurable.

and early treated.

are the important elements

diet and hygiene

they

a man

When such changes

Careful attention to

of treatment.

Occasionally

but

full appreciation of

the

care and with

great

a

condition; otherwise they may do more harm than good.

idea that every

pain

The popular

in the lower part of the back means kidney disease

been kept alive by the "kidney cure" fakers.

of the kidney and, as

a

has

Broadly speaking there is, as

matter of fact, little, if any, relationship between
and diseases

it is

some drugs in connection with the treatment,

a pain

rule, there

a

in the lumbar region

is no pain

connected

with

kidney disease except in its last stages.
Diabetes is not

of the kidney, although it is popularly misconceived
disease of metabolism whose causes are little understood,

a disease

to be.
Diabetes is a
although intelligent dietetic and hygienic treatment, when applied early, may
result in arresting the disease. In diabetes the body has lost its power properly
to assimilate the carbohydrates (starches, sugars, etc.) and, as a result, a large

amount of sugar (glucose) is thrown into the blood-stream. This, because it
acts as a foreign substance, the body attempts to filter from the blood through
the kidneys and as a result sugar appears in the urine. The sugar in the urine,
however, is solely a symptom and, in itself, has nothing whatever to do with
the disease, although the amount

of sugar that appears in the urine may, when

considered in connection with the total amount
index to the success of the treatment.

of urine passed,

be a

valuable

It is not unusual for diabetics to attempt to estimate roughly the amount of
sugar they are excreting by testing with a urinometer, the specific gravity of the
urine passed. Such patients seldom, if ever, measure the total amount of urine
passed in the full twenty-four hours and, as a result, the figures they obtain
are misleading.

It

hours is increased

is obvious that,

if

while the amount

of urine passed in twenty-four

the amount

of sugar

excreted

given specimen of urine will have less sugar in

it,
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for both.

remains

the same, any

and the patient

will

be

led

KIDNEY

DISEASE
For

to believe that the sugar excretion is diminished.

daily with

been excreting one ounce of glucose (sugar)
the same period of three quarts
passed

of urine,

to six quarts

is increased

the kidneys are already irritated

a

nephritis

will contain only

a

is taken advantage

are diuretics, that

drugs that

particularly vicious treatment because

by the tax that

(kidney

of urine

the amount

put on them in excreting

inflammation)

to

kidney structure may
the

already

diabetes

present.

Drugs alone will cure neither kidney disease nor diabetes.

that the drug

by the quacks

of danger

not the only element

dangerous to the patient
is

Equally

in the use of these nostrums.

frequently

is

sold as cures for kidney disease and diabetes
engendered

The harm that

and diseased system by the powerful drugs
is

may be done the weakened

the important element

the belief

in the treat

out of

bottle three or four times

kidney disease and diabetes hygienic and dietetic

measures

are

a

be cured by taking something

a

Most of us are still firmly wedded to the old fallacy that any disease can

ment.

In

day.

the essentials

While dietetic

and hygienic treatment,

intelli

gently persisted in, will frequently result in the arrest of the disease,

of discomfort

Then comes the "patent medicine" faker
cures kidney disease

not to be wondered at that the patient,

I

subject myself to the discomforts of

in my mode of living when

I

a

change

and diabetes

easily convinced because the wish

father to the thought, argues: Why should
rigorous diet and

breaking of old

is

remedy

such

It

"My

to the patient,

1"

who blatantly declares

:

readjustment of one's life.

a

habits,

a

means

a

certain amount

treatment

is

complications as they arise.

if

of treatment, although the physician may occasionally give drugs to meet certain

a

can be cured by

sale

One of these

of home remedies

that there

that

serious to be self-treated.

are

no moral or economic

for diseases

recommended

for the

Diabetes and kidney disease are two such diseases.

Every "patent medicine" sold for the cure of these diseases
gerous

excuse

that are far too
is

business.

is

taking "Dr. Quack's Kidney and Diabetes Cure"?
There are certain broad principles which should govern the "patent medicine"
is

potentially dan

and inherently vicious.

BAD-EM

SALZ

This preparation, made by the American Laboratories, Philadelphia, was
analyzed by the federal chemists, who reported that the preparation "consists
of common salt, Glauber salt, baking soda, and
small amount of tartaric acid.
The following statements appeared on the trade package:
a
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result in adding

if

This fact

of the already weakened

The further irritation

sugar.

is

This

a diabetic has

total excretion during

any given specimen

daily,

of by quacks and most nostrums for diabetics
the quantity of urine.

a

it is evident that

one-half the amount of glucose previously found.

increase

if

instance,

is,

FOR

is
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This Powder reproduces the medical properties of the great European Springs famous
for centuries for the cure of diseases of the stomach, intestines, liver, kidneys, or bladder.
This Powder represents the medicinal agents obtained by evaporating the water from
the famous

European

Springs.

These claims were declared false and misleading by the federal authorities
"in truth and in fact, said article did not reproduce the medical prop
erties of the Great European Springs," etc. ; and, furthermore, "was not composed
of salts or substances derived from the waters of the springs at Ems, Germany,
but was an artificial preparation consisting essentially of common salt, Glauber
salt, baking soda and tartaric acid." In addition, the following therapeutic
claims were made for the preparation:
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because

". . '. dissolves Gall Stones and Gravel in the kidneys or bladder."
"Gastritis . . . can be 'headed off by a dose of Bad-Em Salz at bedtime and again
the next morning."
"Diabetes . . . yields to diet and Bad-Em Salz."

These claims and various others of a similar nature were declared by the
federal officials to be "false and fraudulent" and made "in reckless and wanton
disregard of their truth or falsity." The American Laboratories, in its answer

some.doctodi neat mrscaiar.

■ad-em snxz.

J

Most doctors prescribe BAD tM SALZ. but some of them don't. One doctor,
more honest than the rest, explained it this way :
" BAD-EM SALZ f Ves, I nacd to prescribe it a great deal, but I stofped. Why f
Simply because the patients didn't come back to me. If 1 had kept on they would all
"
have been taking BAD-EM SALZ and getting well without my assistance !
Von can't entirely blame the doctor — but if yon are a patient yourself, hadn't
you better get a bottle of BAD-EM SALZ to-day t
'
Of course most of the prominent doctors do prescribe BAD-EM SALZ. Here are
a few letters from men high iq their profession, and they.tell the tale
DearSin -.
.
>
unablein rnv prmeticr
BAD-EM SALZ h-wbecoaiealmost,in-ii-vpe
BANKS, 2404N. 29lh St., Philadelphia.
(Dr.) HENRY
Owr Sir* ;
hadbeen bwrniRsevere
were
hudIn*
the pleasureof hearing from a young,womanwho hadbeenbaring
Lart night I *had
' better.
'
She
abdominalpataa
■for v ■-■
r*l week* that her pain* are goneand she is feeling much
•□otltcrphysicianbeforeihe cameto me. I pnt her on BAD-KM SALZ.
ROE,
Ave,,
Brooklyn,
N.
V
N.
1443
Galea
(Dr.) J.
In manycase*of Gastrointestinaldiaorderin wMcb I hadgivenup hopeof everdomganygood
tbe prtient, I baretried BAD-EM SALZ andbeenastonishedat the.result.
(Dr.)J. MARTINBAND, 6 Pitt St., New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen:
1am findingyour BAD-EM SALZ the mootutliiattory preparationof it* classthat 11
{Dr.)JOSEPH HENRY CAHOON. 2M Wert 22fidSt . New York, N. Y.
of nothingthatwill dc the worV qf an erimioant*o perfectlya<BAD-EM SALZ.
(D>.)H. M. BORING, 834E. PrestonSt., Baltimore,Md.

The exploiters of this nostrum when
A specimen of the Bad-Em Salz advertising.
of the
charged with making fraudulent claims for their product attacked the constitutionality
Food and Drugs Act I
charges, declared that that part of the federal Food and
to the government's
Drugs Act — the Sherley Amendment — which prohibits false and fraudulent claims
for curative effect was "contrary to the Constitution of the United States of
America." The jury before whom the case was tried declared the company guilty
on both counts : the first count, that charging the company with falsehood and
with making misleading statements, and the second, charging the company with
falsehood and fraud. After the verdict of guilty had been returned, the company
made a motion in arrest of judgment and for a new trial. These motions were
both denied by the court, and the company was fined $100. — [Notice of Judgment
No, 3962; issued Oct. 21, 1915.]
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"Compound Fluid Balmwort" is one of the numerous nostrums sold by
the Blackburn Products Company of Dayton, Ohio.
This concern advertises
One "Dr. Lewis Baker" purports to give
by the "fake-prescription" method.
These "answers"
answers to alleged inquiries regarding various conditions.
Depart
appear in what the public may easily believe to be a "Health
under the title "The Doctor's Advice."
Each
ment" in certain newspapers
"answer" recommends one or more "patent medicines" sold by the Blackburn
Products Company either alone or in combination with official drugs. "Com
The stuff con
pound Fluid Balmwort" is recommended for "kidney disease."
that 1 ounce of the
tains 16 per cent, alcohol and the company recommends
Balmwort be mixed with 2 ounces of compound syrup of sarsaparilla and 2
ounces of gin. Gin contains SO per cent, alcohol. According to the state chem
ists of North Dakota, in addition to the 16 per cent, alcohol, Balmwort also
contains dextrin and 32.5 per cent, potassium acetate.

Mrs. Belle O. writes:
"I am Informed that
have kidney trouble and that it Is fast
Approaching ft serious stage.
What would
you prescribe?"

I

If your symptoms are the usual
Answer:
such as puffs under the eyes, - swelling
ankles; scant, copious or foul-smelling urine,
by headaches,
pains, depression,
accompanied
fever, chills,- atCTTT* *'anltl mlnJse the jrame(II ate use
ofCbalm'wort tablets! a very fine
for sntli ■fcwewwesi -gold in sealed
'remedy
tubes with, full directions for sclf-admlnistrationones,

A

typical

"Balmwort" advertisement.

"Balmwort Tablets" are also sold by the Blackburn Products Company and
advertised by the same method used in advertising the "Compound Fluid Balm
wort" except that in advertising the tablets they warn those afflicted with kidney
disease to avoid the use of alcohol ! According to the label each Balmwort
Tablet contains \fo of a grain of the extract of belladonna leaves together with
unspecified amounts of extracts of corn silk, triticum, buchu and lupulin together
with boric acid. The public is urged to use Balmwort Tablets if too much
urine is secreted or if not sufficient is secreted; if the urine is passed too fre
quently or not frequently enough ; when the urine has too much color and when
it has too little.
The classic falsehood of the quacks that pain in the back
indicates kidney disease is reiterated. — (From pamphlet, "Nostrums for Kid
ney Diseases," 1917.)

DOAN'S

KIDNEY

PILLS

"Doan's Kidney Pills" or "Doan's Backache Kidney Pills" have been analyzed
The chemists for the British Medical Association reported
at various times.
that their analysis "showed them to contain oil of juniper and (in spite of
their 'purely vegetable' nature) potassium nitrate, together with a considerable
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proportion of a resinous substance, and of powdered fenugreek seeds and wheat
and maize [corn] starches." According to the same authority the following
formula gave a similar pill :
Oil of juniper

1
10
5
17
4
2
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Hemlock pitch
Potassium nitrate
Powdered
fenugreek
Wheat flour
Corn starch
In twenty pills.

drop
gr.
gr.
gr.
gr.
gr.

The testimonial

of Mrs. I. T. (Amelia Garlitz) Fitzwater recording how her "health
been splendid"
since using Doan's Kidney Pills was doubtless written in perfect good
faith.
It appeared in a local newspaper — the Wood River Times — on Feb. -16, 1916. The
death certificate shows that Mrs. Fitzwatcr had been buried just one month when the testi
monial was printed.
has

The state chemists of Connecticut also have
declared that "the active ingredients of the pills
(saltpeter), pitch and possibly a trace of oil of
organic drugs."
One of the methods by which Doan's Kidney
publishing testimonials in country newspapers,

reported on this nostrum and
appear to be potassium nitrate
juniper and other unidentified

Pills
the

are advertised is that of
testimonials in question

188
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having been given by those living in the locality in which the paper is published.
Sometimes these testimonials prove boomerangs.
For instance, the Blackwell
August
Kidney Pills advertise
contained
a
Doan's
24,
1911,
News
for
(Okla.)
ment consisting of a testimonial of one Mrs. Charles Butcher of Blackwell
who testified that she had been suffering from kidney trouble; had taken Doan's
Kidney Pills "and it really seemed marvelous how promptly they brought me
relief." As a matter of fact, Mrs. Charles Butcher was dead and buried nearly
two months before the advertisement appeared; and she died of kidney disease!
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Kankakee Daily Republican
STATEOFD

PROFIT BY THIS^
Don't Waste Another Day
When you are worried by back
ache;
By lameness, and urinary disor
ders—
Don't experiment with an untried
taodlcloe
Follow Kankakee people's exam
ple. _
Pt4Bm*g Kidney
Here's Kankakee testimony
YnMfr-** if vft" wish
C»- 0 Koid^ l.'.T w Chestnut at..
KttVHE mf» "I believe heavy
lifting weakened my kldneya and
When 1
ceased my baek to ache
•looped over to lift anything, sharp
palni> took nio In 'the amall of my
up.
iubled me
back hurt me worae
My
kldneya
any
time
other
than
acted Irregularly, the aecrellone were
highly colored and hard to paaa. I
tiad aevere pain* In the back of my
head, too. Many times 1 aaw stars
I bought
when I got up quickly
two boxes of Dean's Kidney rills at
Betourne's Drug Store, and they
greatly benefited me and put my kld
neya In order "
60c at all dealers Poster-Mllhuro
Co., Mfgre., Duffilo. N. Y

JgEj

STT"

STANDARD
CERTIFICATE OF DEATH
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for Doan's Kidney Pills appeared in a Kankakee paper, June 14,
three months after he was dead and buried! "Follow Kankakee people's example.
Kidney Pills," says the advertisement.

Mr. Ford's testimonial

1918 — nearly

Use Doan's

In another instance the Hailey (Ida.) Wood River Daily Times in its issue
It also
for February 16, 1916, contained a Doan's Kidney Pills advertisement.
In
it
Mrs.
I.
T.
was of the local testimonial type.
(Amelia Garlitz) Fitzwater
of Mountain Home, Idaho, told the people of that locality that she had taken
Doan's Kidney Pills because her "kidneys did not act as they should." But let
her tell the story :
"Doan's Kidney Pills put me on my feet in a short time. They removed the pains,
Since then I have never had
regulated the action of my kidneys and improved my health.
any serious kidney trouble and my health has been splendid."
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This, it is to be remembered, was published February 16, 1916. The facts
were that Mrs. I. T. (Amelia Garlitz) Fitzwater was buried just one month
to the day before the advertisement appeared !
Under present economic conditions there is a very proper place for simple
home remedies for the self-treatment of the simpler ailments. There is, how-

AFTEB FITE TEAB8
Glenwood

Testimony
shaken

Bcmalnt

AGED GLENWOOD RESIDENT
PASSES AWAY 8ATURDAY

Cn-

of troth
Time la the best teat
Here is a Glenwood story that has
stood the test of time. It la a story
with a point which will come straight
home to many of us.
fNcttle Woodrow'Tyine St., Qlenwood
says: "1 Was sUU&rlng acutely from
my back and kidneys and had been
unable to get a medicine that would
help me until I began using Doan's
Kidney Pills. I found prompt relief.
I am now free from backache and
am not having that awful feeling of
languor mornings"
Over five years later Nettle Wood
of Doan's
row said: "My opinion
Kidney Pills today Is the same as It
was when I gave my first recom
mendatlon. I haven't had occasion to
for some
medicine
take a kidney
time, which speaks well for this med
Icine.
I have always recommended
Doan's Pills to my friends whenever
they have complained
of headacho
or kidney disorders, tor
for I know they
are all right."
Foster-Milburn
60c. at all dealers
Co.. Mfgrs., Buffalo. N. Y.

Death of

Mr*

Sorrow

Nettle Woodrow

Brings

to Host

of Friends
In Community

Our

whole
community
was aad-j
Saturday — when
It
became
known that Mra.^HMe|\Voodrow!/infj
j
o( our oldest and most" beloved
cit- 1
passed
izens had
lo the Great Be-'
yond.
Her long life of usefulness is
In Itself a sermon the teachings of
which will do nruch to brighten the
future of those with whom she was
most closely associated.
While she
will be absent in body she will be
present in Bplrit and" the memory of
this beloved lady will long be green
in the hearts of all who were so for
tunate as to number her among their
friends.
Mrs. Nettie Woodrow was born In
Vermont, on October
St. Johnsbury,
17th, 1842, and spent the early part
of her life there.
When she was
eighteen years of age she came to
Monttcello, Iowa, where she resided
with Rev. J. K. Nutting. In 1668 Rev.
Nutting and family moved ^
■■aodto take up the
dened

\

jj

j|

^■^ggatij

"Here is a Glenwood Story" says a Doan's Kidney Pills advertisement, "with a point
which will come straight home to many of us."
How true! The advertisement appeared in
the Glenwood (la.) Opinion of Oct. 17. 1918, relative to Nettie Woodrow's use of Doan's
Kidney Pills. On another page of the same issue was an obituary notice of Nettie Woodrow.
As the Doan's advertisement sagely remarks: "Time is the best test of truth." The Journal
has, at various times, published unfortunate
coincidences similar to the one above.
Doubt
newspapers which carry its
less it conld publish more, did the Doan's concern not instruct
advertising to return advertising "copy" containing testimonials of local people who have died!
ever, no place for alleged cures for the self-treatment of such dangerous condi
tions as diseases of the kidney. Especially is such business to be deprecated
when the preparations sold are those whose composition is unknown to the
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ones taking them, and contain, in addition, drugs that are irritant to the kidneys.
Most "patent medicines" of this type are sold under the claim, either direct or
implied, that they will cure diseases of the kidney. They will do nothing of the
sort. If the products contain irritant drugs they may do a very definite damage

If, on the other hand, they are innocuous,
to the persons taking them.
any person suffering from serious kidney disease wastes vitally valuable
in using them.

then

time

(greatly reduced)
of a Doan's Kidney Pills advertisement
Photographic
reproduction
that appeared in the Blackwell (Okla.) Hews, August 24, 1911, and a certified copy of the
The advertisement contains a
Okla.
death certificate of Mrs. Charles Butcher, Blackwell,
The
testimonial by Mrs. Charles Butcher, testifying to the value of Doan's Kidney Pills.
kidney
to
Butcher
succumbed
disease two months before
death certificate shows that Mrs.
ber testimonial was published.

The obvious intent of the Doan's Kidney Pills advertisements is to lead the
to believe that a pain in the lower part of the back indicates kidney dis

public
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It indicates nothing of the kind. Doan's Kidney Pills never cured and
ease.
never can cure a case of kidney disease.
Potassium nitrate, which chemists
have reported as one of the ingredients of the Doan's nostrum, is a powerful
irritant to the kidneys and may cause the most serious damage to kidneys that
are already diseased.

NASHUA MAN'S LUCKY HND^^fc
|

Will

Interest

Reader*

of the Nashua ■

Reporter.
Those having
the misfortune
to
suffer from backache,
urinary dis
orders, gravel, dropsical
swellings,
rheumatic pains, or other kidney and
bladder disorders will read with grat
ification this encouraging
statement
*■ ■

i.,^

■■

A
MoonTVe tired hotel prop.,
ifepo
I have used Doan's
Kidney fills on* and on for the last
seven years.
When I have taken cold
it has seemed to settle In my kidneys
and made my bark ache.
I have
been hardly able to get dressed morn
Ings.
because
sharp
pains
have
taught me In the kuihII of my back
My kidney* have acted too frequent
ly and the kidney
have
secretion*
been highly colored.
I have always
used Doan's Kidney Pills, procured at
the It i Mi Cross Drug Store, at those
timet and have received excellent
results.
Mr./ Moon la only one of many
Nashua1 people who have gratefully
endorsed Doan's Kidney Pills.
If
youfr back
aches, it your kidneys
you.
bo/her
don't simply ask for a
kidney
remedy, ask distinctly for
DOAN'S KIDNKY PILLS, the
that Mr. Moon had. the remedy
ed by home testimony.
60 .
all store*. Foster-Mllburn Co.
..Buffalo, N. V. "When your
I lame — remember the

EXPURGO

(SANOL)

I

Our venerable townsman Mr. W.
A. Moon, who had been
in falling
health for many months, pNMt4 away
at his home Tuesday evening
about
9:20.
Mr.
Moon
passed his $34
birthday In December.
He was for
many years engaged in thf
hotel
business In Nashua and was a vete
ran of the Civil war
A mun extend
ed ifiount of hlfr life will
be pub
lished
next
week. At the time of
'
ig to press arrangements
for
funeral had not
i completed.

Two clippings from the Nashua
The
of Feb. 13, 1919.
Reporter
Doan's Kidney Pills advertisement
"will
opines that Nashua citizens
the "en
gratification"
read with
couraging statement" of Mr. W. A.
will
The encouragement
Moon.
doubtless be tempered by the infor
mation given on another page of the
same paper showing that Mr. Moon
had been dead two days when his
testimonial appeared.

ANTI-DIABETES

Expurgo Anti-Diabetes is such an evident nostrum that one would imagine
that even intelligent laymen could not be deceived by it. Nevertheless medical
journals both in the United States and Canada have accepted advertisements for
this preparation and physicians — of a certain type — have been found to give
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testimonials for it. The medical profession is circularized widely by the con
Some of the
cern and "write-ups" have appeared in pseudo-medical journals.
claims made for Expurgo Anti-Diabetes are :
"The only positive cure for Diabetes."
"It never fails to effect a Cure in every

case of this disease, in whatever form it may
present itself provided the patient has not reached the last stages of the malady."
"Expurgo Anti-Diabetes is the New Cure for this deadly affliction."
provided
"Diabetes
ia certainly
curable by our new discovery — Expurgo Anti-Diabetes,
that the course of the disease has not progressed to the extent that the vital organs are
irreparably damaged."
". . . thanks to the discovery of Expurgo Anti-Diabetes, the cure of this dread disease
is no longer a matter of doubt."
"With the exception of very advanced cases of Diabetes
all diabetes can be
cured by Expurgo Anti-Diabetes."

...
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Such claims one would imagine would be more than sufficient to make plain,
even to the most uncritical, the evident character of Expurgo Anti-Diabetes.
The Army and Navy Medical Record, shown in The Journal recently as a
journalistic humbug, contained an editorial puff of Expurgo Anti-Diabetes.
The
fact that the Expurgo Company reprints the "editorial" from the Army and Navy
Medical Record as a "voluntary and unsolicited reference" and distributes it
among physicians, indicates how rotten are the props on which this product's
reputation rests.
Another alleged "voluntary and unsolicited reference" used by the Expurgo
The
Company, is taken from the Therapeutic Record of Louisville, Kentucky.
advertising pages of the Therapeutic Record reek with nostrums and it has
more than once given editorial endorsement
to some of the preparations it
advertises.
The following enlightening letter is alleged to have been written
by the editor of the Therapeutic Record to the Expurgo Company in February,
1913:

Gentlemen: — Your favor of February 14th came duly to hand.
Let me advise
you to pay no earthly attention to the proceedings of the Medical Society where
your product was criticized.
These people exert no influence with the practical
Never
up-to-date element of the profession and are doing you as they do others.
No man can talk down a meri
fear — you will succeed — your remedy is all riglit.
torious product.
stand ready to help you in any way at any time.
With sincere regards, I am,
Robert C. Kenner, M.D.
Editor, the Therapeutic
Record.

I

This, it will be noted, was written in February. Soon thereafter the Thera
peutic Record was carrying the Expurgo advertisement,
and the June, 1913,
issue contained a puff on Expurgo, entitled "A Contribution to the Medical
Treatment of Diabetes."
THE

ALLEGED

FORMULA

The formula for this nostrum is never published, although in some of the
advertising matter it is claimed that it is "at the disposal of physicians." A
physician wrote to the Expurgo Manufacturing Company, asking for the formula.
He was told that the preparation was "exclusively derived from the vegetable
kingdom," from which one may recognize a family likeness to the stuff put out
Further, to copy the letter exactly:
by the immortal Lydia Pinkham.
"The ingredients of which Antidiabetes
"fructus syzigii jambulani
"cortex syzigii jambulani
"flores Rosmarini
"fructus Anisi stellatt

"Extr. fl. Colx
"Extr. fl. Condurango
"Extr. fl. China; spir. spiss.
"Extr. fl. Calami
"Extr. fl. Gentian*."

is composed are chiefly:
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The recipient of this non-committal

and uninforming "formula" again wrote
Expurgo Manufacturing Company, asking for quantities.
Evidently this
nostrum concern considered such a request a piece of impertinent inquisitiveness, for it replied to the physician in these terms, given verbatim et literatim:
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the

.
"Dear Sir: — Yours of the 16th duly to hand. We note that you state
.
I
do not like to be working in the dark, and you can readily see that this is the case
unless I know how much of each ingredient I am giving.
.
.
.'
"In your letter of the 6th you asked for the composition, which you promptly
received.
We would like to state that we are dealing with about 600 Doctors.
Some of them asked for the formula, which they received.
These are all very
gentlemen and none of them ever pretended 'to work in the dark/
conscientious
You know furthermore that none of these ingredients is harmful in any way and
yet 'work in the dark.'
You know that if there were any harmful ingredients in
our preparations, we would expose ourselves to imprisonment.
If you are so anxious
to know all about it, why do you not analyze our medicine?
This would enlighten
you in your 'perfect darkness.'
If you want to deprive your patients and yourself
of the indisputable good of our preparations, simply do not prescribe them. Why
finally do you not write to the Doctors whose names we gave, who know enough to be
able to enlighten those who need it.
Truly yours,

The Expurgo

Mfg.

C. M. v. Amerongen,

Co.,

Manager.

DIABETES
ITS CAUSES AND CURE
By A German Specialist
A New DIABETES Therapy that has already proved
after many Practical Tests, to be a thoroughly
efficacious Remedy in the treatment of
DIABETES (Mellitus).

itself,

Expurgo Anti-Diabetes
Is the New Cure (or this deadly
to the organic

system,

affliction.

and contains

It is perfectly harmless
or injurious ingre

no poisonous

It never fails to effect a Cure in every case of
whatever form it may present itself, provided the
patient has not reached the last stages of the malady.

dients
this

Part

of one

("Sanol")-

page

whatever.

disease,

of

a

in

circular sent out

by

the exploiters

of

"Expurgo

Anti

Diabetes"

More than a year ago, a Wisconsin physician, himself a sufferer from diabetes,
wrote The Journal that for three months he had been using Expurgo AntiDiabetes which the Expurgo people had sent him. He declared that the nostrum
had greatly reduced the percentage of sugar in his urine. In its reply, The
Journal asked him whether, in testing his urine, he had used portions of twentyfour hour specimens or merely individual specimens.
His attention was called
to the fact that most of the nostrums for diabetes are diuretics which, by
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increasing the amount of urine passed, give an apparent decrease in the amount
of sugar excreted.
A few days later, the physician wrote again, stating that he
had committed the very error The Journal had suspected, and reporting that
an examination of a twenty-four-hour specimen showed that the glucose-excre
tion, instead of being diminished actually increased.
This matter was referred
to editorially in The Journal, Nov. 9, 1912, under the title, "A Possible Fallacy
in Testing Diabetic Urine."
Specimens
of Expurgo Anti-Diabetes were examined in the Association's
laboratory and the report follows :
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LABORATORY

REPORT

"The specimen of Expurgo Anti-Diabetes (Sanol's Anti-Diabetes) examined,
was a light-brown, opaque liquid, having a faintly aromatic odor and bitter
taste. The specimen contained considerable amounts of brown, insoluble residue
resembling the deposits often found in fluid extracts. The absence of ammo
nium salts, iodids, glycerin, hexamethylenamin, of antipyrin, pyramidon and
similar substances and of such purgatives as aloes, frangula, rhubarb, etc., was
indicated.
Potent alkaloids such as aconitin, cocain, morphin and strychnin were
not found.
Qualitative tests indicated the presence of traces of phosphates,
sulphates, reducing sugars, caffein and cinchona alkaloids. Alcohol was present
only in traces. Small quantities of chlorids, sodium and a salicylate were found.

THE EXPURGO MANUFACTURING CO.
^

BXPUBCO
uns

PHARMAGKUTICAL

PREPARATIONS

The letter head of the Expurgo Manufacturing Co.
Diabetes is "the only positive cure for diabetes."

Note

the

claim

that

Expurgo

Anti-

The residue on drying amounted to 2.9 gm. in each 100 c.c. A determination
of the salicylic acid indicated approximately 0.17 gm. in each 100 c.c, which is
equivalent to less than 0.2 gm., of sodium salicylate per 100 c.c. (about 1 grain
to the ounce). Evidently the preparation contains plant extractives in aqueous
solution and small amounts of sodium salicylate and sodium chlorid."
Summed up, the chemist's report shows that Expurgo Anti-Diabetes is essen
tially a watery solution of plant extractives with small quantities of sodium
salicylate and salt. The exploiters claim their stuff contains the fruit and bark
of jambul, rosemary, star anise and fiuidextract of calamus, cinchona, cola,
condurango and gentian.
Since fluidextracts in general are strongly alcoholic
and since the laboratory's analysis shows that the preparation contains only
traces of alcohol, the fluidextracts of the various drugs, if present at all, must
be in an infinitesimal amount.
Jambul was in vogue as a remedy for diabetes about twenty years ago. It
was tried and found wanting, and has long been in the therapeutic scrap heap.
Sanol, therefore, is but one more "patent medicine" having for its essential con
stituents a drug that has long been discarded by scientific men. Expurgo will
probably be used by uncritical and unthinking physicians and its existence will
be artificially prolonged through the venality of pseudo-medical journals.
That
the medical profession should tolerate the product is not to its credit. There
is no excuse, either moral or otherwise, for a physician giving his patients
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nostrums of whose composition he is ignorant, and that is what is done when
ever Expurgo Anti-Diabetes is prescribed. — (Modified from The Journal
A. M. A., Jan. 24, 1914.)

FULTON'S

COMPOUNDS

The Journal
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has just received a letter from Dr. J. B. Kinne of Aberdeen,
Wash. With the letter was enclosed an advertising sheet ("Bulletin 31, Novem
ber, 1915") sent out by the John J. Fulton Company of San Francisco which
exploits two nostrums "Fulton's Renal Compound" and "Fulton's Diabetic Com
pound." Dr. Kinne's letter reads :

"To the Editor: — In today's mail I received the enclosed 'Bulletin.' The
first column of the last page begins with the account of the results of treat
ment of a patient in a nearby town. In the columns of one local paper today
I cut the inclosed clipping telling about the amputation of this man's leg
for diabetes.
"About one year ago I attended a patient here who had spent a large
amount of money with this concern who told me about the above 'cure,'
It seems a terrible thing that this kind of matter
but my patient died later.
is permitted to go through the mails."
. atlentfj. "J. Pennepackera Principal Pubaugf «». vum Kphy«loga« f«lt
>Waeh,
lie Be hoolY
flng
more." The Dlabetlo Compound waa
could
I "ther
Improvement.
In due oouree ba
gradual
with
alt
[admlnlatered
ISEeldered blmeeU wall enough to again devote hie energlea
■|a> bl* profeaalon.
were
deliberate. It being two
The reaulta
Ijreara before hie gaal letter waa received to above effect.

Mr.

Pennepacker's

case

as

described

:tion

SS

in

lelr

a

Fulton circular recently

received.

rear,

OPERATE ON VETERAN TEACHER

J. Penepacker.^eteran

teacher in
schools,
underwent
i^rloqulannpubllc
an operation, Wednesday, for gangrene
resulting from diabetes, his left leg
being amputated below the kaee.

Mr. Pennepacker's

case

as

described

in the Aberdeen

(Wash.) Herald, Jan.

14,

1916.

The case referred to by Dr. Kinne was that of a Mr. J. J. Pennepacker whose
case was reported by the Fulton concern as an instance of "cure" due to the use
of "Diabetic Compound." The clipping that the doctor enclosed, together with
the item from the Fulton advertising leaflet, are reproduced with this article.
The Fulton nostrums have been briefly referred to before in these pages.
On Jan. 18, 1913, The Journal said :
"Fulton's Diabetic Compound has not been examined in the Association's
laboratory, but the so-called Renal Compound, put out by the same concern,
has been examined.
The latter was found to consist of some herbs, which
were not identified, alcohol 5 per cent, and water.
No alkaloids were found
and the presence of heavy metals, iodids, bromids or acids could not be
demonstrated."
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The concern itself makes a pretense of giving the formulas of its two prepa
rations. The "Renal Compound" has been said to be :

"A combination of the desirable principles of Triticum f Couch-grass or Quick-grass],
Chimaphila ["Bitter wintergreen"]. Spiraea [Meadowsweet]
and other herbal agents carrying
small quantities of Sodii Boras [Borax] and Sodii Nitras [Chili saltpeter], both of the latter
in less than half the physiological doses."
Elsewhere the formula has been given as

:

A combination of Triticum, Pelosine and other similar herbal diuretics to which have
been added a small quantity of Sodii Boras and Sodii Nitras, both of the latter in less than
half the physiological doses."
The "Diabetic Compound" is alleged

to be

:

"A

combination of the desirable principles of Chimaphila
["Bitter wintergreen"], EupaTaraxacum
[Boneset]
[Dandelion] and other herbal diuretics and correctives car
rying small quantities of Sodii Boras [Borax] and Sodii Nitras [Chili saltpeter] both of the
latter in less than half the physiological doses."
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torium

While this "information" fails to- inform, it doubtless answers the purpose
for which it is given.
But whatever indefiniteness and ambiguousness charac
terize the statements regarding the composition of the nostrum are more than
compensated for by the specific and positive claims made for their therapeutic
action.
To quote from the advertising:
"Fulton's Renal Compound

is the first progressive

a

step

in forty years in the treatment

of

kidney disease."
"Call inflammation of the kidneys what you will, after it becomes chronic (which it
commonly does in a few months) it is then incurable by anything known except Fulton's
Renal Compound."
"Bright's Disease and Diabetes are now positively curable in about 80 per cent, of all
cases."
"Fulton's Renal Compound is the only thing known that acts directly on the kidney
tissues, reducing inflammation and thus reopening the tubules and kidney function."
"Fulton's Renal Compound is the only specific in the known world for chronic Bright's
Disease.
.
.
."
"John J. Fulton was the first man in the world to reach the kidneys with an emollient."
"Diabetes is rated the world over as incurable but recoveries are being reported daily
through Fulton's Diabetic Compound."

Some time after the short article appeared in The Journal on the Fulton
Compounds,
the Propaganda Department started to investigate some of the
Experience has shown that it is useless to expect to get accurate
alleged cures.
information regarding individuals who have recently written testimonials for
any "patent medicines." It becomes necessary, especially in such diseases as are
not quickly fatal, to allow some time to elapse before investigating the cases.
For this reason a few of the old testimonials in our files were resurrected and
letters were written to get what facts were available.
Press of other matters
prevented this particular investigation being followed up, although some material
was collected and this we now give so as to make it a matter of record.
It should be understood that the quotations that are about to be given from
the Fulton "literature" appeared in circulars issued between 1907 and 1911.
Our investigation was commenced in the latter part of 1913.

Case 1. — According to a Fulton advertising leaflet issued in 1908, W. H. Bell,
druggist of Live Oak, Fla., wrote the company in 1907 that "last June I was
surprised to find my feet and legs swollen." Mr. Bell claimed he went to a
physician who "found 50 per cent, of albumen and pronounced it Bright's dis
ease." According to the Fulton leaflet he "continued to get worse" and "bloated"
until he "could not lie down." About this time Mr. Bell "met a drummer by the
name of Levi" who told him of Fulton's Compound.
As a result Mr. Bell began
to take the compound.
In October, 1907, Mr. Bell again wrote the Fulton people:
a
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am 100 per cent, better than I was when I began. Am now on my 27th bottle."
on this case the Fulton Company said : "How can people doubt
the curability of chronic kidney disease in view of the constant stream of testi
mony we are presenting.
Little wonder that Druggist Bell is now one of our
valued and active agents."

"I

In commenting

Mr. Bell

died of Bright's disease in June, 1908.
Case 2. — Mr. D. C. McHorney of Portsmouth, Va., according to the Fulton
Although
advertising, "had been a sufferer for years with Bright's disease."
he had been treated by physicians, one being "one of the most noted doctors in

STANDARD

CITT Or PORTSMOUTH.V*
[It«..!>
MM ....

CERTIFICATE

H*
Ward
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The Fulton
Miniature reproduction of the death certificate of D. C. McHorney.
from Bright's disease.
pany referred to Mr. McHorney's case as a "nice recovery"
Case 2 in the article.)

Com
(See

Norfolk," he was not helped. In fact, "the last physician said that he could do
nothing in my case, but said that I might linger a while longer." In April, 1907,
Mr. McHorney began taking Fulton's Compound and in his letter written in
September, 1907, and published by the Fulton Company he says that through the
use of Fulton's Compound "and God's help" he is a "living man today." Con
tinuing, he says, "I am like a new man. I am able to work every day, the pains
have gone, my eyes are all right, I sleep soundly and have gone back to my
natural size." The Fulton Company in publishing Mr. McHorney's testimonial
commented: "Wonder if our esteemed Portsmouth agent, J. P. Carr, knows
about this nice recovery to which he contributed."
The testimonial

zvas

circulated in 1908; Mr. McHorney's
of "interstitial nephritis."

states that on Feb. 3, 1909, he died

death

certificate

Case 3. — In various Fulton publications the testimonial was given of W. R.
Marquis of Bartow, Fla. According to these, Mr. Marquis had chronic Bright's
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disease and his case was "surely a hard one."
Further, he had been given up
by his physician and was in a deplorable condition, being unable to lie in bed,
stand on his feet or walk. "This condition," according to the Fulton concern,
"frequently develops in extreme cases of this disease and up to the discovery of
this compound it was absolutely hopeless."
When Mr. Marquis' case "seemed
most hopeless" he heard of Fulton's Compound and began taking it. After the
fourth bottle "he began to get better."
In June, 1907, he stated that he was

"almost entirely well" and added :
Renal Compound is the only remedy

"I

am candid in the belief that Fulton's
in the world that could have saved me."

Mr. Marquis" testimonial was circulated in the Fulton "literature"
Mr. Marquis died in July, 1912.

during
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the period 1908-1912;

Miniature reproduction of the death certificate of "Mort" (James Mortimer) Gattrell.
A
Fulton circular reported that after taking Fulton's Diabetic Compound "Gattrell is well." (See
Case 4 in the article.)
4. — Mort

Gattrell of Ukiah, Calif., according to the Fulton concern, had
Fulton Diabetic Compound was recommended and Mr. Gattrell took it.
diabetes.
Later he is alleged to have written to the company saying he had taken "about
am about well." The latest
40 bottles" of the compound and : "I feel now that
report on Mr. Gattrell seems to have appeared in the Fulton "literature" in 1908
under the title: "A Pleasing Incident."
Case

I

died Nov. 12, 1909; his death certificate gives as the cause of
"Uremic poisoning from chronic diabetes."
Case 5. — If one is to believe the Fulton advertising — which is not to be
advised — when Edward Zimmerman of Belle Plaine, Iowa, started on Fulton's
Compound "he was in such a bad way that his physician said he would not

Mr. Gattrell

death:
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live two weeks, and told his friends to watch him closely as he was liable to
drop dead."
After Zimmerman had taken thirty-one bottles of the compound
he was, according to the letter published by the Fulton Company, so improved
that he was "nearly ready to go to work" and was willing to have the company
"refer any one to him."

Eduvrd Zimmerman

died Jan. 5, 1911; cause of death, according to the death
"Diabetes Mellitus."
Case 6. — Under the heading "This Work is Glorious" the Fulton Company
describes the case of Arthur Mclntyre of Flint, Mich. Mr. Mclntyre, the public
was advised, "was so bad with Bright's disease his friends gave up all hopes.
He was put on Renal Compound and is today well and in business." This state
ment appeared in a Fulton bulletin published about 1908.
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certificate:

A physician in Flint who knew of Mr. Mclntyre's case, and wrote to us in
January, 1914, said: "There was a Mr. Mclntyre in Flint, Mich., who had
Bright's disease and took many bottles of Fulton's Compound. Mr. Mclntyre
died three years ago."
In addition to the cases just described there were others the histories of
which, while not so tragic, were equally damaging to the claims of the Fulton
concern. For instance, there was the tlleged case of Mr. S. of Iowa who
despaired of ever getting well of Bright's disease but who after taking the "Renal
Compound" is said to have "recovered completely." This was in 1908 or earlier.
But investigation showed that during the year 1913 Mr. S. was under treatment
for Bright's disease.
Then there was the case of Mrs. P. of Florida, who according to the Fulton
circular, was so ill with Bright's disease that she "could not turn over in bed."
Use of the "compound" is alleged to have enabled her to do her own work
again and get out to church. Investigation elicited the statement from Mrs. P.'s
family physician that the lady never had Bright's disease.
The case of Mr. D. of Oregon was described in the 1908 Fulton leaflets.
D. had diabetes and was "almost in" but took thirty bottles of Fulton's Com
pound with the result — alleged — that he was "feeling fine." A physician in the
town in which Mr. D. lived informs us that he does not believe the man ever
Certain it is he died in 1912 of pulmonary tubercu
recovered from the disease.
losis, a common sequel to diabetes.
Mr. W. of Illinois suffered, according to a 1908 Fulton bulletin, from what
"specialists" had called Bright's disease. After taking one dozen bottles of the
Compound he was reported as "almost cured." A physician who knew of W.'s
case wrote in October, 1913, that Mr. W. never had Bright's disease, but that
he had "been troubled at times with a backache" and was "still the same."
In 1908 Mr. C wrote to the Fulton Company which promptly published the
letter. He was taking the "Renal Compound" he wrote, and was convinced that
The facts are Mr. C, about this time, went to a
it would "effect a cure."
physician who made a thorough examination of his case. The doctor wrote us
that Mr. C. had no symptoms of Bright's disease and, when advised of that fact,
"seemed really disappointed."
The case of Rev. B. of Ohio was brought to the attention of the public in
the Fulton bulletin of 1907. A druggist wrote urging those who wished to hear
from a person who .had "received great benefit" to write to Rev. B. The physi
cian to whom we wrote in 1913 replied that Rev. B. died suddenly of "heart dis
ease" in 1912. The doctor added "he did not have Bright's disease."
Mr. W. of Texas, whose letter was published in 1907 by the Fulton Company,
claimed the doctor had told him he had Bright's disease and he was in bed
Then he sent for a dozen bottles of "Fulton's Compound" and
four months.
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after taking these, and two dozen more, declared he was "pronounced sound"
and "in fine health." The physician to whom we wrote in 1913 declared that
Mr. W. had an acute nephritis from which he recovered before he began taking
Fulton's compound — about the time he became an agent for the preparation.

In short, the investigation, incomplete though it was, revealed just what
might have been expected.
The diabetic frequently drags along for years —
especially if he is at all careful in his manner of living, and he is likely to be.
The fluctuations of the disease make it a fertile field for the quack and the
"patent medicine" maker.
Chronic kidney disease offers similar attractions to
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Miniature reproduction of the death certificate of Edward Zimmerman (Case 5 in the
article). Mr. Zimmerman's case was advertised in the Fulton bulletin. We have been unable
to find any reference in the Fulton advertising to the outcome of the Zimmerman case.

Nothing is much easier to get than testimonials in
those who prey on the sick.
such cases — testimonials whose genuineness is as unimpeachable
as their value
is negligible.
Thus, on a foundation of misrepresentation, fraud and deceit is reared the
stupendous superstructure of the "patent medicine" business — a trade whose
millions corrupt legislatures, prostitute no small portion of the press and are
Some day an enlightened public opinion
a standing menace to the public health.
will demand the destruction of this evil — and the dawn of that day is not far
off.— (From

The Journal A. M. A., Jan.

29,

1916.)
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Declared Misbranded by the Government.— The federal authorities seized
eighty-four bottles of "Fulton's Compound" that had been shipped in interstate
commerce charging that the claims made for the preparation "were false, mis
leading and fraudulent in that no ingredient or ingredients in the said product
or compound were capable of producing the therapeutic effects claimed for it."
No one appeared for the property and the federal court enteied judgment of
condemnation and forfeiture and ordered that the eighty-four bottles of Fulton's
Diabetic Compound should be destroyed by the United States marshal and the
assessed against the company. — [Notice of Judgment
cost of the proceedings
No. 4562; issued March 15, 1917.]
The federal authorities also made two seizures Cone of thirteen cases and ihe
other of seventeen cases) of "Fulton's Renal Compound,," charging that the
preparation was misbranded under the federal Food and Drugs Act.
The
Government declared the claims made "were false, misleading and fraudulent in
that no ingredient or ingredients in the product or compound were capable of
producing the therapeutic effects claimed." In neither case did any claimant
appear and the court entered judgment of condemnation
and forfeiture and
ordered that the United States marshal should destroy the preparation. The
cost of the proceedings in one of these cases was assessed against the company. —
[Notices of Judgment Nos. 4564 and 4565; issued March 15, 1917.]

PIERCE'S

ANURIC

TABLETS

"Anuric" is "The Newest Discovery in Chemistry," if one is to believe the
World's Dispensary Medical Association of Buffalo, N. Y. "Eminent Medical
Authorities Endorse it." "A New Remedy for Kidneys, Bladder and all Uric
Acid Troubles." Thus does quackery play on the fears of those who are led to
"Anuric," the
that every pain in the back means "Bright's disease."
public is told, "is the recent discovery of Dr. Pierce who is head of the Invalids'
Hospital and Surgical Institute of Buffalo, N. Y." The concern also puts out
such nostrums as "Pierce's Favorite Prescription," "Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery" and other profitable specialties in the merchandise of quackery.
In common with most "kidney disease cures," Anuric is advertised by the
Here are some advertisement headlines:
"scare" method.
believe

"Sudden Death Caused by Disease of the Kidneys."
"Why 'Anuric' is an Insurance Against Sudden Death."
"Are You Being Slowly Poisoned?"
"If It Catches You There, Anuric Will Quickly Stop It."

The typical pictures of the stooping man, with his hands over the lumbar
region, graphically conveying the idea — as erroneous as it is popular with fakers
— that pain in the lower part of the back means disease of the kidney — are
strongly in evidence.
"Most

cases

of kidney

trouble

may

easily

be

overcome

with the meals."

by

merely

taking

a

Anuric

little

"When the kidneys no longer pour forth waste, uremic poisoning occurs, and the per
it is a good insurance against such a risk to send 10 cents for a sample
.
.
.
son dies
package of 'Anuric' — the latest discovery of Dr. Pierce."

Needless to say, the changes are rung on the old uric acid superstition
".

.

.

hundreds

.

.

.

daily

give

their

thankful

endorsement

to

this

:

powerful

of uric acid."
". . . will throw out and completely eradicate this uric acid from the system."
"Anuric is 37 times more active than lithia in eliminating uric acid
."
"Anuric will overcome such conditions as rheumatism, dropsical swelling, cold extremities,
scalding and burning urine and sleeplessness due to constant need of getting out of bed
at
night, by carrying off the uric acid poison."

enemy
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Those who purchase a box of "Dr. Pierce's Anuric Tablets For Kidney And
Backache" get, in addition to 50 kidney-shaped red pills, a booklet that may
be counted on to convince the average person that he or she has kidney disease.
The booklet starts out by giving what purports to be "symptoms of disease of
the kidneys" which have been "taken from the 'Diagnostics of Internal Medicine,'
by Dr. Butler, whose great work on diagnosis is one of the standards in use by
physicians."
Apparently, the World's Dispensary Medical Association has
turned over the compiling of the "symptoms" to the office boy or some equally
massive intellect. By comparing the quotations with the original it is found
that first of all the "patent medicine" concern has copied a number of symptoms
of movable kidney. The symptoms are tabulated, removed from the context
and separately paragraphed. Of course, the public is not advised that these
They are led to believe by the "Anuric"
symptoms are of movable kidney.
booklet that they are "symptoms of disease of the kidneys."
The idea of
attempting to cure movable kidney with pills would be humorous, if the matter
Then follows another page of symptoms, still,
were not so brutally serious.
of course, under the "blanket" description of "disease of the kidneys" taken from
The public, of course, is not advised
Dr. Butler's chapter on "Uremia."
that these are symptoms of so deadly a condition as uremia, nor if it were, would
it realize the preposterous futility of treating uremia with "Dr. Pierce's Anuric
Tablets." Then, still under the "blanket" head, come more symptoms picked
at random from Butler's description of acute Bright's disease, chronic Bright's
disease (both diffuse and interstitial), pyelitis, nephrolithiasis and perinephritic
abscesses.
"In no case," says the pamphlet, "are all these symptoms felt at one
time."
The booklet then takes up various conditions that are supposed to be more
or less related to diseases of the kidney. In the chapter on "Cold, Bronchitis,"
the reader is advised first to take "Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets" following them
In "Stomach Trouble" due to "weak
up with "Dr. Pierce's Anuric Tablets."
kidneys" the sufferer is told that "Anuric Tablets will be found to help and
assist the kidneys to do their work thus relieving all the other organs." In the
chapter on "Bright's Disease" we read :
"In the early stages the use of these tablets will speedily restore the kidneys to normal
and healthy action and do away with the congestion and changes that appear in the kidneys
It is important that they be used early."
and their function.
"Menstruation, Scanty, Painful and Profuse" is the subject of another chap
ter, although just what relationship this bears to kidney disease is not explained.
However, "Dr. Pierce's Anuric Tablets and Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription"
Under "Stone in the Bladder" the booklet tells what won
are recommended.
derfully successful results have been achieved by the "Physicians at the Invalid's
Hotel and Surgical Institute" by means of an instrument of "their own inven
tion" used for crushing the stone. For "palliative treatment" of the condition
"there can be no better agent than Dr. Pierce's Anuric Tablets." In the latter
part of the book this statement appears:
"In all

Reference may be
these conditions the use of 'Anuric Tablets' is of great benefit.
to the writings of eminent medical authorities, quotations from whose works included
in this book [Italics ours. — Ed.] will give some idea of the extent to which they are used
they act in removing the diseased
by the medical profession, and as to how satisfactorily
conditions that produce these painful maladies."
made

This can only mean, and evidently is intended to mean, that "Anuric Tablets"
are used by the medical profession and that "eminent medical authorities" have
referred to "Anuric Tablets" in their writings which references are alleged to be
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in the booklet.
Of course no physician needs to be told that the medical
profession does not use Anuric Tablets and that no eminent medical authority has
ever praised this piece of quackery.
quoted
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GARBLED

QUOTATIONS

Under the title "What Others Say of Them" the booklet purports to quote
the opinions of certain medical writers on, not "Anuric Tablets" as the average
reader might infer, but on one or more of the unnamed drugs which are claimed
Not all of the alleged quotations have
to be ingredients of "Anuric Tablets."
been checked, but enough of them have been to show that the matter is misquoted,
garbled and that unwarranted liberties have been taken with the author's state
Yet, the matter is given in the booklet within quotation marks and so
ments.
arranged as to convey the idea that it has been taken literally and verbally from
the books quoted.
For the purpose, doubtless, of adding to the element of mystery, the names
of none of the alleged ingredients are mentioned and in quoting the names of
some of the alleged ingredients have been suppressed and the non-informative
pronoun "it" substituted.
To better understand the liberties that have been
taken in compiling the advertising "literature" on "Anuric Tablets" part of
the matter that has been printed in the "Anuric" booklet alleged to be a quota
tion from "Lloyd and Felter, in King's American Dispensatory" will be com
pared in parallel with the original :
ALLEGED

yields

"Rheumatism

of

Ilf THE

QUOTATION AS IT APPKABS
ANUBIC BOOXLET

a part or whole

to

it, when

a swelling

of the body is present, or

even where there is slight puffiness or glisten

It

ing of the parts.
ulant
due

and

to relieve

It

relieving

is also a decided
sciatic,

renal

congestion

is one of the best

flammation

the heart oppression

pleural

The most valuable

neuralgia.

bar

It

to smoking.

neuralgic,

is a decided heart stim

relieved

has

remedy

or inflammation.

remedies

of the upper

anti-

and lum

passages

for acute in
of the nose

and throat."

■

AS

IT

APPEABS IN

THE

OBIGINAL

yields to it when edema of
"Rheumatism
a part of or whole of the body is present,
or even where there is light puffiness or
glistening of the parts.
Frequently
it must
be given with other antirheumatics.
"Apocynum
is a decided heart tonic.
The
conditions above named, and a dilated con
dition of the cardiac ventricles, point to its
use. It is not the remedy where the circu
Dr.
lation is excited, with hard, quick pulse.
E. R. Freeman reports an inveterate case of
angina pectoris benefited by it.
Edema was
a feature of the case.
Dr. Waterhouse re
lieved the precordial oppression of a smoker
with it.
Dr. J. C. Kilgour declares it a de
relieving sciatic, crural,
cided antineuralgic,
and lumbar neuralgias.
Prof. G. C. Gere
asserts that it is the most valuable of deobstruents to. relieve renal congestion in the
Too much,
second stage of tubular nephritis.
however, must not be expected of it where
there are structural changes of the vital or
gans.
inflammation
of the upper
Acute
laryngeal and post-nasal is specifically met by
this drug, according to Professor Webster
being nearly as positive as Phytolacca, and
preferable when the irritation does not ex
tend beyond those parts, and is readily
brought on by slight exposure."

By comparing the alleged quotation with the original, it will be seen that
Anuric concern, by separating phrases from their context, omitting qualify
ing clauses, featuring the alleged virtues and ignoring the limitations of the
drugs discussed, attempts to make out a case for what is said to be one of the
ingredients of its "kidney cure." The trick is as old as the "patent medicine"
business itself and it is entirely fitting that the World's Dispensary Medical

the

Association

should run so true to form.

FOR
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Anuric is one of the newer "patent medicines" put out by the World's Dis
This concern has for many years published a
pensary Medical Association.
book of about 1,000 pages entitled "The Peoples Common Sense
pretentious
Medical Adviser" devoted mainly to advertising the "Invalids' Hotel and Sur
Before
gical Institute" and incidentally to the exploitation of its nostrums.
the days of the Anuric Tablets the following statements appeared regarding
Bright's disease

:

to assert that less than 1 percent, of those who imagine they have 'Bright's'
this disease at all."
true Bright's disease is not a common affection, and nine out of ten individ
". .
uals who think that they suffer from it, or the early statfes of the trouhle, in fact have some
thing more curable."
". . . in true Bright's, deposits (in the urine] of any kind are rarely met with."

"We venture
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have

Greatly
reduced reproduction
attempt to capitalize the public's
means kidney disease.

Under the same subject
Adviser" published — before

of

some

of

(Bright's
the days

"Anuric" advertisements.
that a pain in the lower part

the

misapprehension

the "Common Sense
disease)
of "Anuric" — this good advice:

Notice
the
of the back

Medical

"Not less harmful are the many advertised 'kidney cures,' 'kidney remedies,' 'buchus' and
kindred preparations.
The cases of Bright's disease reported cured by these prepara
.
tions are cases of far less dangerous maladies, made to appear, by exaggerated accounts of
them, as true Bright's disease. The use of these general, ready-made or proprietary remedies
in any case of true Bright's disease is hazardous in the extreme."

Attention is especially directed to the closing sentence of the matter just
quoted.
So long as the World's Dispensary Medical Association had no "kid
ney cure" to sell but instead wished to have people who had or thought they
had, kidney disease either come to the "Invalids' Hotel" or be treated by corre
spondence,

the concern

was

of the "kidney cure" type.
BOOK

NOW

SENT

OUT !

willing

All

of

to tell

the truth about "patent medicines"
been DELETED from the

this material has
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way the composition of "Dr.
Backache" the assistance of the
Association's laboratory was invoked.
The laboratory report follows :
"Six original bottles of 'Dr. Pierce's Anuric Tablets' were submitted to the
Chemical Laboratory for examination. Each bottle contained 50 red, kidneyshaped, coated tablets, weighing on an average 0.5 gm. (7V4 grains).
Qualita
tive tests indicated the presence of acetate, carbonate, chlorid, iodid, phosphate
(trace), salicylate, ammonia, calcium, iron (trace), potassium, sodium, emodin,
and sugar.
The amount of reducing sugar,
aloin. quinin, hexamethylenamin
calculated as dextrose, was about 35 per cent. Besides the substances men
tioned above, there are evidences of other drugs- being present. What some of
a general

and

these drugs are may be judged by tracing the so-called quotations appearing
in the circular around the bottle.
Although in many instances garbled, the
statements evidently refer to such plant drugs as Apocynum cannabinum (Cana
dian hemp), Eupatorium purpurcum (Queen of the meadow), etc. Such a mix
ture as the above is so unwarranted and foolish, that a more exhaustive exam
ination appeared a waste of time. But from the qualitative data alone, it can
he seen that Anuric Tablets contain essentially sugar, an acetate, iodid and
salicylate of either sodium or potassium, quinin, aloin and hexamethylenamin;
calcium carbonate is present as part of the coating."
Summed up, it may be said that the selling scheme of Anuric Tablets is first
to frighten those who have any vague aches and pains into the belief that some
thing is wrong with their kidneys for which Anuric purports to be the one
great remedy.
The popular idea that urinary sediments and pain in the lower
It
part of the back mean kidney disease, while false, is assiduously cultivated.
is unnecessary
to tell physicians of the dangers of self-diagnosis and self
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serious condition as true disease of the kidney. The public
idea that every disease can be cured by taking something out
or four times a day. The average man does not realize that
of kidney disease the hygienic and dietetic measures may be
of vastly greater importance than drug therapy.
Such measures mean a cer
tain amount of discomfort to the patient, the breaking up of old habits, a
If a cure can be brought about by
readjustment of one's method of living.
taking medicine why should one subject himself to the minor discomforts of
Therein lies the danger
a modified diet and a more or less exacting hygiene?
and wickedness of all alleged cures of kidney disease.
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treatment in such
is wedded to the
of a bottle three
in the treatment

a

Not only are "Anuric Tablets" foisted on the public under false and mis
leading claims but, as alleged cures for diseases that should never be selftreated, they are fundamentally and essentially vicious. — (From The Journal
A. M. A., Sept. 15, 1917.)

SWAMP

ROOT

Swamp Root was so exhaustively and entertainingly dealt with by Mr.
Samuel Hopkins Adams in his "Great American Fraud" series that appeared
in Collier's (and has been reprinted by the American Medical Association in
book form) that only a brief reference will be made to this nostrum in this
book.
The following are excerpts from Mr. Adams' article which appeared in
Collier's May 11, 1912:
"Many patent-medicine frauds escape the law because of their inconspicuousness.
Some more important nostrums evade the law by the skill
of lawyers, the amiable interpretations of the courts, or their own fineness
in discovering loopholes.
One triumphantly overrides the law. That one
It is the greatest, the most profitable, the most widely
is Swamp Root.
exploited, and, on the whole, the most profoundly and dangerously fraud
ulent of all the quack nostrums now conspicuously before the public.
"The Post Office Department has been after it. Evidence far more than
sufficient for the issuance of a fraud order, shutting Swamp Root out of
the mails, was obtained.
The evidence was never followed up. No fraud
order was issued.
What the United States district attorney in the pro
ceedings at first characterized as a sound case for criminal prosecution
was prepared for the Department of Justice.
Where is that sound case
now? Vanished. Dissipated like mist. Forgotten — at least officially. The
Bureau of Chemistry, to which the investigation of offenses against the
Food and Drugs Act is intrusted, sought repeatedly to bring Swamp Root
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into court. Scores of other fraud medicines, less flagrant in offense and
less dangerous in effect, had been forced to face prosecution and its attend
ant distasteful publicity, but not Swamp Root. In the very department of
the government upon which the law's enforcement depends, it found a friend
in the now notorious McCabe, solicitor for the Department of Agriculture,
to which the bureau is subordinate. Delay after delay was granted to it.
It parleyed and paltered and postponed. And finally, while lesser male
factors were being cited, prosecuted, fined, and exposed in government
print daily, Swamp Root, always immune, brought itself by slow degrees to
conform to the letter of the law, though never to its spirit That immuniz
ing vapor rising from the Swamp Root bottle, which had blinded the PostOffice and drugged the Department of Justice into somnolence,
proved
equally paralyzing to the Department of Agriculture and the quack medi
cine finally came off unscathed.
DR. KILMER'S
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three labels from Swamp Root bottles of different
from the "lie direct*' to the "lie with circumstance.'*

*

*

*

periods.

*

"What is Swamp Root? Essentially, it is alcohol, sugar, water, and
flavoring matter, with a slight laxative principle. According to its label,
it 'contains the active medicinal properties of Swamp Root, Field Herbs,
and Healing Balsams.'
But these ingredients are of such inconsiderable
potency in the small amount contained, that they are practically negligible.
Alcohol is the chief drug constituent of the mixture, the alcoholic strength
being 9 per cent., about that of champagne.
The prescribed dose is one,
two, or three teaspoonfuls or more (without limit), four times a day. That
is, the patient who takes Swamp Root according to directions is getting a
steady and considerable dosage of alcohol.
And this, bear in mind, is
prescribed for all kidney, bladder and liver diseases."
»

•

*

*

"To sum up : While there is nothing in Swamp Root which will cure
the patient of any of the diseases specified in its promises, there are at
least two main ingredients which will, in afflictions for which the nostrum
is prescribed, give the sufferer a helping hand toward the grave."
*

*

*

»
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"For the benefit of those who may
I will state once more as definitely

be tempted by its specious advertising.
as possible — and if 1 am wrong in any
of these statements, both Collier's and myself are liable for libel — three facts
,
to be borne in mind :

Swamp Root will not and cannot

"That
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disease

cure

kidney, liver, or bladder

;

"That, used in such diseases, it will often be harmful ; and
"That it may sometimes even kill."
Misbranded. — A shipment of Swamp Root was consigned by Dr. Kilmer &
Falsely and fraudulently advertised
Co., Binghamton, N. Y.. to Porto Rico.
(in labels and circulars printed in German, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese and
French) as a treatment for Bright's disease, acute nephritis, cancer of the
liver, acute and chronic gonorrhea, etc. Court ordered entry of a decree of
and forfeiture, and the product was delivered to Dr. Kilmer &
condemnation
and given a bond
Co., after the concern had paid the costs of the proceedings,
for $150.— [Notice of Judgment Xo. 5946; issued Nov. 23, 1918.]

WARNER'S

SAFE

REMEDY

"Warner's Safe Remedy for the Kidneys and Liver and Bright's Disease"
was sold, not long ago, as "Warner's Safe Cure for Kidney and Liver, Bright's
Disease, Urinary Disorders, Female Complaints, General Debility, Malaria and
all Diseases caused by Disordered Kidneys and Liver." The company that puts
the product on the market was known, until recently, as Warner's Safe Cure
Company, Rochester, N. Y. It is now "Warner's Safe Remedies Company." The
Warner concern is said to be leased by, and practically a subsidiary company
of, the New York and Kentucky Company, distillers and wholesale liquor dealers
of Rochester, whose business is frankly and openly the manufacture of whiskies.
Another subsidiary concern of the New York and Kentucky Company is the

Duffy Malt Whiskey Company.
The history of Warner's Safe Remedy

is typical of the "patent medicine"
before the public was protected by the
Drugs Act, Warner's Safe Cure was advertised extensively — and
fraudulently. Efforts were made to impress on the well and the sick the false
hoods that most aches and pains are due to diseased kidneys; that a pain in the
back is a sure sign of Bright's disease, and that the only sure cure is the
The concern went even further in its attempt to frighten
Warner nostrum.
people into purchasing Warner's Safe Cure. The advertisements contained what
purported to be a sure and simple test for kidney disease. This "test" was led up
to by such "scare" claims as :
business.
Food and

In

the free and easy days,

"At every stroke of the clock a human life goes out. Nearly otic-half of all deaths
Nine men and women out of every ten have kidney trouble.
the result nf kidney disease.
in doubt, try this simple home test":

arc

If

"Diseased kidneys cause more sickness, suffering and serious complicatrons than any other
If in doubt make
Thousands of people have kidney trouble and do not know it.
this test":
"Thousands
of men and women have kidney disease and do not know it until it is too
late.
This simple test will tell":
disease.

The "test" by which the susceptible were to he frightened into a belief that
they were seriously ill was described thus:

If

"Put some morning urine in a glass or bottle; let it stand for twenty-four hours.
then
sediment, or if particles or germs float
it is milky or cloudy or contains reddish brick-dust
This is the supreme moment when you should begin
about in it. your kidneys are diseased.
conditions, for they are the unmis
to take Warner's Safe Cure to arrest all these unnatural
takable symptoms of kidney

disease,"
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They are "unmistakable symptoms" of nothing of the sort. Practically any
normal urine from a perfectly healthy individual will become more or less cloudy
after standing twenty-four hours. "Brick-dust sediment" indicates nothing more
serious than a concentrated urine and is not an "unmistakable symptom" of "kid
ney disease."
How much mental anguish has been caused by, and how many
poor devils have been frightened into purchasing this preparation through the
suggestion contained in the "test" just quoted there is no means of knowing.
That it brought in a golden harvest to the stockholders in Warner's Safe Cure
Company, can not be doubted.

Reduced facsimiles of the Warner labels as used in the United States (on the right)
and in the British Isles (on left) after the passage of the Food and Drugs Act. Notice that
the "Cure" became a "Remedy" in the United States and the range of diseases for which
the stuff is, or was, recommended is mucli smaller on this side of the Atlantic.

With the coming of the Food and Drugs Act. the cruder and more evidently
For some years,
false claims made for this nostrum began slowly to disappear.
however, the lying continued in the newspaper advertising, although certain
modifications were made in the labels and cartons. The labels and cartons used
in Great Britain, however, continued to bear the same false statements years after
Such statements as those that
the change had been made in the American labels.
follow continued to accompany the trade package of Warner's Safe Cure as sold
in Great Britain, long after similar falsehoods had been eliminated from the
trade package of the Warner nostrum sold in the United States :
."
a purely vegetable preparation.
.
.
is the only recognized specific."
"Warner's Safe Cure is the most wonderful and beneficent medicine
"Backache is the one sure sign of deranged kidneys."

"Warner's Safe Cure is

"It

known."

At various times this nostrum has been analyzed and the composition of the
According to a quotation appearing in the report of
product has been described.
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the Australian Royal Commission on Secret Drugs, Cures and Foods, the
following formula for Warner's "Safe Kidney and Liver Cure" was furnished the
German government in accordance with the law :
Extract lycopus virginiana
Extract hepatica (herb)
Extract gaultheria
Potassium

grains
grains
grains
grains
2V> ounces
10
drams
1
pint

308
322
7 'A
39

nitrate

Alcohol (90 per cent.)

Glycerin

Water sufficient to make

:

□

KIDNEYAND

Cures Kidney pitcise

LIVER

|UBINA»Y DISORDf RS
GrNrHAI Ill MIUIV
- MALAHIA
!

IMHU

Ik*:

,i

»
A typical Warner advertisement
misleading "borne test."

of

a few

years ago.

Notice

the "scare

stuff" and the

It is reported that as long ago as 1887 the Health Department at Karlsruhe
issued a warning to the public against the use of Warner's Safe Cure and closed
its pronouncement with the statement : "We warn you against buying this use
less medicine."
From the formula given above, it will be seen that the essential drugs in the
nostrum are alcohol and potassium nitrate. In 1907 the North Dakota Agricul
too, found potassium nitrate
tural Experiment Station analyzed the stuff and
it,
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of the British Medical Association in
the American Medical Association
Safe Remedy with the following results:

and alcohol as, also, did the chemists
Still more recently the laboratory

examined Warner's

KIDNEY

of

LABORATORY

1909.

has

REPORT

One bottle of Warner's Safe Remedy, manufactured by the Warner's Safe
Co., Rochester, N. Y., was submitted to the Chemical Laboratory
for examination. The bottle contained a brown murky liquid, having an
The
aromatic flavor, the odor of oil of wintergreen being quite pronounced.
specific gravity of the liquid at 15.6 C was 1.0653.
Qualitative tests demon
strated the presence of potassium, trace of sodium, nitrate, glycerin, alcohol,
and extractive matter.
Quantitative estimations yielded the following:
Remedies
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Alcohol

(by volume)
Glycerin
(by weight)
Pot. nitrate (calculated

from 0.68 per cent, potassium)

14.40
7.72
1.75

per cent.
per cent.
per cent.

Each fluid ounce (two tablespoonfuls) contains essentially 4.5 c.c. of
per cent, alcohol, 2 c.c. (V4 fluid drachm) glycerin and .55 gm. (8% gr.)
potassium nitrate with extractive matter.
*
Here, then, we have a preparation sold inferentially for the cure of Bright's
disease and consisting essentially of alcohol,1 glycerin and potassium nitrate, with
extractives. • Alcohol, of course, is contra-indicated with inflammatory diseases
of the kidney. Potassium is a kidney irritant and would tend to aggravate any
inflammation that might exist. The label on the bottle of Warner's Safe Remedy
declares the presence of 15.5 per cent, alcohol and recommends a dosage of one
tablespoonful four to six times a day. The circular wrapped around the bottle
recommends "one tablespoonful six or eight times a day." Taken at the maxi
mum dose recommended, one large (pint) bottle of Warner's Safe Remedy would
last four days. Such a bottle of Warner's nostrum contains an amount of alcohol
This means that the person
equivalent to the alcohol in 5 ounces of whisky
suffering from Bright's disease who buys Warner's Safe Remedy and takes it
according to directions may get the equivalent of 5 ounces of whisky every four
days.
In addition to this he may also be getting a daily dose of 34 grains of
potassium nitrate to irritate the kidneys further.
Not only, then, will Warner's Safe Remedy not cure Bright's disease but it
may hasten the death of the sufferer who takes it. Those who, suffering from
diseases of the kidneys, rely on Warner's Safe Remedy, will, without question,
shorten their lives. — (From The Journal A. M. A., Dec. 19, 1914.)
95

THE DR.

D. A. WILLIAMS COMPANY
"The Williams Treatment," according to the Dr. D. A. Williams Company,
which sells it on the mail-order plan from East Hampton, Conn., "conquers
kidney and bladder diseases, rheumatism and all other ailments when due to
excessive uric acid." The Dr. D. A. Williams concern is not operated by Dr.
D. A. Williams, in fact, so far as our records show, and they are based on
official data, D. A. Williams is not an "M.D." The company is practically
owned by a man who used to be a traveling salesman, although an attorney
also seems to have an interest in this mail-order "kidney cure."
Some years ago D. A. Williams was operating a little mail-order concern of
his own, and his letterheads described him as "Dr. D. A. Williams, Specialist
in Diseases of the Kidneys and Bladder."
He signed these letters "Dr. D. A.
1.

Warner's Safe Remedy now contains no alcohol.

of national
alcohol.

prohibition

was given,

by the manufacturers,

Glycerin
as

the

is the
cause

solvent.
The advent
of the elimination of
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Williams."

This concern, also conducted at East Hampton, was some years
later succeeded by the present company, which was incorporated under the
Connecticut laws in 1906. So well has this medical mail-order business suc
ceeded that it gives the little village of East Hampton, with its population of
about 1,500, a postoffice of the second class.
At the time that D. A. Williams was running "on his own" he was featur
ing "Dr. Boies' Specific," a "combination of purely herbal ingredients" and "the
Only Known Complete Cure for Chronic Cases."
Williams modestly adver
tised: "All kidney and bladder diseases permanently cured at small cost." As
a side line D. A. Williams also sold — on the mail-order plan — "Urethral Balm,"
which he had "perfected" and sold as a "permanent cure for Prostatic troubles.
Stricture, and all Urethral and Womb troubles of man and woman." He had,
too, a "Nerve Tonic," which was offered, "Private to Men," as "a remedy for
Impotency, Vital Losses and Kindred
Nervous Debility, Nerve Decay,
Ailments."
Today the Dr. D. A. Williams Company sells, not "Dr. Boies' Specific," but
the "Williams Treatment," and there is but a passing reference in some of the
advertising matter to "Urethral Balm." The Williams booklets perpetuate the
stock fallacies of the kidney cure vendor.
The old falsehood that the "first
warning" of kidney disease "is a sore and aching back" is solemnly repeated.
That common fallacy of the layman that diabetes is a kidney disease appears in
the statement "diabetes is one of the most prevalent diseases of the kidneys",
"
it is "the result of a minor trouble commonly known as 'kidney trouble.'
The Williams concern explains why it does business with the public direct
instead of offering its "treatment" through the druggists. The first reason is a
charge against druggists "of substituting other treatments, saying they are just
as good, where in reality they have but little affinity for the disease"; the
second reason is that it would be necessary for the company to "double the
price of the treatment" ; third, the drugs in the drug store are often purchased
in large orders and therefore "the goods often become stale, losing much
of their remedial value."
During the past five or six years The Journal has received specimens of
the follow-up letters and other advertising matter sent out by the Dr. D. A.
signed
by "Theodore
Company.
Sometimes
these letters
were
Williams
Flaacks, Pres." ; sometimes "J. M. Stearns, Manager" ; and occasionally "Dr.
E. E. Williams, Medical Advisor."
Who the Dr. E. E. Williams is that acts as
medical advisor to this concern we do not know. According to our records, the
only Dr. E. E. Williams licensed to practice in Connecticut lives in the little
village of Moodus, about S miles from East Hampton. He was licensed in
1893, but our records fail to show that he is a graduate of any medical
college.
It seems that the Williams concern, in common with most mail-order
medical concerns, disposes of its "sucker lists" after they have ceased to be
profitable. A company in New York City which made a business of purchasing
for subsequent rental or resale original letters written to medical mail-order
concerns, listed under its "Kidney Letters" the following :
62.366
29,076
8,655

Dk. D. A. Williams,
Dr. D. A. Williams,
Dk. D. A. Williams,

1901

late
late

to

1906.
1906 to
1900 to

1910.
1909.

In accordance with the tenets of empiricism, the public, which is asked to
pour this nostrum down its throat, is given no hint as to what there is in it.

But:

"The Williams Treatment is different from any Kidney or Bladder remedy on the
market.
Its ingredients are scientifically blended and of a distinctly curative nature.
It
does more than merely deaden pain and give short relief.
It is pure and wholesome and does
not contain Alcohol,
Morphin, Opium, Cocain, Saltpeter or Dangerous Drugs.
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"It expels Uric Acid, helps to sterilize the urine, cleanses the kidneys and gives tone
It is a restorative of Kidney Vitality and casts out
and strength to their tubular cells.
It cleanses the bladder and quells
poisonous matter whether of a toxic nature or not.
inflammation of its mucous surface and its effect on calculus or gravel formation is to aid
It il unequalled in building up weak urinary ducts and glands and a
in their dissolution.
great aid to natural passage of urine."
it,

is

LABORATORY

REPORT

:

is

It

a

is

dark reddish brown mixture with the odor of
"The Williams Treatment
wintergreen or methyl salicylate.
contains considerable undissolved crystals
Acetate,
added to the 'treatment.'
which pass into solution when water
bicarbonate, caramel, potassium, traces of formate and of salicylate were found
present.
No nitrogenous drugs or alkaloids could be detected. Potassium was
Samples vary somewhat in the quantities of the con
the only metal found.
stituents found but are approximately as follows

7

"Residue when dried at 100 C. (including undissolved crystals) 57 gm. in 100 c.c.
"Potassium acetate (calculated from total volatile acids) 48 gm. in 100 c.c.
gm. in 100 c.c.
"Potassium bicarbonate

is

7

a

is

"The formate found was in very small amounts and may have been formed
from the caramel color during the distillation with acid. The salicylate, also
in very small amount, no doubt came from the methyl salicylate or oil of
wintergreen.
essen
"From this examination we conclude that the Williams Treatment
tially
mixture containing, in 100 c.c, 48 gm. potassium acetate in solution and
gm. potassium bicarbonate,
the latter being largely undissolved. The
about
mixture
colored with caramel and flavored with oil of wintergreen or methyl
salicylate."
study of "patent medicines" makes
possible to deduce with
fair
degree of accuracy the probable composition of these products.
Nostrums of
the "headache cure" type, for example, may be counted on to contain acetanilid,
phenacetin or antipyrin; the "tonics" and "female weakness cures" invariably
the epilepsy "cures" contain, of
have for their most active drug, alcohol
course, bromids. Remedies for the self treatment of diseases of the kidneys —
and also for diabetes, for the nostrum maker fosters the common fallacy that
"kidney disease" — practically always contain as their most active
diabetes
ingredient
diuretic. The "Williams Treatment" runs true to type. For all
simple solution of
practical purposes, the "treatment" may be said to be
public health standpoint, there
From
potassium acetate, colored and flavored.
first, kidney disease
are several objections to the Williams Treatment:
second,
self-treated;
attempts to diagnose
to
be
condition
serious
much too
and treat ailments on the mail-order plan are the sheerest quackery; third,
secret in composition; and fourth, analysis shows the
the Williams nostrum
kidney
renal irritant which may seriously damage
preparation contains
already in
state of acute or chronic inflammation. — (From
whose structure
The Journal A. M. A., May 31, 1919.)
a

a

is

a

a

is

a

is

a

a

a

is

;

a

it

A
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is

is

a

a

is

a

free
The Dr. D. A. Williams Company sends, to those who write for
but
trial and that the recipient should pur
sample, emphasizing that this
full-sized bottle, $1.25— "6 bottles for $6.00." A letter, printed
chase at least
to simulate an individual typewritten communication,
also sent, explaining
for
that "Dr. Williams has treated uric acid conditions
more than thirty-six
years and he varies the treatment to meet the demands for each different
urged to fill out the
condition." For this reason the prospective purchaser
symptom blank so that advice "concerning diet and other matters" may be sent.
Several bottles of the Williams Treatment were purchased and submitted to
Here
the result:
the Association's laboratory for examination.
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Alaska Kidney Pills.— These pills, according to the state chemists of North
Dakota, are put out by one J. V. Quick of Wahpeton, N. D., and when analyzed
were found to be essentially powdered buchu heavily coated and colored.

SIS

ELDERLY

PEOPLEEROM

KIDNEY

AND
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Croxone. —The American Croxone Co., Cleveland, Ohio, distributed this
product. The government chemists reported that each small box of the product
contained 32 capsules in each of which was a white-coated pill and a red oil.
The oil was essentially a small amount of oil of pine or oil of juniper dis
The pill consisted essentially of
solved in a fatty oil or mixture of oils.
strychnin, a trace of brucin, aloin, hexamethylenamin, lithium carbonate,

BLADDER

MISERIES

potassium nitrate and probably a trace of atropin.
The stuff was sold as a
"cure" for rheumatism and kidney disease and a preventive of dropsy and
"gravel." These claims were declared false and fraudulent and applied know
ingly. The company was fined $25 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4386;
issued Sept. 12, 1916.]

"Bloodine Blood and Kidney Tablets," "Checkers" and "To-Ni-Ta."— A con
signment of these products was shipped in October, 1913. The "Bloodine Blood
and Kidney Tablets" were represented as effective "for all kidney, liver, blad
der and blood diseases, Bright's disease, diabetes, pain in the back . . . and
nervous debility." They contained methylene blue, hexamethylenamin and sali
The bottles of "Checkers" were labeled: ". . . the different medi
cylates.
cine, a guaranteed cure for stomach, liver, kidney, nerve and blood diseases"
and for ". . . catarrh, consumption, bronchitis
.
.
.
dyspepsia, heart dis
.
.
.
female complaints . . ." The bottles of Tonita
ease. . . malaria
were labeled ". . . Mucous Membrane Bitters
a positive cure for

...
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.
.
.
appen
consumption, bronchitis . . . catarrh . . . heart disease
.."
dicitis . . . nervousness, female complaints . . . sexual weakness .
As many of the claims made for all these nostrums were false and misleading,
the court, on Nov. 3, 1915, declared all the packages misbranded, and, no
claimant having appeared, ordered that the shipment should be destroyed by
the United States marshal. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4343; issued Aug. 8,

1916.]
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Blue Bell Kidney Tablets— The Blue Bell Medicine Company, Watertown,
S. D.t sold this preparation. According to the state chemists of North Dakota
these tablets when analyzed were found to contain starch, potassium nitrate,
buchu and probably digitalis and squill.
The same chemists report that the
chocolate coating of these tablets was "found to be principally iron oxid in
which arsenic was found to be in excess of the permissible limit."
De Witt's Kidney and Bladder Pills— The Kansas State Board of Health
for April, 1911, reported that these pills made by E. C. DeWitt

in its Bulletin

& Co. of Chicago "contained methylene
and a salt of iron."

blue, juniper, potassium nitrate, starch

Dodd's Kidney Pills.— These were analyzed a few years ago by the chemists
of the British Medical Association, who reported that the principal ingredient
was potassium nitrate. Other constituents found were baking soda, soap, hard

paraffin, wheat flour, powdered turmeric and minute quantities of resins and
Practically the same findings were reported by the state
plant extractives.
chemists of North Dakota in their 1915 Bulletin.
Druna Queensroot Blood Compound. — The National Union Drug Assoc.,
Grand Rapids, Mich., shipped a quantity of this nostrum in April, 1913. When
analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry, the product was found to be a syrup
containing 3.1 per cent, of alcohol by volume, with sugars and glycerin and a
trace of arsenic; the odor and taste indicated sarsaparilla compound.
The
claims made for the stuff as to its efficacy in blood and kidney diseases and
kindred ailments were held to be false and fraudulent and to constitute mis
branding. Accordingly, the court, on June 14, 1916, imposed a fine of $75. —
[Notice of Judgment No. 4884; issued Sept. 25, 1917.]
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Fenner's Kidney and Backache Remedy. — Shipped in January, 1913, by the
M. M. Fenner Co. Analysis showed the stuff to contain over 11 per cent,
alcohol, potassium acetate and methyl salicylate.
Falsely and fraudulently
represented as a cure for inflammation of the kidneys, catarrh of the bladder,
heart disease, leukorrhea, etc.
Fine, $2S. — [Notice of Judgment No. 6119;
issued Aug. 3, 1918.]
Foley's Kidney Remedy. — This used to be "Foley's Kidney Cure" and was
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put on the market by Foley & Company; Chicago.
The chemists of North
Dakota reported that the preparation "contains 7.36 per cent, alcohol and the

solids are nearly all glycerin
an emodin-bearing cathartic."

with

a

small amount

of caramel as color and

Great Vito-New-A-Vo. — This nostrum put out by one P. H. Goodwin, Long
Cal., under the name "Vito-Nuevo Treatment" was analyzed by the
of North Dakota, who in their November-December, 1919,
state chemists
Beach,

Bulletin declared
sium carbonate

Griswold's
reports

: "Analysis
showed
and free alkali."

Kidney

a

small amount of sodium

sulphate,

potas

Pills— The Kansas Board of Health Bulletin for

1910

these pills, marketed by the Griswold Drug Company, Wintersct.
"contained 71 per cent, organic solids with potassium nitrate and cal
that

Iowa,
cium and magnesium salts."
Hall's Texas Wonder. — "Texas Wonder," made by E. W. Hall, St. Louis,
Mo., has been sold under the claim that it was a cure for all kidney and
bladder troubles, diabetes, neuralgia, rheumatism and various other conditions.
Analyzed by the federal chemists, it was reported to be essentially a wateralcohol (alcohol, 41.6 per cent.) solution of an oleoresin such as gum tur
pentine or venice turpentine with copaiba and oil of turpentine.
The stuff
has been declared misbranded on the ground that the curative claims made for
it were false and fraudulent and on the further ground that as the label of the
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product bore the statement "Dr. E. VV. Hall, sole manufacturer" the public
would be led to believe that "Texas Wonder" was manufactured by a physi
cian, whereas E. VV. Hall was not a physician. — [Notices of Judgment' No. 5957,
issued June 14, 1918; No. 6176, issued Aug. 21, 1918, and No. 6337, issued

May

10,

1919.]

ATE X A S
Something

that

Some

WON DER!

Member

of

Every

Family

Needs.

One small bottle of the Texas Wonder, Hall'a Great Discovery cures
and Bladder Troubles, removes Gravel, and will dissolve any

Kidney

size Stone in the Bladder. Cures Diabetia. Neuralgia. Weak and Umo
Backs, Rheumatism, and all irregularities of the Kidneys and Bladder in
both men and women.

Regulate* bladder trouble in children.

If

not sold
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by your druggist, will be sent by mail on receipt of $1.00. One small
bottle is two months' treatment and seldom fails to cure any case above
mentioned if taken in time an

Dr. E. W.

Hall.
orriCE

given a fair trial.

2B2Q

Sold by all druggists.

St. Louis. Mo

-

LIVE STREET.

Hill's Kidney Kaskara Tablets. — These tablets were put out by the W. H.
Hill Co. of Detroit, Mich., and, according to government analysis, were an
iron oxid, sugar-coated tablet, carrying emodin, caffein, acid resin, magnesium
carbonate and talcum. It was sold as a remedy for diabetes, Bright's disease,
"consumption of the kidneys," renal calculi, etc., claims which were obviously
false and fraudulent. The company filed a motion to quash the information,
but the motion being denied, the company pleaded guilty and was fined $50. —
[Notice of Judgment No. 4993; issued Jan. 30, 1918.]

KIDNEY
RENAL

fl

^U-^'y

ONE CENT

CALCULI

A

DOSE

KASKARA
BRIGHTS

DISEASE

Urinary and Bladder Troubles.
FOR

The Kidneys

RESTORING

and Liver to

a Healthy

Conditi

— This alleged "treatment for diabetes," was put on the
Jamun Compound.
According to the label
market by the Jamun Company, Minneapolis, Minn.
on the bottle the "formula" for this preparation is:
Each fluid ounce contains:
"Alcohol 4 per cent.
Jamun and Jamrosin Comp. IS m.,
Sterculia Acuminata Ext. 10 m.. Ulicum Verum Ext. 10 m., Linum Ext. 10 m., combined with
Matico and Condurango."
S m. each of F. E. Calamus, Chinchonia,

Several variants of the formula seem to have been sent out by the Jamun
One circular substitutes
Company in different circulars.
"Jamin Seed'" for
"Jamun and Jamrosin." while "Sod. Salicylate and Sodium Bicarbonate" are
In another circular "Jamin seed and bark"
added to the list of ingredients.
replaces "Jamun and Jamrosin" while "Matico and Condurango" are omitted;
"Sod. Salicylate and Sodium Bicarbonate" are not mentioned, although "Bisulphate Soda" is added.
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The formula is, of course, meaningless and absurd.
Some of the drugs are
still in use — although not in diabetes —while others are worthless and absurd.
"Jamun" or "Jamin" or "Jamrosin" are the "mysterious strangers" of the
Com
formula and are doubtless put in for the purpose of mystification.
parison of the alleged formula of Jamun Compound with that for "Expurgo
Anti-Diabetes" described elsewhere, discloses a certain resemblance and sug
gests that possibly the mysterious "Jamun" and "Jamrosin" may be jambul seed
Needless to say Jamun Compound never cured a case of diabetes
and bark.
and never will. — (From pamphlet, "Nostrums for Kidney Diseases and Dia
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betes," 1917.)

Kennedy's Cal-Cura Solvent. — Dr. D. Kennedy's Cal-Cura Solvent was a
cure-all put on the market by the Dr. David Kennedy Company, Rondout, N. Y.
According to the government chemists the preparation was a watery, alcoholic,
acetate, 16.75 per cent,
sweetened liquid containing 2.44 per cent, potassium
cent,
resembling mint, car
sugar
matter
and vegetable
alcohol, 52.46 per
cane
Reading the claims made for this preparation one might
damom and boneset.
get the impression that there could be few ills that it would not cure. To quote
a few of them:
"Dissolves and eliminates lithic acid from the Blood ; Gravel and Limestone formations
from the Kidneys and Bladder; and Gallstones from the Liver."
of the Bowels, Dyspepsia and all
"Cures Diabetes, Bright's Disease, Constipation
diseases peculiar to women."
Diseases of the Blood; Scrofula, Cancer,
and Rheumatic Pains of the Joints and Muscles."
prevents appendicitis."

"Cures all Constitutional
Rheumatism

".

.

.

and Canker

Humors,

Naturally, the federal authorities declared that these claims and a number
of others equally preposterous were "false and fraudulent" and were applied
"knowingly and in reckless and wanton disregard of their truth or falsity."
The court imposed a fine of $50. — [Notice of Judgment No. 3770; issued

July

13, 1915.]

Kidney Remedy. — This preparation, put on the market by the Minnesota
Pharmacal Manufacturing Company of St. Paul, was analyzed by the chemists
of North Dakota who reported in their November-December, 1916, Bulletin:
"Contains 22 per cent, alcohol; depends on buchu, juniper and potassium acetate
for its therapeutic action."
Okla., shipped in
Remedy. — George L. King, Kingfisher,
quantity of nostrum called "King's Kidney Remedy." The
Bureau of Chemistry analyzed this preparation and reported finding uva-ursi,
sarsaparilla, cascara, gentian, senna, poke root, buchu, wild cherry bark, dande
lion, yellow poplar, stillingia. hydrangea, and possibly, in addition prickly ash.
black cohosh, golden seal and coriander. The stuff was sold under the false
and fraudulent claim that it was an effective remedy for lumbago, rheumatism,
sciatica, neuralgia, diabetes, dropsy and any irregularity of stomach, liver,
kidneys or urinary organs, "when in truth and in fact it was not." In Sep
tember, 1918, the defendant pleaded guilty and was fined $25 and costs. —
[Notice of Judgment No. 6516; issued Dec. 29, 1919.]

King's Kidney

December,

1916,

a

Dr. Herman Koch's Brand Phosphate, Celery and Gin Compound. — This
product, containing 32 per cent, of alcohol and bottled by Furst Bros, of
Cincinnati, was shipped in December, 1913. According to the label, it was
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"unequaled by any other remedy on earth as a Kidney, Bladder, Blood and
Nerve Remedy." As this claim was unwarranted, and as the stuff contained
no material amount of phosphate, it was declared to be misbranded. No claim
ant having appeared for the property, the court, on June 17, 1914, ordered that
it should be destroyed by the United States marshal. — [Notice of Judgment

No.

3555; issued

May

14, 1915.]

shipped in January, 1918, a quantity of these two articles which the federal
authorities declared were misbranded. Analysis of the "kidney tablets" by
the Bureau of Chemistry showed that they contained salts of benzoic and
boric acids, atropin and vegetable extractives among which were those of
buchu and hydrangea. The tablets were falsely and fraudulently represented
as effective cures for diseases of the kidneys, liver and urinary organs, lum
bago, rheumatism, Bright's disease, diabetes, gravel, catarrh of the bladder and
kindred diseases.

The "extract of sarsaparilla" was reported by the federal chemists to con
sist essentially of a syrup containing caramel, vegetable extractives, among
which were those of glycyrrhiza and probably sarsaparilla, small amounts of
potassium iodid, ferric chlorid and alcohol. This product was falsely and
fraudulently represented as an effective cure for ringworm, tumors, syphilis,
chronic rheumatism, etc.
In November, 1920, the defendant company entered
a plea of nolo contendere
and was fined $25 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment
8581;
issued
April
No.
25, 1921.]
McLean's Liver and Kidney Balm. — The North Dakota chemists in their
November-December, 1916, Bulletin, state that this preparation, put out by J. H.
McLean Medical Company, St. Louis, was "found to contain 11.88 per cent,
of alcohol which is the most active constituent contained in the preparation."

It

a

a

it

is
a

:

it

...
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a
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Old Jim Fields Phosphate Dill and Gin.— "A sure cure for bladder and kidney
trouble" was the claim made for this nostrum, a quantity of which was shipped
in April, 1913, by Allenberg and Meister, Memphis, Tenn. A specimen analyzed
by the Bureau of Chemistry was found to contain over '41 per cent, of alcohol,
which was not declared on the label. It was falsely and fraudulently claimed
that the nostrum was "a sure cure for bladder and kidney trouble." While the
name indicated that the stuff contained material amounts of phosphate and dill,
in fact, did not. The court, in April, 1915, imposed
fine of $25 and costs. —
Judgment
3977;
No.
issued
21,
Oct.
[Notice of
1915.]
Phedrin.— Mary H. Kauffman, trading as the American Remedy Co., Phila
delphia, sold this product. A quantity of
was shipped in July, 1913. According
to the label
"When used as a Tea
removes Uric Acid and other impurities
from the blood, and thus curing Rheumatism and similar diseases.
remarkable for affording relief in Dropsy, Diabetes and Bright's Disease, and
splendid Tonic and Appetizer." When analyzed by the Bureau of Chem
istry
was found to consist only of the cut herb of
species of Ephedra. The
claims made for the product were declared to be false and fraudulent. The
court, on June 18, 1915, imposed
fine of $5. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4136;

it

issued

April

19, 1916.]

Phuton Kidney Remedy. — Shipped by Mastin L. Williams, Arkansas City,
Kan. Analysis snowed the stuff to consist largely of water with about 3.5 per
cent alcohol and small quantities of plant extractive, ammonium chlorid, sali
cylic and tannic acids, and oils of sassafras and wintergreen. Falsely and
and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 5619;
fraudulently advertised. Fine,
$5
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Meyer's Red Diamond Kidney Tablets and Compound Extract of Sarsaparilla with Iodid of Potassium. —The Meyer Drug Company, St. Louis, Mo.,

issued

April

29,

1918.]
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Company,
Pettinger's- Kidney Remedy. — Marketed by the Wells-Richardson
Burlington, Vt. This preparation was analyzed by the North Dakota chemists,
who reported "the sample contained a small amount of couch grass (Triticum),
of crushed
a few broken senna leaves and the bulk of the mixture consisted
roasted

beans."

Re-Sol- Vent. — This was said to be
pany (E. H. Taylor), Minneapolis,
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put out by the Resolvent Medicine Com
and to have been sold as a cure for
The North Dakota chemists state that the capsules were put up and
diabetes.
a charge of $25.00 being
sold through personal solicitation and correspondence,
The North Dakota Bulletin reports that the
made for from 90 to 100 capsules.
sample it analyzed showed the capsules to contain 3Vi grains of quinin sulphate,
the only ingredient present.

Sal-Sano. — Ernst Bischoff, New York City, who traded as the Sal-Sano Co.,
The
shipped in July, 1917, a quantity of Sal-Sano, which was misbranded.
Bureau of Chemistry reported that analysis showed this stuff to contain essen

tially:
Sodium
Sodium
Sodium
Sodium

chlorid (common salt)
phosphate
bicarbonate (baking soda)
sulphate (Glauber's
salt)

19.9
13.6
42.2
20

Treated

cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.

greatest

success without restrict
ed diet. Physlo-nutrltlve
remove*
Hal ■
produce*
of
the dlseaxe.
muscle and nerve power end

Diabetes

symptoms
fain In weight,
energy
At leading
booklet.
all

IK

with

per
per
per
per

Sino

dinj-gUta.

Write

for

SAL-SANO COMPANY
NRW YORK
WKST BROtnWAY.

This mixture was falsely and fraudulently represented as a cure for diabetes
In December, 1918, Bischoff pleaded
"when in truth and in fact it was not."
—
fined
and
was
guilty
$100.
[Notice of Judgment No. 6658; issued March
29, 1920.]

Santal Pepsin Capsules. — Augustus R. Kaylor and Clara J. Sadd, Bellefontaine, Ohio, who did business under the trade name Santal Pepsin Co., shipped
in interstate commerce a quantity of "Santal Pepsin Capsules" in May, 1917.
When analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry these were found to consist of soft
gelatin capsules containing about 10 grains of a mixture of santal oil. methyl
salicylate, salol and a tablet containing pepsin. It was falsely and fraudulently
claimed on the trade packages that the preparation was a specific for all kidney
and bladder troubles, gonorrhea, gleet, inflammation of the ovaries, rheumatism,
Bright's disease and a number of other conditions. In November, 1918, Kaylor
and Sadd pleaded guilty and were fined $175 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment
No. 6569; issued Feb.

21, 1920.]

Schoenfield's Kidney and Liver Tablets. — These are a product of the S.
Pfeiffer Manufacturing Co., St. Louis, and according to the Kansas Board of
Health Bulletin for 1910, contain calcium carbonate and podophyllin.
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Salvitae. — The American Apothecaries Co., Astoria, N. Y., shipped in May,
1918,
a quantity of this product which was
declared misbranded.
When
analyzed by the federal chemists, it was found to consist essentially of citric
and tartaric acids with sulphates, carbonates or bicarbonates and phosphates

of magnesium, sodium, potassium and lithium with a trace of hexamethylenamin.
It was falsely and fraudulently represented as a cure for gout, rheumatism,
Bright's disease, inflammation of the bladder, kidney stone, etc. In November,
1919, a plea of guilty was entered and the company
was fined $200. — [Notice
Judgment
7923;
No.
issued
Dec.
30,
of
1920.]
Shores' Kidney and Liver Cure. — This was put out by the Shores Mueller
Company of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, and, according to the Idaho Sanitary Inspec
tor's Report for 1911-1912, was found to contain 6.35 per cent, alcohol.
Smith's Kidney Remedy. — This was sold as a cure for Bright's Disease,
Gravel, Stone in the Bladder. Stricture, Varicocele, etc., by Abner Harvey Dun
can, trading as the Smith Medicine Co., St. Louis, Mo.
Government chemists
declared :• "Product is a hydro-alcoholic solution containing glycerin, potassium
acetate, trace of alkaloids, and laxative extractive plant drug." The claims were
declared false and fraudulent. Defendant pleaded guilty and was fined $10 and
costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4154; issued April 29, 1916.]
Stuart's Buchu and Juniper Compound. — The government seized 144 packages
of Stuart's Buchu and Juniper Compound put out by the Stuart Manufacturing
Co. of Atlanta, Ga., and guaranteed by John B. Daniel of Atlanta, Ga. The stuff
admittedly contained 16 per cent, alcohol and it was recommended as a remedy
for "Weakness arising from Excesses, Habits of Dissipation, Early Indiscretion
or Abuse"; for "inflammation of the Kidneys . . . Catarrh of the Bladder.
Diabetes, Dropsy . . . and For All Diseases of the Urinary Organs in Either
Sex." Many other equally extravagant claims were made for it. The govern
ment charged that the stuff was misbranded first in that the name "Buchu and
Juniper Compound" was false and misleading because "in truth and in fact it
contained no appreciable amount of buchu and juniper."
It also charged that
the therapeutic claims were false and fraudulent because the stuff contained no
ingredient or combination of ingredients capable of producing the effects
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claimed.
John B. Daniel (Inc.) filed its claims and admitted the facts set forth
in the libel. Judgment of condemnation and forfeiture was entered. The court
ordered that as in its judgment the stuff might be relabeled under the supervision
of the United States Food and Drug Inspector so that it would not violate the
law, the product should be released and restored to the claimant on payment of
the costs and the execution of a bond in the sum of $125. — [Notice of Judgment
No. 4583; issued March 15, 1917.]

Dr. Swan's Liver & Kidney Remedy. —The National Remedy Company of
New York City manufactured a nostrum called "Dr. Swan's Liver & Kidney
This was analyzed by the federal chemists who reported that it con
Remedy."
tained about 5 per cent, alcohol, over 32 per cent, sugar, more than 8 per cent
glycerin with small amounts of sodium salicylate, strychnin and some laxative
plant drug, together with indications of juniper. It was sold under claims that
led the purchaser to believe that it was an effective remedy for diseases arising
from a disordered condition of the liver, stomach and bowels, for dyspepsia,
female diseases and malaria and for the cure of diseases of the kidneys, stone
in the bladder, etc. The federal authorities held that these claims were reck
lessly and wantonly false and fraudulent. The company pleaded guilty and
was fined $25.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4754; issued June 13, 1917.]
E. K. Thompson's Barosma Compound. — This preparation, which, according
to the label contained 25 per cent, grain alcohol (about one-half the strength of
raw whisky) was put on the market by the Thompson Medical Company, Titusville, Pa. The preparation was analyzed by the federal chemists, who reported
that the product was a watery-alcoholic solution, containing bromid of potassium
(3.85 per cent.), potassium acetate (2.6 per cent.), extract of buchu and sugar
(18.4 per cent.). The stuff was sold under the inferential claim that it was a
cure for Bright's disease and othepinflammations of the kidneys and under such
specific claims as:
"A

of the

"Is

remedy for Chronic or Acute Inflammation of the Kidneys or Bladder and Ulceration
Rheumatism, Sciatica
same, Gravel or Stone in Bladder,
.
.
.
and Dropsy."
Remedy for . . . Rheumatism, Sciatica."
a Splendid

These and other statements the federal officials charged were "false and
fraudulent" and made "knowingly and in reckless and wanton disregard of their
truth or falsity." The court imposed a fine of $10 and costs. — [Notice of Judg
ment No. 4114; issued April 19, 1916.]
Vernal Palmettona. —This preparation of the Vernal Remedy Company,
Leroy, N. Y., was formerly known as "Vernal Saw Palmetto Berry Wine."
According to the state chemists of North Dakota, analysis indicated that this
preparation was essentially an alcoholic solution, probably vinous, of emodinbearing (laxative) drugs, salicylic acid and glycerin.
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About Sept. 20, 1912, a quack concern styling itself variously the "Advanced
Medical Science Institute," "Radio-Electric Company," "Witman Medical Com
pany" and "Delish-Etts Manufacturing Company," with an alleged capital stock
for each of these concerns of from $25,000 to $2,000,000, and claiming to be a part
of the State Land Company of Oklahoma, with branches in a dozen or more
states, began operations in one of the principal office buildings in Louisville.
Flaming advertisements
in the newspapers announced that it had expert diag
nosticians and scientific apparatus too costly and accurate for the medical pro
fession to possess or appreciate, and in a few days reported cures so numerous
The State Board of Health put
and miraculous as to attract a large clientele.
the machinery of the law in operation and its special agents, male and female,
reported in a few days that X. W. Witman, the head of the concern and its
expert diagnostician, was not a physician, and that the only medical man in it was
one who had failed as a practitioner and was employed in an attempt to legal
ize its practice at. a salary of $15 a week.
The scientific apparatus — a fake
—
Witman, pretending
worthy of the operators consisted of a cheap fluoroscope.
to look through the body into a blind box, would declare that he saw handfuls
of gallstones, and stomach, lung and kidney lesions, and thus found it easy to
relieve the unfortunates of any surplus cash they had or could obtain.
Twenty indictments were secured at the next sitting of the grand jury (most
of them not for violations of the medical law, it should be observed) and war
rants were taken out from day to day as evidence could be secured.
One
woman, it is alleged, furnished $3,000 to finance the concern and its defense, able
attorneys were employed by
virulent crusade was begun in the press against
the State Board of Health, the State Medical Association and the American
Medical Association, and women were employed in broad and systematic efforts
to blackmail and intimidate leading members of the profession, especially those
All of this was of
connected with the prosecution or summoned as witnesses.
no avail. The attorney of the board, to whom chief credit
due for the freedom
of Kentucky from open quackery for the last twenty years, had prepared the
cases with such care and ability that the woman in the concern who had been
used in the efforts to discredit members of the profession, turned state's evidence.
ADMIT

GUILT

Nine of the indictments were against the Delish-Etts Manufacturing Com
Dr. George W. Foreman, X. W. Witman, W. M. Foreman and Frances
Hoist for failure to file
certificate. One was against the Advanced Medical
Science Institute and the persons named for unlawfully practicing medicine, and
nine against the same institute and persons for failing to file a certificate. The
failure to file
certificate refers to the engaging in business under an assumed
name as in the cases of the Delish-Etts Manufacturing
Company and the
Advanced Medical Science Institute, without having filed
certificate giving
the names, places and residences of all persons actually interested in and con
ducting the business, and the nature of the business. There were eighteen counts
of this sort.
The other two were for practicing medicine illegally.
On the
eighteen charges, by agreement, Witman was fined $25 each and $50 each on the
two latter, making, together with costs, nearly $700, which Witman paid. Dr.
a

pany,

a

a
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Foreman pleaded guilty to one charge of doing business under an assumed name,
the Advanced Medical Science Institute, and a fine of $50 was imposed, which is
included in the above sum. Frances Hoist filed a statement in court as to her
connection with the business and agreed to cease having any connection with
such business.
The cases against her and W. M. Foreman were dismissed.
Witman admitted that the business had been illegally conducted, that the offices
would be immediately closed and that he would not in future engage in similar
business in the state of Kentucky. This is all a matter of record in the criminal
courts of that state. The concern closed its offices within an hour and notices
were at once issued for Dr. George W. Foreman to appear before the State
Board of Health at its next meeting to show cause why his certificate to practice

should not be revoked "for gross unprofessional and dishonorable con
Foreman
character likely to deceive and defraud the public."
graduated from the Kentucky School of Medicine in 1902, his name being given
He was licensed in Kentucky in 1903 under the name of
as George Forman.
George W. Foreman. — (From The Journal A. M. A., Dec. 21, 1912.)
medicine
duct of

a

"DR.

COOK

&

CO."

The history of the swindling of Emil William Nelson, an Alaskan miner, out
of more than $2,000 by "Dr. Cook & Co.," a medical corporation of Seattle is an
example of the "strong-arm" methods sometimes employed by medical pretenders
in stripping their victims of their money. The ordinary highwayman takes only
money; that is, if his victim obediently throws up his hands; but these medical
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highwaymen not only took practically all of Nelson's money (and he surely
threw up his hands), but subjected him to alleged treatments as well which may
have been no less dangerous to life than the more brutal onslaught of the robber
on the public road.
The legal records in the case give a graphic description of the manner in
which Nelson was swindled, and incidentally contain an interesting ruling of the
court that a corporation does not and can not have a license to practice medicine,
and any moneys paid to-it for treatment of a patient are paid without a con
sideration and contrary to public policy.
The chief persons interested in "Dr. Cook & Co." were C. K. Holsman and
H. J. Jiles, who own and run a number of medical institutions or offices in
It is alleged in the complaint of Nelson that Holsman as
Pacific Coast cities.
president and manager for "Dr. Cook & Co." received the patients induced to
in the daily papers, "sized up" their
come to the office by their advertisements
financial ability, discovered the amount of cash they had on hand or in bank, as
nearly as he could, and fixed the charges to be made to said patients in propor
tion to their financial ability and in proportion to the false diagnoses made by
the alleged doctors of the company, wh6, of course, made the patients beHeve
themselves much more seriously ill than they really were.
The complaint then recites that Nelson, a Swede, accustomed to believe the
statements made by the newspapers and in print, was induced to apply to "Dr.
Cook & Co." for treatment of a slight ailment then affecting him; there was,
it is said, in fact nothing much the matter with him, but when he applied to "Dr.
Cook & Co." he was received by Holsman, turned over to an alleged doctor in
the office, and for about a month and a half thereafter induced to take treatments
for which he paid "Dr. Cook & Co." $550 in cash. Later Holsman represented
to Nelson that he would need an electrical battery for treating himself, which
"Dr. Cook & Co." would supply for $160 ; this Nelson paid for by check on a
bank. As a result of this, it is alleged, Holsman through his agents and servants
was enabled to find out that Nelson had about $3,000 in the bank on which he
drew the check. They then, according to the complaint, set about "fraudulently,
unlawfully and wrongfully" to get possession of this sum, and "pursuant to such
conspiracy to thus cheat and defraud plaintiff and get his money from him for
nothing."
C. K. Holsman induced Nelson to have a consultation with an
"eminent practitioner" from the East, then in Seattle. This was said to be H. J.
Jiles. also connected with "Dr. Cook & Co." and with the other enterprises in
which Holsman is interested.
He told Nelson that he was afflicted with some
very serious ailment, that unless an operation was performed he would certainly
die, and that no one except this "eminent practitioner" could perform the opera
tion that would save his life. He explained that this was a very expensive
operation to perform, and that it would cost the plaintiff the sum of $1,525.
Nelson drew his check for this sum and paid it over to "Dr. Cook & Co." for
the alleged operation. It is then stated in the complaint that the next day Nelson
was taken to the operating room and placed on the operating-table in the
presence of the alleged "eminent practitioner" in the service of "Dr. Cook & Co."
and, after an injection of some kind which deprived him of his senses and
capacity to understand or act intelligently, he was held up in the arms of one
of the agents of the defendant, Dr. Cook & Co., his check book was placed in his
hands by another, and he was induced to sign a check on the Washington Trust
& Savings Bank for the sum of $762.50, payable "to cash."
This check was later
cashed by "Dr. Cook & Co." and the proceeds received by the company.

For all

the money obtained
by these outrageous methods, the complaint
no operation of magnitude and no treatment of any account was
performed or administered to Nelson. It is said that Nelson "was so overcome.
alleges

that
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hypnotized, weakened and distressed, that he was incapable of transacting any
business at all and was completely under the influence and domination of Holsman and his agents."
The complaint characterizes the corporation as "a fraudu
lent concern" and its agents, servants and so-called doctors and physicians as
"quacks, charlatans, frauds, and cheats."

"Dr. Cook & Co.," in its answer to the complaint, denied everything except
that it was a corporation in which Holsman was interested, but alleged the con
cern had given Nelson a large number of treatments and had performed two
operations. Judgment was given against the defendants for $2,287.50, although
Nelson had paid them practically $3,000. The office of "Dr. Cook & Co." was
sold out and Nelson recovered a part of his money.
The details by which Nelson was swindled out of this large sum constitute
an extreme case, perhaps, but it illustrates* the length to which such medical
schemers will go in their wretched business. — (From The Journal A. M. A*
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July

26, 1913.)

ELECTRO-OXYGEN

INSTITUTE

Some months ago we published an account of the prosecution, instituted
through the local medical profession of Louisville, of the promoters of a
At that time we said that
so-called "Advanced Medical Science Institute."
In the latter part of April
probably this concern would be heard of elsewhere.

Mr. B. E.Brooks of 60 Dunham St., Mobile. Ala.. Cured Seven)
Years Ajro by Electro-Oxygen of Consumption of the Bronchial Tubes, Now in Perfect Health, Pays Us a Visit.

J'

An advertisement of the Electro-Oxygen
Institute at Omaha, run by the same individual
who was arrested and heavily fined at Louisville, Ky., for swindling operations in connection
with the so-called Advanced Medical Science Institute, described elsewhere in this chapter.

of an
in the newspapers of Omaha outrageous advertisements
This concern had a career of but two or three
"Electro-Oxygen
Institute."
weeks, during which time, however, many people of Omaha and vicinity were
swindled. It will be remembered that the chief promoter of the "Advanced
Medical Science Institute" of Louisville was one X. W. or H. W. or Z. T.
Witman. This is the man, as developments proved, who, together with his wife
and Dr. E. D. Brantley, was promoting the Omaha fake.
In their newspaper advertising at Omaha they claimed to have their office
including a
equipped with $12,000 worth of wonderful electrical apparatus,

there appeared
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"electro-oxygen" machine, with which, in conjunction with the "famous
they claimed to cure tuberculosis, and
Fredman serum," as they expressed
published alleged testimonials of patients to that effect. They also claimed to
host of other things, and
cure Bright's disease, diabetes and cancer, besides
did not hestitate to quote alleged statements from well-known medical men to
the effect that surgery was
failure in such diseases as gall-stones and appen
dicitis, and that the electro-oxygen treatment was the only effective use. The
impression given in their deceptively worded advertisements that they used the
Friedmann serum for the treatment of tuberculosis brought dozens of patients to
their offices. Knowing that their deception would soon be found out, after
large sum of money had been taken from the patients they closed the offices and
departed without leaving any information as to their destination. Complaints
of patients put the local and the United States authorities on their trail and they
were located in Denver. Before they could be arrested, however, they again
fled. Information that Dr. Brantley had returned to his former home, Memphis,
resulted in his arrest in that city and from him
was discovered that Witman
"promising field" in Colorado Springs, where they
and his wife had found
also were arrested.
The charge against them was using the mails to defraud.
They were held in bail pending trial in the United States Court at Omaha. —
(From The Journal A. M. A., June 28, 1913.)
it

a

INTERSTATE

DOCTORS

is

a

"Doctors Cavrill and Culver, the two doctors of the Interstate Doctors, who have been in
the city several days looking the field over for
site for the new Indiana institute, have
a most promising city in Southern Indiana and accordingly
at last decided that Evansville
the institute will be located here."
the first paragraph of an advertisement
sent us during the past few
from Evansville, Ind.
The Interstate Doctors, as the readers of
The Journal know,
an organization of quacks which locates in "easy" com
munities, relieves the credulous sick and near-sick of their money and leaves
when the glittering fiction in its advertisements has been dimmed by the accumu
lated force of facts. Although our records, based on the official records of every
state in the Union, are exceedingly complete, we find no reference to any "Dr.
Dudley M. Culver who was adver
Cavrill." Our files show that Indiana has
W. Kidd Company's
tised as one of the "consulting physicians" of the Dr.
good many years but
mail-order fakery that operated from Fort Wayne for
with conduct
finally went out of business when the federal authorities charged
"Dr. Culver" who was operating in
ing
fraud. We also find reference to
Elkhart in 1914 under the name "United Doctors," and the terms "United
Doctors" and "Interstate Doctors" seem to have been used with an indiscriminating flexibility by the same organization of quacks. Goshen, Ind., had an experi
ence with the Interstate Doctors in the spring of 1915. Goshen, however, refused
to be "easy."
It has wide-awake organization of business men known as the
"Retaii Merchants' Association."
According to the Goshen Daily Democrat of
April 13, 1915, the Retail Merchants' Association of that town suggested to
the Interstate Doctors that Goshen was really not
healthy place for quacks to
locate.
Quoting from the newspaper: "When an ultimatum was laid down by
the Retail Merchants' Association, the doctors . . . decided to give up with
If the
They reasoned
fight would be too expensive."
out making
contest.
full realization of what concerns like the "United
people of Evansville had
Doctors," "Interstate Doctors," "Botanical Doctors" and other euphoniously
named quack organizations really were,
not likely that any newspaper
city, decided that
would publish the fact that the quacks, after looking over
is

This

it

a

J.

a

is

few days

a

is

it

a

a

a

a

a

a

a
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it was a most promising location !
such as this would appear in any
rates :

It

is not likely, for instance, that an item
even at "special" advertising
newspaper

"Flashy Dick, the well-known 'green-goods' man, and Bill Sykes. the second-story artist,
were in town recently looking over the prospects of business.
After sizing up the citizen*
of our city, they decided that Blankville is a most promising locality and decided to locate
here at least for a time."
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No. It is hardly conceivable that any newspaper would publish an item of
this sort even if offered as advertising. There are certain forms of deceit that
the public is so familiar with that it needs little warning against them; there are
other humbugs, of a semitechnical nature, with which the public is not so well
The operations of itinerant and semi-itinerant quacks belong to the
acquainted.
latter class.
It remains to be seen whether Evansville will go on record as
belonging to the "sucker" class. — (From The Journal A. M A., Dec. 9, 1916.)

THE

KNOWN

DOCTORS

The "Known Doctors," imitators of the methods of the "United Doctors,"
with offices at Ottumwa and Oskaloosa, Iowa, and Hastings, Neb., appear to
have come to grief after a brief career.
B. J. Chenoski, the promotor, according
to press reports, recently pleaded guilty in the United States Court at Des
Moines to using the United States mails to defraud, and sentence was deferred
until the next term of court. James Ezra Meyers, one of Chenoski's hired
"specialists," we are informed, was bound over to court for obtaining money
under false pretenses, and is now under $500 bail.
The Known Doctors opened an office at Oskaloosa in October, 1912. The
preliminary advertising campaign in Iowa was conducted under the name of the
"United Doctors" but it was changed to "Known Doctors" just before the office
was opened.
Later the offices at Ottumwa and Hastings were opened. The
advertising was almost an exact copy of that used by the United Doctors.
After a career of seven weeks, the office at Hastings was closed and Dr.
H. C. Williams, formerly of Omaha, who was in the employ of Chenoski, was
left to hold the sack.
Chenoski abandoned the office and, according to the
Hastings Daily Republican, left rent and other unpaid bills.
B. J. Chenoski, the promoter of the concern, is not a physician, but claims to
be a chiropractor.
At one time he was a pharmacist in one of the department
stores in Chicago.
Later he became manager of the "Chicago Men Specialist
Company" at their branch office at Des Moines. His peculiar methods while
manager of this company are said to have brought about his discharge. He
then became the promoter of the Known Doctors. About May 20, 1913, he was
arrested by the postoffice authorities for fraudulent use of the mails in connec
tion with his medical business.
According to the Ottumwa Courier, May 20,
1913, a bottle of tea was sent as a specimen of urine to Chenoski by a pretended
patient who was in the employ of the government ; and after an alleged examina
tion of the specimen, a letter giving a diagnosis of diabetes was sent through
the mail.
On this he was arrested and when arraigned before Judge Smith
McPherson in the Federal Court at Des Moines he pleaded guilty.
James Ezra Meyers was the "consulting physician" of the Known Doctors
at Ottumwa. In the latter part of April he, with B. J. Chenoski, was arrested for
obtaining money by false pretenses on the complaint of an aged patient, with
cancer of the stomach, whom it is alleged they agreed to cure for $225 of which
$175 was paid in cash and a receipt given.
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The cure was guaranteed and the balance of $50 was to be paid when the
cure had been effected. The diagnosis of cancer was made by the physician
who had previously attended the patient and was confirmed by others.
The
disease continued to advance, and, as already stated, the parties were arrested.
Dr. Meyers, after a hearing before a justice of the peace, was bound over to
the grand jury as stated.
He graduated at the Illinois Medical College in 1910
and formerly practiced at Lansing, Iowa.

At Oskaloosa Dr. Theodore Milen seems to have been in charge of the office.
Milen has been in the quack advertising business for many years. Like Ben W.
Kinsey

of the United Doctors he was a pupil and employee of "Phenomenal
when the latter invaded
Des Moines, Iowa.
In 1906 Milen was
"physician-in-chief"
of the Hot Springs Doctors at Sioux City, Iowa, and in
1909 he was associated
with Dr. C. C. Aitken under the name of "AustroAmerican Doctors," with offices also in Sioux City. At that time charges were
tiled against him by the State Board of Health on account of fraudulent repre
sentation as to skill and ability, and gross unprofessional conduct.
He left the
state without appearing before the board and the charges became outlawed. He
entered the employ of the Des Moines Specialists Company in 1912 and later
became associated with Chenoski at Oskaloosa. — (From The Journal A. M. A.,
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NEW

YORK

MEDICAL

INSTITUTE

The State Department of Labor of New York, in connection with the Bureau
of Industries and Immigration, has been making an investigation of some of the
fraudulent "medical institutes" in New York City. A report issued by the
contains a brief account of what has been accomplished in the
department
protection of immigrants and aliens who have been made the especial prey of
these frauds. A description is given of the methods of these medical fakers.
They open sumptuous offices under high-sounding names and place advertise
They also distribute circulars, in all
ments in the foreign-language press.
languages, throughout the immigrant section of the city of New York, calling
attention to the wonders of the "institute." These circulars and advertisements
are so worded as to give the impression that the institute is a charitable organi
zation With advice and consultation "absolutely free" — a charge being made for
medicine only. What happens to a person who consults the swindlers who run
these institutes is thus described in the report :
"The applicant is ushered into a private office. To comply with the law a
registered physician, under whose name the 'institute' operates and who
is very often only an instrument in the employ of an unregistered financial
backer, in addition to two or three interpreters, all representing themselves
as physicians, take the patient in hand. He is placed before a large machine
of complex appearance that conveys the impression to the ignorant immi
grant of being costly and almost miraculous, and is examined by the two
or more interpreters, who dramatically and with apparent emotion inform
the patient that he is suffering from some dreadful disease, which if longer
The patient becomes alarmed and agrees to
neglected, will result in death.
A large sum is at first
pay any price for a cure, which is guaranteed.
requested as part payment, but any amount that the patient has or can obtain
is accepted. It is unnecessary to state that the so-called examination and later
'treatment' are absolutely without merit, and that unregistered assistants are
acting as physicians and 'treating' the patient. No prescriptions are given, as
the so-called 'institute' provides all medicines and medicinal appliances."
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The report also describes the "wax museum" method of roping in the unsus
It is said, also, that some of these "institutes" and
pecting immigrant.
publish newspapers
"museums"
and books that are extensively distributed,
describing the marvelous cures accomplished.
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"It is not uncommon for these 'physicians' to resort to forgery, trickery
or any other device in order to obtain the savings of their unfortunate vic
They have been known to take bank books and withdraw entire
tims.
deposits on such orders.
Persons convicted in various states for similar
practices are now operating in New York City."
One of the so-called "professors," in one of these institutes, who was not a
registered physician, confessed to a representative
of the bureau that before
examination patients are asked to undress in an anteroom where their clothes
are searched for bank books, money, etc., to enable the fakers to estimate the
size of the fee they shall demand.
The victims are invariably told that they are
suffering from some dangerous ailment, and the report cites instances in which
the victims who had been robbed of all their money were found by reputable
physicians to be suffering from no disease at all. Details of a number of such
instances are given in which the representatives
of the bureau were enabled to
recover large sums of money from these fakers. Although it is expensive and
troublesome,
the bureau has been able to secure evidence in many instances
against these fraudulent institutes. It is estimated that thousands of people,
especially immigrants, are daily victims of these leeches. One "institute," which
was compelled to disband through the efforts of the bureau, had an enrolment
of about 14,000 patients— (From The Journal A. M. A., Nov. 20, 1915.)

PACIFIC

COAST

QUACKS

The "business" of medical quackery is run on much the same plan in all
sections of the country. It has been shown1 that the "United Doctors," operat
ing largely in the central West and in the Eastern states, is a business and not
a professional organization;
it is owned and controlled by persons who hire
cheap doctors to "work" the public. On the Pacific Coast, a similiar system is
operated by another concern although the western offices are not run under one
firm name. In Seattle, Tacoma, Portland, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Oakland
and Spokane offices are owned by two persons, H. J. Jiles and C. K. Holsman,
but are operated under various names. In Seattle, "Dr. Cook & Co." was found
They also own the
to be a corporation with these men as the chief owners.
"Scott Medical Institute." In Tacoma, the office is conducted under the name of
Dr. E. A. Severance.
In Portland, where there are two offices, one is run under
In the other cities they are run under the
the name of Dr. C. K. Holsman.
names of the men hired by Jiles and Holsman. When these doctors are changed
from time to time the name of the office is likewise changed.
Recently in Seattle a campaign of exposure has been carried on by the Sun,
a daily paper of that city, assisted by the county medical society, the district
attorney, and by various suits in the courts for recovery of money fraudulently
Commenting on their methods, which are
obtained by these advertising doctors.
almost exactly similar to those of the "United Doctors," the Sun says :
"eminent

specialists"

"It

only hired

men

should be of interest to any person contemplating answering one of their alluring
advertisements to know that the 'eminent specialist* is merely a salaried employee — a hired
hand of a corporation — that as such he draws pay of from $30 to $50 per week out of an
.
.
It is not a profession;
income of $500 to $1,000 per week brought to the corporation.
it is a business and a cold-blooded one, as most of those who have had dealings with it can

testify."

1. See

Index for Article on "United Doctors."
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prospective patient must be allowed to escape who comes for "free consulta
tion." The value of these hired specialists to the concern
their ability to get
profit of not less
said that one office has shown
money, and in Seattle
and
as
expenses
month
above
sometimes
high
as $2,000.
The
than $200 per
and
Holsman
are
said
to
return
profit
operated
offices
by
of
from
seven
Jiles
$5,000 to $10,000 per month out of the readers of daily newspapers who have been
lured by the advertising doctors.

"free consultation"

bait

a

is

The manner in which these concerns take advantage of people who come to
graphically set forth
their offices under the bait of "free consultation"
reporter who was sent to the offices
in
series of stories in the Seattle Sun by
Eugene Jordan and H. P. Wilkins. This young man
of Drs.
S. Johnson,
after being pronounced physically sound and perfect by two reputable practi
thorough examination, went on successive days to the
tioners of Seattle, after

J.
a

S.

a
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According to the statement of one of the "eminent specialists" who was
formerly in the employ of Jiles and Holsman, and who became disgusted with
the business, the expenses of one of their offices for equipment, salaries, drugs,
supplies and advertising bills amount to from $1,500 to $1,800 per month, about
half of which usually goes to the newspapers for advertising. The "eminent
specialists," as hired men, are expected to make money for their employers and
are given definite instructions to that effect.
They are told to find in each
patient the most serious malady they can and to obtain the largest possible fee
for the treatment and continue it as long as the patient will stand for it. No
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offices of the three quacks named.
In each instance he complained simply of a
backache about which he told them he was "worried."
Without making anything
in the nature of a thorough examination, the suggestion of "worry" was imme
diately seized on by the quacks, who proceeded to try to inspire the young man
with terror as to his condition and the awful consequences which would ensue
unless he took their treatment at a substantial fee. The manner in which the
quacks proceed to inspire terror into the hearts of their victims who are "worry
ing" is described by the reporter, as follows :
INSPIRING

TERROR

IN THE VICTIM

"Worry!

That word 'worry/ that's it. It will get you anything the 'free consultation'
room has in stock. Worry, w-o-R-R'Y. That's the mental state that breaks down your defenses;
that fang the slumbering worry-embers until flames leap out of them — flames that turn the
brain hot; set streams of perspiration running down your body; that eat into your heart;
scorch your courage; incinerate every vestige of hope in the human breast; that shrivel your
your nerves.
'free consultation' room after your imagination has whipped your mind
into horror.
Submitting, you go into the room with mock defiance; chin up and shoulders
You have a bottle under your arm. You don't exactly
thrown back. You come out beaten.
know what's wrong with you, but you know that the bottle holds the 'cure' for what you have
The terror that capitalizes 'free consultation' is in you; the day looks gray. You are
got.
ready to sink under the gloom of hopelessness."
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strength,

"You

and wither
go

to

the

ALASKA

MINER

SWINDLED

Some of the practical results of the "free consultation" methods are revealed
in the case of an Alaska miner named Emil William Nelson1 who was lured
into the offices of Dr. Cook & Co., owned by Jiles and Holsman, where he
was made to believe that he was seriously ill and required a number of surgical
operations. Nelson managed to recover most of his money after selling out the
offices of Dr. Cook & Co., who immediately opened the offices again under the
name of Dr. H. P. Wilkins, who was employed to run it. In another lawsuit,
according to the Seattle Sun, Dr. S. S. Johnson, who was one of the quacks
consulted by the reporter for the Sun, was required to pay back $35 to a patient
In this
from whom that sum had been extracted at a "free consultation."
instance the suit was not brought against Dr. S. S. Johnson, in whose name
the office is run, but against R. M. Griebel. The lawyer for the defendant would
not explain who the R. M. Griebel was, but it was admitted that Dr. Johnson
was merely the hired man for the real owners of the office.
VAST

In commenting

SUMS

SPENT

ON

QUACKS

on the practice of these quacks,

the Seattle

Sun said:

"It would be impossible to estimate the total of the vast sum of money annually abstracted
from the pockets of Seattle people by advertising doctors and patent-medicine fakers who sell
their nostrums through a working alliance with the daily newspapers, but it is certain that
the larger part of this sum is taken from the poorer class of the people of the community,
including many unfortunates who are nigh unto death and are spending all the money they have
under the delusion, fostered by the cure-all doctors, that they can be fully restored to health."
A

CLEANUP

PROMISED

In Washington a law has been enacted providing for the prosecution of per
The prosecut
sons who publish untrue, deceptive or misleading advertisements.
ing attorney of the county in which Seattle is located has given it as his opinion
that these advertising quack specialists can undoubtedly be reached under the
law and driven from the city, and he expresses it as his intention to undertake
prosecutions when the law becomes effective in June of this year. The work of
the Seattle Sun in thus exposing quack organizations similar to that of the
1.

For details of Nelson

case

see

Index for Article

on

"Dr. Cook and Company."
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Doctors" in the central West, deserves the highest praise. It is under
that the Post-Intelligencer, another leading paper of Seattle, has recently
adopted the policy of excluding from its advertising columns all fraudulent medi
cal advertising. — (From The Journal A. M. A., June 7, 1913.)
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Itinerant quacks have certain stock advertisements which are interspersed
fluctuating quan
with testimonials — genuine or faked. The testimonials, being
tity, are usually sent separately from the main advertisement.
the name assumed by some quacks who have
The Radio Medical Doctors
recently been operating in Altoona, Pa. In common with their kind, they pub
We reproduce in miniature one adver
lish advertisements in local newspapers.
1914.
consists of the
tisement that appeared in the Altoona Times, Oct.
It

1,

is
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is not unusual to insert what are
known as "catch lines" for the purpose of aiding the "make-up man" in pre
paring the matter according to the author's ideas. Such "catch lines," of course,
are deleted by the proofreader before the material finally appears in its finished
form. Occasionally, however, these lines are overlooked, and the reader is given
a peep behind the scenes of the printing office.
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usual extravagant statements found in such advertisements,
together with a
testimonial from a Mr. Wheeler. The testimonial had evidently been sent to
the printers at a different time from the body of the advertisement.
That
the type-setter might know just where this testimonial was to be used, he headed
it with a "catch line."
This "catch line" we have marked in the miniature
reproduction, and that it may be more easily read, have reproduced slightly
enlarged thus :
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radio electro

medico

docto

bunko dopo

The average newspaper man, whether he works in the composing room or on
the editorial staff, is usually no fool. The printer who headed the Radio Medical
Electro Doctors' testimonial as "bunco dope" was "wise." His classification can
not be improved on. — (From The lournal A. M. A., Nov. 14, 1914.)

STATE

MEDICAL

INSTITUTE

OF

OMAHA

On Jan. 24, 1917, W. T. Upton, E. F. Andrews and L. H. Staples pleaded
guilty in the federal court at Omaha to conspiracy to use the United States
Each was sentenced to pay a fine of $350; the
mails for a scheme to defraud.
fines were paid.

This trio was indicted, March 15, 1913, and the men were arrested in Novem
ber, 1913, when the Chicago Tribune was turning the light on the "men's spe
cialists" quacks of Chicago. One of the firms of medical charlatans to which
the Tribune devoted a good deal of attention was "Dr. Howe & Co." W. T.
Upton was, according to the Tribune's report, manager of the Howe concern
and also of a string of similar institutions operated under aliases in different
Here in part is the Tribune's report1 of the arrest of
parts of the country.
Upton, Andrews and Staples as it appeared in that paper, Nov. 9, 1913 :
"Upton is charged with conspiracy with E. F. Andrews and L. H. Staples,
both of whom reside in Omaha, to violate the postal laws by advertising the
'State Medical Institute,' which is the particular name given by the swindlers
to their Omaha establishment.
"The indictment charges Upton and his two alleged fellow conspirators
with representing the institute to be one conducted by skilled specialists in
men's diseases, when, 'whereas, in truth and in fact, the institute was not a
reliable concern, but was conducted solely for the unlawful, fraudulent, and
felonious purpose of inducing persons to part with their money and property
to said conspirators, without giving anything of value in return therefor.'
"Upton was arrested in his office by Deputy Marshal Charles Schrimple
on a warrant issued by United States Commissioner Lewis F. Mason. He
was taken to the federal building and gave bond before the commissioner.
The bond was fixed at $2,000, signed by Alphonse Russell and Charles H.
Touzalin, president of the Touzalin Advertising Agency. Assistant Dis
trict Attorney Peter P. Mindak represented the government in the pro
.
.
.
ceedings.
"The request for Upton's arrest came from District Attorney F. S. Howell
of Omaha, who forwarded a certified copy of the indictment.
The document
recites the method of the alleged conspiracy and contains copies of numer
ous letters sent out to intended victims by the 'State Medical Institute.'
1.

The matter appears in full, with additional

cialists,"

puhlished

by

the

American

Medical

information,
Association.

in the

pamphlet,

"Men's Spe
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"The means of accomplishing the fraud, according to the indictment, was
to send through the mails letters, circulars, and pamphlets and to advertise
in the newspapers that the 'State Medical Institute' 'was an old established
and reliable medical institute, conducted by a large staff of skilled specialists
of recognized ability in the treatment of diseases of men and whose experi
ence, reputation and standing was such as to merit confidence.'
"The indictment continues that it was claimed:
'That it could and
would cure men in all stages of nervous debility, vital weakness and loss of
power.
That the said letters, circulars, pamphlets and advertisements were
so framed as particularly to attract the attention of and excite the fears and
prey upon the minds of boys and young men and cause them to believe. them
selves to be afflicted with diseases of a private, insidious, and dangerous
character, which if not at once arrested would result in permanent disability
and loss of power, both physical and mental, when it fact they were in a
normal and healthy condition and in need of no medical treatment what
ever."

It thus appears that Upton, Andrews and Staples admit that the "State
Medical Institute," which they operated in Omaha was conducted solely for the
unlawful, fraudulent and felonious purpose of separating the credulous sick from
their money "without giving anything of value in return therefor." — {From The
Journal A. M. A., Feb. 3, 1917.)
THE

UNITED
[

ARTICLE

DOCTORS
I]

In

the past few years we have repeatedly exposed the monstrous deception
fraud practiced on the public by the "patent medicine" venders and the
exploiters of "sure cures." The money wasted on these worthless nostrums
amounts to many millions every year, but the harm they do the public can not
and

be conjectured.

Another form of fraud which not only constitutes an enormous tax on the
financial resources of the public but which also works an untold amount of harm
to its health and welfare is that of the advertising quack whose cupidity, conand pretentiousness
sciencelessness
constitute a menace almost equal to that
of the "patent medicine" business.
This form of fraud is less well understood
by the public, and it is the intention in this article to describe the characteristics
and the methods of one type of these advertising frauds.

Just as in another branch of professional thievery, all grades exist from
the pickpocket, the sneak-thief, the hold-up man and so on up to the gentlemanly
bank-wrecker, so these professional medical highwaymen, the advertising "medi
cal specialists," vary in the extent of their depredations.
We have the "museum"
doctor, such as those recently exposed in the raid on the medical museums in
Philadelphia, who wrings money from his victim by frightening him about
his supposed ailments or even by threats or violence ; the quack who exploits
a "consumption cure" or "cancer cure"; the mail-order quack who pretends to
treat patients individually after making a supposed diagnosis from a list of ques
tions sent by mail to the victim, and the advertising quack "specialist" who
maintains a more or less pretentious and permanent office, and claims to have
new and wonderful methods in the cure of disease.
The quack has appropriated and practically converted into his exclusive prop
erty the name "specialist," which means much to the public. In addition he
usually tacks on to the term some high-sounding or significant handle, which he
believes will aid him in his plans; thus we have the "Great English Specialists,"
the "Battle Creek Specialists," the "German-American Specialists," "Associated
Medical Specialists," "Union Specialists' Association," "United Specialists,"
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"United Doctors, Specialists,"

etc., or such designation as "Associated Doctors,"
Doctors,
Specialists,"
"Associated Specialists Co.," "German and
"Associated
English Specialists," "Oriental Doctors," "Cleveland Institute of Medicine and
Surgery," "Original United Doctors," "Northwestern United Doctors," "Hot
Springs Doctors," "Known Doctors," the "United Doctors," etc.
THE

UNITED

DOCTORS

— WHAT

THEY

CLAIM

TO BE

The United Doctors is an organization of quacks whose methods are some
what different from those of the mail-order quack, on the one hand, and the
itinerant "specialist" on the other. The United Doctors establish offices in towns
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Series of advertisements in the form of reading notices inserted in the Dayton (Ohio)
papers at the time of the opening of the "institute" of the United Doctors in that city. Almost
They announced
identical advertisements are used in every city where offices are opened.
that they had the same "Royal Reception" and "Big Welcome" in Elmira, N. Y, where the
office was closed inside of two weeks for lack of business.

of considerable size and remain there for varying periods of time, from a few
weeks to a few months, claiming a new and wonderful system of treatment, and
securing new victims by extensive advertising in the local newspapers.
Their
claims can best be shown by reproducing part of a typical advertisement; for
instance, this from the Mattoon (111.) Star, Sept. 13, 1912:
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"The United Doctors, as the name implies, is an association of medical specialists who
have united to organize a new school of medicine; new and more scientific and positive system
of curing human ailments.
"A tremendous stride forward was made when the association of United Doctors was
formed.
The founders of this association consisted of eminent medical specialists from the
various schools of practice.
Eclectics, homeopaths, allopaths, regulars and irregulars met and
agreed to drop their prejudices and form a new system of treatment that would embrace all
the good points of the old methods, and leave out the bad.
The result of the efforts of these
world-famous specialists of the various schools was the wonderful system of treatment now used
by the United Doctors.
All this was not accomplished in a day or week, but has taken years
of patient work.
"This wonderful new system of medicine has cured thousands of cases of chronic diseases
of liver, kidney, nerves, skin, heart, lungs, bowels, stomach, including rheumatism, paralysis,
neuralgia, appendicitis, gall-stones, piles, goitre, rupture and diseases of women.
These cases
are cured in their own homes without a surgical operation."

Like all medical fakers the United Doctors make free use of exaggerated or
They
fraudulent testimonials alleged to have been written by grateful patients.
claim to be equipped with many wonderful instruments and appliances which are
not known to the ordinary physician, and to possess a skill far beyond that of
regular physicians in diagnosing and treating disease. For instance :
We treat diseases of the Nerves, Blood, Skin, Heart, Liver, Stomach, Kidneys and
Liver, including Rheumatism, Paralysis, Goitre, Constipation, Catarrh, Epilepsy, Indi
gestion, Dyspepsia, Weak Back, Bloating, Dropsy, Eczema, Scrofula, Diseases of Women
and Diseases of Men.
To prove to you that chronic diseases are our life
human body to the most minute detail, we will undertake
minutes, describing every ache and pain, without asking
To aid us in diagnosis we have instruments of our own,

study, and that we know the
to diagnose any case, in a few
the patient a single question.
used by no other doctors.

UJVITEV DOCTORS
CONSULTATION FREE

Further to illustrate the extravagant claims of the United Doctors the fol
lowing extracts are taken from some of their regular stereotyped advertisements

:

"The equipment of the United Doctors' institute is an elaborate one. Every instrument
They use powerful microscopes, centrifuges, jr-rays,
known to science is to be found there.
besides a number of instruments invented by members of the staff of United Doctors, the
use of which is unknown to their doctors.
One of the great secrets of success of these spe
So complete is
cialists in curing diseases is in their expert knowledge of medical diagnosis.
their knowledge of the human body that oftentimes by the aid of their wonderful instruments
they are able to diagnose a case, describing and locating every ache and pain without asking
the patient a single question."
"The expensive and elaborate instruments used in diagnosis and the extreme care used in
securing pure drugs makes the treatment more expensive."

The latter statement puts the prospective patient in the proper frame of mind
to be relieved painlessly of the largest possible fee.
WHAT THE UNITED

DOCTORS

REALLY ARE

a name for a business originated and owned practically
The
is not a professional organization but a business concern.
"great specialists" are professional renegades hired at a small salary, old and
young, many of them with the most meager equipment, training and experience.
Others have been failures in the regular practice or for various other reasons
have been induced to engage in this form of quackery.

"United Doctors" is

by one man.

It
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such men are obtained, these two advertisements,
dates in a Chicago paper, will show:
DOCTOR— GOOD CASE TAKER, FOR ADVERTISING
registered in Iowa; give full description, experience, and
in first letter.
United Doctors, Waterloo, Iowa.

PHYSICIAN— FOR ADVERTISING
and

experience;

Tribune

must

have

OFFICE;

Indiana registration.

STATE

which appeared

on

OFFICE,
state

salary

SALARY

Address S H

39,

Since this article in abbreviated form was printed in The Journal, the follow
ing advertisement appeared in the Chicago Sunday Tribune, March 2, 1913:
DOCTOR— CASE

TAKER,

REGISTERED

IN

NEBRASKA,

TO
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assume charge of advertising medical office in Omaha.
Must handle
correspondence
and follow-ups.
Write fully in first letter, quick.
Address UNITED DOCTORS,
232 Neville Block,
Omaha.

This

advertisement
would seem to indicate that the activities of the United
be extended to the mail-order business.

Doctors are to

It will be seen that the principal qualifications required are that the man be
a good "case-taker" — in other words, a good salesman of fake medical services —
and that he be registered in the state in which he is to be employed.
The latter
qualification is necessary in order to conform to the letter — not the spirit — of
the state medical practice laws. On general principles it should not be difficult to
estimate the value of the services of doctors procured by the advertising methods;
but of this more later.
METHODS

OF ADVERTISING AND RUNNING

THE OFFICES

When it is proposed by the United Doctors to open an office or "institute"
in a town, a preliminary advertising campaign is conducted in the local news
Except names and dates the advertisements are precisely the same in
First it is announced that two or three of their "directors" have
visited the city and have decided that it would be a suitable place to open one
of their permanent "institutes." These men are not directors at all but only hired
They try to impress the public with the great
men — really, advance press-agents.
favor they are doing the community in establishing therein one of their offices.
At first they always profess that it is their intention to buy ground with the
object of building later. In a subsequent advertisement
they announce that they
have decided not to build until fall or spring, as the case may be, but have leased
such and such a location and the offices will be open about such a date. In their
advertisements they announce one or more postponements of the time of opening
the office, one of which will always be on account of the non-arrival of furniture
and equipment.
The same claims and promises appear in all places and with
great regularity. Finally the "opening day" comes. Following this the advertise
ments—in every town — state that the office was crowded all day, that people were
turned away, that many prominent business men called and wished them suc
They advertise "free consultation" and "free treatment" for a short
cess, etc.
time, requiring their patrons to pay only for their medicines which, it is needless
to say, are always charged for at enormous prices and the patient is duly
impressed with the expense and difficulty of obtaining the medicine.
In sub
they tell of the great amount of business they are doing,
sequent advertisements
and publish testimonials of supposed patients — these, usually are from other
towns, seldom from the town in which the office is located.
Of the character
and value of some of these testimonials we shall have something to say later.
papers.

every place.

MEDICAL
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To illustrate some of the points just mentioned
their advertisements are given :

239

the following

extracts from

"Yesterday it was announced in these columns that the United Doctors had at last con
in Muncic, and that 11
Medical
Institutes
sented to establish one of their world-famous
would be ready to receive patients soon."
"The board of directors have been looking about the city for some time for a suitable site
upon which to erect a permanent home for the institution, but have at last postponed building
until spring."
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Examples of advertisements showing their almost identical character for each place.
In
some it will be noted the names of supposed directors are given. These are dummy directors
In the early days of the United Doc
and are really only some of Kinsey's hired specialists.
tors, Kinsey copyrighted his advertisements, as will be seen by the example in the middle of
At the lower right-hand corner is an advertisement of the Hot Springs
the illustration.
Doctors, similar in many respects to the others, and showing B. W. Kinsey's connection with
that fake.
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"Several fine suites of rooms have been leased on the second floor of the Little Block
occupying the second floor of the building; this will be occupied by the institute for the first
year, or until a more suitable building can be purchased or erected for a permanent home for
the institute."
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WIDE EXTENT

OF

THIS

CONCERN

Such then, is the plan of the United Doctors. They now have established
about fifty offices or "institutes" spread over thirteen states. During the last six
They
months of 1912 at least ten new offices were opened in as many cities.
extend from Fort Dodge, Iowa, and Fort Worth, Tex., on the west and south, to
Trenton, N. J., and Atlanta, Ga., on the east. They are all owned and con
trolled (with a few exceptions which will be noted later) by one man who exer
cises general supervision over the offices, writes practically all the advertising
matter, contracts for insertion in the newspapers,
rents the offices, buys the
supplies and, most important of all, pockets the lion's share of the proceeds.
This man is Ben W. Kinsey, whose former headquarters were in Chicago.
His history shows the evolution of the typical quack.
PERSONNEL OF THE UNITED

DOCTORS

Ben W. Kinsey was born and reared at Mackinaw, Tazewell County, 111. He
was graduated by the Jenner Medical College (then a low-grade night-school),
Chicago, in 1904, engaged in private practice for about a year, and then became
a pupil and assistant of "Phenomenal" Kraus, a notorious quack who on account
of his methods got into trouble with the federal and state authorities in Missouri
and Ohio for misusing the mails and irregularity in practice, and was described
as a "most shameless medical advertiser."
HOT

SPRINGS

DOCTORS

Kinsey spent a few months with "Phenomenal" Kraus learning the ins and
outs of the quack specialty business and then, being an apt pupil, branched out
for himself, about 1906, under the name of the "Hot Springs Doctors." He pur
sued much the same methods at that time as at present and established socalled institutes during 1906 and the next two or three years in Ottumwa, Iowa,
Lincoln, Neb., Topeka, Kan., and other places. As at present, he claimed then
that he intended to purchase property and build permanent institutes ; but so
far as known he never did so.
The idea exploited at that time was "a wonderful Hot Springs system of
Kinsey claimed in his advertisements that he was a specialist
home treatment."
whose scientific research and ingenuity had enabled him to discover the secret
of the Hot Springs waters and made it possible to give in any home the same
results which formerly could be obtained only by a visit to Hot Springs, Ark.
As is well-known, the Hot Springs of Arkansas are under the supervision of
the United States government and physicians who practice there must have a
license endorsed by the government
authorities. With the shrewdness of the
true quack, Kinsey ingeniously claimed that his system of treatment was highly
endorsed by the United States government and that the Hot Springs Doctors
held a government license to treat all chronic diseases, etc.
He described him
self as being "better known among his associates in the medical profession as
the man with the .r-ray eye on account of his marvelous skill in locating and
curing diseases." It will be seen that within a year or so after Kinsey graduated
from a third-rate night medical school in Chicago he bloomed out as a wonder
ful specialist with the "x-ray eye," claiming marvelous power in the cure of all
sorts of chronic diseases. About 1909, probably on account of the grossly false
claims made for his system of Hot Springs treatment and the government
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thereof, he found it expedient to change the name and methods
endorsement
under and by which he operated and began establishing offices under the name of
the United Doctors.
LEGAL SNAGS
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The practice of the United Doctors has not been all clear sailing, and
Kinsey and his hired men have been legally called to account in numerous
instances.
Together with one of his hired specialists, Dr. Fletcher T. Riley,
Kinsey was indicted in Milwaukee, Wis., in 1910, for violation of one of the
statutes of Wisconsin regarding the publication of obscene matter in medical
advertisements and for practicing without a license.
Kinsey was convicted on
the first charge and plead guilty on the other and was fined.
Other indict
ments for similar violation of the statutes still hang over his head in Wisconsin.

Other examples
separated places.

showing

the

identity

in wording,

etc.,

of

advertisements

in

widely

the trial in Milwaukee, Kinsey on the witness stand stated that he used the
term "United Doctors" simply as a name under which he conducted his business;
that he wrote the advertisements and attended not only to their insertion in the
but also to all business matters connected with the offices of the
newspapers
United Doctors. Kinsey has grown rich from the business and is said to own
400 acres of good corn land in the Illinois River bottoms in Tazewell County,
The income from the fifty or more offices is said
111., and 1,500 acres in Canada.
large.
to be
While Ben W. Kinsey has been apparently the sole owner of the United
Doctors, his brother, Lee B. Kinsey, seems to have acquired an interest in the

At
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L. B. Kinsey lives at South Bend, Ind., and helps supervise the offices
in Indiana and neighboring states. He formerly practiced as a civil engineer,
but no doubt found from the experience of his brother that the advertising quack
specialty business was a much more lucrative one.
business.

SOME

COUNTERFEIT "SPECIALISTS"
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The character of the men employed by Kinsey as "specialists" in the i ffices
of the United Doctors may be known by a brief history of a few of them.
Dr. Fletcher T. Riley. — In 1910 this man was arrested with Ben W. Kinsey
in Milwaukee for a violation of the Wisconsin statutes in regard to obscene
advertising. He was graduated by the Ohio Medical College in 1877 and prac
In 1909 he was connected with the United
ticed for a time in Wisconsin.
Doctors' office in Danville, 111., and in 1910, with the Milwaukee office. Later
he severed his connection with the United Doctors and operated an advertising
specialist concern under his own name in Milwaukee.

Dr. Warren D. Scott. — Scott

who graduated at Hahnemann
with Ben W. Kinsey
since the days when he was running the offices under the name "Hot Springs
Doctors." He is sometimes referred to as one of the "directors" of the United
Doctors. Dr. Scott, like most of the other men employed by Kinsey, is moved
around from one office to another as the occasion demands or prudence dictates.
In 1907, while he was working at Terre Haute, Ind., for Kinsey as one of the
Hot Springs Doctors an attempt was made to revoke his license on account of
Scott, however, was not a resident of the state and did not
irregular practice.
remain in Terre Haute. The case against him was dropped.
Dr. Pierre Lafayette Stewart. — This man was graduated at the American
College of Medicine and Surgery, Chicago, in 1905. After practicing at the
village of Shelburne, Ind., for a time he was employed by the United Doctors at
different times in the offices at Bloomington and Decatur, 111., Omaha, Neb., and
Logansport, Muncie and South Bend, Ind. In 1911, while he was practicing at
Muncie and South Bend, Ind., charges were filed against him before the
Indiana State Board of Medical Registration and Examination on account
of fraudulent advertising and misrepresentation in connection with the Muncie
office of the United Doctors and also because of his alleged excessive use of
intoxicants. One specification in the charges referred to the fraudulent nature
of a testimonial prepared by Stewart to which he secured the signature of one
of his victims. This testimonial will be referred to later. Stewart's advertise
ments claimed that he used many complex and wonderful instruments for diag
nostic and other purposes.
When asked by the state board to tell with what
instruments the Muncie office was equipped, Stewart could name only a few of
the instruments known to and used by nearly every practicing physician.
He
admitted that he had no ;r-ray apparatus, no centrifuge and no cystoscope, and
he further admitted that he had no instruments whose use was unknown to other
He claimed that he had nothing to do with the advertisements inserted
doctors.
in the newspapers and that he had no hand in writing them, his only duty being
to examine and treat patients — and collect the fee ! The case before the state
board for revocation of Stewart's license has never been decided.
He severed
his connection with the United Doctors, however, and later opened an adver
tising business of his own at Richmond, Ind., under the name of the Stewart
Medical Company.
Medical College, Chicago, in

is a homeopath

1882, and has been' associated

Dr. L. F. Elston, alias L. F. Elstein,
Finkelstein. —This multinamed individual

alias L. Fink Elstein, alias Leopold
at the time of its opening and for
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some time thereafter, conducted the office at Wheeling, W. Va.
Formerly he
supplied the Wisconsin offices in Eau Claire, Milwaukee, Racine, Janesville and
Beloit, and is referred to in some of the advertisements as
a "director" of the United Doctors.
He received a diploma
under the name of Leopold Finkelstein from the College
of Physicians and Surgeons in Baltimore in 1885.
His
modesty is shown in the statement made by him concern
ing his qualifications in the Wheeling Intelligencer, May
16, 1912:
"One of

the originators
and the head of the United Doctors is
Elston, A.B., M.D., a physician of vast learning,
having
devoted many years in obtaining his education to study [sic].
Dr.
Elston has studied in France, Greece, Italy, England, Switzerland,
Austria, Turkey and Russia.
He has taken a scholarship at both
Oxford and Yale. He has taken post-graduate work at the College
of Physicians and Surgeons at Baltimore, Md., and was assistant to
the great nerve specialist, Prof. Arnold, of the University of Penn
sylvania.
Dr. Elston was personally appointed a state health officer
for the state of New Jersey by ex-Governor Abbott.
A remarkable
record is finished by the fact that he speaks, reads and writes nine
languages."
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L. F.

The writings of Elston do not indicate that he profited
by the "extensive studies" in the various foreign
countries mentioned by him. It is one of the customs of
many men coming from abroad to claim graduation from
foreign institutions which, when investigated, have no exis
tence. Inquiry of the dean of the medical department of
the University of Pennsylvania reveals the fact that no
great nerve specialist by the name of Professor Arnold was
ever connected with that university, and they know nothing
of Dr. Elston, Elstein or Finkelstein. His claim to having
been appointed a state health officer of the state of New
Jersey is apparently based on the fact that Elston was
appointed for a temporary service in 1893 for the purpose
of making a report relative to the Russian-Jewish colonies
in southern New Jersey.
These men are typical of the men employed by the
United Doctors and heralded by them in their extravagant
advertisements
as great specialists with marvelous powers
They probably are as
of diagnosing and curing disease.
in the daily
good as could be secured by advertisements
much

Advertisement of the
Springs
Doctors
from
the T o p e k a
(Kan.) State Journal,
May 30, 1907, with
picture
of Quack
K i n s e y, "the man
with the x-ray eye,"
early in his career of
quackery.

Hot

newspapers.
BUSINESS MEN'S ASSOCIATION ACTS

When the institute of the United Doctors was about to be opened in Wheeling,
W. Va., the Retail Business Men's Association of that city, prompted by some
inquiries concerning their advertising methods, undertook to look into the stand
ing of the United Doctors. Accordingly a letter signed by the Business Men's
Association was addressed to the United Doctors asking the manager (Elston)
to meet the Association and present credentials so that the Association might
place them before the public correctly. The United Doctors or its representa
tives, of course, failed to appear and the Business Men's Association, in a
statement in the Wheeling Register of May 15, 1912, made the following
comments

:

'The public will
appear

and

give

have to put its own construction on the failure of the United Doctors to
themselves to the recognized organization
proper information
concerning
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of the legitimate business concerns who deal directly with the people. A fair inference would
seem to be that the men who are advertising
here under the name of the United Doctors are
part of the same crowd who are using this name in the central west to hide the true char
acter of the individuals in actual charge of the offices and are unwilling to be questioned too
closely concerning their antecedents."

As a "come-back," Elston, for the United Doctors, in one of his advertise
in the Wheeling Intelligencer, May 16, 1912, attempts to answer these
Notwithstanding his claim to be master of nine languages his
criticisms.
English does not show up very well in this quotation :
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ments

"An article appeared in these columns recently, stating that a local business organization
were to investigate the methods of the United Doctors.
Owing to the unfairness
of this
organization in inserting this article in such a manner as to lead the public to believe that they
had some moral or legal right to set themselves a judge and jury for the community and then
placing still another article in the papers with further insinuation through no apparent rea
son for this badgering.
There is a reason, of course — a very live and real reason, if one
thinks and sees behind the scenes. Should one look hard enough he will not unlikely see a
competitor pulling the strings."

A further attempt to offset the damaging criticisms made by the Business
Men's Association appeared in an advertisement in the Wheeling News, May 19,
1912.
Elston says :
"A telegram was received yesterday saying that the Beloit Commercial Association of
Wisconsin would be pleased to answer all inquiries regarding the professional standing of the
They state that the United Doctors' standing is in every way of the very
United Doctors.
best"

This statement was brought to the attention of the Commercial Club of Beloit
which replied that there was no truth in it and that the president of the Com
mercial Club, who at the time was in California, would, if he were in Beloit, prob
ably push the matter against the United Doctors for making such a statement.
Neither the secretary of the club nor the members knew of any such action or
endorsement.

RHEUMATISM — A CURE THAT

DIDN'T CURE

The testimonial is a time-honored institution and is the thing chiefly relied
on by both the "patent-medicine" fakers and the quack in selling medicines or
in procuring victims. It is freely employed by the United Doctors and a few
examples to illustrate the shameless manner in which the public is deceived will
not be amiss.
One of the charges made against Dr. Pierre Lafayette Stewart before the
Indiana State Board was that he had prepared and inserted in the Muncie
Morning Star, March 18, 1911, the following testimonial:
"Muncie, Ind., Feb. 5, 1911.
the Public: — I want to make a statement to the public concerning my wife.
As
am
am not ashamed for anyone to know where she got her first and only
a resident of Muncie,
relief.
For thirteen years my wife has been suffering with inflammatory rheumatism and
has been confined to her bed all this time.
I tried doctor after doctor with no results and
He at
last Sunday I persuaded the specialist of the United Doctors to come and see her.
once diagnosed her case and told me she could be relieved.
I could scarcely believe this as
I had experimented so much with other doctors, but I told him to put her under treatment.
"It has now been just one week since she began taking the doctor's treatment and she
has been out of bed three days this week and I owe everything in praise of these specialists.
If anyone does not believe this they can call at my house and I will gladly answer any
"F. O. Tkout."
questions.

"To

I

The real status of this testimonial is made plain by the following
made by F. O. Trout and filed with the State Board :

I

affidavit

"I, F. O. Trout, of my own free will and under oath, hereby state that I have read an
advertisement of the United Doctors, who are practicing medicine in Muncie,* Indiana, said
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advertisement appeared in the Muncie Morning Star, March 18, 1911, and contained a letter
This letter contained statements that are untrue and which
to the public over my signature.
I did not authorize. At no time while doctoring with the United Doctors could my wife get
out of bed without assistance.
"I wish to further state that Dr. Pierre Lafayette Stewart is the man who attended my
The aforesaid Dr. Pierre
wife as above stated, and who represented the United Doctors.
Lafayette Stewart made the rtatement at the beginning of his treatment of my wife that he
would have her walking in six weeks, and on this representation and agreement I paid him
$19.50,
which he obtained under false pretenses, as at no time since the beginning of his
treatment has my wife been able to walk without assistance.
At this date, May 6, 1911, she
is still an invalid and is confined to her chair.
"I make the foregoing statements voluntarily that the public may know the truth about
this case.
F. O. Tbout.

joui
raror on" The -Ra'
The testimonial
over seventeen years,
is 0S( follows:
"Kor the last seven
"Dear Doctors:
years I have been troubled with a se
vere, affliction
of the lung." compli
cated by rectal troubles which so un>dcrmlned my strength and vitality that
for woekp at a time I was not able to
leave the house to attend to my busi
ness, which Is that of Linotype opera
tor. . I was also losing; weight very
fust. . I have naturally doctored with
different doctors, but didn't derive any
I kept right jon getting; worse
benefit.
ground.
My voice had
and losing
failed me entirely so^I could not speak
There was no sleep
above a whisper.
for me at night, bnl onl.V cough, cougTi
all the time, and those dreadful night
sweats.
"I ain thankful to be'able'lo say now
after a short, time of' the United Doc
tors' treatment my voice has returned
and is strong and clear, and "the night
sweats have entirely left me. I am
gaining In weight and am feeling so
much better and stronger that-I shall
go back to my work.
You have cer
tainly done wonder-., for'me.
"WM HEXT,.
. "(Signed!
'
"B12 Prospect Street,
"Racine, Wisconsin."
The United Doctors' grand offc,r of

Fac-simile of testimonial alleged to have been given by William Bell, Racine, Wis., who
died in a little over a month after the above testimonial appeared in the advertisement of the
This advertisement
United Doctors stating that he was cured of lung, and rectal troubles.
continued to appear as late as Feb. 17, 1913, when it was printed in the Dayton (O.) News.
CURING CONSUMPTION

According
News, March
testimonial :

— PATIENT

DEAD

to an advertisement of the United
5,

1912,

WITHIN

A MONTH

Doctors, printed in the Beloit
gave them the following

William Bell, of Racine, Wis.,
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"Dear Doctors: — For the last seven years 1 have been troubled with a serious affection of
the lungs complicated by rectal troubles which so undermined my strength and vitality that
for weeks at a time I was not able to leave the house or attend to my business, which is
I was also losing weight very fast. I have naturally doctored
that of a linotype operator.
with different doctors but didn't seem to derive any benefit. I kept right on getting worse and
My voice had failed me entirely so I could not speak above a whisper. There
losing ground.
was no sleep for me at night, but cough, cough, all the time and those dreadful night sweats.

"I am thankful to be able to say that now after a short time of the United Doctors' treat
ment, my voice has returned and is strong and clear and the night sweats have entirely left
me. I am gaining in weight and sleep fine and feci so much better and stronger that I shall
The United Doctors have done wonders for me.
go back to my work.
"William Bell,
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"612 Prospect

St., Racine,

Wis."

Reproduction of certified copy of death certificate of William Bell, Racine, Wis., who died
of tuberculosis April 7, 1912, and whose alleged testimonial appeared in the Dayton (O.) News
as lately as Feb. 17, 1913, in an advertisement
of the United Doctors, stating that he was
cured of lung and rectal troubles.

of fact, William Bell, of 612 Prospect Street, was buried April
The death certificate which we reproduce shows that William Bell died
of tuberculosis a little over a month after the testimonial and advertisement
Nevertheless this testi
stating that he was cured appeared in the Beloit paper.
monial continued to do service for months afterward as the Dayton (Ohio)
News, July 1, 1912, and Feb. 17, 1913, contained it in an advertisement of the
United Doctors exploiting their Dayton institute.
Mr. Ed. J. Cooper, then of Wamego, Kan., according to an advertisement of
the United Doctors in the Danville (111.) News of May 28, 1912, gave the follow
ing testimonial, which was used by the United Doctors to show how one of their
well-pleased (?) patients had induced his friends to go to the United Doctors:
As

10,

a matter

1912.
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"Dear Doctor: — I can recommend the United Doctors to any one needing the advice of a
specialist in any chronic disease of the kidneys, liver and digestive organs.
I have been
under their treatment and was greatly benefited in less than two month*.
They seemed to
understand my case from the start and gave me relief at once. I have sent them a friend for
treatment and he has, also, been greatly helped by them.
"I am sure that any sufferer will find the United Doctors fair, Just and courteous, as
well as successful in their treatment.
"Ed J. Cooper."

Cooper, who is in the real estate business

in Denver, writes

:

'They wrote the recommend and I never knew what it was until I saw it in print. They
lied when they say my friend was helped for he never was.
I can say that never got any
benefit after the first month and I think they are quacks preying on the unfortunate sick.
know some of their patients in Nebraska and they never were benefited after the first month.
They claim to cure every chronic disease and I know three of us took the very same medicine
and our disease was nowhere alike.
We compared the medicine and were satisfied it was
all alike.
"Yours respectfully,
"Ed J. Cooper."
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I

I

Notwithstanding the discrepancies between Cooper's own statement and that
made for him by the United Doctors, the testimonial is still working overtime
securing victims for these quacks.
FALSE CLAIMS

AS

TO CURE

OF EPILEPSY

Although they are still making many reckless statements and claims in their
advertisements
and in the bogus testimonials which they print, these quacks are
beginning to show evidence of caution, and claims for the "cure" of diseases
known to be practically incurable are not so frequently made. Their statements
are more general, both in the testimonials and in the advertisements.
They will
claim to cure stomach trouble, kidney disease, bladder trouble, bowel trouble, pain
in the side or lame back, etc., without particularly specifying any definite disease.
Occasionally, however, they are unwise enough to make specific statements, as
the following testimonials will show. The first is that of Mary Huggins, printed
in the South Bend (Ind.) News, March 29, 1912 :
"To

the

Public:

I

"Montpelier, Ind.,

March

15,

1912.

since
was thirteen years old I have been a sufferer of that dreadful malady,
epilepsy, and until within the last few months it was not safe for me to be out alone for fear
of the terrible seizures which would suddenly take possession of my nervous system.
I
usually had from two to three a week of these attacks.
"No one who has not had the experience can conceive how terrible it is to be suddenly
(without the least warning) thrown into a spasm and unconsciousness, to be dead to the
world as it were, and yet be alive, we often wonder why we cannot die while suffering one
of those dreadful attacks and thus put an end to the physical side of it, but destiny, fate or
whatever you may call it has so decreed that such is not to be, at least not yet, and we must
continue to hunt relief.
"To enumerate the different remedies and methods of treatment which I have tried Chris
tian Science, three years of Osteopathy, Chiropractic
and what not.
To give all credit I
will say that to a certain extent they helped, but I never got any real relief until I began
treatment with the United Doctors, about three months ago, since beginning their treatment
I have felt better and been less nervous than ever before. I am no longer afraid to be
Very Gratefully,
alone and go and come as I please.

"Ever

"Mary Huggins."

The answer to this is the following affidavit made by Mrs. Bessie Huggins
W. Huggins, the mother and father of Mary Huggins :

and Mr. George

"Mrs. George Huggins and Mr. George Huggins, husband and wife, being duly sworn upon
oath, say that they are residents of Montpelier, Blackford County, Indiana, and that a certain
article, or purported to be testimonial, which was printed and circulated In several newspapers
over the State of Indiana, and which was dated March 15, 1912, and signed by Mary Huggins,
who is our daughter, same containing statements of the help she had received from the treat
ments given her by The United Doctors, who claim to be expert medical specialists, that this
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statement was made without our knowledge or consent, and further without the knowledge
and consent of our daughter, Mary, and that our daughter is no better after taking treat
ments from these Doctor* than she was before, and she informs us that at one time when
she went to their office to take treatment, that she was asked to sign a paper which she now
concludes was the statement which is being published by them, and that at the time she
signed said paper she did not know what it was or what it contained, and would not have
signed same if she had known that same contained statements printed as a testimonial from
her, and that she does not feel any better at this time than she did before receiving and
taking said treatments from said doctors, and that the statements contained in said testi
monial are not true.

Bessie Hugcins, "
W. Hugcins."

Geo.

William Zackery, whose wife suffered from epilepsy, fell a victim to the wiles
of the United Doctors. Here is his testimony as it appeared in the St. Joseph
(Mo.) News-Press, April 17, 1912:

"Red Cloud, Neb., June 28, 1911.
You took her
happy to state that my wife is improving fast under your treatment.
case after many other doctors had failed to do any good and so we are more than pleased
I can recommend the United Doctors, and any time I
with the improvement she has made.
can speak a good word for you I will do so.
"If there is anyone you want to refer to us do not hesitate in doing so, for you have
She is so much better that we
done more for my wife than all the other doctors ever did.
feel very grateful and know that she is on the right road to a cure.
am

"William
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"I

a few weeks of the time this appeared, W. Zackery was questioned
According to our informant he stated that after taking the first
treatment he thought his wife was improving; afterward she became worse and
at the time of making the inquiry (May, 1912) was no better. He said the state
He wrote them that she was
ment in the testimonial was much exaggerated.
was
she became worse.
that
she
cured.
Afterward
They
said
better but never

Within

regarding it.
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charged him $65 for the treatment.
Mrs. Zackery's father, Joseph Saladen, also
said she was no better and that they had no faith in the United Doctors.
Mr. Charles E. Etherton of Decatur, 111., is another victim of epilepsy, and a
testimonial supposed to have been given by him was printed in the local papers
stating that he had been cured. On inquiry of Mrs. Etherton, however, it was
learned that Mr. Etherton is worse than ever, although they paid the United
Doctors $180 to cure him. She says :
"My husband has fits just the same as before he was treated with the United Doctors, and
he quit them because he was getting worse.
"Mrs. Chas. E. Etherton."
MISREPRESENTATIONS

Other testimonials are less definite as to the pathologic condition present but
are obtained by the same methods and are probably equally valuable as to the
benefit derived from the treatment of the United Doctors.
T. P. McCandless of Springfield, Neb., supposedly gave a testimonial printed
in the Danville (111.) News, May 24, 1912, and also in many other papers, which
no doubt has served to rope in numerous victims :
"Springfield,

Neb.,

Nov.

23,

1910.

I

was
"It may be remembered that a year ago I published a statement about how well
doing under the United Doctors' treatment.
I wish to again state, for the benefit of all sick
r seem to feel better
people, that I am still in fine health after having been cured last year,
feel many years
all the time. In fact, the hands of time seem to have turned back and
younger than
really am. I give credit to the United Doctors for my restoration to a normal
life again, and my wife also has these doctors to thank for her present good health, for they
"T. P. McCandless."
have cured her of rheumatism.

I

I

is

a

if

a

•

it

it,

Mr. McCandless,
said, emphatically
When questioned concerning
denied fathering such
testimonial and said he did not know that such
state
He admitted, however, that he had taken treatment from the
ment existed.
United Doctors several years before for "malaria," when he was asked to sign
some kind of statement the nature of which he did not know. He also says,
regarding the statement that his wife was cured of rheumatism by the United
Doctors, that at the time of making the inquiry she was as bad as when she
not worse.
was taking treatment of the United Doctors,

"Muncie,

Ind., April

"After having suffered for over four years with nervous

1,

:

9,

The following testimonial of Mrs. A. W. Rice was printed in the Logansport
1912
(Ind.) Reporter, May
1911.

I

I

I

I

a

headaches, sleeplessness,
tired
feeling all the time, and being compelled to lay down nearly half the time, and during all this
time
had doctored with several physicians, some of whom said an operation was necessary,
had at last given up hope of ever being relieved
could not be cured.
and some told me
would try their wonderful treatment.
when
read of the United Doctors and decided that
"I have now treated with these specialists only eight weeks and in that time have gained
know that
am
over twenty pounds in weight and feel like an entirely different woman and
going to be entirely cured.
"The United Doctors are the only ones that have ever given me any relief, and
cannot
treatment, and
find their terms reasonable.
say too much in praise of their wonderful

I

I

I

I

I

I

"313 Queen

"Mrs.

Street."

A. W. Rice.

I

:

a

is

as follows
The report of the investigation of this testimonial
"When
semi-invalid met me at the door. She
called at the home of Mrs. A. W. Rice,
near-by chair before she coule! respond to my salutation. She
dropped into
told me she had not doctored with the United Doctors now in Muncie. She had
consulted the doctor now here, considered him of no account and never returned
Some two or three years ago one of the United Doctors by the
to his office.
pame of Stewart had prescribed for her and medicine gave her relief for
time.
a

a
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When I read the testimonial dated Jan. 24, 1912, bearing her signature, she be
came embarrassed and claimed she had written nothing within the past two years,
and had never written all that said testimonial contained.
Mrs. Rice is not well,
in any sense of the word."
MAKING CAPITAL

As

an instance
make capital out

OUT OF A SIMPLE

CONDITION

of the way in which the United Doctors and other quacks
of some simple condition the following testimonial of Mrs.

William E. Moon of Greentown, Ind.,

is interesting:
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"Greentown,

Ind., April

29,

1912.

"Gentlemen: — In the night of July 8, 1906, our little boy, who was three years old. began
to choke and gasp for breath.
He was so bad that we did not think he would live until we
could get the doctor, and from that time on up to one year ago, before we visited the United
Doctors, which was in October, 1911, he had the same spells every six or eight weeks, which
would last from eight to ten days.
For one year before we visited the United Doctors the
bad, loud, hard breathing bothered him all the time.
He coughed and breathed so hard and
loud that together with the constant care he required the rest of the family were worn out.
The condition could not be exaggerated.
He vomited great quantities of phlegm and about
all his nourishment.
He became pale and bloodless, and was not able to play or go to
school on account of the distressing symptoms.
We tried doctor after doctor, and bottles
and bottles of patent medicines, and almost smoked his eyes out, all to no avail, for he grew
worse all the time. Two of the best specialists in Evansville utterly failed to benefit him.
"On October 4, 1911, we began the United Treatment of the United Doctors.
Wonderful
to say, for it sounds like magic, the first night he slept like a new born babe, something he
had not done for a year before.
He has had no trouble since. He goes to school every day,
and can run and play with any boy.
He has picked up in flesh until trie neighbors hardly
know him.
"Mrs. Wm. E. Moon."

On inquiry into this wonderful case it was found by our informant that this
child was subject to ordinary spasmodic croup occasionally, which was relieved
In the hands of the United
by the family physician by the usual simple methods.
Doctors, however, the case becomes a horrible example of the failure of the ordi
nary doctor to recognize the true condition. This all helps to impress the public
with the great powers of the United Doctors.
Everything is grist to the testimonial mill of the quack. Any simple condition
may be given a terrifying name and when the condition becomes better, as it
would no doubt do without the valuable services of the United Doctors, much is
made of it in a testimonial.
Edna Steele of Bellaire, Ohio, went to the United Doctors, according to the
Wheeling (W. Va.), Register, May 24, 1912, and subsequently they printed the
following testimonial said to have been signed by her:
"To the Public: — I wish to ray a few words to the public about my past and present con
I felt very tired, I
When I first went to the United Doctors I felt very miserable.
dition.
My trouble was Kidney and Liver trouble
had bad headaches and I could not slqcp at nights.
When I went to the United Doctors I did not expect
from which I suffered over a year.
I now wish to tell other sufferers
such relief and especially in such a short space of time.
I have no more head aches, I sleep
like I used to be what six days' treatment did for me.
I state this absolutely
better and am once more cheerful and happier than I ever was before.
voluntarily
for it is due the public to know the wonders the United Doctors have accom
plished for me.
"Sincerely,

"3436 Trumble

St., Bellaire,

O."

"Edna Steele.

Investigation showed that Edna Steele had always been healthy and strong.
She was a domestic in a Wheeling hotel and was 25 years old. Because of some
slight indisposition she consulted the United Doctors in Wheeling who told her
she had liver and kidney disease. She is now well and the. UtUtSd. Doctors claim
great credit.

—— pyrin
AFTER NINETEEN YEARS
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Another group of advertisements showing their preposterous claims for cures, including
advertisements concerning
Mrs. K. Quandt and T. P. McCandless, whose testimonials and
the patieuts' replies to them will be found in the text of this article.
When asked by a physi
cian about the man with the "Seven Snakes in His Stomach" the "United" doctor grinned
and side-stepped and said the patient thought they were snakes, but that the advertisement
said they looked like snakes, and were "trail worms/' whatever they nmy be.
The statement
in the advertisement "Doctors Refuse to Treat Patients" is highly improbable — unless, per
chance, they had no money. The advertisement in the center of the illustration and the cen
tral one in the lower row represent the advertisements of infringers on the graft of Kinsey's
United Doctors, and are described by him as "Small Fry Fakers Who Live Off of the Reputa
tion of Great Men." The lower advertisement is that of Dr. H. V. Dresbach, who runs what
seems to be an independent "United Doctors" office at Joplin, Mo., and another at Pittsburg,
Kan.
He makes even more extravagant claims as a "great specialist" than Kinsey and his
The central figure in the group in the center of the illustration is Dr. James
hired men.
Monroe Hancock, formerly of Chicago, who is the chief promoter and manager of the United
This
Doctors, incorporated in Indiana with offices in Michigan City, Marion and Lafayette.
outfit uses the same methods as Kinsey's concern, and indeed, in their advertisements refer to
and use some of Kinsey's testimonials and refer to some of his other United Doctor offices.
He was formerly in the employ of Kinsey and opened and closed the Elmira, N. Y., office
was not
inside of two weeks for lack of business, and because one of his hired "specialists"
The other quit because his salary was
licensed in the state and was not allowed to practice.
at
Elmira
was
to
have
netted
a
loss
of
about
experiment
Hancock's
said
not paid, It is said.
Hancock seems to be an energetic individual and has recently started and is presi
$1,000.
dent of the United College of Chiropractors at Lafayette, Ind.
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SOME

TESTIMONIALS

PLAIN LIES

Occasionally a testimonial seems to be made out of whole cloth and the victim
after seeing it in print denies any responsibility for it. The testimonial of Mrs.
K. Quandt of 111 South Third Street, Streator, 111., which appeared in the Beloit
(Wis.) Free Press, April 18, 1912, and in many other papers, is an example :
"To

the Public:
suffering nine years from stomach and bowel trouble and having a miserable life
tried the United Doctors' treatment, though with very little hoj>e of getting
from headaches
I must say truthfully
better as I had tried four doctors and two lady doctors without aid.
am feeling fine and enjoy my meals,
that after one month of the United Doctors' treatment
and am a different person."

"After

I

When Mrs. Quandt was asked about this testimonial it is reported that she
stated that she did not write it ; that the treatment she received made her worse
and she had to discontinue it and was at that time being treated by her home
physician for a condition different from that stated by the United Doctors in
the testimonial which Mrs. Quandt asserts she did not write.
A

RELATIVE

BOOSTS

THE CAME

says that he is a real-estate dealer and resides at Mackinaw,
The South Bend (Ind.) News, Jan. 7, 1912, contains a long testimonial
from John D. Clark in which he praises the United Doctors highly for curing
him of constipation of sixteen years' standing which, he says, had made him a
He also
nervous wreck and at times rendered him utterly unfit for business.
boosts their game by including in his testimonial a statement that when he saw
what this wonderful new treatment was doing for him, he advised a friend
After going
who had gall-stones to go to the United Doctors for treatment.
the rounds of all the other doctors without relief, some of whom advised oper
ation, John D. persuaded his friend to go to the United Doctors. He fails to
state whether or not the United Doctors cured the gall-stone patient, but leaves
it to be inferred that they did.
On inquiry it was found that John D. Clark is connected by marriage with
Lee B. Kinsey, who manages the South Bend and other offices, and that during
the previous two years, at least, Mr. Clark had apparently been a perfectly
healthy man and had never been laid up a day during that time.

John D. Clark

111.

•

THE

LESSON

OF

THESE

TESTIMONIALS

a

is

;

it,

These testimonials illustrate the various and devious methods of the adver
tising quack specialist in obtaining material to bolster up his practice. They
are samples only. Many others could be given if there were space. They
are exactly on a par with those obtained and printed by the "patent-medicine"
fakers. They represent purchase, deception, misrepresentation of the condition
and what the patient intended to say about
and downright lying. But they
serve the purpose of ensnaring victims thus their documentary truth or falsity
not
matter really to be considered, for except commercially, they are utterly
worthless.

is

is

is

unfortunately true that even among educated and intelligent people the
ridiculous pretensions and the fraudulent testimonials of the quack are often
accepted at their face value and so the unwary fall easy victims. It should be
understood, however, that the money taken from the people for the alleged
service rendered by quacks
not the most deplorable feature of the business,
although in many instances money
taken from poor incurables who have been
deluded by their lying advertisement
into the belief that they can be cured when

It
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the money is actually needed for food. The most serious harm is done in
cruelly and futilely raising the hopes of patients with serious or even incurable

maladies.
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INFRINGEMENTS

ON

THE UNITED

DOCTORS'

CRAFT

RESENTED

As might readily be supposed the success of the scheme worked by the
United Doctors has not been overlooked by others, and the name "United
Doctors" with slight modifications has been appropriated by them, so that we
have the "United Doctors, Specialists," "Original United Doctors," "United
This infringe
Doctors, Incorporated" and "Northwestern United Doctors."
Doctors,
United
by
the
is
resented
form
of
swindle
ment on their particular
and in their advertisements
they complain of the "small-fry imitators" who
claim to have "something just as good" or "the same thing under a different
They say: "The phenomenal success of the United Doctors in curing
name."
old chronic and deep-seated diseases by their wonderful new system of treat
ment has brought forth a lot of swindlers pretending to have the same treat
This is an instance of the pot calling the kettle black. They even offer
ment."
in one of their advertisements
$100 reward for any person in Nebraska, Iowa,
Missouri or Kansas who convicts any doctors or persons of fraudulently
obtaining money by pretending to be the agents of the United Doctors. This
As a
offer of reward is set forth as a "WARNING TO SICK PEOPLE."
piece of skilful advertising this probably brings returns.
Among others who have appropriated the name "United Doctors" are
the United Doctors of Joplin, Mo., run by Dr. Harry V. Dresbach, who has
also recently opened an office at Pittsburg, Kan., and who exploits the "oxyoline
machine" and the "Alfalfa Remedies." Also the "United Doctors," incorpor
ated in Indiana by Dr. James Monroe Hancock, formerly of Chicago, and a
number of other men. This concern has offices at Michigan City, Marion and
Lafayette, Ind. Their advertising matter is practically the same as that of the
United Doctors owned by Kinsey, and they refer to his other offices and use
some of the same testimonials.
Hancock's latest move is the opening of the
United College of Chiropractors in Lafayette, Ind., as announced in the Lafay
ette Journal, Feb. 20, 1913. In this school chiropractors are to be made in sixty
days.

The "United Doctors, Specialists," "Original United Doctors" and the
"Northwestern United Doctors" and a host of other similar concerns, some of
which have been named above, do not establish offices, but visit certain places
for a day or two periodically or occasionally, after announcing their coming in
the local newspapers.
Otherwise their methods are much the same and the
advertising matter for these concerns is almost identical. They employ doctors
as Kinsey does and their equipment and services are, if possible, more worthless
than those of Kinsey's hired specialists.
The United Doctors seem also recently to have made a departure from their
usual plan. In some of their advertisements it is claimed that they have no
traveling or itinerant doctors who remain but a day or two in a place. Adver
tisements from Missouri, however, show that doctors from their "Institute" at
St. Joseph do visit neighboring cities, remaining one or two days.
Likewise
the physicians from the Decatur, 111., office make short visits to surrounding
cities. — {From The Journal A. M. A., March 1, 1913.)

THE UNITED
[

ARTICLE

DOCTORS
II ]

organization of counterfeit specialists, the United Doctors, whose
methods of preying on and deceiving the sick were exposed in The Journal,
That
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March 1, 1913, is still carrying on its swindling operations in many communi
ties, but we believe that our exposure has already worked much benefit to the
public. Business men's organizations, the courts and legislatures are taking
cognizance of the evils of this form of quackery.
The legislatures of many
states have passed laws to prevent fraud in advertising that will apply partic
ularly to the advertisements of medical quacks.
Business men's organizations,
in some instances in connection with public prosecutors, have taken up the
investigation of the methods of the United Doctors and other medical adver
tisers in their respective communities. Among these are the organizations in

Wheeling, W. Va., Huntington, W. Va., Trenton, N. J., Johnstown, Pa., Zanesville, Ohio, South Bend, Ind., and Oskaloosa, Iowa.
NEWSPAPER
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SOME

COMMENTS

More newspapers are seeing the light and recognizing the fact that the
printing of advertisements that aid in the swindling operations of quack doctors
is indefensible. The way a large number of newspapers have commented on
our exposure of the United Doctors and similar fraud is both encouraging and
A few selections may be worth while:
pleasing.
The York (Neb.) New Teller recently turned down the advertisement
offered by the United Doctors and introduced its comments with this in dis
play type:
"UNITED

DOCTORS

COMING

TO

YORK— HERE'S k FREE

AD

"Local Retailers' Association Has Opportunity to Protect Public from
Organized Grafters and Professional Renegades
"are the worst variety of fakes, quacks and swindlers — is this plain?"
"Invalids,

from the Poorer Classes,
Their Victims — Not a Professional
Organization but a Business Concern — Separating People from
Their Money Only Successful Operation."

Usually

The editor, in explaining, says :
"'Coming to York, United Doctors, Specialists.' That's the way an
announcement
received at this office not long ago reads, and considering

that they are willing to pay good money to have the fact announced they
evidently do not expect to lose by the visit. Fakes is Fakes whatever name
they travel under and the United Doctors, Specialists, are of the worst
variety because they are willing to extract money from sick people by
claiming untold powers in the healing of disease.

"The Journal of the American Medical Association is a publication
intended primarily to interest members of the medical profession and does
Naturally
not have a very wide reading outside the ranks of physicians.
much of the matter contained
in its pages is couched in terms which the
layman is not conversant with and naturally, too, there is more cheerful
literature than descriptions of interesting 'cases.' But every once in a while
The Journal prints things in its columns which everybody can understand
In the issue of March 1 there
and which are decidedly of general interest.
is an article entitled 'The United Doctors, the History and Methods of a
Fake Concern of Advertising

An abstract of the article in
lows and the editor says :

Quack Specialists.'"

The Journal

on the United

Doctors then fol

"A few days ago the New Teller received an order for advertising which was
Here is a clause from the matter in question.
It seems to indi
not accepted.
cate that the United Doctors who came to this neck of the woods are at least
first cousins of

The Journal's friends."
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Star of March

14, 1913, in an editorial in which it gives
on the United Doctors, says in regard to
the predecessor
and instructor of Ben W.

The Journal article

"Phenomenal Kraus" who was
Kinsey in the quack business :
"It is to be remembered that

a

6,

it,

After giving the substance of The Journal article the Star winds up by say
ing of the United Doctors :
"The concern seems to be an ordinary advertising company with no more
claim to call themselves specialists than any of the other medical frauds and
swindlers which impose on the people."
North Dakota is also a state which has been considered a good harvest field
for the United Doctors and quacks of a like kind, and some newspapers in that
state appreciate
their responsibility in this regard. The Napoleon (N. D.)
Homestead of March 31, 1913, has the following in regard to the "United
Doctors" :
"The Homestead has repeatedly received advertising matter from this con
cern for publication at a fair advertising rate but our lack of faith in its claims
has caused us speedily to consign same to the waste-basket."
A long abstract of The Journal article on the United Doctors is then given
and the chances are that the United Doctors will give Homestead a wide berth
hereafter.
In Jacksonville, Fla., and other cities of that state the "United Specialists"
and the "German-American Doctors" have carried on business by methods sim
ilar to those of the United Doctors. Dixie, a weekly paper with convictions
and courage to state them, has waged an unrelenting war on such quack insti
tutions, and through its efforts the licenses of many of these fake "specialists"
have been revoked.
Among these is George L. Dickerson and five or six mem
bers of his staff, who practiced in Jacksonville and other cities under the fore
going names. Dickerson formerly operated in Indiana, where his license was
revoked on account of his methods and because he loaned his diploma to his
brother, who is not a medical graduate.
The Seattle Sun, a daily paper, excludes the advertisements of quacks from
its columns and says that newspapers have no more right to permit lying in
their advertising columns than they have to print lies in their news and editorial
columns, and that newspapers which print quack medicine advertisements know
that these advertisements
are filled with lies.
An account of the work being
done by the Sun against concerns similar to the United Doctors is given in
The Journal, June 7, 1913. Prosecutions in the courts by swindled patients,
action by the county medical society, the persistent efforts of the Sun against
them and the intention expressed by the public prosecutor in Seattle to pros
ecute these swindlers under the recently enacted law in Washington to prevent
fraud in advertising have already done much to cripple their activities and will
no doubt drive them from Seattle.
The Johnstown (Pa.) Tribune does not, if it knows
accept misleading
medical advertising, such as that of the United Doctors, and in the issue of
March
1913, during the time the United Doctors and similar institutions were
under investigation by the Johnstown Chamber of Commerce, in
long editorial
says, among other things
"It
our opinion that the so-called 'institute' doctors advertising to catch
the chronic invalid, failing to attach names and identities to their advertise
ments, calling attention to superior equipment, and promising cures, are, as
rule, unworthy of the profession of medicine and not to be entrusted with that
confidence
which should prevail between doctor and patient.

is

It

...

a

is

:

it
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some years ago a man under this name came
to Peoria and started a general cure-all, stating that he was about to build a
large hospital for the amelioration of the afflicted."
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utterly without warrant to assert that any combination of doctors, 'institute'
doctors or otherwise, have or could have any greater degree of success than
the faithful and competent men who answer to the call of the sick and injured,
day after day, night after night, during the best years of their lives." The
Tribune believes that "it has a duty to perform in warning individuals against
the persuasive qualities of medical advertising" and "it does believe, and says
so, that there are large opportunities for deception in permitting the publication
of uncensored advertisements of doctors who withhold their names from their
announcements."
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ACTION BY LOCAL

COURTS

The action of local courts against the United Doctors in various places is
illustrated by two instances from Texas.
At Quanah, Tex., G. Schreiber of Kansas City according to the Quanah
Tribune, was arrested and fined before Judge Bannister for illegal practice of
medicine.
The Tribune says :
"Schreiber belongs to the celebrated firm of United Doctors. They have
and claim to be able to cure
been doing considerable advertising hereabouts
any and everything. County Attorney Crowder, who tricked this rascal, gives
a very good idea of the methods these quacks pursue."
How the county attorney sent the deputy sheriff, a perfectly healthy young
man, to the United Doctors complaining of some slight illness is then described.
After a pretended examination Schreiber proceeded to try to frighten the
young man into the belief that unless he took a course of Schreiber's treat
The officer excused himself
ment, he would soon be in a hopeless condition.
On his return Schreiber was
on the plea that he would go and get the money.
arrested.
Two other doctors with Schreiber succeeded in getting away before
warrants could be served on them. The Tribune then says :
"It is said that there are over 200 of these 'specialists' working Texas at
present and we hope the example set at Quanah will be followed all over the
state and the rascals driven out before they have been able to harm too many
people."

At Lockhart, Tex., W. D. Rea and G. W. Bourne, two traveling representa
tives of the United Doctors, were recently arrested for illegally practicing
After the usual newspaper announcement of "free consultation" and
medicine.
"free treatment, except for the cost of medicines," they arrived in Lockhart,
They declared that he had
and a healthy man was sent to consult them.
diabetes and could not live six months unless treated by them, for which they
Complaint was filed by the public prosecutor and on their
demanded $45 cash.
They
conviction a jail sentence of one hour and a fine of $50 were imposed.
arrangements
cities
in
canceled
their
in
other
leave
the
state
and
agreed to
An account of this was printed in
which they had advertised their coming.
the Austin (Tex.) Statesman, Feb. 19, 1913.
PROSECUTIONS

AT JOHNSTOWN,

PA.

According to the Johnstown Daily Democrat, May 17, 1913, (following
investigation by the Johnstown Chamber of Commerce), "charges of illegal
practice of medicine were preferred yesterday afternoon against L. D'Orville
Chabut, John E. Byrne and Harold Jackson, doing business here under the
Inquiry of the State Bureau of Medical Educa
name of the United Doctors."
tion and Licensure brought the reply that none of the above-named men was
licensed to practice medicine in Pennsylvania.
Jackson and Byrne were then
arrested, but Chabut, it is said, left Johnstown before the warrant could be
served, and a Dr. Kaufman, having a state license, was hurriedly brought to
the Johnstown office. At the hearing before the magistrate, conducted by the
district attorney, Byrne swore that he was not posing as a doctor, but was
only a clerk, and Jackson put up a like defense, that he was the business
manager.
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In the Daily Democrat, May 23, and subsequent issues, Harold Jackson as
business manager printed a number of articles (evidently paid advertisements,
though not so marked as required by law) in which he attacked the American
Medical Association "and its inner workings."
He presented the usual twaddle
of the League for Medical Freedom as to the American Medical Association
being a "doctors' trust," and otherwise showed the most profound ignorance in
regard to its organization. One of these articles is signed by our friend of the
many aliases, Dr. L. F. Elston, now manager of the office of the United Doctors'
office in Trenton, N. J., as "member of the Trenton Chamber of Commerce."
Inquiry brought the reply that Elston joined the Trenton Chamber of Commerce
as an individual, but it is safe to say that Elston's attempt to use the name of the
organization to lend respectability to the methods of the United Doctors will
not be relished by the Trenton organization or approved by it.
Concerning the foregoing series of articles by the United Doctors the South
29, 1913), published in South Fork, a small city near Johns
town, has this to say :

a

is

is

is

a

a

it

it

It

a

a

it,

"During the last week the Johnstown papers have given much space to
attacks on the American Medical Association, or, as they are pleased to call
'the Medical Trust,' which have
tendency to mislead the public, or at
time, usually
very short time, their good fam
least make them forget for
ily doctor.
said that the 'stuff referred to has been running as paid
advertising, but
has not been marked as such and therefore one cannot be
blamed for holding the opinion that
printed as news or opinions of the
another matter.
The
various editors. Why they take such
stand
charges contained in these articles are too absurd to repeat, except that they
intimate that all doctors affiliated with the American Medical Association
are banded together to hoodwink suffering humanity. If such were the case
this country would be in
bad state."
TROUBLE

IN THE UNITED

DOCTORS*

CAMP AT TRENTON

is

is

a

it

a

a

is

At Trenton, N. J., according to the Trenton Times, the "specialists" of the
United Doctors have been having trouble among themselves.
Dr. L. F. Elston
the manager.
He was formerly at Wheeling, W. Va. Herman Spangler was
"specialist" in the Trenton office. On account of some difficulty
employed as
with Elston, Spangler left him, opened an office of his own near the office of the
United Doctors, and employed the same advertising methods, testimonials, etc.
warrant sworn out by Elston, Spangler was arrested, charged with stealing
On
medicines, bottles, labels and other property from the office of the United Doc
was
tors and was also accused of practicing medicine illegally. At the hearing
brought out and admitted by Spangler that he was
graduate of an alleged
He
osteopathic school in Chicago and had no New Jersey license of any sort.
had removed the word "Osteopath" from his sign and was practicing regular
medicine.
He was sent to jail, but was later released on bail.
The deeper the inquiry goes into these quacks and their methods, the more
sordid
the mess which
disclosed.
Lying, cheating, false representation,
evasion, the breaking of statute and moral law, false pretense and the robbing
of the victim of both his money and, in many instances, his chance for life, make
up the sum of the activities of the quack. — (From The Journal A. M. A., Aug.
9,

1913.)

Later Developments Concerning the United Doctors
[The United Doctors organization, since its establishment by Ben W. Kinsey
number of the
in 1908 and 1909, has not held together as one organization, but
men who first started in as the hired men of Kinsey have become promoters of
separate organizations under the same name. However, they all seem to have
close community of interest, as evidenced by references in their advertisements

a

a
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and in their stationery to the "Institutes" throughout the country. The offices
in Ohio, West Virginia, Pennsylvania and New Jersey have as their chief pro
moters Dr. L. F. Elston, a man of many aliases, whom we have frequently
referred to, Harold Jackson and C. W. Ihle, with perhaps some others.
Lee B.
Kinsey, brother of Ben W. Kinsey, makes his headquarters in South Bend, Ind.,
and has a number of offices in that state and is closely associated with the
offices in western Ohio — Dayton, Hamilton, etc.
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James M. Hancock, with C. H. Jones, Joel Waldron and Ray M. Van Cleave
have a separate incorporated organization of United Doctors in Indiana with
offices at Lafayette and Marion. The office at Michigan City has been abandoned.
At Lafayette, Hancock and his associates attempted to start a "college" of
"chiropractic" with one room, a second-hand desk and a few chairs, advertising
to make "chiropractors" in sixty days.
It was not a success.
The headquarters of Ben W. Kinsey's organization are now in Omaha, where
he has associated with him Dr. Hugh Hover, Dr. Harry S. Brevoort and others.
Warren D. Scott, who was formerly associated with Kinsey, it is said, runs a
number of offices under the name of the United Doctors in Iowa— Waterloo,
Marshalltown, Boone, etc.
The office in Erie, Pa., has been abandoned, and the office at Johnstown experi
enced a great slump in its business following the prosecutions by the local
authorities for illegal practice of medicine.
Dr. Elston, one of the promoters, in
October, 1913, opened an office in Harrisburg under the name of "Triple System
Doctors," an evident effort to get away from the unsavory reputation of the
United Doctors.

In West Virginia the offices at Huntington and Parkersburg have been closed
and the office at Wheeling is about to be abandoned following suits for debt and
the filing of charges and revocation of the licenses of A. O. McClelland and Silas
Roberts, two of their hired men in Wheeling, where they practiced under the
names of United Doctors and All Nations Medical Co., or Pelvic Specialists.
The licenses were reinstated on technicalities, but the notoriety gained in these
prosecutions and the exposure of their methods sadly crippled their fraudulent
business.

In Ohio the offices at Columbus, Springfield, Marion and Newark have been
At Marion they left, it is said, with their office rent unpaid, and in
Springfield it is reported they were sued for bills for advertising and for drugs.
At various places in Ohio offices are run by the same promoters under the name
of "Interstate Doctors," and when the United Doctors abandoned the Columbus
office it was occupied by the "Botanical Doctors."] — (From pamphlet "Medical
Institutes," 1917.)
closed.

A News Item
"A

constable sale of the personal effects of the United Doctors who maintained offices for
Block, corner of Second Street and Western Avenue, took place
a time in the Montgomery
The sale was to satisfy a
this morning under the direction of Constable William Nelson.
claim of $150 for rent which Mrs. Fannie T. Montgomery had against the physicians." — Mus
kegon (Mich.) Chronicle.

The preceding item would have a familiar sound to landlords, newspapers and
others in various towns where the United Doctors formerly held forth, as in
Springfield, Marion and Newark, Ohio. Among the great "Specialists" who
supplied the Muskegon office of the United Doctors during its brief career were
A. E. Weed and Harold K. Bryant— (Modified from The Journal A. M. A.,
March 21, 1914.)
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Another News Item
The latest town to be abandoned by the United Doctors is South Bend, Ind.,
where Lee B. Kinsey, brother of Ben W. Kinsey, the original promoter, lived and
had his headquarters. From there he directed the offices at South Bend, Elk
hart, Kokomo, Muncie and Evansville, Ind., and several in northern and west
Most of these offices, like the one
ern Ohio and a number of offices in Michigan.
at Muskegon, Mich., where the owners were sued for rent, died a natural death.
The office at South Bend which had been making a desperate struggle for some
time, in a last spurt advertised in the South Bend and nearby Indiana and Mich-
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Facsimile of an affidavit showing the manner in which the United Doctors fulfil their
This occurred at the recently opened
''promise" of "free examination and free treatment."
office at New

Caslle,

Fa.

igan papers about the middle of February that the "President of the Medical
Staff of the United Doctors" would be in South Bend for a week. Everybody
of the opportunity to see this
was advised to come in and take advantage
Evidently
"past master in the art of healing." His name was not mentioned.
the invitation to come in was not accepted to any great extent, for shortly
was made that Dr. S. M. Bartlett, who had supplied the
the announcement
office for a year or more, had succeeded the United Doctors and was occupy
Bartlett now advertises' under the name "Dr. S. M.
ing the same offices.
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Bartlett, Specialist," and in his advertisements calls himself "Master Specialist
in chronic diseases."
He is an example of the way in which the United Doctors
make "specialists" in a short time out of indifferent or poor material, and
foist them on the public as men with special skill and training. Bartlett gradu
College in Indiana, which went out of
ated in 1904 at the Physio-Medical
existence in 1909. Until a little over two years ago he practiced at Oakford,
Howard County, Ind., a town of ISO inhabitants, which has not supported a
physician since he left. After leaving Oakford he became one of the hired
men of the United Doctors at Kokomo, Ind., where he was immediately made
one of the United Doctors' "great specialists," and was then transferred to
the South Bend office.— (From The Journal A. M. A., April 25, 1914.)
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ITINERANT

"UNITED

DOCTORS"

Many of our readers will remember that in 1913 1 The Journal published
some articles dealing with a malodorous organization of quacks called the
"United Doctors." The moving spirit of this concern was one Ben W. Kinsey.
THE

It

MANCHESTER

ORGANIZATION

appears that there is still another organization that has been con
ducted under the name "United Doctors."
The concern previously dealt with,
while not staying very long at any one place, usually opened offices and made
a pretense of becoming a permanent resident of the towns in which it operated.
The later brand of "United Doctors" has been a one-day-stand affair, coming
to country towns, after having liberally advertised their visit, and plying
their trade in the rooms of the hotel at which they stayed.
The general manager of this outfit is one Burton Edgar Manchester, who
also seems to have operated an advertising agency, under the name GrahamMiller Company2 of Milwaukee, Wis., which "placed" the advertising for the
From our records, it appears that Manchester obtained a
"United Doctors."
diploma from the Medical Department of the University of Buffalo in 1886.
His disposition to wander seems pronounced.
It appears that in 1886 he was
in Buffalo; in 1890 and 1893 in Royalton, N. Y.; in 1900 in Syracuse, N. Y.
In 1902 he had migrated to Crandon, Wis. Between 1904 and 1906 he seems
1.

Aug.

now

The first article appeared in The Journal, A. M. A., March
9,

1913.

News

items also were published

March

21,

1914,

1, 1913; the second article,
and April 25, 1914.

attorney for the Wisconsin
2. Some time ago Mr. A. C. Umbreit,
State "Board of Medical
Examiners, sent The Journal the following information
regarding the Graham-Miller Com
"With reference to the Graham-Miller
pany and its connection with the United Doctors:
Company supposed to be the advertising agents of the United Doctors, this concern is unknown
here. Their name does not appear in the telephone directory nor in the city directory.
In
looking up the address given upon the letter-head of this concern
I found such
There was not even a
address to correspond to a small rear office in a small office building.
sign on the door, but the directory board of the building indicated the concern as occupying
The room referred to was
room No. 2, the name being given as Graham-Miller Company.
occupied by a typewriter and its operator, some packages apparently containing medicines and
I made inquiries among reput
other liquids and some papers and other nondescript matter.
able advertising agents here about this concern and none of them have ever heard of it. As
to the supposed extensive laboratory of the United Doctors located at 531 E. Water St., I find
The
that the place corresponding to this number is the ground floor of a small store building.
sign indicates that the space is occupied by the Gould Pharmacal Company, and it appears
it is a small drug jobbing
Apparently
that one Paul Graw is proprietor of this concern.
Nothing about the place indicated a laboratory of any size or description."
house.
Later Mr. Umbreit wrote: "The Graham-Miller Company still has its headquarters in the
They apparently occupy four rooms
Cary Bldg., a two-story office building on a side street.
the words: 'United Doctors/ entrance
and on the door of one of the rooms are written
through the office of the Grah.im-Miller Co. This name does not appear in the city directory
nor in the telephone book."

...
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to have been at Peshtigo, Wis., and Crystal Falls, Mich. In 1908, Menominee,
Mich., was his place of abode, while in 1911 he had moved on to Green Bay,
Wis., drifting from there to Milwaukee. Investigation has shown that Man
chester's professional record at various places has been strictly in keeping
with the class of business in which he is at present engaged. In December,
1915, Manchester was arrested in Kalamazoo, Mich., in connection with his
activities as head of the United Doctors concern.
The complaint against him
was signed by Dr. Beverley D. Hanson, secretary of the Michigan Board of
The case against him was nolle prossed by the
Registration in Medicine.
prosecuting attorney when Manchester agreed to keep out of Michigan in the
future.
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newspaper publisher who accepted the advertisements
of the
to sign a card similar to this and return it to Manchester.

THE

OHIO

United Doctors

was

CIRCUIT

has been "working" Ohio — and therein
poor judgment. Manchester's method was to hire men who, pre
sumably, had the legal right to practice medicine in the states in which the
"United Doctors" wanted to advertise and do business.
The names of the
physicians, of course, did not appear. The advertisements which were put out
by Manchester through his "advertising agency" (!) notified the gullible that
the "specialists" of the "United Doctors" would be in town on a certain date
for one day only and could be seen from 9 a. m. to 8 p. m. at the hotel named
in the advertisement.

During

the past year Manchester

he showed

Manchester's contract with his hirelings was sometimes that of "fifty-fifty"
on the net profits. Manchester prepared the itinerary, paid for the advertising,
furnished the "report blanks" and also the drugs prescribed by his case-taker.
The hireling doctors, on their part, were supposed to send in daily reports
to the Milwaukee office, giving the name, address and ailment of, and the
financial capacity of, and prospect of fees from, the victims. After paying for
the advertising and, presumably, the "advertising agency's" commission (Man
chester being the "agency"), and paying also {or the drugs (which Manchester
furnished from an alleged laboratory in Milwaukee) and, in addition, paying
the railroad and hotel expenses of the hireling, what was left from the daily
intake was divided between Manchester and his employees, Manchester always
getting at least half— frequently more.
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For the "Ohio Circuit" Manchester hired two men, G. W. W. W. Walker
and Theodore Jacobsen.
Walker and Jacobsen, finding how easy the money
came, apparently concluded that it was not worth while to split the profits
with Manchester. After familiarizing themselves with the United Doctors brand
of quackery, they started out "on their own," appropriating not only the trade
name "United Doctors," but the style of advertising and follow-up letters,
etc., used by Manchester.
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This was the status of affairs when the
Killits of the District Court of the United

case came before Judge John M.
States, Northern District of Ohio.
Before considering the question of issuing an injunction, Judge Killits, who
seems to have a keen appreciation of the menace of quackery to the public
health, directed the Ohio State Medical Board to determine whether or not
Manchester was legally entitled to practice medicine in the state of Ohio. To
the consternation of plaintiff and defendant alike, the state medical board
served subpoenas on Jacobsen and Walker to appear at its meeting on October
3 and show cause why the board should not revoke their licenses.
They were
charged with violating the Ohio Medical Practice Act in that they were guilty
(1) of splitting fees; were guilty (2) of "grossly unprofessional and dishonest
conduct," based on their newspaper advertising and were guilty (3) of being
connected professionally with an illegal practitioner, Manchester. After the
hearing the licenses of Drs. G. W. W. W. Walker and Theodore Jacobsen
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were revoked.

COMING TO\
Elwood, HebraBka.

UNITED DOCTORS SPECIALIST
WILL BE AT THE

Simpson Hotel

Monday February

.

19*

QqeDayOnly Hours 9 A. M to 6 p. M
IsaxlaMiImttn it uan*lasstrf rfrpxjh u tkt
Tr«tB*s1
*f Ctrnk himn

Offer Their Service*
Free of Charge

TheUnitedDoctors,licensedbytheStateof
ejrpertain tbe treat
mentof disease!of tbc Mood,liver, stom
ach. Intestines,skin, nerves,beart.spleen.
Sidneysor bladder,diabetee,bed-wetting,
rheumatism,
sciatica,tapeworm,leftulcers,
appendicitis,stall»(oaea,goitre,piles,etc..
withoutoperation,and are toowell known
in this locality iq need furthermention.
Call and see (hem.it costs younothing.
IwawhM.wi*c»«*r«

Bebraflka

Photographic
reproduction
by the United Doctors.
are filled in on a typewriter.
used

(reduced) of typical advertising copy (of smaller advertisements)
Notice that the name of the hotel, date of visit, town and state

On October 16, Judge Killits handed down li is opinion in the case. This
opinion is not only admirable in itself, but so succinctly describes the case
before the court that we make no apology for giving it here in full :

'This is an action to restrain alleged unfair competition. The bill of complaint was filed
An examination of the bill and its exhibit suggests very clearly that the
on Sept. 5, 1916.
(assuming that the allegations are true) were violating whatever rights the com
defendants
plainant had in the premises, and if the complainant's business were ligitimate and entitled
to the protection of the court, the case is one in which an injunction would clearly lie. We also
note that, if complainant's business were illegitimate, his methods and manner of conducting
it were shown to be so accurately copied by defendants that they could not complain of any
restraint imposed by the court on their action. We therefore granted a temporary restrain
ing order.
.
to the bill alleging that the complainant
"The defendant filed a
was seeking to
-e °f Ohio; that the complainant was in court with 'unclean*
protect an illegal busin
(jiC1
, filed a motion for leave to file an amended bill, and the
bands. The comp
^.unig
on the motion of the defendants to dismiss the case on the
matter is now b- , t9l aucf
i 'n:PK-*
grounds urged against the original pleading.
The amended bill is
amended bill fo
to be filed on condition that the exhibits attached to the original bill
permitted by tb ,jrie amended complaint.
are made part •
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"Complainant
alleges therein that he is licensed to practice medicine in the states of New
York and Wisconsin; that his citizenship is in the state of New York, but because of his
business and calling he is temporarily a resident of the state of Wisconsin; that at Milwaukee
and compounding and sale of drugs under the
he maintains laboratories for the manufacture
He asserts that he has given special study and 'most of his
trade name of 'United Doctors.'
attention to the subject of certain diseases and their treatment and the healing thereof; that
many states by means of agreements with other
he has extended his business throughout
physicians who were licensed and duly qualified by law to practice in the several states where
their practice was carried on.
"Briefly, complainant carried on his business in the state of Ohio, being the business which
he seeks to protect by his appeal to this court, by entering into contracts in writing with physi
cians qualified to practice medicine in the state of Ohio, by the terms of which contract these
local physicians are to be advertised in the various newspapers and periodicals circulating
within the state as 'United Doctors Specialists' who will visit selected places from time to time
It is their duty to consult with patients, diagnose cases, recommend
and meet the afflicted.
medicines in consultation with the complainant, and suggest the purchase of the necessary
Exhibits have been offered to the
remedies from complainant's laboratories in Milwaukee.
court showing, special and confidential instructions
to
his physician agents by complainant, in which they
are especially enjoined to report to him the financial
capacity and disposition of the persons allured by the
advertisements of the 'United Doctors,* and the pros*
Pect for fees therefrom, with recommendations as to
amounts of charges to be made in each instance. [All
italics arc ours. — Ed.]
A ONE

HUNDRED THOUSAND

DOLLAR BUSINESS

"The defendants, Jacobson and Walker, were at one

time employed by the complainant to pose as 'spe
cialists'
representing
the 'United Doctors,'
and to
travel from advertised points to points within
the
state
of Ohio.
Contracts shown between the com
plainant and his local representatives, including de
fendants, disclose that the traveling 'specialists' were
to receive a percentage of the profits of the business
created by them, this percentage varying somewhat,
as the . exhibits
show, according to the terms which
the complainant
is able to make with the respective
hirelings.
The complainant alleges that his business
within the state of Ohio has exceeded in gross $100,000
in receipts in the last five years.
THE NEWSPAPERS'

"The bill further

SHARE OF THE LOOT

says that the advertisements pub
complainant and under his authority 'have
been worked out with great care and are the products
of long experience of your orator in his method of
doing business'; that complainant is the sole. proprietor
of the entire business carried on under the trade name
and style of 'United Doctors,* and that he has spent
within the state of Ohio the sum of $25,000 in adver
tising in country newspapers the business which he
carries on under that name and through his represen
tatives.
"The defendants, Jacobsen and Walker, after ceas
ing their contractual relationship with complainant in
the early summer of the current year, seeing, doubt
less, no legitimate reason why they should divide with
their Milwaukee employer the profits of this business,
concluded to work the people entirely to their own
of
Greatly reduced reproductions
characteristic
advertisements of the
advantage, and, appropriating both the name and ex
Occasionally,
as
Doctors.
United
actly the methods of tjeir late principal, established
'
will be noted above, the names of
an office in the city c Cleveland,
styling themselves
have
been
physicians
the hireling
also 'United Doctors,'
peri
t.. -* eding to advertise
This, however, is unusual.
given.
odical trips to various cou.fighd;owns
by copying in
precise terms the advertisemenvs ^phich had heralded
One of these adverfia -nents will suffice
their approach when representing the complainant.
It is that of
the general manner of the business attempted to be carried ou.
to illustrate

lished

by
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defendants,
but with the exception of the hour and place and the last words, 'Laboratories
Ohio,' it is copied, wording and punctuation, from the advertising matter of the
Cleveland,
which he had 'worked out with great care' and which he assures us 'are the
complainant
We quote from the
in his method of doing business.'
products of long experience
Monroeville (Ohio) Spectator, Aug. 16, 1916, as follows:

...

coming, ;back
United Doctors Specialist Will Again Be at Bellevue,
Ohio, Friday, August 25th, Hotel Bourdette
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ONE DAY
Hours

9

ONLY

A. M. to 8 P. M. Remarkable Success of
Talented Physicians in the Treatment
of Chronic Diseases.
Offer Services
Free of Charge

These

The United Doctors Specialist licensed by the State of Ohio, for the treatment of
all diseases including deformities, nervous and chronic diseases of men, women and
children, offer to all who call on this trip, consultation, examination, advice free, mak
ing no charge- whatever, except the actual cost of treatment. All that is asked in
return for these valuable services is that every person treated will state the result
obtained to their friends and thus prove to the sick and afflicted in every city and
locality that at last treatments have been discovered that are reasonably sure and
certain in their effect.
The United Doctors are experts in the treatment of chronic diseases and so great
and wonderful have been their results that in many cases it is hard to find the dividing
line between skill and miracle.
Diseases of the stomach, intestines, liver, b!ood, skin, nerves, heart, spleen, rheu
matism, sciatica, tape-worm, leg ulcer, weak lungs, and tho?e afflicted with long-standing
deep seated, chronic diseases that have baffled the skill of the family physicians should
not fail to call.
Deafness often has been cured in sixty days.
According to their system no more operations for appendicitis, gall stones, tumors,
goiter, piles, etc., as all cases accepted will be treated without operation or hypodermic
injection, as they were among the first in America to earn the name of "Bloodless
Surgeons," by doing away with the knife, with blood and with all pain in the successful
treatment of these dangerous diseases.
No matter what your ailment may be, no matter what others may have told you, no
matter what experience you may have had with other physicians, it will be to your ad
Have it forever settled in your mind.
If your case is
vantage to see them at once.
Do not
incurable they will give you such advice as may relieve and stay the disease.
put off this duty you owe yourself or friends or relatives who arc suffering because of
your sickness, as a visit at this time may help you.
Worn-out and run-down men or women no matter what your ailment may be, call, it
costs you nothing.
Remember, this free offer is for this visit only.
Married ladies come with their husbands and minors with their parents.
Laboratories, Cleveland, Ohio.

"Our

attention is called by the defendants

to Section

1275 of the General

Code of Ohio as

amended in 1915 — 105 Ohio Laws 178, to support their contention that plaintiff's (as well as
their own) business is illegal in this state. This section provides that a license to practice
medicine within the state of Ohio may be revoked by the state medical board for grossly unpro
fessional or dishonest conduct and by specific language of the statute, these words are declared
to mean among other things, 'all advertising of medical practice in which extravagantly worded
statements intended or having a tendency to deceive or defraud the public are made,' and also
'any division of fees or charges or any agreement or arrangement to share fees or charges made
by any physician or surgeon with any other physician or surgeon or with any other person.'
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"It

DOG

to enlarge by argument on the proposition that the advertisement quoted
violate* the spirit and letter of the section to which we have referred, and that the financial
arrangement between the complainant and his representatives is likewise obnoxious to the
Undoubtedly
complainant's
These conclusions are too plain for extended discussion.
statute.
is unnecessary
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The advertisement which we quote is
in this state 'split' fees with him.
representative
claimed by complainant as his very own; he puts it forth to the public as the statement of the
qualifications of himself and his 'specialists'; one prominent grievance against defendants which
he seeks to have alleviated by court action in his case is that they employ his language to
claim for themselves the same miraculous powers which he ascribes to himself and his repre
Yet he does not even pretend in his complaint that he has
sentatives in this advertisement.
himself the comprehensive and profound professional qualifications which one would assume
He contents himself, as we
from this advertisement were enjoyed by the 'United Doctors.'

TO

Mound City, Kansas.
United

Doctors' Specialist

Will be at the Hotel Brooks,

Monday, Jan. 25, 1915

ONE DAY ONLY

Hours 9 a. m. to 6 p
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Laboratories. Milwaukee. Wisconsin

A typical United Doctors advertisement

(greatly

reduced).

have quoted elsewhere from the complaint, with affirming that he has made a special study and
given much attention to 'certain chronic diseases,' whatever they may be; nor does he hint any
where in his complaint that he employs representatives in this state who have anything more
Apparently he did not dare to aver that he
than the most ordinary medical qualifications.
engages in behalf of sufferers allured by such advertising the medical skill which remotely meas
It, as well as its fellows, we feel justified in
ures up to the encomiums of this advertisement.
saying, is phrased in the language of a charlatan, of one who would prey on credulity born of
suffering and weakness. At least it must be the judgment of any intelligent and moderately
informed person that complainant's advertising promises the impossible tnd is so extravagantly
worded as to be considered deceptive, and, when we consider it in connection with the method
by which he conducts his business in Ohio and with the fact of his personal irresponsibility as a
nonresident of the state for malpractice, it seems very clear to this court that we must regard
that business to be essentially fraudulent and against public policy.
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"It is urged in his behalf that this business was established before the law in question was
enacted in Ohio, and it is also somewhat naively suggested that we have nothing to do with
the character of hi3 business inasmuch as it may be legitimate elsewhere, but should protect his
'
This it seems to us i-s but begging the
good-will and trade name in Ohio as a property right.
The validity of the Ohio act of 1915 has not been questioned and we are not dis
question.
posed to question it.
It is clearly in the interest of good faith and public welfare, and to
enable one of the most deserving professions to be of the greatest possible service to people.
The state at any time, in the interest of the welfare of its people, may legislate into illegality
practices
which theretofore were legal for want of legislative attention, and no rights in
conflict with a reasonable exercise of the state's police power may ever be said to be vested.
INJUNCTION

DENIED— COMPLAINANT
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"What the complainant is asking

PAYS

COSTS

court to do is to protect him in the transaction of a
business in this state which is reprobated by its laws; to permit him to make contracts with
physicians in Ohio, the performance of which by them in this state would be to put them into
opportunity as well as temptation to defraud, and which ought, by law, to result in the for
feiture of their right to practice medicine at all and to subject them to criminal prosecution.
Of course no court of equity would ever stand for such a practice.
"There is no other disposition of this case possible than to dismiss the bill at the cost of
the complainant."
the

Summed up, then, it seems that the United Doctors' brand of quackery is
no longer to be tolerated in the state of Ohio. Manchester, the chief offender,
is stamped as an undesirable by the courts and is denied relief in his plea
for an injunction against Walker and Jacobsen, and is made to pay the cost
of his appeal. The defendants in the case, Jacobsen and Walker, have had
their licenses to practice in Ohio revoked.

In addition to the forthright action of Judge Killits, no little credit for this
public service devolves on Dr. George H. Matson, secretary of the Ohio State
Medical Board, and Mr. G. V. Sheridan, executive secretary of the Ohio State
Medical Association. Both of these gentlemen attended the second hearing of
the court records
the Manchester case in Toledo and carefully investigated
showing the various counter charges. The case is discussed at some length in
the October issue of the Ohio State Medical Journal which was published before
In closing, the Ohio State
the licenses of Jacobsen and Walker were revoked.
Medical Journal well says :
"The state medical board is determined to press this case to the limit.
There has been too much itinerant quackery in Ohio. The amendment to
materially strengthens the power
the law adopted by the last legislature
of the board in dealing with medical crooks. With this increased power,
those who are familiar with the situation believe that it will/ now be pos
sible to inaugurate a state wide campaign on traveling quacks and perma
nently separate them from the source of their 'easy' money.
"Hasten

that

day !" — (From

The Journal A. M. A., Nov.

11,

1916.)
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BRINKLER— "FOOD EXPERT"
H. Brinkler of Washington, D. C, has for some time

G.
been advertising
a "food expert" and "food specialist."
His business was conducted on the
He sold no foods but purported to sell expert advice on
mail-order plan.
dieting. In effect, Brinkler pretended to treat and cure any disease by pre
scribing a particular diet for the individual suffering from that disease.
Brinkler is neither a physician, a pharmacist nor a chemist yet, until the
federal authorities put him out of business, he obtained money from people for
opinions that he expressed on medicine, pharmacy and chemistry.
Brinkler, as
a quack, sold worthless advice instead of drugs.
In the hearings before the
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, Dr. L. F. Kebler, Chief of
Committee
the Division of Drugs of the Bureau of Chemistry, U. S. Department of Agri
culture, referred to the fraudulent business carried on by G. H. Brinkler.
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as

Dr. Kebler said :
"Through published advertisements
and otherwise this party enters into
with the sick and the well and by specious promises induces
correspondence
them to purchase letters of advice pertaining to diet.
He represents that the
advice given in these letters, if followed, will effect a cure of all diseases,
including cancer, Bright's disease, diabetes, etc., and that it will bring about
and maintain a permanent state of good health."
Dr. Kebler, after quoting a number of extracts from Brinkler's "literature"
to illustrate the nature of the claims made by this quack, continued :
"No one acquainted with the disease or diseased conditions involved would
According to his own statement, Mr. Brinkler,
make such representations.
the promoter of this scheme, is neither a physician, a pharmacist nor a chemist.
It would, therefore, appear that these claims and representations are made
for the purpose of misleading and deceiving the public."
BUTTER

THE CAUSE OF DEAFNESS

!

Brinkler's advertisements
were usually headed "Popular Educational Food
Campaign," and were so arranged as to give the impression that Brinkler
himself was connected with some department of the government.
His claims
and statements indicate that the fraudulence of his operations was exceeded
only by his ignorance of the subject in which he professed to be a specialist.
According to Brinkler, certain foods cause tumors, cough and "catarrh"; too
much cream, butter and cheese may produce deafness and discharging ears ;
some foods "make one Nervous, Shy and Low-Spirited," others produce "the
finest quality of Vitality, Electricity, Magnetism or Intelligence."
In his advertising, Brinkler urged that ten cents be sent for his "valuable
The inference was
instructive booklet" entitled, "The New Brainy Diet System."
that this booklet would give valuable advice on diet ; as a matter of fact, it was
merely an advertising pamphlet devoted to the further exploitation of Brinkler
and his alleged system. A large part of the pamphlet consisted of testimonials
of the usual type, and those familiar with the literature of quackery will not
be surprised to learn that one of the testimonials was from Willard H. Morse,
M.D., F.S.Sc. (Lond.), that prolific producer of fake analyses and worthless
testimonials. It appeared in the form of a "report" to the "Society of Science,
Letters and Arts of London" — a "society" to which many quacks belong, the
"fellowship" costing only one guinea ($5). "Fellows" of the "society," may
append the letters "F.S.Sc. (Lond.)" to their names, and this makes a valuable
advertising asset with which to impress the ignorant.
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In addition to testimonials, Brinkler employed the tactics common to quacks,
victims, "remember
especially that of attempting to frighten his prospective
my address in the hour of approaching death," he grewsomely suggested
Every booklet sent out by Brinkler contained a
in large, black-faced type.
This
was to be filled out by the recipient and sent
List"
blank.
"Question
Those who sent the dollar with the filled-out
back to Brinkler with $1.
described
on the
blank received a letter stating that the various ailments

A typical

advertisement

of Quack Brinkler.

The original

occupied

forty-four square inches.

blank were due to improper diet. No advice was given, however, as to what
constituted correct diet, but Brinkler stated that he would give advice regard
ing the correct diet to use in the case on the receipt of $40, $60 or $75, as
the case might be.
THE GOVERNMENT

PROTECTS

THE PUBLIC

The investigation of Brinkler's fraudulent business by the government offi
cials is interestingly described in the memorandum addressed to the PostmasterGeneral by the Solicitor of the Post-Office Department, Judge W. H. Lamar,
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the issuance of a fraud order against Brinkler.
On May
was called on to show cause on or before June 2, 1914, why
a fraud order should not be issued against him.
A continuance until June IS,
1914, was granted at the request of Brinkler's
attorney, Nathan B. Williams
of Washington, D. C. On that date, the hearing of the charges commenced
and continued for ten days. Attorney Williams was assisted by Fred B. Rhodes,
another Washington attorney, who acted as associate counsel for Brinkler.
After the hearing, Brinkler was allowed three weeks in which to file a brief
which, when filed, was supplemented later by an additional brief and further
The Solicitor for the Post-Office Department reviewed all the evi
evidence.
dence and papers in the case and reported the matter in part as follows :
and recommending
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22, 1914,

Brinkler

"The business of Mr. Brinkler is conducted through, and by means of, the
appear in a large number of maga
United States mails. His advertisements
zines of general circulation, and are all substantially to the same effect."
A typical advertisement was then quoted and attention called to some of
the phrases contained in it.
The report continues :
"The use of the expressions 'Popular Educational Food Campaign,' 'Official
Investigating Committee,' and 'Food Expert,' Dept. 21E [the 'key number* of
the advertisement], Washington, D. C.,' is calculated to lead the reader to
believe that the advertiser is connected in some way with the government,
and that many persons are induced to remit ten cents for the booklet advertised
under this belief is shown by the evidence.
The booklet entitled 'The New
Brainy Diet System,' which is sent to those induced to remit ten cents to
the advertiser, does not contain an exposition of the 'new brainy diet system,'
or give the purchaser any practical advice on diet, as the advertisement would
lead one to believe, but is made up of matter advertising the system and
Brinkler's alleged knowledge and ability. It consists of 48 pages, 28 of which
contain nothing but alleged extracts from testimonials."
SOME

OF BRINKLER'S

CLAIMS

Then followed many quotations from the booklet to show the character of
the matter it contained.
These are H few of the quotations :
"The many ills flesh is supposed to be 'heir to' are simply the result of malassimilation
of food materials, causing rebellion of the organs of the body against overwork in some
cases, and insufficient
nourishment
in others."
"The cure of disease, therefore, lies in correcting the lack of proportionality — restoring
the balance — by rearranging the diet so that the unsuitable preponderating elements are reduced
and the neglected necessary elements are increased."
"The severest cases of vitiated Blood Diseases, congested organs, any kind of cold,
fever, or nervous complaint, etc., can be cured by a judiciously selected diet."
"Gall Stones are dissolved and expelled by correct foods without an operation."
"Appendicitis, which is the result of inflammatory conditions due to wrong foods, is
by wire
instructions
permanently cured by proper foods, without an operation.
Urgency
when necessary."
"Coughing,
expectoration, blood-spitting and night-sweats have been cured within a few
weeks in some cases."
"Cancer, which is not a living thing as many suppose, but an accumulation of decom
waste elements which the excretory organs have
posed matter, the products of unassimilable
failed to eliminate and which the person has been unable to turn into healthy tissue — is
dissolved, dispersed and expelled downwards through the excretory organs by curative foods."
"Developing the Voice.
There are special foods which will develop the voice when
rightly combined and proportioned with other foods to suit the individual, according to the
principles of the Brainy Diet System."
"Adults should learn how to control their sexuality by correct foods in daily use."
"Married women should learn how to regulate their families by certain foods
in daily use."

The report then continues :
"The 'Official Investigating Committee' referred to in the advertisement and
also in the booklet as having 'certified to each case' consists of a number of
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public whom Mr. Brinkler employed for the purpose of going over
original testimonials and comparing them with the printed extracts there
from, and the certification, it is admitted by the respondent, was not to the
truth of the statement of the testimonials, but only to the fact that such
extracts were correct copies of original letters."
notaries
the

SOME

CASES

SUBMITTED

TO

BRINKLER

"In

the investigation of this case the inspectors, using assumed names, filled
out some of the symptom blanks and sent them together with a dollar to
Mr. Brinkler for the advice offered, with the results described below.

"Under the name and address F. G. Harris, Pocomoke City, Md., a symptom
blank was sent to Mr. Brinkler in which symptoms were given as follows :
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"17. Alcoholic or malt liquors?

Some. How much?
"IS. Tobacco? Yes. How much? Smoke average 3 or
"20. Sleep well? Sometimes.

Formerly

drunk beer, not much.

4 cigars a day.

Sour,
"21. Describe any discomfort after meals? Don't eat much — Don't seem hungry.
watery or windy rising from the stomach? Sometimes.
"22. Biliousness?
Vomiting? Yes. Dizziness? Occasionally.
Floating specks?
Sometimes.
Sometimes. Drowsiness?
Yes. Coated tongue? Yes. Pimples? Yes.
"23. Condition
of bowels, character of the feces? Mostly loose, mushy. Any special
sensation after an action? Fatigue.
"24. Pain or soreness across back? Yes, more or less. Clear urine? Reddish. Frequent
malodorous urination? Yes.
"25. Does your heart miss beats?
smothering sensation? Sometimes.

Sometimes.

Frequent

palpitation?

Yes.

Fainting,

"26. Pain under shoulder blades? Yes. In chest? Yes. Right side? Yes. Left side? Yes.
Coughing?
Some. Much expectoration?
matter float in water? Yes.
Some. Expectorated
Hoarseness
or weakness of voice? Yes. Night sweats? Sometimes. How often? About
weekly. Fever? Some. Very pale face? Yes.
"28. Condition of skin? Have more or less pimples.
Duration of trouble? Have not been
well for five years. (Men). Involuntary losses or emissions during urination (indicated often
by drops of thick liquid after urine has passed out)? During sleep? Sometimes. How often?
Used to be about 4-6 weeks. How many years? 3 or 4.
"31.

Are you nervous?

Yes.

Describe

it. Jumpy, irritable.

What part of the head? All over.
"33. What is your principal trouble? I can't tell, doctors don't agree. How long have
you suffered? 5 years.
Further Remarks: I have not been well for more than five years and have answered your
questions the best I can and wish you would please give me your opinion for which I am
I have traveled around consulting doctors and get worse the more of them
sending a dollar.
I see, until I am disgusted. I can meet any reasonable expense if you can cure me, and
What's the use?
this like lots of other times seems to me to be the last effort I'll make.
Resp'y F. G. Harris."
"32. Headaches?

Yes.

"In reply to this symptom blank 'Mr. Harris' was advised that 'my careful
consideration has been given to your report of recent date in which you mention
digestive disturbances with pains under shoulder-blades, in right side, in
heart region, irregular heart action and fainting, smothering sensation, cough
ing, expectoration and hoarse, weak voice, symptoms of liver disorder, kidney
night losses, night sweats, nervousness, irritability and head
derangement,
ache.' Each of these conditions is then taken up in turn and the addressee
No practical advice
advised that they are the result of an improper diet.
is given as to the proper diet for these conditions ; but Mr. Brinkler states
that he 'will undertake your case for sixty ($60) prepaid, giving my advice in
three letters to be claimed within a year,' that 'the first consultation letter
would be complete for your present condition,' and that 'I wish to impress on
you that you are not paying for an experiment but for a permanent cure
when you learn correct combinations of food, and that you will receive con
When the $60 was not forthcoming,
tinuous benefits from this knowledge.'
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another letter was sent the prospective patient urging a remittance in which
he was advised that 'I am positive that our food system will give you extra
vitality and cure your complaints.' "

Under the name of E. M. Richardson, a symptom blank was filled out
purporting to come from a man who complained of no ailment but declared
that he had involuntary emissions perhaps once a month.
To quote further :
"
'Mr. Richardson' was advised that 'my careful consideration has been
given to your report of recent date in which you mention : emissions as your
principal symptom,' that these emissions are caused by an improper diet, that
they would be 'completely cured on a digestible brainy diet' and that 'I will
undertake your case for fifty ($50) prepaid.'
"Under the name and address Walter Hadsel, Lansdale, Pa., symptoms were
given as follows :
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"3. Age.

58.

"4. Height
(Occupation) t

in inches

Is

?

70.

the exertion

Weight
{disrobed) T 130. Do you wish to increase? Yes.
a short time in the day or continuous T Not able to work.

for

"20. Sleep well? No.
"21. Describe any discomfort after meals f Terrible pain in the stomach after eating.
Sour, watery or windy rising from the stomach ? Often.
Vomitingt Yes. Dustiness? Sometimes.
"22. Biliousness ? Yes. Sick
headaches t No.
Coated tongue? Yes. Yellowness of the whites of the eyest Yes.
"23.

Condition

of bowels, character

"24. Pain or soreness across backf
smothering sensation ? Sometimes.

of

feccsf Generally

the

Sometimes. Frequent

all right,

palpitation?

irregular.

Sometimes. Fainting,

"26. Pain under left sidef Yes. Very pale face? Yes and yellowish
Condition of the skint Not clear.

"28.

"31. Are you

nervous?

Yes.

Describe

it. Irritable and depressed.

"33. What is your principal trouble? Pain in stomach and vomiting. How
you suffered? About six or seven months.
"34. Any other symptoms? Thin and weak, suffer awfully with my stomach.
"36. Appetite
"37.

Specify

long

have

poor, irregular or good? Poor.
food

Further remarks:

you

I

are taking.

Can't

eat

much

of anything.

suffer awfully with vomiting after eating and terrible stomach pains
vomit up a little blood; I can't eat hardly anything.
Sometimes
more or less all the time.
I am thin and awfully weak and will do anything to get well. Do you think you can make
me that way?

I

" 'Mr. Hadsel' was told 'my careful consideration has been
given to your
report of recent date in which you mention : severe pains in stomach after
eating, vomiting, with blood, gas, biliousness, dizziness, incomplete bowel action,
insomnia, extreme weakness, and that you are under weight.'
nervousness,
Each symptom is ascribed to improper diet, and the offer is made to 'undertake
The addressee is advised that 'I
your case for seventy-five
($75) prepaid.'
wish to impress on you the fact that you are not paying for an experiment
but for a permanent cure when you learn the correct combinations of foods,'
and in a subsequent letter that 'I am positive that our food system will give
"
you extra vitality and cure your complaints.'
Under the name of "Hamil" a blank was filled out purporting to describe a
well-developed case of diabetes in a boy of 15. In his reply, Brinkler declared
the condition due to improper diet and offered to effect a cure for $75 prepaid.
Another symptom blank was filled out under the name of "Miss DuPont"
describing a supposed case in which there was painful and profuse menstrua
tion and other symptoms that might have been present in cases of fibroid
Brinkler in his
tumor, polypus, endometritis or even cancer of the uterus.
reply advised "Miss DuPont" that she was suffering from "painful and pro
fuse menstruation" — which she herself had admitted — and that her symptoms
He offered to cure her for $50.
were due to improper diet.
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"curing" syphilis by diet

A

supposititious case of syphilis was described

on

still

another symptom
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blank under the name "H. L. Simcoe." Brinkler advised "Simcoe" that "proper
diet" would relieve this condition and offered to take the case for $75. He
claimed further : "I am positive that my food system will give you extra
vitality and cure your complaints."
The Solicitor's report then continues :
"In each of the above tests it developed that the 'analysis and comments'

on the case for which the $1 was paid consisted substantially of a statement
that each symptom given by the remitter was caused by incorrect eating and
could be relieved by following a course of diet prescribed by Mr. Brinkler.
That this advice is given in response to all symptom blanks, no matter what
In other words, the
symptoms are shown, was admitted by the respondents.
return made to the correspondent for his remittance is merely another adver
tisement of Mr. Brinkler's system.
It is obvious, therefore, that the blank
has no function if the course thereafter offered for sale by Mr. Brinkler is
not purchased, other than to induce the correspondent to remit one dollar
in the belief that he is to obtain therefor an analysis of his particular com
plaints and advice based thereon, when in fact the respondent intends only to
reiterate the claims made for his system in the booklet with which the cor
respondent is already supplied and to quote a large fee for the practical
advice which the correspondent was expected to receive for each remittance
theretofore made by him."
At Brinkler's hearing the Post Office Department had the assistance of
some well-known practicing physicians of Washington, D. C. Quoting further :
GIRL

CLERKS PRESCRIBE

TREATMENT

"The evidence shows that G. H. Brinkler is not a doctor and has had no
education in medical subjects other than that obtained by the average man.
Practically all his knowledge of dietetics has been obtained from reading a
number of books on the subject and intercourse with others engaged in busi
He has in his employ a number of girls none of
ness similar to his own.
whom have any knowledge of the subject other than what he has told them.
He has prepared a so-called 'model book' containing paragraphs applicable to
a large number of symptoms.
These paragraphs ascribe each symptom to
improper food and state in substance that a proper diet will cure or relieve
them.
He has another 'model book' containing paragraphs prescribing a diet
for the relief of all these symptoms, from which the letters sent when the
course is purchased are made up. Unless a symptom not covered in these
models is given, the correspondence
is handled in an automatic way by the
girl employes, one of them underlining the symptoms given and another
specifying the paragraphs to be copied from the 'model book' in the reply,
and so on. The same symptoms always elicit the same reply, regardless of the
Every case is accepted, no matter how serious the
cause of the symptoms.
symptoms may be; and while it was testified that where the prospective said
he had cancer, valvular heart trouble or any of a few other critical conditions,
the paragraph to the effect that the correspondent 'is not paying for an experi
ment but a permanent cure' was omitted, yet, if a reply is not received in a
short time, another letter goes out in which the sufferer is advised that Mr.
Brinkler is positive that his 'food system will give you extra vitality and cure
your complaints.'
'That wrong eating is a contributory cause in a great many diseases is
but it is equally unquestionable that there are other factors ;
unquestionable,
and to pretend to cure all diseases by the methods above described and with
an utter ignorance of the cause of the symptoms and a disregard of all factors
other than food and drink is to show a reckless disregard for the welfare of
the public, and can only be ascribed to a deliberate intention to deceive and
This is clear from the evidence in the case.
defraud.
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brinkler's callous indifference
of complaints in this case showing that many per
sons have been defrauded by the respondent.
The callous indifference of the
promoter of this business to the actual conditions of those induced to cor
respond with him is well shown in the complaint of Mrs. Norris Williams of
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., who was induced by the advertising matter of Mr. Brinkler
to telegraph him as follows :
"There are

a number

"

'Urgent case; acute pulmonary consumption,
four weeks, both lungs.
101 fever.
Serious hemorrhage month ago.
Patient in bed out of doors.
Slight cough.
Overgrown
boy. Seventeen years, six feet.
One hundred forty weight.
Intellectual type, athletic clerk.
Kidneys all
Some constipation from milk and egg diet.
Feeling distention after meals.
My husband
right.
Can afford $1.00 a day for food and get anything reasonably cooked.
Wire price
died two months ago consumption so advise most reasonable price for treatment.
Letter follows.'
collect immediately and
will telegraph money tomorrow.
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teacher.
helpof a competent
attentively
I Theyprove
Renday teatimoniah
in thecureol disease
by vitalor brainy
afy efficiency

G. H.

BRINKLER
FOOD EXPERT

WASHINGTON.

D. C.

Here is a page (greatly reduced)
Frightening the victim is a method classic to quackery.
from one of Brinkler's publications in which he attempts to play on the fears of the reader.

"Mr. Brinkler's
" 'Wire

forty

reply was

dollars

as

follows

:

for quick relief followed

by complete course.'

"

"Thereupon Mrs. Williams wired $40 for the treatment referred to, and
received in reply instructions as to what food should be given to the boy
Shortly thereafter the boy was
and what food should be withheld from him.
Mr. Brinkler was informed of this and of
taken to a sanatorium and died.
the destitute circumstances in which the mother found herself, and urged to
make a refund, which he declined to do.
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TESTIMONIALS
FOR DEFENSE
(OF COURSE)
in his defense filed a large number of testimonials, in which
the writers allege that they had been cured of a number of different diseases by
his treatment, and also produced several witnesses who testified to the same
effect.
From the evidence in the case, however, I am satisfied either that
the cure or relief reported was purely imaginary or that the purchaser of
the treatment was deceived into ascribing to this system a recovery due in
reality to natural causes, or was misled by temporary relief following a change
of diet, or, if the sufferer was actually cured in any case it was necessarily
the result of chance, the case being one in which the cause was actually
a wrong diet and the diet prescribed being by good fortune a proper one
for the case.
"Counsel for respondent have submitted a motion that the case be dis
missed on a stipulation to the effect that hereafter Mr. Brinkler will confine
himself to the sale of diets for various conditions and will not undertake to
treat diseases through the mails. The circumstances of this case are such,
however, that
believe the interests of the public can best be served by the
issuance of a fraud order, and I therefore recommend that this motion be
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"Mr. Brinkler

I

denied."

The fraud order was issued Aug.

19,

1914. — {From

The Journal A. M. A.,

Oct. 3, 1914.)

DR.

CHASE

COMPANY

For many years one Kossuth E. Hafer of Philadelphia has been defrauding
the sick by selling alleged cures for paralysis, locomotor ataxia, kidney dis
ease and numerous
other conditions.
Hafer conducted his business under
He sold three remedies — pills —
the trade name "The Dr. Chase Company."
which, before the Food and Drugs Act made lying on the label irksome if
were known, respectively, as "Dr. Chase's Blood and Nerve
not expensive,
As none
Food," "Dr. Chase's Kidney Food" and "Dr. Chase's Liver Food."
of these pills could by the widest stretch of imagination be called a "food,"
the names we're changed, after the "Pure Food Law" went into effect, from
"food" to "tablets." In those halcyon days for nostrum makers when every
thing "went" and the advertising pages of the majority of publications were
open to any advertiser who could pay for space, the Chase concern adver
During the past few
tised in some magazines of comparative respectability.
seem to have been largely confined to those
years, however, the advertisements
cheap weeklies and monthlies whose advertising income is mainly derived
from the less reputable products of the advertising world.
The federal authorities have investigated Hafer's business, and, very natur
ally, concluded that he has been conducting a scheme for obtaining money
by means of -false and fraudulent pretenses, representations and promises.
Henceforth the mails are closed to the Dr. Chase Company.
In his case with the government Hafer had for his attorney H. B. Thompson,
the counsel for the "patent medicine" interests, the "Proprietary Association."
It seems fitting that the legal light of the Proprietary Association should
have come to the defense of the Dr. Chase Company, which, by the way, seems
The Journal has, before this,
to have been a member of that organization.
called attention to the fact that the membership of the Proprietary Association
is secret and that, while it periodically protests that it and its members arc
sans peur et sans reproche, it is careful to prevent a general list of its mem
bership becoming known.
Judge W. H. Lamar, the Solicitor of the Post Office Department, in his
for the Postmaster-General recommending the issuance of a
fraud-order, quotes quite fully from the claims made by Hafer in his adver

memorandum
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tising matter.
In brief, it may be said that these claims were to the effect
that the Dr. Chase Company had "spent years of time and thousands of dollars
in perfecting the prescriptions" of the pills ; that the pills had cured many cases
of paralysis "of long standing, many of whom were pronounced incurable, given
up to die and past the aid of human skill" ; that "the Blood and Nerve Tablets"
would "build up the blood and nerves faster than any other remedy" ; that the
"Special Kidney Tablets" would "give strength to the spine . . . stop all
wasting of albumin through the urine, neutralize the uric acid, and relieve all
rheumatic and sciatic pains" ; that the "Liver Tablets" would "put the liver
and stomach into such a perfect condition" that it would be impossible for
those that took them to have sallow skin, foul breath, coated tongue, sour
stomach, drowsiness after meals, constipation, etc.

The Sworn Evidence
Read the Proof

Every Testimonial A Sworn Statement!
Can You Ask Anything More Convincing?

What We Have Done For Other*, We Can Do For You
i i1)Hlini
W*havekIvmyoua it—
of lhatariou*form*of Daaaaaaa.
m w*h*»afoundthemIn an«i»rialthwhichwt
ofear treatment
airatiyoua daacripttdri
mn of. varaquarter
ofa eanUtry.Waba*aah*>
havehadaudimiuaaaNo* thatyouha™ra*dwhatwehavehadto aay,wawantyoutoreadwhaloar
raay
as,
youwill
watt
oftheracedwahartnadav
thatwa
b
aproud
aaUenu
acraa
aarof
baiawia*
Doctor,
aver|4iaayouaaafe
aaflaM of whatthay
orMad*meHaaaa
HaaaayStMctalaM,
cerwheiuuhf
thayara
arenotjust ordinary
nwdinna
leatiioreuab.
ha«adoneu wearegivingyouia thatbooh.Thena
Affidavit*. Sworn Statement*. The Undisputed Proof, The Sworn Evidence.
thaywouldt»
cured,doyouauppoae
peoyto
been
havepoaiUeeti
If Hvaranotanactualfactthaitheae
prJuatkaofthaPoaee
weartoif Wa
and■

Ixhcomotor AUxia Cured

J

I

STATEMENT

SWORN STATEMENT

Nervous Break-Down Cored

Female Weakness Cured
SWORN STATEMENT^ _

SWORN STATEMENT

Cured of facial Paralysis

Mw.T>«TWkfalFurOtt

Paralysis Conquered at

Locomotor
« fitr-aI> t- D*.
. _ awAiuk I*n»i
ia Partiya*.Ii ■

Some pages
claims that the

HSnofJ Forty"
. Pounds

Ataxia

Ust

M lak.ImHi

I

!

-2W?.RN STATEMENT
LocomoJor

Ataxia Cared

. ^SUS?? STATEMENT

and parts of pages (reduced)
from one of the Hafer
pills would cure paralysis, locomotor ataxia, etc.

bouklets.

Note

the

Post Office Inspector interviewed Hafer and following this inter
the word "paralysis" from the booklets he sent out
(although he continued using it in his magazine advertisements) and substi
tuted the phrase, "loss of power and strength." As Judge Lamar pointed out
In

view

1916

a

Hafer eliminated

in his memorandum

:

"A number of similar changes have been made with respect to other dis
eases ; the paragraph relating to 'Gravel-Stone
in the Bladder' has been
omitted and promises of relief, while conveying the same sense, have been
made less positive on their face.
These changes clearly show the intent of
Mr. Hafer to conduct this fraudulent business while evading, if possible, the
consequences of his infraction of the law. In his attempt to do this he has
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not hesitated to change the language of the affidavits reprinted by him in such
a manner as to substitute for the names and descriptions of diseases therein
other names and descriptions which he thought would pass muster."
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The judge then states that the tablets sold by Hafer were composed of
drugs well known to the medical profession and that the evidence demonstrated
that these drugs, neither alone nor in combination, had the powers with which
Hafer had endowed them. Continuing, the memorandum says :
"The holding forth of these tablets as curative, or even allevial, in all the
conditions which may give rise to the symptoms enumerated, regardless of the
condition of the patient or the cause of the trouble, is not only unjustified but
llagrantly fraudulent. Some of the diseases from which these symptoms arise
are incurable, some of them are only amenable to surgery, and many of them
make no response whatever to drug treatment.
According to the testimony
adduced at the hearing in the great majority of these diseases these tablets
are of no value whatever.
"Hafer, as might be inferred from the character of his representations, is
entirely uneducated along medical lines.
"The business originated in his going to a chemical concern [The Wm. R.
Warner Company, it is said. — Ed.] and having a tonic tablet made up in the
business of selling which he intended to engage.
He testified that at that
time he had no intention of representing these tablets as of value in the

PARALYSIS
ByDr

By Dr. Chase's Special Blood and Nerve Tablets,
224 N. Tenth Street, Philadelphia. Pa
CI
Dr. Chase,

A typical advertisement.
The one reproduced — slightly
enlarged — appeared in the
Gentlewoman, April, 1917.
In 1916 Hafer had "hedged" on the use of the word "paralysis"
in his advertising booklets — this following an interview with a post-office inspector.
Violating
the spirit of the law while
making a pretense of keeping the letter is typical of the
fraudulent
"patent medicine" business.
various diseases which he included later in his advertising matter.
This was
done, according to him, after persons to whom he had sold these tablets told
him, that they had been cured of these various diseases.
With no other basis
for these claims, and little, if any, knowledge of the therapeutic value of
those drugs, he proceeded to build up his claims without recourse to science
or to experts along medical lines."
The memorandum
further points out that if Hafer had been desirous of
conducting his business honestly he would have sought knowledge regarding
the value of these tablets from reputable sources of information, for he was
put on notice several times as to the questionable character of his represen
He had, in fact, been cited before the Bureau of Chemistry for
tations.
misbranding his stuff and modified his labels, which came under the purview
of the federal Food and Drugs Act, but, as Judge Lamar points out, "at
to which his
the same time he continued the same fraudulent representations
attention had been invited, in his advertising matter."

In 1917 Hafer was indicted for misbranding his preparations, pleaded guilty
"Under the circumstances," says the memorandum, "and
and was fined $250.
in view of the evidence, I am constrained to hold that it was always his
intention to go as far as he could in his claims for these tablets without
regard

to their actual

value

in the treatment

of disease."
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In view of all the findings, it was recommended that the Postmaster-General
should issue a fraud order against the Dr. Chase Company.
The mails were
closed to the company, Jan. 17, 1918. — (From The Journal A. M. A., May
25,

1918.)
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GALLSTONE

REMEDY

COMPANY

a fraudulent medical
mail-order business
One L. E. Bowers conducted
from Chicago under the name of the "Gallstone Remedy Company," selling
In December, 1917, Bowers was called on
a preparation called "Gall-Tone."
to show cause why a fraud order should not be issued against him and his
A Chicago attorney first represented Bowers but afterward withdrew,
business.
one W. H. Landvoigt of Washington acted as Bowers' counsel.
whereupon
It was finally agreed that if Bowers would file an affidavit to the effect that
his "gallstone cure" scheme had been discontinued and would not be resumed
directing him to
and would also file an order with the Chicago postmaster
treat as "Refused" all mail matter addressed to the Gallstone Remedy Com
pany or to "L. E. Bowers, Manager," that the solicitor for the Post-Office
Department would be disposed to withhold a recommendation
for the issuance
of a fraud order. Bowers' counsel finally declared that Bowers would be
willing to file such an affidavit and order but asked that the name "L. E.
Bowers, Manager," be omitted from the order as Bowers was engaged in
and the inclusion of his individual name would work a
other enterprises
hardship.
Mr. Landvoigt assured the Post Office Department that Bowers
would absolutely discontinue the use of the mails in the conduct of the
so-called gallstone business if permitted to receive mail under the name
"L. E. Bowers, Manager."
The Post Office Department consented to the
arrangement and an affidavit was executed and filed by Bowers to the effect
The whole case, however, was reopened when
demanded by the department.
it was found that Bowers totally disregarded and violated his stipulation by
mailing to former victims a communication reading as follows :

IMPORTANT

NOTICE

To My Dear Friend & Patron: — As all Post Office or Mail Order sales of the wonderful
remedy — gall-tone, have been discontinued,
for the present, at least, I will have to notify
you that all packages are now sent by Express.
I will also have to ask you very kindly
to send all future orders and remittances to me personally, either by Express Money Order
Kindly use the enclosed envelope or one addressed like it.
or Bank Draft.
This is the only way in which I can serve you, for the present, as the sale of gall-tone
through

the mails has been discontinued.
you also kindly notify your friends in order to avoid any misunderstanding
disappointing anyone, or depriving anyone of the help which this superior remedy affords.
With kindest regards and good wishes, I remain yours truly,

Will

or

L. E. Bowers,
219

S. Dearborn

St., Chicago,

111.

by Express f. o. b. until further notice are— One Pkg. $5.00.
4 Pkgs. $15.00.
8 Pkgs. $25.00.
Mention your nearest express office.
$8.50.
It will be well for you to order a supply now to cover future needs as it may become
more difficult or even impossible to serve you at all, later on. We have only the present,
entirely
will do the best
can but difficulties
may become
the future is not ours.
So be safe and supply yourself liberally now while yet you may surely
unsurmountable.

P. S. Prices of call-tone

2 Pkgs.

I

do

L. E. Bowers.

so.

Following
mitted

I

the

this, Judge Lamar, Solicitor for the Post Office Department, sub
regarding the case to the Postmaster-General and recom

facts
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Judge Lamar, in his memorandum,
the issuance of a fraud order.
pointed out that Bowers "is not a physician and has no medical education or
training."
The memorandum continues :
mended

"In spite of his ignorance of the effect of drugs in the treatment of disease
he leads persons to believe that he is qualified to treat ailments of the most
serious nature and does not hesitate to determine the treatment in all cases
where the sufferer communicates his troubles, and prescribes the same remedy
in all cases guaranteeing that a cure will follow its use. The alleged remedy
he exploits is known as 'Gall-Tone,' a preparation he obtains in large quan
tities from manufacturing chemists."
Judge Lamar then quotes extensively from Bowers' advertising and shows
Then :
and fraudulence of the claims made.
"Through his entire literature Bowers very indelicately seeks to impress
on those who patronize him his absolute honesty, his fair dealing, and his good
faith and trustworthiness ; yet after having had pointed out to him the viciousthe
ness of this scheme, and after having solemnly agreed to abandon
ink was scarcely dry on the affidavit filed by him with this office evidencing
that purpose before he betrayed his honor by breaking his pledge and con
tinuing the operation of the scheme in his own name."
fraud order against the company was issued July 27, 1918. — {From The
Journal A. M. A., Aug. 31, 1918.)

A

CATARRH

GORHAM'S
Creek,

ASTHMA

CURE

piece of mail-order quackery was perpetrated
some years
Michigan, under the name of Gorham's Home Treatment
a

For

AND

from Battle

for Catarrh.

a

is

a

a

As long ago as 1911, the Propaganda Department of The Journal of the Amer
fairly complete set of the advertising para
ican Medical Association secured
phernalia used by Gorham. The stuff was typical of mail-order quackery.
Testimonials, "scare stuff," follow-up letters, "free trials,"
sliding scale of
prices all were used in orthodox medical mail-order fake style.
The letters
common,
which victims of the Gorham advertising lure wrote were sold, as
to the letter brokers. We have in our files an offer from
letter broker to
sell or rent more than thirteen thousand of the original "asthma letters" sent
to T. Gorham in 1910 and 1911, and more than eleven thousand letters of the
same kind, vintage of 1912 and 1913.
In 1913 the Michigan State officials took cognizance of this undesirable home
industry, and in its Bulletin, published by the State Dairy and Food Department
March of that year, had this to say about Gorham's piece of quackery:
"An employee of this department, having successfully survived two 'con
sumption cures,' began to feel down in the mouth, or rather down in the nose,
weird advertisement of T. Gorham's famous Catarrh
especially after reading
After answering the advertisement,
remedy, made at Battle Creek, Michigan.
our employee waited for the usual results that happened as usual.
The first
month's treatment for $5. Four letters followed in which
letter offered him
the price of the remedy was successively reduced to $3 cash and $2 credit, and
finally to $2.50 cash at which bargain counter price our chemist invested the
a

a

in

a

a

8

6

state's money.
ounce bottles of brownish-red liquid for
"The remedy consisted of three
internal use and an ounce tin of 'Antiseptic Balm' to swab out his 'smeller.'
Analysis showed that the internal remedy consisted of
per cent, alcohol, 25 per
cent, sugar, 67 per cent, water, and
trace each of bromid of soda and iodid
just ordinary vaseline, containing
of potash.
The 'Antiseptic Balm'
small
amount of menthol and perfumed with oil of wintergrecn.
is
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let physicians and the reader determine whether a weak toddy of
and water flavored with a trace of drugs is a good remedy for
'Catarrh.' If you want to take it why pay at the rate of $35 a gallon for it
when you can make a gallon of it for 55 cents, as follows : Mix water 5 pints,
alcohol 12 ounces, sugar lJ/2 pounds, potassium iodid 5 grains and bromid of
potash 5 grains ; flavor with a few drops of wintergreen.
"If you wish to grease your proboscis with 'Antiseptic Balm* you can do so
at a cost of six cents as follows: Add to one ounce of melted vaseline one-half
Inquiry
dram of menthol, stir and add a few drops of oil of wintergreen.
by this department at Battle Creek established the fact that Gorham is not a
Bankers there say
physician and has no physician connected with his business.
certainly
customer/
to
be
ought
desirable
He
as he is engaged
'very
a
is
he
in a business that pays 3,000 per cent, profit."

"We will

alcohol
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and Parris advertisements,

MM

respectively.

it,

Whether the undesirable publicity thus given Gorham caused him to sell the
or whether there was some other reason for abandoning
we do
not know.
year or so later, however, the same business was being conducted
by the Parris-Hurst Company, which dubbed itself, "Successors to T. Gorham."
This concern, according to its letter-heads, had connected with
Thomas G.
Hurst, and F. F. Parris, and gave as its reference the "Merchants
Parris, W.
Saving Bank" of Battle Creek. The methods of the Parris-Hurst Company were
essentially similar to those of Gorham. Its sliding scale of prices ranged from
In October, 1916. the Post Office
$5 first asked to $1.50 in the final appeal.
fraud order
Department served the company with notice to show cause why
it

A

business,

a

I.
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should not be issued against it ; this the company was unable to do. Declaring
that the scheme in which the Parris-Hurst Company was engaged was false and
fraudulent, the government issued a fraud order against the company December
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4,

1916.

"Scare
Company.

stuff" used first by T. Gorham

and

later

by

his

"successor"

the

Parris-Hurst

L. B. HAWLEY, M. D.
Dr. L. B. Hawley of Rochester, New York, made a business of selling, through
the mails, a mechanical appliance, which he represented to be a scientific and
The price charged for the device was $10. He, at
natural cure for impotency.
first, obtained the names of prospective victims by buying lists from letter brok
ers; then he mailed to the persons in such lists descriptive circulars on the
It
appliance and solicited orders for it. Later, he advertised in newspapers.
was found, at the time the Post Office Department investigated this fraud, that
Hawley was receiving about $250 a week in money orders and about $150 a
Hawley had previously been connected with the
week in registered letters.
notorious "New York Institute of Physicians and Surgeons" that was operated
by Thomas F. Adkin until the Post Office Department put it out of business.
The Assistant Attorney-General wrote that Hawley's business was a scheme
for obtaining money through the mails by means of false and fraudulent pre
tenses and, on these findings, the Postmaster-General denied Hawley the use
of the mails.

HEPATOLA
A physician in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, sends
ment from a local paper, reading:
OPERATIONS

The Journal

an advertise

UNNECESSARY

HEPATOLA removes Gall Stones, corrects
Appendicitis in 24 hours without pain.
Regis
tered under Pure Food and Drug Acts.
$6.00.
Profitable quackery dies hard. In the United States "Hepatola" was declared
fraud by the federal authorities in 1917 and the Hepatola Company was
denied the use of the United States mails. Hepatola was claimed as the dis
covery of one "Dr. V. M. George" of Columbus, Ohio. So far as The Jour
nal's records show, and they are the most complete extant and based on official
data, V. M. George is not, and never has been, licensed to practice medicine.
In 1912 George was sending out letters to physicians stating that he had "retired
from active practice several years ago" and that the "varied and valuable
a
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experience" that he had obtained while in practice had taught him "many
things." Especially had it resulted in his discovering "a treatment that would
in twenty-four hours without pain or danger or the
remove gallstones
drugs."
Further,
"the same treatment with slight modifica
use of poisonous
tion, will apply to both appendicitis and typhlitis."
George's' proposition was
that physicians, instead of sending their gallstone patients to the hospital for
Apparently,
operation, should let him treat them by his nonsurgical method.
George was not very sanguine of his venture for he said :

...

"The knife treatment has apparently so ossified any nascent ambition because of the hos
pital fees, that the average doctor is fearful to even think of any other modus operandi, iest
it might destroy the very source of his existence."
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In order, presumably, to fight the devil with his own weapons — and inci
dentally reap the reward of virtue — George suggested that
". . . . you permit me to work in harmony with you and give you
of fees as is given by the hospitals."

the

same

percentage

Dr. V. M. Oeorae
COLOMBCS, i OHIO
Mar

is. leiz

Dear Dooten-

I

retired

engaged,

'

from aollve

preotloe aeveral rears ego, having

up to that time, mostly In Sanatorium

work.

been

That meane a

varied and valuable experience. It taught me manr thlngo, but moot
of all needed vee a treatment that vould remove gall etonee through
the boeela. Thle. I have euooeeded In doing In 24 houre, without
pain or danger, or the uee of poleonoue drugs. The same treatment,
will applr to both appendloltle and
with alight modification,
Trphlltle. 1 make no exoeptlon to the olelme of thle treaj**'^
— — ..
^..
nti-ina hnirr rlaaneH'

^

(greatly reduced) of the letter head and opening statements made by V. M.
Reproduction
George in 1912 when he attempted to interest physicians in his "cure" for gallstones.

At the same time that V. M. George was attempting to interest the medical
profession under his own name — an unsuccessful attempt as it proved — he was,
under the name "Hepatola Company" appealing to the public to take Hepatola
for the cure of gallstones and appendicitis. In fact, he also recommended it
to persons who were perfectly well. The slogan of the Hepatola concern was
"Avoid the knife." At the bottom of each page, set off from the reading matter
and printed in italics one read :
"Avoid the knife— and save money"
"Avoid the knife — save your appendix"
"Avoid the knife — honeycombed with danger"
"Avoid the knife— everything for gain"

And then there were these warnings

:

"When you once notice a suspicious pain in the right side, radiating to the back, thai,
spells trouble.
If you consult your physician, he will tell you right away, gall stones, appen
dicitis, or serious abdominal trouble.
That means an operation.
Don't entertain it for a
minute, investigate Hepatola."
"Some fine day there is going to be an end to this promiscuous cutting by the doctors.
The law protects them, and if you happen to die that closes the chapter— for tee doctor.
Not for the stricken family, however, who might have been relieve^ h,a.d. they known of
'Hepatola.' "
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The postoffice authorities finally got around to Mr. George and his Hepatola
Hepatola itself was turned over to the federal chemists for analysis
Company.
and, as might have been expected, was found to be the same old fake gallstone
trick — that of giving the victim a large dose of some bland oil and following it
up with a saline.
The soapy concretions that are voided following this dosing,
are the "gallstones" which the "treatment" removes.
Here is what the federal
chemists reported :
"Powder: This is an ordinary seidlitz powder, containing rochelle salts,
bi-carbonate and tartaric acid.
Liquid: This is an ordinary olive oil colored with a coal tar dye and
slightly flavored with peppermint."
The same old humbug with ingredients essentially identical with "Fruitola"
and "Mayr's Wonderful Stomach Remedy."
Hepatola was a mail-order prop
osition and thus laid itself open to action on the part of the postoffice author
ities.
Fruitola and Mayr's Stomach Remedy, although, in the past, sold under
claims just as ridiculous have always been handled through the "recognized
channels" of the retail drug trade. They are still doing business; the Hepatola
Company has been debarred from the use of the United States mails. The
Canadian authorities might well investigate this Saskatoon industry. Possibly
such an investigation would save, if not lives, at least money, for our northern
neighbors— (From The Journal A. M. A., March 13, 1920.)
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sodium

HUMAN

EASE

"Human Ease" was a cure-all sold under preposterously false claims by
one James A. Davis who did business under the trade name "Human Ease
Medicine Company," Atlanta, Ga. On Sept. 12, 1916, Davis was called on by
the federal authorities to show cause why a fraud order should not be issued
against his company.
Davis made no answer to the charges ; neither did he
CO EAGLE, TO ALL THE WORLD AND CARRY THE CLAP NEWS OF

7hr Hwrar mill Fountain of llnmnn East, 309 ft. I'r»chlrc« Sirtrl. Atlanta, tin.

Phon.
deny
set

I'F »HHSS)

7541

BEH*

IH'MA.N EASE MEDICINE CO.

On the date
the truth of them or offer any evidence to offset them.
the hearing William M. Smith of Atlanta appeared as counsel for Davis.

for

The Solicitor for the Post Office Department in his memorandum for the
Postmaster-General recommending the issuance of a fraud order in this case
declared the facts to be as follows :
THE GOVERNMENT

CASE

"Respondent obtains remittances of money through the mails from various
The claims
persons in payment for a preparation known as 'Human Ease.'
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for this preparation in the treatment and cure of all diseases are so
astounding that a very brief statement of a few of them as disclosed by the
This
evidence will suffice to establish the fraudulent character of the scheme.
preparation has been analyzed by Dr. W. S. Hubbard of the Bureau of
Chemistry, Department of Agriculture, and a report made to this office show
ing the chemical analysis to be as follows :
made

Lard

95.5
1.6
0.2
1.9

Sodium bicarbonate (baking soda)
sulphate (Glauber's
Sodium
salts)
Potassium nitrate (Saltpetre)
The ointment is flavored with oil of sassafras.

per
per
per
per

cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.

"According to the representations
made by respondent there is no disease
The cure of all diseases is guaranteed by
that this preparation will not cure.
him in the following terms :
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'We guarantee to cure all diseases both in and

on

man and beast.'

"Scores of diseases are enumerated in the booklet which is distributed
broadcast to the public through the mails by him, all of which his guarantee
covers.
For the purpose of showing the obvious absurdity of the claims and
the patent falsity of the representations, a few of these diseases are taken at
random from the booklet containing the whole list of diseases whose cure is
guaranteed, as follows :

SYPHILIS,

TUBERCULOSIS,
•DIPHTHERIA,
PELLAGRA,
BRIGHT'S DISEASE,

RHEUMATISM,
SMALLPOX,
OBESITY,
MAD DOG BITES. AND
INGROWING NAILS

SCARLET FEVER,
PARALYSIS,
HEART DISEASE
CANCER,

r\T?nr™cE'
DIABETES,
"A review of

the booklet shows that it contains a very large number of
claims and representations.
This office has seldom seen a booklet so
filled with fraudulent representations. It has been frequently shown in hear
ings before this office by the testimony of experts in the treatment of various
diseases that many of the diseases which the respondent
in this
mentions
booklet and guarantees to cure are incurable, and human experience serves
to confirm the truth of such testimony.
The evidence in this case shows that
the respondent is not a physician ; that he has had no training which would
qualify him to diagnose and treat diseased conditions ; that his educational
attainments
are strictly limited, and that the preparation furnished by him
cannot and does not relieve or cure many of the diseases for which it is recom
mended and is without value in the treatment of such diseases."
false

The federal authorities issued a fraud order on Oct. 19, 1916, denying the
use of the mails to the Human Ease Medicine Company (not to Davis, him
self) on the ground that it had been obtaining money by means of false and
representations and promises. — (From The Journal
fraudulent pretenses,

A. M. A., Nov.*18,

1916.)

INTERSTATE REMEDY

COMPANY

This concern was investigated by the Propaganda department of The Jour
nal of the American Medical Association and the scheme exposed in The
Journal, Oct. 7, 1911.' On April 17, 1914, the Interstate Remedy Com
pany, Dr. A. E. Robinson and H. F. Coon were denied the use of the United
States mails because they were engaged in a scheme for obtaining money
through the mails by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations
Previous to the issuance of the fraud order the company,
and promises.
1.

The matter is reprinted

in

"Nostrums

and Quackery"

(1912).
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Robinson and Coon, were called on to show cause, on or before March 12, 1914,
why the fraud order should not be issued. On that date they appeared before
the federal authorities in the persons of Fletcher Dobyns, a Chicago attorney,
and Edward D. Hayes, the owner of the business. The Postal Inspector's report
which forms the basis on which the Assistant Attorney-General made his
recommendation,
brought out practically the same facts that had been exposed
in The Journal of the American Medical Association.
It was shown that,
in common with all medical mail-order concerns, but a fraction of the letters
received were ever seen by the doctor whose name was used to give an air
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Photographic reproductions
state Remedy Company under

(reduced) of the stock advertisement
the name of A. E. Robinson.

sent

out by the Inter

The various clerks employed by the Inter
of respectability to the business.
state Remedy Company would read the letters and determine what class of
ailments the victims had or thought they had, and would then "treat" them
accordingly.
Hayes, through his attorney, in attempting to defend his fraudulent scheme,
that he had submitted all of his advertising matter to the "Federal
Guide Association," an organization said to be formed for the purpose of
giving advice to individuals on questions of federal law. According to Hayes,
the Federal Guide Association had expressed the opinion that his scheme was
not in contravention of the law.
declared
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COURT IMPOSES
$10,000 FINE ON
MEDICAL FAKERS
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Interstate Remedy

tor

Co. Proprie

Head Guilty of Using
MaiU to Defraud

AGREE TO GIVE LIST OF
NAMES TO GOVERNMENT
District Attorney Webster Asks
Money Penalty, Instead of

Three members of a patent medicine
concern doing business as tie Inter
state Remedy Co., indicted for fraudu
lent use of the mails, were fined $10,000 by Federal Judge Tuttlo, Wednes
day noon.
The fine was apportioned
among the three as follows: Edward
D. Hayes. $5,000; Henry P. Coon, 13,000 and Dr. A.- E. Robinson, the com
pany's .medicsJ adviser. $2,000. .The*
stiff line was recommended by the dis
trict attorney in lieu of prison sen*
tencec.

The indictments agaln*st the three
members of the
Remedy
Interstate
Co. offices of which were on Farraerbt. were returned during the June term
of court.
When arraigned
the trio
pleaded not guilty, but when brought
Into court today they changed their
pleas to guilty
In recommending that
the fines be accepted. District Attor
ney Clyde I. Webster stated to the
court that the defendants had agreed
to turn over to the government a mall,
lng list of 500,000 names. The list will
be destroyed.
The Interstate Remedy
Co. advertised a "cure-all" and did a
big business that brought the promot
ers handsome returns until the gov
ernment stepped in and closed their
offices.

This clipping

from

a

Detroit

paper of Nov.

19,

1914,

tells

its own story.
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The Assistant Attorney-General to the Postmaster-General in commenting
on this defense says that Hayes was well aware from the inception of this
scheme of the falsity of his claims for the treatment, and that, knowing this,
he had really sought advice for the purpose of enabling him so to disguise the
nature of the scheme as to evade the law.
It was shown further in the
memorandum that, although the Interstate Remedy Company promises secrecy
in the treatment of all correspondence
with those who answer its advertise
ments, it had, as late as December, 1913, offered to sell to the "Commercial
Letter Bureau" of Chicago between 70,000 and 80,000 original letters received
in reply to the "free recipe for weak men" advertisement.
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Mr. Hayes was the promoter of the Dr. Knapp Medical Company, against
which a fraud-order was issued in 1904, and also the Dr. Raynor Company,
which was denied the use of the mails in the same year.
The Interstate
Remedy Company was the successor to the former.
1914, the three individuals comprising the Interstate Remedy
fined
$10,000 by a judge of the United States District Court.
Company were
The fine was recommended by the district attorney in the place of a' prison
sentence under the stipulation that the concern turn over to the federal authori
ties to be destroyed the "sucker list" of past and prospective victims. Edward
U. Hayes was fined $5,000; Henry Coon, $3,000, and Dr. A. E. Robinson, $2,000.

On Nov.

18,

JIROCH

COMPANY

For some years, the Dr. Jiroch Company, 533 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, has been conducting a mail-order medical concern.
On June 24,
1914, the federal authorities declared the concern fraudulent and denied it the
use of the mails.
The attorney for the Dr. Jiroch Company was Fletcher
Dobyns of Chicago, the same man who appeared in behalf of a similar fraud
operated from Detroit, the "Interstate Remedy Company."
The methods of the Dr. Jiroch Company were investigated some time ago
by The Journal, and much of the matter that follows was written nearly two
years ago.
Other matters prevented the completion of the "story" and it
was filed away.
THE

PERSONNEL

As in all such cases, the physician whose name gives the title to this
frau.i has been but a mere stool-pigeon. At the time of The Journal's investi
gation, the real men behind the scheme seem to have been :
Melville W. Johnson, Garrett, Indiana, President.
A. G. Hagerty, Secretary.
Thos. R. Bradford, Treasurer.
F. W. Jiroch, Medical Director.

Harvey

College at Chicago at the
He then seems to have
gone over to Jenner Medical College, Chicago, by which school he was gradu
ated in 1906, receiving a license to practice, from the state of Illinois, the
same year.
The practical man of affairs in the Dr. Jiroch Company seems
to have been Thomas R. Bradford, who, it is said, was formerly with a some
what similar fake concern, the "Blair Remedy Company" of Chicago. Brad
ford, apparently, is an old hand at mail-order medical frauds.
In 1904,

Jiroch

was

a student

at the

time this low-grade institution

Medical

went out of existence.
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Thomas R. Bradford was operating a business in Cincinnati under the name
of "Bradford & Company." The scheme was an attempt to sell an alleged
cure for "lost vitality, sexual debility," etc., and was put out of business by
the federal authorities in December, 1904.
ITS METHODS

Dr. Jiroch Company obtained
its victims through advertisements
In addition, the concern
in the cheaper weeklies and daily papers.
or rented "sucker lists" cither from letter brokers or from concerns
in a similar disreputable business.
An enormous amount of circularizing was
done, much of it in a haphazard way; the member of The Journal staff, who
has corresponded under assumed names with various medical frauds, was
richly favored with Jiroch "bait" although he had never written to the con
cern, showing that these names had been purchased or rented.
While, in what follows, Jiroch's name is used as though he was the one
individual responsible, it should be borne in mind that he was but the "hired
man" oi the concern.
Nevertheless all letters were signed (in facsimile) with
Jiroch's name and the victim was led to believe that Jiroch gave personal and
individual attention to each case.
The prospective victims were sent circular letters, printed in imitation of
typewriting. With each letter was a brilliantly colored "certificate" that
was alleged to entitle the holder to a "Special Free Proof Treatment and
Diagnosis."
Not all the "certificates" were the same; they varied in color
and in the series of questions asked.
Some were sent to those supposed to
be suffering from "female trouble," others to those presumably deaf, still others
But what
to those whose ailments were of a general or indefinite nature.
ever kind of "certificate" was sent they all offered the "Special Free Proof
Treatment and Diagnosis."
The
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placed
bought

THE "TREATMENT,"

FREE

AND

OTHERWISE

The Jiroch advertisements that appeared in the cheap weeklies also featured
the "free treatment and diagnosis."
Both the advertisements
and the certifi
cates contained a list of symptoms.
Says the Jiroch Company:
"Put

X

an

symptom."

mark before every symptom you have and two

XX

marks before your

worst

.

or who sent in the "certificates"
Those who answered the advertisements
consisting of two small boxes of tablets,
received a "free proof treatment"
one kind pink, sugar coated and ovoid in shape varying in number from four
to six; the other white or very faintly pinkish, sugar coated and cylinderBy the same mail, a cir
shaped varying in number from seven to fourteen.
cular letter came giving directions as to the use of the "free treatment." This
"letter" also was prepared in imitation of typewriting and the name of the
individual to whom it was sent was filled in by means of a typewriter. All
of the "proof treatments" seem to have been identical irrespective of the age
or sex of the persons to whom they were sent or whether the recipients were
suffering from consumption, rheumatism or malaria.

Within twenty-four hours of receiving the "free treatment" the patient had
inflicted on him, unasked, a "full size treatment." This came in a cardboard
"1," "2," "3" and "4."
box holding four small boxes numbered respectively,
The boxes were labeled as follows :
Box 1: "Prescription No. 16759.
Swallow with a little water."

meal.

Directions: Take one tablet before or after the morning
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Box 2: "Prescription No. 29408.
Directions:
Take one tablet before or after tbe noon
meal.
Swallow with a little water."
Directions:
Take one tablet before or after the evening
Box 3: "Prescription No. 30651.
meal.
Swallow with a little water."
Box 4: "No. 4039.
Directions. Take one tablet at bedtime, or as often as necessary to
insure about two movements of your bowels each day."
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The tablets labeled Prescription No. "16759" that came in Box 1 are white
or faintly pinkish, sugar coated, cylindrical-shaped tablets, apparently identical
with part of the "free proof treatment."
The tablets in the box labeled Prescription No. "29408" were large, bright
yellow, sugar-coated tablets.
The tablets in Box 3 — Prescription No. "30651" were brown, uncoated tablets
oval in shape.
The tablets in Box 4, labeled No. "4039" were apparently identical with the
pink tablets that came with the "free proof treatment."

Photographic
reproduction, reduced, of the "Special Free Proof Treatment and Diagnosis
Certificate."
This was one of the pieces of advertising claptrap used by the Dr. Jiroch Com
pany to impress the ignorant.
The evident intent was to make the recipient of these "certifi
cates" imagine that he was receiving a special benefit from the company.
The certificates
were printed in various color combinations, the one reproduced above being in orange and
purple.
Each certificate bore what was apparently a serial number; as a matter of fact, all
had the same number, "247."

ANALYSIS

OF THE

"TREATMENT"

A complete set of the "Dr. Jiroch Treatment" was subjected to examina
tion in the Association's laboratory, and the chemists' findings may be briefly
summarized

Box

1(3

as

follows:

These pinkish pills were found to contain licorice root,
extractive and a trace of alkaloid, apparently strychnin.
Box 2 (R 29408) : These yellow pills were found to have for their chief
constituents,
powdered
licorice root and cornstarch with small quantities of
vegetable extractive.
Box 3
30651) : These tablets, according to the chemists, were found
to consist essentially of cornstarch and extract of nuxvomica.
Quantitative
analysis indicated that the total alkaloidal content was equivalent to about
Vs grain of nux vomica in each tablet.
Box 4 (B 4039) : These pink pills were found to consist essentially of
starch and aloes, with a trace of strychnin.
No other medicinal ingredient
starch,

16759)

:

some vegetable

was found.
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SCALE
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The same mail that brought the "full size treatment" also brought a cir
cular letter — in imitation typewriting — supposed to contain a diagnosis of the
patient's condition. These "diagnoses" were stock letters in which the name
of the person addressed was filled in by means of a typewriter and two lines
in the body of the letter purporting to be the "diagnosis" were also filled
If the
in. The victim was urged to send in $3 for this full-size treatment.
the patient was bombarded
with follow-up letters at
request was ignored,

Greatly

reduced facsimile

of

a typical

Jiroch advertisement.

or less regular intervals, each letter more insistent than its predecessor
that money be sent for the treatment.
As a rule, the first three
follow-up letters maintain the original price, $3; the fourth letter offered to
accept $1.50 while the fifth letter came down to $1. If this last offer failed to
elicit a reply, Jiroch, apparently, decided that this individual did not belong
in the "sucker" class and dropped the name from his books.
more

in urging
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We know of

no instance in which the Jiroch Company voluntarily sent
four cents postage for the return of the $3 "treatment." This is not
surprising as it would not be "good business" to expend four cents in postage
for the return of pills worth less than four cents.
the
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WHAT

WERE

THE

DIAGNOSES

WORTH ?

We have said that the second letter from Jiroch to his prospective victim
gave what purported to be a "diagnosis" of the patient's case. As a matter
of fact, this diagnosis, so-called, was one that could have been made by the
girl typists who filled it in on the imitation typewritten letters — and perhaps
was.
Did the person put crosses against "rheumatism," "indigestion" and
"piles," Jiroch made a "diagnosis" that the person was suffering from rheu
matism, indigestion and piles.
This was the method by which these quacks
cajoled their victims into believing that a physician had carefully studied their
cases and diagnosed their ailments.

To show the worthlessness of Jiroch's "diagnoses," The Journal had
"symptom blanks" sent to the company from various parts of the country
In every instance, Jiroch
and describing widely varying forms of ailments.
sent the free trial treatment and followed it up immediately with his "full
size treatment" together with a "diagnosis" letter detailing the very symptoms
The "full-size treatments"
that were sent were all
that had been sent in.
rheu
the same whether the supposed patient was suffering from consumption,
matism or Bright's disease.
One letter was sent from Virginia and a cross was put against the fol
lowing list of symptoms :
"Spit up mucous and slime."
"Pain in the back."
"Heartburn and indigestion."
"Bowels irregular and constipated."
"Weak, nervous and trembling after slight exertion."

Back came the "diagnosis"

letter which read

:

"According to my diagnosis what you need to cure you completely is a thorough special
treatment from the Spitting up of Mucus, Pains and Soreness Across the Back, Poor Diges
tion, Constipation, Nervousness, Defective Elimination and Uric Acid Conditions."

The words that we have italicized are those that had been filled in on a
typewriter. The "full-size treatment" sent in this case consisted of the four
Prescription Numbers "16759,"
boxes containing the pills labeled respectively:
"29408," "30651" and "4039"— price $3.
Another letter sent from
the following

symptoms

a

small town in Illinois had

a cross

placed

against

:

"Have sick headache."
"Heart trouble."
"Stomach trouble."
"Are depressed in spirits."
"Have twitching of the muscles."

The "diagnosis"

letter to this supposititious patient read

:

"According to my diagnosis what you need to cure you completely is a thorough special
Stomach trouble, Depressed Spirits, Twitching
treatment for the Headache, Poor Circulation,
Muscles, Defective elimination, and Uric Acid Conditions."

292
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Here again the words we have italicized had been filled in with the type
writer — and the same boxes of pills were sent. Another symptom blank The
Journal had mailed from a town in Ohio with crosses against the following :
"Are troubled with catarrh."
"Have dizziness."
"Are depressed in spirits."
"Have too frequent desire to pass water."

Quack Jiroch "diagnosed" this case

:
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"According to my diagnosis what you need to cure you is a thorough special treatment
for the Catarrh, Dizziness, Depressed Spirits, Bladder Trouble, Defective Elimination and
Uric Acid Conditions."

In this case, too, the recipient of the "diagnosis" got the same stock "fullsize treatment"— Prescription Nos. 16759, 29408, 30651 and 4039— with the usual
request for a remittance of $3.
From a city in Pennsylvania The Journal had a symptom blank sent in
describing as well as is possible by mail a case of diabetes mellitus. The
person sending it in stated explicitly that he had diabetes and also put crosses
against the following:

In investigating the Jiroch fraud, The Journal accumulated several of the "full-size treat
ments" sent — unasked — to various hypothetical individuals.
Here are ten of the "full size
treatments," for which $3 each was asked — $30 worth.
It would have cost the Jiroch Company
40 cents to have these medicines, for which they asked $30, returned, but the 40 cents was not
sent. The reason? The $30 worth of pills were not worth 40 cents! ,
"Are losing flesh."
"Feel weak and all run down."
"Have itching or burning of skin."
"Have boils and pimples on face and on neck."
"Have too frequent desire to pass water."

Diagnosing by mail is, of course, an anomaly.
The scientific value of a
diagnosis of ailments in persons who have never been seen and whose symp
toms are described
by the persons themselves, is nil.
Nevertheless if any
conclusion at all could be reached regarding the hypothetical case just described,
it must have been that the patient was suffering from diabetes mellitus. What
did- Jiroch say?
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"According to my diagnosis what your case requires now is a thorough special treatment
for the Kidney Trouble, Itching Skin, Impure Blood, Nervousness, Headaches, Defective
Elimination
and Uric Acid Conditions"

case

I

"For your

would

advise

a

4

3

1,

:

2,

is,

And the treatment? The same "full-size treatment" sent to the sufferer
(Prescrip
Boxes Nos.
and
from consumption, rheumatism, etc., that
Worse yet, the diabetic— in common
tions Nos. 16759, 29408, 30651 and 4039).
with all others — was told
mixed diet."

.

My special
.
years of successful

.

do not have one remedy that cures everything
specialist and
are made up of my own private preparations perfected after

I

am

treatments
practice."

a

"I

:

Jiroch

a

a

is

No matter what
One thing will be noticed regarding the fake diagnoses.
other ailments the patients were supposed to have, they were all suffering —
according to Jiroch — from "Defective Elimination and Uric Acid Conditions."
kidney disease or "female trouble"
was
case of consumption,
Whether
sufferer from
every person whose case Jiroch professed to diagnose was
"defective elimination and uric acid conditions."
The Post Office Stops the Fraud
preceding represents the investigations made by The Journal
taken largely from the memorandum of
some time ago. That which follows
Assistant Attorney-General Lamar to the Postmaster-General recommending
fraud order. Judge Lamar's report says, that after
thorough
the issuance of
review of the evidence submitted with the report of the Post Office inspectors
the Dr. Jiroch Company, he finds the facts to be as follows
who investigated

:

a

a

is

The matter

a

"The Dr. Jiroch Company and Dr. Jiroch are engaged in selling medicines
through the mails. In order to obtain the names and addresses of persons
to whom they may direct their solicitations, they advertise in newspapers and
magazines having
general circulation throughout the United States."
THE

CLAIMS

MADE

of which the Assistant Attorney-

:

A

is

then presented,
typical advertisement
General says
"It will be noted that the representations

is

is a

contained in this advertisement
are calculated to lead the reader to believe, among other things, (a) that for
the purposes stated Dr. Jiroch will give free to any one suffering from any of
the symptoms described and responding to the advertisement
treatment for
relief of the disease from which such person
suffering; (b)
the permanent
that this treatment will consist of special medicines adapted to the particular
suffering; (c) that Dr. Jiroch can and
disease from which the applicant
will diagnose and determine the disease from which the person so responding
suffering by means of the check marks placed before the symptoms set forth
in the advertisement; and (rf) that he can by this method cure kidney and
bladder ailments, rheumatism, stomach, liver and bowel disorders, heart trouble,
nervous weakness, catarrh and all other diseases arising from impure blood,
uric acid conditions, etc."

is
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I

1

a

A

supposititious diabetic to whom the
"mixed diet" recommended to
starches in such articles as bread, biscuits, potatoes, etc., and sugars, sirups
and sweets might, in the amounts ordinarily taken, be deadly
A mixed diet,
indeed
Other diagnoses just as worthless as those detailed above, could be given,
but these are sufficient to make plain the worthlessness
of the diagnosis and
the fraudulence of the Jiroch "treatment." Yet the Jiroch concern said about
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Then follows the statement that those who answer the advertisements receive
stock letter, one of which was put in evidence, and with the letter the
so-called free-proof treatment which was "the same in every case." The advent
of the second letter was described and the letter itself put in evidence and
the fact noted that the person who had answered the advertisement
was sent,
unasked, a "three-weeks' treatment,"
for which he was expected to send $3.
Then the memorandum continues :
a
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"In the investigation of this case, letters were written to the Dr. Jiroch
Company by the inspectors under assumed names and asked treatment for
the following conditions in turn: (1) 'Severe headaches for some time and no
medicine will give me any but temporary relief,' (2) 'A bad cough that I
have had for quite a while — am all the time hawking and spitting,' (3) 'Loss
of sexual power,' (4) 'Simply will not make flesh —otherwise well,' (5) 'Too
fat and bust lacks development,' and (6) 'Female troubles.'
In each of these

Photographic facsimile of the labels on the four boxes sent to practically all those who
filled out a "symptom blank" and sent it to the Dr. Jiroch Company.
Whether suffering
from rheumatism, diabetes, consumption, malaria or what not, the patient would receive
the four boxes of pills labeled as shown above.
The so-called individual
treatment was a
farce.

cases, except that numbered 5 above, the applicant was sent the correspondence
quoted above, and the affection of the applicant was diagnosed as follows :
(1) Headache, defective elimination and uric acid conditions; (2) cough, spit
ting up slime and mucus, defective elimination and uric acid conditions ; (3)
failing manhood, defective elimination and uric acid conditions; (4) being too
thin, defective elimination and uric acid conditions, and (6) female trouble,
defective elimination and uric acid conditions. In case numbered 5 the appli
cant was written a letter in which she was advised that the symptoms given
by her were rather unusual in combination and asked to give further par
ticulars. In reply the inspectors gave the following information : 'Thirty-one
years old, S feet 5 inches high, weight 154 pounds, not much fat on my breasts,
have been fleshy ever since I was a young girl, both parents dead, father small,
mother fleshy, breasts always have been flat.' Thereon the respondents sent to
the writer the same letters as were sent out in the other cases, diagnosing her
affection as obesity."
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The judge notes further

CONCERNS

OF INDIVIDUAL

TREATMENT

:

"If a remittance is not received promptly in response to the letter accom
panying the treatment for which a remittance of $3 is asked, other letters
are sent the sufferer in which he or she is advised, among other things, that
'the treatment I sent you is exactly what you need,' that it 'was made up of
my own private prescriptions, especially for your individual
requirements,'
that 'the treatment is a thorough one for every symptom and condition you
described, and designed to cure you permanently,'
and that 'I made a careful
diagnosis of your symptoms and made up a treatment for the ailments you told
me you wanted to be cured of.'
"The evidence also shows that, when a remittance is received and a report
blank submitted, it is the practice of the respondents to advise the remitter that
his case requires further treatment and to send him another supply of medi
cine for which they ask a remittance of $5, together with another report blank,
on the receipt of which, filled out, they send him more medicine, and so on;
and that the purpose of the representation that they have reserved for his use
a free 'two-weeks' additional treatment'
to be sent him after the receipt of
his remittance of $3 and the report blank filled out is to give them an oppor
tunity of sending him additional medicines for which they ask further remit
tances."
ONLY TWO PER CENT.

ADMIT BENEFIT

Then Judge Lamar continues :
"I find from the evidence in this case that whether this treatment pre
scribed by the respondents is of value in any case where given in accordance
with this system is entirely a matter of chance; and that this is well known
That this is a fact is shown not only by the evidence
to the respondents.
above referred to, but also by the testimony of Inspector Angier, who con
ducted the investigation in this case. Inspector Angier wrote to a large num
ber of patrons of the respondents, and only 2 per cent, of those who replied
There
stated that they had been benefited by the treatment given to them.
are also a large number of complaints in the case, alleging dissatisfaction.
NINETY

PER

CENT. OF THE

"DIAGNOSES" MADE BY CLERKS

"Inspector Angier

also testified, and no evidence to the contrary was sub
mitted by the respondents, that but about 10 per cent, of the coupons on which
the diagnosis and treatment are predicated are considered by Dr. Jiroch. The
rest of the blanks are handled by clerks, who place on them numbers indi
cating the disease from which the applicant for treatment is suffering; these
numbers indicate the medicines to be sent and the names of diseases or symp
toms to be filled in in the diagnosing letter by other clerks. The letters sent
out, however, although forms, are printed in imitation of typewriting and bear
the signature of Dr. Jiroch in facsimile of handwriting."
A

SUMMARY

In summing up, Judge Lamar says
"From the evidence in this case it

:

is clear,

and

I

find, that

the represen

and circular matters of these respondents
are
tations in the advertisements
false and fraudulent in that:
"1. Dr. Jiroch does not give free for advertising purposes a remedy for
from persons
the permanent relief of disease; but on the contrary requires
a payment for the treatment which he prescribes.
who answer the advertisement
"2. Dr. Jiroch does not intend to 'go over your other questions and symp
toms and prepare my answer in full, and to pay careful attention to every phase
of your trouble and write you fully in a day or so and tell you what else
ought to be done to cure you completely,' as represented in the letter accom
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panying the free treatment, but intends to at that time send the addressee
in a few days a form-letter made up by a clerk, together with certain medicines
put together by a clerk, in accordance with the system followed in the conduct
of this business.
"3. The free treatment does not consist of medicines adapted to the par
ticular disease from which the applicant is suffering, but is in fact merely a
tonic and laxative sent to all alike without regard to the particular symptoms
of the individual case.
"4. The respondents cannot and do not determine the disease or affection
from which the applicant for treatment is suffering by means of the marking
of the symptoms set forth in the advertisement; and therefore cannot and do
not prescribe medicines adapted to the cure or relief of the disease from which
such applicant is suffering, unless by chance.
"5. The respondents do not know whether or not the applicant is curable,
for they do not have sufficient information on which to determine this fact.
"6. The respondents cannot by this method cure kidney and bladder trouble,
rheumatism, stomach, liver and bowel disorders, heart trouble, nervous weak
ness, catarrh and all other diseases arising from impure blood, uric acid
conditions, etc. ; but on the contrary this system is utterly impractical and
any benefit resulting therefrom is due to chance.
"The postmaster at Chicago reports that the respondents receive approxi
mately 275 pieces of first-class mail daily."

As a result, the Assistant Attorney-General for the Postmaster-General rec
ommended the issuance of a fraud order which, as previously noted, was put in
force, June 24, 1914.— (From The Journal A. M. A., July 11, 1914.)

ALIAS "DR. GEORGE B. WILLIAMS" AND
"THE ASSOCIATED DOCTORS"

L. A. JOHNSON,

Post Office Inspector M. R. Martin of the St. Louis Division submitted evi
dence to the solicitor of the Post Office Department showing conclusively that
L. A. Johnson was conducting a scheme for obtaining money through the
mails by fraud. Johnson, it seems, is an ignorant negro about 35 years old
who located at Lake Village, Ark., last November and has been operating
ever since under the names "Dr. George B. Williams," "Dr. L. A. J. Johnson"
and "The Associated Doctors."
He has been twice prosecuted and fined in
the local courts for practicing medicine without a license but after paying
his fines continued
his operations.
In April Johnson was arrested on the
charge of using the mails to defraud and was held under $500 bail to await
the action of the United States grand jury at the October term of court.
Johnson did not furnish bail and is held in the Pulaski County jail at Little
Rock. His victims were mostly negroes to whom Johnson sent a circular tell
ing of his alleged supernatural and superhuman powers describing himself as
a "man of wonder" and a "revealer and controller of many things spiritual
and material" alleging further that he was "born of a blessed mother" and
"received the gift from Heaven according to the will of God," ending up
with the claim that he would cure anything "you were not born with." Johnson
modestly describes himself thus :
"Dr. L. A. J. Johnson, I. N.

S. W. B. A., Master of Sixth and Seventh Book of Moses,
Philosophy,
Anatomy, Telepathic Mentalist,
Phrenology,
Chemistry,
Pathology,
Spirit Binding; American University of Kiropractic, Osteology, Arthrology, Neurology, Myol
Treatment of all kinds of diseases with the Hand, Mind
Splanchnology;
ogy, Angiology,
Cure absolutely guaranteed or no pay. I Can Help You in all Things."
and Herbs.
Chiropractic,

Judge W. H. Lamar, Solicitor of the Post Office Department in his memo
randum to the Postmaster-General said, in part :
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"It will be noted from this circular that Johnson claims he is possessed
of superhuman and supernatural knowledge and that he can cure anything 'you
wonders in hospitals, homes
were not born with' ; that he had accomplished
and courts, having practiced in Central America, West India, Cuba and Canada.
The wording is so framed as to appeal to the superstition and ignorance of
certain of the colored race. The falsity and absurdity of the pretensions and
therein
are too apparent
appearing
to require refutation.
representations
Although the circular sets out that if no cure is effected there will be no
charge it has been ascertained that Johnson will not take up a case unless an
advance fee of from $10 to $15 is paid."
Johnson admitted, when under oath, that, although posing as a doctor, he
had never been granted a license to practice medicine in any state, that he
had never attended any kind of a school except a country public school when
and phrases
a boy, that there was no meaning to a number of the abbreviations
used in his circular but that he employed them for the purpose of giving a
savor of mystery which the negroes did not understand.
Johnson received mail
and cashed money orders under both the names Williams and Johnson and as
it seemed probable that he would be successful in furnishing bail and thereby
secure his release from jail it was likely that he would continue his fraudulent
The amount of money filched from credulous negroes through the
practices.
On May 20, 1918, a fraud
operation of this scheme is estimated at $1,000.
order was issued against Johnson closing the mails to him. — (From The

Journal A. M. A., Aug.

17, 1918.)

J.

W.

KIDD

"Dr. James W. Kidd, who has been the head of the physicians' staff
the Kidd Medical Company since that concern has been in business,

at
has

taken a nine-year lease on the Orpheum Theater at Muscatine,
.
will open the theater on March 1st as
.
.
.
Dr. Kidd .
Iowa.
standard,
high-class vaudeville theater.
a
"Dr. Kidd's departure from the city is brought about by the fact that
The type
the Kidd Medical Company is gradually going out of business.
writers owned by the concern, which number several hundred, are now
has
been
greatly
past few
and
the
force
cut
down
in
the
being sold
.
.
.
months.
"It is said that W. M. Griffin, the head of the concern, has not yet
decided what to do with the company's big building on Fairfield Avenue."

The matter quoted above appeared in the Ft. Wayne (Ind.) News of Feb.
For some years Ft. Wayne, Ind., had its postal receipts enormously
augmented by the activities of one W. M. Griffin of that city.
These same
activities, incidentally, gave Ft. Wayne an unenviable reputation as the home
of some of the most impudent pieces of mail-order quackery in the world.
Griffin originally took over what was known as the Davis Medical Company,
of which J. W. Kidd, M.D., was "medical director." The name of the company
was changed to the "Dr. J. W. Kidd Company," which did a medical mail
order business, treating, it seems, anything from corns to consumption.
Kidd
remained as an employee of Griffin.
In addition to the "Dr. Kidd" concern Griffin also conducted a wagonpeddling business in various parts of the country.
As the Kidd business pros
pered, Griffin extended his mail-order operations.
The "Dr. Bertha C. Day
Company" of Ft. Wayne (see index) made a "specialty" of the treatment of
The "Ovelrno Company," also of Fort Wayne, sold on
"diseases of women."
the mail-order plan, a "cure" for skin diseases.
Companies
almost identical
with the Day concern were opened in San Francisco and Atlanta, under the
of the "Woman's Remedy Company" and the "Atlanta
names, respectively,
Remedy Company" (see index). The quackishness
of the "Dr. Bertha C. Day
Company" was exposed in The Journal of the American Medical Association,
April 1, 1911. Fallowing this exposure the name of the company was changed
to the "Woman's Health Institute."
26, 1914.
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Finally,

the federal authorities took action.
In a Memorandum from the
Attorney General to the Postmaster-General dated March 4, 1914,
we read that the "J- W. Kidd Co." and the "Woman's Health Institute" were
"charged with conducting a scheme for obtaining money through the mails by
means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations
and promises" and
those in charge were called on to show cause why a fraud order should not be
They appeared by attorney and were given an
issued against the concerns.
extended hearing. "The charges," said the memorandum, "were fully sustained
by the evidence" and it was clearly established that the businesses were frauds.
Unquestionably, a fraud order would have been issued were it not for the fact

Assistant
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The "Dr. James William Kidd" picture on
James W. Kidd advertising, old and new.
from an advertisement published in 1901 telling of the "Marvel
left is a reproduction
that Cures Every Known Ailment."
ous Elixir of Life Discovered by Famous Doctor-Scientist
The "Dr. James W. Kidd" picture on the right is a reproduction from Kidd's 1920 advertis
ing.
If baldness is an ailment, the "Famous Doctor-Scientist" has, presumably, lost the
secret of his "Marvelous Elixir."
the

that it appeared "that pending the hearing and
respondents had absolutely discontinued business
Ga., and at San Francisco, Cal., and had taken
tions and had instructed the Postmaster-General "
received by him addressed to them as 'refused.'

on the advice of counsel, the
at Ft. Wayne, Ind., at Atlanta,
steps to dissolve the corpora

Ft. Wayne to treat the mail
The Assistant Attorney Gen

at
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that "there appears to be no reason to doubt that the business in
has been in good faith discontinued and will not be resumed or any
similar business conducted by those parties in the future."

eral .declared
question

In this connection it may be of interest to state that a concern that makes
of buying and selling letters that are received in reply to newspaper
advertising notified its customers in 1915 that it had over one million "Dr.
Kidd Company" letters and over three hundred thousand "Woman's Health
As this firm put it :
Institute" letters for rental purposes.
a business

"We take pleasure in offering you for copy 1,044,108 Dr. Kidd Co., first reply letters,
and January, 1914, inclusive;
Woman's
Health Institute first
dates of 1907-1913
330.931
reply letters from newspaper advertising, dates of 1909-1913 and January, 1914, inclusive."
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These letters the concern
wrote them as follows :
American
German-American
German

had

assorted

904 202

37,287

18,750
7,808
11,752
19,014
47,003
19,955
23,198

Italian-American
Italian

Swedish-American
Swedish
Norwegian-American

Finnish-American

by the nationalities

Finnish
English
Spanish
Polish
Bohemian
French
English-Canadian
French-Canadian

of those who
31,520

60,300
78,700
16.816

6,589
862
6,575
1,285

After two or three years of experience in the theatrical business J. W. Kidd
seems to have returned from Muscatine, Iowa, to his old stamping ground at
Fort Wayne. Now (1920) Kidd has a medical mail-order concern of his own,
operated under the name of "Dr. James W. Kidd." Apparently, Kidd purchases
"sucker lists" from concerns that make it a business to buy and sell the names
Possibly he has
of individuals who have answered medical advertisements.
the lists of the dupes that wrote in to the old "Dr. J. W. Kidd Company."

To

those whose names he admits he has "obtained and selected" from
sources" Dr. Kidd writes that he wishes "to give away absolutely
to sick and afflicted people, to the most
free 10,000 introductory treatments
Those who answer this "come-on"
prominent people in each community."
letter receive a book entitled "Good Health" and, in addition, an "Introductory
Treatment" consisting of a variegated collection of tablets.
The prospective
purchaser is told that the "regular course of treatment" will contain, in addi
tion to the tablets that have been sent free, a "liberal supply" of some other
If the bait does not catch, the
medicaments and that the cost will be $5.50.
inevitable series of follow-up letters come at fairly regular intervals with the
equally inevitable reduction in price.

"various

In addition to Dr. Kidd's twelve "Home Treatments" which constitute —
according to him — the "dawn of a new day in the treatment of chronic disease,"
he also has three "specialties" known respectively as "Tone-Uppo," "Dr. Kidd's
Pink Laxative" and "Dr. Kidd's Eye Drops."

LAST
Frank Jones,

CHANCE

MEDICINE COMPANY

a negro who kept a small drug store at Birmingham, Ala.,
under the names "The Last Chance Medicine Company" and
"Dr. C. Frank Jones." Jones was without any medical education or training
but held himself up to the public as a physician skilled in the diagnosis and
treatment of disease and promised a cure to all who took his treatment.
At
to the Postmaster-General
the time Judge Lamar submitted his memorandum

C.

did business
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recommending that Jones be denied the use of the United States mails, Jones
was in the Birmingham city jail serving a sentence of ninety days following
his conviction for practicing medicine without a license.
In his memorandum
Judge Lamar says :
"When his establishment was raided by the. city authorities a number of
letters from negroes requesting treatment for various ills were found bearing
on the envelopes notations showing the amounts requested to be sent in pay
ment for the treatment.
A very lengthy symptom blank similar to that employed
by the ordinary medical mail-order fake in which a great number of ques
tions are asked is used by him in furtherance of the scheme.
It has been
repeatedly testified before this office by experts in the science of the treat
ment of disease that physicians of knowledge and experience
cannot deter
mine from the answers to such questions the nature of the trouble from which
the patient is suffering or the cause thereof, but Jones, who has no such
knowledge or experience, attempts to and does by false pretenses made to
persons through the mails convince them that he is a skilled physician fully
capable of determining the trouble from which they are suffering and is able
to and will give to them a rational and effective remedy for such trouble. All
the representations including the pretentious symptom blank are typical speci
mens of the literature employed by the usual mail order fraud and are used
by him for the purpose of inducing persons who are sick or believe them
selves to be sick to part with their money in payment for a treatment which
the evidence fully shows and which he is well aware is without efficacy in
giving them relief or restoring them to health.
"The evidence in the case is so conclusive of the fraud practiced that it
was deemed unnecessary to issue a citation to show cause before recommending
the issuance of a fraud order."
The mails were closed to Jones, May
Aug. 17, 1918.)

THE

MILLER

29, 1918. —

(From The Journal A. M. A.,

MEDICINE COMPANY

Under the title, "Medicine Man Quits With $1,000,000," the Brazil (Ind.)
News for August 5 prints a news item that will interest many Journal readers.
Here it is:
5. — The Cora B. Miller Medicine
Company, known over
country because of its extensive magazine advertisements of a cure for the
women,
today
discharged
of
its small army of stenographers and other
complaints
employees and then closed its doors to business.
The closing came as the result
of a fraud order issued recently by the Postoffice Department, which denied the
use of the mails to the circular advertising matter of the company.
"According to Dr. Frank Miller, who started the business twenty-five years
ago, when he was practically penniless, the company will never again do business.
Miller is now worth from $900,000 to $1,000,000.
"For the first twenty years of the business, there was no interruption, and
the money poured. into the coffers of the company from women of the country.
Four years ago, however, the government took exception to the use of the name
Cora B. Miller in connection with the advertising, inasmuch as Mrs. Miller had
no connection with the company, and the firm was forced to change names.
"The change marked a turning point in the affairs of the company, and when
recently the government brought a fraud order against the company, Miller
decided to quit the business.
Miller is the largest holder of real estate in

"Kokomo, August

the

Kokomo."

Readers of The Journal will remember the Cora B. Miller fraud which was
exposed in the Propaganda department July 23, 1910, and the matter reprinted
and widely circulated in pamphlet form. The newspaper quoted above credits
the failure of the Miller concern to the fact that the federal authorities caused
it to change its name from "Mrs. Cora B. Miller" to "Miller Medicine Com
That this change probably had something to do with the decline of the
pany."
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business is doubtless true.
Another agency, however, has been at work, and
tended to make the Miller fraud less profitable.
A good many thousand reprints
of The Journal's expose have been circulated. The public generally, and espe
cially tht feminine part of
has been wholesomely awakened to the wretched
swindles that have been, and still are, perpetrated on
by "patent medicine"
fakers.
The American Medical Association, therefore, may certainly take some
of the credit for bringing about the consummation that resulted in Miller retiring
from his fraudulent trade. And here we have one more explanation of the fact
that certain individuals froth at the mouth whenever the American Medical
Association and The Journal are mentioned. — (Editorial from The Journal

A. M. A., Aug.

21, 1915.)

NEW

LIFE

REMEDY

COMPANY

J.

J.

:

a

a

"The business done by Pilson under the above names consists of the sale of
certain mixture of drugs represented to restore lost manhood, and the sale
of another mixture of drugs which he represents in effect will cause abortion
Relying on these representations numbers of men and
in pregnant women.
women make remittances
to him in payment for these so-called remedies.
physician and
not
not capable of diagnosing and treating the
Pilson
diseases and conditions which he claims his treatment will cure. The medicine
compounded by manu
furnished by him to persons who make remittances
facturing chemists and sold to him in large quantities. The business has been
conducted by respondent
for
number of years under these various names,
employed but without material
with slight modifications of the representations
In his alleged cure for lost manhood the same
change in substance or effect.
mixture of drugs has been used throughout, whether called 'Vital Fire Pills'
"
or 'New Force Tablets.'
is

a

is

a

is

a

was shown that Pilson in selling his "Vital Fire" and "New Force Tab
did not hesitate to furnish his remedies to men suffering from nervous
debility or loss of sexual power regardless of the cause thereof or the con
dition of the patient and regardless also of the age of the person. The memo
randum pointed out that the falsity of Pilson's representations were not only
emphasized further the
shown by the evidence but were clearly apparent.
fact that the condition known as "lost manhood" may arise from many causes
Pilson's treatment did not
any of which may require different treatment.
vary and, no matter what might be the cause of the disease or the condition
of the patient, the same stock preparation was used indiscriminately under the
positive assurance that
would cure.

It

It

lets"

it
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a

Joseph H. Pilson conducted
mail-order business under such names as
"New Life Remedy Company," "Mail-Order Supply Company," "Vital Fire
Moore, Secretary." These concerns were con
Remedy Company" and "M.
ducted from 1416 Broadway and 149 W. 35th St., New York City, and 273
Washington St., Jersey City, N.
In November, 1917, Pilson was called on
to show cause why
fraud order should not be issued against his businesses.
In January, 1918, a written answer signed by Douglas D. T. Story, attorney
for Pilson, was made to the charges, but neither Pilson nor his attorney
appeared at the hearing.
With the answer were submitted six testimonial
letters, three addressed to the "New Life Remedy Company" and three to the
"Vital Fire Remedy Company" together with copies of the booklets used in
the conduct of the business and an affidavit giving the formula for one of the
preparations sold in furtherance of the scheme, also Lilly's Catalogue, 1916-17,
containing similar formulas. Judge Lamar, Solicitor of the Post Office Depart
ment, in recommending
the issuance of
fraud order, gave the facts in the
case, in part, as follows
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The preparation sold by Pilson under the virtual representation that it would
cause abortion in pregnant women was known as "Compound Pills of Tansy."
that he never
charges, declared
Pilson, in his answer to the government's
abortion,
but
the
government
that his preparation would cause
represented
showing
that
correspondence
following
a
test
letters
had in its possession
of
purpose
consideration,
pills
for
the
furnish,
for
a
Pilson was willing to
in
further
that
fact
to
the
Judge
Lamar
called
attention
causing abortion.
March, 1915, Pilson was convicted and sentenced to a term of six months
in the Blackwell's Island penitentiary on an indictment charging him with the
fraudulent use of the mails. An appeal was taken and nearly three years
afterward (February, 1918) the judgment of the lower courts was affirmed
Pilson's scheme was declared to be one for
and the conviction sustained.
obtaining money through the mails by means of false and fraudulent pretenses,
A fraud order was issued, March 29, 1918. —
representations and promises.
A.,
A.
Aug.
The
M.
31, 1918.)
Journal
(From

NEW

YORK

INSTITUTE

OF

PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS

The New York Institute of Physicians and Surgeons of Rochester, N. Y.,
made a business of advertising through the newspapers
and selling through
the mails a medical treatment, which it called "Vitaopathy."
Connected with
the concern was one Thomas F. Adkin, its president and principal manager,
Dr. L. B. Hawley, E. Virgil Neal and T. A. Pulver. Adkin represented that
and discoverer of the new and wonderful treatment,
he was the originator
"vitaopathy," by the use of which he was able to effect miraculous cures.
The vitaopathic treatment really consisted of medical treatment prescribed by
physicians in the employ of the company, general directions for dieting, bathing,
given
breathing, resting, etc., and, what was termed by Adkin, autosuggestion
in the form of a letter.
The letter instructed the patient to concentrate all of
his mental energies on the thought that he was going to be cured of his dis
ease and to repeat certain phrases to that effect.
It was shown, at the trial,
that there was absolutely nothing new in this treatment nor anything of which
Adkin could properly claim to be the discoverer and originator.
ADVERTISEMENTS

IN THE

FORM

OF NEWS

The advertisements
issued by the company in the newspapers
appeared in
the regular news form, many of them being labeled "special correspondence,"
It was intended, of course, to deceive the public into believing that Adkin's
power and wonderful cures had attracted sufficient public attention to be
reported at length in newspapers, when, in fact, the company was paying
high prices for the advertisements.
THE

"DISTINGUISHED

SPECIALISTS"

At the hearing, Adkin was asked to give the names and salaries of the
"distinguished specialists" and "most eminent physicians of modern times" who
were employed by the company.
He gave the following list, which he said
was nearly correct :
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
Dr.

Norton devoted the whole of his time to the work at a salary of
Curtis devoted the whole of his time at $25.00 per week.
East devoted half of his time to the work at $12.00 per week.
Kline devoted all of his time to the work at $20.00 per week.
Day received a percentage of the profits.

$30.00

per week.
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According to the Adkin Vitaopathic Journal sent out by the "Institute of
Physicians and Surgeons" the following individuals composed the so-called
'
"Resident Physicians":
L. B. Hawley,
Hospital.

M.D., of

the

Chicago

Medical

College

and the New

York Policlinic and

W. H. Curtis, M.D., Hahnemann Medical College, Philadelphia.
John S. Reed, M.D., College of Physicians and Surgeons, Cleveland, Ohio; post-graduate
London; formerly
Hospital,
University and St. Bartholomew's
chief-of -staff,
Edinburgh
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Buffalo Hospital.
PBor. E. M. Day, Manager of the "Personal Department."
Prof. Emil Klein, graduate of the "Augusta Victoria Bad," Wiesbaden,

Germany.

The "New York Institute of Physicians and Surgeons" was one of the most heartless
and impudent frauds ever put out of business by the United States government.
The above
illustration is a reduced photographic reproduction of a full-page advertisement that appeared
in the Arena when that magazine was owned and edited by B. O. Flower, "founder" of the
egregious "National League for Medical Freedom."

The names of those comprising the "Consulting
given as :

Board" of this fraud were

Dutton Whitney, M.D., Diseases of Stomach, Liver and Kidneys.
Eugene Hunt, A.B., M.D., Diseases of the Nervous System.

S.
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In addition to the list given above the
been on the "staff" of the "institute" :
P. T. C. Campbell, M.D.
Prof.

G. E. Newman,

following

men

were

said

to have

Jr.

A. W. Jackson. M.D.
Prof. Chas. B. Westover.

It was shown that the company's representations relative to the "staff of
eminent specialists" were false and fraudulent.
The largest salaried doctor
in the employ of the institute received only $1,560 a year and so-called spe
cialists got $60 per year.
One of these "specialists," whose name has been
given — E. B. Herrick —had previously operated a medical company of his own
until it was put out of business by the Post Office Department. While Herrick
was employed by Adkin as an "eminent specialist" in rheumatism, he had run
his own medical company on the representation
that he was a "specialist" in
"venereal diseases."
Like

most companies of this sort, this concern purchased its medicine, which
of tablets, from manufacturing pharmaceutical
houses ; in this case
from Parke, Davis & Co. and Payne & Co. On account of the fraud on which
July 21, 1905.
this concern was founded, the use of the mails was denied to
it,

consisted

NEW

YORK

INSTITUTE

OF

SCIENCE

it,

a

It

is

The New York Institute of Science of Rochester, N. Y.,
said to have
Briefly, the scheme was to
mulcted the public to the extent of $1,500,000.
advertise that a free book would be sent to all those interested, explaining
how "magnetic influence" and "hypnotic power" might be attained. Those
answering the advertisement received a pamphlet describing the alleged "course
of study" given by the New York Institute of Science.
list
contained
of names of those alleged to be members of the faculty of the "institute."
Actually there was no faculty, the names given being either fictitious or those
of clerks employed by this fraudulent concern.
When cited to show cause
fraud order should not be issued against
why
continuances were granted
Vause, and the case was not
at the request of the concern's attorney, John
finally heard until Nov. 17 to 20, 1913. Mr. Vause, by the way, also appeared
as attorney for two other frauds, the Cartilage Company and the Okola Lab
well told in the memorandum of the Assistant Attorneyoratory. But the story
General to the Postmaster-General recommending the issuance of
fraud order.
Part of the memorandum follows
:

a

is

J.

a

"The New York Institute of Science was incorporated under the laws of
1899, by X. La Motte Sage, whose true name
of New York, Sept.

the state

9,
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G. S. Lincoln, M.D., Diseases of Nervous System.
H. G. Doane, M.D., Diseases of Skin, Heart and Lung.
Rudolph Mielke, M.D., Diseases of Men.
P. W. Erdtmann, M.D., Diseases of Women.
Marie Norton, M.D., Diseases of Women.
D. A. Dobie, M.D., Diseases of Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat.
E. H. Pollock, M.D., Mental Diseases.
F. W. Winter, M.D., Diseases of Heart.
A. W. Jackson, M.D., Morphin, Liquor and other Habits.
W. Edward Young, M.D., Diseases of Blood and Skin.
H. C. Abel, M.D., Cancers.
C. F. Drake, M.D., Sexual Diseases of Men.
J. W. Horter, M.D., Nose and Throat.
Edward 8. Herrick, M.D., Chronic Diseases.
W. W. Hadley, M.D., Diseases of Kidney and Bladder.
Thomas F. Adkin, President.
A. J. Barber, General Manager.
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is E. Virgil Neal, T. F. Adkin, M. N. Adkin, M. H. Neal and B. Hurd.
On
Jan. 29, 1913, a statement of voluntary dissolution was filed, but prior to that
date, that is on NoV. 27, 1912, Charles S. Clark, E. J. MacNamara and K. A.
McCormick were incorporated under the laws of the state of Virginia to con
duct this same business,
under the same name, and at the same place,
Rochester, N. Y.
"It is established that X. La Motte Sage, the original president of the
concern, has not been connected with it since 1902, and T. F. Adkin, who, it is
interesting to note, was the president of the New York Institute of Physicians
and Surgeons, against which a fraud order was issued on Aug. 2, 190S, makes
affidavit under date of Jan. 10, 1913, that he is not connected with the respondent
company.
Charles S. Clark has been connected with the business for many
years as vice president and general manager, and in the Virginia articles of
incorporation he is named as president, E. J. MacNamara, vice president, and
K. A. McCormick, secretary and treasurer, these three parties being also the
incorporators of the Okola Laboratory, the business of which was conducted in
the same building, and against which you issued a fraud order on Feb. 16, 1914.
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A photographic reproduction of a typical advertisement put out by the New York Institute
Science.
This alleged course in hypnotism was sold under the claim : "You can learn
home
to cure diseases and bad habits without
and love of
drugs, win the friendship

others, increase your income, gratify your ambitions, dispel worry and trouble from
mind, improve your memory, banish domestic unhappiness, and develop a wonderful
netic will power that will enable you to overcome all obstacles to your success."

your
mag

"Evidence in the case is to the effect that one of the publications used by
the concern, bearing the title 'Vitaopathy' and written by Thomas F. Adkin,
is practically the same as the course on 'Vitaology' used in connection with the
business of the New York Institute of Physicians and Surgeons, of which
Adkin, as stated above, was president.
Other publications used are 'Magnetic
Healing' by Thomas F. Adkin, 'Personal Magnetism' by Paul Weller, and a
Course in Hypnotism by X. La Motte Sage. The mails were also closed against
the circulation of these publications by means of the fraud order of 1905
against the New York Institute of Physicians and Surgeons. In promoting the
was given to the course in
business of the last named concern prominence
'Vitaology* or 'Vitaopathy,' the course in hypnotism being subordinated,
whereas in the business of the New York Institute of Science prominence is
given to the Sage course of hypnotism, 'Vitaopathy' being secondary."
Attorney-General Lamar then describes in detail some of the
obtained
by which the New York Institute of Science
its
victims. A photographic reproduction of one of these advertisements
accom
panies this article, the wording of which follows :
Assistant

advertisements

"this

book is free

"Would you possess that strange, mysterious

power that charms and fascinates men and
women, shapes their thoughts, controls their desires and makes you supreme master of
every situation?
Life is full of alluring possibilities for those who master the secrets
of magnetic influence — for those who develop their magnetic powers. You can learn at home
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and love of others,
drugs, win the friendship
cure disease and bad habits without
increase your income, gratify your ambitions, dispel worry and trouble from your mind,
improve your memory, banish domestic unhappiness, and develop a wonderful magnetic will
power that will enable you to overcome all obstacles to your success.
"You can influence people instantaneously —-quick as a flash; put yourself or anyone
Our free book
else to sleep at any hour of the day or night; banish pain or suffering.
explains exactly how you can master this power and use it to better your condition in life.
It is endorsed by minister of the gospel, lawyers, doctors, business men and society women.
It benefits everybody; it costs nothing. We give it away to advertise this institution.
Write
for it today.
to
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181

B, New York Institute of Science, Rochester, N. Y.

Commenting on this advertisement, Judge Lamar points out that the "free
book" referred to, far from being a scientific treatise, as the reader is led
giving, among other things,
to believe, is merely an advertising pamphlet
what purports to be a list of the "faculty" of the New York Institute of
Science.
The "faculty" list follows :
"X. La Motte Sace, A.M., Ph.D., LL.D., President. — Editor-in-Chief of the Corre
Psychology, and in the use and
spondence Course, and Instructor in Personal Magnetism,
development of the will-power as a factor in influencing people.
and General Manager. — Director of Corre
"Charles S. Clakk, M.A., Vice-President
and Metaphysics,
spondence Course of Instruction and Special Instructor in Psychology
and the use and development of the will power.
"Chaeles B. Westover. — Instructor in Suggestive Therapeutics, Vitaopathy, Hypnotism,
Personal Magnetism and Telepathy, and the art of Giving Public Entertainments.
"Wm. Keller, M.D. — (Graduate St. Louis Medical College and Berlin University)
Instructor in the Theory and Practice of Hypnotism as an agent in the cure of human dis
and Dentistry.
eases, and its use in Surgery
"Alberta Lee. — Instructor in Magnetic Healing, and in the use of Hypnotism in the
treatment of the Diseases of Women.
"Ocla Helena Sage. — Instructor in the Theory and Practice of Hypnotism and Sugges
tion in the Development of the Mental Faculties and the Correction of Evil Habits.
"Paul Weller. — General
"E. L. Ottnat. — Manager

Manager of Correspondence.
Correspondence for United States and England.
for France and Belgium.
Correspondence
Correspondence for Germany and Austria.

Ronca. — Manager
"A. Bosch. — Manager
B. Cintron. — Manager Correspondence for Spain and South America.
"A. Sluyters. — Manager Correspondence for Holland and Denmark.
"J. P*. Cardus. — Manager Correspondence for Portugal.
"L. F. Ronca. — Manager Correspondence for Italy.
"L. E. Brokman. — Manager, Russian Branch, Moscow, Russia.
"F. W. Barabas. — Manager Correspondence for Hungary.
"John Swanson. — Manager Correspondence for Sweden.
"Kuhahii Katsubo. — Manager Correspondence for Japan.

"J.

"L

"B. L. Traub.— Auditor.
"E. J. Macnauara. — Superintendent.

"M. O'Mklia. — Superintendent of Mails.
"W. Hebing. — Recorder of Matriculations.

Department.
Chambers. — Chief of Examination
Dworsky. — Manager, Stenographic Department.
"K. A. McCormick. — General Bookkeeper.
"C. Blumberg. — Assistant Bookkeeper.
"E. Burtis. — Cashier."

"M.

"J.

Then follows the Assistant Attorney-General's description of the method
by which the New York Institute of Science attempted to deceive the public
by giving the impression that X. La Motte Sage was a man of high educa
tional rank. The memorandum further states that letters from various educators
at Rochester, N. Y., show that the members of the "faculty" of the New York
Institute of Science were unknown to them and that the "institute" itself had
never been recognized by them as an institution of learning. It then continues :
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"Embracing two pages of the booklet under the caption "Endorsed by Col
leges and Universities,' are what purport to be facsimiles of five letters on
the letter-heads of institutions of learning, speaking in complimentary terms
of Dr. X. La Motte Sage, dated in the years 1889, 1897 and 1898, in none
of which is mention made of the New York Institute of Science, and neces
sarily so, as the corporation of that name was not organized until 1899.
"Another page in the booklet is devoted to what purport to be excerpts from
different newspapers dated 1896, 1897, 1898, and all of which refer personally
to Dr. Sage.
Beneath these clippings the statement is made:
t
and press clippings almost without number, all certifying to Dr.
Sage's wonderful
success.
After the founding of the New York Institute of Science, Dr.
Sage ceased to give public performances and to deliver lectures, and devoted his entire time
to the interests of the institution
and its pupils."

Greatly reduced facsimile of the back and front covers of the "free booklet" sent out
by the New York Institute of Science.
In addition to many fraudulent claims, this booklet
contained a list of the alleged "faculty" of the "Institute" made up largely of names of
clerks employed by the concern.

is

a

is

It

a

is

is

is

it,

"It is admitted by respondent 'that this institute has held out Dr. X. La
Motte Sage as the president of same,' and in defense urges that 'this is not
a material representation'
and that 'the fact that whether Sage was or was not
the president of the institute seems to be highly immaterial in view of the fact
that the course of instruction was by correspondence.'
An examination of the
excerpts from the booklet set out above, however, and of the matter described
in brief also appearing therein, shows that the so-called endorsements of col
leges and the excerpts from newspapers relate to Dr. Sage personally, and are
clearly depended on by respondent to lend an educational character to its busi
ness and to reflect credit on
for the purpose of deceiving the unwary.
Further, the representation
material in view of the pretense that 'students'
can always write to Dr. Sage or any of his corps of professors and obtain
their opinion on any question or difficulty.
"There
in fact no 'faculty' nor
this concern an 'Institute of Science.'
in fact nothing but
mail-order scheme in which pamphlets and books
are being sold under the false and fraudulent representations herein quoted. The
persons represented as constituting the 'faculty' are in the main merely clerks
and the officers of the corporation.
significant that some of the names
appearing in this alleged 'faculty' were connected with the Institute of Physi
cians and Surgeons against which
fraud order was issued several years

It
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"We have testimonials
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It also appears from the evidence that X. La Motte Sage, whose true
ago.
name is E. Virgil Neal, has not been connected with this concern for a
number of years and further that a number of the members of the 'faculty'
became associated with the respondent years after Sage had severed his con
nection therewith. Regardless of this fact the company continues to repre
sent that Sage is the president of the 'Institute' and that his personal advice
While Sage and Dr. Wharton and Rev. Paul Weller
is available to 'students.'
are purported to have written certain of the pamphlets used by this concern
in instructing its pupils, as a matter of fact they are not connected with the
'Institute' and their advice is not available to the people who buy this course
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of instruction.
"The evidence shows that when a purchaser of the course of instructions
sought the advice of the 'professors' invariably the particular professor named
happened to be on 'an extended trip abroad.'
The following excerpts from
some letters from the company to pupils will serve as an illustration :
"Under date of Aug. 29, 1912.
" 'We regret that you received no reply to your recent
letter to Dr. Wharton, who, we
believe, at the time was preparing for an extended trip abroad, where he is still sojourning
in quest of deeper research in occult science, and in the chaos usually attendant upon such
a journey the doctor may have found it impossible to answer your letter.
Since we are
unable to state just when he may return we would advise that you do not defer taking this
course in hypnotism and personal magnetism for you will find it most valuable.'
"Under date of April 4, 1913.
" 'We sincerely regret that Dr. Sage

consult with him at present regarding
this matter when he returns.'

is taking an extended trip.
Therefore we cannot
the photograph but will be pleased to ask him about

"Under date of April 25, 1913.
" 'We regret to state that Reverend
we

take the liberty

Paul Weller
of writing in his place.'

has

taken an

extended

trip,

therefore

The Assistant Attorney-General's memorandum
then takes up, seriatim, a
discussion of the various claims made by the New York Institute of Science
and shows the absurdity and fraudulence of these claims. Most of them are
quoted from a booklet sent out by the concern entitled "The Philosophy of
Personal Influence." To quote :
"We will absolutely guarantee to teach you and put you in possession of the most valuable
secrets known in all occult sciences."

To which Judge Lamar replies

:

"This extravagant representation

is on the same plane with the preceding
is calculated to give the impression that the purchasers will get some
thing infinitely more valuable than the matter actually received."
and

Again :
" 'We

quick as a flash of lightning.
teach you how to hypnotize people instantaneously,
By-standers can hardly
These methods are a marvel to hypnotists and people everywhere.
You cannot realize the rapidity and absolute certainty of these
believe their own eyes.
Dr. Sage has hypnotized hundreds of people
methods without actually seeing them tried.
secret
in a twinkling of an eye and he tells you how he did it, giving you his wonderful
processes, which have cost him years of study and hundreds of dollars in money.
"Many persons do not believe it possible to hypnotize instantaneously, but Dr. Sage has
It was one of the
demonstrated to thousands of people that this can actually be done.
the United States.
many startling feats that he nightly performed in his tour throughout
He always used for his marvelous test persons who were well known and highly respected
so there could be no doubt about
in the city in which he was giving his entertainments,
you
teach
so that you can hypnotize peorle
positively
We
did.
he
what
of
genuineness
the
You will
quick as a flash. A word, a movement of the hand, and the whole work is done.
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Many claim to have instantaneous
astonished yourself at what you have accomplished.
methods, but their methods have never been publicly tested, or if tested they have been found
to be failures.
Make no mistake. If you want to be successful be sure to get the course
that has been tried and proved to be good.
"We teach you how to hypnotize a person in his natural sleep so that he will awaken
the next morning and never know that he has been hypnotized.
He will not know what
commands you have given him, still he will execute them, thinking they are his own ideas.
"We show you how to hypnotize yourself and awaken at any hour of the day or night
you wish to awaken.
"We instruct you how to put people you have hypnotized under the control of some one
else, who is not even a hypnotist."
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be

sent out by the "New York Institute of Science'* in its attempt
public from its money. The "institute*' professed to give instruction
Treatment"
of disease.
This advertisement consisted of
in what it called the "Vitaopathic
testimonials from persons alleged to have been cured by "Vitaopathy."

An advertising sheet
to separate the credulous

Of this
"While

the memorandum

says

:

the very extravagant nature of the promises
made in the para
graphs under this number is in itself an indicia of fraud, it may be stated that
the evidence clearly established, and respondent in his brief admitted, that it
is not possible to hypnotize a person without his consent.
The evidence also
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showed that except in the case of a very well trained subject who has become
accustomed to it by being practiced on many times it is not possible to hypno
tize anyone instantaneously. The representations as to hypnotizing one in his
natural sleep were also found to be misleading, the evidence being to the effect
that in order to be hypnotized the subject would have to be in some degree
conscious. The several other representations made, as to hypnotizing oneself
and placing a subject under the control of another not a hypnotist were
demonstrated
by the evidence to be unwarranted."
"We show you how to extract a tooth or painlessly perform any surgical operation under
We teach
hypnosis.
We teach you how to relieve pain under any and all circumstances.
you how to hypnotize by telephone, telegraph or by mail.
We explain the latest process of
the subject at the same
at a distance of 1,000 miles away and of awakening
hypnotizing
distance."
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To which

the government replies :
"The inducements here held out to prospective 'students' are undoubtedly
with the full knowledge that they cannot be fulfilled and are set forth merely
for the purpose of securing subscribers, and without intention of performance.
The physicians testified that the course of instruction given by respondent
would not enable one 'to relieve pain under any and all circumstances.' Again
the fraudulent nature of these representations as to hypnotizing by telephone,
telegraph or mail, and at a great distance is apparent from the fact that feats
of this character could be accomplished, if at all, only with a trained subject."
"We give you instructions in regard
per day as long as you live."

to

treating

diseases that will make you $10

to $25

Says the memorandum :
"This representation is made with a reckless disregard of the truth that
characterizes all this concern's literature, and fs palpably false, without basis
of justification, and simply used as a means of securing 'students.'
It is
superfluous to state that respondent was unable to point to any of its 'students'
as earning the income stated in the manner mentioned."
"In constructing this masterpiece [A Correspondence Course in Personal Magnetism and
Hypnotism]
Dr. Sage has been materially assisted by the eminent psychologists and scientists
who compose the faculty of the New York Institute of Science."
"You have the combined knowledge and experience of the best authorities of the time,
and in addition you have the privilege of their personal instruction
through direct corre
spondence.
You can always write to Dr. Sage or any of his corps of professors and obtain
their opinion on any question of difficulty."

To

these claims Judge Lamar replies :
"The weight to which these representations
are entitled has been passed
on in discussing the 'faculty.' They are wholly false."

"Its course is acknowledged by scientists, teachers and professional hypnotists who have
studied it, to be the most perfect and logical explanation of this science that has ever been

written."
"This course has the full endorsement of the leading scientific men of the world, and
it was compiled at a large cost under the direction of a committee of eminent scientists."

Of this the government says : "The evidence failed to show any justifica
tion or foundation for these assertions. They are absolutely untrue."
"This course has been prepared by the ablest experts living. It is not a statement of
covering
the practice of men experienced
in the different
theories — it is a compilation
It is taught by an institute which has a recognized standing
branches of occult science.
Its completion entitles the student to a certificate, which passes
before the scientific world.
Courses very much inferior to
current as a positive guaranty of his ability as a hypnotist.
this have sold, and are now selling for $100."

Of the foregoing Judge Lamar says : "Some of the allegations contained
Concerning the 'certificate which
in this group have heretofore been discussed.
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current as a positive guaranty of his ability as a hypnotist,' it was
brought out during the hearing that
no authority has been granted
to this concern by the state of New York to issue 'any diploma, certificate or
other instrument' and no satisfactory explanation is attempted by the respondent
in support of its issuance of a certificate and the publication of the representa
tion that such certificate 'passes current, etc' "
passes

-NO HINGE

NOR

LOOP TO HAND A VOVBT ON.'

WE ARE RESPONSIBLE
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NEW YORK INSTITUTE

OF SCIENCE. Rochester. N.

Y.

U.

S.

A.

A reduced facsimile of a sheet, three square feet in size, sent out by the New York
Institute of Science in its attempt to impress the public with its responsibility
and honesty.
One was from the president of the
The sheet contained reproductions of four letters.
Rochester Herald, who states that the "Institute of Science and its officers" are "of irre
The cashier of the Flour City National Bank, Walter B. Duffy,
proachable integrity."
President, testifies that the bank's dealings with the New York Institute of Science "have
The Rochester Chamber of Commerce comes to the defense of
always been satisfactory."
this fraudulent concern by stating that it employs 350 people, uses more than $1,000 worth
The fourth letter is from the
of postage stamps each week and "pays its bills promptly."
postmaster of Rochester who praises the "institute" — possibly because it used over $57,000.00
—
worth of stamps a year and states that he is convinced that the institute "gives its customers
The New York Institute of Science commenting on the post
whatever is just and due."
"Do you think that a postmaster, whose business it is to investigate
master's letter says:
postal affairs and prosecute frauds, would express his satisfaction concerning our business if
it were conducted on a fraudulent basis and there existed the least doubt concerning the
reliability of the institute?"
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Then follow some claims taken from circulars sent to those
of the New York Institute of Science :
the advertisements
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who

answered

"Able specialists are in charge of the different departments of the New York Institute
like the business of the Institute, is so well
of Science, and its department of instruction,
Every pupil has the privilege of commanding the
organized that nothing is left to chance.
services of these specialists at any time free of any charge whatever."

Of which the Assistant Attorney- General says : "As "heretofore stated the
evidence showed that there are no 'able specialists,' connected with this con
cern and it follows that the 'students' do not have the privilege of command
"
ing the services of such 'specialists.'
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"Many write us that they fear they lack sufficient education to master our course. Do
Many who could not even read have mastered the course by
not hesitate on this account.
having the assistance of a friend who read the course for them."
that the
demonstrates
And the government replied : "This representation
respondent made no distinction as to the qualifications of 'pupils' accepted,
but, on the contrary, the evidence shows that it urged the enrolment not only
of the illiterate but also of those of such physical and mental weakness as
absolutely precluded the possibility of their ever under any circumstances
exercising hypnotic control over any person."
and quoted in the
the various claims made by the concern
that has just been given, Assistant Attorney-General Lamar says :

Discussing
matter

WHAT

THE REPRESENTATIONS

MEAN

"These representations are clearly designed to create the false impression
that the respondent will teach the readers how to accomplish the various things
named, regardless of age, sex, education or personality, whereas,
from the
evidence in the case, the complaints made to the Department by patrons of
the 'Institute' and the testimony of the government expert witnesses,
the
respondent is not teaching such persons to become hypnotists and magnetic
healers, and its pretended course of instructions will not accomplish the pur
and this the promoters of this scheme very well
pose which it represents,
know. That the offer contained in the booklet 'The Philosophy of Personal
Influence' to teach the various things stated therein is intended to be made to
any and every reader is borne out by the attitude of the Institute in dealing
Correspondence with a number of 'students' and
with illiterate 'students.'
would-be 'students' whose illiteracy is strikingly apparent shows that the con
cern represented that it could teach such correspondents as advertised.
"Whether hypnotism and magnetic healing are capable of accomplishing
the results represented in the advertising matter of respondents is not material
to this investigation, the question involved being
whether respondent
is
engaged in a legitimate business enterprise or in the conduct of a scheme
to defraud. . . .
"As a further inducement to entice prospective students the respondent placed
in its advertising matter with rubber stamp a statement to the effect that :
"This course originally sold for

fee of $5.

"As
$5, and

appear

If

We are at present taking enrollments for the tuition
$25.
you want the course you would better send your enrollment by return mail!"

however, the course has for many years sold for
this false representation is made for the purpose of having the course
of greater value than it is in fact and so induce its purchase."
a matter of fact,

In considering the case against the New York Institute of Science, the
government called in noted alienists who had investigated the subject of
hypnotism and it brought out the following facts : In hypnotism there are two
controlling factors, the first and more important being the individuality or
personality of the subject, and particularly, his willingness to be hypnotized;
the second, is the individuality or personality of the operator. As one of the
physicians testified : "The capacity of being hypnotized is a thing resident
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in the person and not a force which comes from the outside — from the operator."
The whole trend of the claims made by the New York Institute of Science was
exactly the opposite of this ; that is, that the hypnotic power is one possessed
by someone who can use it and produce results over someone else and that
the New York Institute of Science could develop this alleged power in its
"students." The memorandum continues :
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"The purpose of the promoters in making these representations
is to lead
the reader of its advertising literature to believe that this concern will impart
to him this wonderful power and ability to hypnotize and control anyone under
any circumstances and thus to subject to his own will whomsoever he pleases,
and thereby to deceive them into remitting $5 for this so-called course of

instruction.
"Despite the positive and emphatic representations
calculated to create the
contrary impression the respondent in its brief admits that 'everyone cannot be
hypnotized' and that 'it is practically impossible to hypnotize a man who is not
willing to do as you say,' and the testimony of the experts introduced was
also to this effect.
"Evidence was introduced showing that in a number of instances testimonials
published by the 'Institute' were solicited and procured on promise to furnish
books

free.
years

"For

the Department has been flooded with complaints against this
concern from people claiming to have been defrauded and it is estimated that
this concern has mulcted the public to the extent of $1,500,000.
"I find that this is a scheme for obtaining money through the mails by
means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations
and promises in viola
tion of Sections 3929 and 4041 of the Revised Statutes, as amended, and I
therefore recommend that a fraud order be issued against the New York Insti
tute of Science, Inc., and its officers and agents as such."

The fraud order was issued. — {Modified from The Journal A. M. A., Aug.
8,

1914.)

THE

OKOLA

LABORATORY

On Feb. 16, 1914, Postmaster-General Burleson, on the recommendation
of
Judge W. H. Lamar, Assistant Attorney-General, issued a fraud order against
the Okola Laboratory (Inc.), Rochester,
N. Y., on the grounds that the con
cern was "engaged in conducting a scheme for obtaining money through the
mails by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations and promises."
The Okola Laboratory commenced operations in 1911 and was incorporated
in New York, March 25, 1912, by the following individuals :
Charles S. Clark
Katherine A. McCormick
Edwin J. McNamara

Clark is said to have been the chief promoter, and to have had associated
with him in carrying on the business the following :
F. Adkin, Rochester, N. Y.
Dr. John L. Corish, New York, N. Y.
Dr. John S. Read, Rochester, N. Y.
Charles H. Phillips, London, England.
Thomas

The general scheme of the Okola Laboratory was to advertise that Dr.
John L. Corish, "an able New York physician." and "an eminent medical man,"
had discovered a marvelous treatment for affections of the eyes by which those
who were wearing glasses, or who should have been wearing glasses, could
do without them. The treatment was claimed to have originated in Germany
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(a favorite fiction in many lines of medical fraud) and was represented to
cure eye-strain, inflammation of the retina, cataract, disease of the optic nerve,
and many other conditions equally serious.
The so-called Okola Method consisted of three parts: "Okola," "Okolizer"
and "Okolator."
"Okola" was the name of some tablets' that were sent to
those who purchased the "treatment."
These were analyzed by the govern
ment chemists and were found to consist, essentially, of:
Baking

soda

Boric acid

The directions were to dissolve the tablets in water and apply the solu
tion to the eye by means of an eye-cup. The "Okolator" was a metal inhaler con
taining cotton moistened with a volatile liquid found by the government
chemists to have the following ingredients :
Oil of mustard
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Carbolic

Iodin

acid

Menthol
Camphor

Oil of eucalyptus
Oil of sassafras
Tincture of benzoin
Alcohol
Petroleum

oil

The "Okolator" was to be applied to the nose and the fumes from this
odoriferous tube inhaled. The "Okolizers" were simply printed cards on which
directions were given for rubbing the eyes, etc. The element of "mental sug
gestion" was not lacking, as some of the reading matter on these cards indicates :

"I

using Okola and the Okolator, also following the simple rules of the Okolizers, as
convinced that there will be a notable and lasting benefit to my eyes by faithful
adherence to the Okola Method for six months."

I

am

am

The absurdity and fraudulence of selling a simple eye-wash and an evilsmelling inhalant mixture for the cure of cataract, retinitis, glaucoma, astig
matism, etc., is evident.
But this fraud was carried on for nearly two years and
is said to have swindled the public out of $100,000 a year.
featured a "free book" which was
The Okola Laboratory advertisements
declared to have been written by Dr. John L. Corish. When the fraud was
investigated by the postal authorities, it was found that the book was not
written by Corish, that Corish had had practically no experience in treating
diseases of the eye, and was, in fact, at the time experimenting with a "cure"
for baldness.
Corish's name appears in connection with the Woods fraudulent
cure for alcoholism, exposed in The Journal some time ago, he having
"indorsed" this swindle. Needless to say, Corish is not an "eminent New York
physician" — he is but a comparatively obscure member of the genus Quack.
In this connection it should be noted that Dr. John S. Read, the "director" of
the Okola Laboratory, was one of the Rochester physicians who gave sworn
testimony for the benefit of "Duffy's Malt Whiskey," which he deposed had
been "used and prescribed by him for a number of years."
As in all mail-order medical frauds, while the public was led to believe
that individual attention would be given to all letters sent to the Okola Lab
oratory, the facts were that the correspondence was almost entirely handled
This,
by clerks and that "form letters" were used in practically all instances.
which
all
the
letters
were
sent
out
by
practically
fact
that
the
too, in spite of
Read,
M.D."
S.
signed,
Laboratory
were
Okola
the
"John
After reviewing all of the facts brought out by the investigation of the
postal authorities, the Assistant Attorney-General reported to the PostmasterGeneral :
1.

In

fraudulent
for them.

trial it was brought out that these tablets were manufactured for this
paid 20 cents a thousand
by Parke, Davis & Co. The Okola Laboratory

a subsequent

concern
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"I

that this is a scheme for obtaining money through the mails by
of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations, and promises, in
violation of Sections 3929 and 4041 of the Revised Statutes, as amended ; and
therefore recommend that a fraud order be issued against the Okola Labora
tory, Inc."
find

means

As previously noted, a fraud order was issued.
The preceding gives in brief the case of the Okola Laboratory fraud. More
complete details taken from memorandum of Assistant Attorney-General Lamar
to the Postmaster-General follow :
The Official

Report
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The Assistant Attorney-General, in submitting the facts regarding the Okola
Laboratory fraud to the Postmaster-General, said in part :

Some of the many advertisements

by which

the

Okola

Laboratory

obtained its victims.

"On July 29, 1913, a memorandum was prepared in this office reciting the
particulars wherein the business of the above-named concern was charged to
be in violation of Sections 3929 and 4041 of the Revised Statutes, as amended.
A copy of this memorandum was sent to the postmaster at Rochester for delivery
to the Okola Laboratory, Inc., together with a letter calling on it to show
cause why a fraud order should not be issued.
Aug. 13, 1913, was named as
the day on which the case would be heard.
At the request of counsel for
respondents,
John J. Vause, Esq., of New York City, continuances were
granted, and the case was not finally heard until November 10 to 14, last ;
and at the conclusion of the hearing, additional time was allowed in order that
Mr. Vause might file a brief. This brief has been received and considered ;
and all the evidence in the case has been carefully reviewed.
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"I find the facts in this case to be substantially as follows:
It
"The Okola Laboratory is a corporation of the state of New York.
A.
was incorporated on March 25, 1912, by Charles S. Clark, Katherine
Clark is the chief promoter of the
McCormick and Edwin J. McNamara.
enterprise. Associated with him in its inception and conduct have been Charles
H. Phillips, London, England; Thomas F. Adkin, Rochester, N. Y. ; John L.
Corish, New York City, and John S. Read, Rochester, N. Y. Thomas F. Adkin
was the president of the Institute of Physicians and Surgeons of Rochester,
against which a fraud order was issued on Aug. 2, 1905. That order also
covered the name 'Prof. Thomas F. Adkin/ Read is the doctor who constituted
the 'staff of physicians' connected with 'Prof. G. A. Mann* and his Institute
of Radiopathy, against which a fraud order was issued on April 28, 1908.
Clark is the promoter of several other enterprises which have been charged
to be schemes to defraud, and against which the issuance of fraud orders is
under consideration.
"Under the name Okola Laboratory, Inc., Clark and his associates are
engaged in soliciting remittances
of money through the mails by means of
advertisements
and circulars in which representations are made of the character
of those quoted below:
*
"Okola Method is the foe to the spectacle and eyeglass industry.
One of Us objects
is to make the use of eyewindows unnecessary.
It is the enemy of the headache drugs and
nerve nostrums.
It makes for good, healthy, beautiful eyes. An Okola Self Treatment Outfit
may prove to be worth many times its weight in gold. Adopt the Okola Method and determine
to avoid or banish glasses forever."
*
"We assert that Okola Method is the genuine formula of Dr. John L. Corish, who is a
regularly
qualified,
registerd, practicing
New York physician of many years' experience.
Dr. Corish has had wide practice in treating eye-strain and other optic weaknesses and
disorders of all kinds."
1
"Although it is a potential wonder-working
safe and
Okola is perfectly
preparation,
reliable."
1
"All good things are imitated, and it is but natural this should be the case with Okola
Method.
inferior to the original.
Those who pilfer the ideas,
Simulations
are invariably
attempting to copy the formula and modus operandi are only able to deal with the superficial
side.
eye treatments are dear at
Bogus or counterfeit
Ours is the original and genuine.
any price.
'
"There are legions of people suffering from eye-strain, short-sightedness and numerous
other eye trouble, who could save their eye-sight and overcome numerous unpleasant con
ditions associated with their optic disorder if they would adopt the Okola Method and apply

it faithfully."

*
"Of late, marvelous cures of eye disorders, including eye-strain, have been reported in
the press of all countries as having been brought about at the clinic of the famous Dr.
Pagenstecher in Wiesbaden, Germany. . . . Dr. Pagenstecher and Dr. Corish (the devisor
of Okola Method) are agreed on the main principles of the eye treatment method which is
so famous."
*
"I predict in the utmost sincerity, on my professional word of honor as one who has
deeply studied the subject, that within a decade or two eyeglasses and spectacles will have
become comparatively
rare, and the Okola principle
will have proved itself the popular
pioneer of eye saving.
The Okola, Okolator and Okolizer provide everything essential to the
true, scientific system of treatment for eye-strain and numerous other eye disorders, at
home, without any loss of time and at a merely trifling expense."
•
"Ten Dollars Guarantee that the Okola Method Will Succeed.
The Okola Method is
positively aimed at enabling any one whose eyes are troubled by eye-strain or certain other
optic weaknesses, to entirely dispense with the use of eye-glasses (or spectacles) and to
remove the necessity of ever employing them."
'
"It is hereby guaranteed by the Okola Laboratory, Inc., that if an admittedly beneficial
result is not accomplished, a forfeiture of ten dollars will be paid, provided Okola Method is
Six months' time
adopted and is used faithfully in accordance with the simple directions.
will be allowed, although in many cases a satisfactory result is attained in a few days or
weeks."

"The conclusion is irresistible from a reading of these representations and
others of a like nature that Dr. Corish has discovered or invented a new and
wonderful treatment for affections of the eye; that this treament will enable
those who wear glasses, or are about to do so, to do without them, and save
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What this Book Tells

WHAT THIS BOOK TELLS

It Contains Valuable Information

Valuable Information About
the Eyes and Eyesight

About the Eye* and Eyesight
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Photographic
reproduction of the first pages of two booklets issued at different times by
Okola Laboratory.
The matter on the left appeared in }9U; that on the right in 1913.
A comparison of the statements will show
studied attempt on the part of the Okola
Laboratory to so modify its "literature" as to keep within the letter of the law while still
violating its spirit.
a

the

is

is

Then follows some of the correspondence
referred to between the postoffice inspector who investigated this fraud and the Okola Laboratory.
This
which, so far as the replies from the Okola Laboratory
correspondence,
concerned, consisted largely of form-letters of the "follow-up" variety, indicated
that no matter what disease of the eye the prospective victim might have, the
Okola "treatment" was recommended for it. Cataract, diseases of the optic
nerve, far-sightedhess, hardening of the eyeball (glaucoma), near-sightedness,
astigmatism, inflammation of the retina — all of these conditions were described
in the different letters sent to the Okola Laboratory, detailing hypothetical
In every instance, the Okola "treatment" was recommended.
cases.
The
then described by Judge Lamar in his memorandum as
"treatment" itself
follows

:
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their eyes by using the remedy prepared by the Okola Laboratory, Inc.; that
this treatment is based on principles indorsed and adopted by a famous eye
specialist of Wiesbaden, Germany ; that the treatment will not only cure eye
strain due to any cause, but will also overcome quite a number of other diseases
or conditions, which are alleged by the writer of these representations to be
due to eye-strain, and that the purchaser of this treatment may have his
money back if not benefited thereby.
That the Okola Laboratory, Inc., intends
to lead sufferers from such serious diseases of the eye as near-sightedness,
hardening of the eye-balls (glaucoma), far-sightedness, optic nerve trouble,
cataract, astigmatism,
inflammation of the retina, to purchase this treatment in
the belief that it will cure them is indicated by the representations
quoted above,
and is proved conclusively by evidence in the case showing that the inspector
who investigated the case wrote to it under assumed names letters alleging
himself to be suffering from these conditions and received replies urging him
to purchase the treatment."
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"1. Okola:
Tablets consisting essentially of sodium bicarbonate and boric
acid, intended to be dissolved in water and applied to the eye with an eye-cup
that accompanies the treatment.
"2. Okolator:
A metal inhaler containing cotton intended to be moistened
with a volatile solution containing the following ingredients : mustard oil.
carbolic acid, iodin, menthol, camphor, a mineral oil like liquid petrolatum, a
balsam like balsam peru, oil of eucalyptus, oil of sassafras, tincture of benzoin
and alcohol.

Greatly

FROM OUR DAILY MAIL-CONTINUED

reduced reproduction

of a sheet

sent out by the Okola Laboratory.
In none of these testimonials
so that it was impossible to follow them up.

The original was about 1% feet in width
was the name

of the giver published,

of testimonials

by 2 feet in length.

it,

"3. Cards called the Okolizer, giving directions for exercising in the
rubbing it and resting
and containing legends like the following:

"I

eye,

am

am

a

'

using Okola and the Okolator, also following the simple rules of the Okolizers,
convinced that there will be
notable and lasting benefit to my eyes by faithful
adherence to the Okola Method for six months.'
as

I
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"There is also a booklet sent out with the treatment, containing general
directions for the maintaining of health, etc.
"The eye wash designated 'Okola' contains two ingredients [baking soda
and boric acid], the use and limitations of which are perhaps about as well
known to the layman as to the medical profession ; and this is probably also
true of the volatile solution which is to be inhaled into the nose.
That in
conjunction with exercise or massage of the eyeball these treatments can have
nothing but a temporary effect in anything more serious than a simple irrita
tion of the eye is a patent fact. The treatment will certainly not render the
use of glasses unnecessary; and it is in no sense new, different from other
treatments, or of the wonderful efficacy represented."

A Voluntary Tribute
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By a Connecticut Medical Man
la behalfof a memberof the clergy,an examinationof C^oU
Method wu made by Dr. Willard H. Mone, Phyiidao and
Chemiit, who recommendedDr. Comh*»Sy»tem,and gaveout an
in addition to which he hai added thiscon
interestingstatement,
creteendorsement,the original of which if on file in our office.

/ mayformallyslatethai my examination
of the Okola
Methodprrparesme to say thatI supportthettatemenU
of the
proprietor*
andfriends,notablyan thesepoints:
1. It b harmless
and simple.
2. It ts well adapledto strengthen
andnerves
themuscles
the vision,thus
of theeye,and by suchtonicactionto Improve
spectacles
doingauau uilh thenecessity
using
oreyeglasses.
of
3. Okola, Okolaterand Okpltterhaveeaoha pan*toful
fill, and together
constitute
a reliablecombination
for overcoming
eyestrainand improving
thesight.
4. As eyestrainb the causeof v
la St. I' Urn'dance,b
fromheadache
thtntaand Insomnia,
theTtmooalof thecausebytheuseof the
Okpla Methodb efficient
In thetreatment
of thesemaladies.
lysiemfor
5. Meetingthedemand
for an easilymanaged
and of con
savingtheeyeswithoutneedof opticalapparatus,
duetn
futing an Important
of disorders
factor In the treatment
one tvay or anotherto abuseof vision,the Okola Method
deserves
of fa*or.
W, H. MORSE, M. D.
22. 1912.

MEDICALLY

ENDORSED

Dr. Morte it oneof a legion of broad-mindedmedicalmenwho
do nothesitateto endorsethat which » good, regardlewof thefact
thatit u thecreationof anothermedicaltcicntitt Hit word* arewell
worthheeding.
OKOLA LABORATORY, Inc., 205 Si.

hd

St,

inliite.

N. Y.

report"
from Willard H. Morse.
Many a medical faker obtains an "analytical
The
An endorsement from Morse is not worth the paper
was no exception.
Okola Laboratory
it is printed on.

The government, however, obtained expert medical testimony in this case
from well-known and eminent practitioners, some of whom were specialists in
diseases of the eye and ear.
"The testimony of these doctors was to the effect that this treatment was
absolutely incapable of curing eye-strain, of rendering the use of eye-glasses
unnecessary, or of fulfilling the claims made for it by the Okola Laboratory,
Inc. ; that bicarbonate of soda and boric acid is merely a soothing eye-wash,
mildly antiseptic, the value of which is limited to keeping the eye clean and
perhaps relieving slight catarrhal irritations of the conjunctiva, the outermost
covering of the eye ; that eye-strain is the straining of the ciliary muscle of
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the eye — the muscle

on the inside of the eye protected by a hard coat from the
outside which aids the eye to focus to a certain point; that eye-strain may be
due either to fatigue of the eye or to some abnormal conditions causing
refractive error; that rest is the remedy for eye-strain caused by the former
and eye-glasses
the only way to relieve it when caused by the latter; that
this treatment would be utterly ineffective in the treatment of cataract, glaucoma,
far-sightedness, near-sightedness,
inflammation of the retina, astigmatism, opticnerve trouble or like conditions ; that catarrh of the nose, for which evidently
and that
the volatile solution is intended, is in no way related to eye-strain,
while this solution would have a temporary soothing effect on nasal catarrh,
it would not cure it; and that the use of this treatment by patients for which
it is prescribed in this manner without the advice of a physician or knowledge
on the part of the Okola Laboratory as to their condition was not only unsci
entific but was fraught with danger because it might cause a postponement
of proper treatment for a serious condition, because it might cause infection
from one eye to be carried into the other by the use of the eye-wash on
both, and because the massage of the eyeball recommended would be extremely
harmful in some diseases of the eye.
"As indicative of the intent with which this scheme is conducted, attention
is invited to the refund guarantee quoted on page 6 supra.
After the treat
ment has been purchased, the evidence shows that the laboratory construes the
statement 'six months' time will be allowed' to mean that the refund will only
be made on condition that six monthly treatments
be purchased
at a cost of
from $17 to $20, and declines to make the refund until that condition has been
complied with. The evidence shows that it is the intention of the parties con
ducting this scheme to lead prospective purchasers to believe otherwise and that
many

persons

have been thus

misled.

"Attention is also invited to the fact that all the letters which go out are
signed in the facsimile handwriting of John S. Read, M.D., and that prospective
patients are led to believe that they have the personal attention of a physician.
The evidence shows, however, that this is not the case ; that the correspondence
is handled by clerks, and that practically the same form letters are sent out in
all instances.
The book which bears Dr. Corish's signature was not in fact
written by him, and he has had practically no experience in treating diseases
of the eye, being now engaged in experimenting with a remedy for baldness.
While Dr. Corish was present at the hearing, on the advice of counsel, he
declined to testify.
"The defense in this case is substantially to the effect that the respondents
are not responsible
because of the fact that the treatment is purchased
for
other affections of the eye than eye-strain, as it is held out only as bene
ficial in that condition ; that eye-strain is in fact a concomitant with prac
tically all affections of the eye; and that the respondents are justified in hold
ing out this treatment as new, wonderful and efficacious, because the combina
tion of these elements of treatment is new, and because they have many testi
monials as to the value of the treatment from customers.
It is perhaps unnec
essary to comment on this defense except to suggest that it fails utterly to
meet the charges, but attention is invited to the fact that the evidence shows that
this company procures testimonials by offering prizes to those who report
beneficial results and also offering treatment free.
The worthlessness of this
kind of evidence appears when it is remembered that the only diagnosis made
of the disease, of which the patient reports himself cured, is his own, and
that the disappearance of irritation which the eye-wash may bring about may
very readily delude the patient into the belief that he has been cured."
Then follows the recommendation
of Assistant Attorney-General Lamar to
Postmaster-General Burleson that a fraud order be issued against the Okola
Laboratory, Inc., as its operation was in violation of the federal statutes and
was "a scheme for obtaining money through the mails by means of false and
fraudulent pretenses, representations
and promises." — {With additions from
The Journal A. M. A., May 9, 1914.)
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The Packers Product Company,
San Diego Building, 311 River Street,
Chicago, was the name under which one Fred A. Leach sold a nostrum, "Orchis
Extract."
The sales were made on the mail-order plan. In December, 1917,
Leach was called on by the federal authorities to show cause why a fraud
order should not be issued against his business and Jan. 10, 1918, was fixed as
the date for the hearing.
His attorney, Frank H. Repetto of Chicago, made
application that the case be continued to January 14. On January 11 a written
answer was submitted by the attorney accompanied by certain exhibits. These
were carefully considered,
As a
together with the evidence against Leach.
result the mails were closed to the Packers Product Company.
Judge Lamar, Solicitor for the Post Office Department, in his memorandum to
the Postmaster-General recommending
the issuance of a fraud order, declared
the facts regarding the Packers Product Company to be, in part, as follows :
MISLEADING

A

NAME

"The business complained of consists of the sale of a preparation known
'Orchis Extract' by means of representations
made through the mails in
furtherance of a scheme to defraud. Fred A. Leach is the promoter of this
scheme and operates it under the name Packers Product Company.
This
trade name was obviously selected and is continuously used for the purpose
of leading persons to believe that they are dealing with a responsible concern
as

ORCHIS EXTRACT

Directions

THE CREATES? KNOWN TREATMENT
FOR WEAK MEN

For Taking Orchis Extract

COlTklHtMOroitONOtllbUTTMVRATIVM

TakeoneMbletbeforeeachmeal Swallow
whole do not croih in mouth usewaterif
necettarv

Thil Packageconlainioof month,treatment

PACKIRS PRODUCT

Reproduction
mailea.

in

miniature

While takmf ihit treatmentthe bowel a
ahoaldbe kept in well regulatedcondition

CO.

Chlaago. III.

San Dlago

of

the

labels

on

the boxes in

which

"Orchis Extract"

was

engaged in the meat packing business and utilizing one of its by-products
in the alleged manufacture of the aforesaid preparation which is offered to the
public as a curative agent in cases of lost sexual power and kindred ailments.
This purpose is clearly evidenced (1) by the name itself and (2) by the
print of buildings and pens enclosing cattle on the back cover of the booklet
and on the form letters [see illustration accompanying this article — Ed.] dis
tributed to the public through the mails and carrying representations
herein
after referred to concerning the alleged curative properties of said preparation.
"The name 'Packers Product Company' is misleading for the reason above
set forth and the words 'manufacturers of Orchis Extract' are false, for the
evidence shows that this respondent is not a manufacturer of this extract but
the remedy sold by him and alleged to contain this substance is purchased by
from various manufacturing chemists.
The print thus used with
respondent
intention to mislead and thereby induce persons to purchase the preparation
represents in fact some of the packing house buildings and slaughter pens of
Armour and Company at Chicago, in which this respondent has no interest
and from which he buys none of the ingredients used in the compounding of
the said preparation.
"
'Orchis Extract' is said to be a substance obtained from the testicles of
A chemical analysis made by the Bureau of Chemistry of the Depart
rams.
ment of Agriculture shows that Orchis Extract Tablets, the preparation sold
by respondent, consists of sugar of milk, orchitic animal tissue, and agents,
used in compressing the tablets."
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FALSE AND RIDICULOUS CLAIMS

The Solicitor
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by Leach.

then quotes extensively from the advertising
Some of the characteristic claims follow :

booklet sent out

"Pre-senility, or premature old age, is a condition which can in most cases be relieved
by a careful and conscientious treatment of Orchis Extract."
"Orchis Extract has a special action on the glands of the reproductive organs."
"Its action is that of a great vitalizer — tending to increase their activity, to aid their
secretory
functions
and promote the normal development.
It is specifically indicated in
cases of atrophy of the private organ so common in cases of sexual abuses. Orchis Extract
operates in a most remarkable manner in overcoming these conditions "
"Orchis Extract, when introduced into the blood, should bring about a richer supply of
blood so that the cold and shrunken parts of the body must return to vigor and vitality;
ambition will be restored by stronger and healthier nerve tissues and muscles, and relief or
a cure is sure to follow."
"Orchis Extract is a reliable compound for restoring lost vitality, renewing cell life,
resulting in restoring life, strength and development to the organs of man."
"Orchis Extract is being successfully used in cases of Nervo-Sexual
such as
Troubles,
Nervous Debility, Lost Manhood, Night Losses, and Undeveloped
Parts.
It is for the
weak man, for the debilitated man, for every man who needs a reliable remedy to renew his
life and vitality, enrich the blood, tone up the stomach and aid digestion, to soothe the
nerves, to overcome vital exhaustion, to stimulate the liver and kidneys and to send new
energy and new sustenance to every cell and tissue of the body.
To nourish the brain,
strengthen the memory and to renew life with health and strength."

Parkrru $?rauurt 4fr
ORCHIS EXTRACT
FOR WEAK MEN

CHICAGO, H_l_.

SAN CHEGOBLOC

In calling tout attention to our Orohla Extract »e honeetly
bollevt *o an offering you tho vory boot eethod and reaedy for
regaining loot eoxual pooor.

Alton relative to this produot

of the letterhead used by Leach, obviously for the purpose of
Reproduction
(reduced)
leading the public to think that the packers (Armour's) whose plant is here shown, were
As a matter of fact. Armour's had repeatedly protested against this
behind the business.
misuse of their name and were to no small extent responsible for putting the fraud out of
business.
WHAT

Judge Lamar's
"The evidence

memorandum

THE EVIDENCE
continues

SHOWED

:

shows the diseases and diseased conditions for which this
remedy is recommended cannot be relieved or cured by its use; that the remedy
taken internally can have no effect whatever on such diseases and diseased
conditions, and that it is of no value in their treatment; that the condition
known as 'Lost Manhood' may arise from various causes, and that no one
remedy even if assumed to possess medicinal virtue could reach all of these
various causes and relieve and cure the conditions arising therefrom; and that
the. respondent, unskilled in the science and practice of medicine, cannot deter
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mine the condition from which the patron may be suffering or its superinducing
cause, and cannot unless by accident furnish a remedy that will give relief
and effect a cure.
LEACH AN

OLD

OFFENDER
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"Fred A. Leach, the
business from fifteen to
ager of the Distributors
was issued May 8, 1908;
the male organ under
Chicago ; that he also

promoter of this scheme, has been in the mail-order
twenty years. The evidence shows that he was man
Guarantee Association, against which a fraud order
that he sold vacuum developers for the enlargement of
the name of the Vacuum System and David Kuno,
operated under the name of the Ausin System and
E. D. Ausin, Chicago, handling vacuum developers, and that in 1912 and 1913
he sold vacuum developers
under the name of Martin W. Wade and Wade
Manufacturing Company, Chicago.
"The respondent requests that he be allowed to continue the business in
question using revised literature, and has indicated the revision intended by
striking out certain parts of the literature now in use. Since the testimony
shows that the preparation is of practically no value in the treatment of the
diseases and conditions for which it is recommended,
this request must be
denied.
The postmaster at Chicago reports that on an average fifteen pieces
of mail are daily received at his office addressed to this concern.
"I find that this is a scheme for obtaining money through the mails by
and
means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations and promises,
therefore recommend that a fraud order be issued against the Packers Product
Company, at San Diego Building and 311 River Street, Chicago, Illinois."
A fraud order was issued April 4, 1918. — {From The Journal A. M. A.,
June

8, 1918.)

Has "Orchis

Extract" of

the "Packers Product Company" Become
Tablets" of the "Organo Product Company?"

"Organo

Inquiries have recently come to the Propaganda department regarding the
Organo Product Company, 11 West Randolph Street, Chicago, which sells
"Organo Tablets" as a cure for "lost vitality" ! When the first inquiries came
in, no advertising matter accompanied them. Investigation showed that 11 West
Randolph Street was the headquarters of a "men's specialist," one John G. Gill,
long identified with Chicago quackery.
For several years Gill operated a medical mail-order fakery, known as "The
Edson Institute," Chicago. He abandoned the business when the federal author
ities began to make it uncomfortable. Later, he was connected with one Burgess,
another advertising quack in Chicago, himself a hireling of a syndicate of quacks.
Gill left Burgess after a few months, to take a position with a similar fakery,
known as "Dr. White, Specialist." A reporter for the Chicago Tribune, a paper
whose exposures of Chicago's quacks have made the "advertising specialist"
business in that city a rather hazardous commercial undertaking, stumbled on to
the "White" fakery and gave it some very unpleasant publicity. As a result "Dr.
White" — which was not his name — left Chicago between days, owing John G.
Gill $500. So, at least, Gill claimed when he was called before the Department
of Registration and Education of the State of Illinois, to answer some rather
Further, according to Gill's
pointed questions about his quackish activities.
testimony, he (Gill) brought suit against, and made a levy on the office fixtures
left behind by White. These fixtures were sold on attachment by the bailiff of
the municipal court, and, according to Gill, were purchased by Fred A. Leach,
from whom Gill claims he is buying them on the instalment plan.
This brings us to Mr. Leach. Some of our readers will remember that Fred
A. Leach operated the Packers Product Company, a mail-order fraud that sold
"Orchis Extract," until it was put out of business by the government in April,
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He
1918.
Leach has been in the mail-order business for a good many years.
was manager of the "Distributors' Guarantee Association," against which a fraud
order was issued in 1908; under the name of "Vacuum System" and "David
Kuno" he sold vacuum developers for the alleged enlargement of the penis; and
under the name of "The Ausin System" he also handled vacuum developers and
later yet sold similar devices under the name of the "Wade Manufacturing Com
pany."
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ORCHIS

EXTRACT

FOR WEAK MEN

Dear Stra

in calling your attention to our Orchis Bxtraot we honestly
believe we are offering you the very heat method and remedy for
regaining lost sexual powar,
in submitting to you thla proposition relative to this product
we have fully taken into consideration the fact that the newspapers
and periodicals
published throughout the country are filled with
alJ kinds of alluring advertisements
In regard to the treatment of
Jost manhood and sexual decline and that a majority of euch concerns.

....

ORGANO PRODDCT CO.
MAIN OFFICE ANO MAIL ORDCDOCFT
11 WEST
CHICAGO

Dear

RANDOLPH STREET
MJJNOIS

Sir: —

honestly believe
In calling your attention to Organo Tablets
we are offering you the very best method and remedy for regaining lost
sexual power.
to you this proposition relative to this produot we
taken into consideration the faot that the newspapers and
periodicals published throughout the country are filled with all
kinds of alluring advert leements in regard to the treatment of sexual
debility and that a majority of auoh ooneerne ao advertising, request
have

In submitting

fully

Facsimiles (reduced) of part of two circular letters sent out by the Packers Product Co.
Notice the similarity of wording.
and the Organo Product Co., respectively.
The Packers
Product Co. was the name under which one Fred A. Leach operated a fraud to which the
Leach is now located at 11 West
federal authorities denied the use of the U. S. mails.
Randolph Street, Chicago, which houses the Organo Product Co. and "Dr. Gill, Specialist."

These facts pointed to a probable community of interest between the "Organo
Product Company" of 11 West Randolph Street, and its "Organo Tablets," and
Then came
the fraudulent "Packers Product Company" and "Orchis Extract."
Even a super
some of the advertising matter of the Organo Product Company.
ficial comparison of the circular letters and booklets used in exploiting Organo
Tablets showed the close resemblance between this humbug and the governmentThe wording
declared fraud — Orchis Extract of the Packers Product Company.
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of the letters and booklets is almost identical. Even an old testimonial for
Orchis Extract appears (under a new address) for Organo Tablets. Compare,
for instance :
TESTIMONIAL

FOR

ORCHIS

EXTRACT

City, Mo.
find $2 for which

"Mound

"Gentlemen :— Enclosed
please send me one more package of Orchis
Extract
I think it is helping me so I am
going to continue the use of it until I think

I

am

TESTIMONIAL

FOR ORCANO

TABLETS

"Louisville, Ky.
"Gentlemen: — Enclosed find $2 for which
I think
please send me one more package.
it is helping me, so I am going to continue
use of it until I think I am cured."

the

cured."
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Doubtless when the facts detailed above are brought to the attention of the
federal authorities, an investigation will be made. Then, possibly, it may be
necessary to extend the fraud order issued against the Packers Product Company
to cover the Organo Product Company. — {From The Journal A. M. A., March
8, 1919.)

[In August, 1919, a supplemental fraud order was issued against the Organo
Product Company, 11 West Randolph St., Chicago.]

P.

PRESTO COMPANY

"P. Presto Company,"

also known as "The Presto Manufacturing Company"
and "The Presto Company" was a mail-order concern operated from Albany,
Oregon, by one Edward F. Lee. Lee is now in the penitentiary and the Presto
Company has been debarred from the United States mails.

Lee's business was that of selling on the mail-order plan what he termed his
"New Method Treatment for Sexual Weakness and Varicocele in Men." As a
side-line he also sold through the mail certain remedies intended for women and
sold "formulas" for making beer, whisky, ice and substitutes for meat and
eggs ! Under the name of "P. Presto Company" or "Presto Manufacturing Com
pany" Lee got in touch with his victims by ways common to the medical mail
order faker, viz., that of purchasing "sucker lists" from firms that make a busi
ness of selling names and addresses and by advertising in certain not-too-par
A typical advertisement follows:
ticular newspapers and magazines.
MEN OF ALL AGES— STOP GROWING OLD.
You can recover and retain your youthful vigor and
vitality

without

dangerous

drugs

and

appliances.

Our New Method tells how. Send for free letter.
The P. Presto Company, Albany, Oregon.

or those whose names Lee had
Those who answered these advertisements
purchased received a form letter in which Lee pointed out that his "treatment"
Said he:
was entirely unlike any other.
"Safe and sane and scientific, it is what every young, middle aged or old man should
know, as our rystem will enlarge, lengthen and strengthen the organs, making the weak
strong and the strong stronger and bring back the firmness of youth unlike any other method."

Lee further claimed that no matter what the cause of impotency nor how long
had existed, his "cure" was "rational, quick and lasting" and
"would positively cure or benefit any case of weakness or loss of vigor." If the
first letter failed to bring a response, a second letter was sent urging the recipient
to take quick action and declaring that the price of the treatment was $2 and
would not be offered for any less. The letter concluded, however, with the
statement that if $1 was sent the "copyrighted new method" would be mailed and
at the end of two months the recipient, if satisfied, could send in the other dollar.
the condition
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Those who swallowed Lee's bait received a form letter containing his "copy
The essential part of this letter read :
righted new method."
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"So, to build up, to strengthen and increase the blood and nerve supply to the testicles,
they should be stretched by placing one hand on each side of the scrotum (bag) above the
testicles, and stretch them (the testicles) away from the body, moving the hands from side
to side in a swaying position while pulling.
"The above treatment frees the circulation in the many feet of arteries, veins, etc., and
causes a strong flow of blood and nerve force to the parts.
Stretch the penis the same way.
Also stretch the skin of the scrotum strongly with the tips of the fingers. Above treatment
should also be used for varicocele, but should be given quite gently at first.
"Should the impotency have been caused by prostate gland enlargement, anoint the first
(index) finger in vaseline or mild oil and inserting the finger in the rectum, manipulate well
the prostate gland, which lies right in front of the rectum and behind lower portion of the
bladder."

The Government instituted action against this fraud and, on March 1, 1919, the
United States grand jury at Portland, Oregon, returned a true bill against
Edward F. Lee, charging him with using the mails to defraud in connection with
In June Lee was found guilty and sentenced to
the operation of this business.
eighteen months in the United States Penitentiary at McNeil's Island, Wash
ington, which sentence he is now serving. On Sept. 30, 1919, Judge W. H.
Lamar, Solicitor for the Post Office Department, recommended to the Post
master-General that a fraud order be issued against the "P. Presto Company"
and other names under which Lee did business debarring him from the use of
the United States mails.
The order was issued Oct. 8, 1919. — (From The
Journal A. M. A., Oct. 25, 1919.)

J. RUSSELL

PRICE

COMPANY

On June 25, 1918, the federal authorities denied the use of the mails to a
fraudulent concern known as the "Dr. J. Russell Price Company" of Chicago.
This concern was controlled by one Charles E. Cessna, of whom the Chicago
Tribune said he "at different times in his business career has been a loan shark,
patent medicine vendor and land promoter."
The earlier name of the Price concern— "Dr. Joseph Lister & Company" —
was abandoned in 1914 when the federal authorities commenced action against
Price,
it and the business was continued under the name of J. Russell Price.
figurehead,
graduation
have
been
a
mere
claims
by the National
who seems to
Medical University, a school that has been defunct for some time and even
before it went out of existence was not recognized by the majority of the states
Price, it seems, is or was one of the vice presidents and directors
in the Union.
of the "Liberal Medical Union," an organization of which another president
and director was Quack Carr of "Peruna" advertising fame.
Cessna was called on to show cause by Dec. 19, 1917, why a fraud order
should not be issued against the "Dr. J. Russell Price Company" and "V.
Leverne," the latter a "confidential address" under which mail was received by
At the request of James T. Lloyd, attorney for Cessna, a post
the company.
ponement

was granted

to J^n.

16,

1918.

At

that

time Cessna

appeared

at the

Solicitor's Office, Washington, D. C, with Mr. Lloyd and a Mr. Frank McMillin,
Inspector D. F. Angier of the Chicago Division, who for
another attorney.
some years has done valuable work in investigating medical mail-order frauds
and who made the investigation of the J. Russell Price concern, was also pres
The hearing took five days.
ent and testified as a witness for the government.
The charges in brief were to the effect that under the names of Dr. J. Russell
Price Company and V. Leverne "one Dr. James Russell Price, one Dr. Charles
E. Cessna and one Everett G. Cisle were engaged in conducting a scheme for
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obtaining money

through the mails by means of false and fraudulent pre
tenses, representations
Judge Lamar, the Solicitor for the Post
and promises."
Office Department, in his memorandum to the Postmaster-General describes fully
the facts in the case.
To quote in part :
CONTROLLED

BY CESSNA
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"Dr. Charles E. Cessna, who controls this company, was the chief promoter
of the business of Dr. Joseph Lister & Company of Chicago, who were cited
to show cause why a fraud order should not be issued against them on Sept.
That case was closed on the affidavit of Dr. Cessna, acting for the
15, 1914.
Lister Company, to the effect that the business had 'been entirely discontinued
and abandoned and will not be resumed at any future date, and that the post
master at Chicago had been directed to treat as refused all mail addressed to
said Dr. Joseph Lister & Company, its officers and agents as such, and to
Z. Wiren was the name used by the Lister Company as a con
Z. Wiren.'
fidential

address.

it is denied by Dr. Cessna that the J.
continued the business of the Lister Company I
evidence that this is in substance the case. At the
ing place between this office and representatives of

"While

TELLS
ABOUT.

Russell Price Company has
nevertheless
find from the
time negotiations were tak
the Lister Company for the

50000 BOOKS
Free By Mail

& Co." humbug went out of business — under that name — -when Cessna,
promoter, was cited by the government to show cause why a fraud order should not be
This was in 1914. But the business itself went merrily on under the new
issued against it.
Compare the advertisements reproduced above.
The one
name "Dr. J. Russell Price Co."
important (?) change consisted in eliminating * from the advertising the word "cure" and
substituting the expression "restored to health.
the

The "Dr. Jos. Lister

closing of the case without the issuance of a fraud order on the filing of an
affidavit, Dr. Cessna bought control of the J. Russell Price Company, which
was a small mail-order medical concern operating from Chicago, and reorgan
ized it into a similitude of the Lister Company, and began sending out circular
matter in which it was stated that the Lister Company was going out of busi
ness and that the Dr. J. Russell Price Company was its successor and urging
those who had theretofore dealt with the Lister Company to continue their
dealings with the Price Company.
"The advertisements and advertising matter of the Lister Company, modified
to a slight degree, became those of the Price Company, and the modus operandi
of the former company with nearly all of its fraudulent features was continued
Essentially the two schemes differ not at all.
in the Price Company business.
Modifications of advertising matter were made in an effort to avoid some of
.
.
.
the minor frauds involved in the old case.
"The one change throughout the matter used by the Price Company, on
which Dr. Cessna laid great stress, is the substitution for the word 'cure' of
A less substantive change in terminology
the expression 'restored to health.'
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could hardly be imagined.
These changes constitute practically all that were
made with the exception of a few other immaterial modifications of language.
Dr. Cessna was responsible for the representations in both cases.
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a

"hit or miss" concern

"The business of the Price Company, like that of the Lister Company, is
what has become known as a 'hit or miss' mail-order scheme.
Advertisements
of general circulation through the mails, and
are inserted in newspapers
particularly in foreign and other newspapers which have a circulation among
ignorant and credulous people, in which it is sought to lead the reader to
believe that a great number of symptoms of disease set forth therein are
amenable to the treatment prescribed by the company, and they are urged to
send for a free trial treatment and a booklet further detailing the wonderful
results which it is claimed will flow from the use of the alleged remedies
prescribed.
"A symptom blank accompanies the booklet and the trial treatment.
This
symptom blank, which is a printed question blank the same in every case, con
tains a great number of queries under different headings, such as, 'inherited or
constitutional diseases,' 'stomach disorders,' 'kidney or bladder disorders,' 'pros-

Typical advertisements of the Dr. J. Russell Price Co. as used in the foreign-language
papers — a class oi publications now largely patronized by quacks who are unable to get their
advertisements into the English-language
papers.
tatic irritation and inflammation,' etc.
There are a great number of questions
on this blank but few under each division, and while they are of a character
that might be helpful to a physician in making a diagnosis the evidence shows
clearly that they are not such as when taken alone would enable a physician to
determine which of a great number of diseases the patient was afflicted with.
Nevertheless on the basis of the answers to these questions Dr. Cessna under
takes to 'restore to health' those induced to correspond with him."

It was shown at the hearing that the expressions used by the J. Russell Price
concern in its advertising described either symptoms of disease or groups of
diseases ; that the symptoms are such as arise in a great many different conditions
which it is impossible to differentiate by means of a symptom blank such as the
concern used ; that in order to determine what treatment would be applicable
to any particular case, it was necessary to take into consideration many other
things such as the condition of the blood, of the urine, respiration, temperature,
etc., and that any alleged diagnosis made on the basis of answers to questions
that were uniform in all cases would reveal practically nothing and that the
prescribing of treatment on such information would, in the vast majority of
cases, fail to relieve the patient.
Judge Lamar's memorandum continues :
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"That Dr. Cessna well knew the fraudulent character of this enterprise is
clear from his testimony at the hearing.
He admitted on cross-examination in
substance that his endeavor after the Lister case had been before the Department
was to eliminate what he thought the Department
would object to without
reference to the truth or falsity of the representations made. The whole object
of the man as clearly revealed at the hearing was to go as far as he could in
continuing the fraudulent business of the Lister Company and eliminate only
such minor features as he felt might give rise to complaint and bring him again
before the Post Office Department.
"The fact that Dr. Cessna is a physician makes his offense all the more
From his medical education he must know that this method of treating
flagrant.
and that the representations
disease is entirely impracticable
he makes in pur
suance of the scheme are without any scientific foundation."
In defense, Cessna showed that in some instances specimens of urine and of
blood were called for and were sent to a laboratory for examination. The
value of the urinalysis which Cessna caused to be made was shown by a test
case conducted by Inspector Angier in which, in response to a call for a sample
of urine, he sent to the J. Russell Price Company a mixture of water, albumin,
The specific
pepsin, sodium chlorid and hydrochloric acid slightly colored.
gravity of this mixture was 1.020. The "analysis" showed the specific gravity
as 1.030, and declared further that there was 1.6 per cent, of urea, no albumin,
chlorids or phosphates I The memorandum says further:
"The name V. Leverne is used as

a so-called confidential address.
the time of the issuance of the citation the postmaster's report showed
the receipt by the company of 400 letters on an average daily.
"Through his attorney, Mr. Lloyd, Dr. Cessna has just submitted an affidavit
to the effect that he has discontinued all advertising or circularizing for new
business and that it is not his intention to advertise or circularize for new
business in the future, and further that he is closing the business up and will
within the next few months have it finally wound up and disposed of. As he is
still obtaining remittances on the strength of the advertisements heretofore used,
and as in view of his actions in the past no faith can be accorded to Dr. Cessna's
do not believe that the filing of this affidavit
promises as to his future conduct,
for the issuance of a fraud
warrants the withholding of my recommendation
order in this case."

"At

I

As a result of this recommendation, the Postmaster-General closed the mails
to the Price concern. — (From The Journal A. M. A., Aug. 3, 1918.)

PUBLISHERS'

ADVERTISING

AGENCY,

INC.

This rather imposingly named affair was promoted by one Clarence E.
Worthen, Boston, Mass., who was called on by the federal authorities to show
On the
cause why a fraud order should not be issued against the business.
date set for the hearing, Abraham Goldberg, attorney for Worthen, asked that
action in the matter be deferred until a reply to the charges could be prepared.
This request was granted. Shortly afterward an answer was submitted denying
the charges but stating that Worthen would be unable to appear before the
The attorney indicated that Worthen would be willing
department in person.
looking
to
the dissolution of the business if the Post Office
to take steps
charges.
drop
the
The federal authorities, however, would
Department would
Lamar, Solicitor for the Department,
Judge
proposition.
not entertain this
in
be,
part,
to
as follows :
in
the
case
facts
the
reported
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"The Publishers' Advertising Agency, Inc., is operated by Clarence E.
Worthen who acts as its president and treasurer, for the sole purpose of secur
ing space in various newspapers published throughout the country to be devoted
to the advertising of a large number of proprietary articles compounded and
sold by him through drug stores, and is not a bona fide advertising agency
The
in that it does not handle advertising for any other concern or person.
mails are used in the transmission of letters written by Worthen on stationery
on which appears the name The Publishers' Advertising Agency, Inc., and which
are addressed to the publishers of newspapers with the view of contracting for
the advertising space above referred to. The scheme is used to secure adver
tising on credit which is usually accorded to an advertising agency but denied
to an individual.
The Post Office Inspector who conducted the investigation
has submitted evidence showing conclusively that it is not Worthen's intention
to pay for the advertising thus secured, nor does he as a matter of fact do so.
One hundred and twenty-six publishers have complained to the department that
they had run Worthen's advertising in accordance with the contract but that
The total amount
they were unable to obtain any money whatsoever from him.
of these unpaid bills is $4,161.77, and it is safe to assume that this is a mere trifle
compared with the total amount which Mr. Worthen owes for advertising.
He gives the address of the concern as 44 Bromfield Street, Boston, Massachu
setts, but it is found that this is a blind address as Worthen does not even have
desk room at that place. All of his mail so addressed is forwarded for deliveiy
his place of business.
to 153 West Emerson Street, Melrose, Massachusetts,
"The postmaster at Boston, Massachusetts, reports that on an average fifty
letters and about two sacks of papers are daily received at his office addressed to
this concern."
The Solicitor declared that the scheme was one for obtaining property through
mails by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations
and
the issuance of a fraud order.
It was issued. —
promises and recommended
(From The Journal A. M. A., Aug. 17, 1918.)

the

SAMUELS

AND

HIS

EYE

WATER

On March 28, 1914, a memorandum, charging that "Professor" H. Samuels
and the Professor H. Samuels Remedy Company, both of Wichita, Kan., were
violating the postal laws in that they were obtaining money through the mails
by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations and promises, was
They were further called on
delivered to both Samuels and his company.
to show cause, on or before April 10, 1914, why a fraud order should not be
A continuance was granted, at the request of Samuels, until April 30,
issued.
1914, at which time Amos W. Marston, a Chicago attorney,
appeared before
the government officials on behalf of the Samuels fakery.
At the conclusion
of the hearing, the attorney was given, at his request, until May 16 for the
filing of a brief. When the brief was received by the federal authorities it
was given careful consideration, and after a thorough examination of all the
evidence in the case, Assistant Attorney-General Lamar recommended the issu
ance of a fraud order. On June 1, 1914, a fraud order was issued.
The Samuels fraud was first investigated in 1910 by the Propaganda depart
ment of The Journal of the American Medical Association, and the matter
appears in "Nostrums and Quackery," second edition. The government's
investi
gation brought forth but few additional facts to those published in The Journal.
The government chemists found, as did the chemists of the Association's labora
tory that the preparation sold by Samuels was essentially a pinch each of
sugar and salt in ordinary hydrant water. The Post Office Inspectors wrote
to the Samuels concern under various names and received at different times
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letters representing that the Samuels remedy would cure bow-legs, flat-foot,
sprained ankle, epileptic fits and lack of weight.
Speaking of the Samuels
nostrum, the Assistant Attorney-General says :

"The claims for this solution, when considered in connection with its analysis,
are palpably fraudulent, and it is clear that no one could be induced to purchase
it if its real composition were revealed.
Hence it is described as a new,
peculiar and secret remedy in the advertising matter; and its real character
fraudulently concealed.
The analysis shows that there is nothing new, peculiar
or secret about this solution and I so find."

An investigation

was also made by the federal authorities of one case
This particular testimonial, which has been
testimonials.
described
used by the quack for some years, was to the effect that Samuels had cured an
According to the claims
old character known as "Blind Joe" of Topeka, Kan.
made by Samuels, "Blind Joe" had been sightless for several years and "had
exhausted all of the means in his power to be cured," had given up in despair
until he "fell into the hands of Professor Samuels."
Then : "In a short time
he was able to see practically as well as he ever had in his life."
The federal
authorities showed that "Blind Joe" died blind !
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in Samuels'

It was shown further at the trial that "Professor" Samuels was not, in fact,
professor at all. In March, 1914, Samuels was sued by a woman who was
suffering with cataract and had taken Samuels' "treatment" without success.
She was awarded $400 damages against this faker.
At the trial Samuels
admitted, under oath, on the witness stand, that he was not a scientist or a
physician, that he had not read any medical or scientific books on diseases of
the eye for twenty years ; that he was not competent to testify whether the
woman had a cataract or not and that he had treated her without examination.
In addition to being debarred from the use of the United States mails,
Samuels was found guilty
Samuels was indicted by the federal grand jury.
in the federal court at Wichita on eleven counts of using the United States
Mails to defraud. He was finally sentenced to the Federal penitentiary for
a year and a day.
He commenced serving his sentence June 9, 1916. — ("Medical
Frauds,"
pamphlet, 1919.)
Mail-Order
a

SARGOL

The essential facts regarding Sargol, the get-fat-quick nostrum — most of
which have already been given in The Journal — are that its exploiters were
found guilty of fraud and were fined $30,000 after promising that the business
would be discontinued. The fine was paid and on Feb. 27, 1917, the Post Office
Department issued a fraud order against the Sargol Company denying it the
use of the mails.
The Sargol business was started in 1908 by Wylie B. Jones and Oliver C.
Kingsley at Binghamton, N. Y. In December, 1912, Kingsley dropped out of.
and Herbert B. Woodward went into, the business with Jones.
Jones, the
controlling power in the concern, is an advertising man, and operates the Wylie
Agency at Binghamton.
B. Jones Advertising
He also conducts another
"patent medicine" concern, the "Dr. Howard Company," which sells such
nostrums as "Palm Vine," "Dr. Howard's Specific," etc.
Sargol was advertised through newspapers and magazines of a certain
type and the business, generally, was conducted on the mail-order plan rather
than through drug stores, although a certain amount of drug store trade had
been developed at the time it was put out of business.
The newspaper and
magazine and advertisements, together with the other advertising matter that was
sent out when a prospective victim had been .brought in touch with the Sargol
Company, represented in brief:
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SARGOL

1. That Sargol
was a wonderful new discovery which could be depended
on permanently to increase the weight of the body ten, fifteen or even thirty
pounds.

experience of many promi
2. That Sargol was the result of the combined
nent specialists in dietetics who believed that the usual diet rules more often

fail

3.

than

That Sargol was in effect the most marvelous body builder which medical

science
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succeed.

has

produced.

4. That Sargol would, in an incredibly
short space
marvelous increase in weight regardless of the cause of
whether inherited, from overwork or wasting disease or
dissipation, etc.
5. That when the Sargol "treatment" was under way it
patient to go about his business as usual and still put on
a pound

of time, produce a
the lack of weight,
the result of abuse,
was possible for the
flesh at the rate of

a day.

The Sargol Company was able to defraud the public out of millions because newspapers
and magazines were willing to act as paid "go-betweens."
Here are photographic facsimiles
(greatly reduced) of full page advertisements that at one time appeared in magazines.
There
is also in this group a quarter-page advertisement (reduced) from the National Druggist.
6. That Sargol was a marvel in quickly and permanently rounding out the
feminine form, filling out the face to a perfect oval, making the neck and bust
firm and plump and rounding out the arms and legs to graceful proportions.
7. That Sargol would put flesh just where it was most needed.

8. That Sargol was the missing link in the chain of human
health and
vitality — that the certainty of a thin person getting fat depended almost entirely
on Sargol.
SARGOL

MADE BY

PARKE,

DAVIS

&

CO.

Such were the claims by which the Sargol concern pilfered from the public
an amount that has been estimated at $3,000,000.
When the case came to trial
it was shown that Sargol instead of being a wonderful new discovery was, in
fact, merely a formula devised after a short consultation between Wylie B.
Jones and the man who has charge of the "private formula" department of
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Parke, Davis & Co. Sargol was made by Parke, Davis & Co. and billed to
"Dr. Howard Co." as "Tonic Tabs," at a price of from S3 cents to 78 cents
a thousand tablets ; they were sold at the rate of $25 a thousand.
When the
manager of Parke, Davis & Co.'s "private formula" department
was on the
stand he testified that his firm made other pills, as well as a vaginal tablet,
for the "Dr. Howard Co." The "formula" for Sargol — as devised by Parke,
Davis & Co.'s agent and Jones — contained :

the

Extract saw palmetto
calcium
Hypophosphite
sodium
Hypophosrjhite
Hypophosphite
potassium
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Lecithin
Extract nux vomica

2

Grains
% Grain
^4 Grain
% Grain
% Grain
^2 Grain

The trial lasted thirteen weeks. Mr. O. B. Williamson, a Post Office Inspec
tor, collected the evidence for the government and was assisted by Post Office
Inspectors Frank E. Shea of New York and Samuel J. Killian of Binghamton.
The government called, among other experts, Drs. Louis F. O'Neill and J. P.

Creveling of Auburn, N. Y., Dr. Harvey W. Wiley of Washington, Dr. Wm.
J. Gies of Columbia University and Dr. Lyman F. Kebler of the Bureau of
Chemistry. In addition to his testimony, Dr. Kebler gave Mr. F. J. Cregg, the
United States Attorney who had charge of the case, invaluable assistance
during the entire course of the long drawn out trial. The medical testimony
submitted by the government proved beyond controversy that the pretenses
set out by the Sargol concern were absolutely worthless so far as flesh or
tissue building is concerned.
It was admitted that some of the constituents were
in some degree tonic but that none of them, taken singly or in combination,
could affect the weight of the thin or emaciated.
It was further brought out
that even if Sargol were efficacious in increasing weight in a given case, the
representations
made for it would still have been false and fraudulent because
they were so comprehensive
as to include increase in weight of those who
were thin from any cause. Judge Lamar, Solicitor for the Post Office Depart
ment, summed up the matter in his memorandum
to the Postmaster-General :
". . . it is a well recognized medical fact that in order successfully to
overcome this condition it is necessary to individualize the case, determine the
adapted
cause of the condition, and prescribe for the subject a treatment
to his own case; and that no one treatment could by any possibility supply the
lack of weight in all individuals regardless of the causes thereof or of the
particular conditions present."
The trial also brought out the fact that people suffering from lack of
weight due to tuberculosis, diabetes, Bright's disease or chronic diarrhea
extending over a long period of years who wrote to the Sargol Company were
urged to use Sargol and told that it would overcome the lack of weight.
It was also shown that persons who had written to the company stating that
and excitability following the removal
they were suffering from nervousness
of the ovaries, and due to such conditions as long continued dyspepsia, catarrh
of the bladder of nine years' standing, abdominal tumor and pernicious anemia,
also were told to take Sargol and informed that it would overcome their
nervousness
and irritability.
Of course, the Sargol Company had no difficulty in producing "experts"
lhat
to uphold its claims. There never was a medical swindle so preposterous
members of the medical profession could not be hired to defend it. The Sargol
case recalls the disgraceful state of affairs that was disclosed at the Wine of
Cardui trial when the American Medical Association was put on the defensive
because of its activities in attempting to protect the public from medical
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In that trial the "patent medicine" interests were able to employ
humbug.
members and Fellows of the American Medical Association who not only lent
aid and comfort to the enemies of the public health but attempted to discredit
the testimony of decent physicians who belonged to the same organization of
which these persons were members.
SARGOL

"EXPERTS"

So in the Sargol case we find appearing in defense of this outrageous fraud
physicians who, by virtue of their membership
in their county and state
societies, were enabled to become Fellows of the American Medical Asso
ciation. They were :
Smith, M.D., New York City. — Member of the New York Medical
of the Medical Society of the State of New York.
Howard L. Davenport, M.D., Auburn, N. Y. — Member of the Cayuga County Medical
Society, Member of the Medical Society of the State of New York.
Michael P. Conway, M.D., Auburn, N. Y. — Member of the Cayuga County Medical
Society, Member of the Medical Society of the State of New York.
Gibson Benjamin Mack, M.D., Auburn, N. Y. — Member of the Cayuga County Medical
Society, Member of the Medical Society of the State of New York.

Ellsworth

Ernest
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Society,

Member

advertising was done in the newspapers both in the United States and Great
addition, the Sargol Company sent out large_ quantities of advertising circulars.
Here are greatly reduced facsimiles of some of the advertising from these sources.
Extensive

Britain.

In

Ernest Ellsworth Smith, who testified that he devotes himself "especially
in a num
to the specialty of nutrition," has appeared against the government
ber of cases. In 1910 the government was making a determined effort to break
up the traffic in rotten eggs, a business that had reached huge proportions.
For three years previously it had tried to put a stop to the business without
Then it prosecuted a man who was said to be
any great amount of success.
the largest dealer in putrid eggs in the "rotten-egg district" of New York.
He was charged with shipping a putrid mass of frozen egg product containing
mold, blood clots, heads of embryo chicks, etc.
After a trial before a jury he
was found guilty and fined the maximum penalty for a first offense under the
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federal law. The "expert" employed by this dealer in rotten eggs in defending
himself against the government's charges was Ernest Ellsworth Smith !

In 1912 the United States government proceeded against a concern that
sold "specialties" for confectioners. One of the "specialtiis" the company was
charged with selling was a varnish used, it seems, in the trade, for the purpose
This varnish, the government charged, contained
of coating fudge candy.
appreciable quantities of arsenic. The company was found guilty by the jury,
although it afterward appealed the case. The company employed an expert
in this case whose testimony was to the effect that the amount of arsenic
This expert was
present would not, in his opinion, be injurious to health.
I
Ernest Ellsworth Smith
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In 1915 the government seized a number of packages of "Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills for Pale People." This "patent medicine" was sold as a remedy
for locomotor ataxia, partial paralysis, St. Vitus' Dance, rheumatism, leukorThese claims the govern
rhea, dysmenorrhea, spermatorrhea, impotence, etc.
ment charged were false and fraudulent.
The Dr. Williams Medicine Com-

What Famous Doctors Say
About Sargol
Prescribed With Great Success
Sargolandtin exceedingly
I biv* prescribed
Mtiffiedwiibreauilt.
all ihe c-ucoiiahlot fifth forming,
b tithighvalueinmou
ll contain*
cam nf anarautritton,
tbuauwriDff■rapidrecovery
fromall watting

Reports from alleged "famous doctors" were part of the< advertising paraphernalia of the
Here is a reduced facsimile of what purported to be a report from "Dr.
Sargol concern.
If there ever
Hare Cuddy, Formerly Hon. Staff Physician, St. Luke's Hospital, Michigan."
was a Dr. Hare Cuddy, we have been unable to locate him.
The "St. Luke's Hospital" was
a fraudulent
concern that existed only on paper.
Quacks all over the country have "certifi
cates of membership" framed in their offices purporting
to show that they are on the "staff"
of St. Luke's Hospital.

took exceptions to the government's actions and attempted to defend
the claims. The jury, however, decided that the government's
contention was
The company in this case
right and the court ordered the stuff destroyed.
also appealed.
One of the experts to testify to the wondrous virtues of
pany

Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People was Ernest Ellsworth Smith. Smith
that he had prescribed these pills without a full knowledge of their

admitted

composition.
In addition

to the medicolegal activities, Smith's articles on behalf of
sodium benzoate, which appeared at the time of the controversy on this subject,
Many physicians have doubtless received a
will be remembered by many.
brochure stamped "With Author's Compliments" and dealing with "Protein
It is a puff for that preposterously
Diet for the Sick and Convalescent."
advertised nostrum "Sanatogen"; its author is E. E. Smith!
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!

Before leaving Dr. Smith, the following extract from the testimony during
trial is much too interesting to be allowed to remain buried in legal
archives. Dr. Smith is testifying as to the effect of saw palmetto on a flat
chested but otherwise normally healthy female :
the Sargol

"Que stion.— What is the effect, if any, as you have spoken of, of the use
of sabal (saw palmetto) on the bust of a female?"
"Dr. Smith. — In the thin undeveloped condition of the bust the effect
is to stimulate the growth and development
of the bust to the ideally
normal condition."
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Of

the other physicians who testified for the Sargol concern, Dr. Mack of
Auburn was withdrawn from the stand before his testimony was completed and
all his testimony
This action followed his crossstricken from the record.
examination by Attorney Cregg when it was shown that Dr. Mack was the

family physician of one of the jurors and before testifying had discussed
effect his testimony might have on this juror.

the

probable

(ClUlk.

DR J. O MA3CAAENHA1
CMLMOT
ANDCONSULTING
ANALYTICAL
AMDAUAVW

Sues'.
27Kiaf WUUAm

i^taLr. .en—ton, mi
Analytical Report on "S A R G 0 L"
...
sescle received November ?tb
1 bait suMltted a sample of -SARGOL- to ebemieel examination
oonana rrooi tno reaulta or tbe ease, I am able to ear Mat It
dareota
talna substances calculated to lnoreaae flash and eorreot
digestion.
or assimilation and
or
1 nave railed to rind In -SARGOL" any polaon, nercotlo
aubateaoa or a harmful nature

Consulting

Fake
facsimile

"analytical

of one of

Chemist and Analyst.

Here is a reduced
reports" were also used by the Sargol concern.
Sargol is not the only humbug that Mascarenhas has "reported" on.

these.

Drs. Conway and Davenport both testified in effect, that among other things,
taking four Sargol tablets a day for sixty days would increase the weight of a
person who was naturally thin or who had become thin following some wasting
disease or who was thin through malassimilation of food or from nervous
They further testified, in effect, that Sargol would
indigestion of long standing.
tend to increase the weight of a tuberculous subject and would remove such
nervous irritability or excitability as might follow the removal of the ovaries.
Dr. Conway testified that in cases of pernicious anemia the "individual's blood
would be changed for the better" by taking Sargol and that in cases of catarrh
of the bladder Sargol would be of marked benefit because it would tend to
increase weight and to cure the local condition.
Dr. Davenport expressed the
opinion that Sargol would tend to increase the weight of consumptives and of
persons suffering from "kidney trouble," chronic diarrhea, catarrh of the bladder
and pernicious anemia.
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THE

"GUARANTEE"

WORTHLESS

In common with most medical mail-order fakers, the Sargol Company pub
lished an alleged guarantee promising to return without question the price paid
for the treatment if the purchaser did not regard the results as satisfactory.
After the purchase had been made this promise was qualified in such a manner
as to make it of little, if any, value to the purchaser.
The victim was advised
that in order to obtain a refund it would be necessary for him to certify that he
had taken the treatment faithfully every day and that during the entire period he
Furthermore, it was necessary
had not been subject to any attack of sickness.
that he have two witnesses certify to the same fact.
An additional requirement
was that all the box covers in which the Sargol came, six in all, must be
returned as a prerequisite to the refund.
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FAKE

ANALYTICAL1

REPORTS

The Sargol concern, to strengthen its claims for the nostrum, published what
purported to be analytical and professional reports from alleged famous physi
cians and chemists.
One of the reports was from a "Dr. J. C. Mascarenhas,
F. C. S., K. S. B., &c" of London. Our files show that Mascarenhas has been
connected with a fake degree-conferring organization, the "Society of Science,
Other American "patent medicine" fakers use
Letters and Art of London."
report
Mascarenhas'
his alleged analytical reports as advertising ammunition.
says that he failed to find any "poison" in Sargol. This may be due to the fact
that the Sargol sold in Great Britain, unlike that sold in this country, had no
strychnin in it. The British law would have required the package to be labeled
"poison" had it had the composition of the American Sargol.
Another testimonial from an alleged "famous doctor" was from one "Dr.
Hare Cuddy, Formerly Hon. Staff Physician, St. Luke's Hospital, Michigan."
As many of The Journal readers remember, "St. Luke's Hospital," which existed
chiefly on paper, was a scheme conducted from Niles, Mich., by a quack named
Probert, who peddled certificates of membership in the hospital —price $25.
Quacks all over the country have these "diplomas of membership" framed in
In commenting on the alleged noted endorsers of Sargol, the
their offices.
solicitor of the Post Office Department said : "The investigation developed the
fact that in some instances there never had been such physicians in esse and that
in other instances

they were quacks entitled
THE

PROFESSION'S

to no credence

whatever."

RESPONSIBILITY

The Sargol case has many points of interest to the profession. For some
the Propaganda department of The Journal has been receiving letters
from physicians calling attention to Sargol and asking why it was possible for
such an obvious swindle to be perpetrated year after year, and no action be
taken. The facts in the Sargol trial answer this question.
The postal authorities
went to great trouble to collect evidence for the purpose of protecting the public
against this fraud. The trial lasted many weeks and is said to have cost the
Although the business was palpably fraudu
United States more than $100,000.
lent, although the claims made for the nostrum were patently false, the defen
dants were able to employ physicians to go on the stand and swear that Sargol
was a "flesh builder" and "bust developer" !
Is it any wonder when such
conditions obtain within the medical profession that officials whose duty it is to
protect the public against fraud hesitate to attack humbugs of a medical nature?
Medical fraud flourishes not only because of the credulity of the public but also
because of the low ideals or the venality of a few members of the medical
profession. — (From the Journal A. M. A., March 24, 1917.)
years
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For some years a concern in Cincinnati, which has gone under the
"D. A. Skeen" and "The D. A. Skeen Co." has advertised a mail-order

names
treat
The
over
prostate.
or
enlarged
"guaranteed"
that
was
to
cure
stricture
ment
worked fraud-order department of the Post Office finally got around to this
piece of quackery and has put it out of business by denying to the concern
and its manager the use of the United States mails.
In July, 1919, George B. Poole— who was really the D. A. Skeen Co. — was
called on by the federal authorities to show cause why a fraud order should not
be issued against his business.
When the case first came up for hearing, Poole
and his attorney, Alfred G. Allen of Cincinnati, offered evidence in an attempt
Later, Poole and his
to defend the concern against the Government's charges.
counsel, in correspondence
with the federal officials, intimated that, rather than
have a fraud order issued, the business would be discontinued. As a result, the
Government offered to withhold further action, providing Poole would execute
and file an affidavit to the effect that the business had been discontinued and
would not be resumed any time in the future and that the postmaster at Cincin
nati would be directed to treat all mail sent to the D. A. Skeen Co. as "refused."

CTD
I PTI I D CTREfl™
O I Rill I UllC
If

Guaranteed
suffering -with Stricture, enlarged prostate,
difficulty to retain or pass water, you will get Im
mediate, entire and permanent relief by using

SKEEN'S PAINLESS REMEDY

NO CUTTING, DILATING OR DRUGGING
Use treatment 60 day*, li not fully satisfied, I will return
your money without complaint. No chance for you to lose
n penny. My booklet. "»» HONEST TALK." with GUUAITEE,
tent free— will open your eyes and convince you. Write

^^^KEEN^erJt^J^^^o^56^1ndmjML^h^
Typical

advertisement

of the Skeen Stricture

Cure.

the federal authorities to believe that this disposition of the case
As a result, the Govern
desired,
Poole refused to submit such an affidavit.
was
ment issued a fraud order against Poole and the D. A. Skeen Co.
The extracts that follow are taken from the memorandum of Judge W. H.
Lamar, Solicitor for the Post Office to the Postmaster-General recommending the

After leading

issuance of

a

fraud order.

"The scheme in substance is to falsely represent to persons that a
certain treatment known as 'Skeen's Painless Remedy,' sold by respondents
through the mails for use according to directions, will cure any case of
diseases and
Stricture or Prostate Gland trouble, and all Genito-Urinary
conditions, and other serious troubles which affect persons, regardless
of the cause from which the disease or diseased condition arises, their
seriousness or the length of their standing; and by means of such repre
sentations and promises obtain remittances of money in payment for said
treatment.
It appears from the evidence that the business done in pur
suance of this scheme was started as early as 1885 by one David A.
Skeen, who, according to Mr. Poole's testimony, had the treatment made up
under a prescription of one of the 'oldest and best known physicians in the
South,' although he could not give the name of this physician, nor was
there anything in the records of respondent's business to show that they
have had such a prescription. Skeen himself was not a physician and knew
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nothing of the cure

or treatment of diseases, or the effect of drugs on
but depended solely on the remedy prepared from this
alleged prescription to cure some of the most serious diseases with which
persons can be afflicted.
George Poole, the present
Skeen died in 1914.
manager
and principal owner of the business,
settled his estate, con
tinued the business and incorporated the same under the name The D. A.
Skeen Company. George B. Poole, who is the president of this concern,
is 65 years of age. He is not a physician and does not employ or consult
a physician in connection with the treatment
of persons who deal with
him through the mails. He did not consult any competent authority to
ascertain whether it was safe and legitimate to treat these various diseases
and conditions before continuing the business, but in order to induce the
public to take this treatment placed advertisements
in a large number of
papers which have a general circulation through the mails and employed
literature of the most misleading character for the purpose of having
persons buy the remedy."
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the human

system,

Of course, the Skeen concern issued an advertising booklet. Here are miniature reproduc
of portions of some of the pagc9 in this booklet.
The "Endorsement" of the Skeen
"cure" by the "Eminent Physician1' of Indianapolis occupied two pages of the booklet. We
only have space for the heading.

tions

The memorandum
then quotes a number of typical advertisements
used
by Poole in obtaining purchasers for the Skeen "treatment."
The stuff was
analyzed in the Bureau of Chemistry of the Department of Agriculture
and
the analysis was submitted to the postal authorities in a report of Dr. Lyman
F. Kebler, who has done much valuable work in aiding the Post Office in
protecting the public against mail-order medical swindles. Dr. Kebler's report
showed that the product was essentially a solution of ferric chlorid dissolved
in alcohol and water:
Alcohol
Solution of ferric chlorid . . .
Iron sulphate
Flavored with sassafras, etc.

The memorandum

continues

;5
45

per cent.
percent.
.07 per cent.

1.7

:

"The evidence shows that this treatment consisting of one combination of
drugs cannot reach and remove the serious diseased conditions which respondent
urges can be permanently cured by the use of this remedy.
The representa
tions and promises above quoted and others appearing in respondent's advertis
ing literature have been repeatedly shown to be false and fraudulent by the
testimony of medical experts skilled in the science of the treatment of diseases
and diseased conditions who have frequently been called upon to testify in
similar medical mail order cases before the Post Office Department, and such
testimony was adduced in this case and is a matter of record herein.
This
testimony was given by highly experienced and well qualified physicians and
is based not only upon their actual experience in the treatment of these dis-
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but also upon certain well established physiological, anatomical and
The testimony shows that
therapeutical facts with which they are familiar.
each of the numerous diseases and diseased conditions treated by these respon
dents with this one remedy may arise from many and varied causes, and in
order to successfully treat such diseases and diseased conditions it is neces
sary first to ascertain the cause or causes thereof, and then intelligently apply
a suitable treatment which will reach and remove such cause or causes, and in
order to effect a cure the superinducing cause must be found and treated, that
different causes often require different treatment and that no one treatment
can or will cure all cases, and might not cure any."
eases,
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Judge Lamar then quotes the evidence of the witnesses
ment in the case and concludes :

called by the Govern

"This and other testimony in the case very clearly indicates the falsity of
the representations made by these respondents in order to market their treat
ment.
It leaves no doubt as to the inability of the remedy to relieve and
cure the various diseases and diseased conditions for which it is recom
mended.
It shows that these conditons in question may arise from various
causes each of which may require for its removal different treatment; that
none of the drugs which compose the treatment used, either separately or in
combination can, unless by chance, reach and remove the principal cause
which produces the condition, and hence cannot effect the promised cure. The
return of the postmaster at Cincinnati, Ohio, shows that about the time of
the issuance of the citation in this case from IS to 20 pieces of mail were
received daily at that office addressed to The D. A. Skeen Company and
delivered.

"I find that this is a scheme for obtaining money through the mails by
means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations and promises, and
I therefore recommend that a fraud order be issued against The D. A. Skeen
Company, and G. B. Poole, Manager, at Box 356, and 22 Opera Place, Cin
cinnati, Ohio."

The fraud order was issued December
Jan. 31, 1920.)

STATE

MEDICAL

3,

1919. — (From

INSTITUTE

OF

The Journal

A.M. A.,

OMAHA

On Jan. 24, 1917, W. T. Upton, E. F. Andrews and L. H. Staples pleaded
guilty in the federal court at Omaha to conspiracy to use the United States
mails for a scheme to defraud. Each was sentenced to pay a fine of $3S0; the
fines were paid.
This trio was indicted March IS, 1913, and the men were arrested in Novem
ber, 1913, when the Chicago Tribune was turning the light on the "men's spe
One of the firms of medical charlatans to which the
cialists" quacks of Chicago.
of attention was "Dr. Howe & Co." W. T. Upton
devoted
a
deal
good
Tribune
was, according to the Tribune's report, manager of the Howe concern and also of
a string of similar institutions operated under aliases in different parts of the
country. Here in part is the Tribune's report' of the arrest of Upton, Andrews
and Staples as it appeared in that paper, Nov. 9, 1913:
"Upton is charged with conspiracy with E. F. Andrews and L. H. Staples,
of whom reside in Omaha, to violate the postal laws by advertising the
'State Medical Institute,' which is the particular name given by the swindlers
to their Omaha establishment.
both

1. The matter appears in full, with
pamphlet issued by the American Medical

large amount of additional
information,
Association,
"Men's Specialists."

a

in

a
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"The indictment charges Upton and his two alleged fellow conspirators with
the institute to be one conducted by skilled specialists in men's
representing
diseases, when, 'whereas, in truth and in fact, the institute was not a reliable
concern, but was conducted solely for the unlawful, fraudulent, and felonious
purpose of inducing persons to part with their money and property to said
conspirators, without giving anything of value in return therefor.'
"Upton was arrested in his office by Deputy Marshal Charles Schrimple on a
warrant issued by United States Commissioner Lewis F. Mason. He was taken
to the federal building and gave bond before the commissioner. The bond was
fixed at $2,000, signed by Alphonse Russell and Charles H. Touzalin, president of
the Touzalin Advertising Agency. Assistant District Attorney Peter P. Mindak
.
.
.
represented the government in the proceedings.
"The request for Upton's arrest came from District Attorney F. S. Howell
The document
of Omaha, who forwarded a certified copy of the indictment.
recites the method of the alleged conspiracy and contains copies of numerous
letters sent out to intended victims by the 'State Medical Institute.'
"The means of accomplishing the fraud, according to the indictment, was to
send through the mails letters, circulars, and pamphlets and to advertise in the
newspapers that the 'State Medical Institute' 'was an old established and reliable
medical institute, conducted by a large staff of skilled specialists of recognized
ability in the treatment of diseases of men, and whose experience, reputation and
standing was such as to merit confidence.'
"The indictment continues that it was claimed : 'That it could and would cure
men in all stages of nervous debility, vital weakness and loss of power. That the
said letters, circulars, pamphlets and advertisements
were so framed as particu
larly to attract the attention of and excite the fears and prey upon the minds
of boys and young men and cause them to believe themselves to be afflicted
with diseases of a private insidious, and dangerous character, which if not at
once arrested would result in permanent
disability and loss of power, both
physical and mental, when in fact they were in a normal and healthy condition
"
an
in need of no medical treatment whatever.'

J

It thus appears that Upton, Andrews and Staples, in pleading guilty, admit
that the "State Medical Institute," which they operated in Omaha, was conducted
solely for the unlawful, fraudulent and felonious purpose of separating the
credulous sick from their money "without giving anything of value in return
therefor."— (From The Journal A. M. A., Feb.

TURNOCK

MEDICAL

3, 1917.)

COMPANY

The Turnock Medical Company was a fraudulent mail-order concern operat
May 6, 1914, the Postmaster-General issued a fraud order
ing from Chicago.
against the Turnock Medical Company and Dr. T. Frank Lynott, the medical
employee who is described in the Turnock "literature" as the "specialist in
At the time the federal authorities put the quietus on this fraud, the
charge."
Turnock Medical Company was receiving about four thousand letters a day
from the gullible sick, and its income is said to have been approximately $350,000
It has been doing business eight years.
in the last year of its existence.
Propaganda
Department has been keeping itself
past,
the
some
years
For
informed on the methods of the Turnock Medical Company and T. Frank
Until comparatively recently, the men behind the Turnock Medical
Lynott.
Company are said to have been :
Eugene Katz, President and Treasurer.
J. Katz, Vice-President.
Sam D. Katz, Secretary and Manager.

Ceouge

In the operation of a mail-order medical concern a knowledge of medicine
is not necessary.
A due appreciation of the gullibility of the sick ; an absence
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and common honesty —
success of concerns
to make a commercial
these are the essential requirements
And the Turnock concern apparently
like the Turnock Medical Company.
fulfilled these requirements.

of moral sense;

an

utter disregard for truthfulness

THE

PERSONNEL

Eugene Katz is said to have been a professional advertisement writer
George J.
before he went into the fraudulent medical mail-order business.
grand
indicted
a
federal
jury
by
Katz and Sam D. Katz were
in January, 1914,
charge
operating
of
a
fraudulent
mail-order
on the
concern under the style
of "Dr. G. B. Abbott." The "Sam Katz Oxygen Catarrh Treatment" is another
humbug operated from the same address as the Abbott swindle.
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THE

COMMERCIAL

VALUE

OF

URIC

ACID

The Turnock Medical Company sometimes advertised under its own name
and sometimes under the name of Dr. T. Frank Lynott.
Its advertising slogan
was "Uric Acid."
All diseases, according to the Lynott-Turnock theory, are
During the past three or four years
due directly or indirectly to uric acid.
letters have been sent to the Turnock Medical Company under various names
and from widely separated places, describing various hypothetical cases.
One
letter was sent in describing a well-advanced case of cancer of the rectum.
According to Lynott's "diagnosis," this unfortunate individual had an "excess
of uric acid." Wrote the quack:

"I am positively certain in my own mind that I have the method to cure you. The
suffering that you have undergone in the past must convince you that there is no time to
A person at your age has still a long and happy life ahead if the disease can
he lost.
be gotten 'rid of now.*

...

A letter mailed from another part of the country contained one of Lynott's
"symptom blanks" on which check marks had been placed against the fol
lowing symptoms: (1) "Too frequent desire to urinate"; (2) "Pain or sore
ness in the bladder"; (3) "Pain or soreness in the kidneys." This hypothetical
party, according to Lynott's "diagnosis," also suffered from an "excess of
uric acid," and Lynott wrote, per stock letter "A" :

"I am positively certain in my own mind that I have the method to cure you. The
suffering that you have undergone in the past must convince you that there is no time to
be be lost.
A person at your age has still a long and happy life ahead if the disease
can be gotten rid of now."

...

A third letter, sent from still another address, merely asked about the
Turnock Medical Company's "treatment." Its writer, too, was told he had
excessive uric acid !
During the past three or four years, physicians have sent us letters received
by some of their patients who had "fallen for" the Turnock advertisements,
and
in every instance, no matter what the ailment of the patient, Lynott was
"positively certain" in his "own mind" that he could cure the patient.
This
merely meant, of course, that in common with all mail-order medical concerns,
the Turnock Medical Company had an elaborate series of "form letters" that
victims that answer advertisements.
were sent out to the prospective
The
much vaunted "individual treatment" received by people who write to such
concerns consists in turning the letter over to mailing clerks who see that a
given stock letter is sent, to the unfortunate sufferer and dupe — prospective or
present.
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FREE

TRIAL

CONCERNS
TREATMENT

The scheme of the Turnock Medical Company was to advertise a free treat
"I am giving away $10,000 worth of medicine," declared Dr. T. Frank
Lynott The Turnock advertisements also contained a list of eighteen "symp
toms" which "uric acid sufferers" might be expected to have.
Symptom 1
As this symptom bears about as much relation to
was "Pain in the Back."
"excessive uric acid" as it does to that equally vague and uncertain condition
known as "female trouble," it might be counted on to catch many "sucsers."
ment.

I

OFFER FREE TREATMENT
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To Victims Qf These Diseases

The original advertisement,

22 inches

through
operation.

of which this is a greatly reduced reproduction, measured
by 16 inches.
Such advertising costs money!
But the Turnock Medical Company,
its fraudulent business, took in $350,000.00
during the last twelve months of its

Symptom 5 was "Prostatic Trouble" — also, we are asked to believe, the result
of "excessive uric acid." Symptom 8 was "Pain or Soreness under the Right
Rib," Symptom 10, "Constipation or Liver Trouble" and Symptom 13, "Pain
in the Neck or Head." The all-inclusive character of these symptoms made it
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to impress the general public with the idea that "excessive uric acid"
was the bete noire of existence; hence, send for a "free trial treatment' of
Dr. Turnock's Genuine Discovery 1

easy

THE

"FOLLOW-UP"

SYSTEM
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Possibly the best way of describing the methods pursued by the Turnock
Medical Company will be to give in some detail one of a number of cases that
have been followed up by The Journal.
A postal card was written by a man we will call Mr. Blank, from a town
in North Carolina.
It asked the Turnock Medical Company for information
regarding its "treatment," but gave no description of a case, either real or
hypothetical. By return mail back came form-letter, "T. F. L. 2," reading
in part as follows :
"My dear Mr. Blank:— Your request came duly to hand, and knowing that you must be
anxious to hear from me,
hasten to reply enclosing the promised free matter. But I want
study, as it presents many interesting phases to
to give your case careful and conscientious
me, and rather than give a hasty diagnosis, I prefer to give the symptoms, etc., complete
thought for a few days, and then let you hear from me in detail with confidential facts.
"In the meantime, in order that you should not be kept waiting, and so that you may
have your system nicely prepared for treatment, I enclose herewith a free supply of
Dr. Turnocks Genuine Discovery in the form of general specific Uric Acid medication, which
will apply to your case for the present in a general way. I will then have completed my
diagnosis and found out just exactly what you need in every
regular and confidential
particular as to ingredients, medications, diet, special advice, etc., so that I can then recom
sincerity
mend with
a reliable and accurate personal speci6c for your cure.
I am also anxious
to compare your case with others I have treated in the past 25 years."

I

The "free" matter referred to in the letter consisted of a book entitled,
I Get Well?" and a small cardboard box containing a number
of small sugar-coated tablets.
Four days later came form-letter, "T. F. L. 3,"
reading in part as follows :

"How Can

dear Friend: — You were expecting to hear from me before this, but several points
up that required attention and delayed me.
have now completed a most careful
personal examination of your case and can say with all truth that I feel absolutely sure you
are curable.
In the short space of a letter a full and detailed description of your symptoms,
or the causes and effects of your afflictions could not be given.
But in the pictorial pamphlet
"How Can
Get Well?" that I sent you with the free trial treatment, I have more fully
described your diseases, which are Kidney Trouble and Excess of Uric Acid, on pages, 14 &

"My

I

came

I

15, 32 & 36 & 33 & 49.
am positively
certain

"I

The suffering that you
in my own mind that I can cure you.
undergone in the past must convince you that there is no time to be lost. The older a
disease like yours gets the more misery and pain it causes. The sooner it is cured the more
A person at your age has
days you have to enjoy life, and the longer your life will last.
still a long and happy life ahead if the disease can be got rid of now.
have sent the
"Realizing how necessary it is that you shall begin your cure at once,
full course of home treatment direct to your address to-day by mail at our expense. This
Most doctors would ask you for the
will give you a chance to see what you are getting.
money first, but that takes time, and you have no time to lose; other doctors send treatment
by Express C. O. D., but this is neither honorable nor fair, as you can't see what you are
So
thought that the Direct Delivery would be the
getting and it adds to your expense.
know you will agree with me and appreciate it."
better way, and
have

I

I

I

PLEASE REMIT

THREE DOLLARS

"full

course of home treatment" the victim thus has foisted on
Should he not care to take the
he is requested to remit $3.
send postage as it may get
treatment, he is told : "Do not return it until
lost." The reason for this warning is twofold : First, it permits the victim to
retain the pills during a period in which he will be bombarded with insistent
follow-up letters from Lynott urging him to take the "treatment" and in time
reducing the price asked for it ; second, as it costs four cents postage to send

For

the

him unasked,

I
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these pills, it would be a losing game for Lynott to request their return as
the "$3 treatment" was not worth four cents. As a matter of fact, of all the
cases The Journal has investigated — and they are many — in not one did the
Turnock Medical Company ever send the four cents for the return of their
"treatment" for which they asked $3.
The "full course of home treatment" came in a cardboard box about 4 inches

In this box were three other boxes ; one of them
square and 1 inch deep.
contained about thirty oblong, sugar-coated tablets, colored a vivid vermilion ;
box 2 contained about the same number of tablets of the same size colored a
rich purple; box 3 contained two kinds of tablets, one labeled "Constitutional
The "Constitutional Remedy'
Remedy," and the other, "Vitalizer Remedy."
consisted of twenty-three small chocolate-coated tablets, laxative in character
and apparently nothing more than the common aloin, belladonna and strychnin
pill. The "Vitalizer Remedy" consisted of fourteen sugar-coated tablets bright
No matter what the case, the victims all received the same
orange in color.
scarlet,
orange
and chocolate-coated tablets and the same set of fol
purple,
low-up letters.

I

Get Well," sent out by the Turnock

no notice was taken of the letters or pills,
due time.
Dr. Lynott was feeling pained

form-letter "T. F. L. 4" came
at the patient's
indifference.

Some pages and clippings
Medical Company.

If
in

He wrote
"My

from the book "How Can

:

dear Mr. Blank: — Excuse me for writing you so soon again, but it seems strange
not had a definite answer from you since sending the special treatment.
ask you is
this fair?
Is this treating me as kindly as I treated you?
I want you to consider the 101
names of cured people, covering every Uric Acid disease that I guarantee to cure.
Now
could
have so many testimonials from total strangers if Dr. Turnock's Genuine Discovery
were not a wonderful curative home treatment?
"I have made you the lowest price I can possibly make you. It is lower than you can
get such treatment for anywhere else in the world.
It is less than one-half what thousands
of others have paid in the past. It is simply the price of one visit to any reputable physician.
And I include a whole treatment of medicine and I charge nothing extra for my professional
services.
What more can you ask?
"I have given you endless proof of what the treatment will do for you, have legally
guaranteed to cure you and have offered you a treatment that has always sold for five dollars
for just three dollars, and if you now want to know about my own and the Company's
responsibility — its financial ability to carry out guarantees — then write to the Colonial Trust
and Savings Bank, to Chas. J. Grady, or A. E. Fechter, his successor, one of the most
prominent druggists in Chicago, to Roberts & MacAvinche, among the best known concerns
of its kind in the world, and to your friends who live in Chicago

I

have

I

I
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Thus, and much more ; closing with the statement :
"I look for your
order just as fast as the mails can bring it."
Continued silence brought
"T. F. L. 5," in which Lyhott says :
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"My dear Mr. Blank: — I enclose herewith a copy of a letter I addressed to you some days
ago, as I have not heard from you regarding the matter.
Whether the other letter reached
you or not, do me the favor to read the attached letter over again. I believe it will convince
you that you ought to pay for the treatment and begin to use it at once.

Some of the numerous letterheads

used

at different

times by the Lynott-Turnock outfit.

"This is no trifling matter, and that is why I took it upon myself to send you the treat
ment without loss of time. That proves my sincerity and friendship to you.
"This treatment is suited to your case.
feel positive it will cure you.
have success
fully cured hundreds upon hundreds of people, so why should you doubt that I know how to
cure you?

I

I

"I specialize in uric acid ailments such as yours and their complications. I specialize
Are
therefore in the very disease that you have. Why should I not he able to cure you?
the tens of thousands I have treated no advantage in my favor?"

MAIL-ORDER
NOW

OFFERED

CONCERNS
AT HALF

PRICE

"Do not ignore this matter," continues Dr. Lynott. "It may be that the span
In form-letter "T. F. L. 6," Turnock
of your life depends on my treatment."
cuts the price in half.
dear Mr. Blank. — Have been trying to find a reason why you have not yet accepted
treatment recently sent you at my expense.
Have come to the conclusion that perhaps
you cannot afford to pay out three dollars just at this time, and yet you do not feel like writing
me about it and asking for a reduction.

"My

the

I

"If that is so will at once put you in a position where you can easily get the treatment.
want to help them in every way I can
know that sick people have many expenses, and
and do all in my power to lighten their burdens.
So by following the advice contained in the
It is this:
letter you will be safe.
"Send me one dollar and a half and take the treatment. This is a reduction of one-half,
I do this because I believe you need the treatment, and I hope you will
or fifty per cent.
appreciate the reduction."
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Every fraudulent mail-order concern issues a certificate guaranteeing either a cure or a
return of your money; the Turnock Company was no exception.
Here is a reduced reproduc
tion of the Turnock Medical Company's "guarantee certificate."
Note the impression the
concern attempted to give that the guarantee was authorized by the State.

Then another wait, and a printed form comes offering the "treatment" for
"Only One Dollar." If this, too, fails to bring results, the Turnock Medical
Company charges the form-letters and pills up to profit and loss, drops the
name from its mailing list and presumably rents or sells it to other concerns
in similar fraudulent businesses.
In the memorandum of Assistant Attorney-General Lamar to the postmastergeneral recommending the issuance of a fraud order against the Turnock Medi
cal Company and Dr. T. Frank Lynott, most of the facts already given were
brought out. In addition, the following came to light:
THE READ-KATZ ARRANGEMENT

The individual claiming to be the sole owner of the Turnock Medical Com
pany at the time the case was brought up for trial was one George H. Read.
He was represented in this case by Attorney W. Knox Haynes of Chicago, the
same lawyer, by the way, that appeared in defense of the Marjorie Hamilton
and Texas Guinan frauds. Drs. Frederick A. Jefferson and James W. Hall of
Chicago appeared as expert witnesses for the Turnock fakery. While Eugene
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Katz
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was alleged to have withdrawn from the Turnock business, the follow
ing quotation from the Assistant Attorney-General's memorandum throws an
interesting light on the real facts of the case:
"Mr. Read claims that he purchased the business from Katz in May for a
consideration of $125,000, represented by twenty-five notes payable over a
period of about one year. Mr. Read admitted that the net receipts of the busi
ness for the year preceding the alleged sale were approximately $70,000, that
the stock is on deposit as security for the notes ; that there was an under
standing that the notes were to be allowed to run at interest after maturity

Send Me a Dollar

!

Whenyi i wroteu>for treatment»r »*nt sou somefree. Theo wheayoursymptom
blankcane, wedocidedthatyou urgentlyneededregulartreatment. What did wedo/
Keepwritingyou letter*aboutit askingfor moneyin advance,and wattingyour time
a chanceto gel none?
andpottage,whilegivingyourdisease
N O I
andprepaidthecharge*. The companytook
We tent you thetreatmentyouneeded
thechance*,not you. How dtdwecomeout of the transaction? Very badly. We lost
all around. We went to great expenseand got nothingfor it Now w« ask you
kindlyto

Help Pay Expenses
Tt la costlyto tend out remediesthe way we do. And yet we belieeeit it the only
"
wayto do it in justiceto thoaewho arc kick. It giTeathema aquare deal" in
teeingwhat tbej»are getting. All we aak m a squaredeal
The symptomblank you filled out snowedclearlythat you neededthe kind of
treatmentI sentyou. Then why not take it? It ■ aa goodtodayaa it everwas.
whileat the,
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treatment,
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I won't say anotherword. Send the dollar and take the treatment
to
renuttance

DR. T.

Make your

FRANK LYNOTT

or THE TURNOCK M6DICAL

CO.

greatly reduced, of the last of the follow-up series in which
reproduction,
to take one dollar for the treatment for which he first asked three dollars.
acepted
it did not pay Lynott to send the four cents postage necessary
If this offer were not
for the return of the pills.
Photographic

Lynott offered

if not paid at that time; that a report is made each month relative to the
business by Read to Katz, and that they have had a number of interviews
since the alleged transfer although Katz has since then been a resident of
New York. On the advice of counsel, Mr. Read declined to produce any of
Read admitted further that
the monthly reports which he has made to Katz.
It is apparent that
he draws from the business as a salary, $10,000 a year.
Katz has retained more or less of an influence and interest in the conduct of
the business."
ALL "TREATMENTS" THE SAME
The postal inspectors who investigated the Lynott fraud submitted under
names a number of the symptom coupons from the Turnock adver

assumed

3S0

MAIL-ORDER
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They, in common with others who
checking different symptoms.
advertisements,
received the regular follow-up letters, the "free trial
treatment" of pills and the unasked for, "full course of home treatment." On
this point the Assistant Attorney-General said :

tisements
answered
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"The evidence shows that the treatment sent in all of these cases was the
same, and consisted of well-known drugs which are sometimes prescribed
by
physicians as diuretics, expectorants, stimulants and cathartics, dependent on
the conditions present in each individual case. The 'free treatment' consisted
of the same medicine, but in smaller quantity. The medicine thus sent out

by the yard!
Testimonials
and one-half feet wide and was
is Supposed to represent "Dr.
more recent sheets of this kind

This sheet in the original measured two feet long by one
printed on both sides. The picture in the center of the page
Turnock"— who, like Lydia Pinkham, is no more!
In the
Lynott's picture is substituted for Turnock's

is intended for the elimination of excessive uric acid from the system, and is
of some value for this purpose when prescribed in accordance with the indi
vidual requirements of each case.
"That the symptoms set forth above may arise from a number of causes is
such a well-recognized fact as hardly to require expert testimony to prove.
However, the physicians who were present at the hearing were examined on
this point, and they agreed that none of these symptoms, taken alone or in
combination with any or all of the others necessarily indicated an excess of
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uric acid in the system but might be due to other conditions requiring treat
ment of another kind.
On this point there was no contrariety of evidence.
While the physicians who appeared voluntarily at the request of this office
asserted that there were many other causes of these symptoms just as common,
if not more so, than excessive uric acid, the experts employed by the respon
dents stated that, although there were many other causes, excessive uric acid
was the most common.
In view of their admission, however, that there are
many other causes, it follows that even on this theory, excessive uric acid
is the cause in only a small percentage of the cases. The physicians called by
this office also testified that some of the diseases represented by these symp
toms were incurable and others curable only by a surgical operation, and that
the applicability of this medicine in any case where the symptoms were in
fact due to excess of uric acid was dependent on the conditions present in
Whether, then, this treatment would be of any value
each individual case.
whatsoever in any case where prescribed in accordance with this system is
entirely a matter of chance. I am satisfied from the evidence that all of the
above facts were at all times well known to the respondents.
REPRESENTATIONS FALSE AND

FRAUDULENT

"I therefore

find that the above representations
calculated to lead the reader
to believe that, if he is suffering from any of the symptoms set forth in the
advertisement,
he is in need of the medicine offered by this company; that
the company can and will diagnose the disease from which the addressee of
the form-letters is suffering, by this system; that it has determined the disease
or diseases from which the addressee is suffering; that it has determined that
the addressee is curable, and that it knows that the medicine is suited to the
case— are all false and fraudulent.
I also find that the representations con
tained in the advertisement
calculated to lead the reader to believe that he
may obtain free a remedy for his disease is a fraudulent device intended to
induce the sending to the company of names and addresses without making the
promised return therefor, but instead thereafter advising the writer in effect
that the remedy necessary for his cure must be paid for. I also find from the
evidence that this treatment
in this way is not of the efficacy
prescribed
in the advertising matter of this concern, and that it is in fact
represented
not different from, or better than, other treatments used for the same purpose."
NOT

A

MATTER OF OPINION

Like every quack and every exploiter of fraudulent "patent medicines" when
caught in the net of the law the argument was advanced that the curative
value of the Turnock Treatment was a matter of "opinion."
To quote again
from the Attorney-General's memorandum :
"In argument and in his brief, Mr. Haynes insists that the question in
this case is a question of opinion, and therefore not a proper question for
the Postmaster-General to determine
one way or the other.
The question
in the case is not, however,
as he assumes, whether
or not this medicine
will cure or benefit conditions due to excess of uric acid, but whether or
not the company makes false and fraudulent representations
of fact in order
to accomplish the sale of the medicine ; and that it does so is, in my opinion,
clearly shown by the evidence.
The inevitable result of the system followed
by this company in its treatment of disease is the defrauding of a large num
ber of people out of money which they can ill afford to lose for drugs for
which they have no need, and in a great many cases a resultant postponement
of proper treatment, in some instances until too late."
In view of these facts Judge Lamar reported to the Postmaster-General :

"I find that this is a scheme for obtaining money and property through the
mails by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations and promises,
in violation of Sections 3929 and 4041 of the Revised Statutes, as amended; and
therefore recommend that a fraud order be issued against the parties named
in the caption of this memorandum."
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As previously stated, the mails were closed to the Turnock Medical Com
pany and Dr. T. Frank Lynott on May 6, 1914.
A business that brings in $350,000 a year
seems, not one to be aban
doned without
After the fraud order was issued the Turnock Medical
fight.
petition for injunction to prevent its enforcement.
Company filed
The judge,
however, sustained the decision of the Postmaster-General. — (From The Jour
nal A. M. A., May

23, 1914.)

WILLARD

TREATMENT

PYORRHEA

After defrauding

:

"If

I

I

were organizing an American Institute of Quack Specialists
should
Dr. Oren Oneal of Chicago as the first president.
The artful plausi
bility of his advertising, his ingenuity in 'jollying along' the patient for his
reluctant dollars, the widespread familiarity of his features through the maga
zine pages, and, above all, his sleek and polished personality, make him the
natural candidate."
select

And more to the same effect. Mr. Adams went further. He investigated
Oneal's methods with some degree of thoroughness and when he brought to
the quack's attention concrete examples of the disreputable methods employed,
Oneal insisted that all Mr. Adams had against him were "a few technicalities."
To this Mr. Adams responded:

is

a

a

a

a

a

;

I

a

is

"Dr. Oneal
proceeding on
false premise.
have nothing against him
found him
singularly agreeable and frank specimen of the genus Quack.
But every man, woman and child who reads his advertisements has this against
him and against the magazines that print his stuff; that he
maker of
lying promises,
tamperer with blindness at the
deliberate swindler, and
fifty-dollar fee."
peril of others, for

I

Eye-quackery stock having, apparently,
This was over ten years ago.
taken
slump, Oneal has turned to tooth-quackery and the blatant adver
tisements of the Willard concern have for some time been an offense against
decency and honesty.
The company seems to have been incorporated under the Illinois law in
1912.
seems, had been
At that time its president was one M. L. Katz who,
Willard was at first
engaged in the advertising business in a small way.
vice president and secretary, while Oneal was the third member of the corporate
In 1915, Oneal acquired Katz' interest and Willard became president
body.
with Oneal as general manager.
was brought out in the government investi
salary for his services as "president and medi
gation that Willard received
cal adviser" and claimed to have nothing to do with the business management
of the fakery which he stated was under the sole direction of Oneal.
In July, 1916, Willard was called on by the government to show cause
fraud order should not be issued against
on or before Sept. 26, 1916, why
him and the company.
On the date set, Willard and Oneal presented them
selves at the office of the Solicitor of the Post Office Department having as their
Ketcham apparently
legal representative one W. M. Ketcham of Chicago.
operates
business having the somewhat imposing name "Federal Advisory
postoffice inspector for a number of years, but
Association."
Ketcham was
in 1910 went into business for himself. The apparent object of the "Federal
a

a

a

a

It

it

a
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a

the public of amounts estimated by federal investigators
at $75,000
year by means of a fake "cure" for pyorrhea, F. W. Willard,
M.D., D.D.S., has been denied the use of the United States mails. Willard
himself seems to have been merely
hireling, for the official report of the
government
declares that the owner of the business was Dr. Oren Oneal.
Some of our readers will remember Samuel Hopkins Adams' characterization
of Oneal in his "Great American Fraud" series. At that time Mr. Adams said
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willing

to pay for
it, on the question of how they may use the United States mails without
technically violating the law. From other material in our files, it seems that
the "Federal Advisory Association" also essays to offer suggestions on the word
ing of "patent medicine" labels and cartons.
is to furnish

to those

THB HOU3ZHOTJX

Avoid Torture
of the Dentist Chair
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SORE TEETH-DISEASED

GUMS

of a full page

advertisement

* ******" l*n***l •*»Um

Typical "scare stuff"! Reduced facsimile
one of the cheap monthly magazines.

that appeared in

Francis W. Willard was graduated by Marion Sims College of Medicine,
St. Louis, in 1891. This fact, verified by the records, is admitted in one of
"After practicing medicine for
the Willard booklets which states further :
some time he began the study of dentistry . . . and was graduated
from
Curiously enough, how
the dental department of the Washington University."
ever, another piece of advertising sent out by the Willard concern is a photo
graphic reproduction of Willard's alleged diploma from the dental college.
This diploma gives the date of his dental graduation as 1890 — one year before
he was graduated in medicine ! According to our records, Willard was a
dentist

at Anna,

111.,

for

a number

of years before coming to Chicago.
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PYORRHEA CURED

BY MAIL!
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The business of the Willard concern was the sale on the mail-order plan
of a so-called home treatment for pyorrhea or Riggs' disease.
The "treat
ment" consisted of five remedies, three to be taken internally and two to be
used in the mouth.
The price asked was $5 for an amount sufficient to last
thirty days if used in accordance with directions. Advertisements placed in
such newspapers and magazines as were not above participating in the profits
of this fraud were mediums by which Willard-Oneal got in touch with their
victims. The advertisements
urged the reader to send for the free illustrated
book and full information regarding the alleged treatment.
Those that sent
for it received a small booklet with circular matter and an order blank. The
following quotations from the booklet indicate the character of the claims made
for the treatment:

"I have originated and perfected my two fold treatment — a treatment which is both local
and constitutional — which has had and is having such remarkable success.
may claim in all
modesty that I probably have treated more cases of Pyorrhea than any other dentist in this
country, and the fact that
have been so universally successful proves that my treatment is
correct. . This is why you should pay close attention to one who knows the real and under
lying cause of this trouble and who knows how and why it may be relieved by a simple,
inexpensive home treatment."
"Dr. Willard's treatment is a two-fold or combination treatment.
Dr. Willard's treat
ment consists of remedies for relieving and counteracting the local conditions in the mouth.
The first essential is absolute cleanliness, and this is secured by ingredients, carefully and
scientifically compounded for this special purpose that kill the surface germs and render the
It was necessary to spend a great deal of time in
mouth tissues antiseptically
clean.
experimentation before it was possible to produce a remedy that was at the same time very
powerful as a germicide and cleanser and non-irritating to the delicate mucous membrane of
the mouth.
In addition to these qualities it contains the wonderful remedy, Emetine, which
is claimed by many noted authorities to be an absolute specific for Pyorrhea.
There is no
alcohol or any harmful substance in it."

I

I

"The next step after antiseptically cleansing the mouth and gums is to combat the diseased
condition existing in the gums themselves.
This is accomplished by means of a medicated
cream — extremely penetrating — that is gently rubbed into the gums with the finger.
Its
effects are apparent almost at once and great relief may be confidently expected from the
very start."

...

PLAYING

ON

FEAR

In all his "literature" Willard emphasized and kept ever before the mind
of the reader the fact that some dental operations are accompanied by pain
For instance:
while his mail-order treatment was painless.
"Painful Operations and Treatment may Be Avoided."
"With Dr. Willard's treatment there is absolutely no suffering of any kind."
"Loose and diseased teeth may be restored to their normal health and firmness without
discomfort."
"The gums may be healed without

the

least

the slightest pain."

The entire scheme is well set forth by Judge W. H. Lamar, Solicitor for
Post Office Department, in his memorandum to the Postmaster-General
recommending the issuance of a fraud order.
We quote freely from the

the

memorandum

:

"The booklet contains a number of testimonials from persons who are
alleged to have used Dr. Willard's home treatment with success.
Nearly all
of the testimonials relate to cases of pyorrhea which were in advanced stages,
and a careful reading of the entire booklet unquestionably
leads the reader to
believe that the treatment in question^ will cure practically all stages of the
disease.
In the booklet Dr. Willard gives the customer certain alleged symp
toms of pyorrhea, and by the use of these symptoms and the symptom blank
already referred to, the patient 'diagnoses' his own case. Dr. Willard states:

MAIL-ORDER
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or Riggs' Disease

is,

It may be that you who read this are already in the clutch of this awful disease
of Pyorrhea, sometimes called Riggs' Disease, and that you now know it. If you
are in doubt read the following pages, whereon the symptoms are enumerated and
make sure.
To conclude that Pyorrhea is not present when ft
and to neglect
immediate treatment on that account, would indeed be a grave mistake, and one
which you might very well repent for the balance of your life. Therefore, make
sure.
Then act at once.
Read the following and determine how far the disease has advanced in your case.

is

Photographic
reproduction
heyday of his eye-quackery.

(reduced)

of

an

old-time

advertisement

of Oren

Oneal

is

in the

a

is

a

is

it

is

possible for
Even when a personal examination
patient.
made
dentist who
beginner to mistake other mouth lesions for pyorrhea or vice
appears that gingivitis, caused by lack of care in the mouth, and
versa.
certain catarrhal conditions will often simulate pyorrhea.
"Reading of the booklet gives the impression not only that Dr. Willard's
home treatment will cure practically all cases of pyorrhea, even in advanced
stages, eliminate all pain in connection therewith, and save the patient large
sums of money which he would otherwise have paid to dentists, but instills
in the minds of patients who are in fact not suffering from pyorrhea in any
form, fear of the disease.

It
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"Testimony of the experts at the hearing clearly shows that
impospatient to diagnose his own case, for the reason that
diagnosis
sihle for
of pyorrhea requires considerable
clinical experience, and further that
impossible for
dentist to diagnose pyorrhea without examination of the
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THE "TREATMENT"

The ingredients in the Willard treatment were analyzed by the Bureau of
report gives a
Chemistry, Department of Agriculture, and the government's
detailed analysis of the preparations.
The findings of the government chem
ists can be summarized as follows :
Dr. Willard's K-3 Tablets. —These were sugar-coated tablets with a men
thol flavor consisting essentially of the sulphocarbolates of zinc and calcium
and a small quantity of the bismuth salt. Practically half of the tablet was
made up of a mixture of starch, sugar and talc.
Dr. Willard's L-2 Tablets. — These were light tan in color and contained
washing soda, baking soda, Glauber salts and resins with a trace of colchicin.
Over 38 per cent, of the tablets was a mixture of starch and talc.
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Laxative Liver Tonic Tablets. —These contained
as cascara, aloes or podophyllin.
up of a mixture of chalk, gypsum,

some laxative drug such
Over 70 per cent, of the tablet was made
talc and sugar.

Dr. Willard's Dentol.— These were tablets that the purchaser was told to
dissolve in water and use the solution as a mouth wash. Great stress was laid
The federal chemists found that
on the fact that the tablets contained emetin.
over 96 per cent, of the tablets were made up of milk sugar and boric acid,
while there were small quantities of menthol, thymol and eucalyptol. The
total ipecac alkaloids (emetin) found by the chemists was only fifteenhundredths of 1 per cent. The Willard concern claimed that paraform was
also present in these tablets but it was not found.
Dentifirm.— This, Willard claimed,

was "something absolutely new to the
profession — a massage preparation for the gums of rare medicinal, as
well as unusual cleansing qualities." The federal chemists found that it was
a mixture of glycerin, starch, borax, chalk and soap flavored with oil of cloves
and colored with a red dye !
dental

Quoting from the solicitor's

memorandum

:

". . . The treatment contains a small amount of emetin, one of the con
stituents of ipecac, which in recent years has been brought forward as effi
cacious in the treatment of pyorrhea.
A difference of opinion exists among
the profession as to the value of emetin applied subcutaneously by injection
into the arm or by the use of a blunt needle forcing the solution into the
pus pockets which are found about pyorrheal teeth.
The Willard treatment
does not contemplate
the use of emetin in either of these ways.
Instead, a
small amount of emetin is put in the 'dentifirm' paste with which the patient
The expert witnesses agreed that even were emetin pos
massages his gums.
sessed of value its administration in such small doses as are contained in the
Willard treatment and in the manner prescribed would have no effect."

The government called oral surgeons, pathologists and dentists, all of whom
agreed that Willard's home treatment administered by the patient himself at
his home would be ineffective to cure or relieve pyorrhea.
An interesting
investigation was the documentary evidence col
feature of the government's
lected by Inspector D. F. Angier of the Chicago division, who, as readers of
The Journal will remember, has done particularly valuable work in investi
gating other medical mail-order frauds. In the course of his investigations
of the Willard concern Inspector Angier wrote to Willard, under various
names, describing various mouth disorders, none of which indicated pyorrhea
in any form. In reply to all of his inquiries, the inspector received in every
case the booklet "How to Save Your Teeth, a Home Treatment for Pyorrhea,"
which has already been quoted from.
He also received the customary form
letters and circular matter soliciting orders for the Willard treatment.
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In one instance the Inspector sent $1 for a "trial order" of the "treatment."
The treatment was sent and thereafter Mr. Angier received a series of form
letters urging him to purchase the full treatment which was offered at $4,
In the particular instance in which this "trial
instead of the usual $5.
treatment" had been sent, Willard had already acknowledged in a letter to
Inspector Angier that the case described was not one of pyorrhea but a con
To quote
dition which the Willard treatment was not claimed to benefit.
further from the Solicitor's memorandum :
Dr. Willard's PAINLESS

Home Treatment

Will SAVE YOUR TEETH an(fture)the Disease
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painktly?
Why endureiht agonyaf :f nUl oprraUfn*wH^wTrurgj^nbr effected
Why dgny yourtrttihr tnmlori oi good,»)und,rw>Jthy.NATURAL twlh «nd
juiiii when they can bt wrcunnjto you to a*uly And »l mch tmjll co»tT
If Yoo SufferFrom
Aoy of ih* Follow-

If You Want to Enjoy Good Health
Don't Neglect Your Teeth and Gums

Will Dr. Willard's Treatment
{Curejor You?

Read

These

Enthusiastic

Endorsements

Dr. Willard's

Why Do We Only Charge

Treatment?

$5.00J^r
to
Ordcn md Ccrrapoadcmce

DR. F. W. WILLARD.
37 So. Wabash

Ave,

CHICAGO, ILL]

Photographic reproduction of one of the circulars sent out by Willard.
was printed on two sides, was 1 foot wide and lYi feet long.

The original, which

"All of the letters received by the inspector in the course of the corre
spondence were signed 'F. W. Willard, M.D., D.D.S.,' and even the formletters have a decidedly personal tone calculated to lead the patient to believe
that they were written by Dr. Willard.
Dr. Willard on cross-examination
stated that he had no knowledge of the letter in which a case was diagnosed
as a mild case of pyorrhea and it appeared as a matter of fact that a rubber
The rubber stamp was so excellent an imitation
stamp signature was used.
of Dr. Willard's signature that he himself on cross-examination was unable
to state whether letters had been actually signed by him or stamped.
There
is no doubt that in all cases the patient thought he was receiving a personal
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letter from Dr. Willard, and further that it was the intention of both the
owners of the concern and Dr. Willard to create the impression that the
patient was receiving his personal attention and professional advice."
SUMMARY
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The whole scheme
randum thus :

is

well described

toward the end of the Solicitor's memo

"In summary, it may be said that the respondents are selling through the
mails a worthless home treatment for pyorrhea to any one who will buy it,
irrespective of whether or not he has pyorrhea, or, if he has pyorrhea, irre
spective of whether or not it has reached that incurable stage which they admit
exists; that in order to increase their business they are leading' persons suf
fering from minor mouth disorders to believe themselves to be afflicted with
pyorrhea, claiming it to be a 'loose term,' whereas in fact it has a definite
medical significance; that the public has already been defrauded of several
hundred thousand dollars through the operations of the respondents ; and finally
that if prompt steps are not taken to prevent further use of the mails by the
respondents the public will not only be further defrauded,
but those suffer
ing from pyorrhea will be discouraged from securing proper treatment which
might save the teeth if taken in time."
From the memorandum it seems that Willard and Oneal made a strenuous
effort to continue taking in the $75,000 annually and submitted to the Post Office
Department a new set of advertising urging that they had completely modified
the claims previously made.
They stipulated that if permitted to continue in
business they would not advertise their treatment as for pyorrhea or Riggs1
disease nor use the mails to solicit money for the sale of a pyorrhea treat
ment The Solicitor of the Post Office Department called attention to the fact
that under the stipulation suggested, the Willard treatment
could still be
advertised and sold through the mails provided no mention was made of
pyorrhea or Riggs' disease.
As Willard-Oneal had claimed throughout the
hearing that the "Willard Treatment" was specially designed for the relief of
pyorrhea, the suggested stipulation was a virtual admission that its sale for
such a purpose was fraudulent. The Solicitor pointed out that it was difficult
to understand why it should be deemed valuable for any other purpose than
The memorandum
the one for which it was claimed to be specially prepared.
closed with the following recommendation :

"After a careful consideration of all of the circumstances of this case 1
am convinced that it is one in which the protection of the public demands the
I find that this is a scheme for obtaining
issuance of a fraud order.
money through the mails by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, repre
sentations and promises, and therefore recommend that a fraud order be issued
against the names appearing in the caption of this memorandum."

...

The fraud order was issued, Dec.
Feb. 10, 1917.)

28,

1916.— (From The

Journal A. M, A.,
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Commencing with its issue of October

of practically all of

a series

of articles giving

quacks

then operating in the city of Chicago.

a detailed

Chicago Tribune published

27, 1913, the

expose

For

the advertising

some weeks before

the pub

lication of the first article, the Tribune assigned to some members of its reportorial staff the work of investigating the local quack industry

As

of

its

profitable in

be

Chicago.
In the Tribune series, faker after faker was exposed, the names of the "men
higher-up" who owned the advertising offices were given, as also were the names
of the renegade doctors themselves,
rooms to the quacks.

and those of the property owners who rented

The first resentment

on the

part of the quacks was

quickly followed by consternation, and this in turn by disorganization and rout.
of the fraternity abandoned

Some members
others

lay low hoping that the storm

notoriously short memory

of

their offices and fled to new fields;

would blow over, and counting on the

the public,

and on the eternal

gullibility

were encouraging.

The State Board

of the

ignorant.
The results of the Tribune's campaign
toward revoking the licenses

it,

of Health of Illinois, feeling that it had public opinion behind
of some of the physicians who

brought matters to

a

authorities, which previously had had some of the quacks
head, and secured

took action
sold their

had

professional services to the men who owned these advertising offices.
under

The federal
investigation,

the conviction and punishment

of some

of the quacks.
The articles that make up this chapter are reprinted from the Tribune's series
in October and November, 1913.

which appeared

the same, wherever found, and while the stories

in this book.

Their application

The illustrations
the

files

which appear

of the Propaganda

Medical Association.

is

practiced.
is

quackery of this type

can be

It

in Chicago, they

The methods of quackery are
published

by the Tribune dealt

duplicated in every

place

in

which

for this reason that the articles appear

country-wide.
in

with conditions

is
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work, quackery of the more blatent and indecent kind ceased to

a result

this chapter are additions furnished from

department

of The

Journal of

the

American
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CURE-FAKERS FIND DISEASE IN WELL MEN
"Tribune" Inquiry Exposes Quack Doctor Group Working Chicago
— Prey Upon Ignorance
[Chicago Tribune, Oct.

27,

1913.]

The Tribune has just concluded an investigation of a group of firms and
individuals operating in Chicago as medical specialists, and the results of the
inquiry suggest the advisability of further investigation by the police depart
ment. The firms and individuals are as follows :
Prof. Ehrlich, 303-4, 145 North Clark Street.
Dr. Edward N.

Flint,

322

South State Street.
35 South Dearborn

Dr. Isaac Walter Hodgens,
Dr. Howe & Co.,

120

Street.

North Dearborn Street.

Dr. Francis Leaverett Sweany, 63 West Randolph
Dr. Lewis E. Zins, 183 North Clark Street.

Street.

These people are advertising "specialists" whose "specialty" is the "curing"
The Tribune has found them to be organized, backed by
of "men's diseases."
It has also found
ample funds and buttressed behind expensive legal talent.
much evidence to indicate that their claims of curing diseases are founded
largely on buncombe and that their profession is, in fact, that genial, age-old
profession of getting money by false pretenses.
Grave Offenses

Uncovered

Evidence is in the possession of the Tribune which goes to show that the
men "specialists" are guilty of graver offenses than the mere petty
grafting brought to light. These facts substantiate the following charges :
That the pocket of a patient was picked by a "doctor" while the patient was
confidence

on the operating-table.
That some of the quacks are at least morally and probably legally guilty of
killing patients.
That a number of the quacks have maimed patients for life by malpractice.
That at least one of the quacks habitually attempts to seduce his women
patients.

That two of the quacks operate their business under assumed names, and,
living double lives, practice swindling downtown while posing as respectable
doctors in outlying districts.

SPECIALISTS
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in Perfect Health
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The investigators of the Tribune were chosen with a view to using only
such men as were perfectly well.
To make absolutely certain on this point
each investigator,
before beginning his work, underwent a careful examination

It was thus made certain that when the investiga
by a competent physician.
tors left the Tribune they were in perfect physical condition. The investiga
tors went direct from the Tribune to the specialists to whom they were assigned.
There they were a good deal astonished to learn that they were suffering from
various forms of venereal disease.
A diagnosis of syphilis was made in one case before the specialist had laid
Diagnoses of this and other related diseases were made
a hand on the visitor.
which seemed aimed not at arriving at the
in other cases after examinations
physical condition of the caller but at frightening him into the belief that there
In one case an investigator, previously
was something the matter with him.
diagnosed by another "specialist" as syphilitic, was informed that he did not
The Tribune deems
have this disease but was suffering from a minor ailment.
it a public duty to set forth the facts obtained by this inquiry, in the belief that
it will warn possible victims of these medical fakers and perhaps save many
from the pitfalls the "specialists" have placed for them.
A summary of the investigation follows.

"PROFESSOR EHRLICH
He Sees Syphilis in His Perfectly Healthy Caller and Wants $50 for
Treatment

[Chicago Tribune, Oct.

27, 29, 30,

Nov.

1

and 5, 1913.]

This establishment, operating under the name of the celebrated discoverer of
salvarsan, is located at 303-4, 145 North Clark Street.
An investigator who
called there found the offices in charge of a man whose name is either Coe or
Nothing is known of his medical qualifications.
Coburn.
Although
[Code.]
he never put his hand on the investigator this man asserted that he was suffer
He collected $2 for the consultation.
ing from syphilis.
He first attempted to
convince the reporter there was something wrong with him, and then tried to
get him to submit to the Wassermann test or take the salvarsan treatment.
The
of the establishment are an obvious swindle.
advertisements
The only physi
cian's name used in the ads is that of Dr. Ehrlich, which appears over a vig
The man with the Van Dyke
nette of a man wearing a Van Dyke beard.
beard is Dr. Coe or Coburn. [Code.]
October 9.— From a quick glance at the advertisement of the "606 Medical
Laboratory" at 303-4 145 North Clark Street, the average man would be apt to
think that Prof. Ehrlich was in charge. His is the only name in the ad., though
the picture of a Van Dyked physician adorns it. I went there to-day and
asked for Prof. Ehrlich, and apparently couldn't understand that he was not
the doctor in charge. The girl explained in a low voice, and smiling all the
tirrfe, that Ehrlich was in Germany and had never been connected with the
firm. She thought I was an awful boob when I asked her when she expected
He arrived in a few
him back. She said "the doctor" would be back shortly.
Soon afterward he called me in.
minutes— a little after 2 o'clock.
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"Well, sir, what can I do for you?" was his greeting.
Sit
"Take a chair.
Don't be nervous."
He was a rather slightly built man, but the thing that held my attention
was his sunbeam hair. . He wore much hair— on top of his head, down the sides
of his face, on his upper lip, and on his chin.
He is the Van Dyke whose
down.

picture

appears

in the ads.

"Doctor, I'm going to be married in a few months," I said, and ran my
through my hair quickly several times.
"I want to find out if I'm all right."
"Ever had any disease?"
"No, sir."
"What symptoms have you?"
"Why, it seems, doctor, that my hair is coming out," and I again made some
rapid passes through my hair. "Some one told me that was a sign."
He laughed at this, as I imagine a man would laugh when he hears some
thing extremely funny.
"Yes, that's a bad symptom," he declared.
"It shows conclusively that your
blood is impure."
"How about your throat?" which I was handling very gently. "Ever had
a sore throat?"
"Yes, sir, frequently," which is true.
"Urn, hum! Now, how do you sleep and eat? Regularly?"
"I haven't noticed any peculiarity, doctor."
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hands

Prepares "Patient"

for the Worst

All this time his manner was getting graver. He asked me about my par
ents and what they had died of. I didn't know, but was sure there had been
no pulmonary tuberculosis nor insanity in my family. He then commenced to
talk to me in medical terms and impressed me with the seriousness of my
disease.
"Oh, I can see you have syphilis," he asserted with positiveness.
"I am
But of course it will be
absolutely certain of it from what you have told me.
necessary to give you a Wassermann test for your blood.
This is necessary to
find out whether you have it or not and how bad it is.
"H-how much would that cost, doctor?" I asked.
"That would cost $20."
"Well, I guess I can get that much easy enough, doctor.
You see, doctor,
I've had a lot of debts and I'm just getting on my feet. Yes, I can get $20
easy enough."
"Where do you live?"

"In Wilmette."
Suggests

Salvarsan

Treatment

"Now, it will be better for you to take the salvarsan treatment first, you
of my disease, and just how it
see" — and he went into a lengthy discussion
All this without laying a finger on me.
should be treated.
"How much would the salvarsan cost?"
"I can give you that for $30, and you may be sure that it is the genuine
salvarsan."

"Thirty dollars," I gasped. "Gee, I don't know whether I can get that much
or not."
Every one of the doctor's beautiful little brown hairs lay down slowly, it
seemed, until I happened to think of a man I could borrow $30 from, and then
He was sure I could get it if I told the
he was his old genial self once more.
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how urgent it was, and did I have something, a small sum, to deposit?
I could afford to pay him $2. He produced a card and wrote on it my
name, Edward Donlin, age 23, residence Wilmette. and various interesting data
about my falling hair, my sore throat, my sleep and finances.
man

Yes,

Prof
Ehrlich'

Cures
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If

Blood

you

Poison

have rash, copper colored spots
bi caking
eruption*, falling
out.
hair,
'none or throat symptunn,
aching, crock
bones, piuconi patches
ing
o> any
of
the terrible symptom*
of blood
poison
Prof KUrbch'l 606 or 914 Nco-Salvarsaa
will cure you
The terrible effects of
poison
blood
audi as locomotor ataxia. bllodiiexs.
paralysis, phthisis, apoplexy, brain and nervous
dlsturDances
a d 'est memory,
creep on like a thief
jou
In the nlghl.
Can
really
afford to take this
terrible
ince?
The success of these marvelous
preparations 914 and 606, depends almost' wholly
upon
the manner
of mixing
and
administering.
WARNING — Don't be deceived by the So-called speclaim
to
iiallsts who
administer 606 and 914 for
almost nothing.
To learn the propel method of
administering 606 and 914 one should study In
Germany
under Prof. Ehrlich
as our surgeou has
Our fee is less than, that of any other Chi
done.
cago specialist.
Those who cannot
call can write
for free treatise op EhrJhh and his \preparal Ions.
914 and 606
Remember there Is only one 606 med
ical labotatory In Illinois and It Is located at
Cla.k ind Randolph St«.
(8. E. Cor), 3d
Entrance 14
t. Clark St. Hours 8 a. m, Floor.
to *
Sundays, 9 to
p. m

The careless reader would get the impression that this was an advertisement of Professor
It really is a case of capitalizing an honored name for
Ehrlich — the German scientist.
The advertisement is one of two quacks named Code.
profits of quackery.

the

Explains

About Professor

Ehrlich

When he had finished the card I asked him about Prof. Ehrlich. and his
explanation was about as follows :
"Prof. Ehrlich was here in Chicago some time ago, giving instructions and
demonstrating salvarsan.
I and several others were associated with him. I am
I alone have the real Ehrlich treat
the only and original salvarsan specialist.
They may injure a man for life"
ment. The rest are fakes, imposters, quacks.
— another conglomeration of medical words showing in just what manner they
would injure a man — "but my treatment is absolutely safe."
You take two teaspoonfuls
"Now I'm going to give you some medicine.
This bottle should last eight
every day, before retiring and in the morning.
Now what day could you come back to begin
days, and it will do you good.
treatment?"
"I don't think I can get that money before next Thursday,"
am off Thursday afternoons."

I

said, "and

I
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"Well, you come back Thursday then, about 2 :30 o'clock. I'll fix you up,
After you get the salvarsan and the Wassermann we'll
cure you absolutely.
Good-by."
begin treatment.
"Doctor, won't you write me a receipt for the $2?"
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Doctor Gives Name as Coe
He wrote me a receipt, signing a name that looked like Coburn. As I was
going out I reached for his hand, and that's the first time he touched me during
the interview.
" I was trying to
say, "What's your name, doctor?" but was
"Wh-wh-wh —
stuttering so I couldn't get it out. I finally made myself clear, and he said his
"Coe?" I asked, and he said
name was Coe — or it sounded that way to me.
yes. I then explained that I had difficulty in pronouncing some words begin
ning with "wh," and he told me it was simply that I talked too fast.
"If you'll say your words slowly you will have no trouble," and he laughed
We shook hands again and I left him.
again.

"PROFESSOR EHRLICH'S"

LAIR

Further inquiry by reporters
details regarding the work of the
"Don't Be Misled, Men," original
ing to the advertisements, at 145
a picture

of Prof. Ehrlich.

for the Tribune brought out added interesting
advertising quacks in Chicago. Prof. Ehrlich's
"606" and "914" laboratory is situated, accord
North Clark Street. The advertisement shows
There is no doubt about the picture being that of

It has the pointed beard, the eyeglasses, the ear
the great German physician.
marks of the scientist himself. Yesterday a reporter for the Tribune trailed
His
the great professor to his lair. He has the glasses and the pointed beard.
make-up is strikingly similar to published portraits of the German scientist him
self. His private offices downtown, however, do not bear the real names of
his private offices in the vicinity where he and his brother are known as repu
They are:
table and ethical practicing family physicians.
Dr. W. A.

Code,

South Kedzie

202

Avenue, residence

2829

Washington

boulevard.

Dr. W. E. Code, office 2 West Chicago Avenue, residence the same.
Both are members of the Westward Ho Golf Club and are prominent in
Oak Park and Austin.
Dr. Code Makes Admission
Dr. Walter Austin Code admitted that he is the physician who diagnosed a
He admitted that the
healthy Tribune reporter as a syphilitic not long ago.
He was worried only
published report of the consultation was a fair one.
He pleaded
about the possible use of his name in connection with this "mess."
for his diagnosis, designated the other advertising
circumstances
extenuating
physicians as crooks, and warned the Tribune against believing their protesta
tions of innocence.
"I run the place," he said. "My brother is an assistant. My brother studied
under Dr. Ehrlich in Germany."

"Why

do you have the picture of Dr. Ehrlich on your advertisement?"
a picture of Dr. Ehrlich, but a picture of me," said the doctor.

"That isn't

Read

"Ads" Carefully,

He Says

"Why, then, is the picture so placed that Dr. Ehrlich's name, the only one
in the advertisement, seems to be the caption under the picture?"
"You should read advertisements carefully," said Dr. Code.
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say that the reporter gave a fair account of the affair —yes, I will
"But it was he who led me into it. I
say a truthful account," said Dr. Code.
naturally believe what my patients tell me.

"I will

"Now if

I

were one of these fakes who advertise cures for everything," he
have been on the watch for such tricks, don't you know.
I would probably have told him that nothing was wrong with him if had been
one of those fellows.

"I would

continued,

I

I don't believe
"But I will talk to any one. I am not naturally suspicious.
in thinking everybody is mean.
Why, I would even talk to you or buy you a
I never have. It is not a
cigar or a drink, though I don't smoke myself.
good — —

"
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Explains

His Advertising

"But, doctor," interrupted the reporter, "how does it happen that you
advertise?"
"I'll tell you about that," he said confidingly. "Brother went to Germany
When he
a few years ago and studied under Dr. Ehrlich, don't you know.
came back I said to him, 'I have patients all over the city now, the north, west,
and south sides. I think I will take an office in the loop.'

VERA VITA

REMEDIES CONTAIN

NO

OPIATES

MERCURY

OR

HABIT

PRODUCING

DRUGS

Vera Vita Chemical Company
• VermVita■•
a Guaranty rreatmrnl
lor CoatafioaaBloodToitooanilKin<■
■•>.
dm) Dia«*ar*
«U|ta Coal*)on
eothiaf if wt Iait toei»r»you. WfrU
aoriaropyoftmt8.mi-Pi;

VERA VITA

REMEDIES

116 NOBTB

CLARK IT.

• Vrri Vil
rri byRhill

i the hteheetdegreeof
me.l>ce?7ff>rtency
. Veereof moorch
their
«.idpfBrtic»ld>mc«ntft.lMit>««Mt
worth. A»kfora guereotrrwith the
kindtbet'e"nut eefood"

CHIOAOO

The Vera Vita Chemical

address

as

the

Company's letterhead.
Code brothers ,who capitalized Prof.

This concern
Ehrlich.

did

business

at

the same

'"Why not administer salvarsan?' he suggested. 'And advertise?' I said.
'Sure,' he said, 'but no free consultation.'
"That's how we came to establish the laboratory. It's just a side issue with
me. I -have a large practice and so has my brother. But we don't believe in
doing something for nothing. And we don't guarantee a cure. Of course, if
a new man asks if I will guarantee to cure him, I say 'Oh, yes,' but all I mean
is I will administer the salvarsan treatment, known to all good physicians,
in
an expert manner."
Attacks Other Quacks
Dr. Code waxed more and more enthusiastic in his own defense, claiming
that all the other advertising physicians are quacks beyond a doubt and bleed
their patients mercilessly.
"Why, we don't know Dr. Zins, or old Dr. Sweany, or Dr. Flint," he said.
"We don't pay any attention to them. That's raw stuff Dr. Zins is pulling, you
know. It's great work the Tribune is doing.
I am heartily with you to drive
them out of town. I admire a man who hits a man with a blackjack.
He's got
nerve enough to meet his opponent face to face.
Those fellows extort money
from their innocent victims by making them afraid."
The reporter could not suppress a smile, thinking of the diagnosis the doctor
had given a well man.
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I was going to do any dirty work I'd do it on the square. I'd tell
was going to fight him.
That's the kind of man I am."
"The Tribune," ventured the reporter, "wants to get both sides, to be fair.
Those other men will probably be seen."
"Now, if

a man

I

Don't Believe Others, Code Says
"They'll tell you just the same sort of thing I am telling you," said Dr. Code.
They can't substan
"Don't believe them. They're good at that sort of thing.

I

can."

If

*t

you t,»v», r.uti; copier

You may be
pott,

•

next.

paralysis. Insanity, loco

MnU

J

motor

r
n

•turj c*uao

is

I

it

it,

Then the doctor went into some of the details of the report by a Tribune
reporter on Dr. Zins. A few minutes later he protested, in answer to a ques
tion, that he had not seen either edition of the paper in which the results of
the investigation were printed.
"My brother was telling me something about the article. I haven't seen the
paper at all," he said.
doctor," asked the reporter, "that you do not post your own
"Why is
suppose that
because you don't want your
name in your laboratory?
general practice to know it?"

iM-

»o*,h«ir,st-hUis botws1 or other symptom*
you
of btao<d palnoti, Vw»/Ttta will
Sold m>derwrt;ten su»r»nt«». Cureo or ua 'vAPflFLZpCY
proof
of cnr«». C i»n»"l1
port! Writ* forf re* |nf;>rrn»ti'r>n und
Vera Vita Chemical Co.. 145 N. Cli
r«c.
St.Chloaflo
The Vera
newspapers.

'

MM

j

■

I'

cw

Vita Chemical

Co.

also advertised

Explains

under

its own

name in

not-too-particular

False Name

the

it

I

I

a

I

I

a

I

I

I

1

I

is

I

if

a

a

a

"No, no, no, not at all.
he answered.
Simply
matter of convenience,"
particular doctor.
patient comes in, we don't want him to ask for
"When
my brother is.
would mix things up. If
am there
give the treatment;
wrong.
he does.
Our name
hard to get, too.
Even your reporter got
am called Cady, and Cody, and everything.
Here it's just John, Jack, Jones,
get your treatment, good-by; names don't make any difference."
Dr. Code repeated nervously much of what he had already said. "We only
advertise to keep from being snowed under by these fakers, you know," he said.
"And it's something to have an honest doctor down among all those fellows."
"Now, when
don't exactly mean that.
He
say that your man was fair
When
asked him what
came in and said something was the matter with him.
syphilitic taint.
was wrong he gave me symptoms that show
made no exam
gave him an opportunity to
ination of him. We don't do that for nothing.
If
was going to charge for it.
take the Wassermann test, and of course
fellow has no money
give him the treatment for nothing.

It

He Declares

I

I

I

am not worried.
If took the trouble and exerted
mean
could have the whole thing stopped.
suppressed."

"I

ence,

little political influ
could have my name

a

Not Worried,

I
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physician at Monmouth, 111., writes :
"About a year ago I saw in a Chicago newspaper the advertisement of the
'Prof. Ehrlich' Company that has been exposed by your reporter and at once
wrote to them and gave the inference that I was suffering from syphilis and
I had a number of letters
asked if they could give the 606 treatment by mail.
from them telling the seriousness of the disease and advising me to go to
Chicago at once for treatment and advising against going anywhere else, as
they were the original specialists.
"As I did not reply to their letters, I received a number of letters of the
'follow-up' kind. Among these was a letter from the Vera Vita Company, at
the same address, saying that they were informed that I was suffering from
syphilis and advising me to take their 'famous treatment,' which was the only
sure cure.
"I am satisfied that either the Drs. Code own the Vera Vita Company or
I judge that they run
From my correspondence
they exchange mailing lists.
both companies."

"I

FOXY

WAYS

OF

DRS.

CODE

stung badly by the so-called 606 Laboratory at 145 North Clark
Street," "Bronson" writes. "I called at their office for treatment, being led by
The doctor told me I had blood
their advertising in the Chicago Examiner.
poison bad. I told him I was a hard-working boy, so he arranged his payments
on installments.
He gave me his medicine without any directions or labels on
I got suspicious. His directions were verbal and his patients were
the bottles.
His medicine did not come up to the pure food
supposed to remember them.
laws.
This doctor Code told me he studied in Germany under Prof. Ehrlich
By the way, he
and that he got his supply of medicine direct from Germany.
with Germany direct
never saw Germany except on the map. I communicated
They referred me to the
and found out that he never studied in Germany.
They told me that Dr. Code was
sole agents of Dr. Ehrlich in New York.
unknown to them. They went so far as to say that he was not registered in
any of the medical journals.
was

Test Proves Diagnosis

Fake

"After I paid the Codes a lump sum of money, I read to them the letters I
had received from Germany and New York.
They got sore and ordered me
I then had a Wassermann test made of my blood and was
out of the office.
told that I never had blood poisoning. I intended to bring suit against them,
to recover some of the money, but I didn't on account of my position and the
publicity. These fellows play the switching system and the double-fee game.
When a man starts going to them, he can't quit until he has paid up what they
If he don't they threaten to sue him for the full amount. These fellows
ask.
are worse than Shylocks. When they give a receipt, it always is signed in a
different name. I had a handful of their receipts before I found out that there
was absolutely nothing the matter with me. I hope you will put these fellows
out of business, so that other poor unfortunates won't be deceived or misled
Code is the worst I ever had any experience with. You
by these fake doctors.
may use this letter if it will help any."

SAYS

CODES

"STOLE"

$100

Chicago, Oct. 27. — [Editor of the Tribune.] — The blood-money doctors that
you exposed, with offices at 303-4 North Clark Street, posing as the original
Prof. Ehrlich, are Dr. William E. Code, whose other office is 2 West Chicago
Avenue, and Dr. W. Austin Code, the one with the beard, a brother, whose
other office is 202 South Kedzie Avenue, took $100 from me and then turned
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me out still diseased,

to be cured

SPECIALISTS
only by real men of the medical

It is for victims like myself to appreciate the value of your great
these vandals of society, and may your efforts continue
for
mankind till these imposters of a noble profession are curbed.

profession.

paper to expose
the welfare of

Subscriber.

DR. EDWARD

N. FLINT

He Is Sure His Healthy Caller Has Syphilis and Offers to Give
Wassermann
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[Chicago Tribune, Oct.

Test
28,

for

Nov.

1

$10
and 5, 1913.]

Flint operates at 233 South State Street. Although the reporter denied ever
having had any serious disease, Flint was convinced that he manifested symp
toms of syphilis. The reporter posed as a "wise guy" from the country who
had "read up" on diseases of men.
His aggressive skepticism led the doctor
to offer to give him a Wassermann test for $10. While the "patient" was con
sidering this proposition Flint "accidentally" opened a cabinet and revealed the
wax figure of a woman horribly disfigured with blood disease. Flint was grad
uated from the University of Illinois Medical College in 1897.
He was licensed
in Illinois in 1902. April 10, 1906, he was denied a license to practice medicine
in Wisconsin by the Wisconsin State Board on the ground that he advertised
to cure an incurable disease. He was then connected with the Reinhardt Bros.,
a company of quacks who had been exposed by The Journal of the American
Medical Association. He resides at 308 East Thirty-Third Street.
Oct. 10. — I went to Dr. Flint's office on the second floor of 322 South State
Street, and inquired of the office assistant for Dr. Flint.
The boy went over
to a group of bearded men who were talking in the lounging-room and said,
A medium-sized man, about 45 years old, left the
"Dr. Flint, a new patient."
group and shook hands with me. He walked into his private office and motioned
me to a chair without a word. I was the first to speak.
"Doctor," I said, "I have been reading some pamphlets and other advertising
matter in the newspapers and magazines and the more I read the more con
vinced I am that something is wrong with me. I am going to get married in
I went to see a play the other night
a few months and I want to be sure.
I decided the best thing to
called 'Damaged Goods,' and it set me to thinking.
do was to come to you and find out if I have any taint of disease."
"Have you ever had any venereal trouble?"
"Fine, sir, fine," he replied.
"No, sir,"

I

Thinks "Patient" Poisoned
"as far as I know nothing

has ever been wrong
with me."
"Does your hair come out?" he asked.
"Only when I comb it real hard," I answered.
"Your face is drawn and the color under your eyes bad — pretty good signs
that you have a strain of syphilis," he said.
"Oh, the color under my eyes is probably due to worry from trying to live
on my salary," I laughed.
"Well, the sure way to learn is to take the Wassermann test," he said.
"Will that be absolute proof ?" I asked.
"It will be positive proof," he replied.
answered,
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"Now, doctor," I said, "I do not intend to pay good money for a test
then have you tell me that my blood is weak or that the red corpuscles
building up, or any other thing like that. I will not take this test unless
have the disease."
are almost sure
"Oh, it will show absolutely if there is any taint of syphilis," he assured

I

and
need
you
me.

Doctor Quotes Thomas Edison

about that disease," I said, "but I don't
have been reading something
know anything about it. I believe it was in a book written by Thomas Edison
on the subject."

Let Me Cure You
MY NEW
OFFER
UNTIL
OCT. IB

$10

t cure many diseases tor only $10 for the en
tire professional fee to complete the cure.
Consultation free, whether you take treatment
or now

What Is Your

Disease?

Is it in your kidneys; pains in back or loins?
Is it your stomach; belching u( gas, sour; dis
tress after eating'' I* it your lungs; cough,
bleeding, pains in chest? Have yp\i offensive
catarrh; noie stop up. foul breath? Havf you "
Have you rupture?
piles fistula, 'itching?
Have you any blood disease.nkut eruptions,
pimples, pale complexion, losing weight : paint
Is it your nerves; sleep
in bones, scrofula?
less, tired ifl the rooming, disxiness, pains in
head, coated tongue ?
Dear reader, heed
these symptoms of acrvousncst ; beware of
neurasthenia,
l«r M*4
it leads to weak nerve* or pos
umii
■■(!•>
f4.
Doa't
grave mental diseases
r mm •(i.m« ' sibly
wastednrinr.,
No one need suffer from disease now that
la Dr.
olk*r
we have arranged these low prices,' Coaoe at
Flint Int. JB rnn'
ptr\tmrr gives ■•■nrnu'-r once while these low prices last
Consulta
•f klgk««t rtmmm
Mr vie*.
tion Free
Largest Office* and Equipment. Lowaat PVitci
of Any Doctor In Chicago.
Only a Few Days More of the Low Ofle..

DR.

FLINT,

322 S. State St., 2d Floor

"
Van Buren.su Opposite Rotbacbthf
Between J*, k son. hd. and Va
Tica Hocas-a.^j twr tram■■.». 1. • i>
12M. CEfeaf, lli. . *^

A typical advertisement

of Quack

*

C*

Flint.

I

it,

"Well, now, if you have read Thomas Edison's book on the subject, you
know what he has to say," he said. "Now, Edison is an authority on the sub
ject, and, quoting from your own authority, I will tell you what he has to say.
Edison says he believes there is a taint of syphilis in everybody, but I differ
Edison generally knows what he is talking about, but I do not
with him.
believe that everybody has syphilis."
but these
"I don't either," I said. "Now, I don't believe that I have
imagine
have got on my nerves and
have everything under
advertisements

I

the sun."

"Well,
should

you must not be too
take care of yourself."

sure,"

he said.

"You

are

a
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Patient Proves Very Cautious

If

"Now, doctor, if the Wassermann 'test is sure, then I will take it.
it is
not, then it would be a waste of money.
I know a little about this business.
I don't like to spend hard money to find out that I am just frightened. Now,
how much are you going to charge me?"
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He hesitated and figured with a pencil a few seconds.
"Well, I can't make it for less than $10," he replied.
"That suits me if you will guarantee to give the correct dope," I replied.
"How long will it take to make this test, and how will you do it?" I asked.
"It will take about three minutes," he said.
Opens His Cabinet of Horrors
"That's mighty quick work for $10," I said. "I've got three or four hours
to spend, but at the present time the only coin I can show is about 30 cents.
Name your time and I will be back with a ten spot."
"Well, we close at 6 o'clock on Friday and Saturday," he said, "and I think
to-morrow morning would be the best time. Now, young man, you had better
not be so confident and do not try to fool yourself into believing that you are
all right. I look at you with a trained eye and I am not holding out much
encouragement."
While speaking he walked over to a cabinet containing the wax figure of a
woman.
Horrible looking spots had been painted on various parts of the figure.
It was evident that the doctor's object in walking over to the figure was to
attract my attention to it. I got up to leave, promising to return. The doctor
came back to me with a satisfied look on his face. ,

DR.

FLINT CHANGES HIS MIND— DEATH OF JACOB BALZ

N. Flint, who has been getting a living by swindling sick and
people whom he lured to 322 South State Street, yesterday reserved
a drawing-room on the Wabash train which left for Montreal at 11 :55 p. m.
Flint, however, could not be found on the train. When a reporter called on
the quack at his offices during the afternoon Flint said he did not intend to
He did not deny, however, that he had made the reservation.
leave the city.
The same reporter was on hand at the station when the 11:55 Wabash train
left the city. The stateroom was vacant as far out as Englewood. Later Flint's
A man came to the telephone
residence, 419 Belmont Avenue, was telephoned.
He denied he had any intention of leaving the city.
and said he was Flint.
Dr. Edward

credulous

Death Story Is Told
It would be unfortunate if Flint should leave Chicago at this particular time,
as that might militate against his giving an explanation of the death of Jacob
Balz of 7534 Adams Avenue. Jacob Balz was a janitor in a downtown office
building. He was one of Dr. Flint's "patients." Dr. Flint "treated" him for
rupture.
On March 21, 1913, ten days after the fifth treatment, Balz died in
Balz had been a suf
agony, apparently suffering from poison in the kidneys.
Up to February 8 of this year he had
ferer from rupture for thirty years.
been under the care of Dr. Charles Pusey, his family physician.
Dr. Pusey was
not able to cure his disease, for a cure was beyond medical skill, but he was
able to do the next best thing — to keep Balz in such physical condition that he
was able to work every day and earn a living for his family.
Seeks Medical

Under Dr. Pusey's
than an inconvenience.

Miracle Worker

treatment Balz's rupture became nothing more serious
Balz, however, was not satisfied with this. He wanted
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to be rid of the rupture entirely.
He was impatient of Dr. Pusey's steadygoing methods. Like thousands of other Chicagoans, his ignorance of medicine
was monumental and his faith in the false prophets of medicine correspondingly
prodigious. He started out to find a medical miracle worker. People who are
hunting medical miracle workers are grist for Dr. Flint's mill. When Balz,
stealing away without Dr. Pusey's knowledge, presented himself at Flint's office
on February 8, Flint had no trouble in convincing him that he could cure him.

utiTtmr.

g*?™- V-

- —

....

'Cured My Rupture Without Cutting"

SO

Two advertisements

specialist"

quackery.

of Flint's.

SAY THESE HUNDRED

One featuring

the

MEN

"rupture cure," the other plain "men's

He set out to cure him by the paraffin method.
The method consists in inject
ing paraffin into the flesh so as to cover the rupture in the peritoneum.
No
reputable physician uses it.
The paraffin closes the rupture for a time, then
hardens and creates a condition that is more dangerous than rupture itself.
After the first "treatment" Balz told his wife what he had done. She begged
him not to go again.
She told him Dr. Flint was a skinflint and a faker. Her
words had no effect.
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"The next morning," Mrs. Balz told a reporter yesterday, "my husband was
in such pain he could not read a newspaper.
But he wouldn't let me tell our
family doctor what he had done. The man at the institute said he would make
the cure for $45. After the first visit my husband went four times, on Monday
evenings.
He grew worse and worse.
When the family doctor came to the
house he concealed his pain.
And Then He Dies
"Then one day he came home from work at 9 o'clock with an awful pain
in his chest. His lungs were filled up with something.
The day after that his
He died on March 21.
back began to hurt.
told Dr. Charles .Pusey, the
family doctor, about it then, and he said the man at the institute ought to be
My husband paid $9 the first time and then $10 twice. When he
prosecuted.
went the fourth time I would only give him $5.

I
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"

'But the doctor told me to bring him $10 each time,' he said. I told him
already paid $29 and that the doctor could get along with $5. After he
died John, my son, went down to the office to see if he could get the money
They told him my husband owed them money; that the treatment was
back.
He had a different doctor each time. He never saw the same one twice."
$55.
he had

FLINT'S

CURE

WORSE

THAN

DISEASE

New letters that have come to the Tribune show that Flint's cure for hernia
is unique in one thing.
It is more dangerous than hernia itself. With this
"treatment" alone Flint probably has caused as much misery in Chicago as all
The Tribune already has told how Flint's treat
the other quacks put together.
ment played its part in bringing the life of Jacob Balz to an untimely end.
The following story is told by another of Flint's victims, an employee of a
large corporation on the northwest side:
"During the summer of 1908 I fell downstairs at the institution where I
work and strained an abdominal muscle. It gave me some pain, and I thought
I saw the advertisements and testi
perhaps I might have a slight rupture.
monials of Dr. Flint.
"I went to Flint's office on South State Street and told him I didn't feel
well.
He asked me what was the matter, and I told him I believed I had a
little rupture. He asked me what side it was on and I told him I was paying
him to find that.
He felt of my body a little while and then told me I had a
rupture on the right side. He said that he could cure me for $10 and I paid
He took a needle and injected something two or three times and for a
him.
1 went to see him every week
day or two there was a relief from the pain.
and he continued the injections.

Flint

Injects

Paraffin

"One day after I had been taking the treatments for a month he told me
that he was going to inject paraffin.
With the aid of a Dr. Qualle he made the
injection. He took a cupful of paraffin, and with an instrument which looked
A lump came up, and I suffered
like a bicycle pump injected it in my abdomen.
considerable pain. I went back to see Flint and he told me that the pain would
I went to see Dr. Moore, a reliable physician, and he told
stop after a time.
me I would live only a couple of months if I did not have the paraffin cut out.
I went back to Flint, and after chasing him through several private rooms in
the building I told him what another doctor had told me.
He said it was
I told him I was going to die if
useless for me to have the paraffin cut out.
I didn't have it removed.
"
'You can carry that paraffin to your grave,' he told me.
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Another of Flint's Victims

a

a

J.

a

a

is

Another of Flint's victims
Nels Peterson, who resides at 3135 Paulina
Street.
Something more than
year ago Peterson was lured by an ad. in one
of the local newspapers to that celebrated "hernia specialist's" office at 322
South State Street.
He was suffering from
double rupture. Flint "treated"
Peterson for six months.
He used his usual method — the injection of paraffin.
He gave his dupe two doses — two cupfuls of the fluid. Then Flint collected
At the end of six months the paraffin hardened, forming two lumps in
$70.
Peterson's body, which caused him intense pain.
Peterson became convinced
A visit to Dr. A.
that he was the victim of malpractice.
Ochsner confirmed
The doctor told Peterson that he was in
this impression.
dangerous condi
The man underwent an operation and the two lumps of paraffin were
tion.
They are souvenirs that remind
Peterson keeps the lumps in
bottle.
removed.
him to keep away from Flint.
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DR.

FLINT'S
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now
patient at the county hospital writes as follows
am
reader of your paper since the time
learned
little English. May
heaven's blessings descend on you for what you are doing for the benefit of
humanity in exposing those 'doctors.'
Nothing like
since the Bible.
hope
you will use your power so that foreign papers will not be permitted to print
took sick.
read the advertisement
their ads. About six years ago
of the
Vienna Medical Institute, lately under the name of Dr. E. N. Flint, who diag
think
paid him $45 or $65, and
nosed my case as specific blood-poisoning.
He said
would take three months.
cure by that cur.
was promised
In all
kept on taking the 'treatments' — elec
this time my condition grew worse, but
tricity, medicine, and so on.
wanted my money back he said there was something else wrong
"When
would add $40 to what
with me. He said had nervous prostration, and
Four months passed and
had already paid he would cure me in four months.
had the piles.
got still worse. At the end of that time he said
knew what
was the blind piles, and
piles are, so didn't believe it. He then said
might die any day. He insisted on my bringing my
wasn't cured from
bank-book, and charged me $35 for the cure, which he said would last for two
man who

I
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"I told him that I wouldn't. Finally he said if I was going to have it
removed to let him do it. I told him I wouldn't let him put his hands on me
again, and I think that is the only reason I am alive to-day.
"I went to see Dr. Charles Kahlke at 32 North State Street, and he told me
that I must have an operation at once or I would die before many months.
He agreed to perform the operation, and he removed the knot of paraffin as
large as my fist. The lump of paraffin caused irritations and inflammations,
and Dr. Kahlke told me blood-poison would have resulted soon if the operation
had been delayed long.
I started to try to recover damages from Dr. Flint. I
went to the state board of health. A Mr. Hoffman there told me that although
he could do nothing, he had a brother-in-law who was a lawyer, and he might
and after
long time
was settled out of
take care of my case. He took
court. Dr. Flint told my lawyer that he didn't want the case to come to trial
Finally with the lawyer he
would cause him.
because of the notoriety
arranged to pay me $237, which about covered my expenses.
Consequently
didn't get any remuneration for an injury that has unfitted me for hard work.
Dr. Moore and Dr. Kahlke, who examined me, found
rupture
never had
and the only thing that was troubling me was
little bruise which probably had
been caused by falling down the iron stairs."
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or three months.
I again got worse, for worry that all my money was gone
caused me many sleepless nights, and in daytime I was unfit to work.
Never
theless, I kept on coming from Lake Forest, 111., every week, the round trip
costing 75 cents.
One Sunday morning coming for treatment I found the
institute moved from the northeast corner of La Salle and Madison Streets,
and never could find it until I saw Dr. Flint's picture in the papers advertising
I did not go to
ruptures cured without cutting, at all prices troni $5 to $25.
him then, and while gradually getting worse 1 had to work at all kinds of jobs.
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Helped by United Charities
"Finally, I got so bad that I could hardly walk to my work. I was advised
to apply for help to the United Charities of the city.
These people did all in
their power, and had Dr. P. Bassoe treat me in the Presbyterian Hospital. He
diagnosed my case as neuritis, and said it would take a long time to cure me.
So I am here at present, probably on account of that swindler fooling me and
I never dream of ever getting it back again, but if I could
taking my money.
I would give it all to get such robbers. They advertise that they speak all
kinds of foreign languages.
When I asked, in German, to see the doctor,
I then asked to see the
was told that the German doctor was on his vacation.
Bohemian-speaking doctor.
I was told that he had just left for home. And

I

didn't know

a

word of English then."

I

DR. FLINT WORKS 'EM
Of the hundreds of Dr. E. N. Flint's victims in Chicago is M. J. Cinsiner.
He lives at 2349 West Lake Street. He saw Flint's advertisement in a Chicago
HOW

daily newspaper and being a sufferer from rupture called on the "specialist."
The usual injection of paraffin was given and Cinsiner came away after paying
$54 feeling that he was well. In a short time the paraffin hardened into a lump
and Cinsiner was compelled to go to another doctor who equipped him with a
truss.
He subsequently called on the newspaper that had printed the swindling
and stated his case. The man he saw at the newspaper office
advertisement
The paper continued to run the
suggested that he call on ihe county agent.
Cinsiner then went to see a lawyer. The lawyer, who was an
advertisement.
honest man, told him Flint made it a practice to retain shrewd and unscrupulous
lawyers for just such cases as his and that so many legal technicalities would
be interposed that it would cost more than $54 to get his money back.

THE MAILS

USING
Flint

himself to rupture cases, however. He pretends to
anything from ingrowing toenails to cancer.
The Tribune has
in its possession.
Following is a "come-on" letter
some of his correspondence
that he wrote in answer to a decoy letter sent him by the Tribune's correspond
ent in Kenosha. The correspondent complained vaguely that he thought he was
suffering from "kidney trouble." Flint immediately suggested Bright's disease
does not confine

be able to cure

as the malady

and $1,000 as the fee

:

I am taking your letter most seriously.
trouhle last February, and was sick enough so that
he was in the hospital six weeks straight, and yet to-day he is absolutely
well and strong.
His mother died of this same trouble when he was 9 years of age. He is now 20.
case,
and
your
you
if
will come to Chicago and see me
I am very much interested in
personally I will be very glad to go into your case thoroughly and see what the prospects
arc for a cure.
I will say this candidly to start with, that if you have albumin and the casts in your
urine accompanying definite parenchymatous nephritis, or Bright's disease, commonly so-called,
then if you are going to get well it is going to be a long, hard fight, and will probably cost
you. hospital bills and all, in the neighborhood of $1,000.
If you come I will see to it that your case is handled by the very best and most expert
Respectfully
yours,
medical ability in the city of Chicago.
E. N. Flint, M.D.
Mr. Joseph Wallace, Kenosha,
My son was taken sick with this

Wis. — Dear Sir:

same
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Flint's lawyers may have taught him the danger of committing himself in
writing.
Had "Wallace" visited him in his office the quack, judging from his
usual practice, might have asserted positively that his caller had Bright's disease
in an advanced

stage.

QUACK'S

AIDS

TELL

OF

HORROR

CHAMBERS

Two Flint "Institute" "Floor Men" Detail How Poor Patients Are Fleeced—
Wax Works as First Lure — Operate in Other Cities
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[Chicago Tribune, Oct.

31, 1913.]

The Tribune presents to its readers to-day the "confessions" of two men
who know a certain phase of medical quackery from the inside.
They are
tormer employees of that eminent specialist in "getting the money," Dr. Edward
N. Flint, who practices medical skullduggery at 322 South State Street.
The individuals who made the "confessions" were "floor men" in "insti
tutes" which Flint conducts in a string of middle western cities as a side line
to his regular "offices" in Chicago.
The business of the "floor man" or capper
is to mingle with the crowds that visit the "institutes," gain their visitors' con
fidence and lure them to the "case taker" and the doctor who fleeces them.
It
may be said in behalf of the two men who talked to the Tribune that when
they entered Flint's employ they did not know he was a swindler and that they
got out of the business as soon after they had learned the truth as they could.
Their names are suppressed because the Tribune believes them to be poten
tially honest and does not wish to destroy the reputation of men who, in dif
"Institutes" of the
ferent surroundings, would turn out to be useful citizens.
kind Flint runs are well known to the average Chicagoan. They are the wax
work shows which recently have been ordered suppressed in Chicago by Health
Commissioner Young.
Some still are running surreptitiously.
The visitor is
attracted to the "institute" by a wax-work display occupying one of the win
dows. He enters and finds himself in a long room containing 100 or more wax
The figures in
effigies representing human beings in various stages of disease.
the front of the room are exceedingly frank in their display of the human form.
That is to give the show drawing power among the prurient.
Chills of Horror Started
As the visitor passes down the line, however, the statues undergo a subtle
He finds chills of horror beginning to chase each other up and down
change.
He stops in front of a cabinet with a glass front. As he peers
his spine.
through the pane the interior of the cabinet suddenly is illuminated by electric
light and the face of an idiot boy leers out hideously at him. Over the boy's
head, sharply set off by a shaded light, are the words :

"LOST

MANHOOD"

The visitor starts away in horror and is immediately approached by a man
A little farther on
uniform,
who suggests that he go up and see the doctor.
in
By this time, quite natur
a tableau displays the ravages of venereal diseases.
ally, the visitor is beginning to feel ill. This is the time for the "floor man"
to get in his fine work. The "floor man" has been watching the crowds care
fully. He has picked this particular visitor as a ""live one." He arrives at the
He desires to know the visitor's symp
man's side and offers his sympathy.
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The visitor, glad to confide in any one, tells what he thinks is the matter
with him. The "floor man" gets him a drink of water and then adroitly ascer
tains how much money he has with him.
toms.

When this information is given the visitor is ready for the doctor.
In the
slang of the "institutes," the operation
which follows is "feeing the patient."
A patient is "feed" in the slang of the institute when he has been fleeced.
he comes back for a second fleecing he is "refeed."

If
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INSTITUTES OWNED BY REINHARDT

BROTHERS'

The "institutes" over which Flint has supervision are only a part of a
string of between thirty and forty similar institutions now being operated
throughout the middle west. The string is owned by the Reinhardt brothers.
Flint and a man named A. L. De Souchet own only small interests in particular
"institutes." Among the communities in which the Reinhardts are particularly
active just at present are:
Gary,

Chicago,
Hammond,
Peoria,
Des Moines,

Joliet,

Milwaukee,
St. Joseph,

So. Chicago,
E. S. Louis,
Indianapolis,
Omaha,

ONE "FLOOR MAN'S" STORY
The connection between Flint and the Reinhardts having been established,
the stage is now set for the introduction of the two reformed "floor men."
One of them is a young, clever-looking Hungarian.
This is his account of his
connection with the swindlers :

"My trade is that of a milliner. I am about 25 years of age, am married,
and have one child, a baby. Last May, spring being the slack time in my busi
ness, I found myself out of work.
I was willing to do anything to earn a
living, for I had saved nothing and my family was destitute.
I watched the
want ads. in the newspapers and one day saw an advertisement
for a porter
I applied for the position. The
signed by Dr. Flint of 322 South State Street.
man that I met at the office was the elder Reinhardt.
He seemed pleased with
my appearance.
He asked me how many languages I could speak and I told
him 'several.'
Gets

"

Job with Reinhardts

'You are the man I want,' he said, 'but I'm not going to make you do porter
work. You are too smart-looking a chap for that. I will make a first-class
salesman out of you.' Of course I was pleased.
He introduced me to Dr. Flint
and told me to come around the next day to begin taking instruction in my
I spent the next four days in the offices at 322 South State Street. I
duties.
was taken in hand by Flint, who gave me a thorough course of instruction in
the use of the wax figures, which, he informed me, are in all of the Reinhardt
I also was given the names of the diseases which the Reinhardts
institutes.
claim to be able to cure, together with a line of medical talk which I was to
I was told that my job would be that
use when talking to prospective patients.
of 'floor man,' that I would have to talk to the people who visited the institute.
"He said the size of my salary and the length of time I would hold my job
would depend on the number of 'rummies' — that was the word Flint used — I
t. The story of Wisconsin's fight against the Reinhardt fraud is told in
"Medical Institutes," published by the American Medical Association.

the

pamphlet,
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persuaded to take treatments.
After I had memorized the medical lingo and
other details of the business Flint gave me a final examination and told me I
was ready for 'practical' work. I had by that time familiarized myself with all
the details of 300 wax models exhibiting diseases of various kinds in different
stages of development.
At the end of the four days' instruction I was sent to
Milwaukee, where I was turned over to the man in charge of the Milwaukee
institute, whose name was Hermason. I stayed with him for four days, work
At the end of the
ing on the callers who came to the Milwaukee institute.
four days Hermason told mc I would 'do,' and sent me back to Chicago to
report to the main office. From Chicago I went to Gary, reporting at the
The Reinhardts paid all of my expenses and gave
Reinhardts' Gary institute.
me a salary during all of this time.
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Wax Figures in Front Window

.

"I remained at Gary for three months. The institute there is an elaborate
affair, but I understand that the Reinhardts have an even more elaborate place
at Indianapolis.
The institute was all on the ground floor, with a display win
dow in front in which are wax figures of a nurse and a doctor caring for a
syphilitic baby.
Back of this is the main showroom, containing fifty wax
both sexes and showing the effects of syphilis, cancer,
figures, representing
heart trouble, Bright's disease, gonorrhea, lost manhood, and other afflictions.
"I liked the work well at first. I knew nothing about medicine, for I am
only a poor Hungarian boy and I never had much education, and I believed
that the institute was really what it represented itself to be — a place where
During the three months that I was at Gary we averaged
diseases was cured.
about forty callers a day. My business was to go around among the visitors,
pick out the ones that looked as though they had money, and engage them in
conversation. I had been taught to 'make myself a good fellow.' I got the
visitor scared and then suggested to him that he go to the rear of the show
room where he could consult our doctor. Some days I would only get one
I averaged about eight
patient; some days I got as many as fifteen or twenty.
Eight patients a day was as much as was expected of me.
patients a day.

I

"It was not until I had been at the institute several weeks that
learned
This knowledge came to me through my
that the place was a nest of thieves.
taking a consumptive up to our doctor's office. After the physician had looked
him over and the man had gone away the doctor said to me :
" 'Eddie,

I

feel sorry for that poor fellow.

"'Well, doctor,'

I

He's almost gone."
He'll be all right in

said, 'we can cure him, can't we?

a

few weeks.'
"The doctor looked at me for a long time, as though I had said something
surprising. Then he whispered, as if he were ashamed : 'Eddie, don't you know
we never cure anybody here?'
"I thought of this for a long time and then something else happened to
make me hate my job. A woman came in with a baby 4 or 5 months old. The
child had the whooping-cough. I brought them into the doctor's office. She
laid the baby on the operating table and it coughed so much that I went out
of the room. You see, I have a baby myself and I couldn't stand it to see that
woman's child treated by our faker. That same day I saw the woman on the
I spoke to her and she remembered me. We walked along together.
street.
"
'I will talk to you like a good friend,' I said. 'Keep away from our doctor.
He is a faker. All he wants is your money. He may kill your baby.'
"The woman never came back. Soon after this an incident occurred that
subsequently cost me my job. At the time the woman came with the baby there
He lives at 3627
was a patient visiting the institute named Sandor Koborg.
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Sidney Street, Indiana Harbor.
He is a Hungarian like myself and about my
own age. He had a bad case of varicocele, which, as he was a blacksmith,
hindered him in his work. The first time he saw our doctor he paid $20. Later
he paid $20 more.
He was buying medicine from us all the time. He told me
he had paid $40 for medicine.
This Koborg was married. He had a wife and
baby in Hungary and was trying to save money to bring them to this country.
Our fake doctor was taking everything he earned.
Moved by Victim's Tears
"One day, after he had paid the doctor some money Koborg came out to
me. We had got to be good friends.
He began telling me his troubles,
I couldn't stand that. I told him to meet me at
and soon he started to cry.
the Lake Shore depot at lunch time and I would tell him something.
At lunch
I said I was going to tell him something,
time I found Koborg at the depot.
but that first he must swear that he would keep my secret, because if the people
at the institute knew what I was doing I would lose my job. When he swore
that he would be true I told him that our doctor was a faker and that he
Koborg was astonished to hear this and at
would never do him any good.
Then I persuaded him
first would not believe it. At last he was convinced.
to go to Dr. D. B. Bloomstein of Gary, whom I knew to be hone6t. Dr. Bloomstein operated on him a few. days later and Koborg walked out of the hospital
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see

cured.

Betrayed by Pharmacist

"My friend was grateful for what I had done. A little after this I was sent
to South Chicago and Koborg and I corresponded. One day he came in to see
had told our pharmacist something about my experience
me.
Before that
with Koborg. I believed the pharmacist hated the fakers too, but I found out
afterward that he was betraying me. When Koborg came to see me Flint was
After Koborg had gone Flint sent for me.
in the institute.

I

"'Eddie,' he asked, 'who is this friend I saw you talking to? Wasn't he one
of our 'rummies" in Gary?'
"I said he had been treated by the Gary doctor.
"
'You sent him to another doctor, didn't you ?' said Flint. He was all swelled
up with his feelings. I knew then the pharmacist had told him everything.
" 'Yes,' I said, 'I did. I was sick of seeing him swindled by fakers.'
"
Flint.
'You
, get to h — out of here ! shouted
He would
give
must
me my money.
"I told him I would go, but first he
had to
finally
lawyer,
and
Flint
to
a
and
went
not pay me. I left the place
me."
settle with

ANOTHER

FORMER

"FLOOR

MAN'S" STORY

former floor man tells the following story :
"I am a salesman by profession. About four months ago I found myself
out of work and looking around for something to do. I read an advertisement
I answered the
for a first-class salesman who could speak several languages.
Re;ihardt asked
ad. and soon after received a letter from a Dr. Reinhardt.
He introduced me to Flint.
me to call. I visited the office and saw Reinhardt.
I like your appearance.' I
Flint told me, 'You are just the man I want.
remained in Chicago during the next week, calling daily on Flint and Rein
hardt and receiving from them instructions as to my future course of action
They taught me a line of medical talk and prepared
while in their employ.
me for receiving patients.
Another

.
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"At the end of the week Flint and his wife and myself took a train for
Indianapolis. Their plant there is at 28 South Illinois Street.
On the ground
floor is a window in which is exhibited a group of wax figures operated by
machinery, which show* how to resuscitate a drowning man.
That draws the
crowd. I went to work on a Saturday. It was the last day of the automobile
races and there was a big crowd in Indianapolis.
That day vve had 800 visitors.
I know that, because one of my duties was to keep track of the number of
pamphlets printed in different languages that I gave away.
I gave away 800.
I was to be floor man. Before I went to work I had a talk with our casetaker, a man named Woods.
His instruction in effect was that I was to 'con'
the suckers and get them upstairs to him so he could get the money.
This was
a surprise to me, because I had come down to Indianapolis convinced
the
I told Woods what Flint and Reinhardt had told me
business was honest.
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about misrepresentation.

"We're
"

Here to Get the Money"

'It

doesn't make any difference what Flint and Reinhardt told you,' replied
'You are working for me and you take your orders from me.
Remember one thing: We're here to get the money.' I didn't like that very
well, but I was broke and I was there in Indianapolis with my wife without
friends and it was up to me to make good. I thought, too, that I would be
able to come to a better understanding with Woods through Flint.
As a matter
of fact,
know now that Flint wouldn't have helped me. All that talk he had
given me about being honest with the visitors was just plain bunk.
They
They knew that if
wanted me to be enthusiastic.
believed in them I would
do better work.
"After my talk with Woods I was turned loose on the main floor. This was
a big room full of wax figures.
Flint had brought his wife down to see the
plant.
Honestly, I was ashamed when that
She never had been in it before.
woman came in there and looked over that stuff.
It sure was a show for men
only. The real chamber of horrors, though, was on the next floor. That was
Before I
where they took the suckers to throw the final scare into them.
went to work
had a last talk with Woods.
He gave me one caution. 'Don't
tell 'em you are a doctor,' he said. 'If they call you "doctor" that's all right.
You don't have to deny the title, you know.'
"With that he left me and I found myself alone with the negro porter
among those wax statues. Pretty soon the 'hicks' began to come in. I walked
around among them and engaged myself in friendly and seductive conversation
My instructions gave me
among the ones that looked like they had money.
two things to get out of them. One was their 'weak point' — what they thought
was the matter with them.
The other was how much money they had with
them.
Young Fellows from the Country

Woods.

I

I

I

"The work was pretty easy. Most of the visitors were young fellows from
the country. A large percentage of them were not sick at all— only thought
I'd talk to them a
they were sick, the result, usually, of a guilty conscience.
while and then stick some disease on them — had a list of diseases from
Woods. The virulence of the disease depended on how much money the sucker
had.
If he had lots of it I'd tell him he had syphilis and show him by means
One fellow had a
of the wax figures that he was developing the symptoms.
convinced that chap that he was in an advanced
wart on the side of his hand.
stage of syphilis simply by comparing his wart to a wart on one of our wax
After I had convinced him he had the disease, I took him upstairs
dummies.
to the chamber of horrors and showed him what he would be like in a week
or two if he didn't take our treatment.

I

I
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"This work, as I said, was pretty easy.
didn't have any pangs of con
science about skinning these 'boobs.'
Most of them had a skinning coming to
figured that anyway it would be
them for the way they had been acting, and
worth money to them if we did throw a scare into them that would keep them
out of trouble in the future. But a little later in the day I ran across several
I knew
patients that worried me. One of these was a poor devil with a cancer.
Another
by looking at him that the best doctor on earth couldn't cure him.
was a fellow so weak with tuberculosis he could scarcely walk. I went through
Without batting an eye our quack
the motions and got them up to the doctor.
told them he could cure them in a month.
This went on for two days and all
the time I was getting sorer and sorer on my job. The blow-off came on the
afternoon of the second day when a nice young chap came in and said that he
had hernia.

I
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Victim

of Paraffin

Injection

"He had been to another quack, and the quack had injected paraffin into
He was going to get married and
him. The paraffin had formed into a lump.
he wanted himself fixed up.
I knew by this time what our doctor would do
with that case. He would take out the first lump of paraffin and then inject
some more in another place. I felt sorry for the fellow, but I took him upstairs
to the doctor just the same. Our system of introducing patients to the doctor
He came
was this : We walked upstairs and I pushed a button for the doctor.
out, and I introduced him to the patient.
Then we left the patient alone in the

doctor's reception-room.
"The doctor went back to his office, and I walked out into the hall and over
to the case-taker's office.
I'd tell the case-taker what our patient thought he
had and how much money he had with him. Then the case-taker would pick
After
up a phone on his desk and tell the facts I'd given him to the doctor.
He'd diagnose his case right away
that the doctor would send for the patient.
The consultation would fol
as syphilis or whatever I had told the case-taker.
low. The doctor never said a word about money. At the end of the interview
the patient would want to know how much the treatments were going to cost
him. The doctor would put on a look of hurt dignity and reply:
"T
I am a physician. You'll have to talk to
never discuss money matters.
Mr. Woods.'
"Then he would give the patient a slip of paper and get him out of the
office. The patient would walk over to Woods' office, present his slip of paper
and ask the price.
Woods would tell him the treatment would cost him so
The patient
much down —the amount he had in his pocket — and so much later.
invariably was so badly scared by this time that he would give up quick. You
see, it was all cash business.
After we'd hooked them once we didn't care if
they never came back.

How Floor Man Lost His Job
"Well, when this man got into Woods' office Woods told him that the treat
I'd told Woods that because the chap had told me
ment would cost him $25.
The fellow with the
he was hard up and I wanted to make the case a flivver.
hernia hemmed and hawed and then said he would go and get the money. He
came downstairs and asked the porter for me. Then he started in to tell me
He said that if he had to give up $25 he would have to put off
his troubles.
That made me feel ashamed of myself.
his marriage.
"What shall I do?" he asked.
"
'Do,' said I, 'why, you clear out of this place and don't come back again.
Those fellows are a bunch of robbers.'
"Well, right there is where I lost my job."
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RUINED

Former Employee of Flint-Reinhardt Combination Confesses Crimes — Hired
to Rob, Not Cure — Tortured in Operating-Room
[Chicago Tribune, Nov.

2, 1913.]

A former

manager in the Reinhardt-Flint
medical "institutes," whose name
at his own request, tells the Tribune the following story of how
this combination of quacks robbed their victims and ruined their health :
"On or about May 25, while I was employed as a salesman for a produce
firm, I read an advertisement
in a newspaper calling for a Jewish salesman.
There was no name. It read, 'Call at a certain room number, 322 South State
Street.' I answered it and met Dr. Willis F. Reinhardt. He practically employed
me on the spot.
He told me to give up the position I was holding and that
my salary would begin at once and I would just have to stay around the office
with him a short while and keep my eyes open. In the meantime I was to let
my beard grow. He told me that my beard would give me a professional look
I did.
Put on Pay Roll at $30 a Week
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is suppressed

"My salary

started immediately at $30 a week.
Mr. Reinhardt took mt out
in his automobile and twice to his residence at SO East Elm
of Meister
He told me that he was the United States representative
Lucius Briinning and Company of London, who were the English controllers of
the entire output of Prof. Carl Ehrlich's new remedy for syphilis — neosalvarsan,
which is called 914 — just the same as salvarsan, his original remedy, is called
Finally he told me that he had picked me out because I looked business
606.
My instructions from that minute on
like. He wanted me for a managership.
were : 'Get the money.'
I was told how to get the confidence of a prospective
patient and how to work upon their fears and imagination, and how to impress
them with the idea that they were in imminent danger of death or at least in
dire need of our treatments.
He told me would have a doctor under me. He
added that he always had trouble with making the doctors keep their instru
ments clean and instructed me to watch that feature.
"On June 10, with my wife and baby and 10-year-old boy, I left Chicago
over the Rock Island for St. Joseph, Mo., the town in which I was to work,
Dr. Reinhardt paying our expenses. Upon my arrival at St. Joe I met Johnson.
His name is H. E. Johnson, and he makes his headquarters at the Copenhagen
Medical Specialist offices in Davenport, la. He also operated similar establish
ments in Moline and Rock Island, which are near by. A man by the name of
Brouillard, who stays at the Chicago office, had made a new set of wax figures
for the St. Joe office. They were there when I got there, as well as Will Compton, an old Chicago floor man, who was to be floor man in the St. Joe museum.
The doctor didn't arrive until the next Tuesday. Johnson had leased for five
years the whole building at 321 Edmond Street, St. Joe. Compton, Johnson and
I worked almost night and day for ten days, installing the museum on the first
floor and fixing up the patients' reception-room, electrical treatment and oper
ating room, and doctor's private office and 'pharmacy' on the second floor.
"We went at it with saw and hammer and scrubbed and did everything our
selves.
Johnson said that he didn't want to have any outsiders in on it. Just
before we opened up Johnson told me one day not to refer to the wax-figure
show as a museum, but to call it an exhibit. He said that a $500 license was
I asked him how he was going to fix it up.
necessary every year on a museum.
He said he was going out the next day and put it over.
several
Street.

times

I
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Then he came in and said,
show up until noon the next day.
let you have the honor of tacking this up on the wall,' and he handed me
a permit for the sale of drugs and a permit to operate as a retail merchant.

"He didn't
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WISCONSIN

MEDICAL

INSTITUTE

Mhantbra Thettsr Building, Mllwaukoo, Wit.

'•miasrntlfkirtiH—Rnnmt(P. Errantfl'^f Alhtmbri!■-of. r jtl-II..^

"Our Wonderful Dsatrs-Mstioil

Trsslmsiil Is Saving Tbesisnds and Will Sa>a Ysu."

Photographic
reproduction
of a typical "Wisconsin Medical Institute" adver
(reduced)
tisement. This was the Milwaukee branch of the Reinhardt's fraud factories. — [From Nostrums
and Quackery, 1912.]

I saw that the permit was signed by the superintendent of the health depart
ment and the mayor.
I asked him how he had fixed it up. He said, 'A ten
spot did the work.' I believe, though, that it cost him a lot more.
The doctor
was a young fellow from St. Louis.
attribute the
He is a real physician.

I
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mix-up of affairs in St. Joseph to the fact that he was a good doctor and had
In confidence he told me that they had brought
a conscience the same as I have.
him from St. Louis.

"I will say this for that young doctor : He never hurt any of his patients.
In one or two cases that I recall, he told men that there was nothing the mat
ter with them and let them go. But that was not what we were there for and
we both knew it. We only acted that way when our sympathies were touched
deeply.
Whenever the doctor was out I always took his place.
I made the
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examinations,

looked

wise

about

the symptoms,

diagnosed

and

prescribed.

I

knew all the prescriptions, because I mixed them up by the gallon. In the cases
I handled I prescribed only harmless prescriptions, but always got as much
money for them as the patient could give, and generally contracted him up for
a long course of treatments at a big price.
"One day the buzzer sounded upstairs and we waited a long time for the
patient to appear. When he didn't show up, I looked down the stairs, and there
was Compton almost carrying an old man up the steps.
We got him in the
operating-room. He had neither hair nor teeth ; he was deaf and his sight was
failing. Compton had talked him into the belief that the only reason he wasn't
as young as he used to be was because he had lost his manhood, and we were
the only people who could restore it.
He signed a contract for a course of
treatments by which he thought we could rejuvenate him.
Of course we got
the big initial fee, which insured his return for more treatments.
We had to
carry him down the stairs on the way out, but he went home with the belief
for all his eighty-four years that he would be a boy again in a week.
"I mixed the prescriptions. We had several shelves of medicine, that looked
rather imposing.
Most of it was colored water.
The doctor would write on
the prescription "Aqua Missourianus," which called for plain Missouri River
water, colored green, red or blue, with fruit coloring. In Chicago and in Gary,
Ind., the prescriptions called for "Aqua Michiganus."
Hinkle's pills were a
great favorite. You can get a dozen for a nickel in any drug store. We sold
We had them in three colors, so that a patient could be
them seven for $2.
kept using them three weeks, thinking they were different pills. Hinkle's pills
are mild cathartics.
Making

"Elixir Simplex"

"Our popular 'come-back' prescription was elixir simplex.'
It is almost
whisky and any man who uses it regularly can get a jag on it. They always
came back to have the prescription refilled. I used to make the stuff by the
barrel. First, if we were out of alcohol I would send a boy with a two-gallon
jar for one gallon of alcohol. When he returned I would fill the jar up with
Then I would be ready to mix. The prescription calls for
a gallon of water.
sugar,
of
two and two-fifths pints of alcohol, and 'Aqua Missourifour pounds
anus quantitat sufficiat ad cong. II,' which means a sufficient quantity of water
Then I would add one and a half ounces
to bring the whole up to two gallons.
of fluid extract of orange peel and color the whole with burnt sugar. It was
a sure jag. We would get anywhere from $2 to $5 for a four-ounce bottle ci
the stuff.

"My reports were all made in cipher. I used to send them out every night.
The cipher initials and the key to them are as follows :
" 'M. C. — Museum calls.'
" 'N. C. — New calls to doctor.'
"
'N. C. P. — New calls put — "put" means money collected.'
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"

'C. B. — Comebacks — men who called at museum and after reading literature
came back for examination/
"
'C. B. P.-Call backs put.'

"

'O. C— Old calls.'
'N. F.— New fees — amounts contracted for.'
"
'O. F.— Office fees.'
"
'P. R. T. H. O. — Previous remittance to home office.'
"I made all remittances by draft to Johnson at Davenport. Our salaries
came by check on a Davenport bank.
They were signed 'W. F. Reinhardt, per
H. E. Johnson.' I used to send my drafts by different banks, upon Johnson's
orders, so that they wouldn't know how much business we were doing.
From
the start we began cleaning up about an average of $15 a day.
"
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Employees Ashamed of Their Work

"It was congenial in St. Joseph. While playing the game there was enough
excitement to quiet the conscience, and then the young doctor, who was a man
Both of
of my intelligence, and myself, used to talk on interesting subjects.
us evaded as much as possible the topic of our work, because both of us were
inwardly ashamed of it. I know the doctor was heartily, because it meant the
blasting of his future as a reputable physician. I honestly believe that he did
do good for some of the patients and I don't think he did any of them any
harm, except when he took their money.
In July Compton got to c:rinking
One day he left the switch on in the electrical treatment loom and
heavily.
there was a fire that night. It burned the machine, the partition, the lop of a
typewriter stand, and ruined an electric heater. A young fellow by the name of
Potter came over from the St. Joseph Railway, Light, Heat and Power Com
pany to fix the wires. He was around there a couple of days monkeying with
the machines, and I told the doc, laughingly, that I'd get hiin yet.
" 'By the
way,' I asked the doc, with a wink, 'what has that fellow got ?'

" 'Oh,
call it gleet,' he said, although the man had never submitted to an
examination.
"I got Potter. He didn't know that he had anything, but before I got
through with him he was convinced that he had gleet. When we used to joke
about it after the suckers had gone we would say, 'Well, if he hasn't got it he
might get it; you can't tell.'
"I used some sounds on Potter and gave him seven Hinkle pills. He paid
me $3 and thanked me for discovering his malady in time before he fell a
victim to some of the terrible diseases I pictured for his benefit. All that time
we were putting out our literature to all who dropped into the museum, which
was free.
The literature was of three kinds.' Each kind was printed in seven
teen different languages.
From what I have learned of the business I don't
believe that the St. Joe branch will prosper as much as other branches, because
there isn't the ignorant foreign element to depend upon.
The foreigners are
the easiest.
Dr. Reinhardt refers to the first book as 'General,' the second as
'General and Sexual,' and the third as 'General, Sexual, Venereal.' The first
one might be mild, but anybody who reads either the second or third is a won
der if he gets through without believing there is something the matter with
him.

Why Visitor Was Nervous
'One night a young fellow rushed up into the office out of breath.
I was
The doctor had gone home. We always kept open until 8 o'clock.
This young fellow, like many others, was wary about being seen to enter the
place, so he waited until late and sneaked in a side door. There was perspira
tion on his forehead and he was visibly nervous.
I knew in a minute what was
there alone.
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the matter with him.
He had been reading our book.
After he had told me
his symptoms, during which I was very serious, I told him that he had come in
just in time. I had cut my finger during the day and used this as an excuse
for not treating him at that time. My main object was to get him to come
back the next day so that the doctor could get him.
"I told him that I would give him something that would arrest the progress
of his affliction for twenty-four hours, but no longer. He would have to come
in the next day. I took a sample of urine and heated it over a burner. I held
it up to the light for him to look at. He did, and so did I. He knew as much
about it as I did, but I told him that he was in an awful condition, and he

of
reproduction
(reduced)
of the numerous
Nostrums and Quackery, 1912.}

Photographic

Medical Institute, another

— {From

advertisement
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names under which the

of the Copenhagen
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Reinhardts

I should have told you that with my red Van Dyke beard and
believed me.
I put two drops of lysol in a grad
white coat I really looked like a doctor.
in
some red Aqua Missourianus, dis
carefully
poured
uating glass and then
put the mixture in
measuring
the liquid.
in
carefulness
greatest
playing the
and
bathe
the affected parts
home
go
man
to
told
the
and
bottle
two-ounce
a
and then go to bed. I told him to set his alarm clock so that it would ring
four hours after he retired, and at that time to get up and bathe the parts again
Last
and set the alarm clock four hours ahead, and repeat through the night.
of all I impressed upon him the necessity of being at the office at 9 o'clock the

I

next morning.

He was there before the doors opened.
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good joke at that
"I had to tell the doctor about
because
seemed
time, and, of course, the doctor had to go through with it. He continued the
A week
boy on treatment, but cautioned him to abstain from all alcoholics.
later he came in early in the morning, almost crying. He said that his father
had had some beer at the house the night before and had offered him some.

"

a

it

'I

couldn't refuse, doctor,' he said, 'because he would have known right
away that something was the matter with me.'
"We didn't reassure him, but increased his fear by telling him that
would
probably set him back
long while. He left more worried than ever.

I

a

I I

a
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One day
"About this time my wife began to lecture me about the business.
was through.
called up Johnson at his office in Omaha and told him that
He came down immediately and
came back to Chicago prac
left in
week.
tically penniless.
job, and, failing, had to go back
For ten days
tried to get

I

Brains

of System
the brain and heart of the web — that chain of offices. He man
"Johnson
ages all of them in Peoria, Rock Island, Moline, Davenport, Des Moines, St.
Joseph and Omaha.
All of them go under different names.
think that John
son and the two Reinhardts share alike in the proceeds, whicli must amount to
something
enormous.
Each gets daily reports from the managers of those
offices. One goes to the Reinhardt in St. Paul addressed to his residence, 544
Portland Avenue. Another goes to Johnson at his home, 106^2 West Fourth
Street, Davenport, Iowa, and the other
sent to the home of the other Rein
hardt, SO East Elm Street, Chicago.
At Gary, Ind., the humbuggery
wit
nessed was' sickening.
realized then that the young doctor and
never could
have succeeded in St. Joseph or anywhere else, because we were conscientious
— we were untrained children in the game of 'getting the money.'
Working

the Gary Laborers

"At Gary,

I
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where
was installed as manager and pharmacist on August 10.
met the floor man, whose account you have already published in the Tribune.
man with
conscience.
But
wouldn't like to be in
like Eddie. He
he had
Eddie's shoes. They'll get him for coughing up that stuff, although
not done
would have. The atrocities we witnessed were just
feel that
more than
human being could stand.
The Gary office
at 436 Broadway.
museum in front with the offices and operating-rooms in the back.
There
the general manager of this place, as well as the ones in
Julius Sweizenthall
South Chicago, Hammond, and one
believe in Fort Wayne.
He manages the
whole chain, which are owned by Dr. Flint and the Reinhardts.
Sweizenthall
Dr. Morse
an educated, cold-blooded, heartless giant.
the physician.
"Men are not merely swindled in that office, they are ruined in health.
myself caught Dr. Morse rifling the clothes of
patient
had on the electrical
The man's clothes were in the next room.
table.
came in and caught the
doctor going through the man's coat. The card index at the Gary office
full
of such notations as 'Faker — claims he lost $20 while in office,' or 'N. G. tried
to tell us he had been robbed of his pay envelope while here.'
These notations
complaint to the police the doctor
are made so that in case the man makes
will show the notation to the police and say
'Yes, he was here and said he
had been robbed, and we made
notation of
but know nothing about it.
reputable firm of business men and we couldn't afford to do business
We are
of that kind.'
a

it,

a

:

a

;

is

I

I

a

I

is

is
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I

to the Reinhardts.
went to the South State Street office and told Reinhardt
my position. He sent me to Gary about August 10, which was just ten days
after
left St. Joe.
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"One day a man came in with an inflamed eye. He had caught cold in it
or it had become red from working in front of an open furnace. Dr. Morse
looked at him. He told the interpreter to ask the man how much he would give
if the doctor made him see through the eye right away. The interpreter
'Well, I'll do
shrugged his shoulders and said, 'Doctor, the man only has $20.'
it for that,' said Dr. Morse.
Puts Cocain in Eye
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Icidelbcrg

Medical Institute,

reproduction
Minnesota advertisements
(reduced) of one of the Reinhardt's
Photographic
Heidelberg Medical Institute.
This appeared after these quacks had been driven out
—
1912,]
Quackery,
of Wisconsin. [From Nostrums and

— the
"

a

;

it

'I

:

I

I

I

a

5

it,

'It's bad enough to fool with men who have had diseases,' I said, 'but it's
criminal to monkey with a man's sight.'
"These are cases in which Sweizenthall shows how wise he is. He went in
and bawled the doctor out for
and when the man came back the next day he
was instructed to go to
and 10 cent store and buy a. pair of blue goggles
for 10 cents. That reassured the patient that he was not being victimized, and
was there my
The last day
consequently stopped any further kick from him.
rushed out of the operating-room,
wife came down to the office to meet me.
I'm through.'
tearing my hair.
said to her
another minute
can't stand
They were trying to
man slowly bleeding to death on the table.
There was
rusty injection needle.
administer neosalvarsan with
a
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"He put that man on the table and dropped a 4 per cent, solution of cocain
in the man's eye.
The man saw immediately, but I knew that the cocain had
almost paralysed the optic nerve.
I thought that the man stood a good chance
of going blind. I went to Sweizenthall and remonstrated.
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"Morse and Sweizenthall were digging around in the flesh of his arm with
They couldn't pierce it because
that rusty needle, trying to strike the artery.
As I rushed out of the room Sweizen
the needle was dull. It was sickening.
thall grabbed me by the throat in the hall. 'If you say a word about this I'll
took off the white coat
kill you,' he said. I told him that I was through.
I don't know whatever became of the man on
was wearing and walked out.
the table or any of the hundred others that were butchered."

I

MEDICAL

FAKERS

I

TRY "STRONG-ARM"
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Combination Uses Bulldozing and Violence —
Flint-Reinhardt-Johnson
Driven to Desperation — Seek to Force Editors in Other
Cities to Retract on "Tribune's" Story
[Chicago Tribune, Nov. 16, 1913.]
The Flint-Reinhardt-Johnson
combination of quacks are fighting desperately,
it was learned yesterday, to retain their hold on the district outside of Chicago,
which has been seriously shaken by the Tribune's expose of their methods.
Strong-arm methods have been used in at least one instance in a futile attempt
to intimidate a man who testified against them in Chicago, and in other places
bluff, fake affidavits and coercion are employed to induce newspapers to retract
excerpts from the Tribune which they have published.
The combination has
not asked the Tribune to retract.
Dr. W. R. Reinhardt, who is the acting head of
tne 1uack syndicate in the middle West, left yester
A
IF YOU NEED All
{|IF
day for New Orleans, where, he has been informed,
the local "institute" is in trouble.
Johnson — H. E.
COME TO US
Johnson of Davenport, Iowa— is at St. Joseph, Mo.,
where exposures by the Gazette have caused trouble.
Dr. Edward N. Flint is holding the fort in Chicago
$H5
in empty offices at 225 South State Street.
In St.
Joseph attempts to coerce the editor of the Gazette
have failed. It was in a desperate attempt to force
a retraction by that
newspaper
that the Flintcombination used strong-arm
Reinhardt-Johnson
A first attempt to force the Gazette to
methods.
retract
on
the
Tribune's story having failed, Johnson
- r,L.
x.'-i--r'i
M W«»_
I •Wlk «w»(at
and a St. Joseph lawyer named Lawrence E. Gold
man came to Chicago, and, having picked up another
NERVOUS'WEAKNESS
man named Giddings, went to the plant of Spiegel,
May, Stern Company at 105S West Thirty-Fifth
"RUPTURE ENLARGEMENTS''
Street
>l£Sa&&£&igSI4
Bulldozing Methods Told
)|c^^S§rS«g^
j?Av??L'Sffr
h■HTIIF
S'JtsrsSJir
They called out of the office a young man who is
WHC*K*ttC*(XTOMI
employed there, who formerly was in the employ
VIENNA MEDICAL INSTITUTE
of the combination as manager of the St. Joseph
"institute."
He had resigned when he found out
what kind of a place the combination was operating.
This is the young man's story of what happened :
The Vienna Medical Insti
"As soon as I sat down three men surrounded
tute used to be the name of
the
Chicago
Reinhardts'
me and in a threatening manner demanded that I

DOCTOR

J

branch. — [From Nostrums and
Quackery, 2922.]

sign an affidavit they had prepared.
I asked to be
I found to my astonishment
allowed to read it.
that it set forth I had been paid $110 for making the statement about the St.
Joseph place which appeared in the Tribune. I told the three men I would
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I

I added that
had called up the Tribune voluntarily
not sign the affidavit.
and that
had told my story freely to a reporter later without demanding or
expecting any money.
asked them to leave me alone to earn an honest living.
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I

I

Violence and Curses Tried
"Then the three men began to threaten me. One of them told me he would
Another grabbed me by the shoulder and jerked me to my feet. I
'get' me.
jerked myself away from them and went back to my office. They left cursing
A few days after this Reinhardt called me
and threatened to 'see me later.'
He appointed a meeting at the Hotel Sherman. I agreed
up by the telephone.
to meet him and arranged to have a Tribune reporter witness the interview.
I talked with Reinhardt for two hours at the Sherman. He wanted me to
I refused to sign
sign an affidavit saying the Tribune's charges were false.
and he left swearing."
After the first attempt to get the affidavit had failed Johnson went back to
St. Joseph, where he resumed his efforts to coerce the editor of the Gazette.
He brought with him affidavits signed by the men who had been with him in
Chicago, saying that the young man they had threatened had made admissions
in their presence.
These affidavits are all perjured.

DR. BERNARD M. ROSS
He Tells a Perfectly Healthy Caller He Has Seminal
Asks $20

Weakness;

[Chicago Tribune, Oct. 29, Nov. 1 and 17, 1913.]
October 11. — Dr. B. M. Ross has offices on the fifth floor of the Crilly build
Big black letters spell his name on his windows. The office is near the
ing.
elevator and as one steps out he gazes, naturally, at "Dr. B. M. Ross." I went
The outer office or waiting-room
to see him to-day at 7 o'clock in the evening.
A
open off this room.
marked
"Private"
is ornately furnished.
Three doors
youth in shirt sleeves accosted me as I entered.
"Were you ever here before?" was his greeting.
I assured him I was a genuine new patient and he offered me a seat. There
were two other men waiting beside me. Soon a bell rang and the youth motioned
one of the two into the south "private" door. Shortly afterward a white-robed
doctor — not Dr. Ross — opened another private door, and admitted the other
man.

He also
smoked a pipe, which the white-robed doc told me to put away.
is
youth
The
smoke
out.
and
let
the
requested the youth to open the door
and
Pine,"
key
peculiar
in
a
Lonesome
Trail
of
the
whistling
"The
to
addicted
The bell rang again, the man who was talking to
is fond of baseball talk.
Dr. Ross came out, and it was my turn to see the great specialist.

I

"What's your name?"
"Dimond."
"What can I do for you ?"
I told him in general terms several things which I believed to be symptoms
of syphilis. He questioned me closely in quick, crisp, and business-like tones,
made an examination, and declared I did not have syphilis, but that I was not
strong.
"We can fix you up, then."
"How much?"
"Twenty dollars."
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Finds Patient Very Weak

"Do I

need it absolutely,

doctor?"

"Yes, you do. Sit down.
get married."
"All right, doctor."
•
"Well?"
"How much

You

are all run down.

You

are too weak now to

do you want now?"
You ought to have $10. Give me $10."
"I haven't got that much."
"You ought to have it. Give me $5 then."
I took out four dollars and some change — all I had.
"I didn't know it would cost so much, doctor."
money

"Have you got $10?
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"Give me

$4 then

"I'll give you
"Two dollars

I

I can't—"

can't afford any more just now."
Why, I'm wasting time ! Two dollars."
"Well, I'll bring you the rest Monday."
"Oh, all right, then, come in Monday. Sit down, I want to get your analysis.
What's your first name?
"Everett. I'm a clerk in a grocery in Wilmette."
He wrote out a card, marked "seminal weakness" and $20, and told me to
wait.
Then he brought me a small box of pills, initialed each one, "B. M. R.,"
and told me to take one every three hours.
$2;

I

I asked him for
"No. Not now.

a receipt.

I'll remember. Give
Come in Monday. See me personally.
Monday, don't forget.
Monday.
Come in Monday.
receipt in full.
Monday, and have the $18."
When I came out there were four men waiting.

you

a

r. Ross*'

DR.

ROSS

"GETS THE

MONEY"

A former employee of the Legal Aid Bureau
writes of the efforts of Dr. B. M. Ross "to get the
He was foiled in the attempt to collect
money."
. cm* i« mmtm W*mMMMMk
from
\NOT SI UNTfL- SATISFIED
a poor woman by the Legal Aid.
He
$110
TUC TAiriiOT CALL WIT*
rom rin advicb.
tells of the incident as follows :
"A foreign-born woman went to see Dr. Ross
about an illness which her son had.
She was told
immediately that her son needed an operation and
inquired how much money she had.
She had $4.
He told her the operation would cost $35, but he
would take the $4 for the first payment and had
mrmanc »l»ou roiWM rCBKD.
the woman sign a note for $110. The woman called
of Dr. Ross.
his attention to the advertisement
'Not a dollar charged until cured.'
1 CVBRIH11MIV owuas*
"He made a hasty examination of the boy and
On the following day
gave him some medicine.
she returned and was immediately asked if she had
The patient never returned,
any money with her.
Mlf-rm Ian •* ftwtM
but went to a free clinic at the Northwestern Uni
versity Medical School. From there she was re
)r.
ferred to the Legal Aid. I telephoned to Dr. Ross
and he said he never had intended to collect the
However, I advised him to call at my office.
note.
After considerable persuasion, he relinquished the note."

Special Offer

MEN!
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$250

Chicago, Oct. 27. — [Editor of the Tribune.] —Was pleased to read your bold
expose this morning of the quack doctors.
Dr. B. M. Ross, 35 South Dearborn
Street, induced me to take several years' treatment
from him, during which
time I paid him about $250, with no beneficial results.
Hoping you will keep
up the exposure until all of the quacks are compelled to close up shop, I am,
Subscriber.

ANOTHER

VICTIM OF

ROSS
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[Editor of the Tribune.] — Just a few lines to say that you have not shown
Dr. Ross up enough.
I am one of his victims and want to state he is about
the biggest swindler there is. He examined me and said he could cure me in
a short time for $20.
Well, I went six weeks and at the end of that time was
just as bad as ever. I went along until it was six months and no better yet.

COME TO DOCTOR ROSS
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He just kept me in the same condition all the time and all the time I was pay
ing him money. Well, so it went for almost eleven months, and I finally got
I then went to a real doctor and he
enough gumption to stop going to him.
About
a month after I stopped going to
time.
in
seven
weeks'
up
fixed me
him
would
make almost anybody who read it
that
Dr. Ross I got a letter from
earth.
He got $75 of my hard-earned
believe he was the finest doctor on
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DR. ISAAC WALTER HODGENS
He Tells His Perfectly Healthy Caller He Has Prostatitis and Wants
$35 for Treatment
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[Chicago Tribune, Oct.

27, 30,

Nov.

1

and 5, 1913.]

Hodgens' place is at 35 South Dearborn Street.
He advertises "scientific
direct methods" for curing "specific blood poison, acute and chronic infectious
diseases, weakness and nervousness"
in the shortest possible time, and lays
emphasis on the fact that he is a graduate of Jefferson Medical College.
He
informed a perfectly healthy investigator who called on him that he was suf
fering from prostatitis and offered to cure him for $35. This diagnosis was
based on an examination of a mixture of water, ammonia and anilin which had
been submitted to him by his "patient."
It is true that he is a graduate of
College.
Medical
He
was
licensed
to practice medicine in this state
Jefferson
in 1902. He lives in Wilmette.

Visit

to Dr. Hodgens

October 10.— I

visited Dr. I. W. Hodgens, second floor of the Crilly building,
South Dearborn street, to-day. I gave the name of H. Vanderveen.
"What is the matter?" asked the doctor when I entered.
"Nervous," I said.
"Wanted to have you look me over.
I haven't been
feeling well."
He looked at my tongue and said it was badly coated. Then he examined
my eyes with a magnifying glass.
"Appetite?" he asked.
"Sometimes good. Sometimes bad."
I told him I was worried over my health because I couldn't enjoy the work
I was doing — inside work over a desk.
"I think that something is wrong with your urinary tract," he said.
He asked me to bring him a specimen to-morrow. He said his bill would
He did not require any sort of a
and to feel perfectly safe.
be reasonable
On the walls of his office are pictures of persons in various degrees
deposit.
of syphilis. He ushers patients out of the office by a rear passage.
I delivered to him a
Oct. 11. — I called on Dr. I. W. Hodgens again to-day.
bottle, which he had provided yesterday, filled with a mixture of water, ammonia
and anilin, obtained from the American Medical Association.
"I will have to examine this, Mr. Vanderveen," he said. "It will take me
Wait here."
ten or fifteen minutes.
"Be patient, Mr. Vanderveen, I don't
He returned in about ten minutes.
want to say I know what's wrong until I have thoroughly examined the con
I think there is uric acid in it."
tents of the bottle.
In ten minutes he returned again and examined the prostate gland.

35

Finds "Patient"

Very Nervous

I

will have to make a further
examination."
"What is the prostate gland?" I asked him, "and how serious is the trouble?"
"It is a gland just at the neck of the bladder. It might be said that it con
You are
trols the nervous system. When that is deteriorated you are nervous.
run down and have no desire for work."
"Very

sensitive,

very sensitive,

young man.
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He went out and returned in a moment ; then asked me to step into his
assistant's office. The assistant, named "Smith" (he said), examined me further.
"Very much enlarged," he said, with a long face, "very much more than 1

I

want to give you treatment."

is $50.

You had better take

S

^

DRM. W.HOpGENS,?E^^a

I

"Considering your condition financially,
think we can give you the treat
for $35. How much can you pay now?"
replied.
"Three dollars
as much as
can give,"
"We don't like to take less than five. How often can you make payments?"

I

I

is

ment

Urges Another "Treatment"
told him once

a

is

"I

a

week and he seemed satisfied.
"I will want to give
enough for this afternoon," he said.
guess that
condition
you another kind of treatment soon, but you are in too delicate
now for it. Come on Monday night."

I
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"How much will it cost?" I asked.
"Well, the regular price for this treatment
You are facing
dangerous thing.

It.

expected.
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He escorted me to his drug dispensary and provided me with a bottle con
taining a red fluid. It was marked "Private Formula."
He seemed worried
about my condition.
"Now, Harry," he said when I left, "I am glad you came to us. You are
in a serious condition."
Then he handed me a small packet of pills.

DR.

W. HODGENS STILL OPERATES
DESPITE EXPO
SURE OF HIS "FAKE MEDICINE SHOP"— WORKS
ON NEW "VICTIM"

I.
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Tells Man in Perfect Health He Is Diseased
Conditioa — Falls into Trap Set

and
by

in a Most Serious

Mail

Although the inner workings of the "quack shop" of Dr. I. W. Hodgens at
South Dearborn Street, in the Crilly building, have been exposed to the
public, the "faker" and his aids continue to keep their office open and extort
Perhaps Dr. Hodgens is the most brazen of all the
money from well persons.
quack doctors of Chicago. When the searchlight was turned on the methods
of Dr. Louis E. Zins he engaged a berth and slipped away to Canada.
But
Dr. Hodgens remains and has the nerve to face persons afflicted with no disease
whatever and to demand $100 for a "cure."
Dr. Hodgens has an elaborate suite of offices on the second floor of the
Crilly building. Numerous signs are painted in all the possible space both on
the inside and outside of his offices. From Dearborn and Monroe streets painted
announcements
on the windows of his place of "fakery" tell of the various
diseases which can be "cured" by the wizard of medicine.
The second floor is
a particularly fitting location because the pedestrians
and street-car passengers
may read easily the "messages" of "Specialist" Hodgens to persons suffering
from real and imaginary ailments.
The Tribune asked its correspondent at
Kenosha a few weeks ago to write letters to the quacks it was investigating in
The name the correspondent gave was "Robert C. Evans," which was
Chicago.
fictitious.
Falls Into the Trap
35

wrote that he was suffering from kidney trouble. Dr. Hodgens
replied that he could cure him, but a consultation and personal
examination would be advisable and told "Evans" to come to Chicago as soon
A reporter took the letter and went to Dr. Hodgens' office on
as possible.
Saturday afternoon. He was examined by a man who said he was Dr. Hodgens.
The reporter did not know of the symptoms which "Evans" had given in his
The reporter was examined
letter but apparently the charlatan did not care.
by a reputable physician and pronounced in perfect health before he went to
However, Dr. Hodgens found that the reporter was suffer
see Dr. Hodgens.
ing with numerous diseases, one of them so grave that he would not give his
diagnosis of it until he had time to make a laboratory test. The "quack" was
sure of one thing — that the price for a cure would be $100.
"Evans"

immediately

Details of Visit to Hodgens
The reporter's story of his visit to Dr. Hodgens follows :
I went to the office of Dr. I. W. Hodgens on the second floor of the Crilly
building at 4 o'clock this [Saturday] afternoon. Numerous figures of hands in
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tront of the elevator pointed the way to the portal of Dr. Hodgens' laboratory
of cure-alls. I saw several young men sitting in easy chairs reading copies of
the Police Gazette as I entered the large waiting-room.
A negro with a broad
grin and wearing a white coat greeted me.
"Is this your first visit here I" he asked.
"It is," I answered, "but I have had some correspondence with Dr. Hodgens."
I pulled a letter from my pocket which had been written by Dr. Hodgens to
"Robert C. Evans of Kenosha, Wis." I handed it to the negro and he took it
through a door marked "Dr. Hodgens, consultation, private."
Some

Fine Reading Matter
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I

sat down in one corner of the room and picked
seemed to me the chief periodical for the perusal
patients.
There is an air of scholasticism
about
Hodgens. One might be led to believe the proprietor

,

up a Police Gazette,

of Dr. Hodgens'

which
waiting
of Dr.

the waiting-room
was a student, or at least
a sympathizer with numerous universities. The pennants of Yale, Chicago and
Northwestern universities hang on the walls. Two large portraits of the physi
cian also were on the wall. There were six persons in the room when I entered,
but only one was admitted before I was ushered into the inner chambers.
Whether the* others were patients or were merely in the office to give the
impression of rush business
did not learn.
A man, tall and slim faced, with black hair and the physician cut to his
beard, was in the operating-room adjoining the office marked "Dr. Hodgens."
I sat down. Glancing about me, I saw pictures of wax figures showing the
ravages of syphilis and other diseases on men, women and children. The pic
tures were in frames and arranged so the suffering patient might see them on
flopping down in the seat in the doctor's sanctum.
"Well, Mr. Evans, how are you getting along?" the doctor greeted me.
"Pretty well, doctor," I replied.
"You decided you would come down and take your treatment instead of
taking it by mail, did you?"
"Yes, doctor, I thought you might be able to tell better what was wrong
with me if you saw me and made an examination."

I

"That's right, but I could have handled your case just as well by mail. We
are proficient in treating by mail, you know."
"Is that so?"
"What is the trouble with you, anyway? Tell me everything that is the
matter with you."
Keeps Red Card Record
The doctor picked up a pen and held it poised above a red card.
He had
the letter before him which "Mr. Evans" had written a month ago.
"Well, doctor, I don't know what is the matter with me. I have felt some
pains in my back when I get up in the morning for the last six or seven years.
I don't know what causes those pains. They are shooting pains."
"Go on, tell me everything."
"That's all I know, doctor."
"You look to be in bad condition. Have you gone to excesses in any way?"
"I don't think so, unless it has been in eating and sleeping."
The doctor frowned. He looked at the letter.
"Are you a married man?"
I told him that I was not.
"You say in the letter that you are 40 years old."
"Did I, doctor? I am not quite 40. I am 36 now."
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The doctor walked into the operating-room and he beckoned to me to follow.
He ordered me to the operating table, and after some preliminary maneuvers
I was told part of the things that I was suffering from.
"I am sure that you have prostatitis, although your prostate gland seems
normal," the doctor said. "You have sugar in your kidneys.
I don't want to
say how much until I have a sample of Jour urine tested in my laboratories.
It is too late to do that to-day. You have an ulcerated urethra, due no doubt
to the passage of a large quantity of sugar through that canal, irritating it.
You might have posterior gonorrhea and I am inclined to believe you have."
He Gravely Shakes His Head
of urine and looked at it. His face drew into
The physician
He shook his head
deep lines as if what he saw made him twenty years older.
gravely, and had I been an unsuspecting patient, perhaps, I, too, would have
grown years older. He said nothing for several minutes.
"You are 36 years old, you say?"
"Yes."
"You have been having pains in your back since you were 30 years old. Do
you wake up in the morning with puffs under your eyes?"
.
"I do not," I said.
"Come into the other room," he said.
'
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took

a sample

"I Can Cure You," He Says
"I don't want to tell you to-day just how serious your case is," the doctor
replied.
"But it is something that will require a long treatment, but I can cure
You had better come here again Monday and as often as you can."
you.
"I can't come every day. Would every Saturday do?"
"That would

be fine."
he said, "we will have to make some arrangement about the bill."
"Yes, that is necessary, I suppose. What will it cost me?"
"It will cost you $100 for a cure. You may be worse than I think you are
and it may cost you more than that, but you don't care what it costs so long
as you get a cure, do you?"
I told him I wasn't exactly wealthy and I would like to have the fee as
reasonable as possible.
"I can't give you that treatment for any less. Of course, there will be a
little extra for drugs from time to time, but that won't amount to much.
want you to buy all your drugs from us, as our stock is pure, and oftentimes
when you buy from the stores the quality is below standard and filled with

"Now,"

I

impurities.
"But you have got a long road to travel, Mr. Evans. I will have to build
you up for three weeks or a month before you will be able to take the treat
ment for your kidneys."
Naturally, being a young man, 25 years old, six feet tall, and weighing 185
pounds, having played football for six years and finished a summer of daily
tennis, I was somewhat surprised to find that I had wasted away until I needed
to build up for a month before I could take the medicine.
But the doctor
insisted.

He Wants

$50

Deposit

"When do you want the $100?" I asked.
"Well, I don't ask payment in advance, but
to have $50 down to-day."

I

want

a deposit.

I would

like;
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"Doctor, I came away from Kenosha in a hurry and
money with me.
Won't something less do just as well?"

"I

397

I didn't bring

much

can't take less than $25."

"But

I

"Pay

me $10."

haven't

"Here is all

I

that much."
have— $5."
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The doctor took it and gave me credit on the red card. I am supposed to go
see this doctor again next Saturday.
He told me to be sure to come back. He
thinks I am Mr. Evans and he has that name on his card.
However, "Mr.
Evans" never saw the doctor and I don't know whether the facts that I told
the doctor agreed with what "Mr. Evans" wrote in his letter or not.
Anyway,
the doctor didn't hesitate to start to work on me. "Mr. Evans" wrote that he
was 40 years old and I know that I don't look to be that old.
I look to be 27,
perhaps.

The doctor shook my hand coldly when I left. As I slammed the door after
me I heard the bell ring for another victim of the fake doctor, whose luxurious
suite of offices help to hypnotize the unsophisticated
youths who fear they are
Recently I was examined carefully by competent physicians for life
diseased.
insurance and passed with a perfect health record.
Immediately after Dr.
Hodgens or his associates examined me and found the numerous ailments I
was again examined by another physician of known reputation,
and he pro
nounced my health perfect.

FROM

A

HODGENS

VICTIM

Nov. 6. — [Editor of the Tribune.] — I want you to know of my
Chicago,
My blood was out
experience with one of those doctors, Dr. I. W. Hodgens.
of order. He led me to believe he was the whole thing — a cure-all doctor. I
had to pay him $25 down (he said it ought to be $50) and had to pay so much
The first week it was $1.50, the second $2 for
a week after the examination.
quack medicine.
He was not satisfied at that. He introduced me to some dope
he had from Paris.

"This will

"Twelve dollars a bottle."
I got a bottle next month. He wanted me to have another. Nothing doing.
I was getting wise to his game. I quit calling at his place. He got $200 from
I was not the only one. He was not satisfied at that. He wrote me
a sucker.
a letter asking me to come back.
I said to him once : "Doc, you are doing a big business here."
"O, yes ; $200 a day," he answered.
Your Friend.
do you good, my young

man," he said.

TELLS EXPERIENCE

WITH

HODGENS

Chicago Oct. 27.— [Editor of the Tribune.] — I want you to know of my
experience with one of those fake doctors, I. W. Hodgens. I felt out of sorts,
and his ad. got me to believe he was giving treatment.
I called on him. He
said I had a very bad case and that the charges would be $25. His ad. guar
anteed cures for $10 that month, but he said I had something serious, which
had to be attended to right away. He wouldn't give me a guarantee, but did
give a song and dance about his honesty, the thousands he had cured, etc. I
paid the last installment, but he said I must continue to take medicine — at $1.75
the take.

"You are a fake and a swindler," said I. He was twice as heavy as I and
jumped to his feet, his fists in the air and cursing, said he would punch my
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I wasn't afraid of him though, but what I wanted to say
head into a jelly.
lost two days' time, and was in
something into me.
injected
that
he
was
terrible agony two days more, and even now I feel it. Another married man
told me he injected that into him, too, and gave him a disease. I hope you will
keep on with this good work, and I will always be ready for anything I can
You can have my right name and address any time through your
do for you.

I

worthy paper.

METHODS

OF

DR.

HODGENS

of the "quacks" is eager to keep from paying a note of $40 which
Dr. Hodgens. Two reputable physicians could not find the attack of
syphilis which Dr. Hodgens "discovered." The patient writes:
"I am exceedingly grateful to you for exposing those fake doctors, and also
I want some advice concerning a note of $40 which Dr. Hodgens, Crilly build
ing, holds against me for a disease which he contracted to cure me of and
which other doctors advised me I had no symptoms of. I went to him July 1
for a consultation and he informed me I had syphilis, and since then I have
been examined by two reputable doctors and they have pronounced my health
He frightened me just as he tried to frighten your reporter, and I
perfect.
paid him $10 then.
He said he would cure me in one month and give me a
But he informed me that he must have some
clean bill of health for $50.
security before he took my case. He suggested to me that I assign my wages
I did. He gave me only one bottle of little
to him for the balance of $40.
pills and said it was a good thing that I came to him as soon as I did, as I
He
was in the second stage. After I saw the other doctors I never went back.
wrote me last week to come and get my treatments and pay him the $40. What
shall I do?"
One victim
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he gave

HEALTHY

MAN

MADE

ILL

"H. M. B." inclosed receipts for $17.30 signed by Dr. I. W. Hodgens. He
writes :
"Hodgens was referred to me as a specialist and at that time my hair was
falling out rapidly. He told me I could be cured, but after several weeks of
treatment my hair was not benefited in any respect.
During his treatment he
gave me some pills to be taken three times a day.
I took one of the pills in
the evening and the very next morning was prevented from shaving by the
exceeding soreness of my face.
I went to work, but was compelled to go home
at noon.
After being confined at home for a week, during which time I had
to be blindfolded on account of the medicine affecting my eyes, I lost all the
skin on my face, neck and ears. I paid him approximately $25, $15 for med
ical services and about $10 for medicine."
This

of giving the victim medicine which causes a skin eruption is
by practically all of the quacks. It is part of their plan for making
the healthy dupe think he really is ill.
dodge

practiced

"MADE

ME

NERVOUS

WRECK"

Another correspondent says:
with Hodgens. I came to see him
was a very sick man and that he would cure me
the first treatment he gave me an injection that pained me so bad

"I want you
about my back.

for

$30.

I

At

to know

of

He told

me

my experience

I

In all he took
two years to get well."

that

fainted.

$45 and

made me a nervous wreck.

It took

me
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DR. HOWE & COMPANY
Dr. Ward Discovers His Visitor Has Prostatitis and Wants $45
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[Chicago Tribune, Oct.

28,

Nov.

1

and 5, 1913.]

The offices of this concern are at 120 North Dearborn Street.
Dr. Howe
was not seen by the reporter. He was "treated" by a Dr. Ward.
The company
maintains several assistants and attendants and a "pharmacist." The company's
chief stock in trade is a room filled with electrical devices, which the patient
is led to believe will cure disease.
The same reporter who called on Dr. Zins
and was said by him to have syphilis was pronounced by Dr. Ward to be a
sufferer from prostatitis. Dr. Ward represented that prostatitis is a dangerous
disease.
He despaired of the reporter's life. The reporter took two "treat
ments" at this place and was sent away with a pocket full of medicines, for
which

he gave up $2.
"Come-on" methods were employed on him in the belief
that he had an account in the savings bank which Howe & Co. could get. This
concern was established by Dr. Clarence F. Howe.
Francis R. Ward is the
president and William T. Upton secretary.
Dr. Ward is a graduate of the
He
University of New York. Dr. Howe's graduation record is not available.
has "quacked" in many parts of the country — in 1902 in San Francisco, Cal.,
and Washington, Tex. ; in 1896 at Pomona, Cal., and in 1904 at 1 North Broad

way,

St. Louis.

September 26— I went into the office of Dr. Howe & Co., 102 North Dear
born street, and a tall man wearing glasses met me at the door. I learned later
that he was Dr. Ward.
He bowed and said, "Good morning. Step right into
my office. I see you are in trouble."

"Yes, sir,"

I

said,

"I

do not know what is the matter

with me, but

I

want

an examination."

"Just sit down
"Now, what is

"I

in the chair," he said, and he took hold of my wrist.
the main trouble," he inquired.

don't know, doctor,"

gained any
with me."

I

said,

"I

have not been exactly sick but
I fear something

I

weight during the last two years and

"Ah, I can see that without you telling me," he replied.
You cannot sleep well. Your appetite is not what it should
with an ill-used body, my good young sir.

Now,

have not
is wrong

"You are nervous.
You are a man

be.

I will fix

you up."

Wants to Know About Money

He took my name and address and inquired
"How much money can you pay?" he asked.
"Well, doctor," I replied, "I cannot pay very
in a bank in Lexington, Ky."

my business.
much, but

I

have a little account

"Fine, fine," he replied.
"Now, young man, I don't want to scare you, but
you are in a serious fix. You are extremely fortunate in coming to me at this
time.
If you had delayed six months I would have given you up for lost."
"But, doctor," I inquired, "what is the matter with me? Is it as serious as
all that? Tell me what is wrong with me. I had no idea I was so bad off."
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"Well,

my young man," he said, "you have a bad case of prostatitis. It is
disease and in a few months it would have wrecked your whole life.
I could tell the minute you came in the door that you were in a bad fix, but did
not want to make a diagnosis until I had examined you thoroughly."
"Is that all the examination I am going to have?" I asked, after he had list
ened to my heart beat and had tapped me on the chest with a small hammer.
I have
"That is all that is necessary.
"Certainly, my dear sir," he replied.

a serious

had much experience in this business and it does not take a competent physician
long to tell what is wrong with a person.
"Now about the fee," he continued.
"You say you have a bank account.

for $45?"

FOR SELF-WRECKED MENi
E

My Besl Reference: Not a Dollar Need Be Paid Until Benefited
NbRVOJS DISUSES

ADVICE ALWAYS FREE
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"No, sir,"
"The account
answered.
have
the savings department.
Chicago bank just as soon as
will have the money transferred to
can, but
will take about
week."
"Well, you have that money transferred as soon as you can," he said.
prostatitis?"
"What
asked.
"Prostatitis, my young friend," he replied, "is
disease of the prostate gland.
causes swelling and in time will choke up the organs of the body and cause
disease that requires immediate attention.
the sufferer to die.
There
are physicians in this city who would give your case up as hopeless, but
have
We have wonderful machines known
cured thousands by our own process.
only to ourselves.
These machines will perform wonders, and, young man, you
will come to me on your knees in gratitude for what
will do tor you. Now.
you will make arrangements
to get that $45 for me
young man,
will begin
week to get that money,"

I

will take

a

it

treatment."
"Put, doctor,

I

if

I

I

a

is

It

It
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Can you write me a check

said-
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Gives His "Patient" Treatment
"Young man, your case is serious," he said, "and although it is rather irreg
ular for me, I will begin the treatment immediately, because it is necessary for
your health. I will expect you to get that money as soon as possible."
He led me to the floor above.
and trust in me," he said.
"These wonderful machines
will make a new man of you. You will always thank me for what I am going
to do.
Now take this treatment and I will expect you to get that money as
soon as you can.
Haven't you got a few dollars with you that you could pay
me down?"
"No, sir," I said. "I did not bring any money because I did not think it
I will get that money as soon as possible."
was so serious.
Then he turned me over to an assistant with the instructions to give me the
"prostatitis treatment."
This assistant ordered mc to take off my coat and then
I sat on the stool
led me to a stool which was placed near a vibrating machine.
The assistant turned a
and placed my back against two little rubber knobs.
Every ten minutes the
button and the knobs began to vibrate against my back.
assistant came back to the machine and changed the position of the knobs.
After taking the vibration for thirty minutes the assistant stopped the machine
and felt of my pulse.
"Fine, fine," he said. "Now I will give you the second treatment."
He led me into a small booth. In the booth was a chair. On the back of
On the wall beside
a chair was a steel bar, against which 1 placed my back.
the chair was a rheostat, with which I was supposed to control an electric cur
rent, which began to pass through my body.
"What is this thing, and what will it do to me?" I asked.
"It is one of Dr. Howe's famous electrical treatments, which has cured thou
Now you control the current, and I will shut off the power when you
sands.
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"Follow instructions

have had enough."
I allowed the current to pass through my body for about one minute. Then
I shut off the power and looked about the room. It contained many electrical
When I heard the
They were machines known to every schoolboy.
machines.
assistant coming back I lay back in the chair as if I had fainted. He lifted up
my head and asked:

"Do you feel weak?"
Treatment Makes "Patient"

Weak

When 1 replied that I did he said : "That's all right. You are supposed to
We expected that
feel that way. The electric current makes you feel weak.
Now take a drink of this medicine and it will
and have prepared for it.
strengthen you."
"What is in that medicine?" I asked.
"Oh, nothing but a little whisky," he replied.
"Well, I do not drink whisky and I do not want to take any now," I con
"What else is in that besides whisky?"
tinued.
"Nothing but a little stimulant," he said. "You had better take a few mouthftils because it will brace you up."
When I refused to do so he led me into another room where a static elec
tricity machine was located.
It was arranged in a mahogany and glass case.
I climbed into the chair and placed my feet on a zinc plate on the floor of the
platform.
The attendant put the machine in motion.
The electrical current
made my hair crackle.
"What is this thing doing to me?" I asked.
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"This is the chief treatment," replied the assistant. "You see, when I place
This is the kind of a
my finger near you electrical sparks jump from you.
treatment that will make a new man out of you."
"How many of these treatments will I have to take?" I asked.
"Oh, you will have to take these treatments
until you are well," he
informed me.
was told I
After I had sat in front of the machine for fifteen minutes

I

had taken enough treatment for one day and I was instructed to come back
the next day. The next day I returned to the office of Dr. Howe & Co. with
a bottle of hydrant water, ammonia, and coloring fluid which had been prepared

for me by the American Medical Association.
man whom I had talked to the day before.

I

handed

the bottle

to the tall

Fluid Shows Serious Condition
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"My young

I

am glad to see you," he said.
"You are looking better
I can see the treatment has done you some good. Ah, you can see
already.
for yourself by looking at this urine. It shows that you are in a serious con
dition. Now just look for yourself at the cloudy appearance.
You can see that
it is not right. Of course I can tell better than you can because I am experi
enced. For a man of your age the disease is far advanced."
"How long will it take to cure me, doctor?" I asked.
"It will take from four to five months to get you into shape again," he
"Now, did you get your money from the bank?"
replied.
"No, sir," I replied.
"I expect to get the money in a few days. But I have
brought a few dollars with me."
"Well, your case needs immediate treatment and it would be fatal to delay,
so
will trust you and give you the treatment for a few days until you get
the money.
"Now I will give you the second day's treatment
It will not be as severe
Why, young man, you have shown a marked improvement over
as the first day.
will give you some medicine which will cost you $2 per week."
yesterday.
I was led up to the "treatment" room where I had been the day before. An
assistant put me through the same treatment and then led me to the drug
department on the same floor. The "pharmacist" had prepared five different
kinds of medicine for me. I was to take one kind when I awakened in the
man,

I

I

morning, another kind before breakfast, another kind after breakfast, another
kind before dinner, another kind after dinner, etc.
"Suppose I get mixed up in this medicine and take it at the wrong time?"
I asked the "pharmacist."
"It will not hurt you," he replied. "Just follow instructions and yon won't
be hurt any."
"Do I have to take this medicine until I get well?" I asked.
"Not the same kind of medicine ; we change the doses frequently. This wiii
cost you $2," said the "pharmacist."
I gave him $2 and asked him for a receipt.
"We don't give any receipt," the "pharmacist" replied.
"The medicine is the
receipt."

I started down the steps and met Dr. Ward at the door of his office
"Well, young man, I hope to see you looking better in a few weeks," he said.

now.
my experienced
eye I can see the improvement
money as soon as you can and I will make a new man of you.
you can bring some money to-morrow?"
"I will try, doctor," I replied.

"With

Now

get

that

Do you think

MEN'S
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The manner in which Dr. Howe & Co. tricked a prospective patient into
signing a contract to pay $60 for treatment of an imaginary nervous disease
was told in a letter received from
of Grand Haven, Mich. He inclosed
a letter received from J. K. Lambert, an attorney for the Howe company, whose
offices are in the Fort Dearborn building, and who threatened to begin legal
proceedings to collect the remaining $40.
"Being a reader of the Tribune," Mr.
writes, "I am very much pleased
at the way your paper is exposing those fake doctors in Chicago. I've had an
experience, and, in fact, am having it yet, with Dr. Howe & Co., 120 North
Dearborn street, Chltago. Two years ago last April I went to Chicago to see
Dr. Howe & Co., as I was suffering from a nervous disease which he said he
could cure, but it would take him three months at least. His fee was to be
$60, and then I was to pay $6.50 a month extra for medicine.
Then he had
me sign a paper, and I, in my ignorance,
not knowing that it was a contract,
signed it."
Dr. Howe then put Mr.
through his wonderful electrical cures and
gave him brown medicine and white medicine for external and internal use.
The serious
gave up the treatment and went home.
After a week Mr.
ness of the writer's ailment is shown by the fact that he is now married and
has a healthy daughter.
Dr. Howe wrote several letters appealing to the "sense
of fairness" of Mr.
and begging that he fulfill his part of the contract
as well as the quacks had fulfilled theirs. The patient says he believes he has.

DISCOVERS

A

"COMBINE"

How a young man was victimized out of nearly $300, and received no ben
efits whatsoever,
is a story told by one of Dr. Howe's patients.
Seventeen
months ago the ailing one, after an examination, was told he could be cured
for $40. After eight weeks' treatment he was turned over to the "consulting
physician," who discovered a complication of diseases for which cure the small
sum of $120 would be asked.
Six months more failed to show any benefits
and Mr. Victim was told to undergo the Wassermann test. More diseases than
For curing these
he ever heard of were found by the searching physician.
maladies another $100 was demanded.
After several weeks of patience on the
part of the doctors, eye trouble was discovered, and upon a visit to this "eye
specialist," the victim's eyes were opened.
He unearthed a "combine." This
optical treatment cost him $2 a week.
Since reading the Tribune story the
young man has stopped all treatment and expects to go to a reputable physician.
DR. HOWE'S
This letter is from a man who has
ruined for life by medicine given him

OPERATIONS
been made an exile from his home and
in the office of the Dr. Howe Company

at 120 North Dearborn Street.
"I have been reading your paper for the last few days," he says, "and notice
what a grand fight you are putting up to oust the quack doctors.
am really
one of their victims and have always thought some one ought to step in and
drive them out. About four years ago I went to Dr. Howe & Co. on Dearborn
knew that something was wrong with me and thought best to take
Street.
was given three or four different electrical treatments
care of it in time.
three times a week, besides buying my own medicine, and
took the treatment
for three and a half months. I was paying $3 a week in that time, while the
Today
am a wreck, living in St. Louis, doing
medicine cost me $2 a week.
odd jobs, and am ashamed to come back to my home and parents.
And there
is no one else in the world to blame but Dr. Howe & Co., who took my money
"F. S."
and shot the poison into me that made me such.

I

I

I

I

I
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Finn of Medical Charlatans Arrested on Federal Warrant— Faker Taken
in Chicago — Indictment in Omaha of Manager of
State Medical Institute
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[Chicago Tribune, Nov.

9, 1913.1

The first of a series of prosecutions contemplated by the United States gov
ernment and prompted by the Tribune's expose of the crimes of quack doctors
was started yesterday when federal officers placed under arrest T. W. Upton,
Dr.
manager of the firm of medical charlatans known as Dr. Howe & Co.
Howe & Co. operate their Chicago "institute" at 120 North Dearborn Street.
That they are swindlers of a dangerous character is amply evidenced by the
stories of their victims that have been printed in the Tribune.
Dr. Francis R.
Upton is given in the Chicago directory
Ward is the resident "practitioner."
as secretary, but in reality he is manager
of a string of similar "institutes"
operated under aliases in different parts of the country.
Upton was arrested

in Chicago on an indictment returned by the federal
at Omaha.
The Howe people expected to be struck in Chicago.
The action of the Omaha grand jury was a complete surprise to them. It is
part of a nationwide attack intended to put Dr. Howe & Co. and all swindlers
Upton is charged with conspiracy with E. F.
like them out of business.
Andrews and L. H. Staples, both of whom reside in Omaha, to violate the
postal laws by advertising the State Medical Institute, which is the particular
name given by the swindlers to their Omaha establishment.
The indictment
charges Upton and his two alleged fellow conspirators with representing the
institute to be one conducted by skilled specialists in men's diseases, when,
"whereas, in truth and in fact, the institute was not a reliable concern, but was
conducted solely for the unlawful, fraudulent, and felonious purpose of induc
ing persons to part with their money and property to said conspirators, without
giving anything of value in return therefor."
grand

jury

Arrested in Chicago Office
Upton was arrested in his office by Deputy Marshal Charles Schrimplc- on
warrant issued by United States Commissioner Lewis F. Mason. He was
taken to the federal building and gave bond before the commissioner.
The
bond was fixed at $2,000, signed by Alphonse Russell and Charles H. Touzalin,
of the Touzalin Advertising Agency.
president
Assistant District Attorney
Peter P. Mindak represented the government in the proceedings.
The hearing
to determine the question of Upton's removal to Omaha for trial will be held
Upton several years ago was manager for Dr. Sweany.
next Saturday.
He
said he had tried to dispose of his interest in the Omaha concern, but had been
Technically he is charged with conspiracy to violate Section 215
unsuccessful.
of the Criminal Code. This statute is directed against persons using the mails
to promote schemes to defraud.
The request for Upton's arrest came from District Attorney F. S. Howell
of Omaha, who forwarded a certified copy of the indictment.
The document
recites the method of the alleged conspiracy and contains copies of numerous
letters sent out to intended victims by the State Medical Institute. The means
6*f accomplishing the fraud, according to the indictment,
was to send through
a

MEN'S

SPECIALISTS

AOS

mails letters, circulars, and pamphlets and to advertise in the newspapers
that the State Medical Institute "was an old established and reliable medical
institute, conducted by a large staff of skilled specialists of recognized ability
and
in the treatment of diseases of men, and whose experience, reputation
standing was such as to merit confidence."
the
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Well Persons Made Prey
The indictment continues that it was claimed :
"That it could and would cure men in all stages of nervous debility, vital
That the said letters, circulars, pamphlets and
weakness and loss of power.
advertisements
were so framed as particularly to attract the attention of and
excite the fears and prey upon the minds of boys and young men and cause
them to believe themselves to be afflicted with diseases of a private, insidious,
and dangerous character, which if not at once arrested would result in perma
nent disability and loss of power, both physical and mental, when in fact they
were in normal and healthy condition and in need of no medical treatment
whatever."
The indictment describes in detail the wording of the circulars urging the
intended and prospective victims to call at the office.

OLD DR. SWEANY CO.
Dr.

McCandless

Discovers

Varicocele
Operation

[Chicago Tribune, Oct.

27,

Nov.

and

1

Wants

$50

for

an

and 5, 1913.]

The establishment of Old Doctor (Francis Leaverett) Sweany is at 63 West
Randolph Street.
The reporter who visited the place was received by a Dr.
McCandless. He was told he had varicocele.
The "patient" had been previ
ously diagnosed by another quack as a syphilitic. Dr. McCandless, however,
found no trace of this disease. He wanted $50 for a minor operation.
Dr.
Sweany, who established this concern, was a graduate of the Medical College
of Indiana, Indianapolis. The school is now defunct.
He practiced simultane
ously in Chicago and Philadelphia from 1900 to 1908 and in St. Louis from
1900 to 1902.

October 10. — I went to the office of Dr. Sweany & Co. at 63 West Randolph
Street today. A flamboyant sign stops you as you pass on Randolph Street.
Dr. Sweany's name is on the sign and on the door in big letters and it is on
the steps in metal placards several times. A young man asked who I was, and,
learning I was a new patient, went at once to the "doctor in charge."
While
he was gone a janitor stuck his head in the door and wanted to know my
"number." I told him I was a new patient, and he made tracks for the front
The doctor in charge—his name is McCandless — invited me in,
office also.
smiled, stuck out his hand, and asked what he could do for me. I told him
I was to be married in a month and wanted to see if I were all right.
"I have been told I had syphilis," I said, thinking of an experience the day
before with "Prof. Ehrlich," "and I want to be sure I haven't."
"What leads you to that belief?"
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"Well, there's the hair falling out, doctor — and the tightness of the throat."
"I don't think you have syphilis ; you don't look syphilitic. Let me examine
your hair and your throat."
He strapped a magnifying glass to his forehead and trained it on my throat,
pressing down my tongue with a nickel plated instrument. Then he felt my
scalp.

"No, I don't believe you have syphilis," he said. "The falling hair may be
due to some affected hair cells.
am of the opinion that a blood test would
show negative."
After some more inquiry he said I had varicocele.

I
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Advises Treatment for Varicocele
"That case of varicocele is not very bad now, but it's weakening.
You are
a young man now, vigorous and healthy, and you do not feel its influences as
I would advise you to have it fixed."
yet. But you would find it weakening.
"How much would it cost?"

"Fifty dollars."

"That's an awful lot of money, doctor."
seems a good sum now.
But you can afford it better at this time
than after a while. You owe it to yourself and to your future wife to be in
perfect health."
"I think I can borrow it," I answered after studying the matter for some
"I am sure I can. Would you want it all at once?"
moments.
"Oh, no, not necessarily.
You could pay $25 now and $25 later, or you can
We can cure you easily in the month."
pay so much — say $5 or $10 — a week.
He then wrote my name [Everett Dimond to-day], age, occupation, grocery
clerk in Wilmette, and the. amount of the fee. Dr. McCandless is a rather tall,
spare and solemn man, with a look of profound sincerity and trustworthiness.

"Well, it

OPERATIONS

OF

"DR.

SWEANY"

"I am so glad that your paper went after those quack doctors," writes a
girl in South Chicago, "that I simply must tell you of our sad experience with
We gave that big Dr. Sweany Company pretty near all my
one of" them.
Alex was a deckhand on a
brother Alex made in wages one whole summer.
Graham & Morton boat and had to sleep in all kinds of places. One day he
came home and told mamma he had broken out all over his body and could not
of those doc
sleep. I had been reading in the newspapers the advertisements
I thought Alex had contracted some bad disease in his dirty job, and
tors.
Dr. Sweany
mamma and I thought it best he go to Dr. Sweany and be cured.
took one look at him and says sure enough he has this bad disease and that if
He told Alex it might
he didn't get busy at once he would die in a short time.
take a whole year to cure him. but he would take the case for $60 and guarantee
a cure.

The Secret Comes Out

"We all got together
Alex was to pay us back

and secured the money, with the understanding that
as he got paid from the boat company.
The doctor
gave him only some yellow ointment to place on different parts of his body.
Alex used this for two months, but instead of getting better grew worse.
Mamma became alarmed, got Alex to take his shirt off, and found that the
only thing the matter with my brother was that he was covered with vermin.
We went to the drug store and asked the druggist what kind of ointment
He said it was sulphur, and he would sell us enough
Sweany had prescribed.
to kill a dozen crops of vermin for 50 cents. It cured Alex when he rubbed it
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all over his body. Sweany knew what was wrong all the time, but he told Alex
if he did not keep up the treatments he never could get married and in a year
Now, we will admit that
or so he would either be dead or in a sanatorium.
we are ignorant and don't know much, but we surely thought no human being
would ever treat us that way. It surely would do my heart good to see the
whole Sweany Company in jail for life — also all the rest of his kind. And for
what you have done so far I will promise you that I will read the Tribune
every day of my life, and I hope you will continue to get after them still
worse."

Consultation and Examination Free "■"A/I?/?,^

SOME

MORE

OF

SWEANY

Here are other letters :
"Chicago, Oct. 27. — [Editor of the Tribune.] — Your expose of quack doctors
I went to his
reminds me of how I was robbed of $60 or $70 by Dr. Sweany.
office.
After scaring me he said he would guarantee to cure me for $45. As
I thought I was all in and thought $45 would cure me, I handed over $45 cash.
He gave me a few electric treatments, and then he wrote out an apparent pre
scription inclosed in a sealed envelope and told me to take it to a certain drug
As he had guaranteed to cure me for $45, I thought that included the
store.
entire cost. To my surprise the druggist brought out four small bottles of
medicine and after spending five minutes telling of the great importance of the
Here I had just paid
medicine I was shocked when he said the cost was $11.
I
saw
in
an
instant that I was
for
medicine.
paying
besides
was
now
$45 and
four
bottles.
I was ordered to
for
the
to
him
down
finally
beat
I
$6
jobbed.
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take two teaspoonfuls before and after meals and at bedtime.
I called at the office every few days for a little electric shock.

In the meantime
I figured I would

In a few days the doctor, knowing the medicine
not get any more medicine.
However, I took it to a different
was exhausted, handed me another envelope.
druggist, and he said it was no prescription at all, simply a code between those
two parties.

I

I
the electric.
I had medicine,

decided I would take no medicine at all, but continue
found, however, the doctor would give me no treatments
so

I
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take

unless

"Walter."

quit.

HE

to*

GETS A "GUARANTEE"

"Chicago, Oct. 28.— [Editor of the Tribune.] — I had an attack of the grip.
I went to see Dr. Sweany. I was just 21 years of age, and after he made a
thorough examination, during which he frightened me almost to death, I was
told 1 had varicose veins and that for $35 he would give me a written guarantee
to cure me as soon as possible.
The guarantee I later discovered was nothing
more than a contract to pay $30 in thirty days.
I made a deposit of $5 at the
time.
After providing me with two bottles of dope, one for external and one
for internal use, I was told to return in a week for further treatment.
The
medicine I took internally did not agree with me. Upon my return I was given
another bottle of the same stuff, which upset my stomach still more, so that I
gave it up, got disgusted with the treatment, and did not return the following
I soon began to feel much better, but I received a letter from Sweany,
week.
chastising me for not coming back, threatening me with dire results regarding
my future, and calling my attention to the fact I still owed $30, and that if I
did not call within ten days they would put it in the hands of their legal depart
I saw 1 had no chance to fight and called and paid
ment for collection.

"Evanston."

the $30."

THE OLD
This is

SWEANY SWINDLE
self-styled "A big sucker or an

DOC.

testimonial from a
innocent victim"
skill of the Dr. Sweany Company, expert specialists :
"I also wish to congratulate you on the good work you are doing to expel
I contracted a venereal disease while living in
the medical crooks and robbers.
a country town.
Ashamed to go to a local doctor, I came to this cure-all
I came with a bank-book in my pocket
through his promising advertisement.
which showed a deposit of $90, and I had $16 in currency. The doctor in charge
I was led into an outer room and
was at once convinced I had a bad disease.
shown a few pictures of diseased parts. Then I was told to take off my coat
and vest and lay them on a chair, and was led back into the first room for
examination. After the examination — which I didn't know had taken place —
the whiskered guy that called himself 'doctor' went out, and after a few mum
bled words with an assistant came in. I was then informed I could get a guar
I compromised on $90 down and asked
anteed cure for $100, paid in advance.
the
money. After paying the money my mail
for a few days to go home and get
from
all
the
cure-all quacks in the country. Then
was swamped with pamphlets
at
the
rate
of
After coming to
I was bled for two years
$12 monthly for dope.
week,
for
a
at
the
rate
of
year
milked
a
with a new
Chicago to live I was
$4.50
weeks.
I
every
few
Then
was
given
case
my
of
the
charge
finishing
doctor in
touches in the form of an injection, which put me completely on the bum and
the effect of which I feel daily."
a

to the wonderful
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DR. LEWIS E. ZINS
He

Diagnoses

Healthy

Man as Syphilitic

and

Wants

$50

for

Treatment

[Chicago Tribune, Oct.

Nov.

3, 1913.]

Dr. Lewis E. Zins' offices are at

183 North Clark Street.
He has told some
his patients that his expenses are $90 a day.
He maintains two assistants
and one stenographer.
He advertises to cure nervous diseases, blood poison,
bladder, kidney and "lingering" diseases.
rheumatism,
stomach troubles,
A
Tribune reporter, after being examined by a reputable physician and pronounced
in perfect health, paid a visit to Zins, who told him he had a bad case of
syphilis and that unless he began treatment at once he would not live longer
than a year.
He gave the "patient" a fake treatment and took from him a $5
fee. Zins works a threadbare "come-on" game which would deceive no intelli
His plan is to
gent person, being assisted in his operations by his assistants.
frighten his patient into believing he has some disease and then fleece him.
Zins graduated from the Illinois Medical College in 1898 and was licensed in

of
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27, 30 and

the same year.

October 1. — I visited the office of Dr. Zins shortly after 1 o'clock this after
noon. The visitor to the office is guided by almost a dozen brass plates announc
On the door of
ing the fact that Dr. Zins is a specialist for men and women.
the reception-room it is stated that eight languages are spoken in the office. A
girl about 20 years old sat at a typewriter desk in one corner of the room. She
inquired if I was a new patient. I replied that I was. She pushed an electric
An attendant in white answered the ring and he stepped into the private
button.
He came in a few seconds and bowed me into the private
office of Dr. Zins.
Dr. Zins greeted me with a handshake and a slap on the shoulder.
office.
Welcomes "Patient"

to Office

"Sit right down, young man," he said. He pulled up a chair and looked at
He talked rapidly.
He moved about as if nervous or impatient.
me closely.
He began by asking me about my symptoms. I told him 1 thought I had con
He pretended to make an
tracted a minor disease more than one year ago.
examination and then said:
"Well,
guess you did. And what is worse, you have contracted the syphilis.
fool in
You have had gonorrhea for a year. My boy, you have been a d
not coming to see me several months ago. Don't you know, young man, that
Now, I can cure you, but it will
by all the laws of nature you should be dead?
am surprised that you should be such a d
take some time to do it. Why,
fool and let a thing like this go on."
"Doctor," I said hesitatingly, "is it as bad as that?"
"Is it as bad as that?" He shook his finger in my face. "Well, I should
I won't tell you what else is
don't want to scare you, though.
say it is.
you."
me
examine
and
let
thai
table
on
up
Get
wrong.
climbed on an operating table and he began fumbling around with a
Then he
He placed it to my heart and listened a few seconds.
stethoscope.
He wore a worried
began tapping me on the breast with a rubber hammer.

I

I

I

I

expression.

I

said

:
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"Now, doctor, don't hesitate to tell me what is wrong with me, because I
want to know. If I am as bad as you say I want to know it."
"Don't worry, my boy," he replied.
"Just let me do the worrying. Now,
don't get scared ; I have had twenty-two years' experience in this kind of thing
and nothing is hopeless.
Life is sweet, you know, and you are a young man.
Some day you will want to get married and have a nice wife and home, but
you will not live to see that day if you let this thing go on."
"What are you doing now?" I asked, as he began to tap me with the ham
He put a hand-light in my hand and said, "I am making a thorough
mer.
examination. Now, if you will lie still a few minutes I will begin." Before
I told him. He
he began he asked my business and the amount of my salary.
fumbled around with the stethoscope and other instruments.

CURE

I
SPECIFIC

BLOOD

POISON

SKIN DISEASES & ULCERS
KIDNEY AND BLADDER
and
,
|

FREE

Other Diseases.

I Hours:

Examinations I

Every day,

8 p. m.

;

fDR.ZlNS,183

Sun.,

8

to

8 a. m.
4 p. m.

to

bet. Randolph & Lake

Doctor Undergoes

a Change

"Now, don't get frightened," he said.
"Trust in me. Don't worry. My
I will fix you up as I have done
boy, you are terribly worried, aren't you?
I suppose you have $10 or $15 with you, haven't you?"
thousands.
"Why, doctor — you see — why, n-no, sir," I faltered.
The sudden change in his manner and the harshness with which he uttered
the next few words startled me.
"Get up," he grated. "I'm a busy man. Put on your clothes." He snatched
the light from my hands and half pulled me from the operating table.
"Why, doctor," I said, "I was not prepared to learn that I had this terrible
If I had known it I would have brought some money. Your adver
disease.
tisements say that you give a free examination."
"Well, you should have brought some money," he replied, as he began to
busy himself in another part of the office.
"Come back when you have some
money and I will talk to you. Here I have given you an examination for noth
You have occupied my time and I
ing. I am mighty good to you, young man.
haven't asked a cent for it. Remember that.
When can you come back with
$10 or $15?"
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"Why, I suppose 1 can come back to-night if it is as bad as you say," I
replied.
"Yes, it is as bad as that," he said.
"But, doctor, you didn't finish the examination you started while I was on
the table," I replied, timidly.
"I know, but you bring back some money to-night and I will talk terms with
you," he said. "Now, to show you that I am on the square I will shake your
hand.
You understand, don't you? Get my meaning, get my meaning? Here,
now take this bottle and bring it back filled with urine." He led me to the
door and said, "I will look for you to-night." Then he slammed the door.
Accompanied by X., I took the bottle to the office of the American Medical
Association. We told of the experience with Dr. Zins. While we were there
the bottle that had been given me by Dr. Zins was filled with hydrant water,
colored with anilin and flavored with ammonia.
I went back to Dr. Zins' office
at 6 o'clock.
The girl in the office recognized me as the new patient and pressed
a push button.
Dr. Zins met me as I entered the door and gave me a hearty
handshake.

"Nothing

That Cannot Be Cured"

"Now, my boy, I see you are back," he said. "I also see that you are much
worried. You should be, my boy, you should be. But you must stop this wor
rying. There is nothing that cannot be cured.
Just let me do the worrying.
Smile and look cheerful. Did you bring some money?"
"Why, doctor," I replied, "I could only get $5 on such short notice, but I
can get more in a few days."
"Well, your case must not be delayed, I will give you the first treatment
Did you say
now and you can get the rest of the money as soon as possible.
you brought $5?"
"Well, the treatment will take only a few minutes," he said. "I will give it
to you in three minutes."
I gave him the bottle containing the hydrant water. He pressed a button
and summoned "Ignatz."
"Ignatz," he said, "take this to my assistant and tell
him to analyze it."
Ignatz took the bottle and gave it to the assistant with the instruction of
Dr. Zins to telephone the result to him. I was placed once more on the operat
ing table. The assistant came back into the private office with a beaker of
water and a little tube. In the little tube were a few drops of a brownish
liquid. When the assistant entered the room I was in a helpless position on
the operating table. From the conversation of Dr. Zins and the apparent lack
of knowledge of chemistry shown by the assistant I felt safe, however. I
knew that if he had made any test of the hydrant water I was at their mercy,
but I was equally confident no test had been made.
"What was the specific gravity?" inquired Dr. Zins as he bent over me with
a stethoscope.
He made it appear as if he were indifferent to the analysis as
he tapped me on the breast with a small rubber hammer.
The assistant replied, "Why, doctor, the specific gravity of the urine is
1.001."

Doctor "Amazed" by Report

"What!" almost shouted Dr. Zins, as he tore the stethoscope
and snatched the glass beaker from the hands of his assistant.
as that? My God, man, are you sure it is as bad as that?"
"Yes, sir," replied
serious case."

the assistant

;

"it

is about the lowest

I

from his ears
"Is it as low

ever saw.

It

is a
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"That means, my young friend, that it is more serious that I first told you,
although I suspected as much."
Then turning to his assistant he said, "What
do you think of this young scamp for letting this go on this way." The assist
ant shook his head.
1 moistened
Dr. Zins noticed this evidence of
my lips with my tongue.
fright and said : "Young man, you can well be frightened, because you have
Now just do as I tell you
been a d
fool. I am going to cure you, though.
and don't worry."
Then in an aside to his assistant, that could have been heard in the next
room, he whispered, "I am going to make a tuberculosis test also."
"What's that?" I demanded.
"Now, now, now," he said soothingly. "I did not want you to hear that.
Just forget that I was talking about you. I don't want you to worry, young
man. Just leave things to me."
"But, doctor," I said. "If there are any tuberculosis symptoms I want to
know it. If there are I will go out West."
"That's all right, my young friend," he replied.
"You don't have to go
I will fix you up all right, and it will
West. You just take my treatment.
not cost you much.
Just don't let yourself worry."
Treatment Proves Quite Simple
Then he took down several bottles of evil-smelling liquids and rubbed them
on my chest.
This was the only treatment I received for my awful disease
that day. Then he bade me get up. He asked me for $5. Before I gave it to
him I asked him how much the treatment would cost.
"It will cost you $45 the first month and $15 for each succeeding montl\," he
replied.

be

"How long will it take to cure me?" I asked.
"It will take almost a year to get this syphilis
Remember, young man, life
completely cured.

out of you, but you want to
is sweet, and a few months

of the right kind of treatment will bring back your health."
"Well, doctor," I replied as I put my hand in my pocket, "I want to know
all about this disease of mine. I also want to know all about what it will cost,
But if it is so serious, I have an uncle
because I haven't got that much money.
in Louisville, Ky., who will lend me all the money I need."
"Fine, young man, fine," he said. "Just sit right down in that chair and let
me talk to you. Now, when you came in the door I could have told you almost
what was wrong with you, but I waited until I made a most thorough exam
ination and an analysis. Even with these precautions it would be possible for
any doctor to be mistaken.
"Now, a Wassermann test is more exact, but it is not held legally so. A
Wassermann test will cost you $25 more, but if I was you I would go along
with the treatment for a while and the test can be made later on to determine
I am saving you $25, young man.
any improvement.
Explains

"Specificus Gravitus"

"Did you ever attend high school?"
"No, sir," I replied.
"I never went any higher than the fifth grade in the
public schools, but I have read a lot of books."
"Well, then, you don't know what specific gravity means, do you?" he asked.
"No, sir," I replied. "I never heard of that kind of a disease before."
"Well, it is not exactly a disease, but it is a state or condition of your kid
neys peculiar to persons afflicted with syphilis.
The test shows the specific
gravity to be 1.001."
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Then he gave me
box of yellow pills and signed
card receipt for my
which
handed to him at this time. The card bore the number "37606," and
each card given out means
certain amount of money coming in. He told me
the pills made my gums hurt for me to come back and let him know.
that
Then he and the assistant bowed me to the door.
walked out the
Just as
very serious manner said, "I forgot to tell
door Dr. Zins called me and in
you, young man, that you must not eat any sausage."

$5

a

I

if

"Uncle"
posed to have received

Declines to Send Money

was sup
visited Dr. Zins this morning with the letter
from my uncle in Louisville and told him that my uncle

I

I

October

—When

8.
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Then, turning to his assistant, he said, "It's specificus gravitus."
"What's that mean, doctor?" I asked.
"Now, now, you just keep still, my young and foolish friend," he said to
me. "When do you think you can hear from your uncle?"
"Well," I replied, "I am not sure that he will send me the money unless he
knows what is tire matter with me. I don't know how to tell him that I have
that disease.
You might write to him and tell him about it and he would
understand."
"Well," advised Dr. Zins, "you write to him- first, and if he does not come
across I will fix it up for you so that he will understand.
Now just as soon
as you get an answer come back to my office with it."
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had refused to send me money until he knew the particulars of my case. Dr.
Zins appeared to be much disappointed.
showed him the letter.
He read it.
"Well," he said, "your uncle did not send the money because you did not
word it strong enough.
Now if you will write to him and tell him that the
case is urgent and that you need the money immediately he will come across.
Word it something like this : 'Dear Uncle: Send me $50 quick. Will pay you
back.'
He will send- the money sure, and you can begin taking the treatment.
You understand my position, buddy. I am telling you the truth. Of course, I
am out for the money, but
will treat you right and get you well."

I

I

"I know you will, doctor,
"Just
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money.
money."

and

I

appreciate

it,"

I

replied.

send the telegram C. O. D.," the doctor said.
"He will send you the
Now good-by.
Let us hear from you just as soon as you get some

After I had left his office he called me back up the steps and said, "Now,
buddy, do as I tell you and send that telegram.
That will make him hurry the
money along.
Then come back to me. I will fix you up all right. Good-by."

Dr. Lewis E. Zins — his real name is Zinsheimer — operates from offices at
183 North Clark Street.
He advertises more extensively, perhaps, than any of
the other quacks in the city.
He uses two of Chicago's downtown dailies and
He is
every one of the foreign newspapers he can induce to take his copy.
bold and aggressive.
He has powerful political backing, employs a firm of
lawyers who are not in the habit of working for nothing, and, up to the present,
has been able to "make a front" in decent society.
The fact is that Zins is not
the most dangerous of the quacks of Chicago. He does as much harm as could,
in reason, be expected of any one individual, but he does not possess the facili
ties for evil of some of his confederates.
His fellow quacks, however, are
correct in their unanimous selection of him as a leader.
He is blustering,
headlong and daring. He isn't as cunning as Flint, but he is a much better
bluffer.
Zins the Most Interesting
The Tribune has gone to considerable trouble in investigating Zins, largely
It has found things in
because he is the most interesting character of the lot.
his career which make it appear remarkable that he has for so long a time,
even with his expert legal counsel, kept out of the clutches of the police.
On
June 2, 1911, a coal miner living in an Illinois town called on the Legal Aid
Society and asked its assistance in helping him to recover $60 which, he said,
had been stolen from him by Zins. The miner's story was to the effect that on
the day before, having read Zins' "ad." in a newspaper, he came to Chicago
and paid a visit to the faker's office. He was there about half an hour. When
the consultation was over he asked Zins how much money he wanted and Zins
said his charge would be the modest sum of $60.
The miner, by a curious coincidence, which need not necessarily give rise to
the inference that his pockets were investigated
while he was stripped and on
the operating table, happened to have just that sum with him.
He says he
No sooner had he done so than he repented
handed the money over to Zins.
of the act. He recalled that the $60 was all he had and that he had no means
of buying a railroad ticket back home. He complained to Zins on this account,
and the generous Dr. Zins promptly handed him back $6 of the money.
The
Legal Aid Society sent a representative to see the doctor. In his account of
this interview the representative says that he found Zins "a sharp business man
who insisted on sticking to his bargain." Zins informed the agent he always
He agreed, however, to refund $10 and to con
charged "what he could get."
The latter had had enough of Zins' medical services,
tinue to treat the miner.
however, and he insisted that his money should be returned to him.
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Sued

Further demand therefore was made upon Zins. He called at the Legal Aid
Society's offices and was informed that the miner was willing to settle for $34.
Zins
Zins refused to pay the money.
Suit against Zins was then instituted.
retained Julius Reynolds Kline.
The action was begun oil December 11. On
Jan. 9, 1912, Zins, through his lawyer, asked for the dismissal of the suit and
Finally, on Sep
Dilatory tactics were then employed.
the motion was denied.
tember 16, the case was called before Judge Walker.
On September 23 the
jury failed to agree and the case was put at the foot of Judge Walker's call.
On September 28 the case was called and postponed to September 30, before
Judge Sabath.
On that day Lawyer Kline telephoned the Legal Aid Society's
lawyer to know if the miner would not make a reasonable offer of settlement.
The attorney for the society replied the offer should come from Mr. Kline.
The latter then said his client was willing to settle for $25, but added that he
wanted a finding of "not guilty" entered.
The offer was submitted to the
miner.
He said that he wanted $35. Finally an agreement was reached on $30,
which Zins paid. The records show that a finding of "not guilty" was entered.
On May 27, 1912, a boy 11 years old was taken to the Legal Aid Society
by his brother. The latter said he had been to Zins' office with the boy, who
Zins, according to the brother, diagnosed the boy's case as rupture,
was ill.
The boy was told to
gave him some salve, and collected $20 on the spot.
return. Next time the boy called he was informed by Zins that he would do
nothing more until he received another $20. This money the boy's family was
unable to raise. At this point complaint had been made to the Legal Aid Society.
The society's first step was to send the boy to the West Side Dispensary. There
a physician stated that the boy was not suffering from rupture at all, but from
the effects of mumps, which had caused the abdominal glands to swell.
Calls Zins Charlatan
The Legal Aid Society then instituted an inquiry into Zins through the
Chicago Medical Society.
Dr. Suker, the secretary, reported that Zins was a
charlatan of no standing in the medical profession. The Legal Aid Society
then opened a long correspondence
with Zins. It was never able to effect a
settlement.
In her final report on the case the superintendent of the society
says rather pathetically :
"Dr. Zins is a man with whom nothing can be done in the way of compro
mise, and, as you know, the process of obtaining justice through the courts is
sometimes rather slow."
On Aug. 28, 1913, complaint was made to the Legal Aid Society by a young
Pole residing ^on the west side. The complainant said that while suffering from
During
venereal disease early in the spring he had gone to Zins for treatment.
that visit Zins relieved him of $7 and promised to cure him for $47. Between
March 15 and July 20 the young man visited Zins four times, giving him $40
Then, said the young man, Zins demanded $47 more for a
in two payments.
"sure cure." This opened the victim's eyes and he appealed to the Legal Aid
Society for help. He was still suffering from the venereal disease. The society
first advised its visitor to see a real doctor and then opened negotiations with
Zins. The quack informed the society that he would pay back nothing. The
society then appealed to the State Board of Health.
To this appeal Amos
Sawyer, acting secretary, replied, giving the following helpful hint:
"Replying to your communication, I will say this board has a licentiate who
was licensed under the name of Lewis E. Zinsheimer, but whose name was
changed by a decree of the circuit court of Cook County on Nov. 21, 1899, to
Lewis E. Zins."
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The society, finding itself baffled in all its attempts to right its young client,
then dropped the case.
Accused

of

Slandering

Woman

Case No. 275.059 of the records of the superior court of Cook County reveals
the following facts : On Sept. 23, 1909, a woman, whose name it is not neces
sary to mention, instituted suit against Zins for slander.
She charged that she
had gone to Zins' office on July 8 with her husband.
There she was "examined"
by Zins. At the end of the examination Zins, according to the plaintiff, turned
to the husband and advised him to keep away from his wife.
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"She has a contagious disease," he said. "It was not brought to her by the
birds."
Zins' statement, says the woman, was absolutely and unqualifiedly false. She
was represented in her action by T. L. Szydlawski of 845 Milwaukee Avenue.
This case lingered for some months but never came to trial.

DR.

ZINS'

BUNKO

GAME

A

man living in North Clark Street writes the Tribune as follows :
"I wish to put before you the bunko game this Dr. Zins worked on me.
Now and then I had cramps in my stomach, being nervous at the same time.
Seeing the advertisement
of this Dr. Zins, giving free examination, and not
intending to take treatment, I went to see him. When I came to his private
office on Oct. 16, 1911, he welcomed me as a friend. 'Sit down, my friend,' he
said. T see your lips are very dry.
You are in a serious condition, but do not
worry.'
told him that my stomach was out of order and that when I got up
in the morning I did not feel well.
'Get right up on this table,' he told me,
'and
will tell you what is ailing you. It will cost you nothing.' "

I

I

"When I was on the table he said, 'Man, you have ulceration of the bladder.'
You
Being very nervous, he scared me. He then said, 'This is a bad case.
want to be cured ; you might as well get treatment from a good doctor like me.
Have you any money with you?' Lying on the table, I tried to raise up, look
ing at my vest, which was hanging on a chair. The doctor caught my glance.
Before I could get up he took a $20 gold piece out of my vest pocket and said,
'This will do for the bladder trouble, and you will pay me $30 for the stomach
trouble tomorrow.'
Of course I could not back out any more when he had
out
of my vest pocket, so I took treatment and paid him $30
taken the money
'I guarantee to have you cured in three weeks,' he prom
more in a few days.
'From the day I call you cured, if there is anything wrong for three
ised me.
months I will furnish medicine and treatment free.'
"Three months and seven days later I was the same as before I started,
only he gave me rheumatism by his treatment, which I have fo the present
day. So I went up and told him about it. He said : 'Three months are over,
My expenses are high and my automobile is
and I can do nothing for you.
if
wish
to
I think men like
you
pay me $35 I will cure you.'
broke again.. So
him ought to be punished for doing anything like that."

LETTER TELLS ANOTHER
Here is
held

:

a letter

TRAGEDY

written to the Tribune, the name of the writer being with

"In connection with your recent expose of quack doctors, I want to tell you
little story, the publication of which may be a lesson to others : About five
years ago one of my relatives was sent to prison for a technical violation of the
national banking laws.
He stayed there four years, while his bride of a few
weeks waited for him.
His wife was in poor health and submitted to two
a
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for appendicitis, the last one four months before her husband's
A few days
release.
The husband returned home while his wife was sick.
later he conceived the notion that his health was affected. The husband came
to Chicago and consulted Dr. Zins on Clark Street, who, after learning the
history of the case, told him that he had an exceedingly serious ailment; that
either he or his wife was guilty of wrongdoing.
"The husband knew that he was innocent and was equally sure of his wife.
To treat the husband Dr. Zins charged $50. He was paid on the spot. After
a few treatments
he was informed that symptoms had developed of a deeperAn expensive treat
seated disease than he at first was led to believe he had.
All the time Dr. Zins was gradually poisoning
ment was advised and accepted.
the husband's mind against his wife.
One day he asked her a question her
pure, sensitive soul could not bear.
She went to two reputable physicians, was
examined, got two clean bills of health, went home, gave them to her husband,
kissed him, and her baby, and shot herself to death.
"The husband gave to Dr. Zins over $450 in all. He got in return the diag
nosis of a disease he never had, a craving for drugs, and a totally ruined body.
To-day, just a year since his return to society, he filled a suicide's grave.
He
has gone to meet the purest woman that ever lived. These people of whom I
have written were my relatives, and for the sake of those they left behind I
prefer not to give names, but if our identity will be kept a secret, I am ready
You are doing
and able to furnish ample and indisputable proof of the above.
the greatest thing a great newspaper ever attempted.
God bless you."
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operations

DR. WELLS & CO.
Institute Owned and Operated Under Supervision
of the Two
Williamses — One Victim Tells Story — Former Interpretei
for Quacks Makes Confession of the System Used

[Chicago Tribune, Nov.

15, 1913.]

One of the worst medical "institutes" in Chicago is operated under the
This place is owned and
name of Dr. Wells & Co., at 424 South State Street.
operated under the supervision of Richard L. and Victor G. Williams, who live
at 455 Wrightwood Avenue, and have a "real estate" office on the fourth floor
of the Monadnock Building. The two Williamses also conduct "institutes" in
New York City, in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and Kansas City. They have been
in the clutches of the authorities a number of times, and on several occasions
their operators have been before the United States courts on the charge of
using the mails to defraud. This receipt was exhibited at the Tribune office
yesterday by Mike Ciencienske, a disabled iron molder who lives at 1048 Wood
Street :
"Received payment in full for professional services rendered until cured of
'present troubles.
Dr. Wells & Co."
On the receipt were these indorsements : "Fee, $100 ; Oct. 3, $5 ; Oct. 6, $5 ;
Oct. 12, $90." Ciencienske, who speaks but little English, presented another
It was a prescription blank from Dr. Zan D. Klopper, M.D.,
piece of paper.
On it was written ;
J642 West Division Street.
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"Mr. City Attorney

:

Please

see

SPECIALISTS
if

you can do anything

his money back.

for this

man to get

Dr. Klopper."

Sent for Help to "The Tribune"
On the back of this note was still another note, which Ciencienske said was
written by a man at the city attorney's office. It reads :
"Take this to the Tribune.
Tell them about it. Corner of Madison and
Dearborn."
Ciencienske said he had gone 'to Dr. Wells & Co., at 424 South State Street,
early in October, with a pain in one leg. He declared they told him they would
guarantee to cure him for $100.
He paid the money and received medicine and
several treatments.
The victim said that after paying $200 in all he complained
Then, he declared, the
to the man who was treating him that he felt no better.
man told him to quit the treatment if he felt no better and to go to some other
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doctor.

TELLS SECRETS
A

OF

QUACKS

who now holds a position in the courts of Cook County formerly
worked for the Williamses as interpreter. He tells in the following "confes
sion" how he helped to handle sick and ignorant dupes in the offices of Dr.
Wells & Co., of Dr. Kamp & Co. and the Chicago Clinical Institute:
"I lined up with Dick Williams in February, 1910. He put me to work as
an interpreter and office man in the Dr. Kamp & Co. place on the southeast
corner of State and Congress Streets. Williams is the quack king of the United
States.
He had four automobiles and does nothing but count money and travel
around the country. At that time, in addition to the Dr. Kamp place, Williams
was running the Dr. Wells place just across the street, the Chicago Clinic Insti
tute, near State and Van Buren, and another place near the Folly Theater. The
manager and drug mixer at the Dr. Kamp place was a negro by the name of
Slaughter, who knew nothing about drugs, but couldn't make harmful mistakes,
because all of the drugs were colored water.
I understand Slaughter is in
New York now running a museum at Third Avenue and Fourteenth Street.
"Besides Slaughter and myself there was a doctor who worked on a regular
salary and a commission on all he made. During the eight months I was there
I found out the trade was mostly foreigners. I found out, also, that no patient
was ever dismissed.
The only way they ever stopped coming was to get dis
I was interpreter and office man. I
couraged and stop of their own accord.
The office was on the
speak Polish, Slavic, Bohemian, Russian and English.
second floor. There was a reception room, a consultation room, the doctor's
private office, the electrical room, and the pharmacy where we kept the dope.
man

Found Out First About
"When a new patient would come in I would
performing a serious operation at the time and
about an hour, so as to let him think we were

Pay
tell him that the doctor was
would let him sit there for
an important firm.
First I
would get his name and age and address and the place he worked and how
Then I would find
much he got in salary and what day he received his pay.
out about his symptoms and whether he ever had been treated before. All of
One of
this information would go in to the doctor so he would be prepared.
my duties was to keep new patients from talking with any old patients who
If they insisted on talking it was my
might happen to be in the waiting room.
If it
place to get into the conversation and switch it to some other subject.
got too strong to swing I would isolate the new patient in one of the consulta
For instance, here was a case of one fellow, I remember. When
tion rooms.

MEN'S
he came in

I found

he got, and that
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and how much
in to the doctor and

out he was a second boss in the stockyards

he was paid

on Fridays.

I took him

explained in English he wanted attention.
"The doctor looked at the patient and shook his head and spoke to me. 1
translated and told the man he was in a very bad condition. Then we put him
on the operating table.
I explained the
The doctor shook his head again.
doctor was afraid to take care of the case because it was a serious one. Then
the doctor asked me, 'Does this man value his money more than his life,' and
I translated it to the fellow on the table, who would gladly assent to pay any
thing he had to be saved. The doctor then decided to take the case. After
being examined this man asked what the charge was and the doctor told him
The man pulled out a roll of bills with a $50 bill on the outside.
$25.
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Aim

to Get Victim's

Money
"Wait a minute," said the doctor, as he carefully began looking at the patient
again.
The patient weakened and lay back on the table. After more of the
fake examination he was separated from $50, instead of the original $25 which
we had asked.
He was given a prescription which was filled at our drug
•counter, and cost him $5. There was just enough of the medicine to last him
until his next pay day. I know that they never cured any diseases, because
I
they had no real drugs to do it with. We used to get pills by the barrel.
finally told Williams that I wanted to go to New York, but he wanted to send
me to Cleveland. In the end I went to Kansas City, but as I couldn't get on
regular I quit."

ATOMO-RADIO COMPANY
Dr. Lawhon Meets a "Patient" Who Manifests No Symptoms;
Doctor Invents a Disease — "Pustoris" — for Him and
Wants Money for Developing It

[Chicago Tribune, Oct.

29,

the

1913.]

Company
28. — When I went into the office of the Atomo-Radio
Randolph Street, a man with a Van Dyke beard met me at the
He wore a white coat and spoke with a French accent.

September
at 84 West

door.

"Are

"I

you sick?" he asked.

don't

Is Professor

know," I replied.
Lawhon in?"

"I

came in to find

out what is wrong with me.

"Come this way," he said as he led me into a rear office. A young man who
appeared to be about 30 years old, with a new Van Dyke beard, was seated at
a desk in this office. The attendant ushered me in and I said, "Is this Professor
Lawhon?"
He bowed and offered me a chair.
"Now, what is the matter, young man ?" he inquired.

"I don't know, doctor, I
the last year and

I

replied,

think something

"but I have not gained
is wrong."

any weight

during
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Patient

SPECIALISTS

Has

No Symptoms

"Have you ever had any venereal disease?" he asked.
"Any trouble with your kidneys?" "No."
"No."
"Stomach?"
"Does your back ache?" "No."
"Do you perspire?" "No."
"No."
"Do dark spots come before your eyes?"
"Do you eat pie or cake?" "No."
"Did you ever ride a horse?" "Yes."
"Yes."
"Do you do much walking?"

"No," I

replied.

i

Lawhon Seems Baffled

"No," I replied.
any of your family ever have the asthma?" he asked.
"Well, what is the matter?" he asked.
"That's what I came here for,"
replied.
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"Did

"Oh, I can readily
thing else," he replied.

I

wrong, but I wanted to see if there was any
have a bad case of pustoris," he continued.

see what's

"You

"What's that?" I asked. "Why, pustoris, my boy, is a disease of the blood,"'
replied.
"Pustoris will cause your blood to form in little knots in your
They will get harder and harder until the little knots will shut off the
veins.
When the knots get hard
blood flow completely, thereby causing you to die.
the blood can't flow through your veins and they will swell up."
he

Wants to Develop Disease
"What causes that?" I asked. "That is caused by a germ in the blood," he
"It is a peculiar condition which necessitates immediate attention.
replied.
The only way to cure this condition is to take my treatment, which will bring
the bad blood to the surface."
"Surface?" I said. "Yes," he replied.
"You see your blood is filled with it.
Now your blood needs to be washed out. Of course it would be impossible to
wash it literally, so we give you a treatment which will drive all these impuri
ties out. The impurities will be driven out by this treatment and will be thrown
out through little sores that will form on your skin."
"Well, doctor, that would be rather inconvenient," I said. "Yes, it will be
for a day or two, but they will quickly disappear," he said. "Now
inconvenient
you see the treatment we give you will bring this bad blood out of the skin,
If these sores come out on your
but the disease will disappear in a few days.
skin after we began the treatment it is a good sign. You see this will be posi
tive proof that you have pustoris."

"How can you tell without making an examination?" I said. "My boy, it
our business," he replied. "Now, I am going to make a more thorough exam
ination by means of a wonderful machine."
is

"Can See Blood in Veins"
"What will this machine do to me?" I asked. "It will do nothing to you,
"but it will enable me to see the action of your heart and
will show me the condition of your kidneys.
By a simple process I could sec
the blood coursing through your veins.
It will enable me to see all the impuri
ties. Now come with me."
my boy," he replied,

MEN'S
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a room where a machine something on the order of an
apparatus was located.
Red and blue and green lights were hung about
the room.
He stood me in front of a large lens and turned on a pale blue light.
Then he took a fluoroscope and placed it to my shoulder blades.
"Ah," he said, "just as I expected."
"What are you looking at?" I asked.

x-ray

followed him into

KEEP THIS
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ItIsWorth$10.00ToYou
Thu bill when presented to
Prof. Lawhon, M. D., at his office,
entitle*
the holder to $10.00
as a part payment for professional services and treatment

|

*

'
■

m>

|j

PR0F.W.M.LAWH0N.M.D.
The famous specialist, will examine
every sua or woman FREE with his
AT0M0SC0PE sad acc.pt this bjU as
s part payment for kit treatment.

AT0M0-RAD10 INST., Chicago, III.

81 W. Randolph St
SECOND FLOOR

HOURS:

Daily 9

Is 8;

Sunday 9 to 1

BRING THIS WITH YOU

"My
"Gee,

boy,

I

-

J

. ~A

J
"i

I?
M
(3

can see through you and I can see just what I want to know."
I asked, "see if you can find any money in the lining of my

doctor,"

clothes."

He

made no reply.

shoulder blades.
again."

I

In

He stood for thirty seconds with the fluoroscope to my
while he said : "That's all. Come into my office

a short

went back into his office.
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"Now, my boy, how much money have you?"
"I did not bring any to-day," I replied.
"Well, that's bad," he said. "When can you bring some?"
"I don't know," I said.
"Can you bring some this week?" he asked. "Your case is urgent and should
have immediate treatment.
Can you bring some money on Wednesday?"
"I may," I replied.
"Well, come back when y'ou get some money." he said. "Now, don't forget,
bring some money next time. Good-by."
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GIRL

GIVES

QUACK

HER

$100

SAVINGS

Hattie Wagner Writes "Tribune" of Year's "Treatment" by Dr. Lawhon
of the Atomo-Radio Company — Guarantee "Cure" Fails

[Chicago Tribune, Nov.

6 and 13, 1913.]

l

The following letter was received by the Tribune:
"I read in the Tribune sometimes last week about Dr. Lawhon, how he
Well, he done the same to me. About this time last year he
robbed people.
Of course I have weak
told me he cure me for 100 dollars in 3 months.
lungs, but I did not get any benefit only worst. When he told me the amount
off money then I didn't want to come to him. Well he wrote me 3 letters and
the first one on special delivery — and how he lie to me just to get the money
off me. Well, I went three times a week for about a year, then they were get
ting tired of me till at last they told me as much that I was not getting better.
Not Lawhon, because he disappears 4 months after my treatment began, never
saw him only his helpers.
I have those letters in my hands. If they can be
of any use to you I will send them to you if you let me know. O, how I wish
I could get that money back. I only make my board and 3 a week and then I
have a sister to buy her clothes.
Well I have not much left to myself. Well,
they try to pull me on $80 dollars more only I catch onto the game.
Not Law
hon, only some tall smooth shaven doctor.
I don't even know his name. I
just hope Lawhon never get out of prison for the wrong he done to me.
My name is Hattie
Because he. could just as well tell me the truth as lie.
Wagner, 719 North Park Avenue, near Chicago Avenue, Austin, 111."

Her Story Verified
Reporters made a thorough investigation. They found the facts as set forth
by the girl to be correct in every detail.
Hattie had erred only in two partic
ulars — she had not told all of the story and she had not told the "truth" vaguely
at in her communication because she herself does not know the "truth"
The reporters got that "truth" from the honest physician who now has
This physician is Dr. Henry A. Broad of 132S
Hattie's case under charge.
Milwaukee Avenue. He said the girl might survive for six months.
"Doctor," he was asked, "would this girl have had a chance for her life if
she had fallen into the hands of a decent doctor at the time Lawhon got hold
hinted

to-day.

of her?"
"I'm not going to talk about Lawhon," Dr. Broad replied.
"There is a
greater Judge than I am with whom that man will have to square his accounts
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in this case.
If an honest doctor had had Hattie Wagner's case a year ago it
is probable he might have saved her life. At the least he would have given her
five or six years of life."

Hattie Tells Her Story

A reporter found Hattie

at the candy

store

where

she is employed.

She

having written the letter.
"I thought you would want to know about me," she said. "It ain't because
I'm mad at that Lawhon, but because other poor girls ought to know about him.
When I feel so weak and sick I think how other girls ought to know about
him."
Hattie said she is 25 years old.
She looks younger.
She is flat chested
and has a tearing cough.
Her eyes and her cheeks are lit with fever. Any
one who has seen tuberculosis in its final stages could diagnose her in a glance.
She readily consented to go over to the house on North Park Avenue where
she is boarding and get the letters Lawhon had written her.
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"My brother-in-law did not want me to go to Lawhon," Hattie said on the
way to the house. "He told me he was a faker. But I had saved up some
Now he's got
money and I wanted to get well. And so at last I went to him.
all my money and I ain't any better, only worse. If I only had my money that
might do good, because the doctor I've got now tells me how I must have fresh
milk and eggs. He says it would be better if I could go out into the country
and rest, but how can I go out into the country and rest when I haven't any
money? And how can I buy fresh eggs and butter when my job only pays $3
You see there ain't any left."
a week and I've got to buy clothes for my sister.
Talks of Her Sister
"How old is your sister?" she was asked.
"She's 14. You see, my older sister — her name is Mrs. Mary Smigay and
We are poor
she lives at 1531 Tell Place — boards her and I buy her clothes.
people and so we divide it up that way."
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The reporter inquired where she had worked hefore she came to the candy
factory.
"I worked in a factory downtown, but the doctor I got now said I ought to
be in the country, so I came out to Austin.
He said the air is better here. But
I am so sick and weak that I really ain't worth
you see I make less money.
more than $3 a week."

Produces Lawhon's Letters
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The letters which Hattie produced were three in number.
There was also
a receipt slip showing she had paid Lawhon's Atomo-Radio Company, 81 West
Randolph Street, a total of $100 in three payments. The first payment was made
on Oct. 3, 1912. The girl explained that she had called on Lawhon on that date,
after reading his advertisements in a newspaper.
She had told him her mother

I AM SURPRISED
Tl SEE

SO MANY PERSONS WHO HAVE

CROSS-EYES

When they can have that abnormal condition
corrected permanently In a few momenta
without the knife, patn or detent
business, and at a cost hardly to be
Bred.

PERFECT RESULTS GUARANTEED.
FREE EXAMINATION.

W. M. LAWHON, M. D.

DR.

LAWHON'.

An old advertisement

EYE,

BAR,

841%

Wabash Ave., Over Singer
Machine Company.

of Lawhon's

THROAT
SPECIALIST.

NOSE,

when he was

operating

AND LUNG
Hewing

in Terre Haute.

had just died of tuberculosis and that she had been left something over $100
in her will.
Lawhon had made an examination and told her that he could
He then collected $5, arranged for a visit next day,
promise her a sure cure.
When Hattie went home — she was then living with her
and dismissed her.
married sister — her brother-in-law had told her Lawhon was a fake and had
On this account the girl did not keep her
begged her not to return to him.
next appointment.
Instead she wrote to Lawhon telling him that her people
objected to him.
Some

of Lawhon's Advice

Under date of October S, special delivery, Lawhon replied, in part : "If your
folks who object would come down with you I think there would be no ques
tion but that we can convince them of the efficacy of my treatment, and I would
I have cured a great many
suggest that you try to have them come with you.
worse cases than yours and am very anxious that you should get well before
your case has reached such a stage that it might be incurable.
Hoping to see
Hattie called Lawhon by phone and promised to
you tomorrow, I am, etc."
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come.
The opposition of her brother-in-law, however, compelled her to miss
Under date of October 11 Lawhon wrote her another letter
that engagement.
The girl responded
and urged "the importance of following my suggestions."
to this letter by doing what Lawhon wanted her to do, disregard the warnings
of her relatives and pay him a secret visit. She, however, took no money

with her.

Hattie Succumbs

to

His Wiles

After this visit, under

date of October 18, Lawhon wrote again, saying in
that the first cold you contract this fall may settle on your lungs
and then it would be too late for any one to give you treatment which would
be of benefit."
On October 25 Hattie at last succumbed to Lawhon's wiles. On
that day she paid him $45. One month later Lawhon got out of her the remain
ing $50. For weeks the girl continued to come for treatment.
Lawhon, finding
he was unable to get any more money out of her, finally turned her over to
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part:

"I fear

They, too, at last turned her away.
What was the famous treat
to save this girl's life? Why it was the
ment by which Lawhon promised
oxyolene inhalation fake, which never cured and never can cure consumption,
and which has been exposed by the medical profession times without number.

assistants.

DR.

W.

M.

LAWHON
$112

ON

TO BE PROSECUTED FOR
PATIENT'S BANK BOOK

GETTING

Activity on the part of the city authorities yesterday for the first time made
the quacks whom the Tribune is exposing feel the net of the law closing about
them. Now they are beginning to realize they are in serious danger of going to
prison. During the day two of the managers of fake "institutes" and one of
the "doctors" there were fined an aggregate of $400 in the municipal court.
They will touch the owners of the
are in preparation.
Other prosecutions
Judge Fake administered the fines on the quack
"institutes," among others.
The prosecution was under the direction of Dr. W. K. Murray of
managers.
the Health Department, who showed that the men accused were operating wax
work shows forbidden by ordinance.
The men fined are Dr. Lawhon and Joseph Higgins and L. R. Glasscoff, who
Incidentally,
were managers of "institutes" at 424 and 526 South State Street.
it was brought out that the nominal owners of these places are Lawhon and a
Dr. D. D. Richardson. These men are not the real owners of the places, how
They merely play the part for "men higher up" in the quack "industry"
ever.
The names of the real
that Dr. Flint plays for the Reinhardt brothers.
Attorney
health
authorities.
the
owners are known to
John Swanson, in plead
Glasscoff,
Higgins
and
of
admitted
release
the men are merely
ing for the
Judge
Fake
did
quacks.
wealthy
not
see
why
of
that should make
employees
fines
of
in
each
case.
difference,
imposed
and
Lawhon
was fined $100.
any
$150
Lawhon May Go to Prison
Lawhon, who is the "chief surgeon" at the Atomo-Radio "institute," faces
prosecution as the sequel to "treatment," which he gave a victim about two
months ago. Lawhon is alleged to have robbed this particular dupe of $132.50.
He is now out of jail on bond of $1,000. The charge against him is operating
This legal phrase exactly describes the kind of "practice"
a confidence game.
have at the Atomo-Radio
associates
and
his
"institute."
Lawhon's
Lawhon
untiring
to
the
efforts
is
due
of
Patrolman Jerry Sul
prosecution
and
arrest
Sullivan first learned of the case when the
livan of the Clark Street station.
victim, a youth named Griffith, complained to him of the treatment he had
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at Lawhon's hands.
The boy said he had called at Lawhon's office, at
South State Street, believing that he was ill. As a matter of fact, he after
wards ascertained there was nothing wrong with him.
At the time he first visited Lawhon, Griffith had with him $20. Lawhon
informed him he had a venereal disease and collected the $20. Meanwhile the
In
patient had been stripped and an attendant had searched Griffith's clothes.
one of the pockets he discovered a bank book showing deposits of $300 at the
Hibernian bank. When this discovery was "wigwagged" to Lawhon the "doc
tor" immediately decided Griffith needed more "treatments." Preliminary to
beginning them, however, Lawhon persuaded Griffith to go to the bank with an
Griffith was then
attendant and make sure the money was actually there.
He was persuaded to sign a paper,
brought back to 424 South State Street.
which later was found to be a bank withdrawal slip. Griffith thought he wis
When he had signed the paper he was ordered
signing some sort of a contract.
to strip for a "more thorough" examination. While he was stripped and in the
"examination" room Lawhon indorsed the withdrawal slip and sent to the bank
When the money had been pro
and withdrew $112.50 from Griffith's account.
He did not know of the
cured the bank book was returned to Griffith's pocket.
fraud until he reached his home.
received
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Then the

Quack Laughs

The following day Griffith returned to Lawhon's office and demanded the
return of his money. Lawhon merely laughed at him. Griffith then complained
to Policeman Sullivan, who arrested Lawhon and had him "booked" as a com
mon thief.
When Lawhon discovered he was in serious trouble his first step
It was arranged
was to open negotiations with Griffith for a settlement.
between them that Lawhon should return the stolen money and that Griffith
Sullivan learned of this arrangement first when he went
would not prosecute.
to Griffith's residence to arrange with him to be present in court at the time of
The policeman, however,
Lawhon's trial. He found Griffith had disappeared.
He immediately
kept his eyes open and the next day met Griffith in the street.
threw him into jail. When the case was called in the municipal court Lawhon
was present with his lawyers, and, confident that Griffith was out of the way.
demanded an immediate trial. He got it. He and his lawyers nearly had heart
failure when Sullivan appeared in court with the crest-fallen Griffith in tow.
On Griffith's testimony Lawhon was held to the grand jury. Assistant State's
Attorney Michael Sullivan yesterday said steps would be taken to have Lawhon
indicted by the next grand jury.
"I think that fellow Lawhon is as good as in the penitentiary now," he said.
"This office will certainly spare no pains to send him there."

MAKES
Atomo-Radio

A

"DOCTOR"

IN

FOUR

SECONDS

Quackery Discovers Short Cut to Practice
of Medicine

[Chicago Tribune, Nov.

30, 1913.]

The Atomo-Radio Company — recently exposed by the Tribune as a den of
heartless medical charlatans — has been shown to be a remarkable medical insti
The latest addition to its list of wonders is a process for making "doc
tution.
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tors" while you wait. The old method of creating a medical man entailed time
The candidate for a doctor's title had to spend eight years in the
and trouble.
common schools.
After that he had to go four years to high school. Then,
of most of the good medical colleges, he had
requirements
the
according to
a
university. Finally he had to take four years
at
years
least
two
to put in at
Company makes a doctor in four
But
the
Atomo-Radio
instruction.
of medical
simply
ordinary
takes
off
his
The
candidate
street coat and puts on a
seconds.
on
the
sleeve.
a
red
cross
jacket
with
white
This short cut to medical dignity was discovered by Dr. Burgess. The doc
tor himself is a "quick" doctor — having been hoisted into the medical profession
by the night-school process —but his invention far surpasses in expedition any
thing the night-school ever has done. The Tribune to-day is able to give its
readers the full details of how Dr. Burgess was able to take a horny-handed
elevator man fresh from the "steering-wheel" of his car in a skyscraper, and
convert him into a fullfledged medico by the white jacket route in less than ten
Shortly before the exposure of the concern by the Tribune -a per
minutes.
fectly healthy reporter visited the Atomo-Radio Company and was examined by
a -"doctor."
He was told that he was suffering with "pustoris." The "doctor"
The company formerly had been managed by
demanded $50 to cure him.
"Prof." W. M. Lawhon. Following the expose the name of "Prof." Lawhon
was taken down and a sign bearing the name of Dr. Burgess took its place.
Dr. Burgess was visited by a reporter. He declared he had bought the com
This .may or may not be true. Fred Glover lives
pany from Victor Williams.
When Burgess assumed charge of the Atomo-Radio
at 2618 Emmett Street.
Company he was an obscure but ambitious elevator operator at 36 South Frank
About a month ago George Franks, who formerly worked for Dr.
lin Street.
"Specificus Gravitus" Zins, walked into Glover's elevator.
"Hello, Franks," said Glover. "What are you doing?"
"Why," replied Franks, "I'm practicing medicine."
"Where do you get that 'practicing medicine' stuff?" inquired Glover. "You
never studied to be a doctor."
"Fred," he said, "you always were a boob. Wise up. You
Franks laughed.
You don't even have to grow a set of
don't have to study to be a doctor.
whiskers. All you have to do is — but say, I'll show you how. I'll make a doc
Come on with me. You can have my
out of you. I'm going on a vacation.
place."

Told How

to Handle Patients

Glover says Franks took him to the Atomo-Radio offices and presented him
to Burgess. He explained that Glover was a potential "wise guy" and wanted
Glover says Burgess looked
to substitute for Franks while the latter was away.
him,
jacket, and then gave him
up
him
with
a
fixed
white
over,
accepted
him
the

following instructions:
Scare your patient into believing he has some disease.
Then find out how much money he has.

Get the money.
Then get rid of the patient as quickly as possible.
Don't waste time with a patient after he's broke.
Don't tolerate a moneyless patient around the office.
Glover started to work, but did not carry out the instructions to the letter.
He had some home-grown medical ideas of his own and he supplemented this
He gave his patients good advice.
He told them
by reading medical books.
His
methods
were
so
regularly.
different
from
the other
sleep
and
eat
to
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"specialists" in the place that he became popular with many of the patients.
They would ask for him. After Glover had been there three weeks he was
called before Dr. Burgess.
The doctor had discovered that the former ele
vator man was treating the patients almost as if he wanted to do them good,
instead of merely "do" them.
"What is the meaning of this?" Glover says Dr. Burgess asked him. "What
do you think this place is ? Do you think we want all of these patients to think
they can get well without coming to us with their money?"
A few days later Glover was told his services were needed no longer. He
protested that he had been induced to leave his elevator job with the under
standing that his position was to be permanent if his services were satisfactory.
He told Dr. Burgess that he had given up his former job and that he could not
get it back.
"Want a Man Who Will Bunko"

"I realized then why they did not want me," Glover told the Tribune. "They
The only
want a man who will bunko the ignorant patients and get the money.
man licensed to practice medicine at the Atomo-Radio Company is Dr. Burgess.
The rest are taken from some other job. They know nothing of the legitimate
They make doctors out of them as they did me. They
practice of medicine.
street,
give them a white jacket, and they are 'specialists.'
the
from
them
take
I could continue in the business if I wanted to be dishonest. They are merci
think too much of my future to jeopardize my
less. They want the money.
Now
chances by robbing the patients the way you must do in those places.
am out a job. I will have to sell my library to pay my rent unless I get a job
I have worked hard to buy these books and sometimes I study all
this week.

I

I

night."

TWO GRAVES MARK RECORD OF ILLEGAL "M.D"
Well Man Sacrifice to the Unlicensed Practice of Siegmund Hirschfeld— "606" Proves Death Dope— Has "Diploma"
from L. D. Rogers
[Chicago Tribune, Nov.

7 and 8, 1913.]

This is the story of a raw amateur and unlicensed physician who inscribed
"M.D." after his name, put his telephone number in the classified list of

an
physicians, opened an office at 168 West Oak Street, and advertised as a spe
cialist in men's diseases. He had two patients, a man and a girl, among others.
The two repose under head-stones now. The "specialist's" name is Siegmund
He lives at 1004 La Salle Avenue and has a "diploma" from Dr.
Hirschfeld.
L. D. Rogers' National Medical University, 1428 Wells Street, the place where
Hirschfeld was fined
a Tribune reporter dug up a cadaver some months ago.
without
a
license
practicing
last
for
after
and
costs
the death of the
June
$100
Charles Ailing, Jr., attorney for the
man, and is not practicing medicine now.
State Board of Health, will ask the state'.; attorney to investigate the death of
the man patient, Walter R. Snyder, who succumbed on April 8 or 9.
Mr. Ailing will write a letter to-day giving the facts he has collected. One
of these is that Hirschfeld was said to have signed the name of Dr; W. F.
Semple, 843 Belmont Avenue, to some of the prescriptions he wrote for Snyder.
He had an insurance business on the side. His office
Snyder was a singer.
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was in the Roanoke Building.
He boarded with Mrs. John Arnold at 704 Bel
mont Avenue. He had a brother, Howard, living at 3050 Lake Park Avenue.
Snyder became ill in January.
He had known "Dr." Hirschfeld when the two
were boarders of Mrs. Arnold at a rooming house she formerly had on La Salle
Avenue. He sent for Hirschfeld.

"Hirschfeld came regularly, giving various dopes and prescriptions to his
friend," said Dr. C. H. Bushnell, who attended Snyder when he died. "He took
him to the laboratory of Dr. S. E. Graves, 32 North State Street, an ethical
physician, and the latter made a Wassermann test which showed positive, .it is
said.
Hirschfeld then injected salvarsan.
"Without waiting for a second analysis, he gave Snyder another injection
soon after, and followed it with a third."
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Mrs. Arnold Tells of "Treatment"
"Snyder sang several songs for myself and others at the boarding house on
Easter Sunday," said Mrs. Arnold.
"He seemed to be in good spirits. On
Monday he was the same.
On Tuesday appeared Dr. Hirschfeld with his
injection gun, and from that hour Snyder never breathed properly."
Dr. Herman C. Merker, a friend, had Snyder call in Dr. Bushnell, whose
office is at 3424 Sheffield Avenue. He declared nothing in the world could save
the man after the treatment he had been given.
"'He was pumped full of arsenic," said Dr. Bushnell, "and he didn't need it.
I don't know whether it was too much salvarsan or malpractice that caused his
death, but he certainly had not been properly treated.
"Snyder was rushed to the Sheridan Park Hospital.
A Wassermann test
made at this time showed negative — the man was free of syphilis taint.
He
died a few days later."
Through Dr. Merker of 4541 Beacon Street the matter came before the State
Board of Health and Hirschfeld was prosecuted for practicing without a license.
He pleaded guilty.
Woman Killed by Operation
So much for the man patient. The woman was Mrs. Emma Constance.
She
at the Columbus Hospital in June or July of 1912, as the result of an
operation. Hirschfeld, it is alleged, treated her. Friends of the girl and sev
eral physicians have declared the operation was unnecessary.
died

"He didn't

have to operate on the girl," said Charles Boalth, a North
real estate man. "Dr. Merker can tell you more about her than
can.
Julius Wolff and Miss Sturtevant, roomers at 1038 La Salle Avenue.

I

Side

Also

"Wolff knew this girl, and he heard Dr. Merker say that it was a shame
and that Hirschfeld had killed her.
Mrs. Constance had a married sister who
lived on Sheffield Avenue — I believe the address was 2935, but I do not know
the name."
But the matter of the girl was so trivial that Hirschfeld has forgotten all
about it. The following is the report of a Tribune investigator who interviewed
Hirschfeld on Wednesday night:
Nov.

5, 1913.

"Dr." Siegmund Hirschfeld is a little man, slender, with a mustache and
eyeglasses.
He seems to be of nervous temperament and is a fluent and skilful
talker. He was a bit surprised when I told him I was from the Tribune. He
said he had not practiced medicine since he paid his fine of $100.
He referred
me at first to Mr. Ailing for all information.
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"Oh, we have Mr. Alling's report in the office," I said. "What I want to
know, doctor, is just what you care to say about yourself in regard to the cases
of Walter Snyder and Emma Constance."
"Constance? Constance? I don't know any girl of that name."
"Didn't you perform an operation on a girl who later died at the Columbus
Hospital?"
"I? I perform an illegal operation?"
"Yes, doctor.
Didn't you?"
"No. I don't remember the case."
Interviewer

Is Persistent
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"Surely, doctor, you haven't performed so many operations that you
this case?" I persisted.
"It happened in June or July of last year."
"I never performed an illegal operation," he replied.
"Do you know Julius Wolff?"
"No."
"Do you know Dr. Merker?"
"No."
"Dr. Bushnell, Dr. Graves, Dr. Semple?"

"I know Dr. Bushnell

and Dr. Graves.

"Did you ever sign Dr.
Mr. Snyder?"
"I? I? You mean me?"

Semple's

I

forget

don't know Semple."

name to any prescriptions you

wrote for

"Yes, doctor, I mean you. Did you?"
"In all my life I never have signed any name to anything except my own."
"That isn't answering the question, doctor."
"Well, I did not. Absolutely. Not at any time."
Evades Direct Answer

"Did

"I

I asked.
any name than my own," he insisted.

you ever sign your name to any prescription?"

have never

signed

"All right. How much did Mr. Snyder pay you for your services?"
"How much? You mean how' little. I didn't get paid for a whole lot of
cases where I was entitled to it. Mr. Snyder was a friend of mine."
"Then, doctor, why did you pump him so full of 606? Dr. Bushnell said it
wasn't

necessary."

"On that point I have something to say, but I will reserve it until I come
before a judiciary body. I don't think the Tribune is a judiciary body."
"Quite true, but we are trying to be fair. If you wish to say anything for
yourself we are willing to print it. Could you ask more? Did you know that
two charges of murder may be brought against you?"
"Murder?" [he asked it calmly]. "Against me? Well, maybe. I have noth
ing to say on that question.
I have paid my fine, and am no longer practicing
kept
medicine.
I have
my word to Mr. Ailing. That's all I can say."
Keeps Present Business Secret
"What are you doing now?" I asked next.
question he would not answer, neither would he say what line of busi
ness he "was in.
He asserted on questioning, however, that he was not con
nected with any laboratory or hospital.
"You never had a license, did you?" I asked.

This
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have not been licensed," he replied.
receive a certificate?"
have a diploma."

"No,

"Ever

"I

I
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am not registered."

"From Dr. Rogers of

the National Medical University?"
lessons from him for a year and a half."
"Hardly a recommendation, is
doctor?"
"Well,
wouldn't care to say."
"So, then, doctor, the whole thing
that you don't know anything about this
girl. You have no records, nothing to recall her to your mind? And you won't
say anything about your friend, Mr. Snyder?"
"Are you going to leave town?" was my next question.

I took

is

I

it,

"Yes.

a

Hospital National Guard."
"Are you
doctor for the national guard?"
"I belong to the guard, yes." The "doctor" part he evaded.
Rogers Keeps On Without

License

is

is

a

a

a

The health department got after Dr. Rogers' National Medical university
and refused the place
In
license.
The case has been continued four times.
the meantime the institution continues to operate without
license.
Two suits
were filed against the Tribune for libel, based on stories printed about the hos
pital. Ida Wright Rogers asks $150,000 and Dr. L. D. Rogers wants
like
Rogers boasts of his pull and, so far, has appeared to have made good
amount.
his boast.
Dr. George B. Young, health commissioner, has said that "powerful
political interests" balked his efforts to close the place. Dr. Rogers also
head
of the National Maternity Hospital and the Chicago Night University.
Dr.
Young says the Rogers place
the worst in the city.
Sister and Physician

Reveal Details of Emma Constance's
Operated On by Siegmund Hirschfeld

Case —

a

I

It

a

I

a

a

a

The full story of the death of Mrs. Emma Constance, on whom the amateur
Siegmund Hirschfeld, has "forgotten" he performed an operation,
physician,
was told yesterday by Mrs. Constance's sister, Mrs. A. L. McReynolds of 4426
licensed physician, completed her story
Clifton Avenue. Dr. A. C. Garvy,
"Dr." Hirschfeld's operation on Mrs. Constance as "wholly
and characterized
Mrs. Constance died on Monday, July 27, 1912, at the Columbus
unnecessary."
Hospital.
"Dr." Hirschfeld had operated on her just
week before.
The
operation which he attempted to perform was so simple, according to Dr.
Garvy, that
horse doctor might have done it. "That case," Dr. Garvy said at
his office at 1104 Wilson Avenue, "I remember it. The woman was rushed to
the Columbus Hospital by her sister, who was enraged at the way Hirschfeld
had treated her.
had performed
big operation on her two years before, and
knew what Hirschfeld must have operated for.
was not
serious opera
tion, but Hirschfeld's work was the rankest, rottenest, most unnecessary work
ever saw."
Mrs. McReynolds confined herself to the history of the case. She said
Hirschfeld persuaded her sister to employ him by offering
"fine room" at
hospital for $15
week.
"My sister was married," she said, "but was separated from her husband.
We were living in Sheffield Avenue at the time. She went to the hospital on
July 24. He operated the next day.
saw her the night of the operation.

I

a

a

a

I
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"No, why should I?" he replied. "I shall stay right here. About the girl,
have burned or destroyed all my records and papers — everything."
noticed two pennants on the furniture, each bearing the legend, "Field
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'What have they done to me?' she asked. Hirschfeld knew two days after the
operation that she had become infected. He told the nurse, a Miss Peterson,
that infection had set in and asked her not to tell any one.
She lives at Bel
mont and Clark."

SUICIDES CAUSED BY LIES OF QUACK DOCTORS
Healthy Victims of Charlatans

Told They Were

Suffering from

Dread Diseases
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[Chicago Tribune, Nov.

4, 1913.]

The stories of persons hounded to death by quack doctors are related in these
columns.
The stories came to the Tribune since the beginning of the crusade
on quack doctors.
They were obtained by letter, by telegraph, and by personal
interview. In some instances names are suppressed in order that innocent per
sons may be spared publicity.
So far as investigation has gone the stories —
dramatically terrible as they may seem — bear the hallmark of truth. Here is
an example of the awful influence which the "quack" doctors exercise on the
ignorant immigrants of Chicago.
The facts, names, and dates wer: given to
the Tribune by officers of the Visiting Nurses' Association.
The names are
omitted for obvious reasons.
A Polish family living in Archer Avenue, besides
the mother and father, was composed of ten healthy, ambitious children.
The
oldest of the children were twin boys, 23 years of age. One of the twins led
a clean, healthy life and was a fine type of physical strength and energy.
He
brought his pay envelope home regularly, and was frequently promoted by the
firm with which he worked.
Has Dizzy Spell;

Quack Does

Rest

One day the son had a dizzy spell. He read an advertisement in one of the
foreign newspapers.
He went to see a "quack" doctor in the neighborhood
where he lived. The youth had but one interview with the doctor. It lasted
only a few minutes.
But during that time the doctor impressed a belief on
the mind of the healthy boy that he had a horrible disease which would take
three years and much money to cure. The boy went home resolved to take his
life. He could not bear the expense of the "treatment" and did not wish to
He became so obsessed
expose his family to danger of contracting the disease.
with the dread of the disease that he slept in a room by himself, would not
come near any of his family, ate alone, and having washed his own eating
utensils, would lock them in a drawer.
Boy in Fine Health, Doctor Says
The family physician was asked by the mother to make an examination of
The doctor reported he was in fine physical condition and there was
the boy.
nothing at all the matter with him. Not convinced, the boy went to six repu
table physicians, all of whom told him the "quack" had lied to get his money.
But they could not drive the obsession from the boy's mind.
No word from
expert authority could beat the idea out of his head which the "quack" had put
in it.
He refused to visit any of his relatives or go near them for fear of
spreading the contagion.
The "quack" had told him he was endangering his
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well as himself, and this idea the boy stuck to.
with his sweetheart and without explaining why
refused again to see her.
The family physician became alarmed at the mental
condition of the boy and decided the only thing to do was to have another
physician examine him and tell him he really had the disease he feared. It was
arranged with another physician that the boy should be given some harmless
pills after the incorrect diagnosis and was to pay $1 a week until he was "cured"
— mentally cured.
The boy seemed somewhat relieved after this ruse was
sprung. He took the medicine regularly for several weeks.
One morning he
was found dead in his bed. He had taken poison.
He left a note saying he
could not bear to bring his family into disgrace by his own imprudence.
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He broke off

as

an engagement

KENNEDY
Detroit

Fakers

Drive

Boy

&

to
Other

KENNEDY

Suicide — One

a

story telegraphed

to

Jail — The

Flees

[Chicago Tribune, Nov.
Here is

Goes

4, 1913.]

from Detroit:

"Detroit, November 3. — Drs. James D. Kennedy and Charles J. Kennedy,
wealthy by swindling men
the notorious K. and K., who made themselves
or thought themselves so afflicted, have been
put completely out of business in Detroit. The final step was the revocation of
license of Dr. James D. Kennedy to practice in this state. This action followed
the flight of Dr. Kennedy from the state while awaiting sentence on conviction
of distributing obscene literature. Dr. Charles J. Kennedy, the other member
of the firm, was not quick enough. On October 6 he was sent to the Detroit
House of Correction for sixty days. The prosecution of the doctors began on
Dec. 12, 1912. The climax came when an old German woman called on Prose
cuting Attorney Hugh Shepherd last fall and told how her son, about 20 years
The boy had become
old, had been practically done to death by the quacks.
and their literature.
acquainted with them by reading their advertisements
afflicted

with venereal

diseases,

"He thought from symptoms they set forth that he was afflicted with a
They told him he had half a
venereal disease, and called on them for a cure.
dozen diseases, and that unless he took treatment he would live only a few
Then they said they had the only treatment that would cure him, and
that he must pay $150 in advance or they would not take his case. He had no
money, so he went about trying to borrow that amount.
He and his mother had
been in America only six months.
He was working at a salary of $12 or $15
a week, supporting his mother, so his acquaintance was limited and his effort
to borrow came to naught.
His next move was to take an old revolver which
had belonged to his father and shoot himself dead.
Coroners who viewed the
weeks.
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and heard the mother's story made postmortem
the boy had no disease whatever.

body

examinations and found

Prosecutor Raids Joint
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"Shortly thereafter Prosecuting Attorney Shepherd raided the K. and K.
joint and confiscated the museum of obscene exhibits and thousands of obscene
pamphlets.
City authorities prosecuted the doctors for maintaining an obscene
museum, but the fact that pamphlets were distributed outside the city brought
the case under jurisdiction of the county officials.
The doctors were admitted
to bail.
The judge finally decided that fines would do no good whatever, as the
men were rich enough to pay $100 assessments indefinitely, and resolved to

BLOOD DISEASES CURED
Drs. K. & K. Established 20 Years
USED WITH.
OUT WRITTEN CONSENT

tW~NO NAMES

H« W»f sirrDrl.ft4 at h«W thw
■ores hasletf— ' I took your Hkw
TmtATiiiirr for a neilom blood
<iln«Aiw
with which 1 bad been Indicted
for IwoJve years. I had cocsutt*dain.v<r«
of pbyficlana taken all kinds of blood
medicine, rUitod Hot Spring and other
■MM watar re.<oru,but only |rot tem
porary relief. They MM hulp me for *
time, but dftor discooUnuiojr the tnedV
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and at Hi*«Dd Of that timeevery ijmptom had disappeared. I was cured 7 years e»fo
•MMMKSSof any diseasesince. My boy, three MM old. Is ooundandhealthy. I osrtalnly can recommendyour treatmentwith oil my henrt. You can refer any person U»
toeprivately,but you can usethis testimonialas you wish.
w. II. 8,

DIM

MM

BLOOD.
DEBMY» VARICOSE VEINS. VITAL WEAKNESS,
-wiW#
KaatiBatfeV1
Dhmms,
SKIN «»dSECRET
of Men
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Evarrthtnc confidential.

D«s.KENNEDY& KENNEDY
Cor. Michigan Ave., andGrlswoId St., Detroit. Mith;

impose

prison

Charles

J. Kennedy

He

before him on October 6.
James D. Kennedy sent
a representative
with a physician's certificate stating that he was too ill to
appear in court that day. Next day he disappeared, presumably to Canada. A
warrant was issued, but search for him has been fruitless. Yesterday policemen
went to his palatial residence on Woodward Avenue with search warrants and
made certain he was not hiding there."
sentences.

responded

ordered

the

men

and was sent to prison.
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CANCER-CURE FAKER SCARES WOMEN
Dr. S. R. Chamlee Takes Money from Persons Who Have Incurable
Disease — Death Blamed on Him — Victim's
Story Tells Tragedy
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[Chicago Tribune, Nov.

12, 1913.]

Here are set forth the methods of a special brand of quack — the cancer
"specialist." The man is Dr. S. R. Chamlee.1
He operates a fake medical
institution at 36 West Randolph Street.
Those who have studied the ways of
quacks pronounce the cancer faker, of which Chamlee is a shining example, the
most cruel and conscienceless of the whole crew.
Chamlee advertises he can
cure cancer. He uses what he calls a "blood-purifier."
Chamlee's specialty is
frightening women.
He advertises extensively that "every lump in a woman's
breast is a cancer."
He sends out a booklet written with the design of fright
ening healthy persons into the belief they are afflicted with this terrible incur
able disease.

The book is so phrased that an ignorant person possessed of a little imag
ination would have no difficulty in persuading himself or herself that a wart,
a bruise, or a mole was incipient cancer.
So much for Chamlee as a liar.
The United States Department of
Chamlee's
"cure" for cancer is a fake.
Agriculture some time ago made an analysis of his remedy.
"The results of this analysis," stated the report on Chamlee to the postoffice
authorities, "show the treatment furnished by Dr. Chamlee cannot by any pos
sibility accomplish the results claimed for it in the cure of cancer."

Victim

Beneath

a

Headstone

Now as to Dr. Chamlee's valuation of a human life. Dr. Chamlee
such patient in Mrs. Sarah J. St. Clair, an old and respected resident
paraiso, Ind. Mrs. St. Clair lies beneath a headstone now.
Chamlee is
with having put her there.
In support of that charge the following
offered as exhibit "A":

had one

of Val
charged
letter

is

Ind., November 1. — [Editor of the Tribune.] — I have been
reading with no little interest of the great work you are doing through exposure
I wish most heartily
of the fraudulent methods of medical quacks in Chicago.
to commend you, for I believe you are doing a great work to prevent innocent
and sick from falling into the hands of men who not only rob them of their
last dollar but who also destroy any possible chance they might have of recovery
Another class of fakers working in Chicago and else
under skilful treatment.
where, more cruel than the 'men specialists,' are the self-styled cancer special
ists, and I wish to call attention to one in your city who deserves not only
exposure, but the most vigorous and summary punishment within the power of
the law to administer.
"I refer to an institution located in room 308, 36 West Randolph Street,
known as Dr. Chamlee & Co. The proofs on which I base .my assertion that

"Valparaiso,

1.

Cure

The Government's
Fakes," published

case against Chamlee is given in some
by the American
Medical Association.

detail in a pamphlet,

"Cancer
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he is not only a quack but a cruel monster dealing out death to his victims while
promising a cure, stealing their money with alluring promises of recovery, and
in almost every instance sending them away to die at home, rather than in his
own 'rooms,' were obtained from a patient who submitted to his treatment on
May 19, 1913. The particulars of that case were as follows : This lady, whose
name appears in the contract issued by the U. S. Cancer Cure, came to my office
May 5 complaining of a lump in her breast.
On examination I told her the
lump was a cancer and there was no cure for her, other than a complete excision
of the breast, with all the neighboring infected glands.

CANCER
W

IN WOMAN'S BREAST

ALWAYS BEGINS a small LUMP LIKE THIS and ALWAYS
POISONS DEEP In ARMPIT AND

KILLS QUICKLY
I Will Give $1000 if I Fail to Cure

and forfait $1000 or excel any other Dr. living.

No Knife or PainNo Pay Until Cured.
Written Guarantee.
No X Ray Swindle.
3-Day

Painless

Plaster.

Wonderful Discovery
9000 Cured. Cancer
naver pains while small. It
Polsonsto Death. Any
TUMOR, LUMP or
SORE on the LIP,
FACE or BODY long
IS CANCER.
ISO-PACE

BOOK SENT

of Thousand*
Testimonials
CURED
after others failed. See or Write to Soma

FREE.

■fM.

& MRS.

cc

Dn

Rtlnl

AB 38
ILL
[INDLY MAIL tills to SOMEONE with CANCER

A

typical

Chamlee's

advertisement. — [From

Warned

Against

Nostrums

Exploited

and

Quackery,

1912.}

"Cures"

I

"At that time
warned her against any possible delay that would come from
the use of the various exploited cancer 'cures' of which we read in the various
papers. This patient was evidently greatly depressed from what I told her, and
of a Dr. Chamlee
that night read in a Chicago newspaper the advertisement
offering a guarantee of cure.
She went to Chicago and after some negotia
tions, during which time the price was reduced from $1,000 to $100, agreed to
take the treatment. This patient entered the institution on May 19 and was dis
on June 2, believing herself cured.
When she returned to Valparaiso
was again called to see her, and what I then saw made my blood run cold, to
think that in a city like Chicago such hideous surgery could be allowed to go
unpunished.
The entire right breast had been sloughed away by the use of
arsenic compounds and a deep incision had been made in the axilla, evidently
with some such instrument as a pair of shears.
charged

I
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"Both wounds were packed full of cloths smeared with some dirty greenish
Evidently no attempt had been made to observe the simplest rule of
ointment.
asepsis, and the patient was at the time suffering from a general septicemia.
She died on June 13 of septicemia, not a victim of cancer but a victim of the
Chamlee Cancer Institute not less surely than if she had been struck down in
cold blood for a price.

"With this letter

I

am sending you the original contract entered into by this
and the 'U. S. Cancer Cure,' which you see is illusive and unfair.
I
also another letter received by friends of the patient after her death,
showing that another victim of the Chamlee Institute went in the same way.
am also sending you a label from a large bottle of Dr. Chamlee's cancer
patient
inclose
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I

Photographic
reproductions
(reduced) of the letter-heads of Chamlee's stationery as used
in St. Louis before he was driven out of that city and as now used in Chicago. — [From Nos
trums and Quackery, 1912.]

blood-purifier, which bottle was brought from the institute by the patient, the
details of whose death I have related to you. This medicine kills cancer 'germs'
and prevents recurrences in other parts of the body if taken three months as
directed. Incidentally it costs $5 a bottle.
"I inclose a series of letters addressed to a lady who was at that time a
member of my family whom I asked to write to Dr. Chamlee, leading him to
You will observe that in these letters the final appeal
suppose she had a cancer.
is made to buy medicine after all hope has been abandoned of getting her to
Another amusing statement made in the
go to the institute for treatment.
Chamlee literature to which I wish to call your attention is his request for the
The evident deception
patient to bring plenty of cloths for poulticing purposes.
and fraud in all of Chamlee's advertising which he is sending to every one
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through the mails

should bring this arch fiend into unpleasant relations with
I wish also to call your attention to the fact that Dr. Chamlee
the government.
himself is not a resident of Chicago, but the business is run under his name and
Is not that a fraud in itself?
the documents are signed 'Dr. S. R. Chamlee.'
"G. H. Stoner, M.D."
Here

Is

the "Contract"

which the Tribune offers

The contract,

OUR

exhibit "B," reads as follows:

as

GUARANTEE
Chicago,

III., May

Mrs. Sarah J. St. Clair of Valparaiso, Ind., to U. S. Cancer Cure, Dr.:
For treatment of cancer, tumor, or sore on breast
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Credit

by cash
Balance

due

19, 1913.

$100
50
$ 50

To be paid within two weeks, or when the killed part of cancer comes out.
We agree to remove by our treatment all external cancerous growths that we find
first examination.
PERMANENT

CURE

on

...

GUARANTEED

if, however, other deep or
no other deep. or lymphatic glands are poisoned;
lymphatic glands are already poisoned and another cancer or growth ever should come,
nothing refunded, but we agree to treat the same free of charge to the best of our ability
and when advisable, provided, however, that the patient returns to us on first appearance
of cancer while it is small.
After this bill and all other charges for room, board and nursing are paid we agree
for three months free.
to furnish our cancer blood-purifier
It is understood and agreed the doctor may change the method and treatment at any
time and use blisters, injections, curette, scissors, or anything necessary.
The use of all or
anything shall be left entirely to the discretion of the doctor, regardless of any promise
or understanding.

if

Accepted

and agreed to by the undersigned:
[Signed.]

On the back of this contract was indorsed
"June

2,

1913.— Received

of Mrs. St. Clair

One

$50,

U. S. Cancer Cure.
Sarah J. St. Clair.

:

balance in full.

"[Signed]

Dr. R. S. Chamlee.

of His Little Tricks

Dr. Chamlee is aware that other quacks in Chicago maintain runners at the
various railroad stations for the purpose of enticing gullible persons to their
offices. He evidently had lost patients to rivals through these runners. To be
sure that the patients whom he hooked through his advertisements
would come
straight to his office he hit on the following ingenious expedient: To every
patient who had announced an intention of coming to see him he sent a card
printed in red ink. The upper part of this card is separated from the remainder
On this on both sides is printed :
by perforations.

For the Cab Driver
36

36

West Randolph Street

Wut Rattvh*

Straw, Doom 308

Witt b>t» atonAn a
Walknffx<aha*rM >wt
aaytkiBi
*"4mBa
twbodf

|For the Cab Driver
36 West Randolph Street

FREE CAB TICKET
MM

Rudolph Strmi
r» 38
You payiheCabAeemla ChedepotSOCent*

We Pay You Back.

) until 10 •. m.

obi com
awn MmhiltFwitf*^ tain.
Chamdi
L ftWarcab■*
thttarni•>■■
M fnr Ml
.
m. to 4 p. m. OWLV|
10 ■■
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FAKE AT FOREST PARK

CANCER-CURE

"Dr." Chamlee's "Hospital," Spurned by Chicago, Finds Location in
Suburb — Figures in Tragedies — Where Two Women Victims
Received "Treatment" Which Resulted in Death
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[Chicago Tribune, Nov.

13, 1913.]

Residents of Forest Park may be interested to know that in "Dr." S. R.
Chamlee's "cancer hospital" they possess an institution which the health author
This is the place to which Cham
ities in Chicago long ago refused to tolerate.
and cunningly worded "come-on" letters lured Mrs.
lee's lying advertisements
Sarah J. St. Clair of Valparaiso, Ind., to receive the "treatment" that brought

DR. CHAMLEE'S

CANCER
SPECIFIC
the

Blood

Purifies
and Remove* all
Cancex Vinn from the
mem. li will prevent
the return of Cancer if
taken freely for three
or foar months after
the Cancer ii removed.
We will not be reiporuible if Cancer ihould come in anotherplace,
unless at least three bottles have been
taken.
It is the only
been diacovered

remedy that has ever
to cure Cancer in the

blood.
DOSE — TaaapoonfrJ Id Water
Before or After Meals

Photographic reproduction of the label that appeared on Chamlee's "Cancer Specific."
This
nostrum consisted of over 99 per cent, of water and alcohol with small quantities of iron,
strychnin and raccharin. — [From Nostrums and Quackery, 1912.]

about her death. It is the place, too, at which Mrs. Anna Roth of Urbana, 111.,
paid the penalty of believing Chamlee's false claims.
Other patients have suf
fered there. There is every reason to believe that more will suffer in the same
manner unless Forest Park takes the same action Chicago did and makes Cham
lee's hospital move on.
Chamlee first came to Chicago a number of years ago after the people of
St. Louis had had enough of him and his quackeries and invited him to vamoose.
He tried to get a license to practice medicine in Illinois, but the State Board
of Health declined to issue it. Then he hired Dr. W. D. Hurford, and he, after
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unpleasant experiences with the authorities, still manages to maintain
foothold in Chicago in the offices at 36 West Randolph Street. Soon after the
Randolph Street offices were opened the first "hospital" was established.
The
local health authorities heard what he was doing and one night, just about two
patrol wagon lengths ahead of a police patrol wagon, he scurried off for Forest
Park. He has been there ever since. Many patients have been treated there for
cancer by him, and a good many of them have died.
numerous
a
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Patients Near Death Sent Home

To prevent unpleasant consequences Chamlee took the precaution when he
saw his victims were in the last stages of the disease to pack them up and send
Practically all of those who come to see him are out-of-town
them home.
In this way he usually has been able to avoid the unpleasant conse
people.
It was in this way he managed the case of Mrs. Roth.
quences of an inquest.
She lived at 603 West Illinois Street, Urbana, 111. She took Dr. Chamlee's
cancer "treatment" and the "treatment" took her life. In investigating this case
the Tribune got into communication with Dr. C. D. Gulick, Mrs. Roth's family
To the Tribune's correspondent he said :
physician.
"Mrs. Roth

had been sent- home by Chamlee when my attention was called
She was suffering from chills, she said.
She said she was suffer
ing from bilious attacks, and I treated her for that. Members of the family
showed me two deep wounds, one in the breast and the other under the pectoral
muscles, but they insisted I treat the chills and let them treat the wounds with
a salve they got from the institution she had left a few days before. On the
second day I found Mrs. Roth's temperature increased and her condition worse
saw symptoms of pyemia.
Then
in every way. On the third day
demanded
The family complied, but the poison had
that the use of the salve be stopped.
inoculated her system and death followed a few days later.
"I examined the wound in her breast, and the bottom of the cavity, which
had been called a portion of the cancerous growth, appeared to me to be merely
I doubt much whether she suffered from
gland.
a division of the mammary
The salve used looked to me like beeswax.
Whether it had medi
carcinoma.
cinal qualities I do not know, but I do know that, after the wound had become
infected, probably from an unclean instrument, this salve clogged the openings
and prevented the outward escape of the poisonous secretions."
to her case.

I

I

Husband Tells of Case

As to the circumstances that led to Mrs. Roth's falling a victim to the quack,
her husband, Judge Thomas J. Roth, said :
took my wife to Dr. Chamlee's Randolph Street office in
"On April 27 last
Two assistants or partners told us that it was unfortunate treatment
Chicago.
had been so long delayed and that Mrs. Roth was in a serious condition. They
added they thought it possible to prolong her life by the Chamlee method.
Both
declared it would be suicidal to permit conditions to remain as they were. They
Before administering
diagnosed her case as cancer of the breast and armpit.
I told them the price was
the first treatment the doctors demanded $500.
paid $200 in advance
exorbitant and offered $300. We compromised on $325.
Chamlee came to Chicago while my wife
and the remainder a short time later.
On the day we left for home she
was at the hospital and treated her there.
I remember his exact
asked him if there was any danger of blood-poisoning.
words. 'Not the slightest,' he said. 'You might throw dirt in those wounds
Two patients were at the office the day
and they would not become infected.'
One was the woman from Valparaiso who suf
my wife took the treatment.
fered from cancer of the breast. After receiving the treatment she was turned

I

I
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I

hear, ten days later.
The other patient
She died,
The day before we started for home Mrs. Roth
seemed reasonably well.
She ate dinner and her condition seemed encouraging.
When we left she apparently was feeling well, but on the way to the station I
At the station she became vio
noticed that her face had turned an ashen gray.
lently ill, and that was the beginning of the end. She died ten days later."

out alone to find relatives.
had cancer of the tongue.

DR. ELLSWORTH C. MARTIN
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Adept

Note-Getter, Escapes Crete, 111., Lockup — Farmers' Wives
Victims; — Complainants Say He Went Through ThirtyOne Counties, Swindling Many Persons

[Chicago Tribune, Nov.

This
186

is the sign on the glass

North La Salle Street

17, 1913.]

door of Room

504,

Northern

Office

Building,

:

DR.

ELLSWORTH C. MARTIN
SPECIALIST
OFFICE

HOURS

9 a. m. to 12 ; 1 p. m. to 4

Callers at the office on Saturday found no one there. A glance over the
transom showed a bare room with one chair and a desk in it. Explanation of
Dr. Martin's absence probably was contained in a Joliet newspaper, which was
crammed in the mail chute in the door. The fact is that a posse in Will County,
Illinois, has some urgent business with Dr. Martin. Farmers and farmers' wives
in thirty-three counties in Illinois are anxious to see Dr. Martin.
The Will
County jailer at Crete, 111., also desires an interview with the doctor about the
little matter of his breaking jail there.
Gustave Fisher, a farmer near Ellwood, 111., called at the Tribune office dur
ing the day to inquire about Dr. Martin.
Mr. Fisher brought a pasteboard box
which he had received through the mail from Dr. Martin, representing that it
came from the great "Garfield Park Specialists."
It contained one large plain
bottle of a pink-colored liquid, one small bottle of liquid of the same color, and
two small boxes of pills, white and yellow.
"I paid him $100 for this stuff," said Fisher, "and gave him my note for $50.
Now he is trying to force me to pay the note, even after I know the medicine
is useless and that he is charged with being a swindler. Why, when the posse
caught him and put him in jail in Crete he had about $800 in notes and checks
on him and the sheriff returned all of them to the farmers he had taken them
from. He made me believe my wife was a sick woman and he could cure her
for $150. When we got the medicine, which was supposed to be for some inter
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nal disorder, we found that our neighbor had paid $50 for the same stuff to
cure catarrh.
I want to know whether I can be forced to pay that note.
understand he has sold it to some bank or somebody up here who is trying to
force payment."
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Mr. Fisher was advised to see a lawyer.
The Ellwood man said Dr. Martin had driven through the country promis
ing to cure right and left and taking large fees, part cash and part paper. Dr.
Martin and his two assistants contracted for the cure of Mrs. James Maxwell,
wife of a farmer at Beecher, 111., who says she handed over $40. Later she
grew suspicious and told her son. A posse was formed which "landed" Dr.
Martin two days later, just as he was boarding a train at Crete for Chicago.
He was placed in the county jail, from which he escaped the next day. The
authorities at Crete made up a list of many of Dr. Martin's patients who handed
Investigation revealed that within the last year he operated in
him money.
thirty-three counties of Illinois, as shown by his medical registrations. The
Chicago office, it is alleged, was maintained as a shipping place for the alleged
medicine and a place where mail was received.

QUACKS ROUTED; PREPARE TO QUIT BUSINESS
Flood of Dupes Stopped — Results of "Tribune"
[Chicago Tribune, Nov.

Campaign

20, 1913.]

activity among several of the quacks in Chicago yester
displayed in the packing of tools and furniture, preparatory to
closing their offices. In a business way, the activity might be designated as less
than zero. A reporter was surprised at the qualms of conscience which "fakery"
proprietors are suffering. Some of the less unscrupulous charlatans admitted
they really had begun to believe persons had been swindled by quacks, and to
The
avoid any reflections on themselves they had decided to quit the business.
disturbances among the quacks as discovered by a reporter yesterday are sum
There was unusual

day.

It

marized

was

as

follows

:

Dearborn Street — Advertised furniture for sale
Packing
drugs
and tools and a caretaker said action was in
in the Tribune.
closing
the
office.
preparation for
The Atomo-Radio Company, 81 West Randolph Street — A man in white
coat with red cross on the collar said he had purchased the paraphernalia of
Gave the name of L. T. Burgess and said he
the office from Victor Williams.
Wore the conven
was a graduate of Jenner Medical College, a night school.
tional physician's beard. Said he purchased plant from Williams following the
Tribune's expose of quacks.
Dr. Wells & Co., 424 South State Street — Sold by the Williamses to a man
who did not give his name. Name of Dr. Wells & Co. will be removed because
of unavoidable notoriety.
Dr. Lewis E. Zins, also known as Zinsheimer, 183 North Clark Street —
Stenographer in office said Dr. Zins would return at 4:30 o'clock. No patients.
Large electric sign removed.

Dr. Howe

& Co., 120 North
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Dr. William E. Code and Dr. W. A. Code, 145 North Clark Street— Not
in ; time of return unknown to office girl ; name "Professor Ehrlich" erased
from office windows.
Dr. Isaac Walter Hodgens, Crilly building, 35 South Dearborn Street — Dr.
Hodgens not in office ; time of return not known to negro attendant.
No
patients.
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Old Dr. Sweany Company, 63 West Randolph Street — Two men busy wheel
ing boxes out to a dray. Attendant in office trying to dispose of two settees
and a letter file.
Dr. Edward N. Flint, 322 South State Street — Indignant and complained
his interviews had been distorted.

\ "V[d Doc" Hodgens Folds

His Tent; Is Going Away

I

"Old. Doc" Hodgens* of many years
$a:ne has folded his tent and
packed 't»W goods and Is going
away.
He told Jftts. neighbors yesterday
that
he was going to California "
for his
health."
"Qld Doc"
Isaac Walton
Hodgens has just sold his pretty
home
on Greenleaf avenue in
Wilrnetto for
$11,000.
Furniture vans stood about
the place all the afternoon
yesterday
loading up with the Hodgens
Up to recently Hodgens had a effects.
quack
parlor at 35 'South Dearborn
street
and time was when he did a
thriving
business.
o'uaek

From the Chicago Tribune

December

13, 1918.

DUPE CAUSES ARREST OF DR. WILKINS
Operates at 524 South State Street — Masked by a Drug Store — Faker
Makes Victims of Persons Who Enter the
Shop for Purchases

[Chicago Tribune, Nov.

22 and 23, 1913.]

He is Dr. Horace
Another Chicago quack landed behind the bars yesterday.
P. Wilkins, who "makes weak men strong." Detective Harry Walker ushered
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Dr. Wilkins out of the latter's cozy office at 524 South State Street, near Har
Wilkins was arrested on a war
rison, and into a cell at the detective bureau.
rant charging him with operating a confidence game. Frank J. Weidner, who
is 22 years old and lives at 666 South State Street, was the complainant. Muni
cipal Judge Stewart issued the warrant. Weidner says that last Saturday he
went into the drug store in front of the doctor's offices to buy a pulley exerciser
advertised by a man in the window. He asserts he was directed to go back into
the doctor's office to be shown how to use the exerciser.
"He
"The doctor made me forget all about the exerciser," said Weidner.
Then he asked me if
took me into a little room and locked all the doors.
felt sleepy when I woke up in the morning. I told him I was feeling fine, but
I wanted to use the exerciser so I could put big muscles on my arms like the
He made me undress and lie
man who was demonstrating it in the window.
down on a cushioned table. Then he went out of the room and left me there
half an hour. When he came back he shook his head gravely and said I was a
sick boy. He said I had some horrible disease like 'hockitus,' or something like
that, and I would have to take treatment from him.
He had me scared.
I
handed over $10 and he sat me in a chair and turned on some electricity. Then
he took me out into the drug store and made me pay my remaining $2 for two
bottles of medicine and two boxes of pills.
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"He

Had Me Scared"

"I found myself out on the sidewalk without the exerciser I went in for and
with only that bunch of dope. Then I came to myself. I don't know what he
did to me, but he had me scared while he had me in the office. I knew I wasn't
sick, because I never have been sick in my life, except when I had the measles.
I went right back and handed back the bottles and the medicine and demanded
It was all I had. My mother just died in Pittsburgh and
they return my $12.
I came to Chicago to go to work. When I asked for my money Dr. Wilkins
laughed at me and said he had to keep the $10 as his fee and the $2 was for
the drugs and he couldn't take them back.
There was nothing else I could do,
so I left the drugs there and went out. At the hotel a fellow told me to come
up and see the Tribune.
They told me where to go to swear out a warrant."
Acting on Weidner's tip, a reporter for the Tribune went to the drug store
at 524 South State street, which goes under the name of "The New Pharmacy."
After purchasing one of the exercisers, the reporter asked if it was not neces
sary to wear gymnasium trunks when one took the exercises.
The demon
strator called "Doctor," and pointed for the reporter to follow the "doctor."
Here is the reporter's story.
"Dr. Wilkins led me into a small room at the rear of the store and carefully
closed the three doors to it.
"'Do you feel drowsy in the daytime?' he asked after he had pushed me into
a seat beside

his desk.

"No," I replied.
"'Do you feel sleepy
"Yes,

I

when you wake up in the morning?'

do, sometimes,"

I

answered.

Looks Into Mouth First
"Then he stood me up in the center of the floor and told me to open my
He held my tongue down with a small piece of wood and looked first
mouth.
above and then under it.
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'Just as I thought,' he said, 'your glands are enlarged over the tongue and
under the jaw. You are not feeling right, are you?'
"
'I feel fine, doctor,' I said. 'Just want to get those gymnasium trunks to
exercise in. I am perfectly all right.'
"
'What do you know about that,' he remarked.
'I am the chief expert here,
didn't I tell you ? You ought to consider yourself lucky that you came in here
to get your gymnasium trunks. It means a lot to you. You don't want to be a
weakling, do you?'
"I told him I didn't think I was. At the same time I divested my clothes as
he suggested and took the position he directed on the operating table.
"
'Remain there while I make an examination of this,' he said, departing into
the adjoining room with the graduated glass.
"During the doctor's absence I had time to examine his medical library,
which I found contained such rare medical authorities as 'United States Agri
When the
cultural Reports,' 'Samantha in Europe,' and 'A Child's Science.'
doctor returned in ten minutes he wore a worried look.
"
'You are in a bad way,' he said. 'There's no phosphate in your blood.
There's not enough salt. Your manhood is slowly ebbing away. In six months
you'll be a wreck.
Now I want to start you on some treatments immediately.

I

"

.'

'But

I

I

am all right, doctor,

just want a pair of gymnasium

I

trunks,'

interpolated.

" 'Lie down,' said Dr. Wilkins, pressing me firmly back on the table. 'Do
Will you listen to me, if I tell you that I
you want to be a physical wreck?
am going to build you up to a powerful man —perfect giant in your physical and
intellectual powers? You don't want to be a weakling, do you?'

Wilkins Eager

to

Begin

"The doctor sat down at his desk. I slid off the table and he began writing.
"
'First we will give you a tonic to put the phosphate in your blood,' he said.
Then
'Then we will give you pills to increase the physical power immediately.
we will give you a liquid for application. Then you must come here to me

it

Says He Works for Dr. C. C. Miller

I

'Do you own the drug store, or does the drug store own you

?'

"

a

a

I

it

I

I

it,

twice a week for treatment.'
"Here the doctor asked me my name, address and occupation, which I sup
plied from imagination.
"
'This treatment will cost you $25,' he said, 'and the medicine will cost you
I want to begin treatments with you right away, as you are in a bad way.
$2.
How much money have you got with you ?'
"
doctor,'
'I'll be back to-night with
said.
He felt so bad about
wanted to make him take
easier.
"One hour later
returned with Detective Walker and young Weidner. The
latter identified the doctor and Walker read him the warrant as he sat at his
desk in the little office with
skull grinning down on him from
shelf."

asked

him.

hope

he gets me out

a

on bail.

am

a

others.

physician from McGill School.' "

I

son, and several

T

don't own anything,' he said.
salary for Dr. C. C.
simply work on
drug store on State Street and the one at Clark and Madi
He owns

I

Miller.

a

"

T
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In the windows of the drug store at Clark and Madison streets last night the
following patent nostrums were on display : "Passionettes, six boxes for $5."
Under a sign reading, "BE YOUNG AGAIN," "The Great Youth Restorer,"
"For Nervous Debility and Weakness." "Knoxit, sure cure, one to five days,
59 cents marked down from $1."
"Make-Man Tablets — were SO cents, now 35
cents."
"S. S. S., cheap." "Aphro, Tonic Rejuvenator." "St. John's Injection."
"Lydia Pinkham's Celery Compound." "Zip." "Sanitary Female Syringes."

WILKINS, AFTER NIGHT IN CELL, SAYS HE WAS ONLY
EMPLOYEE OF DR. C. C. MILLER
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Had Den in Drug Store — Says Others Got Profits and Told How to Extract
Money from Dupes
Dr. Horace P. Wilkins — he "makes weak men strong" — the quack whose den
Pharmacy at 524 South State Street, was arraigned
before Municipal Judge John Mahoney yesterday on a charge of operating a
Through Dr. C. C. Miller, who has an office above his drug
confidence game.
store on the southwest
corner of Clark and Madison streets, and Attorney
Charles Horgan, Dr. Wilkins was released on a $1,500 bond, signed by George
Carroso, a saloonkeeper, who lives at 1841 Jackson Boulevard.
One of Dr.
Wilkins' contributions to medical science is his famous diagnostic query to
prospective patients, "Do you feel sleepy when you wake up in the morning?"
An affirmative reply indicates the presence of some horrible condition in the
"patient's" system and usually results in the subsequent transfer of the latter's
funds to the doctor.
"Do you feel sleepy when you wake up in the morning?" was one of the
questions which Dr. Wilkins asked a Tribune reporter on Friday just before he
pronounced his caller in a condition fast approaching impotency and imbecility.
One hour later the doctor was arrested on the warrant sworn out before Muni
cipal Judge Stewart by Frank J. Weidner, a young man who alleges he was
swindled out of $10 in Wilkin's office. Dr. Wilkins spent the night in a cell in
the basement of the detective bureau.
As he stepped out from the motley array
of drunks, vagrants and thieves in the bull-pen in the court-room he was inter
viewed by the reporter who had talked with him before.
"Doctor, did you feel sleepy when you woke up this morning?" was asked.
The doctor manifested a mental condition that argued ill for supposed
friends he had depended upon throughout the night to effect his release on
Dr. Wilkins professed his innocence of any wrongdoing.
bond.
He said he
owned no interest in the drug store in the rear of which he works, and main
tained that he is a paid employee of Dr. C. C. Miller, who, he says, owns the
drug store and several others.
"I have got it in black and white and can show it." said Wilkins to Detective
Harry Walker, who made the arrest. "I was working under Dr. Miller and
under his instructions as to what to do with the people we got in there.
I
am simply paid my salary.
He gets all of the money taken in."
Dr. Miller, who lives at 2618 Lake View Avenue, hovered on the outside of
the courtroom while arrangements
were making for the bond.
When asked
about his interest in the case, he deplored that the present "hullabaloo" about
quacks made it inexpedient for him to make a statement.
is in the rear of the New
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"Better to Lie Low for a While"
mean you think it is better to lie low for a while ?" asked the reporter.
less said about the matter the better," replied the doctor. "Publicity is
the worst thing for the business at present."
"Dr. Wilkins says that you pay him a salary, and that you own the New
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"You
"The

Pharmacy and the drug store at Clark and Madison and another one?"
"I am interested in the drug store," replied Dr. Miller, "but I don't wish to
talk about that now."
Dr. Miller was asked about the alluring advertisement and display of almost
a dozen different brands of patent nostrums,
venereal disease "cures," and
rejuvenators"
drug
in the windows of both
stores.
"youth
"That is just how we do almost as much good for the people as a powerful
newspaper," said Dr. Miller. "We know those medicines are frauds. We tell
If a man comes in and
people who want to buy them that they are no good.
asks for this or that venereal disease cure, the clerk advises him to see a doctor.
He sends the man up to me. My offices are on the third floor, above the drug
store.
Don't you think in that way we do a lot of good?"
"Doc, I think you are the biggest gang of robbers unhung," the reporter
replied.

ITINERANT QUACKS
"Tribune"

Inquiry

Shows

Center for

Chicago

Traveling

Medical

Fakers — Visit Victims Monthly
[Chicago Tribune, Nov.

27, 1913.]

During more than a week Tribune reporters have been making a first-hand
study of the methods employed by a group of "celebrated Chicago specialists"
who, presumably from purely philanthropic motives, have deserted the field in
In
their home city to minister to the sick and infirm of smaller communities.
the group are:

Dr. Fruth, who
avenue.

advertises

as

"Dr.

J. N.

Shallenberger,"

2967

Michigan

Dr. C. A. Walton, 230 East Sixty-third street.
Dr. R. S. Piper, 177 North State street.
Dr. C. B. Carson, 766 Oakwood boulevard.
Dr. J. Blair Guthrie, who says he lives in Evanston.
Dr. E. O. Gable, 6132 Langley avenue.
The reporter when he left Chicago was, he thought, in perfect health.
He
had been confirmed in that opinion by a competent Chicago physician.
What
was the astonishment
of the reporter after visiting "the famous Chicago spe
cialists" to discover that instead of being a well man he was, in fact, a mere
two-legged vehicle for disease germs.
For instance :

At Princeton, 111., Dr. Fruth presented
of "stomachitis."
At Morris, 111., Dr. Gable discovered he

the reporter with a fully

case

had anemia.

developed
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At Galesburg, 111., Dr. Walton pronounced him a victim of "suppressed
gonorrhea," and Dr. Carson immediately afterward diagnosed him as a victim
of hallucinations.
At Dixon, 111., Dr. Piper assured him he had "sexual neurasthenia."
Specialists
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All of this might

in "Getting

the

Money"

the reporter had he not found evidence to
convince himself the "great Chicago specialists" are merely traveling quacks.
They are specialists, it is true, but their "specialty" is getting the money. Their
methods are in no way different from those of the. Chicago quacks the Tribune
already has exposed.
They advertise, they "throw the scare" into the patient,
they guarantee a "cure" to be paid for on the installment plan.
These peri
patetic medicine men, it was discovered, have many traits in common.
One is
that they all wear whiskers. It doesn't make much difference as to the cut so
long as they are luxuriant and lend an air of learning to the visage.
have worried

Another habit common to these traveling doctors is the habit of "making"
of a string of towns once in twenty-eight days. They leave Chicago the
first of the month, circle around through a route they have long followed and
gather in the shekels of the credulous on the way.
Their advent to each town
always is heralded by advertisements
in the local newspapers.
The practice of
illustrating the ads with photographs is another trait peculiar to the peripatetic
medicine man. It doesn't make any difference if the picture is not that of the
"specialist," who is advertising. Once in a while they use another man's name.
Thus Dr. Fruth was found operating under the name of J. N. Shallenberger.
each

DR.

FRUTH

AT

PRINCETON

Princeton, 111., Nov. 15. — Dr. J. N. Shallenberger does not in the least look
like his photograph.
His whiskers were missing.
He seems to have grown
about twenty-five years younger since he put his latest ads. in Illinois country
papers.
He was advertised to appear at the American House in Princeton
to-day. His ad. announced that he was prepared to cure any and all diseases
where all other doctors had failed. He visits this town every twenty-eight days.
He makes 190 other towns every month, he says. His Chicago address is 2967

Michigan avenue, he told me. I found, after I talked to him a while, that he
Dr. Shallenberger at all, but a Dr. Fruth. I went into the hotel shortly
before noon. The clerk directed me to Dr. Shallenberger's room.
"Is this Dr. Shallenberger?" I asked.
"Yes," he replied, "come right in and make yourself at home."
He took up a pad and pencil and asked my name. I told him it was "English
Johnson," and that I lived on rural route No. 6.
"Oh, I see," he said. "You are looking emaciated, my young friend. There
seems to be som> great drain on your body.
You are looking bad. Those dark
spots under your eyes are awful bad signs and you need immediate attention."
"Doctor that is what I came in to see you about. I am afraid I have caught
wasn't

something

I

and

I

am scared to death."
a very bad venereal disease and it has drained your
system until you caught something else in your extremely weakened condition.
You understand your body had to fight two diseases at the same time. Now
what is the main trouble?"
"Why, doctor, I don't know what is wrong with me. For all
know I may
be all right, but one of my gums is sore.
I don't know whether I hurt it or
not when I bit down on a plum the other day.

"Ah,

see,

you have had

I
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your mouth," he said. "Is any other part of your mouth,
except that one spot, sore?"
"I don't think so, doctor," I said, "but you can examine my mouth and find
out for yourself: I don't know much about diseases, but I didn't want anybody
to know about my troubles.
"Don't you worry," he said. "I never reveal who my patients are. Why, do
you know that right here in this town I treat some of the swell married women
and their husbands don't know what's wrong with them."
"Do tell, and I have been living here all my life," I said, "and I did not
dream of any such thing. Don't that beat all?"
Then the doctor took out a dentist's mouth mirror. He examined my gums
with the mirror.
Doctor Discovers Stomatitis
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"Let me examine

"Ah," he said suddenly.
"Wha—y'see?" I gurgled with my mouth wide open.
"I'm afraid to say without making a more thorough examination,"

he said

slowly.
Then he fitted a circular mirror, with a hole in the middle, to his forehead
and made a "closer" examination. He took a small blunt nickel-plated instru
ment and began to punch it around against my gums.
"Oh," he said, "I see. Just what I thought.
There is a small sore on each
side of your mouth and there is one right in the center of the roof of your
They are concave and that is a bad sign.
mouth.
You have a bad case of
stomatitis — and that does not mean it is caused by your stomach."
"It doesn't?" I asked. "Then what does cause it?"
"It is a very uncommon ailment. It is in your blood and is draining your
entire system.
Now you see stomatitis is very peculiar.
It is the result of
your past life. It will take six months to even get it started out of your
system."

"Well, doctor, you can depend on me doing what you tell me to. When will
you come back to Princeton?"
"I come back every twenty-eight days," he said. "See that card index over
I am
there? That is full of cards with the names of my regular patients.
doing them a world of good and they appreciate it."
"Now, doctor, about the money end of the thing," I said. "I get a monthly
allowance and it usually is gone after the first week. Right now I have about
My allowance
$3 and I have a date to go to the foot-ball game this afternoon.
is deposited in the bank to my credit on the 3d of each month and I won't be
able to give you the $50 until Feb. 3."
"Oh, well, my good friend, if your allowance is deposited in the bank it is
all right with me," observed the doctor.
"I will trust you because you are well
known in this town and I believe you. I know that $50 is not much to you
when it is a question of health, and I am afraid if you should try to get the
I think it best that we go about this
money now your folks would investigate.
thing in a careful way, because it is no use to have some of your relatives but
ting in."
"That is right, doctor, and if you can get me fixed up before June I will
give you double your fee."
Doctor Gives Caller Medicine
The doctor turned to a rack and pulled out a small box which bore the mark
"LAX." He emptied a handful of brown pills into a pink envelope. He took
This box contained red pills. He
out another small box labeled "DIGES."
Then he took out another box and poured
emptied them into a blue envelope.
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handful of pills into a white envelope.
He gave me seven envelopes with six
different colored pills. Then he gave me a small bottle with the directions to
dissolve the green pills and put the solution into the bottle so that I could
carry it around with me.
Each envelope bore different directions. They were as follows : One before
breakfast. One after breakfast. One before dinner. One after dinner. One
before supper. Two after supper. One at bedtime.
"Doctor, there is no danger of me getting these directions mixed up and
getting poisoned, is there?" I asked.
"No, indeed," he said. "In fact, it doesn't make a h
of a lot of differ
ence if you do get them mixed up occasionally. After you have taken a few of
them no one will ever know you have had stomatitis."
"Well, doctor, if I can arrange it I will come to your office in Chicago," I
a

"If you can do that it will be easy," he declared. "You say you will come
into some money in a few months?"
"Yes."
"Well, if I were in your place I would be very careful how I invested it,"
"Now, the best thing to do with your money is to go to some one
he advised.
who knows how to invest money. People in Chicago are mighty wise and they
will fleece you. Why, I have been taken in myself. Yes, sir.
"Yes, I know that Chicago has some mighty smooth people," I said.
He
asked me to go and see him again.

GABLE

DR.

SEEN

AT

MORRIS

Morris, 111., Nov. 17. — I inquired at the desk of the Commercial hotel for
Dr. Gable. After a short delay the "doc" saw me.
"Now, what appears to be the trouble?" he asked.
"Well, doctor, I don't know, but I think I am nervous," I replied.
"Do you have pains in the back and does your heart flutter?" he asked.
"Well, not that I have noticed," I replied, "but sometimes I get nervous and
irritated at little things."
"Oh, I see you have a nervous heart," he said. "Now let me examine your
heart."

He took a stethoscope and placed it against my side and listened to the
of my heart. Then he felt my pulse.
beating way too fast for
normal man," he said. "Now, as
"Your heart
far as can see you have no disease of the heart valves, but
you let this thing
go on you will finally develop organic heart disease. That
the kind of
dis
Now
have
nervous heart myself
ease that will snap you off at any minute.
and
have to keep after
all the time for fear of developing organic heart

I

a

a

it

I

is

I

if

a

ir,

beatings

disease."

I

I

a

I

a

I

I

I

I

a

I

could pay.
Then he inquired my name and business and how much money
motion-picture show at Seneca, 111., and
told him that
was part owner in
had no money at the present time, but
that
lived in Morris.
told him
would be able to get some before the first of the week.
"Well,
will make
"I will give you my
special rate for you," he said.
treatment for $10
can cure you in three or four months' treatment
month.
you will follow my instructions."

"I

can do that,"

I

if
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replied.
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"Well, I can cure you for
of organic heart trouble."
"You have anemia," he
"Is that a bad disease?"

and you will be safe from any attacks

that amount

"Doctor, wha': is the matter with me
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1"

I

asked.

replied.

I

asked.

"It

it

it,

will
is not necessarily fatal in the form in which you have
but
into achroiocythemia, and from that your whole system will become
sluggish and fevers will follow.
With my treatment this can be prevented.
Now
will fix up your monthly treatment."
you have any money with you

I

if

develop

will trust

me
you come to

if

you
when

want

you to.

will

pay you

the next

time

you come.

I

don't

I

"I

free, you know," he said.

can't very well treat you

can get

if

you will come downstairs with me, and
references right here at this hotel
besides your ad. said you would give treatment free on this trip."

called

is

neuropathic?"

"Yes, that's the system of treatment

"Do

I

treatment

I

"Is your

I

it

it

is

It

will

cost money," he replied. "My treat
all other diseases, because the blood cir
through this treatment that
owe my

will

know, but you see
cure you.
will prevent
culation
the key to health, and
wonderful success."

I

"Yes, yes,

asked.

give," he said.
it

have

all

looked at the grip, half full of bottles, containing various colored liquids,

and said

:

I

I

I

you give medicine, then?"
asked.
"Oh, yes.
fill out the medicine you need for the whole month.
right here in that grip on the bed."

I

ment

I

thought you had some kind of
"Is that all you do? Just give medicine?
system different from any other doctors. They all can give medicine and
they can all have the same kind of medicine, as far as that goes."

a

I

a

know," he said, "but you see
have
different kind of system
Mine
different and successful.
Theirs
the old method.
treatment.
Mine gives relief and prevents other disease."
"Yes, yes,

and

COUNTRY
Fakers

is

is

I

TOWNS

PREY

OF

QUACKS

Swoop Down from Chicago Announcing Advent by
Newspaper "Ads" — Men and Women Dupes

[Chicago Tribune, Nov.

Glaring

28, 1913.]

Practically every town in the United States
preyed on by some particular
little flock of traveling quacks. They swoop in from time to time, announcing
their advent by flaring advertisements
and seeking whom they may devour.
Their announcements usually state that they are "celebrated" in some distant
city. They have found by experience this method "gets the victims"— both men
and women — who apparently
relatively there as in the big
are as numerous
is
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"Well,

I

I

I I

"Well, doctor,
did not bring but $3 or $4 with me, but
until next month
will pay you for two months' treatment
Morris again," said.
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cities.
The Illinois cities around Chicago that seem to be the particular
of the peripatetic medical fakers are :

Dixon,
Macomb,
Bloomington,

Galesburg,

Joliet,
Princeton,

Geneseo,
Salle,

La

Henry,

prey

Rockford,
Peoria,
Aurora.

Among the other migratory "specialists" who visit these towns are Dr. C. A.
Walton of 230 East Sixty-Third Street; Dr. R. S. Piper, 177 North State
Street, and Dr. C. B. Carson, 766 Oakwood Boulevard.
Reporters were sent
to visit them in the role of patients.
The reporters leaving Chicago had passed
a rigid medical examination.
Accounts of some of the interviews follow :

DR.
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WALTON

SEEN

AT

GALESBURG

November 18. — I went to room No. 12, on the second floor
of the Illinois Hotel, at Galesburg, 111., shortly after 1 o'clock. I knocked on
the door on which was hung a sign with the name "Dr. Walton."
Dr. Walton
opened the door r.nd informed me with a smile that he was busy with a patient.
I waited one hour. Finally the door opened and a tall woman came out. The
doctor beckoned to me. I went into the room. He locked the door.
"Well, how are you, young fellow?" asked the doctor.
"Oh, pretty fine," I responded.
"Is your health bothering you?" he asked.
"Oh, just a little," I answered.
"Where is the trouble located?" he asked.
"My back seems to trouble me after I work a long time," I said.
"Oh, it's your back, is it? Have you had any venereal disease?"
"Well, I believe so," I answered.
"That is, a doctor told me that I had a
whole lot of things."
"Did he try to treat you?" he asked.
"Yes," I said, "I took some treatments and then quit.
I did not like his
Galesburg,

111.,

methods."

"Well, has the trouble bothered you since then?"
"Well, you know how it is," I said, "when you imagine you have some kind
of disease you blame all other trouble on that one disease."
"Yes, that's the way it happens," he said. "Now, most doctors have a dif
ferent opinion of the disease than I have. I treat it entirely different from any
other doctor.
You have been treated for it the wrong way. Now, in your case
the gonorrhea has simply been suppressed and you are just as surely a sufferer
from it now as you were last year. Take off your coat and vest and lie down
on this pillow with your face down."
Then he took a pillow from the bed and laid it on the floor. I stretched
face down, on it. He began pressing his fist in the small of my back.
"Do you feel that?" he asked.

out,

"Sure, I do," I answered ; "you are pressing down pretty hard."
"Now, get up," he said.
I took the chair again.
"What is the trouble with me?" I asked.
"You have suppressed gonorrhea," he said. "Now, from an examination of
You must
your body no one could tell there is anything wrong with you.
If you doubt me, that is all
understand that I am going by the symptoms.
there is to it."

"And

you can cure

it?"
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"Yes, sir, but my system is not to treat it inwardly, but outwardly. Instead
the old way I will drive it all out of your system by letting it run

of treating it

its course.
I will give you some medicine that will make the disease
you again just as it does when you first catch it."

show

on

Would Make Present of Disease

I

"Now, look here, doctor,"
said, "do you mean to stand there and tell me
you will give me gonorrhea again and that I will be just the same as it I had
a new attack?"
"Sure," he replied.
up with my system."

I

will begin to cure it

that doesn't sound good to me."
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"Yes," he laughed, "but it will be worth the trouble to you. One of
patients in Chicago came to me after he thought he had been cured for
years.
He did not know what was wrong with him. I examined him and
covered he had carried the disease germs in his system five years and did
know it. I began my treatment and it brought the old disease back on him
he was ill for eight months."
"What do you mean?" I asked.
"I mean he had the original symptoms

money

now,"

said.

"Sure, you do."

"Do

I

"What is all this going to cost me?"
"Ten dollars a month until cured."
"Well, if I am that bad off I guess I

I

I

of

my
five
dis
not
and

the disease."

asked.

I

can afford
but
have to pay in advance?"
it,
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"Well,

"When it is developed just right

can't give you the
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"Well, I did not bring any money with me except $3.50, but if you will give
me a month's treatment I will give that much to you and pay you $16.50 when
you come here next month."
DR.

W.

C.

CARSON

ALSO

AT

GALESBURG
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Either the specialists who have examined me are wrong or my diseases are
of the flitting and deceiving kind. After being told by Dr. C. A. Walton that
I was suffering from suppressed gonorrhea I went to Dr. C. W. Carson. Dr.
Carson was on the same floor at the hotel in which I was living. He occupied
room 203.
Next door to him, in room 202, Dr. J. Blair Guthrie of Evanston
had established an office for the day. I was the first patient to visit Dr. Carson
in the morning.
I went in to see him before I had breakfast. He greeted me
with a handshake and invited me to take a chair. Without asking me a ques
tion he began to feel my pulse. Then he said :
"Oh, you are extremely nervous."

"I
"Is

suspect

I

am,"

I

replied.

the back of your neck sore at times?"

"Sometimes it is if I sleep in a draft."
"Do you have a hard time to sleep at night?" he asked.
"Well, sometimes I have to lie in bed for an hour before I go to sleep, but
that is because I am thinking about something."
"Well, young man, you are in a serious nervous condition, and it is caused
Now, I am a specialist in nervous troubles and neurasthenia."
by your mind.
"Is that what is the matter with me — neurasthenia?"
"Well, it will come to that unless you follow my instructions."
"What kind of a disease is that?" I asked.
"It is caused by your own mind," he replied. "You see, you have hallucina
I have a woman
tions and it gets on your nerves, and you go all to pieces.
patient who is a sufferer from neurasthenia and she imagines people are trying
She was in a bad fix when I took hold of her, but she is getting
to avoid her.
along fine now."
"Mind Is Master of the Body"

"Will

it cause pains in my back and injure my digestion?"

I

asked.

"It will throw your whole system out of fix, because your mind is master of
"All of the trouble with you lies in your own power to
your body," he replied.
my instructions and just drive these worries out of
will
follow
If
you
prevent.
your mind and take my medicine you will get all right in a few months."
"Doctor, what is all this going to cost me?"
"Just $10 a month."
"That will be $40 in four months."
"Yes, and it will be worth it to you."
"Do I have to pay in advance?" I asked.
"Sure."
"I brought only $2 with me," I said. "Will you take that much and trust me
for the other $8 until you come back i.ext month ?"
"All right, I will take the $2 and you can pay me the rest when I come on
December

18."

there was a knock on the dcor and a man who appeared to be
foreigner who asked for the doctor. Dr. Carson invited the caller to wait for a
few minutes.

At this point

a
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he said. "His wife has been sick also,
have fixed her up so that she is getting along fine."
"Have you many patients in Galesburg?"
"Oh, sure; I have been coming here for eighteen years."

"That is one of my regular patients,"
and

I

DR.

J.

B.

GUTHRIE

AT

GALESBURG HOTEL
Dr. Carson I walked down the front

When I left the room occupied by
stairs
the hotel, came back up on the rear stairs, and knocked at the door of room
A sign was on the door bearing the name of Dr. J. B. Guthrie. He bowed
202.
r.ie in.
"Who sent you to me?" he asked.
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of

Dr.
mcnts.

J.

Blair Guthrie

In

the

original

was a free user of newspaper space.
Here is one of his advertise*
measured seven inches by ten niches.

it

"No one," I replied. "I
"Which one?" he asked.

"I

don't remember, but we take all three of them."

"You know I
be

read your ad. in the paper."

don't advertise

your trouble?"
He made an examination.

in the

Mail,"

he

said.

"Now

what

appears

to
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"Young man, I can see no need for urgent treatment in your case."
"Well, then, I had better leave before you change your mind."
"Well, I will be back here in a month and if you do not feel just right
will give you another examination," he said.

I

JEKYLL AND HYDE TANGLES FOUND IN HUNT FOR QUACKS
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Dr. Fruth and Dr. Shallenberger Are Proved Men of Mystery in Chicago by
Mix-up of Identities —Trail Who's Who Among Traveling
Fakers That Victimize Rural Dupes

[Chicago Tribune, Nov.

29, 1913.]

Like Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde are some members of the group of itinerant
medical "specialists" who, although practicing in the towns near Chicago, make
their headquarters at 766 Oakwood Boulevard. At any rate, a mystery or dual,
or perhaps multiple, personality which the efforts of the Tribune investigators
have been unable to dispel, hovers about the Oakwood Boulevard address.
The
following names or aliases figure in the enigma :

Wilbert Shallenberger
Dr. Charles Henry Fruth
Dr.

Dr. C. B. Carson

J. F. Shallenberger
Dr. J. N. Shallenberger
Dr. R. B. Miller

Dr.

Just who is who in this collection of individuals is what the Tribune investi
gators would like to know. About the only thing they have been able definitely
to establish is that Dr. J. N. Shallenberger occasionally proves to be Dr. Charles
Henry Fruth, and when letters are written to Dr. Charles Henry Fruth Dr. J.
N. Shallenberger answers them. There also is an entanglement of addresses.
Thus Dr. Fruth advertises in the country towns that his Chicago headquarters
are at 2967 Michigan Avenue, but when a reporter (supposed by the doctor to
be a patient) wrote to Dr. Fruth at that address he got a letter signed by Dr.
J. N. Shallenberger 'on a letterhead printed with the name of Dr. Fruth and the
As the reporter had been treated by Dr.
address of 766 Oakwood Boulevard.
Fruth, and never had even seen Dr. Shallenberger, he was puzzled to find Dr.
Shallenberger prescribing for him. Now here is the story from the beginning.
On November IS a Tribune reporter was at Princeton, 111. On that day also he
noticed Dr. J. N. Shallenberger's ad. in a Princeton paper.
He called at the
room in the American Hotel at which, the ad. said, Dr. Shallenberger would
be. There he met a man who so little resembled the photograph of Dr. Shallen
berger printed in the Princeton newspaper that his curiosity was aroused. After
he had been "treated" the young man went to the hotel register and looked up
the name of the man in whose rooms he had been. He found it was Dr. Charles
Henry Fruth.
That was metamorphosis No. 1— change in appearance. During the visit to
the American Hotel the reporter was instructed by the doctor (whom he then
supposed to be Dr. J. N. Shallenberger) to write to him at 2967 Michigan
The reporter, leaving the
Avenue. The doctor said that was his address.
This, he found, carried an
hotel, got a copy of a Dixon (111.) newspaper.
He recognized the picture
of "Dr. Charles Henry Fruth."
advertisement
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immediately as that of the man who had just examined him as "Dr.
Shallenberger." That was metamorphosis
No. 2 — the change in name.

J.

N.

Following instructions,

the reporter wrote to 2967 Michigan Boulevard, the
him by the man who said he was Dr. Shallenberger, and who
In reply he received a letter written on printed
was registered as Dr. Fruth.
stationery bearing the heading "C. H. Fruth, M. D., 766 Oakwood Boulevard.
But the letter was signed "J. N. Shallenberger,
Telephone, Douglas 1328."
M. D., 2967 Michigan Avenue, Chicago." That was metamorphosis No. 3— the
Reporters for the Tribune took the trail on the
interchangeability of address.

address given
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mystery.

J.

N. Shallenberger

sometimes used two columns

and sometimes only

one.

"Dr. Charles Henry Fruth," whose stationery carries the address "766 Oakwood Boulevard," is listed in the telephone directory at 2967 South Michigan
Avenue, which is the office of Dr. J. N. Shallenberger. The telephone number
is Douglas 5809. At that number a woman answered the telephone yesterday
"Is Dr. Charles Henry Fruth in?" the reporter asked.
"Dr. Fruth is out," came the reply, after a brief wait.
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Both Doctors "Out in Machine"
"Then let me speak to Dr.

"Dr. Shallenberger

J.

N. Shallenberger," asked the reporter.

also is out," came the reply.

"Where can I get either of them on the telephone?" asked the reporter.
"They are both out in the machine."
This is an
"What is their home address? Maybe I can call them there.
emergency

"I

. case."

don't know."

Then the reporter called "Douglas 1328," which is an office on the first floor
of an apartment building at 766 Oakwood Boulevard. Inquiries for Dr. Fruth
and Dr. J. N. Shallenberger were of no avail.
Both were out. A reporter
visited the flat.
On the door of the office he read the following names :
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Dr.

John F. Shallenberger

Dr. R.

B.

Miller

Dr. C. B. Carson

Here are five advertisements of W. E. (or Wilbert) Shallenberger.
They have been
reduced to such an extent as to be well-nigh illegible, but will give some idea of the methods
employed by this particular branch of the Shallenberger family.

But the name of Dr. C. H. Fruth, which is printed on stationery of the
address and telephone number, did not appear.
Attendants in the building
"Dr. John F. Shallenberger" was found in the residence
never heard of him.
lists of the telephone directory as at 1207 East Fifty-Third Street, with the
6983."
A reporter telephoned and a man who
telephone number "Midway
said he was Dr. John F. Shallenberger answered.

"Dr. Shallenberger,
"Who is this?" was

is your name
the reply.

Dr. Fruth?" the reporter asked.

"The Tribune."

"You fellows want
voice

after

a silence.

the other

Shallenberger on Michigan Avenue," came the
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"Your

office is at 766 Oakwood Boulevard, isn't it?" asked the reporter.
"Yes," replied the doctor.
"Well, if Dr. Fruth and Dr. Shallenberger have an office on Michigan
Avenue and Dr. Fruth and Dr. Shallenberger have another office on Oakwood
Boulevard, are you not connected up in some way? We would like to straighten
out this tangle."
"No," replied the doctor.

"Are
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"That

you brothers?"
is none

of your business."

"Bertillon of Quacks"
In despair the reporters turned to the "Bertillon of Quacks," a directory of
charlatans, compiled by the American Medical Association.
He found the
following notations :

Shallenberger, J. F. — Chicago.

Residence,
1207 East Fifty-Third
Street.
Born
Boulevard.
1879.
Graduated
Office, 766 Oakwood
by Chicago College
of Medicine and Surgery, in 1907; licensed in Illinois in the same year. Is not
Is an itinerant.
a member of the Chicago Medical Society nor the state society.
private
diseases
and
a
specialty."
weakness
"Sexual
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Born
Office, 766 Oakwood Boulevard.
N. — Chicago.
1897;
Mo.,
Louis,
in
College,
St.
Medical
Graduated by the Barnes
1867.
Is not a member of the Chicago Medical Society
licensed in Illinois in 1897.
Is an itinerant and claims "chronic diseases perma
nor of the state society.

Shallenberger,

J.

nently cured."
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Shalenbercer, Wilbert. — Chicago. Office, 766 Oakwood Boulevard. Grad
uated by the Barnes Medical College, St. Louis, Mo., in 1901 ; licensed in Illinois
Is not a member of the Chicago Medical Society nor of the state
same year.
Is an itinerant.
society.
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DR.

R.

S.

PIPER VISITED

lo

AT

p»u of

DIXON

While the inquiry was progressing in Chicago a reporter was busy trailing
Here is his report:
the "docs" at Dixon.

Dixon, 111., November 19. — In the lobby of the Nachusa House at Dixon,
He is tall and
111., I found Dr. R. S. Piper talking to the clerk and bellboy.
thick set. He appears to be a good mixer and "case-taker."
"Just come up to my room," he said to me, as he put his arm around my
shoulder.

MEN'S

with him up the stairs to the second

went
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floor.

He showed

his room.
doctor,

not believe
this morning."
may

"Is

"Now, how are you feeling this morning?"
don't know, because that is why I came to see you. You
but
have come all the way from Princeton to see you

I

I

"Well,

it,

a

so?" he said, "I am mighty glad to
in Princeton. How did you know that

that

"I

you.

see

have

some loyal

would be over here?"

I

patients

me into

chair," he said.

"Take

I

I

SPECIALISTS

I

I

I

I

I I

replied.
have been watching for you,"
"When
read in the Dixon
that you would be in Dixon,
decided to gallop over here.
did not
want to wait until you came to Princeton, because
do not want any one to
know that
wen*: to see you."
papers

if

is

a

it

address

to

send

the

to,

medicine

Where

it.

he gets

and

in

do you work

Princeton ?"
the doctor observed.
that caused by your health?"

a

may be

family

Then he examined

do or not,"

I

I

not sure whether

me.

he asked.

"I

said.

am

little afraid, and so

I

feel weak physically?"

you

that

you."

let me examine

The doctor listened to the beats of my heart.

"Do
"I'm

"Is

family tendency."

a

"Now

It

"I don't know.

a

is

or

tendency,

a

replied.

I

"In the office of the planing mill,"
sallow complexion,"
"You have

came to you."

that what

is?"

said.

"It will

is

will

take about eight months

I

is

is

"Yes, that
what
the matter with you, and
to get you fixed up."
asked.
"What
the price?"

it

"Is

with the loss of manhood," he

lot of things combined

whole

I

have
informed me.

it

"You

a

Finds "Many Troubles"

cost you $125 cash down," he replied.
a

"And will you

you

guarantee

to cure me?"

I

he

it

$5

I

is it

it

it

I

I

asked.
pay by the month?"
"Can't
lot of money
will save you
"Yes, but
will cost you almost double, so
cash down," he replied.
to pay
said;
something like buying furniture on the installment plan,"
"It
life."
rest
of
your
a month for the
"$10 the first month and then
" so
will be better to pay the money down."
said,
"Yes,"
see
asked.

"Certainly."

I

if

I

I

anything
"Well,
wanted to find out
have no money with me, because
said. "Now, you are going to Princeton tomorrow,
was wrong with me first,"
and
can slip up to your room at the hotel without any one seeing me and
give you the money then."

I
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it

"Well, you need have -no fear about any one knowing
but me," he replied.
any one finds out that you visit me.
"We can tell them
stomach trouble
You are something like
fellow who came over here from Sterling to see me.
He had something he did not want any one to know he had. He gave me some
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it,

"That is a good idea," he said. "You can do that at night and no one will
know what the trouble is. If any one should see you and ask me about
would say that you had stomach trouble.
You don't intend to tell any one,
do you?"
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it

"Well," he said, "that looks all right. You are
from looking at you."
One would not think

I

a

I

it

a

He rolled up my sleeve and attached the apparatus for
blood test to my
left arm. Then he held my pulse and watched the meter on the apparatus.
registered the circulation of my blood.
watched the meter also, as
was
normal as far as my knowledge goes.
pretty

husky young fellow.

MINERAL

WATERS

Mineral Water.— Shipped by the Allouez Mineral Spring
Falsely and fraudulently represented to be a specific for
diseases of the stomach, liver and kidneys, and effective in the treatment and
cure of glycosuria, diabetes, Bright's disease, gout, rheumatism, etc., and as a
cure for dysentery, stone in the kidney, bladder and bile ducts, typhoid and
scarlet fever, etc., "when in truth and in fact it was not." Fine, $250. — [Notice
of Judgment No. 5416, issued Feb. 25, 1918.]
Allouez

Natural
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Co., Green Bay,

Wis.

American Apollinaris Mineral Water. —The Standard Bottling and Extract
Co., Boston, in the name of the American Apollinaris Co., shipped in December,
1915, a quantity of "American Apollinaris Mineral Water" which was adulter
ated and misbranded. It was adulterated in that a product other than Apol
linaris Water had been substituted in whole or in part for Apollinaris Water.
It was misbranded, first because the label falsely and misleadingly represented
to purchasers that the article was Apollinaris Water when it was not, and fur
ther, because the quantity of the contents was not plainly and conspicuously
stated on the outside of the package.
In September, 1919, the company entered
a plea of nolo contendere
and was fined $25. — [Notice of Judgment No. 6661;
issued March 29, 1920.]
Baldwin Cayuga Mineral Water.— Lucius Baldwin & Son, Cayuga, N. Y..
shipped in interstate commerce 60 half-gallon bottles of Baldwin Cayuga Mineral
Water.
The label declared that the water was a cure for Bright's disease,
diabetes, all kidney afflictions, liver complaints, dyspepsia, all affections of the

bladder, all forms of rheumatism, all skin diseases besides being a "Wonderful
Tonic for General Debility." These claims the government held were false and
fraudulent; furthermore, the officials declared the water was adulterated because
"it consisted in whole or in part of a filthy, putrid or decomposed substance."
Lucius Baldwin & Son, claimants, consented to a decree and judgment of
condemnation and forfeiture was entered and the court ordered that the water
should be destroyed. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4894; issued Sept. 25, 1917.]
Barium Rock Spring Water. — In March, 1917, the Barium Springs Co., of
Charlotte, N. C, shipped a quantity of this water, which was seized in inter
Misbranding was evident in that the stuff was falsely and
state commerce.
fraudulently represented as a remedy for numerous disorders, including eczema,
catarrh, scrofula, ulcers, erysipelas, diabetes, Bright's disease, nervous troubles
Furthermore, the water was represented to contain barium,
and dandruff.
did
not.
which it
On April 5, 1918, the court imposed a fine of $10 and costs.-^Judgment
No. 6397 ; issued Sept. 8, 1919.]
[Notice of
Basic Lithia Water. — A number of bottles of water labeled "Basic Lithia
Water, Natural Carbonic Spring Water, Basic, Virginia" were in November,
1908, found in the possession of Otis H. Wood, Washington, D. C.
The claims
made on the label for this stuff were :
"Uric acid solvent."
"A pure light, freestone,
"Invaluable as

ol rheumatism,
nerves."

lithia water."

a constant

gout,

malaria,

and exclusive drinking water, and in the prevention and enr
typhoid fever and diseases of the kidneys, liver, blood an 1
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When analyzed by the government chemists, the water was found to contain
practically no lithium but it did contain disease germs indicating fecal con
tamination. Inasmuch as it was not a "uric acid solvent," was not a "lithia
water," was not "pure" and would neither prevent nor cure the various diseases
named on the label, the stuff was declared misbranded; further, as it was
Otis H. Wood,
contaminated with fecal matter it was also declared adulterated.
having pleaded guilty, the water was destroyed and Wood paid the costs of the
case. No fine was imposed.— [Notice of Judgment No. 59; issued May 17, 1909.]
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Benscot Natural Mineral Spring Water— Shipped by the Benscot Mineral
Adulterated in that the product contained filthy,
Spring Co., Austell, Ga.
Misbranded in that
decomposed and putrid animal or vegetable substance.
—
the bottles contained less water than that declared on the label. Fine, $50.
[Notice of Judgment No. 5816; issued May 29, 1918.]
Berry Spring Lithia Water. —This product was shipped in interstate com
merce in March, 1912, by the Berry Spring Lithia Water Co. of Providence,
R. I. Analysis made by the Bureau of Chemistry showed that the stuff could
not properly be called a natural spring water as many substances, such as
lithium salt, sodium chlorid, sodium bicarbonate, sodium sulphate, and carbon
dioxid had been added to the water taken from the spring, and the product
was, therefore, misbranded. The defendant pleaded nolo contendere and the
court, on April 12, 1913, imposed a fine of $20 with costs of $17.51. — [Notice of
Judgment No. 2585; issued Nov. 28, 1913.]
Bethesda Natural Mineral Spring Water. — Shipped by the Bethesda Mineral
Spring Co., Waukesha, Wis. Falsely and fraudulently represented as a remedy
for Bright's disease, diabetes, etc. Fine, $200 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment
No. 5906; issued May 23, 1918.]
Bowden Lithia Water.— The Bowden Lithia Springs Water Co., an Atlanta,
corporation, shipped a quantity of "Bowden Lithia Water" which was
Analysis showed this product to be another one of the so-called
misbranded.
lithia waters containing practically no lithium. The company pleaded guilty and
was fined $50. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4319; issued Aug. 8, 1916.]
Ga.,

Buckhorn Lithia Water. — A quantity of "Buckhorn Lithia Water" was
shipped by a company of the same name from Henderson, N. C, into Georgia.
The labels on this product contained the following statements :
"This water has the highest scientific
bowels, constipation and indigestion."
"Beneficial

"It
bladder,

"It

in all fevers,

endorsement

as

kidney

for catarrh

of stomach or

especially typhoid."

gives the quickest relief in all uric acid troubles,
pain in urinating."
cures

a cure

and bladder

troubles,

sciatica,

thick

rheumatism

or discolored
and

urine,

stone in

gout."

The water was declared misbranded by the federal authorities, first, because
of the false statements regarding curative effect, and, second, because while
called a lithia water, it did not in fact contain enough lithium to give the
The company pleaded guilty and the court
therapeutic effect of lithia water.
sentence on payment of costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 2709;
suspended
issued March 5, 1914.]
Buffalo Lithia Water. — Some years ago, Alexander Haig evolved the theory
The data on which he founded his
that most diseases are due to uric acid.
men, and investigation showed that
scientific
by
not
corroborated
were
theory
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his methods were unreliable. In spite of the fact that Haig's theories are
utterly discredited, and have been for years, the uric acid fallacy still persists,
although it is now largely confined to the public.
Shrewd business men,
especially those who are more intent on making money than they are concerned
with the manner in which that money is made, owe much to Haig's theory. As
a business proposition, uric acid has been one of the best-paying fallacies on
the market — and possibly still is.
Contemporary with, and to a certain extent a corollary of, the uric acid
fallacy was another, viz., that lithium would eliminate uric acid. This. at once
gave a good working principle for the proprietary men. Uric acid, we were told,
causes disease ; lithium, we were also told, would eliminate uric acid ; therefore,
lithium is the new elixir of life! Could anything be simpler?
Accepting this theory, it was inevitable that mineral waters containing lithium
salts should become highly popular. Many exploiters of mineral waters began
to place most emphasis on the lithium salts in their waters even in those cases
in which lithium was present in such infinitesimal amounts as to render its
detection impossible by any but spectroscopic methods.

r

^MEDICAL OPINIONS

MEDICAL OPINIONS OF

Of

BUFFALO

BUFFALO UTHIA
Springs Water

Lithia Water

THEN

AND

NOW

"Buffalo Lithia
Showing
how "Buffalo Lithia Water" in the course of time became
Springs Water." The government has shown that, to obtain a therapeutic dose of lithium
from Buffalo Lithia Springs Water, it would be necessary to drink 200,000 gallons of the
water.
The government also declared that Potomac River water contained five times as
much lithium as does Buffalo Lithia Springs Water.

One of the best kno%vn, because most widely advertised, of the so-called lithia
is Buffalo Lithia Water — or what used to be called Buffalo Lithia Water.
After the federal Food and Drugs Act came into effect, by which falsification
on the label was penalized, the name of Buffalo Lithia Water was changed to
Buffalo Lithia Springs Water. When Buffalo Lithia Water was subjected to
examination by the government chemists it was found to contain so little lithium
that the amount present was unweighable — it could be demonstrated
only by
the spectroscope.
It was evidently, therefore, not a lithia water in that it did
not contain — at least in quantities that could be consumed — an amount of lithium
effects of lithium.
Possibly the company
that would give the therapeutic
imagined that by changing the name from "Buffalo Lithia Water" to "Buffalo
Lithia Springs Water" it had cleverly evaded the federal law. Their argument,
apparently, was to this effect : The springs from which this water is taken are
known as Buffalo Lithia Springs ; therefore, it is not a misstatement of facts to
call this Buffalo Lithia Springs Water.
waters

WHAT

IS

A

UTHIA

WATER?

The Supreme Court of the District of Columbia, holding a district court,
has recently given an opinion on the Buffalo Lithia Springs Water case. The
findings of the court are refreshingly simple, and characterized by that broad
commonsense view that is becoming increasingly more common among modern
jurists. Read Judge Gould's opinion as to what constitutes a lithia water:
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"Speaking generally, and as an individual of average intelligence and infor
mation, it would seem that if one were offered a water which the vendor told
him was a 'lithia' water, one would have the right to expect enough lithium in
the water to justify its characterization as such, thus differentiating it from
ordinary potable water; and this amount would reasonably be expected to have
some effect on the consumer of the water by reason of the presence of the
lithium."
Certainly

"For

but

of

a person
Lithia Water he
two hundred and
testified, without
as much lithium
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attitude, and one which the man in the street not only
agree with. Then came the question as to the actual
Buffalo Lithia Springs Water, and the court said :

a reasonable

can understand
litsiv-s: content

will

to obtain a therapeutic dose of lithium by drinking Buffalo
would have to drink from one hundred and fifty thousand to
twenty-five thousand gallons of water per day. It was further
contradiction, that Potomac River water contains five times
per gallon as the water in controversy."
SOME

TESTIMONIALS

Here then, is a water that has for years been advertised first, in medical
journals, and later, in lay publications, as a "lithia water" yet, actually, it
contains less lithium, five to one, than is to be found in ordinary river water.
This is a point for physicians to ponder well over. Turn to the back volumes
of medical journals and read, both in the advertising and reading pages, the
elaborate testimonials, given by men high in the medical profession, on the
Read the
marvelous
effects obtained by the use of Buffalo Lithia Water.
following in light of the fact that the water from the Potomac River contains
five times as much lithium as Buffalo Lithia Water :
"In the class of cases in which lithia, soda and potash arc regarded as most specially
indicated, I have obtained far better results from the Buffalo Lithia Waters than from any
of the preparations of the lithium salts of the Pharmacopeia."
(Statement by a member of
the Faculty of Medicine of Paris, France, etc.)
"Its

[Buffalo Lithia Water] therapeutic effects, in my practice, have been vastly superior
those obtained from Lithia Tablets or other Lithia preparations."
(Statement by an
ex-president of the University College of Medicine, Richmond, Va., etc.)
to

"It [Buffalo Lithia Water] is strikingly superior to emergency solutions of lithia tablets
?nd pure water, even where the said solution is an exceedingly strong one."
(Statement by
a former Professor of Clinical Medicine of the College of Physicians
and Surgeons, New
York, and vice-president of the American Medical Association, etc.)
"When Lithia is indicated, I prescribe Buffalo Lithia Water in preference to the Salts of
Lithia, because it is therapeutically superior to laboratory preparations of Lithia."
(State
ment by a former professor in the Medical College of Virginia and ex-president of the
Medical Society of Virginia, etc.)
"Buffalo Lithia Water . . , by its richness of composition of Lithia, is of marvelous
efficacy, in cases of gout, of chronic, articular,
and muscular rheumatism
.
." etc.
.
(Statement by former Physician in Ordinary to the Pope; Member of Academy of Rome, etc.)
"I have tried carbonate of lithia dissolved in water in various proportions; but it certainly
does not have the same effect as Buffalo Lithia Water."
(Statement by a former SurgeonGeneral of the V. S. Army, etc.)
These are but a few of many testimonials from physicians that might be
quoted.
They are interesting from many points of view. They show the
worthlessness
of testimony of this sort — no matter from what source — and the
fallacy of that based on so-called clinical evidence.
To go back to the court's findings : In the case of the government against
Buffalo Lithia Springs Water, one other judicial opinion is worthy of attention,
that referring to the attempt on the part of the exploiters of the water to circum
vent, on a technicality, the evident intent of the Food and Drugs Act.
Said
Judge Gould:
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"The argument seems to be that if Buffalo Lithia Springs are falsely named,
called 'Lithia' Springs, when they do not flow water containing lithium,
therefore the proprietors have the right to sell the product as being Buffalo
Lithia Springs Water, thus perpetuating on the public the misnomer connected
with the origin of the water. It is not apparent how the deceit practiced on the
public by the label is mitigated by carrying it back to the designation of the
spring from which the water comes."
For years no one, apparently, ever criticized the claims made for this
product. Finally, we got the Food and Drugs Act and the federal officials,
acting under the authority vested in them by that law, in December, 1910,
declared Buffalo Lithia Water misbranded.
Thus this old established vested
interest was attacked. The company, of course, fought. It first demurred to the
At the same
charge brought, and in April, 1912, the demurrer was sustained.
which the company again
time an amended libel was filed by the government,
demurred to. This demurrer was overruled in June, 1912, whereon the company
in December, 1912, filed an answer denying that the water was misbranded.
The question has now (1914) been finally decided by the court sitting as a
jury, the matter having been submitted by agreement to the court.
Buffalo Lithia Water has been sold since 1878. During this period undoubt
edly many physicians have prescribed enormous quantities of this water, and
many more laymen have taken the water on their own initiative, based on the
advertised claims made for it. Practically all who purchased the water, whether
directly or on the advice of physicians, did so in the belief that they were getting
lithium. Had they known that, to get a therapeutic dose of lithium they would
have had to drink 200,000 gallons of Buffalo Lithia Water, they would have felt,
and rightly so, that they were the victims of an expensive hoax. — (From The
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being

Journal A. M. A., June

13, 1914.)

[Note,— The decision of the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia was
not accepted by the Buffalo Lithia Water concern and it carried the case to
the Court of Appeals of the District of Columbia.
This court upheld the
findings of the lower court and confirmed its decree, with costs. The water
concern then filed a petition, for a writ of error and to stay the mandate of
This was
the Court of Appeals, in the Supreme Court of the United States.
in December, 1915. In April, 1917, the Buffalo Lithia Water concern filed a
motion in the Supreme Court of the United States to dismiss the writ of
error and affirming the decree of condemnation that had been issued by the
Supreme Court of the District of Columbia.
In September, 1917, judgment
of condemnation and forfeiture was entered and the court ordered that the
product should be released after the costs had been paid and a bond had been
executed.
Buffalo Lithia Water is a "lithia" water no longer; it is now
"Buffalo

Mineral

Springs Water."]

Carbonated Colfax Mineral

Water.— The federal authorities filed

a

libel for

and condemnation
of 1,200 bottles of mineral water consigned by
D. C. Fray & Co., Inc., Colfax, Iowa. The officials charged that the water was
adulterated because chemical and bacteriological examination showed it to be
polluted and containing excessive numbers of bacteria.
It was declared mis
branded, first, because it was called a "carbonated" water when, as a matter of
fact, it was artificially carbonated ; and second, because the following false and
fraudulent claims were made regarding its alleged curative value:
the seizure

"This water is an infallible remedy for all diseases of the liver, kidneys, and blood. It
cures constipation and is the most pleasant and certain promoter of digestion known.
Nature's
remedy for the cure of every form of indigestion
or dyspepsia and acute and chronic
rheumatism and now acknowledged to be the most wonderful specific for kidney affections yet
discovered."
N
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The government declared that the water contained no ingredients or com
bination of ingredients capable of producing such therapeutic effects.
D. C.
Fray & Co., Inc., appeared as claimant and, having interposed no objection to a
decree, judgment of condemnation
and forfeiture was entered and the court
ordered that the water should be destroyed, that the cases and bottles should
be returned to the claimant and that the claimant should pay the costs of the
proceedings. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4888; issued Sept. 25, 1917.]
Chippewa

Natural
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Spring

Water. — The

government filed a libel for the
each containing one-half gallon, of
"Chippewa Natural Spring Water," sold by the Chippewa Springs Corporation,
Chippewa Falls, Wis., charging that the product was misbranded.
The label
declared in part that this water was "Beneficial and Remedial in cases of
Typhoid Fever, Kidney Diseases, Rheumatism, Gout, Constipation, Indigestion,
Headache, etc."
These claims the government declared were "feloniously and
seizure

and condemnation

of

3,420

bottles,

fraudulently made with the intention to create the impression that the article was
efficacious for the treatment of the diseases mentioned, whereas, it contained
no ingredient or combination of ingredients capable of producing the thera
peutic effects claimed." No claimant appeared for the property, and the court
entered judgment of condemnation
and forfeiture and ordered that the product
should be redelivered to the Chippewa Springs Co. on payment of all the costs
of the proceedings and the execution of a bond in the sum of $50. — [Notice of
Judgment No>. 4726; issued June 20, 1917.]
Coppahaunk Lithia Water. — Henry Schoolbred, trading as the Coppahaunk
Lithia Springs Co., New York, shipped a quantity of this water in interstate
commerce in July, 1915. Analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry, it was found
to contain no lithia, though this was represented on the label as an ingredient.
Misbranding being obvious, the court, on Nov. 20, 1916, imposed a fine of $25.—
[Notice of Judgment No. 5107; issued Jan. 29, 1918.]
Crystal Lithium Spring Water. — George W. Hamilton, who did business as
the "Crystal Lithia Water Co.," Excelsior Springs, Mo., shipped in interstate
commerce a quantity of "Crystal Lithium Spring Water," which was declared
Misbranding was alleged because the label claimed
adulterated and misbranded.
that each gallon of the water contained over 2 grains of lithium chlorid, when,
Further, the claim
as a matter of fact, it contained little, if any, lithium chlorid.
that the product was the "Best Water in the Treatment of Bright's Disease,
•. .
.
Rheumatism and Gravel" was declared recklessly and wan
Diabetes
Hamilton was fined $100 and costs. — [Notice of
tonly false and fraudulent.
Judgment No. 4174; issued April 29, 1916.]
Deerfield Water. — In August, 1916, the Deerfield Mineral Springs Company,
Deerfield, Ohio, shipped a quantity of " 'Triple Bi-Carbonate,' Deerfield Water"
In March, 1918, an information was
which was adulterated and misbranded.
The water was declared adulterated "for the reason
filed against the concern.
that it consisted in part of a filthy, decomposed and putrid animal and vegetable
substance."
It was declared misbranded because the labels "falsely and fraud
ulently represented it as a cure for stomach trouble, kidney disease, uric acid
poisoning and liver troubles when in truth and in fact it was not."
It was
further alleged to be misbranded because the quantity of the contents was not
plainly and conspicuously marked on the package.
In February, 1919, the com
pany pleaded guilty and was fined $50 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No.
6482; issued Oct. 18, 1919.]
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Crazy Mineral Water. — One hundred and twenty half-gallon bottles of water
"Crazy No. 3" were declared adulterated by the federal authorities.
According to the officials this water which, according to the label, was the
product of the Crazy Well Water Company, Mineral Wells, Texas, was adul
terated because it contained a filthy, decomposed and putrid animal substance.
No claimant appeared and judgment of condemnation and forfeiture was entered
and the court ordered that the product should be destroyed. — [Notice of Judg
ment No. 4234; issued May 19, 1916.]
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labeled

Ferro-Manganese Regent Spring.— The Excelsior Springs Mineral Water
Co., Excelsior Springs, Mo., shipped in May, 1917, a quantity of
The product was declared misbranded
"Ferro-Manganese
Regent Spring."
because it was falsely and fraudulently represented as "a remedy for alcoholism,
chronic rheumatism, dyspepsia, diabetes, Bright's disease, albuminuria, dropsy,
Furthermore,
sciatica and insomnia, when, in truth and in fact it was not."
the quantity of the contents was not plainly and conspicuously marked while
the label was so worded as to deceive and mislead purchasers into the belief
that it was a natural mineral spring water when in fact it was an artificial
water. In December, 1918, the company pleaded guilty and was
carbonated
fined $15 and costs.— [Notice of Judgment No. 6665; issued March 20, 1920.]
Garrod Spa Lithia Water. — Shipped by the Enno Sander Seltzer & Soda Co.,
Product declared adulterated because it consisted in part of
St. Louis, Mo.
filthy, decomposed, putrid animal and vegetable substances.
Falsely and fraud
ulently represented as a cure for gout and rheumatism. Fine, $30 and costs. —
[Notice of Judgment No. 5502; issued April 10, 1918.]
and Bottling

Gray Mineral Water.— William Baird and William A. Baird, trading as Wil
liam Baird & Son, Cambridge Springs, Pa., shipped in interstate commerce a
quantity of "Gray Mineral Water" which the federal authorities declared misThe statement on the label that this product was "Nature's Own
branded.
Cure for all diseases of the Stomach, Liver, Bowels, Kidneys and Urinary
Organs, Also Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Gout, Nervous Disorders, etc.," was
declared false and fraudulent and made in reckless and wanton disregard of its
truth or falsity. It was further charged that the claims that Gray Mineral Water
in its Crystal Clearness,
was "America's Choicest Table Water unequaled
misleading
and
Purity"
were
false
in that they indi
Absolute
Pleasant Taste and
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cated that the product was a natural mineral water, when in fact it was an
artificially carbonated mineral water. The government charged further that the
claim that the product was "Bottled at the Spring" was false and misleading
because it indicated that the article was bottled at Gray Mineral Spring, when in
Finally, misbranding was alleged for the further reason that
fact it was not.
the quantity of the contents was not plainly and conspicuously marked on the
The defendants were fined $20 and costs. — [Notice of
outside of the package.
Judgment No. 4733; issued June 20, 1917.]
Hamby's Genuine Dawson Springs Water Concentrated— Shipped by the
Dawson Salts & Water Co., Dawson Springs, Ky. Analysis showed the stuff
to be a concentrated natural water, to which had been added Epsom and Glau
Fine, $50. —
Falsely, misleadingly and fraudulently advertised.
ber salts.
April
29,
5629;
Judgment
No.
issued
1918.]
[Notice of
Harris Springs Water.— The federal authorities seized SO demijohns and
from South
240 bottles of Harris Springs Water, which had been shipped
Carolina to Florida, charging that the product was adulterated and misbranded
Adulteration was charged because
in violation of the Food and Drugs Act.
Misbranding was alleged because the water
the water contained fecal matter.
.
.
For the Kidneys, Bladder,
.
was claimed to be "A Natural Remedy.
by physicians
Stomach and Liver . . ." and was said to be recommended
Kidney,
Catarrh
in
the
Gallstones,
"Rheumatism,
Gout,
Stone
Dyspepsia,
for
Hematuria,
Nephritis, Bright's Disease, Dropsy, Nausea,
of the Stomach,
These claims the
Certain Diseases of the Blood."
Catamenial Derangements,
government charged were false and fraudulent as the water contained no sub
stance or combination of substances capable of producing any such therapeutic
No claimant having appeared, the court ordered that the water should
effects.
be emptied on the ground and that the demijohns and bottles might be delivered
to the Harris Springs Water Co., if the company would pay the cost of the
proceedings ; otherwise the demijohns and bottles should be sold by the United
States marshal.1 — [Notice of Judgment No. 4441; issued Oct. 16, 1916.]
Henk Waukesha Mineral Spring Water. — The Henk Mineral Spring Co.,
Waukesha, Wis., was the trade name under which Margaret K., Arthur W..
Emma, Clarence E., and Mabel Henk operated as co-partners in the sale of
"Henk Waukesha Mineral Spring Water." The federal authorities proceeded
The
against these individuals on the ground that the product was misbranded.
"is
Water
Spring
Mineral
Waukesha
officials held that the claim that Henk
incipiin
its
disease
Bright's
ailments,
kidney
all
a most effective remedy for
and
ency" was false and fraudulent and made knowingly and in reckless
water
wanton disregard of its truth or falsity because in truth and in fact the
remedy
for
did not contain ingredients or medicinal agents effective as a
or
incipiency
in
its
disease
Bright's
all kidney ailments or as a remedy for
making
was
fined
$25
each
and
guilty
The defendants pleaded
at any stage.
4858; issued Sept. 25, 1917.]
an aggregate of $125.— [Notice of Judgment No.
Omaha, Nebraska, trading
Hiccura Mineral Water.— P. F. Panabaker of
shipped in interstate com
Company,"
under the name "Hiccura Mineral Water
authorities declared mis
federal
the
merce, a quantity of mineral water which
stuff:
the
for
made
were
The following claims
branded.
"Natural Mineral Water."
"Pure Natural Remedy."
"Hiccura Mineral Water is

the

strongest and most

perfect of Natural Waters."

in that the "Hiccura
The federal authorities declared the water misbranded
mineral water,
artificial
water,
an
but
"natural"
a
not
was
Mineral Water"
1

Notice

of
later case of misbranding and adulteration
22, 1920
of Judgment No. 6613, issued March

A

Harris Spring

Water is described

in
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containing ferric sulphate, 84 grams per liter, and aluminum sulphate 21 grams
per liter. Panabaker was fined $15 and costs— [Notice of Judgment No. 2380;
issued June 3, 1913.]
Lithiated Mount Clemens Aperient Water.— Shipped by John Meyer, Mount
Clemens, Mich.
Samples contained no appreciable amount of lithium but did
contain filthy, decomposed vegetable matter. Adulterated and falsely and fraud
ulently advertised. Fine, $50.— [Notice of Judgment No. 5757; issued June 29,

is

it

a

it,

it

Imperial Spring Water.— John Morgan and Alfred Y Morgan, doing busi
ness under the firm name, John Morgan, New York, N. Y., were prosecuted by
the federal authorities for shipping a quantity of so-called spring water, which
was misbranded.
"Imperial Spring Water" was, as a matter of fact, hydrant
water which had been filtered, a small quantity of mineral salts added and the
water then charged with carbonic acid gas. The stuff seems to have been sold
almost exclusively within the confines of the state of New York and hence
would not ordinarily come under federal jurisdiction.
A government inspector
ordered some of this water shipped to Newark, N. J., which brought the
product into interstate commerce.
The trial judge seemed to take the attitude
that this action on the part of the federal official showed undue zeal.
He
apparently believed that if the people of New York wanted to buy hydrant
water and pay "spring water" prices for
was none of the federal govern
ment's business.
When the case came to trial, the defendants pleaded not
guilty but the jury decided otherwise. Then the defendants moved for
new
trial and also moved that judgment be arrested.
The judge granted the motion
in arrest of judgment but the Supreme
Court reversed his action and sent
the case back for sentence and judgment. The defendants were then fined $50.
Incidentally
worth noting that the original offense was committed in
October, 1908; indictment was returned in March, 1910; the defendants pleaded
not guilty in May, 1910; the court granted the motion in arrest of judgment
in September, 1910; the Supreme Court reversed the action of the lower court
in December, 1911, and the defendants finally paid their fine in February, 1912.—
[Notice of Judgment No. 1692; issued Oct. 17, 1912.]

:

a

Manadnock Lithia Spring Water. — S. A. Scammon of Temple, N. H., shipped
in interstate commerce
quantity of Manadnock Lithia Spring Water. Some of
the claims made for this product were

it

"The most wonderful natural Lithia Spring water now known in the World."
"Recommended
for Gout, Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Eczema, Sugar Diabetes, Bright's Dis
ease, Gall Stones; also reduces temperature
in all fevers; and all diseases of the kidneys
asthma, etc."
"As beautifier of the complexion,
has no equal."
it

This so-called lithia water was declared misbranded. as
contained only an
unweighable trace of lithium and not enough to warrant the water being classed
lithia water.
as
Scammon was fined $15. — [Notice of Judgment No. 2814;
issued

April

2,

a

1914.]

Mountain Valley Spring Water. — Some "Mountain Valley Spring Water of
Arkansas" was shipped in interstate commerce with the following claims appear
ing on the packages
:
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1918.]

"World's

"Is
"A

best water for kidney and bladder troubles."
Valley Water."
Mountain
Radio-Active
Remedy for Bright's Disease, Diabetes, Cystitis and Rheumatism."

This product was declared misbranded by the federal authorities on the
ground that the statements that the water was radio-active and was "a remedy
for Bright's Disease, Diabetes, Cystitis and Rheumatism," were false, fraudu
lent and misleading. The government further declared "said water was not
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radio-active, and was not a remedy for Bright's disease, diabetes, cystitis and
rheumatism." The Mountain Valley Water Company admitted the allegation
and judgment of condemnation
and forfeiture was entered.
The company paid
Diitr.out.noAgon*)**in Phiiodoiphin,
NowYork,CMeon«,**-Uun on* London,England.
DIURETIC,
Fof Brlehia Dlaaaaa,
Indlaaatlon,'MbMn,

Artaria.laiaraaia,

Gout, nhaumatiam,
inlitwna.ionol Bladda*,
Saiai-aa,

N«arttia.

SOLVENT AND ELIMINANT.

TELEPHONE,WALNUT3407
RAOIOACTIVE

MOUNTAIN VALLEY SPRINGS, ARK.

fountain Baling

Water

(Eampmy

Eaaaaai«aUna Aald
Try If now.

SOLE DISTRIBUTORSIN PENNA.
Office: 258-260 SOUTH 12th STREET

PHILADELPHIA,
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Kianara,BladderBlood
andArtaiVaa
and
all

WATER FROM

PA.,

^^VJuno

3rd.

1915

the cost of the proceedings, and after executing a bond in the sum of $500 was
permitted to take possession of the water. — [Notice of Judgment No. 3627;
issued June 5, 1915.]

Ozone Vichy Water. — "Ozone Vichy Water" was a product put out by the
Ozone Spring Water Company, Ltd., New Orleans, La. The principal labels
on the bottles were printed in French and various testimonials in French and
German were given. In addition, the label stated that the company had branch
offices in fourteen of the largest cities in the United States, naming the cities.
Besides the principal label, there was an inconspicuous "sticker" attached to
the bottle which read:
"Artificial. This vichy is bottled by the Oione Spring Water Co., Ltd., New Orleans, La.,
United States Department of Agriculture Serial No. 5438."

Two consignments of this water were seized by the federal authorities and
declared both adulterated and misbranded.
The water was adulterated because
it was found to contain "filthy, decomposed and putrid substances," to wit,
fecal matter.
It was declared misbranded (1) because the principal labels,
both from their form and the foreign languages in which they were written,
were such as to deceive and mislead the purchaser into thinking that the water
was an imported product ; (2) because while designated "vichy," the water did
not correspond in composition with that of real vichy; (3) because the word
"ozone" gave the impression that ozone was a constituent part of the .water
when it was not; (4) because of a statement in French that was intended and
calculated to convey, and did convey, the impression that the stuff was a- natural
water when, as a matter of fact, it was artificial; (5) because while fourteen
The
branch offices were named on the label, no such branch offices existed.
defendant was fined $20 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 876; issued June
16, 1911.]

Pluto Concentrated Spring Water. — We have received at different times
inquiries of which the following that came a few days ago is typical: "Please
give me any information that you may possess as to the character of Concen
trated Pluto Spring Water."
It has been said that there is as much humbug and misrepresentation con
nected with the exploitation of so-called mineral waters as there is in the
An examination of the claims made for "Pluto
"patent medicine" business.
Water" seems to verify this statement. "Pluto water" is said to be derived from
But the so-called Pluto
one of three springs at French Lick Springs, Indiana.
drug-store
is
not
the
"natural" water but
the
at
Water that may be purchased
it is doubtless possible to purchase the "natural"
While
"Pluto Concentrated."
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Pluto Water by ordering it specially, we believe that not one drug-store in a
hundred carries anything but the so-called "concentrated" Pluto Water. The
distinction between the "natural" and the "concentrated" will be referred to
more fully, later.
The claims made for Pluto Water are as outrageous as those made for many
"patent medicines."
For instance:
"Will
kidney,
holism,

quickly

relieve

and permanently euro such afflictions as indigestion,
rheumatism, nervous disorders, acute or

liver and stomach trouble,

constipation,
chronic alco

etc."
swift and sure specific for indigestion, constipation, kidney and liver disease. . . ."
"Exercises a specific influence both in the prevention and cure of inflammation of the

"A

biliary tract."
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"Renovates and builds tissue."
"Restores the functions of the stomach."

More than this could hardly be asked or expected even of Peruna, Duffy's
Malt Whisky or Lydia Pinkham's Compound ! The composition of a water that
The essential
will produce such wonders is, naturally, a matter of interest.
constituents of Pluto Water are said to be the sulphates of sodium, magnesium
Accord
and calcium, the chlorid of sodium and the carbonate of magnesium.
ing to an analysis published by the French Lick Springs concern, these ingredi-

PLUTO
SB

WATER

reproduction (reduced) of the label on "Pluto Concentrated Spring Water."
Photographic
The only hint that the purchaser is given of the fact that Epsom salt and Glauber's salt have
stating that it is "fortified
been added to this stuff is to be found in the line inconspicuously
with some of the natural products of the water."

ents are found in the following proportions (parts per thousand) in the "natural"

Pluto Water:

Sodium sulphate (Glauber's salt)
Magnesium sulphate (Epsom salt)....
Calcium sulphate

0.68
0.34
1.70

Sodium chlorid (salt)
Magnesium carbonate

1.99
0.55

To the average person the composition of the "natural" Pluto Water is
largely a matter of academic interest, for practically it is only the so-called
"concentrated" Pluto Water that is found on the market.
The impression is
given in all of the advertising matter that the "concentrated" Pluto Water is
"natural" Pluto Water boiled down.
The following quotations from the litera
ture will make this plain :
"Pluto Concentrated Spring Water is the same water [as 'natural' Pluto] except that it
goes through a process of boiling, eliminating the free gases, retaining the sulphates, etc.,
making this water in the neighborhood of ten times as strong as the natural spring water."
"It ['concentrated' Pluto] is a product of the Natural Pluto Spring Water with this
it, we eliminate all gases, retaining all the
exception, that in the process of concentrating

solids."

The public and the medical profession, then, are led to believe that "con
centrated" Pluto Water is identical with "natural" Pluto Water except that
With this in
(he former has been boiled down until it is ten times as strong.
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mind, study the following analysis which the company issues as representing
the composition (parts per thousand) of the "concentrated" Pluto Water:
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Sodium sulphate (Glauber's salt)
Magnesium sulphate (Epsom salt)...
Calcium sulphate

50.00
30.97
2.81

Sodium chlorid (salt)
Magnesium carbonate

2.50
0.35

From this it will be seen that, even according to the company's own figures,
"concentrated" Pluto differs from the "natural" Pluto in that it has more
than eighty times as much Glauber's salt; nearly one hundred times as much
Epsom salt; less than twice as much calcium sulphate; only a trifle more
sodium chlorid and less magnesium carbonate than is found in the "natural."
What does this mean?
It means that "concentrated" Pluto bears but a
slight relation to "natural" Pluto, and it means that, for all practical purposes,
"concentrated" Pluto Water is essentially a solution of Epsom salt and Glauber's
salt in the proportion of three of the former to five of the latter.
The exploiters of "concentrated" Pluto are evidently marketing a solution
of Epsom salt and Glauber's salt under a name that has some commercial value,
and are making claims for their saline laxative that range from gross exag
geration to positive falsehood.
It may be asked, "Why does not the Food and Drugs Act protect the public
against this deceit?
How can the French Lick Springs concern label a mixture
of this sort 'Pluto Spring Water'?"
We cannot answer these questions.
The
only indication that the label gives of the facts we have stated is that in small
type — so placed as to be unnoticed by the average person — appears the following :
"Fortified with

some ot

the natural products or the water."

This admission, so far as we have been able to learn, is made in none of
the advertising matter.
One other point is worth attention. Much is made, in
the booklets the exploiters sent out, of the fact that sulphur
is present in the "natural" Pluto in the form of hydrogen
sulphid (sulphureted hydrogen) and sulphuric anhydrid
(sulphuric acid). This ingredient, says the concern, "is by
many considered the most important constituent of the
water." It is hardly necessary to remind our readers that
whatever sulphureted hydrogen gas may be found in the
"natural" Pluto, not a particle of it exists in the "concen
trated" Pluto.
The company does not explain how it is
possible to have sulphuric acid in an alkaline water!
The following requirements regarding "The Labeling of
Medicinal and Table Waters" are part of "Food Inspection
'Decision 94" issued by the United States Department of
Agriculture :

"All waters which, though natural in the beginning, have
anything added to them or abstracted from them after they
come from source, should either be labeled as 'artificial' or
should be so labeled as to indicate that certain constituents
have been added to or extracted from them. It is suggested
that the word 'artificial' or the above explanation, as the
case may be, should appear in as large type as the name of
the water in question and on a uniform background."
What is the explanation of the contempt which the label
of Pluto Concentrated Spring Water seems to show for
"Food Inspection Decision 94"? — (Modified /rom The Jour
nal A. M. A., March 29, 1913.)
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[Since the preceding article was written certain changes have been made in
the labeling of "Pluto Concentrated." No longer is it "Fortified with Some of
the Natural Products of the Water"; it is now "Fortified with Sodium and
Magnesium Sulphates" (Glauber and Epsom Salts). No longer does the label
recommend
it for "diabetes" or "skin eruptions." But no such conservatism
—or cautiousness — shows itself in the booklets that are not part of the trade
package and which are, therefore, not subject to the penalties of the federal
Food and Drugs Act. The claims in the booklets of 1917 are identical with those
"Skin Diseases" and "Diabetes," respectively, are each given a
made in 1913.
paragraph detailing the alleged virtues of "Pluto" in these conditions.
The 1917 booklet also contains some descriptive matter 'on the "Pluto Spring"
It is chiefly
that has appeared for some years in the Pluto advertising.
remarkable as a specimen of plagiarism. The facts seem to be as follows :
Nearly a quarter of a century ago (in 1893) a French physician wrote an
article on a mineral water originating near Madrid, Spain. A year later this
article was translated into English for the use of the American agent of this
Spanish mineral water.
The agent widely distributed the pamphlet in 1895.
Nearly ten years later (in 1906) this American agent had to call attention to
the fact that a "/>/«/ocratic competitor" had appropriated whole sentences from
his booklet.
It may be of interest to show the remarkable likeness between the
claims made nearly twenty-five years ago for a foreign water with those made
today for "Pluto":
CLAIMS

MADE

FOR

A SPANISH

WATER

IN

18'J3

CLAIMS

MADE

FOR

"PLUTO"

IN

1917

water emerges as a gushing
The
spring from a tertiary soil; rock formation,
rich in glauberite, crystals of calcium-sodium
sulphate
.
.
."

"The Famous Pluto emerges as a gushing
spring from a tertiary soil, rock formation,
rich in glauberite, crystals of calcium-sodium
sulphate."

". . . it does not, therefore, owe its
efficacy to the salt dissolved by percolation
.
through the soil
.
"It is a clear, colorless water of specific
gravity 1070
.
."
.

". . . therefore, does not owe its effi
cacy to the salts dissolved by percolation
through the soil."
"It is a clear, colorless water of specific
gravity 1064
.
.
."

The agent for the Spanish water complained
eleven years ago that this
appropriation of his advertising thunder "seems almost like petty larceny." —
[January, 1918.]

Pluto Misbranded as to Quantity. — In April, 1909, thirty-four cases of
mineral water labeled and branded "2 Doz. Qts. Pluto Concentrated Mineral
Water" were shipped by the French Lick Springs Hotel Company from French
Lick Springs, Indiana, to Baltimore, Maryland. A number of the bottles were
Instead
examined by the federal authorities and found to be short measure.
of each containing a quart of the water as labeled, they actually averaged a
little more than one and one-half pints (1.6 pints). The defendants pleaded
guilty. No fine was imposed and the court permitted the water to be turned
over to the French Lick Springs Hotel Company on payment of costs and exe
cution of a bond of $250 on condition that the water was not to be sold under
the false label complained of in the libel. — [Notice of Judgment No. 121; issued
Dec. 21, 1909.]

Reichs-Quellen Gesellschaft Water. — Charles Meisezahl, John Meisezahl and
the Charles Meisezahl Manufacturing Company, all of New York City, were
prosecuted by the federal authorities for shipping a water that was misbranded
The water was labeled :
as to its origin and source.
Wiesbaden. EuropaAn invaluable remedy for rheumatism.
Gesellschaft.
"Reichs-Quellen
Charles Meisezahl. Sole Agent for the U. S."
Selters Water.
Asien-America-Australien.
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In the center of the label a picture of a spring was prominently displayed.
Some of the bottles bore a smaller supplemental label containing the firm's name,
an analysis and the words "Artificial-Selters."
The water was declared misbranded in that the principal label both in the pictorial and written matter gave
the purchaser to understand that the water was from a natural source and was
an important water.
As a matter of fact, it was neither. The small supple
mental label which was attached did not correct, in the court's view of the
The defendants having pleaded
case, the misstatement on the principal label.
guilty, a fine of $50 was imposed. — [Notice of Judgment No. 78; issued July
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13, 1909.]

Robinson Spring Water.' — The Robinson Springs Co., Pocahontas, Miss.,
The government
shipped in July, 1917, a quantity of Robinson Spring Water.
charged that this article was misbranded because certain therapeutic or curative
claims made on or in the trade package were false and fraudulent and applied
knowingly and in reckless and wanton disregard of their truth or falsity. The
false and fraudulent statements were such as to lead the purchaser to believe that
Robinson Spring Water was effective as a remedy for Bright's disease, diabetes,
dropsy, cystitis, gout, rheumatism, indigestion, kidney and bladder troubles when
in truth and in fact it was not. One C. L. Bradley appeared in the suit claiming

the water as his property and denying that the therapeutic claims were false and
Bradley averred that many reputable physicians had testified to
fraudulent.
the therapeutic value of this water in- the treatment of the diseases for which
he recommended it. Judge Jack in delivering his charge to the jury emphasized
the fact that the government was not attacking the water as bad or unfit for
use, but was attacking the therapeutic claims made for it. In his charge Judge
Jack had the following pertinent comments to make on the Food and Drugs

Act:

"The Pure Food and Drugs Act is one of the best laws of its character
It simply means that a man
on the statute books in many years.
shall correctly brand or label that which he ships in interstate commerce,
that the purchaser must be informed of the character of the article bought,
and must not be deceived as to its curative properties, in other words, that
the drug must not be sold under false representations.
"Barnum, the veteran showman, used to say that the American people
That is, perhaps, more or less true. Consequently,
like to be humbugged.
a man who deliberately bets his money on a shell game, or who invests his
savings in a gold brick, receives, and is entitled to, little sympathy.
There
is, however, a class of people, not ordinarily over credulous or gullible in
placed

of Robinson Spring
1. This is the fourth case of misbranding
described in Notices of Judgment Nos. 4072, 4073 and 6467.

Water;

the

other cases are
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"Rubino Healing Springs Lithia Water." — The Rubino Healing Springs Co.,
quantity of "Rubino Healing Springs
Hot Springs, Va., shipped, in June, 1917,
Lithia Water" into Connecticut. This was another of the so-called 'lithia
waters" which contained practically no lithium. The product was declared misbranded, first because of the false and misleading statements that
was
lithia
"did not contain
sufficient quantity of lithium to entitle
water when, in fact,
to be called lithia water" and, second, because of the false and fraudulent
claim that
was effective as
treatment for rheumatism and gout. The court
judgment
of
condemnation
and forfeiture and ordered that the product
entered
should be released to the claimant on payment of the costs and the execution
bond.— [Notice of Judgment No. 6005; issued June 17, 1918.]
of
a

Rock Spring Lithia Water.— Charles Jacobsen, trading under the name of
Bottling Co., Washington, D. C, sold
product that was labeled
picture representing
"Rock Spring Lithia."
The label also bore
woman
spring. As this implied that the product was
drawing water from
natural
lithia water, the government took action against Jacobsen when
was found
that the product was really distilled water to which lithium salts had been
spring water nor
was neither
added.
In other words,
natural lithia water.
— [Notice of Judgment No. 94;
and
was
fined
guilty
$100.
Jacobsen pleaded
issued Oct.
1909.]
Royal Lithia Water. — William H. Anderson of Waukesha, Wis., sold another
5,

a

a

it

it

a

a

a a

a

the Arlington

of the so-called lithia waters, which contained an unweighable quantity of
lithium.
was labeled as a cure for rheumatism,
gout, dropsy, etc. It was
very, evidently misbranded
charge to which the defendant pleaded guilty and
was fined $25.— [Notice of Judgment No. 1032.]
Oberweiser,
Salvator Magnesia Spring Water. — In January, 1914, Charles
Joseph
Fitzgibbons,
co-partners
doing
business
under
Frank A. Daniels and
L.
Wis.,
Springs
Bay,
Mineral
shipped
Company of Green
the name of the Salvator
to Chicago two hundred and fifty cases of Salvator Magnesia Spring Water. In
libel for the seizure and condemna
February, 1914, the federal officials filed
was misbranded in violation of the Food and
tion of this water charging that
Drugs Act. The label, in addition to containing an alleged analysis, bore the
following fraudulent statements:
it

a

J.

a

;

It
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a

it,

if

is

it,

ordinary matters of business, who, when stricken with a fatal malady, like
drowning men, grasp at straws, and fall easy victims to quack doctors and
patent medicine fakers. Such a man, when told by his physician that his
case is hopeless and his days numbered, against his own better judgment,
tries one nostrum after another in the desperate hope that he may find a
cure.
Such a man is the more easily persuaded to buy an alleged remedy
whose efficacy he may doubt if he knows that it is at least perfectly harm
less. These remarks are made to impress on your minds the wisdom of the
law and the importance of its strict enforcement.
"If the water in question has the qualities attributed to it by the owner,
it is not only his right to so advertise
but
to the interest of the public
that he should do so. On the other hand,
the water has not the qualities
ascribed to
then such false advertising by labels on the bottles should be
suppressed, and the deception of the public should be stopped."
The jury returned
decree
verdict for the government and on Feb. 25, 1919,
of condemnation and forfeiture was entered. — [Notice of Judgment No. 6623;
issued March 22, 1920.]

"A Specific for Diabetes, Bright's Disease, Rheumatism,
Stomach, Bladder, Liver and Heart."
"Nature's own remedy."

Gout

and

all

diseases

of

the

478
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The label further contained a statement to the effect that the water was
"valuable in dyspepsia, indigestion associated with undue acidity of the stomach,
congestion of the liver accompanied by sluggish portal circulation, in diabetes
and gout and in all chronic catarrhal affections of the mucous membranes of
the respiratory, digestive
and genital organs."
The government naturally
declared that the therapeutic
claims made for this product constituted mis
branding under the act. When in March, 1914, the case came on for final
hearing the individuals conducting the Salvator Mineral Springs Co. admitted
the material allegations in the libel.
The court ordered that the water should
be delivered to the Salvator Mineral Springs Company on payment of the cost
of the proceedings and the execution of a bond of $2,000, one of the conditions
of the bond being that the bottles be entirely relabeled so as to eliminate the
false and fraudulent statements. — [Notice of Judgment No. 3389; issued Jan.
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11, 1915.]

Seawright Magnesian Lithia Water. — A libel was filed for the seizure and
condemnation
of 1,656 bottles of Seawright Magnesian Lithia Water which
were labeled in part "Seawright Magnesian Lithia Spring Co., Nature's Ner
vine.
E. R. Edmondson, Manager, Staunton, Va." Misbranding was alleged.
The following

therapeutic claims

appeared

on the bottle:

"Quiets the nerves and induces sleep. Invaluable in all diseases of the Stomach, Liver
or Kidneys, Stone in the Bladder, etc. Relieves Dyspepsia, Constipation, Rheumatism, Gout,
etc A sure remedy for Eruptions and all Diseases of the Skin, Ulcerated Stomach, Sore
Eyes, etc."

Misbranding was alleged in that, first, the water did not contain enough
lithium to entitle it to be designated as a lithia water; second, it "did not
contain any ingredient or combination of ingredients capable of producing the
No claimant having appeared, judgment
therapeutic
effects claimed for it."
of condemnation and forfeiture was entered and the court ordered that the
product should be destroyed. — [Notice of Judgment No. 3714; issued July 13,
1915.]

Sprudel Concentrated Spring Water. — The West Baden Springs Co., West
Baden, Ind., in August, 1917, shipped a quantity of "Sprudel Concentrated Spring
Water," which was adulterated and misbranded. Examination by the Bureau of
Chemistry showed that six out of eight bottles examined contained bacilli of the
colon group and the product was declared adulterated because it contained
It was declared mis"filthy and decomposed animal or vegetable substance."
the
label
stated
that
the
water
was
"fortified
with some of
branded because
as
matter
of
products
natural
of
the
water"
when
a
fact
it
contained
added
the
salts not obtained from the West Baden Springs. Furthermore, it was declared
misbranded because it was falsely and fraudulently represented as a treatment
for gout, rheumatism, diabetes and obesity "whereas in truth and in fact it was
not." In November, 1918, the company pleaded guilty and was fined $100 and
costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 6641; issued March 22, 1920.]
Stafford Mineral Springs Water. — Several carboys of a product known as
"Stafford Mineral Springs Water" were shipped in interstate commerce by
Colburn, Morgan Co., Inc., operating as the Stafford Mineral Springs & Hotel
Co., Ltd., Vosburg, Miss.
The water bore claims to this effect:
"A remedy for all Kidney Diseases, Bright's Disease, Diabetes,
Torpid Liver, Calculi, Insomnia, Nervous Prostration, Etc."

Dyspepsia,

Rheumatism,

In view of these false and fraudulent claims the government declared the
Colburn, Morgan Co., Inc., having admitted the allegation,
stuff misbranded.
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and forfeiture was
and consented to a decree, judgment of condemnation
It was ordered by the court that after the water had been properly
entered.
relabeled and the company had paid the cost of the proceedings the product
should be delivered to the claimant after bond had been given in conformity
with the act.— [Notices of Judgment, 3648 and 3649; issued June 5, 1915.]

Star Well Water. — T. S. Richards and Frank Richards, doing business under
Well Co., Mineral Wells, Tex., shipped a quantity of misbranded
The product was labeled "Star Well Water. Natural mineral
wells water from Mineral Wells, Texas." Here are some of the claims made
the name Star
mineral water.

for it:

"This water cures rheumatism, stomach troubles, constipation, insomnia."
"The Star Water gives immediate relief to indigestion and cures nervousness in four days."
"This water has cured thousands of every ailment and cannot be equalled for any disease
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pertaining

"A

to the human system."

specific cure for the appetite for all alcoholic

beverages."

"This water cures female diseases, nervous troubles, kidney and liver affections, biliousness
and loss of appetite."

The stuff was declared misbranded because it would not cure anything except
thirst. T. S. Richards was fined $25. — [Notice of Judgment No. 1845; issued

Jan.

11, 1913.]

Water. — "Sun-Ray Sparking" was a water claimed to
spring water," marketed by the Sun-Ray Water Company
of Ellenville, N. Y. The label bore a picture of a stream of water flowing
out of a tunnel, and under the picture was the description, "Famous Sun-Ray
Spring Tunnel, Ellenville, N. Y."
This water was declared misbranded by
the federal authorities in that the label indicated that the product was a natural
spring water. As a matter of fact, it was water to which sodium chlorid (com
mon salt), sodium bicarbonate (baking soda), and carbon dioxid (carbonic
acid gas) had been added.
The Sun-Ray Water Company was fined $50. —
[Notice of Judgment No. 2481; issued July 26, 1913.]
Sun-Ray

Sparking

be "the world's purest

Tate Spring

Natural

Mineral Water. — The Tate Spring

shipped a quantity of mineral
branded.
The product was labeled :
1910,

Company

water which was adulterated

in June,
and

mis

"The Tate Spring Natural Mineral Water.
East Tenn. The Carlsbad of America.
Cures
indigestion, dyspepsia and all liver, kidney and bowel and malarial troubles.
Especially recom
mended in the cure of dyspepsia, malaria, skin diseases, stomach, liver, bowel and kidney
diseases."

The label also contained what purported to be an analysis of the water made
When the product was analyzed by the federal chemists it was found
to be adulterated
in that it contained a "filthy, decomposed or putrid animal
or vegetable substance."
It was declared misbranded because the analysis
indicated that the water could have no such therapeutic or curative properties
as those claimed on the label. The defendant pleaded guilty and was fined $50
The judge put the amount at $50 because in the time intervening
and costs.
between the seizure of the product and the trial the insanitary conditions sur
rounding the spring and which caused the adulteration had been remedied by
the defendant.— [Notice of Judgment No. 1140; issued Nov. 9, 1911.]
"Sleepy Water." — The physicians of Chicago are being circularized by the
"Sleepy Water Corporation" of Chicago. They are told that they are members
"of the greatest and most progressive profession in the world." They are also
told, in the same letter, that "Sleepy Water" is a "cure" for diabetes, Bright's
disease and many other ills. The "greatest and most progressive profession in
in

1872.
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— or at least the Chicago part of it — is assured that for six years
single case of nephritis or diabetes treated with this water has failed
to be cured," and this in spite of the fact that many were "considered to be in a
hopeless condition, with but a short time to live." "Sleepy Water" sells for a
dollar a gallon, but you cannot buy one dollar's worth; nothing less than fifty
gallons can be purchased, for this amount constitutes a "treatment." But, as
the company points out to the Chicago branch of "the greatest and most pro
gressive profession in the world," the cost of fifty gallons "is less than the rail
road fare from most points to Hot Springs and surely is reasonable enough."
At least a gallon a day must be taken if a "cure" is to be effected, but even
five gallons a day can be taken "without any detrimental effect upon the heart
action, no matter how bad the heart action seems to be." Of course, "Sleepy
Water" is radio-active — but then, so is dish-water. However, the "greatest and
most progressive profession in the world" is told that "Sleepy Water is the
most highly radio-active water yet discovered." If we are to take the corpor
"Sleepy Water" has performed many miracles, although
ation's word for
details of its modus operandi are not forthcoming, "as no autopsy has been
performed on
person cured by Sleepy Water."
Seriously, though, one wonders
whether the explanation of the ineffable bosh sent out by the Sleepy Water
Corporation
to be sought in the ease with which some members of the pro
fession recently "fell for"
preposterous "goiter cure" exploited by
horse
doctor. Here
sporting proposition
We dare the Sleepy Water Corpor
ation to print the same claims, now being made to physicians by means of
circulars, etc., on the trade package and ship
in interstate commerce! — {From
A.,
The Journal A. M.
Nov. 18, 1916.)
West Baden Sprudel Water.— West Baden Sprudel Water
bottled by the
West Baden Springs Company, West Baden, Ind. The federal authorities filed
libel for seizure and condemnation of twentyeight cases each containing twenty-four bottles of
this "water" that had been shipped in interstate
commerce, charging that
was both adulterated
and misbranded in violation of the Food and
Drugs Act. The product was declared adulterated
for the reason that
contained and in part con
"filthy and decomposed animal sub
sisted of
Misbranding
stance."
was alleged
because the
bottles,
etc.,
false,
were
misleading
labels on the
and deceptive in that they represented
and indi
Sprudel Water was
cated that West Baden
natural spring water without additions or abstrac
tions of any kind. The government chemist de
clared such was not the fact as sodium sulphate
(Epsom
sulphate
(Glauber's salt), magnesium
salt), and sodium chlorid (common salt) had been
added to the water.
Neither the West Baden
Springs Company of West Baden, Ind., nor the
firm of Levi and Ottenheimer of Cincinnati, Ohio,
in whose
the shipment was found,
possession
appeared to defend the case, although due notice
of the proceedings
had been given both.
The
government's
charges were upheld by the court
and the judge ordered that the product should be
destroyed by the United States marshal. — [Notice of Judgment No. 3136; issued
the world"
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White Stone Lithia Water.— Lloyd C. Dillard of Spartanburg, S. G, the
Bank of Spartanburg, the Merchants' and Farmers' Bank and the First National
Bank were charged by the federal authorities with shipping in violation of the
The
Food and Drugs Act "White Stone Lithia Water" which was misbranded.
charge was based on the fact that the name indicated to the purchaser that
Moreover, the label
the product was lithia water when in fact it was not.
represented that it was a cure for all liver, kidney and bladder troubles, rheu
matism, gout, all blood diseases and indigestion. These claims the government
declared
false and fraudulent. L. C. Dillard, the Bank of Spartanburg, the
Merchants' and Farmers' Bank and the First National Bank pleaded guilty and
the court imposed a fine of $10— or $2.50 each.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4869;
issued Sept. 25, 1917.]

Epsom-Lithia Water. — W. H. Whittle, doing business under the
Whittle Springs Co., sold a product labeled Whittle's Epsom-Lithia Water.
The label bore what purported to be an analysis of the water and made the fol
Whittle's
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name

lowing claims
"In
Disease,

as

to its therapeutic

effect:

Gout,
Rheumatism,
cases of Torpid Liver, Nervous Indigestion,
Cystitis, etc., this water will give positive and lasting results."

Diabetes,

Bright's

When examined by the government chemists, it was shown that the analysis
published on the label was incorrect and that the company was not justified in
calling its product a lithia water as it contained only about one part in ten
Moreover, the analysis showed that the water contained
million of lithium.
In view of
no ingredients that would produce the therapeutic effects claimed.
guilty
pleaded
The
defendant
and was
facts,
it
declared
misbranded.
these
was
The court stated that the fine was fixed at this amount
fined $10 and costs.
because the evidence indicated that Whittle had believed the correctness of the
analysis published on his labels and had not deliberately or intentionally vio
lated the law.— [Notice of Judgment No. 1139; issued Nov. 9, 1911.]

Witter Springs Water. — The government filed a libel for the seizure and
of 324 bottles of Witter Springs Water of the Witter Medicinal
condemnation
Springs, San Francisco. Calif.

The officials

charged

that the water was adul-

W1TTER WATER Cures Kidney and Liver Ailments
U uken in (mall quantities)—
as a Medicineonly—and standsin a cl^aaby ltieff.
A simplediet ihould be followed and no other medicinetaken in conjunction.
Doe*notacta*a laaabvewith manypatient*,whena mild Luahvc may be used.
Someof ourMiongeat
tritinToniala
arefromthoee*> o b*v* usedit u a laatresort
only,afterhavingmed numerous
otherre edie*withoutsuccess.
TAKE WITTER WATER FOR DIABETES. NEPHRITIS. DROPSY.
BRIGHT* DISEASE or STONE IN TH E KIDNEY

NOTHING LESS THAN A CASE
| Tr^TIMOM.VLs

IS A FAlR TRIAL
I

in that it consisted in whole or in part of a filthy, decomposed and putrid
No claimant appeared and it was adjudged
animal or vegetable substance.
and forfeited and the court ordered that the product should be
condemned
destroyed. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4296; issued June 13, 1916.]
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ABSORBINE,
Absorbing

Jr., is

JR.

W. F. Young, P.D.F. (whatever these
Mass.
Like most "patent medicines," the

a liniment sold by

letters may mean), Springfield,
claims made for Absorbine, Jr., seem to be limited chiefly by the legal restric
tions on untruthfulness.
Not long ago the label read :
"Absorbine, Jr., removes any soft bunch without blistering

Now the "lie direct"
the later label reads :
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"Absorbine,

Jr.

has

made

or inconvenience."

way for the "lie with circumstance"

To remove soft bunches without

blistering

and

or inconvenience."

Absorbine, Jr., also used to "cure" — on the label — such things as goiter,
rupture, orchitis and tumors. By inference, it still does so.
In the booklet
that comes with the bottle we used to read, under the title "A Discovery of
Importance," this statement:
"Absorbine,

Jr.,

the

Only Remedy Known that Positively

Now, under the same heading,
"Absorbine, Jr.,
.
.
."

the

Best

we read

Known Safe

and

Cures

Varicose

Veins.

.

.

."

:

Successful

Remedy

for Treating Varicose

Veins.

Even in the 1913 packages of Absorbine, Jr., the stuff is inferentially sold
for the following conditions : Rheumatism, neuralgia, headache,
orchitis, toothache, corns, goiter, dandruff, "catarrh," hay fever,
In connection with
piles, elephantiasis, milk leg, and several other conditions.
the liniment, Young also advertises, in the booklet that is wrapped around the
bottle, his "Combination Tablets No. 3." These are said to be a "homeopathic
combination,", which is said to "act specifically on the entire reproductive and
.
.
." Young's booklet gives the impression that what "Com
nervous system
bination Tablets No. 3" will not do is hardly worth mentioning.
Nervous
debility, uterine displacements, gonorrhea, carbuncles, aneurism, goiter — these
are but a few of the conditions that Young's Combination Tablets No. 3 will
"overcome."
Both the carton in which Absorbine, Jr., comes and the booklet around the
bottle contain a "reprint of a report of the Iamatological Bureau on the action
of Absorbine, Jr." This sounds imposing and, from the prominence given it
by W. F. Young, P.D.F., is doubtless intended to be imposing. The report is
by one Willard H. Morse, M.D., "Consulting Chemist and Therapeutist, Fellow
of the Society of Science (London), American Director of Bureau of Materia
Medica, etc."
as a cure
varicocele,

The Journal has said many, many times, Willard H. Morse seems to
in the business of furnishing "analytical reports."
The fact that he is a
"Fellow" of the "Society of Science, Letters and Art (London)" in itself
arouses suspicion, for this so-called society is a seriocomic concern to which
quacks and others pay one guinea ($5) for the privilege of writing after their
names the magic letters
"F.S.Sc. (Lond.)."
Epilepsy cures, tobacco-habit
cures, consumption
cures, fake dietary systems, the Oxydonor, Duffy's Malt
Whiskey, Manola, Oleozone and the Ideal Sight Restorer —these are but some
of the things for which Willard H. Morse, M.D., F.S.Sc. (Lond.), stands pro
As

be
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Reports emanating from Morse's "bureau" are pretty rotten
fessional sponsor.
props for anything to rest on. A bottle of Absorbine, Jr., was purchased in
The chemists
the open market and examined in the Association's laboratory.
reported :
"Absorbine, Jr., is a clear, bright green liquid having a strong, penetrating,
mint-like odor. From our examination it seems that the product is an acetone
extract of some plant, probably wormwood, with the possible addition of some
oil of sassafras and menthol. A product almost identical in physical appear
ance may be made from the following formula :
Oil of wormwood
Oil of sassafras

15 grains

sufficient to make

11 drams

The evolution of a label I Three bottles of "Absorbine, Jr.," in varying stages of truthful
In the stuff
ness.
Note that the oldest bottle bears the legend: "Contains 50% Alcohol."
sold later acetone took the place of alcohol.

is
a

Needless to say, Absorbine, Jr., never cured a case of goiter or rheumatism
Neither did "Young's Com
or elephantiasis or hydrocele or varicose veins.
bination Tablets No. 3" ever "overcome" uterine displacements, gonorrhea or
syphilis. If Absorbine, Jr., were put on the market under a non-proprietary
But
name and truthfully exploited, there would be very little of it sold.
enveloped in the mystery of secrecy and advertised under claims that are
money-maker. — (From The Jour
no doubt,
proposterously exaggerated
nal A. M. A., Oct 25, 1913.)
it,
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Menthol
Acetone,

1 dram
16 minims
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ANTIPLASMA

:*.L„„ Oi.inino r\r A rcpnir arc
But_neithcr Quinine, or Arsenic are
they effect^
in re>litySpeqgcr TRey do ^oTTure;
relief.
temporary
K* tai
■ Orir — ri""

reducing

fever

ri-.A.

I

There is only one
"UUIU IIII
15
drops ol
Take
cure
Malarial i Feve_r
way to
in moor
Rudolph's Malarial Specific on sugar,
6-.
lasses, three times daily for six days! !

remarkable remedy has just recently come to
treat
light, which will revolutionize the methods of
War,
Boer
the
of
time
the
ing this disease. During
physiciansin
the
of
one
]eading
Dr. Rudolph,
America, had occasion to collaborate with Dr.
KPugerT the Chief Medical Officer of the Boer
maArmy. These Doctors developed a specific for
occurred
not
a
singledeath
that
with the result

^"^^jhi.pperi "i
Reproductions

"Antiplasma."

(reduced)

from

the

-

Mailt

circular

which

mjjMMUaMe*^
is

Ljariaj

flf

A

wrapped

around

bottle

the

of

it

a

is

recognized
at all

is

"patent medicine" style
declared that quinin — universally
of
the
few
in
specifics
as one
medicine —
not in reality
specific

In orthodox
:

only one way to cure Malarial Fever.
Take 15 drops of Rudolph's
Malarial
on sugar or in molasses, three times daily for six days."
"In no instance has
case not yielded to treatment
and
complete and lasting cure
effected within seven days."

"There

is

a

a

Specific

seems, after the close of the Boer War lay dormant for
This marvel,
years and "has just recently come to light";
"will revolutionize the methods
of treating this disease." We are told that for eighteen years past "Dr. Rudolph
has used this compound in his private practice in America and has proved its
efficacy beyond question and to the complete satisfaction of
number of repu
table scientists."
Search of medical literature, however, fails to show that
Dr. Rudolph has given the world, medical or otherwise, any information
a

it

it
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During the last few months The Journal has received a large number of
inquiries from the South relative to a nostrum that is being sold in that part
of the country under the name of "Antiplasma" or "Rudolph's Malarial Specific."
According to the advertising, the preparation was "developed by J. J. Rudolph,
M.D.," who, we are told, is "one of the leading physicians in America." This,
while an obvious enough joke to the medical profession, may be taken seriously
by the general public and thus contribute duly to the sale of "Antiplasma."
The story goes that Dr. Rudolph during the Boer War collaborated with "Dr.
Kruger, the Chief Medical Officer of the Boer Army" and that, between them,
they "developed a specific for malaria with the result that not a single death
occurred among the Boers as a result of malarial infection."
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regarding his epoch making discovery. Apparently, this "leading physician"
kept to himself the knowledge of his "specific" for one of the most widespread
diseases known, until he decided that the time had come to commercialize it.
A number of original, sealed packages of Antiplasma were turned over by
The Journal's Propaganda department to the A. M. A. Chemical Laboratory.
Here is the chemist's report on the product :
"'Antiplasma'
('Rudolph's Malarial Specific') is a pale yellow, viscid liquid
having an odor resembling a mixture of oil of turpentine and oil of wintergreen.
Its taste is aromatic and bitter, somewhat like the resinous exudates from
spruce.
On heating, the substance burned with a smoky flame, leaving only a
trace of ash. The specific gravity was found to be 0.97924 at 25 C. On distil
lation with steam, Antiplasma gave a volatile fraction and a nonvolatile por
tion, the latter amounting to 52.9 per cent, of the weight taken.
The non
volatile residue was a pale yellow solid which softened to a thick, viscous fluid
at 100 C. The odor of the warmed substance was pine-like.
It responded to
the usual tests for rosin. The distillate appeared to be a mixture of oil of
turpentine and methyl salicylate (oil of wintergreen).
Quinin and arsenic, two
It was
remedies frequently used in the treatment of malaria, were absent.
impossible to determine by the analysis whether product had been made by
warming a mixture of rosin, oil of turpentine and methyl salicylate or by
'thinning' some natural turpentine-like product with methyl salicylate.
"A mixture of 53 parts of bleached rosin, 41 parts of oil of turpentine and
6 parts of methyl salicylate would probably have whatever anti-malarial prop
erties Antiplasma possesses." — (From The Journal A. M. A., Feb. 28, 1920.)

ANTOX
When
Antox is put on the market by "Dr." W. J. Garbutt of Milwaukee.
Wisconsin granted Garbutt a license to practice medicine in 1900, the claim
seems to have been made that he was a licentiate of the Royal College of
As the "Medical Register for 1915" of the British Isles
Surgeons, England.
did not show any such man to be a licentiate of the Royal College of Surgeons,
a letter was written to the secretary of the Examining Board of the Royal
College of Surgeons, bringing this fact to his attention.
The secretary replied
that there was no member of the Royal College of Surgeons of the name of
W. J. Garbutt, and he was unable to find that any such person had ever pre
sented himself for examination.
One of
Garbutt seems to put his nostrum on the market in various ways.
them is by traveling over the state with a concern calling itself the "Quaker
Doctors," a medicine-vaudeville show. In this connection the following extracts
from a letter received some weeks ago from a small town in northern Wis
consin are to the point :
"A couple of months ago a patent medicine concern calling themselves 'Quaker Doctors'
rented the Opera House in this town and for two weeks ran a nightly vaudeville show — and
between acts sold their medicine and other sundries such as tooth powder, toilet soap, etc.
"With each dollar purchase the purchaser received a ticket entitling holder to a free
consultation by Dr. Garbutt who travels with the show and conducts a temporary office in
town while the show lasts. . . . Among other remedies that they sold was one they call
'Antox.'

"Between the vaudeville acts Dr. Garbutt would get on the stage, sit down sideways, and
the people see his honest and benevolent countenance.
There he would sit silent while
the manager with a bottle of Antox in hand would relate the great wonders that this remedy
can accomplish;
that it would cure every contagious disease if taken at onset; that Dr.
Garbutt had spent 35 years of his life to perfect this his gift to humanity.
At only one dol
My wife was present and of course she
lar a bottle.
Those are the words he used.
believed it, and when shortly after my child became sick instead of calling for a doctor my
wife insisted that
go to the drug store and buy a bottle of Antox, which I did, and
after using it for a couple of days and the child getting worse we sent for a doctor, but too
late. That night my child passed away.
let

I
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"I was told that you analyze stuff of that nature. I am sending you part of the medi
cine left and would like to hear your report on it and if it is a rank fraud, as I suspect it is,
I may be- able to get our editor to publish it in his paper.

I

"Enclosed you will also find marked copy of our paper with Antox ad. in it.
would
send you an original bottle, but have been out of work lately and cannot afford to buy it."

"

In addition

to the "traveling doctors'
method of bringing Antox before the
public, Garbutt also seems to have had the impudence to present the stuff to
physicians.
As is usually done in such cases, Garbutt issues two sets of
advertising, one for physicians and the other for the public. There is little to
To the public Garbutt presents:
choose between them.
"My Gift, Antox, To Humanity."
"The Most Important Discovery ever made in Preventive
"Dr. Garbutt's Antox Prevents Scarlet Fever, Diphtheria,
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Fever,

Cholera

and other Bacterial

Medicine."
Pneumonia,

Measles,

Typhoid

Diseases."

DR. GARBUTT'S ANTOX.

A

new discovery, harmless and
pleasant to the taste, prevents
and cures Typhoid Fever, Diph

theria, Scarlet Fever, Pneumonia
and other Bacterial Diseases. For
drug store, <. *
sale at
»>h
Wis.
"ye" *-*•'
Photographic

To

reproduction

of

a newspaper

the medical profession Garbutt presents

ing claims

advertisement

of Antox.

his nostrum under the follow

:

"An Anti-Toxic treatment for bacterial diseases."
"The most important advance in medicine since the discovery of Antiseptics."
"Antox gives immediate results in Pneumonia, Typhoid Fever, Diphtheria, Scarlet Fever,
Measles, Diarrhea
and Cholera Infantum, reduces pulse and temperature in a few hours,
and promotes rapid convalescence."

"Antox is

a scientific

preparation

of Chlorine,

Sulphur and Ammonia."

The last statement quoted is, apparently, the only intimation that Garbutt
gives of the composition of his "patent medicine." The nostrum was examined
in the Association's laboratory with the following results:

MISCELLANEOUS
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REPORT

of 'Dr. Garbutt's Antox No. 1/ prepared by Dr. W. J.
Garbutt, Milwaukee, Wis., were submitted to the Chemical Laboratory for
examination.
Each bottle contained about 120 c.c. of a red syrupy liquid,
having a sharp odor and an acid reaction. The specific gravity of the liquid
at 15.6 C. was 1.0603.
Qualitative tests demonstrated the presence of ammo
nium, chlorid, sulphite (sulphur dioxid), sulphate and invert sugar.
Quanti
tative examination yielded the following:
bottles

Ammonia

per
per
0.263 per
0.018 per
17.47 per
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(NHS)
Chlorid (CI)
Sulphur dioxid (S02)
Sulphur trioxid (S03)
Invert sugar

0.279
0.694

cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.

My Gift To Humanity

GAKBITT'S ANTOX
PREVENTS Sc.ll« Fever.

DR.

Detach

Diphtheria,
Pneumonic, Meailet,
Typhoid Fever, Cholera, and oiher
Bacterial Diteaiei.

DIRECTIONS
1

:

Lo"

no ,ime

but the mo
notice indications
of silliness in any member of
the family; such as sore throat,
ment

you

headache,

fever, coated tongue,
cough, cold, pain in the chest,

hard breathing, redness and
running of eyes, skin eruption,
rapid pulse, high temperature,
etc., give ANTOX
until ail
these
symptoms have disap-

pel"d

H*lf

DOSE

n leji-jM.oiif.il
t'ver>
half hour for three or four

Jnye.

Oiher member* of the lamily should
take 3 dr.*e several tunes a day

PRILL ONE D0ILAR.
MANUFACTURED ONLY BY

DR.
701

On the left:
physicians.

this part of Label.

DR. GARBUTT'S

ANTOX NO.

1

For Physicians

Gives immediate results in
Pneumonia,
Typhoid
Fever,
Diphtheria, Scarlet Fever. Mea
sles, Diarrhea and Cholera In
pulse and
fantum.
Reduces
temperature in a few hours,
and promotes rapid convales
cence.

DOSE:

Half

a teaspoonful or more
without water every half an
hour. See formula and further
hints on enclosed folder

Dr.

PREPARED ONLY BY

W.J. Garbutt
701 -32nd St.

Phoiu Kilb. 4542L - MILWAUKEE, WIS.

W.J. GAR1U1TT

32d ST.. MIlWAUKfi,

Label

of Antox

as

MS.

it

goes

the

public.

On

the

right: Antox label for

"Essentially each 100 c.c. of the solution contains approximately 0.92 gm.
of ammonium chlorid, 0.12 gm. of hydrogen chlorid (equivalent to 12 c.c. of
diluted hydrochloric acid, U. S. P.), 0.35 gm. hydrogen sulphite (equivalent
to 6 c.c. of sulphurous acid, U. S. P.), and 18.5 grams of invert sugar.
The
sulphuric acid present is probably due to the oxidation of some of the sul
phurous acid, and the invert sugar to the influence of acid on the original
The amount of sulphur dioxid (sulphurous acid) is variable in
'cane' sugar.
different bottles, as was attested by determinations on different specimens."
At about the same time the Association was investigating this preparation
the chemists of the Health Department of the City of Milwaukee also analyzed
The analytical data they obtained were sent to us by Dr. George C.
it.
Ruhland, Commissioner of Health of the City of Milwaukee, and it agrees
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essentially with the findings of the Association's chemists.
In brief it may be
said that Dr. Garbutt's "gift to humanity" is practically a mixture of sul
phurous and dilute hydrochloric acid with small quantities of ammonium
chlorid in water sweetened with syrup. The preparation is worthless. — (From
The Journal A. M. A., July 3, 1915.)

BAUGHN'S

PELLAGRA

REMEDY

"Pellagra Cured !" This, in letters an inch high, is the title of a gaudybooklet sent out by "Dr. G. P. Baughn —American Compounding Co.,
Jasper, Alabama." The "cure" in this instance is "Baughn's Pellagra Remedy."
The greater part of the booklet is devoted to testimonials. The balance of it
is written in the most approved "scare" style and is to the tenor that 20,000
people are suffering from pellagra and that the only hope for the victims of
the "grim specter, stalking unseen up and down the land, touching with the
icy hand of death the young child playing in the sun, the devoted mother
crooning o'er her babe, the father toiling in the field" — is "Baughn's Pellagra
Remedy" I
This book is apparently intended to convince the public that every vague
"How," asks Baughn, "may you
ache and pain is a symptom of pellagra.
recognize this monster before his grasp on your body makes all your struggles
The answer is forthcoming:
futile?"
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covered

"Have
"Have
"Have
"Have

you
you
you
you

of nervous exhaustion and lassitude?"
unusual bowel disturbance and diarrhea?
pains and aches for which there seem no cause?
headaches and vertigo difficult to explain?"
a feeling

If you have any of these, the inference is that the "grim specter," pellagra,
has you in its grasp ! Horror is piled on horror in the most approved "patent
medicine" style, reaching as a grand climax a description of "the last stages"
and closing with a peroration :
"And the last

Of

course

stage,

till now— the MAD HOUSE and DEATH."

the escape from this catastrophe

is Baughn's nostrum.

"Like a guardian spirit my remedy stands between you and this hitherto unconquered
disease — thrusting off its hideous grasp, healing your body and filling you again with the JOY
I've cured
Even the most stubborn cases yield readily to this miraculous cure.
of living.
to stay cured those whom regular physicians had given up to die."

Like every quack — if we are to believe the statements — Baughn "searched
and searched" until he "had found in nature's laboratory the balm that heals" !
And now : "I offer the cure to the world" —price $10. "Dr." Baughn, by infer
ence, claims to be a physician. "My knowledge of medicine," says he, "enables
As is often the
me to diagnose those conditions [of pellagra] accurately."
case, the banks are used as an asset to quackery. In the Baughn booklet the
"We are acquainted
Central Bank and Trust Company of Jasper testifies:
with Mr. G. P. Baughn of the American Compounding Company and know him
It says further, "We do not hesitate to say that
to be thoroughly reliable."
he, as well as all other members of said company, will carry out any contract
The Central Bank and Trust Company ought to know, as its
they make."
president is apparently a co-partner in Baughn's quackery, his name being
given as vice president of the American Compounding Company.
The bank's
vice president is president of the American Compounding Company — truly a
beautiful combination!
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The stationery gives the name of Dr. A. L. Hendon as "Medical Director."
According to our records, A. L. Hendon is not a graduate of any medical
Needless
college, but seems to be licensed to practice medicine in Alabama.
to say he is not a Fellow of the American Medical Association or a member
So far as G. P. Baughn is concerned, in spite of the fact
of his local society.
that he terms himself "doctor," claims to be able to diagnose diseases and to
have studied medicine, our records — and they are exceedingly complete — fail
to show that any man of this name was ever graduated by a medical college
or licensed to practice medicine.
Certain it is that G. P. Baughn holds no
license to practice medicine in the state of Alabama.
A ten-dollar "treatment" of Baughn's Pellagra Remedy was sent to the
American Medical Association by the State Health Officer of Alabama, Dr. W.
H. Sanders, who asked that the stuff might be analyzed and the public given
Dr. Sanders reported that the sale of the "cure" in pellagrathe information.
ridden districts was hindering the efforts of the medical profession in its cam
paign of sanitary enlightenment, looking to the prevention of pellagra. As in

Photographic

reproduction

of label on one of the bottles of Baughn's

"cure" for pellagra.

all such cases, the exploitation of worthless "cures" causes the general public
to take the attitude that it is unnecessary to change one's method of living or
to prevent a disease that can be
subject one's self to minor inconveniences
"positively cured" by Dr. Quack's Specific.
The nostrum sent in by Dr. Sanders was in powder form and in two bottles.
One bottle was labeled "Prescription No. 1, For Internal Use" ; the other "Pre
scription No. 2, For External Use." "Prescription No. 1" consisted of black
powder in capsules ; "Prescription No. 2" was a coarse, mustard-colored pow
The stuff was analyzed in the Association's laboratory
der, loose in the bottle.
and the black powder in the capsules was found to have — in addition to small
particles of straw and "dirt" — essentially the following composition ;
2 per cent.

Quinin Sulphate
Charcoal
Impure Iron Sulphate

13 per cent.
85 per cent.

"Prescription No. 2" also contained
found to consist, approximately, of:
Common
Monsel's

Salt
Salt

(Basic

particles

of "dirt"

25 per cent.
75 per cent.

Iron Sulphate)

The laboratory report in further detail follows

and straw and was

:
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The specimens of Baughn's Pellagra Remedy, submitted to the Association's
laboratory for examination, were contained in two separate bottles. One bottle
Nothing
contained a number of capsules and was labeled : "For Pellagra and
Use,
Internal
For
No.
1.
Prescription
treatment—
days'
30
Full
$10.00—
Else—
1906.
30,
Act,
Drugs
June
Manufactured and Guaranteed Under Food and
Serial No. 48970, by American Compounding Co., Jasper, Alabama," and con-

SPREAD THE GLORIOUS NEWS!
.PELLAGRA can be GURED—
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Talk abodt ITT

Discuss IT with your neighbors! Carry the Olad Tidings
the Afflkted that they may be Healed!

Bauehn's

PELLAGRA

to

Remedy

PeHajrra.
Is dailv aiikkly and surely healing hundreds of sufferers from Dread
ARE FOL
Il will heal vou. I O.UARANTEB TO CURE IF INSTRUCTIONS
PAY
ME.
LOWED. OR REFUND ALL THE /HONEY YOU

Rend the Testimony of Actual Reaulm
M» Guarantee:

My

References:

»*drot«T
Ha.**
u vr»»,L

My Kemedr:

testimonials like these

: IF YWJ ARE A SUFFERER-1F YOU KNOW ONE-ACT
S

I

\k.
Quackery
The original

TODAY.

^Z^^*^

andSymptomBlank.
Wru? loi FreeBooklet.SwornTeMimontais

P. BAUGHN,

Jasper, Alabama.

Full-page newspaper advertisement
is profitable!
was 14 inches by 20 inches in size.

of Baughn's

pellagra

"cure."

The other bottle contained a yellow powder and was labeled
tained capsules.
for the modification "Prescription No. 2. For External Use."
except
above,
as
"Prescription
No. 1" contained a black and very poorly mixed
The capsules of
The average weight of the
of
straw and "dirt."
particles
with
along
powder
As nearly a uni
to each capsule.
grains)
7'A
gram
0.50
(about
was
contents
:
following
results
the
analyzed
with
Qualita
was
form sample as possible
and magnesium]
iron,
of
aluminum
charcoal,
of
[traces
presence
tively the
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The iron was present in both ferric
quantitative composition was found :

demonstrated.

The following

12.5 per cent.
25.9 per cent.
43.5 per cent.
1.7 per cent.

Carbon

Iron

(Fe)
Sulphate (SO,)
Quinin
Water (Loss at 120 C.)
Alumina (AlaOa)

3.3 per cent.
0.1 per cent.
13.0 per cent.

Undetermined
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From the examination it is concluded that Baughn's Pellagra Remedy, "Pre
scription No. 1" consists essentially of charcoal, 13 per cent., quinin sulphate
2 per cent, and impure iron sulphate, chiefly basic ferric sulphate, 85 per cent.
Accordingly each capsule contains quinin sulphate % gr., charcoal 1 gr. and
impure iron sulphate (basic) 6Vi grs.
Examination of the "Prescription No. 2, For External Use," showed the
yellow powder not to be readily soluble in water but readily soluble in acid
ulated water. The powder was not uniform in composition and from it crys
tals and even lumps (later proved to be sodium chlorid) could readily be
separated mechanically as well as particles of straw and "dirt."
Qualitative
examination indicated the presence of iron, both in the ferrous and ferric con
dition, sodium, sulphate, chlorid and a small amount of substance volatile in
steam which was not identified. Quantitative determinations made on a repre
sentative

sample
Iron

gave

:

(Fe)

21.5

Sulphate
(SO.)
Sodium
Chlorid
determination)
.
Undetermined

41.4

(NaCl)

(calculated

from

per cent.
per cent.

chlorid
26.6
10.5

per cent.
per cent.

From the physical properties of the powder and from the analytical data
obtained it is concluded that Baughn's Pellagra Remedy, "Prescription No. 2,
For External Use," consists approximately of sodium chlorid (common salt),
one part, and basic iron sulphate three parts.
The label on Baughn's Pellagra Remedy, "Prescription No. 2," directs that
three tablespoonfuls be shaken with one quart of warm water and the solution
so obtained be used. To determine the composition of the solution so obtained,
three tablespoonfuls (about 55 gm.) were well shaken with one quart of warm
water and this allowed to stand for three days.
Examination of the super
natant solution showed each 100 c.c. to contain approximately, 1.4 gm. of
sodium chlorid and 2.7 gm. of basic ferric sulphate (Monsel's salt). This is
equivalent to about 7 grains of common salt and about 14 grains of Monsel's
salt to each fluidounce.
And this is the marvelous "cure" for which Baughn claims to have "searched
This is the stuff
and searched" and finally "found in nature's laboratory!"
that, according to Baughn, is "the balm that heals — the antidote for the poison
that weakens and deadens body and intellect alike." This, a mixture of char
coal, common salt, iron sulphate and a dash of quinin — not to mention the
straw and "dirt" — is what Baughn is selling at $10 a "treatment" to the unfor
tunate sufferers from pellagra. — (From The Journal A. M. A., Nov. 15, 1913.)

BELL-ANS
Bell-ans is the new name of
is essentially:
Charcoal.
Baking Soda.

(PA-PAY-ANS,
a

BELL)

tablet that, according to chemists'
Ginger.

Oil of Wintergreen.

reports,
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selling point, in the past at least, has been the alleged presence of
This drug, Bell & Co. allege, is present in their tablets and they claim
is "the digestive principle obtained by our own exclusive process from the
fruit of Carica papaya."
As long ago as 1909, the Council on Pharmacy and
Chemistry attempted to find papain present in what was then called Pa-pay-ans
(Bell) and to determine the digestive power of the tablets but with negative
The efforts of other chemists were equally unavailing.
results.
Its
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papain.

In January, 1914, Bell and Company changed the name of the product
As The Journal remarked soon after, it
"Pa-pay-ans (Bell)" to "Bell-ans."
that,as
the
name
of
a nostrum of this kind is the manufac
probable
seemed
asset,
the
name
was
hardly changed, as was alleged, for
valuable
most
turer's
likely that as analyses had indi
It
seemed
more
reasons.
purely euphonious
been, any appreciable amount of
not,
probably
and
never
had
was
cated there
of
name
might
be due to the fear that some
change
the
product,
papain in the
might
bring
the
preparation
in conflict with the
misleading
name
day the
Drugs
things
Act.
Here
are
some
of
the
that Bell and
and
federal Food
will
do
:
Bell-ans
claim
Company

"It removes
pleasantly."
"It
"To

flatulence,

relieves vomiting

vertigo,

weakness and other symptoms of indigestion

in pregnancy,

alcoholism,

seasickness and cholera morbus.

of toxic and
promote appetite, digestion, and the elimination
.
."
.
scribe two Bell-ans.
". . . prevent eruptions, nausea, vertigo, pain, etc. . . ."
". . . remove distension, pain, weakness, depression, etc. . .

is no derangement of the
(Pa-pay-ans, Bell) will not act

"There
Bell-ans

quickly

waste

.

.

material,

digestive organs upon which the proper dose
quickly, pleasantly and favorably.
.
.
."

ana

."
pre

of

Bell-ans (Pa-pay-ans, Bell) possesses the virtues— and they are few and
— inherent to a mixture of baking soda,
the limitations— and these are many
ginger and charcoal. Any druggist could put up just as good a remedy, and
any physician could write a prescription for a better one in those cases in
which he might think it indicated. The whole secret of the commercial suc
cess of Bell-ans lies in the mystery of its composition and the false and mis
leading claims that have been made for it. The same tablets put out under a
non-proprietary name, as an open formula and with claims that were reason
able and true, would have had practically no sale.— (Modified from The Jour
nal A. M. A., Jan. 16, 1915.)
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BITRO-PHOSPHATE
Bitro-Phosphate

York;

is put on the market by the

Arrow Chemical

Co. of New

it is recommended:

irritability, depression,
For neurasthenia,
nervousness,
excessive thinness, general weakness, lack of physical energy
from nerve weakness and tissue wastage.

With

discussing, in language that may
be counted on to duly impress the unscientific mind with its profundity, "The
Relation of Organic Phosphorus to the Human Machine."
Numerous quota
tions

the trade-package

insomnia,
debility,
brain-fag,
and the usual ailments arising

comes

a

leaflet

from medical literature follow, all of which, so far
relate, in the original, to calcium glycerophosphate.

as
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they

have

been

Not that there

checked,

is any hint in the advertising that this well-known drug is the preparation to
which the quotations refer; the reader is left to infer that they refer to "Bitro-

Phosphate."
Because

of the number of inquiries that have been received,

sive advertising of "Bitro-Phosphate,"

ination in the Association's

the preparation was taken

The report follows

laboratory.
LABORATORY

and the exten
up for exam

:

REPORT

weighing 0.355 gm.
each package.
The
somewhat
bitterish
water but did not
entirely dissolve. In dilute hydrochloric or dilute nitric acid the tablets dis
solved readily with some effervescence.
No chlorid, bromid, iodid, sulphate,
phosphate, or hypophosphite could be detected by the ordinary tests. The solu
tion in water or acid gave tests for calcium in abundance.
The tablets on
heating, gave off inflammable vapors and, when strongly heated, charred. The
.:harred mass extracted with nitric acid gave the molybdate test for phosphate
in abundance.
This would indicate an organic phosphate. The U. S. P. tests
for calcium glycerophosphate were applied to a solution of the tablet material
in water and the tests were positive in every case. Six of these tablets when
titrated by DuBois method are found to contain 1.9324 gm. calcium glycero
phosphate, or 0.322 gm. (about 5 grains) per tablet.
The conclusion to be drawn from this examination is that Bitro-Phosphate
is essentially a 5 grain tablet of calcium glycerophosphate.
Bitro-Phosphate comes in the form of uncoated tablets
each (about 5% grains) and there are forty-two tablets in
The tablets, which had a
package sells for one dollar.
saline taste and were odorless, slowly disintegrated in

Very

simple

Calcium

!

glycerophosphate can be purchased

for

$2.35

per

One pound of calcium glycerophosphate would make over thirty-three
bottles of five-grain "Bitro-Phosphate" tablets, forty-two tablets to the bottle;
thirty-three bottles of Bitro-Phosphate sell for $33.00! Does a profit of sixteen
hundred per cent, come within the excess profit tax?
pound.

The Journal

of value —of
that

organic

inorganic

has discussed

the glycerophosphates, and has
phosphorus

phosphorus

if the public wishes
its own name at
14, 1918.)

at different times the therapeutic value —or lack

a

compounds

preparations.

the fallacy of the theory
readily assimilated than the
that needs, further, to be said is that

are

All

shown

more

to take calcium glycerophosphate it may purchase

fraction of the

it under

price. — (From The Journal A. M. A.,

Sept.
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SYRUP

PEPSIN

Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is manufactured by the Pepsin Syrup Company of
Monticello, 111. Some of the claims made for this preparation are:
"Positive Relief for Constipation."
"The Great Digestive Preparation, the Most Pleasant and Effec
tive Remedy Known, Acting Gently, yet Promptly, on the Stomach,
Liver and Bowels."
". . . the most convenient, agreeable and acceptable form of
a digestive compound known."
"Dispels Colds Headache, Fevers and all ills caused from Bad
Foul Stomach, Torpid Liver and Sluggish Bowels."
Digestion,
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Throughout the advertising the idea is conveyed that
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin possesses peculiar value because
of the alleged presence of the pepsin in it. For instance,
the circular which is wrapped around each bottle reads :
"The natural demand for a digestive preparation in conjunction
with a prompt and effective laxative has led to the compounding of
pepsin, the greatest digestant of the age, with mild and effective
laxative drugs, containing
the virtues of plants known to be the
most beneficial to the human system.
To combine pepsin with
vegetation [sic] to make the most effective remedy and meet with
the best results has led to the manufacture of the popular remedy,
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin and Herb Laxative Compound."

The label on "Syrup Pepsin" declares the presence of
per cent, alcohol.
The government chemists have
already passed judgment on this product and their opinion
has become a matter of public record.
In the Hearings
before the Committee of Interstate and Foreign Com
merce of the House of Representatives relating to the Food and Drugs Act,
published in 1912, Dr. L. F. Kebler, Chief of the Division of Drugs of the
Bureau of Chemistry of the Department of Agriculture, classes Syrup Pepsin
among "Products for which False or Fraudulent Claims are Made."
Regard
ing its composition Dr. Kebler stated:

8Vi

of

"An aqueous-alcoholic solution containing laxatives flavored with oil
Pepsin is absent or not present in appreciable

peppermint.

amounts."

The Journal of

the American Medical Association has received inquiries
at various times concerning the laxative constituents of "Syrup Pepsin" and
it seemed worth while to determine the nature of the laxatives in the nostrum.
Accordingly the Association's laboratory examined a specimen and reported :

"Qualitative tests indicated the presence of a senna preparation as the chief
Phenolphthalein was absent but the presence of small
laxative ingredient.
quantities of a salicylate, probably sodium salicylate, was noted."
(Reports
Chem. Lab. A. M. A., 1914, p. 80).
Taking the results of the federal chemists with those of the Association's
laboratory, it seems that Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is essentially a laxative of
the senna type.
The lack of any appreciable quantity of pepsin as reported
by the federal authorities would seem to indicate that the name would consti
tute misbranding under the federal Food and Drugs Act. — (From the Journal
A. M. A., July 31, 1915.)

DR.

A.

W.

CHASE'S

NERVE

PILLS

The label on the box of "Dr. A. W. Chase's Nerve Pills" states that they
are "prepared for the Dr. A. W. Chase Medicine Co., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.,"
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and that they are "used in the treatment" of "thin and watery blood, nervous
disorders, brain fag, nervous headache, nervous dyspepsia, irregular heart
action, sleeplesness," etc. A circular within the box sets forth the alleged
virtues of these pills and of other products of the company.
This circular
calls attention to the use of these pills in the treatment of almost everything
from pale, sallow complexion, to paralysis and locomotor ataxia.
Sexual
debility and female troubles occupy a prominent place among the diseases
and symptoms which are made "next to impossible of occurrence" through the
use of these pills.

Malnutrition

ItStSttM

It ia oot whatyou eat,but whatyon eat, digestand rtaorb, that count*
In keepingup the healthand Tiger of thehumanbody. If you an not get

ting the benefitof the foodyou eat you abouldsuspectthe nervoussystem,
for the Derreacontrolthe flow of the gastricJuiccaof thestomachand the
other chemicalfluid* of the digestive■yttemwhicheffectthe digestionof
starches,fata,etc
EsptMUllr
jou do ootart
st thismm of Ik* r—' <Jlf—
Honlass,*>P*tiUraOa,
»q««*Uy
feefood at lb* Toedyo+mi aadotaJJtj b »■—
loaarad.Tn far!tba•■'•eta
Inloeaat n*rtr sadambition,
erarya*aadr«>leekis eourafa
f*cltsnof Utifo* oobm
■adfoodabear.
Baileeaarawillnoth.lproe,fortoo—i*t kart ftooriaksaaat*> aaailyuu^
latadtoadlltan tbatii bV
Ubaaspbr Umbloodatraaei
*ttbMtasWt U abort,
by Dr. CLw'i Nan*Food
as-mbestafforded
roe asedsashsaaistsnii
Bj oungtbiafoodnil fon rsricbIke bloodandaupplrsoariabantdirectlyte
of dteoatioo
arain
lb* atarW orr»oga
«T«t.tnTheDarrtawblabtaetrol(haproraaa
Ttjoratrd.d«r«uoaia Usprorad.
appatito
abarpautd.
yoeararaalorrd
U
aadaradualir
haaJtband»lfor
**y. Dr Chess's
Tab» Nahue'e
Ksrra Poodaappllta
tbaalsswats
**d ma j

.

Dr. Chase's
Nerve Food
"Dr. A. W. Cliase's Nerve Pills" used to be called "Dr. Chase's Nerve Food" before the
Federal Food and Drugs Act made falsifying expensive.
Then "Food" became "Tablets"
and, later, "Pills."
In Canada, however, it continued to be sold as a "Food." The illus
tration above is a reduced photographic reproduction
of an advertisement in a Canadian
magazine.
that on every box of these pills will be found a por
Chase, of Chase's Family Recipe Book fame. The inference
is that these pills are made according to a formula in this book.
A careful
search of Chase's Recipes, or Information for Everybody,1 also a later edition'

The circular declares

trait of Dr. A. W.

1. By A. W. Chase, M.D., Published by R.
2. Dr. Chase's Combination
Receipt Book,

A. Beat, Ann Arbor, Mich.,
F. B. Dickerson Co., Detroit,

1900.
1915.
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failed to reveal a formula for any such pills as the ones purchased.
On page
130 of the 1900 edition a formula is given for "Nervous Pills."
These are
essentially an alcoholic extract of Ignitia a mar a (St. Ignatius bean). These
were said to be originated in 1854 by Rev. John W. Dagnal, the "Retired
Physician," and much used by Professor Palmer of the University of Michigan.
Dr. Repheto1 calls attention to these in answer to an inquiry about Chase's
pills. He states that this formula was much used by eclectics and because of
poor results Dr. John King of Cincinnati introduced a substitute composed of
extract of gentian, powdered savine leaves, powdered Ignatius leaves, and
iron iodid.
The examination made in the chemical laboratory, discussed below, shows
that "Dr. A. W. Chase's Nerve Pills" do not correspond in composition to
pills prepared by either of the formulas mentioned above. They are coated,
chocolate colored, and have a strongly persistent bitter aloes-like taste.
The
coating readily washed from the pills but the pill mass did not readily disin
tegrate.
Even standing over night in water they were not entirely disin
tegrated.

The pills weigh approximately
ament
show

0.318 gm. (5 grains) with coating; the medic
Microscopic examination did not
alone weighs 0.210 gm. (3.5 grains).
vegetable structure.
examination
the absence of
showed
Qualitative

chlorids, bromids, iodids, phosphorus and phosphorus compounds.
Abundance
of sulphate was present, also carbonate.
Iron and manganese were present in
large quantities, calcium and sodium in lesser amounts, aluminum and mag
nesium in small amounts.
The manganese was probably present as black oxid
dioxid), since the manganese did not dissolve in water, and the
(manganese
pills with hydrochloric acid gave abundance of chlorin. Emodin bearing drugs
were present and alkaloids also were present in small amounts.
Iron, man
ganese, and sulphate were determined quantitatively.
The iron oxid weighed
indicated the presence of iron equivalent to 0.0395 gm. (% grain) anhydrous
ferrous sulphate
in each pill.
The amount of manganese
pyrophosphate
obtained indicated manganese equivalent to 0.021 gm. (Vs grain), manganese
dioxid in each pill. The quantity of alkaloid present was so small that it
could not be determined accurately.
The chemical examination indicates that these pills contain iron, possibly in
the form of ferrous sulphate which is in a state of more or less decomposition
due to exposure
and contact with the other constituents of the pills, man
ganese dioxid, aloes or aloin, vegetable extractive, and traces only of some
alkaloidal drug.— (A. H. Clark, in The Journal A. M. A., Sept. 7, 1918.)

CITROLAX
Trade names which give a misleading impression as to the constituents of
involved constitute an especially pernicious form of nostrum
the substance
activity.
The extensive newspaper
advertisements
of a preparation called
"Citrolax" have brought it to the attention of the Association's laboratory.
From the name of the substance and from various statements and implications
in the advertising matter, the purchaser is led to believe that it is magnesium
citrate in tablet form and superior to the standard solution of citrate of mag
nesia.
1. Medical

World, Aug..

1912,

\>. iS().
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A tablet taken from a trade package, when placed in a glass of water,
according to directions on the carton, yielded a milky solution.
As citrate
magnesia is completely soluble in water, the presence of insoluble matter in
the tablet aroused suspicion. To determine the nature of this insoluble matter,
the tablets were examined by our chemists who report :
LABORATORY

REPORT

Two

sets of specimens were therefore purchased
for investigation.
The
labeled "Citrolax — The Lemonade Laxative — Made and guaranteed
by the Citrolax Company of America — Chicago."
The second, purchased three
weeks later, were labeled— "Citrolax— The Effervescent Laxative— Tastes like
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first were

1

Advertised

so

as

to

convey

drug; analysis showed that

purgative

phenolphthalein.

each

the impression that citrate of magnesia was the essential
citrolax tablet contained more than an average dose of the

Lemonade — Prepared only by Foley and Co., Chicago."
The probability is
that the party who first put it on the market has sold it to the second, the
Foley people. The tablets measure about W* inches in diameter by about V2
inch in thickness; they are sold in 10-cent, 25-cent and 50-cent packages, con
taining, respectively, one tablet, three tablets and eight tablets each. When
placed in water Citrolax tablets effervesced with liberation of carbon dioxid
and dissolved, with the exception of a small amount of a fine whitish powder,
giving the solution a turbid appearance.
The solution responded to tests for
sodium and citrate ; the presence of potassium or tartrate could
magnesium,
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The insoluble matter was found to be organic, soluble
not be demonstrated.
in alcohol and to dissolve in alkaline solutions with formation of a bright red
color, which disappeared on acidification and reappeared on being made alka
line.
Further tests identified this substance as phenolphthalein. Quantitative
determinations of the phenolphthalein resulted as follows : Tablets from pack
ages labeled "The Citrolax Company of America" averaged 10 gm. in weight
and contained an average of 2.4 per cent, phenolphthalein, or about 024 gm.
per tablet.
Tablets from packages labeled "Foley and Co, Chicago," weighed
about 11 gm. each and contained an average of 2.1 per cent, of phenolphthalein,
or about 0231 gm. per tablet.
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The advertisements, as has been mentioned, would lead one to believe that
the tablets are a form of magnesium citrate. The chemical examination shows
that each tablet contains 3Vi grains of phenolphthalein, or more than an aver
age dose of this drug. — (From The Journal A. M. A., March 21, 1914.)

D.

This nostrum, which is advertised
of the Atlantic.
This does not

sides

D.

D.

as a cure for eczema, is sold on both
mean, however, that it has the same

composition in the United Kingdom that it has in the United States.
The
British law requiring "patent medicines" containing certain scheduled drugs
to be labeled "Poison" does much to discourage the use of certain dangerous
drugs as ingredients of "patent medicines." As sold in the United States, each
ounce of D. D. D. contains, according to the label, as required by the Food
and Drugs Act :
Chloral

Alcohol

hydrate

2 gr.
28 per cent.

Chloral hydrate is one of the drugs in the British "poison schedule." If this
drug were a constituent of D. D. D. as sold in Great Britain, the nostrum
would have to be labeled "Poison."
But apparently chloral hydrate is omitted
from the D. D. D. put up for British consumption. The chemists of the British
Medical Association analyzed the preparation and assigned to it the following
composition :
Salicylic
Carbolic

acid
acid
Oil of Wintergreen
Glycerin

0.7S
1.18
1.00
9.28

Alcohol

65.10

Water

22.69

This indicates that D. D. D. furnishes another example of how the "poison
The D. D. D. that contains chloral hydrate naturally pro
label" protects.
duces in some cases what physicians commonly call the "chloral rash." This
physiologic effect is turned to account by the manufacturer as follows :
in bringing the disease to the surface, D. D. D. will spread the eruption
"Occasionally
This is not a sign that the malady is growing more
temporarily over a much larger area.
serious, but, on the contrary, it shows that the disease is being uprooted."

No matter how greatly the American and British preparations of D. D. D.
vary in composition, the purchasers in both cases are told :
'patent medicine* but the prescription of a skin specialist. Dr.
■*D. D. D. is no ordinary
D. D. Dennis, who used the compound now known as D. D. D. successfully for years on all
patients suffering from skin diseases."
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In August, 1910, a man who had used forty-eight bottles of D. D. D. for
eczema wrote to The Journal and complained that it had not relieved his
eczema.
He complained that he had lost fourteen pounds in weight, had
become weak and emaciated and was "generally miserable." This example of
the danger the public runs in using "patent medicines" containing such insidi
ous poisons as chloral hydrate, emphasizes the need of a "poison label"
requirement being added to the federal Food and Drugs Act. — (From The

Journal A. M. A.,

Oct. 19, 1912.)
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DUFFY'S

MALT

WHISKEY

What is this widely advertised nostrum sold as a "consumption cure,"
claimed to be the "greatest known heart tonic" and a preparation that "builds
up the nerve tissues, tones up the heart, gives strength and elasticity to the
muscles and richness to the blood?"
The answer to this question will be
found to depend, apparently, on when it is asked.
During the Spanish-American war Duffy's Malt Whiskey qualified as a
"patent medicine" by the payment of the special tax that was put on nostrums
as a means of raising revenue.
In a circular issued at that time by the Treas
ury Department it was stated :
"The Duffy Malt Whiskey Company have, by evidence under oath filed in this office,
shown that their compound called 'Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey' is composed of distilled spirits
in combination with drugs.

..."

DUFFY'S PURE MALT WHISKEY
CURES

All druggists

let free.

$1 a bottle. Medical book
Duffy Malt Whiskey Co.. Rochester. M. Y.

The claim made by the Duffy
it was cruel.

is as false as

CONSUMPTION.

and grocers,

Malt Whiskey Co. that their nostrum

cures consumption"

On the other hand, even while the Federal Government was declaring the
stuff a "medicine," the Supreme Court of the state of New York decided that
Duffy's Malt Whiskey was not a medicine but a liquor and that persons selling
it would be required to pay the same excise tax and to procure the same
liquor-tax certificate that were required of the sellers of any other whiskey.
The way in which the New York courts came to pass on this question is an
interesting chapter in "patent medicine" history.
THE PAXSON CASE

A New York City druggist named Paxson sold Duffy's Malt Whiskey
without first having paid the liquor license.
The New York state excise
department proceeded against the druggist for so doing. Paxson's defense was
that Duffy's Malt Whiskey was not a liquor but a medicine and it was, there
fore, not subject to the liquor laws of the state of New York. When the case
came to trial, the New York authorities called as witnesses three chemists,
Dr. Joseph De Guehuee, Dr. Charles A. Crampton and Dr. Edward W. Wheeler.
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WHAT THE CHEMISTS

FOUND

Dr. De

Guehuee, who at that time was chief chemist in the Health Depart
of the City of New York, testified that he had analyzed Duffy's Malt
Whiskey and he reported in part :
ment

...

I

it,

a

"I found the contents of the bottle to be whiskey, with a little cane
found no other ingre
sugar added to
sweetened whiskey
My examination would have revealed any other ingredients present
dients.
in quantities sufficient to be determined by chemical analysis."
:

Dr. Crampton, the chief chemist of the Internal Revenue Bureau of the
Treasury Department in Washington, reported his results in part as follows

...

is

is

It

it

is

it

I

.

...

it

a

Dr. Wheeler,

a

chemist of the New
that he had analyzed Duffy's

I

analyzed.

The solid was
WHAT

no appreciable drug or medicine in Duffy's
about
per cent, of solids in the bottle which
largely sugar. There was coloring matter."
1

"In my opinion, there
Malt Whiskey. There was

York State Department of Agriculture,
Malt Whiskey.

is

testified

THE DUFFY PEOPLE

CLAIMED

a

The courts assessed against Paxson a judgment of more than $700. Paxson
then appealed the case to the New York Supreme Court, which refused to set
the judgment aside and assessed him further costs for the refusal. Then the
Duffy Malt Whiskey people showed their hand. They took up the matter and
motion for
new trial was argued on the ground that new and important
evidence had been found.
In affidavits submitted by the Duffy Malt Whiskey
Company, Clarence E. Sherin, president of the concern, declared that Duffy's
Malt Whiskey contained, in addition to alcohol, the following drugs
:

a

Fluid extract calumba (columbo)
Fluid extract bydrastis (golden seal)

Dr. Richard

Fluid extract pareira (Pareira Brava)
Fluid extract taraxacum (dandelion)

Curran, Rochester, N. Y., declared under oath.

Fluid
he personally
prepares the tincture made from the following drugs, viz.
Calumba (Columbo),
Fluid Extract Hydrastis (Golden Seal), Fluid Extract Pareira
(Pareira Brava), Fluid Extract Taraxacum (Dandelion), under direction of the Duffy Malt
Whiskey Company, which tincture he knows to be used in the preparation of the medicinal
His knowledge that these medicinal agents
compound known as Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey.
Duffy,
are used
because of the fact that he personally delivers the same to Walter
vice-president of the Rochester Distilling Company."
:

"That

J.

is

Extract

:

He further declared

a

a

it

is

"That he himself personally makes the medicinal tincture, and from his own knowledge,
says that the character of the product and its effect on the system
in marked contrast
with any straight whiskey; in fact, he regards
whiskey in name only;
as
medicine of
the greatest value, in fact."

will be noticed that the amounts of the drugs alleged to be put in the
whiskey are not given.
Further affidavits were filed in the case from several
Rochester physicians, each of whom had some words of praise for this stuff.
It
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a

"I have made an examination of the substance known as Duffy's Malt
contained no medicinal ingredients outside of
Whiskey
found
whiskey of a very poor quality
the alcohol in the whiskey.
.
.
not whiskey which, according to the pharmabeverage
as
copeial standard, has been aged. . . . The taste of this bottle is indic
known as young whis
ative of
rather poor quality of whiskey, what
has not the full flavor and aroma of an aged
key or raw whiskey;
whiskey."
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TESTIMONIALS

...

Dr. William B. Conner regarded Duffy's Malt Whiskey "as a valuable
in his practice."
curative agent" which he had "had occasion to use
Dr. W. Hobart Curtis affirmed that "the effect of Duffy's Pure Malt Whis
key is different from that of any other whiskey. . . ."
Dr. Edwin S. Hayward, Jr., swore that he considered the stuff "a medicine
of widely acknowledged value" and that it has been his habit to prescribe it
"in cases where the activities have been at low ebb."
Dr. Harry M. Schall declared under oath that "on numerous occasions he
Malt Whiskey in his practice."
Dr. J. Sherburne Read declared that "Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey has been
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has used Duffy's Pure

used and prescribed by him for a number of years." Incidentally it may be
mentioned that Dr. Read at present is the "director" of the Okola Laboratory,
a fraudulent mail-order medical concern.

Dr. John A. Stapleton

deposed that "he was made acquainted with the
method of medicating Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey and the drugs employed for
the purpose" and was "of the opinion that the liquor during such medication
undergoes a decided change."

Dr. J. J. A. Burke swore that "he was aware from the beginning that
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey was being medicated" and further that he "knew
of the ingredients employed for the purpose and thought them good."
Dr. Richard M. Moore declared that he was "convinced that the liquor can
no longer be considered a stimulant pure and simple, but a medicated combi
nation by the solvent power of alcohol. [Italics ours. — Ed.]
Dr. William M. Barron stated that "he knows the remedies employed in
medicating Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey" and "unhesitatingly considers that this
whiskey is changed in a marked degree by the introduction of these drugs."
Thus, did these Rochester physicians solemnly declare that Duffy's Malt
Whiskey was a "patent medicine" and not a cheap whiskey. Nevertheless,
working independently,
made by three chemists,
conclusively
the analyses
proved that there were no drugs present in sufficient quantities to be demon
strable by chemical analysis ! Again it should be noted that while the Duffy
concern swore that drugs were put into its whiskey, it apparently gave no
information regarding the quantities of the drugs that were alleged to be
added.

'

The chemists of the North Dakota Agricultural Experiment
jected this product to chemical analysis and in their Report for

Station sub
1906 declared :

"Analysis indicates it to be nothing more than neutral spirits, colored
The amount of solids is high because it has syrup added
and flavored.
to make it 'smooth' and give it flavor."
THE

USE OF POLITICAL

INFLUENCE

For years, Duffy's Malt Whiskey has gone out to the public with the most
flagrantly misleading claims made for it on the wrapper around the bottle.
The government officials finally took action and in 1908 a quantity of Duffy's
Malt Whiskey was seized on the charge of being adulterated and misbranded
It appears that the Hon.
under the Food and Drugs Act. What happened?
James Breck Perkins, member of Congress from Rochester, at once "got busy."
At the time of the prosecution by the state of New York, Mr. Perkins was
attorney for the Duffy Malt Whiskey Company and it was he who filed the
brief in behalf of the company in support of the motion for a new trial. Mr.
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Perkins, at that time, was apparently highly incensed by the activities of the
against Duffy's Malt Whiskey.
In closing his brief at that
time, Mr. Perkins expressed himself thus :
state authorities

"It

not seem to me that the officers who represent the state in any proceeding,
not in criminal proceedings, are required to exhibit so extreme a zeal."

does

certainly

and
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Apparently zeal, in a public officer acting against large vested interests, is
It is not surprising, then, that
something that Mr. Perkins would not tolerate.
seized a large consignment
of Duffy's
when the Department of Agriculture
Malt Whiskey, Congressman Perkins should rush to the rescue. The incident
was described somewhat fully by Collier's at

According to that paper, Perkins
the time.
wrote his first letter on the official stationery
of the House Committee on Foreign Affairs
It
of which committee he was a member.
read in part :

...

Consumption Cured—
Gained 45 Pounds

is con
"The Duffy Malt Whiskey Company
trolled by our most prominent and leading citizens and
/ trust matters can be adjusted in such a way as not
industry."
to injure a long-established

He wrote

a second

letter, it is claimed,

this

time on the official stationery of the Printing
In addition, letters were written
Committee.
by various other prominent politicians of west
ern New York and a dozen personal visits were
made to Washington.
No less than six differ
ent officers of the Department of Agriculture
are said to have been written to. The hearing
was postponed time and again.
Finally, it was
set for a definite
date but before that time
arrived it was again postponed.
This, it must
be remembered,
was in 1908.
In the latter
months of 1910 The Journal attempted to get
some information regarding the status of the
case.
We were told that the case was still
pending.
Collier's, in closing its article regard
ing this disgraceful piece of political activity,
says :

MR.'EMIL T. SHERBERT

Ludingtou. Mich. (Special): "Two
ytkrs ago I consulled 19 phy&ic^ns
and
each and every one infermedme that
[ iiad about tix months to live, being
bidly affected with tuberculosis.I
using Duffy's Pure Malt Whis
■.tarted
key for relief at the suggestionof a
irend, and to-day I am entirely cured,
*lA I know it is becauseol this medi
cine, as I took nothing else. When I
iUned using it I weighed139pounds,
and to-day I weigh 184pounds."~—Emil
T. bherbert,427DowlandSt.
Ir. ISfiO—morethan half a centuryago
—:>.eformula of Duffy's Pure Malt
Whukeywasdiscovered.It wasalsodisL'jvered that it was a great curative
ngentin the treatmentof tuberculosis,
pneumonia,grip, coughs, colds, other
Throat and lung troubles, and in all
tiomachtroubles. The merit and honmy of an article that has beenbefore
the public for such a length of time
cannot be questioned. Its fame has
spread the world over, and it itaods
(o-day the most celebratedand most
Micits*.fulmedicineknown.
Duffy's Pure MaJt Whiskey U the
only whiskey that wai Jaied by the
Government as ■medicine during the
Spanish-American war.
The genuine is sold IN SEALED
BOTTLES ONLY by all dniggisti
grocer*and
" dealers,or direct SLOT pt
larte bo

"Consider, now, one question: Was Perkins
paid for what he did?
Did he make that long
hot trip from Rochester to Washington the
night of July 16 — Congress not being in ses
sion — from motives of public duty, or did he
get money for it? If he got money he is guilty
of exactly the same crime as that for which
Senator Burton of Kansas went to the peni
For the immediate activity of the
tentiary.
Secret Service men there is no more pressing
need than the investigation of whatever checks
Of course, Duffy's Malt Whiskey
never cured Mr. Sherbert, nor any
may have passed during the last eight months
from the Rochester manufacturers of Duffy's body else, of consumption.
Malt Whiskey (Walter J. Duffy, president) to
the Rochester law firm of Perkins, Duffy & McLean (this latter
Duffv beintr
B
J. P., son of Walter J.).
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"But whether Congressman Perkins has been guilty of a crime is not the
point of this article. What is important is to let all the people know how
necessary is their constant vigilance and support to see that the Pure Food
Law is carried out. If you were an obscure subordinate in the Department
of Agriculture or the Department of Justice, if you had no motive to proceed
against a swindling patent medicine or an adulterated food except your own
conscience, if your first move met with personal protest from the congressman
who controlled your salary, your promotion, and your official existence, how
soon would you grow tired?
The enforcement of the pure food law needs all
the encouragement
and enthusiasm that the public can contribute; there is no
trouble about the enthusiasm of the opposition — that is a matter of dollars and
cents, and it is working twenty-four hours a day."
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"duffy's annual"
Every bottle of Duffy's Malt Whiskey is wrapped in a large circular called
"Duffy's Annual."
This "Annual" consists, largely, of testimonials from lay
men and physicians.
We have on file one issued in 1901 and another issued
in 1911.
There are noticeable differences between the two circulars.
In the
earlier annual much is made of the statement that Duffy's Malt Whiskey con
tains no fusel oil ; nothing is said on this point in the later circular.
The
1901 issue comes out frankly with the claim that Duffy's Malt Whiskey "cures
consumption," etc. In the 1911 circular the "lie direct" has given place to
the "lie with circumstance."
The earlier circular contains a long testimonial
from Willard H. Morse and the Duffy company at the conclusion of the testi
monial adds :
"Dr. Morse is not only an M.D. and an F.S.Sc. but is
chemist of national reputation."

consulting

a well-known

therapeutist

and a

The facts are that Willard H. Morse is a professional testimonial writer
who has issued fake analytical reports for various quack concerns and prod
The title "F.S.Sc." is one that is given — price $5 (1 guinea) — by a
ucts.
ridiculous organization in London that styles itself the Society of Science,
Letters and Art. This title is very popular among the "patent-medicine" fra
ternity.
,
The earlier "Annual" recommends Duffy's dope for "painful and irregular
periods" — pathologic states about which the later one says nothing. The 1911
circular "features" a testimonial from the "Hon. Richard Curran, M.D., for
merly mayor of Rochester." This testimonial may carry weight with those
who do not know that Dr. Richard Curran was in the employ of the Duffy's
Malt Whiskey Co. He it was, as we have shown, who testified in May, 1905,
that he prepared the various drugs which were put in Duffy's Malt Whiskey.
But we have on file a letter written in 1910 by Dr. Curran — and written on the
stationery of the Duffy Malt Whiskey Company — in which he declares :
"Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey

made from choice
Pharmacopeia."

materials

is not a patent medicine, but a refined medicinal whiskey,
and complies with the test requirements of the United States

Does this mean that the Duffy product of to-day is different from that sold
five or six years ago? It would seem so. Some of the more recent pamphlets
sent out by the Duffy Malt Whiskey Company contain what purport to be
One of these is from Joseph De Guehuee who, it
analyses made by chemists.
will be remembered, when testifying in 1905 as chief chemist of the health
department of the city of New York, declared that he found this product to
be "whiskey with a little cane sugar added to it." But Dr. De Guehuee later
with the Lederle Laboratories and in that capacity he
became associated
.
.
."
declared : "Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey is free from added sugar.
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We have been asked at various times whether the testimonials of Duffy's
to come from physicians are genuine.
Investigation
of a large number of them indicates that the testimonials as now published are
documentarily genuine.
Evidently the Duffy Company has found it unneces
sary to "fake" testimonials. Of 104 physicians who had written testimonials
for Duffy's Malt Whiskey, 5 are members of the American Medical Associa
tion, and 18 have written testimonials for other nostrums.
From our files it
appears that some of the 104 testimonial-givers are either advertising quacks
or are connected with fraudulent medical concerns.
It is not difficult to esti
mate the scientific value of testimonials that come from such sources.

Malt Whiskey purporting
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CONCLUSION

We may accept the statement of the state chemists of North Dakota that
the stuff is plain alcohol with syrup added to give.it "smoothness" and coloring
added to make it look like whiskey ; or we may believe the federal chemist
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III

Another

consumption-cure

advertisement

of the testimonial

type.

who declared it simply "whiskey of a very poor quality" ; or we may think
Chemist Dc Guehuee was right when he said it was "whiskey, with a
little cane sugar added to it"; or we may prefer Dr. De Guehuee's later
that the stuff "is free from added sugar" ; again we may feel
pronouncement
that Dr. Curran's early declaration is worthy of attention and that Duffy's
Malt Whiskey contains drugs and is "a medicine" or possibly we may take
Dr. Curran's later statement that the product is merely a whiskey as defined
But whether we consider Duffy's Malt Whiskey a
by the Pharmacopeia.
As we
"patent medicine" or a low grade "booze" makes little difference.
A high grade whiskey has but a limited place in
have said elsewhere:
therapeutics; Duffy's Malt Whiskey has none. — (From The Journal A. M. A.,
Nov. 23, 1912.)
that
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the early part of 1906, the Duffy Malt Whis
in which appeared what purported to
Company issued an advertisement
be a testimonial from Rev. James Stoddard of Perry, N. Y. According to the
advertisement,
the Rev. J. Stoddard was a "Doctor of Divinity" and a "great
pulpit orator," who in writing the testimonial was "gratefully acknowledging
Here is the letter published
the debt he owes to Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey."
by the Duffy concern as having come from Stoddard :

A Repudiated Testimonial— In

key

Perry, N. Y., Sept. 21, 1905.
"Yes, dear brother, it would give me lasting joy to be at your bed
side through these long and trying days; to be able to minister to your physical wants, and
Alas, I cannot come to
to lead your thoughts along paths profitable alike to both of us.
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My Dear Brother:

you, but I am comforted in knowing that the lung trouble is leaving you and that you are
in good hands and have every care.
Above all, that your doctors have found in Duffy's
Pure Malt Whiskey the one medicine that is curing you. I am certain this preparation will
continue to build you up, that it will put you on your feet again, as well and strong as
you used to be.
You will remember the condition in which the closing months of the last year found
My voice was gone, I suffered from chronic bronchitis, I was weak in body and slow
me.
of mind.
When hope had all but vanished, a dear, old friend brought me Duffy's Pure Malt
Whiskey.
I took it according to directions, a dessertspoonful three times a day. You know
full well what a cure was wrought in my case.
My throat is completely cured, my voice restored.
To-day I am strong, robust and healthy.
I am imbued with strength, energy and hope. My limbs of elasticity of youth, and I possess
This and more I owe to Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey,
the exalted powers of mind and body.
nature has produced.
I bid you then to
the purest and most effective medicinal preparation
take courage.
Rev. James Stoddard."
Yours with warmest good wishes,

A few weeks after the appearance of this advertisement in the newspapers
of the country, the Perry (N. Y.) Record, a newspaper published in the city
to say about
in which Mr. Stoddard was formerly a pastor, had something
what it termed the "contemptible trick" that had "been played upon Rev.
James Stoddard." It appears that Mr. Stoddard's picture in the Duffy adver
tisement had caused much unfavorable comment in Perry, as well as in other
places where he was known. To obtain the facts in the case, a resident of
Perry wrote to Mr. Stoddard. Here is the reply that was received :
Mrs. A. B. Andrews, Perry, N. K.
Dear Madam: In reply to your letter of the 30th

Rochester, N. Y., Jan.

I

31,

1906.

would say that a great injustice has
done me.
I never wrote that letter, as can be seen by the fact that I had left Perry
II weeks before the date of it. I had no such sick friend, and it is not my mode of writing.
I am no "D.D." and never was "a great pulpit orator."
The truth is, when I left Perry I had no means and went in search of work.
I could
find none in the church, so I tried other ways. At last a friend told me that
might be able
to place on sale the mineral water which
discovered in the State of Wyoming, near Rock
Springs, through the Warner Safe Cure Company.
This company is now owned by Duffy & Co. and is in the same building.
A week later
I was sent for and introduced to Mr. Duffy and son, whom I found to be very cordial. Then
the man who sent for mc told me that Mr. Duffy had three cousins in the Episcopal ministry,
and so felt kindly disposed, and if I would accept copying work to be done at my home I
could have it to do until I found something better. Afterward, the manager talked with mc
about the West and wished to see some of my illustrated addresses.
He offered to buy one
of them and wanted me to let my picture go with -it. The next thing I learned was that the
picture was used for an advertisement, which shocked me beyond anything ever before.
I
went immediately to President Duffy of the company, and he at once took action to prevent
the publication from appearing again.
I was a fool to fall into such a trap and am being roundly abused. Such advertising
Perhaps Osier was right; when we cease to be young
agents are too sharp for the clergy.
We fall into traps. We are liable to have tricks
and active we ought to be chloroformed.
But there is
played upon us, and what we say of water is used to puff up something else.
a just God, and he will take care of his old servants who have borne the burden and heat
Sincerely yours,
of the day.
James Stoddard.
been

I

I
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Some More "Testimonials." — Some months ago a big display advertisement
of Duffy's appeared in the newspapers.
It was accompanied by a photograph
Here is the testimonial,
of an old lady and by the old lady's testimonial.
with some of the comments on it that appeared in the "ad." :
"a dear old soul active and happy at

106

Nancy Tigue, of Lafayette, Ind., Although in Her 106th Year, Says:
" 'I Really Don't Feel Like I'm a Day Over 60, Thanks to Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey,
Which Is the Real Secret of My Great Age, Health, Vigor and Content.'
"Mrs. Tigue Is Blessed with All Her Faculties and Does Exquisite Fancy Work Without
Glasses.
She is as Spry as Many Women Half Her Age.
"With the Help of the Invigorating and Life-Giving Powers of This Wonderful Medicine
Mrs. Tigue says She Expects to Live Twenty-five Years Longer.

"Mrs.

m, PERRY RECORD
FERUY,S, Y
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My Life

a

Sermon of Thankfulness

5ay* Rev.J. Stoddard.D L) . Ureal Pulpit Orator and ConnerRectorol the
Church ol the Holy Apotlles, in gratefully acknowledgingthe debt he
©wetto Duffy's Pure Molt Whiskey. Im
pressivetruths from the Hps ol this dis
tinguished divine, who bids his ailing
brotherbe ol goodcheer and prophesies
that health,strengthand the k»yol living
will return to hltn:

Photographic
reproductions,
greatly reduced, of (1) a
purported to be a letter from the "Rev. J. Stoddard, D.D.,
a portion
of a newspaper, reproducing a letter from Mr.
being cither a "D.D.," a "great pulpit orator," or, in fact,
by the Duffy concern.

" 'I will

Duffy advertisement giving what
Great Pulpit Orator,' and (2) of
Stoddard in which he disclaims
the author of the letter published

and six years old,1 writes Mrs. Tigue, 'on the fifteenth of March,
don't feci like I am a day over sixty, thanks to Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey.
Friends say I look younger and stronger than I did 30 years ago. I have always enjoyed
Even now
health and been able to cat and sleep well, though I have been a hard worker.
I wait on myself and am busy on a pretty piece of fancy work. My sight is so good I don't
Am still blest with all my faculties.
The real secret of my great age,
even use glasses.
health, vigor and content is the fact that for many years I have taken regularly a little
It's wonderful how quickly
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey, and it has been my only medicine.
I am certain I'd have died long ago had
it revives and keeps up one's strength and spirits.
it not been for my faithful old friend "Duffy's." August 10, 1904."
and really

I

be one hundred

"Is

"Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
the Comfort

and

Support

of Old

Age.
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"The sincere and grateful tribute of Mrs. Tigue to the invigorating and life-prolonging
powers of Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey is one of the most remarkable and convincing on
record.
She sews, reads and is dependent upon no one for the little services and attentions
Mrs. Tigue's memory is perfect, and her eyes sparkle with interest as she
of old age.
quaintly recalls events that have gone down into history of the past hundred years.
Instead
of pining, as many women half her age, she is firm in the belief that with the comforting
and strengthening assistance of Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey she will live another quarter of
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a

century."

These statements were so remarkable that we wrote to two physicians of
Lafayette for facts.
It seems that one of the Indianapolis newspapers pub
lished an item regarding Mrs. Tigue having reached her one hundred and
fifth birthday, and evidently this was the cue for the Duffy exploiters. The
following letter is from Dr. George F. Keiper, one of the councilors of the
Indiana State Medical Association. As the eye and ear surgeon to St. Eliza
beth's Hospital he visited that institution every day, which explains his per
sonal knowledge of the case.
Lafayette,

My Dear Doctor: — Yours of

Ind., Nov.

18,

1905.

has been received; also a copy of an advertisement
published in the newspapers last winter, which contains, among other matter, a photograph
of Mrs. Nancy Tigue, and also, among other statements, the following: "Mrs. Nancy Tigue,
of Lafayette, Ind. Although in Her 106th Year, Says:
'I Really Don't Feel Like I'm a
Day Over 60, Thanks to Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey, Which is the Real Secret of My Great
Age, Health, Vigor and Content.* "
I have had several interviews concerning Mrs. Tigue and this testimonial. I have known
the old lady for a number of years and, to my certain knowledge, she has never used alco
interviewed
I used to see her every day at St. Elizabeth's Hospital.
holics in any form.
Sister Bernardi, the Sister Superior of St. Elizabeth's Hospital, where Mrs. Tigue was for
a number of years.
The Sister Superior says that Mrs. Tigue never took any whiskey while
there.
further asked Sister Benigna and Sister Aloysia and they both denied that she used
Duffy's Malt Whiskey.
For the past three or four years Mrs. Tigue has been at St. Anthony's Home for the
This Home
Aged, going there from St. Elizabeth's Hospital when the Home was opened.
is a branch of St. Elizabeth's Hospital.
Sister Frances is in charge of the Home, and she
told me that Mrs. Tigue has never taken a drop of any kind of whiskey while there.
also saw her son, Mr. Michael Tigue.
The advertisement of Duffy's Malt Whiskey
filled him with indignation passing all bounds.
He corroborated all that the Sisters told me,
and he further told me that when this advertisement appeared, he had some sharp corre
spondence with the Duffy people.
The photograph used in the advertisement was obtained by a party who said be wanted
papers.
to use it in one of the Indianapolis
Of course, misrepresentation was resorted to.
Concerning the testimonial:
The man who obtained it, went to Mrs. Tigue and requested
her to sign a testimonial concerning Duffy's Malt Whiskey, but she said she never used it,
and the agent was told to see her son. The man then saw Mr. Michael Tigue, who refused
to grant his request.
The agent then took a notary public to the Home and represented to
Mrs, Tigue that her son told her to sign the testimonial.
Very truly yours,
George F. Keiper.
the

14th

I

I

I

Dr. W. W. Vinnedge
His letter we quote:

is another

Lafayette physician to whom we wrote.

Lafayette, Nov. 21, 1905.
Dear Doctor: — In response to your inquiries as to Mrs. Nancy Tigue of Lafayette,
beg
to say that I investigated her case as to Duffy's Malt Whiskey somewhat less than a year
This morning I found Mr. Michael Tigue, single, stone-cutter, ex-township
.
.
.
ago.
he dictated and signed the
trustee, 58 years old, son of Mrs. Nancy Tigue, and
.
You have been misinformed in one particular, Mrs. Tigue does
.
.
enclosed statement.
not live in a home for feeble-minded, but in the Old People's Home, under the care of the
I visited her there twice in the early part of the past summer,
Poor Franciscan Sisters.
saw her sitting by her bed fully dressed, saw her led across the floor by a Sister with a
hand under her (Mrs. T's.) elbow, and she appeared to be nearly blind, as the Sister said.
The old lady, however, is fairly intelligent, and while very senile in appearance talked under
She and the Sister assured me that she drank no intoxicating drinks at all, and
standing^.
never had done so, and from their manner and words I saw that they thought the report
am sure that the old lady knows nothing at all about Duffy's Malt Whiskey.
ridiculous.

...

I

I
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As to the testimonial given by the old lady. About a year ago a young man from Indian
apolis, a newspaper man, got off the train here one morning and called on Mr. Mike Tigue,
Mr. Tigue gave him permission to see his mother, but refused
and asked for a testimonial.
The enterprising young man hired a horse and buggy from a livery stable,
the testimonial.
and taking Mr. Oscar Campbell, notary, Lafayette, drove out to the Old People's Home,
about two miles, and saw the old lady, led her to think that her son Michael had sent them,
that he wished her to sign the testimonial, which she did by making her mark, and without
having a clear idea of the contents of her statement, and without having any idea at all of
what use was to be made of it. You know the balance.

NO

PAlNlR

ACHE AT

1051

Who Is I0S Years Old, Sleeps Like
a tiirl. and Says She Does Not Know What
It Is to Have a Pain or Ache.

.Mrs. Louisa

Cox,
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Her

Only

Medicine

Is

DUFFY'S PURE MALT
WHISKEY, "The Renewer
of Youth."
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Photographic
reproduction of a Duffy advertisement giving what purported to be a testi
monial from Mrs. Cox of Harrington, Me.
-Investigation
indicated that Mrs. Cox could
neither read nor write and had never taken either Duffy's whiskey or any other whiskey.
Later,

] am informed,
Mr. Michael Tigue wrote, or caused his attorneys, Messrs.
Gaylord, Lafayette, Ind., to write to the Duffy Malt Company protesting against
the use of his mother's name, forbidding it.
Finally, he told me today, the firm quit pub
lishing her picture and statement in the newspapers, but it is in press and will appear in
Duffy's book soon; they could not "cut it out" of that at this stage.
If you wish any addi
tional information and will indicate what it is, I will be very pleased to try to get it and to
help along the good work in which you are engaged.
Very truly yours,

Kumler

as

&

W. W. VlNNEDGE.

The following

is the statement

referred to, made by Mr. Tigue:

Lafayette, Nov. 21, 1905.
Whom it May Concern: — I am the son of Mrs. Nancy Tigue, who is now an inmate
of the St. Anthony's Home, and I am 58 years old.
My mother is one hundred and five
To
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Mother is
Our home is, or was, 413 S. 1st St., Lafayette.
years old, was born in Ireland.
almost blind, and she has been cared for by the Sisters about four years — one year at the
My mother never drank any intoxicating drinks at all. She does not
Old People's Hon-.e.
She was imposed on in order to obtain the advertise
know what Duffy's Malt Whiskey is.
ment of Duffy's Malt Whiskey, being nearly blind was influenced to sign a false affidavit
by Duffy's solicitor, which was published without our knowledge or consent.
Michael G. Ticue.
CENTENARIAN

FEELS

LIKE A

GIRL

A "companion piece" to the above is the picture and testimonial of Mrs.
Louisa Cox of Harrington, Maine. This is still appearing in the newspapers,
or was a month ago. Here is the testimonial as it appeared in the news
papers

:

I am well, without a pain or ache. I sleep as well
"Gentlemen: — I am 105 years old.
I did when I was a girl. I use your whiskey and like it very much. Duffy's Malt
Whiskey is the only medicine I use.
I get water from the well, bring in wood, and do my
housework.
Mas. Louisa Cox.
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as

The advertisement is accompanied with the usual extravagant claims and
In this advertisement
but we have only space for one quotation.
we are told that :
statement,

"There are 4,000 men and women in this country alone who have passed the hundred
year mark, and nearly every one of them has publicly acknowledged that he or she owes
health, strength, continued use of all the faculties, and extreme old age to Duffy's Pure
Malt Whiskey, the great cure and preventive of disease, the true elixir of life."

Four thousand people in this country over 100 years old have publicly
acknowledged that they use Duffy's Malt Whiskey ! ! We wrote to Dr. E. A.
White, Columbus Falls, Maine, and asked him to investigate the case. Dr.
White replies as follows :
Columbia Falls, Me., Nov. 11, 190S.
Dear Doctor: — In accordance with your request I went to the home of Mrs. Lovisa Cox

She tells me she will be 107 the 12th of
(not Louisa as appears in the advertisement).
January, 1906. She says she never took Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey or any other whiskey
in her life.
Never took but very little medicine any way.
Her daughter, Eliza A. Shaw,
with whom the old lady lives, verified the statement.
You will notice a statement from her
on the back of your enclosed letter.
She knows about the advertisement which has appeared
in the Bangor Commercial, a paper printed in Bangor, Maine.
She has been interviewed a
number of times about the matter and always denied it. Calls it a lie.
The advertisement
is in the Bangor Commercial now, same as the one you sent me.
An article came out in
the Bangor News, another paper printed in Bangor, Maine, denying the statement of the old
lady's appearing in ad. of the Commercial.
The old lady can neither read nor write, so if
she made her cross (x) under any statement she would have no way of knowing really what
it contained, thereby giving some unscrupulous person a chance to deceive her.
I do not
I do not charge you anything for my trouble; am only too glad
think this was even done.
Yours,
Let me know if you need anything more.
to help you to unearth such frauds.

E. A. White.

On the back of the letter to Dr. White

is

written with pencil the following

:

This is to certify that I, Eliza A. Shaw, daughter of Mrs. Lovisa Cox, know that my
never has taken Duffy's Malt Whiskey, or any other whiskey for medicine.
Eliza A. Shaw.
Witness: Susie A. Shaw.

mother

A letter
reply

to

the

postmaster

of Harrington,

Maine, brought the following

:

Dear Sir: — Relative

Harrington,

Me., Nov.

13, 1905.

to enclosed ad. would say that party in question has never used
liquor in any form and can secure her affidavit tc that effect if you care to bear the expense.
Party lives some four miles from town; it would be necessary to drive out in order to
Yours,
interview her.
Wm. N. Dyek, P. M.
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Those who want further information regarding the character of the Duffy
testimonials should refer to the articles in Collier's. For the wonderful virtues
of Duffy's Malt Whiskey, as a medicine, we respectfully refer to the adver
tisements appearing in the newspapers of the country. — (Modified from The
Journal A. M. A., Dec. 16, 1905.)

EATONIC
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"Eatonic" is "distributed" by the Eatonic Remedy Co., Chicago. If one
believes the claims of the Eatonic concern — and we do not recommend this —
"the Advanced Scientific Thought of the Medical World has been called upon
to produce Eatonic" ! Here are some of the claims made for Eatonic in news
paper advertisements,
which, by the way, are not subject to the penalties
which control claims made for medicinal products on the trade packages :
"Instantly relieves heartburn, bloated, gassy feeling, stops acidity, food repeating,
and stomach misery.'*
"Aids digestion; keeps the stomach sweet and pure."
"Eatonic is the best remedy . . ."
"Sponge up the excess acids and poisonous fluids from the stomach by chewing these
compressed compounds — stomach pains guaranteed to leave at once."
Bloat, Heartburn, etc."
"Removes Indigestion,

In the trade-package the claims are more cautious.
that it "instantly relieves heartburn, bloated,
gassy
do find :
"Intended
Stomach

.

.

for
."

the

relief

of

.

.

.

Heart

Burn

.

.

We

do not find there
etc., but we

feeling,"
.

Gassy,

Windy,

Bloated

Which, of course, is different ! The Eatonic Remedy Co. might say with
equal safety that their tablets were "intended for" the reduction of the national
debt, or the repairing of automobile tires.
There is nothing to prevent a
manufacturer from declaring what his product is "intended for." And who
could resist the lure of this :
"Be a good liver — while you live. You don't have to live on a Death Diet, but eat what
Remember, Eatonic drives the gas out of your body — and the bloat
you like and be normal.
It stops the super-acidity — that is, too much acid — that causes nearly all
goes with it.
stomach trouble."

At the request of the Propaganda Department, the Association's laboratory
took up Eatonic for investigation. Here is its report:
LABORATORY

REPORT

Eatonic is in the form of black, uncoated tablets, having a mintlike odor,
Each tablet is stamped "Eatonic" and each
and a sweet and mintlike taste.
weighs about 27.4 grains. A qualitative examination showed Eatonic to con
tain calcium, magnesium, carbonate, sugar, charcoal and silica or a silicate.
As no soluble carbonate could be
The odor and taste suggested peppermint.
detected, the calcium and carbonate are probably present as calcium carbonate.
The qualitative examination indicates that Eatonic is composed of calcium
charcoal, sugar, and oil of peppermint as flavoring.
carbonate,
From this
examination, and from the quantitative determinations carried out, we con
clude that Eatonic is essentially calcium carbonate 20 parts, sugar 55 parts,
charcoal 12 parts in a hundred.
The remainder is flavoring, and material
Each tablet contains approximately 5.5 grains calcium car
undetermined.
bonate, 15 grains sugar, and 3.25 grains charcoal.
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This, then, is the best that the "Advanced Scientific Thought of the Med
ical World" could do :
Calcium
Sugar
Charcoal

carbonate

5% grains
grains
3V4 grains

(chalk)

15

Surely the labors of such a mountain have brought forth a ludicrously
insignificant mouse!
Summed up, it may be said that "Eatonic" is a simple
and innocuous tablet of the antacid type. It will do nothing that cannot be
done equally well by the well-known "sodamint tablets."
The latter, being
nonproprietary, and therefore competitive, are sold at a fraction of the cost
of "Eatonic" while the incentive to force them on the public under false and
misleading claims is reduced to a minimum. — (From The Journal A. M. A.,
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Sept. 21, 1918.)

BAD BREATH
It's Your Doty to G«t at thm Can**
and RamoT* It. A Word to
tho Wisa, You Know
Dr. Edwards* Olive Tablet f, the sub
stitute for calomel, oil the bowels and
positively do the work.
People afflicted with bad breath find
quick relief through
Dr. Edwards'
The pleasant sugarOlive Tablets
coated tablets are taken for bad
breath by all who know them.
Olive Tablets act gently but firmly
ot, \hr bowels and liver, stimulating
them to natural actioo,. clearing the
blood and gently purifying the entire
system of impurities.
They do all that dangerous calomel
does without any of the bad after ef
fects.
All the benefits of nasty, sickening,
griping cathartics are derived from
Olive Tablets without griping, pam or
disagreeable effects of any kind.
Dr. K. if- Edwards discovered the
formula after seventeen years of prao
tice among patients afflicted with bowel
and liver complaint with the attendant
bad breath.
Olive Tablets are a purely vegetable
compound mixed with olive 01L
Take one every night for a week
and nait the effect
10c and 2Se per box.
The Olive Tablet Company, Colum
bus. O-

An advertisement

giving
(reduced)
impression that Olive Tablets de
pend for their action largely on the
olive oil they were said to contain.
They are practically devoid of oil and
depend, essentially,
for their action
on aloes.
the

For

some years

EDWARDS'

OLIVE TABLETS

Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets are purga
tive pills sold under claims that are either
directly or inferentially misleading. The
public is given the impression both by the
name of the preparation and by the claims
in the advertising that these pills owe their
For in
value to the presence of olive-oil.
stance

:

"They oil the bowels."
"They are a purely vegetable compound mixed with
olive-oil."
"A combination of vegetable materials mixed
with olive-oil."

They are also referred to as "olive-oil
colored" tablets — a misnomer as the pills
are a vivid green.
They are very small and
If
a dose consists of one or two tablets.
they were composed wholly of olive-oil, the
amount of oil taken at the dose would be
so absurdly small as to be negligible and
worthless for the purpose recommended. As
a matter of fact, instead of being composed
of oil they are hard, black, green-coated
Cursory tests in the Association's
tablets.
laboratory indicated that they were essen
tially an aloes pill, although they go to the
public as "a new laxative." — (From The
Journal A. M. A.t May 3, 1913.)

GREEN'S DROPSY REMEDY
The Journal has been receiving inquiries regarding "Green's

Dropsy Remedy," put on the market by "Dr. H. H. Green's Sons," Atlanta, Ga.
It is now sold by Dr. Thomas E. Green, who claims to be a successor to "Dr.
H. H. Green's Sons," and it now comes from Chatsworth, Ga.
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The business is a mail-order one. As with others of a similar type, the
advertising claims in the past few years have undergone the usual modifications
from the "lie direct" to the "lie with circumstance" as the following quotations
— italicized by us — will show:
OLD CLAIMS

HKCENT

"Have cured many thousand
having been pronounced utterly
eminent physicians."

"Dr. H. II. Green's Sons Treat Dropsy In
AH Its Various Forms."

cases
after
hopeless by

"Have relieved many thousand cases after
having been pronounced almost hopeless hy
eminent physicians."

"The Only Reliable and Successful
Known."

Dropsy

Treatment
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"We have cured
hopeless cases."

thousands

CLAIMS

In

"Dr. H. H. Green's Sons Cure Dropsy
All Its Various Forms.

of

seemingly

"We have cured many patients after the
fami ly doctor had said there was no hope
for recovery."

[ Statement

eliminated.]

"We have relieved
hopeless cases.'*
"We have entirely
after
tittle

hundreds
relieved

the family
doctor has
for recovery."
hope

of seemingly

many patients
said there was

- A8REAT DISCOVERY

DROPSY
CUBED with vegeta
ble remedies,entirely
harmless, removesalt
symptoms of dropsy
Id t to 20dstyl : JO tof
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of old and more recent advertising.

The methods hy which the Green concern gets in touch with prospective
purchasers are the usual ones : Advertisements, in the cheaper grades of maga
In some cases advertising booklets
zines and in not-too-particular newspapers.
in
various
parts of the country addressed to
towns
mailed
to
small
have been
"The Mayor or Any Minister of the Gospel." Those who answer the advertise
ments (which offer "a free trial treatment") are sent a question blank which
must be filled in and returned before the sample is sent. With the sample is
a statement to the prospective purchaser to the effect that if he wishes to take
a course of "regular treatments" these will cost $10 or $15 each, as the case
may be.

The "treatment" itself comes in the form of large black balls or boluses which
first sent out are moderately soft but become harder on keeping.
One
treatment seems to consist of six large boluses and six small ones —even the
small ones are heroic in size. In addition, some purchasers receive "Tonic
Tablets." The purchaser is directed to take "a large ball dissolved in a little
water at nine o'clock at night and a small ball at midnight." At six o'clock
the next morning and every hour thereafter until eleven a. m. a substantial
dose of Epsom salt is to be taken in quantities sufficient to create a large num
ber of bowel movements.
This dosing is to be repeated "every other night and
day until all dropsical accumulation is removed from the system"! The boluses
and tonic tablets were examined in the Association's laboratory with the fol
lowing results :
when
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REPORT

"One 'treatment' of Green's Dropsy Remedy, consisting of large balls or
small balls or boluses and 'Grey Tonic Tablets' was examined.
The
small balls and the large balls appear to be of the same composition. The
masses are brownish-black in color.
When first received they were of about
Iodids,
the consistence of a stiff pill mass but they became harder on keeping.
alkaloids, emodin-bearing drugs and magnesium sulphate were absent.
The
boluses yielded about 4.2 per cent, of ash in which were found iron, calcium, a
Microscopic examination
sulphate and a phosphate, each in small amounts.
revealed the presence of a vegetable drug which appeared to be powdered squill.
The preparation contained a considerable amount of dark colored extractive
but this could not be identified.
It was darker in color than would be expected
from squill. It resembled licorice extract but tests for glycyrrhiza were nega
tive.
Reducing sugars were present.
"Examination of the 'Grey Tonic Tablets' failed to reveal any potent drug
except an iron salt, equivalent to about 2.65 per cent, of iron. The iron was
present in both the ferric and ferrous condition, which would warrant the sus
picion that dried ferrous sulphate is the salt used in the manufacture of the
Large quantities of starch and calcium sulphate were present. Alka
tablets.
loids, iodids and emodin-bearing drugs were absent.
"To sum up: The boluses, large and small, appear to contain powdered
squill as the chief medicinal ingredient. The tablets contain an iron salt
probably dried ferrous sulphate, as the chief medicinal ingredient."
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boluses,

Obviously there must be no small amount of danger for a person in a drop
sical condition to dose and drastically purge himself. Yet, as in all cases of
self-dosing, accidents that might follow would seldom be reported and in many
One physi
instances might be suppressed by relatives who shunned publicity.
cian has reported that he had seen two patients in a state of collapse after
taking the Green treatment — whether from the purging or the Green nostrum
he was unable to say. Some years ago a newspaper reported the sudden death
of a woman following the Green treatment but the coroner's inquest failed to
elicit sufficient evidence to place the responsibility for the death on the Green
product. No necropsy or analysis was made in the case. In the case of another
woman who also died suddenly while taking the Green dropsy cure, the local
health office sent Green a death certificate advising him that the family declared
that he was treating the woman at the time of her death. The only information
given in the certificate as returned was the name and age of the woman and
the statement that the primary cause of death was "Heart and Kidney trouble
producing Anasarca."
Whatever part the Green "cure" may have played in these cases, one thing
is certain : The product rs one that has no legitimate place among home rem
edies.
The public does not realize that dropsy is a symptom and not a disease
and usually a symptom of serious import.
For a person suffering from either
heart or kidney trouble to attempt to treat himself with powerful drugs for the
dropsical condition that may follow is the height of unwisdom. The idea that
such serious conditions can safely and intelligently be Handled on the mail-order
plan without any physical examination of the patient or even seeing the patient
is, of course, preposterous. — (From The Journal A. M. A., March 6, 1920.)

HALL'S

CATARRH

CURE

"Hall's Catarrh Cure" is well known to readers of The Journal. This
mixture of alcohol, potassium iodid, sugar and small amounts of some vege
table extractives has for many years been advertised under the claim that its
manufacturers would pay "$100 Reward for any Case of Catarrh that can't be
cured" by it. It was the manufacturer of "Hall's Catarrh Cure," Cheney, a
power in the "patent medicine" world, who devised the "Red Clause." Mark
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Sullivan showed in Collier's, how this clause, when introduced into the adver
tising contracts made by "patent medicine" manufacturers with newspapers,
effectually whipped the papers into line to defeat any public health legislation
that might be inimical to the "patent medicine" business.
Long after the word "cure" had been taken off the labels and trade pack
ages of the "patent medicines" made by the smaller fry in the nostrum world
"Hall's Catarrh Cure" blatantly continued to defy the federal authorities. It
is only within comparatively recent times that the name of the nostrum has
been changed to "Hall's Catarrh Medicine" and this, as The Journal pointed
out not long ago, only in the United States.
It is still a "cure" in Canada !
The utter worthlessness of the hundred dollar "guarantee" to "cure catarrh"
has been commented on before.
Some years ago The Journal recounted the
case of a man who, after taking twenty-six bottles of "Hall's Catarrh Cure"
declared that he was worse instead of better and asked for the hundred dol
lars. F. J. Cheney & Co.'s reply was that they would "not feel at all justified
in refunding the money paid for this trial [\] of the medicine" as "many
cases require much more than you have taken for a cure" ! Nearly three years
ago we received a letter from a man who claimed to have taken thirteen
bottles without results. He had written, he said, to the Cheney concern asking,
not for the hundred dollars reward, but "for only one-half the price of the
medicine." But : "They will not return a cent."
The man was even so
unsophisticated as to complain to his two home papers, that were carrying the
Hall "guarantee," and expressed surprise that he was unable to get any satis
faction and, in fact, "the deceitful advertisements still appear in both papers."
Now come some letters from a Canadian, which speak for themselves :
American Medical Association.
Dear Sirs: — I heard of your Association through a circular published bv the Metropolitan
Life Insurance Co. T have catarrh and last July I commenced taking Hall's Catarrh Cure.
After taking thirty (30) bottles of this medicine and receiving no benefit whatever, I wrote
F. J. Cheney & Co. re their guarantee. They sent me the enclosed letter dated Dec. 7, 1917.
I answered this and received the one dated December 20, 1917. After some inquiry, I
discovered that they could not advertise this medicine as a "cure" in the U. S. A., there
fore, it is "Hall's Catarrh Medicine."
I wrote and told them all this and also that it would
not cure catarrh, and asked them to live up to the terms of their guarantee.
In answer I
I am writing them today enclosing a druggist's
received the letter dated March 7, 1918.
certificate that I bought and paid for the medicine, and a certificate from a local doctor that

I am suffering from nothing except catarrh. I also told them I was taking the matter up
with your Association.
Any information which you might give me as to how to proceed would be appreciated.
Can you tell me who to write to in the State Legislature in the Capital of Ohio?
Here is the letter

Cheney

& Co.

of

December

7,

referred to above, received

from F.

J.

:

Dear Sir:
It is very seldom that anyone takes as much medicine as you claim without
The enly way we can account for this is that your
deriving some benefit from Us use.
trouble is complicated with some other disease, which, however slight, tends to retard the
•
action of the medicine.
Hall's Catarrh Cure will do what we claim for it— cure catarrh or deafness caused by
catarrh — and if your trouble is wholly catarrhal, we can see no reason why you as well as
Yours,
F. J. Cheney & Co.
r.o many others cannot be cured by its use.

Here is the second letter, that of December

20 :

Dear Sir: As before stated, while many cases of catarrh have been greatly relieved by
amount of Hall's Catarrh Cure which you have taken, others require long continued
treatment as cases vary and the medicine does not act alike upon all persons.
Hall's Catarrh Cure will do what we claim for it — cure catarrh or deafness caused by
catarrh.
We do not claim to cure any other disease.
In your case, we would suggest that you increase the dose and see if you can obtain
more relief from the larger doses.
Of course, if the stomach should become deranged,
decrease the dose.
The addition of a third teaspoonful of ordinary baking soda in the water
in which the medicine is taken is sometimes greatly beneficial.
Yours,
F. J. Cheney & Co.
Our guarantee is just as advertised.
the
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the gem of the collection, follows

:

Dear Sir: We have gone over your correspondence carefully and cannot find wherein
Kindly write us fully stating symptoms
you have stated anything whatever about your case.
of the disease, action of the medicine upon you, when you commenced taking Hall's Catarrh
Medicine and when you discontinued its use.
In regard to our guarantee, will say that we require that the patient prove that he has
catarrh not complicated with any other disease; that he has taken strictly according to
directions a sufficient number of bottles of Hall's Catarrh Medicine to cure his particular
case and that he has not been cured.
We believe that these restrictions are fair and are
only such as would be required in any business transaction.
Hall's Catarrh Cure and Hall's Catarrh Medicine are one and the same. The name will
Yours,
can be changed.
be changed in Canada as soon as our advertising
F.

J.

Cheney

& Co.

One gathers from the last letter of F. J. Cheney & Co. that before a victim
get his hundred dollars he has to prove (1) that he has taken enough
Hall's Catarrh Cure "to cure his particular case" and (2) that his particular
case "has not been cured" ! Did ever a thimble rigger, caught at cheating,
put up a flimsier defense?
Our Canadian correspondent's
request that we suggest some one in the Ohio
State Legislature to whom he might write relative to the matter discussed
must, perforce, remain unanswered.
Long experience has shown that state
legislators are strongly averse to doing anything that will hurt local indus
tries, especially when such industries are extensive advertisers in the local
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can

newspapers.

The information contained in the closing paragraph of the Cheney letter to
the effect that Hall's Catarrh Cure and Hall's Catarrh Medicine are one and
the same and that the Canadian labels will, before long, more nearly tell the
truth, is interesting. We wonder whether the Cheney concern will also take
off the Canadian label the hundred dollar "guarantee" which now appears on
it. This guarantee does not appear on the United States label.
Possibly the
fact that the federal Food and Drugs Act makes lying on the label irksome
may have something to do with it. — (From the Journal A. M. A., April
13, 1918.)

LANE'S

ASTHMA

CURE

In certain cheap weeklies and in some not-too-particular newspapers, one
"Asthma Cured
in large blackfaced type announcing:
may find advertisements
Before You Pay," in which D. J. Lane, St. Marys, Kan., offers to "send you
a $1.25 bottle of Lane's Treatment on free trial."
Other advertisements headed

either "Discovered Cure for Asthma," or "Discovered Remedy for Asthma,"
as the advertising rules of the publication may require, assert that a "Kansas
Chemist" has discovered a "simple home remedy for asthma" which has "easily
cured" those "who had been suffering from asthma for forty years."
In earlier days, "Lane's Asthma Treatment" used to be "Lane's Asthma
Cure," and long after the federal Food and Drugs Act was enacted, which
penalizes false claims made on the trade package, the same false claims were
made in other advertising paraphernalia — not subject to the law — which Lane
used in his mail-order quackery.
and submitted
to the Association's
"Lane's Treatment" was purchased
Laboratory. The chemists' report follows :
LABORATORY

REPORT

"Lane's Treatment, Double Strength, for Asthma and Hay Fever," a speci
in the A. M. A. Chemical Laboratory,
men of which was recently examined
was a brown liquid containing suspended matter, and having an aromatic odor
The specific gravity of the liquid was 1.0471.
and a bitter, gentian-like taste.
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"Twelve and a half per cent, of alcohol, or less," was declared on the label.
Qualitative tests indicated the presence of alcohol, calcium, iodid, sugar and
vegetable extractives. Most of the sugar present was in a form which directly
reduced Fehling's Solution (such as glucose), although a small amount had
the characteristics of sucrose (cane or beet sugar).
In an older specimen,
which had been in the A. M. A. files for some time, the sugar was wholly
sucrose.
No alkaloidal or emodin-bearing (laxative)
drugs were present.
Quantitative determinations gave the following results:
Per Cent.

Alcohol, by volume
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Calcium (Ca*+), by weight
Iodin (present as Iodid-I-), by weight
Ash, by weight
Sugar (Direct Reduction calculated as dextrose), by weight
Total Sugar (After Inversion calculated as dextrose), by weight

11.30
0.59
3.26
2.05
5.93
6.36

The examination indicated that each 100 c.c. (approximately 3Va fluidcontained 11.3 c.c. (about four teaspoonfuls) of alcohol, 3.96 grams
ounces)
(60.8 grains) of anhydrous calcium iodid (Call) and 6.66 grams (about 102
grains) of sugar, chiefly dextrose.
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be seen by the chemists' report that Lane's "wonderful discovery for
is essentially a solution of iodids in alcohol and water with vegetable
extractives.
Each dose of Lane's preparation contains approximately 2.5
grains of calcium iodid. This gives a daily dosage which is equivalent to 11.3
grains of potassium iodid. Iodids, of course, have been used for years by
Under
the medical profession in the treatment of certain forms of asthma.
careful supervision the use of iodids in selected cases of asthma may give
Self-dosing with iodids, however, especially in cases in
satisfactory results.
which the conditions may or may not indicate this drug, is by no means free
Long continued use or overdosing may bring about symptoms
from danger.
of iodism with edematous conditions of the larynx that may seriously inter
fere with respiration, even to the point, occasionally, of necessitating trache
otomy and in rare instances, causing death.
Even where the symptoms are
not so severe there may be skin eruptions, frontal headache, sore throat, neu

asthma"
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ralgic pains, anemia, etc. It is hardly necessary to say that in the exploita
tion of Lane's nostrum there is no warning of such danger. — (From The Jour
nal A. M. A., May 10, 1919.)
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LAXATIVE

BROMO

QUININE

"Laxative Bromo Quinine," which for years has been falsely advertised
under the claim that it "Cures a Cold in One Day," is put on the market by
the Paris Medicine Company, St. Louis. Apparently, the business was founded
by one E. W. Grove, president of the concern, who is said to have amassed
a fortune in the business.
As one newspaper has said, the Paris Medicine
Company "has changed its promoter from a salaried drug clerk to a multi
millionaire in twenty years' time."
In addition to Laxative Bromo Quinine,
the Paris Medicine Company also puts on the market "Dr. Porter's Antiseptic
Healing Oil," "Pazo's Pile Ointment" and "Grove's Pepsin Coffee."
While
Laxative Bromo Quinine is sold as a "headache remedy," "Grove's Pepsin
Coffee" is sold under the claim that it is "the only harmless headache
remedy" !
Some of the claims that have been, or are being made for Laxative Bromo
Quinine are, in addition to the slogan already quoted :
"Cures Grippe — prevents Grippe."
.
.
removes the cause of Colds, Coughs, Headache, Neuralgia, Grippe, Feverish and
Malarious Conditions.
.
.
."
"The quinine that does not affect the head."
"Laxative Bromo Quinine will be found better than the ordinary quinine."
"Relieves a Cold in the Head in the shortest possible tim*."
"For Colds, Coughs, La Grippe, Bronchitis, Catarrh and Headache."
"An Improved Quinine, Does Not Cause Nervousness Nor Ringing in the Head."

Laxative Bromo Quinine was
laboratory. The report of analysis

in the Association's
subjected
to analysis
may be summarized as follows :

LABORATORY

REPORT

Laxative Bromo Quinine comes in the form of light brown tablets, pos
Each tablet is stamped
sessing a faint odor and a bitter, rather sharp taste.
with the letters "L. B. Q." Qualitative tests showed the presence of aloin
or aloes, quinin or cinchona alkaloids, phenacetin, caffein, starch, small quan
Quantitatively, the
tities of chlorid and sulphate and a trace of bromid.
tablets were found to have :
Phenacetin
Caffein

Quinin

Starch
Ash
Bromid

Chlorid

(or cinchona

alkaloids)

44.78
4.33
8.91

undetermined

17.58
5.00
0.51
0.40
0.20
18.29

(Br')
(CI')

(SO,")
Sulphate
Aloin or aloes, and

(by diff.)

per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per

cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.

From the analysis it is concluded that Laxative Bromo Quinine is a mix
ture consisting mainly of phenacetin and aloin, with smaller quantities of
caffein and quinin and only a trace of bromid.
Based on the foregoing, it appears that each tablet of Laxative Bromo
Quinine (weighing 4% grains) contains, as its essential ingredients :
Phenacetin
(about)
Caffein
Quinin or cinchona
Aloin or aloes

2 grains

alkaloids

M grain

% grains
Undetermined
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While

the name "Bromo Quinine" naturally gives the impression that
and quinin are the important ingredients, analysis shows that the
content is only
of the whole and corresponds to only about %o of
of potassium bromid or ^oo part of the pharmacopeial dose.
formula for Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets, apparently, was changed
about the time the federal Food and Drugs Act went into effect. At any rate,
an analysis made for the American Medical Association in 1905 indicated
that, in addition to the laxative principle, the tablets contained acetanilid,
No trace of bromin was found at that time.
quinin sulphate and caffein.
An analysis made by the state chemists of North Dakota, and published in
the Annual Report of the North Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station for
According to this report,
1907, also failed to disclose the presence of bromin.
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when the North Dakota authorities notified the Paris Medicine Company of
the results of their analysis, the company stated that previous to the enactment
of the federal Food and Drugs Act "they used the combined alkaloids of
cinchona
as found in the cinchona bark, but were advised by the
to use some form of bromid in their preparation, and that they
government
The North Dakota chemists
had since been using the bromid and quinin."
were thereon furnished a sample of the "New product," which "on analysis
showed the presence of a small amount of quinin and bromin."
The manufacturers of Laxative Bromo Quinine try to make the public
believe that this product is "an improved quinin" and "better than the ordi
The real
nary quinin" as well as "the quinin that does not affect the head."
reason, of course, that Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets do not affect the
system in the same way as ordinary quinin is that there is practically no
quinin present.
While the average dose of alkaloidal quinin is 4 grains, the

...
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of this substance in Laxative Bromo Quinine is but % of a grain.
Put another way it means that, in order to get an ordinary pharmacopeial
dose of quinin, it would be necessary to take ten Laxative Bromo Quinine
tablets, and if this were done, the person taking it would get 20 grains of
phenacetin, a dangerously large dose.
Again referring to the disparity between the composition of this prepara
tion and the name, it is worth noting that one of the rulings made by the
officials who are intrusted with the enforcement of the federal Food and Drugs
Act, declares that "an article containing more than one . . . active medi
cinal agent is misbranded if named after a single constituent." As the active
medicinal agents in Laxative Bromo Quinine are not bromid or quinin but
rather phenacetin and aloin, it seems strange that the company putting out
this product has so far escaped prosecution under the federal law.
Laxative Bromo Quinine in addition to containing the dangerous heartdepressing and habit-forming drug, phenacetin, is falsely named and exploited
appearing in the
under misleading claims.
In a full-page advertisement
National Druggist some months ago, the Paris Medicine Company stated that
it was "giving the retail drug trade a much larger profit than they receive on
If this is true and so long as there are
any other leading advertised article."
millions in the sale of this preparation, the publication of the facts just given
will not, presumably, greatly affect the business. — (From The Journal A. M. A.,
Nov. 27, 1915.)
[During the war the labels of "Laxative Bromo Quinine" declared the
The change in composition
presence of acetanilid instead of acetphenetidin.
It is
was doubtless brought about by the increased cost of acetphenetidin.
characteristic of the "patent medicine" business that formulas are changed as
Unless the drugs happen to be those whose
whim or expediency dictates.
declaration on the label the law requires the public is none the wiser, for the
in fact, the only conname of the "patent medicine" remains constant and
is,

stant element.]

LOW'S

SYRTJP

WORM

it

is

is

is

&

made and sold by Smith, Kline
French Company,
Low's Worm Syrup
like so many of the worm syrups on the
preparation,
The
Philadelphia.
market,
of the usual dangerous santonin-containing type, although no hint
even
of the presence of this product nor any warning that
contains
given
The label on the product as sold at present declares the presence
poison.
still on the
of 11 per cent, alcohol. The older preparation, some of which
furnished when Low's Worm Syrup
called for,
druggists' shelves and
labeled as containing 18 per cent, alcohol. In each case, "the alcohol present
solvent and preservative."
essential as
accompanies the newer product when compared with the
that
circular
The
seen to exhibit certain modifications
circular around the older product
which safeguard the manufacturer from legal action more than they protect
The phrase "most safe and pleasant"
the consumer from possible poisoning.
of the older circular becomes simply "most pleasant" in the newer circular.
was "simply an impossibility for worms to remain" where
Where before
told fhat. under similar con
given, the public now
Syrup
Low's Worm
ditions,
"most difficult for worms to remain." The older circular recom
— "even when there are no worms" — as
"most useful" preparation
mended
for children "with cholera morbus, dyspepsia, costiveness and general debility."
"Tape worms of IS or more feet" have been expelled, so the public
told
a little more
in the new circular, by Low's Worm Syrup the older circular
is

;

is

a

it it
is

is

is

it

is

a

is

is

is

is

a

.

is
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specific, giving the measurement of the tape-worms as "IS to 35 feet in length."
The older circular declares : "There is nothing like it." The new circular
omits this statement ; whether from a sense of modesty or a fuller apprecia
tion of the possibilities behind the federal Food and Drugs Act, we do not

know.
The directions on the bottle-label, both of the newer and the older prepara
tions, are:
"A child under 1 year old may take % teaspoonful 3 times a day; 2 years, 1
teaspoonful 4 times a day; 3 to 5 years old, 2 teaspoonfuls;
5 to 10 years, 2%
Adults, 1 tablespoonful, one hour before meals.
teaspoonfuls.
"Observe a mild diet.
"Continue its use until it acts as a purgative.
"For Tape Worm double the dose."
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Some of the newer specimens of Low's Worm Syrup, purchased in the open
market, were turned over to the Association's
laboratory for examination.

The report follows

:

LABORATORY

REPORT

"Specimens of Low's Worm Syrup were examined.
The preparation tested
a thick, dark brownish syrup having an odor and taste resembling Dr.
Hand's Worm Elixir. The presence of 11 per cent, of alcohol was declared.
Further than this, the trade package furnishes no information concerning the
composition of the preparation. A considerable quantity of suspended matter
was noted.
This was of a yellowish color, and, together with the therapeutic
indications for the preparation, suggested the probable presence of santonin.
Qualitative tests indicated the presence of santonin, alcohol, sucrose (sugar)
and extractives from some emodin-bearing (laxative)
drug, probably senna.
The lack of a noticeable bitter taste indicated the absence in more than traces
of many of the common laxatives, such as aloes or colocynth. If present, their
quantities must be small. The purgative salts, such as Epsom salt, Rochelle
salt, etc., were absent.
Pomegranate and pink root, or their extractives, were
absent.
The quantitative examination was limited to the determination of
santonin.
The quantity found amounted to about 0.93 gm. per 100 c.c. of the
preparation, or about 4.2 gr. per fluidounce.
Each dram (teaspoonful) of
the preparation, therefore, contains a little more than one-half of a grain of
santonin."
was

Santonin is a poison.
One grain has produced serious poisoning in children
and two doses of one grain each have been fatal. Total blindness and death
Headache,
are among the results that have followed the use of the drug.
dizziness and convulsions, with stupor, loss of consciousness and death repre
sent the train of symptoms following poisonous doses of santonin.
As the
chemists have shown, each teaspoonful of Low's Worm Syrup contains over
half a grain of santonin. The directions as quoted above recommend that a
child of two years be given one teaspoonful four times a day or the equivalent
of two grains of santonin a day. The directions for children from three years
of age and older call for from 2 to 2% teaspoonfuls presumably four times
a day, at least the wording of the label is so ambiguous
that the mother may
readily assume that that is what is meant. This means giving children from
4 to 6 grains of santonin daily!
The action of santonin, because of its excretion through the kidneys, is
likely to be cumulative. Sollmann, in his "Manual of Pharmacology," warns
that the drug should only be given under the supervision of a physician and
states that half a grain may be given for two or three doses, according to
age, to children of from two to five years of age "and then not repeated for
In spite of these facts, the Low's Worm Syrup circular
at least three days."
urges mothers to "lose no time, but resort at once to Low's Worm Syrup"
whenever their children are troubled with such symptoms as :
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"Pain in the joints, 'all gone' feeling at the stomach, drowsiness, bad breath, picking at
the nose, grinding of the teeth, a gnawing sensation of hunger, flashes of heat, chills or
shivering, vertigo, disturbed sleep, startling dreams, want of appetite or excessive appetite,
pain in the stomach or bowels, nausea, indigestion, costiveness and convulsions."

The disregard of public safety exhibited in the exploitation of Low's
Worm Syrup brings back to mind the fact that the manufacturers of this
nostrum, Smith, Kline & French Co., were one of the "patent medicine" con
cerns that wrote to New York druggists urging them to refuse to obey the"
law that requires a statement of the potent ingredients of all "patent medi
cines" sold in New York City either to be filed with the Department of
The Journal in its issue of
Health or to be plainly printed on the label.
November 27, 1915, called attention to this and told of the reply that one lawabiding New York druggist sent to Smith, Kline & French Co. This druggist
pointed out that the fact that the company was opposed to giving the Health
Department a statement of the active ingredients of its preparation was "strong
presumptive evidence that the claims you make for these preparations are
false."
The problem presented by such preparations as Low's Worm Syrup is simple
in principle but, because of the power of entrenched wealth, difficult of appli
cation : There is no excuse in economics or morality for putting on the mar
ket as a home remedy preparations containing so dangerous a drug as santonin.
So long, however, as the laws do not prohibit this the least a manufacturer
with any decent regard for public health and safety can do is specifically to
warn the purchasing public that the preparation contains a dangerous drug. —
(From The Journal A. M. A., July 21, 1917.)

HEART

MILES'

TREATMENT

"Dr. Miles' Heart Treatment" is put out by the Miles Medical Co. of Elk
hart, Ind. The history of the exploitation of this preparation is fairly typical
Before the days of the Food
of the history of "patent medicines" in general.
and Drugs Act, when there was no penalty for falsifying on the trade package,
it was "Dr. Miles' New Cure for the Heart," and the carton bore the legend :
"Dr. Miles' New Cure is the Latest and Greatest Discovery for Weak and Diseased
It is the result of vast experience
Hearts, and the only Safe and Agreeable one known.
by one of the most able and learned physicians of
and years of Scientific investigation
the age."
The trend of the advertising of the "heart cure" can be illustrated by quot
ing from the descriptive paragraphs in advertising material of various dates
"Dr. Miles' New
manently

This later

became

"Dr. Miles' Heart
And still later
"Dr. Miles'

Heart Cure:

a

all diseases of the

curing

wonderful, strengthening
and Circulation."

medicine

:

Cure,

the greatest heart builder

and regulator

known."

:

Remedy

"Dr.

In

is

for weak heart, per

Heart

for the Heart:

a

strengthening

medicine

and

heart."

And now

:

tonic

for

the

weak

:

Miles' Heart

Treatment:

a strengthening

regulator

and tonic

for the weak heart."

common with most "patent medicine" advertisements,
the "scare" method
been used in exploiting this "heart treatment."
The public has been
assured for instance, that "one person in every four has a weak or diseased

has
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heart" and in some of the older advertising we read under
"Treatment of a Weak Heart" :

a

discussion of the

"Unless something is done to check its onward course, it will surely lead to death by
disorder which it has induced or by the
the slow torture of some chronic or lingering
sudden snuffing out of life's flame by heart failure."

No information regarding the composition of Dr. Miles' Heart Treatment
vouchsafed by the manufacturers, at least beyond that which the law
requires. Thus the labels used since the passage of the Food and Drugs Act
Like other "patent medicine"
admit the presence of 11 per cent, alcohol.
exploiters the makers of this nostrum wish to retain the element of secrecy
probably for the mystery that it throws over their products, and for the scope
writers. Nevertheless they
it gives to the imagination of their advertisement
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is

Greatly reduced reproduction
varying stages of truthfulness.

of

the

carton

of "Dr.

Miles' Heart Treatment"

through

are apparently anxious to capitalize wherever possible any statements regard
ing the drugs used in their preparation, so the Miles Medical Company pub
lish under the heading "What Medical Authorities Say," some quotations rela
Some of these quota
tive to two of the alleged ingredients of the nostrum.
tions are garbled and modifying clauses have been omitted, while in other
cases the quotations are from uncritical sources.

The two drugs alleged to be ingredients of Dr. Miles' Heart Treatment,
It is sufficient to say
but not mentioned by name, are digitalis and cactus.
at this point that careful chemical and physiologic tests have proved con
clusively that, if there is any digitalis present it is there in such infinitesimal
Before leaving this
amounts as not to have the slightest therapeutic effect.
phase of the discussion it is worth while to compare one quotation given by
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the Miles concern as having been given by a medical authority with that of
the original.
Neither the name of the author, nor the name of the drug is
disclosed, however, by the Miles advertising:
AS

QUOTED

BY

THE

MILES

"It
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is of value in nearly all cases of disease where the condition
is one in which
the heart fails to do its proper amount of
work."
(From pamphlet entitled, "What
Medical Authorities Say," distributed
in
Chicago March, 1919.)

"Digitalis

ORIGINAL

QUOTATION

is of value in nearly all cases
of cardiac disease where the condition
is
one in which the heart fails to do its proper
amount of work, unless the failure is due

to myocardial degeneration."
(From "Prac
tical Therapeutics,"
A. J. Hare, 1916.)

We have put in small capitals those parts of the quotation from Hare
which the Miles Medical Company either omits or modifies. It is worthy of
note that the very next sentence in Hare's book, following the quotation just
given, reads : "If simple hypertrophy or excessive compensatory hypertrophy
exists, it [digitalis] is harmful."
This statement the Miles concern does not
quote, although it has in the past recommended the nostrum for cardiac hyper
trophy.
To determine the presence or absence of digitalis in Miles' Heart Treat
ment, a pharmacologist was asked to make physiologic tests with the prepara
tion. The question as to whether or not there is any cactus present was not
considered of any special interest, because extensive experimental work has
shown that cactus grandiflorus has no physiologic action. The tests that were
made by the pharmacologist, however, were such that, had Miles' Heart Treat
ment contained any drug possessing any heart action, its presence would have
been disclosed. The gist of the pharmacologist's report was to this effect:
The tests indicated that there was no digitalis body present in the
preparation (in amounts that could have any therapeutic effect) in doses
containing enough alcohol to induce narcosis. There was no evidence that
Miles' Heart Treatment has any therapeutic effect on the heart aside from
that of the alcohol which it contains, even when administered orally, in
doses corresponding to those of 1,750 c.c. for a man of 70 kilos.
Such
doses are equivalent to more than 7 bottles of the treatment.
It can be
said with certainty that Miles' Heart Treatment does not exert any action
which entitles it to be considered as belonging to the digitalis group, or
to any other group recognized by clinicians as exerting any typical, demon
strable, pharmacologic action on the heart.

In addition to the pharmacologic tests, Miles' Heart Treatment was also
subjected to chemical analysis in the Association's laboratory. A summary of
the report follows :
LABORATORY

REPORT

"Chemical examination shows Miles' Heart Treatment to be a solution of
or compounds, of iron representing about 0.120 gm. metallic iron
a compound,
in 100 c.c, or about % grain in one fluidounce. There is also a small amount
of phosphate, about 5 per cent, glycerin, a reducing substance, which may be
glucose or invert sugar. No potent alkaloidal drugs could be detected.
The
presence of an ammonium compound was demonstrated
by the liberation of
free ammonia on addition of fixed alkali to the preparation. The liquid is
colored with caramel. A solution of iron glycerophosphate in 10 per cent,
alcohol with about 5 per cent, glycerin and a little sugar or glucose had much
the same chemical properties as Miles' Heart Treatment."
the "patent medicine" business last if the exploiters of
nostrums were required to publish a full quantitative formula of the
active ingredients on the label, and, further, were required to tell the truth
The "Latest and Greatest Discovery for Weak and
about their products?
Diseased Hearts," which was "the result of vast experience and years of

How long would

these
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Scientific Investigation by one of the most able and learned physicians of the
age" does not loom as imposingly after it has been subjected to the test of
A little iron, a small
chemical and physiologic investigation.
independent
cent,
11 per cent, of alcohol,
glycerin,
and
of
amount of phosphate, about 5 per
—
—
the mixture colored with caramel a great discovery indeed! (From The
Journal A. M. A., July 26, 1919.)

M.

L

T.

S.

NO.

2

S. T. No. 2" is put on the mar
ket by the M. I. S. T. Co., Toledo, Ohio,
a concern which seems to have for its
president one S. B. Murray and for its
M. I.
general manager, R. M. Murray.
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"M. I.

Great Nerve

* Blood Toric~^

M.I.S.T.No.2

S. T. is said to mean "Murray's Infallible
System Tonic" and is characterized by its

exploiters as "The Only Scrofula, Ca
tarrh, Blood, Liver and Kidney Medicine
on Earth."
M. I. S. T. is advertised
under claims which really belong to the
past decade. The concern advertises that
it authorizes its agents to "guarantee"
that:

"Six to ten boxes of M. I. S. T. No. 2 will
from the system
cure and remove entirely
Cancer and Cancerous germs."
"Six boxes of M. I. S. T. No. 2 will cure
all primary and secondary forms of Blood Dis
eases."
"Six boxes of M. I. S. T. No. 2 will cure
any case of Diabetes."

Nor

is this all

M.I.S.T.N0.2HASGURED

:

"M. I. S. T. No. 2 has cured many cases
of Paralysis, Locomotor Ataxia, Spinal Trouble
of the
diseases
incurable
and
apparently
Nerves.

"M. I. S. T. No. 2 will cure any case of
.
.
Also Bronchitis,
on
earth
.
Catarrh
Asthma and diseases of the Lungs and Stom
ach, Enlargement of the Spleen, Leucorrhoea,
and all
Suppressed and Profuse Menstruation
Uterine complaints."

MIST

No. t— On. Dollar P., Box.
or Sis Bosea for Five Dollar,
a-aVraa.THE M. I %.T. CO.
Jaiaa1..Oft™
•-. lateL. k
Dadd'i Two I Second and Grand A»e.
Drug Stores ] Oneida and Jefferson Sta.

A typical advertisement
of "M. I. S. T. No. 2."

(greatly reduced)

Apparently there are two products, "M. I. S. T." and "M. I. S. T. No. 2,"
the latter, it seems, being by far the more widely advertised. The Michigan
Dairy and Food Department, which has reported in its bulletin on "Fakes and
Frauds" the result of a qualitative examination of M. I. S. T., states that
that preparation contains aloes, cascara and licorice.
M. I. S. T. No. 2 comes in the form of brownish-black cylindrical masses,
The masses have an odor of wintergreen
each enclosed in a gelatin capsule.
They weigh about 5 grains each. The
bitter
to
the
taste.
and
are
licorice
and
contains thirty-one capsules and sells for $1. An original pack
age of M. I. S. T. No. 2 was purchased and subjected to analysis in the Asso
ciation's laboratory. The chemists reported, in part, as follows :
trade

package
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REPORT

Qualitative tests on M. I. S. T. No. 2 Nerve Tonic demonstrated the pres
of aloes, metallic mercury (probably introduced in the form of blue
mass), powdered glycyrrhiza, powdered althea, starch, traces of calcium, a
phosphorus compound, oil of wintergreen and a little sand. Zinc phosphid and
nux vomica, two remedies, which are frequently put into nostrums for the
treatment of "lost manhood," were absent.
Iodids and salicylates (except
traces of oil of wintergreen), phenolphthalein and the saline purgatives were
Soap was not present in appreciable amounts.
absent.
Cascara was not found.
A quantitative determination of mercury was made and about 4 per cent, found.
From this it is apparent that M. I. S. T. No. 2 Nerve Tonic is essentially an
aloes-mercury mixture and whatever therapeutic power it may possess must be
due principally to these drugs.

a

is

I.

I.

it

I.

is

is

is

is

is

it

is,

Here, then, we have what is essentially a mixture of blue mass and aloes
sold as a cure for cancer, syphilis, locomotor ataxia, paralysis, diabetes, sup
pressed and profuse menstruation and a host of other conditions. That such
of
a mixture possesses the therapeutic properties of mercury and aloes
course, true.
possesses the power to cure cancer, locomotor
The claim that
ataxia, paralysis, etc.,
false.
The danger of self-treatment in syphilis
great enough at any time, but when syphilitics attempt to treat themselves
secret the risks are enormously increased.
with nostrums whose composition
not confined to the individual but extends to the community.
And that risk
menace to public safety
The sale of this nostrum, "M.
S. T. No. 2,"
exploited are an offense to public decency. —
and the methods by which
(From The Journal A. M. A., July 31, 1915.)
Misbranded. — The federal authorities finally directed their attention to "M.
S. T." and "M.
S. T. No. 2." The former, when analyzed, was found to
contain mercury, aloes, licorice, methyl salicylate, etc., the latter, to consist
essentially of aloes, mercury, methyl salicylate, licorice and other plant mate
rial. The claims made for both the products were declared false and fraud
ulent and in each instance the company was found guilty and fined $25 and
costs— [Notices of Judgment, 5890 and 5898; issued May 14, 1918.]

MAYR'S

STOMACH

REMEDY

:

a

a

a

is

:

it

We again refer to Mayr's Wonderful Stomach Remedy to bring home one
of the weaknesses of the federal Food and Drugs Act. Attention was recently'
was more or less risky for "patent medicine"
called to the fact that while
exploiters to make false and fraudulent curative claims on the trade packages,
there was nothing to prevent false and fraudulent claims from being made for
these same medicines through any other avenue of publicity which the nostrum
Based on this, The Journal offered this rule for the
maker might employ.
Any statement regarding the curative effects
detection of presumptive fraud
of a "patent medicine" that appears in any newspaper advertisement, circular,
window display, etc., but does not appear on the trade package, may logically
be regarded as false and fraudulent.
Mayr's Wonderful Stomach Remedy
again referred to to point
moral and
adorn
tale. In the free and easy days before there was any Food and Drugs
Act, the Mayr product was sold frankly as
"cure" for gallstones. The label
blatantly and unblushingly proclaimed the falsehood
"It Removes Gall Stones
1.
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Advertising in Newspapers
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and Shows Them to You."
After "morality by act of Congress" became, within
circumscribed limits, an accomplished fact, this particular untruth disappeared
from the label of the Mayr remedy.
Then came a period in which gaudy
window displays were used and in large letters that could be read across the
street, one read :
"Mayr's Wonderful Stomach
Remedy Removes Gall Stones. Cures Appendicitis,
Entirely Harmless."
Cures all Stomach, Liver and Intestinal Ailments.

A closer study of the display showed that between the words "Removes"
and "Gallstones" there were printed in small letters and in colors that made
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.WINCE &

AlAYRlS
WONDERFUL

STOMACH REMEDY
—
\ tauh/a
A

-

J**

mm ji.>

CALLsfniiPc"

Photographic
reproduction
of one of the
(reduced)
window display cards exhibited in one of George H.
Mayr's own stores. Several of the claims made on this
card were admitted by Mayr to be false and fraudulent,
when he was haled into the federal court for making
them
on the trade package.
More than a year after
admitting their falsity and fraud Mayr was still making
them in his store windows— over which the federal law
has

no

M AYR'S

l

WONDERFUL

REMEDY
IS NO FAITH CURE

It Removes
dall Stones and
Shows Them
to You
thereby provlm Its o»n
value. With the removal
• f the Oell Stone* the
bloating- and get- or wind
In the stomach disappears.
BaNc
te to
Una

Photographic repro
duction
(reduced)
used before the days
of the Food and Drugs

Act.

jurisdiction.

Similarly, also in small
them well nigh invisible, the words, "symptoms of."
letters and not easily distinguishable, the word "chronic" was sandwiched in
between "Cures" and "Appendicitis."
But although Mayr had deleted from his label the frank claim that his
nostrum "removes gallstones and shows them to you" he still continued to
on the trade package that were false.
Then the federal
make statements
authorities took a hand and information was filed against George H. Mayr of
Chicago alleging that his nostrum was misbranded under the Sherley Amend
ment to the federal Food and Drugs Act. The government declared that cer
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tain statements on the trade package, which are quoted at length in the report,
were "false and fraudulent," in that these curative claims had been applied to
the article knowingly and in reckless and wanton disregard of their truth or
falsity." The officials declared further that these claims were made
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to the purchasers thereof, and create in the
"so as to represent falsely and fraudulently
minds of purchasers thereof the impression and belief, that it was, in whole or in part,
composed of, or contained, ingredients or medicinal agents effective, among other things,
and Tonic, as a remedy for
when taken in connection
with Mayr's System Regulator
gastritis, appendicitis, and gall stones, in taking out inflammation from the entire intestinal
tract and rendering the same antiseptic, as a cure for gall stones of the liver, as a positive
remedy and cure for appendicitis, and as a positive remedy for all stomach, liver, and intes
tinal diseases, when, in truth and in fact, it was not, in whole or in part, composed of, and
did not contain, ruch ingredients or medicinal agents."

Denuded of its legal verbiage this means that Mayr's claims that his nos
trum was a "cure" for gallstones, appendicitis and all stomach, liver and
intestinal diseases were false and fraudulent ! What did George H. Mayr do
when confronted with this charge? Did he attempt to justify the claims under

/niM
CURE

)ERFULSTOMJycaREWEI«1

» THE ONLY

FOR

KNOWN
ALL

"

STOMACH- LIVER AND

INTESTINAL COMPLAINTS.
ONE DOSE W1LLPR0VE YT

Photographic
Chicago stores.
ditions!

reproduction of a large permanent window sign displayed
The federal law has no jurisdiction over claims made

at one of Mayr's
under these con

Did he bring evidence to
which he had been obtaining the public's money?
attempt to establish the claims that his remedy would cure gallstones and was
a positive remedy for all stomach, liver and intestinal diseases?
Not at all.
George H. Mayr pleaded guilty.
He pleaded guilty, Dec. 10. 1915. Eighteen months later, George H. Mayr
was still displaying, in the windows of his stores in Chicago, large placards
containing not only some of the same claims that he had admitted in the fed
eral courts were false and fraudulent and made knowingly and in reckless and
wanton disregard of their truth, but even more positive claims. We reproduce
a photograph of one of these cards, cards, by the way, which in the original
stood half the height of a man.
We would further call attention to the fact
that at the time this article is reprinted (July, 1917) George H. Mayr still has
painted in large letters over the top of his store window the following legend :
"Mayr's Wonderful Stomach Remedy is the Only Known Cure for All Stomach,
Complaints.
One Dose will Prove It."

Liver

and Intestinal

It is justifiable to assume that when
in court that he has made fraudulent
same claims through channels that are
man's standard of business ethics is

any man, whatever his business, admits
claims and then continues to make the
not controlled by penal enactment, that
such that the public needs protection

»
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against it. There are many such men in the "patent medicine" world. The
only way in which the public may properly be protected against being defrauded
in such cases is for the federal Food and Drugs Act to have its scope extended
to cover all advertising of the products coming under the purview of the act.
One further thought.
The Mayr nostrum is another explanation for the
frantic objections of the "patent medicine" interests to giving the public the
facts regarding the composition of their preparations. How many people would
pay a dollar a package for "Mayr's Wonderful Stomach Remedy" — the "Only
Known Cure For All Stomach, Liver and Intestinal Complaints" — if they knew
that it was essentially nothing more "wonderful" than a small bottle of olive
oil and a dose of Epsom salt? — (Modified from The Journal A. M. A., Dec.
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9, 1916.)

Mayr's Wonderful, Universal, Ready-Made Testimonials. — "Mayr's Wonder
ful Stomach Remedy" has been the subject of more than one article in The
Journal. Briefly, it may be said, for those who have forgotten this pic
turesque humbug, that it is a "patent medicine" adaptation of the old "fake
gallstone" trick. The trick consists in administering a large dose of some such
oil as olive, peanut or cottonseed, followed by a saline cathartic. The result
of taking this combination is the passage of a number of soapy concretions
which the victim is persuaded to believe are gallstones.
"It Removes Gall Stones and Shows Them to You" used to be the claim
This disappeared
that appeared on the bottles of the "Wonderful Remedy."
after the federal Food and Drugs Act began to be a force for good. However,
Mayr was not quite as shrewd as he might have been, for he continued to
make claims in the trade package to the effect that his stuff was "a positive
remedy for appendicitis" and "absolutely the best, most positive and perma
nent remedy for all stomach, liver and intestinal diseases."
These claims,
rightly charged were "false and fraudulent"
and some others, the government
and had been applied by Mayr "knowingly and in reckless and wanton disre
gard of their truth or falsity." Although Mayr was given an opportunity to
prove that his claims were true, he pleaded guilty!
This was in December, 1915. Eighteen months later The Journal called
attention to the fact that Mayr was then displaying in the windows of his
Chicago store large placards containing not only essentially the same claims
had declared
were fraudulent, and to which he had
that the government
Now, twenty-eight
that
were
even more false.
claims
but
guilty,
pleaded
months later (May, 1918) Mayr still has painted over his store window the
claim that his "Wonderful Remedy" is "the Only Known Cure for All Stomach,
Liver and Intestinal Complaints" !* Mayr's apparent contempt for federal
authority may lie in the fact that the federal law cannot touch him for mak
ing false and fraudulent claims if he is careful to keep such claims off the
trade

package.

The present article, however, deals, not with his store-window advertising,
Mayr, it seems, is his own advertising
but with his newspaper advertising.
In common with most "patent medicine"
agent and places his own "copy."
advertisers, his advertisements
are of the testimonial type and the copy is
Mayr's "Copy Instructions" to the papers are here repro
frequently changed.
They consist, as will be seen, of forty-three pieces of
duced in miniature.
advertising copy each with a heading in black-faced type, followed by what
purports to be a quotation from a testimonial. Four of these pieces of copy
(Nos. 34, 35, 40 and 41) are reproduced in such size as to be plainly readable.
1.

Not long alter this article appeared

the

lying window

sign disappeared,

COPY

IMPORTANT

INSTRUCTIONS

Geo. H. Mayr Advertising

GEOH MaYK.OhW

IMPORTANT: In— rt at «nd oi »*ch ad tr>body lTp« name of drUggl%t.
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i>m.
ta

Reduced

photographic

■

reproduction

rtnil'taii

of the

J* tartiM'i
Sailn DwrMHan

"Copy

tna Hi•«

WN M to 10

Instructions" sent out to newspapers

by George H. Mayr.
The original was 16 inches by 32 inches. Notice that the newspapers
are told (in black-faced type) to "insert name of your city in heading of
This
each ad."
means, in effect, that the newspaper accepting this contract, agrees for a
financial considera
tion knowingly
to deceive and mislead its readers.
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Old

Marion Resident

Given

Up b> Physicians
"Glren up by Ave doctors, my. only
I rebelled on
bepo' an operation.
cutting me open, as I am 75 years
advised trying
old. A neighbor
Mayr'a Wonderful Remedy for stom
ach trouble. I rot relief r!gbt away.
I had not eaten for 10 days and
aa yellow as a gold plece^I rould
have lived only a few dayi but for
fhla —sdleine" Ii It a simple,
leat preparation that removes the
. >jiTii.H mucur from the. Intestinal
tract and allays tbe Inflammation
*-hlch eauaas)practically all stomach,
liver and intestine! ailments, includ
ing spr.^ndl?!t?*. Or.-* do«r;
ee>nUaco or moan? r»."asdsd. * Ec>=;at
-A Co.'■ Drug Store. Waldorf Pbar.
isacy.—>Adv.

AUSTfll RESIDENT HAS AWFUL
EXPERIENCE
"I was twkc confined in hospitals
in i ho last ono nothing but grant
water »ks injected Into me 4 times
a day, as my stomach would not n
tain any food I suffered terribly; was
reduced to a skeleton. My folks
an ad of Mayr'a Wonderful Remedy
ami It has surely saved mf UN.
weigh ISO lb* now." It ii a slmpl<
:
. . . preparation that remove
the vatarrhal mucusfrom the Intestinal
and allays lh» inflammation
imach.
nclud1 conugan'a
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nt

OLD

Horaeli Resident Has
Awful Experience

AUSTIN RESIDENT GIVEN
UP BY PHYSICIANS

" I was twice conBriod In boapital.v
the last pne nothing but gruel ,wat<
* was >!.■■■
i I Into me 4 (hnea a
lay. as my itomach
" would not retain
ly food. I suffered
terribly) 'israa reucedto a Ik
M> folks- saw *n I
id of Mayr's
rful Remedy and
l has surely oavod my life,
wettfi
lb*, now." It is a simple, herinlees
1S<»
preparation tbit . rcmntes the catsV
rhal mucus from the Intestinal tract
and allays the Inftarnmafloii thin
causes i.t.ictltaRy all stomach. Mrer
sitd Jnieallnal ailments, including a,>
pendVllls One doec wf)| oonvlnoe or
money refunded. .. Geo. Hollands &
ad,v
jtions. Hornell Ermg focipany.

'Given up by five doctors, my only
' hopo an operation. 1 rebelled cm cut
ling me open, as I am T5 years old.
A neighbor advised trying Mayr'a
Wonderful Remedy for stomach trou
ble I ggt rellof right away. I had
not eaten Cor 10 days and was as
yellow as a gold piece. I coald have
lived only a few days but for this
medicine." It la a simple, harmless
preparation that removes the catarr
hal mucus from the Intestinal tract
and allays th- inflammation which
causce practically all
liver
,and Intestinal lllmenw,,stuinacb.
including apI pendlcltla. One dose, wilt convince
ior money refunded. Haugan's Phar
macy. Advertisement

— :

r

No.
Old

i

•■

11

Resident

Resident

Given Up by Physicians
"Given up by five doctort. my
only hope an operation, 1 rebelled
catting me open, at I am 75 yean
old.
A neighbor advised trying
Mayr's
Remedy for
Wonderful
stomach trouble. 1 got relief right
away. I had not eaten for 10 day*
and was as yellow as a gold piece.
I could have lived only a few days
but for this medicine." It is a sim
ple, barmlesa preparation that re
moves the catai rhal mucus from thr
intestinal tract and allays tbe in
flammation which causes practically
all stomach, liver and intestinal ail
ment*, including appendicitis. One
dose will convince or money re
funded.

(on

NOSTRUMS

Awful

1

His

Experience

"I was twice confined in hospitals,
in the last one. nothing but gruel
water was injected into mc 4 timee
a day, at my stomach would not
retain any food I suffered terribly;
was reduced to a skeleton. My
folks saw an ad of Mayr's Won
derful Remedy and it has surely
saved my life. 1 weigh 180lbs. now.
It is a simple, harmless preparation
that removes the catarrhal mucuv
from the intestinal tract and allays
the inflammation which causes practically all stomach, liver and intestiaal ailments, including append!chls . One dose will ronvim <■or
money refunded

I

I

\
I

1

/

reproduction
Photographic
(reduced) of advertising copy Nos. 11 and 12 together with
reproductions
of four advertisements
from the Marion (Ohio) Daily Star, the Austin
Daily
Herald
and
the
Hornell (N. Y.) Evening Tribune Time's, respectively.
(Minn.)
One
wonders whether these newspapers have ever heard of the movement toward "truth in

advertising!"
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using the same "copy," each
There are also reproduced four advertisements
taken from copies of the Chicago Examiner of recent dates. It will be noticed
that the copy furnished by Mayr differs from the advertisement as it appears
in the papers, in that the latter has had inserted in the caption the name of
For instance, the heading
are published.
the city in which the advertisements
of Copy No. 35, as furnished by Mayr, reads :
"

Woman

Glad Sister

Escaped

Operation."

appears in, say, a Chicago paper, the newspaper
When this advertisement
carrying it obligingly inserts the name of the city, so that the heading reads :
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"Chicago

Woman

Glad Sister

Escaped

Operation."

And the "Chicago Woman" would be a "St. Louis Woman," a "Kalamazoo
Woman" or an "Oshkosh Woman" if papers published in those cities could
It will be noticed by again refer
be hired to print the Mayr advertisements.
ring to the "Copy Instructions," which are reproduced in miniature, that the
newspapers are told, in black-faced type, to "Insert name of your city in head
ing of EACH ad. . . ."
Was there ever a more cynical disregard for the elemental principles of
common truthfulness and decent business methods?
Here are what purport to
be forty-three testimonials from people who have taken Mayr's Wonderful
Stomach Remedy and received benefit or cure.
The newspaper accepting this
copy becomes frankly particeps
criminis with Mayr in his lying campaign.
Copy instructions alone prove that each of these forty-three testimonials is a
distinct and separate lie and that these lies are to be multiplied by as many
times as there are papers which will publish the advertisements.
Notice the testimonials in Copy Nos. 11 and 12 : "Old
Resident
Given Up By Physicians" and "
Resident Has Awful Experience." Just
notice our reproduction from the Marion (Ohio) Daily Star, the Austin (Minn.)
Daily Herald and the Hornell (N. Y.) Evening Tribune-Times.
Here we read
that the "Old Austin Resident," the "Old Marion Resident" and the "Hornell
Resident" have been "Given Up By Physicians" or had "Awful Experiences."
It is entirely in keeping with the type of ethics shown by Mayr in his
advertising that he should have attempted to capitalize the present national
situation :
11

"How
"
"

Under Tire."
Soldier Dispersed Attacks."
Lady Buys Liberty Bonds with Operation Money."
Woman Not Worried Over Food Shortage."
Soldier

Possibly Mr. Mayr, having found that, so far as his store-window claims
concerned,
he can, figuratively speaking, put his thumb to his nose at
Uncle Sam, may have figured that he is equally free to continue his present
lying campaign in the newspapers.
If this is Mayr's theory, we are of the
opinion that it is likely to be revised. — (From The Journal A. M. A., May
are

11, 1918.)

NATURE'S

REMEDY

TABLETS

"Nature's Remedy" is manufactured by A. H. Lewis Medicine Co., St.
Three of the largest
Louis. It is sold in 25 cent, 50 cent, and $1 packages.
size packages were purchased on the open market and examined in the Asso
ciation's Chemical Laboratory. Nature's Remedy comes in a tin box, contain
ing an advertising circular, a guarantee blank, and 180 tablets. The advertis
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ing circular states that Nature's Remedy is a vegetable preparation and "acts
on the stomach, liver, kidneys, and bowels," that it contains no digestives, but
that its "purpose in dyspepsia, indigestion, bad breath, loss of appetite, sick
headache, and rheumatism is to increase the elimination and keep the intes
The greater part of the circular is devoted to the exploita
tinal tract clean."
tion of other nostrums of the A. H. Lewis Medicine Co. — "nerve pills," a
liniment, headache tablets, and "Sans-Pareil" an "emmenagogue
and uterine
tonic." The list of diseases and indications for which these alleged remedies
are recommended on this circular number about fifty.

How To Avoid

INFLUENZA

Nothing yon can do will to <-ffectuelljr protect you agaiO»tthn>lnfluenta
Grippe
rpld«*n«
of ditfttlioS
and yonr n
poisonous accutaalatlom.
authorities
and 'health
Doctan
sTerywberB are warning people of
and
constipation,
of
the danger
advising, and urging everyone
to seethat the bowels and other
rliminative organi act freely
id regularly.
Ordinary laxatives, purge* n.n
.thirties, nits, oils, calomel and the
like, are good enough to clean out the
but do not strengthen the
they do not build op
vitality.
Why don't yon begin right today
nation and get yoor
to overcome coneti],
pe that you can feel
systemin such shape

m

Of course

the

reasonably sore of resisting disease.
Too can do so ff yon will jn«t get a
25c box of JUtwxet Kemedy <NR
Tablets) and take one each night
for a while.
NR Tablets do mach more than ,
merely Cause pleasant, easy Imwel ]
action. This medicine acts upon the |
digestive at well as eliminative
organs, promote*good digestion,
| causesthe body to get the nouxishmcat from all toe food yon
eat, given yoa a good, hearty
. Appetite, strengthensthe liver, over
comes biliousness, regulates kidney
and bowel action and gives the wbo»
body a thorough cleaning out. This
accomplished yon will not have b>take
An occasional
medicine every day.
NR Tablet will keep ywn- body jam*
ditionandyoQcanalwayifeel yoorbrsx.
Sold and nccminepded by drnggista.

TONIGHTAlright
Tomorrow-'
Cct a

25

BOX

epidemic of respiratory

disease was capitalized.

A booklet issued by the A. H. Lewis Medicine Co. gives a "formula" (?)
It is stated that there are ten ingredients entering into
for Nature's Remedy.
its composition. The manufacturers generously name seven of these ingredi
ents and admit that "were it not for the vast number of imitators who are
ever ready to prey upon the business of established firms and the public we
would gladly print the entire formula, for we are even more proud of the
three unnamed than we are of the ones given."
The seven ingredients are Burdock, Juniper, Sarsaparilla, Mandrake, Rhu
barb, Dandelion and Prickly Ash. There was so little about these to make one
share the feeling of pride expressed by the exploiters that diligent search was
made for the unnamed three on the chance that something worthy of mention
might be found. Chemical analysis showed the presence of aloes, and traces
The tablets had the characteristic odor of aloes.
of some alkaloidal drug.
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Extracted with diluted alcohol, an extract representing 61.2 per cent, of the
Extracted successively with ether, chloroform,
tablet material was obtained.
Extracted with
and alcohol, a total of 63.6 per cent, extractive was obtained.
In every case the
water, an extractive representing SO per cent, was obtained.
extractive resembled aloes in color, odor, and taste and gave the characteristic
borax color reaction described in the U. S. Pharmacopeia.
Since this examination accounted for but one of the mysterious trio of
drugs, it was decided to make a microscopic examination, and the aid of E.
N.. Gathercoal, Instructor in Pharmacognosy in the University of Illinois
School of Pharmacy, was sought.
The microscopic examination confirmed the
chemical findings as to aloes, and also established the presence of powdered
cascara sagrada in abundance.
Evidence of belladonna root in small quanti
ties was also found and since the chemical examination showed traces of
alkaloidal drug present it is possible that the third mysterious stranger is
belladonna root.
The microscopist's report further stated that rhubarb, as
well as all the other seven named drugs, if present at all, are there in such
small quantities that no evidence of their presence could be seen.
Let us analyze these analyses : Aloin, the active constituent of aloes, has
some of the characteristics of aloes but the dose is much less, namely, V* grain.
A small proportion of aloin added to the tablets would greatly increase their
Further, one of the seven drugs mentioned as being in Nature's
activity.
Remedy is mandrake,
whose active constituent is the resin, podophyllin, one
of the most powerful hydragogue cathartics known.
As examination failed to show mandrake present, it was decided to give
the tablets a physiologic test. One tablet, taken in the late afternoon accord
ing to directions, resulted in profuse watery stools early the following morn
ing, the effect continuing through the day. As the amount of powdered cascara
and aloes shown to be present in this tablet could not possibly have such vio
lent hydragogue effect, it therefore seems evident that the mandrake is present
as podophyllin, and that aloin is present with the aloes.
A little consideration of the dosage of the drugs mentioned in connection
with Nature's Remedy shows clearly the absurdity of such a shotgun mixture,
assuming that the drugs mentioned are really there. A table will better con
vey the idea. The doses given are taken from the U. S. Pharmacopeia, National
Formulary, or U. S. Dispensatory, and are average doses :
Average

dose

of the

drug in grains
Burdock

Juniper

berries
Sarsaparilla
Mandrake
Rhubarb
Dandelion

Prickly

'.

ash

Aloes
Cascara
Belladonna

root

A tablet containing a single
340 grains if the drugs

weigh

be in Nature's

Remedy.

Assuming the drugs
present as extracts,
the dose, in grains,
would be about

30
60
30
5
15
150
30
4
15
1

6
12
6
1 (podophyllin
5
30
6
2 (aloin Vi)
*
3
V&

340

71

V6)

dose of each of the above drugs would
are simply powdered — as they are claimed to
If they are represented by their extracts the tablet
70 grains.
Yet each Nature's Remedy tablet weighs
average

would still weigh about
but 5 grains, of which only 3 grains is medicament!
Of course, we should
not expect a full dose of each of the drugs, and since there are ten of them,
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The tablets should
1/10 of a dose of each should be present.
grains, if powdered drugs are present, and about 7 grains if the
extracts are used. Since the seven named by the manufacturers are either not
present at all or only in very small amounts, our consideration of dosage can
be confined to aloes, cascara, belladonna root, and mandrake. Since the micro
scopic examination showed Nature's Remedy to be largely powdered cascara,
the cathartic effect must be due to some very powerful drug since the tablets
contain only about 3 grains of medicament.
The dose of aloes is 4 grains or
more, therefore there is scarcely room for even a moderate dose of aloes along
with the cascara, unless it be present as aloin. Thus we cannot account for
the active cathartic effect without assuming the presence of some powerful
drug like podophyllin or aloin.
essentially, aloes or aloin, cascafa and belladonna
Nature's Remedy then
with, probably, podophyllin.
This
such
common cathartic mixture that
pills or tablets containing essentially the same ingredients can be purchased
in almost any drug store. The manufacturers of these tablets direct the pur
chaser to take one every night for
week. They very kindly allow the sufferer
few days to recuperate and then suggest that
(from the effect of the tablets)
the week of torment be repeated and
survived, another few days of
this
rest
allowed before another round of torture and so on "until the bowels
become strong enough to do their work." The ill effects of such violent treat
ment have been enlarged upon so often that
pernicious to suggest that
such
course of treatment be followed. — (A. H. Clark, in The Journal A. M.
A., March 15, 1919.)
let us say that
34

a

a

is

if

a

is

it

is
a

NUXATED

IRON

advertising ethics are still in the formative stage have,
song — the praises of
for some months past, been singing — at so much
what makes
"Nuxated Iron."
The public has been told that this nostrum
Ty Cobb, "the greatest baseball batter of all time," a "winner" and
what
helped Jess Willard "to whip Frank Moran" besides being the "untold secret"
of Willard's "great triumph over Jack Johnson."
put on the market by the Dae Health Laboratories of
"Nuxated Iron"
one
to believe
patent medicine or secret remedy" —
Detroit.
"is not
the advertisements.

On the trade package

we read

is

:

a

if

is

is

is

a

Newspapers whose

It

"Formula. — The valuable blood, nerve force and tissue building properties of this prepa
ration are due to organic iron in the form of ferrum peptonate in combination with nux vom
ica, phosphoglycerate de chaux and other valuable ingredients."

:

a

is

The Dae Health
the company's
idea of nonsecrecy.
This, apparently,
Laboratories also say that they are willing to send to any physician "full
So far
information in regard to its ingredients and methods of preparing."
One physician
as we know, no physician has been sent "full information."
form letter addressing
who did write for this information received in return
him as "Mr. Druggist," and reading in part as follows

ingredients."

a

a

"That you may be conversant with the nature of the product, which we are asking you
which you in turn may give to «uch
to sell, we wish to give you the following information
of your employees as you may see fit.
"We respectfully ask that this information be regarded as confidential, although there
is no harm in your telling your customers that you are familiar with the product and that
you believe the ingredients to be beneficial, etc.
"The principle [sicl] ingredients in Nuxated Iron are:
"Organic Iron in the form of Iron Peptonate.
"Nux Vomica.
"Glycero Phosphate of Calcium.
laxative and certain otbir minor
added
little magnesia, ginger,
"To the above
is
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As an example of "full information," regarding the "ingredients" and
"methods of preparing," this letter left much to be desired, so much in fact
that The Journal felt that it owed it to the public to find out just how much
iron and nux vomica there were in "Nuxated Iron." Packages of the nostrum
purchased on the open market were subjected to analysis both in the Asso
ciation's laboratory and elsewhere.
Qualitative tests indicated the presence of
iron, calcium, magnesium, carbonate, glycero-phosphate and small amounts of
potassium and chlorid and the presence of cascara.
Quantitative examina
tions were made and so far as essential ingredients — nux vomica and iron — of
the nostrum are concerned, gave the following results :
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Total nux vomica alkaloids,
Iron, (Fe) per tablet

per tablet

%00
V4s

grain
grain

According to these analyses there is only one-twenty-fifth of a grain of iron
in each "Nuxated Iron" tablet, while the amount of nux vomica, as expressed
in terms of its potent alkaloids, is practically negligible. If a person wants
to take iron on his own responsibility — and this cannot be recommended — it
is possible to get this drug in a staple form in the well known Blaud's Pills.
In a dollar bottle of "Nuxated Iron" the purchaser gets, according to our
analysis, less than 2Vz grains of iron; in 100 Blaud's Pills, which can be pur
chased at any drug store for from SO to 75 cents, there are 48 grains of iron.
The claim that "Nuxated Iron" possesses great advantages over other forms of
iron is the sheerest advertising buncombe.

Get Some of the Money.

Don't Let the Other Fellow Hare it

NUXATED IRON

AIL

We guaranteeyou a certain profit, tad againstall lata. Weire•gVemuaf
Ntcured
TienmeMrdr
'We
It nui* ar$1.00perpackage.CoettrouM.OOperdoieathrough
four own ■IihIimIidruggist.
thurrdajn,r°u canreturnn to
roetherale. Ii rowdonotteDrow fineorderveram

Reduced facsimile

of part of

an advertisement

from a drug journal.

The exploiters of "Nuxated Iron" would have the public believe that iron
is the one thing that most ailing people need. Nothing could be much further
from the truth. Iron is a useful and valuable drug in selected cases, but the
conditions for which it may be useful arc limited. The indiscriminate use of
Few drugs have been more abused and taken
iron is illogical and unwise.
with less discrimination than is iron.
THE SAUER

TESTIMONIAL

In practically all of the newspaper advertisements of "Nuxated Iron" quota
tions are given from the alleged statements of one "Dr. E. Sauer" character
ized by the nostrum exploiters as a New York "specialist" and as "a well
known specialist who has studied widely both in this country and in Europe."
Dr. Sauer is not well known either as a specialist or anything else save as
he has attained notoriety in connection with the "Nuxated Iron" advertise
ments and through his own advertising in newspapers in which he has cried
From our records it appears that if he ever practiced in New York
his wares.
in
violation of the law, for he is not licensed in that state. Emil
did
so
he
Sauer was graduated in 1903 by the Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia;
and Connecticut.
So far as our
he is licensed to practice in Massachusetts
records show, and they are remarkably complete, Sauer has never been elected
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to his local medical society in any of the many localities in which he has
Possibly he never stayed long enough in one place. Since graduat
practiced.
ing, Sauer seems to have lived in Berlin, Vienna, Worcester, Mass., Boston,
Hartford, Conn., Springfield, Mass., and New Haven, Conn. In how many
more places he has lived we do not know.
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NOT

A PATENTED MEDICINE

BUT A "PATENT

MEDICINE"

The claim that "Nuxated Iron" "is not a patent medicine" while technically
correct is essentially just as false as many of the other statements made in
A true patent medicine is one whose composition or
behalf of the nostrum.
It is not secret because its com
method of making, or both, has been patented.
position must appear in the patent specifications ; moreover it must have some
What are colloquially
claims to originality or a patent would not be granted.
called "patent medicines" are really proprietary medicines, products usually
secret in composition, that have been given a trade-marked name. In the pop
ular meaning of the words, "Nuxated Iron" is just as much a "patent medi-

of a portion of Emil Sauer's testimonial for
(reduced)
On the left is a reproduction
On the right is a reproduction
"N'uxated Iron."
(also reduced) of Sauer's advertisements
in 1919.

cine" as is "Peruna," "Lydia Pinkham's" or "Pierce's Favorite Prescription."
"Nuxated Iron" is essentially secret in composition and, while the public is
led to believe that the preparation consists chiefly of nux vomica and iron,
analyses indicate that it contains much less than an ordinary dose of iron and
It is sold under claims that are both
a negligible amount of nux vomica.
directly and inferentially false and misleading, not only in regard to its com
position, but also as to its alleged therapeutic effects. As for the claim that
"Nuxated Iron" is the responsible agent for Jess Willard's victory over Jack
Johnson or Ty Cobb's "come back," it would be just as reasonable and true to
give this nostrum credit for Samson's success in his historical escapade with
the jawbone of an ass.
Until the public realizes the extent to which it is defrauded and injured by
"patent medicine" fakers generally, it is not likely that it will demand a
law requiring the manufacturers of "patent medicines" to declare the kind and
amounts of active drugs in their preparations. In the meantime, if the public
wishes to drug itself with compounds of unknown composition and strength,
exploited by means of testimonials from the simple or the venal and sold under
claims that are directly and inferentially false and misleading — that is the
public's privilege — (Modified from The Journal A. M. A., Oct. 21, 1916.)
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Sporting Note. — Those who rely on The Journal for their knowledge of
sporting events doubtless read with interest, in last week's issue, the alleged
While
secret of Ty Cobb's success as a baseball batter — "Nuxated Iron."
The Journal hesitates to appear in the role of competitor with the Police
Gazette or the Pink'Un, it feels impelled to chronicle another item that is of
It appears
interest with the iron that made Ty Cobb famous.
contemporaneous
sports,
than
in
the
matter
of
outdoor
sophisticated
more
we
publications,
from
that articles have appeared and are again to appear under Mr. Cobb's name
A recent issue of the
describing incidents of interest to baseball enthusiasts.
Chicago Tribune in referring to this particular phase of Mr. Cobb's activities
said

:

TNI NATIONAL

SUNDAY MACAZINl
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$50,000 Ty Cobb "Comes Back"

Nuxated Iron Makes Him
Winner—Greatest Baseball

Battar of all lima •■>■
Nuuttd Iron filled him with
weakanad and «l| run down. Supplies that "May 1
make* man of mark and woman of power
afcyekiaa
whot>uMudhad
" Weiltmm country
and Euro**,«■
> ■ Wm
i war laJrioa<raa>
aaaUadT>Cobb
tm *»tk"n quick;
Iremendnui
.(,»Df1h
and

Ufa altar ha «ru
and vim that

\

i of delicate,

Greatly
reduced
advertisement.

photographic

reproduction

of

a

typical

"Nuxated

Iron"

newspaper

"In spite of all efforts to forbid it, Ty Cobb signed a contract allowing the use of his
name as alleged writer of a series of syndicate stories on the series in defiance of 1'resident
As it might mean a lawsuit to break Cobb's
Johnson's mandate to the contrary.
contract, the syndicate will be permitted to deceive the public again into thinking Cobb can
write as well as play baseball.
.
.
.
President Johnson has suggested that the Baseball
Writers' Association take action on the matter which will authorize him in future to use
more drastic methods to stop this gulling of the public."

...

Here we have the germ of an idea that is worthy of extension.
that the organization of baseball writers objects to baseball players
prominence posing as authors of articles which they are incapable

If

now

we could

only persuade

It

seems

of national
of writing.

the Amalgamated Order of "Patent-Medicine"
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Testimonial Writers to make a similar protest the public might gain in honesty
If the writers of testimonials really had to
what it would lose in amusement.
take the dope for which they are willing — for one reason or another — to stand
sponsor,
it would redound to the interest of good sportsmanship and oldfashioned truthfulness, although the testimonial industry itself might receive a
setback.— (From The Journal A. M. A., Oct. 28, 1916.)

1

GUARANTEE

TO CURE
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right

The advertisement

was, in the original,

it appeared.

Few,

if

reproduced

the days in which

King" flourished,
that

York

They
the

physician

the

in

venereal

were less critical

is a

today

is told

"well-known

New

and author!"

' "spec

iric" BLOOD POISON

in

firm of "Drs. King and

and the public

Ferdinand King
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two columns

any, of the New

York City newspapers now accept
quack advertising.

of
spe

wide and the height of the newspaper page
which
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Nuxated Iron for That Tired Feeling. — Is there to be a Renaissance of the
Ten or fifteen years ago the testimonial industry was at
testimonial epoch?
its height, especially as it is applied to medicinal products. Every "patent
medicine," however quackish, was able to publish testimonials from persons
whose position, if not their intelligence, should have made them hesitate to
Those were the days when "Peruna" published pane
give such endorsements.
gyrics from such notables as Admiral Schley, Rear-Admiral
Hickhorn, Julia
Marlowe, etc., when the praises of "Duffy's Malt Whiskey" were declaimed by
Sarah Bernhardt, the virtues of "Fahrney's Blood Vitalizer" sung by Schumann-Heink, and the attributes of "Electric Bitters" immortalized by Champ
Clark. Those were the happy days of the "patent medicine" vendor.

United States Senator Mason
fjyioneer

in Pure "Jood

Drugs
Rural O)

I

Xsr'

jQ$istation,Jath2r of {he
"Jree Delivery System-

Reproduction, greatly reduced, of one of the advertisements
£. Mason, Congressman from Illinois.

of the testimonial

of William

Neither should it be forgotten that the writing of testimonials for the
so-called "ethical proprietaries" had become an ingrown habit with the med
ical profession. Then the light was turned on. Lay magazines exposed the
fraud and viciousness of the "patent medicine" business, while The Journal
demonstrated by numerous examples that a large proportion of the proprietary
medicines sold for physicians' prescriptions were little, if any, better, than the
"patent medicines." Gradually, testimonial writing became unpopular, at least
Physicians virtually aban
among the intelligent portion of the population.
doned the practice, while among laymen it gradually became confined to the
ignorant and credulous. Recently there have been indications that the habit is
Hence, the question with which this comment begins.
being reestablished.
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Curing Rheumatistnl
Why
should
needlessly when
hand.

you
suffer
relief ta at

MANDRAGOL

will relieve
pain in 36 to 48 hours.
If you are not relieved, or
If MANDRAGOL fails to cure
your symptoms, 1 will refund
your money.
All I ask a patient, is to be
honest with me.
postal
Send
for circular
giving full description.
your
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Dr. Howard James, who is

at present singing

the praises
of "Nuxated
Iron," took a
flier in the "patent medicine"
husiness himself a few years
ago.
nostrum
was
James'
"Mandragol," a marvelous
rheumatism
"cure"-— discov
ered in Asia Minor — a native
drug — wonderful
tropical
hert>— etc.;
yet people still
suffer from rheumatism!

RHEUMATISM
Acute,

■nfl'"r ofw,
"7"
»Mk,
ormolu,
»nJ m.Ur t,„l,imnbit. E
in
"■En

Wh.n B
in fFm *l

subacute, chronic, rapidly and per
manently
cured by "The Wallace Treat
ment."
A remedy that cures — Results
guaranteed.
Gout, Lumbago and Sciatica
also permanently
cured.
U Is the only
treat' ie. t

M

r.n «' *ot».. Bank rrw,
l004*,BIK ,|||
» raahtrr.by m-,wi„,

that

cures.

RHEUMATOID

ARTHRITIS

Contains no narcotics or other deleterious
substances.
No diet.
No s< mach dis
turbances.
Improves
general health.
In coses due to blood poisoning it
only cures, but removes mercury,
system.
from
Can be administered

your own physician.

not

Ac,
by

Office open dally 10-4 Tuesday and Thurs
day evenings until 7 P M., and by ap
pointment.
Write for booklet. Dept. W.

I 'r|!o fflvnalb* »■J" I

by the Rheumaticide
Guaranteed
Com
pany, 1 East 42d st, New York City,
under the Food &od Drugs Act, June 30,
M906. Serial No. WfciL '

Dr. T. Alphonsus Wallace, another "Nuxated Iron" testimonial-giver,
used to be in the
rheumatism cure business.
The "Wallace Treatment" was exploited under the trade name
Company"
"Rheumaticide
from I East 42d Street, New York City, at which address T.
Alphonsus Wallace held forth.
In publishing the results of an analysis of "Rheumaticide,"
The Journal of the American Medical Association called attention to the fact that the
company was convicted for violation of the public health law and was fined $350.
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Our readers will remember that Mr. Jess Willard credits "Nuxated Iron"
for his victory over Mr. Jack Johnson, while Mr. Ty Cobb declares, in very
black type, that this panacea is responsible for his "winning" qualities. Now
comes the Hon. William E. Mason, former United States senator, now con
gressman-elect from Illinois, advising the people of the United States that
"Nuxated Iron Should Be Made Known to Every Nervous, Run-Down, Anemic
Man, Woman and Child." This is the same Mr. Mason whose name appeared
as "General Counsel" of the "International
Institute for the Treatment of
Tuberculosis" operated by the "rupture-dope-dyspepsia-consumption-curer,"
O.
E. Miller. When The Journal called Mr. Mason's attention to the question-
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H6w Nuxated Iron Helped Me jj
To Whip Frank Moran

j

How Nuxated Iron Helped

Put Mt In Such Superb Condition A* To Enable

Me to Whip Jess Willardj

Tvlls Srcrrt of His Easy Victory. U
Is hitherto untold necrrl of hut \ \
r Jock Johmon: uyi

IRON

IS GREATEST

OF

And Win The World's

IACK

Championship

DCMPSEY

••TIGER OF THE RING"
'
T. it. ■$«CT*t«l HU
KNMMMk Ntualad
Enrr M*n ..id W.
WuU Ti

je£:tt4j""!'

"Nuxated Iron" and became the world's champion ; wonderful Ij Jack
Jess Willard .1,took
i. 1. the, same
t
w. ii
i. marvellous!
ii
i
u-i...i would
i
thave
Willard;
whippedi Jess
stuff andi ...I.:
Dempsey took
What
happened if Dempsey and Willard had both been taking "Nuxated Iron" at the time they
fought for the championship?
Would it have been a case of an irresistible force meeting
an immovable body?
able company in which his name appeared he pleaded ignorance of the nature
of the "Institute" and withdrew from it. Doubtless when his attention is called
to the "Nuxated Iron" quackery, he will ask those who are responsible for the
now appearing in the newspapers to return his
quarter-page advertisement
photograph and testimonial.
Congressman Mason testifies that he had suffered greatly from "that hor
rible tired feeling." After reading the testimonial, those holding old-fashioned
ideas of the dignity and intelligence that should characterize the House of
Representatives will appreciate just what a "tired feeling" means. — (From The
Journal A. Af. A., Feb. 24, 1917.)
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Sporting Postmortem. —Thus, Jess Willard via "patent
ments in 1916:
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medicine" advertise
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"I have often taken Nuxated Iron and I have particularly advocated the free use of
iron by all those who wish to obtain great physical and mental power.
Without it I am
sure that I should never have been able to whip Jack Johnson so completely and easily
as I did, and while training for my fight with Frank Moran, I regularly took Nuxated Iron,
and I am certain that it was a most important factor in my winning the fight so easily."
Has Nuxated Iron lost its strength, or did Jess lose interest in that product
as soon as his testimonial became ancient history?
The exploiters of the nos
trum have asserted that it makes "Iron Men" ; but then, recent events have
shown that three rounds with a towel-waving finale is also a great "iron men"
producer. 'Tis an ill wind that blows no one good. The Toledo episode has
deprived the gentlemen who sell Nuxated Iron of the pulling power of one
of their testimonials, but they still have others. For instance, the Hon. William
E. Mason, congressman at large from Illinois, has extolled the nostrum for
overcoming that "horrible tired feeling one cannot describe." There must be
a lot of fight
fans who need something
in that line. — (From The Journal

A. M. A., July

12, 1919.)

Sporting Note. — Thus the new world's champion, in large advertisements
appearing in last Sunday's papers — at least in such papers as need the money
from such sources :
at

"Nuxated Iron put added power behind my punch and helped
Toledo." — Jack Dempsey.

to accomplish

what

I

did

The secret is out. We feel that an apology is due to those of our readers
who rely on this department for their knowledge of sporting events. We admit
to a lack of enterprise in not discovering earlier what was going on behind
the scenes in Mr. Dempsey's training camp.
But three short years ago, Mr.
Willard was telling the public — at the expense of the manufacturers of Nuxated
Iron — that that marvelous "patent medicine" was the secret of his easy vic
tories over Jack Johnson and Frank Moran.
Now the Honorable William
Harrison ("Jack") Dempsey — also at Nuxated Iron expense — "tells the secret"
of his training, and explains how "Nuxated Iron" helped him to whip Jess
Willard!
Ain't science wonderful! — (From The Journal A. M. A., July 19,
1919.)

OIL-OF-SALT
C. A. Mosso, 2253 Warren Avenue, Chicago, exploits a nostrum, "Oil-ofSalt," claimed to be "a product of salt and oils" and an "infallible destroyer
of all systemic poisons." "We have always been careful," says Mosso, "not to
give the impression that Mosso's Oil-of-Salt is in any manner a product of
drugs or chemicals." Mosso's philosophy of health and disease is a simple
one: All diseases are but "systemic poisons" in the body; Oil-of-Salt destroys
all poisons ; ergo, Oil-of-Salt cures all diseases.

"All

of our ailments are caused from some

poison contracted in devious ways.
of systemic poison from the human
body
.
.
.
and when this is done perfect health is the natural result."
"Mosso's Oil-of-Salt is proclaimed to be the most wonderful
curative agency known.

"Mosso's Oil-of-Salt will remove any and all kinds

Mosso's conception of physiology, anatomy and pathology is in keeping with
his knowledge of pharmacology. .Diabetes, he tells us, is "commonly called
Bright's disease," while "a formation of stone or calculus substance" comprises
"what is known as gravel or Gall Stones."
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"Hay-fever, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Skin troubles such as Salt-rheum, Eczema, Pimples,
etc. Piles of all kinds, Indigestion,
Diarrhea, Nervousness, Fqmale Weakness and prostatic
trouble; all of which can be restored to perfect order by the use of Mosso's Oil-of-Salt."

The favorite method of introducing this nostrum seems to be that of send
ing to those in charge of manufacturing plants a printed letter reading, in
part, as follows :
"Gentlemen: — If you will allow me to place in the hands of your First Aid Department
my system in the line of a First Aid to the Injured, I will guarantee that no workman need
lay idle for over thirty minutes, after the treatment has been applied, from any of the
ordinary accidents that occur in their daily work, also that they will not suffer from any
pain after said time, and there will never be any bad effects from the wounds.
"The wounds
speak of are as follows: Cuts, Burns, Strains, Crushed Feet and Hands,
also all Poisonous Wounds as those caused from Rusty Nails, Copper, Brass, Lead, Zinc, etc.
No Blood Poison can ever take place in any case where The First Aid is used.
"You need have no fear of death from the following troubles, and relief can be obtained
in from thirty to sixty minutes, namely: Ptomaine Poisoning, Internal Hemorrhage of any
kind, Colic, Bloody Disentery [sic} and all dangerous afflictions that assail mankind in their
daily life."
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Photographic reproductions of the labels of "Mosso's Oil-of-Salt" and of "First-Aid
ment" which is said to be the later name of the Mosso nostrum.

Treat

One would imagine that it would not take medical knowledge to recognize
Apparently, however, factory
the absurdity of the claims made in this letter.
are not infrequently misled by the specious prom
foremen and superintendents
Several manufacturing concerns have written to
ises made for this product.

The Journal asking for information regarding the composition and probable
value of Mosso's Oil-of-Salt and, as a result, an analysis of the preparation
was made in the Association's

laboratory.
LABORATORY

The report follows

:

REPORT

Mosso's Oil-of-Salt is a yellow oily mixture possessing an aromatic odor,
resembling a mixture of turpentine, camphor and sassafras, and possessing a
It is inflammable, and burns with a luminous smoky
strong burning taste.
flame.

When distilled with steam it leaves a yellow oily liquid devoid of aromatic
odor, but possessing an odor and taste indicating linseed oil. Qualitative tests
and the iodin absorption number further identify the oil as linseed oil.
The
volatile portion which was carried over by the steam Was a colorless oily
mixture and possessed the same characteristic odor of Oil-of-Salt. This mix
ture was completely volatile on the steam bath and was inflammable.
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Quantitatively the linseed oil was determined by removing the volatile con
stituents by steam, and extracting the linseed oil by chloroform and evaporat
ing the chloroformic solution in a weighed dish.
After evaporation of the
chloroform the oil was allowed to dry in a desiccator.
After a short time the
weight began to increase, this no doubt being due to oxidation.
The weight
of oil found by this method may be taken as a close approximation of the
actual content of oil ; the presence of about 63 per cent, linseed oil was indi
By heating a weighed sample of Oil-of-Salt on a boiling water-bath
cated.
until the characteristic aromatic odor of the preparation had disappeared a
residue amounting to 64.5 per cent, was left. This approximate determination
indicates the non-volatile oil (linseed) content to be about 63 to 64 per cent.
An aqueous extract of Oil-of-Salt is acid in reaction to litn.us, methyl
orange, phenolphthalein and dimethylaminoazobenzene and contains chlorid,
showing the presence of free hydrochloric acid. A portion was extracted with
water until the extracts no longer were acid to methyl orange and the com
bined extract titrated with normal alkali.
This showed the presence of 0.16
per cent, free hydrochloric acid. After titration the solution was made acid
By this method
by nitric acid and the chlorid precipitated as silver chlorid.
a chlorid content equivalent
to 0.17 per cent, hydrochloric acid was indicated.
An alcoholic solution of Oil-of-Salt titrated with normal alkali in the presence
of phenolphthalein indicator showed the presence of 0.17 per cent, free hydro
chloric acid.
A
These determinations agree as to the free hydrochloric acid content.
total chlorid determination made after fusing with Hunter's fusion mixture
showed a chlorid content of 0.51 per cent, equivalent to 0.52 per cent, hydro
An alcoholic extract of Oil-of-Salt, made until evaporation of
chloric acid.
some of the alcohol showed no more of the volatile oils, was fused with Hun
ter's mixture and the chlorid determined; 0.489 chlorid equivalent to 0.49 per
cent, hydrochloric acid was found. This compared with the total chlorid con
tent indicates that the part of
the mixture containing the chlorid is soluble
in alcohol, viz., the volatile oils.
In general it may be concluded that Oil-of-Salt is a mixture consisting of
linseed oil with one-third of a mixture of essential oils
about two-thirds
including turpentine, camphor and sassafras, containing total chlorids equiv
alent to 0.52 per cent, hydrochloric acid, 1.3 of which is present as free hydro
chloric acid.
Here, again, we have illustrated the reason for the frantic opposition on
the part of "patent medicine" manufacturers to every demand for publicity of
The most ignorant of workmen could hardly be fooled into
composition.
believing that a mixture of linseed oil with small amounts of oils of turpen
tine, camphor and sassafras, a pinch of salt and a trace of muriatic acid could
No intelligent
produce the results that Mosso claims for his "Oil-of-Salt."
human being, in fact, could be convinced that such a mixture would "place
you and those you employ beyond all danger or [sic] premature Death and Suf
fering from any of the accidents that occur in your works." With the mystery
that surrounds a secret mixture like Oil-of-Salt, however, any claim, no matter
how preposterous, will be accepted by a certain number of people. The latest

information regarding Oil-of-Salt indicates that it is now being exploited
under the name, "First Aid Treatment," and is being sold by the Pan-Alert
Laboratories. 607 Marquette Building, Chicago. — (From The Journal A. M. A.,
Aug. 14, 1915.)

PERTJNA
"Dr." Hartman, who, to all intents and purposes, is the Peruna Company,
evidently has a desire to "get back" at the American Medical Association in
particular and at decent physicians in general for the damaging exposes he
To do this, he has published a large advertise
has received at their hands.
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a

it

it,

ment during the last few weeks headed, "Dr. Hartman Makes Public the Facts
As to What Doctors Think of Peruna."
In
the Peruna company declared
that
has received letters from "regular practicing physicians" who have
offered to write testimonials for Peruna, providing they received pay for them.
"But," says Hartman virtuously, "I have always refused to pay for such
service." Then he goes on
a

I

a

if

&

a

a

"I recently received such letter from Kentucky, from
doctor who says he has been
practicing medicine for a quarter of
century and is at present 'msdical referee for the
county, president of the county medical board, local surgeon of the C.
O. Railroad, member
of the state medical society and American Medical Association' and all that. He has used
Peruna and offers to give me
very remarkable testimonial,
would pay him for doing so."
a

!

:

it

if

I

I

I

I

"In referring to the doctor's letter,
do not consider that
am violating
the ordinary
courtesies and confidences of private correspondence.
have not made use of his name
or the town where he resides.
willing to communicate the name and
But
am perfectly
address by private correspondence
any one wishes me to do so."

a

a

a

:

a

a

a

For the purpose of "calling" Hartman's bluff, letters were written to him
asking for the name and address of the Kentucky physician, alleged member
of his state society and of the American Medical Association, who had offered
to sell
testimonial for Peruna. One of these letters was from
physician in
Illinois, another from
minister in Michigan and
third from
stenographer
in Kentucky.
Each writer received
letter from Hartman, stating that while
he was "always glad to show people letters and testimonials" he would want
further information regarding the "use you are proposing to make of this name
and address" before he would be willing to send it. He continues
a

"The fact that you are
physician ['a Reverend']
['a woman'] leads me to believe that
you are not intending any hostility either toward the doctor or myself."
a

:

a

is

a

a

a

a

a

if

butcher,
Presumably
he had received letters from
baker or
candle
butcher,
stick maker, "the fact" that the writer was
baker, etc., would
"lead" Hartman to believe that he was "not intending any hostility."
The
minister wrote back to Hartman that he desired the name so that he might
write to the physician in question and find out whether he really did recom
mend Peruna.
This brought another letter from Hartman stating that the
Kentucky physician no longer was friendly to him but that he would enclose
— and did enclose — copy of the original letter which he received from the
Kentucky doctor.
Here
copy of the letter
The Peruna Medicine Co., Columbus,
Gentlemen: — write to ask you

Frenchburg,

Ohio:

Ky., Sept.

23,

1910.

a

a

I I

is

I

I

I

it

I

if

a

is

it

a

a

I

a

a

I

if

testimonial from
grateful patient would be of any
particular value to you.
have practiced medicine for
quarter of
century and have been
afflicted with
subacute inflammatory condition of the post-nasal space, and of recent years
the larynx had been involved in the catarrhal process.
Have also been for the last fifteen
years addicted to the constant use of morphia.
Your medicine has entirely relieved me of
both conditions, after only
comparatively short time, and today am the happiest man alive.
Medical men will hardly believe me when
tell them that your medicine cured me of the
opium habit, but
fact nevertheless.
had tried for fifteen years every known means
and took treatment at several sanitariums, as every one in this part of the country will
know.
am willing to make oath to the above statement, and
you wish it, and are willing
to make
worth my while.
will write you the testimonial that will be valuable to you as
an advertisement.
do this with no mental reservation whatever, believing, as
firmly do,
that
cured me of the most damnable habit, or disease, to which humanity
liable.
it
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a
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"It was very gratifying," says Hartman, "to receive such
testimonial from
temptation to pay him
brother physician and quite
small sum and allow
his letter to be published." But no, Hartman could not bring himself to do
such a thing as to pay out money for
testimonial
He publishes most of
the letter anyway,
however,
and
doubtless
made just as good bait for
"suckers" and was much cheaper.
Says Hartman
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My action in this matter may have a tendency to stagger my medical friends, lauding an
irregular medicine, but I have considered the matter carefully and prayerfully, and I propose
to stand by my honest conviction.
I am the medical referee for this county, president of
the county medical board, local surgeon of the C. & O. R. R., Rothwell to Mt. Sterling, mem
ber state medical society and American Medical Association.
My action may, and I have no
doubt will, cause some criticism.
I am also preparing an article to be read at our next meeting of our county society on
My treatment for these troubles is the free and regular
catarrhal diseases of the larynx.
exhibition of your "Peruna."
Will send you a copy of the article if you wish it. If you
wish to use it for the benefit of suffering humanity I will send you the testimonial with my
photo.
There is no gallery here, but I can get one by going to Mt. Sterling,
Ky., thirty
miles from here. I am satisfied this will redound to your benefit in a financial way, but the
best of all if it will be the means of saving even one poor soul from a living hell I will
be satisfied.
I am treating now seven cases of opium habit, and my principal treatment is
your preparation.
am a graduate of the University of Louisville, Ky., class of '85, and have taken the post
Yours very truly and gratefully,
graduate courses at New York the last five years.
John L. Brown, M.D.
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In
states,

"I

advertisement,
which appeared
regarding the letter just given:

the Peruna
recently

received such a letter

.

in

October,

1912,

Hartman

.

In each of his letters to those that wrote him asking for the name and
address of the physician, Hartman said :

"I

have the doctor's

letter in my office, recently

received."

Now note the date of the letter "recently received" from John L. Brown —
In other words, the letter had been in cold storage for more
September, 1910!
than two years ! So much for Hartman's accuracy. Now just a word regard
Brown declares in his letter that he is, among other
ing John L. Brown.
things: (1) medical referee for his county, (2) a member of the Kentucky
State Medical Association, and (3) a member of the American Medical Asso
ciation. The secretary of the Kentucky State Medical Association declares
that Brown was never medical referee for his county, nor was he a member
of the Kentucky State Medical Association.
For the rest, we may say that
Dr. John L. Brown, self-admitted morphin addict, who was willing, after he
had "considered the matter carefully and prayerfully," to give a testimonial
for Peruna — providing Hartman "came across" — is not, and never has been, a
member of the American Medical Association. — (From The Journal A. M. A.,
Dec. 7, 1912.)
DR.

PIERCE'S

PLEASANT

PELLETS

"Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets" are made by the World's Dispensary Med
ical Association, Buffalo, the same concern that exploits "Pierce's Golden
Medical Discovery," "Pierce's Favorite Prescription,"
"Pierce's Compound
Extract of Smartweed," etc. The Pierce nostrums are advertised under the
shibboleth, common to the "patent medicine" maker, that their products contain
only vegetable ingredients. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are recommended to the
public on the claim that:
"Being entirely
system,

vegetable in composition,
diet or composition."

these pellets operate without

disturbance

to

the

Elsewhere in the same advertising leaflet the public is warned against
"harsh drastic pills, composed, as most of them are, of jalap, aloes, scammony,
croton oil, gamboge and elaterium" — all of them, it should be noted, products
of the vegetable kingdom. Some day, possibly, the public will learn that some

MISCELLANEOUS

NOSTRUMS

of the most deadly poisons known to science are "purely vegetable"; when
that time comes the "patent medicine" makers will probably discard the
"vegetable" talking point!
No longer is the direct claim made — at least in the trade package, which
is subject to federal regulation — that "Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets Cure
In common with a great deal of the "patent medicine" adver
Constipation."
tising of today, the direct falsehood of the former Pierce claims has given
place to the inferential falsehood. The advertising of one Pierce nostrum is
Thus the leaflet that accompanies
used for the purpose of exploiting another.
the trade package of Pierce's Pleasant Pellets recommends
the "pellets" for
menstruation" — from "taking cold" —coupled with the use of a
"suppressed
hot sitz bath — and a "full dose of Dr. Pierce's Compound Extract of SmartThe Smartweed nostrum, by the way, according to labels in our files,
weed."
contains, in addition to 40 per cent, alcohol, eight tenths of a grain of opium
The "Pleasant Pellets" are also recommended in "very
to the fluid ounce.
obstinate cases of Tetter, Salt-Rheum, Erysipelas, Eczema, Boils, Carbuncles,
Scrofula, and Eruptions caused by Infectious Blood Poisons" — in connection
with "Golden Medical Discovery."
"Pierce's Pleasant Purgative Pellets" were examined in the Association's
laboratory, and while no exhaustive work was done, the chemists reported :

"After removal of the coating, the inner pill responded to tests for emodin
Whether or
and aloin. Alkaloids, mercury or phenolphthalein were not found.
not other emodin-bearing drugs besides aloin were present was not determined.
Essentially, Pierce's Pleasant Purgative Pellets appear to be an ordinary laxa
tive pill."
That the active principle of aloes was found in the pills is of interest in
view of the fact, already referred to, that the leaflet advertising Pierce's
Pleasant Pellets warns the public against the use of purgatives composed of
aloes.— (From The Journal A. M. A., Dec. 4, 1915.)

PLANT JUICE
Take a dash of bitters, add sufficient alcohol to give an effective and unmis
takable "kick," put in a small quantity of laxative drugs — but not sufficient to
interfere with a few extra daily doses if one feels so inclined —carefully limit
the claims on the trade package and just as carefully throw conservatism
to
the winds in advertising the stuff in the newspapers — and there is the making
of a commercially successful "patent medicine."
Such for all practical purposes is Plant Juice, put on the market by Col.
Frank A. Dillingham of Cincinnati. The success — financial, not moral — that
when one
has followed the exploitation of Plant Juice may be appreciated
reads in the daily papers that according to testimony alleged to have been
given in a recent court action the business is now bringing Colonel Dilling
ham "a profit of $90,000 a year."
Plant Juice contains 20 per cent, alcohol ; this, as the law demands, is
The dose is half an ounce three times a day
admitted by the manufacturer.
or more if so inclined. "Plant Juice is the Proper Medicine" and is made
from "a proper selection" of herbs, roots, barks, leaves and blossoms.
It sells
for a dollar a bottle ; six bottles for $5. On the trade package little is claimed
and wisely; why run the risk of being haled into the federal court for
for
false and fraudulent claims on the trade package when nobody buys
"patent
medicine" on what the trade package says? There are still some newspapers
in the country that will admit any nostrum advertisement that will not actually
a

it,
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debar the publications from the mails — and the Food and Drugs Act does not
apply to lying claims made in the newspapers.
Here are a few of the claims
that have appeared in the newspapers :
"It

represents the greatest combination of the juices of medicinal plants known to science."
.
.
."
is the most marvelous reconstructive and tonic product of the age.
a specific for all derangements of the stomach, kidneys, liver and blood."

"...
"It

SOME

In

CLAIMS

booklet distributed by Plant Juice "demonstrators" the public is told:
are made for Plant Juice.
It will do what is claimed
for it and no more." In the same booklet under the heading "Kidney Trouble"
one learns that kidney disease "may take the form of a weakness in the kid
.
." Plant Juice is alleged
neys, chronic inflammation or Bright's disease.
.
a
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"No extravagant claims

The carton in which "Plant Juice"

comes,

reproduced

in miniature.

to have "been used in the treatment of nearly every known form of kidney
disease, and in every case it has demonstrated
its marvelous curative powers."
Further in the same booklet "Female Trouble" is discussed.
The "most
prevalent" forms listed are "painful and irregular menstruation, leucorrhea,
Those suffering from any or
misplacement of the womb, ulcers, tumors," etc.
all of these derangements are asked to believe that "there are few remedies
that can equal Plant Juice in preventing and relieving the ills of womankind."
Still further we learn, under the heading "Blood Trouble," that "there are
of diseases to which the blood is subject when contaminated
hundreds
by
poisons"; among these diseases those that are "most prominent and of fre
quent occurrence" are said to be "syphilis, cancer and scrofula."
In the next
paragraph, the sufferer from syphilis or cancer is told that Plant Juice "being
should be taken because it "eliminates the
remedy"
a natural and specific
poisons from the blood and helps Nature supply the enriching elements that
are lacking in weak, impoverished and diseased blood."
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THE TESTIMONIAL

ADVERTISEMENTS

But the most popular, and presumably successful, method by which Plant
route.
The exploiter
is advertised is that of the inferential-falsehood
instead of saying in his own words, for example, that Plant Juice will cure
rheumatism publishes alleged testimonials from Henry Mickow, Mrs. John
Breutigam, F. Hardaker, etc., who claim to have been "relieved" of rheumatism
The nostrum is not frankly advertised as a "cure" for
by taking Plant Juice.
ulcer of the stomach, but George J. Manning's testimonial to the effect that
he had ulcer of the stomach and was "never relieved until he took Plant Juice"
Have you gallstones? Mrs.
may be counted on to sell just as many bottles.
Minnie Hasterok — see testimonial — had gallstones until she took Plant Juice ;
now she is "entirely cured." Are you deaf? Mr. Norman Weber, the "pop
ular young bank clerk," vide testimonial, "Had Lost His Hearing Due to
Catarrhal Affection — Has Used Plant Juice for Six Weeks and Catarrh Has
Vanished I" By the same token the public is led to believe that Plant Juice
has cured "canker of the stomach," "kidney trouble," "nervous debility," "gas
tritis," "piles," "paralysis," and various other conditions.
ANALYSIS

Plant Juice has been analyzed by the Health Department of Milwaukee.
The chemist's report was to the effect that, in addition to the 20 per cent,
alcohol, there was not quite 8 per cent, of total solids, of which over 2 per
cent, was glucose.
The chemist further declared that the principal constituents
were fluidextracts of aloes and licorice with possibly slight amounts of cascara
sagrada or fluidextract of senna.
The chemist adds :
"It is a diluted form of vegetable cathartic, with licorice added for smooth
ness, and sold at an extravagant price."
The report of Health Commissioner Ruhland of Milwaukee on this nostrum
Here it is in part :
and instructive.
interesting
is
AS VIEWED

BY THE

MILWAUKEE HEALTH

DEPARTMENT

This causes many of our
"Most Americans are more or less constipated.
Trading upon
headaches or nausea, loss of appetite and other similar ailments.
this knowledge, somebody has prepared an 'herbal system tonic,' known as
Plant Juice.

"Plant Juice is advertised as 'beneficial' in anaemic conditions, nervousness,
sickness and debility, headache, backache, indigestion, dyspepsia and various
Its claims are substantiated by testimonials from 'a well known
other ills.
police officer of this city,' a 'popular employe of a large Milwaukee laundry"
and other residents equally well known and popular.
"Plant Juice has been analyzed by the Health department and found to be
The well known and popular citizens, therefore, used the laxative,
a laxative.
ivere relieved of headaches, indigestion, pain and nausea — all of which are
symptoms of constipation — and so honestly believed themselves cured of des
perate ailments. In probably 90 per cent, of the cases, a glass or two of hot
water each morning, more exercise or lighter foods would have accomplished
the same results.
"Consider the solicitous care of the Plant Juice man: Firstly, he doesn't
say Plant Juice will 'cure' anything. That may shock the tender sensibilities
He says the great herbal system tonic will be Tjenefiof the federal statutes.
nervousness, sickness and debility, headache, back
conditions,
in
anaemic
cial'
The cause, in most
ache, etc. ; all of which are symptoms and not causes.
So, when Plant Juice benefits headaches and backaches
cases, is constipation.
in reality, does nothing but relieve constipation. And, as
and nervousness,
said before, water, exercise or proper food usually would do this quite as well

...

it,
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THE TESTIMONIALS
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"As for the testimonials from the well-known and popular citizens : The
Plant Juice man himself wrote every one that the Health Department investi
Of those traced, none had been mailed to the Plant Juice people, nor
gated.

It is true that the signatures were genuine and those
any unsolicited.
who allowed the use of their names actually had used Plant Juice.
But they
merely signed the testimonials. The Plant Juice man wrote them. This was
true of all the cases investigated by the Health Department.
was
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it,

"The users signed these testimonials for various reasons.
One 'sensational
statement,' as the Plant Juice man puts
was traced to an illiterate old lady
who had no more real idea of what was in the testimonial she signed than of
what was in the moon. The Health Department found her complaining of the
same aches and pains that she had declared, in her testimonial, vanished under
the balm of Plant Juice.
"A second testimonial was signed by
well-known musician' ^f this city
who told Health Department officers that
didn't say one-half of what the
did.' He also said that he hadn't liked the idea of
Plant Juice agent said
publication and had notified the Plant Juice people to cease using his name
in the future. In fact, Health Department officers gathered that this particular
victim rather yielded weakly to a glib agent than willingly offered any testi
mony concerning the great herbal system tonic.
AN UNDERTAKER WITH

AN EYE

TO

BUSINESS

"A truly unique offering

it

it

is

it

a

2,

it

a

is

advertising.
"The thinking person does not attach much importance to the testimonial.
Testimonials are procured by patent medicine manufacturers on the theory that
one born every minute.'
On this same theory, they are able to sell
'there
their products."
The Milwaukee Health Department states the matter correctly. If, as has
profit of $90,000
been alleged,. Colonel Dillingham makes
the
year,
possible.— (From The Journal A. M. A.,
"one born every minute" that makes
Dec.
1916.)
.

PODOLAX

not an accidental discovery

On the other hand

is

nor an Indian Remedy."

:

"PoDoLax

is

It

a

is

laxative by the E. E. Suth
being extensively advertised as
Paducah,
admitted
that:
Ky.
erland Medicine Co. of

"PoDoLax"

a

is

The
the result of hard study by the brightest minds in the medical profession.
"It
first-class chemist, so combining the drugs of the
pleasant taste is the effect of the work of
prescription as to eliminate the objectionable taste and at the same time retain their strength."

is

is

apparently intended to suggest that podophyllum
The name "PoDoLax"
quite unmis
the chief constituent of the remedy, and this implication
takably conveyed in the following expression found in one of the advertise
ments for the preparation
:

is

"Podolax. — Podophyllin

with

the

Gripe

taken out."

before

the world,

made

up from

the

words

'Podophyllin*

is

" 'PoDoLax'
the word.
" 'PoDo' from Podophyllin—
" 'Lax' from Laxative or gentle

which

is

"Now a new name
and 'Laxative.*

is

:

a

circular devoted to the exploitation of PoDoLax and other nos
Also in
trums the following statements are found

is

is

rather than purgative.
with the gripe taken out.
The only objection ever made to
Podophyllin
entirely overcome in PoDoLax."
Podophyllin was the griping, and that
humanity's oldest and best proven remedy, made pleasant.
"PoDoLax
first mentioned in Genesis, also in the songs of
"Mandrake is the Biblical term and
Solomon.
is

"PoDoLax

is
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in the testimonial line illuminated the way of the
well-known and popular undertaker.' This
officers when they interviewed
user of the herbal extract was boosting Plant Juice because
'helped his busi
ness.' Or, to be precise, his good wife — who explained things in his absence —
said he had permitted the use of his picture and statement because
was good
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.
.
still give podophyllin because ever since the days of Jacob,
"Some of the doctors
Mandrake, as it was called in the Bible, has been the best of all to start the Bile.
"A harmless, never-failing, natural remedy, as pleasant to take as maple syrup. . . ."

Aside from these statements and the declaration on the label that PoDoLax
contains 6 per cent, of alcohol, no information concerning the composition of
Since from its physical appearance it seemed improb
the preparation is given.
able that the preparation could contain much resin of podophyllum it appeared
worth while to examine a specimen of PoDoLax with the view of determining
its laxative constituents.
The product is sold in 5-ounce panel containers which retail at fifty cents.
The preparation examined was a dark brown, syrupy liquid having an aromatic,
sweet taste and an odor like a mixture of anise, sassafras and wintergreen.
It contained a considerable quantity of finely divided crystalline material in
Some of this was separated by filtration, washed with water and
suspension.
identified as phenolphthalein by the usual tests. Another laxative substance
Large quantities
was also present, which appeared to be an extract of senna.

A Million Dollar

Discovery!

Greatly reduced advertisement of PoDoLax in which the claims made for the nostrum
Analysis showed
are predicated on the statement that the important ingredient is podophyllin.
that it contained practically no podophyllin, but depended for its action on phenolphthalein.

Small quantities each of alcohol, ammonium
of sugar (sucrose) were present.
compounds, oil of wintergreen and possibly other volatile oils were also found.
A determination of alcohol gave 4.47 per cent, by volume. The residue on
drying amounted to about 71.5 gm. per hundred c.c. Podophyllin was absent
or not present in more than traces. Phenolphthalein was determined and about
This is equivalent to about 1.8 grain in each
1.6 gm. per hundred c.c. found.
directed dose of PoDoLax. Whether or not other laxatives are present in
small quantities matters little since phenolphthalein and senna are the essen
tial medicinal ingredients, of which the former probably predominates.
From
the results of the examination it appears that PoDoLax is an aromatized
syrup containing phenolphthalein in suspension and fortified by the addition of
an extract of senna. Phenolphthalein is a synthetic compound made from coaltar. Therefore, PoDoLax cannot be a "natural remedy" and to advertise such
with the gripe taken out" is to offer it under
a preparation as "Podophyllin
claims that are misleading, false and fraudulent. That the manufacturer knows
this is perfectly evident from the fact that these lying claims do not occur on
the label of the trade package or in the circulars which accompany it— where
they would come within the purview of the law— but are found in advertise
Since the
ments and in circulars which reach the consumer in other ways.
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Biblical mandrake, Mandragora

autumnalis, has no botanical or therapeutic
relation to the American mandrake, Podophyllum peltatum, the attempt to give
Biblical sanction to the exploitation of PoDoLax by connecting it with the
mandrake of the Bible is to be expected from the usual ignorance, stupidity
and dishonesty of the "patent medicine" exploiter.
To sum up :
it contains podophyllin, whereas
1. PoDoLax is sold under the claim that
Its medicinal ingredient is
it contains none, or at least not more than traces.

phenolphthalein.
it,

2. The false claims concerning the composition of PoDoLax do not occur
but
on the labels of the trade package or in the circulars which go with
are made in other ways. — (L. E. Warren in The Journal A. M. A., Aug. 15,

1914.)

is

it

is

is

it

a

It

is

is

sold by the Restoria Chemical Company of
"Restoria for Bad Blood"
Kansas City, Mo. The label declares the presence of "alcohol, 34 per cent." —
required by the Food and Drugs Act. Restoria
sold as
an admission that
"the Miracle Medicine," "the Medicine of Last
sure cure for syphilis.
Resort,"
"Safer — Surer — Cheaper than the Serum Treatments,"
con
tains "no mercury— no arsenic, ask the druggist." No information, of course,
given as to what Restoria contains, except the information that the law
demands.
said to be "of French origin, and has been known and pre
scribed throughout Continental Europe for more than fifty years."
recommended
for rheumatism, kidney trouble, lumbago,
While Restoria
"catarrh,"
eczema, and the omnipresent
especially and particularly fea
tured for syphilis or "blood poison." Here are some of the things the booklet
has to say regarding syphilis and its treatment with Restoria and by other
means

is

:

it

is

is

It

is

were, eradicating
It cleanses the Blood, as
goes to the scat of the disease.
every trace of the Syphilitic virus."
"One month of Restoria treatment may be equal to the services of the most eminent
specialist, for whose skill you would be required to pay hundreds of dollars."
". . . to the average doctor this dreadful malady [syphilis]
only
name, and the
patient is looked upon as a horrible example on whom he (the doctor) may practice and
profit while he prescribes."
utterly incapable of handling this dreadful malady.
"The average physician
He lacks the
He will assume a knowledge he does not possess.
experience, but he will not tell you so.
He will fill you with mercury or arsenic, perhaps, and
He will do the best he can for you.
make
helpless wreck of you in time; and all the while charge you all the fee he can get."
considered common prey, and any physician
"The unfortunate Syphilitic
justified in
trying anything on him, and charging three prices for the service."
is

is

a

is

a

is

it

it

"Restoria

from

a

!

a

Restoria was first brought to the attention of The Journal in November,
letter from the Council of National Defense, written by the chair
for Civil Cooperation in Combating Venereal Dis
man of the Subcommittee
eases. The letter stated that the Restoria concern had had the effrontery to
write to the Venereal Disease Committee of the Council of National Defense,
of Restoria
More than
asking for a recommendation
year later — in April,
physician informed The Journal that there was an effort to finance
1919 —
Restoria, and samples had been sent to him at the request of
friend who
had been invited to take some of the stock.
An unopened, original bottle of Restoria was submitted to the Association's
laboratory, and tests were made to determine the presence or absence of mer
The report may he summarized thus
cury, arsenic or iodids.
1917, by

:

a

a
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Restoria contains no mercury or arsenic, but does contain iodid, probably
potassium iodid, and calculated to potassium iodid corresponding to 1.693
grams in 100 c.c. It also contains much vegetable extractive, some alkaloidal
drug, and a bitter oil or oleo resin. — (From The Journal A. M. A., Aug. 9,
1919.)
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"Swift's Sure Specific," according to the manufacturer, is "made from purely
vegetable ingredients." The only real information that the manufacturer gives
regarding its composition is that which the government compels, namely, the
alcohol-content — 15 per cent. The dose recommended is from one to two tablespoonfuls four times a day.
The Swift Specific Company claims that this
"imparts just the slight exhilaration that nearly all women find beneficial."
As the alcohol-content of S. S. S. is nearly one-third of that of raw whisky,
a woman
taking eight tablespoonfuls (4 ounces) of this preparation daily,
would be getting the alcohol equivalent of more than one bottle of beer
every day.
S. S. S. is sold under the claim, either direct or inferential, that it will
cure syphilis ("blood poison").
In a booklet issued some time ago the Swift
Specific Company, discussing secondary syphilis, said:
"Until the discovery of S. S. S., no remedy was known that could completely wipe out the
.
.
but S. S. S. clears out the whole thing,
disease and restore the sufferer to health
root and branch, and leaves the physical organism of the patient unimpaired."

In the same booklet,

under

"In tertiary Syphilis . .
.
produce a complete cure
most hopeless have been cured

to

tertiary syphilis, it was said:

.
S. S. S. acts
many cases,
.
.
by S. S. S."

with
the

amazing effect and rarely ever fails
most malignant, the most virulent, the

In a personal letter written some time ago to a victim of syphilis
"medical advisor" of the Swift Specific Company wrote, in part :

the

Syphilis is a blood disease
"We regret to know that you are suffering from Syphilis.
and the only way to cure it permanently is to cleanse the blood from all impurities and there
is nothing that will purify your blood more thoroughly and quicker than S. S. S. We advise
It is decidedly the best thing you can
you to continue taking S. S. S. regularly
It will cure you in less time than any other remedy and the cure will be per
take.
In S. S. S. we have the only vegetable antidote to syphilis that has ever been
manent.
.
.
."
discovered.

...

In another
"For

Thousands

letter the company

said:

more than forty years S. S. S. has been recognized as the one remedy for Syphilis.
."
.
.
upon thousands have been cured through its use.

In a booklet accompanying the previous letter the statement
large, black-faced type:
"S

S. S. is not only a certain cure for syphilis,

was printed in

but is the one absolutely

safe remedy.'*

are recognizing that there is no
Because the better class of newspapers
alleged
remedy for the self-treatment
of
an
the
sale
possible justification for
—
menace
alike
to the individual and com
a
syphilis
as
of so serious a disease
longer feature the alleged
S.
S.
no
of
S.
advertisements
newspaper
munity—the
is
in
It
now "rheumatism" and
syphilis.
preparation
of
the
values
curative
"impure blood." The purchaser of S. S. S., however, is urged to write for the

Book on the Blood" which "covers all forms of blood impurities"
and "goes deeply into the subject of mercury, iodid of potash, arsenic and other
"Special
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mineral drugs." The booklet purports to "enable one to properly treat syphilis
under the use of S. S. S. together with such medical advice as we give gratis
It further states that the treatment of syphilis "is a simple
by correspondence."
matter."
To sell such a mixture as S. S. S. as a cure for a disease like syphilis is
much on the par with selling a simple gargle as a "cure" for diphtheria. —
(From The Journal A. M. A., Aug. 25, 1917.)
The One-Time Cure for "Contagious Blood Poison" Becomes a Remedy for
Rheumatism. — As a general thing, federal laws get action where state laws
fail. One has only to call to mind the innocuousness of the average state law
— there are happy exceptions — governing the sale of food and drugs, and
compare it with the federal law covering much the same field, to realize the
Occasionally it hap
advantages of national legislation over state legislation.
pens that the states are able to bring about reforms in the interest of the
public that the federal government has failed to achieve.
Readers of The
Journal will remember the case referred to a few years ago regarding the
result of North Dakota's net-weight law.
Before there was any national

\

/

J

not only

certain cure for
Syphilis but is the one absolutely safe
remedy. It contains no strong minerals
to damage the system, but is made entire
ly of roots, herbs and barks of healing,
cleansing nature.
S. S. S. is

We
a

a

offer $1,000 for proof that S.S.S.

contains

particle of mineral in any form.
*

THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO

,

ATLANTA,

.

,

OA.

At that
A page from one of the older booklets sent out by the Swift Specific Company.
time the concern made no secret of the claim that S. S. S. was offered as "the one absolutely
safe" and "certain cure for syphilis."

legislation on the subject of requiring package goods to be plainly labeled
with the net weight of the contents, North Dakota had such a law, and what
is more important, enforced it. As a result, one of the largest manufacturers
of biscuits withdrew its business from that state rather than comply with the
law. The people of North Dakota, however, were favorably situated to go
into the biscuit making business themselves, and did so, putting out their prod
After a few years the
ucts in compliance with the laws of their own state.
concern which had withdrawn its business from North Dakota reentered that
with the requirements of the
state with its products labeled in accordance
North Dakota law. The important point is that the people in every state of
the Union benefited by the reforms brought about by the law of one state.
Still another instance of a state law benefiting the nation arose in the
case of the prosecution against "Hall's Catarrh Cure" by the state of Nebraska.
For years after smaller and less powerful "patent medicine" makers had been
forced by the federal authorities to remove the word "cure" from their trade
packages, the Hall nostrum was sold as a "cure." Finally, a prosecution was
instituted in Nebraska against the "cure" which was declared misbranded.
Later this item appeared in a drug journal :

MISCELLANEOUS
"Cheney & Co., of Toledo,
in Nebraska, in the action of
Cure' declared misbrandcd in
purpose of changing the name
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Ohio, asked leave to dismiss their appeal to a district court
the state food and drug department to have 'Hall's Catarrh
the use of the word cure.
The company also expressed its
of its preparation to 'Hall's Catarrh Medicine.1 "
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Soon thereafter it became "Hall's Catarrh Medicine" all over the United
States; it continued to be a "cure" in Canada for some years. *
Now comes the state of Louisiana in the role of a possible national bene
factor. That state has a law prohibiting the sale of venereal disease remedies
In May of this
except on the written prescription of a licensed physician.
year the Bureau of Venereal Diseases of the Louisiana State Board of Health
notified the druggists of Louisiana that the sale of "S. S. S." ("Swift's Syphi
litic Specific" or "Swift's Sure Specific") would meet with the same law
enforcement
measures
as were being waged
against any venereal disease
nostrum. The immediate result of this notice was a letter sent to various
drug stores in Louisiana by the sales manager of the Swift Specific Company,

Symptom

Blank.

BEPAUT MENT
UKDICAL

OF

«_£jJ|
TRADE

mark

Syphilis.

CONSULTATION

THE SWIFT SPECIFIC COMPANY,
ATLANTA, GEORGIA.
Give all answers in plain handwriting; and under "General

| state any particulars not included in direct questions.
c intelligently

Remarks"

We can advise much

where all questions arc answered.

.19.

Photographic reproduction (reduced) of part of a "symptom blank" sent out in November,
by the S. S. S. concern to a person who wanted medical advice in the treatment of
syphilis.
1916,

breathing, alike, injured innocence and defiance.
The company was inex
pressibly shocked to learn that its product should be classed as a venereal
remedy.
Said the sales manager :
"We wish to state emphatically that this is a misrepresentation of facts. Please accept
this letter as our positive guarantee that S. S. S. is not recommended or advertised as a
Venereal medicine.
We challenge any one to find on our package or in any of our adver
tising in the newspapers or elsewhere any statement or claim that S. S. S. is good for
Venereal diseases.
"It is difficult to understand why such a ruling could be made, and would suggest that
you challenge, by letter, the right of the State Board of Health to forbid you to sell S. S. S.,
or anything else, on such a pretext.
Doesn't it appear very peculiar that they should construe
S. S. S. to be a Venereal remedy, and prevent you from selling it, when it is positively not
so advertised or recommended?
In no other state has its sale ever been questioned."

The letter closed with a suggestion to the effect that the druggist go ahead
and sell S. S. S., and that they would be supported by the company.
Was it
"very peculiar" that the Bureau of Venereal Diseases of the State Board of
Health of Louisiana "should construe S. S. S. to be a Venereal remedy?" Let
us see:
It was only a few years ago that S. S. S. was boldly and blatantly
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heralded in large display newspaper advertisements
as a "cure" for syphilis,
in the advertisements,
"Con
or, as it was more euphemistically described
As newspapers became a little more careful of the
tagious Blood Poison."
type of "patent medicine" copy they would accept, the Contagious Blood Poison
were soft-pedaled, while "Rheumatism," "Catarrh," and "Impure
advertisements
Blood" were played up as the ailments for which S. S. S. was recommended.
In the trade packages, however, the purchaser of S. S. S. was urged to
write for the "special book on the blood," which he was told "goes deeply into
the subject of mercury, iodid of potash, arsenic and other mineral drugs."
Those who sent for the booklet learned from it that it would "enable one to
properly treat syphilis under the use of S. S. S., together with such medical
advice as we give gratis by correspondence."
They learned further from this
booklet that:
". .
Syphilis

unfortunates
who have fallen into the clutches of that great enemy,
may be said to have been without an adequate treatment until the virtues
of S. S. S. were made known to them."
.
.

those

.

.

According

to this booklet, further,

S. S. S. had

:

". . . become a household necessity in various forms of blood poisoning, and especially
effective in that most destructive and distressing of all forms of it, the contagious poison,
known aa Syphilis."

Letters that have been sent out by the Swift Specific Company during the
few years, and which The Journal has in its files — letters that were
written to individuals who had indicated to the company that they had syph
ilis — have made such claims as :
past

"In
covered

..."

S.

S.

S.

we

have the only

vegetable antidote

to Syphilis that

has

ever

been

dis

"For more than 40 years S. S. S. has been recognized as the one remedy
Thousands upon thousands have been cured through its use."

for Syphilis.

In one of the older booklets, a portion of which is reproduced
article, the claim appeared in black, bold-faced type :

with this

"S. S. S. is not only

a certain

cure for Syphilis,

but is the one absolutely

safe remedy."

We could continue to quote statement after statement, made in the S. S. S.
advertising, advocating both by the most direct of statements and also by
inference the claim that S. S. S. is a cure for syphilis.
But the Swift Specific Company evidently saw — in the action of the authori
on the wall and a few weeks ago the
ties in Louisiana — the hand-writing
State Board of Health of Louisiana received this letter from the general man
ager of the Swift Specific Company :
"In accordance with a resolution adopted by the Board of Directors of the Swift Specific
Company, a copy of which resolution I am herewith enclosing you, the S. S. S. Company,
through me as the Manager of said company, does hereby guarantee that in every advertise
ment published in the State of Louisiana, as well as on the labels and cartons containing the
product of the Swift Specific Company, there will be a statement in the same size type as
the rest of their advertising that S. S. S. is not sold for the treatment, for the cure or as a
remedy for venereal diseases."

This letter was dated June 26, 1919. On Aug. 20, 1919, a bottle of S. S. S.
was purchased in Chicago.
The drug clerk was asked particularly whether
it was "new stock;" he declared that they "got it in a few days ago."
The
carton in which this bottle came still holds out by inference the claim that
S. S. S. is a remedy for syphilis.
Thus :

'
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"$1000 is offered for proof that it contains one particle of Mercury, Potash, Arsenic, or
any other mineral drugs."
"Persons who for any reason do not wish to use mercury, potash, arsenic, or other
minerals, may take S. S. S. with the full assurance that it contains none of the ingredients."

On the circular that came with the bottle — "adopted
1918 — there is this statement :

and

approved" Jan.

"S. S. S., being compounded of vegetable plants, and having no Mercury, Potash,
or other mineral drugs in its composition, may be taken for an indefinite period."

1,

Arsenic,
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There is no statement anywhere to the effect that "S. S. S. is not sold for
Does this
the treatment, for the cure or as a remedy for venereal diseases."
mean that the Swift Specific Company is going to put up special cartons and
advertising copy for the state of Louisiana, or does it mean that the bottle
purchased a few days ago in Chicago had been ' in the hands of a jobber for
some months?
On Aug. 21, 1919,
"offer" quoted
case of the Louisiana

The
bottle of S. S. S. was purchased in Louisiana.
from the carton of the Chicago sample, read in the

a

$1,000

sample,

"$1000 is offered for proof

thus

:

that it contains

one particle

of mineral drugs."

On the circular that came with the bottle — "adopted
1919 — there is this statement :

and approved" June 25,

"S. S. S. being compounded of vegetable plants and having no Mercury, Potash or other
mineral drugs in its composition may be taken for an indefinite period.
Its effect is recog
nized as being beneficial to the system."

The circular

also bore the following

"S. S. S. is a medicinal
eczema and Skin Diseases,
employed in the treatment
for venereal diseases must
preparation is not sold for

paragraph

:

agent indicated in the treatment of Rheumatism, Catarrh, Malaria,
It has been extensively
arising from conditions of the blood.
of such diseases. Under certain laws, remedies and treatments
be sold on written
This
prescription
of a licensed physician.
such diseases."

The paragraph just quoted also appeared on a small sticker pasted on the
carton.
Years ago S. S. S. was solemnly announced as a cure for cancer : "That
S. S. S. cures cancer is a fact that experience has placed beyond doubt." But
public opinion has long frowned on the "cancer cure" business and for some
years nothing seems to have appeared in the S. S. S. literature regarding its
alleged curative effects in that disease.
The public is now waking up to a
fact that the medical profession has been attempting to hammer home for
years: the self-treatment of venereal disease is not only fraught with danger
to the individual, it is a menace to the community.
Public opinion has reached the stage at which it will support laws pro
hibiting the sale of nostrums for the self-treatment of venereal disease; this,
too, in spite of the fact that the "patent medicine" interests insist that there
is no valid reason why the individual should be deprived of the right to buy
and use remedies for the self-treatment of venereal disease.
Such being the
case, S. S. S. will perforce drop its long advertised claim as a remedy for
syphilis. Even so it will not be possible to eliminate from the consciousness
of thousands of individuals who have read the advertise
or subconsciousness
ments in the past or have been given the information by word of mouth, the
belief that S. S. S. is a remedy for syphilis 1 There are on the market today
a score of worthless nostrums purchased by foolish women in the belief that
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they are abortifacients ; yet in no instance do the manufacturers of these prod
ucts dare specifically to announce them as such.
The hundreds of thousands
of dollars expended in the past by the Swift Specific Company to bring home
to a certain part of the population the alleged fact that S. S. S. is a "purely
vegetable" cure for "Contagious Blood Poison" cannot be wiped out of the
by the declaration on the part of the manufacturers that
public consciousness
"S. S. S. is not sold for the treatment, for the cure or as a remedy for vene
Furthermore, it is worth noting that the manufacturers do not
real diseases."
They do not come out boldly and
actually disclaim their previous pretenses.
All they do is more cautiously
say "S. S. S. will not cure venereal disease."
to announce that it is "not sold for such diseases."

It has become necessary for us to issue another
edition of our treatise on Contagious Blood Poison,
and we avail ourselves of the opportunity to re
turn our thanks to the public for its appreciation
of S. S. S.. and to felicitate ourselves" that we artable to do so much towards abating the ravages
of disease among mankind.
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found
fact that so many are seeking to gain
knowledge
of this wonderful Blood Purifier, and are writing
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in
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is

a

For

special directions,

sec page

2i

a

1

of
booklet sent to the same individual
(reduced) of page
Photographic reproduction
who received the
part of which is reproduced with this article.
Note
symptom blank."
the statements which we have underlined.
a

The principle on which most "patent medicines" are exploited seems to be:
Lie when you can; tell as little of the truth as you must. — (From The Journal
A. M. A., Aug. 30, 1919.)

SANATOGEN
The case against Sanatogen has been pretty plainly given at different times
The Journal, but the sale of the stuff goes on — thanks to the power of
advertising. One criticism that has been made of this patent medicine
the
exorbitant price charged for it. This objection, although but an incidental
in

is
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SOME

MISLEADING

CLAIMS

The constituents of Sanatogen are casein and sodium glycerophosphate.
These two very ordinary substances possess, so the Sanatogen people would
have us believe, peculiar properties when they are brought together in chem
ical combination. Sanatogen, they claim, it a chemical combination of these
constituents. The claim may be a good "selling-point," but it cannot be, and
is not, seriously taken by chemists.
But even supposing, for the sake of argu
ment, that sodium glycerophosphate
and casein could be combined, there is
not a scintilla of evidence to show that such a combination could survive the
Whether Sanatogen is a
destructive influence of digestion and be absorbed.
chemical combination of casein and sodium glycerophosphate
or a mere mechan
ical mixture of these two substances, is really immaterial. In either case, it
would be separated into its constituent parts by the digestive juices and would
have the properties of sodium glycerophosphate
and casein, and nothing more.
Remembering this, let us examine once more some of the claims made for
this patent medicine:
"Sanatogen is a nerve and tissue food for which the brain, spinal cord and the nerves
have a special predilection."
.
.
". . . practically identical with the main ingredient of nerve and muscle cells.
"Sanatogen stands pre-eminent in its power to feed the nerve centers, to promote healthy
digestion, to give strength and endurance to the entire system."
.
.
food for tired nerves.
."
.
.
a rational, scientific nerve-food,"

"...

To the physiologist, the term "nerve-food" is an absurdity. The processes
of digestion reduce the albuminous substances (proteins, such as casein) of the
food to simpler forms. This is true no matter what may be their source.
Whether the proteins are derived from the gluten of wheat, the casein of milk
or the albumin of egg, one will "feed the nerves" just as well as the other.
And Sanatogen "feeds the nerves" no more than, in fact not as much as, do
bread and meat and eggs. Of course, the casein in Sanatogen has food-value,
but so has ordinary casein — cottage cheese, "pot cheese," or the German
for. instance — and it is obviously ridiculous to claim for the
Schmierkdse,.
any greater nutritive value than that possessed by the
casein in Sanatogen
To pretend that there are wonderful properties in
casein in ordinary milk.
the protein of Sanatogen when just as good protein can be purchased
(for
much less money) from the milkman, is to mislead the purchaser.
Here are
more
.

.

.

some
". '*.
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You arrest the atten
one, is the one that apparently appeals to the layman.
purse;
he resents paying an
to
his
appeal
tion of the average man when you
for
the fact that this
accounts
probably
This
anything.
for
exorbitant price
particular criticism has apparently hurt the sale of Sanatogen to a greater
degree than the more serious objections made to the preparation. This also
accounts, doubtless, for the fact that the attempts to answer The Journal
criticisms, by those who are selling Sanatogen, have been largely devoted to
the one point — its outrageously high price.
The fundamental objection to Sanatogen is not its high price, but the
powers not
attempt to ascribe to a mixture of casein and glycerophosphates
possessed by these ingredients— in other words, the misleading and false claims
made for it. Even if it were sold at cost price, the stuff, as at present adver
tised, would still be objectionable. The nub of the whole matter is: The
claims made for Sanatogen are unwarranted, misleading and false.

.

claims

:

marvelous revitalizer of nerve health."
Sanatogen has positive reconstructive
force

in neurasthenia."
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and

Vitality
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You

should

once

at

acquainted

get

with

Sanatogen."

Strangelj

like the "lost manhood" advertisements,

And this, also

this last.

:

". . . h?tS brought new strength, new vitality and new relish of life to thousands upon
thousands who suffered from starved nerves.
.
.
."
Countless people . . . have regained fresh health and vigor through the vitalizing
and invigorating
effects of Sanatogen."

Of

course Sanatogen is not sold as a "consumption cure." No such crude
as these emanate from the skilled advertising agents -employed by the
If they did they could not get space in high-grade maga
Sanatogen people.
zines ! As a preventive of consumption, however, we find :
claims

.

excellent

i'i
a

pick-me-up

Thus

promises to pick you up when run down —

"Sanatogen

it

.

:

.

Also, it

docs so."

If

it

a

Most people are under the necessity of working for
living.
we are to
believe the Sanatogen advertisements,
seems remarkable that the human race
has managed to jog along for so many centuries without this product, for
we read:
practically

is

"It

indispensable

to all who

are unable to take prolonged

rest.

.

.

."
type

:

Naturally we do not expect to find the coarse, "free-to-you-my-sister"
of claims in Sanatogen advertisements.
Nevertheless
"Women

.

.

.

find

in Sanatogen

a

genuine

sustaining

agent."

.
.

it it

".

.

:

Finally, we would respectfully direct the attention of those gentlemen of
the medical profession who have so far forgotten the dignity of their calling
product to the fol
as to give fulsome puffs for this casein-glycerophosphate
lowing claims and ask whether they really subscribe to them
".

"...
"...
.

.
."
revivifies the nerves, promoting sleep and helping digestion.
.
builds up the blood, creating new strength and the power to do

and

accomplish."

.

a

is

."
Sanatogen
natural, healthful food and tonic.
.
and strength giving food and tonic composed of those very elements
which make cell and tissue grow."
"Blood and tissues alike hunger for Sanatogen as their concentrated nourishment."
the one food tonic that commands your absolute confidence."
"Sanatogen
is

a health

is

a

6,

is

a

a

a

is

;

is

a

is

it

is

the slightest
How many intelligent physicians really believe that there
by means of these
Yet
basis of fact for the claims we have quoted?
public that looks to the medical
being foisted on
claims that Sanatogen
profession for enlightenment and truth.
In closing, let us reiterate: The objections to Sanatogen are primarily that
moreover, although
being sold under unscientific and misleading claims
pays
purchaser
extraordinary
an
importance,
price for
less
the
of
this
most ordinary product. We believe the time will come when even the artificial
stimulus of vast advertising appropriations will be insufficient to overcome the
product of small merit. When that time comes, Sanatogen
inertia inherent in
natural death. In the meantime, its exploiters are reaping
golden
will die
harvest, of which no small part
being divided among publishers, medical and
otherwise. And the credulous among the sick and suffering pay the bills! —
(From The Journal A. M. A., Dec.
1913.)

it
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an

.
.
creates new tissue and nerve capital.
.
.
.
This nerve capital
.
Against tuhcrculosis
tave the individual from attacks of acute disease.
it is
investment."

"Sanatogen

!

will
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SULPHERB
"Sulpherb" or "Sulpherb Tablets" is another of the multifarious nostrums
sold by the Blackburn Products Company of Dayton, Ohio. In common with
their class, they are advertised by the "fake prescription" method, a scheme
which gives the reader the impression that the advertisement is really a news
paper "health department."
The individual used by the Blackburn concern to
carry out this deceit is Lewis Baker, whose activities in this connection we
have previously noted.
The advertisements
appear under the general title,
"The Doctor's Advice, by Dr. Lewis Baker." Here are samples of the method
by which the public is deceived :
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"L. W. writes: 'My blood is in bad condition.
I suffer with constipation and my tongue
is always coated.
My skin is dark and I have pimples. I feel tired all the time, but I am
too nervous to sleep.
Please prescribe.*
"Answer: Get a tube of three-grain sulpherb tablets (not sulphur) and take according to
They will clean ycur blood, aid digestion, and relieve constipation.
directions.
When 'you
get your blood pure, the other symptoms disappear."
"George asks: 'For several months
My skin is sallow,
have not been feeling well.
my tongue coated, have headache, am sleepless, nervous and bothered with chronic con
stipation.
Please help me.'

I

"Answer: You need a laxative blood
sulpherb tablets (not sulphur).
Overcome
good health and pure blood will return."

cleansing treatment in the form of three-grain
the tendency to constipation and gradually your

"Orrie writes: 'I have been taking salts to purify my blood and cure my skin of itching
and pimples, but don't get much bene6t.
Please prescribe for this.'
Answer: I advise three grain sulpherb tablets (not sulphur tablets), composed of sul
phur, cream of tartar and vegetable extracts that remove constipation and purify the system.
Take this treatment for several months for best results."

The package in which "Sulpherb Tablets" comes bears on the label one of
noninformative, alleged formulas that the shrewd "patent medicine"
faker so delights in. No quantities are given, but the public is told that the
tablets "contain the extracts or concentrations of Cascara, Aloes, May Apple,
Nux-Vomica,
Black Cherry, Capsicum, Ginger, Sarsaparilla.
Also Calcium
Sulphide, Sulphur and Cream of Tartar."
those

"Sulpherb Tablets" were examined in the Association's
report follows :

laboratory, and the

"Sulpherb Tablets" are sugar coated, yellow, and weigh about 7.3 grains
each, coating and all. The package states that they are three grain tablets;
this probably refers to the medicament only. A qualitative examination shows
Sulphur,
the presence of emodin-bearing drugs, the taste suggesting aloes.
calcium, sulphid, traces of alkaloid, potassium, and tartrate are present.
The
chemical examination shows that "Sulpherb Tablets" are probably compounded
from calcium sulphid, sulphur, cream of tartar, and vegetable extractives. Of
the vegetable extractives claimed to be present, aloes was indicated and a
trace of some alkaloid, the amount of which was too small to permit its iden
tification. If this alkaloid is strychnin, the quantity is insignificant, certainly
not more than Mooo of a grain to each tablet.
Here we have, then, a simple laxative tablet, consisting essentially of drugs
that have been known and used for generations, both by the medical profes
It is advertised in a way that is doubly deceitful.
sion and by the public.
First the public is deceived by being led to infer that "Sulpherb Tablets" are
extraordinarily efficacious ; then it is further deceived by the fakish "health
column" and the concealment of the "patent medicine" character of the nos
trums that are recommended.
Newspapers that accept such advertisements
commit more than an offense against the public health ; they are, for a con
sideration, guilty of imposing on the public's confidence by leading their
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readers to suppose that the "Health Talk" or "Doctor's Advice" is a depart
ment of the paper, presenting unbiased information on health subjects.
The
whole "prescription fake" scheme is a disgraceful combination of nostrum
exploitation, quackery and low-grade advertising. — (From The Journal A. M.
A., Oct. 26, 1918.)

TANLAC
product of the Cooper Medicine Company, Dayton, Ohio. The
Tanlac is
controlling spirit of the Cooper concern seems to be one L. T. Cooper, who
has been quacking it for many years.
A few years ago it was "Cooper's New
Discovery" that was being exploited by L. T. Cooper by the free vaudevillemedicine-show route.
In 1907 Cooper was operating the "tapeworm trick" as
one of his means of relieving the gullible of their money.
"Cooper's New Discovery" contained 17 per cent, alcohol and was sold as
a "tonic and system purifier."
Tanlac contains 17 per cent, alcohol and is a
"tonic and system purifier."
During the last few months the Cooper concern has been advertising heavily
and doing a big business in the southern states and — with the help of the
newspapers — has doubtless relieved the people of the South of many thousands
of dollars. Here are a few of the claims made for Tanlac :
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"Tanlac
is not what is commonly called a medicine; it is more than a medi
cine, being the liquid maximum strength of medicinal properties of a plant discovered by
Cooper's uncle, a celebrated scientist, which plant properties, together with other ingredients,
obtained their high efficiency under the personal direction of Herr Jos. Von Trimbach,
a
native German chemist of note in charge of the Cooper laboratory."
"Tanlac is called the magic medicine . . .''
your
health, gives you renewed
''Tanlac
.
.
preserves
your
energy, brightens
.
spirits, lengthens your life . . ."

"Catarrh" is Cooper's catchword. Every ailment is "catarrh" and the one
infallible cure for "catarrh" is — according to Cooper —Tanlac ! A number of
inquiries having been received regarding this nostrum a bottle of Tanlac was
secured and subjected to analytical tests.
The report of the analysis made in the Association's laboratory follows :
LABORATORY

REPORT

One original bottle of Tanlac, manufactured by the Cooper Medicine Com
pany, Dayton, Ohio, was submitted to the Chemical Laboratory for examina
tion.
The bottle contained 8 ounces of a brown liquid having a wine-like odor,
and also an odor somewhat
resembling wild cherry. The taste was bitter,
resembling gentian.
The specific gravity of the liquid at 15.6 C. was 1.0205.
Qualitatively, tests disclosed the presence of alkaloids, berberin being isolated
and identified.
Other alkaloids beside berberin were present, but not iden
Hydrastin and the commoner alkaloids were not found.
tified.
Tests for
emodin were positive.
Acid caused precipitation, the precipitate having an
odor of licorice. After purification, and treatment with ammonia, the ammo
nium salt of glycyrrhizic acid was detected. A relatively large proportion of
glycerin was present.
A small amount of tartaric acid was detected, which
would indicate a wine. The residue, which weighed 11.1 per cent., was largely
glycerin. The ash was 0.25 per cent. The amount of alcohol was found to
be 15.70 per cent, of absolute alcohol by volume.
The weight of the alkaloids
was 0.017 per cent.
From the examination,

it is concluded
that Tanlac is probably a vinous
extract containing essentially a bitter drug (such as gentian), an emodinbearing drug (such as buckthorn, rhubarb or cascara),
a berberin-bearing
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drug (in which hydrastin is not present, such as berberis aquifolium), glycyrrhizic acid (from licorice), flavored with wild cherry, and to which has been
added a relatively large proportion of glycerin.
Accompanying the bottle of Tanlac, were some "Tanlac Laxative Tablets."
These contained phenolphthalein.
The findings of the chemists indicate that Tanlac is essentially a wine to
which have been added some bitter herbs, a small amount of laxative and some
glycerin. .In October, 1914, the newspapers of Lexington, Ky., recorded the
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Tanlac as Seen by Mr. Adams of the New York Tribune. — [In the New
York Tribune for March 12, 1916, Mr. Samuel Hopkins Adams pays his
respects to Tanlac.
The article appeared under the heading, "How Testi
monials Are Faked for Nostrums ; Valueless Endorsements Made from Little
or Nothing Without Users' Consent." The story follows.]
Medical testimonials are generally recognized as the flimsiest sort of evi
About 99 per cent, of them emanate from persons too ignorant to
dence.
Often they are
understand the nature of disease or the pfocesses of recovery.
paid for. Not infrequently they receive a posthumous publication, the writer,
after producing his or her endorsement, having promptly died of the very
disease which the patent medicine has so convincingly cured — in print. . . .
Discredited though the patent-medicine testimonials are for general char
acter, it is seldom that [a view of] the specific internal processes of the liefactories which turn them out wholesale is afforded. This kind of work is usually
done behind closed doors. By a happy chance, I am enabled to give here a public
view of the very private enterprise of faking a testimonial ; the wheels being
displayed in the very act of grinding out the falsehood for publication. The
nostrum caught in the act is Tanlac.
Tanlac is supposed to be a marvellous and mysterious "discovery," and a
sort of cure-all for people who are out of sorts. . . . From its alcohol it
derives the "kick" which enables it to pose as a tonic, and by its testimonials
it inspires the confidence of the weak-minded upon whom it depends for its
sales.

Had its advertising been only just good enough to impress the weakUnfortunately for
minded alone, this article would never have been written.
arrested the
one of its lures in print so skilfully set forth its claims that
averse
not her correct name, as she
attention of Mrs. V. W. Tripler (this
by no means weak-minded.
to further publicity), of Chattanooga, Tenn., who
not at all the stuff of which good, paying, convincing,
In fact, Mrs. Tripler
unreliable testimonials are made, and the local Tanlac man committed his fatal
Warren, and he
stationed at
error in assuming that she was. His name
the Live
Let Live Drug Store and testimonial sub-station, of Chattanooga.
It was he who, adding his persuasions to the advertising of Tanlac, induced
slight
Mrs. Tripler to buy six bottles of the preparation, to cure her of
from which she had been suffering. Being
business woman,
nervousness
discount for quantity. .Warren
Mrs. Tripler thought that she should receive
tes
consented to give her six bottles for $5 provided that she would furnish
timonial for the medicine.
This she agreed to do in case she was benefited
by Tanlac.
a

a

a

a

&

is

is

is

is

is

is

it

it,

Less than two bottles of the marvellous discovery had been taken by Mrs.
when Warren appeared at the office of which Mr. Tripler
pro
testimonial form-blank all ready for the statement and signa
prietor, with
ture of Mrs. Tripler, who assists her husband in his work. The form was
The witness to the virtues of Tanlac
catechism of ills and aches and ailments.
was requested to state whether she had suffered from an appalling variety of
symptoms, sicknesses, and habits, of which constipation, indigestion, insomnia,
and biliousness are mild examples.
Mrs. Tripler not having the testimonial
habit, answered "No" to nearly everything. All that was wrong with her.
she explained to Warren, was nervousness,
and not much of that.
Mr.
Tripler objected to her giving any testimonial at all, believing that the medi
is

Tripler

a

a
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possible that this may result in some restriction of the sale of this alcoholic
tonic in the state of Kentucky. There is no doubt that other southern states
whose sick are being mulcted by this concern could give equal protection to
the public. — (From The Journal A. M. A., June 5, 1915.)
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cine was worthless ; but his wife felt that she was in honor bound to give
some return for her discount, so her husband typed in her replies on his type
writer.
When it was all done Warren looked it over and ruefully observed
that nobody could make much of a testimonial out of that. Therein he did
himself and the Tanlac Company less than justice. For, a few days later, after
it had been through his hands and those of G. F. Willis, the testimonial expert
of the concern, it blossomed forth in the Chattanooga Arews in a form which
The article began in
caused the Triplers more surprise than gratification.
this way:

"IT CERTAINLY HAS HELPED ME"
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SAYS MRS. TRIPLER
Chattanooga

Woman

Faced

a

Was So Nervous She Would

Tanlac

Nervous

Breakdown

Shake Like

a

Leaf

After All

Readily Overcomes Trouble
Other Medicines Failed

of Chattanooga people, both men and women, have taken
Hundreds
Tanlac with the most astonishing and gratifying results, and during
recent weeks the number has increased so rapidly that there is seldom
a day that a number of remarkable reports from relieved sufferers do
not find their way tn the Live & Let Live Drug Store.
Mrs. Tripler, wife of the proprietor of a well known [business]
in this city, is still another who has cause to be glad she has heard of
this great medicine.

If

Mrs. Tripler ever had been glad that she heard of this great medicine,
And when she did go on
she stopped being it before reading any further.
reading, the further she read the gladder she did not become.
Some of the
reasons why she was not inspired to paeans of rejoicing may be discovered
in the parallel herewith furnished of the testimonial as revised by a treatment
of Tanlac, and the actual facts concerning Mrs. Tripler.
From the Tanlac

Advertisement

Chattanooga

in the

News

"I had been in wretched health for a long
was just
time,"
said Mrs. T. — , "and
about on the verge of a nervous breakdown
when I found out about Tanlac."

I

"I was so run down and debilitated that
couldn't even stand for the children to be
around me, and almost everything irritated
me and made me miserable."
"I couldn't sleep at night and I got so bad
I would have shaking spells. After having
these nervous attacks I would feel weak all
over and tremble like a leaf."
I

The

Facts

as

Stated

by

Tripler

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Mrs. Tripler had not been in wretched
health, either for a long or a short time,
and did not consider herself on the verge of
a nervous breakdown.
One possible reason for her inability
to
endure
"the presence of the children" is
that she has no children.
They are the off
spring of the Tanlac testimonial-faker's
fer
vid fancy.
At no time has Mrs. Tripler suffered from
sleeplessness.
This she spccmudly stated to
Warren. The shaking spells were provided
for her through the courtesy of Tanlac;
also the nervous attacks when she "would
feel weak all over and would tremble like a
leaf."
She never experienced
any such
symptoms in her own person.
Tanlac in
vented them and "wished them" on her.
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I was bilious
no appetite."

If her digestion was bad, Tanlac must
have made it so, for there had never been
anything wrong with it previous to Warren's
call, as she carefully
him.
She
informed
was neither bilious nor constipated, and her
appetite was good.

"I had no energy and the smallest task
about the house would
exhaust me completely.
.
That dreadful nervous con.
.
dition has entirely disappeared and I can go
about my household
duties with my old
energy and lightheartedness."

has
her
Among
friends Mrs. Tripler
always been regarded as a woman of exceplional energy and activity, a "live wire."
The household duties, which are supposed
to have wearied her so until Tanlac made
them light, are, like the children, figments
of the Tanlac fake factory.
Mrs. Tripler
does nothing whatever in the line of house
hold duties, but spends her entire day at her
husband's plant, assisting him.

"My digestion was bad, and
and
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constipated

and

had

He ought to!

Commenting on this case, Mr. G. F. Wilof Tanlac, said:
lis, Southern distributor
"I am quite certain I understand Mrs.
Tripler's condition."

He wrote it.

,

Somewhat bewildered at having been endowed in print with a flock of
ills, a family of children, and a stint of household duties, Mrs.
Tripler summoned Mr. Warren to explain. Warren said that it was up to
Willis, smelling trouble and having had some
Willis and summoned him.
"
of it before, took train from Atlanta, Ga., where he maintains
experience
and came in a hurry, bringing with him the' testimonial formheadquarters,
blank.
Inspection of this increased Mrs. Tripler's amazement.
Not content with
presenting her with a prime outfit of diseases, a family and a permanent job,
the Tanlac miracleworkers had supplied her with a confession in full to all
manner of ills on the form-blank and even with the chirography in which
they were written ! For, in place of the characters of Mr. Tripler's typewriter
Mrs. Tripler's signature at the
appeared clearly written pencil statements.
desperate

bottom

was untouched.

At this point Mr. Tripler exhibited alarming symptoms of his own, though
not of the sort which Tanlac cures.
He expressed a brief opinion in which
the word "forgery" was prominent.
At once Mr. Willis became apologetic
and propitiatory.
He told a tactful story of another resentful testimonialist
whose feelings had been soothed by a present of $100 from the Tanlac people.
Mr. Tripler made it plain that financial soothing syrup was not in his line.
He wanted a retraction, and he wanted it promptly. The now anxious Willis
promised it and undertook that Mr. and Mrs. Tripler should see and approve
it before publication.
The retraction did not appear until Mr. Tripler wrote Willis sharply. On
the following day it came out in the Chattanooga News, Willis having broken
his word in publishing it before submitting it to the Triplers for their approval.
This they would not have given to the retraction, since it reiterated a funda
mental falsehood.
Once more the parallel may be usefully employed:
From the Tanlac
"Mrs.

T.

Reiterates

She Derived

"Mrs.

T.

Statement

That

Great Benefit from Tanlac.
does state, however, that

derived great
and she
Tanlac,

she

hearty

Mrs. Tripler's Statement

Retraction

indorsement."

benefit from the use of
her
gives the medicine

"Aside from the fact that

I

believe Tanlac
it no credit
8°°d «°«>'c 1
whatever for any change in my physical condition.
I am now and have been for some
tim(, under the ur( and treatment 0f a reg.
ular practicing
physician
for nervousness,
and whatever relief
have gotten
attribute
solely and alone to the treatment received
from my physician and not from Tanlac in
any degree."

l°

be a

fa;rlV

I

I
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Willis has promised that Mrs. Tripler's
One point the Triplers have gained.
But Willis's former promise proved
testimonial will not be used further.
worthless. If the Triplers do not feel profound confidence that the "indorse
ment" is not being used in newspapers remote from their home, it is not sur
prising, in the circumstances.
Nor would the record of this "magic medicine,"
as it terms itself, inspire profound faith. The Lexington, Ky., Herald records
the indictment of Dr. L. T. Cooper, its proprietor (a former quack tape-worm
"curer"), in October, 1914, for his methods in selling his nostrum. He pleaded
guilty to one indictment; the others were filed. He has since been exploiting
his Tanlac extensively in the South, largely by the testimonial method.
There, in its entirety, is how patent medicine testimonials are manufactured,
when they are not bought outright or beguiled by treachery from the ignorant
The whole testimonial industry is tainted with fraud and
and unreasoning.
deceit.
Before you yield to the temptation to buy a nostrum on the strength
of some indorsement or other, Stop ! Look ! Listen ! It may have been treated
with Tanlac. — (From the New York Tribune, March 12, 1916; reprinted by
permission.)
How the Michigan Authorities View Tanlac. — "Tanlac" is a sky-rocket in
the pyrotechnics of fakery. It is at present making a brave display with much
noise and many sparks ; the stick will come down in due time.
Tanlac is
another of the increasingly popular alcoholic nostrums that presumably fill a
much felt want — want, not need — in those parts of the country where Demon
Rum has been driven into the tall timbers.
It was first exploited in the South
—naturally. This department paid its respects to Tanlac in the issue of June
5, 1915.
The advertising campaign of this product has, apparently, reached
Michigan and the Dairy and Food Department of that state in Special Bulletin
No. 50, published Feb. 12, 1916, has something to say about Tanlac under the
title, "The Latest Cure-Ail." As we still have a good many inquiries regard
ing Tanlac it seems worth while to reprint the report of Food Commissioner
Helme of Michigan on the product.
The findings of the Michigan chemists
Here, in part, is
agree essentially with those of the Association's laboratory.
report
the Michigan
:

"A new panacea for the cure of 'all ailments of the stomach, kidneys and
liver, catarrhal affections of the mucous membranes, rheumatism, nervous dis
orders and the like' is offered to the public under the name of Tanlac. The
label on the bottle neatly avoids the pure drugs act by claiming to be only a
'tonic and system purifier.' An analysis of Tanlac in the laboratory of this
department

shows

the

following:

"Alcohol
"Glycerin
"Licorice
"Aloes or Cascara

16.4 per cent.
2.0 per cent.
. .

"Gentian

"Alkaloids

(Bcrbcrin)

Present
Present
.Present
.

.Trace

"The presence of a trace of tartaric acid shows that wine is the base of
this medicine.
The 16 per cent, alcohol gives it the 'kick' that makes a fellow
feel good and ought to fill a long felt want in 'dry counties.'
Aloes is a laxa
If the reader wants to be
tive.
Gentian is a bitter drug, a so-called tonic.
cured by the Tanlac route at one-fourth the expense, let him get a quart bottle
of good sherry wine.
Then go to the local druggist and get IVi drams of
glycerin and 2 drams each of aloes, gentian, licorice and cascara.
Mix (if
you wish) and you will have Tanlac so near that neither you nor the manu
This formula will give four times the quantity
facturer can tell the difference.
found in an ordinary $1 bottle of Tanlac." — (From The Journal A. M. A.,
Feb. 26, 1916.)
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Dead Men and Live Newspapers Endorse Tanlac. — Most of our readers are
of this nostrum are
familiar with "Tanlac."
The flamboyant advertisements
country
particularly in evidence in those parts of the
where the sale of alco
prohibited
law.
The
stuff has been analyzed
holics under their own names is
by
in the Association's laboratory and the chemists' report when stripped down
to essentials was to the effect that Tanlac is a wine containing 17 per cent,
alcohol to which had been added some bitters, a small amount of laxative and
some glycerin.
Mr. Samuel Hopkins Adams has at different times paid his
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respects to Tanlac, and one of his articles has been reprinted in- connection
with the other matter dealing with Tanlac appearing in our pamphlet "Miscel
More recently Mr. Adams again reverts to Tanlac, and
laneous Nostrums."
in the New York Tribune for April 29 he tells how the Tanlac concern hired
as its legal counsel the president
of the Atlanta (Ga.) Ad Men's Club. He
tells further how this individual, one P. C. McDuffie, appeared before the
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Shreveport (La.) Ad Club to defend the nostrum which the Shreveport Ad
Club's Vigilance Committee had hit by declaring its advertising to be "mis
leading, deceptive and spurious."
Mr. Adams, in telling the story which appeared in the Tribune for April
29, 1917, said in part:

"Who
benefits
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are the true friends of a quack medicine?
Not those who extol its
through testimonials in the public prints. Their eulogies are com-
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PCNEHAIi AliBERT SEMINGFR

The funeral services of Albert Seminger, aged 53, who passed away at
his home at 627 So.
early
«th St.
morning will be held from
. Monday
jWymer*s Chap?!, Thuraday afternoon,
I at 8 o'clock.
The services will he in
j charge of the Knights ef Pythias, of
which lodge Mr. Bemlagec was a mem.
ber, alsor being a member of the Ma
chinists local 831. He U survived by
hla wife, Mr*. Albert Semln&e-r, and &
fpn. Robert, aged 16:
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Mighty Bad

.

Condition.

"

"For yeaia I have been troubled
with- stomach ills and Tanlac relieved
me at last," say?! A
O-. Cennlager.
machinist at Cedar Rapids Foundry*
who lives at €89 North First street"I couldn't eat anything to feseak
of.
And I was so run down thitf I
couldn't work, at my trade for a long
time.
I was nervous, too, ajid dldn'i
si^PtT^ttuadly ax night.
('TanlaoN wa» recommended to me
bfr>a friend.
I tried It and U helped
me so much that I am again able in
at
work
my trade a* machinist.
I
can eat anything set before
me.
Nothing sours on my stomach.
"If any body wants a pers&i*I en
dorsement they have only to come to
me and I will gladly tell them' what
Tanlac did in my case."

Another Tanlac Testimonial from the Grave. — The testimonial and death notice
They refer to the same individual.
The
appeared in the same issue of the local paper.
errors; the difference in the
difference in spelling of the names is due to typographical
addresses due to the fact that the testimonial was given before moving to the address at
which the death occurred.

monly the toll paid by ignorance to flattery or trickery; sometimes the return
for bribery. In time the eulogists learn (if they live long enough) that the
But the behind-thenostrums which they commend have done them no good.
scenes testimonial writers, those who lend their influence and support to quack
ery when it is on its defense, never supposing that they will be publicly held
to account for their shameless name-peddling — these are the patent medicine
faker's true friends. In this category are listed the newspapers and, in rare
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the advertising club officials who, in exchange for the money of the
frauds, deliver their impressive but worthless guarantees of good faith. For
them the old, cynical slogan of the led captain and the purchased pen stands
sufficient and expressive : 'Whose bread I eat, his song I sing.'
"It is my pleasant privilege here to draw forth from their modest retreat
in the shadows and to set out in the light of plain print the chorus of those
who have been singing, with purchased voices, the song of that famous fake
Here is the roll of dishonor:
medicine, Tanlac.
instances,
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The Atlanta Constitution
The Atlanta Journal
The Birmingham Age-Herald
The Birmingham News
The Birmingham Ledger
P. C. McDuffie, President of the Atlanta
Ad-Men's Club

The
The
The
The
The
The

Memphis Commercial Appeal
Memphis News Scimitar
Advertiser
Montgomery
Montgomery Journal
Nashville Banner
Times
Shreveport

Its magic is derived
"According to its claims, Tanlac is a 'magic medicine.'
It's a disguised booze, and barely disguised
from the great wizard, Alcohol.
It purports to be the 'discovery' of one L. T.
at that, except on the label.
Cooper is a confessed and convicted fraud, having pleaded guilty to
Cooper.
an indictment in Kentucky, three years ago, when he was nostrum-peddling in
that state. Since then he has been doing a tremendous Tanlac business through
the South, the principal outlet being G. F. Willis, the Southern distributing
agent, with headquarters at Atlanta, Ga. The Tribune has already illuminated
It was he who put out a manufactured testimonial
some of Willis' activities.
from a Chattanooga woman, on whom Tanlac 'wished' in print not only an
assortment
of ills from which she had never suffered but also a family of
children which she never had ! Subsequently he attempted to impose a press
censorship on the Mobile Tribune, which was exposing his fake ; and for a
time succeeded in keeping real facts about Tanlac out of print through an
injunction, which, however, was vacated by Judge Henry D. Clayton. Instead
of suffering injury from the attack made on it by the quack concern, the Mobile
fight for freedom of the
Tribune gained such prestige from its courageous
press that it shortly after blossomed out from a weekly into a daily paper."
Mr. Adams then tells how the Vigilance Committee of the Shreveport Ad
Club investigated a testimonial purporting to have been the signed statement
of a Mrs. Pipes of Shreveport. The testimonial was to this effect :

"I was in bed for weeks . . . but I'm a well and
it all to your Tanlac.
It would be hard to describe all
years. . . . No ene seemed to understand my case and
until I got Tanlac.
.
All my family and friends are
.
.

I

happy woman today and
owe
my dreadful sufferings for ten
no treatment or medicine helped
delighted over my recovery."

The facts were that at the time this testimonial was published in the
Shreveport papers Mrs. Pipes was suffering from cancer of the breast which
As Mr. Adams says :
She has since died.
had reached a hopeless stage.
"And while her life was being eaten away by the dreadful scourge the
Tanlac ghouls in Atlanta were making capital out of her agony and writing
in above her alcohol-wheedled signature references to her 'recovery* and the
assertion 'I'm a well and happy woman today.'"
These facts, learned by the Vigilance Committee of the Shreveport Ad Club,
were but part of the evidence it had accumulated which caused it to denounce
Some further evidence in the committee's possession
the Tanlac advertising.
was also the facts of "a Cincinnati testimonial for Tanlac published several
days after the testimonial giver had died of the condition of which Tanlac
had 'cured' him."
The unenviable publicity thus given Tanlac in Shreveport caused, appar
ently, a falling off of the sales, with the result that the local drug store having
The help came in the perthe Tanlac agency telegraphed to Atlanta for help.
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n of P. C. McDuffie, counsel for the Tanlac concern and president of the
Atlanta Ad Men's Club. McDuffie demanded retraction and exoneration from
the Shreveport Ad Club when he appeared before that body with his principal,
G. F. Willis. What follows is thus described by Mr. Adams :

"Up rose Mr. Hudson, of the Vigilance Committee,
"'Have you the testimonial of Mrs. T. W. Pipes?'
"

and asked

:

'We have,' said McDuffie.

'"Will

to read it?'
Then another questioner popped up (indeed, from
were fired at McDuffie and Willis from all parts of the

you be good enough
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"Mr. McDuffie obliged.

this time the queries
room) :
"'Who wrote that testimonial?'
" 'It
was handled in the Atlanta office of the Massingale Advertising Agency.'
(St. Elmo Massingale, head of the Massingale Agency, is a former president
of the Atlanta Ad Men's Club, which, by the way, appears to be considerably
tinged with Tanlac.)
"'Was the questionaire form filled out there?'
"Here Willis rose. 'I personally edit and supervise the copy of every testi
monial we put out,' was his significant statement.
"
'Did Mrs. Pipes write that she was "well and happy," as the testimonial
states?'
"Neither McDuffie nor Willis would state that she wrote it. Indeed, they
could not well do so, in view of the fact that the answers to the form ques
tions were not in her writing.
'"Was it written in Atlanta?'
" 'It was edited in Atlanta.'
"'Where do you get that "well and happy" stuff?'
"McDuffie read what purported to be a statement of Mrs. Pipes' case. It
did not assert that she was well and happy. 'But if it doesn't mean that, what
does it mean?' he challenged.
"
'That lady,' said a local physician 'is now at the Charity Hospital, where
Did
she was operated on by Dr. Sidney Williams for cancer of long standing.
you know that?'
"But McDuffie didn't want to talk about that. He dodged.
" 'Is it true,' asked some one else, 'that Mrs. Pipes' daughter told your
agent that the testimonial was false and demanded that it be withdrawn?'
"
He said that all he could do
'She said something to Mr. Reid about it.
was to communicate with us.'
'"Did he do that?'
"
*Yes,' spoke up Willis, 'I got his letter.'
"
"What have you done about it ?'
"
'Nothing up to the present. I saw no reason to withdraw the testimonial.'
"Subsequently it was withdrawn. The testimonial in the Cincinnati papers
from a dead man was then brought up for discussion. Mr. McDuffie explained
that this was a regrettable mistake.
After some arguments a motion was
carried, against the heated protest of McDuffie, to refer the whole matter back
to the Vigilance Committee.
When a motion to adjourn followed the lawyerpresident of the Atlanta Ad Men's Club hammered
the table and shouted :
'You shall not adjourn until you have exonerated us !' 'Exoneration' would
have been worth a hundred thousand dollars to Tanlac as advertising material.
"They didn't get it. But that wasn't for lack of a final appeal, based on
newspaper support."

Mr. Adams tells

how McDuffie then presented letters and telegrams from
publishers, the papers in question being the ones listed at
beginning of this article. He then continues :

various
the

newspaper
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"Some other interesting Tanlac matter has since come to light. 'Prominent'
physicians who have given testimonials have been shown to be drug-storeHeyder Barr, left fielder of the Shreveport nine, testi
counter practitioners.
fied to his desperate condition ; how he ran down until he was too weak to
If he was too weak to
play ball, before Tanlac put him on his feet again.
play ball he concealed it admirably, for neither the club physician nor the club
pay-roll ever found it out. John T. Elliott is another Shreveport man who
was supplied with some desperate symptoms by the Tanlac testimonial experts.
Although his ailments had been terrifying him for twenty years (according to
the advertisement) he forgot all about them when he was examined for life

fjolgoke JPrnlg transcript
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Reduced facsimile of two clip
pings from
the Holyoke
Daily
Transcript, May 11, 1917.
On
the left the Tanlac advertisement
tells the public that Mr. Fred
Wick "has been relieved of stom
ach
trouble"; on the right the
reader is advised that "the fune
ral of Fred Wick was held this
"
morning
.
.

insurance, and the examining physician found no trace of them.
Then there
for Tanlac in print, and
is — or was — Mrs. Jacquet, who gave public thanks
died last week."

In connection with what has been written above a further interesting side
light on the Tanlac quackery was brought to the attention of The Journal
during the past few days. Dr. F. L. Leland of South Hadley Falls, Mass.,
sent to The Journal office a copy of the Holyoke Daily Transcript of May 11.
This single issue of the paper contained two items. One of these was an
stating that Mr. Fred Wick of Granby Road, South Hadley
advertisement
Falls, Mass., "has been relieved of stomach trouble and has gained ten pounds
The other item, under the ominous black
in weight since taking Tanlac."
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faced heading "Funerals," advised the readers that "the funeral of Fred Wick
was held this morning from his home, Granby Road, South Hadley Falls.
.
.
." Through the further courtesy of Dr. Leland we have received a cer
tified copy of the death certificate of Fred Wick which shows that the poor
fellow instead of having "been relieved of stomach trouble" by the use of
Tanlac had in fact died of carcinoma of the stomach, two days before the
TESTIMONIAL WAS PUBLISHED.
We do not expect that the recounting of these damning facts will result in
the withdrawal of Tanlac from the market. It is hopeless to expect that the
men who are exploiting it and the newspapers that are sharing the profits of
its sale will be in the least affected by any facts that may be brought out
regarding Tanlac. All that can be hoped is that by repeated publication of
such instances as these the public and also the decent advertisers of honest and

Reduced

Note that he died of cancer
of the death certificate of Fred Wick.
the Tanlac concern told the public on May 11 that he had
of stomach trouble."

facsimile

of the stomach May

been "relieved

9, although

will at last be aroused to the point where it will cost the
of such humbugs as Tanlac than to
newspapers more to accept advertisements
comes,
and
commercial expediency accomplishes
that
time
When
reject them.
accomplish,
failed
to
Tanlac and its congeners will
responsibility
what moral
be no more. — (From The Journal A. M. A., June 2, 1917.)
meritorious products

TONSILINE
we are to believe the advertisements — which we are not— "Tonsiline
quickly cures sore throat." No such untruth appears on the label of Tonsiline,
for lying on the label is expensive nowadays.

If

"We make no wild
exact truth."

claims.

We would

be very

sorry

to

make

a single

statement not the
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bottle.
Yet we read in the newspapers — the veracity of
whose statements is not subject to the jurisdiction of the Food and Drugs Act
— that Tonsiline is :

This from

the

"A quick, safe, soothing, healing antiseptic cure for sore throat."
"Tonsiline cures sore mouth and hoarseness."
"Tonsiline prevents diphtheria."
"Tonsiline is the one and only sore throat cure which is sold over
United States."

a large

part of the

Tonsiline is sold by the Tonsiline Company, Canton, Ohio. To determine
large
the nature of this "one and only sore throat cure which is sold over a
laboratory.
part of the United States," it was analyzed in the Association's
Here is the result :
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LABORATORY

REPORT

"Three original bottles of Tonsiline were pur
chased and the contents subjected to examination.
The bottles contained a yellow liquid, with an odor
resembling that of Tincture of Iron Chlorid, U. S. P.,
and having an astringent taste. The specific gravity
was 1.0418 at 15.6 C.
If the solution was cooled
below
12 C. crystals of potassium
chlorate were
Qualitatively the presence of the following
formed.
was demonstrated:
Iron (ferric), potassium, chlor
ate, chlorid and alcohol. The quantitative determina
tions gave the following:
Alcohol

Iron

(by volume)

6.3 per cent.
0.37

Potassium

1.31

per cent.
per cent.

"From the iron and potassium contents it would
calculated that Tonsiline contains 1.60 per cent,
ferric chlorid (FeCU) and 3.89 per cent, potassium
chlorate (KClOs).
The amount of ferric chlorid
administered in two teaspoonfuls, or 8 c.c, which is the dosage, is essentially
the same as that administered in Vz c.c. of tincture of ferric chlorid U. S. P.,
and which is the official dose. In other words, Tonsiline is 1-16 as strong as
tincture ferric chlorid.
From the chemist's report it is evident that a product having essentially
the same composition as Tonsiline would be:

be

Tincture of chlorid of iron (ferric chlorid), U. S. P
Alcohol
Potassium chlorate
Water, sufficient to make

It

1 ounce
1 ounce
280

grains
1 pint

to tell physicians that Tonsiline never cured sore throat
diphtheria. The stuff contains drugs whose use for these pur
It is the old story of
poses, by the medical profession, is being abandoned.
exploiting the public by the use of discarded theories that have been revamped
The risk of poisoning from the use of potassium
for commercial purposes.
chlorate, while well known to the medicaj profession, is still but little appre
The dangers of the indiscriminate use of a "patent
ciated by the public.
containing, as Tonsiline does, a saturated solution of chlorate of
medicine"
potash by individuals who may be suffering from kidney disease, will be evi
dent to every physcian, but not to the layman.
In brief, Tonsiline is both
—
and
inefficient
dangerous.
(From The Journal A. M. A., April 4, 1914.)
is not necessary

nor prevented
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Akoz. — Consigned in August, 1917, by the Natura Co., San Francisco, to a
concern in Bilbao, Spain. There were various products in the consignment,
one being "Akoz Ointment," represented as "A Natural Remedy for Skin
Diseases . . . Hemorrhoids," etc.; another was "Akoz Rectal Supposito
ries," for hemorrhoids, ulcerations, etc. ; still another was "Akoz Powder." 1 for
"kidney troubles," rheumatism,
dyspepsia, etc. ; "Akoz Dusting Powder," for
neuritis,
eczema, chronic ulcers, acne, etc. ; "Akoz Plaster," for rheumatism,

pain in back, etc. ; "Akoz Compound," for rheumatism, neuralgia, etc. The
claims for all of these products were declared to be false and fraudulent, as
they contained no ingredients or combination of ingredients capable of pro
ducing the therapeutic effects claimed.
The court entered judgment of con
demnation and forfeiture, and ordered that the stuff should be destroyed. —
[Notice of Judgment No. 6026; issued June 17, 1918.]
Alkavis. — Shipped, June, 1915, by M. Agnes Jamieson, trading as the Alkavis
Co., Detroit.
Analysis showed the preparation to be essentially a solution
containing potassium nitrate, sodium benzoate, glycerin, and vegetable extrac
Falsely and fraudulently represented as a remedy for diseases of the
tives.
kidneys, liver and urinar^ organs. Fine, $5. — [Notice of Judgment No. 5247 ;
issued Feb. 21, 1918.]
Anticephalalgine. — The defendant in this case was James I. Johnson, a

corporation, Raleigh, N. C. The stuff admittedly contained 30 per cent, alcohol
and 4 grains acetanilid to the ounce.
The government chemists reported that
it also contained sodium bromid, sodium salicylate, caffein and antipyrin.
It
was sold under claims that it was a cure for all kinds of headaches, claims
that the government
officials declared were knowingly false and fraudulent.
The defendant pleaded guilty and on payment of costs the court suspended
judgment. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4376; issued Sept. 12, 1916.]
in the A. M. A. Chemical Laboratory showed that Akoz Powder con1. An examination
tained 2.2 per cent, of lead sulphate.
In view of the disastrous results which have fol
lowed the internal use of compounds containing small amounts of lead, the Natura Company was advised by the Laboratory
of the finding (Rep. A. M. A. Chemical Laboratory,
1916, p. 103).
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Aphro Lymphatic Compound. — The National Animal Products Co., 407 Wells
St., Chicago, shipped a quantity of this stuff in November, 1913. It was labeled
"The Great Restorative for Lost Vitality for Men and Women" and recom
melancholy, neurasthenia and all
mended for ". . . loss of memory
.
.
.
nervous disorders." Analysis by the Bureau of Chemistry showed it to be "a
gelatin capsule containing cottonseed oil and a pill containing iron, calcium,
sulphates,
carbonates,
nitrogenous and fatty material, together with small
amounts of phosphates and alkaloids."
As the therapeutic claims for the stuff
were false and fraudulent the product was declared to be misbranded and, in
July, 1916, after a plea of guilty the court imposed a fine of $100 and costs. —
[Notice of Judgment No. 4864; issued Sept. 25, 1917.]

Aqua Nova Vita. — Shipped in December, 1914, by the Aqua Nova Vita Co.,
Easton, Pa. Falsely and fraudulently claimed to be an effective remedy in
cancer, syphilis, hay-fever, hardening of the arteries, tuberculosis, locomotor
ataxia, Bright's disease, diabetes, etc. Fine, $75. — [Notice of Judgment No.
6136; issued Aug. 3, 1918.]

"Arch Brand Nerve Tonic" and "Arch Brand Blood Remedy."— This, accord
ing to the label, was made for and sold by the Arch Pharmacal Company, San
Francisco, and the National Pharmacy Company of Oakland, Cal., which were
charged by the government with misbranding and shipping the products in
interstate commerce.
The federal chemists declared that the "Nerve Tonic"
was a watery solution of sugar, hypophosphorous acid, salts of sodium, potas
sium, calcium and magnesium with indications of quinin and strychnin.
The
claims that -it was an effective remedy for nervous prostration and for nerve
and brain diseases generally were declared false and fraudulent.
The "Blood
Remedy" was found by the federal chemists to contain over 18 per cent, alcohol,
more than 31 per cent, of sugar, with small amounts of potassium iodid, sarsaparilla and emodin-bearing drugs.
The claims that it was a cure for piles,
scrofula, acute skin affections, and an effective remedy for rheumatism and
blood diseases generally were declared false and fraudulent.
The company
was fined $50.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4477 ; issued Nov. 13, 1916.]
Athlophoros. —This product of the Athlophoros Co. was analyzed by gov
ernment chemists and reported to consist essentially of a solution of glycerin,
sodium salicylate, oil of cinnamon and water. The preparation was sold under
the claim that it was an effective remedy for sciatica, gout and sick headache,
"cleansing the liver and kidneys from irritating substances," that it was a cure
for neuralgia and a specific for sick headache. These claims the government
held were false and fraudulent and applied knowingly and in reckless and
The company fought the case and
wanton disregard of their truth or falsity.
attempted to prove by means of testimonials and "expert witnesses" that their
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claims were not fraudulent or false. The judge in summing up the case pointed
out to the jury that as the concern was charged with making "false and fraud
ulent" claims, it was necessary not only that the government prove that "the
so-called remedy is absolutely worthless as to its curative or therapeutic effect
upon the ailments for which it is claimed" but also it must satisfy the jury
beyond a reasonable doubt that the company had made these statements know
ingly with a "wrongful motive for the purpose of deception."
Evidently the
government did both as the jury returned a verdict of guilty. The concern
was fined $25 and costs.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4834; issued Sept. 18, 1917.]

Ascatco. — Four dozen small and one and one-half dozen large bottles of
"Ascatco" put out by the Ascatco Laboratory, New York, were seized by the
government on the charge that the stuff was misbranded.
The product con
It was sold under the claims,
tained 13 per cent, alcohol and some opium.
either direct or indirect, that it would cure asthma, hay-fever and catarrh,
would relieve coughs and colds and would prevent hay-fever. The government
charged that the claims made for the preparation were false, misleading and
fraudulent. No one appeared to claim the property and the court entered judg
ment of condemnation
and forfeiture and ordered that the article should be
destroyed by the United States marshal. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4600;
issued March 15, 1917.]
Armstrong's Croup Ointment. — Harold G. Carpenter and Herman J. Pierce
manufactured and sold this product under the trade name, Carpenter & Pierce
Co., Troy, Pa. It was claimed to be a cure for croup, catarrh, asthma, and
cold in the head, throat or lungs. The government chemists reported that this
ointment contained eucalyptus oils and traces of other oils, possibly cassia and
thyme.
The therapeutic claims were declared to be false and fraudulent. A
plea of nolo contendere was entered by the defendants, who were fined $10 and
costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4375; issued Sept. 12, 1916.]
Barlow's Tablets. — This product, also known as "Barlow's Cold and Fever
Tablets Laxative Phospho Quinine," was shipped in interstate commerce in
December,
1913, by one Edwin B. Barlow, trading as E. B. Barlow & Co.,
Binghamton, N. Y. When analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry it was found
to consist of sugar 73.9 per cent., acetanilid 5.2 per cent., quinin sulphate 2.4
per cent., and phenolphthalein 2.3 per cent. It was declared to be misbranded
in that the label represented that a phosphate and quinin were the principal
active ingredients, whereas they were not; and, moreover, because the stuff
was falsely and fraudulently represented to be a cure for various ills caused
by sudden colds and chills, attended by fever, headache, dyspepsia, etc.
The
court, on Dec. 16, 1915, imposed a fine of $25. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4868;
issued Sept. 25, 1917.]

Bovinine. — Shipped by the Bovinine Co., New York City. Analysis showed
the product to be a blood preparation containing 11 per cent, alcohol, and over
Falsely and fraudulently advertised.
6 per cent, glycerin.
Company pleaded
guilty; sentence suspended— [Notice of Judgment No. 5170; issued Feb. 21,
1918.]

Boxenbaum Discovery. — Shipped by Beni Boxenbaum, who traded as Boxenbaum, Son & Co., Philadelphia.
Analysis showed the stuff to be, essentially,
a watery solution of potassium bromid, with a small amount
of a cathartic
Fine, $10. — [Notice of Judgment
Falsely and fraudulently advertised.
drug.
No. 5089; issued Jan. 29, 1918.]
Byrnes Baby Relief. — Shipped by the Byrne Drug Co., Archbald, Pa. Falsely
and fraudulently advertised.
Product ordered destroyed ; claimant to pay the
cost of proceedings. — [Notice of Judgment No. 5626; issued April 29, 1918.]
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Baur's Diamond. Brand Bromides. — Shipped by the Liquid Carbonic Co.,
Minneapolis.
Analysis showed the preparation to be a granular effervescent
salt, containing chiefly baking soda, citric acid, Epsom salt, a small amount of
caffein and but a trace of bromid. Falsely and misleadingly advertised. Fine,
$10.— [Notice of Judgment No. 5035; issued Jan. 28, 1918.]
Botanic Blood Balm. — Shipped by Wm. R. Warner & Co., Philadelphia.
Analysis showed alcohol, 14.6 per cent., potassium iodid, arsenic trioxid, and
Falsely, and fraudulently adver
guaiac, with sarsaparilla and senna indicated.
Fine, $200.— [Notice of Judgment No. 5022; issued Jan. 28, 1918.]
tised.
Dr. Belding's Six Prairie Herbs. — Shipped by the Dr. Belding Medicine Co.,
Minneapolis.
Government chemists reported that the odor and taste suggested
diluted and sweetened whisky, with a very small amount of
of
highly
that
Fine,
Falsely and fraudulently advertised.
herb or herbs.
indifferent
some
May
14,
5895;
Judgment
No.
issued
1918.]
$10.— [Notice of
Analysis
Blood Tabs— Shipped by the Reese Chemical Co., Cleveland.
showed the preparation to consist of brownish, sugar-coated pills, containing
carbonate of lime, the interior being a pasty mass containing sulphates and
carbonates of iron and potassium, also iodid of potassium, glycerin, and reduc
Fine, $25 and costs— [Notice
ing sugar. Falsely and fraudulently advertised.
of Judgment No. 5596; issued April 15, 1918.]
Dr. E. E. Burnside's Purifico.— Shipped by Charles W.
B. Diffin, copartners, who traded as the Purifico
Co., Buffalo.
Samples of "Purifico Nos. 1, 2" and 3" were
"No. 1" was found to contain 10 per cent, of
analyzed.
alcohol,
with sugar, small amounts of glycerin, potassium
iodid, cinchona alkaloids, piperin and emodin
(probably
cent,
2"
contain
of alcohol, sugars, small
per
"No.
was
found
to
9
senna).
amounts of glycerin, potassium iodid, cinchona alkaloids and piperin. "No. 3"
was found to contain 14 per cent, of alcohol, sugars, valerian, piperin and
tannic acid.
All three products were falsely and fraudulently advertised. —
[Notice of Judgment No. 5896; issued May 14, 1918.]
and Pearl

Bristol's Sarsaparilla. — Shipped by Mary Augusta, Edward and Edward
Charles Mears Kemp, who did business as Lanman and Kemp, New York City.
Analysis showed the product to consist essentially of a water-alcohol solution
of potassium iodid, sugar and plant extractives, with indications of sarsa
parilla and arbutin. Falsely and fraudulently advertised.
Fine, $50. — [Notice
of Judgment No. 5822; issued May 29, 1918.]

Benn Capsules. —Joseph Arthur Bennett, Lowell, Mass., was charged with
making false and fraudulent claims for "Benn Capsules," sold as having been
"manufactured for the Benn Chemical Co., Lowell, Mass." The capsules on
analysis were found to contain strychnin, arsenic, iron and water soluble sul
phates. They were sold as a cure for dyspepsia, headache, backache, insomnia,
pains in the side, leucorrhoea and falling of the womb, no matter "of what
ever gravity or standing."
They were also sold as a preventive of consump
tion and as a kidney remedy. The claims were declared false and fraudulent.
Bennett pleaded guilty and was fined $25— [Notice of Judgment No. 4570;
issued March 15, 1917.]
Dr. Bloomer's Catarrh Remedy. —This preparation, hailing from Altoona,
Ga., comes in cigarette form.
Analyzed by the chemists of the North Dakota
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Agricultural Experiment Station

it was reported to contain "chamomile flowers
over SO per cent., powdered cubeb, fennel seed and a few other powdered vege
table substances." — (From The Journal A. M. A., Aug. 23, 1913.)

Brazilian Balm. — B. F. Jackson

& Co., Arcade, N. Y., were alleged to have
into Massachusetts a number of packages of "Brazilian Balm." The
claims made for this stuff, either direct or inferential, were to the effect that
it would cure consumption, prevent lockjaw and would "clear out of the sys
tem" the germs of typhoid and diphtheria.
These and many other claims
were designated by the federal authorities as false and fraudulent.
As no
one claimed the property, the court condemned it and ordered that it should
be destroyed. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4764; issued June 13, 1917.]
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shipped

Bon-Opto. — This "eye medicine," put on the market by the Valmas Drug
Company, Detroit, is sold under the claim tjiat it will "Make Weak Eyes
Strong" and that it "Strengthens Eyesight SO Per Cent, in One Week's Time
in Many Instances."
The testimonial type of advertising is, of course,
A man, "almost blind," used Bon-Opto and now "can read every
employed.
thing"; a woman to whom "the trees across the street" were for several years
but "a dim green blur," was able to "count the fluttering leaves" after using
Physicians — "prominent," of course — whose initials are unfortu
Bon-Opto!
nately omitted, are quoted as testifying enthusiastically regarding the virtues
of Bon-Opto.
Two of these noted individuals are quoted at length in a
French-Canadian paper. One of them is "Le Dr Beck, un specialiste pour la
vue, de New-York" while another is "Le Dr. Judkins, medecin de Massachu
setts, autrefois chef de chimique au Union General Hospital, Boston, Mass.,
chirurgien interne a la New-England Eye and Ear Infirmary de
anciennement
Portland, Maine, et auteur medical." Then in the papers in the United States
there are testimonials from Drs. Smith, Connor and Lewis, whose initials,
curiously enough, the Valmas Drug Co. also fails to give. In soliciting drug
gists to carry their nostrum, the Bon-Opto concern perpetrates a joke that is
as impudent as it is humorous.
In a letter addressed to the druggist they
give what purports to be the ingredients of the nostrum but carefully abstain
from giving any quantities so that the alleged formula is meaningless.
The
opening paragraph of one of these letters reads :
"Conscientious,
careful druggists who refuse to recommend any remedy unless they know
what is in it will appreciate the following formula of Bon-Opto for the eyes and the fact
that we make no secret of it but print it on every package:
Chloretone
Zinc Sulphate
Sodium Chloride

Boric Acid
Menthe Poivree
Camphre de Menthe"

Just what "Menthe Poivree"

and "Camphre de Menthe" are is not disclosed
on to add to the mystery which must envelope the
average "patent medicine" if it is to become a commercial success.
Yet the
Bon-Opto concern has the effrontery to say in its letter : "As a qualified drug
gist you will immediately recognize its great therapeutic value !" In the news
but they

may be counted

paper advertisements
the public is assured : "Bon-Opto is not a patent medi
cine or secret remedy."
The facts are Bon-Opto is a secret remedy and is just
as much a "patent medicine" as "Peruna" or "Paine's Celery Compound."
In
fact the latter nostrums, thanks to the requirements
of the federal law, have
given the quantitative formula of at least one of their ingredients,
which is

•
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more

than can be said

in their bulletin for
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for Bon-Opto. The state chemists
Bon-Opto contains :

of New Hampshire

1917 state that

Sodium Chlorid (common salt)
Zinc Sulphate (white vitriol)

39.52
6.83
39.69

-

Boric Acid

Menthol

a small

amount

—(From The Journal A. M. A., Sept.
— This preparation was manufactured
Blood
Treatment.
Brown's
Brown Co., 935 Arch St., Philadelphia,
The prepara
'"Brown's Blood Cure."
tion was analyzed by the federal chem
the

and

had

formerly

1917.)

and sold by
been called

POISON
(.

&

ftl

ists, who reported that it contained 5.65
grams of potassium iodid and 0.1 gram
PERMANENTLY CURED
:
of a mercury compound to each 100 c.c.
i'jBftj)^-, -.jvols ou the skjn, *ores la the mvuU j
ulcers,
luir,
falling
bene pains,
It was claimed to be a cure for syphilis
etc. «• i
■;iui(onjj. Uelnjs are dangerous.caUirb.
tiet Hronti't
vn'r- Contincioj "pioiff in
£V;j\^lr#**^V
in all its forms and to be effective in the
"X.VO bofll*— RuT« month. Sold m bicico bj
treatment of all forms of rheumatism,
chronic sores, chronic ulcers, scrofula,
boils,
carbuncles,
eczema,
contagious
blood poison and various other conditions. These claims were declared to be
knowingly and wantonly false and fraudulent. The company was fined $100.—
[Notice of Judgment No. 4443; issued Oct. 16, 1916.]

BLOOD
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Brown's (Dr. O. Phelps) Herbal Ointment. — Shipped by the Kells Co., New
Analysis showed the preparation to be essentially 98.5 per cent,
petrolatum,
and 1.5 per cent, salicylic acid.
Falsely and fraudulently adver
Fine, $50.— [Notice of Judgment No. 5212; issued Feb. 21, 1918.]
tised.
Brown's "935" Injection (Formerly H. W.). — The Doctor Brown Company,
Philadelphia, shipped in interstate commerce a quantity of "Brown's *935'
Injection (formerly H. W.)."
The Bureau of Chemistry reported that the
preparation was "a dilute solution of acetate and sulphate of zinc." Some of
the claims made for it were:

York City.

"Invaluable
Whiles, Etc."

"A

Whites,

as

Preventive

Etc."

a

Preventive

and

a

Certain

and
and

in

the
Speedy

Treatment

of

Chronic

Gonorrhoea,

Gleet,

Remedy

for

Chronic

Gonorrhoea.

Gleet.

These and similar claims were declared false and fraudulent. The com
was fined $75. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4143; issued April 19, 1916.]
John Bull's Improved Sarsaparilla Compound. — The Dr. John Bull Medi
cine Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, sold a preparation called "Dr. John Bull's Improved
Sarsaparilla Compound" under the claim that it was an effective remedy for
erysipelas, chronic sore eyes, ringworm, tetter, scald and dropsy.
Government
chemists reported that the product was a water-alcohol solution of potassium
iodid, vegetable extractive and reducing sugars, with sarsaparilla indicated.
The curative claims were declared by the government to be false and fraud
ulent.
The company was fined $25 and costs. — [Notice of-Judgment No. 4451;
issued Nov. 13, 1916.]
Buns en's Catarrh Cure. — C. W. Beggs, Sons & Co., a Chicago corporation,
pany

put out "Bunsen's Catarrh Cure" under the claim that it would cure catarrhal
deafness, hay fever, nasal catarrh and throat catarrh and would prevent con
sumption.
The federal chemists who analyzed the preparation reported that
the "cure" consisted essentially of petrolatum (vaseline) with some camphor,
menthol, thymol and eucalyptus oil and a small amount of carbolic acid in it.
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declared the therapeutic claims false and fraud
Naturally, the government
— [Notice of Judgment No. 4418;
fined
ulent. The company was
$25 and costs.
issued Oct. 16, 1916.]

Cassidy's 4X and P. G. S.— The Schuh Drug Co., Cairo, 111., shipped in
1916, and April, 1917, a quantity of "Cassidy's 4X" and "P. G. S."
The federal chemists reported that "Cassidy's 4X" was found to consist essen
tially of aloes, colocynth, resins and a small amount of some mercury salt,
alcohol and water; "P. G. S." was reported to consist of plant extract, includ
ing extract from a laxative drug, resin and not more than a trace, if any, of
mercury, alcohol and water. Both "Cassidy's 4X" and "P. G. S." were falsely
and fraudulently represented as cures for eczema, syphilitic affections, rheu
matism, malarial poison and all affections of the skin caused by impure blood
In October, 1918, the Schuh
and as a relief for kidney and bladder diseases.
Drug Company pleaded guilty and was fined $25 and costs. — [Notice of Judg
ment No. 6841; issued April 23, 1920.]
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Cat-Er-No "Soules." — On this article, which is said to be made by the
Soule Medical Company,
Minneapolis, the chemists of the North Dakota
Experiment Station reported : "Sample was an aqueous solution of menthol
with just enough of a vegetable drug present to give it a color. There was
less than 0.1 of 1 per cent, of total solids. Sample would be of little value as
a catarrh cure."— (From The Journal A. M. A., Aug. 23, 1913.)

Herbs and Iron Compound. — Shipped in March, 1917, by the W. H.
Co., St. Louis.
Analysis showed the preparation to be a weak
alcoholic solution containing iron, phosphates, sugar and vegetable derivatives,
among which were quinin, red pepper, gentian and podophyllum. Falsely and
fraudulently represented as a remedy for weak nerves, ailments peculiar to
women, scrofula, rickets, liver, kidney and bladder diseases, etc.
Fine, $25
and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 6215 ; issued April 24, 1919.]
Celery-Vesce. — In January, 1911, James Vanatta, trading as the Century
Chemical Co., Indianapolis, shipped a quantity of this nostrum. It was labeled
"A harmless and speedy remedy for headache, neuralgia, sleeplessness, depres
indulgence in liquor, sour stomach, indigestion,
sion, induced by excessive
nausea, painful menstruation and other nervous disorders."
As the stuff con
(phenacetin), and hence was
tained a harmful drug, namely, acetphenetidin
not "harmless" as claimed, it was declared misbranded and the court, on Feb.
25, 1913, imposed a fine of $100 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 2565;
Bull's

Bull Medicine

issued

Oct. 31, 1913.]

Note:

A later consignment of this product

and a fine of $50 and costs imposed,
No. 4439; issued Oct. 16, 1916.]

was also declared misbranded
on Nov. 29, 1915. — [Notice of Judgment

"Blood and Nerve Tablets," "Liver Tablets," and "Kidney Tablets."
1916, by K. E. Hafer,' trading as the Dr. Chase Co.,
Philadelphia.
Analysis showed the "Blood and Nerve Tablets" to contain
essentially, metallic iron, ferrous sulphate, sodium carbonate (washing soda),
zinc phosphid, capsicum (red pepper), aloes, strychnin, and possibly gentian
The "Liver Tablets" were more
and podophyllum, with a trace of arsenic.
than naif sugar, the active portion consisting of aloes, capsicum, licorice, gin
The "Kidney Tablets" were about
ger, and what appeared to be nux vomica.
ingredients appearing to be methylene blue,
40 per cent, sugar, the active
licorice, and vegetable matter.
The "Blood and Nerve Tablets" were falsely
as a cure for weakness,
and fraudulently represented
prostration,
nervous
Chase's

— Shipped in August,

1.

matter

business was described in The Journal,
in the pamphlet "Medical Mail-Order Concerns,"

Hafer's fraudulent
is reprinted

May 25, 1918, and
price 25 cents.

the
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sexual exhaustion, anemia, etc. The "Liver Tablets" were falsely and fraud
ulently represented as a cure for paralysis of the bowels, diseases of the liver,
dyspepsia, malaria, etc. The "Kidney Tablets" were falsely and fraudulently
represented as a cure for paralysis of the bladder, general debility, rheumatism,
Bright's disease in its early stages, dropsy, etc. Fine, $250. — [Notice of Judg
ment No. 6170; issued Aug. 21, 1918.]
Classe's Great Penetrating Liniment. — William P. Diggs of St. Louis, who
traded under the name W. P. Diggs & Co., sold this preparation, which con
tained 64 per cent, alcohol, 10 minims of tincture of opium to the ounce and
38 minims of chloroform to the ounce.
Government chemists reported that
analysis showed the liniment to be "an alcoholic solution of ammonia, chloro
form, opium, camphor, oil of sassafras, oil of origanum and a thujone-containing oil such as thuja." The government declared that the claims that this
liniment would prevent blood poison from wounds, was a remedy for tuber
culous sores, would remove goiter and was a certain cure for colic in horses
and mules were knowingly, recklessly and wantonly false and fraudulent.
Diggs was fined $10 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4424; issued Oct.
16, 1916.]

Collins' Ague Remedy, Swaim's Panacea and Swayne's Panacea. — James F.
Ballard, St. Louis, was made the defendant in three cases brought by the fed
eral government against the respective products named. "Collins' Ague Rem
edy," which admittedly contained 33.3 per cent, alcohol, was sold under the
claim that it was an effective remedy for chills and fever, dysentery, most
forms of malarial diseases, intermittent, remittent and swamp fevers, cholera
morbus and diarrhea.
These claims the government declared were false and
fraudulent and applied knowingly and in reckless and wanton disregard of
their truth or falsity. "Swaim's Panacea" was found to contain nearly 5 per
cent, alcohol with 62.3 per cent, of solids, of which 58.5 per cent, was sugar.
There was also \{o of 1 per cent, salicylic acid and some sarsaparilla present.
The public was asked to believe that this stuff was effective as a remedy and
panacea for syphilis, pulmonary diseases, eczema, influenza, anemia, consump
tion and a great many other things. These claims were declared to be false
and fraudulent and made knowingly and wantonly. "Swayne's Panacea" seemed
to be very similar in composition to "Swaim's Panacea" and was sold under
The gov
claims virtually identical with those made for the latter product.
these claims false and fraudulent and
ernment officials naturally declared
applied knowingly and in reckless and wanton disregard of their truth or
falsity. James F. Ballard was fined $30 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No.
4373; issued

Sept. 12, 1916.]

Collins' Voltaic Electric Plasters. —The federal authorities seized 4,608
"Collins' Voltaic Electric Plasters" said to be distributed by Potter Drug and
Chemical Corporation, Boston, on the charge that the claims made for them
The claims made for the plasters were, in part, to the effect that
were false.
pain and inflammation of the kidneys ; that they were of
relieve
they would
great value in fever and ague, as well as in indigestion, bilious colic and
of the liver; that they were good for simple bone fractures and
affections
would relieve many cases of bronchitis and asthma ; also that they would give
These claims were' declared
gratifying relief in cases of "female weakness."
false and misleading and the federal authorities requested that the product be
The Potter Drug and Chemical Corporation filed its claim for
condemned.
the property and, having given a bond, the court ordered that the product
should be delivered to the concern on payment of the cost of the proceedings. —
[Notice of Judgment No. 4572; issued March 15, 1917.]
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Constitutional Tonic Catarrh Remedy. — A quantity of this nostrum was
shipped in interstate commerce in October, 1912, by Lirtlefield & Co., Man
chester, N. H. A specimen analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry was found
to be a water-alcohol solution of ammonia, containing a trace of alkaloid and
As the stuff contained 7.4 per cent, of alcohol by volume
oil of lavender.
which was not declared on the label, and as it was falsely and fraudulently
claimed to be "the most efficacious and reliable remedy in the world for the
relief and permanent cure of catarrh, deafness, consumptive tendencies, neu
ralgia, headache and asthma" it was declared misbranded. On Dec. 29, 191 5,
the court imposed a fine of $50 and costs on Chauncey B. Littlefield, repre
senting the defendant company. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4853; issued Sept.
25, 1917.]

Blood Remedy. — Shipped by Edwin D. Richardson, who traded
F. P. Cummings Co., Roanoke, Va. Analysis showed the stuff to contain
over 20 per cent, of alcohol with plant extractives, sarsaparilla, potassium
Fine, $50. — [Notice of
iodid, and sugar.
Falsely and fraudulently advertised.
Judgment No. 5684; issued May 3, 1918.]
Curative Jasnogorski Wine. — According to the label this product was "with
out exception the best remedy" for "all. stomach troubles and ailments arising
through impure blood . . . indigestion, general debility, loss of physical
power, dizziness, anemia, and other ailments of both sexes, and even children."
A consignment of the nostrum shipped in November, 1913, was found to be
misbranded in that the alcohol content of 15.54 per cent, was not declared on
the label, as required by law; also in that the stuff was represented as being
of European manufacture, whereas it was made in Chicago; and, moreover,
because the therapeutic claims made for it were knowingly false and fraudulent.
Or. Nov. 24, 1915, the court imposed a fine of $150 and costs on the European
Wine & Liquor Co., Chicago, who put out the nostrum. — [Notice of Judgment
No. 4402; issued Oct. 16, 1916.]
Contrell's Magic Troche— The Contrell Co., Tenafly, N. J., shipped into
Massachusetts a quantity of "Contrell's Magic Troche." These were analyzed
by the federal chemists who reported that the "Troches" had a total alkaloid
The alkaloids present (cephaelin and emetin) indicated the
per cent, of 0.031.
Among the claims made for the troche was one to the
presence of ipecac.
effect that it was "the most wonderful remedy ever made to cure.
.
.
.
.
.
.
Asthma and Diphtheria. . . ." This claim the authorities
Catarrh
condemned as false and fraudulent and applied knowingly, recklessly and wan
tonly. The company was fined $25— [Notice of Judgment No. 4569; issued
March 15, 1917.]
Cummings
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Dr. Carter's K. & B. Tea.— Shipped by S. C. Wells & Co.,
LeRoy, N. Y. Analysis showed the product to consist of senna,
liverwort, and wintergreen leaves and juniper berries, with buchu
and boneset leaves and possibly uva ursi (bearberry leaves).
Falsely and fraudulently advertised.
Fine, $25. — [Notice of
Judgment No. 5904; issued May 23, 1918.]
Crown Skin Salve and Pile Cure. — Shipped by the Grace Medical Co., Des
Moines, Iowa. Analysis showed the "Skin Salve" to be an ointment contain
ing approximately 85 per cent, petrolatum, 7.6 per cent, mercuric oxid, 1.42
per cent calomel, with indications of small quantities of camphor or menthol.
Analysis of the "Pile Cure" showed it to consist of coco fat, tannic acid,
atropin, alum, and talc. The "Salve" was falsely and misleadingly advertised,
Fine, $30 and costs.
and the "Pile Cure" falsely and fraudulently advertised.
— [Notice of Judgment No. 5591; issued April 15, 1918.]
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"Cooper's New Discovery" and "Cooper's Quick Relief." — The Cooper Medi
Dayton, Ohio, sold these two products, both of which were
cine Company,
declared misbranded under the Food and Drugs Act. The "New Discovery'"
Federal chemists
was a nostrum of the alcoholic -tonic type.
cent,
alcohol,
some emodin,
per
contained
20
that
it
reported
together with
quantity
of
oil
of
sassafras
small
a
and
aloes
The claim that it was an effective treatment
reducing sugars.
for diseases of the kidneys, scrofula, so-called blood diseases,
gout, diabetes, and many other conditions was declared reck
The "Quick Relief"
lessly and wantonly false and fraudulent.
was a liniment consisting of cayenne pepper in alcohol (31 per
The claim that it would
cent.) flavored with oil of sassafras.
afford instant relief to sprains and pain and was a remedy for
croup, and effective for preventing injuries due to burns and
scalds from becoming inflamed was declared false and fraudu
The company was fined $50 and costs. — [Notice of Judg
lent.
ment No. 4460; issued Nov. 13, 1916.]
Constitution Water. — Shipped by Stephen Dcmby, New York
City. Analysis showed the product to consist essentially of a
water-alcohol solution of iron acetate or chlorid, or both, gly
cerin, strychnin, and small amounts of alum and Epsom salt.
Fine, $2. — [Notice of
Falsely and fraudulently advertised.
April
5530;
issued
10, 1918.]
Judgment No.
C. C. C. (Crownall Elastic Capsules). — Shipped by Hance Bros. & White,
Analysis showed these to be gelatin capsules containing, essen
Philadelphia.
Falsely and fraudulently adver
tially, oil of cubeb and balsam of copaiba.
tised. — [Notice of Judgment No. 5123; issued Jan. 29, 1918.]
Creavita Tablets. — -Shipped by Inter-American Pharmacal Corp., New York
City. Analysis showed the tablets to contain, essentially, chromium sulphate,
Falsely and fraud
calcium carbonate, phenolphthalein, strychnin and starch.
Company pleaded guilty; sentence suspended. — [Notice of
ulently advertised.
Judgment No. 5120; issued Jan. 29, 1918.]
Crossman's Specific Mixture. — This preparation was sold by Wright's Indian
Vegetable Pill Co. of New York City, and, according to federal chemists, was
a mixture composed of two layers, the upper layer containing alcohol, water,
opium and coloring matter, the lower, making up about 92 per cent, of the
total mixture, being chiefly balsam copaiba and oils. The stuff was sold as
a specific for the cure of gonorrhea, gleet, stricture, etc., and as a preventive
of gonorrhea. These false and fraudulent claims brought about a fine of
$100.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4996; issued Jan. 30, 1918.]
De Grath's Electric Oil. — Shipped by Margaret Hutton Kemp, Samuel H.
Ordway and Edward C. Mears Kemp, executors of the estate of George Wil
liam Kemp, trading as Lanman & Kemp, New York City. Analysis showed
the product to consist, essentially, of fixed saponifiable oil, turpentine, oil of
cinnamon, ammonium compounds and chloroform, with indications of the pres
Falsely and fraudulently advertised.
ence of a small amount of mineral oil.
Fine, $20— [Notice of Judgment No. 5136; issued Jan. 29, 1918.]
Dennis' Eucalyptus Ointment. — The Dennis Mfg. Co. of Berkeley. Calif.,
shipped a quantity of this nostrum in January, 1913. A specimen was analyzed
by the Bureau of Chemistry and found to consist essentially of oil of euca
Misbranding of the prodlyptus, menthol, soft paraffin and possibly camphor.
1. See also

"Tanlac."
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in that it was represented as an invaluable remedy for catarrh,
hay fever, croup, itching piles, rheumatism and all aches and pains requiring
The court declared
an external remedy, and for the relief and cure of asthma.
these claims to be false and fraudulent, and, on Feb. 24, 1915, following a plea
ot guilty, imposed a fine of $100.— [Notice of Judgment No. 3965; issued Oct.
uct was charged
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21, 1915.]

Dexter's Headache and Antipain Powders. — These powders, shipped in inter
state commerce in October, 1909. by Chas. H. Dexter of Boston, were recom
mended for "every ache which human flesh is heir to," including headache,
The
neuralgia, la grippe, colds, painful menstruation, rheumatic pains, etc.
did
As
it
contain
would
induce
no
habit.
claim
that
the
stuff
bore
the
label
drug, acetanilid. the amount or proportion of which was not
a habit-inducing
declared on the label as required by law, and since, in addition, the nostrum
would not relieve "every ache which human flesh is heir to," as claimed, it
Dexter pleaded nolo contendere and the court,
was declared to be misbranded.
on May 10, 1910, imposed a fine of $25. — [Notice of Judgment No. 2548; issued
Oct. 18, 1913.]

Infant Syrup. — This baby killer was manufactured by one
It contained morphin and alcohol and was
sold as a remedy for dysentery, diarrhea and summer complaints in children.
The claims were declared false and fraudulent and made in reckless and wan
ton disregard of their truth or falsity. Raser was fined $50. — [Notice of Judg
ment No. 4471; issued Nov. 13, 1916.]
De Witt's Eclectic Cure.— W. J. Parker & Co., Baltimore, Md., was the
proprietor of "Dr. De Witt's Eclectic Cure," which contained alcohol, opium
It was sold under the claim that it was an internal and external
and ether.
remedy for cholera, dyspepsia, diphtheria, croup, scarlet fever and other con
ditions. These claims were declared false and fraudulent.
It was declared
further misbranded in that while the label declared the presence of 75 per cent,
alcohol and 1 grain of opium to the fluid ounce, the stuff actually contained
60 per cent, alcohol and 1.3 grains of opium to the ounce.
W. J. Parker &
Co. admitted the allegations of the libel. The court ordered that if the com
pany would pay the cost of the proceedings and give a bond not to sell the
stuff under claims that would bring it into conflict with the Food and Drugs
Act, the 288 bottles of "De Witt's Eclectic Cure" that had been seized might
to it. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4470; issued Nov. 13, 1916.]
be delivered
De Witt's Liver, Blood and Kidney Cure.— William J. Parker, who traded
under the name the W. J. Parker Co., Baltimore, Md., sold "Dr. De Witt's
Liver, Blood and Kidney Cure" under the claim that it would cure diabetes,
Bright's disease, malaria and diseases of the liver, blood and kidneys. Gov
ernment chemists reported that the preparation, which contained over 11 per
cent, alcohol,
an alcohol-water solution bearing
was essentially
a cathartic
drug together with Epsom salt, nitrates and iodids. The taste suggested senna.
The claims made by Parker were declared recklessly and wantonly false and
fraudulent.
He was fined $15. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4440; issued Oct.
Mrs. Edwards'

William H. Raser, Reading, Pa.

16, 1916.]

Denton's Healing Balsam. — In May, 1911, two seizures were made of three
of this article, shipped
dozen packages and six dozen packages, respectively,
The labels on the bottles
by Hall and Ruckel, New York City, to Detroit.
and the circulars wrapped round the bottles made such claims as :
"Will cure coughs and colds, heals the lungs, inflammation on the lungs."
"Will cure the Phthisic, Lame Back, Gravel and Kidney complaints."
on man or beast."
"It will cure flesh wounds
"It prevents contagious diseases, it cures heaves . . ."

...
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Chemists of the Bureau of Chemistry reported that their examination indi
Misbranding was alleged
cated that the stuff was simply Canada balsam.
because of the misleading and deceptive claims. As no claimant appeared for
the property, both lots were condemned and ordered to be destroyed by the
United States marshal. — [Notices of Judgment Nos. 1464 and 1465; issued May
22, 1912.]

Ely's Liquid Cream Balm. —This preparation, which
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is sold as a "remedy
for catarrh, catarrhal deafness, hay fever, cold in the head," is a pinkish liquid
It was analyzed by the chemists of
having the odor of thymol and menthol.
the Connecticut Agricultural Experiment Station, who reported that it "appears
to consist essentially of liquid petrolatum with small quantities of thymol and
menthol." The chemists further asserted that a bottle of Ely's Liquid Cream
Balm costing 69 cents contains about half a cent's worth of liquid petrolatum.
—(From The Journal A. M. A., Aug. 23, 1913.)

Effervescente Granulare. — Shipped in June, 1917, by the Milano Pharmacal
Co., Inc., New York City. Analysis showed the preparation to consist of over
13 per cent, of baking soda, 61 per cent, of sugar,
3 per cent, of borax, and
17 per cent, of cream of tartar.
The product was invoiced as "Eff. Magnesia,"
but the analysis showed there was no magnesia
present.
It was declared
adulterated because of presence of borax, and misbranded because, while sold
as Effervescent Magnesia, it contained
no magnesia.
Fine, $15. — [Notice of
Judgment No. 6221; issued April 24, 1919.]

Di-Col-Q. — Shipped by the New York Drug Concern (Laurence E. Cash),
New York City. Analysis showed the product to consist essentially of pine
oil, chloroform, mineral oil, and a green dye. Falsely and fraudulently adver
Fine, $25.— [Notice of Judgment No. 5703; issued May 9, 1918.]
tised.
Electrozone.— This alleged Antiseptic Germicide, Disinfectant was manu
factured by the Chemical & Electrical Co., New York. Eighty-four bottles of
"Electrozone" were seized by the government under the charge that the stuff
was misbranded. This charge was based on the facts, (1) that purchasers
were led to believe that the product consisted of or contained ozone associated
with electricity, when in fact it did not contain ozone and was not associated
with electricity; (2) in that the chemical formula indicated that the product
was composed of certain chemicals of which in fact it was not so composed ;
(3) in that ozone was not formed together with nascent oxygen and peroxid
of hydrogen when the hypochlorites were brought in contact with organic mat
ter, as was claimed on the label ; (4) in that the stuff liberated no ozone,
although the company claimed that when Electrozone was freely sprayed into
an atmosphere containing carbonic acid gas, it neutralized this gas and filled
the air with a fresh supply of oxygen.
Electrozone was recommended by its
exploiters for piles, cholera infantum, leukorrhea, rheumatism, eczema, sun
burn, diphtheria, "falling hair," ear ache and various other conditions.
These
declared false and fraudulent and applied "with a
claims the government
knowledge of their falsity" and had been made "for the purpose of defraud
ing purchasers." The Chemical and Electrical Company appeared as claimant
and having consented to the entry of a decree, with the understanding that it
should apply only to certain of the therapeutic claims, the court declared that
the stuff was "misbranded in so far as it relates to some of the therapeutic
effects" made and declared the product condemned and forfeited and ordered
that a judgment be entered against the claimant for the cost of the proceed
It was provided, however, that after payment of the costs, the company
ings.
might execute a bond of $500 and the Electrozone would be turned over to it
on the condition that it should be relabeled under the supervision of the fed
eral official. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4355; issued Sept. 12, 1916.]
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Emerald Oil.— Shipped by the Moone Chemical Co., Rochester, N. Y. Anal
ysis showed the sample to be essentially a solution of camphor, carbolic acid
Fine, $25. — [Notice
and oil of sassafras. Falsely and fraudulently advertised.
of Judgment No. 5897; issued May 14, 1918.]
Enteronol. — Shipped by the Enteronol Co., Oswego, N. Y. Analysis showed
the preparation to consist essentially of alum, camphor, ginger, red pepper,
tannic acid and phenolphthalein. Falsely and fraudulently advertised.' Fine,
$200.— [Notice of Judgment No. 5179; issued Feb. 21, 1918.]
Egiuterro, Uicure, Sweet Rest for Children, Beaver Drops Comp., Blood
Kleen, Heart and Nerve Regulator, Kidneyleine, Eye Powder, Tanrue Herbs
and Pills, and 5 Herbs. — Shipped about June, 1916, by Albert G. Groblewski,
Plymouth, Pa. Analysis showed "Egiuterro" to consist essentially of aloes,
Epsom salt, jalap, strychnin, alcohol and water, flavored with methyl salicylate.
"A" con
"Uicure" consisted of five bottles, lettered "A" to "E," inclusive.
tained nearly 20 per cent, of alcohol, with aloes, Epsom salt and menthol.
"B" contained alcohol, ammonia, chloroform, ether, oil of sassafras, menthol,
benzoic acid, cinnamic acid, resins, and an unidentified alkaloid.
"C" was.
essentially a water-alcohol solution of quinin sulphate and red pepper.
"D"
was essentially a water-alcohol solution of morphin, gum guaiac, ammonia,
carbonate, and essential oils.
"E" consisted of tablets containing
ammonium
lithium, sodium carbonate, salicylates, and salol. "Sweet Rest for Children"
contained opium, alcohol, asafetida, magnesium carbonate, sugar and water.
"Beaver Drops Comp." was a resin dissolved in alcohol and water.
"Blood
Kleen" appeared to be essentially a syrup containing over 13 per cent, alcohol,
about 5 per cent, potassium iodid, sarsaparilla, licorice, plant extractives,
with
a small quantity of arsenic.
"Heart and Nerve Regulator" contained alcohol,
morphin, chloral hydrate, sodium bromid, valerianic acid, red pepper, glycerin,
sugar and water. "Kidneyleine" was a water-alcohol solution of the acetates and
nitrates of potassium and ammonium, with aromatics and indications of spartein.
It contained over 23 per cent, of alcohol. "Eye Powder" was essentially
iodoform and boric acid. "Tanrue Herbs and Pills" contained tansy, rue,
pennyroyal, hepatica, sassafras, ginger, cinnamon, verbena and podophyllum.
"5 Herbs" contained
The pills contained licorice with indications of aloes.
mistletoe, stramonium, skullcap, and black cohosh.
All of these products were
falsely and fraudulently represented : "Egiuterro" as a preventive of smallpox,
and as a remedy for rheumatism,
dyspepsia, all stomach disorders, coughs,
headaches, etc.; "Uicure" as a cure for rheumatism, pyemia, sciatica, gout, etc.;
"Sweet Rest for Children" as a remedy for three-months' colic, fretful, cross
and nervous babies ; "Beaver Drops Comp." as a remedy for irregular menses,
etc.; "Blood Kleen" as a treatment for syphilis, eczema, anemia, cancer and
lockjaw; "Heart and Nerve Regulator" as a heart and nerve regulator, a
perfect sedative for delirium tremens, St. Vitus' dance, sleeplessness and ner
"Kidneyleine" as a remedy for Bright's disease and dropsy;
vous headache;
"Eye Powder" as a remedy for cataract and sore eyes ; "Tanrue Herbs and
Pills" as a remedy for suppressed, painful and irregular menses and "5 Herbs"
Fine, $210. — [Notice of Judgment No.
as a remedy for epilepsy
and "fits."
6178; issued Aug. 21, 1918.]
Faucine. — "Faucine" marketed by the Faucine Co., Meridian, Miss., was
sold under such claims as :
1. This nostrum was examined by the chemists of the A.
some years ago, and the fraudulence
of the product was declared
1908.

M. A. Chemical
in

The Journal,

Laboratory
March 21,
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"The Most Wonderful Antiseptic and Blood Tonic in the World."
"A warranted remedy for piles, old sores and ulcers, eczema, ringworm,
insect stings, diarrhoea and flux,
saddle and harness galls."

cholera morbus,

dyspepsia, indigestion,

tetter, cuts, burns,
scratches on horses,

good for "female complaints" and
say nothing of being a "sure cure
for chickens that are diseased with cholera." The government seized 21 dozen
retail packages of this marvel, declaring the product misbranded in that the
claims made for it were false and fraudulent. No claimant appeared for the
property and judgment of condemnation and forfeiture was entered and the
court ordered that the stuff should be destroyed by the United States marshal.

Nor was this all. Faucine was also
"Hog Cholera"; for piles and pellagra, to

of Judgment No. 4563; issued Feb. 8, 1917.]
En-Ar-Co Oil.— Shipped in January, 1917, by the National Remedy Co.,
New York City, under the name of Chas. E. Crittenden Co. Analysis showed
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—[Notice

the preparation to be essentially a water-alcohol solution of amyl and ethyl
alcohols, acetone, capsicum extractives, a safrol-containing oil, a light mineral
oil, and a fixed vegetable oil. Falsely and fraudulently represented as a rem-

Opportunity Knocking at Your Door
BIG MONEY
NO CAPITAL REQUIRED

SPLENDID PREMIUMS

DOISTlet anyonegel aheadol you. Mail us vopr upplfcfittr.n
AT ONCE,and)
secure ibe Agencylor the old reliable(Ln - AM -\Q u$F) lanwwaover a
quartercenturya» TI*lt'»m4*r/u/Japann*Oil)ind
ourofherstandardNemedlc*.
DONT DELAY I
DO IT NOW I

snake bites, corns and bunions, chicken cholera,
edy for asthma, rheumatism,
Fine, $50. — [Notice of Judgment
hog cholera, lockjaw, spavin and heaves.
This preparation was investigated by the
No. 6002; issued June 17, 1918.1
Propaganda Department and analyzed by the A. M. A, chemical laboratory in
1911, and exposed in The Journal, July 29, 1911.

Formamint. —This so-called "germ-killing throat tablets," had been widely
in Europe for several years before it was put on the American
market When first brought to this country it was advertised by that cheapest
of all methods of introducing "patent medicines" — in medical journals of a
certain type. Some of the claims that have been made for this product on
both sides of the Atlantic are:
advertised

"Formamint shields humanity against infectious disease."
"Cures and prevents sore throat."
"The dangers of infection from diseases like diphtheria, scarlet fever, measles, tonsillitis,
sore threat, mumps, etc., have now been reduced to an absolute minimum.
This is due to the
"
discovery of Wulfing's Formamint — the 'germ-killing
throat tablet.'

"Cleanses the mouth and throat from disease germs as easily and rapidly as dirt is
removed from the skin."
"Formamint will certainly prevent diphtheria."
"Quickly render the whole mouth and throat thoroughly antiseptic."
"Formamint destroys these [diphtherial germs so rapidly that when a physician mixed a
little Formamint
with water and added it to the germs taken from the throat of a patient
dangerously ill with diphtheria they were all killed within ten minutes."
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"Formamint tablets are absolutely harmless and innocuous, even to little children."
"When dissolved in the saliva, Formamint Tablets liberate slowly Nascent Formaldehyde
in a most active yet nonirritant form."

It is claimed by the manufacturers that Formamint is a new definite chem
A careful investi
ical compound consisting of formaldehyd and milk sugar.
gation was made of this preparation by the Council on Pharmacy and Chem
istry of the American Medical Association.
The results of this investigation
may be summed up as follows :
1. The claims made for Formamint
are extravagant and misleading.
2. The recommendations
for the use of these tablets may be, in some cases,
fraught with danger and are a menace, not only to the health of the individual,
but also to the safety of the community.
3.

tract.

i

5. Formamint
is not a throat disinfectant as the manufacturers maintain,
but its action on the bacteria of the throat is an almost negligible one and
dependence on Formamint for the prevention of infection and for curing dis
ease is not only unwise but dangerous.

Fritch's Vegetable Liniment. — Shipped by John A. Fritch, St. Louis. Anal
ysis showed it to be essentially an alcoholic solution of chloroform, turpentine,
camphor, capsicum, oil of cloves, methyl salicylate, and free ammonia.
Falsely
Fine, $20 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No.
and fraudulently advertised.
5171; issued Feb. 21, 1918.]
Fruitatives. —According to
"Fruitatives" consists of

a

booklet sent out by the concern

"Fruit

Liver Extract
Extract of Nux Vomica Fruit
"Howard's Hydrochlorate
of Quinine.
"Extract of Quassa

% of

"Special

Vx>

of

.

% of

a a a

it,

that

exploits

grain
grain
grain

Q.S."

is

is

a

joke and would be so regarded by any
This alleged formula is, of course,
the mystery element — an ele
druggist or physician. "Fruit Liver Extract"
ment that all falsely and misleadingly advertised "patent medicines" require
for the purpose of successfully humbugging the public. "Special Extract of
probably nothing more mysterious than Extract of Nux
Nux Vomica Fruit"
Vomica,
drug long used in medicine and the one from which the deadly
The medical properties of nux
poisons strychnin and brucin are obtained.
"Hydrochlorate of Quinine"
vomica are those of strychnin and brucin.
one of the numerous salts of quinin and has the well-known action of auinin.
simple
probably a misprint for Extract of Quassia,
"Extract of Quassa"
"bitter." The methods by which "Fruitatives" are exploited are typical of the
Advertisements claiming bv inference that "Fruita
auack-medicine school.
tives" will cure "paralysis," "consumption," "rheumatism," etc., have appeared
probable that "Fruita
in various American and Canadian newspapers.
tives" possesses no virtues that are not to be found in the common A. B. S.
(aloin, belladonna and strychnin) laxative pill. — (Modified from The Journal
A. M. A., Aua. IS. 1917.)
MtSBRANDKD. — In June, September and October, 1918, some 266 large pack
ages and 388 small packages of "Fruitatives"
were shipped from Fruitatives,
Ltd., Ogdensburg, N. Y., into the state of Maine. The federal authorities
first, because the claims and pictorial devices
declared the product misbranded,
is

It

a

is

is

a
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4.

The claim that Formamint is a definite chemical compound is false.
The use of Formamint may produce marked irritation of the intestinal
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on the label were false -and misleading in that they conveyed the impression
that the laxative properties of the product were due to the fruit or fruit
extracts, "when in fact they were not"; second, that the nostrum was labeled
as "antiseptic" which it was not; third, the "patent medicine" bore the inscrip
tion "harmless" which "was false and misleading in that it was not harmless
but contained an active poison,
The stuff was
nux vomica (strychnin)."
further declared misbranded because of the false and fraudulent claims of
curative effect, such as :

The government's cases came on for hearing in December, 1918, and Feb
ruary, 1919. The products were condemned and the court ordered that they
should be destroyed by the United States marshal. — [Notices of Judgment No.
6459 and 6477; issued

Oct. 18, 1919.]

Balsam. —This nostrum was

I.,

Gem
sold as a remedy for a variety of ailments,
including asthma, croup, diphtheria, whooping cough, catarrh, rheumatism, piles,
etc.
A consignment shipped in March, 1913, by Lavinia A. Marsh, trading as
E. Morgan & Sons, Providence, R.
was analyzed by the Bureau of Chem
istry. It consisted of 85 per cent, of cottonseed oil and 15 per cent, of oil of
turpentine. The claims were declared false and fraudulent and on Jan. 28,
plea of nolo contendere the court imposed a fine of $20. —
1916, following
Judgment
No. 4393; issued Sept. 12, 1916.]
[Notice of
Gilbert's Gravel Root Compound. — Shipped by Thomas H. Gilbert Drug.
Co., Huntsville, Ala.
Analysis showed over 14 per cent, alcohol with lithium,
benzoic acid, and emodin, and indications of cascara,
licorice and juniper.
Falsely and fraudulently advertised.
Fine, $10. — [Notice of Judgment No.
5025; issued Jan. 28, 1918.]
Gowan's Preparation. — Shipped by the Gowan Medical Co., Chicago. Anal
ysis showed that the product consisted, essentially, of a wool-fat vehicle con
taining about 12 per cent, camphor, 0.7 per cent, quinin sulphate and about
20 per cent, of water.
Falsely and fraudulently advertised.
Fine $25 and
costs.— [Notice of Judgment No. 5084; issued Jan. 29, 1918.]
Garfield Tea. — Shipped by the Garfield Tea Co., Brooklyn. Analysis showed
the preparation to consist essentially of senna leaf and triticum (couch-grass),
a
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the stomach and liver."
"Strengthens
"Stimulates
the kidneys."
**Tends to purify the blood; tones up the nervous system."
"Relieves . . . Recurring Headaches, Dizziness, Backache."
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small amount of valva (mallow) flowers and fruits, and mint stems; also
traces of unidentified plant tissue, and a small amount of a substance resem
Falsely and fraudulently advertised. Fine, $25. — [Notice of
bling manna.
Judgment No. 5670; issued May 3, 1918.]
a
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Greenhalgh Diphtheria Remedy— Shipped by the Greenhalgh Remedy Co.,
Salt Lake City, Utah. Analysis showed it to be essentially a mixture of sul
phur, borax, a trace of starch, plant tissue carrying berberin, iron, aluminum
and potassium,
as sulphates
and nitrates, with charcoal and traces of man
Falsely and fraudulently advertised. Fine, $100. —
ganese dioxid indicated.
[Notice of Judgment No. 5546; issued April 10, 1918.]
"Gonorrhea and Gleet 3 Day Cure"; "Old Indian Fever Tonic"; "Pain-ICure"; and "Walker's Dead Shot Colic Cure."— Shipped by the Walker Co.,
Atlanta, Ga. The "Gonorrhea and Gleet 3 Day Cure," when analyzed, appeared
to be a solution of zinc sulphate and sulphocarbolate, boric acid, opium and
hydrastin. The "Old Indian Fever Tonic" appeared to be a solution of Epsom
salt and quinin sulphate, acidified with aromatic sulphuric acid, and colored
red with coal tar dye.
"Pain-I-Cure" contained over 74 per cent, of alcohol
with morphin, red pepper, camphor, and oils of sassafras and cloves.
"Wal
ker's Dead Shot Colic Cure" contained over 77 per cent, of alcohol with
essential oil, asafetida, guaiac, morphin, camphor, and red pepper.
All four
products falsely and fraudulently advertised.
Fine, $50 and costs. — [Notice of
Judgment No. 5781; issued June 29, 1918.]
Giles' Germicide. — Shipped by the Giles Remedy Co., Chicago. Analysis
showed the preparation to be an oily mixture containing chiefly linseed oil,
ether and camphor.
Falsely and fraudulently advertised.
Fine, $50. — [Notice
of Judgment No. 5639; issued April

29,

1918.]

Graham Dyspepsia and Heartburn Remedy.— This product was put on the
market by the S. Grover Graham Company, Newburgh, N. Y. Government
chemists who analyzed this preparation
reported that it contained, among other
sodium bromid, sodium bicar
things,

DYSPEPSIA

We want to tell you about our won
derful remedy for all forms of stomach
trouble, we you w ant to let us send
you,, free of all charge, sufficient ol
Prescrip
this remarkable
European
tion to convince you of its almost
miraculous mtrit. The most chronic
oases are positively corrected by its
use. It is not an experiment with us.
we hav* thousands
of testimonials
which we will gladly send you. From
Weak, emaciated
sufferers
we can
Tinsform you to robust, vigorous
Your
and happy men and women.
digestion is everything.
The Grover
pi»m»*Hy npslmtlatpa
yi-ur
Oraham
fotxi, prevents fermentation
and In
stantly removes aU distress.
Why
For sale by Central Druir
"suffer?
Public Dru*
Co<v Buck * Rayner,
Co.. Auditorium and Economical Drug
leading
druggists.
Co.s,
all
And
Write for literature and free bottle,
rover G fan am Co., Newburgh, N.Y.

fined

$25.— [Notice

of Judgment

bonate,

magnesium

carbonate,

sugar,

chloroform, alcohol and small quanti
ties of morphin.
The following out
rageous
claims were made for the
preparation :
"Remedy for . . . Gastritis
.
.
.
Ul
ceration or Threatened Cancer of the Stomach,
and all disorders
arising from an impaired
digestive system. . . . This valuable prepa
ration is offered to the public for the correction
and immediate relief of the above diseases."

"The Great Food Digester.'

The
the

government,

concern,

in its suit

charged

that

against

these

and

similar claims were false and fraudu
lent and were made knowingly and in
reckless and wanton disregard of their
truth or falsity.
The company was
No. 4119;

issued

April

19,

1916.]
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"Grains of Health." — Since the beginning of the nineteenth century, accord
ing to the descriptive leaflet, these Veritable Grains de Sante du Docteur
Frank or "Grains of Health" have been preventing "typhoid congestions," and
various other woes which arise from impaired intestinal functions.
Their
value is defined as "stomachic and laxative, depurgative, purgative and anti
septic."
The "grains" were examined
by the chemists of the Connecticut
Agricultural Experiment Station, 1912, who reported that the pills appeared
to be essentially aloes and cost at the rate of $33.19 a pound— (From The
Journal A. M. A., Aug. 23, 1913.)
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Green Drops.— "Knorr's Genuine Hien Fong Essence or Green Drops" was
manufactured by Herman and Emil Knorr of Detroit, doing business under
the name of Knorr Medical Company.
The government chemists reported that
analysis of the product showed it to contain :
Alcohol (by volume)
Ether (by volume)

Nonvolatile
matter per
with oil of spearmint.

Flavored

Some

69.72
0.35
100

c.c

0.28

of the claims made for this preparation were

per cent.
per cent.
grams

:

"An excellent
Summer

Remedy for diseases of the Stomach, and Bowels. Colic, Cholera Morbus,
Complaint,
Neuralgia,
Catarrh,
Colds,
Tonsiliitis, Sore Throat, Croup and

Diphtheria."
"Dullness of ears, and even deafness,
little

wadding

moistened

has

been

relieved

and

benefited

by

wearing

a

with th< Essence in the ear."

These and similar claims the government declared to be false and fraud
ulent and made knowingly and in reckless and wanton disregard of their truth
or falsity.
Herman and Emil Knorr were fined $50. — [Notice of Judgment
No. 4116; issued April 19, 1916.]
Green Mountain Oil or Magic Pain Destroyer. —The Charles N. Crittenton
New York, shipped in interstate commerce a quantity of "Green
Mountain Oil or Magic Pain Destroyer." According to the claims made on
the trade package, this stuff was said to be :
Company,

"A Remedy for Diphtheria, Croup, Deafness and Sore Eyes, Rheumatic Pains, Stiff
Joints, Pains in the Back, Side or Breast, Dyspepsia, Asthma, Piles, Burns, Sore Throat,
Sprains, Wounds and Bruises, Neuralgia, Croup, Toothache and Headache, Earache and Stiff
Neck, Felons, Salt Rheum, Broken Breast, Erysipelas,
This
Chilblains
and Frosted Feet.
Oil will relieve all Nervous Complaints."
The federal chemists who analyzed the preparation reported that it con
sisted essentially of 95 per cent, linseed oil, with oil of sassafras, oil of thuja
The Crittenton
and oil of turpentine with possibly small amounts of camyhor.
Company, which was charged with making "false and fraudulent" claims for
the preparation "in reckless and wanton disregard of their truth or falsity,"
was fined $100. — [Notice of Judgment No. 3797 ; issued July 13, 1915.]
Gregory's Antiseptic Oil. — "Gregory's Antiseptic Oil" was a nostrum shipped
J. Lincoln Co., Little Rock, Ark., in August, 1917. The Bureau of
Chemistry reported that analysis showed the preparation to consist approx
imately of 89 per cent, kerosene oil with small amounts of oil of cloves, cassia
The preparation was
and sassafras, and a trace of camphor and pepper resins.
falsely and fraudulently represented as a cure for rheumatism, hog cholera,
big-jaw, lung troubles, sweeny, asthma, bighead, coughs, blind
pneumonia,
staggers, pleurisy, blackleg, backache, sore throat, kidney troubles, consumption
by the C.
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and one or two other things. The C. J. Lincoln Co. pleaded guilty ia April,
1919, and was fined $50. — [Notice of Judgment No. 6670; issued March 29 ,
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1920.]

Dr. Gun's Pain Expeller. — This product, which is said to be prepared by
C. W. Beggs Manufacturing
Co., Chicago, was declared misbranded by the
Colorado State Board of Health in 1909. One of the reasons for this action
on the part of the Colorado officials was that the stuff was labeled "free from
any dangerous
ingredients," when, as a matter of fact, it contained opium.
The product was again examined by the chemists of the North Dakota Agri
cultural Experiment Station, who reported in 1911 that two bottles of the
preparation, bought in different parts of the state, showed variation in the pro
portions of the ingredients. The product was found to contain alcohol varying
in amount between 50 and 60 per cent, and to have from \% to 1% grains of
opium to the ounce, while the presence of camphor and capsicum was deter
mined.— (From The Journal A. M. A., Aug. 23, 1913.)

H. G. C. —This preparation was manufactured and sold by Acme Chemical
Manufacturing Co., New Orleans, La. According to the government chemists,
the product was a watery solution of borax and berberin sulphate.
It was sold

RELIEVES WITHIN 3 DAYS

unnatural and mucous discharges either I
sex. Tieat yourself each package oontains all (
needed
H O C is absolute!/ harmless, painless and j
will net cause stricture
$1 00 at Druggists or Prepaid
ACME CHEMICAL MFC. CO. LTD.. New CMeiB. la.

the claim that it was a cure for gonorrhea, gleet and leucorrhea, a claim
that was declared false and fraudulent. The company was fined $100 and costs.
— [Notice of Judgment No. 4397; issued Sept. 12, 1916.]
under

Homenta. — Shipped by the New York Drug Concern (Laurence E. Cash),
New York City. Analysis showed the product to be a dark-cplored liquid
with a small amount of oil floating on the top or emulsified, and consisting
essentially of menthol, thymol, ammonia, sugar (over 61 per cent.), water and
Falsely and fraudulently advertised. Fine, $25. —
alcohol (4.6 per cent.).
[Notice of Judgment No. 5702; issued May 9, 1918.]
Humphreys' Pile Ointment Witch Hazel Oil (Compound). — Shipped by
Humphreys' Homeopathic Medicine Co., New York City. Analysis showed the
preparation to be essentially a camphor ointment on a lard base. Falsely and
fraudulently advertised. Fine, $25. — [Notice of Judgment No. 5635; issued

April

29, 1918.]

Hinkley's Bone Liniment. — Shipped by the Hinkley Bone Liniment Co.,
Saginaw, Mich. Analysis showed the sample to be a water-alcohol solution
oil, with indications of red pepper.
of volatile camphoraceous
Falsely and
fraudulently advertised. Fine, $50. — [Notice of Judgment No. 5945; issued
May 23, 1918.]
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Oil.— Hamlin's Wizard Oil

Co., Chicago,
chem
Government
111., was made the defendant
Alcohol,
cent. ;
per
:
55
contain
nostrum
to
ists reported the
oil,
ammonia
oils,
40
cent.
with
per
;
camphor
probably
essential
The claims
and other unidentified alkaloid matter present.
made for the stuff that it would check the growth and perma
nently cure cancer and prevent hydrophobia and pneumonia
were declared false and fraudulent and applied knowingly,
recklessly and wantonly. The company was fined $200 and
costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4364; issued Sept. 12, 1916.]

Hamlin's

Wizard
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in this case.

Hancock Sulphur Compound.— The Hancock Liquid Sulphur
Co. of Baltimore was charged with misbranding its products.
"Hancock Sulphur Compound," and "Hancock Sulphur Com
pound Ointment."
Federal chemists reported that the former
was a solution of calcium polysulphids and calcium thiosulphate, while the latter was an ointment containing petrolatum,
with 0.91 per cent, of sulphur, 0.38 per cent, ash (mainly lime), and carbolic acid
(phenol).
The liquid preparation was sold as a remedy for eczema, catarrh,
sore throat, granulated eyelids, rheumatism,
piles, blood diseases, etc., while
the ointment was represented to be a remedy for eczema, skin diseases, all
eruptions of the skin, scalp diseases, etc. The claims for both were declared
false and fraudulent, and the company was fined $25 and costs. — [Notice of
Judgment No. 4994; issued Jan. 30, 1918.]
Himalya. —Though advertised as "Nature's Great Specific for the Cure of
Asthma," the chemists of the North Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station
reported "Himalya, the Kola Compound" to be "a weak hydro-alcoholic solu
tion of potassium iodid, flavored with peppermint and licorice and colored with
caramel." While the name would indicate that the active ingredient of the
stuff was kola, the chemists stated that "little, if any, kola enters into the
preparation." The preparation contains more than 9 per cent, alcohol, yet the
exploiters recommend it to be taken with whisky!
The stuff was sold for $2
a bottle; "it could be prepared," according to the North Dakota chemists, "by
the average pharmacist for, say, about a dime." — (From The Journal A. M. A.,
Aug. 23, 1913.)
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Hood's Sarsaparilla— The C. I. Hood Co. of Lowell, Mass., was charged
The federal
with misbranding "Hood's Compound Extract of Sarsaparilla."
chemists reported that the product was a mixture of alcohol (16% per cent.)
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containing about 0.90 per cent, of potassium iodid, 5.5 per cent, of
sugars, 6.5 per cent, of vegetable extractives, which bore indications of the
The
presence of sarsaparilla, licorice and a laxative drug resembling senna.
preparation was sold under the claim that it was a remedy for "scrofula,"
"female weakness," con
eczema, "cancerous humors," "catarrh," rheumatism,
These claims
sumption, dropsy, varicose veins, and various other conditions.
were declared false and fraudulent, and the company was fined $50. — [Notice
of Judgment No. 4990; issued Jan. 30, 1918.]
Hayssen's Goitre Cure. — Minnie D. Hayssen, trading as H. H. Hayssen Co.,
Chunchula, Ala., exploited two nostrums, a "Sure Goitre Cure Balsam" and
a "Sure Goitre Cure Ointment."
The products were declared misbranded by
the federal authorities. Analysis showed that the "Balsam" was a solution of
potassium iodid and sugar in alcohol and water with about 12 per cent,
alcohol, 5.41 per cent, potassium iodid and nearly 50 per cent, sugar. It was
sold as a permanent and sure cure of all obstinate cases of goitre. These
claims the government
declared were false and fraudulent and applied know
ingly and in reckless and wanton disregard of their truth or falsity.
The
"Ointment" was found to be composed chiefly of petrolatum ("vaseline") and
potassium iodid containing about 10.7 per cent, of the potassium salt. Prac
tically the same claims were made for the "Ointment" as for the "Balsam"
and in each case the purchaser was recommended to use both the preparations
Minnie D. Hayssen was fined $25. — [Notice of Judgment
at the same time.
No. 4551; issued March 15, 1917.]
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and water,

Hot X-Ray Porous Plaster— The defendant in this case was T. A. Slocum
York. The preparation was reported by the government chemists to
(cayenne pepper) plaster. It was sold as a cure for
be essentially a capsicum
rheumatism,
"kidney trouble," pneumonia, angina pectoris, locomotor ataxia,
false and fraudulent. Defendant was fined
etc., and the claims were declared
$75.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4188; issued April 29, 1916.]
Co., New

Hyomei. — Hyomei is "guaranteed to
cure catarrh, coughs, asthma, colds,
croup and sore throat." It is also said
to cure "all breathing troubles includ
Hyomei is
ing early consumption."
an oily liquid, a few drops of which
are applied to a piece of gauze and
the gauze placed in a hard rubber "in
haler" which is sold with the nostrum.
To "cure" diseases of the nasal cavity
one end of the inhaler is applied to
the nostril ; to "cure" diseases of the
throat and lungs the other end of the
The
inhaler is placed in the mouth.
Chemists of the British Medical Asso
ciation analyzed this product and re
essentially the
that
it had
ported
following composition :

Catarrh Germs Easily Killed
and Vile Disease Ended.
Just (rathe Hroaatl; the aootJuag Holing Afc of the
Eucalyptus Forest* ot AustrsUa.

l'hutographic
one
of
the
Hyomei.

Oil of eucalyptus
Alcohol
Liquid paraffin

reproduction
(reduced)
stock
advertisements

: .. .

of

of

80 per cent.
10 per cent.
10 per cent.

There was also a trace, apparently, of creosote in the mixture. Of course,
this mixture never cured anything, unless it was impecuniosity in its exploiter.

—(From The Journal A. M. A., June

8, 1912.)
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Misbranded. — Government chemists reported that "Booth's Hyomei DriAyr" consisted essentially of oil of eucalyptus, together with a small amount
of resin-like solids and a mineral oil; also a little alcohol. It was sold under
the false and fraudulent claim that it was a remedy for catarrh, asthma,
bronchitis, hay-fever, and catarrhal deafness, "when in truth and in fact, it
was not." The company was fined $10. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4991; issued
Jan. 30, 1918.]
Hesperian Tonic and Temple of Health. — These two nostrums were put out
by one Henry Gracey, trading as the Temple of Health Medicine Co., San
Francisco. A consignment of these products was seized in interstate shipment
and submitted to federal analysis. "Hesperian Tonic," 1 whose label admitted
the presence of 34 per cent, alcohol, was exploited for a wide variety of dis
orders, including even such serious diseases as typhoid fever, pneumonia, diph
theria and scarlet fever. The analysis showed the stuff to be a water-alcohol
solution of ferric chlorid, a trace of ethyl nitrite, and decomposition products
of ethyl nitrite.
The "Temple of Health" was labeled: "Nature's Remedy.
Alcohol IS per
cent. Dr. J. W. Roberts' Successful Formula for Constipation. . .Appendicitis,
Heart Disease,
Rheumatism. . .Bright's Disease, Dropsy, Diabetes, Catarrh,
Tuberculosis, Consumption, Epilepsy. . .Female Complaints and Chronic Dis
eases."
On analysis the stuff was found to be a water-alcohol solution of
vegetable extractive (licorice), an emodin-bearing drug, reducing sugars, sali
cylic acid (trace), inorganic salts (plant ash) and essential oil.
Inasmuch as the claims made for these two products were found to be wan
tonly false and fraudulent, the court declared both to be misbranded and, on
Nov. 9, 1915, imposed a fine of $100 upon the defendant.— [Notice of Judgment
No. 43/9; issued Sept. 12, 1916.]
Houchens' "Family Physician." — The Houchens Medicine Company of Bal
a product called the "Family
timore, Md., shipped in interstate
commerce
preparation were :
made
for
this
of
the
claims
Physician."
Some
"It will positively relieve malaria, scarlet fever, typhoid, bilious and intermittent fevers,
coughs, colds, cold on the liver and kidneys, diphtheria and sore throat."
"Also a wonderful and positive remedy for dyspepsia, keeps measles out nicely, regulates
the bowels without trouble, and by purifying the blood prevents your liability to disease."

A sample of the product was examined by the Bureau of Chemistry which
reported that it was a syrup containing 19.2 per cent, nonvolatile matter, 8.9
The federal officials
per cent, alcohol, anise and a vegetable cathartic drug.
made
were
false and fraud
declared the stuff misbranded in that the claims
ulent and "were applied to said article knowingly and in reckless and wanton
The Houchens Medicine Company was
disregard of their truth or falsity."
—
36SS;
issued June 15, 1915.]
fined $75.
[Notice of Judgment No.
Hutchinson's (Dr. F. S.) Anti-apoplectine. — The Dr. B. J. Kendall Co. of
Enosburg Falls, Vt., shipped in February, 1913. from its branch office in Phila
The package bore such claims as "The
delphia, a quantity of this nostrum.
rheumatism,
.
.
.
relieves
heart disease,
and paralysis remedy
apoplexy
chronic bronchitis, torpid liver, kidney and bladder troubles, dyspepsia, etc.,
etc."
The Bureau of Chemistry analyzed a specimen and found it to contain
chlorid,
of ammonium
over 14 per cent, of alcohol, with smaller amounts
unidentified alkaloids, and a resin, probably podophyllin. The claims made for
1.

This product was dealt with

at some

length in "Nostrums and Quackery"

(1912).
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the nostrum were declared false and fraudulent.
The court, on Oct. 4, 1915,
after a plea of nolo contendere had been entered, imposed a fine of $50. —
[Notice of Judgment No. 4091; issued Feb. 25, 1916.]

Ingham's Vegetable Expectorant Nervine Pain Extractor. — H. A. Ingham &
Co. of Vergennes, Vt., shipped a quantity of this nostrum in interstate com
merce.
The Bureau of Chemistry analyzed a specimen of this nostrum and
reported that it contained "alcohol, 86 per cent., opium alkaloids, camphor,
capsicum and vegetable extractive matter." Some of the claims made for this
morphin mixture were :

...

"For
ficial.

"It

teething

is

.

and restless children, it is not only safe and harmless,
'
sick it will do good; if well it will do no harm."
perfectly harmless
.
.
.
."

If

.

hut positively

bene
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is charged that these statements were "false and fraudulent" and were
"knowingly and in reckless and wanton disregard of their truth or
falsity." The concern was fined $100. — [Notice of Judgment No. 3734; issued
made

July

13, 1915.]

Imperial Remedy. — Shipped by the Imperial Medicine Co., Houston, Texas.
Analysis showed the product to consist essentially of a water-alcohol solution
of glycerin, chloral hydrate, carbolic acid, benzoic and salicylic acids. • Falsely
Fine, $100. — [Notice of Judgment No. 5893;
and fraudulently advertised.
issued May 14, 1918.]
Indian Wyanoke. — Albert M. Follett, who did business as Park & Russell
Co., Concord, N. H., shipped a quantity of Indian Wyanoke in May, 1917,
which was misbranded. Analysis by the Bureau of Chemistry showed the
product to consist essentially of chloroform, ammonia, menthol, glycerin, tur
The stuff was falsely and fraudulently
pentine-like oils, alcohol and water.
pleurisy, pneumonia,
for diphtheria, consumption,
as a remedy
represented
deafness, sore eyes, rheumatism, "creeping paralysis," felons, peritonitis, appen
dicitis, baldness, dandruff and many other things. In April, 1919, Follett pleaded
guilty and was fined $25 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 6664; issued

March

29, 1920.]

Jacobs' Liver Salt. —This preparation was sold by the Jacobs' Pharmacy
Co. of Atlanta, Ga., and, according to government reports, consisted largely of
sodium phosphate, sodium sulphate, and common salt, incorporated with a
dried mixture of washing soda, and citric acid. It was falsely and fraud
ulently claimed to be a remedy for headache, rheumatism, gout, gastritis, and
sore throat. It was further misbranded, in that it was claimed to contain
lithium phosphate in appreciable quantities, when, as a matter of fact, there
The company was fined $25 and
was little, if any, lithium phosphate present.
costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4992; issued Jan. 30, 1918.]
Jaquequina. — The Sidney Ross Co., a New York corporation, shipped quan
The stuff was
tities of this product in January and April, 1911, respectively.
painful menstruation,
labeled as a "cure" for headache, neuralgia, rheumatism,
sciatica, etc. When examined by the Bureau of Chemistry it was found to con
tain over 52 per cent, of acetanilid and approximately 12 per cent, of caffein.
As the acetanilid content was not declared on the label, as required by law,
the court, on May 12, 1913, found the nostrum misbranded and imposed a fine
of $50 in each case. — [Notices of Judgment Nos. 2721 and 2722; issued March
5, 1914.]
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Johnson's Iodized Extract of Sarsaparilla.— The Michigan Drug Company,
Detroit, sold a preparation called "Johnson's Iodized Extract of Sarsaparilla."
The chemists who analyzed it reported that it was : "A simple vegetable prep
aration with only an appreciable amount of potassium iodid ; alcohol and water
used as a solvent." Misbranding was alleged because of the following state
ments regarding the therapeutic or curative effects of the preparation :

"......"

remedy

a

"Painful

diseases:

Scrofula,

.

.

.

Erysipelas

.

.

.

Uterus,

.
.
."
and permanent cure for asthma
.
.
and Suppressed Menses,
Leucorrhoea,
Whites, Sterility, Ulceration of
all find relief, help, benefit and cure in Johnston's Sarsaparilla."

a radical

...

declared to be false and fraudulent and
These claims the government
applied knowingly and in wanton and reckless disregard of their truth or
falsity. The company was fined $50. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4120; issued

April

19, 1916.]

.

the

JOHNSON'S
CHILL AND FEVER

TONIC

.

.

Dengue

Fever,

.

.

.

...

following diseases: .
La Grippe"
The World's Greatest Fever Medicine."

Remedy
for
Measles,
.

Is the one only dependable remedy for
"chills" in all forms mild or severe.

It

Guaranteed

is

"A

Typhoid Fever,
.
"We Believe this

:

it

a

Johnson's Chill and Fever Tonic— "Johnson's Chill and Fever Tonic" was
Some of the
put on the market by
company of that name in Savannah, Ga.
made
for
claims
were

cures to stay cured,

price 25c and 50c.

it

a

The claim was also made, by implication, that the nostrum was
"cure"
for typhoid fever. When analyzed by the federal chemists
was reported to
watery solution of Epsom salts and cinchonin hydrochlorid.
be
The thera
peutic claims were declared false and fraudulent and applied to the article
knowingly and in wanton and reckless disregard of their truth or falsity. The
company was fined $25 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4150; issued April
a

19, 1916.]

a

it

"Kalamazoo Celery and Sarsaparilla Compound" and "Quality Damiana
Compound." — These two nostrums were shipped in February, 1913, by the
Quality Drug Stores Co. of Kalamazoo, Mich. Analysis of the former product
by the Bureau of Chemistry showed
watery solution of glycerin,
to be
vegetable matters (apparently gentian, wild cherry, and cascara sagrada), and
trace of alcohol. Misbranding was charged because
sodium salicylate, with
of the curative claims made on the label, such as "Cures . . . fever and
.
.
and all forms of nervousness,
.
headache and neuralgia.
ague
Also
positive cure for female complaints . .
was misbranded also in that
contained
iodid of potassium,
while the label declared
did not contain
this drug.

It

it

it

."

a
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following

an excellent remedy for Rheumatism,
Scrofula . . . and all Skin Diseases."
.
.
positive and permanent cure for Rheumatism."
an infallible cure for neuralgia,
nervous exhaustion,
■
nervous prostration.

"...
the

the

.

'*.

"A

for

is

".

.

Asthma.
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The "Quality Damiana Compound," when analyzed, was found to be a
water-alcohol solution of glucose and vegetable matter resembling damiana,
horehound and boneset. It was declared to be misbranded because the alcohol
content was misstated and because the claim on the label that the stuff was.
"an infallible remedy for
all forms of debility of the reproductive
organs" was false and fraudulent. As both products were thus misbranded, the
court, on January S, 1915, imposed a fine of $50 on each count, or a total of
$100.— [Notice of Judgment No. 3961; issued Oct. 21, 1915.]
Dr. D. Kennedy's Favorite Remedy. — The Dr. David Kennedy Co. of RonIt was found by the federal chemists to
dout. N. Y., shipped this product.
contain 18 per cent, alcohol, nearly 50 per cent, of sugar, over 4 per cent, of
potassium acetate with methyl salicylate, aloes, licorice and oil of sassafras
False and fraudulent claims were made for this stuff to the effect
present.
that it would correct the worst cases of constipation, that it was a valuable
remedy for the diseases and weaknesses peculiar to females, that it was a rem
ulceration of the kidneys and bladder,
edy for skin diseases, rheumatism,
diabetes, syphilis, malaria, milk leg and various other conditions.
The com
pany pleaded guilty and was fined $50. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4673; issuea
May 4, 1917.]
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"Kellett's Oil of Eden No. 1" and "Kellett's Sweet Spirits of Eden."— John
L. Kellett, trading as California's Cooperative Medicine Co., Salt Lake City,
shipped a quantity of these nostrums in April, 1914. According to the labels,
the "Oil of Eden" contained, to the fluid ounce, 50 per cent, of alcohol, opium
54/4 grains and morphin sulphate 2lA grains. The package bore the statement
". . . dissolves and removes ulcerated tumors, enlarged glands, and all other
eruptions." Analysis by the Bureau of Chemistry showed it "to consist of two
layers, the upper layer oily, carrying a vesicating agent and a bland saponifiable fixed oil ; the lower layer hydroalcoholic, carrying opium alkaloids and
extractives." Misbranding of the product was charged as the curative claims
were false and fraudulent.
The "Sweet Spirits of Eden," according to the label, contained 25 per cent,

of alcohol, and among the claims made for it were: "Strengthens the mental
power of the nerves that govern the whole system, regulating the liver, kid
.
.
neys . . . purifies the blood, curing chronic constipation
.
weak and
deranged nerves and nervous prostration, and will restore lost vitality . . ."
Analysis by the Bureau of Chemistry showed it to contain 50.48 per cent, of
alcohol by volume, as well as amounts of glycerin, quinin, reducing sugars,
Misbranding of the product was charged in that the
and a trace of resins.
alcohol content was wrongly declared and that false and fraudulent curative
claims had been knowingly made for it. The charge of misbranding of both
products was sustained at the November, 1915, term of the federal court of the
district of Utah, and the court, on February 12, 1916, imposed a total fine of
$600.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4846; issued Sept. 18, 1917.]
Kenealy's Bromalgine. — William P. Kenealy of Washington, D. G, put out
this nostrum, which was labeled "A Brain Soother.
Alcohol 25%. Headache.
Neuralgia, Nervousness, and Brain Fatigue . . . Positively contains no
Opium, Morphine, Cocaine, Chloral, or other injurious drugs." As the stuff
did contain an injurious drug, namely, antipyrin, it was declared to be mis
branded, and the court, on Nov. 11, 1914, imposed a fine of $10. — [Notice of
Judgment No. 3850; issued Aug. 5, 1915.]
Kermott's Ext. Blackberry.— The Michigan Drug Co., Detroit, successors to
Dr. J. W. Kermott, shipped a quantity of this product in March, 1913. An
analysis by the Bureau of Chemistry revealed over 23 per cent, of alcohol, with
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amounts

of red pepper, tannin (probably from blackberry root) morphin, and
It was sold under false and fraudulent claims and on April
29, 1915. the company was fined
$50.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4152: issued

coloring matter.

April

29, 1916.]

Kopp's

Baby's Friend.— Over 2,000 bottles of this "baby
were seized by the government.
The stuff contained
8.5 per cent, alcohol, and Vi grain of morphin sulphate to the
fluidounce. The claims that it was a safe remedy or cure for
wind colic, griping in the bowels, diarrhea, cholera infantum
and teething troubles were declared false and fraudulent. The
case was not defended.
As no one appeared to claim the
the court entered judgment of condemnation and
property,
forfeiture and ordered the United States marshal to destroy
this vicious product. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4213; issued

killer"

!
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Ka-Ton-Ka. — Shipped

by the Oregon Indian Medicine Co.,
Corry, Pa. Analysis showed the preparation to be essentially
a mixture of alcohol, sugar, aloes and baking soda.
Falsely
MRS. J. A. KOPP,
Kepp.Cb.mlM.
(C Raban
|
Fine, $200 and costs.— [Notice
and fraudulently advertised.
YORK. PA.. U.S. A.
of Judgment No. 5537; issued April 10, 1918.]
Kinmonth's Diphtheria and Sore Throat Specific. — Hugh S. Kinmonth,
Asbury Park, N. J., shipped a consignment of this nostrum in December, 1912.
It was labeled : "For the Relief of Diphtheria, Sore Throat, Quinsy, Enlarged
or Inflamed Tonsils, Ulcerated Mouth, Hoarseness and all the various forms
of Throat Diseases." A specimen analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry was
found to be essentially a dilute alcoholic solution of iron (ferric) ohlorid and
The curative claims were declared false and fraudulent
chlorate of potash.
false and misleading.
The court, on July 6,
and the claim to harmlessness,
1915, imposed a fine of $25. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4123; issued April 16,
Rfmi

EUntt&a

1916.]

Kidney Alterative and Blood Cleanser. —
in January,
1916, by Chas. A. Ritchey, Chicago.
Shipped
Analysis showed the product to consist essentially of a solu
tion of Epsom salt, aloes, quassia, caramel and oil of sassa
fras. Falsely and misleadingly represented as to composition,
and fraudulently represented as a remedy for erysipelas, syph
ilis, female weakness, "cancerous humors," etc. Fine, $200 and
costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 5985; issued June 14, 1918.]
King of the World and Family Liniment. — Shipped by Gil
bert L. Vrooman, Pierrcpont Manor, N. Y. Analysis showed
the product to contain over 84 per cent, of alcohol, 6.88 min
ims of tincture of opium to the ounce, with red pepper and
Fine, $2.
safrol present. Falsely and fraudulently advertised.
5592;
No.
April
Judgment
issued
15,
1918.]
—[Notice of
Dr. Lemke's Golden Electric Liniment, and St. Johannis
Drops.— Shipped by C. H., E. S., C. R. and W. H. Lemke,
A. Cromer and C. Cross, who traded as Dr. H. C. Lemke
Medicine Co., Chicago. Analysis showed the "Golden Elec
tric Liniment" to contain over 62 per cent, alcohol, with chlo
roform, free ammonia, camphor and red pepper present, and
oil of sassafras and volatile oil of mustard probably present.
Analysis showed the "St. Johannis Drops" to contain 43 per
King's

Liver

1. See reports

ery"

(1912).

and

of death following use of "Kopp's Baby

Friend";

KHTONKR
Of AllOMOl

"Nostrums and Quack
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cent, alcohol, with morphin, camphor, a laxative drug, red pepper and aromatic
Fine, $5 and
oils present.
Both products falsely and fraudulently advertised.
costs.— [Notice of Judgment No. 5176; issued Feb. 21, 1918.]

King's Royal Germetuer. — "Dr. King's Royal Germetuer" was put on the
market by the Ellis-Lillybeck Drug Company, Memphis, Tenn., under such
claims as :

...

"Germetuer
It destroys all disease
is, as its name indicates, a germ destroyer.
germs with which it comes in contact.
.
."
.
"Typhoid fungus, smallpox fungus and cholera fungus have been discovered.
.
.
.
Germeteur kills these microbes and restores the patient to health."
"It will also permanently cure indigestion. . . ."
"It purines the blood. . . ."
"For Female Diseases it is all that can be desired — pleasant, safe and unfailing."
"It cannot be surpassed as a cure for diseases of the Kidneys and Bladder. It is a
great conqueror of Malaria. Cures promptly Swamp Fever, Chagres Fever, Jaundice and all
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Malarial Troubles."

Dr. King's Germetuer was analyzed by the federal chemists, who reported
that it consisted essentially of 98 per cent, water and 2 per cent, sulphuric acid,
the mixture being saturated with hydrogen sulphid. It is not surprising that
the federal officials charged that this malodorous mixture was misbranded and
that the claims quoted above and other similar ones were "false and fraud
ulent" and had been made by the Ellis-Lillybeck Drug Company "knowingly
and in reckless and wanton disregard of their truth or falsity." The company
was fined $25 and costs.-— [Notice of Judgment Aro. 4113; issued April 19,
1916.]

Las-I-Go for Superb Manhood. — Shipped by Wm. J. Bailey and Wm. Veeler,
trading as the Lakeside Medicine Co., Chicago. Analysis showed this prepara
tion to be a pill that was essentially, a slight variation of the ordinary Blaud's
pill with strychnin. Falsely and fraudulently advertised. Fine, $200 and costs
— [Notice of Judgment No. 5932; issued May 23, 1918.]

Co. of Baltimore
Laxative Quinine Tablets. — The Hollander-Koshland
shipped a quantity of these tablets in February, 1913. A specimen analyzed by
the Bureau of Chemistry was found to contain 1.9 grains of acetanilid per
tablet, as well as amounts of quinin, caffein, tannic acid and a vegetable
The claims made on the label, that the stuff would "cure
cathartic drug.
headache"
and was "the true specific for La Grippe" were declared by the
court to be false and fraudulent and to constitute misbranding. On Feb. 25,
1913, the court imposed a fine of $10. — [Notice of Judgment No. 3742; issued

July

13, 1915.]

Mountain Rose Tonic Tablets and Herbaline.— Shipped by the Springsteen
Medicine Co., Cleveland. Analysis showed the "Tablets" to contain boric acid,
tannin (or gallic acid), a zinc compound, unidentified alkaloidal material,
vegetable extractive, sugar and acid-insoluble material, apparently talc.
"Her
baline" was found to be essentially an ointment with a petrolatum base con
taining oil of eucalyptus, a thujone-containing oil such as tansy, and a small
quantity of material insoluble in petroleum-ether but somewhat soluble in ether
or chloroform. Both were falsely and fraudulently advertised.
Fine, $100 and
costs.— [Notice of Judgment No. 5586; issued April 15, 1918.]

Lindsey's Improved Blood Searcher. — Shipped in February, 1916, by the W.
J. Gilmore Drug Co., Pittsburgh. Analysis showed the preparation to be an
alcohol-water solution of sugars, salicylic acid, aromatic oils, plant extractives
and calcium salts, with indications of guaiac. Falsely and fraudulently repre
sented as a blood purifier and a remedy for diseases of women, malaria, can
cer, sore eyes, piles, etc. Fine, $50.— [Notice of Judgment No. 5973; issued
June 14, 1918.]
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Lee's Save the Baby Croup Specific. — Charles Samuel Ulcher and Carrie L.
Ulcher, who traded as Wm. W. Lee & Co., Troy, N. Y., were charged with mis
branding this preparation. According to the government chemists, the product
was a liniment with a fatty oil base, and containing camphor, rosemary and
The claim that it was a specific for croup and for saving the lives of
thyme.
babies affected with that disease, was declared false and fraudulent.
The same individuals were also charged with misbranding "Lee's Croup
Mixture," which the government chemists reported contained over 70 per cent,
of lard, about 7 per cent, alcohol, and more than 18 per cent, volatile oils,
This
consisting of a mixture of oils of rosemary and thyme and camphor.
also was falsely and fraudulently represented to be a remedy for croup. The
two Ulchers were fined $25. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4999; issued Jan. 30,
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1918.]

Lightning Hot Drops. — This nostrum was sold by the Herb Medicine Co..
Springfield, Ohio, and admittedly contained 60 per cent, alcohol and 48 drops
of chloroform to the ounce. The federal chemists reported also the presence
of ether and cayenne pepper.
It was sold as a cure for diphtheria, bloody
flux, inflammatory rheumatism, la grippe and all aches and pains.
These claims
The company was
were declared false and fraudulent and applied knowingly.
fined $50 and costs.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4414; issued Oct. 16, 1918.]

Limestone Phosphate. —As the nostrum "Orangeine" is not even remotely
related to the orange, so "Limestone Phosphate" is devoid of "limestone."
No one would learn this fact, however, without purchasing the preparation,
give no hint of the misleading character of
for the newspaper advertisements
Probably with the idea of forestalling any action
the name of this nostrum.
on the part of the federal authorities on the ground that it was misbranded,
the trade package
admits : "This product is not derived from limestone."
Many of the newspaper advertisements
of Limestone Phosphate are prepared
in such a way as to simulate reading matter.
There is nothing in the heading
to show that the article that follows is a "patent medicine" advertisement and
even the telltale "Adv." at the end of the advertisement
which a government
ruling demands, is not always found. Limestone Phosphate in the advertise
ments is not capitalized but is so printed as to give the reader the impression
Most of the headlines of the
that it is an official pharmaceutical product.
advertisements
urge the drinking of hot water or "phosphated
hot water."
"Says Hot Water Washes Poisons from the Liver," "Says We Become Cranks
on Hot Water Drinking," "Hot Water for Sick Headaches," "Drink Hot Water
and Rid Joints of Rheumatic Rust" — these are some of the headlines of the
"reading matter" advertisements urging the use of Limestone Phosphate. The
The results of these analyses
nostrum has been analyzed by several chemists.
agree essentially in giving the composition of Limestone Phosphate as a mix
As soon as this mixture is
ture of baking soda and sodium acid phosphate.
put in water it effervesces, due to the reaction between the acid sodium phos
phate and the alkaline baking soda, giving off carbonic acid gas and leaving
behind what is virtually a solution of sodium phosphate in water.
Those who
are averse to paying a fancy price for a misleading name can purchase their
sodium phosphate at any drug store under its own name. The average price
for sodium phosphate which, as an official product, can always be counted on
as being pure and of standard strength is about twenty-five cents a pound ;
Limestone Phosphate sells at the rate of $1.40 a pound. — {From The Journal

A. M. A., Aug.

18, 1917.)

Lopez. — Lopez is called by its exploiters, the Lopez Remedy Company,
Wichita, Kan., "the great Hot Springs remedy."
According to their booklet:
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"Lopez is a high-class preparation, scientifically compounded entirely from more than
Each separately tested as to purity, strength,
nine of the purest herbs known or obtainable.
etc., then a? carefully and accurately compounded as the druggist prepares your physicians'
Positively contains no mercury,
prescriptions.
much a specific for children as" for adults."

niorphin,

cocain

or other

poisons,

and is as

most concerns that sell a cure for syphilis, the Lopez Remedy Com
pany rings the changes on the dangers of the mercurial treatment of this dis
ease. And the usual farrago of nonsense is indulged in relative to the superior
The federal authorities seized a quantity
properties of "vegetable remedies."
of this nostrum alleging that it was misbranded : first, in that the use of the
word "specific" on the label "was unwarranted and misleading inasmuch as the
article was not a specific"; second, in that the alcohol in the preparation "was
not declared in the manner prescribed" by law; third, in that the therapeutic
claims made for the stuff were false and misleading. When the case came to
trial, the judge held that lying about the curative and therapeutic properties
was not misbranding and directed the jury to return a verdict of acquittal;
this, too, in spite of the fact that although the stuff contained over 27 per cent,
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Like

of alcohol, the label failed to state correctly the proportion of this drug as the
law requires.
The government chemists analyzed the nostrum and reported finding alcohol,
potassium iodid, podophyllum, sarsaparilla, stillingia, eucalyptus and gentian.
The analysis indicates that Lopez differs but little from the various "sarsa
parilla compounds" put out by "patent medicine" makers and which used to be
very popular. Whatever real or imaginary benefit was or is derived from such
mixtures is due to the> potassium iodid and the laxative drug they may contain.
The danger to the community -of recommending a preparation of this sort for
the cure of syphilis can be appreciated only by physicians, but the public should
at least be given warning. — (Modified from The Journal A. M. A., April 26,
1913.)

Pure Blood Remedy." — Robert H. Lower of Hot Springs, Ark.,
October, 1916, a quantity of "Lower's Hot Springs Pure Blood
This was analyzed in the Bureau of dentistry and found to be a
weak alcoholic solution containing sugars, small amounts of chlorids, iodids
and sulphates (probably as the sodium salts) and vegetable extractives among
which were podophyllum and an atropin-bearing drug. The stuff was falsely
and fraudulently represented as a treatment or remedy for syphilis, paralysis,
catarrh, eczema, malaria, chanchroids, sciatica, all kinds of rheumatism and
all blood and skin diseases.
In June, 1918, Lower pleaded guilty and was fined
$10.— {Notice of Judgment No. 6353; issued Sept. 8, 1919.]
"Lower's

shipped in
Remedy."

Maignen Antiseptic Powder. — Maignen Antiseptic Powder, put on the mar
ket by the Maignen Chemical Company, Philadelphia, was at one time exploited
to the medical profession and was exposed in The Journal. It has since been
analyzed by the federal chemists who reported that the product had essentially
the following composition :
Calcium
carbonate
Borax, aluminum sulphate and sodium carbonate

The trade package contained such statements
Maignen Antiseptic Powder as :
"A
"A

perfect Germicide."
scientific germicide

for external and internal

51 per cent.
49 per cent.

regarding curative effects of

use."

There also were a number of directions describing how by the use of this
preparation the skin, stomach, throat, nose, lungs, etc., might be "sterilized."
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The federal officials held that these claims were "false and fraudulent," and
declared further that the product "could not effect sterilization."
No claimant
appeared and the court ordered that the United States marshal should destroy
the product.— [Notice of Judgment No. 3753; issued July 13, 1915.]

The exploiters of Maignen Antiseptic Powder tried to persuade the public that the prepa
would "sterilize" the stomach, throat, nose, lungs, etc.

ration

Mendenhall's No. 40 for the Blood.— The J. C.
Mendenhall Medicine Co. of Evansville, Ind.,
•
shipped in March, 1917, some of its nostrum
"Mendenhall's No. 40 for the Blood" which was
Analyzed by the Bureau of Chem
misbranded.
istry, the stuff was reported to consist essentially
of potassium iodid, cathartic resins, ammonium
acetate, licorice, glycerin, sugar,
alcohol and
water.
It was falsely and fraudulently sold as a
cure for syphilis, aneurysm of the aorta, gonor
catarrh, malaria, and
rhea, eczema, rheumatism,
diseases of the liver, kidneys and spleen.
In
November, 1918, the company pleaded guilty and
was fined $100 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment
No. 6637; issued March 22, 1920.]
Mother Hart's Baby Syrup. — Guy H. Boyd, who
did business in York, Pa., under the name , of
Dale & Co., marketed
"Mother Hart's Baby
Syrup."
The preparation admittedly contained
3 grains of opium to the ounce and 10 per cent,
alcohol.
Some of the claims made for it were:
"A
"A

MENDENHALL'S
Number

for tht Blood

1ft
JtV

A Remedy of Gnat Power
For

the

tin

of

SYPHILIS,

RHEUMATISM, SCIIFILA,
MALARIA, COISTIPATIOI,
LIVER
CERS

DISEASES, SORES, UL
all SM ERUFTIMS

Mi

BRONCHIAL CATARRH, CHRONIC
C0U0HS, ASTHMA tti It* Mt
VENTI0NOF CONSUMPTION.

Price, $1.00 JSu

:j,t par!SIMM
■•lor 15.00.
Sif B ■■
V. S. on rctejpjof price,ctorou prepo,*1.
I. Cs Mendenhall Medicine

Co.
ftOLCOWNUtt,
EVANSVIUC, : : INDIANA,U. 5, A.

Safe Remedy For The Home."
Safe, Sure and Speedy Relief for the Aches and Pains Starting

in the little Stomach."

miscellaneous nostrums
prevent Convulsions
and Cholera Infantum if taken in time."
"The best medicine in the world for children." [This in German.]
"Cures bowel cramps and colicky pains, diarrhea and all children's diseases caused
teething."
[This in German.]

(K)7

"Will

by

These, and similar claims, were declared by the government to be false
and fraudulent and made knowingly and in reckless and wanton disregard of
their truth or falsity. Boyd was fined $25. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4101;
issued April 19, 1916.]
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Mentholatum. — Shipped by Edward K. Hyde, trading as Mentholatum Co.,
Buffalo. Analysis showed the product to be essentially" petrolatum, with about
S per cent, boric acid
Falsely and
and 10 per cent, menthol and camphor.
fraudulently advertised. Fine, $10. — [Notice of Judgment No. 5178; issued
Feb. 21, 1918.]
MacDonald's Atlas Compound
Famous Specific No. 18. —"The Greatest
Heart, Liver,
Remedy on Earth for Catarrh, Rheumatism, Blood, Stomach,
Kidney and all Nervous Ailments" was, according to Jeremiah MacDonald of
Binghamton, N. Y., the nostrum sold as "Dr. MacDonald's Atlas Compound
Famous Specific No. 18." Also, according to the same authority, it was the
"Safest and Best Blood Purifier in the World." Analyzed by federal chemists
the "Famous Specific" was reported to be pills consisting essentially of sodium
sulphate (Glauber's salt), sodium bicarbonate (baking soda), a laxative plant
drug (apparently aloes), ginger, small amount of phosphate, a trace of alka
loid and talc. The pills were coated with starch, calcium carbonate and sugar
and the coating colored with fluorescin.
Naturally the federal authorities
declared the claims made for these pills to be knowingly false and fraudulent.
MacDonald, after pleading guilty, was fined $30. — [Notice of Judgment No.
4559; issued March 15, 1917.]
Maguire's Extract of Benne Plant and Catechu Compound. — The J. & C.
Maguire Medicine Co. of St. Louis sold this product, which contained over 39
per cent, of alcohol and \{o grain of morphin to each fluidounce, besides cam
phor, catechu and peppermint.
The government charged that the claims made
that it was a reliable specific for diarrhea, dysentery and cholera morbus, and
a preventive of Asiatic cholera, were false and fraudulent, and further that the
statement that it was "perfectly harmless" was false and misleading, in that
it indicated that the article was composed of harmless medicinal agents as
its principal and most active ingredients, when as a matter of fact, its prin
cipal and most active ingredient was a dangerous, habit-forming drug, mor
The company pleaded not guilty, but the jury decided otherwise. The
phin.
company then filed a motion for a new trial and the case having come on for
retrial, the concern was again found guilty, and was fined $200 and costs. —
[Notice of Judgment No. 4988; issued Jan. 30, 1918.]
Mansfield's Mississippi Diarrhea Cordial. — "A Rapid Reliable Remedy for
Cholera, Cholera Morbus, Diarrhea. Dysentery, Colic, Flux, and Looseness of
the Bowels" were some of the claims made for this product, put out by the
Van Vleet-Mansfield Drug Co., Memphis, Tenn. A specimen shipped in Febru
ary, 1913, was analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry and found to be a wateralcohol solution of opium, sugars, oil of peppermint and logwood extractives ;
The therapeutic claims were
the alcohol content was 29.4 per cent, by volume.
declared false and fraudulent and on June 28, 1915, the court imposed a fine
of $25 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4147; issued April 19, 1916.]
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Matthai's Victory. — Margarete E. Matthai of Baltimore, who did business
"Professor C. E. Matthai," sold a nostrum called, "Professor C. E. Matthai's
Victory."
The stuff contained 49 per cent, alcohol, 12 grains of opium to the
fluidounce, and 3.5 per cent, camphor and volatile oil, and small amounts of
red pepper.
It was sold under claims that it was a remedy for diphtheria,
cholera, rheumatism,
scarlet fever, yellow fever, epilepsy, inflammation of the
kidneys and bladder, diabetes and several other conditions. These claims the
government declared were false and fraudulent. It was further misbranded in
that the amounts of alcohol and opium declared on the label were less than
the quantities actually present.
The defendant was fined $100 and costs.—
[Notice of Judgment No. 4983; issued Jan. 28, 1918.]
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as

Matusow's Nulfey. — Harry Matusow of Philadelphia shipped a quantity of
The
Matusow's Nulfey which the federal authorities declared misbranded.
preparation was analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry, which reported the fol
lowing results :
Sodium

salicylate,

per cent.
present.
strychnin, morphin, arsenic,
51.8

Alkaloid (probably berberin),
Colchicin, quinin,
Emodin, present.

absent.

The government officials declared that the therapeutic claims made for the
product were false and fraudulent and applied knowingly and in reckless and
wanton disregard of their truth or falsity. These claims were made so as to
create in the minds of purchasers the impression and belief that Matusow's
Nulfey was effective as a remedy for paralysis, gout, and liver, kidney, bowel,
bladder and stomach troubles, and effective as a blood purifier. Furthermore,
that it was effective as a cure for locomotor ataxia, Bright's disease, diabetes,
dropsy, hydrocele, stone in the kidney, all stomach troubles, gallstones., appen
dicitis and all skin diseases.
The case came on for trial before the court and a jury. After the submis
sion of evidence and argument by counsel, Judge Thompson, before whom the
In this he impressed on them
case was heard, delivered a charge to the jury.
that before they could bring in a charge of guilty it would be necessary for
whether the therapeutic and curative claims were false,
them to determine
and if they were false that they would have to go still further and be satisfied
beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant in making them knew them to
The jury retired and after due
be false and intended to deceive and defraud.
deliberation brought in a verdict of guilty. The court imposed a fine of $200
and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4190; issued April 29, 1916.]
McGraw's Liquid Herbs of Youth. — George W. McGraw, who traded as the
McGraw Remedy Co., Little Rock, Ark., shipped in December, 1916, a quantity
of "McGraw's Liquid Herbs of Youth."
The Bureau of Chemistry reported
that this marvel was, essentially, Epsom salt, senna, red pepper, quassia,
alcohol and water, with wintergreen flavor. McGraw's Liquid Herbs of Youth
was represented as a cure for rheumatism, scald head, pimples, syphilis, ring
worm, headache, pains in the back, catarrh, female weakness and some other
conditions and it was claimed to invigorate the nervous system and impart
new life and energy to all functions of the body at the same time that it was
eradicating disease. These claims were declared false and fraudulent. McGraw
pleaded guilty in September. 1918, and was fined $10. — [Notice of Judgment
No. 6673; issued March 29, 1920.]
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Mecca Compound.— Mecca Compound was an
ointment sold by A. D. Foster, E. W. Peterson,
Sr., E. W. Peterson, Jr., and E. W. Raymond, who
did business as the Foster-Dack Co., Chicago. It
was analyzed in the Bureau of Chemistry, which
reported that the stuff had a soft paraffin base
containing carbolic acid, camphor, borates, zinc
compound, a sodium soap and a trace of perfume.
It was sold as a remedy for erysipelas, for the
cure of gangrene or blood poison, cancers and
.bronchitis, a preventive of diphtheria, a remedy for pleurisy and pneumonia,
for the cure of scarlet fever, as a remedy for smallpox, for the cure of appen
dicitis in its early stages, for the cure of lockjaw, goiter, measles and tuber
culosis. These claims were declared false and fraudulent and applied know
ingly, recklessly and wantonly. A plea of guilty was entered and the defen
dants were fined $50 and costs.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4383; issued Sept.
12, 1916.]

Pain Drops and Other Nostrums. — Irving J. Carter, who did
the M. W. Marshall Medicine Co.. Redgranite, Wis., shipped in
August, 1917, a number of nostrums which were misbranded. The Bureau of
Chemistry analyzed these and reported on them as follows :
Marshall's

business

as

Unequalcd Pain Drops." —This was found to consist essentially
pepper, opium, ammonia, alcohol and water with rosemary flavoring.
The nostrum was falsely and fraudulently represented as a cure for rheuma
tism, neuralgia, cholera morbus, all bowel complaints, sore throat, spinal dis
ease, diphtheria in its most malignant form, liver and kidney complaints and
various other conditions. It also was said to "contain no poisonous
.
.
.
matter" when it actually contained 2 grains of opium to the ounce.
"Marshall's

of

red

"Marshall's Lung Syrup." — This "syrup" was found to consist essentially
of mprphin sulphate, ammonium chlorid, vegetable extractives, glycerin, syrup
and flavoring material. It was falsely and fraudulently represented as a cure
for consumption, asthma, whooping cough, pleurisy, croup, etc.
"Dr. J. C. Broivn's Unequaled Liquid Drops." — The "drops" were found to
consist essentially of red pepper, ginger, oil of sassafras, camphor, ammonia,
trace of morphin, alcohol and water.
They were falsely and fraudulently
represented as a cure for sick and nervous headache, rheumatism,
all bowel
complaints,
spinal diseases, diphtheria, etc., and were also labeled as contain
ing no poisonous matter when in fact they contained 2 grains of opium to
the ounce.

"Marshall's Blood and Liver Pills." — These pills were found to consist essen
tially of aloes and other plant material, chalk, sugar and starch.
They were
falsely and fraudulently represented as a cure for inflammation of the liver,
stoppage of the menses, "irritable vindictive feelings and passions," kidney dis
ease,

nervousness,

fevers,

dyspepsia,

etc.

"Egyptian Oil."— This was found to consist essentially of linseed oil with
volatile oils, including sassafras and cedar oils and camphor.
It was falsely
and fraudulently represented
as a cure for piles, diphtheria, coughs,
colds,
earache

and

erysipelas.

"Arctic Oil Liniment." — This liniment

consisted, essentially, of a liquid in
The upper layer contained kerosene, linseed oil, castor oil and
camphor; the lower contained alcohol, ammonia, water, plant extract and a
two

layers.
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trace of iodin. It was falsely and fraudulently represented
catarrh, all kinds of lameness, etc.
theria, rheumatism,

as a cure

for diph

"Rheumatic Oil."— This also separated into two layers.
The upper layer
was found to consist essentially of kerosene, linseed oil, castor oil and camphor;
the lower to contain alcohol, ■ammonia, water, plant extract and a trace of
iodin. It was falsely and fraudulently represented as a cure for rheumatism,
neuralgia, colic, nervous headache, diphtheria, spinal and hip complaints, colic,
and distemper

in horses,

etc.

In June, 1919, Irving J. Carter pleaded guilty and was fined
of Judgment No. 6748; issued April 9, 1920.]

$50.

— [Notice

Mederine. — In May, 1917, the Northern Drug Company of Duluth, Minn.,
in interstate commerce a quantity of "Mederine" which was misbranded.
In July, 1918, an information was filed against the company.
The Bureau t>f
Chemistry analyzed the product and reported it to be essentially a wateralcohol solution containing sugar, potassium iodid, methyl salicylate, salicylic
acid, glycerin and laxative plant extractives.
It was declared misbranded
because it was falsely and fraudulently represented to be a cure for chronic
constipation, indigestion, liver complaint, "catarrh," rheumatism,
eczema, all
blood and skin diseases, kidney trouble, scrofula, pimples, gout, "blood taint,"
etc., "whereas in truth and in fact it was not."
In July, 1918, the companypleaded guilty and was fined $5. — [Notice of Judgment No. 6483: issued Oct.
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shipped

18, 1919.]

Mexican Oil. — "Mexican Oil," manufactured by the Hausman Drug Co.,
Trinidad, Colo., was sold under claims that it was an effective remedy for
diarrhea, dysentery, summer complaint, cholera morbus, sciatica, rheumatism,
gout, bronchitis, dyspepsia and various other conditions.
It was analyzed by
the federal chemists who reported that it contained over 57 per cent, alcohol
together with essential oils, glycerin, red pepper, emodin, menthol and a small
amount of opium alkaloids. The claims made for the preparation were declared
false and fraudulent. The company was fined $25 and costs. — [Notice of judg
ment No. 4616; issued April 27, 1917.]
Moreau's Soothing Wine of Anise. — The Lafayette Co. of Berlin, N. H.,
declared was being sold under
shipped this product, which the government
false and fraudulent claims.
The "soothing wine for children," according to
the federal chemists, was a syrup containing morphin acetate and alcohol, and
flavored with anise.
It was falsely and fraudulently represented to be a remedy
Furthermore,
for diarrhea, dysentery, indigestion and vomiting of children.
the package bore no statement regarding the quantity or proportion of morphin
and alcohol. The company was fined $25 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No.
4989; issued Jan. 30, 1918.]
Mother Noble's Healing Syrup. — "Mother Noble's Healing Syrup," accord
ing to the label, was "prepared by Dr. E. P. Huyler, successor to Abel King,
M.D., Clark Johnson Medicine Co., Props., New York." It was sold under the
claim made on the trade package that it was an effective remedy for all dis
eases of the liver, kidneys, stomach, bowels, skin and blood and an unfailing
remedy for dyspepsia, fever, ague and rheumatism, as well as a cure for kidney
The federal chemists reported that the syrup was a
disease, piles and dropsy.
watery solution of a vegetable cathartic drug containing a large amount of
undissolved material, mostly licorice, and containing, too, iron chlorid, Epsom
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salts and sand. The authorities charged that the claims made were recklessly
and wantonly false and fraudulent.
The Clark JohnsQn Medicine Company
was fined $40.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4579; issued March 15, 1917.]

Mother's Salve Mother's Remedy. —The Mother's Remedies Co. of Chicago,
111., manufactured this preparation, which, according to the government
chem
ists, was a green-colored salve consisting of petrolatum (vaseline) with some
glycerin, potassium chlorate and oils of cloves, cinnamon, eucalyptus, sassa
fras and pine or juniper, together with a gum, like gum acacia, and a small
amount of fatty oil. The label declared that the product was "Prepared from
vegetable oils," a false and misleading statement, as, actually, it was prepared
from animal, mineral and vegetable oils. It was further sold under the claim
that it was a preventive of diphtheria and pneumonia, a "cure" for croup and
catarrh and a remedy for eczema, piles and salt rheum.
These claims were
declared recklessly and wantonly false and fraudulent.
The company was
fined $25 and costs.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4427; issued Oct. 16, 1916.]
Mu-col. — "Mu-col,

for Cleansing Mucous Membranes," was put on the mar
ket by the Mu-col Company (Inc.), Buffalo, New York. As a specimen of
the claims made for the preparation, the following is typical :
"Mu-col obtains- most gratifying results in catarrhal inflammations of the mucous mem
branes.
Nasal Catarrh
Leucorrhea, Tonsillitis, Sore Throat, Cystitis, Internal Hemorrhoids,
Strong solutions of
and Pus Cases respond at once to irrigation with Mu-col solution.
Mu-col have proven of sterling value in treating Hives, Prickly Heat, Ivy Poison, Sunburn,
Eczema, Typhoid and Scarlet Fever."

This, and much more Mu-col would do — according to its manufacturers !
No wonder physicians wanted to know the composition of Mu-col.
As the
manufacturers did not give this information the aid of the Association's
laboratory was invoked.
Analysis showed the following results :
•

'

LABORATORY

REPORT

"The specimen examined was a white powder, and from the odor, thymol,
eucalyptol, camphor and oil of wintergreen could be recognized.
Qualitatively
Zinc, benzoate, phenolsulphonate
sodium chlorid and borate were found.
and
sulphate could not be found. The solution was alkaline to litmus.
Gravi
metric determination of chlorid as silver chlorid and titration of borax by
Thompson's method indicated sodium chlorid (NaCI) 47.2 per cent., sodium
borate (Na:B4O,+10H2O) 50.1 per cent.
"It thus appears that Mu-col is a mixture of ordinary salt , and borax in
equal parts with the addition of a small amount of aromatic substances."
Mu-col will do just what a solution of salt and borax will do— no more,
no less. And yet, it is claimed :
"Mu-col
which

field."

has

has

successfully used since the year 1900 by more than 50,000 physicians,
it to be the most Efficient, Economical and acceptable preparation in its

been

proven

—(From The Journal A. M. A., Feb.

7, 1914.)

Our Standard Remedy. — S. Donovan Swan, who did business under the
name "Standard Medical Society" from Baltimore, Md., shipped a quantity of
"Our Standard Remedy" to New York. The nostrum was in the form of
tablets which, according to the government chemists, contained rhubarb, senna,
scoparius, licorice, red pepper and some ammonia compound with indications
of aloes. The label conveyed the impression that these tablets were an effective
kidney disorders, neuralgia, dyspepsia, chills and
remedy for rheumatism,
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fever, female disease, erysipelas,
etc., claims that the government
declared
recklessly and wantonly false and fraudulent. Swan was fined $15. — [Notice
of Judgment No. 4676; issued May 4, 1917.]

—-

Musterole. — This product, marketed by the Musterole
Co., Cleveland, Ohio, was analyzed by the government
chemists who reported that it was essentially a mixture
You ,»ti rub MUSTEROLE
of lard or some similar material with oil of mustard,
bntalr. andueualfyihc pam11eone
menthol
and camphor.
Claims made for the prepara
com,, 10llti ill
MUSTEROLE 11■ MM* whirr
tion were to the effect that it would cure pneumonia,
nlmcM madew,lh Otlof n.ni'.'i
U,e it intrrad of muuiru platrcr
Witt net bliHer
asthma, bronchitis, croup, rheumatism and pleurisy and
Doctor* and norici sic UfKit to tact
TEROLE endrecommend
would prevent pneumonia.
These claims were declared
pancnte
Theeerie)r'idly tell too rehalre
recklessly
(■el
it (rieeifromSoreThroat Rron- false and fraudulent and applied knowingly,
thittt. Croup.StuT Neck. Atthma
and wantonly.
The company was fined $25 and costs.
of Judgment No. 4358; issued Sept. 12, 1916.]
SpraiM.SoreUseclei,Brtmee,
Chil- —[Notice
r-'atne.PrettiedFeet.0»ldl of the
Che.1fit oftenprevent,Pnrtunonia
>.
Nurito.— Nurito was exposed in The Journal, Aug.
Ar rearri'uaai"«.>etie ee<a>Aee,
It was analyzed by the Association's chemists
10, 1912.
and found to consist of milk sugar, phenolphthalein and
pyramidon. The Journal's article called attention at
the time to the falsity of some of the claims made by
the Magistral Chemical Company of New York, the
manufacturers of Nurito. One statement made was that
"Only U. S. P. ingredients are used in Nurito." As neither of the two essen
tial drugs in this nostrum, phenolphthalein and pyramidon, is in the United
States Pharmacopeia, this claim was evidently false.
On June 17, 1913, United
States officials charged the Magistral Chemical Company with shipping in
interstate commerce a product, Nurito, that was misbranded in violation of the
Food and Drugs Act. This charge was made on the grounds that the follow
ing statements on the label were false:
-

■
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OUCH! LUMBAGO?

..."

"Only U. S. P. ingredients are used in Nurito
"Nurito is absolutely free from sugar and sweetening matter."

The government chemists analyzed the stuff and found that Nurito con
both pyramidon and milk sugar, the former a drug that is not in the
United States Pharmacopoeia and the latter a sugar and sweetening matter.
On July 1, 1913, the company pleaded guilty and the court suspended sentence.
The report of the case was issued Aug. 3, 1914. — [Notice of Judgment No.
2997; issued Aug. 3, 1914.]
tained

Nuxcara. — Shipped about April, 1916, by Reuben B. Kelley, president of the
Analysis showed the product to
Nuxcara Manufacturing Co., Atlanta, Ga.
contain over 11 per cent, of alcohol, together with cascara, strychnin and
berberin, and small quantities of other vegetable material. Falsely and fraud
ulently represented as a positive remedy for indigestion, dyspepsia, catarrh,
bronchitis, rheumatism,
neuralgia, etc., and as a cure for kidney and liver
trouble, chronic appendicitis, etc. Fine, $25, imposed November, 1918. — [Notice
of Judgment No. 6340; issued May 10, 1919.]

P. P. P. — Florence Virginia Lippman of Savannah, Ga., manufactured and
sold "P. P. P. Prickly Ash Poke Root Potassium and Stillingia."
The prep
aration admittedly contained 16 per cent, alcohol and the federal chemists
reported that they found 1.32 grams of potassium iodid in each 100 c.c. It was
sold as a "cure" for erysipelas, malaria, nervous prostration, dyspepsia, rheu
matism and pneumonia, as well as an effective remedy for every skin disease.
These claims were declared false and fraudulent and applied knowingly, reck-
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Iessly and wantonly. Florence Virginia Lippman was fined
Judgment No. 4413; issued Oct. 16, 1916.]

613
$25.'

— [Notice of

Owen's Wonderful Sore Wash. — Shipped by Wedard W. Zurhellen, man
ager of the Sore Wash and Eye Lotion Co., Natchez, Miss. Analysis showed
hydrastin, zinc salt, sulphate, chlorid and sodium present.
Falsely and fraud
Fine, $10 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 5023; issued
ulently advertised.
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Jan.

28, 1918.]

Paracamph. — According to the label, this nostrum was "the most effective
external remedy known to medical science for all congestions, inflamed, swollen
and feverish conditions of the skin and body." It was also claimed to prevent
pneumonia and pleurisy and to be a remedy for typhoid fever, scarlet fever,
croup, eczema, female complaints and piles. A consignment shipped in March,
1913, by the Paracamph Mfg. Co., Inc., Louisville, Ky., was seized in transit and
a specimen analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry was found to consist largely of
paraffin, with camphor and methyl salicylate. The claims were declared false
and fraudulent.
In October, 1915, the court imposed a fine of $50. — [Notice of
Judgment No. 4408; issued Oct. 16, 1916.]
Parmint. — This preparation emanates from the same city as the Sargol
fraud, Binghamton, N. Y., and is exploited by individuals who do business
under the somewhat imposing trade-name, "International Laboratories, Inc."
"Catarrhal deafness, head noises, catarrh of the stomach, catarrh of the bowels,
loss of smell, lung trouble, asthma, bronchitis" and various other conditions
should, according to the Parmint advertising, be treated with this nostrum.
The preparation comes in one ounce bottles for which 75 cents is charged.
The purchaser is told to empty the ounce of Parmint into a half pint bottle
which should then be filled with sugar syrup.
The state chemists of Connec
ticut analyzed Parmint and in the report of the Connecticut Agricultural
Experiment Station for 1916 it is declared that "Parmint appears to be an
alcoholic solution containing sugar, glycerin, a small amount of chloroform
and a mixture of volatile oils with oil of anise predominating."
The claims
made for this stuff were declared by the federal courts to be false and fraud
ulent and the company was fined $200. — [Notice of Judgment No. 5593; issued

April

15, 1918.]

Payne's Sylax. — Shipped by Edward C. Seyler, trading as the German
Analysis showed the 'preparation to consist essen
Medicine Co., Cincinnati.
tially of a laxative drug, plant extractive matter, Epsom salt, sugar, alcohol
and water, with a white powder at the bottom of the bottle, consisting prin
Falsely and fraudulently advertised.
cipally of sulphate of lime.
Fine, $25
and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 5269; issued Feb. 23, 1918.]
Phenol Sodique.2 — Shipped about July, 1915, by Hance Bros. & White,
Falsely and misleadingly claimed to be non-poisonous, when in
Philadelphia.
fact it contained phenol (carbolic acid), and to be effective as a disinfectant
when used according to directions, when as a matter of fact placing the
product in shallow vessels or sprinkling a solution of it about the apartment
In August, 1918, two further shipments of this nostrum were seized, declared misbranded
ordered to be destroyed by the United States marshal, according to Notices of Judgment
Mos. 6524 and 6525, issued Dec. 6, 1919.
and Chemistry on "Phenol Sodique" was pub
2. A report of the Council on Pharmacy
The Council declared that the
lished in The Journal of the A. M. A., Nov. 9, 1907.
claims made at that time for Phenol Sodique were "unscrupulous" and "a positive menace
to the public health."
1.

and
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would not disinfect impure and unhealthy localities or
prevent the spread of yellow fever, typhoid fever, scarlet
fever, cholera, etc. It was declared inisbranded also, in
that it contained no ingredients or combination of ingre
dients
which would cure catarrh, erysipelas,
piles,
sprains, ulcers and various other ailments mentioned in
or on the trade package. In June, 1918, Hance Bros. &
White consented to a decree, and judgment of con
demnation and forfeiture was entered.
On the order
of the court the product was delivered to the company
on the payment of the costs and execution of a bond.
— [Notice of Judgment No. 6313; issued May 10, 1919.]

MRS.

JOE PERSON'S

REMEDY

It

A SPECIFIC FOR ALL

BLOOD

DISEASES,

Mrs. Joe Person's Remedy. — This preparation was
by the Mrs. Joe Person Remedy
of
Company
Kittrell, N. C, under such claims as:
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sold

"It will

absolutely cure blood poison."

"Indigestion and nervousness permanently cured."
"A Sure Cure for Eczema."
"Malaria . . Chills and Fever . . a complete cure."
"Pellagra Cured."

The

federal

chemists
Mrs. Joe Person's
analyzed
and reported that it was a slightly sweetened
drugs with a
water-alcohol solution of vegetable
MAS JOE PERSON
minute trace of alkaloids and the presence of podoCHARLOTTE.■ C
phyllin and sarsaparilla indicated. The libel filed by
the federal officials was for the seizure and condemna
tion of seventeen cases of this nostrum on the ground
that the curative claims made "were misleading,
false
and fraudulent."
The company in filing its answer
neither admitted nor denied the truth of the material
allegations.
After payment of costs and executing a
bond in the sum of $200, the product was turned over
to the company. — [Notice of Judgment No. 3745 ; issued
Remedy

July

13,

1915.]

Porter's

Antiseptic

Healing

Oil. — The

Paris

Medi

cine Company,
St. Louis, Mo., shipped in interstate
commerce a quantity of "Dr. Porter's Antiseptic Heal
ing Oil" which the government officials charged was
The federal chemists analyzed the prepa
misbranded.
ration and reported it to be "essentially a solution of
oil." The
camphor and carbolic acid in cotton-seed
government charged that the following curative claims
were false and fraudulent and made knowingly and in
reckless, wanton disregard of their truth or falsity:

Antiseptic
Whooping

"An excellent remedy for cuts, sores, old chronic ulcers, corns,
bunions, frost bites, sunburn, stings, bites, rash, prickly heat,
hives, or all hurts and affections of the skin and mucous mem
brane.
"Not only is the use of an Antiseptic necessary for the relief
of the Throat Trouble, but, as many people know, disease germs
are most frequently taken into the system through the mouth.
This infection or entry of germs often results when there is
even a slight irritation' of the Throat, and the use of Dr. Porter's
wise precaution against serious infectious
diseases, such as
Healing Oil is
Cough, Diphtheria and Tuberculosis.
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"Tumors and Cancerous Growths are growths of diseased tissues, and if taken in time
and treated with Dr. Porter's Antiseptic Healing Oil they can be removed, and often most
serious cases averted."

The court imposed
issued

a fine

of

$25 and

costs — [Notice of Judgment No. 3939;

Oct. 21, 1915.]

"Quaker Herb Extract," "Payne's New Discovery," "Payne Quick Relief"
"Quaker Oil of Balm," — These four products were sold by the Quaker
Herb Co., Cincinnati, Ohio. The "Quaker Herb Extract," according to the
federal chemists, was essentially a water-alcohol extract of an emodin-bearing
cathartic drug. The alcohol strength was 18 per cent. It was sold as a cure
for catarrh and grip, a preventive of rheumatism, kidney and bladder troubles
and scrofula, malaria and various other conditions. These claims were declared
false and fraudulent. "Payne's New Discovery" contained over 18 per cent,
alcohol and, according to the federal chemists, was a water-alcohol solution
containing small amounts of baking soda, licorice and extractive matter from
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While the label declared the stuff was not
cure-all
germ eradicator and a cure for catarrh and rheumatism,
was said to be
cure for gout and sciatica,
remedy for all nervous disorders,
specific for
malaria,
number of other
remedy for grip and falling of the womb, and
conditions. These claims were naturally declared false and fraudulent. "Payne
Quick Relief" was chiefly turpentine with cayenne pepper, resin, camphor and
It was claimed to be
cure for cholera infantum and an
chloroform present.
relief for pleurisy, dysentery, cholera morbus and deafness.
effective
The
claims were declared false and fraudulent. "Quaker Oil of Balm" seems to
have been from the federal chemists' report virtually the same as the "Quick
Relief," viz., turpentine, cayenne pepper, chloroform, etc. The claims made for
which were very similar to those made for the "Quick Relief," were declared
The company was fined $100 and costs. — [Notice
false and fraudulent.
Judgment No. 4474; issued Nov. 13, 1916.]
laxative plant drug.

of

it,
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and

Quakor Oil. — This nostrum, hailed as "The New Discovery and Germicide
in the Head, Catarrh, Asthma, Hay Fever, and all Bronchial
Troubles" was put out by Katherine Morris of New York City trading as the

For Colds

61o
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A consignment shipped in March, 1913, was seized in transit and
It was found to consist of
analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry.
about 94 per cent, of a fixed bland vegetable oil, perhaps largely sesame oil, and
about 6 per cent, of camphor and menthol or oil of peppermint.
It was charged
that this mixture was falsely and fraudulently represented as a remedy for
various disorders. The court, on August 31, 1915, imposed a fine of $5. —
[Notice of Judgment No. 414S; issued April 19, 1916.]
Quakor Oil Co.

a specimen
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Analysis
Reuter's Syrup. — Shipped by Barclay & Co., New York City.
showed the product to be essentially a water-alcohol solution of sugar, aromatics, and a cathartic drug. Falsely and fraudulently advertised.
Fine, $100.
—[Notice of Judgment No. 5647; issued April 29, 1918.]

Radium Healing Balm. — Shipped by J. H. Frank Smokey, who traded as
Uranium Mining Co., Denver. Analysis showed the stuff to be a soap with
the odor of sassafras, and containing 9.3 per cent, of washing soda, 4.6 per
cent, of baking soda, with 1.1 per cent, of sand, and 56.4 per cent of water.
Falsely and fraudulently advertised.
Fine, $10 and costs. — [Notice of Judg
ment No. 5614; issued April 29, 1918.]
Royal Baby's Safety. — Shipped by Koloman Kovacs, trading as the Royal
Manufacturing Co., Duquesne, Pa. Analysis showed the product to contain,
among other substances, approximately Vs grain morphin sulphate
to each
fluidounce, with alcohol, sugar, Rochelle salts and vegetable extractives, and
Falsely, fraudulently and misleadingly advertised.
indications of santonin.
Fine, $50 and costs.— [Notice of Judgment No. 5453; issued April 5, 1918.]

Radway's Sarsaparillian. — This product (alcohol 16.5 per cent.) was reported
to be essentially a watery-alcoholic solution of sugar, potassium iodid, arsenic,
It was sold as a cure for
a trace of alkaloids and certain plant substance.
leucorrhea,
cancer, falling of the womb, paralysis, diabetes, consumption,
etc.
Radway
declared
false
and
fraudulent.
& Co. of New York,
These claims were
was fined $50. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4179; issued April
the defendant,
29, 1916.]

Raney's Blood Remedy. —This preparation was manufactured by Leila J.
Raney of Atlanta, Ga., who did business under the name of Raney Medicine
The government chemists reported that analysis showed the product to
Co.
iodid ("potash") and corrosive sublimate in syrup
be a solution of potassium
of sarsaparilla with 16 per cent, alcohol. It was sold under the claim that it
was a "cure" for cancer, pellagra, catarrh, female complaints and rheumatism
and as a remedy for carbuncles, eczema, diseases of the kidneys, all blood and
nerve diseases and was, in addition, a nerve tonic and a nerve rebuilder. These
claims were declared false and fraudulent and applied knowingly, recklessly
— [Notice of Judgment No. 4436;
and wantonly. Leila J. Raney was fined $50.
issued Oct. 16, 1916.]

Rattlesnake Oil Liniment. — The federal authorities seized 51 bottles of
"White Eagle Indian Rattlesnake Oil Liniment" charging that the product was
misbranded under the Food and Drugs Act. The name was declared mislead
ing in that it purported to state that the product contained rattlesnake oil.
whereas, in fact it contained no appreciable amount, if any, of such oil. The
claims on the trade package that the stuff was a positive cure for rheumatism,
catarrh, diphtheria, eczema and various other conditions were declared false
No claimant having appeared, the court entered judgment of
and fraudulent.
condemnation and forfeiture and ordered that the United States marshal should
destroy the product. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4442; issued Oct. 16. 1916.]
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Remie's Pain Killing Oil.—This was another preparation put out by James
F. Ballard of St. Louis, who in this case did business under the trade name
"Dr. Herrick Family Medicine Co." The chemists of the Bureau of Chem
istry declared that analysis showed it to be essentially a water-alcohol solu
tion of sassafras oil and cayenne pepper containing 78.6 per cent, alcohol and

4 per cent, volatile oils. There, were also indications that the stuff contained
a little mustard oil and soap.
The government charged Ballard with falsely

Rosadalis. — Hall & Ruckel, New York City, sold this preparation which,
according to government chemists was essentially a water-alcohol solution con
taining over 32 per cent, alcohol and 2.8 grams per 100 c.c. of potassium iodid
and a cathartic drug. It was sold under the claims that it would cure all
malarial impurities of the blood, consumption in its early stages, rheumatism,
"female diseases," chronic diseases of the blood, liver, kidneys and bladder.
These claims were declared false and fraudulent and made recklessly and
knowingly.
The company was fined $25.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4505;
issued Feb. 8, 1917.]
Russia Salve— This preparation, marketed by Redding & Co., Boston, Mass.,
was sold as a cure for conditions ranging from "cancers" to "mosquito bites"
and from "swelled nose" to "ingrowing nails." The government declared that
the curative claims were false, misleading and fraudulent.
The Williams
Manufacturing Co. of Cleveland, Ohio, appeared as claimant and admitted the
allegations in the libel. The court permitted the product to be turned over
had been paid and a bond of $2,000
to them after the cost of the proceedings
executed, by which the company bound itself to remove all the labels and
replace them with cartons and circulars that should meet the approval of the
Department of Agriculture. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4301; issued Aug. 8,
1916.]

Sayman's Vegetable Liniment Compound. — "Sayman's Vegetable Compound"
was prepared and sold by one Thomas M. Sayman, St. Louis.
Some of the
claims made for it were:
is a valuable remedy for the treatment of the following diseases:
preparation
.
Fever and Ague, Congestive chills."
.
.
Deafness
"This preparation is a valuable remedy for the treatment of the following diseases: Rheu
Croup, Whooping
:
.
.
Cough, Diphtheria
.
.
.
Inflammation
of the kidneys
matism*
.
.
.
.
.
Goiter
."
Dysentery, Bloody Flux
.
.
.

"This

.

.

.

for bites from rabid dogs, painful men
was recommended
granulated eyelids, sore nipples, toothache
and chilblains.
The
chemists of the department reported that analysis "showed the product to be
solution of camphor, chloroform, capsicum, oil
a hydro-alcoholic
essentially
sassafras, ammonia and plant extractive; it contained 62.0 per cent, by volume
the presence of
of alcohol, and 18.85 minims per fluidounce of chloroform;
turpentine was indicated." The therapeutic claims for the stuff were declared
Sayman was fined $50 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment
false and fraudulent.
No. 4128; issued Feb. 25, 1916.]

In addition, it

Russell's White Drops— The Russell Medicine Company, Providence, R.

I.,

struation,

:

Russell's White Drops. The nostrum contained, among other
manufactured
was sold under the following claims
things, both alcohol and codein.

It
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and fraudulently claiming, in reckless and wanton disregard of the truth of
the statements, that this stuff was a reliable remedy for cholera, diphtheria,
rheumatism, croup and a number of other conditions. Ballard was fined $10
and costs.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4400; issued Sept. 12, 1916.]
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"Warranted

to be free

from any injurious effects or drug forming habits.

"A safe and effectual remedy for babies and
"An invaluable remedy for the relief and
diarrhea,

restlessness,

dysentery,

NOSTRUMS
children

.

.

."

teething."

cure of wind
etc., in children teething."

colic,

acidity

of the stomach,
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"Harmless and effectual."

The label of this "baby killer" admitted the presence of 10 per cent, alcohol
and codein % grain to each fluidounce, but the admission was, according to
Misbranding was alleged for
report, in inconspicuous type.
the government's
that
the
true
amount
of
alcohol
and
codein
was not given, the nos
the reason
trum containing more than 10 per cent, alcohol and a much larger quantity of
on the label.
Misbranding was further alleged
codein than that admitted
because of the false and fraudulent claims made on the label of the stuff.
No one appeared in defense of this wretched nostrum and the court ordered the
stuff destroyed.— [No lice of Judgment No. 3154; issued Sept. 11, 1914.]
Schuh's Yellow Injection and Schuh's White Mixture. — Schuh Drug Co.,
The first was sold under
Cairo, 111., put both these products on the market.
Cures in 3
the claim that it was "a Speedy Cure for Gonorrhea and Gleet.
that
Schuh's
Injection
The federal chemists reported
Yellow
was
to 5 days."
an aqueous solution of boric acid, carbolic acid and berberin. The govern
ment charged, naturally, that the therapeutic claims made for this nostrum
The second preparation,
were wantonly and recklessly false and fraudulent.
Mixture,"
government
was
the
analyzed
by
also
chemists who
"Schuh's White
reported that it was a mixture of mucilage of tragacanth, balsam of copaiba,
This stuff was sold as "a
and probably sandalwood oil, flavored with cassia.
for
and
Gleet.
Cures
in 3 to S days" and
Cure
Gonorrhea
Safe and Certain
course,
These,
of
were
declared
claims.
false
and fraudulent and
other similar
disregard
in
reckless
and
wanton
of their truth or
knowingly
and
applied
guilty
and
Drug
pleaded
Company
was
The
Schuh
fined
falsity.
$10 and costs.
4396;
Judgment
issued
12,
Sept.
No.
1916.]
—[Notice of
Sensapersa. — This product was marketed by one Stephen Britton of New
York City, who did business as the Brown Export Co. "Sensapersa," accord
ing to the government chemists, consisted of purple colored tablets containing
and a drug containing a mydriatic alkaloid such as
falsely and fraudulently represented to be a cure for
"nervous trouble" and a remedy for neurasthenia, nervous prostration, nervous
debility, etc. Britton was fined $50. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4984; issued
Jan. 30, 1918.]
asafetida,

cannabis

hyoscyamus.

It

indica,

was

Sherman's Compound Prickly Ash Bitters. —The Prickly Ash Bitters Co.
of St. Louis, Mo., were the sole proprietors of "Dr. B. F. Sherman's Com
declared misbranded. The
pound Prickly Ash Bitters," which the government
product, which contained 20 per cent, alcohol, was recommended in wineglassful doses three times a day or less but was declared to be "not an intoxicating
beverage I" The government chemists reported that in addition to the alcohol,
It was
buchu was indicated and emodin present, but alkaloids were absent.
disease,
diabetes,
dropsy,
for
Bright's
inflammation
sold as an effective remedy
of the bladder, gallstones, leukorrhea, irregular periods, incontinence, reten
tion and suppression of urine, for malignant diseases of the kidney and for
The claims were declared recklessly
various other conditions equally serious.
The
company was fined $10 and costs. —
and wantonly false and fraudulent.
4455;
issued
Nov.
13, 1916.]
[Notice of Judgment No.
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and Dr. Shoop's Preventics. — Dr. Shoop's
Shoop's Diphtheria Remedy
Laboratories, a "patent medicine" concern of Racine, Wis., was made defend
ant. The "Diphtheria Remedy" was reported "to consist of sugar syrup with
of soluble chromate, glycerin, and salicylic acid." The
a very small amount
claim that it was a cure for diphtheria was declared false and fraudulent.
The "Dr. Shoop's Preventics" was reported to be "a tablet containing a small
It was sold as a "pre
amount of unidentified vegetable extractive matter."
ventive of colds, fevers, grippe and pneumonia"; these claims were declared
false and fraudulent. The defendant was fined $50. — [Notice of Judgment No.
4186; issued

April 29, 1916.]
Night Cure, Cough

Remedy and Restorative. — "Dr. Shoop's Night
Cure," "Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy" and "Dr. Shoop's Restorative" are among
the many nostrums put on the market by "Dr. Shoop's Laboratories," Racine,
Wis. The following claims were made for Dr. Shoop's Night Cure:
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Shoop's

"Dr. Shoop's Night Cure will promptly cure Ulceration, Inflammation or Congestion of
falling of the Womb, irregular or painful
Leucorrhoea,
painful* Ovaries,
the Womb,
and all diseases or weakness of women.
Will cure lacerated or torn Cervix
Menstruation
Will prevent and cure Ovarian and other
(due to childbirth), Dropsy of the Uterus.
tumors when used early and faithfully, including cancerous conditions."

The "Night Cure" was a suppository. Analyzed by the federal chemists,
it was reported to be made largely of cacao butter, with zinc carbonate, zinc
charged that the claims
The government
sulphate and boric acid present.
quoted above were false and fraudulent and applied knowingly in reckless and
wanton disregard of their truth or falsity.
"Dr. Shoop's Cough Remedy" was analyzed by the federal officials who
reported that the stuff was "a syrup containing ammonium benzoate and prob
ably white pine tar and gum." Claims were made on the trade package that
would lead the purchaser to believe that the preparation was effective as a
cure for consumption.
These claims the government charged were false and
fraudulent and made knowingly.
"Dr. Shoop's Restorative" was sold under such claims as :

has

". . . for the cure of all diseases of the stomach, liver, kidneys and blood."
"Cures . . . Bright's disease, diabetes . . ."
"The little child . . . who was suffering with Gastritis, is well.
The Restorative
.
.
.
made a perfect cure."

The federal analysts reported that examination of Dr. Shoop's Restorative
showed it to contain 10 per cent, of alcohol and 26.9 per cent, of solids with
benzoic acid, berberin, hydrastin and sugar present; ash containing iron,
sodium, potassium, chlorids, sulphates and phosphates and indications of plant
The claims quoted above were, the government
extractive matter.
officials
charged, both false and fraudulent and made knowingly and in reckless and
wanton disregard of their truth or falsity. The company pleaded guilty on all
three charges and was fined $150. — [Notice of Judgment No. 3972; issued Oct.
21, 1915.]

Simpson's Vegetable Compound. — "Dr. Simpson's Vegetable Compound" was
put on the market by the "Dr. A. B. Simpson Co." of Richmond, Ind., which
was merely a trade name under which Thomas C. Davis and Eva J. Cole did
In spite of this, the cartons of the nostrum bore the following state
business.
ment

:

"The undersigned, citizens of Richmond, take pleasure in saying that we are acquainted
with Dr. A. B. Simpson, and for the sake of suffering humanity we cheerfully recommend
him and his treatment.
S. S. Strattan, Treasurer
Wm. H. Schlater, Clerk Circuit Court.
Wayne Co., T. W. Bennett, Mayor of Richmond, Jos. P. Iliff, Chief of Police, Thos. C.
Davis, Ag't U. S. Express Co. P. C. Graff, Ag't Adams Express Co."
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The preparation was sold as a specific for erysipelas, all diseases of the
skin, inflammatory rheumatism, scald head, salt rheum and tetter. The chem
ists of the Department of Agriculture reported that the stuff was essentially
an alcohol-water solution of potassium iodid, with a small amount of vegetable
extractive, in which podophyllum, licorice and gentian were indicated. The
therapeutic claims were declared false and fraudulent while, in addition, mis
branding was charged because the amount of alcohol present was not truth
fully stated and because further a solution of potassium iodid cannot properly
be called a "Vegetable Compound."
Eva J. Cole was fined $25 and costs. —
[Notice of Judgment No. 4363; issued Sept. 12, 1916.]

It

I.,

sold this
Stanley's Snake Oil Liniment. — Clark Stanley of Providence, R.
was found by the federal chemists to be nothing more marvelous
per cent, of fatty oil (probably
light mineral oil mixed with about
was
fat), red pepper and possibly a trace of camphor and turpentine.
neuralgia,
falsely and fraudulently represented as
remedy for rheumatism,
sciatica, sofe throat and bunions, and as
cure for partial paralysis and
effective to kill the poison from bites of animals, insects or reptiles. Stanley
was fined $20.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4944; issued Oct. 17, 1917.]

It

1

a

a

stuff.
than
beef

a

".

.

.

the preparation

is

:

a

in

I

a

Stuart's Calcium Wafers. — These are made by the F. A. Stuart Company,
Marshall, Mich.
Specimens purchased by the A. M. A. Chemical Laboratory
in 1908 and 1915 when analyzed were found to contain calcium sulphid, aloes
(or aloin) and strychin. The Quarterly Bulletin of the State Board of Health
of New Hampshire for January, 1916, reported the case of a sixteen months
The child
old child who swallowed
number of "Stuart's Calcium Wafers."
Analysis of the organs revealed the
was seized with convulsions and died.
According to the report each "wafer" was found to
presence of strychnin.
contain approximately M20 grain of strychnin. Yet this preparation was
described by its manufacturers as "a perfectly safe remedy" and containing
The A. M. A. Laboratory made another analysis
"no poisonous ingredients"
of these wafers in 1918; the chemists were unable to- detect the presence
of strychnin.
interstate
Misbranded. — F. A. Stuart Co., Inc., Marshall, Mich., shipped
Some
commerce quantities of
nostrum labeled "Stuart's Calcium Wafers."
of the claims made for the product were
perfectly

harmless."

with freedom and their delicate organisms thrive with its use."
"Children may take
"Containing no poisonous ingredients."
it

"A
"It

perfectly safe remedy."
can be safely used by any person,
possible injury can result from its use."

man, woman or child

with

the assurance

that no

:

a

These claims with others were declared false and misleading, in that
poisonous
Stuart's Calcium Wafers were not harmless but "did contain
ingredient, to wit, strychnin." In addition, certain curative claims were made
for the stuff, among which were
Constipation
.
Humor Liver Troubles . . . And
.
and symptoms arising from impure blood."
blood purifier known."
■"The most powerful
charged with this great eradicator."
"Skin diseases are relieved when the blood

"For Eruptions Scrofula

.

disorders

is
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It was analyzed by
Singleton's Eye Ointment. —This is a British nostrum.
the chemists of the British Medical Association in 1909 who reported it to be
essentially a mixture of lard, Japan wax and purified cocoanut oil .with 4 per
cent, of beeswax and 7.4 per cent, of red mercuric oxid. — (Modified from The
Journal A. M. A., Jan. 17, 1920.)

all
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energy and strength into the exhausted
form all the elements to repair

"Containing in concentrated
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nerves."
nerve tissue

and depleted

blood."
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These claims and others of similar tenor were declared by the federal
authorities false and fraudulent in that "Stuart's Calcium Wafers" were
"incapable of producing the curative and therapeutic effects claimed therefor."
As no one appeared to claim the property, the court entered judgment of con
demnation and forfeiture and ordered that it should be destroyed. — [Notices of
Judgment Nos. 4773, 4774, 4775 and 4782; issued June 13, 1917.]
Sulferrp-Sol. — Shipped in November, 1917, by the Sulferro-Sol Co., Inc..
Birmingham, Ala. Falsely and fraudulently represented as a remedy for pel
lagra, kidney and bladder ^rouble, rheumatism, tuberculosis of the bone, etc.
Court entered judgment of condemnation and forfeiture and ordered that the
product be, destroyed. — [Notice of Judgment No. 6087; issued July 3, 1918.]
Succus Cineraria Maiitima. — The Walker Pharmacal Company, St. Louis,
under the claim that it was a remedy for cataract
for iritis ; also, a cure for senile cataract,
secondary
opacity.
The
stuff was analyzed by the federal chem
trachoma and
ists who reported that "Succus Cineraria Maritima" was essentially a* watery
solution of glycerin, boric acid and vegetable drug extractives carrying tannin
The government charged that the claims made that this prepara
like bodies.
tion would cure cataract, etc., were false and fraudulent and applied know
ingly and in reckless and wanton disregard of their truth or falsity.
The
Walker Pharmacal Company was fined $10 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment
No. 4508; issued Feb. 8, 1917.]
Sullivan's Sure Solvent. — Dr. Sullivan's Sure Solvent is manufactured by
put out this preparation

and other opacities of the eye and

Sullivan Sure Solvent Co., Buffalo, N. Y., and St. Catherine's, Ont.
A consignment of the preparation, shipped in interstate commerce, was seized
by the federal authorities on the charge that it was misbranded under the
Food and Drugs Act. The stuff, which contained 9 per cent, alcohol, bore the
following claims on the labels and shipping cases :
the Dr.

"Gives the most rapid xure of those suffering
holic

from the abusive use of alco

beverages."

"Cures all kidney, stomach and liver troubles."
"The only remedy in the world today that positively will cure rheumatism

and kidney trouble."
"If a tumor, is growing,

a cancer developing
vent will dispense it for good."

.

.

.

Sullivan's

<True

SLOANS
•

FAMILY^

LINIMtNT

Sol

Misbranding was alleged because of the false, misleading and
fraudulent statements regarding the curative properties of this
nostrum. The company did not appear to defend the suit and
judgment of condemnation and forfeiture was entered, the court
ordering that the product be destroyed. — [Notice of Judgment

No.

3130; issued

Sept.

11, 1914.]

Sloan's Liniment.— Sold by Dr. Earl S. Sloan (Inc.), Phila
delphia. Analysis showed the preparation to be a reddish liquid
containing essentially turpentine, a light oil having the characteristics of
kerosene or coal oil, oil of sassafras, oleoresin of capsicum with indications
of pine oil. Falsely and fraudulently advertised.
Fine, $50. — [Notice of Judg
ment No. 5659; issued May 3, 1918.]
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Sulphurro. — Shipped by the C. M. C. Stewart Sulphur Co. (Inc.), Seattle.
Analysis showed the stuff to contain about 4 grams of sulphur to each 100 c.c.
and about IVi grams of calcium to each 100 c.c.
Falsely and fraudulently
Fine, $150. — [Notice of Judgment No. 5594; issued
advertised.

April

15,

1918.]

Simpson's Cerebro-Spinal Nerve Compound. — Shipped by Chas.
as Dr. C. M. Simpson's Medical Institute,
Cleveland, Ohio. Analysis showed the product to consist prin
cipally of alcohol, bromid, ammonium carbonate, and organic mat
Falsely and fraudulently advertised. Fine, $200 and costs.
ter.
—
[Notice of Judgment, No. 5526; issued April 10, 1918.]
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M. Simpson, trading

Sayman's Healing Salve and Vegetable
Wonder Soap. — Shipped by Thos. M. Sayman,
Analysis showed the "Healing
TbtltSTBUn St. Louis.
•am co i« Salve" to contain chiefly petrolatum, zinc,
boric acid, and camphor, with traces of a
tarry oil. Analysis of the "Vegetable Wonder
Soap" showed it to be a cold-process* cocoanut oil, soap.
Both products falsely and fraudulently advertised.
and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 5560; issued ApriFl5, 1918.]

Fine,

$40

St. Joseph's Quick Relief. — The Gerstle Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.,
"St. Joseph's Quick Relief," when
shipped this stuff in interstate commerce.
analyzed by the federal chemists, was found to contain 32 per cent, alcohol
with Peru balsam, camphor and red pepper. The claim was made in the trade
package that the preparation was an effective and quick remedy for colic,
cholera morbus, dysentery, diarrhea, neuralgia, headache, toothache, earache
and various other aches.
These claims the government
declared recklessly
false and fraudulent. The4company "entered its submission^to the information"
and was fined $37.50 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4939; issued Oct.
17, 1917.]

Tetterine. —This ointment, put out by the Shuptrine Company of Savannah,
Ga., was sold under such claims as :
"Tetterine, a marvelous remedy for
Tetter, Eczema
Eruptions."
"The greatest of Skin Remedies in Household Use."
"It is impossible to enumerate the great number of skin disorders

and all contagious.

itching

for which Tetterine

is a most pleasant panacea."

Preacher Itched
So He Had to Quit

H. I.
write,- "My father had Ktema.a Ion
lima and Tettarlno la tha only thing- thn
bnneflted him. Pleaaa aend by .a
half a doaenboxaa." Don't anfror
any mombarof your family auffer. Cat
•

A minister, tormented by eczema
Itched bo he couldn't face Mn congre
gation without terrible emharranment
He is very grateful now to

It cure* ffwm». ringworm. Itching pile*,
(round Itch, letter or any itching akin
affection. It't, a wonderful remedy. U>
cents ftt itru^lrMa or direct from tb«
Shuptrine Co . Savannah. Ga

It cured his eescma—cures tetter, ttcTi
inn pile*, ground Itch,
SOc at •Jrua'Kiata or direct from The1
ShuptrlnSavannah. Ga

TETTERINE

TETTERINE

Twelve dozen packages of this product were seized by the federal authori
ties who alleged that the claims made for Tetterine were misleading, false and
fraudulent, and that the curative claims made constituted misbranding.
The
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Shuptrine Company would neither admit nor deny the allegation of misbrand
ing but consented to a decree of condemnation and prayed that it be allowed
the privilege of reclaiming the product by giving bond.
After the company
had paid the costs and furnished a bond in the sum of $250, the United States
marshal turned the 12 dozen packages over to it. — [Notice of Judgment No.
3736;

issued

July

13, 1915.]

and Dr. Thacher's Amber Injection. — These
preparations were sold by the Thacher Medicine Co. of Chattanooga. The
"Cholera Mixture" was found to contain alcohol and morphin, in addition to
a laxative drug, sugar and aromatics.
It was declared misbranded because
the correct amount of alcohol present was not stated on the label and it was
falsely and fraudulently claimed to be an effective remedy for all cases of
cholera, diarrhea, dysentery, etc., and as a remedy for ailments of teething

Dr. Thacher's Cholera Mixture

The "Amber Injection" was found to contain alcohol, opium and zinc sul
to which acetic acid had been added.
Apparently, the composition of
this stuff varied, as examination of two samples showed different results. In
neither case did the label bear the statement regarding the quantity or pro
portion of opium and alcohol as the law requires. Furthermore, it was falsely
and fraudulently claimed that the stuff was a cure for gonorrhea, gleet,
spermatorrhea, whites, etc. The company was fined $75 and costs. — [Notice
of Judgment No. 4838; issued Sept. 18, 1917.]
phate

Tweed's Liniment. — Shipped by Wm. L. Davis, manager of Tweed Liniment
Mass. Analysis showed it was essentially a water-alcohol solu
tion of chloroform, ammonia, turpentine, sassafras oil, and fixed oils. Falsely
and fraudulently advertised.
Fine, $10. — [Notice of
Judgment No. 5536; issued April 10, 1918.]
Co., Chelsea,

'IMPLES
Art Dangerous
TWy «* aakro«fpowoorfbljod,
brar, hifl
Iaaa.tr*«
wm.tojiaaoatipation
gaabon,
oraraamot*
acnoua
eoodtiooa
whichIf notrattaradla Um makajva a whir
ahialovaldfor Ufa.

Dr.

Taylor's Horehound Balsam. — Shipped by W. Scott
Taylor, trading as the Taylor Drug and Chemical Co.,
Trenton, N. J. Analysis showed the preparation to
contain 14.5 per cent, alcohol, 46.7 per cent, sugar,
with chloroform, methyl salicylate, horehound, camphor
and a trace of ipecac.
Falsely and fraudulently ad
vertised. Taylor pleaded guilty; sentence suspended.
—[Notice of Judgment No. 5214; issued Feb. 21, 1918.]

Thacher's liver

Syrup"
Thacher's Liver and Blood Syrup. — This prepara
a raraady
thatgo**backof tha
maraarcaptoina,
and RE
tion, which admittedly contained 12% per cent, alcohol,
EVES THE CAUSE. It ia
partly *mrol»bl*.
a r*otia laxatifa andUKitccombined.It can
was sold by the Thacher Medicine Company, Chatta
ba tahanbyalL vouaa;andold.
malaandfastala.
andfastaJa.fcOe
aad$1botThe claims made by the company that
nooga, Tenn.
Uaaat yourde&Jar'i
THACHER MEDlCmCCO.,
the stuff contained no aloes but contained potassium
tool
OATTAMOOCA.
iodid and sarsaparilla combined with May apple, gen
tian, juniper berries, buchu leaves, dandelion root and
yellow dock root were declared by the government to be false and misleading.
It was further claimed by the company that Thacher's Liver and Blood Syrup
would "cure All Liver Complaints, Biliousness, Costiveness, Drowsiness, Yellow
Jaundice, and All Liver Complaints, Impure or Bad Blood including Scrofula,
Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Pimples, and All Diseases of a Syphilitic Character,
Also Loss of Appetite, Dyspepsia, Sour Stomach, Sleeplessness, Pains in Back
and Sides, Sick Headache . . ." Naturally, the government
declared these
As no claimant appeared for the
claims misleading, false and fraudulent.
property, the court ordered that it should be destroyed by the United States
marshal— [Notice of Judgment No. 4351; issued Sept. 12, 1916.]
and Blood

IV

ai b>
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"Thomas Pennyroyal Pills," "Bick's Pine Tar Honey," "Bick's Pile Remedy,"
"Bick's Nerve Tonic," "Bick's Laxative Syrup" and "Arthur's Sexual Tablets."
—The Palestine Drug Co. of St. Louis, Mo., shipped in interstate commerce
quantities
of "Thomas Pennyroyal Tansy and Cotton Root Pills," "Arthur
(Bick's) Pine Tar Honey Horehound and Wild Cherry," "Bick's Quick Pile
Remedy," "Bick's Nerve and Brain Tonic," "Bick's Laxative Syrup of Figs
with Syrup of Pepsin" and "Arthur's Sexual Tablets," which were misbranded.
"Pennyroyal Pills" were reported by the government chemists to contain
ferrous sulphate ("green vitriol") with small amounts of pennyroyal and tansy
and plant extractives and tissues.
The claim that these pills were a certain
and effectual remedy for suppression of the menstrual functions was knowingly,
recklessly and wantonly false and fraudulent.
The "Pine Tar Honey" preparation was reported by the government chem
chlorid, potassium
ists to be a water-alcohol solution of sugar, ammonium
acetate, salicylic acid, chloroform, a very small amount of tartrate (possibly
Rochelle salts), a laxative plant drug; a very minute quantity of unidentified
alkaloid-bearing drugs, pine tar, and unidentified plant extractives. The claims
that the stuff was an effective remedy for croup, whooping cough and influenza
and a certain preventive of croup if used upon the appearance of the first symp
toms as well as an effective treatment
and relief of incipient consumption,
influenza, whooping cough and measles were declared knowingly false and
fraudulent.
The "Pile Remedy," according to the government chemists, was essentially
a mixture of white wax and vaseline with glycerin, carbolic acid and salicylic
acid and an indication of alkaloids. The claim that it was an effective remedy
for all kinds and forms of piles was declared false and fraudulent.
The "Nerve and Brain Tonic" was sold under the claims that it would
instantly relieve nervous prostration, female weakness, heart trouble, loss of
The government
chemists
brain power, nervous debility, constipation, etc.
reported that the product was essentially a mixture of reduced iron (15.78 per
cent.), chalk (20.47 per cent.) sugar, resinous material similar to podophyllin,
laxative plant drugs (aloes among them), buchu, powdered pepper, cinnamon,
cayenne pepper and a small amount of pepsin. Of course, the therapeutic claims
were declared wantonly false and fraudulent.
The "Laxative Syrup of Figs with Syrup of Pepsin" was analyzed by the
federal chemists who reported that analyses of two samples showed a possible
The
trace of pepsin in one of them and an absence of pepsin in the other.
chemists reported that the preparation was essentially a sweetened cathartic
flavored with cinnamon and containing between 6 and 7 per cent, alcohol. The
stuff was declared misbranded because of the inferential claim that it con
tained an appreciable amount of pepsin which, as a matter of fact, it did not,
and because of the false and fraudulent claims that the stuff was a perfect
remedy for malaria, kidney troubles, all bodily aches and pains, blood diseases
and other things.
The "Sexual Tablets" were analyzed by the federal chemists whose report
shows that they were practically identical with the tablets sold as "Nerve and
Brain Tonic." The claims that the "Sexual Tablets" would restore lost man
hood or sexual power, that it was a remedy for seminal weakness and nervous
prostration, that it was a blood purifier and would instantly relieve asthma
and catarrhal troubles were declared wantonly and knowingly false and fraud
ulent.
The company pleaded guilty to all these charges and was fined $45,—.
[Notice of Judgment No. 4507; issued Feb. S, 1917.}
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"Thorn's Copaiba and Sarsaparilla" and "Tarrant's Cubebs and Copaiba." —
The Tarrant Co., New York City, shipped in interstate commerce quantities of
"Thorn's Compound Extract of Copaiba and Sarsaparilla" and "Tarrant's Com
pound Extract of Cubebs and Copaiba," both of which were declared misbranded under the Food and Drugs Act. Federal chemists reported that the
former was essentially a mixture of copaiba and sarsaparilla extract. It was
sold as a certain remedy for gonorrhea and gleet and as a remedy for pyelitis,
whites, incipient stricture, affections of the kidneys and gravel. These claims
were declared false and fraudulent. "Tarrant's Compound Extract," according
to the federal chemists, consisted essentially of a mixture of copaiba and cubeb
extract.
It was sold under claims very similar to those made for the firstnamed preparation, claims which also were declared false and fraudulent. The
company was fined $25. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4473; issued Nov. 13, 1916.]
Trafton's Balm of Life. — Myra B. Cyphers, St. Albans, Maine, shipped a
consignment of this nostrum in February, 1913. It was labeled "Cures : Asthma,
Colds, Bronchitis, Coughs, Croup And All Diseases Tending to Consumption,
Costiveness, Dropsy, Dyspepsia, Headache, Female Weakness, Palpitation of
the Heart, Humors, Loss of Appetite, Poor Blood and General Debility."
Anal
ysis by the Bureau of Chemistry revealed 9.75 per cent, of alcohol by volume,
with iodids and a few unidentified ingredients. The curative claims were
declared false and fraudulent, and the court, on July 3, 1915, imposed a fine
of $10.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4142; issued April 19, 1916.]
Tubbs' Bilious Man's Friend. — The Tubbs Medicine Company, River Falls,
Wis., shipped a quantity of "Tubbs' Bilious Man's Friend" in August, 1916.
In March, 1918, an information was filed against the concern charging that the
product was misbranded. The Bureau of Chemistry reported that analysis
showed the preparation to be a water-alcohol solution of sugar and plant
extractives (rhubarb) with a very small amount of aromatics. The prepara
tion was falsely and fraudulently advertised as a remedy for liver and kidney
troubles, rheumatism, backache, indigestion, scurvy, worms, piles, malaria, and
It was further misbranded in
as a preventive of appendicitis and rheumatism.
that the label declared the presence of 20 per cent, alcohol when, as a matter
of fact, the product contained only 13.2 per cent, of alcohol. In July, 1918, the
company pleaded guilty and was fined $100. — [Notice of Judgment No. 6461;
issued Oct. 18, 1919.]

Tutt's Pills. —The Dr. Tutt Manufacturing Company of New York was a
trade name used by Brent Good, Harry H. Good and Susan H. Hoyt.
Tutt's
Pills, put out by this concern, were analyzed by the federal chemists who
reported that they consisted mainly of sugar, aloes, starch and calomel.
The
nostrum was sold under claims to the effect that it was "a remedy for inter
mittent and remittent fevers, dropsy, dysentery, diseases of the kidneys and
bladder, and all disorders that arise from a diseased liver or impure blood;
for relieving painful menstruation, and effective for preventing
and effective
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These claims, the federal authorities
morning sickness peculiar to females."
charged, were "false and fraudulent" and applied "knowingly and in disregard
Brent Good, Harry H. Good and Susan H. Hoyt
to their truth or falsity."
pleaded guilty and each was fined $10. — [Notice of Judgment No. 3788; issued
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July

13, 1915.]

Tucker's Fever Drops and Tucker's Diapho No. 59 Retic Compound. — Har
rison A. Tucker, Brooklyn, N. Y., manufactured and sold "Dr. H. A. Tucker's
Fever Drops" and "Dr. H. A. Tucker's Diapho No. 59 Retic Compound."
According to government chemists, the "Fever Drops" were essentially a wateralcohol solution of camphor, opium, glycerin and ipecac, containing 29 per cent,
alcohol and 1.7 minims of the tincture of opium to the fluid ounce. It was
sold under the claim that when used in conjunction with the other nostrum,
"No. 59 Compound," it was a cure for catarrh, whooping cough, all pulmonary
affections, measles, chicken pox, diphtheria, cholera infantum, etc. These claims
declared were knowingly, recklessly and wantonly false and
the government
fraudulent. The other product, "Diapho No. 59 Retic Compound," was anal
yzed by the federal chemists, who reported that it was a water-alcohol solution
of the oils of cinnamon, cajuput and anise, containing also cayenne pepper and
possibly a trace of lobelia ("Indian tobacco"). This was sold under the claim
that it would cure grip and malaria, would prevent pneumonia and consump
tion; was a sure cure for sciatic rheumatism and was a valuable remedy in
malaria, dysentery, asthma and paralysis. These claims were declared to be false
and fraudulent and made knowingly and in reckless and wanton disregard of
their truth or falsity. Tucker pleaded guilty and was fined $25. — [Notice of
Judgment No. 4411; issued Oct. 16, 1916.]
Turpentine Man's, or Tydings' Remedy. — Charles Tydings and Edith Tydings, copartners who did business under the firm name of Charles Tydings &
Co., Ocala, Fla., shipped in interstate commerce a quantity of "Turpentine
Man's or Tydings' Remedy." This preparation, according to the federal chem
ists, was a glucose syrup containing potassium
iodid, alcohol, and traces of
salicylic acid, phosphates, calcium and an alkaloid. The claims made that it
would eradicate cancerous growths and cure salt rheum, catarrh, female dis
eases, etc., were declared false and fraudulent and applied knowingly in reck
less and wanton disregard of their truth or falsity.
Misbranding was further
alleged because the quantity or proportion of the alcohol in the nostrum was
not declared on the label.
The concern pleaded guilty and was fined $5 and
costs.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4832; issued Sept. 18, 1917.]

Twentieth Century. — This preparation was marketed by one Eva J. Powell
of Findlay, Ohio, who traded under the name of the Twentieth Century Rem
It consisted of a powder and a solution, the latter, according to the
edy Co.
government chemists, being essentially a mixture of water, glycerin, lead and
zinc sulphates, nitrates, and a small quantity of perfume.
It was falsely and
fraudulently represented to be a cure and preventive of gonorrhea and gleet.
Eva J. Powell was convicted of misbranding and ordered to pay the costs of
the proceedings. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4982; issued Jan. 30, 1918.]

Dr. A. Upham's Valuable Electuary.— Shipped about October, 1916, by John
Hall and Augustus Steele Hall, copartners, trading as J. G. & A. S.
Hall, Oxford, N. C. Analysis showed the preparation to be a tablet composed
Green

essentially of cream of tartar, potassium nitrate, resins, sugar, sulphur, gum
Falsely and fraudulently represented as an infallible
extractives.
remedy for internal, external, blind and bleeding piles, and as a remedy for all

and vegetable
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It was also fraud
affections of the bowels, liver complaint, dyspepsia, etc.
ulently represented as a remedy for paralysis, apoplexy and measles, and as a
cure for tumors, inflammation of the stomach, kidneys, etc. Fine, $100 and
costs, imposed June, 1918. — [Notice of Judgment No. 6349; issued May 10,
1919.]

Urol. — Shipped by Joseph

C. Ligeour and Chesleigh A. Holtzendorf, who
the Standard Chemical Co., Fitzgerald, Ga.
Analysis showed that
Urol was a solution of volatile oils in balsam. Falsely and fraudulently adver
tised. Fine, $50.— [Notice of Judgment No. 5085; issued Jan. 29, 1918.]
Varnesis. —This stuff used to contain 18 per cent, alcohol and, according to
the state chemists of Connecticut, "less than 1 per cent, vegetable extractives
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traded

as

chiefly derived from emodin-yielding (laxative) drugs and capsicum (cayenne
pepper)." The preparation as now put on the market contains IS per cent,
alcohol.
The manufacturers used to claim in the trade package (and the
claims in all trade packages of "patent medicines" are subject to the federal
Food and Drugs Act) that the preparation was a "Great Stomach and Rheu
matic Remedy." These claims have now disappeared.
The claim used to be
made that "Varnesis has cured and is today curing hundreds;" this claim has
also disappeared.
It used to be "the most perfect combination of roots and
herbs ever put together ;" but it is so no longer. It used to be said : "Varnesis
corrects all disorders of the stomach and restores vigor to all the organs of
the body . . . Varnesis stimulates, purifies and enriches the blood, soothes
the nerves and gives the vigor of youth . . . Varnesis restores sleep."
All
of these claims have been abandoned.
"Varnesis" is sold as a cure for rheu
matism and the directions state that it should be taken six times a day two
tablespoonfuls to the dose. As "Varnesis" contains 15 per cent, alcohol, this
means that the person taking it according to these directions is getting as
much alcohol as he would obtain from the consumption of a half-pint of raw
whisky every four and one-half days ; or, to put it another way, it is the alcohol
equivalent of about twelve bottles of beer a week. — (From The Journal
A. M. A., Aug. 18, 1917.)
Velcas, Dr. Franklin's Restorative Tablets.— The Dr. Richards Dyspepsia
Tablet Association of New York shipped a quantity of this nostrum into Porto
Rico in April, 1916. The product consisted of purple tablets and orange-colored
granules. The Bureau of Chemistry analyzed a specimen and found the tablets
to contain, essentially, ferrous and potassium salts of sulphuric and carbonic
acids, quinin, emodin (apparently from cascara), talc, sugar, and wintergreen
flavor. The laxative granules used in connection consisted essentially of aloes,
podophyllum, strychnin, and brucin, with traces of scammony.
On the labels and
accompanying circular the stuff was represented as a remedy for diseases of
the blood and nerves, and as a cure for various disorders, including anemia,
chronic catarrh, scrofula, diseases of the heart, rheumatism, sciatica, ulcers,
certain classes of paralysis, and syphilitic affections; and effective as a remedy
for hysteria, partial paralysis, locomotor ataxia, erysipelas, loss of memory,
These claims were declared false and fraudulent
epilepsy, tuberculosis, etc.
and in January, 1918, the court imposed a fine of $25. — [Notice of Judgment
No. 6018; issued June 17, 1918.]

Victor Injection, No. 19 Compound, No. 6 Compound. — Shipped by the
Victor Medicine Co., St. Louis. Analyses showed "Victor Injection" 'to be an
aqueous solution of ichthyol ; "No. 19 Compound" and "No. 6 Compound" to
be essentially milk sugar.
Fine, $600.— [Notice
tised.

All

three

products falsely and fraudulently adver
5124; issued Jan. 29, 1918.]

of Judgment No.
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Vick's Vap-O-Rub.—This product is a simple salve, and in general, the
advertising is more conservative than is common to products of this type. The
Louisiana chemists reported that Vaporub appears to be a mixture of yellow
vaseline, which comprises more than three fourths of the salve, the remainder
consisting of camphor, menthol and oils of thyme, eucalyptus and turpentine. —
(From The Journal A. M. A., April 6, 1918.)

Head Stopped Up? Can ft Breathe?

j

Try theVick Vap-O-Rub Treatment

T*Tii«tttvapor treatment in a goodapplica
Throat tion of VUrk'a"Vap-O-Rub" 8al»e over th«
Ithroat and cheat, covered with a warm
and Che»t R*U«*M by Inhalation
|l!annel cloth. The body h-aL release*
apors that are inhaled With every breaih,
opening I1" air paaaagrs. looaesing tha
Vapor treatment* are>b«tfor inflimmi nMejpn, and healing the 'iw aurfacM.
liona of tbe air paaaagea. The TaporalFor deep oheit rolda. first apply hot »fl
Mrrj the medication direct totbe inflanW] llowela to open the porea. Vick'a la then
Mirfacea without disturbing the Momarh.lab*orbed through the akin, lafcinf out that
A very eon-fti(fhtne» and K>reneaa. ?V, 50e,or $1 00.
I itiirrnal medicine*will
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Over

V. I. G. — The Van Vleet-Mansfield Drug Co. of Memphis, Term., marketed
"V. I. G.t" which contained morphin. The government chemists analyzed it

and reported that it was "an aqueous solution of glycerin, morphin, berberin,
hydrastin and salicylic acid." It was sold under the claim that it was a "cure"
for gonorrhea, gleet and leukorrhea and would prevent contagion when used

immediately after connection.
These claims were naturally declared recklessly
and wantonly false and fraudulent.
The company was fined $25 and costs. —
[Notice of Judgment No. 4423; issued Oct. 16, 1916.]
Wastemo. — The Wastemo Chemical Co., Springfield, 111., exploited this
product "for pains, burns, aches, tonsil itis, neuralgia, headache, bronchitis,
la grippe, pneumonia, rheumatism." A specimen from a shipment in March,
1913, was analyzed
by the Bureau of Chemistry and found to be essentially
"a mixture of water, oil of mustard, and camphor held in suspension by some
emulsifying agent."
The curative claims were declared false and fraudulent
and on Sept. 3, 1915, the court imposed a fine of $100 and costs. — [Notice of
Judgment No. 4144; issued April 19, 1916.]
Winslow's Soothing Syrup. — Information was filed against the makers of
"Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup," the Anglo-American Drug Company, on June
The label declared the
12, 1915, charging that the product was misbranded.
grain of morphin sulphate to
presence of 5 per cent, alcohol and one-tenth
each fluidounce together with oil of aniseed, carraway, coriander, jalap, senna
and sugar syrup.
The circular around the bottle contained among other state
ments the

following:

...

is sure to regulate the
"Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup for children teething
We have
Depend upon it, mothers, it will give . . . health to your infants.
bowels.
put up and sold this article for many years, and can say, in confidence, and truth
.
.
.
never has it failed in a single instance to effect a cure when used in time . . . This
valuable preparation has been used with never failing success in thousands of cases
.
.
.
.
.
.
and gives tone and energy to the
invigorates the stomach and bowels
It .
whole system. "
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These claims the federal authorities declared "false and fraudulent" and
made "knowingly and in reckless and wanton disregard of their truth or fal
sity." The company was fined $100.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4110; issued

April

19, 1916.]

a

is,

The
[Note. — "Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup" no longer contains opiates.
company has, apparently, made up its mind that its old methods of doing busi
The product now on the market
ness are out of joint with the times.
apparently,
mixture of carminatives and laxatives.]

No.

April

5605; issued

29, 1918.]

is

It

Walker's Pain Destroyer. — This stuff was made and sold by Sarah Ann
McDonald, who conducted her nostrum business under the name of Walker
Medicine Co., St. Paul, Minn.
was sold as "a sure cure for Diphtheria and
all Throat Diseases, Summer Complaint, Felons, Chilblains, Frost Bites, Neu
ralgia, and
remarkable in Rheumatism." The government chemists reported
that analysis "showed that the product was an alcoholic solution of oil of
mustard,
chloroform, opium and collodion."
The therapeutic claims were declared by the
Do You SUFFER With
government to be false and fraudulent and
made knowingly and in reckless and wanton
or NEURALGIA?
disregard of their truth or falsity.
The
further claim made for the stuff that
was
"invaluable in the household and nursery and
no danger whatever can ensue from an over
dose, as there are no poisonous
ingredients
in <he compound," was declared false and mis
leading in view of the fact that the stuff con
tained chloroform
and opium.
The defen
dant was fined $5. — [Notice of Judgment No.
One trial of Megrimine
suffi
4353; issued Sept. 12, 1916.]
cient -your suffering will cease.
quarter of

a

For over

a

is

it

HEADACHE

century—

Whitehall's Megrimine— The Dr. Whitehall
Megrimine Co., South Bend, Ind., shipped in
interstate
commerce
two batches of "Dr.
Whitehall's Megrimine" which the govern
Write et omefor a trial box without eoit.
ment declared was misbranded.
One of the
THE DR. WHITEHALL MEGRIMINE CO.
62N. Ur.r,uc Si,.*.
SouthBenJ. tn-l
batches was analyzed by the Bureau of Chem
istry and reported to contain 211.88 grains of
acetanilid to each avoirdupois ounce.
Caffein and salol also were present.
The average weight of the contents of one capsule was S.66 grains. The second
batch consisted of white capsules and pink capsules.
The contents of the for
mer, according to the analysis of the Bureau of Chemistry, were found to be
mixture of acetanilid (210.3 grains per avoirdupois ounce) caffein and salol.
The average weight of the contents of one capsule was 6.24 grains. The pink
capsules were found to contain antipyrin 98.03 per cent, and cayenne pepper.
The government charged that the claim that these products were effective for
Dr. Whitehall's

MEGRIMINE

a

1
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J.

Watkins' Vegetable Anodyne Liniment, Female Remedy and Kidney Tablets.
R. Watkins Medical Co., Winona, Minn. Analysis showed
by the
the "Anodyne Liniment" to be essentially
water-alcohol solution of oleoresin
capsicum, camphor, oil of sassafras, and opium.
The "Female Remedy" was
found to contain over 19 per cent, of alcohol and unidentified extractive matter
bearing emodin.
The "Kidney Tablets" appeared to contain buchu, oil of
juniper, pichi, magnesium, calcium, potassium and carbonates and nitrates. All
Fine, $30. — [Notice of Judgment
were falsely and fraudulently advertised.

— Shipped
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the relief of all forms of headache and neuralgia, were a stimulant and tonic
for the nerves and for relieving nervous exhaustion was false and fraudulent
and made knowingly and wantonly.
The company was fined $50 and costs. —
[Notice of Judgment No. 4540; issued Oct. 16, 1916.]

Wright's Indian Vegetable Pills. — The government filed a libel for seizure
and condemnation of 1,080 packages
of "Wright's Indian Vegetable Pills"
charging that the claims made for them were false, fraudulent and misleading.
The claims were to the effect that the pills would cure yellow fever, smallpox,
erysipelas, consumption, cancer, venereal disease, paralysis, epilepsy and other
conditions too numerous to mention. The government,
on the other hand,
charged that "in truth and in fact it was not of a medical nature such as would
produce any such results and was entirely worthless for that purpose."
The
Wright's Indian Vegetable Pill Co., New York, admitted the allegations of the
libel and the court permitted the product to be delivered to the company on
payment of the costs of the proceedings
and the execution of a bond in the
sum of $250.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4594; issued Nov. 13, 1916.]
White Eagle': Indian Oil Liniment. — Shipped in January,

1917,

by Aaron P.

and Caroline McCarty, doing business as the White Eagle Medicine Co., Piqua,
Ohio. Analysis showed the product to consist essentially of kerosene and a
saponifiable oil, together with a small amount of
Falsely and fraudulently repre
oil of sassafras.
sented to be a cure for diphtheria, hay-fever,
goiter, deafness, rheumatism, etc. Fine, $50 and
costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 6090; issued

July

3, 1918.]

Wine
1915, by

of Chenstohow.
A. Skarzynski &

-- Shipped
Co., Buffalo.

[Ambition
Pills
!

in

March,
Analysis

showed the stuff to contain over 17 per cent,
alcohol, nearly 10 per cent, reducing sugars, and
small amounts of emodin.
Falsely and fraudu
lently claimed to be a remedy for stomach affec
tions, and a cure for general debility, loss of
Fine, $75. — [Notice
etc.
strength,
piles,
of
Judgment No. 6125; issued Aug. 3, 1918.]

[For Nervous People
Kreat nerve lonlr —the ram
Wendell ■AmbuiQn Pill*— thai will
viffnr. \im and vtrallty Into MrH
'.tlft-d out. all in. despondentpeople In a |
;few d*>*.
I Any on* can buy a bos for only 5* I
, C«aia, and J^ck liroa Co. ta authorised [
<by ibo maker to refund the purrhai
1price-If any one la illaaatlafleJ with tl
Brat hoi purchased.
Thousands praJaothem for jren*ral de
bility. nerroQa proatr*<mn. menttl d>prvaatin ' 1 unairun* nerves cauaed l>y
Ov»r-induIcenc* In alcohol, lobai-co or
overwork of any kind
For any affliction" of ih* nervoua ayatcm Wendell a AmMion Fill* are Hfunirpna**d. nhtle tor hysteria, trembllnc I
anil neuralgia they are ■Implysplendid.I
Fifty cents rtt Pack Dros I o . and deal- f
era everywhere Mail order* riled.;
• V '
charare*pr u>*i«I

Wendell's Ambition Pills. —This "great nerve
tonic" will, if one is to believe the advertise
ments, "put vigor, vim and vitality into nervous,
tired-out, all-in, despondent
people in a few
The Louisiana chemists
reported that
days."
each pill was found to contain a little over
one-thirtieth of a grain of strychnin and about one-fifth of a grain of iron in
the form of the sesquioxid (ferric oxid).
Pepper, cinnamon and ginger were
also found and what was probably aloes in very small amounts.
These pills
are sold at 50 cents a box, each box containing forty-two pills.
Under our
present lax methods of permitting almost any dangerous drug to be sold indis
criminately, provided it is in the form of a "patent medicine," it seems, from
the Louisiana findings,
that it is possible for any one to purchase enough
strychnin in a single box of Wendell's Ambition Pills to kill an adult. — (From
The Journal A. M. A., April 6, 1918.)

Williams Pink Pills. — This
for

a

wide assortment

panacea "for pale people" has long been exploited
although, as pointed out by one authority

of ailments,
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a

it

it

is

a

it,

who had analyzed
the trade package instructions to take a laxative, bathe
frequently, keep the bowels regular, and partake of
nutritious diet, probably
produce any effects that may be observed, and the taking of the pills themselves
might be omitted with no disappointment. The stuff
put out by the Dr. Wil
liams Medicine Co., of Schenectady, N. Y. Government chemists who have
analyzed
have reported that more than 37 per cent, of
was sugar, 13 per
cent, iron sulphate, 11 per cent, potassium carbonate, IS per cent, starch and
substance, with traces of talc and
17 per cent, vegetable
small quantity of
strychnin.

.

.

.

.

.

rheumatism, diseases of women; nervous disorders
"For anemia
.
.
.
.
neu
ralgia, sciatica, St. Vitus' dance . . . locomotor ataxia and partial paralysis
.
dyspepsia
and
chronic
.
.
.
For
men . .
for . . .
constipation.
valuable
spermatorrhea, impotence, nervous despondency
.
.
.
pain in the back and perineum."

a

it

a

On Oct. 28, 1915, the case went to the jury, which returned
verdict of
guilty, whereupon the court ordered that the shipment should be destroyed by
the United States marshal and that the Williams concern should pay all costs
in the case.
The defendant carried the case to the Circuit Court of Appeals,
which, however, on May 22, 1916, made
final disposition of
by confirming
the decision of the lower court to the effect that the Dr. Williams Medicine Co.
had been guilty of misbranding its product. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4849;
issued Sept. 18, 1917.]

a

XXX Tonic Pills.— Shipped about January, 1917, by the XXX Pill Co.,
Lewiston, Me. Analysis showed the pills to contain
small amount of iron,
trace of quinin, strychnin, and resins, with emodin, aloin, gentian, anise oil,
and vegetable extractives. Falsely and fraudulently represented as an effective
treatment for diseases of women, sciatica, locomotor ataxia, St. Vitus' dance,
paralysis, diphtheria, impotence, spermatorrhea, whooping cough, etc. Fine,
$50.— [Notice of Judgment No. 6189; issued Aug. 21, 1918.]
Zemo. — This preparation, put out by the E. W. Rose Medicine Company,

a

:

is

St. Louis, Mo.,
sold as "A preparation for the Treatment of Eczema, Pimples,
Dandruff and Similar Affections of the Skin and Scalp." While, in accordance
with the requirements of the Food and Drugs Act, the manufacturer admits the
presence of 35 per cent, alcohol in his product he gives no further information
regarding its composition. Some of the claims that have been made for this
preparation, through the medium of those newspapers that are willing to cater
to this sort of business, are

...

is

.nothing that will stop itching like Zemo."
on the afflicted part
simply apply
all eczema sores and
heat. rash, tetter, inflamed or reddened skin, all disappear."
scalp eczema."
"It also cures dandruff, which
"Every form of Scalp Disease Cured Quick by Zemo."

"There

pains,

prickly

is

it

"You

it

is

."

a

is

a

is

is

As
the case with many of the "patent medicines" sold for external appli
cation, Zemo
used as
"come-on" for the purchase of another nostrum put
out by the same company: "If your case does not readily yield to Zemo use
primarily
blood tonic and purifier. . .
Zemotone, which
Then there
are "Zemo Laxative Pepsin Tablets" and "Zemo Soap." The purchaser
told,
too, that "if after using Zemo freely the trouble appears worse
indicates that
drawing out the germ life."
Zemo
is
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a

Misbranded. — In the Spring of 1915 the Government charged that
con
signment of "Dr. Williams Pink Pills" that had been shipped from New York
to Pennsylvania bore false and fraudulent claims, made knowingly and in
reckless and wanton disregard of their truth or falsity. Among these claims
were
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A specimen of Zemo was purchased on the open market and turned over to
the Association's laboratory for analysis. An abstract of the chemists' reportfollows

:

One original bottle of Zemo, manufactured by the E. W. Rose Medicine Co.,
The
St. Louis, was submitted to the Chemical Laboratory for examination.
liquid, acid to litmus. The amount of
bottle contained a brown fluorescent
alcohol was 28.35 per cent, absolute alcohol by volume. Alkaloids, heavy metals
and iodids were not found. From the result of the tests made, it would appear
that Zemo is a watery-alcoholic solution containing methylsalicylate, thymol,
borax, tannic acid, glycerin, menthol and a phenol-like body.

With

the veil of secrecy torn aside by the chemists, Zemo stands exposed
very ordinary mixture sold under false and misleading claims. — (From
The Journal A. M. A., Oct. 16, 1915.)
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BUCK

AND

SPECIALISTS
LOFFLER

Frederick Wellington Buck and Gilbert Dennis Loffler have each brought
suit for $25,000 against the editor and publisher of the Ord Weekly Journal.
The Ord Weekly Journal is the official county and city paper for the city of
Ord, Valley County, Nebraska.
Its editor and publisher is Mr. Horace M.
Davis. Mr. Davis, in the line of his editorial duties, had occasion to call the
attention of the Valley County public to the fact that it had in its midst Drs.
Buck and Loffler, the Quaker Indian Specialists of Denver. Mr. Davis said
some other things about these two individuals, and the result is the filing of
suits' aggregating $50,000, against him. That these suits will ever come to
trial no one concerned in them believes. They have been brought, doubtless,
for the main purpose of intimidating other editors of country newspapers and
making, them hesitate to turn the cold, cruel light of publicity on the peripa
tetic Buck-Loffler combination.
Gilbert Dennis Loffler (who sometimes signs himself Gilbert D. Loffler and
times G. Dennis Loffler) is, according to our records, a graduate of
In the same year he received a
Barnes Medical College", St. Louis, 1901.

at other

A

Loffler

letter-head

reproduced

in facsimile.

license to practice in South Dakota. We find no record of his being licensed
For some years previous to 1908 Loffler was
to practice in any other state.
located at Yankton, S. Dak. According to those living in the locality Loffler
made a business of going through the country soliciting work from farmers.
One alleged scheme was that of sending out an advance-agent under the guise
of a horse-buyer, who, by careful questioning, would discover who was ailing
Soon after, Loffler is said to have
victims.
in the homes of prospective
appeared on the scene and astonished the people by his wonderful diagnostic
ability. He would then, it is said, promise a cure in consideration of a note
given for a certain number of months' "treatment." These notes, it is alleged,
were immediately sold to bankers at a liberal discount.
After leaving Yankton, for reasons not necessary to go into at this time,
Loffler went to Sioux Falls, S. Dak., where he is said to have been interested,
first in a "medical institute," and later in an "Intravenous Therapy" scheme.
From Sioux Falls he seems to have gone to Minneapolis and later to have'
drifted to Chicago, where he now lives. According to one Loffler letterhead,
he has his "laboratory" at 22 Quincy Street, Chicago. It may or may not be
of the Accuracy Public Service
a coincidence that this is also the address
quacks and purports to be able
to
its
services
offers
Company, a concern which
physicians.
This was referred to in this
reputable
against
to secure evidence
1914.
28,
Feb.
department of The Journal,
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the scientific standing of Loffler, we quote from a letter written
victim; spelling and composition
months ago, to a prospective

original with Loffler:
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"The treatment consists of injecting a chemical into the blood stream by way of a vein in
the arm and which causes no disturbance of any kind.
"The Chemical improves the Hemoglobine of the blood to normal and positively corrects
in which the patient can truthfully understand the possibilities of recovering
the Density
strength and health.
"I wish, however, for you to first understand that we cannot perform miricles, we cannot
hope to bring about good results in those cases that come to us without a foundation to build
upon, but in the first and second stages of Tuberculosis and in all cases of Anaemia, stomach
disturbances, Nervous disorders, etc., we have a positive remedy and wish you to fully investi
gate it for your own good as well as your friends."

So much for Loffler. Frederick Wellington Buck before he found a lush
field for the exercise of his peculiar qualities in the Dakotas, Nebraska and
Colorado, used to live in Grand Rapids, Mich.
According to the Michigan
State Board of Registration, Buck went through a form of registration in

IUJJPU1UJ,1

\Jt

*DR. BUCK PROMOTED

FredericK Wellington fiuck
Dr.
who'bai oiade tnis territory at regu
lar periods for the past six years, has
jbst been elected President of the
Affiliated Offices of the Quaker In
dian Medical Institutes, at the saiary
of 410,006 yeaf.
His faithful record
years
practice in Nebraska
of shr
without signing a sifigle death cer
tificate was what secured his promo
tion.— Oxford Standard.
An advertisement from a country paper, announcing the "promotion" of Dr.
responsibilities
of the "Quaker Indian Medical Institutes."

Buck

to the

Michigan in 1898 as a "graduate" of the Independent Medical College of Chi
cago.
The Independent Medical College, as many of our readers will remem
ber, was a fraudulent mail-order "diploma mill" which sold "diplomas" to any
one who sent the cash.
It was finally put out of business by the federal
authorities.
When the Michigan medical act of 1899 came into force Buck applied for
re-registration under this act, but the Michigan State Board of Registration
refused to re-register him.
At that time Buck was secretary' of a concern
calling itself the West Michigan Association of Physicians and Surgeons, an
organization said to have been composed largely of men whose medical (?)
qualifications were similar to those possessed by Buck. This "association"
was behind a mandamus suit brought by two men, Metcalf and Reetz, to force
the Board of Registration to register these men even though they had no
proper qualifications.
Both the cases went to the Michigan Supreme Court
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and were thrown out.
The Reetz case was carried to the United States
Supreme Court which upheld the constitutionality of the Michigan medical act
and also the action of the Board in refusing to register applicants who were

without proper qualifications.
Shortly after the Reete case was decided, Buck found it advisable to leave
Michigan.
Although the medical directories for 1902 give Buck's address as
Muskegon, Mich., Buck claims to have graduated from Central Medical Col
lege at St. Joseph, Mo., in 1902.
According to the Central Medical College
records, Buck gave Lepanto, Ark., as his home address.
How Buck was able
to be graduated in 1902 is a mystery, as he left Michigan at about the same
date and at that time, according to the State Board of Registration, had abso
lutely no qualifications involving attendance at a reputable medical college.
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What

the Quaker Indian Remedies are for
The Quaker Indian Herb Tablets

^

The Quaker Indian Liquid Hell
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The Quaker Indian Mask Salve
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to.
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The Quaker Indian Com Salve
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THE QUAKER INDIAN REMEDY COMPANY
,

PLACID). COLORADO

J tnlWUMl"I win la

.1

Facsimilet reduced, of a circular issued by the "Quaker Indian Remedy Co.," directing the
public to write to its "Head Physician, Dr. Fred W. Buck,' for "advice about any chronic
disease."

In

and 1906, Buck's name appears in the directory under Aberdeen,
Various newspapers, during the winter of 1910-1911, contain adver
published in news-item form telling of the "promotion" of Dr.
tisements
Frederick Wellington Buck. The items state that Dr. Buck "has just been
elected President of the Affiliated Offices of the Quaker Indian Medical Insti
tutes with a salary of $10,000 a year." Buck's "promotion," according to the
"news-items," was due "to his faithful record of six years' work in Nebraska
without signing a single death certificate." The advertisements
state further
that "Dr. Buck will continue his office at Flagler, Colo., and will continue
making his regular visits here every sixty days until next spring, when he will
1904

S. Dak.
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personal charge of the Omaha or Denver office with two assistants.
According to our records, Buck is not licensed to practice in any
."
state except Nebraska, where he obtained his license in 1903.

take
.

.
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This, then, is the brace of worthies that attempts to intimidate the editor
of a country newspaper because he endeavors to protect his readers by direct
ing attention to the character of these two itinerants. Fortunately, Mr. Horace
M. Davis, editor and publisher of the Ord Weekly Journal, is being supported
by the decent element in his locality.
The Valley County Medical Society
meeting at Ord, June 2, passed resolutions sustaining Mr. Davis in these
words :
"Be it Resolved, that the members of the Valley County Medical Society assure Mr.
Davis, the editor of the Ord Journal, their moral support and encouragement in his contro
versy and lawsuit with the alleged representatives of the Quaker Indian Specialists and that
the society highly commends Mr. Davis and all other editors and publishers of their effort
to awaken the public to the dangers of patronizing and placing their lives in the hands of
medical practitioners whose professional reputation is questionable." .

This resolution has also been officially endorsed by the Nebraska State
Medical Association.
It now only remains to be seen whether the impudent
bluff of Buck and Loffler will cause other country newspapers to refrain from
criticizing these men. It is unquestionably true that if the country papers
do their duty they can make Nebraska so hot for both quacks and itinerant
"specialists" that Buck and Loffler will give that state a wide berth. — (From
The Journal A. M. A., July 25, 1914.)

JOHN F. AND KATE
From
received

the publishers of the
the following inquiry:

News-Times

A.

BRAUN

of Goshen,

Ind.,

The Journal

"We have received from 'The Christian Health Institute,' of Peru, Ind., a 25-inch display
advertisement, setting forth the healing powers of one 'Bonita,' an individual who claims an
ability to cure a wide range of bodily ills without the use of medicine or instruments.
" 'Bonita' is scheduled to appear in Goshen on February 21, but as we have for several
years past maintained an attitude of hostility toward fake medical practitioners,
when we
know them to be such, the advertisement of his outfit will not appear in our paper, even
though we hold a check to cover cost of same, unless you are prepared to give it a clean bill
of health.
"If you have any information concerning 'Bonita' please let us have it."

As the Propaganda Department files failed to show any record either of
the "Christian Health Institute" or of "Bonita," an investigation was made.
As a result, it appears that "Bonita" and the "Christian Health Institute" are
the latest recrudescence
of the John F. Braun's brand of quackery.
PROFS.

BRAUN — HIMSELF AND HERSELF

The history of Braun and his wife, Kate A. Braun, makes an interesting
In 1898, Braun who was then a photog
in the annals of quackdom.
rapher at Red Bud, 111., took a "course" in magnetic healing.
Soon after
embarking on this enterprise the Illinois State Board of Health issued an
authorization for his prosecution and for a while Braun discontinued his
"practice." Later he seems to have practiced in Sparta and then in Nash
ville, 111. In August, 1903, he was prosecuted at Nashville and was fined $100
and costs and, on his failure to pay, was sent to jail. He appealed but later
paid his fine before the case came to the higher court. In March, 1904, the
federal authorities began actions against Braun for sending obscene letters
He was eventually fined $500 and, on failing to pay, was
through the mails.
chapter
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In October, 190S, he
confined in the St. Clair County Jail for six months.
appeared at Nokomis and Hillsboro, 111., where suit was promptly begun
against him by the State Board of Health and he was again sent to jail. In
January, 1906, he was sentenced to the county jail at Hillsboro, 111., for thirty
All this time Braun and his
days for violating the Medical Practice Act.
wife operated chiefly under their own names as "Prof. John F. Braun, Himself
and

Prof. Kate A. Braun, Herself."

m MMiNit
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COMINB
FREE
NO DRUBS

TREATMENT
NO RUBBING

M
The People You Hear So Much About

Greatly

reduced reproduction
24 inches by

original measured
names.

Jbt F. I

Meet Them Face to Face

of one side of a placard used by the Brauns in 1908. The
At that time the Brauns were using their own

18 inches.

In October, 1909, the federal government issued a fraud order against the
Brauns (who were then working from Bloomington, 111., Indianapolis and
Greenfield, Ind.) for obtaining money through the mails by means of false
and fraudulent methods.
As recorded in the memorandum to the PostmasterGeneral, the scheme consisted in advertising and selling an alleged treatment
for the cure of all diseases without the use of drugs, surgery or even seeing
the patient.
The "treatment" was claimed to be by telepathy.
Investigation
proved that the "scheme was devised and operated for the sole purpose of
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defrauding the sick and afflicted."
At the same time the Brauns were indicted
charges and Braun was sentenced to a year and a day in the
Leavenworth Penitentiary.
The case against Mrs. Braun was nolle prosscd
because of the large number of children she had.
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on criminal

After getting out of prison, Braun seems to have done business for a while
under the alias "Rev. D. R. Schiller" with headquarters at Rockford, 111. In
January, 1913, Schiller was mobbed at Jerseyville, 111., because, after adver
tising that his "treatments" were "free" he refused to treat two patients who
lacked money. The papers, in reporting the case at the time, said that Schiller
had sold over a hundred "blessed" handkerchiefs to patients in Elgin, 111.
The handkerchiefs were to be placed on the affected portions of the anatomy
and were supposed to effect a cure!
In March, 1913, Braun, as "Schiller," was on trial at Marion, Iowa, on the
charge of violating the Medical Practice Act. The jury quickly brought in
a verdict of guilty.

NIGHT LETTER

THE NEW FORM UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY
O'rict* IMMtftlC*
901i<

I
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One scheme used by the Brauns for getting victims was to send out an imitation telegram
individuals whose names they had obtained offering free treatment; needless to say the
"free treatment" cost money. Above is a miniature reproduction of one of the fake tele

to

grams.

the arrest of "Schiller" at
papers recorded
1913, the Indiana
He was not only
Ind., where he was doing a thriving business.
fined but also made to refund all of the money he had taken from people of

In June,

Greencastle,
that

community.

In November, 1913, we find "Schiller" pleading guilty to the charge of
practicing medicine without a license in Ionia, Mich. He was placed on pro
bation for two years after promising to give up quackery and return to his
home in Rockford, 111.
Kate A. Braun appears in the lime-light again under one
aliases,
She was arrested at
this time as "Delia Deimling."
of her numerous
Greenville, Ohio, on the charge of violating the Medical Practice Act. The
newspapers said that "Delia Deimling," while advertising that she would take
nothing for her services until a cure had been effected, had been taking money
and that some of her dupes were responsible for her arrest. She was sent to
This was
the local county jail in default of a $300 bond for her appearance.

In January,

1914,
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on Jan. 9, 1914. On January 10, Braun, under his alias "Rev. D. R. Schiller,"
was sending out the following letter to such newspaper publishers as had par
ticipated in the profits of the Braun quackery :
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In the «or*
(Rev.)

of lo»e end trutr^

D.P.Sohlller.

In June, 1914, the federal government again intervened and extended the
fraud order that had been issued in 1909 to cover the new names under which
John F. Braun and his wife, Kate A. Braun, were then operating from Rockford, 111. Some of these names were (1) "The Psychological Healing Insti
tute," (2) "Rev. D. R. Schiller," (3) "Hulda De Muth," (4) "Delia Deimling"
and (5) "Madame De Muth Deimling."
On Nov. 3, 1914, the Rockford, 111., Star had an item about "D. R. Schiller,
the Toner Street healer," to whom it referred as "the manufacturer of divine
balm and blessed handkerchiefs."
It seems that Schiller had come back to
Rockford after a trip to Janesville with a supply of whiskey in his pockets
and a not insignificant amount of the same substance in his anatomy.
After
supper he started to "clean out" a local barber shop against whose owner he
had long nursed a grudge.
The cleaning out process was accomplished by
means of bricks and a revolver. Braun ("Schiller") was lodged in jail and
before he had a chance to get out was taken in charge by the United States
authorities who had indicted him and his wife on charges of fraud.
At the trial of the Brauns before Judge Landis a touch of lightness was
given by the evidence of a farmer who wanted to get into the "healing busi
ness" and had applied to the Brauns for a job. Braun, it seems, insisted that
his assistant should have a beard, an appendage to which the farmer's "best
girl" objected.
The district attorney presented in evidence a letter from
Braun to the would-be assistant, reading:
"Yes, by all means, raise that Van Dyke for I would not think of placing you in office
without it. It will make you look ten years older. That counts for much in this business.
Never mind what your girl says about it, for you must choose between the girl and the job.
The more you force it the sooner the position will be open to you. Mioz wants to come back
but I will stick to the proposition I made to you, provided your physiognomy will be in proper
shape

Yours,

to look the patients in the eye and see how much money they have in their pockets.
Rev. Dr. Schiller, Himself."

One of the witnesses who appeared

for the government was a merchant
that he had paid Braun $10 for an "absent
handkerchief." After discovering that Braun was

from Appleton, Wis., who testified
treatment"

and a "blessed
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faker he refused to accept the handkerchief and demanded
refunded.
Braun very pertinently replied, by mail:

"If I
As

should return your money, every cheap screw in the country

that his money

would demand a refund.'*

result of this trial, John F. Braun on Nov. 12, 1914, was sentenced to
for four years, in spite of the plea of his attorney,
George W. Popham of Chicago, that Braun had admitted his guilt and had
promised on his release to seek legitimate means of a livelihood.
Kate A.
Braun was acquitted on the grounds that she had been influenced and coerced
by Braun and also because she was the mother of ten children.
a
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Photographic reproductions
(reduced) of three advertisements issued by Braun advertising
Kate A. Braun under some of her aliases.
As "Delia Deimling" the Brauns operated from
111., under the name of "Delia Deimling Divine Healing Institute"; from Beloit,
Rockford,
Wis., they worked as the "Hulda De Muth Psychological Healing Institute,** and from Mil
waukee they conducted the "Mary A. Rose Healing Institute." Mrs. Braun, it will be noticed,
went by all three of these names— and several others.

In October, 1916, the Ohio newspapers reported that "Mary A. Rose" of
Peru, Ind., was arrested in Springfield, Ohio, charged with practicing medicine
"Mary A. Rose" was one more alias of Kate A. Braun.
without a license.
She pleaded not guilty and was released on $100 bail.
When the case was
called Mrs. Braun failed to appear and her bond was forfeited.
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Braun was released from the United States Penitentiary at Leavenworth,
Dec. 10, 1917, after serving only slightly more than three of his four years'
Now, in 1918, it seems that Braun is operating his schemes under
sentence.
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still another name—"Bonita."
It is pertinent to add that the News-Times of Goshen, Ind., after hearing
from the Propaganda Department, refused the advertisement of "Bonita."
The people of Goshen and vicinity are to be congratulated on having a news
paper that holds the public health in higher esteem than the dollars of the
quack.— (From The Journal A. M. A., March 23, 1918.)

Bonita, the Beautiful. — Last week the Propaganda Department had a brief
history of the Braun family, "Professor John F., Himself," and "Professor
Kate A., Herself," now of Peru, Ind. The number of aliases assumed by this
family of quacks was mentioned and some of the names were given. Braun
for a while called himself "Rev. D. R. Schiller" ; Mrs. Braun has appeared
under many names, some of them being "Delia Deimling," "Hulda De Muth"
and "Mary A. Rose." The latest name with which the Brauns juggle seems
to be "Bonita."
Now come some Indiana newspapers recording the arrest at
Rochester, Ind., of "Miss Bonita Rose of Peru and her brother Oliver Rose."
According to the papers, "Bonita . . . enjoyed a few days of fine business"
and "it is thought the couple extracted about $500 for their few days service
in Rochester."
The advertising matter announcing Bonita's coming indicate
that "Professor Braun, Himself," had not lost his old skill as a press agent.
Here is a sample:
"Bonita, a noble, beautiful character, was born of poor parents in an obscure American
village.
This sweet and unpolluted flower of love and kindness has sympathies as wide as
And there is
the world.
She is a perpetual surprise, even to those who know her best.
something about her no one has ever been able to explain, not even herself."

is

This beautiful "unpolluted flower" — whose "mother, Mrs. Mary Rose . . .
also a 'healer'" — is out under bond. — (From The Journal A. M. A., March

30, 1918.)

[Bonita Braun ("Rose") was tried before a jury in the Fulton
Court, June 5, 1918. She was found guilty and fined $25 and costs.]

CHAMLEY— CANCER

CURE

Circuit

QUACK

A Quack's Impudence.^-The

impudence of the quack is notorious; monu
mental assurance is his chief asset.
S. R. Chamley — or as he sometimes spells
his name, "Chamlee" — is a quack of the cancer cure variety. With heartless
cupidity he has defrauded the sick for more than a quarter of a century.
Declared a fraud by the government and denied the use of the United States
1
mails in St. Louis, where he conducted one branch of his nefarious business,

Chamley calmly moved his offices to Chicago. From this city and from Los
Angeles he has, apparently, without let or hindrance, continued to defraud
the public with impunity.
At different times Chamley has been exposed in
The Journal, in Collier's, in Harper's, in the Chicago Tribune and in numerous
other publications ; he has been prosecuted both by federal and state officials ;
nevertheless, he has continued to exploit his heartless fraud and today is using,
as part of his advertising paraphernalia, a picture of a fifty-thousand-dollar
residence, built of blood-money wrung from the hopelessly sick. Now come»
Chamley in a letter to physicians with this offer :
1. See pamphlet

"Cancer

Cure

Frauds," published

by the

American

Medical

Association.
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"I will take an oath and do hereby affirm that I have made nearly one-half
million dollars with my cancer remedy.
I am now an old man (63) and will
sell it to you for only $20 and teach you by my book and typewritten corre
spondence to cure cancers on any part of the face and body.
It is a most
wonderful, strange but fortunate combination of several medicines,
easily
obtained at any large drug store.
I often get $1,000 for curing a cancer and
.
.
.
Price only $20 for a treatment that I have
$300 to $500 is very common.
been making from 20,000 to 30,000 dollars every year for many years.
.
.
."
As might be expected the theme sustained throughout Chamley's letter is
that of low, crafty cupidity.
The man's character stands out in the closing
sentence of the letter:
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"I

have just taken a $2,000 case and a $1,000 case all in advance."

Possibly the human animal can descend to greater depths of depravity than
that reached by the cancer quack — possibly, but not probably.
Of all tainted
gold none is quite so dirty as that filched from the hopeless sufferers from
civilization's most dreaded scourge. — (Editorial from The Journal A. M. A.,

Aug.

7, 1915.)

Chamley is Still Loose.— S. R. Chamley— sometimes he spells his name
"Chamlee" — is a resident of Los Angeles. Chamley is the "cancer cure" quack
who frightens impressionable women into the belief that "any lump in woman's
breast is cancer."
He has been swindling the sick for years.
In- December,
1909, while living at St. Louis, but also operating from Los Angeles, a fraudorder was issued against him under his various names, applying both to his St.
Louis and to his Los Angeles offices. Then Chamley changed the name of his
concern to "St. Louis Sanitarium," using a postoffice box; in January, 1910, the
fraud-order was extended to cover this new name. Chamley transferred his
swindle to Oakland, Calif., and some weeks later the fraud-order was still
further extended to cover the Oakland address.
He opened office in St. Louis
and Los Angeles under still another name — the "United Specialists Cancer Cure
Company" — and the federal authorities in February, 1910, denied these the use
of the mails.
In March, 1910, the fraud-orders were revoked in so far as they affected
Chamley's personal names, the quack having agreed to go out of the "cancer
cure" business and having filed an affidavit to this effect with the federal author
ities. His oath, as might have been expected, was as worthless as his business is
villainous.
The Journal in August, 1915, called attention to the fact that
Chamley was sending out letters to physicians offering to sell for $20 full
instructions that would enable physicians to carry out the same cruel swindles
that he himself had waxed rich on. Also he was boldly advertising his fraudu
lent cancer cure in over a hundred newspapers.
About the same time Chamley
was indicted by a grand jury at San Francisco for obtaining property under
From the newspaper reports it seems that he frightened a
false pretenses.
woman into believing she had cancer and then obtained a promissory note
for $2,000 for an "operation" which he persuaded the woman he would have to
perform. After the victim had paid $1,500 on the note, the quack, it appears, told

her she must be operated on again and he demanded more money.
Two women
who acted as nurses for Chamley are said to have testified before the grand
jury that Chamley admitted that he knew the woman had no cancer, but that
he meant to get all the money he could.

The federal officials again took action and still another fraud-order was
against Chamley. At that time Judge W. H. Lamar, solicitor for the
Post Office Department, in his memorandum to the Postmaster-General, scath
ingly summarized the case against Chamley thus :
issued
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"It may be said that the business of Dr. Chamley, contemplating as it
does the extortion of money for a worthless and often harmful 'treatment'
through a deliberate propaganda of terror among impressionable women by
and other literature referred to above,
means of the cancer advertisements
is one of the most vicious which has ever been before this office, and con
stitutes a more sinister parasite on the community than the dread disease
"
which Dr. Chamley offers to 'cure.'
was in April, 1916. In April, 1917, Chamley was fined $100 and given
sentence of 100 days in the city jail for practicing medicine without
a license.
We are now in possession of a circular letter, signed S. R. Chamley
and addressed to homeopaths and eclectics.
We quote the first four paragraphs
of the letter:

This

a suspended

"I find your name in the Directory as a Homeopath or Eclectic and want to inform you
that
have opened a little homeopathic and eclectic cancer college (never for alapaths) [lid],
I want to beg you to attend or at least visit us so that may show you the
need of more cancer specialists.
"I charge only $20.00 for a course of instructions, demonstrations and clinics, including
the book containing all the formulas for killing and curing cancers with what we claim is the
It is the nearest painless and most efficient.
best escharotic
ever discovered.
"If you will advertise in a way that will teach and warn the people not to neglect lumps
and sores,
will come to your office, start your advertising and pay for it myself out of my
own money to the amount of $50.00 and stay in your office and teach you, if you give
me all that comes in from cancer patients.
At the end of two, three or four weeks, I quit and leave you to pay your own advertising
and make all you can.
could.
would visit you again when
I am traveling this way nearly
all the time in Southern California, but will give a course of lectures here in the college all
want to be in the Billy Sunday meetings nights.
of October, as
You need to stay only two
or three days."
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The rest of the letter is largely devoted to flings at the Post Office Depart
ment and at other officials that have been responsible for curbing Chamley's
damnable activities. One paragraph, however, stands out in bold capitals :

"I
FOR

WANT THREE OR FOUR HOMEOPATHIC OR ECLECTIC PHYSICIANS
ME BUT THEY MUST BE GRAY, FINE APPEARING BUSINESS MEN."

TO

START

OTHER OFFICES

It will be noticed that Chamley insists on three essentials for those who
would start offices to perpetuate his wretched business : First, that the men
must be either "homeopathic or eclectic physicians"; a proper rebuke for this
implied insult may safely be left to the decent representatives
of these two
Second, that the men "must be gray" ; this, of course, is to enable them
schools.
to put up the proper "front" and to convey the idea that they have grown ven
erable in the practice of their "specialty."
The third is that they must be
"business men," which means, in the vocabulary of the quack, that they will
have no foolish professional prejudices against frightening women who have
some simple, benign tumor into the belief that they have carcinoma and, having
thus frightened them, will not be above robbing them of all they money they
are able to get their hands on. For the purpose of still further defeating the
ends of justice, Chamley warns those to whom he writes that they should not
address mail to him but to "Homeopathic Cancer College, 751 S. Main St.,
Los Angeles."
Chamley is a versatile and long-lived scoundrel. We have in our files
copies of much of the evidence taken when Chamley was under investigation in
St. Louis in 1909. The damning facts there brought out make a well-nigh unbe
lievable story of cupidity, ignorance and cruelty. Yet in all the years that
Chamley has been able to pursue his villainous trade, he seems, by some means
or other, to have kept out of the pentitentiary. Why, we do- not know. Com
mon justice and a decent regard for the public safety alike would seem to
demand that he be sent there.— {From The Journal A. M. A., Sept. 1, 1917.)
[Chamley died of chronic myocarditis (heart disease) Oct. 27, 1920. — Ed.]
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W. J. CROZIER
Morris,
A Mount
advertisement from
111., physician sends us a full-page
the Mount Morris Index, which we reproduce
in miniature.
The advertise
ment is one of a traveling

Spanish

quack, W. J. Crazier, M.D., who 'calls himself "A
and Female Diseases."
The physician who

Specialist in Chronic
sends the advertisement writes

:

"I am enclosing a copy of an advertisement which appeared in our
local paper last week. I should like if possible to learn this man's stand
ing in the profession, and whether he is licensed to practice in the State
of Illinois. If you can assist me in this I shall be much obliged."
diploma granted by the Missouri Medical College in
a license to practice in the State of Missouri and,
according to the Missouri State Board of Health, at that time stated that he
was a native of France.
In 1910 he applied for a license to practice in the
State of Michigan on the basis of his Missouri license. He applied not as
\V! J. Crozier, but as William J. Croziero and, according to the Michigan
State Board of Registration, at the time of his application said that he was
born at Evansville, 111. He is licensed also in Indiana and Illinois.
Of course Crozier's business, like that of all quacks, depends wholly on
his ability to find newspapers which are willing to carry his advertisements.
Fortunately for the Michigan public, that state has a law that protects, to
In October, 1913,
sdme extent, the sick from vultures of the Crozier type.
W. J. Crozier, alias W. J. Croziero, was arrested in Paw Paw, Mich., and
fined $50 for illegal advertising.
The action on the part of the local authori
ties was due, largely, to the fact that Michigan has a wide-awake secretary
Finding Michigan too hot for him, Quack
on its State Board of Registration.
Crozier slid over the line into Indiana, in which state he continued his pre
vious tactics. Crozier's method of getting victims is well described in a letter
from a Williamstown, Mo., physician.
W.
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1881.

J. Crozier holds

In

a

1888 he received

"He [Croziero] came to this town preceded by full-page advertisements
in the weekly newspapers, large posters distributed over the community
telling that 'Dr. W. J. Croziero, the Spanish Specialist, would soon visit
Williamstown, speaking four languages, having twenty-one diplomas from
the largest schools in the United States, Germany and all over the world;
able to diagnose any disease without asking the patient a single question,'
etc. The first night in town he gave a free lecture, everybody invited.
His prices were from $35 to $75, payment strictly in advance, and if check
was given, his wife cashed checks immediately before any medicine was
Dressed conspicuously, and did everything that you would expect
given.
the advertiser to do."
And now, it seems, Michigan, Indiana and Missouri have passed W. J.
Crozier, M.D., Spanish Specialist, on to Illinois.
In Illinois, Crozier has
dropped the final "o" previously tacked on to his name and has capitalized
Lying
are typical of the traveling quack:
the "z." Crozier's advertisements
claims regarding his ability, testimonials, and the usual farrago of nonsense
relative to the mysterious methods alleged to be used.

"I
"I
"I
"I

"I

cure
cure
cure
cure
cure

Cancer and Ulcers by electricity and blood medicines."
epileptic Fits, Paralysis, Shaking Palsey and other nervous troubles."
Skin Diseases, Boils and Gall Stones."
Female Diseases by the latest scientific treatment; no embarrassing examinations."
that palpitating heart."

Here is a testimonal served up to the Mount
the hope of catching other victims :

Morris public,

presumably

in
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"I had doctored several years for what the doctor called stomach trouble, but received no
benefit.
consulted Dr. Crozier.
had tape-worm and removed same, which was 4?
He said
feet in length.— Matt. Rem."

I

I

Why Crozier left Indiana, we do not know, but we have a theory. Some
of the country newspapers in that state that are particular about the class of
advertising they carry wrote to The Journal some months ago asking for
"Each

id Mi u aptmuu born with htm to do eutlj MM IM1 l«|illHHl

W.

t.

m «•«-"

J. CROZERO, M. D,

Spanish Specialist in Chronic and Female
WILL BE AT

WHAT

Quincy, Hich.
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Monday, September

I

CUBE.

1st

AT

The Quincy House

For One Week Only

I Why You SbouM

ib frontof &( Oniaq
■rtt
Lcenmfromdi utoraobilr
Sepaemk*.
« HMh;
1* (Pkftk Dmy)
ThisLict—v■(-ifLarir*<•-ill aaGcnrkaMn.
\i E«faOcfackF fct

Fr99 Band Concert

- 7:30 p. m.

A typical full-page newspaper advertisement of Quack Crozier when he was operating in
At that time he was going under the name "Croziero." After Michigan was made
Michigan.
too hot for him he tnigrated to Indiana and later to Illinois where he now plies his trade as
"CroZier."

information regarding Croziero, who apparently was applying for advertising
space.
Such information as we had was sent to these publishers. About the
same time Collier's had something to say about Crozier and added : "Indiana
newspapers will do well to think twice before accepting this imposter*s adver
tising. The amount of advertising space that Crozier purchases makes the
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acceptance of his advertising "copy" a great temptation to a struggling coun
try newspaper.
The Journal's experience has been that the average country
newspaper stands for decency and that, when its publisher can be convinced
of the true character of such individuals as Crozier, he will refuse to sell
It is for this reason that The Journal takes the present
space to the quack.
opportunity of stating definitely:

_.

.__

^..^..ii

_

..p.!

_

.

■

L

Each man hat an aptitude born within him to do easilyaomo(eat MFponihle to nay other

W. J. CroZier, M. D.
SPANISH Specialistat Omnuc and FemaleKarate*
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Mount Morris, Monday,

July 20, 1914

Fro* Lecture from my automobileat the Band Stand Monday crone* Jury 2a
Tbii lecture h for Ladies ai weMai Gentleman. Free band concert at 7JO p.m.

Music

'

Furnished

by

Mount

Morris

Band

A greatly reduced photographic reproduction of 1 full-page advertisement of "Crozier" in
the Mount Morris (111.) Index. The original advertisement measured more than one and onehalf square feet.
1.

W.

J.

J. Croziero,
W. J. Crozier,

Crozier, alias W.

is a quack.

alias W. J. Croziero, are false and
The claims made by
misleading.
3. The newspaper that has the interest of its readers at heart should give
the same short shrift to quacks that they would give to any other individuals
who make it a business to prey on the community and obtain money under
false pretenses. — (From The Journal A. M. A., Aug. 1, 1914.)
2.
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License Revoked— The license of W. J. Crozier to practice medicine and
surgery in all their branches in the state of Illinois was revoked by the
Department of Registration and Education of Illinois on Saturday, Jan. 18,
1919, for the following
specific charges :
(a) That he has advertised under
a name other than his own.
(b) That he has by false or fraudulent represen
tation obtained or sought to obtain practice in his profession,
(c) That he
has by false or fraudulent representation of his profession obtained or sought
to obtain money or other things of value. — (From The Journal A. M. A., Feb.
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1, 1919.)

F

F.

\

OF LONDON

USED AS SUCKER BAIT
Thousand-Dollar Specialist Will Give Ad
vice Absolutely
Because

"EXPERT"
"No

Pay

He Loves the "Doctor

FEARS

Until

Free ol Charge. Just

PATIENT

Cured"

Doctors

ISN'T

CURED

Always Extract

Cash Belore Treatment' Is Started
MORNING WORLD today presents another chap
ter on "quackery."
A new phase of the medical fakinir game- is ex

TKE

ploited.
The "eminent" Hale— "Professor \Y il. Hale. M D.. of
London, Eng.," who is advertised ns "THE NOTED EXPERT
ON OENITO-URINARY DISEASES." IS INTRODUCED TO
THE PUBLIC OF NEW ORLEANS, through the medium of
for

•

patients, invit
In a scull:

In 1908 a New Orleans paper, the Morning World, had an organized campaign against
At that time the scheme of the local fakirs to swindle past and prospective victims
quackery.
by announcing the visit of "Professor" Hale was exposed at some length.
Above is a photo
graphic reproduction of the first part of the Morning World's articles on this subject.

W. H.

HALE

"Can you give me any information about one Dr. William E. Hale, who is
at the head of many so-called 'British Medical Institutes' in the United States
I understand that he was in the Colorado penitentiary for two
and Mexico?
years and was arrested in New Orleans and jumped his bail, coming to
A. W. Parsons, M.D.,
Mexico."
.
Tampico, Mexico.
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which Dr. Parsons sends, one of which we repro
"Guillermo E. Hale" is the notorious quack,
William H. Hale. Hale claims to be a graduate of the American Eclectic
College. This was a fraudulent concern and has been out of existence for
From 1883 until 1891 Hale and one G. W. Van Vleck were running a
years.
diploma-mill in Cincinnati — the "Medical University of Ohio." Diplomas were
sold for from $10 to $500 apiece.
In 1891 Van Vleck, who was "president,"
"dean" and "faculty" of this notorious fraud, was arrested and put on trial for
Hale fled the state and went to Denver, where he posed as a Chinese
felony.
physician, "Dr. Gun Wa," While there he was indicted in the United States
District Court for fraud. After the indictment, Hale fled to England and oper
He was indicted in Liverpool,
ated a fraudulent catarrh and deafness cure.
England, tried and sentenced to eighteen months in the penitentiary — and
From the advertisements
duce, there is little doubt
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served

that

it.

What It Cost to Consult Prof. W. H. Hale
not*,fh* «#qu*l
to F A. NouWtt'lC'-inmdii.
Harewlthla thown a fmcainUa
of - -DM promlMMT
»-<
"'
wttfcthe"Eoiliunt HaW"In OuackRolandR«frlat«r'a
l«arlat«r'a
offlc*. Os tfcommck
offlea.
of rh* now,Inrti*nandwrlUo*;
Hala,u wrtckMwMimal of $lt "paMon ■ccouat."Mr.
NouUii own %t7toa Ida nor*,bvi daclarath«
accoui
will rlalal payvantand pro#*cufa
I
for obtainingmoory underfaltopretaaea*.lit paid
Relator and Hala
•f« ahjaiasrn»UN now

3pto«*ii3c to paij to y

oi

oe£>»i,

tttikrJfC - ftr ami. frr annam iuUrttl lkfrt
*rtantfront jmaaVBEptSLfV *olmfrrctivtd. a*d .
itntiy cvtlt&tdby •* tkramghan •(
at maturityand n tuwieq
*a tkt rc-futthmttail k*7<'i mmt
fmid mt
attorney. htnby a/rat f* pay «V«A"
ftti tf»afail €*ttl.

I

ATTEST
r r MaMMM
l»ntanal

Photographic
reproduction from the New Orleans Morning World indicating what it cost
one individual
to consult "Professor Hale."
It will be noticed that the promissory note is
made out to Dr. Roland Register who at that time was acting as stalking horse for Hale.

He returned to the United States after the expiration of his sentence, was
arrested in New York under Qit Denver indictment, and was sentenced to serve
eighteen months in the penitentiary — and served it. After his release he went
to New York and in 189S he was indicted in connection with another man for
grand larceny.
It seems that Hale and his partner in fraud convinced a victim
that he was suffering from serious kidney disease which would soon cause mad
ness or death unless he took Hale's "radium cure," for which $1,500 was asked.
Hale pleaded guilty to this indictment and served eight months in the peniten

tiary at Blackwell's Island, N. Y.
In 1900 Hale was in Jackson, Mich., where he was running what he called
the "British Medical Institute."
In the fall of 1902 he was arrested in Jackson
act. Through a technicality this case was
practice
the
medical
violating
for
non-suited, but a warrant was sworn out within thirty minutes of Hale's
release; in the meantime, however, Hale had fled. This closed the "British
Medical Institute."
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Cali» de U Airara No. M
.

TAHP1CO.

UN VISITANTE DISTINGUIDO
El Prof. Dr. Guillermo' E. Hale.
Presidente del Instituto Médico
Britanido, vendrá a Tampico.
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Tenemos

el frusto da poder in

terinar* nuestros lectores que el
Presidente del Instituto Módico
Británico, Profesor Guillermo K.
Hale, que acaba de regresar de>n
viaje a Londres., bará. acompaña
una visita
do de su Secretarlo,
profesional a la Qfícfna que en es
ta ciudad y en la Calle de la Au
rora No. 24Hiene establecida d:
cho Instituto, el proximo Miércu
les y jueves 26 y 27 de Noviembre
Durante esta visita el Profesor
líale tendrá gran placer en reci

bir a u&le-d. darte una consulta y
hacerle un examen gratis: ade
mas, ai (lene usted parientes, ami
208 o vecinos que so sientan afei
tados de algún modo, llévelos con
usted v aeran bien recibidos por
tan notable médico, quien lea ob
sequiara con un examen, en prue
ba de la gran simpatía que siente

por los habitantes

de esta grao

ciudad.

Instituto Médico

Británico

Calle Aurora No 24. Templco, Tamps.
* CoosQiU
de 9 a. m, a. S p m.
llores de
_
alertes
M y. Viernes ds 7 ft 9 p. ra.
de 10ft. m. a 1 p. m.
Consultorio Principal: 1' Calle de L6p><a
No. 8. Mélico, U P
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From that time Hale seems to have been
an itinerant.
His method was to make the
rounds of various cities, his coming being
advertised by local quacks, who sent letters
to past and prospective
victims. These let
ters stated that "Professor" Hale or Doctor
Hale, "one of the greatest living specialists
in nervous, chronic and special diseases," is
on a visit from London and will be pleased
to see the patient in consultation with the
man who sent out the letter.
The scheme
was to obtain money from these victims by
this misrepresentation. It seemed to be suc
cessful until it was tried in New Orleans. In
this city the federal authorities got after Hale
and his accomplices
(A. S. Dyar and Roland
Register) and in 1910 they were found guilty,
heavily fined and sentenced to the penitentiary.
Hale and his brother quacks appealed and the
appellate court granted a new trial on the
ground that the lower court erred in admit
ting the damning evidence against Hale.
Now it seems Hale is humbugging the
gullible in Mexico, and has resurrected his
"British Medical Institute" and is now con
ducting the concern under the term, "Instituto
Médico Británico."
Quackery is international in its scope. We
trust that our southern neighbors will find it
feasible to put "El Prof. Dr. Guillermo
E. Hale, Presidente del Instituto Médico
Británico" where he can be kept at state ex
pense. It will be much cheaper for the Mexi
can public. — {From The Journal A. M. A.,
Jan. 10, 1914.)

GERALD

MACAURA

Gerald Macaura is a quack of international
notoriety who calls himself "doctor" and
claims to hold a diploma from the National
(re
Photographic reproduction
Medical University of Chicago. The official
duced) of an advertisement in a
list of the alumni of the National Medical
Mexico,
paper of the
Tampico,
"British Medical Institute," an
University
of Chicago does not contain
nouncing the alleged visit of the
Macaura's
name.
Even if it did, Macaura
"Professor" Hale.
distinguished
This same swindle was worked
would have nothing to brag about, for the
extensively in the United States
National Medical University, now defunct,
until the federal authorities put
a stop to it
was an institution of the sun-down variety
whose reputation was so unsavory that it was
any of the states of the Union including the
of
authorities
by
the
not recognized
very state in which it did business.
In 1904 he was in Balti
Gerald Macaura calls himself a "vibrotherapist."
he
transferred
his
activities
to Dublin, Ireland,
later
year
About a
more.
Sorelle,
quack,
one
Dick
another
he conducted a
with
where in partnership
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Greatly reduced reproduction of some of
don newspapers during his campaign in that
the English Review
Reviews was made an
his advertising campaign by hiring the Royal

the advertisements run by Macaura in the Lon
city.
Note the way in which the late editor of
advertising asset by this quack.
Macaura opened
Albert Hall, later he used Clavier Hall.

a

two-night "show" that was widely advertised in the Lon
his campaign with
Macaura spent tens of thousands of pounds on newspaper
don newspapers.
advertisements.
master-stroke of advertising, Macaura was able to interest the late
As
W. T. Stead in his faking and page after page of the London papers were filled
with Macaura's blatant advertisements in which Stead's name was capitalized
Mr. Stead was undoubtedly honest in
huge advertising asset.
and used as
his belief that Macaura had something of value in his widely heralded treat
ment. In this instance, as in some others equally well known, the late editor
sincerity of purpose that was
of the English Review of Reviews showed
A fewexceeded only by his appalling lack of judgment on things medical.
years before, Mr. Stead had advocated the notorious Count Mattei "cancer
a

a

a
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medical institute under the title the "American Doctors." Like other quacks —
medical and otherwise — he commercialized his country's emblem by floating the
Stars and Stripes above his fakery. In those days, it seems, Macaura had not
started his vibrotherapy brand of quackery, but was relieving the gullible of
their money via the "electric treatment" route.
In 1908 Macaura crossed the Irish channel and opened another "institute"
It was at this time that he brought out his "blood
in Manchester, England.
circulator" which, he assured his dupes, was "Protected by His Majesty's Royal
Letter Patent." The "blood circulator" he first christened the "Pulsator," but
later changed its name to the "Pulsocon." Finding England a verdant pasture
Macaura soon decided that Manchester offered too small a field for his talents,
It was here that he gave full play to his
and in 1910 he moved to London.
advertising genius — for the quack undoubtedly has genius in this line.
He
rented the Albert Hall, one of the largest auditoriums in London, and opened
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cure" which investigation showed to consist of nothing but water; later, he
came to the support of an equally worthless cure for cancer —violet leaves ;
Needless to say, Macaura took full advanthen it was Macaura's "Pulsocon."
Mr. Stead, and he reaped a
tage> of the publicity given him by his champion,
golden harvest.
Needless to say, too, when Mr. Stead finally admitted the
worthlessness of Macaura's "treatment" the publicity given this admission was
practically nil. How beautifully Macaura worked the British public can be
One of the cheaper evening London
gathered from the following incident.
papers in the summer of 1910 contained this news item:
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At Beaconsfield
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Photographic
reproduction of the back cover of Macaura's booklet showing the vibration
device sold in England under the name "Pulsocon'*
and in the United States as the "Cir-

kulon."

Eight guineas and six pence (about $40.) was certainly dirt cheap for such
a magnificent puff.
What plebeian cockney, with "a sneaking liking for
lord," could withstand the subtle suggestion that by purchasing one of
Macaura's "Pulsocons" he would be able to obtain the same "treatment" as
that given to Earl Roberts?
In time, as in all such cases, the British realized what Macaura was, and
his blatant and mendacious advertising was insufficient to overcome the coun
ter-force of the knowledge of his inefficiency and fraud. Then in the autumn
of 1911 the quack announced that he was coming back to the United States.

a
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employed by Dr. Gerald
Macaura, inventor of the Macaura machine, was fined £5 and £3 8s 6d costs
for exceeding the speed limit.
Dr. Macaura explained that he was behind with his appointments, with sev
eral important patients, and was at the time on his way to the residence of the
Earl and Countess Roberts at Ascot.
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the time, Thk Journal felicitated London on being well-rid of a most unde
sirable citizen. For some reason Macaura changed his mind and instead of
returning to the United States transferred his fraudulent operations to the con
tinent.
In the latter months of 1912 the newspapers announced that Macaura
was expelled from Prussian state territory on the charge of "attempt to cheat."
In Paris he fared even worse, although he found several Parisian papers that
were willing to share in the fraud money he obtained from the sick. The public
prosecutor accused Macaura of illegal practice of medicine and the quack was
arrested on the charge of swindling.
The case was decided a few days ago
when, according to the Associated Press reports, Gerald Macaura was sentenced
to three years' imprisonment and a fine of $600 on a charge of fraud.

At
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appearing in the London Daily Mirror.
Notice his
One of Macaura's advertisements
The official
claim to have heen graduated by the National Medical University of Chicago.
list of the alumni of the National Medical University does not give Macaura's name. If it did
Macaura would have nothing to be proud of, as this "university" was a night school not
recognized by the Illinois authorities.

After Macaura has served "time" he will probably return to the United
States, where he may feel tolerably safe in conducting his quackish operations,
provided he does not come in conflict with the federal laws. In fact, the device
by which he has swindled so many thousands, has come to the United States
ahead of its self-styled inventor. In this country it is not sold as the "PulsoThe "Cirkulon" is exploited by the Cirkulon
con" but as the "Cirkulon."
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Grand Avenue, Kansas City, Mo.
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In Great Britain Macaura's

device sold for 38 shillings (about $9.50).
When purchased in Kansas City,
however, $15 is the price. At present the "Cirkulon" is not being pushed exten
We may expect three years hence, when its "inventor" is able to put
sively.
aside his convict's suit and again don civilian garb that an energetic campaign
will be started.
So long as a gullible public and venal newspapers exist, so
long will quacks of the Macaura type flourish. — {From The Journal A. M. A.,

May

30, 1914.)

MICROZONE
Writes

a physician

MEDICINE COMPANY

:

"The enclosed envelope with contents was sent to my son, who is drafted for the Army.
all of these boys are getting it. Something ought to be done to protect the boys."
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Evidently

The envelope contained a card on one side of which was printed a picture
the "Heart of Hot Springs, Ark.," headed "World's Garden of Health Con
trolled by U. S. Government." On the other side the Microzone Medicine Com
pany of Hot Springs, Ark., advertises "the only treatment which will positively
Further, the
cure inherited or contracted specific blood poison permanently."
recipient is told that "out of 7,000 patients who have taken our treatment
Many were cured privately
.
.
.
not one has failed to be cured permanently.
at home by mail. . . ." In addition to the card, the envelope contained two
crude facsimiles of ten dollar Confederate bills, on the back of which "Microzone," the "King of all treatments for blood poison," was advertised — "$25 for
full treatment I" The Microzone Medicine Company, according to material in
our files, is operated by a quack, one J. M. Byrd, whose license the Arkansas
authorities revoked in 1913. In a letter written in 1914 Byrd said : "I am now
confining myself to the sale of a syphilitic cure . . . and I can make more
money in that way and make it much easier than to do a general practice." At
the same time Byrd was advertising a pamphlet with a salaciously suggestive
title. Now, it would seem, Mr. Byrd would make more easy money by selling
a fake syphilis cure to the young men who make up the National Army.
Some
men make a living out of war by robbing the dead on the battlefields ; they at
least do not impair the efficiency of the army. Other men rob the boys in khaki
while they live, taking both money and health. They do this at a safe distance
from the firing line and use as an instrument the United States mails. — {From
The Journal A. M. A., Sept. 8, 1917.)

of

ORRIN
The following
western states :

ROBERTSON

interesting letter is from

a

lady living in one of the south

"Under separate cover I am sending you a copy of a preposterous cir
cular sent out by one Orrin Robertson of Arkansas City, Kan. This paper
was given to me by a lady who is connected with me by marriage and who
has a cancer in what must be both an inoperative and incurable stage.
Instead of going, as I begged her to, to one of the surgeons of M
when there was only a small lump in her breast, she went first to Johnson
of Kansas City, Mo., then to Weltmer of Nevada and now she is planning
to go to Robertson. It takes her hours every day to wash and cleanse the
breast.
It bleeds very freely, and has a raw open surface several inches in
diameter.
How any one can take any stock in a man who can publish such
a thing is unaccountable to me.
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"My doctor advised me to send the publication to you to have Robert
in The Journal, as you are doing with other charlatans and
frauds. You may say that he is not worth noticing, but he reaches a great
son exposed

many people who ought to know better, and his bitter denunciation of reg
ular practitioners and his 'proofs' of the awful things they give as medicines
('glanderine' for instance) are enough to shake the confidence of a very
large class of people in the medical profession. I have no hope of doing
any good in the case I write of. But an expose in The Journal might help
reputable physicians to keep others from taking the chances of going to

him."
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from Robertson's

Journal of Anthropology.

The 'preposterous circular that our correspondent forwards is a twenty-eight
Robertson
page advertising sheet called Robertson's Journal of Anthropology.

calls himself "the Old Reliable Specialist, Discoverer, Originator and Founder
System."
of Anthropology, the Pneumo-Psycho-Manas-Soma
He has been
quacking it for many years.
He was graduated in 1895 by the homeopathic
department of the State University of Iowa, but five years before this he seems
to have been at San Antonio, Tex.
His name does not appear again in the
medical directories until 1900, at which time he is found at Louisburg, Kan.
From 1902 to 1908 he was at Quenemo, Kan., where he operated a fake institu
tion known as the "American University of Anthropology."
In 1910 he is found
at Kansas City, Mo. In 1911 he seems to have been at Agra, Okla. At present
writing he is at Arkansas City, Kan.
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Robertson claims to be a "graduate of thirty-one different colleges, univer
Some of the "institutions"
sities and institutions in this country and Europe."
from which he holds diplomas or certificates are :
Thomas
Society Oriental Mystics, Chicago, III.: — N. E. Wood, A.M., M.D., president;
Betiero, M.D., secretary; George V. Booker, treasurer.
The Temple of Moomntaj-Lyumbia "Ka Lama Zurija" India, Chicago, 111.:— Dr. L. W.
Adept in Art Magic and Famous Magician of Alchemy
de Laurence, Yoghee and High-Caste
and Fire.
Ancient Order of Oriental Mystics, Chicago, 111.:— Andrew Black, Ph.D., president; T. J.
Betiero, M.D., secretary; E. S. Adams, treasurer.
New York CoHege of Magnetics, New York:— E. D. Babbitt, M.D., dean, F. G. Welch,
M.D., president board of trustees.
New York Institute of Science, Rochester, N. Y.: — X. La Motte Sage, president; Thos. F.
Adkins, vice-president;
J. S. Wharton, M.D., secretary; Dutton Whitney, M.D., medical
director.
College of Therapeutics, Boston, Kansas City and Los Angeles: — Joseph Rhodes Buchanan,
M.D., president.
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New York Institute of Science.

..

To AH To Whom fhjs May Come.
.GREETING
H known thaf Orrin RobertsongBS

completed the full
course prescribed by IMS, lilSliluliulllor Suggestive Therapeutics. Psychic Therapeutic!?, Personal Magnetism. Psychology
and Metaphysics and upon examination is adjudged Worthy
of Graduation and is entitled to the highest honors of this
Institution which by these presents are conferred.
In testimony whereof we have hereunto sot our hands and
affixed our seal on this the 6th day of February, A. D., 1900,
at Rochester. N. Y., U. S. A.
LaMotte Sage. A. M.. Ph. D.. LL. D., President
Thos. F. Adkins. Vice-President
J. S. Wharton. M. D.. Secretary.
Dutton Whitney. M. D.. Medical Director
| (Seal.)
Be

]

Robertson seems to possess "diplomas" from a large number of fake institutions
and.
relying on the public's ignorance of the character of such concerns, he advertises his alleged
qualifications.
The "New York Institute of Science" was an utterly fraudulent concern and
was driven out of business by the federal authorities.

If anything further
ertson is a full-fledged
There is nothing,
it.
believe the balderdash

were needed to convince the thoughtful that Orrin Rob
quack his connections with these institutions should do
apparently, that Robertson doesn't cure, if one is to
he sends out in his Journal of Anthropology.
He par
ticularly emphasizes his success in the "non-surgical treatment of gall-stones,"
a field of endeavor that seems to lend itself peculiarly to the quack and the
charlatan. The typical gall-stone-cure faker gives his victim a large dose of
some bland oil, such as cotton-seed oil or olive oil, follows it up by a saline
cathartic and points with pride to the "gall-stones," as he styles the soapy con
cretions passed by persons taking such a mixture. Robertson goes the old fake
one better; he claims to remove gall-stones by means of the "Seven Sacred Oils
which grow in seven different climes." Not only this, but Robertson says : "I
never give the same oils to a person with light hair and eyes that I do to one
with dark hair and eyes."
Robertson calls his "seven sacred oils" the

"Elixir of Life." He claims:

"One oil acts specifically upon the entire head and throat.
"One oil acts directly upon the esophagus.
"One oil acts directly upon the stomach."
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And so it goes, each oil acting a little lower down, until we reach the seventh
oil which "acts directly" on the rectum. More wonderful yet, we are told :
"In

seven minutes after you take a dose of the seven oils, rub your hand across the back
can smell the oils.
"In fourteen minutes, rub your hand across the spine in the thoracic region and you can
smell the oils.
"In twenty-one minutes, rub your hand across the spine in the lower dorsal region and
you can smell the oils."

of your neck and you

And so on.
"There

The figure seven is his Shibboleth.

Thus

:

seven mineral substances, and seven vegetable substances and seven mental
substances and seven psychic substances, and seven spiritual
substances, which, when put
together, doth make a Magical Compound, which, when properly applied, according to the
temperaments, subverts the diseases of the Liver.
It removes Gall Stones.'*
are

rffTT. ForAll Men
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LIGHTING
in announcing

his "illustrated lecture"

In addition to gall-stones, Robertson also features a "cure" for cancer.
Of
his treatment is "non-surgical" —he does not cure by "cutting, burning,
blistering or x-ray."
He has the usual list of testimonials purporting to be
from men and women who have been cured of cancer. To read the advertising
matter sent out by Robertson and to realize that this hodgepodge of nonsense
and charlatanry can and does deceive and defraud thousands of people, makes
one gasp at the depths of human credulity. It causes the thoughtful to wonder
whether the average intelligence in 1914 is above that found in the days when
magicians, witches, gnomes and fairies were established
institutions. That
such fakers as Robertson are a real menace, however, is evident from the facts
brought out in the letter published above. This emphasizes the need of pro
tecting the credulous sick and ignorant from the dangers to which their cre
dulity and lack of knowledge expose them. A state which throws the protec
tion of an admirable "blue-sky law" around the unsophisticated investor should
not tolerate for an instant such a mean and contemptible trade as that carried
on by Robertson.— (From The lournal A. M. A., Feb. 7, 1914.)
course

"OBESITY

CURES"

Women's fashions during the past few years gave a wonderful stimulus to
one branch of quackery — the exploiters of "obesity cures." The desire to be
slender — and slender
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to a degree often far beyond that compatible with good
health — caused thousands of women to throw away money on so-called reduc
tion treatments that were either dangerous or worthless, and sometimes both.
Thyroid extract was the basis of many of the "fat reducers" first put on the
market and this drug is still used in some of them. The public, however, has
been warned of the dangers of this powerful agent so that it is becoming
increasingly difficult for those who live on the fat of the land to sell remedies
of this type.

Fucus vesiculosus, variously known as bladderwrack, sea-wrack, kelp-ware
has also been used in many instances as an ingredient of obesity
There seems to be no explanation for the popularity of this species of
cures.
seaweed as a remedy for obesity.
In fact, it is said that this particular sea
weed is used in some localities as a food for hogs in the belief that it makes
(poke-berry) has also been recommended
the animals fat ! Phytolacca-berry
but its use is both dangerous and unsatisfactory.
Lemon juice, too, had its day
as a weight reducer.
The exploiters of obesity cures have turned this fad to
account by making citric acid the basis of some of the obesity cures. The
increasing popularity of so-called drugless methods of treatment of disease has
resulted in many alleged "drugless" treatments for obesity— for quackery is
nothing if not versatile.
Practically every "fat cure," no matter to what type it belongs, is exploited
First, that those who use it do not need to diet;
under two specific claims:
second, that they need not exercise.
It is hardly too broad a statement to say
that every "obesity cure" is also sold under the claim that it is different from
every other "obesity cure." The most wildly extravagant representations are
Especially is this the case in
made by the dispensers of these worthless cures.
those that are sold on the mail-order plan rather than directly through the drug
stores.
It is after the purchaser has parted with her money that she finds how
widely the "treatment" she has purchased differs from what she had been led
The preparations discussed in this pamphlet are but a few
to believe it was.
of the hundreds on the market. They are, however, typical.
Those who eat much and exercise little are likely to become obese, and no
The
treatment that ignores the cause of the condition can or will be effective.
taking of drugs for the reduction of weight is a dangerous procedure at best
and should never be done except under the personal supervision of a physician.
In general, the medicinal treatment of obesity is not successful. While it must
be admitted that in some instances the treatment of obesity is unsatisfactory, it
still remains a fact that care in the selection of the kind and amount of food
eaten, together with exercise, preferably in the open air, offer the best results.
A high medical authority has said : "There are few diseases that the physician
is called on to treat in which it is so vitally important to adapt the treatment
to special cases, as in obesity, and it must be varied from day to day to respond
to indications as they arise."
The gist of the matter is well summed up in the article by Dr. Wiley and
Miss Pierce that appeared in Good Housekeeping, January, 1914, under the title
"Swindled Getting Slim":
and sea-oak,
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"Overeating and under-exercising are the main causes of too
Remove the causes, and keep them removed.
If you are not willing
accept the fat and be jolly about it, and enjoy yourself; but don't
digestion and general health, and waste your money, by patronizing
obesity-cures. Better alive, fat and jolly, than svelte — and dead!"

GUINAN

spoil your
advertised

INC." FRAUD

Quackery is disreputable and vicious, because, as a rule, it not only defrauds
but also trifles with health and life itself. Occasionally there are varieties of
quackery that attack only the purse. The Texas Guinan obesity "cure" is one
of these.
Texas Guinan is an actress. Her connection with the obesity cure that bears
her name is explained briefly in the following news item that appeared in the
papers early in August of this year:
"DENVER, Colo., Aug. 4. — Marjorie Hamilton has been deposed as the light
in the lives of fat women who seek to reduce, and a new queen reigns in her stead,
the Denver stage favorite, Texas Guinan, according to a telegram received from
that young woman today.
The message says she has been paid $50,000 by Walter C. Cunningham, Marjorie
husband, and head of the fat reduction bureau, and H. D. Turner of
Hamilton's
Los Angeles, for the method she says she used in reducing herself from 204 pounds
to

U4."

it,

Most of The Journal's readers will remember its exposure of "Marjorie
Hamilton's Obesity Cure" and the individual who operated
Walter C. Cun
ningham. The federal authorities followed up this exposure, and Cunningham
and his wife, Marjorie, were indicted by the federal grand jury and later
arrested.
A

RETROSPECT

a

is

a

6,

a

a

is

a

it

:

is

term
To recapitulate briefly
In 1906 Cunningham
said to have served
of eight months in jail in Minneapolis for fraudulently listing fees when he
was "president and manager" of a real estate business of that city, conducted
under various names.
After completing his jail sentence, Cunningham,
said, went to Rochester, N. Y., where he became associated
concern
with
said
which has exploited various mail-order medical fakes. At this time he
to have married Evelyn Burlingame and soon thereafter to have gone to
Buffalo, where he started a mail-order business, selling "beauty treatments."
The business was conducted in his wife's name. In 1909 Cunningham trans
brief period of employment
ferred his operations to Chicago, where, after
mail-order bust-developer
with the Currier Publishing Company, he started
concern under the name of his wife, Evelyn Cunning
and wrinkle-eradicator
In 1910 Cunningham sold his interest in this concern and incorporated
ham.
another one along the same lines — the Delia Carson Company — later disposing
of this also. In the meantime he was divorced from Evelyn, and on Sept. 19,
1911,
1911, married Marjorie Hamilton — the "Calendar Girl" — who, on Sept.
Kerting.
Kerting,
husband,
previous
from
her
William
divorce
had obtained
according to the newspapers, sued Cunningham for $25,000 for alienating his
At the time of his marriage to Marjorie Hamilton, Cunning
wife's affections.
new establishment in Denver. Here
ham had left Chicago and had opened
he exploited the "Marjorie Hamilton Obesity Cure," the "Princess Tokio Beauty
Company" and the "Cunningham Mail-Order School." The Journal's exposure
of these three frauds made them unprofitable, and the next the public heard of
Cunningham's activities was that given in the newspaper item reproduced above.
a
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much fat.
to do this,
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5, 1913, the newspapers
reported that Marjorie Hamilton
to get a divorce from Cunningham, charging that this gentleman
"did everything mean, even to punching her face."
Marjorie, in an interview
published in a Chicago newspaper at that time, was quoted as saying:

As late as Aug.

was

about

"Mr. Cunningham has another scheme now for money making.
I'd advise the people
who are dealing with him to look out.
He has advertised his successes very widely, but he
has kept his failures intensely quiet.
He is like a balloon that would blow up in a moment
if a pin should stick it."
We have, then, historically considered, the following enterprises
of Mr.
Cunningham :
North American Co. : fraudulent real estate.
Evelyn Burlingame : mail-order beauty treatment.
Evelyn Cunningham : mail-order bust developer and wrinkle eradicator.
Delia Carson : mail-order bust developer,
wrinkle eradicator and fat
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reducer.

Marjorie Hamilton : mail-order fat reducer.
Princess Tokio : mail-order beauty treatment.
Texas Guinan : mail-order fat reducer.
TEXAS

TO

THE RESCUE

Texas Guinan comes to the obese public —especially the female portion of it
— with this alluring challenge:

"I have at last, finally and forever, conquered the mystery of harmlessly
challenge the world to produce any person I cannot promptly take down
guarantee to make slender quickly."
I

reducing flesh I
in weight, and

Like most obesity cures of the so-called drugless variety, the Texas Guinan
humbug is "entirely different" from anything else!
To quote: "It is not like
the Marjorie Hamilton treatment— as absolutely different as day from night."
Neither, according to Texas, is the treatment anything like the Dr. Bradford
treatment, the Dr. Turner treatment, the Susanna Cocroft treatment, the Dr.
Kellogg treatment, the Dr. Spillinger treatment, the Burns Belt or Hattie Biel
treatment, nor like "Fat Foe," "Fat Off," "Berledets" or the Annette Kellerman
treatment.
Texas says she has to laugh when she realizes how much money she squan
"trying the various fat-reducing treatments so heavily advertised by
charlatans of the American Medical Association."
In fact, she advises her fat
sisters, "Tell the quack A. M. A. doctors and specialists to go hang."
dered

THE COMPLETE LETTER WRITER OF

QUACKERY

It is an education in quackery to receive a complete set of the advertising
matter, follow-up letters, booklets, etc., sent out by Cunningham, or shall we
receive,
say Texas ? The booklet which those who answer the advertisements
is in itself a gem of impudence and mendacity.
contains
various
pictures
of
It
Texas Guinan in different varieties of stage dress and undress— fat, lean and
medium.
In it the lady tells how she was about to lose her position because
she was getting too fat. "In tights I was a sight at 204 pounds," she says, and
publishes a picture to prove it. Mr. Shubert, the theatrical gentleman, we are
told, patted her on the shoulder and led her "quietly to the door leading out
of the private entrance of his office."
Thus cast into outer darkness, she
determined to remove her surplus fat, and finally "out of the chaos came an
inspiration."
She followed out the "inspiration" and took off W2 pounds in ten days— we
have her word for it ! Joy returned ! "I was found dancing before the mirror,
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singing as a full-throated field lark sings at dawn." Day by day, she says,
regain
she saw her "limbs that had been so big and ugly and cumbersome
their lost slimness and beautiful lines"; she saw her "big bust . . . slowly
subside back to its original shape" ; her "abdomen lost its swollen and unnat
Naturally,
ural appearance" ; in fact, "the days passed like happy dreams."
she went back to Mr. Shubert, who, with a due appreciation of poetic justice,
at once "dictated a contract that made my eyes stick out."

Photographic reproductions
(greatly reduced) of advertisements of some of Cunningham's
mail-order schemes.
In the upper row: The "Delia Carson Wrinkle-Eradicator" on the left
and "Texas Guinan
Obesity
Cure" on the right, with the "Princess Tokio WrinkleEradicator" between. In the lower row "Cunningham's
Mail-Order School" on the left, the
"Marjoric Hamilton Obesity Cure" on the right and "Evelyn Cunningham Bust-Developer"
between.

A

REQUEST

FROM

A

LEAN

MAN

Being desirous of finding out all that could be found out about Mr. Cun
ningham's latest venture, the member of The Journal staff in charge of this
department wrote the following letter to Texas Guinan :
"Dear Madam:

Please

send me

your

new book that is free and oblige."

The name signed was one of several assumed in writing for quack liter
ature; no prefix, "Miss" or "Mrs.," was put before the signature. This point
is mentioned because, as will be seen later, this short, non-committal, uni
forming, unemotional, strictly business-like note from a lean man was to bring
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a series of heart-to-heart letters from Texas Guinan.
Texas — but let her speak for herself:

661

"My

dear friend" wrote

"I am sincerely glad to get personally acquainted with you through your reply to my adver
tisement.
am positive it is going to prove a friendship
that will result in a world of
boundless happiness for you, of a deep, sincere and unforgetting gratitude on your part for the
glorious, precious new liberty that will be yours after you have been forever released
freat,
rom the cruel prison of Fat that has so long held you captive; when you will arise in the
morning and greet each beautiful new-born day with a glad song upon your lips instead of a
sigh; when you will glow from head to foot with a thrilling exultation of becoming slender
day by day, actually seeing with your own eyes the superfluous flesh melt away; and instead
of the flabby ungainly lines, the new and bewildering grace of youth will steal as if by magic
over your entire form,"
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I

Tone Guinea
Lob Anroles.Cal.
As a lar^o and oste^rod depositor of
our bank, I wir,(f to s'cate to whon it nay
ooncorn, that wo Appro data tout account,
and aro ploasod to Infers tho nubile that
m feel your cf*npany 1b thoroughly reliable
vor;' lnr^o business.
and doinc

It certainly rmst bo gratifying to you
to realise that after your <--wn<ronflarfui
rouuetion you are abio to benefit hummity
by offering then the treatnnht vhleh ro

undorctand
tho er.tire

is c°inC li*e wildfira
civilized rorld.

throughout

Your fair honorable dealings with the
publlo cannot but result in the ov-"r lasting
pratltute o" all those who havo ti e privilege
of d>allnc ' lth you.
You have parni^aion
to nee this letter
in cder that the publlo nay taion in *1ist
esteem we hold your company.

JTB/O

The City and County Bank of Los Angeles describes as "fair, honorable dealing" a busi
ness which sells, under fraudulent claims, thirty cents' worth of simple drugs for twenty
dollars.

The "bewildering grace of youth" was an appealing promise — to
of 40 — and the enthusiasm of Texas was contagious :

a lean

man

I

am so wildly enthusiastic
over my world-thrilling, perfect and
"Listen, dear friend:
positive fat reducer that I am madly impatient for every fat human being in the universe to
get the wonderful benefits of it right away!"

"Madly impatient" is good. Why this mad impatience, may be explained
by the following paragraph that occurs a little further along in the letter:

"I am a woman, and in this thing heart and soul, out of the great joy it has brought me
both to be slender and to see all others slender, so if you will fill out the enclosed guarantee
order blank and send it at once, with $20.00, there will be sent you immediately under plain
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cover the complete guaranteed Texas Guinan positive fat reducing treatment, of which
have never dreamed, and which the world has never before seen advertised in America.

For
ment!

paltry

a

And

$20 Texas was "madly impatient" to send her unfailing
how simple and harmless it was to prove!

you

treat

"With this absolutely unfailing fat reducer, let

me firmly impress upon you that you have
internal medicine to take, no nauseous pills, tablets, or powders, no exercise of any kind
— not one, no tortuous massage, no masks or apparatus, no rollers, none of the old, moth-eaten,
worn-out, silly, senseless, daily self-denial, or third degree methods.
I guarantee all this,
and on the day you receive the treatment you will yourself be happily aware that you have at
last found the only real and rational treatment known to the world's science."
no

And, after dilating on the evils and tortures of fatness
"After

the dark hours, dear friend, comes the dawn.

This dawn is now for you!"
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Then came the peroration and the letter closed
"Hoping
Sympathetic

to receive

your $20.00

Friend, Texas

Four

I

order as soon as possible,

SECOND

am. Your Deeply

Sincere

and

LETTER COMES

days after the first letter was received,

Texas says

:

Guinan."

THE

:

Letter No.

2

arrived, in which

:

"I am puzzled! More puzzled
response from you before now."

than disappointed

at

failing to

get

a warmly

enthusiastic

She need not have been puzzled, as she failed to allow sufficient time to
elapse between the first and second letters for an answer to her first letter to
reach Los Angeles from Giicago, even had it been written at the earliest pos
sible moment. Possibly Miss Guinan expected a telegram:
"Well knowing your inmost yearning, burning desire to be slender and feeling sure you
fully realize my positive treatment will make you so, I even expected your Rush Reply by
Special Delivery."

Evidently the trouble lay in the letter sent from
too confiding, too personal, for Texas says :
"Truly, from the way you answered my advertisement,
in your great longing to be rid of your fat."

in Earnest

I

The Journal

office.

It was

felt positive you were Intensely

Apparently, too, the once obese actress had read into the letter that was sent
that was certainly never intended, for we read:

her, something

"You know there's sometimes a Wireless System of Sympathetic Understanding
between
Your letter, strangely enough, filled me with the almost uncontrollable desire
human beings.
to Rush this Positive Reducer to you at Once; to even take it to you myself; to get on the
.
.
train and go to you with it and remain with you for several days.
."

Evidently on thinking over the matter more carefully, Texas Guinan con
trolled her "almost uncontrollable desire," and instead of coming to Chicago
in person, sent the letter — which was probably just as well. Yet there surely
is no doubt that the lady is much in earnest.
"When I electrified my friends and admirers and all the theatrical world by my quick
from fat-girl to thin-girl: When I stunned to speechless Surprise and Satis
transformation
faction that Great Manager, Mr. Shubert (whose former criticism of my over-weight had stung
me to the soul) — when I Dazzled him with my fresh, new, fairy slenderness of figure, mv
lithe-limbed, small-waisted winsomeness from head to heal [Spelling original with Texas. — Ed.]
— why, dear friend, the Happy Scene it made when I presented myself before him, a NewBorn, Superbly Sculptured Being and — Presto, I Stepped Across the Thrilling Threshold
of
Ah, my friend, no change, no scene, can e'er efface, my mind's impression of
'Stardom.'
that time and place."
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:

."

it,

All of this preliminary to the great "offer" ; to the "one chance to save $10
on the Texas Guinan Positive Fat Reducer." For a mere $10 it was possible
for the more or less cadaverous male who received this letter to get a prepara
tion that, "from the very moment you receive
There Is No Power on Earth
That Can Keep You from Losing Flesh Rapidly . .
The change that he
would undergo would be remarkable
"Your chin — throat — arms — abdomen — hips — thighs and lower limbs are immediately des
tined for almost unbelievable alteration; your enchanting, new and graceful willowness more
noticeable every blessed day
."
.
.
NUMBER

LETTER

THREE

Almost uncanny are the powers of Texas
"But

:

I

"Pardon me, dear, you may think me awfully conceited, but
am a bit proud of what
You, too, would
great critics have said in the press about me and my newly made-over form.
be — for we are only women after all — and Beauty and Admiration are a part of our very lives,
aren't they dear!"

I

Friend,

can see you in my mind's eye today, Dear

as you really

are."

a

it

is

mistaken. If she really could see her "dear
Here we are afraid Texas
friend" as he is, she would have instructed her corps of typists to remove his
name from the mailing-list and charge up to profit and loss the stationery and
Still
was hard to refrain from sending the $10,
postage already expended.
product would be sent.
when for this small sum such
"BEHOLD!

a

I

fully Sinuous,

I

I

a

treatment designed to make you Beauti
have right in my hand
believe
Fascinatingly
Slender and Adorable!
believe
have right in my hand the
pliant, peerless, reed-like
power to give you back the Glory of Youth's Lithesome Grace,

I

form."

it

"Reedlike form" seems particularly good as applied to the recipient of this
should have been applied to the
that
letter; the only criticism offered
present instead of the future. Nevertheless and notwithstanding the fact that
Texas closed her letter "with sincere, Sisterly Solicitude," the $10 was not sent.
is
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:

3

a

a

And with this wonderful promise, Texas closes her letter, from "Yours for
New Youth and
New Deal with Destiny." With man-like perversity, even
result, Letter No.
this letter remained unanswered, and as
came in due time,
and in this Miss Guinan became even more personal
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FOURTH

LETTER

One might have imagined that after three such pleading epistles,
Guinan would feel that she was indeed casting her pearls before swine.
no, Letter No. 4 came strictly on time, with the explanation :

Miss
But

"As long as you are still among the Piteous Prisoners of Fat, fat-girded, fat-manacled, fat
menaced, I cannot find it in my heart to forget you!
Really, truly, sincerely, dear, I cannot
for the life of me, blot out of my mind the awful unrest, the dull, desperate unhappiness you
must feel!"

As has been surmised, the letter that brought this flood of correspondence
from Miss Guinan was not sufficiently impersonal.
"Your

it through

answer to my advertisement
and through!"

was, in itself,

full of pathos to.

me,

for

I

understood

the lady in Mr. Kipling's poem, Texas, it seems, did understand, and
understood,
exhibits an "all-conquering sympathy for you that makes
having
me forget the sordid money part of it all." She has a "great surprise" that will
"make it Doubly Easy and Even Profitable for you to grow slender with light
ening [More original spelling. — Ed.] speed." This is it :
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Unlike

if

"Here, my dear,

I

I

am making you a most Sisterly
were your own flesh and blood!"

Proposition!

I

could not be more liberal

The "sisterly proposition" is an offer of the Texas Guinan $20 "obesity
cure" for the "small price of $5." All she asks is that you send in "the names
and addresses of five fat men or women," which Miss Guinan considers "worth
This, the fourth letter, begins to exhibit a spirit of doubtfulness, as
$15."
though Texas was slowly becoming convinced that the person to whom it was
addressed did not think much of her "obesity cure." To dispel any growing
skepticism, we are told that should we stop a moment and reason we must
inevitably conclude that every statement Texas Guinan has made regarding her
cure "must be true, because my reputation is at stake. I am traveling the coun
try starring in 'The Passing Show of 1912,' backed by Mr. Shubert, America's
greatest theatrical manager." And yet we receive signed letters from Texas
Guinan from Los Angeles !

I

"I would expect to be mobbed at the stage door as I finished my performance, if deceived
the fat burdened folks of America by selling them anything but a high class proven fat
reducer."
And whatever you do, do not confuse Texas- Guinan's only original
reducer with anything else of which you may have heard or dreamed !

fat

"AH the wafers, pills, powders, miracle dope, rubber jackets, rollers, weakening baths, and
willy-nilly what nots, are a hilarious joke to you the moment you begin this treatment and
behold with

grateful,

astonished

eyes

the marvelous,

quick

NUMBER

FIVE

LETTER

effects."

In spite of all this, and much more ; in spite of the fact that Texas inscribes
herself "Your fond and faithful friend" ; in spite of the promise of the "exuber
treat
ant happiness" that would follow "the magic of this world-bewildering
ment"; in spite of everything, Letter No. 4 fell on deaf ears. Thus it became
necessary for Texas to send Letter No. 5. This epistle lacked the fiery enthus
iasm of the previous ones, whether because it was signed "Texas Guinan, per
H. D. T., Manager," or because in this letter the price of the treatment is
reduced to the ridiculously small sum of $3, it is hard to say. "This offer," you
Moreover, "this is
are told, "expires twenty days after you receive this letter.
after
that
you;
original
be
made
date
the
will
price will be
that
the last offer
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To get it at this low price it is necessary to "send the names and
addresses of ten fat men or women;" further, "it is understood that you will
keep sacredly confidential the special $3 offer made you."
$20."

THE

Finally

CURE

IS

PURCHASED

the money was sent and in due time a package

taining "Texas

Guinan's World-Famed

came by express

Treatment for Corpulency."

This

con$20

treatment consisted of a quart bottle filled with a muddy liquid which on stand
ing separated into a pinkish sediment and an almost colorless liquid. The stuff
was analyzed in the Association's laboratory, and as a result of the examina
tion, the chemists' report might be summarized as follows :
To make a mixture having essentially the same composition as the "Texas
Guinan World-Famed Treatment for Corpulency," take a quart-sized fruit jar
and put into it :
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Powdered

1 pound
10 ounces
1 quart

alum

Alcohol
Water, sufficient to make

The approximate cost of these materials is 30 cents; selling price, from $20
to $3, according to the ease with which one parts with his money.
The analy
tical report in detail follows

:

LABORATORY

REPORT

"One original, sealed bottle (capacity about 1 quart, $20 size) of the 'Texas
Guinan World-Famed Treatment for Corpulency' (put up by the Texas Guinan
Co., Los Angeles, Cal.) was received by the Association's laboratory and sub
jected to examination.
"The bottle contained a heavy sediment (of light pink color) and an approx
imately equal volume of almost colorless super-natant liquid. On addition of
water the sediment readily dissolved. The sample was highly scented with rose
water. Qualitatively, the mixture gave tests for aluminum, potassium, sodium
(traces of magnesium), iodid, sulphate, alcohol and water.
"The following quantitative data were obtained : 100 c.c. of the well-mixed
preparation weighed 112 gm. equivalent to a specific gravity of 1.12; and 100 c.c.
of the mixture contained about 60 c.c. of liquid and 51 gm. of solids.
"Some of the mixture was evaporated to dryness and the water of hydration
removed by heating in an oven at 200 C. The aluminum and sulphate content
of this dry powder was determined and found to agree closely with the theory
for anhydrous aluminum potassium sulphate (alum), A1K (SO«)«. From the
above examination the preparation appears to be composed
essentially as
follows :
"Alum
"Sodium Iodid
"Alcohol (absolute)
"Water (by difference)

gm.
30.2
00.16 gm.
29.65 gm.
to make

NO

100

c.c."

ALCOHOL LABEL

of the quantity of alcohol present in the mixture, there was no
declaration of the presence of this substance, such as is required by the Food
and Drugs Act.
The label containing the directions for the use of the stuff we reproduce
photographically, omitting only a picture of Texas Guinan in tights, and a
"special notice" to the effect that the preparation must positively be shaken
before using.
Apparently, the world-famed treatment does not always have the same com
A specimen of it was sent to us by a New York physician. No
position.
alcohol or alum was found in this, but instead a solution of gum, probably
It seemed to be of the "vanishing lotion" type. Like the other
tragacanfh.

In

spite

'
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it had a minute quantity of iodid in it. Moreover, the label on the
forwarded
to us from New York differed slightly from that on the bottle
bottle
purchased by The Journal. The label on the non-alcoholic, gummy "cure"
bore this statement:
specimen

"By rubbing the fat parts with this liquid you will see that it rubs slowly into the pores;
rubbing until it disappears and until the skin is apparently dry."

continue

TEXAS GUINAN'S
World-Famed Treatment for Corpulency

PRICE $20.00

Shake content* thoroughly each time Ik true
I'our a liberal amount of the liquid uito the palm of youi
using.
hand and apply to the entire body or any of tlu fatty parts ynu
Ry rubbing the fat parts with this liquid. y»w
desire to reduce
wilt see that it quickly dries, leaving a powder upon the •«uii.net
I se a liberal amount ot the preparation foi 15 oi _'0 minutes :u a
utniug, and a>
tune ution arising in the morning and just hefon
I found result- were more iapnl
often during the day as desired
into a tub of hot water ( surficu ntly hot to in ten \ he
by jumping
before retiring. as, heat opens the skm
and
poi es) upon arising
pores, thus permitting the preparation to more readily enter t he
And I found it
pores of the sktn and dissolve the fat globules.
especially beneficial to throw a tablespoon ful ot ordinary washing
However, hot baths are uunecessai y
soda into the bath of water.
The mam point
unless you are especiafly eager for quicker results.
any
is to enable the preparation to entei tne skin pores, and plainly
effort on your pan to assist in opening them will be beneficial
Cleanliness demands warm bathing anyway, so why not accustom
yoursel.' to bathing bctort using this preparation ? To reduce iluuWIi
chin open the pores by the application of hot towels to the chm
before using preparation.
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DIRECTIONS:

FOR EXTERNAL USE ONLY

Some patrons stale that they have had still more rapid
and remarkable results by dissolving two cups full of epsom salts in the hot bath twice daily instead of washing
soda.

FOOT NOTE: Anyone with common sense knows that in the
use of any treatment for corpulency, a more rapid reduction is pot*
sible if the users are willing to restrict their diet somewhat by
omitting white bread, potatoes, sweets and starchy foods, and al
offer this information
though diet is no part of my treatment,
merely by way of suggestion to those who are especially anxious for

I

rapid reduction

Not sold In drug stores, and

is only obtainable

at the

American Headquarters of Texas Guinan, Inc.
Los Angeles, California
Lanco Building,
This preparation

vention

of

is not intended for the cure, mitigation

or pre

disease

Photographic reproduction of the directions on the label attached to Texas Guinan's thirty
that no
The stuff is purchased on the understanding
cents' worth of alcohol and alum.
dieting and exercise are necessary!
massage,

The label of the specimen obtained
"By rubbing

the fat parts with
powder upon the surface I"

direct was modified thus

this liquid you

AND THEN

LETTER

will

see

NUMBER

:

that it quickly

dries,

leaving a

SIX

One might imagine that after they have parted with $20 or $10 or $5 or $3,
as the case may be, Texas would be willing to leave her victims in peace. But,
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no; a few days after the obesity cure has been received,
It begins :

arrives.

warning — heed it, and you should have cause for eternal
and you may bitterly Reproach Yourself For All Time to Cornel"

Miss Guinan

really quite concerned

time be getting
Exhausted."

Is

scarce,

and

I

:

quantity of reducer sent you must by this
you about Ordering A New Supply Before It

is

"The
to warn

6

is

The point

Letter No.

of grave

it,

"This is a letter
rejoicing — Disregard

667

write

about the matter.
a

I

is

a

:

is

is

if

a

is

bottle to all the world," Texas
magnan
While the "regular price
$20
imous again and will let her "dear" have repeat orders "for $4 a bottle, or two
bottles for $7, or three bottles for $10." On no account must the "treatment"
be interrupted;
continued "you will be magnificently reduced to normal pro
gem — "you use the treatment until the cause
portions," provided — and this
overcome."
of your fat
Then follows a number of testimonials — addresses omitted — leading up to
this whirlwind climax
is

For
"The Golden Goal, The Sweet Reward Is In Sight; It Is All Up To You! It
Which, My Dear?
Yours with
Success Or Failure?
You And You Alone, To Choose!
Affectionate Anxiety, Texas Guinan."
SUMMARY

Those, then, who send
less — for Texas Guinan's "cure" are to rub
watery-alcoholic
solution of alum fifteen or twenty minutes
themselves with
time on rising, just before retiring and "as often during the day as
at
day and that
also suggested that
hot tub be taken twice
desired."
white bread, potatoes, sweets and starchy food be omitted from the diet. That
stretch
by taking hot baths repeatedly, rubbing one's self twenty minutes at
at frequent intervals and dieting strictly, one might be able to reduce weight,
evidently true. That Texas Guinan's mixture of alum, alcohol and water
just as evidently, not true. In
has anything whatever to do with reduction
short, "Texas Guinan's World-Famed
essentially
Cure for Corpulency"
fraud as much of
fraud as the "Marjorie Hamilton Obesity Cure" that Cun
ningham exploited from Denver, or the bust developer and wrinkle eradicator
that he sold in Chicago.
man whose business has been
sorry commentary on our laws that
essentially one of fraud and deceit for years past, can continue to swindle the
public with apparent impunity. The federal authorities took action in the case
The
of Marjorie Hamilton, but as yet have not pushed things to completion.1
Journal's thorough-going exposure of this particular swindle — and the publicity
finan
which the papers of the country gave The Journal's article — killed
cially. All that Cunningham needed to do, however, was to transfer his offices
to another state and start up under another name. His stock in trade are impu
The federal machinery of
dence and mendacity; his clientele, the gullible.
should be unnecessary to invoke federal aid in
necessity moves slowly, and
fraud of this kind. When Professor Samuels, the Wichita quack,
prosecuting
a

is

Soon

a

it

it,

a

It

;

a

a

is

is,

is

a

a

a

is

It

a

a

— or
$20

1.

after

Marjorie Hamilton

this article appeared the federal authorities gave the coup de grace to the
the use of the United States mails.
fraud by denying

it
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a

"Not having heard from you with an order for
second supply,
have become
little
worried, my dear, that you might make the terrible mistake of allowing the bottle to get
empty without taking the precaution of having another one on hand.
.
.
.
You are now
as one who has climbed three-fourths
of the way up the Pinnacle of Happiness — do not
falter in your steps, do not hesitate, do not lag, do not doubt or fear."
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attempted to operate his fraud-factory in Detroit, the local authorities took the
thing in hand and made Michigan too hot for him. The local authorities of
Los Angeles can do the same thing for Cunningham. — (From The Journal

A. M. A., Dec.

13, 1913.)

Aftermath

On Jan. 19, 1914, Texas Guinan and Texas Guinan, Incorporated, were
declared guilty of conducting a fraudulent scheme and deprived of the use of the
mails. The memorandum of Judge W. H. Lamar to the Postmaster-General
recommending the issuance of a fraud order contained a great deal of infor
mation that has already been set forth in The Journal. Some points in the
memorandum, however, are worth quoting. According to it:
"Texas Guinan, Inc., is a corporation of the State of California, incorpor
W. C. Cunningham, F. D. Turner, Jr., J. R. West and
H. D. Turner. Cunningham is the originator and real promoter of the business."
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ated Aug. 4, 1913, by

Of

the obesity cure

itself the memorandum

states

:

"The scheme discussed in this memorandum took its rise in the meeting of
Cunningham and Miss Texas Guinan in Los Angeles, Calif., some time in 1912.
Miss Guinan, who is an actress, at that time had a part in 'The Passing Show
She was introduced to
of 1912,' which was playing at Los Angeles en tour.
Cunningham, who was then conducting the Marjorie Hamilton Company, by
friends. Cunningham had heard that she had once been quite stout, and, on
inquiry, found she had reduced her weight by using alcohol, alum and iodin.
It must have occurred to Cunningham that here was a better foundation for an
'anti-fat' business than he had had in the Marjorie Hamilton scheme, for there
he had devised the story of Marjorie Hamilton's reduction in weight out of
whole cloth. At any rate, Cunningham purchased this 'formula' (50 cents worth
of alcohol, 10 cents worth of alum and 10 cents worth of colorless iodin) and
the use of Miss Guinan's name for $500 down and $50 a week.
The incorpor
ation of Texas Guinan, Inc., followed, and then advertising began.
"These advertisements are run over the name Texas Guinan, pronouns of
the first person are used, and the statements therein are calculated to lead the
reader to believe that Texas Guinan herself is conducting the business and
giving each case her personal attention. The follow-up letters bear the heading
Texas Guinan, Inc., but are written in the first person and signed Texas Guinan
in facsimile handwriting.
Miss Guinan has in fact been working as an actress
all through the conduct of this business, and has had no part in its operation.
Nearly all the time she has been traveling in the east."
Texas Guinan made an affidavit giving some of the facts regarding her con
This was introduced as
nection with Cunningham in the obesity cure business.
evidence in the case. Here are some excerpts from the affidavit.
Lawyer. — "In this pamphlet thjere appear certain statements alleged to have
been made to you by your manager, Mr. Shubert, to the effect that you were
'too fat' to play the part which you sought to have assigned to you in one of
his companies and in which you were given certain advice by Mr. Shubert.
Please state whether the interviews alleged to have taken place between you
and Mr. Shubert are true and whether the statements alleged to have been
made by him to you as printed in the pamphlet are correctly and truly
quoted."
Texas Guinan. — "No, they are not. I never saw the pamphlet until it was
I sent it to my friend, Mr.
and sent to me by Mr. Cunningham.
Johnson, and asked him what to do about it. He advised me that some state
ments contained in the pamphlet were very nice, but to request Mr. Cunning
ham to omit the 'rubbish' and the use of the first person, which I did . . .
Lawyer. — "Are the statements on page 2 of the pamphlet which refer to a
conversation alleged to have been had with you by Mr. Shubert true or other
wise?"
published
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Texas Guinan. — "That is a He ; that is not true. He had told me many times
I was too fat for some particular part but this had no connection with the
position I was playing at the time this alleged interview is claimed to have
taken place. That 'weeping,' etc., is not true."
Lawyer. — "On page 6 of the pamphlet appears the statement to the effect
that you studied almost night and day to improve yourself, or in other 'words,
to reduce your flesh; is this true?"
Texas Guinan. — "No."
that

ifevermarks

of
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This picture was supposed

(reduced)

of a small part of a circular sent out by Cunningham.
Guinan "before taking" the obesity cure"!

to show Texas

Quoting further from the memorandum:

"In the course of the investigation in this case, the inspectors corresponded
with 539 customers of Texas Guinan, Inc., received 214 replies to their inquiries
showing that out of this number 24 did not use the treatment, 142 claimed not
unpleasant
to have been benefited by its use, 77 claimed to have experienced
results, 29 requested the refund of their money, 8 received the refund, and 21
failed to receive the refund requested."
Summing up, Judge Lamar in his memorandum
said

:

to the Postmaster-General
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"On the basis of an alleged reduction in weight by an actress by the use of
the simple and well-known drugs iodin, alum and alcohol, a wonderful and
enticing story is built up of a marvelous, new and positive cure for obesity.
I
am satisfied by the testimony in the case that these drugs, whose action is wellknown, have no power to reduce excessive fat when externally applied, and
that, if Miss Guinan did in fact reduce her weight, it was due to hard work
(the playing of ten shows a week), the abstinence from potatoes, and the mas
sage given by her maid, rather than to the use of this mixture. The substitu
tion of oil for alcohol by Cunningham took even this feeble basis for his repre
sentations from them.
The return to alcohol after the investigation began
shows his consciousness
of the deceit he was practicing in palming this mix
ture off for something it was not. Neither of the mixtures contain anything
new, secret or out of the ordinary; and far from being 'most simple, harmless,
rapid, safest fat-reducing treatment on earth,' they are in fact of no efficacy
whatsoever in the treatment of obesity.
The evidence shows clearly that the
offer to refund to dissatisfied patients is not made in good faith, but is intended
to be evaded by sharp practices of one kind or another.
"I therefore find that this is a scheme for obtaining money through the mails
by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations,
and promises, in
violation of Sec. 3929 and 4041, Revised Statutes, as amended, and recommend
that a fraud order be issued against Texas Guinan and Texas Guinan, Inc.,
Los Angeles, Calif."

It

was

issued.

BASY

BREAD

A physician writes : "Enclosed find a clipping sent me by one of my patients.
Can you give me any data on this stuff?" The clipping was an advertisement
of the latest thing in "obesity cures," "Basy Bread" ! This product is made by
an Orange, N. J., concern calling itself the "Doctors' Essential Foods Com
The advertisement read in part :
pany."
"Reduce Easily and Naturally. Eat Basy Bread and Grow Thin. 'Three Slices a Day Will
"
Drive the Fat Away.'
"Basy Bread, the Health Bread, by its chemical action, destroys the fat already accumu
lated, and drives it out of the body."
"It is unquestionably the safest, sanest, surest most natural and inexpensive method of
reducing fat ever conceived."

The Journal has investigated so many obesity cures that, ia spite of the
fact that only a few inquiries have been received regarding this product, it
seemed worth while to learn something about it. The suggestion in the adver
tisement was followed and a letter was written asking for information regard
ing Basy Bread and what it would do. The inquiry brought a circular letter
and a twelve page booklet. From the letter it seems that a complete "course"
of Basy Bread treatment for obesity covers a period of fifteen weeks, includes
small" sum of $15.
fifteen loaves of Basy Bread and costs the "ridiculously
Moreover :
"At the end of fifteen weeks we advise how
NENTLV WITHOUT COST OR TROUBLE!"

to remain at

NORMAL WEIGHT

PERSIA.

In these parlous times, when the high cost of living is a problem of no mean
proportions, it is surely worth $15 to learn "how to remain at normal weight
permanently without cost." But we suspect that this is hardly what the Doc
tors' Essential Foods Company means.
One gathers from it that
The booklet is interesting, if not convincing.
every system of flesh reducing except that of the Basy Bread course is futile
and trivial. But :
"Our method is

devised."

the

easiest,

simplest,

most natural,

most

hygienic

and

pleasantest

ever
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These superlatives are, in themselves, enough to make the obese clamor for
Basy Bread, but when we read further that the "method" calls for "no rule of
dieting that either deprives one of dishes that are palatable or for enough to
eat to fully appease hunger" and further that "it calls for no different mode
of living than to which you arc accustomed," the urge becomes irresistible.
According to the manufacturers, Basy Bread is made from coarse ground,
hard, whole wheat, preserved and sweetened with ground figs and containing
vinegar, salt and water.
Dr. Harvey W. Wiley writes that Basy Bread has
been analyzed in the laboratory of Good Housekeeping, while Prof. Lewis B.
Allyn has had the same preparation analyzed in the McClure-Westfield Labo
ratories. The analyses made in the last named institution compare the find
ings of the composition of Basy Bread with the average composition of gra
ham bread.
Here are the figures:
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Average

Moisture
Protein
Fat
Ash
Carbohydrates

Acidity

Calories

Basy Bread
37.11%
11.98%
1.09%
2.06%
47.72%

Graham Bread
34.80%
8.93%
2.03%
1.59%
53.40%

7.5
1166

3.5
1075

The purchaser of Basy Bread finds that, in addition to eating the prepara
tion for which he is paying $1 a loaf, it is also necessary to follow the "Basy
Bread Diet." This diet list is, in general, typical of those recommended in the
reduction of fat. It calls for a great diminution in the use of most of the com
Here, of
mon starchy foods (bread, potatoes, etc.), oils and fats and sugars.
course, lies the "joker."
It may be remembered that in the trial of the Sargol
fraud it was shown that if one followed the diet instructions that came with
Sargol and fed the Sargol tablets to the cat, the same results would be attained.
So it is with the Basy Bread course.
Dr. Wiley well summed up the case when he wrote : "There is one way in
which Basy Bread will reduce, that is, don't eat any of it nor much of any
other kind."— (From The Journal A. M. A., Feb. 9, 1918.)

BERLEDETS
Berledet tablets are one of the latest "cures" for obesity, and they run true
to form in that they are sold under the claim that neither dieting nor exercise
is necessary to reduce weight when Berledets are used. Several inquiries have
been received regarding the product; one, in particular, came from a layman of
more than average intelligence who complained that his wife after taking this
stuff had become seriously ill and had to be put under a physician's care. Here
are some of the advertised claims:
"Eat what you wish, but after each meal take one of these Berledet tablets. Nothing
Dieting is unnecessary.'
else is required.
"Berledets form the only harmless way to end fat without the most rigid dieting."
"A chemist's certificate comes in each box to prove that it cannot harm."
"In our estimation, this discovery has settled forever the problem of obesity."

Like practically

every "obesity cure," the claims made for the stuff before
differ
from those made in the instructions that come with the
purchase
it
you
dollar package. While the advertisement specifically states that Berledets will
make you thin "without dieting," the instructions with the preparation urge :
"Moderation in the use of fat-forming food."
"Eat sparingly of rich gravies, pastries, butter and fresh breads.

Also

of dried foods."
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While, too, the newspaper advertisements
intimate that no exercise is nec
essary to reduce obesity if Berledets are used—"Nothing else is required"—
yet, after the dollar has been paid, the purchaser finds that it is necessary to :
"Exercise freely in the open air."

The chemist's
package,

report referred to in the advertising matter sent out with the

reads as follows

:
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I
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advertisement.

mean nothing to scientific men, except to
nature and to show the standing of the man

course,

indicate its utterly unscientific

:

It

will be noticed that Deavitt signs himself "Formerly Chemist
Illinois State Board of Pharmacy." The secretary of the Board of Pharmacy
of the State of Illinois writes, in reply to our inquiry
who issued it.

a

"H. M. Deavitt has no authority whatever to sign himself as 'Formerly
Chemist of the Illinois State Board of Pharmacy.' The only connection he
ever had with this department of the state government
was
number of
years ago when we employed him to do some analytical work in Chicago,
for which we had to pay him an outrageous fee."
:

Berledets were analyzed
report
as follows
is
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Gentlemen: — I wish to report that
have made a thorough and most exhaustive
analysis of— berledets — and find that they do not contain any Thyroid, or any other
harmful substance.
The ingredients of which berledets are composed are of the highest standard of pur
ity, absolutely harmless, but are very effective in prohibiting fat absorption.
Yours very truly,
(Signed) H. M. Deavxtt, Formerly Chemist Illinois State Board of Pharmacy.

in the Association's

laboratory, and the chemist's
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REPORT

"One original sealed package of 'Berledets' was received for analysis in the
Chemical Laboratory.
The pasteboard box bore the following inscription:
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"'Berledets; Berledite Tablets, Mild, Simple, Beneficial.
For Reducing Fat. Price, $1.00.
The Berledite Co., Chicago.'
" 'Directions: Chew one tablet after each meal or swallow tablet whole, drinking 1-4 glass of
water with same.' "

"The package contained white tablets having an odor of cinnamon and pep
The tablets (powdered) had a taste at first slightly sweet, becoming
permint.
acid. The average weight of a tablet was nearly 1 gm. (IS grains).
"On treating some of the powdered tablets with cold water, the main por
tion went into solution; the insoluble portion dissolved on boiling with hydroch
loric acid. The aqueous extract was acid to litmus, but neutral to methyl orange.
Iodin compounds such as the alkali iodids or thyroid preparations could not
be detected.
The absence, at least in medicinal quantities, of the following
cathartic drugs was demonstrated : aloes, buckthorn, cascara, gamboge, pod
ophyllum,
colocynth, resin, jalap, rhubarb, senna, phenolphthalein and the
salines.
The tablets consisted essentially of boric acid, corn starch, milk sugar,
water, flavoring substances and a trace of an ammonium compound.
Quanti
tative determinations indicated the following composition :
Boric Acid

per
per
12.6 per
7.9 per
59.4

Corn Starch (hydrous)
Milk Sugar (hydrous)
Water, flavoring extracts, etc.

20.1

(by difference)

,

100.0

cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.

per cent."

Thus, according to the analysis, we have tablets of boric acid, corn starch
Persons taking Berledets get about
That the use of these tablets will reduce
9 grains of boric acid in each tablet.
obesity is true only in those instances in which the boric acid so seriously
impairs digestion that the patient loses weight from the resulting illness.
That a preparation of this sort can be sold indiscriminately as a "beneficial com
pound" and "utterly harmless" is but one more commentary on the ease with
which the public may be injured with impunity. — (From The Journal A. M. A.,
Dec. 13, 1913.)
A second examination of Berledets was made about April, 1914. In the first
analysis phosphates were tested for and not found ; they were found, however,
in the later specimen purchased.
In addition hexamethylenamin, which was not
tested for in the first analysis, was found in the second examination. Thus
the chemists reported that the later findings differed from the previous ones in
disclosing the presence of potassium acid phosphate and hexamethylenamin.
The results of this later examination, to quote from the "Annual Reports of the
Chemical Laboratory" for 1914, showed that :
and milk sugar, sold as a cure for obesity.

"One [Berledet] tablet contains approximately 1 grain of hexamethylena
min, 6Vz grains of boric acid, 3 grains of potassium acid phosphate, the whole
being made up of IS grains."

It was found

the wording

of the circular that accompanied the later
box of Berledets had been changed while the alleged chemist's report, which
the Berledet concern uses as an advertising asset, had also been modified and
In the later advertising this "report" read as follows:
the date changed.
that
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Chicago, III., Nov. I, 1913.
Gentlemen'. — I wish to report that
have made a thorough and most exhaustive
analysis of— berledets — and find that they do not contain any Thyroid, or any other
similarly harmful substances.
The ingredients, of which berledets are composed, are standard drugs and are very
effective in prohibiting food digestion.
Yours very truly,
(Signed) H. M. Deavitt, Formerly Chemist Illinois State Board of Pharmacy.

I

It will be noticed that the previous claims for harmlessness had been mod
ified.
As an example of the changes that were made the following compari
sons from the circular (italics ours) will indicate their character:
OLDER

1

CIRCULAR

"The purpose is partly to stop fermenta-
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report

"HATTIE BIEL

&

regarding

CO."

i

NEWER

"The purpose
lion.
"We include in this circular

tion.

"We include in this circular a chemist's
certificate regarding their harmlessness."

CIRCULAR
is partially to

-;

stop

digc:.

a chemist'

the preparation."

FRAUD

Hattie Biel and Hattie Biel & Company were two names under which Mrs.
Conrad E. Biel operated a fraudulent obesity cure. Mr. Conrad E. Biel seems
In addition to being the alleged man
to have been faking it in other lines.
ager of, and a stockholder in, the Modern Vacuum Cap Company, which was
supposed to grow hair on bald heads, Biel also operated a complexion-beauti
fying and wrinkle-eradicating concern under the name of Verlie Gatlin. The
Verlie Gatlin Company was declared a fraud by the federal officials, Dec. 29,
Further, the Biel concern put on the market a "weak men" tablet as well
1914.
The idea of market
as a preparation, "Plumpine," for making thin people fat.
ing both a fat reducer and a fat producer is a stroke of commercial genius. It
should not only offer an opportunity to get the credulous "coming and going,"
but it should also cut down the "overhead expense" by making it possible to
use the same "Before and After Taking" illustrations with a simple reversal of
the labels.

Briefly, the Hattie Biel obesity cure, said to be an "Improved French
Method," was an imitation of the Marjorie Hamilton fraud. The price first
asked was $10, which, to the reluctant, was reduced by easy stages to 25 cents!
The postal authorities investigated the swindle and a fraud order was issued
against Hattie Biel and Hattie Biel & Company, Oct. 12, 1914. To quote from
prepared by the solicitor of the Post Office Department for
the memorandum
the Postmaster-General :
'

"Hattie Biel and Hattie Biel & Company advertise in newspapers and mag
azines of general circulation throughout the United States, representing in sub
stance that Hattie Biel has discovered a wonderful remedy for obesity; that by
means of this remedy she reduced herself in a short time from a woman of
ungainly proportions to one of normal size; that this remedy is different from
all others on the market, simple, harmless, drugless and comprising no harmful
exercises, sweat-baths or starvation diet ; that by means of it one can 'weigh
just what one wants to weigh' and eat 'all one wants to do'; and that to any
one who will send to them nis or her name and address they will mail free a
booklet disclosing the secret and enabling such person 'to reduce yourself and
be just as happy as I am.'
"Instead of a revelation of this secret remedy, those who respond to the
advertisement
are sent a booklet consisting entirely of matter further adver
tising the treatment.
.
.
.
With this booklet is a letter printed in imitation
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of typewriting in which representations similar to those quoted above are made,
and it is further represented that 'with my treatment you at once become master
of your own body.
You control your weight ever after.
You can weigh just
what you want to weigh— what you rightfully should weigh, you can have a
You can reduce the size of your Abdomen, Arms, Bust, Shouldshapely form.
:rs or other parts to their proper size; — and that 'age makes no difference, as
t will reduce anyone between the age of IS and 75 years of age or even older.'
"By subsequent letters the price of the treatment is reduced gradually until
' is finally offered for a remittance of 25 cents.
A copy of the 'Improved
rench Method for Reducing Superfluous Flesh' sold under the above repre-
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J

A

few advertisements

leanness,

(greatly
weakness and baldness.

reduced)

illustrating Bid's activities.

"Cures" for fatness,

sentations is in evidence in the case. It consists of a loosely bound pamphlet
of about 24 pages of matter printed in imitation of typewriting setting forth
Exercise,
general statements as to the causes of fat and methods of removal.
bathing, the drinking of lemon juice and Vichy and Kissingen waters, dieting
Substantially the same system of
and the use of enemas are recommended.
treatment for obesity was sold by Walter C. Cunningham of Denver, Colo.,
under the name Marjorie Hamilton and the Marjorie Hamilton Company,
against which names a fraud order was issued on Jan. 12, 1914. . . ."
Much stress was laid by the Hattie Biel concern on the claim that should
the obesity cure not bring about the reduction desired the money that had been
paid for it would be refunded. Federal officials refer to this "refund guaranty"
thus :
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"The evidence shows that, contrary to the representations made with refer
ence to a refund of money to dissatisfied purchasers, the respondents, when a
request for a refund is received, write the correspondent expressing great sur
prise that the treatment has been a failure and strive in every way to avoid
making a refund, finally endeavoring to have the patron accept a supply of
'Slenderine,' a treatment for obesity manufactured by Hattie Bid's husband, in
lieu of

a

refund."

The Post Office inspectors corresponded with a number of persons who had
the Hattie Biel treatment and found that practically three out of every
four of the individuals who had used the "cure" were dissatisfied with the
results.
It was brought out at the hearing that the Hattie Biel concern
received on an average 283 pieces of mail daily. After a thorough investiga
tion, the Solicitor for the Post Office Department recommended the issuance of
a fraud order against the concern, and on Oct. 12, 1914, the use of the United
States mails was denied Hattie Biel and Hattie Biel & Company. — (From The
Journal A. M. A., Aug. 7, 1915.)
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taken

EVERY WOMAN'S

FLESH

REDUCER

"Every Woman's Flesh Reducer" is sold by the Every Woman Company,
Chicago, 111. It is a white powder, smelling strongly of camphor and comes in
a violet-colored tin box.
It is an "obesity cure" of the bath-powder type and
the directions are to dissolve 5 tablespoonfuls of the powder in an ordinary
hot bath.
"Lie in bath ten minutes each night before retiring.
to notice the reduction."

Within one week you will commence

Like every other obesity cure, the use of "Every Woman's Flesh Reducer"
is said to obviate the necessity of exercising or dieting for reducing weight.
For instance :
"Every Woman's Flesh Reducer will rid both

men and women of dangerous, superfluous fat
internal drugs, dieting or exercise."
"Just dissolve Every Woman's Flesh Reducer in your bath and that's all, except that your
.
."
superfluous fat will fade away
."
"No need of starving yourself.
.
.
"Eat what you like. . . ."
"Every Woman's Flesh Reducer will quickly and naturally relieve you of all abnormal fat."

without

All this, and much more, nonsense to the same effect ! An original package
of the stuff was purchased and submitted to the Association's laboratory for
analysis. The report follows :
LABORATORY

REPORT

"The box contained 520 gm. (less than 1% pounds) of a white, somewhat
On treating some of the powder
'cakey' powder, having an odor of camphor.
with water, an evolution of carbon dioxid took place, leaving, when the reaction
had ceased, a flocculent precipitate, soluble only on addition of acids.
Quali
tative examination indicated the presence of the following constituents : alumi
num, magnesium, potassium, sodium, carbonate, citrate, sulphate and camphor.
"From a qualitative examination, supplemented by an estimation of the mag
nesium, aluminum, sulphate and water content, the powder was found to be a
mixture of ordinary alum (crystallized potassium aluminum sulphate), about
sulphate) about 34 per cent,
22 per cent., Epsom salt (crystallized magnesium
with an effervescing base consisting of citric acid and sodium bicarbonate (oi
possibly sodium carbonate) and small amounts of camphor."
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From these findings it is evident that "Every Woman's Flesh Reducer" con
sists, essentially,

of:

Epsom salts.
Camphor

Alum

Citric Acid

Soda

The soda and citric acid are apparently put in for the purpose of producing
This is probably for
an effervescence when the stuff is dissolved in water.
psychic effect. That taking a hot bath daily and staying in it for some length
of time may reduce weight is doubtless true, though the indiscriminate use of
That putting small quantities of Epsom
such a method is not to be commended.
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salt, alum

and camphor

into the tub would have any effect in the reduction is

certainly not true. Like every other bath powder, sold as a "cure" for obesity,
"Every Woman's Flesh Reducer" is utterly worthless for the purpose for which
it is sold.— (From The Journal A. M. A., Feb. 28, 1914.)

FATOFF
Fatoff is supposed to be the "discovery" of one Mary S. Borden and was
put on the market by the M. S. Borden Co. of New York City. According to
a booklet put out by the concern, "Fatoff has been granted a patent."
We find
from the patent records that Mary S. Borden of New York City was granted a
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patent on what she termed a "toilet cream."

following composition of this product

The patent specifications give the

:

Water
Washing

14
6
1
1
135
30

soap

Extract of bladder-wrack

Washing soda
Potassium carbonate
Thyroid gland of sheep
Tincture of iodin
Perfume

lbs.
oz.

oz.
oz.
grains
oz.
oz.
oz.

The patent specifications do not give any indication that the preparation is
be used for the reduction of weight ; in fact Mary S. Borden states
specifically :
to
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'The object of my invention is to provide or produce a new and useful composition, which,
when applied to the skin, will protect the covered part from the air and at the same time
operate as a cleanser or purifier for the removal of foreign matters or accumulations."
44

FATOFF M

Tha M. S. Borden Corpulency
Reducer for Men and Women U
Mlling from See to See end BE
YOND the See*!
We neverhid a siksmn aetlt Jir — It eella
llMlf^one friend ncomnMBdlnt it to

HNH

NoOils, No Creeea,N«JOdor,No Dieting,
No Eurcltt, No NUdkln*.
• The iinm<tm-tt-FATOFF coflildirtherself
oneof UncleSim's "umU" is t producer
of
someihing
worth while—"FATOFF," i prod
uctof Realcommercial
valueai homeandfor
eiport—andits HONEST I
YOU needIt NOW if you're
a FATOFF treatment
to-nighti
doenough
extrabusiness
to-morrow
to morethan
nuke up theCert you will bethefirstone.
feet—
rubthem
Demihavecold
withFATOFF
andgetnewlifeinto'am! Sendlor book.
FATOFF is a pleasant
EXTLHNaL trtatmenl
that'sgivennewlifeandthebuoyancy
of youth
toIhousands;
reduces
waistline,excess
fit it back
of neck,jnd all OTHER corpulent
partsIn
an
INCREDIBLY shorttime. You an treat ~
selfit home;youMAY useit In hotbath.
Appomimrms
madefor experttreatment
at
yourhome.Sendforconvincing
literature,
mailed
freemplainsealed
wrapper.
FATOFF FOR DOUBLE CHIN (a chin
reducingwonder).
Spec*] Size, $1.50
FATOFF (Fun She) J2.50
druggUtthroug
At leading

M. S. BORDEN COMPANY
NEW YORK CITY

Elsewhere in the patent specifications, however, Mrs. Borden speaks of the
use of her toilet cream "to secure other and further useful results.
[Italics
Naturally, there would be no object in using bladder-wrack,
ours. — Ed.]
thyroid, tincture of iodin, etc., in an ordinary toilet cream sold for cleansing
and protective purposes only. All of these drugs, however, are more or less
Some time ago the govern
common ingredients in so-called "obesity cures."
ment published a report in which the federal chemists had the following to say
about M. S. Borden's "Fatoff" :
"Analysis shows that the product is a paste made of soap and water con
taining 10 per cent, soap and 90 per cent, water."
The Indiana State Board of Health in its bulletin, Medical Frauds, issued
It declares further, that
in 1914, states that Fatoff is essentially "soft-soap."
while the selling price of this preparation is $1.50 the value of the ingredients
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From the facts submitted it would seem that, while originally Fatoff
S cents.
may have contained such drugs as thyroid, bladder-wrack, iodin, etc., it no
longer has these drugs in it. Why should it? It is just as easy to fool the
obese with a soft-soap mixture sold under a fancy name at a fancy price as if
is to humbug them with a more elaborate product — and the profits are greater !
— {From The Journal A. M. A., Oct. 16, 1915.)
is

SLIM"

it,

Jean Downs of New York City offers to remove "a little lump of fat on the
back of the neck" or "knobs on the hips below the corset" and in other ways
reduce the obese to a condition of delightful slimness.
It is all done with "Get
Slim," which is "not a medicine, but a drink — a purely vegetable, pleasant,
healthy drink." Most simple, is it not? Get Slim comes in powder form; "it
is not laxative" and of course "there is no special dieting."
All that is nec
essary is to dissolve Get Slim in water "and drink
when thirsty, instead of
water."

"GET SUM"

Easily pre
powder form
Come in and let me tell you

about

Put up

in

pared

it,

A

SLIM, YOUTH
IF YOU WANT
FIGURE,
DRINK "GET SLIM"
FUL
VEGETABLE,
PLEAS
—A PURELY
ANT, HEALTHFUL DRINK— NOT
LAXATIVE — NO RESTRICTIONS.

or

send

for

booklet.

JEAN DOWNS
116 West 39th Street,
Knickerbocker Theatre Building,
Suite 1137.

A

:

is

a

a

a

a

$1

is

is

a

is

is

What Get Slim will do
told in testimonials sent out by Jean Downs.
Most of these testimonials are from women, and in every case either the name
or the address
lacking. One, however, purports to come from
physician,
E. P. Robinson, M.D., 1402 Broadway, New York City. Dr. Robinson
most
enthusiastic about Get Slim, and declares that he
"acquainted with the ingre
dients entering into its manufacture."
sold at
box.
Get Slim
box contains fifteen large envelopes, the
same number of smaller envelopes and
package of powder. The larger
pink powder; the smaller envelopes also contain
envelopes contain
pink
The powder in the third package
white.
powder.
The contents of the various
packages were analyzed in the Association's laboratory and the report follows
is
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"GET

LABORATORY

REPORT

of Get Slim, Jean Downs, New York, was
received at the Association's Chemical Laboratory for examination. The trade

"An original

sealed

package
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contained three separate smaller packages as follows:
(1) The larger
consisted of IS envelopes each containing 10 gm. (150 grains) of a
pink powder which responded to tests for ordinary sugar (sucrose). No other
■ constituents were found.
It is therefore concluded that these powders consist
essentially of sugar tinted pink. (2) Package number two was composed of 15
smaller envelopes each enclosing about 3 gm. (45 grains) of a pink powder.
This powder responded to tests for ordinary tartaric acid. With the exception
of a trace of red color no other constituents were found.
It is therefore con
cluded that these powders consist essentially of tartaric acid.
(3) The third
package contained 115 gm. of a white powder which responded to tests for
sodium bicarbonate.
No other constituents were found."
package
package

Summed

tially of:

up, then, the chemists'

Sugar,

colored

Baking

soda.

report

shows

that Get Slim consists essen

pink
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Tartaric acid, colored pink

The directions call for mixing the pink sugar with the pink tartaric acid in
a quart of water and adding the juice of one lemon.
The baking soda is to be
dissolved in a quart of hot water and a teaspoonful of the mixture taken three
times a day before meals.
The approximate cost of the ingredients in a $1 box
of Get Slim is 7 cents.
In addition to Get Slim Jean Downs also sells a "Bath Mixture" as "a great
aid to reduction" ; a "Bleaching Cream" which it is said "removes all freckles
and discolorations after a very short time" ; and a "Nourishing Cream" which
we are asked to believe is "a perfect skin food," that "removes and prevents
lines." The Get Slim obesity cure is but a modification of the old-fashioned
pink lemonade that used to be sold at the circus before pure food laws inter
fered with this profitable swindle. It was usual, as will be remembered, to cut
up one lemon and float it on top of the barrel.
The psychic effect was val
uable to the dispensers.
Whatever reduction in weight may be brought about
by Get Slim is due to the interference with digestion by the use of this syn
thetic lemonade. — (.From The Journal A. M. A., Feb. 28, 1914.)
The "Good Housekeeping" Libel Suit — The magazine, Good Housekeeping,
published in its January, 1914, issue an article entitled, "Swindled Getting
Thin," by Dr. Harvey W. Wiley and Anne Lewis Pierce. Among the various
"obesity cure" nostrums dealt with in this article was "Get Slim." As a result
of this article, the Get Slim exploiters sued the publishers of Good House
keeping for $50,000 damages on alleged libel. The case finally came to trial
and the jury, after hearing all the evidence, decided that Dr. Wiley had told
the truth!

LUCILE KIMBALL
Lucile Kimball of Chicago comes to the obese with the message, "I can
Her claims are the stock claims of the
make your fat vanish by the gallon."
It is unnecessary, Lucile tells the fat"drugless"
type.
"obesity cures" of the
burdened, to change your method of living. All that is needed to remove their
superflous flesh is to take the Lucile Kimball home obesity treatment!
.
.
eat any kind of meat,
my home treatment is not exercise or diet
.
".
vegetables, salads, pastry, fish, fowl, nuts, candy that you want — when you want it. Drink what
I don't interfere with your food or drink. No bending over,
you want — when you want it.
Sit in your chair at
rolling, playing golf, horseback riding or doing exercises of any kind.
home or in your chair at your office — and the fat will vanish from you by the pint, quart, and
It goes away rapidly. It melts from your cells."
gallon.
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with her prospective

pleads

victims not to

send any money.
"Don't send a penny.

I

will return it."

Like others of the same type, this "treatment" is entirely
every other "treatment" : It is essentially a "home remedy."

different from

"I

am a home

I Can Make Your Fat
I CONQUERED

I Ate

Went

NoS.

No Weakening J

I Explain

Took

itha!

My Simple, Speedy Home
-FREE!
t to You-]

t, LadleKimball.
■married
*omenput
nercieee,
it ihfoufrh
rolledon thefloor,cutdown
wore
y food.fare up eweau,fan and •larches,
lethlnf,inedelectrleiijr,
awaage,oateopaihy.

"

I

S

l

:

»

II I
■

III

with thoeo•••oaiiedtr*alnaenta.
to would
Forj.-ir>.mrfrl*r-de
ha.a ••»•>!
nr be Uwmh« 1
fotriderfalendhastridofIt TVl know*M
lad^&T»»3»yi>»»j elway.CaTffSwBy,
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i
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>aek.
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Lucile KimbaU,s

"It

says Mrs. Kimball, "opposed to the work of charlatans." To those who
Lucile Kimball sends
her advertisement
complete set of follow-up
The first letter describes the "cure's" simplicity:
a

body,"
answer
letters.

does not attack Hying

simply converts your fat into
and out with your waste."

tissues.
It does not tear away muscle and healthy cells. It
emulsion and passes
through your liver, into your colon

an

it
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Vanish by the Gallon!
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"And think of having to pay only Ten
a marvelous physiologic feat.
for this full and complete obesity treatment."
In the second letter Lucile rehashes that hoary anecdote about the Londoner
who tried to sell sovereigns at a shilling apiece, but was unsuccessful because
the public suspected a trick.
Says Lucile :

Truly

Dollars

"I

Don't

am offering you the equivalent of a gold sovereign
be too wise to see the bargain."

for

little shilling.

a cheap, inexpensive

...

Therefore, "send your ten dollars . . . hurry it along
do it
while the spirit is on you." Letter three is of the "scare" type ; an attempt
Moreover, the price is reduced :
to frighten the obese into taking the treatment.

I
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"Now
am going to
.
give you an opportunity
."
mine, fully guaranteed, for only seven dollars.

...

to

secure this full treatment

of

Letter four brings the price down to $5; letter five to $3.25; letter six to
—provided the money is sent within three days — letter seven extends the
time limit of the $1.79 offer.
$1.79

"This is my final price — just $1.79, prepaid,
treatment cannot be purchased for a penny less."

In

I

will never make you another offer.

This

of this, letter eight comes, offering "this regular ten-dollar treat
If the
This is the last of the follow-up letters.
one dollar."
victim fails to send the dollar, Lucile Kimball charges the account up to
profit and loss. Here, in brief, are the offers made to those who answer the
ment

spite

for only

Lucille Kimball

advertisements

:

Letter 1:

Only

$10

for "lifetime's

Letter 2:

Send

$10

"while the spirit is on you."

Only

$7.

complete

mastery

over fat."

"Easily worth a dozen times this price."
Letter 4: "Send only $5 by express or post-office money order.
order today, my friend."
Letter 5: $325. "If I could make the price any lower
Letter 3:

be

delighted

Letter 6:
this letter."

$1.79.

Letter 7:
another

...

to do so."

$1.79.

"Must

be done

"Have decided

Send your

I

should

within three days from the time you receive
to extend

my offer."

"I will

never

make

one."

Letter 8:

Only

$1.

"Hasten your order."
THE ANALYSIS

And what is the Lucile Kimball home obesity treatment? Dr. Wiley asked
He gave the
this question, and to answer it had the "treatment" analyzed.
result of the examination in an article by Miss A. L. Pierce and himself in
Good Housekeeping for January, 1914. Here it is, in brief :

Pink Pills:

Reported to consist principally of red pepper, menthol and
probably gentian or quassia.
Brown Tablets: These the chemists declared to be an old-fashioned cathartic
pill of the aloin type.
Powder: This consisted, according to the chemists, of a mixture of soap.
Epsom salt and washing soda.
Surely much ado about nothing ! We leave it to Lucile Kimball to explain
the following discrepancies between facts and claims : "No internal
.
.
.
dosing" ; "No internal medicine." How about the purgative pills and the bitter
bitters,
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"You don't have to take . . . any special kind of bath": What
the strong alkaline bath powder consisting of soap, washing soda and
Summed up, the Lucile Kimball Home Obesity Treatment is
Epsom salt?
palpably and utterly worthless.— (From The Journal A. M. A., Feb. 28, 1914.)
tonic?
about

LOUISENBAD
Louisenbad Reduction Salt is
taining 14 ounces and costs $1
Reduction Salt is :

a
a

REDUCTION

SALT

white powder and comes in tin boxes con
According to the label, Louisenbad
box.
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"An obesity remedy for the reduction of superfluous fat without the use of drugs, dieting or
exercise."

The stuff is supposed to be put in the bathing-water and baths are to be
taken "twice a week or oftener." A tablespoonful of the "salt" to a bathThis artistic touch is added to
tubful of water is the amount prescribed.
:
the label
"Should the baths reduce faster than three pounds per week, they should not
than twice a week."

As

be used more

"treatment" it is urged that the unsweetened juice of
should be taken on the same days that the baths are taken. The
prospective purchaser is asked to believe that Louisenbad Reduction Salt has
these powers:

half

a supplementary

a lemon

superfluous fat and gives a slender form and stylish figure."
pores in a natural way, prevents formation of superfluous fat and reduces it
the fat into strength-giving
it exists by transforming
blood and muscle."

"Removes

"Enters

where

the

From the analysis made in the Association's laboratory it appears
Louisenbad Reduction Salt has essentially the following composition:
Sodium sulphate, anhydrous (dried
Sodium chlorid (common salt)
Potassium chlorid

Glauber

salt)

that

72.4 per cent.
11.2 per cent.
16.4 per cent.

The approximate cost of 14 ounces of such a mixture would be about 10
cents. It is hardly necessary to say that taking a bath in a tubful of water
in which a tablespoonful of a mixture of Glauber salt, table salt and potassium

chlorid

has been dissolved would have no other weight-reducing effect than that
in the same amount of water without the mixture. Two

obtained from bathing
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a week would produce no appreciable diminution of weight in any
individual who was not extremely dirty. — (Modified from The Journal A.M. A.,
Feb. 21, 1914.)

such baths

MORLENE
Morlene is a preparation sold under the claim that when used externally it
reduce goiter, tumors, thick neck, double chin, enlarged joints, inflamma
tions, bust and waist line." It is put on the market by the Interstate Drug
Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Here are some of the claims made for Morlene:

"will

"A tissue absorbent for reducing excess flesh or
"Will produce absorption of all growths that can
"Will absorb tumors and abnormal growths."

unnatural growths."
be reached by external

application."
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"Successfully used by many ladies to reduce the waist line and bust."
Specimens of Morlene were purchased on the open market and
The report follows :
in the Association's laboratory.

examined

of Morlene examined is a pale grayish-yellow translucent,
substance having an odor of alcohol. Except for a statement on the
label that the preparation contains 90 per cent, of alcohol, no information is
given concerning its composition.
Qualitative tests demonstrated the presence of alcohol, an iodid, combined
fatty acids, sodium and sugar. Neither dextrin, thyroid extract, gum nor starch
were found.
Quantitative examination indicated that the composition of the
specimen of Morlene examined is essentially as follows :
The specimen

jelly-like

Alcohol (by weight)
Soap
Sodium iodid
Sucrose (cane sugar)
Water and undetermined

per cent.
3.61 per cent.
12.01 per cent
12.87 per cent.
18.19 per cent.
53.32

(by difference)

From the chemists' report it is evident that Morlene is essentially a gela
While
tinized alcoholic solution of soap containing sodium iodid and sugar.
the iodids in organic combination have some reputation as obesity remedies,
if taken internally, there is no evidence to show that inorganic iodids — such as
the sodium iodid in Morlene — when applied externally to the unbroken skin
Physiologic tests were made
would have the slightest influence on metabolism.
to determine whether or not the sodium iodid in Morlene was absorbed when
Examination of the saliva and urine
the preparation was rubbed on the skin.
following such applications showed that none of the sodium iodid was absorbed;
this, too, although the Morlene was rubbed on the skin and allowed to remain
for twelve hours. The sugar and soap in Morlene are, of course, equally
worthless for inducing "more lean" in the obese. In brief, Morlene is a worth
less product advertised under false and misleading claims. — (From The Journal
A. M. A., Aug. 6, 1913.)

NIKOLA
Nikola is sold as a "bathing compound weight reducer" by the Nikola Chem
Nikola "takes fat
ical Co., New York City. According to the advertisements,
off like magic," and we are assured "the results are immediate" and "twentyNikola comes in card
one baths has been known to reduce eighteen pounds."
board boxes, 21 boxes constituting a "full cure." Each box contains 10 ounces
of a coarse, white powder. The label on each box states :
"Leading physicians recommend 'Nikola* as a positive weight-reducer
of rheumatism, gout, kidney trouble and all forms of skin disease."

and as a preventive
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The directions call for dissolving one box of Nikola in a "full hot bath."
The obese victim is to remain in the bath fifteen minutes or more and rub dry
with rough towel. Then follows this gem :
"Bathe daily for twenty-one days,
will show its wonderful results."

The stuff was analyzed
follows :

eat and

drink rationally,

exercise moderately,

in the Association's laboratory in

and 'Nikola*

1914 and the

report

"The chemical examinations showed that sodium carbonate, moisture and
small amounts of chlorid were present.
Quantitative estimations were as
follows :
Sodium

(anhydrous)

carbonate

.85.25 per cent.
13.85 per cent.
6.90 per cent.
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Water
Impurities (by differences)
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'Thus we conclude that this 'Bathing Compound Weight Reducer' is monohydrated sodium carbonate with a very small amount of sodium chlorid — prob
ably commercial monohydrated sodium carbonate."
In

other

common

salt

words, Nikola is essentially dried washing soda, with

a

trace of

!

SOME

MISCELLANEOUS

CURES

Absorbit Reducing Paste and J. Z. Obesity Tablets. — These preparations,
sold by a British concern, also seem to have been on the market under the
name of "Zobeide". The instructions were to rub the paste on the skin for 5
minutes or more each night and to take two of the tablets at the same time.
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The chemists for the British Medicai Association
essentially the following composition:

reported

had

22 per cent.
.44 per cent.
.29 per cent.
. 5 per cent.
Small amounts

Beeswax

Lard
Oil
Purified ox bile
Carmine

that the paste

and perfume

The price of the paste was 84 cents for 2 ounces, the estimated cost of the
ingredients being 6 cents. The tablets were also analyzed by the chemists, who
reported that their composition was :
Sugar

61
.24
. 8
. 4
. .3

Sulphur
Acacia gum .
Ginger, about
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Moisture

The price charged
same number

being

1

for

25

tablets

was

SO

cents,

the estimated

per
per
per
per
per

cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.

cost

for

the

cent.

Allan's Anti-Fat. — This, according to the report of the British Medical Asso
ciation's chemists, was sold from a London office, by a "Botanic Medicine
Company" of American origin. It came in the form of a liquid, a 6Vi ounce
bottle selling for $1.56.
Purchasers were promised a rapid loss of weight,
"generally from 3 to 6 pounds a week", and the stuff was declared to be a
specific for obesity.
The British chemists declared that analysis indicated that
it had the following composition :
Potassium

iodid

Salicylic acid

Glycerin
Fluid extract of bladder-wrack

Water

The estimated

0.3 grains
1:0 grains
40
minims
70
minims
To 1 fluid ounce

cost of the ingredients was 6 cents.

Antipon. —This preparation

was sold in the British Isles, and came in the
form of a liquid, the public being charged 60 cents (2s. 6d.) for 6J4 ounces. It
was claimed to be "a really permanent cure for corpulence" and "a powerful
and entirely harmless specific."
The chemists of the British Medical Associa
tion reported that it was essentially a solution of citric -acid in water, with
some red coloring matter.
The estimated cost of the ingredients of a 60 cent
bottle was less than 3 cents.

Corpulin. — This was
contained bladderwrack,

German product, which, according
tamarind and cascara sagrada.

a

to

Dr.

Zernik,

Dalloff's Tea "Contre l'Obesite".— This German preparation, according to
Dr. Zernik, was found to consist of a mixture of leaves of senna, bearberry and
lavender, with anthylla flowers.

Fell Reducing Treatment— This

was a London product. A package sold for
The instructions were to take nine tablets
and consisted of 112 tablets.
daily. Analyzed by the chemists of the British Medical Association, they were
reported to have a composition, approximately, of 90 per cent, sugar of milk,
excipient. The estimated
7 per cent, extract of bladderwrack, and the balance
$1.56,

cost of the $1.56 package

was half a cent.

Figuroids.— This "Scientific Obesity Cure", that was claimed by its English
exploiters to have been "discovered through an accident while making Scien
tific Investigations in the Laboratory" came in the form of tablets.
Twelve
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large tablets and twelve small tablets comprised a "treatment", which sold for
Chemists for the British Medical Association, after analyzing Figuroids, reported that the large tablets were an effervescing mixture of baking
together with common salt,
soda and tartaric acid (the former in excess)
phenolphthalein, and hexamethylenamin. The small tablets, according to the
same authority, had the same ingredients as were found in the large tablets,
but differed in that the tartaric acid in the small tablets was in excess of the
baking soda. The British chemists estimated that the cost of the ingredients
of the 66-cent bottle was about 3 cents.
66 cents.

Reducing Treatment (Zehrkur). — This preparation, sold in Ger
of a grayish-brown powder, a box of capsules and a box of
pills. According to the report of the British Medical Association, the chief
ingredient of each of these was powdered bladderwrack. The pills also con
tained a purgative drug.
Graziana
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many,

consisted

Hargreave's Reducing Wafers.— Another British preparation which came in
boxes selling for 27 cents.
The chemists of the British Medical Association
reported
that analysis indicated that the preparation contained powdered
liquorice and bladderwrack.
Hughes & Hughes XL Reducing Pills and Ointment. — A British preparation
that was sold as a "safe, speedy and efficacious" remedy. The chemists of the
British Medical Association reported that the pills contained small quantities
of potassium iodid, iron phosphate, powdered ginger, powdered liquorice, and
what was apparently bladderwrack. The estimated cost of the pills, which sold
for 66 cents a box, was 2V4 cents. The "Reducing Lotion" was reported to
It
contain iodid, bromid and chlorid of potassium, with glycerin and water.
was estimated that the cost of the ingredients of a bottle of the lotion which
sold for $1.08 was about Wx cents.
Nelson Lloyd Safe Reducing Treatment. —This "treatment" was sold from
London, and consisted of three kinds of medicine, "Preliminary Tablets," which
the chemists for the British Medical Association reported to contain extract of
bladderwrack, thyroid substance and liquorice; "Special Tablets", which appa
rently had the same composition as the "Preliminary Tablets", and a "Liquid"
which also seemed to contain thyroid material, bladderwrack, and glycerin.
Normal Pills.— This English product was, according to the report of the
British Medical Association's chemists, a pill containing cascara sagrada, blad
derwrack and powdered

liquorice.

Oil of Korein. —According

to the Report of the Connecticut Agricultural
Experiment Station for 1915, this product comes in gelatine capsules colored
red, and contains a few drops of a mixture that is essentially 40 per cent, oil
of sassafras and 60 per cent, liquid petrolatum. Some of the advertising matter
sent out by the Oil of Korein concern declares that the stuff has for its "active
therapeutic agent" Fucus vesiculosus, or bladder-wrack.
While the advertise
ments of Oil of Korein have stated either directly or inferentially that the
obese may eat all they need while reducing with this nostrum, the purchaser,
after parting with his money, finds that the directions which come with it rec
ommend certain dietary restrictions, naming especially a number of starchy
foods which "it is helpful to avoid." Probably, in common with most obesity
"cures", any reduction that may follow the use of Oil of Korein is due either
to the dieting or to impaired digestion.
Phatolene Tablets. — Another London preparation, which the British Medical
Association reported to be ovoid pills, consisting essentially of bladderwrack
and powdered liquorice root.
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Russell's Anti-Corpulent Preparation. — This preparation, sold by a London
concern, came in liquid form, \2Vn ounces selling for $1.50 (6s.)- Analyzed by
the chemists for the British Medical Association, it was reported to be essen
tially citric acid 37 grains, water 1 ounce. The estimated cost of the ingredi
ents of a $1.50 bottle was about 4 cents.
Trilene Tablets. —This product, put out by a London firm, was analyzed by
of the British Medical Association, who assigned to it the follow
ing approximate composition :

the chemists

Sugar
Bladder-wrack
Starch

per cent.
per cent.
per cent.
per cent.
Small amount
87
3
7
3

Water
Yellow dye

The estimated cost of the ingredients of
was one-twentieth of a cent.

a

box of the tablets which sold for
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60 cents

Dr. Vincent's Anti-Stout Pills. — This was another preparation sold from
London that was analyzed by the chemists of the British Medical Association.
According to their report, the pills contained jalap, colocynth, aloes, bladderwrack and cloves.
A. Gordon Wallace's Treatment. —This preparation was sold by a concern
operated from London, England, and, according to the chemists of the British
Medical Association, consisted of sugar-coated tablets, which analysis showed
to be bladderwrack and liquorice root.

QUACKERY

OF

THE

TYPE

DRUGLESS

"Old wives and starres are his councilors; his nightspell Is his guard, and charms
his physician.
He wears Paracelsian characters for the toothache; and a little hallowed
wax Is hla antidote for all evils." — Bishop Hall.

ADDISON'S

GALVANIC

ELECTRIC

BELT
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While the electric-belt fake has lost the vogue it once had, that class of the
community to which the late Mr. Barnum so feelingly referred is still in evi
This, at least, is the impression one gets from an advertisement that
dence.
appeared in a weekly publication devoted to the "show world" — the Billboard —
and here reproduced :

Showmen, Agents,
Palmists and Hustlers
If
fill to nor* NT

Medicine

m0>-C-ndI TOD ARB LOWNOSOME MICE EAST MUHB1
APPLIANCES And BOPT BATTERIES or. thr itdr or Is paw
UCIIIC BELT*.
mAMnion* I* oli-rtw oundo.oOfllo 1JW
oOc* Al» ■olrr Mi tl-r to, prrforBsrr,
, woo. Srr.dLWV tmS B-t a»1 1»™ «■U««rwa<»Orl .« prl» Ik.
Ct CO. dm. mil.

This

makes interesting reading, especially as the Billboard has editorially
declared that its "advertising columns are as carefully edited and the offers
that get into them are as closely scrutinized as jealous care, scrupulous honesty
Further the Billboard has said : "We print
and constant vigilance can ensure."
in fact no catchpenny or petty lar
no swindling patent medicine ads

...

whatever."
In view of this, it seemed worth while to send fifteen cents to the Electric
Appliance Company for the "sample belt and lecture on electricity." The belt
came, also the "lecture," to say nothing of a miscellaneous assortment of adver
Cheap and tawdry was the belt
tisements of medical or quasi-medical devices.
affair, withal. Strips of vivid red and yellow cotton
but a most gorgeous
crudely put together enveloped small pieces of copper and zinc that were sep-

ceny business

ADDISONS GALVANIC

ELECTRIC

BELT

. Poor Circulation.

Miniature reproduction

of

the package

containing

the ten-cent

electric

belt.

arated by blotting paper.
This last, of course, to generate the electric current.
The "lecture on electricity" was a gem : "Did not time prevent, we could talk
for hours upon the many wonderful things that electricity has accomplished.
Electricity contains all the elementary principles and therefore all the
.
.
.
healing properties of all things in being. All the balms, oils and minerals in
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...

are contained in electricity and in their most skilfully combined pro
If you are weak you need electricity. For lost womanhood
portions.
To the
or manhood there is nothing like electricity to restore your health.
ladies we will say, if you have female pains there is nothing better than an
It puts life
electric belt. . . . Electricity is the greatest power on earth.
and force into whatever it touches; gives relief to rheumatism, backache, kid
ney, liver and bladder troubles, early decay, night losses, lack of nerve and
vigor, nervous debility, constipation, dyspepsia, undevelopment and lost vitality
and all female complications."
All this, of course, leading up to the sale of the Addison Galvanic Electric
Belt, which comes in a neat little box, on which is plainly printed the price,
And this electrical marvel may be purchased from the manufacturers,
$2.50.
the Electric Appliance Company, for the trivial sum of $1.10 a dozen — less than
ten cents each. Question : How much "nice easy money" have the "medicine
show men" taken in this season in selling for $2.50 an "Addison Galvanic Elec
tric Belt" that costs less than ten cents and isn't worth anything? — {From The
Journal A. M. A., Oct. 2, 1915.)
existence
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QUACKERY

THE

CARTILAGE

COMPANY

The Cartilage Company was another one of the numerous
mail-order
frauds that have emanated from Rochester, N. Y. It sold a device which
it guaranteed would increase the height of any one under 50 years of age,
from two to five inches.
The company was incorporated in 1905 under the
laws of the State of New York, and according to the articles of incorporation,
its incorporators and directors were Thomas Adkin, Charles S. Clark and
K. Leo Minges. Adkin and Clark, it may, be remembered, were also the leading
figures in the "Okola Laboratory" and the "New York Institute of Science"
frauds, while Adkin was also president of the "New York Institute of Physi
cians and Surgeons," another swindle that was debarred from the mails.
The method of doing business was typical of mail-order medical frauds.
Advertisements were placed in such magazines and newspapers as were not
averse to sharing the spoils of quackery. Those who answered the advertise
etc.
There was, of
ments were sent stock-letters, testimonials, booklets,
course, a sliding scale of prices ; the first price asked being $10, which by
degrees

was

reduced

to $3.

According to the booklet sent out "the Cartilage Invention has done more
toward bettering the condition of the human race than the combined results
of another ten discoverers." The company professed to have "a positive cure
for curvature of the spine" and the most effective "relief or cure" for paralysis.
As a side-line the company also sold an alleged treament and appliance to
straighten bow-legs or knock-knees.
In due time the postal authorities got around to this humbug and in
August, 1913, the company was cited to show cause why a fraud-order should
not be issued against it. Through its counsel, John J. Vause, it requested a
which were granted, and the case did not finally
number of continuances,
come to a head until March, 1914, at which time a fraud-order was issued
prepared by the Assistant Attorney-General
against it. In the memorandum
for the Postmaster-General in this case, the entire scheme is laid bare. Some
follow :
excerpts from this memorandum
"The apparatus from which such great results are promised is of inex
manufacture, being made up of straps, cords, pulleys, a bar of cast
iron, etc., and so constituted as that one end of the rope may be fastened
to the head and shoulders by means of straps and the other end held in
pensive
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the hands, the rope passing through a double pulley overhead, which would
thus permit one to raise the body from the floor were it not for stirrups
fastened to the floor especially to prevent this."

With

reference

to

the
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inventor, the memorandum

various
says

representations made

and

to

the

alleged

:

"The evidence placed before me leaves no doubt in my mind that these
various representations
are made without any proper foundation.
In the first
place K. Leo Minges, the 'inventor' of the system, is not a physician or a
scientist, and neither he nor his alleged 'discovery' has 'attracted attention
in the scientific world,' and no evidence was introduced to justify the assertion
that 'he has gathered more information relative to bone, muscle and sinew
than anyone else in existence.'
On the contrary, although present at the
hearing with an opportunity to establish his .qualifications, he did not take
the stand and submit himself to cross-examination.
The only basis for his
extravagant claims appears to be the fact that he has dissected a few cadavers
in the establishment of a man whose business is the construction of anatomical
reproductions.

Increase Your Height

road en Your Smoulders
ANYONE CAN NOW
Perfect Figure
SECURE A
B

YOU can add from 2 to 5 inches to your height, broaden your
shoulders, and increase your chest measure-rents by the simple
harmless and practical invention of a business man.
Neither operati6n, electricity nor drugs are needed to secure
these happy results.
It causes NO PAIN. NO TROUBLE- and
necessitates NO LOSS OF TIHE or detention from business.
Any
one, young or old of either sex, can successfully use this treat
ment in the privacy of their own home.
Eminent doctors,
scientists and gymnasium directors have endorsed it.
Leading
colleges and universities have adopted it.
It is impossible for
anyone to use this method without obtaining marvelous results

FREE TO ANYONE

Exactly how it is done is explained in an intensely interesting
book, beautifully illustrated from life, which the inventor will

send absolutely free of charge to all who ask for it.
If you
would like to increase your height and secure a perfect figure,
if you want to overcome the embarrassment df being short and
stunted ; if you desire to secure all the advantages of being tall,
write today for this free book, which will be sent you by return
mail, free of all charge, in a plain package.
Do not delay but
learn the secret at once.
Simply address

CARTHAGE

CO.,

back of our Advertisers — Say

137"

Unity Bldg., Rochester, H.Y.

"I sat

it la Pnystc&l Culture,"

"The representation that his method has the endorsement of leading physi
cians and that several prominent educational institutions have adopted it
'for the better physical development of their pupils' I find to be without
foundation, the few institutions that consented to its installation for experi
mental purposes having shortly thereafter discarded it as worthless.
"An inspector engaged on the case sent out 700 inquiries to purchasers
of the appliance and out of 186 replies received, 171 stated that they had
derived no benefit from the use of the apparatus, while fifteen claimed to
However, only three of these were over 25 years of
have been benefited.
in height is entirely natural, according to
age, up to which age an increase
the testimony of the Government's experts.
From a careful examination of
this evidence and of evidence along the same line introduced by respondent
I am unable to find a single case where growth can be certainly attributed
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to the use of respondent's
appliance independently of other factors, but
instead find that in practically all cases of reported success the subject was
in the growing stage and that his growth was consequently
according to
nature and not superinduced by the appliance, or in the few instances where
the subject was beyond the period of natural growth that the alleged increase
in height was so slight as to make it most probable that the difference was
due to inaccurate measurement.
"As an illustration of the fact that the result obtained in measuring one
self is very unreliable an experiment made by me during the hearing will
serve.
Two successive attempts by the same person to measure his height
by placing the edge of a ruler against the wall at the height of his head
showed a difference of practically two inches.
The attorney for the respondent
then conducted the same experiment on himself, there being a difference of
about % inch between two successive measurements."

Of course the company used testimonials, and in its advertising urged
prospective purchasers to write to individuals whose names were given as
references.
Regarding this matter, the memorandum says :
"Concerning the invitation extended to prospective patrons to write any
of the references whose names appear in the company's literature it may be
stated that the evidence showed that these references
were compensated by
the company at a certain rate for each inquiry answered.
One such reference
made affidavit that her testimonial was given before
she ever tried the
apparatus.
This woman stated that she received in the neighborhood of
20 cents for each reply she made concerning the Cartilage system."
Of the claims made by the Cartilage Company, the memorandum states :

"By overwhelming evidence there was established the falsity of the allega
tion that 'after a few weeks' practice as outlined by us our patrons become
enthusiastic on the subject and never cease until they reach the high ideal
perfect man or woman.'
This is a gross misstatement of fact, it being shown
that in a great majority of cases which were investigated the purchasers of
the contrivance gave up its use in discouragement in a short while.
"Abundant evidence to the contrary submitted by the Government and the
entire lack of anything to support it introduced by the respondent, forces
the finding that the representation to the effect 'some will grow one inch
the first month, one-half in the second, and a half in the third, and so on
until they reach an increase in height from two to five inches' is made without
foundation and entirely lacking in good faith."
Like most medical mail-order frauds, the company issued a fake guaranty
which the public would be led to infer guaranteed
the purchasers of the
Says
"Cartilage System" against loss. Of course it did nothing of the sort.
the memorandum

:

"One of the features of this corporation's business upon which it evi
dently relies to a large extent in getting business, is its so-called 'guaranty'
to refund the purchaser's money if he does not grow two inches or more.
This guaranty, however, on perusal is found to be worthless, in that it imposes
conditions precedent to a refund the observance of which would be more of
This is apparent
a hardship than the loss of the amount of money involved.
from the following:
The patient must take our treatment, follow our instructions as directed in every detail,
and do his or her utmost to assist us.
The patient agrees to use the treatment twice a day
(barring sickness or any other unforseen event) for a period of one year from the time he
or she commences the treatment, and if at the end of that period the patient had not grown
two inches or more, the money paid for the treatment is to be refunded.
In the event the patient desires the money refunded, he or she is to send us an affidavit to
the effect that he or she has followed all directions carefully and has not grown two inches.
Upon receipt of the affidavit, together with the appliances and instructions, the patient's money
will be immediately refunded.
During the course of treatment the patient must write at least once a month giving us
information
as to the progress made, so as to enable us to send special instructions,
if
necessary.
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"It is perfectly obvious that the respondents have no faith that their
system will fulfil their representations and that they have accordingly formu
lated a guaranty that is practically an absolute protection to them so far as
making refunds is concerned.
That the respondent has reaped the fruits
of its foresight in hedging the purchaser about with such provisos is clear
from the evidence showing that those who bought the course, after using
the machine for a time and discovering its lack of merit, would discontinue
its use before the expiration of the stipulated period and fail to carry out the
other conditions prescribed."
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Not only did Physical Culture accept the advertisements of the Cartilage Company, but the
advertising department of that publication also gave the concern a puff which was immediately
capitalized by being reproduced in facsimile ana sent out broadcast.

In closing,

the Assistant

Attorney-General

says:

"The entire business of the Cartilage Company was originally under the
of Charles S. Clark until within recent years when it was
management
divided so as to give Clark and Adkin the foreign business and Minges that
originating in the United States and Canada.
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"In past years foreign countries had been a fruitful field of exploitation,
especially Japan, the well-known shortness of stature of this race making
them easy victims to such a scheme.
For some years complaints from all
quarters of the globe have been received by the Department against this
concern.

'The inspectors who investigated

the case estimate that since its origin
in the neighborhood of
taken in an amount
At the present time, according to Mr. Minges, the gross returns
$250,000.
are not more than $5,000 or $6,000 a year.
"I find that this is a scheme for obtaining money through the mails by
means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations and promises.
.
.
.
I therefore recommend that a fraud-order be issued against the Cartilage
Company and the Cartilage Treatment Company, their officers and agents

Cartilage

the

as

Company has

such."
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The mails were closed to this concern,

March

ELECTRO-CHEMICAL

26,

1914.

RING

, Is it possible to devise a scheme so silly, a fake so flagrant, a swindle so selfevident that the public will have none of it? The history of the "Electro-Chem
ical Ring" seems to answer this question in the negative.
Of all utterly futile
pieces of charlatanry it is doubtful if any ever surpassed the Electro-Chemical
Ring fraud. This device was put on the market by the Electro-Chemical Ring
Company of Toledo, Ohio, a concern owned by one W. G. Brownson and con

ducted by him since 1892. The Electro- Chemical Ring was a simple ring made
of iron of commercial quality. The claim was made that the ring "Cures Dis
eases Caused by Acid in the Blood."
According to Brownson, some of the
diseases thus caused are :
Bright's Disease
Diabetes
Chorea

Painful Monthly
Periods

Epilepsy
Varicose Veins
Nose-bleed

Adenoids
Goiter
Cataract

Uremia

Rheumatism
Gout
Lumbago
Asthma
Headache

Obesity
Appendicitis
Cancer
Stone in the Bladder
Psoriasis

These are but a few of the various diseased conditions that, according to
Brownson, are "Caused by Acid in the Blood" and would be cured by wearing
his iron ring. Here are a few of the claims made in detail by Brownson for his
silly fraud :
"Gravel is like brick-dust, and calculi is about the size of the head of a pin. The ring will stop
that accumulation at once, and it is unusual for a person to have an attack of either, after the
ring commences to work."
requires more time.
"Gall-stone
The ring will stop the accumulation at once, but some
times it will be six weeks or more before the loose stones will become small enough to come

out."
"Bright's disease and diabetes cases should show a very decided change for the better, in
from twelve hours to four days, after the ring commences to work, and you can tell by the
color,

quantity,

odor and deposit."

"Varicocele is varicose veins of the scrotum, the same as a person may have in the leg,
and is as easily cured."
"Diabetes with children — wetting the bed — often leads to St. Vitus's dance; and other dis
King stops the cause and cures both."
eases. The Electro-Chemical
"Epileptic fits and monthly spasms are caused by an excess of acid, and the ring has cured

Hospitals, asylums, and sanitariums are over
that have been given up as incurable.
crowded by such cases, and it is an awful outrage to leave them there, when nearly all can
be cured by using this ring."
cases

Of

the only evidence submitted of the virtue of the ring were testi
Brownson was perfectly willing to sell agencies for his ring and

course

monials.
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advertised that he had agents in all lines of business
gists.
His reason for refusing to give an agency to

695

except jewelers and drug
a

jeweler was:

"Jewelers have sold so many fake rings; they have injured the business
afford to put the ring in that trade."

And

as

for druggists

"Druggists cannot afford
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which

they have medicine

and we cannot

:
to sell the
to sell."

Electro-Chemical

Ring; it cures too many diseases for

However, Brownson still had a large list of agents to draw from.
Thus,
according to his report, he had granted agencies to bank presidents and train
baggagemen ; presiding elders and commercial travelers ; cigar dealers and min
isters ; ladies, postmasters, and veterinary surgeons.
These and many others,
are said to have eked out their income by accepting the agency for the ElectroChemical Ring — price $2.00.
THE GOVERNMENT'S

REPORT

But let us quote from the memorandum for the Postmaster-General
mending the issuance of a fraud-order against this grotesque fake:

recom

inspectors who conducted the investigation of this concern wrote a
of test letters under assumed names representing that the writers in the
instances had 'cataract — almost blind,' 'asthma,' 'cancer,' 'loss of use
of arm,' 'pellagra,' 'bad case of varicocele' and 'epileptic fits' and asked if the
"The

number
several
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In each instance the respondent replied repre
ring would cure the ailment.
senting that the ring would cure the particular disease anti offered to refund
The reply to the alleged 'cataract'
the money if a cure should not be effected.
case test letter is typical and reads as follows :
Will

inclose book.
See what we guarantee the ring for Page 2.
As you
ring on the guarantee to cure Cataract. It never fails and the cataract will
You should certainly try the ring.
not grow after the person commences to wear the ring.
If
it does not help within three weeks you will get your money, if you return the ring."

"Yours

will

18th.

see we sell the
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"One of the rings received in these test cases was referred to the Depart
ment of Agriculture, Bureau of Chemistry, for analysis, with the result shown
in a letter from that Bureau dated July 16, 1914, reading:

Full-page

advertisement

(greatly

reduced)

from

the New

York World "Almanac."

" 'Replying to your favor of

July 14th relative to "an electro-chemical ring"
an analysis of the ring in this Bureau shows
advised
that
are
(106768c).
that it is composed of a commercial grade of iron. You do not state whether
or not you desire an expression of opinion as to the value, if any, of the article
in the conditions mentioned in your letter, namely, "diseases caused by acid in
the blood,' but for your information it may be said that in the opinion of the
Bureau the wearing of the ring would have no efficacy in this connection.
"
'W. O. Emery, Acting Chief, Drug Division.'
You

"One of the rings was also submitted to the Department of Commerce,
Bureau of Standards, for examination, and its report reads as follows:
" 'When this ring is worn as an ordinary finger ring, there can be no
electro
chemical action between the ring and any acid in the blood.
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" "While there would be a chemical action between the ring and the natural
perspiration on the finger, this is a chemical action in exactly the same sense
as it is chemical action when an iron nail, for example, or such a ring as this
one, is dissolved in an acid in a beaker.
"
'As the word "electrochemical" is ordinarily used by both technical and
non-technical writers, an electrochemical action requires two electrodes, usually
metals, immersed in, or in contact with, an electrolyte, and the metals must
also be in contact or joined by a conductor.'
"In view of the numerous representations made throughout the booklet that
a deposit would appear on the ring if the wearer were afflicted with a disease
One
which the ring could cure, the inspectors conducted several experiments.
of the rings was placed on a tightly-rolled piece of blotting paper slightly dam
pened and was allowed to remain for one hour and forty-five minutes, with the
result that a deposit of rust was left on the paper. The second experiment was
After two
made on a piece of sterilized muslin still damp from sterilization.
hours and fifty minutes a similar deposit of rust was found. This deposit of
rust is evidently what the literature of the respondent fraudulently represents
to be an 'electro-chemical deposit' and regarding which it is subtly suggested
'if there should be an unusual deposit in hot weather, it is -caused by what you
eat and drink.'
"No evidence was produced by respondent tending to justify in any degree
the representations as to the curative properties of the ring, with the exception
of a reference to testimonials or alleged testimonials, and I find that the ring
in question has no efficacy in the treatment of disease as represented and that
in this connection are knowingly false
the representations of the respondent
and fraudulent.
"In his answer the respondent volunteered the information that his receipts
for the last year were $45,600; that he paid income tax on $15,500 for ten months
and that he employs fourteen people in the business.
The postmaster at Toledo
reports that the concern is now receiving an average of eighty pieces of mail

..."

a day.

"I find that this is a scheme for obtaining money through the mails by means
of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations and promises, in violation of
Sections 3229 and 4041 of the Revised Statutes, as amended, and therefore rec
ommend that a fraud order be issued against the Electro-Chemical Ring Com
pany and its officers and agents as such, Toledo, Ohio."
The fraud-order was issued against the Electro-Chemical Ring Company,
Oct. 1, 1914. No sooner had the mails been denied to this concern than Brownson made arrangements
to evade the law by continuing the business under his
own name. This fact was brought to the attention of the federal authorities
and the fraud-order was extended to cover the name of W. G. Brownson. —

(From The Journal A. M. A., April

J.

B.

10, 1915.)

L.

CASCADE

"The J. B. L. Cascade Treatment" is exploited by one Charles A. Tyrrell of
New York City. It consists in the self-administration of rectal enemas — con
taining a "patent medicine" sold by Tyrrell — by means of a rectal syringe
known as the J. B. L. ("Joy-Beauty-Life") Cascade.
Before discussing the J. B. L. Cascade treatment, it is well to give the reader
some facts which, while incidental, have a bearing on the subject and will aid
in giving a truer perspective of the business under discussion. Tyrrell, accord
ing to our records, was born in 1843. He received a diploma from the Eclectic
Medical College, New York, in 1900 — when he was 57 years old ! In addition
to the J. B. L. Cascade treatment, Tyrrell was president of the concern that
exploited the "Ideal Sight Restorer," sold as a cure for most eye-ills. This has
been advertised under such claims as : "cures not only the refractive errors of
the eye— nearsight, farsight, oldsight and astigmatism — but also such dreaded
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as cataract, glaucoma, cross-eye and paralytic blindness." The Ideal
Sight Restorer was a piece of tubing with a rubber bulb attached for the pur
pose of producing a partial vacuum over the eyeballs.
The disasters that might
result from the indiscriminate use of an appliance of this sort in certain dis
eased conditions of the eye are more obvious to physicians than to the public.
In advertising this "eye cure" the concern sent out what was claimed to be "an
unprejudiced journalistic opinion" from the United States Health Reports. This
publication, which was presumably named so as to mislead the public into
believing it was a government bulletin, was, to quote from a government report,
"a fraudulent advertising concern which wrote editorial endorsements
for any
disreputable institution for a cash consideration."
In addition to this sort of
testimony for the "Ideal Sight Restorer," there were also reports from profes
sional testimonial writers.
diseases
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globe.

It

treatment that will enable
complete system o( rational
is
u itTT B3SS5 j5jfl555j E55E niv 35sSssJ *° treat .m■
ilist
f ■rm nf TFwM-e.
with the most flattering prospect of success, without
fhe expense of consulting
It consists of the "J- B. L
a physician.
for administering the in
the specially designed appliance
Cascade."
ternal bath (a full description
of which will be found on pages 13
and 14). a stick of my famous Rectal Soap, and a box of my cele
brated "T B. L . Antiseptic Toniee" to be used in the water for treating
the- tntestiqes.
'litis preparation is an important feature of the treat
ment, for its antiseptic
deanse and sweeten the colon,
properties
bacteria ; and as
which is the principal breeding place of pernicious
Jr
the destruction
of their disease propagating germs prevents
hastens cure, its value is at once evident.
It also incli
mynnc

hich 'it can be

Photographic reproduction
(reduced) of a portion of
Tyrrell to those who answer his advertisements.
Imagine

a page of the booklet sent out by
a person of "ordinary intelligence
iuii,
attempting to treat diphtheria, smallpox, cancer, consumption,
.unguis disease,
Bright's
mus uui i>i
("any
uiscdsc, gk,
any lorm
etc. v
form
of disease") with Tyrrell's
complete system" consisting of a rectal syringe, a stick of soap
and a teaspoonful of salt and borax in waterl

Tyrrell has also appeared in the role of publisher and "editor-in-chief" of a
quasi-medical magazine, Health, issued from the same address as the "Ideal
He had for "associate editor" C.
Sight Restorer" and the "J. B. L. Cascade."
S. Carr, the quack, who for years was connected with the Peruna concern, and
The advertising
who also exploited a mail-order medical concern of his own.
pages of Health, in addition to giving large space to the "Ideal Sight Restorer,"
the "J. B. L. Cascade treatment" and Carr's mail-order concern, reeked with
frauds. Brinkler, the "Food Expert," the make-you-tall "Cartilage Co.," the
Actina eye-and-ear-cure, the Okola eye-cure, the Oxydonor swindle and the
notorious New York Institute of Science — all of which have been officially
stamped as frauds by the United States authorities and denied the use of the
These facts are
United States mails — found haven in the pages of Health.
of Tyrrell's business ethics
given that our readers may get some conception
and also for the information of those publishers who have opened the adver
tising pages of their magazines to the Tyrrell "treatment."
THE

"j.

B.

L. CASCADE"

Tyrrell claims to be the inventor of the J. B. L. Cascade. The public is
asked to believe that he, "after several years of patient experimenting, suc
Elsewhere Tyrrell
ceeded in perfecting the appliance that bears his name."
the J. B. L. Cascade."
invented an apparatus,
declares : "I have
What are the facts? According to the United States patent records, one Henry
M. Guild invented the device, which was patented in 1903. Guild also invented

....
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and obtained an additional patent on a modified form of the device in 1904.
Both of these patents were assigned to the Tyrrell concern, the first by Guild
himself and the second by Guild's executor.
So much for Tyrrell's claim that
he is an inventor !
The J. B. L. Cascade consists essentially of a rubber bag, shaped like a
typical, rubber hot-water bottle. A hard rubber injection point is fastened on
one of the flat sides.
To operate the device the rubber bag is filled with the
"J. B. L. Antiseptic Tonic" solution —of which, more later —the point is then
inserted in the anus and the weight of the body on the bag forces the liquid
into the rectum.
In its essentials the device is virtually the same as one that
was patented in Canada in 1892 and in the United States in 1894 by one Joseph
Lalonde, a British subject who lived in Winnipeg.
TYRRELL'S

KEY-NOTE

THEORY

is

:

is

disease, but with many manifestations."
auto intoxication."
cause k>» disease, and that
is

only one
only one
■

"There
"There

is is

it

it

is

it

it,

to have originated a theory of "disease and its causes."
Whether the "theory" was devised as a convenient accessory to his exploita
tion of the "Cascade" and the "patent medicine" that goes with
or whether
merely an indication of stupendous ignorance, makes little difference;
bizarre and fantastic to the point of silliness. Here

;

I

1

is

a

IW.JiUtc.y, tlleri isMlU U'lTwiUiuUt
ft
physical inefficiency
no exception to the rule.
believe
am the originator of the following theo
ries of disease and its causes formed and published by
me, nearly twenty years
**
FirsLXt^1
a^o.
nn7y one gwjjjgj but with many
manitcstation^wnicn
is exhibited m the weakest part ol the organism and
takes its name from thp part, or crgan in which
manifests itself.
Second, (there is only one cause
for_
Jueasc .Hi! th.it
auto-inlnxication.l
ins, as
have previously shown, takes place by
absorption
through
the walls of the intestinal canal,
"
u-— -"-ard of natural la\y.
For
1

I

I

is

it

'j"'

Photographic reproduction (reduced) of part of
gives nis theory of "disease and its causes."

of one of Tyrrell's

no more preposterous
than
For instance
treatment.

booklets.

Here

the claims he has made

:

J.

But Tyrrell's theory
B. L. Cascade
for his

page

is

he

a

»

is

a

is

if

is

.

.

"It
enables any one with ordinary intelligence
to treat
(under my direction)
successfully any form of disease, that
curable.
.
.
."
"No matter of how long standing your trouble may be,
there
possibility of cure, this
treatment will effect it."
"It
the greatest preservative of health ever known."
system of treatment that will both cure and prevent disease.
". .
.
.
."
"My system of treatment should be used by every one whether in sickness or health."

.a

a

These are but
few of the claims that Tyrrell has made at various times
for his "treatment."
THE INFERENTIAL UNTRUTH
The Propaganda Department has received scores of inquiries regarding the
Some of these have come from publishers who
B. L. Cascade treatment.
The various absurd
make some attempt to censor their advertising pages.
claims made by Tyrrell have been pointed out to these publishers. Coincidently

J.
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with these criticisms the Tyrrell advertising has become not more honest but
more cautious. To illustrate some of the minor modifications in which the
direct has given way to the inferential falsehood, we quote in parallels, italic
izing to make the comparison clear :
CLAIMS
cured thousands.
my method of curing
.
"._ .
.
.
."
venting disease.

"I have

OLDER

.

.

.

"I cleanse the system
.
.
moving the cause of all disease."
"Typhoid fever and Appendicitis

tively
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cade

cured

Treatment."

by

the

J.

.

and

.

."

pre

thereby re
are posi
B. L. Cas

"I

NEWER

have

CLAIM

benefited

thousands.

". . . my method of treating and pre
.
."
venting disease.
"I cleanse the system . . . thereby re
moving the cause, in my opinion, of much
disease."
"Typhoid fever and Appendicitis may posi
tively be relieved
by the J. B. L.
Cascade Treatment."

...

of part of four full-page advertisements
Greatly reduced photographic reproductions
of
Tyrrell's "J. B. L. Cascade" and "Ideal Sight Restorer." These consist of dissertations by
one "C. Gilbert Percival, M. D." Percival was one of the associate editors of Health, a- pseudoWe also reproduce one of Percival's own advertisements in
medical sheet published by Tyrrell.
Percival has given
which he guaranteed a cure of obesity, rupture, piles, hydrocele, etc.
Jr," "Somnos" and "Lignol." Tyrrell used to publish Per
testimonials also for "Absorbine,
cival's name among the "prominent physicians" who used and prescribed the J. B. L. Cascade!

Careful study of the Tyrrell "literature" that has been sent out during the
True to type,
past six or seven years is an education in mail-order quackery.
there is a series of "follow-up" form letters, so prepared as to lead the unin
itiated to think that they are individual communications. The first of the series
comes "in response to your request" and informs you that the "J. B. L. Cascade
Treatment" is, in Tyrrell's judgment, "one of the most common sense and prac
.
.
for preventing and relieving most of the diseases known
.
tical methods
Tyrrell
emphasizes that those who send money for his "treat
to the world."
ment" (which includes a "Cascade," a stick of soap and a box of the marvelous
"Antiseptic Tonic") will also be "entitled to unlimited free consultation."
Tyrrell modestly adds that as his "reputation is thoroughly established," the
purchaser of the "Cascade" secures for himself "the constant service of a New
York specialist."
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A

photographic

reproduction

(reduced)

storer," another of Tyrrell's devicei.

of an old advertisement

of the

"Ideal Sight Re

With

the first of the letters comes a booklet, one of several that Tyrrell
out to prospective purchasers of his "treatment," containing among other
material a number of testimonials. These testimonials are indexed and in the
older books the index was said to be "to Diseases Cured by the J. B. L. Cas
In the books now being sent, the index is said to be of
cade Treatment."

sends

"Testimonials Showing the Most Astonishing Results Obtained By the Use of
J. B. L. Cascade," etc. The older books alleged that Tyrrell's treatment had
cured {vide index of testimonials), among many other diseases, "Brain Fever,"
Consumption, Change of Life (skt), Dysmenorrhea, Gastritis, "Heart Trouble,"
Insanity, Paralysis and Scarlet Fever. The more recent books do not contain
the testimonials alleging cures of the conditions just listed, but they give a list
that is sufficiently alluring for those sick or near-sick who are in search of a
Thus one can go down the list of alleged cures alphabetically from
panacea.
"appendicitis" through "bladder trouble," "delirium tremens" and "epilepsy" to
"kidney trouble," "malaria," "obesity," "rheumatism" and "stomach trouble."
the

is,

TESTIMONIALS

for
Some of the testimonials have a serio-comic element in them. There
instance,
panegyric alleged to have been written by Lewis G. Spooner, state
appears.
senator from Minnesota, whose picture adorns the page on which
B. L. Cascade "almighty important
The senator avers that he considers the
to any human being past middle age in life," and he considers that possession of
almighty important."
Lillian Russell,
the Cascade and "use of the same
bunch of roses, asks "Professor Tyrrell" kindly to send her
looking out from
"two more Cascades and six boxes of the Antiseptic Powder"; she wants to
Eva Davenport, "of the Yankee Consul Co.," smilingly
take them to Europe.
of the
B. L. Cascade, which she finds, as
indispensability
testifies to the
vocalist, "invariably cause clearness and purity of tone," besides being of value

a

J.

a

is

J.

it

a
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The second letter of the series still further carries out the deception of mak
ing its recipient believe it to be a personal communication, by being written on
professional rather than business stationery. In this letter Tyrrell declares
that he has "taken a personal interest in your case." Of course, most people
who receive this letter do not realize that it is a stock letter, sent out as a
matter of routine and, in all probability, never seen by Tyrrell, except when
In the third letter of the followthe original order was given for the printing.
up series, Tyrrell evinces surprise that the victim has not purchased the "treat
ment" and incidentally obtained "the advantage of my able advice." This letter
makes certain concessions in the price of the treatment and awaits "your valued
favors."
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"in the reduction of obesity." One of the testimonials purports to be a photo
graphic reproduction of a letter from one Rev. Walter W. Kent, Cincinnati.
This testimonial, unlike the others mentioned, is not illustrated — which is a
The letter-head explains that Rev. Kent is "Chaplain, First Ohio Infan
pity.
Mount Lookout Business Men's
try, U. S. V. R.," and also "Ex-President,
Club." Mr. Kent offers his "testamonial" (spelling original) because he would
not withhold it from his friends. "I often suffer with nervous headaches from
brain fag, like most literary people arid thinkers do," says Rev. Kent. A
friendly hint to the reverend gentleman : A fulsome testimonial for a quackish
device is not likely to enhance one's reputation for being either "literary" or a
"thinker."

Tyrrell claims that the "J. B. L. Cascade" was invented by him. The records of the
patent office at Washington show that the device was invented and patented by one H. M.
Guild who assigned the patent to the Tyrrell concern. The lower of the two devices illustrated
above is the Guild instrument — now sold as the "J. B. L. Cascade" — reproduced from the
Tyrrell claims that the J. B. L. Cascade is "the only thing of
records of the patent office.
the kind ever specially designed for the purpose" for which it is sold, vim., rectal enemas. The
upper of the two devices illustrated above was invented by a Canadian who obtained a Canadian
patent for the device in 1892 and U. S. patent in 1894.

Before leaving the subject of testimonials, reference must be made to a list
of physicians published by Tyrrell. These men he classes as "distinguished"
and "prominent," and claims that they "both use and prescribe" his "treatment."
Investigation shows, as might have been expected, that not one of these men
Professionally,
can lay claim to being either "prominent" or "distinguished."
Some of them are dead, some are apparently
they are nonentities, or worse.
not physicians at all, at any rate their names are not to be found in the official
records of physicians, one is an ex-"patent medicine" maker, one has adver-
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tised "Obesity, Rupture, Piles . . . Hydrocele and Varicocele, cured and
guaranteed," while others have been commercially connected with Tyrrell and
his so-called institute.
THE
Most concerns
a "patent

exception.

"PATENT

MEDICINE"

ADJUNCT

that sell mechanical devices of a pseudo-medical nature have
Tyrrell's is no
as an accessory
to the alleged treatment.
complete "treatment" consists in (1) the "J. B. L. Cascade,"

medicine"

His

stick of his "famous Rectal Soap" and (3) a box of the "Celebrated J.
B. L. Antiseptic Tonic."
The last is the "repeater" part of the "treatment."
Tyrrell says regarding the "Antiseptic Tonic" :
(2)

a
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'This preparation is one of the most important features of the treatment, for it attacks and
destroys the microbes of disease in their principal breeding place and I cannot too strongly
urge the importance of its use, for the distruction of these germs prevents disease and hastens
a cure."

A

who had received some of the advertising material sent out by
the formula of the "Antiseptic Tonic" was not given.
is
she
told
:
Here
what
was
woman

Tyrrell wrote asking why

"Note your comments *s to the Antiseptic Tonic and your inquiry as to why we do not
We cannot see any good reason why we should do anything of this kind,
give the formula.
and give it to the public in order that they may secure the tonic from the druggist without
any profit to ourselves for all time."

The Journal has repeatedly said that the element of secrecy in the "patent
medicine" business is for the purpose of allowing the exploiters of nostrums to
make claims that the public would laugh at if it was apprised of the composi
Tyrrell's "patent medicine" adjunct has been
tion of their preparations.
analyzed in the laboratory of the American Medical Association. Here are the
findings :
laboratory- report on the "antiseptic tonic"

J. B. L. Antiseptic Tonic is a dirty white, faintly perfumed powder contain
ing small blue particles.
A 4-ounce package retails for SO cents. Dissolved in
water it produces a faintly greenish-blue, turbid solution, having an alkaline
reaction to litmus. Qualitative tests indicated the presence of a chlorid, a
borate, sodium, small quantities of calcium and of sulphate and traces of a
nitrate. Alkaloids, ammonium salts, free boric acid and salts of copper and
zinc were absent.
Quantitative determinations indicated that the composition of the specimen
examined is essentially as follows:
Sodium chlorid (common salt)
Borax
Calcium sulphate, hydrous (gypsum)
Color and perfume

,

69.9 per cent.
29.6 per cent.
0.5 per cent.
traces

It jeems probable that the gypsum found is not an intentionally added con
stituent, but that it occurs as an impurity or an adulterant in a cheap grade of
borax used in preparing the mixture. The insolubility of the gypsum is respon
sible for the turbidity of the solution.
A preparation having all of the "antiseptic" and "tonic" properties of J. B.
L. Antiseptic Tonic can be made by mixing 2.8 ounces of salt with 1.2 ounce of
ordinary borax at a cost of not to exceed two-thirds of 1 cent.
Here,

then, we have 2% ounces of table salt mixed with 1% ounce of borax
and sold for 50 cents ! No wonder Tyrrell "cannot see any good reason" for
giving the public the "formula" for his "Antiseptic Tonic" which "attacks and
destroys the microbes of disease in their principal breeding place !"
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We have given this much space to a consideration of Tyrrell's brand of
quackery because some publications that, in general, show considerable dis
crimination in the acceptance of advertisements have sold space to the exploit
ers of the "J. B. L. Cascade treatment."
Correspondence with some of these
publications has disclosed an attitude on the subject of quackery that would be
laughable, if it were not discouraging. To the magazines in question "patent
medicines," as such, are taboo.
It seems, however, that if the alleged "cure"
happens to be mechanical rather than chemical in nature, it becomes acceptable,
no matter how preposterous
If the exploiters
the claims made for it may be.
of the J. B. L. Cascade entirely eliminate from their alleged treatment their
salt-and-borax "patent medicine" accessory,
euphemistically referred to as
"Antiseptic Tonic," there would still be no valid excuse for accepting the J. B.
L. Cascade advertising.

Photographic reproductions of the letter-heads of three concerns of which Tyrrell is, or has
Health is the name of a fad magazine, published by Tyrrell, which carried
been, president.
advertisements of various pseudo-medical products including Tyrrell's own devices, the J. B. L.
Cascade and the Ideal Sight Restorer.

The advertisements, "follow-up letters" and other advertising paraphernalia
that we have on file, covering several years, show the history of the advertising
campaign of the J. B. L. Cascade to have been one of deceit, misrepresentation
While some of the most blatant claims have been modified — due,
and quackery.
possibly, to previous criticisms from The Journal — the advertising still mis
and deceives by inference where it does not do it directly.
leads, misrepresents
In spite of this, the attitude of certain otherwise estimable publications seems
to be that taken by the Christian Herald, for example, of New York, which,
after having the facts brought to its attention by a physician, wrote :
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"We shall continue to carry this advertisement as we are convinced that the system advo
far greater benefit to the public at large than the medicines prescribed

cated by Dr. Tyrrell is of
by the average physician."
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Summarized, the objections to the exploitation of the
ment may be stated thus :

J. B. L.

Cascade

Treat

1. — The key-note of Tyrrell's campaign is his alleged theory that "there is
only one disease" and that "there is only one cause for disease" and that cause
"is auto-intoxication produced by intestinal obstruction." The falsity of these
statements and absurdity of the theory are obvious.
2. — A supplementary feature of Tyrrell's "treatment" is the "J. B. L. Anti
septic Tonic," which, it is insisted, is "one of the most important features of
the treatment." The "Antiseptic Tonic" is a secret nostrum sold under ridicu
lously exaggerated claims at an enormously high price. Analysis shows it to
consist essentially of a mixture of common salt and borax worth probably twothirds of a cent and sold for half a dollar.
3. —The administration
of rectal enemas by means of the J. B. L. Cascade
is not only unscientific, but may in many cases be dangerous.
The common
fountain syringe is both safer and more efficient.
4. — Tyrrell urges the public to take rectal enemas both in sickness and in
health — in other words, as a routine part of one's living. This advice is mis
chievous to the point of viciousness. The "enema habit" is just as harmful as
the "cathartic habit."

—Tyrrell

misleads
the public into believing that prominent and distin
guished physicians have approved of and testified to his "treatment." The facts
are that not one of the physicians named can, by the widest stretch of imagina
tion, be called either prominent or distinguished.
5.

6. —The

J. B. L. Cascade is advertised as a veritable cure-all. It is claimed
that used in sickness any curable disease may be cured; used in health all dis
ease will be prevented '.— (From The Journal A. M. A., Jan. 6, 1917.)

THE "GAS-PIPE

CURES"

Since the days of Perkins' Metallic Tractors, no medical humbug of a
mechanical type has enjoyed greater vogue or deceived more people than those
Therapy.'"
devices we have facetiously classified as constituting "Gas-Pipe
There have been many "gas-pipe" frauds on the market. The original was the
"Electropoise," devised by one Hercules Sanche, who later elaborated his
device and sold it under the name "Oxydonor", having in the meantime per
suaded a not-too-exacting patent office to grant him patent rights on the egre
gious humbug.
It may be said briefly that all of the "gas-pipe therapy" devices consisted
essentially of a piece of nickel-plated piping closed at both ends and filled with
To the piping were attached one or two
some inert and inexpensive substance.
flexible wires at the free ends of which there were small disks with elastic
bands and buckles so that they could be fastened to the wrist or ankle, or both,
of the user. The cylinder when in use was placed in cold water and this,
according to the exploiters, brought into being a "force" (also invented by
This "force" was alleged to cause the human
Sanche) called "Diaduction".
body to absorb oxygen from the air and such absorption was said to cure any
of the multifarious ailments for which the gas-pipe devices were sold as cures.
Whether Sanche invented "Diaduction" for the purpose of dignifying his gasl.

These devices are discussed at length in "Nostrums and Quackery"

(1912).
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pipe fake or invented his nickel-plated humbug for the purpose of capitalizing
his imaginary force, it is impossible to say. Here is what the courts have said
about "Diaduction" after thoroughly investigating the Sanche claims :

[Diaduction] "is a mere pretense, that is to say, a theory not entertained
inventor in good faith, but put forward as an imaginary hypothesis
merely for the purpose of obtaining a patent on a very simple contrivance,
which was not patentable unless the claim was reinforced by some such pre
tended discovery."
The Oxydonor
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by the

In the latter part of 1915 the overworked Fraud Order Department of the
Post Office finally got around to the Oxydonor. As a result Dr. H. Sanche &
Co. were debarred from the use of the mails. Later this fraud order was
extended to cover other names and addresses used by the concern in an attempt
to evade the original order. The several actions are briefly summed up in a
memorandum
issued Feb. 28, 1916, by the Solicitor of the Post Office Depart
ment recommending the issuance of a supplemental
fraud order. The memo
randum follows :
"On October 13, 1915, a fraud order was issued against Dr. H. Sanche
& Co. and allied concerns at New York, N. Y., Rochester, N. Y., Detroit.
Mich., and Chicago, 111., upon evidence satisfying the Postmaster-General
that under such names the said concerns and parties were conducting a
scheme for obtaining money through the mails by means of false and fraud
ulent pretenses, representations and promises. The scheme consisted in the
sale, through the mails, of a device known as an 'Oxydonor' which it was
represented would, when attached to the diseased human body in accord
ance with certain directions, cause the body to absorb increased amounts
of oxygen and by this means cure practically every disease. All such rep
resentations and claims were found to be false and fraudulent at the hear
ing which was had before this office.
"On November 22, 1915, the fraud order was extended to cover the
Oxydonor Company, the Oxydonor Sales Company, and the Oxydonor
Sales Department, at 220 South State Street and 1009 Consumers Bldg.,
Chicago, 111., on evidence showing that mail was being received at those
against
addresses in furtherance of the business done by the companies
which the fraud order was issued on October 13, 1915. On December 24,
1915, the fraud order was further extended to cover the Aid Committee
for
the Vindication of Oxydonor, Oxydonor Aid Committee, and Theodore T.
Boyle, Secretary, at 244 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich., on evidence show
ing that under those names the proprietors of the business in question were
evading the fraud orders previously issued.
On February 12, 1916, the
fraud order was further extended to cover Dr. H. Sanche & Co., 364 West
Saint Catherine St., Montreal, Canada, and P. O. Box 203, Station 'B\
Montreal, Canada, on evidence showing that Dr. H. Sanche & Co. were
attempting to evade the existing fraud orders by transferring their busi
ness to Montreal, and that they were soliciting remittances of money to the
above-named
addresses.
"This office is now in receipt, through the Chief Post Office Inspector,
of evidence showing that mail is now being received in furtherance of the
business of this concern addressed to Dr. H. Sanche, Detroit, Michigan.
I therefore recommend that the existing fraud orders against Dr. H.
Sanche & Co. and allied concerns be extended to include Dr. H. Sanche,

Detroit, Michigan."
The order was issued Feb.

29, 1916.

The Oxypathor
So profitable did the sale of the Oxydonor prove that many imitations
appeared.
First the "Oxygenor", then the "Oxygenator", the latter having its
name changed later to "Oxypathor".
The "Oxytonor" and the "Oxybon" were
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the same schemes.
Of these imitations the Oxypathor (Oxygenator) was the most extensively and elaborately exploited, and the
extent to which the public was defrauded brought forth protests from various
sources.
The device itself consisted essentially of a piece of nickel-plated
tubing filled with inert material, sealed and having attached to each end a
flexible cord with a garter-like attachment at its free end. One garter was to
be attached to the wrist and the other to the ankle of the person using the
Oxypathor (Oxygenator) while the cylinder itself was in a bowl of cold water.
According to the claims of the exploiters, when this was done the patient to
whom the Oxypathor (Oxygenator) was attached, began to absorb large quan
tities of oxygen through the skin. So absurdly fraudulent was the Oxypathor
that the public in various parts of the world was warned against it. The Aus
tralian government debarred the thing from the Australian continent, while the
committee appointed by the British Parliament to investigate medical frauds
reported :
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still later modifications of

"Much fraud is also successfully practiced by the advertisement
and
sale of appliances, as alleged cures for many ailments . . . appliances
alleged to supply oxygen (otherwise than by inspiration)
such as the
'Oxydonor' and 'Oxygenator' are, of course, deliberate swindles, for the
makers cannot be supposed to be as ignorant of chemistry and therapy as
their victims."

The "Oxypathor" was one of the later imitations of Sanche's original fakes. It was just as
Twentyworthless as the others and the claims made for it were even more viciously false.
five dollars ($25.00) and thirty-five dollars ($35.00) were asked for it.

Finally the United States government successfully prosecuted E. L. Moses
The trial, which
of Buffalo, N. Y., general manager of the Oxypathor concern.
was held in Rutland, Vermont, lasted over a week, and on Nov. 7, 1914, Moses
was found guilty of using the mails to defraud. At the trial it was brought
out that the Oxypathor cost $1.23; it sold for $35. Aside from the element of
suggestion inseparable from the use of a mysterious, expensive-appearing and
imposing-looking device, purchasers of the Oxypathor could have obtained just
as valuable curative effects from an empty tomato tin with a string tied to it.
As a therapeutic agent, the Oxypathor belonged in the same class as the left
hind foot of a rabbit caught in a graveyard in the dark of the moon. Yet at
the trial the exploiters of the Oxypathor were able to produce witnesses to
testify to the curative value of their gas-pipe — and a few of the witnesses called
themselves doctors ! This exhibition of credulity —or, in the case of physicians,
worse — was but another proof of the inherent worthlessness of testimonials.
Imposing and convincing testimony would have been forthcoming long ago to
prove the therapeutic efficiency of the rabbit's foot if some one had an exclusive
proprietary interest in the sale of rabbits' feet.
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THE MAILS
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After

the criminal proceedings had been brought against Elvard L. Moses
of Buffalo, N. Y., the Solicitor of the Post Office Department submitted a mem
orandum to the Postmaster-General giving the facts that had been collected
regarding the methods of the Oxypathor concern and recommending the
charged the Oxypa
issuance of a fraud-order against it. This memorandum
thor Company and Alvin L. Higley, president ; Elvard L. Moses, vice-president
and general manager; Charles N. McMichael, treasurer; Charles W. Brooke,
secretary and assistant general manager; Charles J. Armitage, business man
ager; Clarence E. Edson, sales promoter; E. H. Johnson, oxypathic specialist,
and Joseph Salguando, Spanish expert, and also the Oxygenator Company and
the Buffalo Oxypathor Company all of Buffalo, N. Y., together with the Central
Ohio Oxypathor Company and W. H. Sandwick, its general manager at Colum
bus, Ohio, also, the Delaware Oxygenator Company with Booth and Broadway,
its managers
Del., with conducting a scheme for obtaining
at Wilmington,
money through the mails by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representa
tions and promises.

Gas-pipe for appendicitis,
the Oxypathor booklet.

"female

trouble,"

etc.

Some illustrations

(greatly

reduced)

from

The Postmaster-General issued the order and the United States mails were
closed to this fraud. The memorandum
of the Solicitor contains so much of
interest that we quote from it freely: 1
THE GOVERNMENT'S

REPORT

"The Oxypathor Company was incorporated in New York state in 1906
under the name of the Oxygenator Company, the name being changed in July,
The headquarters of the
1911, to the present name of the Oxypathor Company.
company are in Buffalo, N. Y., where its general offices are located and from
which place it distributes its devices to purchasers and to agents throughout
Elvard L. Moses, vice-president and general manager of the com
the world.
pany, who is in active charge of its affairs, was convicted in the United States
District Court at Rutland, Vt., on Nov. 6, 1914, of using the mails in the further
ance of a scheme to defraud in the conduct of this business, and was sentenced
on Nov. 7, 1914, to eighteen months in the penitentiary at Atlanta, Ga., a stay
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This case is now pending on appeal before
sentence and bail being refused.
the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit, having been
taken up on a writ of error. [Moses lost his appeal, the Appellate Court affirm
ing the judgment of the lower court. — Ed.] The transcript of the record in the
trial court was introduced in evidence at the hearing before this office by the
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of

respondents.
"The business of this company is the sale through the mails of a device
known as an Oxypathor, which consists of a brass cylinder filled with a black
powder. To each end of the cylinder is attached a copper wire at the termini
of which are straps and 'treating plates' designed for the application of these
wires to the human body. The cylinder containing the powder is termed by the
company the 'polarizer' and is to be immersed in cold water while the machine
is in use.
"In its advertising matter, which is freely circulated through the mails, the
company represents that the Oxypathor with attachments is a 'thermo-diamagnetic instrument,' which, when attached to the human body, alters its magnetic
properties, greatens its affinity for oxygen, and thus increases the body's
capacity to attract and absorb the oxygen of the air, and further that the use
of the machine in accordance with the directions which accompany each instru
ment, will quiet the most agonizing pain in a marvelously short time, give
profound, restful slumber, stimulate and arouse the body and all its organs to
renewed vigor, and cure practically every disease. The advertising matter in
which these representations are made is prepared by the company at Buffalo and
from that point is mailed either to agents or to prospective purchasers in all
parts of the world. There are in evidence in this case some dozen different pam
phlets, all elaborately printed, which treat of the alleged power of the Oxypa
thor to cure disease.
"The instrument sells for $35, additional charges being made for special
treatment plates to be used in the treatment of certain diseases. From the year
1909 to the date of the criminal trial, the company has sold 45,451 appliances.

The Solicitor's memorandum after quoting in detail some of the false and
fraudulent claims made for the Oxypathor, continues :
"Both at the criminal trial and at the hearing before this office the govern
produced expert testimony which clearly showed that the claims of the
company for this device were entirely without foundation in fact.
Physicists,
chemists and experts on radio-activity, all of whom appeared and testified in
behalf of the government, agreed that the machine was absolutely inert and
without power to influence any substance known to science, or to increase mag
netism in any way."
ment

Then followed a summary of the testimony given by chemists, physicists and
physicians relative to the possibility of the Oxypathor possessing any chemical,
physical or therapeutic properties.
The consensus of these opinions was, in
effect, to sustain the charge made at various times in The Journal that the
Oxypathor possesses all the potentialities for curing disease that are inherent
to an empty tomato tin with a string tied to it !
Then the memorandum
continues :
CONFIDENTIAL

INSTRUCTIONS

TO AGENTS

represents
"Throughout
the advertising matter
the company
that the
Oxypathor is especially efficacious in the treatment of chronic diseases and dis
eases of long standing. Touching the good faith of the company in making
these representations to prospective purchasers, the following is quoted from
the confidential instructions issued to selling agents by the company:
"Use judgment in taking cases. Take the cases already suggested — the onei^in which you
Sidestep the cases which have been drugged for years
have an even show with the doctors.
and years. You might just as well hitch the Oxypathor to a mummy — or to a stone hitchingpost — or a telegraph pole — as to some of the cases which will come to you as a last resort.
They spell nothing but trouble — and failure — and
Be wise — and side-step these last-resort cases.
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Tell them politely but firmly that they have waited too long, and let it go at that.
knockers.
This need not dampen your enthusiasm. It should not. It is simply showing good judgment.

It is not that we fear hard cases.
is fending off that which might destroy your enthusiasm.
They may be as hard as they wish — provided of recent origin. Until
Nothing of the kind.
It will pay you well to do so."
firmly established, better play the business 'safe.'
It

HOW

TO

CATCH

THE

GULLIBLE
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Then follows a number of quotations from the same pamphlet
dential instructions" issued to the selling agents by the company.
some of them :

of "confi
Here are

"Tell yourself repeatedly that the Oxypathor is all right.
Repeat this until firmly con
Thereafter you will be invincible.
From that time — from the time
vinced that it is all right.
you get faith — have confidence — you will win."
"This brings you face to face with the matter of prospects. How secure them? Listen —
Get that ? You will find pros
you will find prospects by keeping out where the money grows.
pects by keeping out amongst the people."
"Furthermore, you should engage every possible acquaintance in conversation.
Instead of
merely nodding acquaintance, stop to talk. At first, let this talk drift as it will. Soon, though,
direct it. Say, 'Feeling pretty good?'
"You will be surprised to see how many do not feel good — and they'll give you the whole
Then you can get in your licks. Tell them what you have to
story — if you -will keep still.
sell or lease — and tell them that you will call soon to show the Oxypathor — and demonstrate
Say it in a positive tone of voice.
You
it. Say this in such a way as to prevent a 'turn down.'
will find few have the nerve to deny you a hearing. The rest is easy.
"Should the person say that he is perfectly well, say, 'And how are your folks?'
"You will be astonished at the amount of illness this will uncover — of which you never
dreamed.
You must, though, remain quiet for some time after asking the question.
Some
persons have a habit of saying 'all right' — but who quickly revise their statements — if you
remain quiet and say nothing."
"A VITAL TIP!
"Above all — get

money in advance. Get a payment. Do this without fail.
You must
— to get the user's full co-operation. Unless the user must bear expense, he will have nothing
at stake, and bitter experience teaches that nothing at stake means poor co-operation."
"The less theory you talk, the better. Use common words rather than technical words— ■
It is far better to say, 'Oxygen burns up the
and save yourself hours of weary talking.
wastes and poisons in the blood, thus leaving it rich and pure, and you well,' than to under
take to describe these poisons, wastes and acids. The number of fool questions that you will
find hurled your way if you undertake technical presentations will surprise — and disgust you.
Side-step as here suggested."
some

TESTIMONIALS

FROM

PHYSICIANS

Of

course, the main reliance of the Oxypathor fakery was, as is the case
all medical frauds, testimonials. Not only did they present testimonials
from laymen, but they were also able to employ certain physicians who gave
so-called clinical reports regarding the alleged therapeutic value of this piece
of gas-pipe. In the trial that was held at Rutland, Vt., the following physicians
were reported by the Rutland newspapers at the time, to have taken the stand
in defense of the Oxypathor:
in

Dr. Allen R. Taylor, Chattanooga, Tenn.. Taylor told of numerous "cures"
worked by the Oxypathor under his instructions. It might be mentioned, inci
dentally, that Taylor was in the business of selling Oxypathors.
Dr. Louis Hazen, Burlington, Vt. : Hazen testified, according to the papers,
that he had cured a man of alcoholic paralysis and a woman of "paralysis of the
spine" with the Oxypathor.
Dr. Roy H. Cox, Chicago: Cox, according to the reports, at the request of
a man interested in the Oxypathor, "treated" several patients with one of these
A person with "poor blood and otherwise in a rundown condition" was
fakes.
treated by Dr. Cox with the Oxypathor and was "well in six weeks" ; a case
of "blood poisoning was cured in six days" ; more marvelous
still : "Acute
appendicitis was cured in a few days while lumbago was relieved at once."
Dr. Cox also had "an alcoholic paralytic" who was "ultimately cured" by the
Oxypathor.
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Dr. Wm. IV. Cook, Chicago: Dr. Cook, according to the newspaper report,
gall trouble, tonsilitis, pleurisy and lumbago" with the
erysipelas,
Oxypathor and "in every one of these cases the patient ultimately recovered."
Dr. Cook was willing, it seems, to express the opinion that these benefits were
directly due to the use of the Oxypathor!
On cross-examination, Cook
admitted that the patients who had thus been "cured" had also been given
general hygienic, dietetic and other treatment at the same time that they were
attached to the Oxypathor.
"treated

MISREPRESENTATION

"MALICIOUS
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OXYPATHOR COMPANY
MUHOH. N O.

newspaper advertisement published by the Carolina Oxypathor
in an attempt to offset the damaging exposure of the Oxypathor fraud by the North
Carolina State Board of Health.

Greatly reduced full-page

Company

Dr. Joseph P. Ghio, St. Louis, Mo. : Ghio is credited with reporting a
The
"wonderful case" of a cure of "asthma" by means of the Oxypathor.
patient had suffered "for over twenty-two years" and in spite of the best treat
An
ment among specialists in this country and abroad "she got no relief."
Oxypathor was attached and in fifteen minutes she was relieved ! Dr. Ghio
also cited a "case of paralysis following measles," which he cured with the
It developed, on further questioning, that Ghio was an agent for
Oxypathor.
the Oxypathor.
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To return to the memorandum to the Postmaster-General : One method by
which the Oxypathor concern attempted to get testimonials was to have the
agents urge certain of the victims who had purchased these devices to write
the Postmaster-General protesting against the issuance of a fraud order. The
Oxypathor Company went so far as to outline a letter that these persons might
write. As the solicitor's memorandum states "testimonials obtained in this way
have been demonstrated to be of little probative force." The solicitor also sug
gests that the number of people that wrote these letters constituted but a small
percentage of those who had purchased the 43,000 Oxypathors which the com
pany has sold since 1909. To quote further from the memorandum :
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TESTIMONIALS

VALUELESS

"Testimonials are notoriously of small evidentiary value in questions of this
character. They are frequently obtained for instruments and alleged remedies
of no value from persons suffering from chronic ailments who are prone to
regard the least improvement in their condition as an indication of progress
toward a cure. In many instances they were written by persons who imagined
they were suffering from disease when in fact they were not, by persons whose
recovery is due to nature, and by persons whose recovery is due to nature and
local hygienic treatments prescribed in connection with the alleged curative
agent. I am satisfied and find that all of the testimonials filed in this case fall
within one or another of the above classes.
"As to the clinical reports submitted by the physicians employed by this
company to test the Oxypathor, there is nothing to show that even in these cases
the use of the instrument alone effected the cure.
"The respondents did not attempt to introduce any evidence whatsoever as
to the method in which the machine worked or to explain the hitherto unknown
force which would be necessary to cause the body to take up unusually large
amounts of oxygen through the skin, and the record is entirely silent as to the
means by which any of the alleged cures are supposed to have been effected.
Briefly, the position of respondents was that all the representations as to how
the machine was supposed to operate were immaterial, and that the sole ques
tion to be determined at the hearing was the existence or non-existence of any
therapeutic value in the instrument itself, and respondents further claimed that
the only method whereby it was possible to determine the therapeutic value of
the instrument was by tests upon the human body in a diseased state. Neces
sarily, none of the tests made by the government were made upon the human
body in such a state and respondents objected to the introduction of the gov
ernment's evidence showing that the machine was inert and therefore incapable
of affecting the body in any way.
"Attention is invited, in this connection to the fact that all of the company's
advertising matter whereby persons are induced to buy this instrument is based
on the representation that increased amounts of oxygen are furnished by it to
the human body. This is a specific, concrete, material representation, and there
is no doubt that purchasers were induced to part with their money on the
strength of this representation.
"The respondents' contention that the therapeutic value of this device can
be shown in no other way than by tests upon the human body is without merit
when considered in connection with the fact that the substances of which the
device is1 made up are well known, and that they have not been shown to possess,
either alone or in combination with each other, any such power as is claimed
for them. No attempt was made to controvert the government's evidence as to
the materials of which these instruments are composed, and no effort made to
show that these substances possessed any therapeutic value except by means of
the testimonials and reports above referred to.
.

..."

A VICIOUS

SCHEME

"In conclusion, it may be said that the defense in this case fails entirely to
meet the government's charges, and is one that might be urged with equal force
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a

a

a

a

fraud order was issued against the Oxypathor Com
On March 10, 1915,
Later,
pany, el al. at Buffalo, N. Y., Columbus, Ohio, and Wilmington, Del.
postoffice inspector to the federal authorities to
evidence was presented by
show that P. K. Reynolds, Columbus, Ohio, had been made general manager
of the Central Oxypathor Company in the place of W. H. Sandwick.
The
inspector showed further that Reynolds was receiving mail pertaining to the
The Solicitor of the Post Office Department, on receipt
sale of Oxypathors.
of this evidence, recommended that the fraud order against the Central Ohio
Oxypathor Company be extended to include P. K. 'Reynolds. In accordance with
supplemental
fraud order was issued against this indi
this recommendation,
vidual on April 20, 1915.
The Oxygenor

a

a

a

4,

1915, the Postmaster-General of the United States issued
On June
fraud
order against the Oxygenor Company of Chicago and its officers and agents as
This action was based on the recommendation contained in the memo
such.
randum prepared by Judge W. H. Lamar, Solicitor for the Post Office Depart
According to this memorandum the Oxygenor Company was called on
ment.
to show cause on or before March 31, 1915, why
fraud order should not be
issued against it. At the request of W. Knox Haynes,
Chicago attorney, who
appeared for the Oxygenor concern, the hearing for the case was continued
1915, at which time Mr. Haynes withdrew from the case.
to May
The hear
1915, at the request of the respondents,
ing was again continued to May
at
which time L. A. Gilmore, the former proprietor of the Oxygenor Company
appeared in behalf of the company, and an answer was also made by Woodford
M. Davis, the prpprietor of the Oxygenor concern, under date of April 28, 1915.
After considering the pleas of both these men, the Solicitor for the Post Office
Department reported the facts as he found them. To quote in part from the

memorandum

:

3,

1,

a

."

it

a

is

selling
device called
"The respondent company
'Perfected Oxygenor
will cure practically every human ailment
on the representation that
by causing the human body to absorb increased amounts of oxygen from the
air, through increasing the blood's 'elective affinity' for oxygen, and thus
oxygenate the blood and restore the patient to health, irrespective of the par
ticular disease from which he may be suffering. . .

King'

SULPHUR,

SAND

AND GAS-PIPE

is

a

nickel-plated cylinder termed the 'generator,' to
"The device consists of
which are fastened wires which terminated in 'treating plates' to be attached
The 'generator'
to the ankle and wrist of the patient.
filled with a dull,
bluish-green, odorless powder almost entirely sulphur and sand, but which the
delicately adjusted but permanent combination of rare
company describes as
'a
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a

is

a

if

is

it

a

it,

in defense of any fraudulent mail-order medical concern, and that in fact had
the respondents would
this device possessed any of the power claimed for
not have been driven for their defense to solicited testimonials and reports and
legal technicality, but would have been able to produce some affirmative proof
When
to meet the burden placed on them by the evidence of the government.
considered that the company sells this instrument for the treatment of
practically every known disease, many of which
allowed to continue without
immediate medical treatment may prove fatal to the patient, and that those who
sense of false security from all disease,
buy the device may be lulled into
necessarily resulting in many cases in a serious or even fatal outcome which
might have been prevented had medical treatment been promptly resorted to,
the vicious nature of this scheme becomes apparent.
"I find that this
scheme for obtaining money through the mails by means
of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations and promises, and therefore
recommend that
fraud order be issued against the concerns and parties named
in the caption of this memorandum."
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Although the sand, sulphur and charcoal were in all prob
and costly metals.'
ability the only elements intentionally introduced, a quantitative chemical
analysis showed the following :
Sulphur

66. 85
29.82
1.64
1.12

Sand
Lead carbonate
Charcoal

Moisture

12
19

Bras»

Iron

trace

"The company manufactures two sizes of instruments which sell for
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$35, respectively.

.

.

."

$25

and

"The 'Oxygenor Direction Book,' which accompanies each instrument, gives
certain suggestions as to food, diet, baths, frequency and duration of applica
tion of the instrument, etc, and also contains a chart of more than a hundred
complaints, running the entire gamut of human suffering from abscess to
whooping-cough, with suggested arrangement of the cords with reference to
certain terminals on the instrument marked 'IV,' 'M' and 'S,' indicating respec
tively weak, medium, and strong.
According to the company, the range of the
device in the cure of disease is 'from headache to paralysis, from blood poison
to change of life, from chickenpox to varicose veins, from colic to Bright's
disease, from malaria to dyspepsia.'

"The "Oxygenor" is an elaboration of
"oxygenate" those who use it.
Twenty-five
pipe filled with sand and sulphur.

the "Oxydonor" fake.
It. also, is supposed to
dollars ($25.00) is asked for this piece of metal

"The mails have been freely used by the company in the conduct of the
both for the original distribution of its literature and for subsequent
dealings with purchasers who have been induced to remit money through the
mails by means of the representations outlined above.
business

"utterly worthless"
"As a matter of fact the device is utterly worthless for the treatment of dis
as to its wonderful therapeutic
ease in any form, and all of the representations
The instrument is absolutely inert and
value are false and fraudulent.
incapable of affecting in any way any person to whom it might be attached.
Tests made at the request of the inspectors who investigated the case demon
strate this beyond question."
then details the result of the investigations that were
The memorandum
made by the United States government in the case of the Oxypathor fraud and
then continues :
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"In view of the utter inertness of the device, and its absolute incapacity to
generate any force of any kind, the statements to the effect that the 'force'
flowing from the 'generator' may be controlled by means of changing about the
'force controlling cord' among the three terminals marked to indicate 'strong,'
'medium,' and 'weak' are evidently without any foundation and intended solely
to mislead and deceive."
Company made practically no defense.
No attempt was
to show the existence of the alleged mysterious, potent
and hitherto unknown "force" which the Oxygenor Company and the exploiters
of other gas-pipe frauds claim is brought into existence by the devices. Solic
itor Lamar then continues :
The

made

Oxypathor

by the concern
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INHERENTLY

VICIOUS

"The inherent viciousness of the scheme which the respondents are operating
is apparent when it is remembered that the company sells the treatment for the
cure of practically every human ailment, many of which, if allowed to continue
without immediate medical treatment may prove fatal, and that those who,
through the false and fraudulent representations of the respondent, buy the
machine are not only defrauded but lulled into a sense of false security from

all

disease.
find that this is a scheme for obtaining money through the mails by
means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations, and promises,
and
therefore recommend that a fraud order be issued against the Oxygenor
Company, Great Northern Building, Chicago, Illinois, and its officers and
agents as such."

"I

The order was issued.
The Oxybon
On Jan. IS, 1916, a fraud order was issued by the Postmaster-General against
the Oxybon Company and Ben A. Hallgren of Chicago, because it is alleged
they had been engaged in conducting a scheme for obtaining money through
the mails "by means of false and fraudulent pretenses, representations and
promises." The Oxybon Company, according to the complete set of advertising
matter in The Journal's files, had for its "president and general manager" one
Dr. G. W. Filloon and for its "secretary and sales manager," Ben A. Hallgren.
The Oxybon, which as a fake did not even have the saving grace of orig
inality, being merely a copy of other devices of the same type, was alleged to
be the invention of Dr. Filloon.
So far as our records show, Filloon is not a
physician. In the medical directories issued during the past thirty years the
name of Filloon does not appear except that the issues of 1902 and 1904 con
tain the name of George W. Filloon, 546 Good Block, Des Moines, Iowa.
According to the same directories, the school of graduation of George W.
Filloon was the "Metropolitan Medical College" for the year 1899. The Metro
politan Medical College, it will be remembered, was a fraudulent Chicago con
cern that sold diplomas to anybody that would pay the price.
According to the memorandum prepared by the Solicitor for the Post Office
Department for the Postmaster-General recommending the issuance of a fraud
order, the Oxybon Company and Ben A. Hallgren were called on to show
cause, on or before Nov. 16, 1915, why a fraud order should not be issued
against them. At that time the Chicago postmaster reported that the average
amount of mail received by the Oxybon Company was 140 pieces daily.
On
Nov. 17, 1915, the concern appeared before the Solicitor's office, through John
F. Voight, a Chicago attorney, at which time the government's case was pre
sented.
At the close of the hearing the Oxybon people were allowed three
weeks in which to file the brief and certain evidence in their defense, the mail
addressed to the company being impounded in the meantime, pending the con
clusion of the case. The evidence submitted by the government and the defense
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filed by the Oxybon concern were carefully considered and the Solicitor in his
memorandum
to the Postmaster-General reported, in part, that he found the
facts to be essentially as follows :

"Ben A. Hallgren, under the name The Oxybon Company, at 208 North Fifth
Avenue, Chicago, 111., is engaged in the business of selling a certain device
known as an 'Oxybon,' which consists of a metal cylinder filled with a certain
compound, to each end of which is attached an insulated wire which terminates
in garterlike attachments.
The device is to be attached to a person suffering
from disease, the cylinder at the same time being in cold water or ice, and the
respondents are selling the instrument as a panacea for the cure of practically
all human ailments.
"As a preliminary step to secure patients, the respondents inserted in mag
azines and periodicals an advertisement which reads in part as follows :
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"Bokkow an Oxybon
"You may now test this wonderful curative invention in your own home.
"Great

thirty-day

offer.

"Have you failed to find relief? Then all we ask is that you give us an opportunity
demonstrate the worth of our treatment by trying it for 30 days.
"Oxybon is a scientific instrument that floods the body with vital, life-giving oxygen.
relieves in an astonishingly short time all manner of acute and chronic troubles.
"It may be the turning point in your life from sickness to health.
"Send for our two valuable free booklets and particulars of our great offer today."

to

It

"When a reader answers the advertisement he is sent certain circular matter
to the effect that the Oxybon,
by the respondents which contains representations
when attached to the diseased human body in accordance with certain direc
will cause the body to absorb
tions to be furnished by the respondents,
increased amounts of oxygen through the skin and pores ; that the said device
is a scientific instrument which floods the body with oxygen ; that the said
device raises the resisting power of the human body against disease; that the
said device makes everyone supreme master of his own health ; that the opera
tion of the said device is in accordance with the law of diamagnetism ; that the
curative powers of the said device far exceed those of any known method or
appliance available to the medical profession ; and that through the means
indicated the said device will cure practically every human ailment."
The memorandum
Oxybon "literature."
claimed to be a cure
unknown to medical

then quoted some of the preposterous claims made in the
They may be summed up by saying that the Oxybon was
for practically every known disease — and some that are
The memorandum continues :
science.

"absolutely inert"
"Government experts, who appeared before this office at the hearing and
by the attorney for the respondents,
to cross-examination
were subjected
agreed that the device is absolutely inert and has no power whatsoever either
to cause the body to absorb increased amounts of oxygen, to generate any force
or influence whatsoever when applied to the body, or to cure disease in any
form.
"The contents of the cylinder, which was
analysis by the Department of Agriculture, is
"Moisture, that is volatile material
"Sulphur, as free sulphur

given a quantitative
follows :

chemical

as

6.63 per cent.
47.92 per cent.
12.00 per cent.
"Carbon and other material volatile at red heat
32.65 per cent.
"Ash material, non-volatile at red heat
"The contents of the ash consist of iron, aluminum and copper, calcium, mag
nesium, potassium and sodium oxides, phosphates and sulphates.
at

100 C

"Electrical and magnetic tests made at the Bureau of Standards, Depart
ment of Commerce, under conditions prescribed in the direction book which
each instrument, disclosed that although the most delicate gal
accompanies
vanometers and other instruments were used, the instrument is both electrically

DRUG LESS
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force were generated within
that it would be impossible
mitted to any other object.
whether or not the cylinder
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furthermore, that even if any electrical or magnetic
the instrument, it is effectively short-circuited, so
for the force, if any were produced, to be trans
Identical results were obtained irrespective as to
itself was immersed in cold or hot water.

''proof"

that failed to

prove

in the respondents'
"Among the representations
literature
booklet entitled 'Oxybon is Life Power' is the following:

contained in

a

"Proof
Place the treating plate in the soil of a flower pot containing a plant,
and the instrument in cold water, and you will soon see the plant thrive in a surprising way.
in a few days. Reverse it by putting the instrument in hot water, and the plant will wither
The Oxybon can no more fail to do
and die.
Plants have no 'imagination and no faith.'
good to the human system when rightly applied than sunshine and moisteure can fail to grow
vegetation, if applied at any reasonable stage."
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"Prove it on

a plant.

OXYBON
Something

New! Different!

Unexpected!

Wonderful!
READ!

LISTEN!

DON'T MISS!

INVESTIGATE!

Here is the befit thins; ever happened.
Hundreds of years
coming— here at last
Bo startling you may not believe it at
first — yet absolutely trua

INGENIOUS DOCTOR INVENTS

A New Instrument that actually cures disease without toe um of medicine
No Medicine!
No .Belli
No Battery I No Electricity I
AstODlshing. but True Proven Fact*. No Er perlmoot. Booklet gives
Thousands
Full Details.
Praise
Unlike anything you've Mcaor heard
of. It Is NOT sold la drug stores.

II

THE OXYBON eO.

208 N. FIFTH AVENUE

OXYBON

~

CHICAGO, ILL.

Actually makes i

A reduced reproduction

of one of the Oxybon

advertising

circulars.

"Dr. W. W. Stockberger, physiologist in charge of Drug Plants and Pois
onous Plant Investigations, in the Bureau of Plant Industry, Department of
Agriculture, who appeared at the hearing as a witness for the government,
testified that the tests suggested above had been made under his direction and
personal observation in one of the greenhouses
at the Department of
Agriculture."
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Dr. Stockberger described the test that had been made under his direction
The Oxybon was used on a number of them accord
and observation on plants.
No increase in
ing to the directions, immersing the instrument in cold water.
The experiment was also made by
growth was shown in these experiments.
immersing the Oxybon in hot water but the plants did not "wither and die" as
the exploiters of the Oxybon said they would. The expert said that so far as
by careful inspection and observation the instrument had
he "could determine
absolutely no effect whatsoever." The memorandum continues :
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"Dr. Lyman F. Kebler, Chief of the Drug Division, Bureau of Chemistry,
Department of Agriculture, also appeared at the hearing as a witness for the
government, and described certain tests made of the instrument in question on
Although the instrument was applied in
a person suffering from tuberculosis.
accordance with directions for a period of more than a month, no improvement
in the patient's condition was noted, and the patient subsequently died."
"curing" spinal curvature and heart disease
A prominent practicing physician of Washington, D. C, who
hearing as a witness
opinion, the Oxybon had
further detailed the result
office inspector who, by the
ous medical frauds on the
the

appeared

at

stated that, in his
on behalf of the government
The memorandum
no curative value whatever.
of the investigation by Inspector Honvery, a postway, has done excellent work in investigating vari
public. To quote :

"Inspector Honvery, in the course of his investigation, wrote certain test
letters to the respondents describing certain ailments from which the writer
was alleged to be suffering. One letter described the case of curvature of the
spine in a girl of 13 years of age, and in replies thereto attempts were made by
the respondents to sell or rent an Oxybon for the cure of this deformity. . . ."
"Another test letter written by Inspector Honvery, under an assumed name,
described a case of profuse and steadily protracted menstruation in a young
girl 17 years of age. The respondent's reply thereto, which was not a form
letter, stated that Dr. Filloon (the inventor of the Oxybon) had been person
ally consulted and 'believes that from the way you describe your daughter's
case she should get encouraging results from the use of an Oxybon, as he thinks
that the trouble is principally one of weakness of the organ affected, and as
soon as Nature can sufficiently strengthen
the body through the use of an
Oxybon she should again be restored to health,' and also that 'the Doctor thinks
that it would be to your best interest to try an Oxybon on our very liberal trial

offer! . . .'"
"Another test letter was addressed by Inspector Honvery to the respondents
asking for information whether the Oxybon would be of benefit in treating
valvular disease of the heart.
In the respondents' reply, dated Feb. 2, 1915, it
was stated

:

"I

have referred your case to the Doctor and he informs me to write to you that we cannot
tell you anything as to the results on account of the seriousness of your trouble.
The only
thing you can do is to try an Oxybon.
Your case has been of so long standing and its progress
so far gone that it may be beyond the aid of nature, and if this is the case no treatment can be
of any help to you.
"However, you can never tell what this wonderful instrument is going to do until it isj
"
.
.
applied..

The government's
medical expert testified that the Oxybon could have no
in these various cases and further that the conditions described by
Inspector Honvery were none of them caused by lack of oxygen, although the
Oxybon literature declared that : "disease is largely if not wholly due to a
of oxygen in the blood and body."
deficiency
Quoting further from the
effect

memorandum

:

"The respondents
made

out

in defense have made no genuine attempt to meet the case
by the evidence presented on behalf of the government,
and have
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relied upon certain documentary evidence including affidavits from the respond
ent Hallgren, and from physicians and others.
Hallgren affirms his own faith
in the instrument as the result of alleged cures effected upon himself by its use
and from statements made to him by Dr. Filloon, the inventor of the instrument.
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"Other affidavits relate to tests of the Oxybon on plants and guinea pigs in
Chicago. Those who made the tests did not appear at the hearing and were
not interrogated by counsel for the government, and whatever inference as to
any power in the Oxybon to cure disease might be drawn from these tests
standing alone, which appears to be doubtful to say the least, it is clearly
refuted by the testimony in behalf of the government already referred to above.

Reproduction of some of the illustrations
by the Oxybon concern.

(reduced)

TESTIMONIALS — OF

from

an

advertising

booklet sent out

COURSE

"Copies of many alleged testimonials from those who claim to have used the
Oxybon with beneficial effects are also submitted by the respondents, who say
in their brief:
". . . It would seem just to at least attach as much importance to the opin
ion of a man who claimed to have been sick and to be cured of his sickness and of
his opinion of the value of the appliance which affected the cure as to the
opinion of medical or other experts of the value of the appliance inasmuch as their
A man usually
opinion [the opinion of experts] is based upon an hypothesis.
knows when he is sick and likewise he knows when be feels well.
These letters
have more weight than the guesses of experts."
"Assuming

that the originals of these testimonial letters were actually
and assuming further that the statements con
by the respondents,
tained therein are frank and sincere, the beneficial results described are doubt
less due in large measure to the mental effect caused by the use of a somewhat
These testimonials may be easily
elaborate and mysterious-looking apparatus.
described as falling into one of three classes, viz., they were written either by
persons who imagined that they were suffering from disease, when in fact they
were not, by persons whose recovery was due to nature, or by persons whose
recovery was due to nature and local or hygienic treatment prescribed in con
nection with the alleged curative agent.
received
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TESTIMONIALS

OF

is

a

a

if

it

is

THE DANGER OF SUCH FRAUDS
"When
remembered that the respondents are selling the Oxybon for the
cure of practically all diseases, many of which
allowed to continue without
immediate medical or surgical treatment may prove fatal to the patient, and
that those who buy the device are lulled into
sense of false security from all
disease, necessarily resulting in many cases in
serious or even fatal outcome,
which might have been prevented had medical treatment been resorted to, the
absolute necessity of prohibiting any further use of the mails whatever in the
sale of this device
apparent.
THE

RENTAL

TRICK

is

a

a

is

"Respondents place considerable reliance upon the fact that the Oxybon
certain 'lease form'
sold on trial and call attention to the fact that under
refund less the sum of
entered into with patients, the latter are entitled to
retained by the respondents as rental, in case the purchaser returns
$5, which
the instrument after thirty or before thirty-six days. The names of 340 persons
to whom such refunds have been made are also submitted by the respondents.
This arrangement in no way alters the fraudulent nature of the business of the
company.

a

is

a

a

is

is

is

a

is

"It
well known that many who find themselves defrauded neglect to make
complaint, and in any event the fact that
part of the money secured by the
false and fraudulent representations above
returned upon demand
ques
tion of degree only. In all cases the patient
defrauded of at least the $5
which he pays as 'rental.'
invited to the following language of
"In this connection, attention
the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit in Harris v.
Rosenberger, reported in 145 Federal 449, in which counsel for
concern
fraud order had been issued, among other grounds in support
against which
promise to refund
of
bill to enjoin the execution of the order, urged that
the purchase price
the goods in question were not satisfactory and were
returned and the fulfilment of that promise in the instances where
was
requested showed that there was no intention to defraud
"The falsity of the representations and the appellee's knowledge of their
falsity being established, as they were,
was not an inadmissible view that the
promise to refund the purchase price,
the goods were not satisfactory and
were returned, was cleverly devised to give apparent color and support to the
True,
few exceptional instances where
representations.
appeared that, in
customers discovered and resented the deceit which was practiced upon them,
the appellee refunded the purchase price in fulfilment of his promise, but
cannot be said that this necessarily or conclusively disproved any intent to
defraud, particularly when
was not questioned that in all other instances he
retained the money obtained by means of the deceit which he was practicing." —
(From The Journal A. M. A., Feb. 12, 1916.)
it

it

a

it

if it

:

it

if

a

a
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it,

"In this connection, it may be stated that testimonials in general are of
small evidentiary value in cases of this kind, and are often furnished in good
faith by sufferers from chronic ailments who are prone to consider slight tem
porary or even permanent improvement, due to natural causes, as an evidence
of curative value in the device or treatment for which they furnished testi
monials. At the hearing it was shown that a patient's diagnosis of his own
disease is of very little value.
"The defense in this case fails entirely to meet the government's charges,
and is one that might be urged with equal force in defense of any fraudulent
If, in fact, this device possessed any of the power
mail-order medical concern.
claimed for
the respondents would not have been driven for their defense
to testimonials, but would have been able to produce some affirmative proof to
meet the burden placed on them by the evidence of the government.
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COMPANY

it.

The Sanden Electric Company, 1261 Broadway, New York City, for years
defrauded the public by selling so-called electric belts for the "cure" of practi
cally all the diseases with which the human race is afflicted.
On June 26, 1914,
the Sanden Electric Company (also conducted under the names, the "Sanden
Company," "A. T. Sanden," and "F. Hallstrom") was called on by the federal
authorities to show cause why the use of the United States mail should not be
denied

During July

and August, 1914, hearings were held covering five days and
appeared in the persons of their attorney, Gibbs L. Baker of
Washington, D. C, and G. H. Mclvor, the manager of the company at New
York. During the hearing, Mr. Baker withdrew from the case and the Sanden
Electric Company was represented thereafter by
New York attorney, Charles
A. Brodeck. During part of the hearing, A. T. Sanden himself was present,
while Dr. Julius Weiss of New York appeared as an expert witness of the
Inspectors Honvery and Smith testified for the government,
Sanden fakery.
as did also
Sanden and
physician who was an expert electro-therapeutist.
Mclvor both declined to go on the witness stand because of the indictment
pending against them in the United States Court.
After the hearing the Sanden Company's attorney was given until August 24
to file
brief. After the brief was sent in and all the evidence in the case had
received careful consideration, the Solicitor for the Post Office Department,
scheme for
Judge W. H. Lamar, declared that the concern was engaged in
obtaining money through the mails by means of false and fraudulent pretenses,
representations and promises and he recommended that
fraud order be issued
against the concerns and individuals. The order was issued Nov.
1914.
The Solicitor's memorandum gives in great detail the case against this fraud,
first called to the
and we quote from this memorandum in part.
Attention
fact that the Sanden concern was engaged in selling through the mails an
concern

a

is

6,

a

a

a

electric belt and in order to obtain the names and addresses of possible
purchasers they advertised in newspapers and magazines making certain claims.
few of these claims are quoted
:

A

"The

new Sanden mechanical invention
for the easy self use of the debilitated or
certain percentage who need that kind of aid, but the little
men, will interest
treatise on sex, described below (sent free, by mail for the asking) is of interest to
all mem, young and elderly alike."
, "Courage
Never Forsakes the Manly Man."
"I make little appliance that call vitalizer which
designed to aid just such men
who seek manly strength."
Every man, young or old, who
"Manhood restored.
strong in vital force, can meet
any danger, any adverse condition, with complete confidence and the power to succeed.
give men this vital strength."
manhood, complete nerve control,
"Courage,
perfect health, strength
and vigor are
chance."
you but give my health belt
yours

I

is

I

a

I

a

a

enervated
illustrated

a

if

To those who answer the advertisement
a circular letter,
symptom blank were sent. The booklet recommended the Sanden

:

booklet and
belt for such
varied conditions as "rheumatism," "weak back," sciatica, "biliousness or liver
complaint," constipation, "kidney and bladder troubles," "blood diseases,"
"paralysis and kindred complaints," "nervous debility," etc. Especially did the
booklet play up the "weak men" element. For example

a

I

"My efforts in writing these few pages are directed entirely in the interest of weak men —
those suffering from the inevitable result of self abuse, sexual excess, or other unnatural
organs and also those who are threatened with impotency
indulgence of the reproductive
through the exhaustive vital drain of overwork.
do not pose as
miracle worker, and have
believe from actual experience that electricity, properly
no rash promises to make; but
applied, will do more for you than all the drugs ever compounded."

I
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"Seminal Emissions.
The distressing malady or weakness is one of the inevitable effects
of self abuse or a misuse of the sexual or reproduction organs.
It is a drain upon the

..."

system which few, if any, constitutions, can withstand.
every weak man knew of the power of the Sanden Electric Inventions to make a
man of him by a perfectly natural and absolutely safe self home treatment it would be
practically impossible for us to supply the demand, even at double the present price."
"The most subtle and therefore one of the most dangerous effects of self abuse or sexual
excess is spermatorrhea, sometimes called the hidden drain.
This disorder may exist in an
apparently healthy and robust man for years without his knowledge."
"For nearly forty years
have made electricity the study of my life.
succeeded in
inventing a safe and reliable system of applying this natural force to the body and thus
giving to the weak and struggling organs the power to properly perform the work set apart
continued to improve upon my first idea until today
for them by Nature.
have perfected
an Electric Appliance which is second only to Nature herself in maintaining a condition of
health and strength and vigorous action throughout the human system."
nervous

"If

I

I

I

I

The company in its defense submitted a large number of quotations from
works to show that electricity is beneficial in a great many diseases and
conditions. On this point Judge Lamar said :
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medical

"This is a question into which, for the purposes of this case, it is not necessary
The question to be decided in this case is not as to the therapeutic
to enter.
value of electricity when properly applied, but is whether or not the respondents
intend to do the things they promise to do in order to obtain the money sent to
them, or, on the other hand, are they guilty of an intentional fraud in promising,
for the money, to do things which they do not intend to do and know they
cannot do.
"The respondents admit that they cannot diagnose or determine from the
symptom blanks used by them the cause of the symptoms but advance the defense
that they are selling this belt as a tonic, and that as such they are warranted in
selling it to any person who submits a symptom blank showing that he is run
down or in any enervated condition. In support of this defense Dr. Weiss, who
appeared for the respondents, testified that he would recommend the use of the
belt upon the facts by the symptom blanks in the test cases for its tonic effect,
Dr. Weiss, how
although he could not determine the cause of the symptoms.
ever, testified that electricity applied by means of this belt would be without
efficacy in sciatica, paralysis, epilepsy, organic lumbago, kidney trouble, some
kinds of bladder trouble, blood diseases, locomotor ataxia, some diseases of
for all
women, some kinds of spermatorrhea and some kinds of varicocele,
of which it is recommended in the booklet used by this company, and that 'when
I say it is a tonic treatment, you have it pretty nearly all.' The theory thus
made
advanced by the respondents is clearly untenable when the representations
for the belt and with reference to the symptom blank are taken into consideration.
Indeed, the symptom blank could have no function were this a true theory of the
would need to know to prescribe the belt in
case, for all that the respondents
such event would be whether or not the patient was run down. The whole
system employed admits of but one conclusion, and that is that it is the intention
of these respondents to lead patrons to believe that the belt is prescribed for
his or her specific complaint."
showed further that while the victims of the Sanden concern
to believe that they would have the services of A. T. Sanden in
"treating" them, as a matter of fact Sanden himself who was held out as the
inventor and the man of wonderful ability was rarely, if ever, at the Sanden
office. The symptom blanks were gone over and the belts sent out by others.
The New York postmaster reported that the Sanden concern received on an
Summing up the case against this company, the
average of 500 letters a day.
solicitor for the Post Office Department says :

The evidence

were

led

"After

a

I am satisfied
are calculated to lead

thorough consideration of all the evidence in this case

and find that the representations
the reader to believe:

made by the respondents
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"1. That conditions present in persons of normal health are in fact symptoms
disease ;
"2. That the Sanden belt when applied by their system is a curative agent of
wonderful efficacy;
"3. That treatment by means of this belt is as efficacious as electricity applied
by physicians or experts after personal examination;
"4. That they can and will in good faith determine whether or not the belt
will cure or benefit applicants for treatments from information furnished upon
certain symptom blanks ;
"5. That they have in good faith determined that the electric belt will cure
or relieve conditions the symptoms of which have been submitted to them;
"6. That the inventor of the device, a man of long experience
and great
ability, gives his personal attention to each case;
"And that the representations so made by them are false and fraudulent."
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of

In view of these findings the solicitor recommended the issuance of a fraud
order. The order was issued in November. 1914.
Commenting on the Sanden advertisement matter as it appeared both in
published advertisements,
booklet, circular letter and symptom blank the
solicitor for the Post Office Department says :

up"

A typical letter-head of
letters were written.

the

Sanden

concern.

It

was on such stationery

that the

"follow-

"It is evident that the matter quoted above is intended and calculated, first,
to create the impression that the respondents have in the belt advertised a
marvelous curative agent for practically all ailments, and particularly for
chronic diseases peculiar to men, which generates force substantially equivalent
to vitality and closely approximating the spark of life itself ; second, to arouse
and fear in the minds of the persons who read the advertisement
apprehension
and follow-up matter that symptoms having in fact little or no significance are
symptoms of an underlying serious condition due to past excesses or abuses ;
and, third, to cause persons suffering or who believe themselves to be suffering
from any of the conditions described in the advertising matter to fill out and
send in the symptom blank in the belief that the company can and will deter
mine therefrom the cause of the symptoms and whether or not the belt will
accomplish in their particular cases the results it is claimed it is capable of
accomplishins;."

In investigating this case the Post Office inspectors filled out and submitted to
tht company six symptom blanks describing various conditions. One from an
address in Pennsylvania described a hypothetical case of a young man whose
only complaint was that he had involuntary discharges of semen during the night
once or twice a month.
The second hypothetical case coming from a town in
Ohio was almost identical with the first, the loss in this instance being alleged as
about once every month or six weeks.
The third case was supposed to come
from a man in Delaware who claimed that he had "not been feeling well for
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some time and suffered a loss of semen at night every two or three months."
In each of these three instances form letters, all practically identical, came in
reply, and all, of course, recommended the purchase of the Sanden electric belt.
The fourth hypothetical case purported to come from a married woman.
The
chief symptom described was that the menstrual discharge was profuse and

Both Men
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Like all medical mail-order frauds the Sanden concern was able to defraud
because newspapers were willing to accept the company's advertisements.
greatly reduced reproductions of the Sanden advertisements.

the public simplj
Here are a few

The fifth also purported to come from a married woman who
described as her chief symptom "pains in the bladder." The sixth case, from a
hypothetical male patient, declared that physicians told him he had diabetes and
the symptoms described were those of diabetes mellitus. In each of the last
three cases purchase of the belts was, of course, recommended, although the
company "hedged" by stating that the belts Were not a specific cure for stone in

continuous.
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Nevertheless,
it was suggested that they would be of
the bladder or diabetes.
benefit in these cases because of their power to "build up the system."
The physician who appeared for the government testified that in all of the
test cases referred to the symptoms given were common to a number of diseased
conditions each of which required different treatment.
He also declared that
the kind of electricity applicable in any given case, the strength of the current
and the parts of the body to which the electricity should be applied would vary
according to conditions which could not be determined from the symptom blanks
used by the Sanden concern.
The physician also stated that nightly emissions
once or twice a month or less frequently were no indication of disease but
normal in a healthy man. The government memorandum continues :

"It is clear from this testimony and from the other evidence in the case that
respondents cannot, and well know they cannot, determine by the use of the
symptom blank referred to the cause of the symptoms given and therefore cannot
determine whether or not the belt is applicable ; and the prescribing of a belt
upon the information given in the symptom blanks submitted in the test case
shows an utter lack of good faith in this connection.
While the respondents
have shown that they do not undertake to treat such diseases as blood poison,
asthma, abscesses, epilepsy, and a number of other conditions, where the symptom
blank clearly states or shows conclusively that the correspondent
is suffering
from such disease or condition, the evidence shows beyond question that they
do accept and treat cases where the symptoms may or may not indicate a con
dition not amenable to electric treatment, and do not even request further
information in such cases.
"The result is that any benefit which may be derived from the use of a belt
prescribed in this way is entirely due to chance.
The way in which such a
system works out is well shown by correspondence conducted by the inspectors
with patrons of the company.
Out of fifty-two replies to inquiries sent out by
them, only six patrons expressed satisfaction and fourteen were non-committal,
while thirty-two stated no benefit had been derived from the use of the
appliance." — (From pamphlet: "Some Mechanical

Curc-Alls,"

1917.)

"RHEUMATISM

CURES,"

RHEUMATIC

CASE'S

ETC.

SPECIFIC
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"Case's Rheumatic Specific is not to be compared with any other treatment
So says Jesse A. Case of Brockton,
or medicine for Rheumatic diseases."
Mass., "sole proprietor" of this widely heralded "specific." Mr. Case is not a
This title
physician but has after his name the letters "F. S. Sc., London."
seems to appeal to Mr. Case for among his advertising matter is a photo
graphic reproduction of an item appearing in a Brockton newspaper to the effect
High Honor in England." The
that "Jesse A. Case of This City, Receives
"high honor" referred to is Mr. Case's election to "membership" in a "scientific
society," namely, the "Society of Science, Letters and Arts of London."
Says
Mr. Case:

I

"I fee! proud of the fact that have been elected a member of the Incorporated Society of
Science, Letters and Art of London, England, with headquarters at Adderson House, Highland
Road, Kensington.
The membership is limited to those only that have contributed something
to Science, Letters or Art."
The Journal has exposed this serio-comic institution so often it hesitates
to reter to it again.
The "Society of Science, Letters and Arts of London" is
a concern which sells "fellowships" at a guinea apiece to persons who desire
to display an air of erudition by writing the magical letters "F. S. Sc. (Lond.)"
after their names.
As an advertising asset "fellowship" in this "society" is
easily worth the five dollars it costs and, naturally, these "fellowships" are
much sought by quacks and "patent medicine" venders.
Before leaving the subject of the Society of Science, Letters and Arts, it is
worth noting that Mr. Case's application for "fellowship" is alleged to have
been passed on by Dr. Willard H. Morse of Hartford, Conn. Dr. Morse is a
confirmed
testimonial-giver who has furnished "certificates" and "analytical
reports" on consumption "cures," epilepsy "cures," blindness "cures," etc. In
such a business Morse must find the letters "F.S.Sc. (Lond.)" a useful asset,
which doubtless accounts for his "fellowship" in that society.
Incidentally one of the most imposing testimonials sent out by Jesse A.
Case, F. S. Sc. (Lond.), comes from Dr. Willard H. Morse, F. S. Sc. (Lond.).
who testifies regarding Case's rheumatism "cure" : "The Case treatment is

...

I have no hesitation in referring to this form of
extremely efficacious.
treatment as specific."
Jesse A. Case reaches his customers by the usual route — advertisements in
the newspapers.
In these advertisements he features a free book on "Rheuma
tism — Its Cause and Cure" and, on these grounds, he maintains that he does
not advertise his product. Those who write for the book receive a sixteen-page
Mr. Case's claim, there
pamphlet telling all about the "rheumatic specific."
fore, that he does not advertise his preparation is merely an example of beating
the devil around a stump.
He advertises his booklet and his booklet adver
tises his nostrum !
The direcfclaims in Case's Rheumatic Specific are to the effect that it is
"something different"; the inferential claim is that the stuff does not contain
salicylates, for instance:
"Case's

Rheumatic

Specific is guaranteed

not to contain

the slightest portion

of any kind or nature. No Salicylic Acid. . . ."
"I also guarantee it not to contain . . . salicylic acid .
".
we have yet to learn of a single case of Rheumatism,
Case's Pills taken as directed did not work a cure."
". . . my treatment is not like any other."

.

of any opiate

."

Gout or Lumbago,

where
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Case sells his preparation in packages of two sizes— a "ten days treatment"
and a "forty days treatment" at $5. Those purchasing the treatment
receive from Mr. Case the encouraging information — after paying their money:
"I do not expect that you will get any results with this small amount of
medicine.
at $1.50

..."

Specimens of Case's rheumatic specific were obtained and the preparation
was subjected to analysis. The $1.50 package comes in a small cardboard box
bearing these statements :
"Case's

Rheumatic

Specific."
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"Cures where all else fails rheumatism;
ritis."
"The Medicine With 10,000 Cures."

muscular,

sciatica,

lumbago, gout, neuralgia,

neu>

ELECTEO TO MEMBERSHIP
IN SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY
Jest* A. Csm of This City

Icel-

Receive*

High Honor In England.
Jesse V Case of this city, widely
known through a remedy for rheumat
has "been
ism which he discovered,
elected a member of the Incorporated
Society of Science, Letters and Art of
In
Eng., with headquarters
London,
the Addison House, Holland road. Ken
sington.
He has received bis certifi
cate of membership and It sow adorns
his office. The society Is a very old
is limited to
one, and the membership

something
men who have contributed
It baa the
to science, fetters or art,
whole world tor a field, yet In all the
years of Its existence only 61? mem
bers have been admitted.
The excluslvenesa of the society Is
shown by toe fact that Dr. Wlllard
Morse, of Hartford, Conn., who has
been a member for 27 year*, never
before had an application referred to
Dr Mono has used Mr. Case's
him.
remedy In his practice.
Mr Case's business now extends in
to France, Cuba, Mexico, Canada and
which was
Austria. The business,
and a half ago,
started about a
has grown to proportions beyond bis
He Is a large advertiser and
dreams.
started his business by advertising In
This brought
the Enterprise aloae.
In such returns that he had kept It
In
up constantly and now advertises
wnd ma
of newspapers
hundreds
He has letters at hU offices
sines.
from physicians In San Francisco, Chi*
cago. New York and other big cities.

Nl
w

yw

This reproduction of a "news item" from the Brockton (Mass.) Enterprise is extensively
distributed by Case in his advertising campaign. The "scientific society" referred to is a con*
cern that sells "fellowships" at one guinea ($5.00) each to those who desire to write the
letters "F.S.Sc. (Lond.)" after their names.

In the box are
Gout Pills"; the
white pills, thirty
are yellow-coated
were examined in

two circular pill boxes, one of them labeled, "Rheumatic and
The former are large
other, "Bilious and Liver Tablets."
in the box; the price of these thirty pills is $1. The latter
tablets, ten in the box, price 50 cents. These pills and tablets
the Association's laboratory and reported as follows :
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REPORT

"Case's Rheumatic and Gout Pills:. The pills had a coating composed of
calcium sulphate and sugar. After removal of the coating the pills were dark
brown, somewhat soft and of a sweet taste, resembling licorice root.
The
average weight of the pill, minus the coating, was 0.313 gm. (about S grains).
The pills, freed from coating, were analyzed with the following result. Quali
tatively the presence of the following was demonstrated : sodium, magnesium,
calcium (small amount), potassium (small amount), salicylate, sulphate (small
amount) and licorice root. The licorice root was identified by aid of the
After ignition the weight of the ash was 31 per cent. —3.5 per cent,
microscope.
being silica and calcium sulphate, the latter probably derived from the coating.
"The pills were found to have, essentially, the following composition :
22.4 per cent.
S.3 per cent.
100 per cent.

"Each pill contains about 0.06 gm. (1 grain) of sodium salicylate.
"Case's Bilious and Liver Tablets:
These are yellow-coated tablets, the
coating being composed essentially of calcium sulphate and sugar. The tablets,
freed from their coating, were found to consist essentially of licorice root with
aloin or some preparation of aloes, as the purgative agent.
Belladonna and
strychnin were not found."

On the left is a typical advertisement of
Case was a liberal purchaser of newspaper space.
On the right: a reproduction of a portion ot one of Case's cnve.Case's Rheumatic Specific.
He missed few opportunities to feature his title "l-.S.Sc. (Lond.)".
opes.

From the chemist's report we learn that Case's "treatment" for rheumatism
is practically the same treatment that has been used for years — the administer
ing of salicylates. Yet in Case's booklet the inference is given that his
"specific" is a herb that he discovered by chance ! That pills of sodium salicy
late, whether with or without licorice and magnesia, will have some effect in
there is no doubt.
Sodium salicylate and other
selected cases of rheumatism,

is

3

is

is

it,

salicylates are given daily by physicians for certain forms of rheumatism.
There is also no doubt that in exploiting his product as a "specific," in imply
ing that it contains no salicylate and that every case of rheumatism will be
misleading the public. That there
money in selling pills
Case
cured by
cents
containing sodium salicylate, licorice root and magnesia at more than
certainly not
doubtless true; that the public gets value received
apiece,
true— (From The Journal A. M. A., Jan. 31, 1914.)
is
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Sodium salicylate
Magnesium Oxide
Licorice root to make
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Denied the Use of the United States Mails

A few days after The Journal's article on the Case nostrum appeared (it
was published Jan. 31, 1914) Case's attention was called to it by a correspond
ent. In reply Case sent a five-page letter that was a gem of its kind.
We
quote briefly from it. Spelling as in original :

"I have read the article and analyzed it thoroughly. I know these people and just the
object they have in view.
imagine that this was the result of one of two people, either the
Medical Advisary Board, this is a syndicate in New York made up of Ex-Postoffice Inspectors.
They
Whether they resigned or were discharged that of course
do not know nor do I care.
have been after me for three years to pay them $600 a year to supervise my printed matter and
have told them plainly that
advertisements, etc.
was fully capable of attending to my own
business, that everything I had written or printed was true and that I could substantiate it far
stronger than anything I had said. This was either from them or from some physician.
suppose that
have been the prime cause of the loss in money, probably into the millions of
dollars, to physicians over the country.
I suppose they feel a little hurt about the matter, but
of course it makes no difference to me.
.
.
.
Now as regards sueing or bringing libel
.
against this Journal, it would be sueing a beggar and catching a louse.
.
.
This article
is worth $10,000 to me.
I don't know where I could have gone and got the help that they
will give me, for that money."

I

I

I
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Case also modified his advertising matter somewhat and in a booklet that
he sent out made this cryptic reference to The Journal's expose:
The American Journal
"The Medical Journals are interested.
devoted nearly a page and one-half to mc and my Specific."

in their January issue has

Now comes the United States Post Office and interferes with Mr. Case's
presumably lucrative quackery. In April of this year, citation was issued,
calling on Case to show cause why a fraud order should not be issued against
him.
On June S the hearing took place, which was attended by Case and his
After the government's charges and
attorney, Robert O. Harris of Boston.
Case's defense had been heard, the matter was gone over by Judge W. H.
Lamar, Solicitor of the Post Office Department, who, in his memorandum to
that a fraud order be issued.
It was
the Postmaster-General, recommended
issued Aug. 18, 1919. To quote from Judge Lamar's memorandum :
"The scheme is typical of the ordinary mail-order medical fraud scheme.
The advertising matter is of a kind that would induce nearly any one suffering
pain caused by any form of local trouble to purchase the remedy. This is the
purpose and result of the circulation of the advertising matter through the
mails. The promoter of the scheme, Jesse A. Case, was formerly a police
He served on the police force at Brockton, Massachusetts, for a num
officer.
ber of years and while thus employed conceived the idea of getting up the
alleged remedy for rheumatism which he calls 'Case's Rheumatic Specific'
He
says, among other things, that this so-called specific is not to be compared with
any other treatment or medicine for rheumatic diseases; that it is designed to
An analysis of the constituents of
remove the cause — not to treat the effect.
this remedy made by the Department of Agriculture shows that it is made up
as follows :
IHEUMATIC

PILLS

'V

Ext. Colchicum

Root
Sodium salicylate
Potassium acetate
Potassium sulphate
Calc. Magnesia q. s.
LIVER TABLETS,

Ext. Cascara
Aloin
Resin

Scammony

Podophyllin
Sodium Bicarb
Oleoresin Capsicum

gr.
gr.
^0 gr.
Vio gr.

1
2

NO.

158541

(FULL

STRENGTH)
3

gr.
94ogr.
4io gr.
% gr.
% gr.
%o Min.
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The memorandum declares, further, that a careful and extensive report —
which contained the analyses just given—had been made for the Post Office
Department by Dr. Lyman F. Kebler of the Bureau of Chemistry. Judge
Lamar states that Dr. Kebler's analysis of the representations made by Case
in exploiting his remedy "points out so clearly the fraud of the scheme that it
is deemed pertinent to quote all of the report except the formal parts thereof."
As The Journal in its previous article has already covered the fraudulent rep
resentations made by Case for his "specific," it is unnecessary to go again into
the matter extensively. Judge Lamar, in summing up the matter against Case,
said in part:

"It will thus be seen that practically the whole realm of local inflammatory
conditions is covered by the claims of this mail-order vendor for his remedy.
It has long since been established as a fact that there are many kinds of affec
tions of this character, each of which may arise from a different cause, and that
in order to cure any kind of rheumatism or like ailments, it is necessary first
to ascertain its character, and then to prescribe the treatment particularly
called for. Case proposes with this remedy to remove any and every cause
from which the particular condition being treated may arise. This cannot be
done with any one treatment
because it is a fact fully demonstrated
and
authoritatively established that a remedy which will relieve and cure a disease
arising from one cause will as a rule in no wise help or cure a disease pro
duced by another and different cause.
"Mr. Case, the respondent herein, is not a physician, and has had little
opportunity for study along medical lines. . . . He knows nothing of the
effect of drugs and he is incompetent to prescribe their use. When he sells
one form of treatment for all forms of rheumatism, irrespective of the superin
ducing cause or causes of the trouble, he well knows that it is mere guess-work
on his part — a hit or miss chance of recovery, and when he calls such a treat
ment a 'Specific for Rheumatism,' and solemnly urges its use as a cure for
practically all forms of rheumatism he knows that he is not acting in good
faith, and his scheme for obtaining money through the mails by such means
should be suppressed.
This medically unlettered layman poses as an expert in
the treatment of rheumatic conditions and has the boldness to display to the
public at the head of one of his pamphlets the words, 'Rheumatism, Its Cause,
Its Cure, by Jesse A. Case, F.S.Sc. (Lond.).' The representations made by him
throughout his entire literature are of a character which have frequently been
.
declared fraudulent by this department.
.
.
Case describes how he cured
himself of a bad case of rheumatism, and this alleged fact was amplified by his
direct testimony; but the cross-examination of him shows that he had other
troubles, which when removed by treatment other than his own remedy, what
he thought was rheumatism gave him no more trouble. The evidence strongly
indicates that if he had rheumatism at all it was by no means a serious case.
He did have some other serious trouble, as his testimony shows, all of which
was treated by physicians and surgeons successfully, after which he regained
his health.
The postmaster at Brockton, Massachusetts, reports that Case is
receiving an average of twenty-eight letters a day in the conduct of this busi
ness."— (Modified from The Journal A. M. A., Sept. 13, 1919.)
Case Changes

His Business

Last week The Journal recorded the issuance of a fraud order against
Jesse A. Case of Brockton, Mass. On account of the false and fraudulent rep
resentations made by Case for his nostrum he was denied the use of the United
States mails, Aug 18, 1919. Very shortly thereafter Case made application for
the revocation of the fraud order on the grounds that he had entirely discon
tinued his fraudulent mail-order nostrum business and was now engaged in an
entirely different business of a legitimate character. In addition to his personal
application, Case filed the following affidavit :
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"I, Jesse A. Case, being first duly sworn, depose and say that the business heretofore con
ducted by me, (i. e.) the selling of a rheumatism treatment which the Fraud Order issued
against me on August 22, 1919, was designed to suppress has been discontinued and will not
be revived any time in the future and that any remittances hereafter received for said treat
ment will be returned to the sender."
The postal authorities have notified The Journal that as Case's fraudulent
no longer exists and Case has sworn that he will not revive it and
will return to the senders any remittances that may come to him in the future
for his "rheumatism cure" it is believed that the ends of justice will be met and
satisfied by revoking the fraud order. The order has been revoked. — (From
The Journal A. M. A., Sept. 20, 1919.)
business

DE SANCTIS'

RHEUMATIC

AND

GOUT

PILLS
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"Dr. De Sanctis' Rheumatic

and Gout Pills" are put on the market by
Cleaver of London, England.
The American agents are E. Fougera
and Co., Inc., New York. During the past few years, The Journal has received
a number of inquiries regarding the composition of these pills, and in every
instance has had to acknowledge that it was unable to furnish this formula, as
no analysis had been made in the Association's laboratory, and available ref
erences failed to show that they had ever been analyzed elsewhere.
For this
reason an investigation of the pills was made by the Association's laboratory
which reported, in part, as follows :

Edward

LABORATORY

REPORT

The various specimens of De Sanctis' pills that were purchased for analytical
purposes were found to be round, uncoated, and light brown in color. There
was some variation in the color of different lots. A little arrowroot starch was
found in each box, used as a dusting powder. The pills were very hard, rather
brittle, but quite difficult to powder.
The pills were not readily disintegrated
by water or dilute acids, even when warmed ; when warmed with a dilute
sodium hydroxid solution, they readily disintegrated.
The average weight of a pill was 0.3213 gm., or 5 grains. A microscopical
examination of the pills (after they had been reduced to powder) showed pow
dered colchicum seed in abundance and also traces of arrowroot starch, no
doubt from the dusting powder. . Since colchicum seed was so abundant, the
powder was assayed by the U. S. Pharmacopeial method for colchicum seed
(U. S. P. IX, p. 120). In one assay 3.75 gm. gave 0.0204 gm. colchicin, or 0.S4
In a duplicate 5 gm. gave 0.0234 gm. colchicin or 0.47 per cent.,
per cent.
average, 0.5 per cent. The alkaloid obtained had the characteristic appearance
and odor of colchicin when separated from the seed under these conditions.
From 1 gm. of the powdered pills there was obtained 0.0425 gm. ash, or 4.25
per cent.
There were also found about % grain benzoic acid and about Ys
grain milk sugar to each pill.
From this examination we conclude that De Sanctis' pills contain powdered
colchicum seed, benzoic acid, and sugar of milk. There was also present fatty
material which resembled the fat of colchicum seed, but might be, in part, added
fatty acid. The percentage of colchicin found indicated that a colchicum seed
of high alkaloidal content was used in their manufacture or the possible rein
forcement of the pills with colchicum extract or colchicin.
De Sanctis' pills
are essentially 5 grain doses of powdered colchicum seed.
From the chemists' report it will be seen that the only drug in De Sanctis'
pills (present in therapeutic quantities) is powdered colchicum seed. The Yz
of a grain of milk sugar is doubtless merely an excipient. The fatty acids or
fatty matter from colchicum seed that were present are inert, at least in the
quantities found in the pills. The only office which fatty acids might per
form would be to give the pills an enteric quality, preventing their absorption
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Although the entire pills only average 5 grains
until they reach the intestines.
each in weight, there was present the equivalent of 5 grains of powdered
colchicum seed. This indicates, as the chemists have stated, either that a
seed of high alkaloidal content is used, or else that the strength of the pills
is augmented by the addition of the alkaloid colchicum or, possibly, of colchi
cum extract.
Here then, we have sold for self-medication an extremely poisonous drug,
with no warning of the risk the public runs in using it. While the directions
call for "one pill every 8 hours until relieved," it is notorious that the public
takes the attitude toward "patent medicines" that, if a little is good, more is
better, and the average user of remedies for self-treatment is likely, unless
there is some warning, to use his own discretion as to the amount taken.

SA1W
AND

©

GOUT PILLS
12

PILLS

SOLD

BY

.EDWARD CLEAVER

,

Koad,
(Late 39, Gt. Portland Street)
LONDON, ENGLAND
13, ClerkenweU

Price Is. 3d.

The individual dose is above that of the average recommended in the United
Pharmacopeia. Colchicum or its alkaloids —or for that matter, any drug
as toxic as colchicum — have no place in preparations of the home-remedy
type.
In the case of all "patent medicines," public interest demands that the full quan
titative formula of the therapeutically active ingredients should be given on
the label, for when the public prescribes for itself, it has a right to know what
it is taking. Unfortunately, public interest clashes with vested interests and,
as usual, vested interests get the better of it. In the case of such dangerous
preparations as De Sanctis' pills, if their sale is to be permitted at all, not only
should the names and quantities of all therapeutically active ingredients in the
mixture be given, but the law should require that the word Poison be plainly
printed on the label— (From The Journal A. M. A., July 19, 1919.)
States

PRESCRIPTION A-2851
of The Journal of April 6 were

In this department
reported the findings
of the chemists of the Louisiana State Board of Health in analyses of several
One of the preparations was "Prescription
"patent medicines."
A-2851," of
which it was said :
"This product, which is said to have been known earlier as 'Eimer and
Amend's Rheumatic Remedy,' was analyzed by the state chemists of Louisi
ana, who reported that the preparation seemed to be essentially nothing more
nor less than a low grade of sherry wine containing approximately 7Vi per
cent, of potassium iodid."
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More than a month after this item appeared Eimer and Amend wrote to The
in part as follows :

Journal

"We assume that your intention in this column is to be fair. With this assumption in mind
we call your attention to the fact that in your paragraph in reference to said prescription you
have failed to mention the principal ingredient thereof.
Such ingredient is wine of colchicum
seed, which constitutes forty-five per cent. (45 per cent.) of the contents.
Also you have
erroneously stated the per cent, of iodid therein contained which, instead of seven and one-hah
per cent, is nine and three-tenths per cent. (9.3 per cent.)."

From
A-28S1

a leaflet in our files giving directions for the taking of Prescription
we find the following claims :
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"It dissolves the calcareous deposits which cause the painful swelling
eliminates the uric acid from the system by its alterative action.
"It contains no opiates or narcotic drugs in any form."

at

the joints and

The dose for this nostrum, according to the directions,
■is 1 dram
(teaspoonful) three times a day. As, accord
ing to the manufacturers, 45 per cent, of this stuff consists
of wine of colchicum seed, this means that each dram
contains 27 minims of that drug. Thirty minims is con
sidered a full dose. Wine of colchicum seed, or, for that
matter, any preparation of colchicum, is so powerful and
its toxicity so uncertain that its use in products of the
home remedy type should be unhesitatingly condemned.
As one author has said in discussing the dangers of
colchicum poisoning : "The poisoning is one of the most
painful, slow and hopeless poisonings known and a man
taking as much as an ounce of the wine of the root or
the seed is almost inevitably doomed to a terrible death."
In this connection it is worth bearing in mind that the
A-2851" contains,
four ounce bottle of "Prescription
according to the manufacturer's letter, about two ounces
of wine of colchicum seed.
Yet this stuff is put on the
market with no warning of its toxic character. The pres
ence of so potent a drug as colchicum in any nostrum of
secret composition sold to, and taken indiscriminately
by the public, is unwarranted. The least that Eimer and
Amend can do if they insist on continuing to sell "Pre"
is to warn the public of its dangerous character by using the
scription A-2851
word poison on the label.— (From The Journal A. M. A., July 20, 1918.)

SOME

MISCELLANEOUS

PRODUCTS

— This nostrum, sold by Abbott Bros.

Co.,
Abbott Bros. Rheumatic Remedy.
Chicago, contained 24 per cent, alcohol with 5 grains potassium iodid to each
teaspoonful together with extracts of drugs such as sarsaparilla and dandelion.
It was sold under the false and fraudulent claims that it was an effective
remedy for rheumatism of every form and stage, for sciatica, for all "uric acid
troubles" and for eczema and as a cure for sciatica, gonorrheal rheumatism,
inflammatory rheumatism and Bright's disease. A fine of $200 and costs was
imposed. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4842; issued Sept. 18, 1917.]

Indian Liniment. — The H. G. O. Cary Medicine Co., Zanesville,
Ohio, shipped a quantity of this nostrum in March, 1913. The stuff admittedly
contained 31 per cent, of alcohol, and was represented as a "cure" for a variety
Barrell's
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of disorders including inflammatory and chronic rheumatism,
sore throat,
swollen limbs, toothache, erysipelas, headache, diseases of the spine, etc. When
analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry it was found to be a water-alcohol solu
tion of oleoresin of capsicum (red pepper), turpentine, oil of sassafras and
soap, containing 49.1 per cent, of alcohol instead of 31 per cent., as stated on
the label. As the alcohol content was wrongly declared, and as the therapeutic
claims made in the trade package were false and fraudulent the court, on June
1, 1916, imposed a fine of $50 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4848; issued
Sept. 18, 1917.]

Bennett's Wonder Oil.— In April, 1910, L. R. Bennett, who traded as the
Medical Company, Norfolk, Va., shipped from Virginia to the District
of Columbia a quantity of Dr. Bennett's Wonder Oil. The claims made on
Bennett
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the labels

read

:

"Good for rheumatism, neuralgia, headache, earache, dizziness, sprains, toothache, bruises,
chilblains, cuts, frosted feet, burns, sore throat, pleurisy, colic pains, catarrh, deafness, cholera
morbus, diarrhea, cramps, dysentery, scalds, etc."

Analysis by the federal chemists is reported to have shown that the article
contained alcohol (46.3 per cent), chloroform and morphin.
Since the pres
ence of none of these ingredients was declared on the label, although required
by the Food and Drugs Act, the product was declared misbranded.
In June,
1911, Bennett was fined $25 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 2106; issued

March

27, 1913.]

Breeden's Rheumatic Cure.— Shipped by Carroll C. Breeden, trading as the
Breeden Medicine Co., Memphis, Tenn. Analysis showed the product to con
tain 12.6 per cent, alcohol, with potassium iodid, guaiac and probably extract
Fine,
of colchicutn seed and colocynth. Falsely and fraudulently advertised.
$25 and costs.— [Notice of Judgment No. 5224; issued Feb. 21, 191S.]

Rheumatic Cure. — In October, 1917, the John H. Casey Medicine
Co. of Hillyard, Wash., shipped a quantity of "Casey's Rheumatic Cure — The
Great Montana Remedy" which was misbranded.
The Bureau of Chemistry
analyzed this preparation and found it to consist essentially of a water-alcohol
solution of potassium iodid, sugar and drug extractives carrying saponin (sarsaparilla indicated), emodin, volatile oil and resins.
It was falsely and
fraudulently represented as a cure for rheumatism, diseases of the blood and
kidneys, Bright's disease and a remedy for stomach trouble, heart trouble,
and impure blood.
In addition to these fraudulent claims the amount of alcohol
present was falsely given and it was falsely declared to be a "Purely Vege
table Compound, Contains No Mineral," when as a matter of fact it contained
potassium
iodid. In February, 1919, the John H. Casey Medicine Company
pleaded guilty and was fined $25. — [Notice of Judgment No. 6549; issued
Dec. 29, 1919.]
Cure of Pain, Coyle's Celebrated Liniment. — Shipped in June, 1913, by' Allen
F. McCord, trading as the Dr. A. Coyle Medicine Co., St. Louis. When ana
lyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry it was found to be "essentially an alcoholic
solution of camphor, turpentine, methyl salicylate, ammonia, oleoresin of cap
sicum, chloroform, a small amount of an unidentified alkaloid, and an uniden
tified volatile oil; hydrastis and myrrh indicated." As it was falsely and
fraudulently represented as a "cure for rheumatism" and an effective remedy
for pleurisy, cholera, paralysis, diphtherii and other ailments, it was declared
misbranded and the court, on April 17, 191o, imposed a fine of $10 and costs.—
[Notice of Judgment No. 4859; issued Sept. 25, 1917.]
Denn's Strong, Sure, Safe and Speedy Stomach, Liver, Kidney and Rheu
matism Remedy. — Shipped by Henry Denn, trading as Denn's Rheumatic Cure
Casey's
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Co. Analysis showed alcohol, 8.2 per cent., over SO per cent, of sugar, traces of
glycerin, and indications of licorice and cascara sagrada.
Falsely and fraudu
lently advertised.
Fine, $50 and costs.— [Notice of Judgment No. 5130; issued
Jan. 29, 1918.]

5 Drops. — This nostrum was put on the market by
the Swanson Rheumatic Cure Co., Chicago.
It was
sold as a remedy for rheumatism, sciatica, asthma,
hay fever, croup, la grippe, catarrh and malaria ; as a
preventive of germ diseases and as a cure for blood
diseases, eczema, scrofula and gastric ulcer as well
as a preventive of gallstones. The government chem
ists reported that analysis showed the stuff to consist
of "a mixture of eucalyptol (or a eucalyptol-containing
oil), camphor, safrol, terpineol and eugenol (or an
oil containing those ingredients, such as camphor
oil)." The government declared the curative claims
to be false and fraudulent and applied knowingly,
recklessly and wantonly.. The company was fined $220
and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4372; issued
Sept. 12, 1916.]

Hale's Household Ointment. — H. O., F. S. and C. H. Kenyon, trading as
Kenyon & Thomas Co., Adams, N. Y., shipped in interstate commerce a quan
tity of "Dr. Hale's Household Ointment" which the federal authorities declared
was misbranded. Claims such as the following were made for this ointment:
"A Positive Specific for the Speedy and Permanent Cure of Rheumatism, Lame Back,
Eczema, Erysipelas
and all Scaly Eruptions
.
.
Sciatica
.
.
.
.
.
.
Neuralgia
.
.
Scrofulous Ulcers, Piles . . . Croup . . ."
.
.
"It has cured catarrh where- all other known remedies have failed."
.
.
.
It is very soothing and healing and
"For ulceration of the Womb, Leucorrhoea
has effected remarkable cures."
The ointment was analyzed by the federal chemists who reported that it was
of vaseline and camphor with a small amount of aromatics resem
bling oil of thyme."
The claims quoted above, and others of a similar nature,
constituted misbranding in the opinion of the federal officials who charged
that they were "false and fraudulent" and were made "knowingly and in reck
The defendants were
less and wanton disregard of their truth or falsity."
fined $10— [Notice of Judgment No. 4093; issued Feb. 25, 1916.]
"composed

It

I.,

Haynes' Arabian Balsam. — Lavinia A. Marsh, who traded under the name
E. Morgan & Sons, Providence, R.
manufactured this preparation which
was sold under the claim that
the federal authorities declared misbranded.
was "the most perfect remedy ever known for . . . Erysipelas, Rheuma
.
Piles . . . Croup. . .
also recommended
for
.
.
was
tism
deafness and diphtheria as well as for "loss of sight by Palsied Nerves."
The federal chemists reported that the stuff appeared to be "a mixture of
cottonseed oil, turpentine and oil of cumin." The claims were declared false

It

."

it
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Elmore's R'eumatine Goutaline.— "Dr. D. M. Elmore's R'eumatine Goutaline"
was put on the market by George Bayne, Bayonne, N. J., under the claim that
it was a remedy for all rheumatic disorders and all forms of rheumatism and
a remedy for all disorders of the kidneys, liver and bladder,
besides being
effective for curing malaria. The government chemists reported that the stuff
was apparently a dilute tincture of colchicum.
The claims made for it were
declared false and fraudulent and applied wantonly and recklessly. George
Bayne was fined $10.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4374; issued June 20, 1917.]
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fraudulent and applied knowingly and in reckless
of their truth or falsity. The court imposed a fine of
ment No. 4349; issued Aug. 8, 1916.]

and

and wanton disregard
$20.

— [Notice of Judg
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Jones' Break-Up. — According to the label, this nostrum "Positively cures
Rheumatism, Sciatica, Neuralgia and Gout" besides being "one of the best
Kidney Remedies on the market." A quantity of it was shipped in April, 1913,
by the Jones Break-Up Co., New Egypt, N. J. When analyzed by the Bureau
of Chemistry it was found to contain, among other ingredients, alcohol, 10 per
cent., sodium salicylate,
and small amounts of caffein, iodids and vegetable
extractives. As the formula did not warrant such claims as "positively cures
rheumatism," etc., the stuff was declared misbranded.
The defendant company
pleaded non vult but the court, on April 8, 1915, imposed a fine of $25. — [Notice
of Judgment No. 3980; issued Oct. 21, 1915.]
Jones' Liniment. — Morris, L. J., and J. K. Spiegel, trading as Dr. M. Spiegel
& Sons, Albany, N. Y., put on the market "Dr. Jones' Liniment," recommending
it for corns, callouses, toothache, headache, backache, "rheumatism," neuralgia,
frost bites, chilblains, sore throat, quinsy and various other conditions. The
government
chemists reported
that analysis "showed it to be essentially a
gasoline solution of oleoresin of capsicum, oil sassafras, methyl salicylate, and
evidently, volatile oil of mustard." The therapeutic claims were declared to
be false and fraudulent and made knowingly and in wanton and reckless
dis
regard of their truth or falsity. The three Spiegels were fined $25, or $8.33
each.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4138; issued April 19, 1916.]
Kampfmueller's Rheumatic Remedy.— The Kampfmueller Rheumatic Remedy
Ky., shipped in December, 1916, a quantity of "Kampfmueller's
Rheumatic Remedy." The Bureau of Chemistry reported that this consisted
essentially of potassium iodid, plant extractives, alcohol and water. It was
falsely and fraudulently represented as a cure for arthritic rheumatism, artic
ular rheumatism,
inflammatory rheumatism, muscular rheumatism and rheu
matic fever. In October, 1918, the company pleaded guilty and was fined $25.
— [Notice of Judgment No. 6684; issued March 29, 1920.]
Co., Louisville,

"Kuhn's Rheumatic Remedy."— A quantity of this preparation was shipped
in November, 1916, by the Kuhn Remedy Company of Chicago.
Samples
analyzed by the federal chemists showed the product to be a water-alcohol
solution containing essentially potassium iodid, iodin and sugar with indica

of small amounts of plant material and aromatics. These findings essen
tially confirmed those of the state chemists of New Hampshire and North
Dakota who reported on the stuff in 1914 and 1916, respectively.
The prepara
tion was declared misbranded in that it was falsely and fraudulently sold under
the claim that it was a cure for all forms of rheumatism,
blood
neuralgia,
tions
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diseases, lumbago, etc., "when in truth and in fact it was not." It was also
falsely and fraudulently represented as a preventive of organic heart troubles
In June, 1918, the company pleaded guilty and
resulting from rheumatism.
was fined $200 and costs.— [Notice of Judgment No. 6392; issued Sept. 8, 1919.]
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Lecher's Renowned Rheumatic Remedy.— Locher & Wenger, Lancaster, Pa.,
exploited this nostrum "for the cure of all rheumatic complaints." A specimen
shipped in March, 1913, and analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry, was found
to contain over SO per cent, of alcohol, with amounts of colchicin, menthol and
The curative claims made on the trade package were
plant extractives.
declared false and fraudulent and on June 18, 1915, the defendants were fined
$20.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4100; issued Feb. 25, 1916.]

Mag-No Brand Liniment. — Leslie A. Knight, doing business as the Mag-No
Federal chemists reported that
Company, St. Louis, Mo., was the defendant.
flavored with
the liniment was "essentially an aqueous solution of ammonia
sassafras oil and colored with a vegetable coloring matter." Sold as an effec
The
tive remedy for Diphtheria, Rheumatism, Spavin, Scab in Sheep, etc.
claims were declared false and fraudulent. Defendant was fined $10 and costs.
—[Notice of Judgment No. 4176; issued April 29, 1916.]
Minard's Liniment. — This preparation was manufactured by Minard's Lini
ment Manufacturing Co., South Framingham, Mass. The Bureau of Chemistry
that the stuff was a thick, white emulsion containing ammonia,
reported
ammonium chlorid, turpentine, camphor and ammonia soap. It was sold as
external cure" for "rheumatism," pleurisy and "lung
"the most effective
troubles" as well as a remedy for tonsillitis, quinsy and asthma. These claims
were declared false and fraudulent and applied knowingly, recklessly and
wantonly.
The company was fined $50. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4412; issued
Oct. 16, 1916.1
Famous Prescription. — This product was prepared by William H.
and was sold as a cure for all forms of rheumatism,
acute and chronic.
The government chemists reported that it was essentially
a solution of potassium iodid (5.6 grams per 100 c.c.) and colchicin (0.007
grain per fluid ounce) in cinnamon-flavored water.
The therapeutic claims
were declared false and fraudulent. Muller was fined $75. — [Notice of Judg
ment No. 4506; issued Feb. 8, 1917.]
Muller's

Muller, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

Perkins' National Herbs Blood Purifier, Kidney and Liver Regulator. —
Sold by National Herb Co., Washington, D. C. Analysis showed it to contain
practically 40 per cent, sugar, 11 per cent, carbonate of lime, with a cathartic
drug and strychnin present.
Falsely and fraudulently advertised.
Fine, $75.
— [Notice of Judgment No. 5175; issued Feb. 21, 1918.]
Quickstep, Frye's Remedy.— Laura M. Frye of Lynn, Mass., trading as the
Remedy
Company,
in interstate commerce
shipped
a product called
"Quickstep, Frye's Remedy." The preparation contained a number of false,
fraudulent and misleading claims on the trade package.
Some of these were:

Frye

"Cures Rheumatism, Headache, Constipation, Indigestion and Dyspepsia."
"Best Blood Purifier in the World and Leaves no injurious Effects."
"Cures when everything else fails."
"Prevents appendicitis by purifying the blood and keeping the bowels clear and clean."

The stuff was analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry
reported that examination showed it to consist of :
Rochelle Salts
Granulated sugar,

99.81

colored

pink.

per cent.

and

the

chemists
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As Rochelle salts and pink sugar will not cure rheumatism or prevent appen
dicitis the federal authorities, very naturally, declared that the stuff was misbranded.
Laura M. Frye entered a plea of nolo contendere "and the same was
placed on file by the order of the court" !— [Notice of Judgment No. 3692;
issued June 15, 1915.]
Radway's Ready Relief. — Radway's Ready Relief, put on the market by
Radway & Co., New York, and admittedly containing 27 per cent, alcohol, was
sold under such claims as :
"This remedy will relieve rheumatism, sore throat, pleurisy, pneumonia . . . head
ache
.
.
dysentery
.
.
.
burns and scalds, spinal affections
.
.
.
.
fevers
.
.
.
cholera
.
.
.
paralysis."
"Cholera.
The relief is almost a specific in this terrible epidemic; if used in time,
will save nearly every case."
"It acts as a preventive against the formation of concretions, gravel, or calculi . .
"Radway's
Ready
Relief
is a cure
for Rheumatic
.
.
and Malarious
.
Complaints."
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Sore Throat and Cold

DR. RADWAY & CO,

A

typical R. R. R. advertisement

of

the

older style.

The preparation was analyzed in the Bureau of Chemistry which reported
that it was essentially a watery alcoholic solution of oleoresin of capsicum
The government officials charged
(cayenne pepper), camphor and ammonia.
that the product was misbranded in that the statements made regarding the
curative effects were "false and fraudulent" and were applied "in disregard of
their truth or falsity."
The company was fined $50. — [Notice of Judgment
No. 3704; issued July 13, 1915.]
Strange's Rheumatic Remedy. — Shipped by Howell M. Strange, Birmingham,
Ala. Analysis showed the product to be, essentially, a mixture of baking soda
Falsely and fraudulently advertised.
Fine, $50. —
and magnesium carbonate.
[Notice of Judgment No. 5028; issued Jon. 28, 1918.]
Stuart's Specific Drops. — Joseph W. and Anna B. House sold "Dr. Stuart's
Specific Drops" under the name Stuart Remedy Co., Detroit, Mich.
Claims
made for the nostrum were that it was a cure for rheumatism and a positive
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specific for eczema and salt rheum and would drive all impurities out of the
The government chemists reported that the preparation was essentially
blood.
alcohol, mercuric iodid and turpentine.
The curative
a mixture of camphor,
claims were declared false and fraudulent and applied knowingly, recklessly
and wantonly.
The defendants
were fined $50. — [Notice of Judgment No.
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4368; issued

Sept.

12,

1916.]

Universal Rheumatic Remedy. —This nostrum, also known as "Dr. Herndon's
Gypsy's Gift Rheumatic Remedy," was put out by the Read Drug & Chemical
Co., Baltimore.
A consignment of the stuff, snipped in January, 1913, was
analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry and found to contain 34.7 per cent, of
alcohol, with amounts of potassium iodid, colchicin, fat, resin, and reducing
Among the claims made for it were, "A remedy for rheumatism in all
sugar.
its forms," and "The guaranteed remedy for rheumatism," which claims the
court declared false and fraudulent.
In March, 1913, the defendant having
pleaded nolo contendere, was fined $50. — [Notice of Judgment No. 3975 ; issued

July

13, 1915.]

Walker's Rheumatism Remedy. — If one were to believe the label, this nos
trum: "Removes Rheumatism, Lumbago, Sciatica, Gout, Gallstones, Nervous
Prostration, Epileptic Fits, St. Vitus Dance, Cancer, Heart Disease, Pleurisy,
A consignment of the stuff
Appendicitis, Dyspepsia, Female Weakness
shipped in December, 1912, was analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry and found
to contain a small amount of alcohol, baking soda, emodin (laxative drugs)
and carbonates.
The claims made for the nostrum were declared to be false
and fraudulent and accordingly misbranded. On June 4, 1915, the defendant,
Sarah A. McDonald, trading as the Walker Medicine Co., St. Paul, Minn., was
fined $5.— [Notice of Judgment No. 4130; issued April 19, 1916.]
Wright's Rheumatic Remedy. — The Wright Medicine Company, Peru, Ind.,
made this preparation which, according to government chemists, was an emul
sion composed principally of turpentine, methyl salicylate, sugar, acacia, and
water, with probably some resinous or plant extractive matter.
It was sold
under the claims that it was an effective remedy for gallstones and a specific
remedy for kidney and bladder troubles. These claims Wtre characterized by
the government as false and fraudulent and made knowingly and in reckless
and wanton disregard of their truth or falsity.
The company was fined $50
and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4398; issued Sept. 12, 1916.]

..."

"TONICS,"

"BITTERS,"

HOSTETTER'S

ETC.

BITTERS

"Hostetter's Celebrated Stomach Bitters" contains 25 per cent, alcohol. So
as is shown by a careful investigation made by the Association's laboratory,
the amount of this nostrum that can be taken is limited only by the individual's
capacity for alcohol ! The label, as the law requires, declares the presence of
25 per cent, alcohol; th«it is, "Hostetter's Bitters" is one half the strength of
daily dose is six tablespoonfuls (3
"straight" whisky.
The recommended
ounces). This means that a person taking Hostetter's Bitters — strictly accord-
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far

SOME ALCOHOL EQUIVALENTS
HOSTETTER'S

BITTERS

CONTAINS 252> ALCOHOL,
THE DAILY DOSE RECOMMENDED IS SIX
TABLESPOONFULS OR THREE OUNCES I
The

Daily

Dose

of

contains as much

Hostetter's Bitters
Alcohol as does
the Beer In
these

bottles

or the "Straight"

Whiskey

in

this

CONTENTSI; OZ

Miniature reproduction of one of the educational posters prepared by the Propaganda
Department of The Journal.
In the originals, which measure 22 by 28 inches, the bottles
and glass are reproduced natural size.

ing to directions — gets as much alcohol daily as would be obtained from nearly
two bottles of beer (alcohol strength 3'A per cent, by volume) or from 1V4
ounces of "straight" whisky.
The alcohol content of Hostetter's Bitters seems to have been a variable
quantity. As long ago as 1878 the question of the beverage use of this nostrum
A
in Alaska was under consideration by the Internal Revenue Department.
letter from the Commissioner of Internal Revenue at that time stated that
Hostetter's Bitters was sometimes sold by the glass by retail liquor dealers
and also sold "by the drink" in saloons in Sitka. In January, 1883, the Treasury
Department notified the Collector of Customs at Sitka that, in its opinion,
Hostetter's Bitters "should be excluded from Alaska under the executive order
of Feb. 4, 1870, forbidding the importation of distilled spirits into that ter
ritory."
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of Sept. 8, 1883, there was published in full a long com
munication from the Office of Internal Revenue addressed to the manufacturers
of Hostetter's Bitters, in a reply to their question as to whether or not it was

In The Journal

for the retailers of the "Bitters" to take out a special license for its
The Internal Revenue officials declared that a chemist in the Department
of Agriculture had analyzed Hostetter's Bitters and had reported finding 32 per
cent, alcohol — whether by weight or volume was not stated — 64 per cent, water
and 4 per cent, of extracts. The chemist reported further that the stuff was
"flavored with various essential oils, as oil of anise, coriander, etc., and con
tains some vegetable bitters, such as gentian, cinchona, etc." The chemist very
naturally declared that Hostetter's Bitters contained much more alcohol than
was necessary to hold the other ingredients in solution. Commenting on this
analysis, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue said:

necessary
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sale.

"Containing, as it does, no deleterious drugs and only 4 per cent, of anything like a
drug, I should probably be entirely justified in deciding outright that one who sells it for
any purpose is a retail liquor dealer.
.
.
."

The Commissioner admitted, however; that the case was complicated by the
that for many years the government
had "classified the preparation as a
proprietary medicine and collected stamp tax upon it." As a result, the Com
missioner said that he would not decide at that time whether in the abstract
Hostetter's Bitters was a medicine or not. For, said he :
fact

"Should I hold it to be a medicine, I should probably do violence to an almost irresistible
tendency of the mind to conclude that no genuine medicine needs so much whisky and so few
On the other hand, should I decide
drugs in it, unless under very unusual circumrtances.
that it is no medicine at all, I would be confronted by a ten-years' quasi recognition by this
office to the contrary, as well as by the practice of many people who use it as such."

The upshot of this case was that the Commissioner decided to "let the use
give character to it"; when the stuff was, apparently, sold as a bona fide medi
cine no action would be taken; when it was sold to be drunk as an intoxicating
The Commissioner's letter
beverage the seller would be taxed accordingly.
closed with the statement:
"This
nominally
its use."

In

seems

to

medicinal

me to be the true rule, and an article containing
so little that is even
as yours does ought and will be subject to very close scrutiny
as to

the state chemists of North Dakota reported that their analysis
Hostetter's Bitters to contain 43 per cent, of alcohol by volume, with
only 4Vi per cent, of total solids, and the chemists reported that the principal
portion of the total solids was sugar.
In 1907, after the Food and Drugs Act went into force, and the amount of
alcohol had to be declared on the label, Hostetter's Bitters for a time con
tained 39 per cent, alcohol, the label reading in part :
1906,

showed

"Averaging thirty-nine per cent, of alcohol by volume in finished product, being only
sufficient to hold in solution the extracted medicinal properties of barks, roots, herbs and
seeds contained therein."

Later, the amount of alcohol was reduced
changed to read, as they read today:

to 25 per cent,

and the labels

were

"Averaging twenty-five per cent, of alcohol by volume in finished product, being only
sufficient to hold in solution the extracted medicinal properties of barks, roots, herbs and
seeds contained therein."
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In 1S14. the state chemists of Connecticut analyzed the nostrum and reported
finding nearly 25 p:r cent, of alcohol, a small amount of quinin and about 4Va
per cent, of solids "all but 0.8 per cent, of which is sugar."
The kind and quantities of drugs (other than alcohol) in Hostetter's Bitters
have, so far as we know, never been divulged, to the consumers at least, by
the manufacturers.
Formulas purporting to represent the composition of this
nostrum had variously given, as some of the ingredients, gentian root, blessed
thistle, cinchona bark, calamus root, Colombo root, orange peel, rhubarb, cin
namon

and cloves.

In April,
tetter's

the Association's laboratory completed
The essential part of the report follows
LABORATORY
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an analysis of

1920,

Bitters.

Hos

:

REPORT

"The specimen of Hostetter's Stomach Bitters examined was a pale ambercolored liquid having a'bitter taste, a neutral reaction and an odor resembling
a mixture of anise and orange flavors.
The label declared the presence of 25
per cent, of alcohol but gave no further information concerning the composition
of the preparation. The preparation is described, among other things, as 'a
corrective and mild cathartic'
Alcohol was determined and 24.72 per cent, by
volume was found. On evaporation the preparation gave 4.8 gm. of residue per
100 c.c. of which about 80 per cent, was cane sugar.
The ash amounted to
about 0045 gm. per 100 c.c. The small percentage of ash excluded the presence
in medicinal quantities of such purgative salts as magnesium citrate, magnesium
sulphate an'l potassium sodium tartrate.
Extraction of the faintly acidified
solution with ether gave 0.023 gm. of ether extract per 100 c.c. This residue
was of a pale greenish color and had a bitter taste suggestive of gentian. No
active medicinal substances could be identified in this residue.
"The ether extract from 100 c.c. of the preparation was mixed with milk
sugar and swallowed by a healthy man without producing any symptoms.
This
the absence of appreciable amounts of podophyllum, scammony
demonstrated
and jalap.
"Iodids, bromids, heavy metals, emodin-bearing (laxative)
drugs, and
phenolphthalein were absent.
Traces of tannin were found.
A mixture of
This,
alkaloids was present in which quinin and cinchonidin were identified.
together with the occurrence of^ tannin, suggested the probable presence
in
Hostetter's Stomach Bitters of extractives from cinchona. The total alkaloids
With the
amounted to 0.167 gm. per 100 c.c. or about % grain per fluid ounce.
exceptions of the alcohol and the cinchona alkaloids no other physiologically
active ingredient was found.
"Six fluid ounces of the preparation (6 doses) were dealcoholized, the solu
tion evaporated, the residue mixed with milk sugar, the mixture placed in cap
No effects
sules and the capsules swallowed at one dose by a healthy man.
were noted.
"From the results of the examination it is evident that alcohol is by far the
most active ingredient in Hostetter's Stomach Bitters. The preparation is prob
ably a hydroalcoholic extract of small quantities of cinchona and possibly small
amounts of other relatively inactive drugs. The analysis failed to reveal the
presence of any drugs in quantities which would prevent the preparation being
used as a beverage."

It

is obvious from the analysis just given that, as stated at the outset of
article,
the use of Hostetter's Bitters as a beverage is, apparently, limited
this
only by the individual's tolerance for alcohol. One point is worth attention :
Hostetter's Stomach Bitters has for a good many years been recommended for
malaria among numerous other conditions. The A. M. A. chemists found small
In order to get a daily dose of
quantities of quinin and cinchonidin present.
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quinin equal to IS grains, the minimum amount the Pharmacopeia recommends
as an antimalarial, it would be necessary to take nearly twenty ounces of Hostetter's Bitters daily. This would necessitate swallowing an amount of alcohol
equivalent to about 10 ounces daily of "straight" whisky.
Many of our readers will remember The Journal's reference to an episode
that occurred three years ago. The Baltimore Sun of Feb. 24, 1917, carried a
news item from Danville, Va., to the effect that the police in that town had
had to deal with a large number of "drunks" each of whom admitted that he
became intoxicated on "a certain proprietary medicine which contains 25 per
cent, alcohol." A telegram from The Journal to the Chief of Police of Dan
ville asking for the name of the proprietary medicine in question, brought the
laconic reply "Hostetter's Bitters."
During the recent past several nostrums of the alcohol type have markedly
modified their formulas. "Vinol," which used to contain 18 per cent, alcohol,
now contains 10 per cent. "Manola," which used to contain 18 per cent., now
contains 15 per cent.; "Peruna," which long contained 20 per cent, alcohol, now
contains 12. "Wine of Cardui," which also for years contained what the manu
facturers declared was the irreducible minimum of 20 per cent., now contains
"Warner's Safe Cure," put out by a concern that used to be what was
10.
practically a subsidiary company to a distilling concern, for years had 15.5
per cent, alcohol ; it is now nonalcoholic. The motives that brought about these
changes are unimportant; the facts are the vital elements.
Whether some of
these manufacturers have received hints from the Internal Revenue Depart
ment, whether the increased cost of alcohol or whether both have been respon
sible "for the modifications, we do not know.
Whatever may have been the cause, or causes, of the changes in the case of
the products just mentioned, they do not seem to have operated in the case of
Hostetter's Bitters. To this fact we respectfully direct the attention of the
Internal Revenue Department. — (Modified from The Journal A. M. A., May
29, 1920.)

THE KENNEDY'S

TONIC

PORT

CASE

When the sale of alcoholics is prohibited in a given territory, it is a notorious
fact that the exploiters of those "patent medicines" whose chief and most
active ingredient is alcohol, are not slow to avail themselves of the opportunity
that presents itself of selling their wares to those who would use them for other
Nor is it strange that men who have previously been
than medicinal purposes.
engaged in the liquor business, but whose business has been destroyed by pro
hibitory legislation, should seek to cater to their erstwhile customers by market
Before the Dominion of Canada
ing liquor camouflaged as "patent medicines."
went "dry" some of the Canadian provinces had already enacted legislation of
Out of that provincial act and its
that type.
Saskatchewan was one of them.
aftermath, came the interesting Kennedy's Tonic Port Case.
Kennedy's Tonic Port was booze, sold as "patent medicine."
Its conflict
with the law came when a bottle of the preparation was sold at a Regina drug
authorities proceeded against this
store in November, 1917. The Saskatchewan
concern and the drug store proprietors were convicted in March, 1918, and fined
$100; they thereupon appealed the case on the ground that, as they had been
registered under the "Patent Medicine Act" of the Dominion government, they
were thereby relieved of the necessity of complying with any provincial law,
The judge, before whom the appeal
relative to the sale of "patent medicines."
was heard, decided against the drug concern, dismissed the appeal and amended
the conviction by penalizing the drug store $500 instead of the original $100.
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The opinion handed down by Judge Taylor of the King's Bench, before
whom the appeal was tried, is an interesting document in "patent medicine" liti
After briefly stating the
gation, as the excerpts about to be given will show.
facts regarding the original conviction, and showing that the evidence estab
lished not only that a bottle of Kennedy's Tonic Port had been sold as charged
but that the drug store was in the active business of selling this preparation,
having, in fact, disposed of almost 700 bottles in a few months, Judge Taylor
continued

:

a

a

it

a

a

a

it

Of the composition of Kennedy's Tonic Port,
was admitted that the base
of the preparation was ordinary port wine, to which Kennedy added
mixture
which Judge Taylor said "might be termed
medical salad." Hyssop, dittany,
Peruvian bark, orange peel, anise, coriander seed, gentian, yarrow, nutmeg,
thyme, rose leaves — these were but some of the ingredients that were alleged
it

a

;

to have been added, in quantities not disclosed, to the port wine.
The amount
comprised about 16 per cent, by
of alcohol, however, was not unknown
wineglassful, "equally efficacious before or after
The dose was
volume.

The judge continued:

meals."

a

is

A

a a

a

<jf

a

it

a

a

a it is

It

is

..."

is
a

is

it

it

a

is

it

a

medical salad this combination might be in great demand.
"As
The manu
palatable mixture. No doubt every taste and palate
facturer says that
If
abhor the thyme for
should be tickled by the many different flavors.
Coriander seed would be delight
instance,
may find solace in the yarrow.
fully reminiscent of home cooking, the esthetic will recognize the rose leaves.
These and the six or more other ingredients in the above list added for their
distinctive flavoring virtues and delightful aroma must indeed be designed to
From cinchona and Peruvian bark, quinin
satisfy every demand.
extracted
and the manufacturer suggests that this and the gentian are valuable ingredi
Thus there
touch of philanthropy, though
ents as cures for alcoholism.
well concealed, in the salad.
"The method of manufacture, so far as the manufacturer cares to disclose
the valuable secret, would not appear to interfere with the medicinal proper
ties at least of the port wine, into which the combination
added by
method
of solution into the alcohol constituent of the wine.
still port wine, plus
The color
that of port wine.
something indefinable.
One expert on the use
tasted to him like ordinary port wine to
of intoxicating liquors said that
dash of
famous brand of 'bitters.'
which had been added
number of
witnesses who, in the interest of science for the most part, consumed on dif
half to
whole quart bottle at what counsel termed
ferent occasions from
had
sitting,' deposed that
distinctly pleasing taste and produced that
feeling of exhilaration which prior to the temperance legislation was recog
As to the aroma, the scientific tests made by counsel
nized as intoxication.
in the court room in his efforts to convince the provincial analyst that certain
state of perfect preservation, convince the court
of the exhibits were not in
that at least in that stage the aroma was strongly reminiscent
busy bar
room."
'a

Of course the manufacturer claimed that his "tonic port" had valuable
medicinal properties and was incapable of being used as
beverage.
He
a
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it,

He
"The tonic port is a product or invention of one Joseph Kennedy.
claims to be a graduate of the British Society of Chemical Industry, and to
he has spent most of
life
be an expert in alcoholic chemistry. As he put
period of eighteen months, whilst the
For
time using alcohol as
solvent.
system of the licensing and sale of intoxicating liquor prevailed in Saskatche
wan he was
hotel proprietor and licensee.
The formula for the tonic port
was, he says, conceived by him about twenty years ago, and was then put on
prominent manu
the market by his then employers, whom he stated were
facturing firm in the United States, under the name of 'Vitalito,' and
would
appear that after the abolition of license in Saskatchewan he conceived
the
idea of placing this so-called tonic port on the market in Western Canada."
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that in 1917, the year in which Saskatchewan went "dry," the sales
aggregated between $40,000 and $60,000, at the wholesale price of 75 cents a
Moreover, like most "patent medicine" makers, he was able to pro
bottle.
duce at least one doctor who testified in his behalf that he had prescribed
Kennedy's mixture as a "tonic." Said the judge, further :
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admitted

"There is some dispute on the evidence as to whether or not there is so
much quinin in the mixture that the use of it in doses beyond that prescribed
A number of reputable
on the label would be or would not be dangerous.
witnesses swore that they consumed from half to almost a whole bottle with
out feeling any effects of quinin, and with the result obtainable ordinarily
It is to be noted that on the label it is suggested
from drinking port wine.
'a feeling of buoyancy only
that the use of this tonic port wine produces
I cannot conceive that any sober-minded per
attributable to perfect health.'
son suffering from any known ailment and knowing the contents of the mix
ture and that it contained the list of drugs which I have enumerated, would
take it. It may be that the manufacturer has in some way neutralized in the
mixture the effect of the different drugs contained in it. To me it seems that
it is simply port wine, plus an obnoxious mixture, and I cannot overlook the
fact that the secret of its manufacture lay dormant in Kennedy's mind until
the abolition of the license system, and that the time was then most opportune
for its manufacture, and I have no hesitation in holding that the purpose in
the manufacture is simply to have put on the market port wine available for
purchase without a medical prescription and to circumvent the different pro
vincial enactments preventing the sale of intoxicating liquor. The claim that
it cannot be used as a beverage is absolutely refuted in the testimony, and
in the quantity sold. . . ."
"On the facts I cannot find that it contains sufficient medication or any
In fact, my view is
treatment to prevent its use as an alcoholic beverage.
that it would have little or no sale except as an alcoholic beverage." — (From
The Journal A. M. A., Nov. 23, 1918.)

LYKO
In the latter months of last year the attention of The Journal was called
to a heavy advertising campaign of the nostrum "Lyko," put out by the Lyko
Medicine Company of Kansas City, Mo. Large display newspaper advertise
ments, from full page down, heralded this preparation as "The Great General
Tonic" and offered a free sample bottle "to any one who asks for it." Among
the inquiries that came in to The Journal was one from a member of the
medical corps at Fort Sam Houston, Texas, who wrote :
"It is requested that you tell us through your correspondence column, or by letter, the
contents by analysis, of Lyko. It has been claimed that soldiers are using this as a beverage.
The label on the bottle shows 23 per cent, alcohol. Can it be used in larger quantities than
the dose shown on the bottle, and thus become a beverage?"

A

few weeks

later

a county

health officer in Tennessee

wrote:

"I am sending you by express a bottle of Lyko, a preparation that is sold in this country,
advertised as a great medicine, but used almost exclusively for drinking purposes.
Will you
please make an analysis and let me have your opinion?"
While Lyko was being advertised from the Pacific coast to Arkansas, Iowa
and Texas, we did not find it on sale in Chicago — possibly because Chicago is
We, therefore, asked
not quite as arid as some of the other spots mentioned.
the Tennessee physician to obtain some additional bottles of Lyko in order
that the Association's chemical laboratory might analyze the stuff. The doctor
was not able to send the extra bottles immediately because, as he wrote, "owing
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to the heavy sales of Lyko at this place the stores were out of the decoction
Finally, the stuff came and was turned over to
at the time of your request."
the chemical laboratory.
While the analytical work was in progress an attempt was made to find
From what was learned it
out something about the Lyko Medicine Company.
appears that the company was originally incorporated under the Missouri laws
The incorporators
in February, 1918, with a nominal capital stock of $10,000.
were three individuals who it is claimed are, or were employees of the S. Hirsch
Distilling Company, Kansas City, Mo. In December, 1919, the Lyko Medicine
Company
was reincorporated under the Delaware laws with an authorized
capital stock of a million dollars, all common stock.
The names of the three incorporators of the new company are of little
They comprise (1) a Dover attorney who is in charge of the
importance.
local office of a New York company that makes a business of organizing cor
porations and acting as their local registered agents, (2) the stenographer of
this attorney and (3) a man who used to be a clerk but is at present acting
as a state detective.

Reproduclions

(reduced

greatly)

of

some

of the smaller

Lyko advertisements.

The officers of the Lyko Medicine Company under its new administration
seem to be: Clarence A. Hirsch, President and Treasurer, Simon Hirsch, Vicepresident, and A. H. Johnson, Secretary. According to the 1920 Kansas City
telephone directory, the Lyko Medicine Company is located at 415 Delaware
St., Kansas City, Mo., and its telephone number is Main 1830.
The same
directory gives a similar address and the same telephone number for the S.
Hirsch Distilling Company.
What is Lyko?
"The demand
universal."

for

First,
a

let the Lyko

preparation

Medicine Company

of the character

and

nature

speak:
of 'LYKO*

is

almost

"It tends to stimulate the appe.ite, tone up the digestive organs and put them in condi
tion to assimilate the nourishing properties of the food taken into the stomach.
"In addition to the unusual tonic value of 'LYKO,' it possesses splendid laxative
qualities."
These claims, taken from a circular that comes in the trade package and
to the restrictions of the National Food and Drugs Act. are compara
tively conservative.
The same circular professes to discuss "a few of the more
important ingredients of which 'Lyko' is composed" and mentions cafltein, kola,
phenolphthalein and cascara sagrada.
For some reason the circular does not

subject
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discuss the most powerful ingredient in Lyko, alcohol, although the trade pack
with the law, admits the presence of 23 per cent, of this
age, in accordance
drug.
not being subject to the penalties of the
The newspaper advertisements,
For instance:
Food and Drugs Act, are more outspoken.
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"Nothing will restore your strength, renew your health and revive your spirits like this
master body builder."
."
"It reconstructs the decaying tissues .
"This wonderful tonic will bring to you the physical vim and the mental keenness of
pertect health— the capacity to do and to dare."
"It enriches the blood, restores worn-out tissues, soothes jangling and overwrought nerves,
induces sound refreshing sleep, sharpens the appetite, tones up the digestion — in short, will put
new life, new vigor and new vim in every fibre of your body."
"It relieves brain fag and physical exhaustion ; builds up the nerves, strengthens the
muscles; corrects digestive disorders and rehabilitates
generally the weak, irritable
and
worn out."

if these claims were made in the trade package they would,
lay the Lyko Medicine Company open to prosecution by the federal
authorities for misbranding. But they are not made on the trade package, and
is still fairly safe.
So much for what the
lying in newspaper advertisements
manufacturers have to say about Lyko. Here is the report from the Chemical
Laboratory of the American Medical Association :
Of

course,

undoubtedly,

LABORATORY

REPORT

The specimen of Lyko examined was a dark red, turbid, almost odorless,
liquid having a sweet taste and a neutral reaction to litmus. Ammonium salts,
benzoates, citrates, bromids, iodids, heavy metals, salicylates and the purgative

salts, such as magnesium sulphate and sodium phosphate, were absent, as were
also bitter drugs, such as gentian and columbo.
In the circular, which forms part of the trade package, the preparation is
claimed to contain kola, cascara, caffein, phenolphthalein and "other ingredients"
of "probable equal value." Possibly the "other ingredients" include the 23 per
cent, of alcohol, the presence of which is admitted on the label.
Caffein, phenolphthalein, and extractives from an emodin-bearing (laxative)
cascara, each in small amounts, were present.
drug, probably debitterized
Sucrose (cane sugar) was present. The presence of kola extractives was not
as already stated, caffein, the chief medicinal con
although,
demonstrated
Glycyrrhiza (licorice) extractives were absent.
stituent of kola, was found.
No other medicinally active substance except alcohol was found.
Alcohol was determined, 22.17 per cent, by volume^ being found. This agrees
The solids amounted to 10.1
substantially with the declaration on the label.
The
gm. per 100 c.c, of which about 77 per cent, was sucrose (cane sugar).
determination of the caffein showed 0.1847 gm. of the dried alkaloid per
100 c.c. or about 8%)o grain per fluid ounce.
After removal of the caffein the residual solution was acidified and shaken
with ether. The ether extract amounted to 0.0724 gm. per 100 c.c, or about
Since the ether extract contains all of the phenol
Va grain per fluid ounce.
phthalein, as well as the emodin-like substances originally present in the mix
ture, it is apparent that the preparation is not very potently medicated.
The
relative proportions in which the phenolphthalein and cascara extractives are
present is not very material since the total is so small.
That the chief active constituent in Lyko is alcohol is shown by the fact
that a fluid ounce (one maximum recommended dose) of the preparation, after
being dealcoholized, produced no effect after being swallowed by a healthy man.
When three fluid ounces of the preparation (three doses) were dealcoholized
and the residue taken, the effect was negative or possibly slightly laxative.
A quantity of the dealcoholized material, equivalent to 5 fluid ounces (five
doses) of the original preparation was taken at one dose; a laxative effect
Five ounces of Lyko are equivalent
was observed but this was very moderate.
in alcoholic content to 2!4 ounces of whisky.
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The examination, therefore, indicates that Lyko is essentially a sweetened
solution containing about 222 per cent, of alcohol together with insignificant
amounts of caffein, cascara extractives and phenolphthalein. There is no evi
dence to show that the product is sufficiently medicated to prevent its being
used as a beverage.
The chemists' report makes

plain the commercial shrewdness shown by the
manufacturers in introducing their stuff by the free sample bottle route :
"We want you

it

to try

at our

expense because one trial will tell you more than all

we

can say."
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The directions for taking Lyko call for "One to two tablespoonfuls, with
The person taking
or without water, before each meal and upon retiring."
two tablespoonfuls of Lyko four times a day, in accordance with these direc
tions, would be getting the daily alcohol equivalent of over two bottles of
beer (3Vi per cent, alcohol) or of nearly 2 ounces of whisky. No wonder:
"It opens up wonderful
in spirit and body."

visions

of the future

to the

down-cast, weary-laden

souls depressed

To all of which the attention of the Internal Revenue Department is respect
fully directed.— (From The Journal A. M. A., Sept. 11, 1920.)

BRIEFER PARAGRAPHS
Allan's Compound Extract of Damiana.— In 1910 the Allan-Pfeiffer Chem
ical Company, St. Louis, shipped from Missouri to Illinois a product labeled:
"Allan's Compound Extract of Damiana, with Saw Palmetto, Alcohol, 27V2
Some of the claims made for this stuff were:
per cent."
"The Great Sexual Tonic Nerve and Brain Remedy."

"For

Lost Manhood

.

.

.

Weak

Memory,

Exhausted

Vitality, Errors of Youth."

While the name and description of the preparation gave the purchaser the
impression that it consisted essentially of extract of damiana with saw palmetto,
the government chemists reported that "in fact it consisted of numerous other
Moreover, although it was so labeled as to con
ingredients and substances."
vey the impression that it was a sexual tonic and possessed aphrodisiac prop
erties, it had, said the chemists, "no such properties." It was therefore declared
In March, 1912, the company was fined $10 and
misbranded on both counts.
costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 1560; issued Aug. 21, 1912.]
Bavarian

Malt Extract. — A quantity of so-called Bavarian

Malt Extract
Mis

was shipped by the Kansas City Breweries Company from Kansas City,
In addition to the name, "Bavarian Malt Extract,"
souri, to Nebraska.
label contained the'se claims :
unequalled health giving medical tonic."
excellent rccupcrant for weak physical energy,
pure extract of Malt and Hops."

"An

"An

with

the

nourishing

qualities

the

of a

chemists
showed
that the preparation was
by the government
since instead of being a malt extract as claimed, it was essentially
The government
further declared the
beer, containing 5.8 per cent, alcohol.
stuff misbranded in that it led the purchaser to believe he was buying a
foreign-made product, when as a matter of fact "Bavarian Malt Extract" was
made at Kansas City, Mo. The company was fined $100 and costs.— [Notice of
Judgment No. 2258; issued April 30, 1913.]

Analysis

misbranded,

Beef, Wine and Coca.— Warren Sutliff, G. W. Case, J. Weinkauff and Ensley
did business under the firm name of Sutliff, Case & Co., Peoria,
J.
Case, who
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Illinois,

shipped in interstate commerce a quantity of so-called beef, wine and
According to the label, the product contained alcohol, IS per cent, and
cocain V6 of a grain to each fluid ounce. When analyzed by the government
chemists, the stuff was found to contain not IS per cent of alcohol, but 23.75
It was accordingly declared misbranded. The defendants were
per cent.
fined $10 and costs.— [Notice of Judgment No. 2213; issued April 16, 1913.]
coca.
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California Tuna Tonic Tablets. — These tablets were shipped in interstate
commerce by the California Good Health Co. of Louisville, Ky. When analyzed
chemists they were found to be coated pills containing
by the government

essentially iron carbonate with a small quantity of nux vomica alkaloids
(strychnin, etc.). In the circular around the bottle it was claimed that these
pills were a remedy for nervous prostration, spinal affections, rheumatism,
leucorrhea, la grippe and all diseases
partial paralysis, insanity, consumption,
of the nervous system. It was on a basis of these preposterous falsehoods that
The
the government declared the pills falsely and fraudulently advertised.
company was fined $25. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4926; issued Oct. 17, 1917.]

Gray's Glycerine Tonic. — On Aug. 5, 1914, the United States officials filed
District Court of the United States two libels for the seizure and con
demnation of twenty-four cases each containing one dozen bottles of "Gray's
Glycerine Tonic Compound." Twelve of these cases had been shipped by the
Purdue Frederick Co., manufacturers of Gray's Glycerine Tonic to C. B. Smith
and Company, Newark, N. J. ; the other twelve cases had been shipped to
Roeber and Keubler Company, Newark, N. J. The libel charged that the
preparation was misbranded in violation of the Food and Drugs Act, as
in the

amended.
Some of the claims made

were

on the

labels

and

circulars

around the bottles

:

"It is especially efficient in diseases of the chest and throat and in cases where cod liver
In anemia, melancholia, its beneficial effects are noticed almost
oil is not tolerated.
immediately."
". . . by virtue of the selective restorative influence of its ingredients upon the
stomach all the functions of this organ are reestablished; appetite is created, digestive powers
are restored, and assimilation of food — to replace waste of flesh and strength — is assured."
". . . an effective, reliable tonic in nervous exhaustion, general debility, impoverished
conditions of the blood and nervous system, Bright's disease, diabetes, diseases of the liver,
disorders of the urinary organs, etc.."
"In tuberculosis of the lungs (consumption) Gray's Glycerine Tonic Comp. is one of the
best remedies."
"It always agrees with the stomach and enables the patient to eat, digest and assimilate
food; it causes an increase in flesh and strength."
"It is unequalled as a tonic for the vocal organs.
It 'clears the throat' and renders the
voice clear and resonant.
It is endorsed and used by leading singers and speakers."
"Dyspepsia manifested by loss of appetite, inability to digest food, uneasiness and distress
after eating, nausea, belching, water-brash, heartburn, vomiting, etc.; it promptly relieves
these symptoms and effects a complete cure." .
These are by no means all of the absurd claims made for this nostrum as
set forth in the government bulletin ; they are, however, typical. The federal
authorities declared the stuff misbranded on the ground that, as Gray's Glycer
ine Tonic "did not have the curative and therapeutic effect claimed," the
statements made on the label and circulars "were false, fraudulent and mis
leading."
On Oct. 19, 1914, the two claimants, C. B. Smith & Co., and Roeber &
Keubler Co., having consented to a decree, judgment of condemnation and
forfeiture was entered, and the court ordered that the product should be
delivered to claimants on their payment of the costs of the proceedings, after
each had given a bond in the sum of $250. — [Notices of Judgment Nos. 3680
and 3681; issued June 15, 1915.]
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Greene's Nervura. — F. A. and J. A. Greene, trading as Drs. F. A. and J. A.
Greene, Boston, shipped in interstate commerce a quantity of "Dr. Greene's
It was sold under
Nervura" which the government
declared misbranded.
such claims as :
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"For Nervousness, Nervous Debility, Weakness, Poor Blood, Kidney and Liver Com
Malaria,
Neuralgia,
Female Weakness,
Chills and Fever, Exhausted
plaints, Rheumatism,
Prostration,
Despondency,
Depression,
Vitality, Nervous
Nervous
Mental
Sleeplessness,
Epileptic
Pains in the side and back, Apoplexy,
Hysteria, Paralysis, Numbness, Trembling,
Loss
Fits, St. Vitus Dance. Palpitation,
Nervous and Sick Headache, Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
of Appetite, Constipation, and all Affections of The Nervous System."

The government
tain 18 per cent, of
table material were
peutic claims were
Greene
19,

were

each

reported that analysis showed the stuff to con
alcohol, while celery, ginger and other unidentified vege
Charges of falsehood and fraud in the thera
indicated.
brought by the government and Frank A. and Jarad A.
fined $25. — [Notice of Judgment .\ro. 4149; issued April
chemists

1916.]

Hamburg Stomach Bitters. — In May, 1912, the Weideman Co. of Cleveland
was charged with shipping in 1910 from Ohio to Missouri a quantity of bit
ters which were misbranded.
The product was labeled:
"Hamburg Stomach

Bitters

...

35

per cent.

Alcoholic strength

.

.

."

A sample was analyzed by the Bureau of Chemistry and the chemists
reported that the product "consisted of a sweetened water and alcoholic liquor
flavored with a small amount of flavoring material and colored with caramel."
Misbranding was alleged because of excess of alcohol above amount acknowl
edged on the label, and because the name "Hamburg," on the label, gave the
impression that the stuff was of foreign manufacture, which it was not. The
company pleaded nolo contendere and the court, while assessing fines in other,
and simultaneous,
cases of violation of the act, to which the company pleaded
guilty, seems to have relieved them of any punishment for this offense. — [Notice
of Judgment No. 2094; issued March 27, 1913.]
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Kaufmann's Sulphur Bitters. — This preparation was marketed by A. P. Ord& Co. of New York which was the trade name of Aaron P. Ordway.
According to the label, the product has the following formula :
way
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Sulphur (triturated), 2 gr. Gentianae Radix 31 gr. Prunus Virginiana 31 gr.
"Sublimed
Aloe Socotrina 19 gr. Eupatcriura 16 gr. Tanacetum 6 gr. Balmony 16 gr. Podophyllum 140 gr.
Senna Indica 140 gr. Calamus 31 gr. Aqua Pura Q. S. 10J4 oz. Alcohol Absolutum 22.30
per cent."

It was sold under the claim that it was an effective remedy for scrofula,
catarrh, salt rheum, rheumatism, fever and ague, gout, dysentery, erysipelas,
effective for purifying the blood and driving rheumatism from the system and
as a remedy for falling of the womb, sterility and all uterine and vaginal ulcera
tions, as well as effective in the treatment of diabetes and for curing and pre
venting the return of syphilis. It was also said to be a cure for leprosy.
These
claims the government declared were false and fraudulent, made knowingly and
in reckless and wanton disregard of their truth or falsity. The government fur
ther charged that the claims that the preparation consisted of an appreciable
amount of sulphur in solution with liquids, combined by means of a process
discovered by Dr. Kaufmann were false and misleading in that they were not
true.
Ordway was fined $100. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4370; issued Sept. 12,
1916.]

Malt Nutrine. — The Anheuser-Busch Brewing Association sold, in violation
of the Food and Drugs Act, a quantity of "Malt Nutrine," which the govern
ment officials declared was misbranded.
The label bore such claims as :
"Alterative, Nutritive, Tonic, Strengthening,

Invigorating,
Sedative."
Non-intoxicant
Sparkling Concentrated Liquid Extract of Malt and Hops."
"Makes blood and tissue.
Triumphs over
Aids digestion.
Lends strength to the weak.
disease.
Nourishes the convalescent."
"Rests the brain and quiets the nerves.
It is invaluable to nursing mothers. Nothing like
it for teething children.
Enriches the blood and builds up the system."
"A concentrated extract of Malt of Acknowledged Merit."

"A

The label was declared misleading and false in that the claim "highly
concentrated
extract of malt" signified that the product was a pure extract of
malt concentrated, when analysis proved that it was not, but consisted of other
ingredients than malt, to wit: Alcohol, 1.6 per cent., and extractive matters
from hops. A fine of $50 was imposed. — [Notice of Judgment No. 2310; issued
May

21, 1913.]

Pale Orange Bitters. — In September, 1910, the Bettman-Johnson Company
of Cincinnati shipped from Ohio to Texas a product labeled "Pale Orange
Bitters," which was misbranded.
The label read:
"A Wholesome Tonic. Superior Quality . . . These Bitters
made under the most approved process of the best materials."

are

guaranteed

to

be

A sample was analyzed in the Bureau of Chemistry and the chemists reported
that it contained "alcohol, by volume, 32 per cent., colored with caramel."
Misbranding was alleged for the reason that no statement appeared on the
label of the quantity or proportion of alcohol contained
in the product. In
November,
1912, the defendant
was fined $25 and $14.30 costs.— [Notice of
Judgment No. 2199; issued April 16, 1916.]
Pepsin Magen Bitters. — Bettman-Johnson Company, a Cincinnati corpora
tion, shipped from Ohio to Oregon a quantity of a product labeled "Pepsin
Magen Bitters." The claims made for the stuff were to the effect that it "ranks
among the best means for the preservation of activity of the digestive organs."
It was further stated that "weakness of the stomach is mainly due to the
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scribed pepsin.
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of pepsin," and that in such cases the physician always pre
"Pepsin Magen Bitters" should be used because:

"A supply of Pepsin, as contained in these celebrated Bitters, in connection
wholesome and strengthening
bitter roots and herbs, will supply that deficiency
the stomach back to a normal condition."

with some
and

bring
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When analyzed by the federal chemists, "Pepsin Magen Bitters" was found
to contain 28.44 per cent, alcohol, 5.2 per cent, sugar, and less than 0.0001 gram
of pepsin in each cubic centimeter of the preparation. "Pepsin Magen Bitters"
were declared misbranded because the label conveyed the impression that the
stuff contained a substantial amount of pepsin, when as a matter of fact, it
contained only an infinitesimal quantity of pepsin, and it was further declared
The
misbranded
as the percentage of alcohol was not stated on the label.
Bettman-Johnson Company was fined $25 and costs of $15.85. — [Notice of Judg
ment No. 2222; issued April 30, 1913.]
Persil. — "Persil," a nostrum of the "booze type, was labeled as being pre
pared for Thompson & Co. of Boston by Arrow Distilleries Co., Peoria, 111. It
contained 40 per cent, alcohol and was claimed to contain, in addition, aspara
chemists
The government
gus, parsley,
celery, buchu and juniper berries.
analyzed it and declared that while it had the amount of alcohol claimed, it
did not contain appreciable quantities of celery, buchu, juniper, asparagus or
The government charged that the product was misbranded because
parsley.
it was falsely and fraudulently claimed that the stuff was an effective remedy
for bladder and kidney trouble when in fact it was not, "but did contain ingre
dients which might render the article harmful when used in the treatment of
by, inflammation."
diseases of the kidneys or bladder due to, or accompanied
The Peoria concern admitted its guilt and was fined $100 and costs. — [Notice
of Judgment No. 4635; issued April 27, 1917.]
Poland Wine Bitters. — Maryam, Walter and Casmir Struzynski of Chicago,
had traded under the firm name, Struzynski Bros., sold "Poland Wine
Bitters," which, according to the federal chemists, was essentially a wine to
which emodin-bearing and other unidentified drugs had been added. The stuff
was. labeled so as to convey the impression that the product was made at
Chenstohow, Poland, according to the discovery of the Pauline Fathers, when
The false and mis
as a matter of fact, it was made in the United States.
leading label resulted in the charge of misbranding to which the defendants
They were fined $100 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment No.
pleaded guilty.
4456; issued Nov. 13, 1916.]
who

Snyder's Bitters. — The J. H. Snyder Medicine Co., Jonesboro, Ark., sold
Snyder's Bitters under the claims that it contained 20 per cent, alcohol, and
would eradicate "Scrofula, Scrofulous Humors, . . . Syphilitic Affections.
Cancerous Humors, Ringworm, Salt Rheum . . . Catarrh . . . and all
diseases arising from an impure state or low condition of the blood." It was
also said to be an "Unfailing Relief for Indigestion and all Diseases of the
Liver and Kidneys" as well as a cure for malaria, to say nothing of being
"an absolute panacea for all diseases and disorders of the female genital
organs." These claims were declared false and fraudulent and applied know
ingly, recklessly and wantonly. The company was fined $10 and costs. — [Notice
of Judgment No. 4359; issued Sept. 12, 1916.]
Sulphur Bitters. — Shipped by Allen P. Ordway, trading as A. P. Ordway &
Co., New York City. Analysis showed the product to have over 21 per cent,
alcohol, with sulphur, aloes and another laxative drug present, and with
Fine, $25.
indications of wild cherry. Falsely and fraudulently advertised.
— [Notice of Judgment No. 5234; issued Feb. 21, 1918.]
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Hoot Juice Compound.— This product was marketed by the Root Juice Medi
cine Co., Fort Wayne, Ind., and the label declared the presence of 20 per cent,
alcohol.
The government held that as the preparation contained less than
13 per cent, alcohol and was not a "root juice" these claims were
false and
misleading; further the authorities held that the claims that it was a "blood
purifier" and would "strengthen and build up the system" as well as improve
digestion and relieve "the strain upon the kidneys" were false and fraudulent.
As no one appeared as claimant for the seventy-two bottles that had been seized
the court ordered that the product should be destroyed. — [Notice of Judgment
No. 4356; issued Sept. 12, 1916.]
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Virogeno. — Giustino Sallusto of New York, who did business as G. Sallusto
sold "Virogeno" under the claim that it was a cure for all forms of
exhaustion, for debility of every kind, for neurasthenia, scrofula, impotence,
These claims were declared by the federal
spermatorrhea and rheumatism.
authorities to be false and fraudulent and to have been made knowingly and
wantonly. Furthermore, the trade package was so prepared as to give the
impression that the article was of foreign origin, the label being in Italian and
the name of the firm with the word "Napoli" blown in the bottle.
As a
matter of fact, the stuff was made in this country. Additional misbranding
10 per
was alleged in that the label declared that the preparation contained
cent, of alcohol when, as a matter of fact, it contained
only 4.16 per cent,
alcohol. Sallusto was fined $50. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4446; issued Oct.
& Co.,

16,

1916.]

Root and Gin.— This preparation was put on the market by
Louisville, Ky. The stuff, which admittedly contained
Preparation for
37.5 per cent, of alcohol, was advertised as "An Excellent
Kidney, Bladder and All Urinary Troubles, Also an Efficient Relief for Ner
These and
As a Tonic It Has No Equal."
vous Debility and Dyspepsia.
Weller's Stone

W. L. Weller

& Sons,
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similar claims were naturally declared by the federal authorities to be false
and fraudulent and applied knowingly and in reckless and wanton disregard of
their truth or falsity. W. L. Weller & Sons having admitted the facts and
consented to a decree, the court ordered that the stuff should be relabeled
and
under the supervision of the United States food and drug inspectors
restored to the company, after the costs of the proceedings had been paid and
a bond in the sum of $100 executed. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4297; issued

June

13, 1916.]

Wilson's

Wa-Hoo Bitters. — Charles Kent Wilson of Toledo, Ohio, who did

under the trade name Old Indian Medicine Company, Battle Creek,
Mich., and Toledo, Ohio, manufactured and sold "C. K. Wilson's Original
Wa-Hoo Bitters." This was sold as a "Great Blood and Nerve Tonic" and
as an unfailing specific for partial paralysis, St. Vitus' Dance and all forms
of weakness, as well as an effective remedy for malaria, catarrh of the stomach,
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business
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Udim Medicine Co., Battle Creek, Mick, Toledo,

0

salt rheum, scrofula and neuralgia. The chemists of the Bureau reported that
of Epsom salt, sali
the product was a watery solution (slightly sweetened)
cylic acid and a laxative plant drug with indications of sassafras, gentian and
prickly ash. The therapeutic claims were declared recklessly and wantonly
false and fraudulent. Wilson was fined $25 and costs. — [Notice of Judgment
No. 4523; issued Feb. S, 1917.]

Wingold Brand Stomach Bitters. — Shipped in April, 1913, by the Arrow Dis
tilleries Co., Peoria, 111. According to the label, the stuff would "relieve all
ailments human flesh is heir to" and its ingredients were "quoted in Materia
Medica, as a relief for biliousness, malaria, fever and ague . . . and all
stomach and urinary disorders." Analysis by the Bureau of Chemistry showed
the product contained over 27 per cent, of alcohol, though the label admitted
the presence of only 20 per cent. The curative claims on the label were declared
false and fraudulent. On April 18, 1916, the court imposed a fine of $100 and
costs. — [Notice of Judgment No. 4S45 ; issued Sept. 18, 1917.]
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THE

INCORPORATED
SOCIETY OF SCIENCE,
ART OF LONDON, Ltd.

LETTERS

AND

It is not at all uncommon to find some exploiter or quack tacking after his
name the mystic letters "F. S. Sc. (Lond.)."
It looks well and sounds well
and, doubtless, lends an air of erudition and mystery that is well worth what
it costs. "F. S. Sc. (Lond.)" means "Fellow of the Incorporated Society of
Science, Letters and Art of London, Ltd."
The fellowship costs one guinea
($5.00) which can hardly he considered exorbitant.
No better description of the Society of Science, Letters and Art of London
was ever written than that given in 1909 by the editor of London Truth in
answer to an inquiry from The Journal. Here is what he wrote:

Photographic reproduction
(reduced) of the "diploma" of membership issued by the Lon
don Society of Science, Letters and Art.
These "diplomas"
cost one guinea ($5.00)
and
advertising
are used as an
asset by quacks and others.
The one here reproduced is claimed to
have been awarded to one Judd Q. Lloyd who exploits a worthless "consumption cure."

WHAT

"F.

S.

SC.

(LOND.)"

MEANS

"The Society of Science, Letters and Art, of London, is a swindle to
which at one time we devoted a great deal of attention, and it figured for
a time in the Truth 'Cautionary List,' but it has lapsed into obscurity in
recent years, and we have not referred to it for some time.
The concern
was started by a man named Albert Sturman who at one time kept a private
school for boys in London and also acted as an agent for the sale of various
bogus degrees produced on your side of the Atlantic.
He then started a
degree factory of his own under the above title. He took a house in Ken
sington and got together a seriocomic literary society, the members of
which were entitled to attend c mmersaz'.oncs, concerts, etc., in his front par
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lor, and to dub themselves 'F.S.Sc. (Lond.)' if they paid the fellows' sub
scription. He also sold them hoods and gowns, specially designed for the
benefit of church organists, and generally practiced all tricks of the trade.
He also did very good business by instituting a system of examining small
As he
private schools in the provinces and giving the pupils certificates.
styled his examinations the 'Kensington Locals' — which suggested that they
were in some way connected with the Government Scienee and Art Depart
and schoolmistresses
ment at South Kensington —country schoolmasters
patronized these examinations extensively; and I need not tell you that Sturman gave them good value for their money by always passing a fair propor
tion of pupils.
"In an evil moment for himself, Sturman, who was a stupid and illiterate
man, came here to see us, and we published the interview, which made very
funny reading. After this the concern went down hill and Sturman himseli
died six or seven years ago. His wife, however, who was really the active
partner in the business, carried it on afterward with some success, but, as
I have said, it has dropped out of sight recently, though one occasionally
comes across people who display the 'F.S.Sc. (Lond.)'."
To exemplify the way in which membership in this imposingly named society
is capitalized, we reproduce the "Diploma of Merit" issued to Judd Q. Lloyd,
and used by him in exploiting his "consumption cure" "Aicsol." — (From tinpamphlet, "Some Quasi-Medical Institutions," 1916.)

THE

ITALIAN

PHYSICO-CHEMICAL

ACADEMY

Many and various are the letters received by The Journal asking for infor
mation about an alleged scientific organization in Italy styled I'Academie
Physico-Chimique Italicnne. This Italian Physico-Chemical Academy is oper
ated from Palermo, Italy.
Here is the scheme : Dr. John Doe, an American
physician, receives an imposing-looking letter bearing the Palermo, Sicily, post
mark and addressed to "Monsieur le Docteur John Doe, Midecin." On opening
the letter "Monsieur le Docteur" finds that the "Council" of I'Academie PhysicoChimique Italienne has nominated him "Honorary Member of this Academy"
and furthermore has bestowed on him "a First Class Medal for technical work
and scientific merit."
All this, "in consideration of your many dignities and
great learning." Dr. Doe is told that as soon as he will write an acceptance of
this honor "in conformity with Section 19 and 22 of the Constitution" he will
be sent "the Medal, Diploma and all the other documents
relating to the title
accorded."
The joker in the scheme lies in the necessity for Dr. John Doe
"conforming" with "Section 19 and 22 of the Constitution." Here are the
sections

:

Sec. 19.— The entrance fee to cover office and postal expenses, including postage oi
diploma is 5 Dollars, and is payable once at the admission to the Academy by special bulletin
filled up, stamped and signed."
"Sec. 22. — Those to whom medals are awarded and who wish to possess them must pay
for their coinage 10 Dollars as the Academy does not, at present, possess the necessary funds
for this purpose.
.
."

In short the whole thing means that if Dr. Doe is willing to send $15 in good
American money he will receive in due time from the academy a "diploma"
About four years ago when the "Academy"
and a gilt (not gold) medal.
seemed to be making a particularly heavy bid for American dollars the member
of The Journal staff in charge of the Propaganda Department wrote to the
"Academy," on his personal stationery, asking about the cost of membership
in the "Academy" and asking also for a copy of the "prospectus." And that
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(TWIN PHYSICKHfiCH ACADEMY
PALERMO

The Council, it their list aeetlnit.
in eocordance
with Section 10 and SO of the Constitution
ha*e
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learning, reaolted to nominate yon Honorary Member
of this Aoadoay , bestowing upon yon a Prut Claaa
Medal for leohnloal *or« and oaientifio merit
In informing yon of thio resolution wo bos to idvlao yon that aa aoon n yon infora ua of your aoocptiiioj^ui conformity with Sootlon 10 and 32 of thy
(Coooti tutlon./wo shall aond yon the" Modal "oiploaa
and all tha other doouaenta relating to the till*
aooordad yon
Requesting yon to kindly write your acaaptanca in
French or Italian
■•..beg to romain

Sir

Jouia faithfully

Saora tary
0

Reduced

photographic

Italian Physico-Chemical

have drawn

Pree l dan t

BAMDIRRA

0. HARLBTTA

reproduction of the stock letter sent to American
Academy.
The "joker" lies in the requirement

physicians by the
around which we

a line.

TO THE PRESIDENT

of tbe Italian Physico-Chemical Academy
PALERMO

(Sicily)

FORM OF ACCEPTANCE
(Surname)
TWkm
Torn

Str—i

declare mytetfto belongto the Italian Physico-Chemical

__
Academy

aa an Honorary

Mamber, unthF»i*tf/nw Mclafiii iccantnnr* tenththeadviceof nomination,dated

tu^i^f

. ,
the.Cnn*ltiation,of which I havetakendue note,and

r pnat Portal Order for

• to* fVdsl,thematof uik mu>(b* pud,in •
of thaConstitution.

the
the

reproduction
(reduced) of the "Form of Acceptance" to "membership"
Photographic
Filling out this blank and sending it with $15.00
"Italian Physico-Chemical Academy."
"Academy" will bring the gilt medal and "diploma."

in
to
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In reply he received a letter stating that "in consideration of" his
"many dignities and great learning" he had been nominated "an officer of this
academy" and had been awarded "la midaille de premiere cla'sse" for humani
tarian work and scientific merit. In order to obtain these tokens of the "Acad
emy's" regard it would be necessary to inform the "Academy" of acceptance "in
conformity with Section 19 and 22. . . ." As the Propaganda Department
did not consider the diploma and gilt medal worth $15 even as an exhibit for its
museum of fakes, the "Form of Acceptance" was not filled in and returned "in
accordance with Section 19 and 22."
The leading spirits in the operation of this diploma and medal mill are D.
and G. Bandiera who, so far as we can learn, are neither physicians nor pharm
acists nor have any scientific standing. The "Academy" has been referred to at
1
various times by The Journal. — {From The Journal A. M. A., Feb. 26, 1916.)
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was all

THE ARMY

NAVY

AND

MEDICAL

RECORD

Whenever a business assumes certain proportions, subsidiary businesses
For some years the
spring up to cater to the needs of the larger enterprise.
nostrum business has grown so large that it has furnished a more or less pre
carious life for many individuals who have catered to it. There are, for
instance, men whose trade it is to obtain testimonials ; others, claiming a long
string of imposing degrees, will furnish fake reports and bogus analyses ; still
others issue at irregular intervals publications with high-sounding names which
sell editorial indorsement to the products of concerns such as are willing to pay
the price asked. "Journals" of this type have been called to the attention of our
readers at different times; the New York Health Journal and the United States
Health Reports come to mind at this moment.
Both of these had their day and
died a natural death, as all such publications must when once the public is
cognizant of their true character.
TWO

LETTERS

More recently the attention of The Journal has been called to a publication
calling itself the Army and Navy Medical Record. A physician in the South
sends a letter he had received from the Army and Navy Medical Record reading
as follows:
"We have had many favorable reports reach us relative to your most excellent institution,
and, as you are doubtless aware, we come in direct contact with a large number of Army
and Navy and other government attaches who have sons that they desire to provide with
a medical education combined with the higher cours? included in your up-to-date laboratory
methods and the sciences incidental to clinical medical practice.
"If you will regard the proposition as confidential, we will agree to carry a one-fourth
of your university at the nominal rate of $38 per year, provided this
page advertisement
amount is forwarded in advance at the time copy is furnished;
and we will further promise
to editorially
indorse and recommend your school and its methods without qualification
or
—
exception.
[Our italics.
Ed.] This article you should be able to use (and are authorized tc
do so) after publication for advertising purposes.
"We will also be able, and are willing, to furnish you with a desirable list of probable
candidates from time to time.
"Kindly let us hear from you at once, if interested, and oblige,
"Yours with best wishes,
"The Army and Navy Medical Record,
"Arthur G. Lewis, Managing Editor."
1. The Journal A. M. A., June 29,
tonal); May 11, 1912, p. 1-155; March 8,
p.

1737.

1907, p. 2196; Oct.
1913, p. 770; May

21, 1911
10, 1913,

(Berlin letter and
p.

1480;

Nov

8

edi1913
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The physician to whom this was addressed made a notation on the letter to
effect that "this looks crooked." A few weeks later, Dr. V. C. Vaughan,
dean of the University of Michigan, Department of Medicine and Surgery, sent
in a letter from the Army and Nai>y Medical Record which he had received in
his official capacity at the university. Here is the letter ; again the italics are
ours :
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the

"We are gratified to advise you that in our efforts to select a strict!y ethical and high
grade institution of medicine that this magazine could consistently indorse and recommend, we
Department of Medicine and Surgery, as the
have decided on the University of Michigan,
inrtitution in your territory to whom our special publicity concession will be made this year.
"You are doubtless aware that we come in direct contact with .a very large number of
Army and Navy and other government attaches, also physicians in private practice, who have
sons that they desire to provide with a medical education, combined with the higher courses
included in your up-to-date methods.
"For personal reasons, we are particularly anxious to favor your institution, and frankly
believe that we can prove of material service to you.
The special proposition, to be regarded
by you as strictly confidential, is that we will publish a full one-half page announcement
of
your institution for the term of one year, you to merely pay a nominal expense charge of $38
for the year's service.
As our regular rate is $125 per annum for this service, the necessity
so. — Ed.1
We further
[Transparently
of regarding the matter between ourselves is apparent.
propose, without expense to you, to editorially indorse and recommend your institution and
its methods without qualification or exception.
An electrotype illustration may be used, with
out charge.
"It is important, however, that we hear from you promptly. Awaiting your immediate
reply, we are, with best wishes,
"Yours faithfully,

"The Army

"Arthur

and Navy Medical Record,
G. Lewis, Managing Editor."

Dr. Vaughan, in forwarding the matter to The Journal, wrote that on
receipt of the offer just given, he "was uncertain whether its writer was a knave
or

a

fool."
THE

ARMY

AND

NAVY

MAGAZINE

The Journal

had the Army and Navy Medical Record under investigation
before these two letters were received and, as a result, the following facts seem
to be pretty well established.
Herbert C. Lewis, with his brother, Arthur G.,
conducted from Washington, D. C, a publication called the Army and Navy
Magazine. In The Journal's nostrum file there is a booklet put out by the
Renova Distributing Company, describing the wonderful virtues of its product,
"Anti-Jag," which, as its name might intimate, is a "liquor cure" of the fake
variety. One page of this booklet is given over to what purports to be "A
Letter from a Great Magazine Editor." The letter is dated June 19, 1900, from
Washington, D. C, and says that "the editor of the Army and Navy Magazine
takes pleasure in stating that from his own personal knowledge he has found
'Anti-Jag' to be one of the most reliable medicines ever introduced for the
And more to the same effect. The letter is
permanent cure of drunkenness."
The publishing offices of the Army and
signed "Herbert C. Lewis, editor."
Navy Magazine are at 606 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. The building at
Herbert C. Lewis is said to be
this address is known as the Baltic Building.
a printer by trade.

The Army and Navy Medical Record seems to have been started within the
last few months by Arthur G. Lewis. It does business from two addresses, the
Baltic Building, Washington, D. C, and the Maple Villa Sanitarium, Hammonton, N. J. Lewis is said to have purchased the Maple Villa Sanitarium recently,
but apparently his chief source of income is the Army and Navy Medical Record.
He is alleged to have claimed that some medical officials of the government are
interested with him in this publication but that these officials do not wish their
names known. We do not blame them.
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ADVERTISEMENTS

A

AS

EDITORIALS
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through two issues of the Army and Navy Medical Record makes
perfectly plain the character of the publication. The January-February,
1913,
number leads off with articles by well-known medical officers in the Army, the
Navy and the Public Health Service. These have been copied from other pub
lications. Then comes an editorial entitled "A Much Needed Dietary Reform,"
devoted to the laudation of "Postum," the widely advertised coffee substitute.
Following this is an editorial on "The Philosophy of Hypnotics" in which aconitine, saline laxative and digitalin are each given a "boost."
Then comes an
glance

Dr.

August

Victor C. Vaughan, Dean,
University of Michigan,

16,1013.

Department of Medio In e and Surpery ,
Ann Arbor, Michigan .

Dear

Slr:-

etrlctly
w« ara gratified to advise you that In our efforts to select a
and high-grade Institution of msdicins that this magazine could corvelstently Indorse and recommend, we have decided upon the University of Mich
igan, Department of Medicine and Surgery, ae the Institution In your terri
year.
tory to whom our special publicity concession win be made
You are doubtless atare that we cone In dlreot contact with a very large
number of Army and Navy and other Government attaches, also -physicians In
private practice, who have eone that they daelre to provide with a medical
education, combined with the higher cour.es a- Included In your up-to-date
aethode.
For personal reasons, 79 are particularly anxious to favor your Insti
tution and frankly believe that we can prove of material service to you.
to be regarded by you as strictly confidential. Is
The special proposition,
that we will publish a full one-half page announcement of your Institution
for the term of one year, you to merely pay a nominal expense charge of
Ae our regular rate le $135.00 per annum
$38.00 for the yeare service.
for this service, the necessity of regarding ths mattsr between ourselves
We further propose, nithout expense to you, to editorially
Is apparent.
lndorss and rscoouaend your Institution and Its methods without qualification
or exception. An electrotype Illustration nay be ueed, without charge.
It Is Important, however, that we hear fros you promptly. Awaiting
your Immediate reply, we are, with beet wishes.
Yours faithfully.
ethical

Vis

THE ARHY AHD
WDJhCrt MEDICAL RggpHD^
ACL?R
P. S. -Sample

page attached, showing
your information.

Managing

EDitor

site, for

Photographic facsimile of a letter sent by the Army and Navy Medical Record to the dean
of University of Michigan, Department of Medicine and Surgery, offering one hundred and
twenty-five dollars' worth of advertising space for a "nominal"' thirty-eight dollars — with edi
torial indorsement and recommendations thrown in for good measure!

"original article" (save the mark!) entitled "The Physiological Pathology of
Consumption." This is by "Alfred S. Gubb, M.D., L.R.C.P., London, M.R.C.S.,
Eng., D.P.H., etc., etc., Aix-le-Bains, Savoie, France." Two pages are devoted
The "joker" appears in the third paragraph from the end— Fellow's
to this.
Syrup of Hypophosphites. Dioxogen receives more than three pages of editorial
Under
mention under the caption "The Sterilization of Milk with Dioxogen."
"Another New Electrical Wonder— Magnified Sound," the "Acousticon" is given
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two-and-a-quarter

page write-up.

"What Wise Men Wear"
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is the title of a
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four-page article — unsigned — devoted to the laudation of suspensories in general
and the "O-P-C Suspensory" in particular. Dr. H. F. Boatman, Los Angeles,
contributes a short article on "A Case of Advanced Pulmonic Tuberculosis
Treated with Injections of Dioradin," while our good old friend Willard H.
Morse, M.D., "F.S.Sc. (Lond.)," the champion testimonial-giver of the country,
writes more or less entertainingly on "Putting on a Mustard Plaster." The
article has nothing to do with mustard plasters but has a good deal to do with
"Zumota," a nostrum recommended as a substitute for the mustard plaster.
These are but a few of the nostrums to which the editorial and reading pages
of the Army and Navy Medical Record are devoted.
In the June-July issue, Arthur G. Lewis becomes bolder. The leading article
is entitled "First Aid in the Navy," by C. F. Stokes, Surgeon-General, United
States Navy. There is nothing to indicate that this article was not contributed
to the Army and Navy Medical Record by its author. As a matter of fact, it
originally appeared in an official publication, the United States Naval Medical
Bulletin for January, 1913, and was reprinted by Lewis without credit and with
out permission. Following the article by Dr. Stokes is another, unsigned,
entitled "The Passing of 'The Pie Habit'." This describes the surprise of the
students of Harvard University at being served breakfast cereals instead of pie
at their noon-day meal and suggests that "Shredded Wheat Biscuits" make a
"delicious dessert." A two-and-a-half page article on the "Danger of Corrosive
Sublimate in Vaginal Douche" is reprinted from the Lancet-Clinic of Septem
ber, 1903. The reason for resurrecting this ten-year-old article becomes appa
rent before one gets half through it. It deals not so much with the danger of
corrosive sublimate as with the marvelous — alleged — properties of Tyree's Anti
septic Powder.
Dr. Claude C. Keeler, Denver, has a three-page article on the
"Medical Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis."
The "medical treatment"
referred to is Waterbury's Compound.
An editorial entitled "One Notch Ahead
of Morphin" is devoted to that vicious morphin solution sold under the propri
etary name "Papine."
Another on "The Treatment of Catarrh by Palliatives
and Curatives" deals with a widely advertised "patent medicine," "Kondon's
Catarrhal Jelly." What appears to be a contributed article by Charles Wardell
Stiles of the United States Public Health Service on "Country Schools and
Rural Sanitation" has really been "lifted" from an official publication without
credit and, needless to say, without Dr. Stiles' permission.
But medicinal preparations are not the only things to which the Army and
All advertising matter,
Navy Medical Record gives editorial indorsement.
is grist to its mill.
apparently,
Sandwiched in between articles on "Public
Health Administrations" and "Important Army Medical Lectures" is a disser
tation on "The Millenium of Shirt Construction," in which are sung the virtues
of the tailless shirt ! A little farther along the Hawaiian pineapple is extolled,
while the last pages of the issue are devoted to various banking concerns.
appearing throughout the reading and
In addition to the advertisements
editorial pages of these two issues of the Army and Navy Medical Record, there
There is no reason to suppose, at
are a number of display advertisements.
least in the majority of cases, that the advertisers had the slightest reason to
suspect the nature of the Army and Navy Medical Record. Several pages are
there being more than forty banks that
devoted lo financial advertisements,
In view of the letters received
have "fallen for" the wiles of Arthur G. Lewis.
by the deans of medical colleges and other educational institutions, the display
advertisements of schools and colleges have a special interest to physicians.
Schools for girls, polytechnics, colleges of music, veterinary, dental and medical
schools — all are to be found in this cosmopolitan publication.
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Among the therapeutic

products

advertised — in the advertising pages

Fellows' Syrup of Hypophosphites
Sherman's Bacterial Vaccines
Kondon's Catarrhal Jelly
Expurgo Anti-Diabetes

page
y% page
% page
H page
% page
y% page
% page
% page

Laxol

in the reading pages the following

Tyree's Antiseptic

Powder.
Waterbury's Compound.
Papine.
Kondon's Catarrhal Jelly.
Ranier Natural Soap.
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Iodia (Battle).

Creo-Derma.
Fellows' Syrup of Hypophosphites.
Tannalbin.
Expurgo Anti-Diabetes.
Zumota.
Sulfothen.

cover page

1
1

Campho Phenique
Palpebrine
Zumota
Sanmetto

While

— are

products

are puffed

:

Dioxogen.
Palpebrine.
Bannerman's Intravenous Solution.
Daniel's Concentrated Tincture of Passiflora.
Peacock's Bromides.
Aletris Cordial Rio.
Gonosan.
Digipuratum.
Dioradin.
Pcpto-Fer.
Lactol.
Campho Phenique.

Summed up: The Army and Navy Medical Record is but another of the
It is not entered as second-class matter and it has prob
parasites of quackery.
ably no bona-fide circulation. While it is claimed to be "Devoted to the Inter
est of the Medical and Surgical Corps of the Army and Navy, the Public Health
Marine Hospital Service and the Red Cross Society" it is actually devoted to
none of these. It is devoted to the exploitation of the advertising public.
In brief, Arthur G.
Advertising contracts are obtained under false pretenses.
Lewis is using the good name of the various medical services of the United
for his own financial gain. He has written letters to hon
States Government
orable physicians making dishonest and insulting propositions to deceive and
mislead the public. Editorial indorsements by the Army and Navy Medical
Record mean nothing except that money has been paid for them. — (Modified
from The Journal A. M. A., Oct. 25, 1913.)

"GRAND

PRIX,"

"DIPLOMAS"

AND "GOLD

MEDALS"

a time when the manufacturer who could point to the "Grand
the "Gold Medal" his product had been awarded at some exhibition
Possibly there was a
was considered to have a valuable advertising asset.
time when medals and prizes were awarded with an eye single to the excel
lencies of the goods and bore no relation to the amount of money paid by
exhibitors to the organizers of the exhibition. Possibly there are, even today,
occasional awards to commercial products made on a basis of pure merit, but
The matter which follows throws an
they are probably few and far between.

There was

Prix" or

interesting light on this subject.

Within the past two months manufacturers have received a letter on the
stationery of the "International Exhibition. Paris, 1914." The letter came from
of the exhibition, one Max Kaiser, 24 Holborn.
the "Commissioner-General"
London, E. C. Here it is :
"Dear Sirs: — I beg to draw your attention to the great inteinational exhibition of Ali
mentation, Pure Food, Hygiene. Beverages, Drugs and Allied Trades, which will be held at
Paris in March, 1914, inviting you to partake with your manufacture at this international

:
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I beg to point out that the aim of this Exhibition is to introduce Foreign Manu
factured Goods, Proprietary Articles, Patents, etc., to the French and Foreign Markets, and
open up or extend new channels for such goods.
"A Commercial Office at the Exhibition Building under the Commissioner General's own
supervision, with well-trained staff, will do everything required in the interest of Exhibitors
such as effect sales by circularizing,
or inviting buyers to call at your particular stall to judge
for themselves the merits of your Exhibit, and in this way bring the American Manufac
turers in direct touch with the Foreign markets and the Buying Public.
"This Commercial Office will also negotiate with the Representatives on your behalf; at
the same time undertaking
to arrange your Exhibit, supply all necessary fittings, decoration,
the display, maintenance, repacking and returning of the Exhibit, and also to represent you
before the Public and Jury in such a manner as to make certain that your Exhibit shall be
awarded first honors (grand prize or gold medal).
exhibition.

"You will understand that such
everlasting

an
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Superior

advertisement

as

an award obtained at this

an official

Quality of your goods, and will certainly

the home market, and naturally

increase

International

international exhibition

acknowledgement

and

convincing

put you in front of your

proof

means
to the

competitors

on

your sales considerably.

Exhibition,

Paris,

Iglj

Mm at>UTTiiiiifC

Tk*

Photographic
reproduction
(reduced) of the letter-head of the stationery on which Max
Kaiser offers to "make certain" that those who exhibit their products under his direction —
price, $400 — shall receive a Grand Prix or Gold Medal.

"I

might mention here that many a big business has been built up and small concerns
In many cases I have
prominently brought to the notice of the Public by Exhibiting.
Houses in Exhibits under my care, and I
been able to interest Authorities and Reigning
have opened up or extended markets for firms Exhibiting under my direction.
"I enclose herewith a list containing some of the most prominent American and English
Firms whom I have represented at European Exhibitions and for whom I have achieved
splendid results.
"I could arrange your Exhibit for the amount of $400, to be paid one-half on allotment
and the balance on receipt of an award (Grand Prize or Gold Medal).
"Trusting that this will be of interest to you, I shall be pleased to receive your reply by
return mail, and give you any further particulars you may desire.
been

Yours faithfully,

The

Commissioner General,
(Signed)
Max Kaiser.

The list Mr. Kaiser enclosed with his letter was a printed sheet, giving the
names of a number of American and British manufacturers whom Kaiser claims
at various "International Exhibitions."
The majority oi
to have "represented"
the concerns named are breweries, but there is a good sprinkling of "patent
medicine" companies and a few miscellaneous manufacturers. In the American
list there are two nostrum concerns named that will be more or less familiar
They are :
to our readers.
Alohzo O. Bliss Company, Washington, D. C This company sells "the
Great Blood Purifier, Kidney and Liver Regulator" known as "Bliss* Native
Herbs." According to Max Kaiser, the Alonzo O. Bliss Company obtained one
Grand Prize and one Gold Medal.
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THE PARIS GOLD MEDAL
The Valuable Award Presented to Bliss Native Herbs at
the International Exposition in Paris. France.
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purityof lagxedtent,
widespread
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a exeatnumberof people.Urycquintiiy for Mch reasonable
IT
t*M and because
HAS FULFILLED THE CLAIMS THAT HAVE BEEN MADE FOR IT.
Honoredandpraised(brouKbouiall America,laudedaodfamedIn ill the
British Isles,awardedtheCold MedalIn France-truly Lncrcasina;
yeara brine trowing- fame to bflaa Natlv* Herbs.

According to Max KaiseT, the exploiters
him at the "International Exposition" and
The Bliss concern, of course, makes capital
reduced photographic reproduction of a page

of "Bliss' Native Herbs*' were
obtained a "Grand Prix" and
out of the "award," as shown
from a booklet sent out by the

"represented''

by

"Gold Medal."
This is a
above.
a

Bliss concern.

of Science (see index) was a fraudulent concern which professed
course of instruction on how to attain "magnetic influence" and "hypnotic
It mulcted the public out of $1,500,000 before the federal government put it out of
power."
The Exposition Internationale, 1909. may be judged by the fact that it awarded the
business.
fraudulent New York Institute of Science a "Grand Prize," "Gold Medal" and "Diploma of

The New York Institute

to sell a mail-order

Honor"!
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Walerbury Chemical Company, Des Moines, Iowa. This company exploits
what used to be known as "Waterbury's Cod-Liver Oil Compound," but is now
called "Waterbury's Compound." Kaiser states that the Waterbury Chemical
Company received four Grand Prix and four Gold Medals.

"Certone,"

we are asked to believe, is the "greatest discovery in the world" for making
individuals "plump and pleasing."
"Certone will give you pure, rich blood, strength,
vigour, new life . . ." No wonder the Certone Company got a "Gold Medal" and
"Diploma" from the "International Exposition" at Paris!

skinny

"Stuart's Plaster Pads," now called "Plapao Pads," is a piece of adhesive plaster sold as
In addition to using as an advertising dodge a fake analysis from a
a "cure" for rupture.
self-styled chemist (who sells alleged "analyst's certificates" — price, $5.00), the Stuart con
"gold medals," and a "Grand Prix"
cern attempts to make capital out of "diplomas,"
awarded by the "International Expositions" of Rome and Paris.
Here are reproduced the
"gold medal" from Rome and the "Grand Prix" from Paris 1

Briefly, the proposition submitted by Max Kaiser is this : For $400 he will
for a manufacturers' exhibit at one of the numerous
all arrangements
Further, he practically guarantees that this exhibit
"International Exhibitions."
will receive either a "grand prize" or a "gold medal"; in fact, the manufac
turer need not complete the payment of Kaiser's charges until the prize or

make

medal has been awarded

!

As the
The value of "awards" obtained in this way is, of course, evident.
exhibitions,
on
the
the
of
international
subject
informed
better
becomes
public
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grand prix, gold medals, and other "awards" made at such exhibitions will be
appraised at their true value. — (From The Journal A. M. A., March 4, 1914,
with additions.)
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THE HOME HEALTH CLUB
The medical mail-order quack's most valuable asset is his mailing list and
obtaining this list is his greatest item of expense. David H. Reeder, one time
of Laporte, Ind., but now of Chicago, has solved the problem in a way which
David H. Reeder is the
makes up in ingenuity what it lacks in frankness.
Company,"
and, apparently chief owner, of the "Home Remedies
president
originally of Laporte, Ind., now at "Cottage Grove Avenue, opposite Fiftieth
Place, Chicago." The company is a "patent medicine" concern that sells its
The "Home Health. Club" has its headquar
remedies on the mail-order plan.
its address at "5039
ters with the Home Remedies Company but advertises
The "founder" of the Home Health Club
Cottage Grove Avenue, Chicago."
and the author of the "Club Books and Lectures" is David H. Reeder.
Reeder1 poses — in print — as a physician. A careful search of all available
records, and they are extensive, fails to show that Reeder ever was graduated
by a medical college or ever was granted a license to practice medicine by any
In the past, Reeder has not hesitated to put "M.D." after his name;
state.
more recently he has become wary. Volume I of the Home Health Club was
written, according to the title page, by "David H. Reeder, M.D., Ph.D.";
Volume III of the Home Health Club had for its author, according to the title
page, "David H. Reeder, D.O., Ph.D."
Reeder's business is the selling of (1) alleged health books (with a "Cer
tificate of Membership" in the Home Health Club thrown in) and (2) "patent
medicines," both on the mail-order plan.
Reeder has worked out a novel idea
for getting his customers.
He has eliminated the chief item of "overhead
expense" usually inseparable from the mail-order business, that of paying for
advertising space. His scheme is to write to certain newspapers offering to
furnish free "copy" for a "Health Department," to be conducted under the title
"Home Health Club." To allay the suspicions that would, naturally, arise in
the minds of those editors to whom such an offer came, the Home Health Club
explains how it is able to furnish free "copy" for the newspaper.
It asks that
the "service" offered be given credit to the club "by name and address."
Con
tinuing, the letter to the editor says :
"Through this publicity inquiries are brought directly to the club which promotes the sale
of the books, compiled and reprinted from the lectures in various papers to which they are
furnished.
These sales amply cover the. expenses of the organization which explains how
the club is enabled to provide you the matter free."

Notice that no reference is made to the "patent medicine" side of the enter
The sale of books alone is given as the excuse for furnishing free
"lectures."
HOW IT WORKS

prise.

The way in which Reeder's scheme works out may best be explained by
detailing some specific cases. A young woman wrote to Reeder giving no
details but stating that she was "weak and run down" and asking for advice.
Reeder replied in a letter replete with platitudes regarding diet and exercise
and suggested that the girl purchase "Home Health Club Book Vol. 1," price
$1, and carefully observe the directions given therein.
For a tonic, Reeder
recommended "Re-New-U," which, he declared, "is excellent":
1. Reeder's
connection with the so-called Children's National Tuberculosis
referred to In The Journal of thi American Medical Association, Sept.
reprint of the matter will be sent on receipt of a two-cent stamp.

Society
11,

1915.

was

A
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upon the stomach, the liver, the bowels and the kidneys, as well as heart
and I believe that it will be just the thing for you to take. It is sold under
the name of Re-New U by the Home Remedies Company at the price of $0.50 per box, $2.50
for six boxes."

influence

is the very

best
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was a descrip
Enclosed with the letter containing these recommendations
tive price list of the Home Health Club publications. The correspondent was
told that every purchaser of Volume 1 receives "a Certificate of Corresponding
Life Membership." The day following the receipt of this letter and advertis
ing brought the young woman a letter from the Home Remedies Company.

Some letter heads of the "Home Health Club" and the "Home Remedies Company" when
"Dr." David H. Reeder calls himself "founder" of the
these were operated at Laporte, Ind.
"club," and he is president of the "patent medicine" concern.

It is worth noting, here, that Reeder carefully avoids letting the public
know that there is any connection between the Home Health Club and the
The Home Health Club's address is always given
Home Remedies Company.
"5039 Cottage Grove Avenue, Chicago," while the advertising matter of the
Home Remedies Company bears the address "Cottage Grove Avenue, opp.
Fiftieth Place."
"patent medicines" by the score
The letter from the Home Remedies Company contained "patent medicine"
galore.
The first one described, for Abscesses, costs $2. No. 4
for "Ataxia Locomotor" costs but SO cents. The eleventh on the list is for
Cancer and is priced at $2. The one for Cataract comes at $1, while "Cold
Feet" may be cured for SO cents. No. 42 for Insanity is another half-dollar
preparation while No. 52 for Prostatitis costs $3. There is "Nocturnia" for
"unnatural losses, drains and weaknesses," which "Restores Virility, Strength
and Efficiency," price, postage prepaid, only $2 a bottle ! And "Grandmother's
Pile Cerate" at 50 cents a tube must be considered cheap, as a "relief and cure"

advertisements
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of any form of hemorrhoids. "Re-New-U" as the company's piece dc resistance.
is, of course, played up to the limit; it will give you "Health, Vigor and Vim."
In order that you may look as young as "Re-New-U" will make you feel, it is

'he Home
Health Club
By DR.

DAVID
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Chicago,

H.

III.

Do It Now.— That seems
to be -a
queer heading: for a talk on health,
but those of you who Know me best
know there is generally a - reason.
Here It Is : —
One of the readers of the Home
Health Club was impressed with the
prompt
fact that I always advise
dangerous conditions
action
when
are suspected; so when a pain In her
carefully
breast became evident, she
examined
cause
to
find
the
To her surprise she found a lump of
At once she sought
considerable size.
her club book, and under the head
ing of 'Ca cer of the Breast" found
lump.
a description of just such a
applied the
Quite aa promptly she
simple home treatment described. a»d
in a reasonable time the lump and
the pain had nearly disappeared. Tho
fact that it did not entirely disappear,
however, caused her to worry, and as
that would not do at all she wrote for
more specific directions, which I w«
very glad, to give. The lump waa not
cancer, but if nothing had been
done 1 am quite sure that within a
year the diagnosis would have been
uuite definite.
advise that

_

,acT
little
it
^innrr corne^^TT the eye.
tectly safe and very efficient.

Ir

arc I
at all times to write for in- f
formation pertaining to the subject of
heaKh.
Address all ^communication*
to the Home Health Club, 5,039 Cot
tage
111,
Grove
avenue. Chicago,
U.S.A., with name and address in full
and at least four cents in postage.

All readers of this publication

'at liberty

business, Reeder
To obtain a "sucker list" for his mail order "patent-medicine"
furnish newspapers with "copy" for a "health department"
on the understanding
inquiries are turned over to him.
Here is a sample of the "copy."

recommended

Cutola

:

".

.

Indian."

.

offers to
that alt

that you use "Cutola," "which enables you to defy old age."

would restore freshness

and youthful

For

appearance to the face of an old Arizona
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Those who, like Ponce de Leon, are seeking something in this line should
in a "Combination Order : 6 Boxes of Re-New-U and 3 Bottles of
Cutola, $5."
send

MAIL-ORDER

PILES

TOR

CURE

Another case : A man writes in to Reeder asking him what can be done for
a long standing case of hemorrhoids. No details are given regarding the case
but Reeder comes back with all the glib assurance of ignorance:
case

of piles

can

entirely

be

cured

without

having

to

resort

to

an

.iiuiii'.

"fcome

/fcealtb Club ii-n

LAFQRTF.

INDIANA

ml »£W&e

m
of
.ii
'he Hon« Health Club
;
bft mtmb*
'
pfLaPotte, irduinu, utni
arfi'.ixi i>>ul! of il , privilege ami emolument*
i iupon
'
* %
eoptpthnct u)Hh the ntluHhtoeoJl 5 \ i .
»
\* *

j

¥

Jf

(5

the

of Membership" in the Home
club books — price $1.00.

Health

Club, which goes with every purchase of

As to the cause of the condition Reeder opines that "the bowels
much to do with it," which sounds reasonable.
For treatment:
observed,

suggests

that

much

at

home.

upon the subject that would
The price of the Vol.

suffering from piles

the gentleman

"secure

preparation of tissue foods"

:

a

Further, Reeder
and use internally

Health Club book. Vol.
to successfully treat yourself

3

will find in Home
if

"You

enable you,
$2.00."

have very

3

I

of

is

"Certificate

Vol.

■>'

!hal *

<CprtifH•

f$*Ja~ln

I

"The Home Remedies Co., Cottage Grove Ave., Opp. 50th Place, this city, handles them
under the name of Modern Home Remedies and
will ask them to send you some circulars
describing them."

a

a

a

is

The vision of Dr. Jekyll Reeder of the Home Health Club asking Mr. Hyde
Reeder of the Home Remedies Company to send some advertising circulars to
touching one. But this was not all. Reeder
sufferer from hemorrhoids
recommends also that
50-cent tube of "Grandmother's Pile Cerate" be pur
chased. This "will aid in putting the trouble under control but in order to gain
the best results further measures are needed."
The "further measures" are
set of "Weirick Rectal Dilators," price $3, sold, of course, by the Home Rem
edies Company.
CURING CANCER WITH "TISSUE SALTS"

a

replied

a

a

is

darker side to the Reeder brand of quackery.
But there
One young
wrote to Reeder describing
case of carcinoma of the breast.
Reeder

woman

:
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"I believe that your
operation."
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"From what you mention of your mother's condition I am inclined to think that the
trouble may be one of Cancer of the Breast, and although such cases are considered quite
severe by many physicians, they are not at all incurable.
There are many who have been
fully restored to health without surgery, just by following the Home Health Club method of
treatment, as described in the Volume 2 under the heading, 'Breast Cancer.*
I will suggest
that you procure this book for your mother, and see to it that she carries out the different
suggestions given therein.
By so doing I predict good , results.
The price of Volume 2 is
$3.00."

For

this case Reeder recommended the "tissue remedies" for cancer sold by
Home Remedies Company, price $2, and declared that "Grandmother's
Tumor Remedy," also sold by the Home Remedies Company, price $2, was "of
great value for external use in cases of this kind." A nice business forsooth.
the
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Volume VI.

Firat Qu.rter. 1913

Number

1

Di-OoV.dHfi*eder
foundrr-oTfteuomeHeaUiCkib

Home Health, the "official organ" of the Home Health Club.
The advertising
devoted to the exploitation of the nostrums of the Home Remedies Company.

pages

are

Any man who declares that many women with cancer of the breast have
been fully restored to health without surgery falsifies. If he does this know
ingly, and for the purpose of selling some wretched nostrums, he is a scoun
drel ; if he falsifies unknowingly, from the depths of abysmal ignorance, he is
a dangerous

quack.
CATCHING

THE

WOMEN

Much more could be written of the Home Health Club and the Home Rem
edies Company and other activities of David H. Reeder, did space permit. It
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would be interesting, for instance, to describe the devious methods by which
the Home Remedies Company has exploited women.
Take these excerpts from
a letter sent out by the concern to a woman :
"While the scope of our ministrations are manifold, our chief aims arc the alleviation
and cure of relative diseases of the ovaries and womb and its appendages; Leucorrhoea,
.
Prolapsus, Ulceration, Engorgement, Painful and Profuse Menstruation,
.
.
All replies
will be held sacred, thus availing the most diffident and reticent of a guaranteed means whereby
a perfect cure for each and all of women's ailments can be accomplished in the sanctity of
tome."
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Reference, too, could be made to the attempt on the part of Reeder to sell
The prospectus sent out was of the
stock in his "patent medicine" concern.

PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL

•
"
II. ft*

* 11

II tftan

Every mail-order

duction

,

QUESTIONJILANK

it hm™Mft
U.WMKM

medical concern has its "diagnosis blank."
of the one used by the Home Remedies Company.

.-

Here

is a

miniature

repro

classic, "blue sky" type. After stating that Reeder started in with an original
investment of $4.60 and that the business had been developed until it was worth
$126,000, doing a cash business of over $50,000 annually with net profits of 16
per cent., the prospectus declared that the company needed an additional $100,000 "to further advertise and push the sale of our Remedies, Foods, etc."
There
is the inevitable reference to fortunes made in the "patent medicine" business,
and the cases of "Bromo Seltzer" and "Warner's Safe Cure" are cited, pre
sumably for the purpose of exciting the cupidity of the prospective investor.
THE

HOME

HEALTH

CLUB VOLUMES

It would be possible to show by quotations from some of the Home Health
Club volumes Reeder's ignorance of even the fundamental truths of medical
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science.
One quotation must
through one of his books sold

as

"Thirty-six
gas

cases

of diphtheria

into a hot-air pipe."

Reeder solemnly assures
recently as October, 1915, that :

suffice.

the

public,

developed in one school in Chicago by the leakage of sewer

In common with his kind Reeder does not omit an opportunity to black
guard the professions of medicine and pharmacy.
In describing himself and
his methods — as a physician, not as a "patent medicine" dispenser — he says:

I
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". . . the druggists do not love me; the undertaker does not know me, and
miss
his influence and my rebate; my patients have a quiet time; my bills, unfortunately,
are small;
can't get rich very fast; I don't have the advantage of swelling my bill for probate, for my
patients are never too sick to keep tally on the number of visits."
The matter sent out by the Home Health Club, whether it be the so-called
Home Health Club volumes, letters of "advice," Home Health, the alleged
official organ of the Home Health Club or what not, has for its final object
the exploitation of the nostrums sold by Reeder under the name of Home Rem
The business is one of deception, misrepresentation and
edies Company.
trickery. The newspapers are deceived into accepting the Home Health Club
copy, the public is deceived by leading it to believe, inferentially, that there is
between the "patent medicine" concern — the Home Remedies
no connection
—
Company and the Home Health Club itself. Reedcr's writings stand as mon
uments to his ignorance and his methods indicate a disregard for elementary
truthfulness and common honesty. — {From the Journal A. M. A., Dec. 11, 1915.)
Reeder Arrested. — In September, 1918, the Department of Registration and
Education of the State of Illinois arrested Reeder for violation of the state
medical practice act in practicing medicine without a license. Reeder, who was
fined $25 and costs, is alleged to have informed the court that he was leaving
Illinois for Indiana, his home state.

LUKE'S

ST.

HOSPITAL

AND

THE CHRISTIAN

HOSPITAL

St. Luke's Hospital
This institution was briefly described by Mr. Samuel Hopkins Adams in one
of his "Great American Fraud" series appearing in Collier's, July 14, 1906. Mr.
Adams said :
"St. Luke's Hospital at Niles, Mich., has an . . . ingenious scheme ; it
Most of those whom I have visited have its
sells diplomas to quack doctors.
framed on their walls, notwithstanding that the institution has
parchment
passed out of existence, its founders being at present fugitives from justice."
The methods of this concern were exposed in The Journal, June 24, 1899,
Oct. 21, 1899, and Sept. 7, 1901. The last note brought a letter from a physician,
member of the Michigan State Board of Health, living at Niles.
This letter,
which was published in The Journal, Nov. 16, 1901, gives a few side-lights on
the St. Luke's fraud. It said in part:

"I

this so-called hospital commenced operation here in the fall
its work has always been conducted with as much secrecy as
possible, and it was not until it had been doing business some months that
we learned of its methods.
Our state board, at its meeting in January,
1899, considered
the matter quite at length, but no law under which pro
ceedings could be commenced could be found and nothing was done.
"St. Luke's is organized and incorporated under the laws of the state,
and it is capitalized at $10,000, 400 shares at $25 each.
Of these 'Dr.'
Charles W. H. B. Granville, of Niles, Mich., had 196, 'Dr.' Arthur C. Pro
bert, of Washburn, Wis., 203, and Annabelle Granville of Niles, Mich., 1.
of

believe

1896. but
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of the "diploma" of "St. Luke's Hospital."
Photographic
reproduction
Mr.
(reduced)
Adams, the author of "The Great American Fraud," reports that he found most of the quacks
he visited had these diplomas framed on their walls.

a

;

"You speak of 'Dr.' Granville as the head of the concern. He was never
Although no state law could reach the institution,
more than a figurehead.
one of Dr. Granville's numerous wives found him out, and, after being put
under $500 bonds, he left for parts unknown, and St. Luke's paid the $500
only
'Dr.' Probert has been the real head at all times.
memory.
so he
He has held positions of honor, influence and trust, in business, politics and
At the present time proceedings for his extradition from
religion.
this state by the governor of Indiana for defrauding the inhabitants of
Bourbon, Ind., and vicinity are in progress."
is
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I

it

I

it,

"Under this law St. Luke's issued 'certificates of merit,' as they were
.
.
.
termed on their face, although in appearance diplomas.
at
"I do not think St. Luke's Hospital ever really had a patient in
least not one who stayed over twenty-four hours.
"In order to reach this institution, the legislature of 1899 passed Act
No. 151, entitled 'An act to specify the sources of authority for the issuing
am not aware that St. Luke's
of medical diplomas,' etc. Since this time
has issued anything except what they term 'certificates of stock,' which
seems to us here very
have the appearance of diplomas, however, and
laughable that they should be able to sell such things to anybody in their
If you know of any infringement of the laws of the state by
right mind.
this institution,
would like to know of it.

...
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ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL OF NILES, MICH.

Dear

Sir

or Uadam:-

«e beg respeetrully to cell your personal

attention to the fact that
and high professional
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on account of the excellent medical qualifications
standing,

we have recently elected

ing Physician

and appointed

and Surgeon on the Medical

as

visiting

and Consult

Staff of our Hospital, Doctor

;
of
In recommending him to you, and should you, any
member of your family, friends or acquaintances become sick and d«slre
aedlcal treatment, we wish to highly endorse the Doctor and recotcaend you
We have no hesitancy

to patronise
for -

him.

Photographic reproduction (reduced) of part of a letter which the exploiters of the "St.
of membership.
The letter, it
Luke's Hospital" used as a bait in selling their "diplomas"
will be noticed, is addressed to the public and was sent out by the St. Luke s concern for the
alleged purpose of drumming up business for those who had purchased "Certificates of Mem
bership.

B CALLEDTO THE FACT;
ATfENTlON^

'

Physicians' Application
staff of st. luk£s hospital of niles. michigan

reproductions
(reduced) of the application blanks used by the "St. Luke's
Photographic
Hospital of Nites, Mich., and the "Christian Hospital" of Chicago, respectively.
They are prac
tically identical.
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Hospital

The "Christian Hospital" was, to all intents and purposes, "St. Luke's Hos
pital" under another name and operating in another place. While the St. Luke's
fraud was supposed to have its headquarters at Niles, Mich., the Christian
Hospital was conducted from Chicago. In The Journal for May 23, 1903, an
editorial appeared reading, in part, as follows:

"It
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a couple of years ago that the notorious 'St. Luke's
diploma mill and general fraud found it expedient to go out of

is only about

Hospital'

I

nMMin

It will
Photographic reproduction
(reduced) of the "diploma" of the Christian Hospital.
noticed that the name engrossed on this diploma is that of the moving spirit of the con
A.",
Wood,
"diploma,"
name
on
this
appears
H.
'T£.
whose
has
admitted
O.
cern itself.
under oath that she obtained her "degree" of "M. A." from a mail-order institution whose
The names "N. News Wood" and "Nathan E. Wood"
name she was unable to remember.
were both signed by Woodr who went by both names and used different signatures — and
handwriting — in his connections with this fraud.
be

Now it has appeared again,
business under special stress of Michigan laws.
under another name, it is true, but evidently under the same auspices and
Since
general control and with the same policy and fraudulent practices.
May IS the mail of The Journal has been flooded with the circulars of the
'Christian Hospital,' 617 La Salle Avenue, Chicago, sent to it by righteously
These circulars have all the characteristics of
indignant correspondents.
the old St. Luke's Hospital output, the same offers of staff positions,
facsimiles (reduced) of diplomas, promises of advertisement and offers of
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commissions on cases sent. The circulars outdo the St. Luke's samples in
their unauthorized use of names of prominent physicians, in some cases
thinly disguised ; among others they brazenly use the name of a noted
Chicago surgeon as chief of staff.
yj^My ];ii!Sini'

l lr

ivi: i\

ITMOmzrDCA»IT*U»
$250 000 00 cj

IS A MEMOIR OF TMt —*SPECIALISTS or CHRISTIANHOSPITALOFCHICAGO
TAFFor PHYSICIAhS.SURQEONSano
STANDING
ANDIMTITLIDTO*ILTH[ Mini COIS AFPfH-•.* INOTHCHnO
IM0000PROFESSIONAL
iMOfS

Photographic

reproduction

Hospital.

of the membership ticket of the Christian

(reduced)

CHRISTIAN

mmt

||

HOSPITAL.

PMXMIIt Ml IvMnntiMiRl,
».H .M O,
N n(Ht WOOD.
0rfBliUc4B"J tiriLlliht J ftyCh»rl*rfiumlh* Slat*of HIlMla.
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M.I' , MS.
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t

Dear Doctor: —
Enclosed we hand you Announcement of our Hospital, with application
blank for you to
out and return to u» If you desire to fee appointed »
member of our flatting and consulting staff.
There are nany advantages and benefits which will accrue to you froa
this membership, some of which we vlXl briefly state, viz: —
1st. Our Certificate of L'emberihlp (see fac-slmlle) lo artistically
d*elgn*d and executed In the highest style of the lithographer's art. It has
bean pronounoed by hundreds of aodloal men, to be the hanlsoneet one ever
leeued by any Hospital or Medical College In tne United States, being eigned
by a Faculty of Eighteen Names, with a large size official Cold Seal and blue
ribbon attached, with the name and title of the nembar elecontly engrossed
in old English Text; when neatly franed and hung on the walls of your office
and Increase your patronage,
It can not fail to add to your prestige —
|r lsQT* Certificates
J^
wUh^fit.
^°rr*|||^5,

fill

it_^«^^^|'h^rc

J

of part of a letter sent out by the Christian Hos
reproduction
Photographic
(reduced)
Notice that "N. News Wood, A. M.,
pital in its attempt to sell "diplomas" of membership.
M. D.," was "president and superintendent" and "N. E. Wood, A. M., M. D., LL.D.," was
These were two names under which one man went.
treasurer.

if,

is

it,

"In Michigan St. Luke's Hospital flourished tinder the lack of state
laws properly covering the offense of fraudulent diploma selling, and not
until the legislature passed an act especially meant to reach
did the
One 'Dr.' A. C. Probert, who was the real manipulator
concern succumb.
also prominent in the 'Christian Hospital' literature,
of the fraud,
not the real 'it' of the concern.
indeed, he
While most of his associates
are new, we still see the name on the roster of Dr. Charles W. H. B.
Granville, who was the figurehead of the Michigan concern, and who also
.
figured in some legal proceedings elsewhere.
.
is
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In The Journal for June 6, 1903, a letter
from the Medicolegal Committee of the Chi
cago Medical Society was published
giving
the results of an investigation of the Christian
Hospital swindle..
Quotations from parts of
this letter follow :
"On yesterday, June 2, Inspector Ketcham
Drs. A. C. Probert and N. E. Wood,
styling himself N. News Wood, arrested for
improper use of the mails.
"The history of St. Luke's Hospital of
Niles, Mich., is known • to most read
ers of The Journal. That corporation was
owned by Drs. Granville and Probert.
The
committee has proof in its possession that
Probert has served a term in the Wisconsin
penitentiary.
In 1901 Michigan be
came uncomfortable for this institution, and
this brings us to our present story.
In 1893
the Secretary of the State incorporated the
'Chicago Store' foi general merchandise
purposes.
In 1901 this charter was pur
chased by Drs. Wood and others and the
name and purpose changed so as to allow
of a hospital and dispensary.
In 1903 the
name was changed to 'The Christian Hos
pital.'
It will be noticed that when St.
Luke's faded in Michigan in 1901 this one
had

...

~
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Photographic
of an
duced)

reproduction
(readvertisement t of
IV. E. Wood, A.M.,
a., M.D., appearing in 1909.
It ill be noted that
the name of "N. E. Wood.
A.M.,
M.D.," appears on the list of the
"Medical and Surgical Staff" of the
"Christian
He
also
Hospital."
signed himself
"N. News Wood"
when connected with the Christian
Hospital swindle.

here.

"The reading matter and the general busi
ness policy of the institution are identical.
Nearly every name found on the Christian
Hospital staff was a member of the St.
Luke's staff or has appeared in some connec
tion with St. Luke's in the past. . . ."

SOME

DIPLOMA

MILLS

The "Illinois Health University," the "Inde
pendent Medical College," the "Metro
politan Medical College" and the
"Scientific

Medical

College"

The Illinois Health University was a fraudu
institution masquerading
as a medical
college but actually being a diploma mill. Its
charter was revoked April 3, 1897, by the Supreme Court of Illinois. The man
chiefly concerned in operating this fraud was one James Armstrong who appar
ently found a very profitable business in selling medical diplomas to anyone
that had the price to pay for them. Associated with him were Thomas Arm
After the Illinois Health University had been put
strong and John H. Randall.
out of business James Armstrong brought into existence
the "Independent
Medical College" which was practically another name for the fraudulent conlent

*
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cern whose charter had been revoked.
The "Announcement" for 1897-98 gave
as the "faculty" of the Independent
Medical College :
D. A. Zwichtman
Obstetrics.

Van Noppen,

M.D., Principles and Practice

of Surgery,

Ion. A. Macbnikowski, A.M., M.D., Anatomy and Physiology.
H. Scott, M.D., Diseases of the Genito-Urinary Organs.
W. B. Hall, M.D., Physical Diagnosis.
T. A. Bland, M.D., Theory and Practice of Medicine.
Chas. E. Bower, M.D., Obstetrics, Urinalysis and Chemistry.
B. S. Metzgee, M.D., Pathology and Bacteriology.
T. T. Davis, M.D., Diseases of the Rectum.
Prof. H. Samuels Ophthalmology.
M. L. Reed, M.D., Materia Medica.
B. T. Harwood, M.D., Operative and Clinical Surgery.
J. H. Randall, Ph.D., M.D., Biology, Chemistry, Hygiene, Tokology,
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Dentistry,

and

Etiology,

Psychopathy.

F. Cook, M.D., Materia Medica, Botany and Botanical Medicines.
Armstrong, M.D.. The Science and Practice of Medicine.
A. B. Opicka, Ph.D., M.D., Laryngology and Otology.
C. M. Hovey, Ph.D., LL.D., Medical Jurisprudence.
M. E. Sellen, Ph.D., M.D., Gynecology, Theory and Practice of Medicine

J.
J.

Medicine

and

Therapeutics.

Electro-

Frank E. Lyon, M.D., Hypnotism
Marvin E. Conger, M.D., Mental

and Psychology.
Therapeutics.
Temperamental
Diagnosis,

Ph.D., M.D.,
Advanced
Science.
R. C. Conger, M.D., Sanitary Science and Diseases of Children.
Owen E. Ford, Ph.D., M.D., Ophthalmology and Gynecology.
Dr. D. Palmer, Magnetic Healing.

A. Clausen,

Therapeutics

and

Mental

The Supreme Court of Illinois revoked the charter of the Independent Med
ical College in 1899. The Journal for Oct. 21, 1899, discussed the decision, in
part, as follows :
"The Supreme Court of Illinois, on the 16th inst., revoked the charter
of the Independent Medical College of Chicago. . . . After obtaining
further proof of the wholesale sale of diplomas by this institution, the
attorney-general brought suit in the Circuit Court of Cook County to have
After hearing the evidence, the court
the charter of the 'college' revoked.
on Feb. IS, 1899, entered a judgment of ouster.
The 'faculty' of the college
made no defense but took an appeal to the supreme court, simply to gain
The decree of the circuit court has not apparently interfered with
time.
Indeed, the 'faculty' has earnestly endeavored to con
the sale of diplomas.
fer as many degrees as possible, and so 'lowered the scale of prices' and
gave degrees for practice in Michigan, Kansas, Texas and elsewhere, to
all who applied and paid. The sale has continued to the present.
Early
in the month the state board of health purchased one in Fort Worth, Texas,
for $20. . . . Recently the 'faculty' began to see ahead the 'parting of
the ways,' and in August the institution 'became affiliated' with the 'Metro
politan College,' another 'legally chartered medical college,' the charter
issued by the Secretary of State under the provisions of the Act of 1872.
"There is little doubt that the Metropolitan will be conducted on the
same lines as the Independent.
If this be the case, its career will be
exceedingly brief. . . ."
The career of the Metropolitan Medical College was brief.
lege circulars gave the officers and faculty as :
J. Armstrong, M.D., President and Professor
H. Randall, D.D.S., M.D., Vice President

J.

Physiology

and Chemistry.

Thos. Armstrong, Secretary.
Robert Johnson, M.D., Professor

One of the col

Emeritus, Science and Practice of Medicine.
and Professor of Dental Surgery, Anatomy,

of Dermatology.
Lecturer on Tumorous and Cancerous
New Growths.
Lecturer on Electrology
Joe De Barthe, M.D., LL.D., Professor Medical Jurisprudence.
and Electro-Therapeutics.
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M. L. Reed, M.D., Professor of Physical Culture and Adjunct Professor of Materia Medica.
Lecturer on Intestinal
H. P. Packard, Ph.D., M.D., Emeritus Professor of Hydropathy.
Instructor in Hygiene and Preventive Medicine.
Diseases.
J. E. Rullison, D.D.S., M.D., Professor of Genito-Urinary Diseases. Lecturer on Clinical
Medicine, Demonstrator in Dental Surgery.
A. B. Opicka, Ph.D., M.D., Professor of Rhinology, Otology and Laryngology.
William H. Brown, M.D., D.O., Lecturer and Instructor in Osteopathy.
Prof. Elic Le Montais, M.D., F.A.A., P.S., Professor of Obstetrics.
Marvin E. Concer, M.D., Lecturer on Sanitive Medication and Mental Therapeutics.
R. C. Conger, M.D., Lecturer on Sanitary Science and Diseases of Children.
J. W. Benadom, M.D., Genito-Urinary Diseases and Diseases of the Nervous System.
James Jack, M.D., Professor of Practical Medicine.

Photographic reproduction
(reduced) of one of the diplomas issued by the ''Metropolitan
Medical College" of Chicago, a diploma mill that was put out of business in 1900 by the federal
authorities.

The Chicago papers for June 5, 1900, reported the arrest, on the charge of
using the mails to defraud, of the following individuals connected with the
Metropolitan Medical College :
James Armstrong, President.
J. H. Randall, Vice President.
Thomas Armstrong, Secretary.
Charles M. Hbvey, Attorney.
Previous to this arrest the Illinois State Board of Health had secured an
injunction against the Metropolitan Medical College restraining it from doing
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further business. On Dec. 15, 1900, James Armstrong, the leading spirit in all
these frauds, was sentenced to one year in the Du Page County jail and to pay
This was secured by the federal authorities under the charge
a fine of $500.
that Armstrong had been using the mails to defraud. Thomas Armstrong was
also convicted while John Randall, the alleged president, who was indicted witk
The postal authorities issued fraud orders
the Armstrongs, pleaded guilty.
against Armstrong and all the institutions conducted by him.— {From the pam
phlet, "Some Quasi-Medical Institutions," 1916.)
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THE

"HOME

MEDICAL

ADVISER"

TO

DATE

A modification of the old "free chromo with every pound of tea" scheme
has been worked for the past few years in the sale of books of the "home
medical adviser" type. The system is one of wide distribution and is operated
under various names as well as from various cities.
The plan generally seems to be to have agents go out from various centers
selling a pretentious looking volume. The book, or books, for there are appar
ently more than one, go under various names, having been sold under such
titles as "Medicology," "Domestic Medical Practice," "Health and Longevity,"
"Library of Health," etc. Sometimes they come in a single volume of about
1,500 pages and one-half foot thick; in other instances, apparently,
they are
prepared in two-volume form. Such specimens as have been brought or sent
to this office indicate that these imposing tomes are printed from stereotypes
that have seen better days. In at least one instance the matter seems to be made
DOMESTIC MEDICAL SOCIETY
CONSULTINGCOUPON

Tint Cot

■adentirefatuityto the benefit,

milllet

andKrvica of theDomesticMedicalSocietyfreeof c

i

above,if pieientedat officeof

DR. HARRY L WALSH
WS WmI An

L A CORHAM.O D.

H. D. THAYER, M D.
11MOMcW- Am
Hm IIHI rW, III

KM«tr.

Ola rWW.P. Ill

1IENTISTH

DRCLCXXUjKS
ItO W. Sul. Smrt

EXAMINATION AND EXTRACTION I

Identification coupon in use about 1914 or 1915 by the Chicago branch of the "Domeitic
A few days
Medical Society" in connection with the sale of "Domestic Medical Practice."
after this article appeared The Journal received a letter from Dr. Harry E. Walsh, stating
that he had "for certain reasons, and from an ethical standpoint," resigned some time ago
Dr. Walsh did not mention in his letter the fact
from the "Domestic Medical Society."
that he was now connected with the Western Distributing Company, which was exploiting the
"Library of Health."

This book, while
up largely from a book published over thirty years ago.
containing
value
standing
and
matter
of
and interest to
men
by
of
written
the public, was never prepared with the slightest idea on the part of the
authors that it would be revamped and used as a premium for an alleged free
medical treatment.
DOMESTIC
MEDICAL SOCIETY
Each purchaser of the "health book" is given a very official-looking certifi
cate which is said to entitle him and his family "to the privileges of Health
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Protection, Medical Advice, Consultation, Health Advice, and Prescriptions at
the office of the consulting Physician without any extra charge or fee whatso
ever for such services, for a period of two years from date of this Certificate."
The business is done by agents who, before going forth on their errand,
memorize a line of "patter" to unload on prospective victims. Here is part of
the "Demonstrators Talk" which is said to have been used by those who
attempted to sell "Domestic Medical Practice" :
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THE

DEMONSTRATOR'S

"PATTER"

That is
"Good morning!
You received a circular from the Domestic Medical Society?
too bad, you should have had one!
I'll take your name and address and have one mailed
you free. Your name is what?
Your initials are what? Your number is what?"
"Our object is to help stop the spread of contagious diseases. You know that there
would not be any scarlet fever, diphtheria, or even consumption if people knew how to
prevent them.
Isn't that so? It requires one minute's explanation and costs you nothing.
You can spare one minute, can't you? I'll just step in and explain it to you.
"We first take up contagious diseases.
If Diphtheria, Scarlet Fever, Small Pox or
Measles should come to your home you certainly would want to know what to do about
it, and what the board of health requires you to do, wouldn't you?
"We show you here the Physician's Manikin painted especially for this work; it shows
the location of all the organs of the human body, the back and front view of the heart,
the lungs, the liver, the stomach, the kidneys, etc.
"You hear a great deal about appendicitis.
It is the
There you see the Appendix.
most mysterious organ of the human body.
Medical records tell us that more people have
been killed by the operation than die from the disease itself.
"Our authority on this, has cured 95 per cent, of his patients by a local application of
oils, such as petroleum or turpentine, applied over the area outlined by Capital A.
"Then you have in your own home treatment for 49 diseases by local application, such
as Colds, Pneumonia,
Neuralgia, Epilepsy, Dyspepsia, Kidney troubles, etc.
"These are all cured by Turpentine,
Salt, Lemon, etc., remedies which you
Vinegar,
have in your own kitchen.
The doctor prescribes all these in Latin, which confuses you
and helps the druggist to get higher prices for his drugs.
Isn't that so?
"Then we have the Plants, Vegetables, Fruits and Herbs. Celery cures Rheumatism, Lemon
cures 21 different diseases, the Pumpkinseed removed the tapeworm, head, body and all.
"Did you ever have the Grippe?
Do you know that one-half a teaspoonful of Cayenne
pepper will cure the worst attack of Grippe in one night?
Cayenne pepper also cures Scarlet
Fever."

If the "demonstrator" has not been gently but firmly propelled down the
front steps by the time he reaches this point, he discourses on the care of
infants and the treatment of infant ailments as detailed in "Domestic Medical
Practice." Then — we quote verbatim —he continues :
in Latin and English, as pre500 standard medical prescriptions
showing you how you are overcharged by the druggist.
Physicians,
"For instance, the standard medical prescription for Cholera Morbus is: Piper, Sodium
This is nothing but pepper, common
Chlorid, Cordialis Rubus Villos, Aqua Bulliens.
salt, blackberry brandy and boiling water, articles to be found in almost every kitchen, or
which can be had from a grocery store for next to nothing, but, from a Doctor and in
Latin, it will cost from $1.50 on to $2.50."

"We give you over

scribed

by

And the peroration

"It

:

is complete in one large convenient volume of 1,570 pages, 42 departments, each of
which is just as useful to you as the three or four I have shown you, and is bound just
like this.
"It is placed in your home for three and one quarter cents a day, twenty-five cents a
week or one dollar a month for a period of ten months.
"Now, any one can afford a paltry quarter a week for a valuable work like this, don't
you think so?
"Candidly and conscientiously, don't you think so? Of course you do; place your name
here, please."
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"Domestic Medical Practice," to which the preceding "talk" refers, is
put on the market by a concern calling itself the "Domestic Medical Society."
Although located in Chicago its activities are by no means purely local, for
we have had inquiries about it from Massachusetts to California.
AMERICAN

HEALTH

SOCIETY
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A scheme that seems essentially similar is also operated by a Philadelphia
concern which seems to go under such names as the "Historical Publishing
Company," the "American Health Society," the "Home Health Society," the
"University Health Society" — and possibly others.
The "Historical Publishing Company" seems to have been a little too active
in its home state for its own comfort. A Philadelphia paper during the past
few weeks has recorded the arrest of one of the company's agents in Lebanon
County, Pa. The agent, according to the newspaper report, offered for sale the
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Society," with offices at 45 West 34th Street,
Chicago branch of the "Domestic
Medical
New York City.

usual "Library of Health" and those who paid $18 for the book were given
"a certificate with a big red seal" which entitled the holder to receive treatment
at the hands of the "Eminent Expert and Chief of Staff' of the "Home Health
Society." Also, the enthusiastic agent seems to have given the inference that
the "certificate" holders were entitled to write to Health Commissioner Samuel
Here is
G. Dixon, who would diagnose their cases and send prescriptions.
where the agent made a mistake and his arrest followed an investigation by the
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According to the same paper, the
officials of the state department of health.
alleged "prominent specialist and chief of staff' named on the certificate was
one B. Frank Scholl, M.D., of Philadelphia.
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entitled to and shall receive free, prompt and competent advice by (or from) the prominent specialist
and chief of staff named below in answer to any query of a medical nature by mail, or in person.
This further certifies that the Bearer trill receive free physical examination and consultation, in
cluding prescriptions .and medical advice

In seeking advice and treatment by mail, be careful to state definitely symptoms of your ailment ;
also give full name and post-office address

Enclose tworcent stamp for reply

Address all communications,unth stamp for reply, to W. W. MYERS, A. M., M. P., Chief of Staff.

#Htuber0itg jftetrical ^ocietg.
Photographic facsimile (greatly reduced)
individuals
who purchased
Medtcology."

r

of the "Certificate

of Membership"

issued to the

AMERICAN HEALTH SOCIETY
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tibia Certifies thatthebearer(and immttj/ekfamily) beinga subscriber
in goodstandingto the LIBRARY OF
HEAL Tff" is entitledIs, andshall not* hot, promptand competent
advicetor a periodof two yearsh or /rem Ike

consultingphysicianend chief of itaff namedbelowin answerto emfentrymfo medicalnature,eitherby moil or in
personat hisoffice.

This further certifiesthat the bearerwilt receivefreephysicalexamination,includingdiagnosis,
prescriptions
and
meaieafconsultation.In letking adviceand treatmentbymoil, carefullyfill out the Society'sSymptomBlanks,and
give any furtherinformationpossible. Also give Ml nameand Post Office addrtst,plainly written. Always enclose
twocentstampfor reply

B.

Photographic
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PH.G.. M.D.

PMILA..PA.

issued to purchasers
reduced) of the "certificate"
a rehash of much of the material published in

"Library of Health" which contains

cology.

FRANK SCHOLL,
•«>,

of

the

"Medi-

When the complaints against the company were heard before the deputy
attorney-general of the state, it is alleged that the defendants asserted that
they had sold one million of their publications ! The company admitted that
under whose names it did business had no
the various "health societies"
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existence

As a result the attorney general ordered the
(1) to use only its charter name, (2) to dis
the various "health societies," (3) to stop
agreeing to treat people and (4) to cease issuing free

other than trade names.

Historical Publishing

Company,
names of
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continue using the
issuing "certificates"
prescriptions.
In the Middle West the "Historical Publishing Company" apparently oper
ates as the "American Health Society" and is represented by the "Western
Distributing Company," with offices in Chicago. The book sold by the Western
Distributing Company is the "Library of Health," a pretentious volume of
The title page of the "Library of Health" bears the names
about 1,500 pages.
of three physicians, B. F. Scholl, J. F. Little and F. E. Miller, while the
frontispiece is a full page half-tone purporting to be a picture of Dr. B. F.
Scholl.

Photographic
versity Medical
New York City.

facsimile
Society"

(reduced) of the "Certificate of Membership"
("Home Health Society"), with headquarters

THE

"LIBRARY

OF

used by the "Uni
45 W. 34th St.,

at

HEALTH"

According to the subtitle, the "Library of Health" is a "Complete Guide to
Prevention and Cure of Disease." The book seems to be a combination reprint
and rehash of a similar volume published some years ago under the title
"Medicology or Home Encyclopedia of Health." This older volume, instead of
being by Drs. Scholl, Little and Miller was by Joseph G. Richardson, M.D. ;
William H. Ford, A.M., M.D., and C. C. Vanderbeck, M.D., Ph.D., and James P.
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Wood, M.D., as "managing editor." The first ninety pages of the "Library of
Health" are identical, both text and illustrations, with the text and illustrations
appearing in "Medicology."
Many other parts of the book show evidences of
having been lifted entire from the older volume or even printed from the same
plates.
Both volumes are copyrighted by E. J. Stanley.
The "Library of Health" gives its readers to understand that diphtheria,
scarlet fever and measles and even erysipelas may be due to exposure to sewer
gas ! The absurdity of such statements, while obvious enough to physicians,
may not be so recognized by the purchasers of the "Library of Health." Under
"remedies" for cancer the victim is urged to try leeches "for a considerable
length of time." The dangers of temporizing in such conditions make this
advice particularly vicious.
Persons entirely ignorant of the dangerous character of certain drugs are
prescriptions containing such poisons as aconite, conium, arsenic,
offered
belladonna, chloral, cannabis indica. hyoscyamus. cyanid of potassium, etc.
"PATENT

MEDICINE"

FOR

GONORRHEA

A chapter devoted to gonorrhea contains a paragraph on "Treatment"
recommending "the Sanmetto treatment."
Sanmetto is thus described:
"It acts as a great yitalizer, increasing the strength of the reproductive
ing their action, promoting their secreting power and increasing their size."

organs,

hasten

In the chapter on diphtheria there are eight paragraphs on "treatment."
The last paragraph deals with antitoxin and states that although "enthusiasts
favor its employment in every case," still "the more conservative men in the
profession . . . believe that the field for its employment should probably be
limited to cases which present [severe symptoms and to cases which do not
The bracketed matter
respond promptly to ordinary] methods of treatment"
in the quotation just given does not appear in the "Library of Health," although
Evidently in reprinting the old book
it does appear in the old "Medicology."
a line of type was "dropped" so that the statement does not make sense.
VICIOUS

ADVICE

TO

THE SYPHILITIC

The sufferer from syphilis is warned that "mercury and the iodids produce
injurious effects if long continued, and should be avoided" and is told that
"Hemetesene"
should be used. This product, according to the "Library of
Health," is "A Vegetable Treatment" and is declared to be "as much a specific
for syphilis and blood poisoning as quinin is for intermittent fever." The
tremendous amount of harm that the promulgation of such bizarre falsehoods
may do can better be appreciated by medical men than by the public.
About seventy pages are devoted to what is termed "a simple method of
The object of this chapter, according to the
diagnosing disease by symptoms."
book, is to "clearly set forth the effect of different diseases" so that "the layman
may, in a vast majority of cases, as efficiently diagnose most diseases as the
ordinary physician."
The reading of the chapter will doubtless leave the
average layman in the same frame of mind as was the hero of Jerome K.
Jerome's "Three Men in a Boat" who after going through a "home-doctor"
book decided that he was suffering from all the diseases named therein except
housemaid's

knee.
SELF-PRESCRIBING

FOR

DIPHTHERIA

AND

SCARLET

FEVER

Further to enable the possessor of that little knowledge which is dangerous
to drug himself with products that are even more dangerous, over one hundred
prescriptions are given said to have been "prepared and used by B. F. Scholl,
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They are given in Latin and English, respectively,
under diseases ranging from "abscesses" and
"asthma" through "diphtheria," "erysipelas," "sore eyes" and "scarlet fever" to
"whites," "waterbrash" and "worms." Still another part of the book is devoted
to a description of "new remedies."
This in effect is a list of "patent" and
proprietary medicines describing, among others, "Ammonol," "Baume Analgesique," "Cellasin," "Lymph Orchitic Compound," "Mercauro," "Rheumalgine"
(which, by the way, is given more space than any other in the list) and
"Trypsogen."
This brief synopsis of portions of the "Library of Health" gives but an
idea of the amount of misinformation,
or worthless
incomplete
dangerous
counsel, obsolete theories and practice with which the book abounds.
M.D., Ph.G., Philadelphia."

and are arranged alphabetically

ADVERTISING

METHODS
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An interesting side-light

on the methods used in advertising this book has
been brought to our attention by Health Commissioner Ruhland of Milwaukee.
The "Western Distribution Company" issued an eight page leaflet on scarlet
fever under the title "Bulletin of the American Health Society, Publishers of
Library of Health." The leaflet first reprints from a Milwaukee paper state
ments made by Commissioner Ruhland on the subject of scarlet fever.
It then
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information of more or less value describing the symptoms and pur
porting to help the public differentiate between scarlet fever and diphtheria. It
very properly declares that cases -such as it describes should all be considered
serious and a physician summoned, and it also informs the public that all cases
of scarlet fever or other contagious disease must be reported.
The "Bulletin" closes with the statement that the information contained in
It is, presumably, sent
it has been "selected" from the "Library of Health."
easily to approach
allowing
means
of
"demonstrators"
more
out as a
their
gives

possible

purchasers.
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Aside from any inherent dishonesty that may or may not attach to the
scheme of selling these various books and "certificates," the plan has ceVtain
fundamental fallacies. The book, at least in some instances, is over a quarter
of a century old. Including, as some of the books do, scores of prescriptions,
it will inevitably lead the purchaser to attempt self-treatment of .conditions
The
that may be dangerous not only to the individual but to the community.
bulk of the books— 1,500 pages or more — is such that the reader either gets an
ill-digested conception of their contents or will develop an unhealthy habit of
physical introspection.
Up-to-date books of one hundred or two hundred pages written by men of
standing and dealing with principles of prevention rather than with details of
treatment are of far greater value to the public in the preservation of health
and can be and are sold at a legitimate price.
It is the bulky pretentiousness
of the "health books" together with the added inducement of alleged free medi
cal service given as a premium that makes it possible for a price of ten, twelve
or eighteen dollars to be asked and obtained.
There is no legitimate excuse,
either from the standpoint of economics or health preservation, for selling
mediocre publications, with alleged medical service as a premium, at a price
that is out of all proportion to the value received. — (IVith additions, from The

Journal A. M. A., April

21, 1917.)

[Soon after the preceding article had appeared in The Journal we received
letter from the instructor in a high school of a Milwaukee (Wis.) suburb.
The letter read, in part, as follpws :
a

"Could you give me some information as to the standing of the 'American
Health Society' and does the American Medical Association endorse the pub
lication 'Library of Health' gotten out by this 'American Health Society?'
Some of the parents of the pupils have asked me to investigate
this.
A few
weeks ago a number of women appeared in the city, representing themselves as
graduate nurses with the American Red Cross Society ; they visited a number
of homes and sold the book 'Library of Health' for which $2.40 was paid down
and the balance of $10.00 was to be paid in installments according to a contract
signed by the purchaser.
This contract the purchaser does not hold. When
the book was delivered and examined it was found to be 'American Health
Society' instead of American Red Cross Society.
These salesladies seemed
to convey the impression that it was the Red Cross and in these stirring times
Then along comes a number of circular
they led a number to take the book.
letters from a 'Western Distributing Company' of Chicago to collect the $10.
The purchasers do not want the book and offered to return it and have the
Company claims that they hold a binding
$2.40 refunded but this Distributing
contract and will force collection, etc. Furthermore, one of these saleswomen
stated to one of the purchasers that she had called upon the family physician of
this purchaser and that he had endorsed the book. Upon investigating, it was
found that this was not true. Also this doctor stated that the teaching in the
book was fallacious."]

"CONSCIOUS
EVOLUTION"
always versatile. It seeks to turn to account the

SWOBODA'S

Quackery is
latest thera
Especially noticeable has been the tendency in the
peutic fads or fashions.
past few years to capitalize the altogether admirable' trend on the part of the
Numerous "systems" of exercise have been advertised
public toward exercise.
under claims that seem to have been limited only by the vocabularies and
imagination of those exploiting them. All of these "systems" being in their
essentials both old and obvious, it has been necessary to create, as "selling
points," elements either of mystery or of pseudo-science which are presented
with all the plausibility known to the art of advertising.
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Alois P. Swoboda, once of Chicago and Washington, D. C,
now of New York City, has been selling a mail-order "course" in his

For
but

some years

Naturally, the cure and alleviation of
"System of Physiological Exercise."
disease is part and parcel of the "system," for this may always be counted
on to widen the appeal and to provide the opportunity of using the ubiquitous
testimonial whose commercial value is as large as its scientific value is small.
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CONSCIOUS

EVOLUTION

Not that it means any
"Conscious Evolution" is Swoboda's shibboleth.
thing, but it sounds rather scientific and can be counted on to impress- both
the thoughtless
and that still larger class of individuals who merely think
they think. Swoboda is not the first to appreciate that a meaningless phrase,
if couched in pseudo-technical language, paraded frequently and solemnly
with a lavish use of italics, capitals and blackfaced type, may be counted on
effectually to take the place of thought or common sense.
"Conscious Evolution" seems to have been a bright afterthought, for Swo
boda's present advertising booklets differ chiefly from the earlier editions in
the substitution of the phrase "Conscious Evolution" for what was formerly
According to Swoboda:
"Swoboda's System."
".
BODY

.

.

WHICH

...

is based upon a discovery in the cells
REVOLUTIONIZED THE EFFECT OF EXERCISE."

Conscious Evolution.
I HADE, AND WHICH HAS

of

the

The curative claims made for the Swoboda System have undergone those
changes from the "lie direct" to the "lie with circumstance," which in the
past few years have characterized advertising through the whole field of
quackery.
Take for example, these claims made some years ago by Swoboda:

"It is the only natural, easy and speedy method for obtaining perfect health, physical
ABSOLUTELY CURES CONSTIPATION,
development and elasticity of mind and body.

AND REVITALIZES

INDIGESTION, SLEEPLESSNESS, NERVOUS EXHAUSTION
THE WHOLE BODY." [Capitals in the original.— Ed.]
THE LIE WITH

CIRCUMSTANCE

No longer will you find

these frank and open falsehoods in the Swoboda
advertising; the method of today is less direct. Note for instance the latter
day substitute for his older claim that his system "Absolutely Cures Con

stipation"

:

I

I

have treated not less than 37,000
"Regarding constipation,
wish to say that
have yet to learn of the first failure."
my System for this ailment alone, and

No longer
". . .
of functional

.

I

do Swoboda's exercises

my System has been
digestive troubles."

people by

"absolutely cure indigestion," but

the greatest success

in correcting,

permanently,

all forms

Before leaving the past it seems worth while, even if only for purposes
of perspective, to quote a few of the older claims :
"You can be physically jus} what you wish to be. You can have reserve vitality for every
emergency.
guarantee it."— (Literary Digest, Jan. 31, 1914.)
"My book [advertising booklet] will give you a better understanding of yourself than
which it imparts cannot be
you could obtain from a college course.
The information
obtained elsewhere at any price." — (.Harper's Weekly, March 6, 1915.)
'The Swoboda System can make you tireless, improve your memory, intensify your will
I promise it." — (Vanity Fair, May,
power, and make you physically just as you ought to be.

/

1915.)

"Swoboda, the world's greatest builder of men, has discovered
rejuvenating the cells
.
.■ ." — (Literary Digest, May 6, 1916.)

a

remarkable

system

of
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It

is not to be inferred from the matter quoted that Swoboda's claims
Take for example
have become more truthful ; they are merely more cautious.
the following quotations, describing Swoboda's "System," that appeared in a
half-page advertisement of Collier's as recently as March 2, 1918, under the
screaming headlines : "How to be a Giant in Energy, Health and Mind" :

"A unique, new and wonderful discovery that furnishes the body and brain cells with a
degree of energy that surpasses imagination."
.
.
has already resulted in the complete recovery of thousands
"This new system .
.
.
."
upon thousands of 'extreme' cases
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I of the following

ailments

Acidity of Stomach
Anemia
Ail to- intoxication
Backache or Chronic Lumbago
Biliousness
Bad Breath
Catarrh
Cure — tendency to colds.
Drowsiness — Languidncss
Debility— Muscular
Nervous. Sevtial
Dizziness — Vertigo
Dyspepsia
Emissions
Flatulence
Gastritis— Chronic
Hardening of Blood Vessels
Headache*
Heartburn
Hysteria
Impotence
Indigestion of Stomach and Bowels
Insomnia — Sleeplessness
Intestinal Diseases
Irritability — Nervousness
Liver — Torpid and Sluggish .
Locomotor Ataxia (in early stages)
Lumbago— Rheumatism or pains in the
ba^k
Lack of Confidence
Lack of Manliness
Lack of. Ambition
Lack of Will Power
Lack of Color
Malaria
Malnutrition^ Malassimilation
Melancholia— Blues
Nausea.
Nervous Prostration
"Nervous Exhaustion
'Nervousness
NcUrasth. m'a
Obesity — Over fatness
Palpitation ol Heart
Rheumatism
Shortness' oT Breath
Sallow Complexion
Stiffness in Joints
Thinness
Tuberculosis (in early stages)
. Weakness — General

Before Swoboda had developed his bump of caution his claims were of the "lie direct"
Above is a photographic reproduction
type.
(reduced) from a booklet sent out some time
ago as part of the
come-on literature of the Swoboda "System." This long list of ailments
longer
"guaranteed"
appears in the present advertising matter.
to
"cure"
no
Swoboda
which

".

.

".

.

exercises

.
.
.

it accomplishes seemingly impossible results entirely
.

."

without the use of

.

work without asking you to do anything
this system does its revolutionizing
you do not like and neither does it ask you to give up anything you do like."
"When we lack energy and power, when we are listless, when we haven't smashing, driving
power back of our thoughts and actions, when we must force ourselves to meet our daily busi
.
.
it is simply because certain
.
ness and social obligations, when we are sick or ailing
.
.
.
.
These facts .
.
were discovered
cells are weak and inactive or totally dead.
by Alois P. Swoboda and resulted in his marvelous system of cell-culture."
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ANSWERING

THE

ADVERTISEMENT

read the very plausible advertisements — and Swoboda evidently
spends a good deal of money not only for the space of his advertisements,
but also for the "copy" — one writes to Swoboda and receives in return a
form-letter so prepared as to simulate an individual communication. In this
letter Swoboda says that he is enclosing his book "explaining the human
body" — a mere bagatelle — and giving complete information regarding his "sys-

Having

1 Alois P~ Swoboda

^itizs^r:
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SLEEPLESSNESS
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ALOIS P. SWOBODA. CJ1ICAOO. ILLS.

A reduced reproduction of one of Swoboda's old advertisements.
No longer does Swoboda
claim to "absolutely cure" constipation, indigestion, etc.; his claims in this direction are now
of the indirect type in which, through testimonials, the same ideas are conveyed to the public.

The book is entitled "Conscious Evolution," and is practically identical
book sent out earlier by him entitled "Evolutionary Exercise."
About
one half of the book is devoted to testimonials.
The letter explains further
that Swoboda's "course" is given in six lessons with one week's interval
between lessons.
The charge "is always the same, $20 for the complete
course." Attention is also called to the enclosed diagnosis blank which the
recipient is asked to fill out and send with the twenty dollars.
Not that
Swoboda calls it a diagnosis blank ; "Health Statement" is the more cautious
tern."

with

a

appellation.
If the first letter is not answered, a second comes in due time again urging
that $20 be sent and enclosing another diagnosis blank. This letter, if ignored,
is followed by a third and it by a fourth. Should the fourth letter bring no
response, a period of a few months elapses and a fifth comes marked "per
sonal." In the fifth letter, in spite of the statement reiterated in the first four
letters that the charge is never less than $20, his letter offers for $10 the
same course "for which I have asked $20 of you in my former letters."
Should this letter also fail to bring grist to Swoboda's mill, another period
"Personal" — arrives offering the
elapses and the sixth letter— also marked
regular $20 course "on the following terms : $5 in advance, and $1 per week
for five weeks. . . ." Should this persuasive letter also be ignored, the
seventh "personal" epistle comes, with this postscript :

"P. S. —Just as a secret between ourselves, and because we have corresponded for such a
long time, and to prove to you that I am more than willing to meet you half way, you may
have my entire $20.00 course, complete, for only $5.00, provided you send your money and
Borrow the money if you must."
health statement by return mail.
SOME

SWOBODA QUESTIONS ARE ANSWERED

Two of Swoboda's "Health Statements" were filled in and sent to him with
They purported to come from two individuals, Mr. A. and
the required fee.
Mr. B. In order to appraise Swoboda's diagnostic abilities, these blanks were
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so filled that wherever Mr. A. answered a question in the affirmative Mr. B.
answered it in the negative. To give our readers a clear idea of the character
of the questions, we reproduce a few of them and the replies sent in by the
hypothetical Messrs. A. and B.:
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Mr. A
No

Questions

Is

it necessary to drive yourself into performing your duties?
Are you inclined to be languid?
Are you inclined to be listless?
Are you inclined to be lazy?
Are you inclined to be weak?
Are you inclined to be tired?
Are you ambitious?
Are you full of vitality?
Do you desire greater mental and physical energy ?
Do you fear to meet and talk to people?
Are you nervous when in a crowd?
Are you mentally sluggish?
Is your memory poor?
Are you too thin?
Are you drowsy after your meals?
Are you generally run down?
Do people tell you that you look the picture of health?
Are your lips red and full of blood?
Have you a desire for food on arising?
Do you have distress after eating?
Do you get dizzy?
Have you pimples on face and body?
Headaches ?
Nauseated ?
Is your tongue coated?
Breath bad?
Are you nervous?
Does your heart palpitate long after any excitement?
Do you feel weak and exhausted after excitement?
Are you impatient?
Do you feel refreshed upon arising?
Do you have catarrh of the nose and throat?
Do you urinate frequently?
Are you troubled with rheumatism?
Is there any tendency to tuberculosis in your family?

swoboda's

Ytt
Ytt

No
No

Yu

Yet

Yti
Ytt

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Ytt

Yu
Yu

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Ho
No
No
No

Ytt

No
No
No
No

Ma. B
Yes
No

No

Ytt

Yu

No
No
No
No

Yu

Ytt
Ytt

Yu
Yu

Yu
Yu

No
No
No

Yu

Yu
Yu

Yu
Yu

Ytt

Yu
Yu

Ytt

Yu

Ytt

No

Ytt

Yu

Ytt

Yu

diagnosis

Mr. A.

and Mr. B. each received a letter acknowledging the receipt of the
for the course and stating that before finishing the letter Swoboda
would give his "opinion of your condition." According to Swoboda, here is
what ailed Mr. A. :
money

"Your trouble is due to your inability to eliminate poisons from your system sufficiently
This is due to inactivity of those nerve centers which preside over this function.
rapid.
Consequently there is an accumulation of waste and poison in your blood, which, in turn,
weakens the tissues (both muscular and nervous) of your body, thus decreasing your nervous
force, and deranging at time all the functions of the body."
Needless

to say, according to Swoboda, his "system" would
Mr. B.'s condition was thus diagnosed :

correct these

various conditions.

By
"Your difficulty is due to periodic congestions of the cells of your body and brain.
disciplining ,these cells and rendering the entire organism more alive, not only will you cease
to be congested, but the cells will be able to develop more energy for you, and you will
It will be impossible for you to feel depressed, melancholy, blue
thoroughly well.
become
On the other hand you will feel hopeful, enthusiastic, full of life, and happy,
or discouraged.
and all the difficulties which you may have, in consequence of life being inferior within your
body, will be overcome."

This
"System."

happy

condition was

to be

produced,

of course,

by

Mr.

Swoboda's
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THE SWOBODA "COURSE"

The "Course" itself consists of six lessons.
Each lesson comprises a single
(letter size) on which are typewritten instructions for certain
the margins are somewhat crude cuts,- obviously put in with a
illustrating the positions assumed in the respective exercises.
bear the copyright date of 1901, the presumption is that they
as those Swoboda was selling seventeen years ago.
Lesson I
exercises ; Lessons II, III, IV and V, three exercises each and
Lesson VI, two exercises.
The exercises themselves are elementary.
The "Lessons" received by Mr. A. and Mr. B. were identical!
The first
exercise in Lesson I consists in standing with the arms held close to the
body and then flexing the forearms alternately. Mr. A. was instructed to do
this sixteen times and Mr. B. to do it twenty times. The second exercise of
the same lesson is performed by holding out the arms horizontally and later
ally, palms up, and then flexing the forearm. Mr. A. was to do this ten times ;
Mr. B., fifteen times. In the third exercise of the first lesson the arms are
extended laterally, palms forward, then brought forward until the palms meet.
Mr. A. was told to do this fifteen times and Mr. B. twenty times. The fourth
and fifth exercises of the first lesson are equally simple, and Mr. A. and Mr. B.
were each to perform them exactly the same number of times.
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page of paper
exercises.
On
rubber stamp,
As the lessons
are the same
comprises five

I positively guarantee to restore youth to vou.
I puarantee~to
regardless of how, old you, may he.
eradicate old age^pmpleieUmna permanently. I guarantee to give you perpetual youth"*"
1

guarantee Conscious Involution

tional

disorders

to cure all func

of every character,

rcjardle-s of

guarantee

to overcome any weakness in any
and to bring into normal use
those tissues and organs which are not fully alive.
I guarantee thus to give, vou oeriect health — The
Swoboda-kind of health, energy and youth,
part

Photographic
Ponce de Leon

of vour body

reproduction
from Swoboda's advertising
(reduced)
looked in the wrong place for the fountain of youth!

in

1918.

Evidently

Lesson II, as has already been said, consists of three exercises.
In the
first exercise the arms are held out horizontally and laterally with the palms
down and the hands tightly shut, then the wrists are bent up and down,
slowly and rigidly.
In the second exercise the arms are held out laterally
and horizontally with the palms down, then with the muscles of the shoulders
and upper back rigid the shoulder blades are drawn close together and the
arms down to the sides, keeping the muscles rigid on the downward motion.
In the last exercise of this lesson the arms are extended laterally and hori
zontally, palms up, the muscles of the arms and shoulders made rigid and the
arms then drawn up straight above the shoulders, keeping the muscles'*igid
on the upward motion only.
Each of the three exercises of Lesson II was to be performed twelve times
by Mr. A. and sixteen times by Mr. B. All of the rest of the exercises in
Lessons III, IV, V and VI, respectively, were to be performed exactly the same
number of times by Messrs. A. and B.
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An analysis shows, then, that if you are inclined to be languid, listless,
tired and ambitious, as was Mr. A. (vide "Health Statement")
and wish to
overcome this condition you should flex your arms sixteen times.
Should
you, however, be mentally sluggish, of poor memory, too thin, drowsy after
your meals and generally run down, as was Mr. B. (also vide "Health State
Should you have a desire
ment") the arms should be flexed twenty times.
for food on arising; should you have lips that are red and full of blood
and should people tell you that you look the picture of health, then flex the

For some years Swoboda conveyed the impression that the United States Government
Later he seems to have dropped this false and misleading state
stood back of his claims.
ment. Why ?

But should you have distress after eating, get dizzy, have
pimples on face and body, headaches, nausea, coated tongue and bad breath,
Should you suffer from catarrh of the
then flex the forearm fifteen times.
be troubled with rheumatism
and have
nose and throat, urinate frequently,
a family tendency to tuberculosis, then bend the wrists up and down sixteen
times as against twelve times if you are not troubled in any such way.
forearm ten times.
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If Mr. Swoboda is not too busy taking in the easy money obtained byimparting his secret of the "discovery in the cells" — should it be "sells"? — he
must get a vast amount of amusement out of his diagnosis and the prescrip
tions he offers therefor. We surmise, however, that a sense of humor would
long ago have unfitted Mr. Swoboda for his business.
THE "DISCOVERY

IN THE CELLS"

What, one may ask, constitutes the wonderful "discovery in the cells of
the body" which Swoboda claims to have made and "which has revolutionized
the effect of exercises"?
What is the "principle" of the "Swoboda System?"
Let the booklet answer :
of the energies and forces
system and muscles."

residing

in the

This is a little vague, but one must not expect clarity in "come-on" litera
After the money has been sent for the complete course the first "lesson"

ture.

".

.

potential

.
the antagonism of the
element of my system."

muscles

is,

clears up the mystery.
The sum and substance of Swoboda's "System" is that
of "using one muscle to resist or antagonize another."
For example, in the
first exercise of the first lesson, which consists of nothing more unusual than
flexing the forearm on the arm, he tells his "pupils" — or "patients" — to attempt
to contract the triceps muscles at the same time that the biceps are contracted
for the purpose of producing flexion. This in brief is what Swoboda has
As one of the
labeled "Conscious Evolution"
or the "Swoboda System."
letters puts it :
in

reality,

more than

95

per cent,

of

the

SUMMARY

a

a

is

is

nothing new in the
hardly necessary to tell physicians that there
Such "tension exercises" or "static exercises"
principle of resistive exercises.
century ago the Schotts
third of
have been used for years and more than
gymnastics" (Selbof Nauheim were regularly employing "self-restraining
hemmungs-gymnastik) in their treatment of chronic diseases of the. heart. That

It
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"This principle is the scientific antagonization
positive and negative cells of the brain, nervous
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the exercises may be of value in selected cases is readily admitted, but it is
obvious that Swoboda is neither competent to determine, nor, even if he were
competent, capable, under his mail-order plan, of deciding in what cases the
exercises may be harmful. The claim that Swoboda has made that his "instruc
tion is entirely individual" and "just as personal as if you were my only pupil,"
is pure buncombe.

The objection to Swoboda's business lies, not in what he sells, but in the
way he sells it. As a commercial undertaking, it would be impossible to sell
the typewritten instructions for the simple exercises which constitute Swoboda's
"course" if the public knew what it was going to get for its money. The reason
Swoboda is able to purchase high-priced space in magazines to exploit his
"System" is that he deceives the public into believing that he offers something
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not to be obtained

elsewhere.

When Swoboda says that he will "positively guarantee to restore youth to
you, regardless of how old you may be," he falsifies. When he says that he
will "guarantee to eradicate old age completely and permanently" and "give
When Swoboda says that he will
you perpetual youth," he falsifies again.
"guarantee Conscious Evolution to cure all functional disorders of every char-

The picture on the left will be recognized as the one used by Swoboda in his advertising.
1918 there was nothing to indicate that it did not represent the Swoboda of today.
Then Swoboda seems to have added to his circular matter an additional picture of himself.
In his booklet Swoboda explains that the picture
This is reproduced (reduced) on the right.
on the left represents him as he was twenty years ago, while the other picture represents
him as he is now.
A comparison of the two pictures is interesting, in view of the fact that Swoboda "guar
Obviously Swoboda has
antees" to "give perpetual youth'* to those who take his "course."
failed to stem the ravages of time in his own case — at least in so far as loss of hair is con
cerned.

Until about

acter, regardless
of how long standing," he talks like a quack, and when he
to overcome any weakness in any part of your
says that he will "guarantee
body" and "to give you perfect health," he is a quack. In brief, the case against
the so-called Swoboda System may be summed up by saying that "Conscious
Evolution" is a meaningless, phrase whose apparent use is to obtain money by
misleading and deceiving the public ; that the Swoboda exercises are neither
new nor original ; that the entire Swoboda scheme is quackery of the "physical
culture" type. — {From The Journal A. M. A., March 16. 1918.)

A Letter. — To the Editor: In the history of medicine and surgery, especially
of the Egyptians and the old Hellada, exercise or physical culture went hand
in hand with the healing arts for centuries up to the present so-called modern
As believers in healthy, strong, proper living and of all systematic
education.
efforts of development of our bodies and minds, you cannot blame us if we
always welcome your articles in the Propaganda for Reform department justly
In the last issue you gave
attacking quackery, pseudo-science, et tuti quanti.
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us the best in regard to the humbugs in advertising of so-called systems of
gymnastics, home physical culture, etc. Swoboda's "Conscious Evolution," his
daring and all his nonsense with all the refinement for selling was known to
us for years and since 1890 as he started to "humbug" the others in Omaha, as
the active member of our gymnastic association of Sokols. He soon found out
that he could not stay with us and went finally to Chicago, Washington and
New York. Right here he connected his advice of a medical character, on the
mail-order plan, with a "Course" or six lessons of simple exercise, free calis
thenics, as he learned them in our gymnasiums or he is selling, for $20, our
groups of selected exercises which have been used in our schools since 1862 as
his "original wonderful discovery."
We have exposed this and similar con
cerns in our paper many times and congratulate you on your article in the same
direction. Will you be kind enough to allow us to translate the article on this
Swoboda business, which was accepted even in the advertising columns of the
best .of our magazines, not only to the detriment of the pocketbooks
of their
readers, but also with all the dangers of quackery to their health.

Editor, Sokol Americky, Chicago.

Dr. J. Rudis-Jicinsky.

Swoboda's Advertising. — This, from the opening paragraph of a heart-toheart letter of Swoboda — the gentleman who will "guarantee to give you per
petual youth" — to a prospective sucker :

I

could never forgive myself, nor could the creative
"You will never forgive me, and
forces of the Universe forgive us, if I failed to bring you to the point of evolutionizing,
consciously, progressively, and intensively."
As an advertising blurb, this ranks high. Although possibly the fourth para
graph from the same letter is almost as good :

I

Through Conscious Evolution,
convert weakness into strength, illness into health, fear
into confidence, timidity into courage, worry into optimism, a negative personality
into a
positive personality, and old age into youth.

And the production of super-men
Empires, for:

no longer is to be confined

to the Central

Conscious Evolution has made possible for everyone the possession of super-health, supervitality, super-courage, super-aggressiveness, super-mental power, and super every power.

And this is the sort of stuff which staid and respectable publications are
Evolution, we
to advertise, and even, if necessary, editorially defend.
are told, has taken a million years to make a man out of a monkey; modern
advertising reverses the process in a day. — {From The Journal A. M. A., Sept.

willing

28, 1918.)

ARE

PHYSICIANS

SELFISH IN OPPOSING
"PATENT MEDICINES"?

FRAUDULENT

We have, at various times, referred to the stock argument of the manufac
turers to the effect that the medical profession is actuated by selfishness in
giving the public the facts regarding fraudulent "patent medicines." As we
have said before, there never was, in fact, a weaker argument, although, super
ficially, it is doubtless accepted by many who have given the question no thought.
Every physician knows that the lurid advertisements of fraudulent "patent med
icines" send many, many patients to his office. Every physician who has been
in practice any length of time knows also that the sale and use of fraudulent
"patent medicines" are responsible for many cases of prolonged sickness, due
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to the neglect of disease in its early stages. That the physician can possibly be
actuated by altruistic motives in giving the public facts on a subject on which
his special knowledge peculiarly fits him to speak authoritatively, is never
Those who thus charge
admitted by the manufacturer of fraudulent nostrums.
the medical profession with bad faith may fool some people some of the time,
but they don't fool the druggists of the country. No better illustration of this
fact can be given than an editorial that appears in the current (March) issue
of the Druggists' Circular, a journal that represents all that is best in the pro
The editorial, which appeared under the title, "Manu
fession of pharmacy.
facturers of Nostrums Blind to Physicians' Humanitarianism," is here given :

"One of the favorite arguments of the fakers who oppose the letting in
of the light on their fakery by physicians, health officers and the better
are cutting into the
class medical journals, is that the fake medicines
doctors' practice and the doctors are therefore financially interested
in
putting the fakers out of business. That there is no foundation in truth for
such an argument so far as physicians of professional standing are con
cerned, is well known to pharmacists generally.
If there are any who do
not realize that medicine is among the most altruistic professions, even if
it is not the most altruistic, they have only to consider what physicians
are doing to prevent disease, in order to be forced to such a realization.
"Mosquitoes, flies and other insects disseminate the germs of yellow
fever, typhoid fever and other diseases.
Physicians discovered this fact.
Did they keep it to themselves, or did they publish it broadcast to the
If the medical profession were as eager for practice as the nos
world?
trum fakers would have us believe, they would have said among themselves :
Flies and mosquitoes are our best friends ; they cause sickness and the
more sickness there is the busier we are and the more money we collect.
That is what the nostrum fakers would have said, and their minds are so
constituted as to be unable to entertain a thought of a man's doing for the
sake of humanity something which appears on its face to be depriving him
of a part of his income ; it is the possession of that kind of mind that leads
a man into the business of trifling for profit with human health and life.
"Boards of health everywhere are endeavoring to abate those nuisances
which are the cause of sickness.
Members of the medical profession are
like members of a fire department in that they seek to prevent the very
thing which makes their calling a necessity.
What would we think of a
fireman who purposely permitted a conflagration in order that his com
rades might show the city how important it was to keep up a well-paid
And what would be thought of a man who charged the
fire department?
firemen of the country with opposing, on the ground that it was cutting
into the firemen's business, some device for putting out fires, when the fire
men themselves knew the device to be a fake, and an obstacle to fire pre
vention — a menace because of the false sense of security which it gave in
time of danger?
"Physicians need no help from us to set them right before the world.
We are not offering this as any such help. We write it merely to call anew
the attention of our readers to facts with which they are already conver
sant in order that they may not be misled by the false pretenses of those
whose interest it is to mislead them. Much is said and written about the
relations between physicians and pharmacists, the subject being one of the
most hackneyed in the literature of our calling, but so long as every pharm
acist knows a self-sacrificing doctor who is a sort of counterpart of old
Willum MacLure, and every physician knows a pharmacist on whom he
may rely as guide, philosopher and friend, those relations are not going
entirely to the bad. And neither are the druggists going to allow the nos
trum fakers to poison their minds against the doctors, for among druggists
there is a strong spirit of humanitarianism which enables them to see a
side of the medical profession to which the nostrum men are blind." —
(From The Druggists' Circular, March, 1916.)
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KILLING

PUBLIC

HEALTH LEGISLATION

The "patent medicine" fraternity is again up to its old tricks in attempting
legislation that has for its object the protection of the public health.
During the past few months some states, recognizing that the public had the
right to know what it is taking when it prescribes for itself, have introduced
bills in the legislatures which would regulate to some extent the sale of "patent
medicines" and would require, among other things, the statement of the names
and quantities of the active ingredients of such medicines.
Such a bill was
introduced in the legislature of North Carolina and it had the approval not
only of the state board of health but also of the newly elected governor of that
state.
The "patent medicine" interests chloroformed the bill !
to defeat

There are now before the state legislatures of Michigan and North Dakota,
two bills which the "patent medicine" people are fighting tooth
and nail. Not that the opposition comes openly and frankly from the nostrum
interests ; that isn't their way of doing business.
The Thompson-Koch Co., a
Cincinnati advertising agency, is the "Bunty" who "pulls the strings."
We
have just received from Michigan a circular letter which, according to our
informant, "has been sent to every druggist in Michigan."
It is in opposition
to House Bill No. 187 introduced by Representative Littlejohn.
Here is the
letter :
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respectively,

THE THOMPSON-KOCH

CO.

ADVERTISING AGENCY
Newspapers, Street Cars, Magazines, billboards, etc.
32

West

Sixth Street,
Cincinnati,

O.

"Please write or wire members of your State Legislature to use every legitimate influence
to kill Michigan House Bill No. 187 by Littlejohn so-called formula? disclosure registration
and
license bill would result in withdrawal of all advertising and sale of package, household medi
That is result desired by members of doctors
cines, cosmetics and hair tonics in your state.
trust who are responsible for and back of this same bill in twenty different states and defeated
every time.
We believe doctors trust thinks they control the Michigan Health Department
Withdrawal
of advertised package medicines and household medicines would result in inevit
able increase in useless, dangerous and needless operations and would compel a doctor's fee
in every slight ailment.
It is monstrous, vicious, mercenary and puts life and death in hands
The true object of this bill is to
of political doctors without restraint, law or competition.
kill self-medication and compel your people to pay doctors fee in every slight ailment.
The
No possible good can result from
privacy of homes of people of Michigan in great danger.
this legislation.
Advertised package medicines and household medicines are already governed
Law, the Harrison Antiby the strictest United States Food and Drugs Law, the Sherley
narcotic Act and the United States Internal Revenue department's rulings on alcohol in medi
Do you know however, that the doc
cines and the States Food and Drugs Act of Michigan.
tors medicines in your state are entirely unregulated, but certainly should be.
Doctors trust
bill exactly like this one has just been defeated in- North Carolina and it should surely be
This is so important that we ask you to wire your Mem
defeated decisively in your state.
bers of Legislature to defeat House Bill No. 187, and you will earn gratitude of the people
of your state in defeating what we believe an under-handed attempt of doctors trust to prevent
Fight it hard. Think, work quick to
freedom in selling household medicines in your state.
defeat this unjust bill.
Thanks for help.

The Thompson-Koch Advertising

Agency."

The State Dairy and Food Department of Michigan has just issued a cir
cular concerning House Bill No. 187. The facts it recites make interesting
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reading in connection with the highly colored piece of fiction sent out by the
Thompson-Koch Advertising Agency. Here it is :
"The State Dairy and Food Department is charged by law with the
inspection of all drugs and medicines as well as food in this state. It is
made the duty of the department to find out what people put into their
There are several thousands of
stomachs for medicines as well as foods.
Many of them have merit, some are
proprietary remedies on the market.
useless, and some are plain frauds, like the consumption
and cancer cures.
To analyze and inspect all these remedies would cost the state a great deal
of money and yet the people should be protected from imposition in the
medicine line.
_ .
"The State Dairy and Food Department, after careful study of the sit
House
uation, drafted a bill to meet the situation fairly for all concerned.
Bill No. 187, introduced by Representative Littlejohn, is not the product
It was drawn by the Dairy and Food
of any so-called 'Doctors' Trust.'
No doctor except Representative Littlejohn ever saw it
Commissioner.
No doctor was consulted in the drafting of it.
before it was introduced.
It is being misrepresented by advertising agencies and others as a 'formula
disclosure' bill. There is not a line in it compelling the disclosure of any
formula. The bill simply provides that manufacturers of proprietary rem
edies shall register the names and furnish a sample of their product to the
Dairy and Food Commissioner. This saves the state the expense of trav
It provides that each manufac
eling inspectors to pick up the samples.
turer shall pay to the department $10 for the first registration and $5 for
If the
each subsequent one to meet the cost of inspection and analysis.
manufacturer wishes to avoid paying this inspection fee he can do so by
disclosing his formula and thus save the department the expense of analysis,
but if he pays the inspection fee he is not obliged to disclose the formula.
No manufacturer of a meritorious proprietary remedy can reasonably
object to the provisions of this bill. The objections of the manufacturers
of fakes should be disregarded. The bill will make conditions better for
the owner of a preparation of merit.
The only restriction on advertising
in the bill is that advertisements
of remedies claiming to cure consump
tion, cancer and other admitted non-curable diseases, should be prohibited.
All reputable newspapers already refuse this kind of advertising. Yearly
the manufacturers of proprietary remedies take large sums from the people
of this state; most of them are located outside the state and pay no state
tax. Why should they object to paying a paltry fee to reimburse the state
for its inspection of their products? The bill as drawn does not affect the
retail drug trade and preparations made by the local druggist are spe
cifically exempt under the terms of the act."
The physician who sent in the Thompson-Koch letter suggested that "pro
prietary and patent nostrum interests are in bad straits when they have to hide
behind an advertising agency in Cincinnati in order to carry their point before
legislature."
Advertising Agency has,
The Thompson-Koch
the Michigan
sent the newspapers of North Dakota telegrams practically iden
apparently,
tical with the letter printed above. In one of these sent us by a correspondent
in North Dakota, a light touch is given by a postscript scribbled at the end of
the message, to this effect : "They ought to pass a law prohibiting the sending
of such fool messages as this."
The North Dakota papers have also received a shorter telegram from an
advertising agency in New York warning the papers that the bill in question
is the result of the "secret workings of Chicago's Doctors' Trust" and adds
the magic suggestion that should the bill pass "no medicines or allied lines
could be advertised in North Dakota." It remains to be seen whether the drug
gists of Michigan and the newspaper publishers in North Dakota will jump
through the hoop at the crack of the whip of the advertising agencies that are
acting as ring-masters for the "patent medicine" interests. — (From The Journal
A. M. A., March 10, 1917.)
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SECRECY

IN

"PATENT

MEDICINES"

The Journal has long insisted that one of the greatest evils connected with
Practically every
the "patent medicine" business is the element of secrecy.
"patent medicine" manufacturer leads the public to believe, either by direct
statements or by implication, that his preparations possess some marvelous and
esoteric powers — due either to a peculiar combination of well-known drugs or
to the presence of some mysterious drug about which the rest of the world is
ignorant — not to be found in official products or in unofficial products made by
There is not a
Such claims, of course, are the sheerest humbug.
competitors.
"patent medicine" on the market today whose place could not better be taken
So long, however, as "patent
by some official drug or combination of drugs.
medicine" manufacturers sell names instead of drugs it is possible for them to
"get away with" claims that would be laughed to scorn if the element of mys
tery were eliminated.
It is for this reason that the nostrum makers declare that to give to the
public the names and amounts of the therapeutically active drugs in their
products would spell financial ruin. In many cases it doubtless would, but
not for the reason assigned by those making the claim. It would destroy busi
ness in those cases in which even the nontechnically trained layman would
the absurdity of claims made for simple mixtures of well-known
recognize
drugs.
One of the spokesmen for the "patent medicine" interests has said :
it is practically impossible to prove that the therapeutic claims made by a prep
.
"
whose composition is not known are 'false and fraudulent.'

.

aration

This

same spokesman declared that should "patent medicine" manufacturers
forced to make their formulas public "they will be supplying evidence which
may result in their own undoing."
When the public prescribes for itself it has the right to know what it is pre
scribing. If it cannot be given this obvious prerogative without destroying an
The facts are, of course,
industry, then that industry should be destroyed.
that no "home remedy" having any legitimate place in commerce would be
destroyed by such a course, although it would, doubtless, do much to wipe out
of existence the fakes, frauds and humbugs with which the public is at present
be

afflicted.

These facts are suggested by a letter recently received from the manager of
This letter so completely refutes many of the
"patent medicine" concern.
made by the exploiters of fraudulent nostrums that we print it
misstatements
in full. It is worth reading:
a

"To iht Editor: — Let me introduce myself, first of all, as the Treasurer and General
I come asking the privilege of placing
Manager of the J. C. Ayer Company, of Lowell, Mass.
before your readers the marked changes that have taken place during the past few years in the
methods of conducting the business of this company in every state of the Union.
had
"Some twenty years ago I was first placed in charge of said business, although
known of it ever since my earliest recollection.
Even at this beginning
had been a physi
cian for twenty-five years and so became at once keenly aware of the fact that certain changes
could be made to the benefit of the public, and then, of course, to the benefit of the company.
"While a number of changes were made at once, it was only about ten years ago that the
first radical change took place, namely, when we published our full and complete formulas on
all the printed matter, cartons, bottles and boxes of medicine, said change having been con
tinued to this very day.
It is interesting to know that the Canadian government ruled that
because of said publication of formulas we were entirely exempt from its Patent Medicine Act,
"Another change, equally important at least, was made about that same time, when we
placed on the market all our medicines entirely free from alcohol.
This change was made
we believed, with all our might, that alcohol is a poison too powerful
because
and too
dangerous to be used as a medicine unless under the direction of a physician.
Right here let
me add that there is nothing secret about this; we percolate according to standard methods,
recover the alcohol by distillation, and lastly add the glycerine.

I

I
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"Then came the hard problem of advertising, with its constant tendency to exaggerate and
thereby to mislead.
A weak advertisement always reads to me like bibble-babble, while an
extra strong one too often shows that the writer has been carried to dizzy and dangerous
heights!
So it was decided, about three years ago, to discontinue all newspaper advertising,
leaving only the Almanac through which to make announcements to the public.
"Probably it is asking altogether too much of the busy editor to read some of the more
recent editions of said Almanac, but it is certainly true that in writing them it has ever been
my earnest effort to write in a more and more conservative way, with the thought that I, as
a physician, was especially bound to use my knowledge in every possible way to advance the
interests of the public health.
have also endeavored to completely eliminate everything
that would have a tendency to make the well man think he was sick or the sick man think
One
he was sicker; at the same time giving a good amount of practical every-day hygiene.
result is that our 1918 Almanac is quite a different affair from those of my earlier efforts.
"But there were other changes needed. So about two years ago we omitted all kinds of
literature accompanying our medicines; no pamphlets, no leaflets, no circulars, practically no
printing whatever except the formula and dose on bottle, box and carton.
I can
Such changes naturally bring up the question of the effect on the pocketbook.
only speak for this company, and say that we are still pursuing these same methods with
Indeed, we have never once had
increased vigor and find them more and more satisfactory.
the slightest idea of turning back to the tallow-candle agel
Some people seem to forget the
brilliant period in which we are living, with its remarkable common school system, good
literature, cheap postage, extensive trollies, telephones, and so on, whereby even the most
remote districts in the country are brought in closest contact with the very center of our
'
largest cities.
The old-time mystery is fast disappearing as the new-time education pene
trates the darkness.
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Charles H. Stowell, M. D., Lowell, Mass."

Dr. Stowell was graduated by the University of Michigan Medical School
in 1872. In printing his letter The Journal is not to be understood as endors
ing the preparations of the J. C. Ayer Company, but it does endorse the busi
ness principles shown by the company.
The formulas for some of the Ayer
preparations are needlessly complex and of the shotgun-mixture type; how
ever, not more so than some of the preparations in the Pharmacopeia and
National Formulary.
If ever mixtures of the shotgun type are excusable, it
may be when such are used as home remedies that are taken without a real
diagnosis — a rifle is of little use against an obscure mark!
The important points brought out by this letter, however, are that "patent
medicines" without alcohol or other habit-forming drugs can be advertised with
comparative conservatism and the public given detailed information regarding
their composition and the company marketing them still flourish. — {From The

Journal A. M. A., Nov.

3, 1917.)

SECRECY,

THE FUNDAMENTAL

The Proprietary Association is the "patent medicine" organization of the
United States, and its devious methods have been referred to many times.
Samuel Hopkins Adams in the "Great American Fraud" series turned the light
on the activities of the concern in a general way, while Mark Sullivan in "The
Patent Medicine Conspiracy Against the Freedom of the Press" gave specific
instances of its tricky methods.
The Proprietary Association used to publish
annual reports giving a list of its members and representatives,
as well as of
its associate members and the names of the concerns these members repre
sented. Apparently, it no longer does so and the membership of the Proprietary
Association seems to be a close secret. After each annual meeting the drug
journals usually publish the list of newly elected officers, and that is about the
extent to which the public is given any hint as to who comprise this "patent
medicine" organization. The Proprietary Association has claimed to be doing
some house-cleaning — Heaven knows it is needed !— within its own ranks.
As there is no possible way of checking up on the question, it is a safe claim
If a "patent medicine" faker is "caught with the goods" the Propri
to make.
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etary Association can conveniently disown any connection with the guilty party.
It is a fitting commentary on much of the "patent medicine" business that the
organization which represents it should be so ashamed of its own membership
that it is unwilling to make it public. Secrecy in composition ! This is the
watchword of the "patent medicine" industry, not only as it applies to its
products, but also as it applies to its official organization !— (From The Journal

A. M. A., Jon.

13, 1917.)

ADVERTISING

THAT

MAKES

FOR

ILL-HEALTH

clients

:

"It would be a liberal estimate to say that only 25 per cent, of the business transacted in
this country each day is done as the result of a 'natural demand.'
The other 75 per cent, is
done as a result of salesmanship in one form or another — and it's on -the 75 per cent, that
we make our living and you make yours."

it

is

is

is

it

is

a

It

is

it

is

it

it,

This, we believe, is no exaggeration. It means, in other words, that three
fourths of the things purchased are bought not because the public normally
wants them, but because, through skilful advertising, the public has been hypno
tized into believing it wants them.
It may be that in many lines of business
that is legitimate. At any rate, it is conceivable
that some reasonably con
vincing arguments might be made in favor of it. But in the matter of selling
drugs for the self-treatment of ailments, such artificially created demands are
not legitimate. They are directly against public interest because they are a
menace to the public health.
The real object of "patent medicine" advertising — as all "patent medicine"
advertisers know, although few will admit it — is not the simple one of telling
the public what goods there are for sale*
It has a much more subtle motive.
Its real intent is to convince those who read the advertisement that they are
suffering from certain ailments which can be cured by the preparation adver
tised.
One "patent medicine" maker who was urging druggists to stock his
"cure" for appendicitis, and presumably thought that he could be frank about
said that unless his product was put on the shelf the druggist would have
nothing to sell "to the man who has appendicitis nor to the multitude who
think they have or are going to have this dread disease." Elaborating, the
manufacturer reminded the druggist further, that "fully seventy-five per cent
of all cough and kidney remedies are bought by people who think they have
consumption
or some serious kidney ailment . . . and not by people who
actually have them." That's
exactly! And
the business of the "patent
medicine" advertisement
to play on the fears of those who are temporarily
indisposed and make them think that they have this, that or the other disease
which can surely be cured by Dr. Quack's Panacea.
What, then,
That no medicine should be sold for the selfthe remedy?
By no means. Were we living under ideal economic
treatment of ailments?
conditions,
may be theoretically desirable, that
might be as feasible as
expert advice and opinion should be sought whenever anything went wrong
with the human machine.
Under present economic conditions, however, such
Utopian.
unthinkable that the average man
conception
going to
Instead, he
physician's aid every time he becomes constipated.
seek
going

a
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One phase of the problem of "patent medicine" advertising is frequently
lost sight of.
The modern advertiser, in any line, is not so much concerned
with letting the public know that he can supply what it legitimately demands,
as he is in creating an artificial demand which he hopes to supply.
As an
advertising concern in Chicago says, in a circular letter sent to prospective
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a laxative medicine of some sort.
It may be admitted, then that
is today a legitimate place on the market for home remedies for the selftreatment of simple ailments.
All that has been asked in the interest of public
health and safety is that these remedies be sold under no misleading claims ;

to purchase
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that they contain no dangerous or habit-forming drugs, and that the names and
amount of the active ingredients therein be declared on the label.
The public has a further right in the premises, although it has not awak
ened to this fact.
It is justified in demanding that such remedies shall not
be so advertised as to make for ill-health.
"Patent medicine" advertising has
for years been a stench in the nostrils of thinking men, lay and medical. It
Every effort made by
has been the black beast of the advertising world.
decent advertisers in other lines of endeavor toward purifying the advertising
field has had first to be directed against the "patent medicine" business.
Yet
from the point of view of the public health, the advertising of home remedies
instead of being the most exaggerated,
the most suggestive
and the most
fraudulent, should, on the contrary, be even more conservative and respectable
than the advertising of the ordinary products of commerce.
It may or may
not be a bad thing for the community, economically speaking, if the public
is led, through skilful advertising, to buy more hats, more pianos or more auto
mobiles than it can really afford or has any legitimate use for. But it requires
no argument to prove that advertising which makes a well man think he is sick
and a sick man think he is very sick, with the object of making these men drug
unnecessarily,
themselves
is a crime against the public health. — (From The
Journal A. M. A., Sept. 23, 1916.)

ANOTHER

NOSTRUM

FALLACY

One of the stock arguments
of the "patent medicine" makers— and their
stock is large — is the claim that any preparation that has been on the market
for a number of years must, by that very token, be of value.
No one knows
better the falsity of this claim than the nostrum maker, unless it is the adver
tising man. If, without any advertising, a medicinal preparation continued in
public favor for many years, there might be some justification for assuming
that the product either had merit, or contained
certain drugs that might
explain its continued popularity.
Yet even this would not be indisputable
evidence, because the nostrum always gets credit for that large proportion
of recoveries that are wholly the result of vis medicatrix natures. The most
worthless and fraudulent proprietary medicines will, and do flourish just so
long as they are advertised.
Some of the biggest medical swindles known
have brought to their exploiters increasingly large fortunes until Nemesis
arrived and put them out of business or until the advertising ceased. The
"Sargol" fraud was, during the last year of its existence, bringing in more
money to the men exploiting it than it had ever done and, if widely adver
tised, would unquestionably have continued to do so had not the federal
authorities put it out of business.
The "Oxydonor" swindle was a goldmine
to Moses up until the time he was sent to the federal penitentiary for selling
it. The same can be said of Samuel's outrageous piece of imposture whereby
he made a fortune selling a weak solution of sugar and salt in hydrant water
If the proprietary medicine business
as a cure for all the ills of the flesh.
proves anything it proves beyond cavil the fact that you can fool some of
The Journal A. M. A.,
the people all the time, if you advertise! — (From

July

21,

1917.)
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NOSTRUM

ADVERTISING

AND

THE

AGENCY

LEVERAGE

The ramifications of the fraudulent "patent medicine" business are many.
The acceptance of advertising from such concerns by small country newspa
pers is not always an indication of a low ethical standard of advertising, at
least not wholly so. One of the developments of modern business is the adver
tising agency, to which many concerns, instead of attempting to handle their
own contracts, turn over their advertising business.
These agencies place the
advertisements
in such publications as their special knowledge and judgment
suggest will bring the best returns to their clients.
Large agencies, having
the power of dispensing advertising largess, naturally possess no little influ
ence with publishers. Supposing, then, that the manager of a largfe agency is
financially interested in a fraudulent "patent medicine" business whose adver
tising he handles — and there are some such cases. Suppose, further, that he
submits an advertisement of the nostrum in which he is interested to a country
If this
newspaper publisher who tries to keep his advertising pages clean.
country publisher rejects the "patent medicine" copy, he puts himself in the
position of offending a man who has the power to send to him, or withhold
from him, much reputable advertising business during the course of the year.
As one of the big advertisers of the country has said : "Naturally publishers
— particularly the little fellows— hesitate to offend a concern which sends them
so much business even though they hate to accept this particular kind of adver
tising." When next you feel like "jumping on" the publisher of your local
find out
paper because of some particularly flagrant nostrum advertisement,
before you do so just how much economic pressure is being exerted, directly
or indirectly, to make him accept such advertising. — {From The Journal A. M.
A., Feb. 3, 1917.)

THE NOSTRUM AND THE

PUBLIC

HEALTH

Broadly speaking, the nostrum belongs in one of two general classes ; one
those unscientific mixtures that are advertised primarily to
class comprises
the medical profession, and first reach the public by way of the prescription;
the other class includes those mixtures that are sold direct to the public.
Nostrums in the first class are sometimes spoken of as "proprietaries" ; those
in the second class are colloquially known as "patent medicines." The public
suffers from both classes, the only difference being that in the case of the
former the physician has to share the responsibility with the nostrum exploiter.
There is no clearly defined line of demarkation between these two classes.
Many of the "patent medicines" of today were the "proprietaries" of yesterday.
Shrewd manufacturers — or, more correctly, exploiters, for many of these
products are not manufactured by those that sell them — discovered years ago
that one of the least expensive methods of introducing a nostrum to the
public was by way of the medical profession. After the profession had been
widely circularized and much space bought in the advertising pages of medical
journals of a certain type; after uncritical or unthinking physicians had pre
scribed the products (of course in the "original package" with the name blown
in the bottle or a monogram stamped on the tablet) ; after the patient had
learned with disgust that his physician had merely prescribed a "patent medi
cine" that could more cheaply have been purchased direct — then the one-time
"proprietary" threw off its "ethical" mask and became frankly a "patent
medicine." Such has been the genesis of many a "patent medicine" on the
Others, less deviously, have gone directly to the public at
market today.
the outset.

MISCELLANY
IF ANY,

REAL PATENT

MEDICINES

The present paper deals with the "patent medicine" evil. Correctly speak
ing, there are practically no true patent medicines on the market; first, because
few if any of the products of this type could be patented, and second, because
patency or openness is the last thing the average "patent medicine" seller wants.
Mystery and secrecy are his great assets. A product to be patentable must
according to the law — not always enforced, by the way — represent something
new and useful ; and this requirement of the patent law rules out the "patent
medicine." A patent when granted gives the owner a legal monopoly on his
product for seventeen years, after which time the product becomes public
property. The "patent medicine" seller finds it easier and far more profitable
to put together a simple mixture of drugs that represents nothing either new
or useful, to which he gives a fancy name, and obtains a trade-mark on that
name. The trade-mark gives him a perpetual monopoly to the name and places
no restrictions on the composition of the product ; nor, in the granting, is he
required to give any information regarding its composition.
Thus "Winslow's Soothing Syrup" is still "Winslow's Soothing Syrup" in
name, although the product on the market today bears but little resemblance
to the original preparation sold under that name. As sold in the United States,
it used to contain morphin and alcohol. As sold in Great Britain, potassium
bromid was substituted for morphin because the British law requires the word
"poison" on all "patent medicines" containing morphin. As the public in our
country became aroused to the menace of the "baby killers," many drug stores
refused to handle the Winslow preparation. Then the formula was changed,
and changed again, so that today it contains neither morphin nor alcohol. But
it is still "Winslow's Soothing Syrup."
THE

FOOD

AND

DRUGS

ACT

'

is

is,

There has been a tendency during the past few years to assume that the
federal Food and Drugs Act, commonly known as the Pure Food Law, effec
tively safeguards the public against the menace of the nostrum.
Although this
law has been in force for more than twelve years, there is still some mis
First it should be realized that
of its powers and limitations.
apprehension
the law applies only to products that enter into interstate commerce; that
The federal Food and
those that are made in one state and sold in another.
Drugs Act, for instance, exercises no control over the sale of "patent medicines"
made in Illinois and sold anywhere within the state of Illinois, no matter
how fraudulent the claims may be as to therapeutic effects, composition, or
The only way such preparations can be reached
source of origin.
under
the state law.
should also be realized that the Food and Drugs Act has no jurisdiction
over claims made for foods or drugs except as those claims appear in or on
When the law was first passed, many "patent medicine"
the trade package.
makers assumed that the term "label," as used in the Act, applied solely to
On this assumption,
the piece of paper pasted on the bottle.
they modified
the false claims they had been making on the label but continued to falsify
in the circulars that were wrapped around the bottles.
They soon found to
broader and more logical meaning
their cost, however, that the courts gave
to the word "label," including all of the printed matter in or on the trade
The Food and Drugs Act exercises no control over statements that
package.
are published separate from the trade package — such as in newspapers, hand
bills, etc.
The Pure Food Law, as first enacted, prohibited, within the field
covers,
"false or misleading" statements "in any particular."
The officials entrusted
with the enforcement of the Act assumed that this meant just what
said,
it

it

a

It
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and the majority of the "patent medicine" makers followed that assumption.
Then the Supreme Court decided (in a divided opinion) that the law as it
stood did not apply to statements regarding curative effects, but only to state
This decision, of course, let down
ments relative to composition and origin.
The more unscrupulous
most
obvious frauds.
the bars immediately to the
"patent medicine" makers care little about restrictions regarding the composi
tion of their nostrums; they are much more concerned with being free under
the law to make any assertion they see fit regarding the curative effect oi
their preparations. Then came the Sherley amendment to the Food and Drugs
Act, which specifically prohibits "false and fraudulent" statements regarding
It is to be noted that falsehood alone is not
the curative effects of medicines.
sufficient to secure conviction; the manufacturer must also be found guilty
of deliberate intent to defraud.
Under the Food and Drugs Act, then, the manufacturer of a medicinal
product may be declared guilty of misbranding, if the statements he makes
(on the trade package) regarding the composition or the origin of his products
are either "false or misleading"; he may also be found guilty of misbranding
if the statements he makes (also, on the trade package) regarding the cura
tive effects of his preparations are both "false and fraudulent."
Limiting the scope of the application of the law to the claims made on the
package, is one of the fundamental weaknesses of the Food and Drugs Act.
The law does not penalize the most outrageously false claims of any kind or
description regarding "patent medicines," if those claims appear in newspaper
circulars, etc., that do not accompany the trade package. Yet
advertisements,
it is the newspaper advertisement or the circular that sells the product, rather
than the matter on the trade package, which the public does not see until
after it has purchased.
Thus we have the anomaly of a law which allows a
manufacturer to lie to his heart's content in those avenues of publicity in
which lying will be most profitable and do the maximum amount of harm, arid
restricts merely the statements he may make in his trade packages.
This lim
itation in the Food and Drugs Act furnishes a sure way of determining with
almost mathematical
accuracy what statements regarding a "patent medicine"
are false : From the claims made in the newspaper advertisements
and cir
culars subtract those that are made in the trade package; the difference, you
are justified in assuming, is falsehood !
LIMITED

FORMULA DISCLOSURE

The "Pure Food Law" has one more power in protecting the public against
the nostrum evil :
It requires "patent medicine" sellers to declare (on the
trade package only) the presence and amount of eleven drugs and their deriva
tives : alcohol, morphin, opium, cocain, heroin, alpha-eucain and beta-eucain,
chloroform, cannabis indica, chloral hydrate and acetanilid. Further than this,
the law permits the manufacturer to maintain complete secrecy regarding the
composition of his preparation. He can, if he wishes, put in his product such
deadly poisons as carbolic acid, arsenic, strychnin, prussic acid and aconite,
and the public is none the wiser.
Many people have thought that the legend "Guaranteed under the Food and
Drugs Act" that used to appear on bottles and cartons indicated that the fed
eral government had in some way passed on the product and given it a clean
bill of health. Nothing of the kind. Before the guarantee clause was abolished,
any manufacturer could write into Washington and ask for a serial guar
antee number, and Washington had no choice but to issue such a number —
this, no matter whether the medicinal product was good, bad or indifferent,
whether the claims under which it was sold were truthful or false or whether
the drugs it contained were harmless or dangerous.
All that the guarantee
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clause ever meant was that were the product sold in violation of the law, the
person to whom the guarantee serial number had been issued would be held
Some of the most outrageous
responsible, rather than the individual retailer.
have
been "Guaranteed under the
world
medicine"
swindles in the "patent
be said that the federal
then,
may
it
up,
Summed
Drugs
Act."
Food and
It
Food and Drugs Act gives the public a certain measure of protection.
permits the public to know the names and amounts of eleven drugs and their
derivatives, and it limits the claims that can be made for these products, so
far as such claims appear in or on the trade package.
INTEREST IN THE NOSTRUM EVIL
THE PHYSICIAN'S
The nostrum evil is essentially a public health question, although, as in
The
it has its economic angle.
the case of many public health questions,
profession's
medical
that
the
charges
persistently
maker
"patent medicine"
opposition to "patent medicines" as now exploited is based on the assumption
that the sale of such products diminishes the income of the physician. The
is false.
Next to the
charge, of course, is as malicious as the assumption
"patent medicine" men and the newspapers that share the profits of nostrum
exploitation, no class receives greater financial benefit from "patent medicine"
advertising than physicians. A hundred people see an advertisement of "Doan's
Kidney Pills," with its "Every Picture Tells a Story" illustration conveying
that an ache or pain in the lumbar region indicates kidney
the impression
Out of this hundred, let us suppose one half, because of some pass
disease.
ing pain in the lumbar region, are convinced that they have Bright's disease
Of the fifty thus frightened into the belief that they
or some kidney ailment.
are ill, it may be conservatively claimed that considerably more than half will
If all "patent
go to their family physician rather than to the drug counter.
medicine" advertising were abolished tomorrow, next to the exploiters of
"patent medicine" and some newspaper proprietors, no one would suffer larger
financial loss than the physician. The physician, of course, is opposed to
because it is exploited in such a way as to
the average "patent medicine"
cause the public to magnify its trivial ailments, to drug itself unnecessarily
and in cases in which something serious is the matter to lose vitally valuable
time in seeking medical aid.
Were the physician's attitude toward "patent
medicines" prompted by commercial considerations he would say to the nostrum
exploiter, "Go the limit ; the more victims you get, the more patients I get I"
AN

ECONOMIC

EXCUSE

FOR

HOME

REMEDIES

Under our present economic system there is a place for home remedies for
the self-treatment of simple ailments.
It may be that in Utopia the ailing
always go to their medical advisers, no matter flow trivial the ailment; but
this is not Utopia. No one expects every person who suffers from a passing
attack of constipation to go to his physician for a prescription. He is going
to the drug store for a cathartic of some kind.
Admitting that the abuse of
cathartics is one of the most widespread and pernicious of the evils of selfdrugging, and admitting, further, that the rational treatment of constipation
may not call for any purgative drug, the fact remains that in such cases the
man in the street is going to take cathartic drugs, at least until he is better
informed. The duty of the medical profession in the premises is to warn the
public of the danger of the purgative habit and to urge that some restrictions
be thrown around the sale of cathartic medicines.
The same applies to the
use of other medicinal products that may rightly be classed as home remedies.
Unfortunately, the home remedies of today are, generally speaking, "patent
medicines"; and the methods of promoting the sale of "patent medicines" make
those products a menace to the public health.
This not altogether for what
the remedies themselves contain, although in many instances that is distinctly
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of the way such products are exploited. Modern advertis
In the
ing differs from that of the mid-Victorian era in one vital respect.
earlier days the advertiser notified the public where demands might be supplied.
Today the advertiser bends his efforts toward making the public demand
things which otherwise it might not want or even know about. This principle
may have no serious consequences, other than economic at least, when applied
There may be more or less plausible
to the ordinary commodities of commerce.
automobiles, clothes, or what not,
pianos,
advertising
favor
of
so
arguments in
as to persuade the public to purchase more of these articles than it really
needs or can afford. There can be no excuse, however, for using such methods
So to advertise as to
in the sale of preparations for medicinal purposes.
make well men think they are sick and sick men think they are very sick,
for the sole and only purpose of causing them to purchase drugs to pour down
their throats, is more than an economic offense; it is a crime against the
public health. Yet this is the principle on which the average "patent medicine"
of today is sold.
SEQUENCE MISTAKEN

FOR CAUSE AND EFFECT

is,

There is an additional reason why the present method of exploiting drugs
for the self-treatment of disease is vicious. In the sale of medicaments, we
have a class of merchandise that lends itself peculiarly to fraudulent exploita
tion. The nonexpert who is led by misrepresentation to purchase a piano or
a suit of clothes which is not up to the specifications learns sooner or later
There is no such
that he has been swindled, and he profits by the lesson.
automatic check operating in the case of medicaments.
John Smith gets up
It is but a passing indisposition and in a few
some morning feeling sick.
days he will be himself again, whether he does something or does nothing
In opening his morning paper, John finds, carefully
in the way of treatment.
detailed, just the symptoms that he seems to have, and he is assured that
they may be cured by taking "Pink Pills," "Nuxated Iron," "Tanlac," "Peruna"
or what not. On his way down town he buys one of these preparations. In
a day or two he is well again — as he would have been in any case — and you
never can persuade him that his recovery was due to the healing power of
nature and not to the preparation that he had been taking. It is equally true,
of course, that had he gone to his family physician and received a prescription
or had gone to an osteopath and had his back rubbed, or called up a "Christian
scientist" and received an absent treatment, he would also have been willing
to credit any one of these agencies with his recovery.
The point to be empha
sized is that it is a very human tendency to credit to artificial agencies all
results that are really due to natural causes.
The post hoc, ergo propter hoc
mode of reasoning is well-nigh universal, especially among those without
Even the medical profession is not altogether free from
scientific training.
confusing a mere sequence of events with cause and effect. Here, then, is the
reason for urging that in selling medicinal products a different method should
from that used in selling ordinary merchandise.
be employed
The seller of
has nature as an opponent : wear and tear is constantly
general merchandise
The seller of medicaments always has nature as an assistant.
against him.
The tendency of the human body in sickness
in the majority of instances
at least, to get well; but the healing power of nature seldom receives credit.
THE REMEDY

What, then,
Obviously there should be home remedies
the remedy?
available that are unobjectionable from the public health point of view. Such
should contain no habit-forming or dangerous
products
drugs; they should
not be recommended for diseases that are too serious for self-treatment; they
right to know what
should be nonsecret because the public has
taking;
is

it

a

is
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finally, they should not be advertised under false claims or in such a way as
to make the public magnify trivial ailments and dose itself unnecessarily with
drugs. Products which conform to these requirements are to be found on the
They comprise certain simple
shelves of every drug store in the country.
Pharmacopeia
or the National For
United
States
from
the
official products
mulary. Naturally, they are nonsecret, and being official, their standards of
and purity are constant and enforced by state and national laws.
strength
As most of the large pharmaceutical houses in the country make them, the
assures their being sold at
element of monopoly is removed, and competition
profit. The enormous overhead expense inseparable from the
a reasonable
modern method of "patent medicine" exploitation is entirely eliminated. John
Smith does not realize that when he pays a dollar for "Dr. Quack's Panacea,"
at least 75 cents of his dollar represents the cost of the effort on the part of
Dr. Quack to convince Smith that there is something seriously wrong with
him and that "Quack's panacea" is the only thing that will cure him. In other
words, Smith pays a dollar for 25 cents' worth of drugs and service, plus the
privilege of being frightened into the belief that he is seriously sick and
that these drugs

are essential

to his recovery.

Since official drugs, i. e., Pharmacopeial and National Formulary prepara
tions, are nonproprietary, the chief incentive to fraudulent or misleading adver
tising claims is removed.
John Doe & Sons' brand of Blaud's pills differs
in no essential respect from the Blaud's pills of Henry Rowe & Co. The margin
of profit on the sale of Blaud's pills is so small that it would hardly be
profitable for one manufacturer to attempt any widespread advertising campaign
for the special purpose of increasing the sale of his particular brand, even sup
posing it were possible for him to make claims that could not demonstrably be
proved

false.

J.

it,

When the public is properly informed, so that it knows what preparations
to call for in order to treat its simpler ailments, advertising of home remedies
It devolves on the medical profession, and other
will be entirely unnecessary.
agencies entrusted with the solution of public health problems, to give the
In an article published two or three years ago,1 Dr.
public just these facts.
Harvey W. Wiley suggested that the American Medical Association should
committee to select a few simple home remedies for
appoint a representative
what he called the "Mother's Medicine Chest," which could be used by the
public for the self-treatment of the milder ailments.
He urged further, that
somewhat complete directions should be published,
describing the nature of
the troubles in which these remedies were to be used, and the amount that
was to be given under various conditions, in every case, of course, calling
attention to the potential dangers inseparable
from self-diagnosis and selftreatment.
Whether such a task should be undertaken by a scientific organ
ization such as the American Medical Association, or by governmental agencies
such as the United States Public Health Service, is a question.
There is little
doubt, however, that when such information has been widely disseminated, even
if it takes a generation to do
the making of hypochondriacs by suggestion,
and the widespread
evil of unnecessary drugging, will be gone.
Gone, too,
will be the business of those nostrum exploiters who capitalize human fear
and fatten on human credulity. — (Arthur
Cramp, M.D., in The Journal
A. M. A., May 24, 1919.)
1.
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Victor injection
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lung syrup
medicine company
Victory remedy company
Vienna medical institute
Vienna medical institute
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ViTane powder
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399, 404
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F. W
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safe cure
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safe remedy
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628
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Waterman institute morphin cure
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Waterman's, M. W., tonic restorative...
143
tonic restorative
152
Watkin's anodyne
486
Watkins
female remedy
181
R., company
181
R., medical company
629
K. L., company
76
vegetable liniment
629
Way, F. M. and G. P., ear drum
133
Weatherby's opium antidote
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Webb A No. 1 tonic
589
M. E
183, 200
Weed, A. E
258
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748
Weirick rectal dilators
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Weiss,
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Welch, F. G
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F. M
181
medicine company
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Weller, P
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Wells & company
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E. S
574
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574
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547
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Wendell's
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Wendt, C. R
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Werte, H. F
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Wesley, Edward, company
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West Baden sprudcl water
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White's dyspepsia remedy
White,
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Whitehall's
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